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Foreword

Constraints are an ubiquitous concept, which in its broader sense pertains to every day
experience: they represent the conditions which restrict our freedom of decision. In fact,
how much our choices are constrained by the external world is a basic philosophical ques-
tion. In the formalized reasoning of scientific disciplines, constraints have been employed
extensively, from logic to numerical analysis, from mathematical programming to opera-
tions research. In computer science, constraints have been with us from the early days, for
modeling, representing and reasoning (see the interesting historical remarks in Chapter 2
of this handbook, Constraint Satisfaction: An Emerging Paradigm).

I see several good reasons for this ubiquity: one is the conceptually clear separation
between the perfectly declarative problem statements and the often cumbersome enumera-
tive efforts for finding solutions. Another reason is the complexity challenge: the classical
constraint satisfaction problem is NP-complete and in fact tautology checking in propo-
sitional calculus (a constraint problem on Boolean variables) has been the touchstone for
this complexity class. A further reason is that large, complex constraint problems often
occur in practice, they must be solved in one way or another, and fast, efficient, systematic
solutions have an enormous economic value.

What I find surprising about constraints is that within artificial intelligence and com-
puter science a relatively recent, relatively uniform body of knowledge has emerged which
often yields decisive advantages over classical, extensively studied and well developed
techniques. As for many success stories within computer science, success is largely due
to a mixture of structures, algorithms, languages, programming techniques and system im-
plementations. The aim of this handbook is to present this knowledge in all its facets.
Different chapters are largely self contained and all contribute to put the subject into focus,
similarly to the Hawaii Keck observatory, where the mirror is composed of 36 hexagonal
segments.

From the conceptual point of view, the main characteristic features of constraint pro-
gramming are constraint propagation, and the identification of various special cases which
make complexity tractable. The former (see Chapter 3) is an inference technique which
makes local constraints stronger without changing the global constraint. The latter issue
concerns both the structure (see Chapter 7, Tractable Structures for Constraint Satisfaction
Problems) and the kind of constraints (see Chapter 8, The Complexity of Constraint Lan-
guages). Less specific, but still very important issues are as follows: Backtracking Search
Algorithms, in Chapter 4; Local Search, in Chapter 5; Global Constraints, in Chapter 6;
Symmetry in Constraint Programming, in Chapter 10; and Modelling, in Chapter 11.

Another surprising fact about constraint theory is the incredibly close relationship with
logic programming. In a rather precise sense logic programming is a way of expressing,
and solving, certain classes of disjunctive, recursive constraints. Furthermore, logic pro-
gramming can be very elegantly generalized to constraint logic programming (see Chapter

v



vi Foreword

12), where the ordinary Herbrand constraint system, and its unification algorithm, are com-
plemented with specific constraint solvers. The interaction with the committed choice lan-
guages studied in the Japanese projects of the eighties also yielded very interesting models
of computation based on constraints. Amalgamation with more common (and efficiently
implemented!) programming languages is also possible (see Chapter 13, Constraints in
Procedural and Concurrent Languages).

Besides and beyond the beauty of its theoretical foundations, what contributes the most
to the practical convenience of constraint programming are: (i) the development of specific
results for important classes of constraints; (ii) the ability of extending the basic theory to
various additional aspects which are very relevant in practice; and (iii) the flexibility and
potential for integration with other modeling and solving methodologies.

About the development of specific results, this handbook includes chapters about con-
straints on finite (Chapter 14), structured (Chapter 17), temporal (Chapter 19), continuous
and interval-based (Chapter 16) domains. The potential to extend the basic theory in evi-
dent in the case of soft constraints, considered in Chapter 9. Ordinary constraints are either
satisfied or not, namely either true or false. Instead soft constraints return a more infor-
mative weight. Interestingly enough, the proposed extensions both accommodate several
important cases (fuzzy, hierarchical, optimization, probabilistic constraints), and still of-
ten exhibit essentially the same solution algorithms. Extensions to random, changing and
distributed/open constraints are treated in Chapters 18, 21 and 20 respectively.

About the last issue, in addition to the seamless integration with logic and imperative
programming languages we mentioned already, quite remarkable are the paradigms result-
ing from the integration of constraint programming with operations research (see Chapter
15), with scheduling and planning (see Chapter 22), with vehicle routing (see Chapter 23),
with component configuration (see Chapter 24), with (electricity, water, oil, data) networks
(see Chapter 25), and with bioinformatics (see Chapter 26).

The global scenario based on service-oriented computing which is now under devel-
opment offers additional theoretical and practical challenges to constraint programming.
Conditions for service deployment and discovery, both functional and involving different
aspects of quality of service, could be expressed in terms of hard and soft constraints, and
the negotiation phases should involve substantial constraint solving abilities. Transactions
among the various actors could also require partially backtrackable behavior or at least
programmable compensations. Some level of real time, distributed, global constraint solv-
ing should be implemented in the middleware, since lots of higher level applications will
be able to take advantage of, and pay for it.

I think that research and practical development in the area of constraint programming
will be very active for quite a while in the future, establishing closer and closer connections
with a variety of other design methodologies and even other disciplines. I consider this
handbook not only a very nice piece of scientific work, but also a contribution quite instru-
mental at disseminating advanced knowledge about constraint programming both within
the inner constraint community and across the much wider audience of potential users.

UGO MONTANARI

Dipartimento di Informatica
Università di Pisa, Italy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Francesca Rossi, Peter van Beek, Toby Walsh

Constraint programming is a powerful paradigm for solving combinatorial search problems
that draws on a wide range of techniques from artificial intelligence, computer science,
databases, programming languages, and operations research. Constraint programming is
currently applied with success to many domains, such as scheduling, planning, vehicle
routing, configuration, networks, and bioinformatics. The basic idea in constraint pro-
gramming is that the user states the constraints and a general purpose constraint solver is
used to solve them. Constraints are just relations, and a constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) states which relations should hold among the given decision variables. For exam-
ple, in scheduling activities in a company, the decision variables might be the starting times
and the durations of the activities and the resources needed to perform them, and the con-
straints might be on the availability of the resources and on their use for a limited number
of activities at a time.

Constraint solvers take a real-world problem like this, represented in terms of deci-
sion variables and constraints, and find an assignment to all the variables that satisfies
the constraints. Constraint solvers search the solution space either systematically, as with
backtracking or branch and bound algorithms, or use forms of local search which may
be incomplete. Systematic method often interleave search and inference, where inference
consists of propagating the information contained in one constraint to the neighboring
constraints. Such inference (usually called constraint propagation) is useful since it may
reduce the parts of the search space that need to be visited.

While defining a set of constraints may seem a simple way to model a real-world prob-
lem, finding a good model that works well with a chosen solver is not always easy. A poorly
chosen model may be very hard to solve. Thus much care must be devoted to choosing a
good model and also to devising solvers that can exploit the features of the chosen model.

From this description it may seem that constraint programming is “programming” in
the sense of “mathematical programming”: the user declaratively states the constraints
on the feasible solutions for a set of decision variables, and an underlying solver solves
the constraints. However, constraint programming is also “programming” in the sense of
“computer programming”: the user needs to program a strategy to search for a solution.
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Without this, the solving process would be very inefficient. This is very natural to do in
logic-based programming languages, such as constraint logic programming, but it can also
be done in other programming paradigms.

1.1 Purpose of the Handbook

The aim of this handbook is to capture the full breadth and depth of the constraint pro-
gramming field and to be encyclopedic in its scope and coverage. While there are excellent
books on constraint programming (see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]), such books
necessarily focus on the main notions and techniques and cannot cover also extensions,
applications, and languages. The handbook gives a reasonably complete coverage of all
these lines of work, based on constraint programming, so that a reader can have a rather
precise idea of the whole field and its potential. Of course each line of work is dealt with
in a survey-like style, where some details may be neglected in favor of broader coverage.
However, the extensive bibliography of each chapter will help the interested readers to find
suitable sources for the missing details. Each chapter of the handbook is intended to be
a self-contained survey of a topic, and is written by one or more authors who are leading
researchers in the area.

The intended audience of the handbook is researchers, graduate students, upper-year
undergraduates, and practitioners who wish to learn about the state-of-the-art in constraint
programming. No prior knowledge about the field is necessary to be able to read the
chapters and gather useful knowledge. Researchers from other fields should find in this
handbook an effective way to learn about constraint programming and to possibly use some
of the constraint programming concepts and techniques in their own work, thus providing
a means for a fruitful cross-fertilization among different research areas.

1.2 Structure and Content

The handbook is organized in two parts. The first part covers the basic foundations of
constraint programming, including the history, the notion of constraint propagation, basic
search methods, global constraints, tractability and computational complexity, and impor-
tant issues in modeling a problem as a constraint problem. The second part covers con-
straint languages and solver, several useful extensions to the basic framework (such as
interval constraints, structured domains, and distributed CSPs), and successful application
areas for constraint programming.

Part I: Foundations

In Chapter 2, Eugene C. Freuder and Alan K. Mackworth survey the emergence of con-
straint satisfaction as a new paradigm within artificial intelligence and computer science.
Covering the two decades from 1965 to 1985, Freuder and Mackworth trace the devel-
opment of two streams of work, which they call the language stream and the algorithm
stream. The focus of the language stream was on declarative program languages and sys-
tems for developing applications of constraints. The language stream gave many special
purpose declarative languages and also general programming languages such as constraint
logic programming. The focus of the algorithm stream was on algorithms and heuristics
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for the constraint satisfaction framework. The algorithm stream gave constraint propa-
gation algorithms such as algorithms for arc consistency and also heuristics and constraint
propagation within backtracking search. Ultimately, the language stream and the algorithm
stream merged to form the core of the new field of constraint programming.

In Chapter 3, Christian Bessiere surveys the extensive literature on constraint propa-
gation. Constraint propagation is a central concept—perhaps the central concept—in the
theory and practice of constraint programming. Constraint propagation is a form of reason-
ing in which, from a subset of the constraints and the domains, more restrictive constraints
or more restrictive domains are inferred. The inferences are justified by local consistency
properties that characterize necessary conditions on values or set of values to belong to
a solution. Arc consistency is currently the most important local consistency property in
practice and has received the most attention in the literature. The importance of constraint
propagation is that it can greatly simplify a constraint problem and so improve the effi-
ciency of a search for a solution.

The main algorithmic techniques for solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs)
are backtracking search and local search. In Chapter 4, Peter van Beek surveys backtrack-
ing search algorithms. A backtracking search algorithm performs a depth-first traversal
of a search tree, where the branches out of a node represent alternative choices that may
have to be examined in order to find a solution, and the constraints are used to prune sub-
trees containing no solutions. Backtracking search algorithms come with a guarantee that
a solution will be found if one exists, and can be used to show that a CSP does not have
a solution or to find a provably optimal solution. Many techniques for improving the ef-
ficiency of a backtracking search algorithm have been suggested and evaluated including
constraint propagation, nogood recording, backjumping, heuristics for variable and value
ordering, and randomization and restart strategies.

In Chapter 5, Holger H. Hoos and Edward Tsang survey local search algorithms for
solving constraint satisfaction problems. A local search algorithm performs a walk in a
directed graph, where the nodes represent alternative assignments to the variables that may
have to be examined and the number of violated constraints is used to guide the search for
a solution. Local search algorithms cannot be used to show that a CSP does not have a so-
lution or to find a provably optimal solution. However, such algorithms are often effective
at finding a solution if one exists and can be used to find an approximation to an optimal
solution. Many techniques and strategies for improving local search algorithms have been
proposed and evaluated including randomized iterative improvement, tabu search, penalty-
based approaches, and alternative neighborhood and move strategies.

In Chapter 6, Willem-Jan van Hoeve and Irit Katriel survey global constraints. A global
constraint is a constraint that can be over arbitrary subsets of the variables. The canonical
example of a global constraint is the all-different constraint which states that the
variables in the constraint must be pairwise different. The power of global constraints is
two-fold. First, global constraints ease the task of modeling an application using constraint
programming. The all-different constraint, for example, is a pattern that reoccurs
in many applications, including rostering, timetabling, sequencing, and scheduling appli-
cations. Second, special purpose constraint propagation algorithms can be designed which
take advantage of the semantics of the constraint and are therefore much more efficient.
Van Hoeve and Katriel show that designing constraint propagation algorithms for global
constraints draws on a wide variety of disciplines including graph theory, flow theory,
matching theory, linear programming, and finite automaton.
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A fundamental challenge in constraint programming is to understand the computational
complexity of problems involving constraints. In their most general form, constraint satis-
faction problems (CSPs) are NP-Hard. To counter this pessimistic result, much work has
been done on identifying restrictions on constraint satisfaction problems such that solving
an instance can be done efficiently; that is, in polynomial time in the worst-case. Finding
tractable classes of constraint problems is of theoretical interest of course, but also of prac-
tical interest in the design of constraint programming languages and effective constraint
solvers. The restrictions on CSPs that lead to tractability fall into two classes: restrict-
ing the topology of the underlying graph of the CSP and restricting the type of the allowed
constraints. In Chapter 7, Rina Dechter surveys how the complexity of solving CSPs varies
with the topology of the underlying constraint graph. The results depend on properties of
the constraint graph, such as the well-known graph parameter tree-width. In Chapter 8,
David Cohen and Peter Jeavons survey how the complexity of solving CSPs varies with
the type of allowed constraints. Here, the results depend on algebraic properties of the
constraint relations.

The first part ends with three chapters concerned with modeling real world problems
as CSPs. In many real world problems, not all constraints are hard. Some constraint may
be “soft” and express preferences that we would like to satisfy but do not insist upon.
Other real world problems may be over-constrained. In both cases, an extension of the
basic framework of constraint satisfaction to soft constraints is useful. In Chapter 9, Pedro
Meseguer, Francesca Rossi, and Thomas Schiex survey the different formalisms of soft
constraints proposed in the literature. They describe the relationship between these differ-
ent formalisms. In addition, they discuss how solving methods have been generalized to
deal with soft constraints.

Symmetry occurs in many real world problems: machines in a factory might be iden-
tical, nurses might have the same skills, delivery trucks might have the same capacity, etc.
Symmetry can also be introduced when we model a problem as a CSP. For example, if
we introduce a decision variable for each machine, then we can permute those variables
representing identical machines. Such symmetry enlarges the search space and must be
dealt with if we are to solve problems of the size met in practice. In Chapter 10, Ian P.
Gent, Karen E. Petrie, and Jean-François Puget survey the different forms of symmetry
in constraint programming. They describe the three basic techniques used to deal with
symmetry: reformulating the problem, adding symmetry breaking constraints, and mod-
ifying the search strategy to ignore symmetric states. Symmetry is one example of the
sort of issues that need to be considered when modeling a problem as a CSP. In Chapter
11, Barbara M. Smith surveys a range of other issues in modeling a problem as a CSP.
This includes deciding on an appropriate viewpoint (e.g. if we are scheduling exams, do
the variables represent exams and their values the times, or do the variables represent the
times and their values the exams?), adding implied constraints to help prune the search
space, and introducing auxiliary variables to make it easier to state the constraints or to
improve propagation.

Part II: Extensions, Languages, and Applications

To increase the uptake, ease of use, extensibility, and flexibility of constraint technology,
constraints and search have been integrated into several programming languages and pro-
gramming paradigms. In Chapter 12, Kim Marriott, Peter J. Stuckey, and Mark Wallace
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survey constraint logic programming (CLP), the integration of constraint solving into logic
programming languages. Constraint solving and logic programming are both declarative
paradigms, so their integration is quite natural. Further, the fact that constraints can be seen
as relations or predicates, that a set of constraints can be viewed as the conjunction of the
individual constraints, and that backtracking search is a basic methodology for solving a set
of constraints, makes constraint solving very compatible with logic programming, which
is based on predicates, logical conjunctions, and backtracking search. Marriott, Stuckey,
and Wallace cover the elegant semantics of CLP, show the power of CLP in modeling con-
straint satisfaction problems, and describe how to define specific search routines in CLP
for solving the modeled problem.

In Chapter 13, Thom Frühwirth, Laurent Michel, and Christian Schulte survey the inte-
gration of constraints into procedural and object-oriented languages, concurrent languages,
and rule-based languages. Integrating constraint solving into these more traditional pro-
gramming paradigms faces new challenges as these paradigms generally lack support for
declarative programming. These challenges include (i) allowing the specification of new
search routines, while maintaining declarativeness, (ii) the design of declarative model-
ing languages that are user-friendly and based on well-known programming metaphors,
and (iii) the integration of constraint solving into multi-paradigm languages. Frühwirth,
Michel, and Schulte include a discussion of the technical aspects of integrating constraints
into each programming paradigm, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each
paradigm.

In Chapter 14, Christian Schulte and Mats Carlsson survey finite domain constraint
programming systems. One of the key properties of constraint programming systems is
the provision of widely reusable services—such as constraint propagation and backtrack-
ing search—for constructing constraint-based applications. Schulte and Carlsson discuss
which services are provided by constraint programming systems and also the key principles
and techniques in implementing and coordinating these services. For many applications,
the constraint propagation, backtracking search, and other services provided by the con-
straint programming system are sufficient. However, some applications require more, and
most constraint programming systems are extensible, allowing the user to define, for exam-
ple, new constraint propagators or new search strategies. Schulte and Carlsson also provide
an overview of several well-known finite domain constraint programming systems.

Operations research (OR) and constraint programming (CP) are complementary frame-
works with similar goals. In Chapter 15, John N. Hooker surveys some of the schemes for
incorporating OR methods into CP. In constraint programming, constraints are used to
reduce the domains of the variables. One method for incorporating an OR method is to
apply it to a constraint to reduce the domains. For example, if a subset of the constraints
are linear inequalities, the domain of a variable in the subset can possibly be reduced by
minimizing and maximizing the variable using linear programming on the subset of linear
constraints. This example is an instance of a popular scheme for incorporating OR into CP:
create a relaxation of the CP problem in the form of an OR model, such as a linear pro-
gramming model. Other schemes for creating hybrid OR/CP combinations decompose a
problem so that CP and OR are each used on the parts of the problem to which they are best
suited. Hooker shows that OR/CP combinations using both relaxation and decomposition
can bring substantial computational benefits.

Real-world problems often take us beyond finite domain variables. For example, to
reason about power consumption, we might want a variable to range over the reals and
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to reason about communication networks we might want a variable to range over paths
in a graph. Constraint programming has therefore been extended to deal with more than
just finite (or enumerated) domains of values. In Chapter 16, Frédéric Benhamou and Lau-
rent Granvilliers survey constraints over continuous and interval domains. The extension of
backtracking search over finite domains to interval constraints is called branch-and-reduce:
branching splits an interval and reduce narrows the intervals using a generalization of local
consistency and interval arithmetic. Hybrid techniques combining symbolic reasoning and
constraint propagation have also been designed. Benhamou and Granvilliers also discuss
some of the applications of interval constraints and the available interval constraint soft-
ware packages. In Chapter 17, Carmen Gervet surveys constraints over structured domains.
Many combinatorial search problems—such as bin packing, set covering, and network
design—can be naturally represented in the language of sets, multi-sets, strings, graphs
and other structured objects. Constraint propagation has therefore been extended to deal
with constraints over variables which range over such datatypes.

Early work in empirical comparisons of algorithms for solving constraint satisfaction
problems was hampered by a lack of realistic or hard test problems. The situation im-
proved with the discovery of hard random problems that arise at a phase transition and
the investigation of alternative random models of constraint satisfaction, satisfiability, and
optimization problems. Experiments could now be performed which compared the algo-
rithms on the hardest problems and systematically explored the entire space of random
problems to see where one algorithm bettered another. In Chapter 18, Carla Gomes and
Toby Walsh survey these alternative random models. In addition to their interest as an
experimental testbed, insight gained from the study of hard problems has also led to the
design of better algorithms. As one example, Gomes and Walsh discuss the technique of
randomization and restarts for improving the efficiency of backtracking search algorithms.

In Chapter 19, Manolis Koubarakis surveys temporal constraint satisfaction problems
for representing and reasoning with temporal information. Temporal reasoning is impor-
tant in many application areas—including natural language understanding, database sys-
tems, medical information systems, planning, and scheduling—and constraint satisfaction
techniques play a large role in temporal reasoning. Constraint-based temporal reasoning
formalisms for representing qualitative, metric, and combined qualitative-metric temporal
information have been proposed in the literature and many efficient constraint satisfaction
algorithms are known for these formalisms. Koubarakis also demonstrates the application-
driven need for more expressive queries over temporal constraint satisfaction (especially
queries combining temporal and non-temporal information) and surveys various proposals
that address this need including the scheme of indefinite constraint databases.

In Chapter 20, Boi Faltings surveys distributed constraint satisfaction. In distributed
constraint satisfaction, constraint solving happens under the control of different indepen-
dent agents, where each agent controls a single variable. The canonical example of the
usefulness of this formalism is meeting scheduling, where each person has their own con-
straints and there are privacy concerns that restrict the flow of information, but many ap-
plications have been identified. Backtracking search and its improvements have been ex-
tended to the distributed case. In synchronous backtracking, messages are passed from
agent to agent with only one agent being active at any one time. A message consists of ei-
ther a partial instantiation or a message that signals the need to backtrack. In asynchronous
backtracking, all agents are active at once, and messages are sent to coordinate their the as-
signments that are made to their individual variables. Asynchronous backtracking has been
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the focus of most of the work in distributed constraint satisfaction. Faltings also surveys
the literature on open constraint satisfaction, a form of distributed CSP where the domains
of the variables and the constraints may be incomplete or not fully known.

The basic framework of constraint programming makes two assumptions that do not
hold in many real world problems: that the problem being modeled is static and that the
constraints are known with certainty. For example, factory scheduling is inherently dy-
namic and uncertain since the full set of jobs may not be known in advance, machines may
break down, employees may be late or ill, and so on. In Chapter 21, Kenneth N. Brown and
Ian Miguel survey the uses and extensions of constraint programming for handling prob-
lems subject to change and uncertainty. For dynamically changing problems, two of the
alternatives are to record information about the problem structure during the solving pro-
cess, such as explanation or nogood recording, so that re-solving can be done efficiently;
and to search for robust or solutions that anticipate expected changes. For uncertain prob-
lems, different types of uncertainty can be identified including: the problem itself is intrin-
sically imprecise; there is a set of possible realizations of the problem, one of which will
be the final version, and there are probability distributions over the full realizations. As
well, many CSP formalisms have been proposed for handling uncertainty including fuzzy,
mixed, uncertain, probabilistic, stochastic, and recurrent CSPs.

Constraint programming has proven useful—indeed, it is often the method of choice—
in important applications from industry, business, manufacturing, and science. In the last
five chapters of the handbook, some of these applications of constraint programming are
highlighted. Each of the chapters emphasizes why constraint programming has been suc-
cessful in the given application domain. As well, in the best traditions of application-
driven research, the chapters describe how focusing on real-world applications has led to
basic discoveries and improvements to existing constraint programming techniques. In a
fruitful cycle, these discoveries and improvements then led to new and more successful
applications.

In Chapter 22, Philippe Baptiste, Philippe Laborie, Claude Le Pape, and Wim Nuijten
survey constraint programming approaches to scheduling and planning. Scheduling is the
task of assigning resources to a set of activities to minimize a cost function. Scheduling
arises in diverse settings including in the allocation of gates to incoming planes at an air-
port, crews to an assembly line, and processes to a CPU. Planning is a generalization of
scheduling where the set of activities to be scheduled is not known in advance. Constraint
programming approaches to scheduling and planning have aimed at generality, with the
ability to seamlessly handle real-world side constraints. As well, much effort has gone
into improved implied constraints such as global constraints, edge-finding constraints and
timetabling constraints, which lead to powerful constraint propagation. Baptiste et al. show
that one of the reasons for the success of a constraint programming approach is its ability
to integrate efficient special purpose algorithms within a flexible and expressive paradigm.
Additional advantages of a constraint propagation approach include the ability to form
hybrids of backtracking search and local search and the ease with which domain specific
scheduling and planning heuristics can be incorporated within the search routines.

In Chapter 23, Philip Kilby and Paul Shaw survey constraint programming approaches
to vehicle routing. Vehicle Routing is the task of constructing routes for vehicles to visit
customers at minimum cost. A vehicle has a maximum capacity which cannot be exceeded
and the customers may specify time windows in which deliveries are permitted. Much
work on constraint programming approaches to vehicle routing has focused on alternative
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constraint models and additional implied constraints to increase the amount of pruning
performed by constraint propagation. Kilby and Shaw show that constraint programming
is well-suited for vehicle routing because of its ability to handle real-world (or side) con-
straints. Vehicle routing problems that arise in practice often have unique constraints that
are particular to a business entity. In non-constraint programming approaches, such side
constraints often have to be handled in an ad hoc manner. In constraint programming a
wide variety of side constraints can be handled simply by adding them to the core model.

In Chapter 24, Ulrich Junker surveys constraint programming approaches to configu-
ration. Configuration is the task of assembling or configuring a customized system from a
catalog of components. Configuration arises in diverse settings including in the assembly
of home entertainment systems, cars and trucks, and travel packages. Junker shows that
constraint programming is well-suited to configuration because of (i) its flexibility in mod-
eling and the declarativeness of the constraint model, (ii) the ability to explain a failure
to find a customized system when the configuration task is over-constrained and to sub-
sequently relax the user’s constraints, (iii) the ability to perform interactive configuration
where the user makes a sequence of choices and after each choice constraint propagation is
used to restrict future possible choices, and (iv) the ability to incorporate reasoning about
the user’s preferences.

In Chapter 25, Helmut Simonis surveys constraint programming approaches to applica-
tions that arise in electrical, water, oil, and data (such as the Internet) distribution networks.
The applications include design, risk analysis, and operational control of the networks.
Simonis discusses the best alternative formulations or constraint models for these prob-
lems. The constraint programming work on networks vividly illustrates the advantages
of application-driven research. The limited success in this domain of classical constraint
programming approaches, such as backtracking search, led to improvements in hybrid ap-
proaches which combine both backtracking and local search or combine both constraint
programming and operations research methods. A research hurdle that must still be over-
come, however, is the complexity and implementation effort that is required to construct a
successful hybrid system for an application.

In Chapter 26, Rolf Backofen and David Gilbert survey constraint programming ap-
proaches to problems that arise in bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is the study of infor-
matics and computational problems that arise in molecular biology, evolution, and genet-
ics. Perhaps the first and most well-known example problem in bioinformatics is DNA
sequence alignment. More recently, constraint programming approaches have made sig-
nificant progress on the important problem of protein structure prediction. The ultimate
goals and implications of bioinformatics are profound: better drug design, identification of
genetic risk factors, gene therapy, and genetic modification of food crops and animals.

1.3 Future Research

The field of constraint programming is rapidly progressing. Many new research results
are being published and new research areas are being opened in the field of constraint
reasoning. We conclude this introduction with some speculation on lines of research that
appear interesting and promising to us, and that in the future could be mature enough to
constitute entire chapters in future revisions of this handbook.
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Quantified constraint problems are a very interesting extension of classical CSPs where
some variables may be universally quantified. This can help modeling scenarios where
uncertainty does not allow us to decide the values for some variables. Many theoretical
results on the complexity of such problems have already been developed. We envision a
fast growth of this area and its applications.

When using a constraint solver, often it is not easy to understand what went wrong, or
why a certain solution is returned rather than another one. Explanation tools could greatly
help in making constraint technology easy to use in an interactive system. In general, user
interaction in constraint systems deserves much attention and effort. Improvements in this
respect could greatly widen the usability of constraint-based tools.

It is rare that all constraints are collected at the same time from the user of a constraint
system. Usually such constraints, or preferences, are collected some at a time, but the
system must be able to perform some amount of reasoning also with partial knowledge.
Moreover, based on the partial knowledge it has, it should be able to ask the user only for
those constraints or preferences that are useful to make the next inference. The issue of
preference elicitation is crucial in such situations, and allows users to intelligently interact
with a constraint system without being forced to state all their constraints, or preferences,
at the beginning of the interaction. This can also be useful in scenarios where the users
want to avoid revealing all their preferences, for example for privacy reasons.

Even when the user is willing to state all the information at the beginning of the inter-
action, sometimes it may be difficult for him to actually state it in terms of constraints. For
example, it could be easier to state examples of desirable or unacceptable solutions. In this
cases, machine learning techniques can be helpful to learn the constraints from the partial
and possibly imprecise user statements. As for explanation and preference elicitation, this
can greatly help in easing the interaction between users and constraint solvers.

Satisfiability is a mature research area with much interaction with constraint reasoning,
since a satisfiability problem is just a constraint problem with Boolean variables. Thus,
many theoretical results can be adapted from one field to the other one. We hope to see
many such results in the future.

This handbook contains chapters on just some of the main application areas for con-
straint programming. Other application fields, which look very promising, are design, con-
straint databases, web services, global computing, and security. We hope to see constraint
programming to be the base of many useful tools for such applications.
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Chapter 2

Constraint Satisfaction:
An Emerging Paradigm

Eugene C. Freuder and Alan K. Mackworth

This chapter focuses on the emergence of constraint satisfaction, with constraint languages,
as a new paradigm within artificial intelligence and computer science during the period
from 1965 (when Golomb and Baumert published “Backtrack programming” [34]) to 1985
(when Mackworth and Freuder published “The complexity of some polynomial network
consistency algorithms for constraint satisfaction problems” [55]). The rest of this hand-
book will cover much of the material introduced here in more detail, as well as, of course,
continuing on from 1986 into 2006.

2.1 The Early Days

Constraint satisfaction, in its basic form, involves finding a value for each one of a set of
problem variables where constraints specify that some subsets of values cannot be used
together. As a simple example of constraint satisfaction, consider the task of choosing
component parts for the assembly of a bicycle, such as the frame, wheels, brakes, sprockets
and chain, that are all mutually compatible.

Constraint satisfaction, like most fields of artificial intelligence, can be separated into
(overlapping) concerns with representation and reasoning. The former can be divided into
generic and application-specific concerns, the latter into search and inference. While con-
straint satisfaction has often been pigeon-holed as a form of search, its real importance
lies in its broad representational scope: it can be used effectively to model many other
forms of reasoning (e.g. temporal reasoning) and applied to many problem domains (e.g.
scheduling). For this reason, constraint satisfaction problems are sometimes encountered
in application domains that are unaware that an academic community has been studying the
subject for years: one reason for the importance of a handbook such as this. Furthermore,
while heuristic search methods are a major concern, the distinguishing feature of constraint
satisfaction as a branch of artificial intelligence is arguably the emphasis on inference, in
the form of constraint propagation, as opposed to search.
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Constraint satisfaction problems have been tackled by a dizzying array of methods,
from automata theory to ant algorithms, and are a topic of interest in many fields of com-
puter science and beyond. These connections add immeasurably to the richness of the
subject, but are largely beyond the scope of this chapter. Here we will focus on the basic
methods involved in the establishment of constraint satisfaction as a branch of artificial
intelligence. This new branch of artificial intelligence, together with related work on pro-
gramming languages and systems that we can only touch upon here, laid the groundwork
for the flourishing of interest in constraint programming languages after 1985.

Constraint satisfaction of course, predates 1965. The real world problems that we now
identify as constraint satisfaction problems, like workforce scheduling, have naturally al-
ways been with us. The toy 8-queens problem, which preoccupied so many of the early
constraint satisfaction researchers in artificial intelligence, is said to have been proposed in
1848 by the chess player Max Bazzel. Mythology claims that a form of backtrack search,
a powerful search paradigm that has become a central tool for constraint satisfaction, was
used by Theseus in the labyrinth in Crete. Backtrack search was used in recreational math-
ematics in the nineteenth century [51], and was an early subject of study as computer
science and operations research emerged as academic disciplines after World War II. Bit-
ner and Reingold [2] credit Lehmer with first using the term ‘backtrack’ in the 1950’s [50].
Various forms of constraint satisfaction and propagation appeared in the computer science
literature in the 1960’s [16, 15, 34, 75].

In artificial intelligence interest in constraint satisfaction developed in two streams. In
some sense a common ancestor of both streams is Ivan Sutherland’s groundbreaking 1963
MIT Ph.D. thesis, “Sketchpad: A man-machine graphical communication system” [73].

In one stream, the versatility of constraints led to applications in a variety of domains,
and associated programming languages and systems. This stream we can call the language
stream. In 1964 Wilkes proposed that algebraic equations be allowed as constraint state-
ments in procedural Algol-like programming languages, with relaxation used to satisfy the
constraints [80]. Around 1967, Elcock developed a declarative language, Absys, based on
the manipulation of equational constraints [22]. Burstall employed a form of constraint
manipulation as early as 1969 in a program for solving cryptarithmetic puzzles [9]. In the
very first issue of Artificial Intelligence in 1970, Fikes described REF-ARF, where the REF
language formed part of a general problem-solving system employing constraint satisfac-
tion and propagation as one of its methods [23]. Kowalski used a form of constraint prop-
agation for theorem proving [48]. Sussman and others at MIT applied a form of constraint
propagation to analysis, synthesis and fault localization for circuits [6, 17, 18, 67, 71], and
Sussman with Steele developed the CONSTRAINTS language [72]. Borning used con-
straints in his ThingLab simulation laboratory [4, 5], whose kernel was an extension of the
Smalltalk language; Lauriere used constraints in Alice, a language for solving combina-
torial problems [49]. In the planning domain, Eastman did “constraint structured” space
planning with GSP, the General Space Planner [21], Stefik used “constraint posting” in
MOLGEN, which planned gene-cloning experiments in molecular genetics [68, 69], and
Descotte and Latombe’s GARI system, which generated the machining plans of mechani-
cal parts, embedded a planner which made compromises among “antagonistic constraints”
[20]. Fox, Allen and Strohm developed ISIS-II [25] a constraint-directed reasoning system
for factory job-shop scheduling.

In the other stream, an interest in constraint solving algorithms grew out of the ma-
chine vision community; we cite some of the early work here. We refer to this stream as
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the algorithm stream. The landmark ‘Waltz filtering’ (arc consistency) constraint propa-
gation algorithm appeared in a Ph.D. thesis on scene labeling [79], building upon work
of Huffman [41] and Clowes [10]. Montanari developed path consistency and established
a general framework for representing and reasoning about constraints in a seminal paper
entitled “Networks of constraints: fundamental properties and applications to picture pro-
cessing” [60]. Mackworth exploited constraints for machine vision [52], before providing
a general framework for “Consistency in networks of relations” and new algorithms for arc
and path consistency [53]. Freuder generalized arc and path consistency to k-consistency
[26] shortly after completing a Ph.D. thesis on “active vision”. Barrow and Tenenbaum,
with MSYS [1] and IGS [74], were also early users of constraints for image interpretation.
Rosenfeld, Hummel and Zucker, in “Scene labeling by relaxation operations”, explored the
“continuous labeling problem”, where constraints are not ‘hard’, specifying that values can
or cannot be used together, but ‘soft’ specifying degrees of compatibility [65]. Haralick,
Davis, Rosenfeld and Milgram discussed “Reduction operations for constraint satisfaction”
[38], and Haralick and Shapiro generalized those results in a two-part paper on “The con-
sistent labeling problem” [36, 37]. Together with J. R. Ullman, they even discussed special
hardware for constraint propagation and parallel search computation in [76].

The language and algorithm streams diverged, and both became more detached from
specific application domains. While applications and commercial exploitation did prolif-
erate, the academic communities focused more on general methods. While the generality
and scientific rigor of constraint programming is one of its strengths, we face a continu-
ing challenge to reconnect these streams more firmly with their semantic problem-solving
roots.

The language stream became heavily influenced by logic programming, in the form of
constraint logic programming, and focused on the development of programming languages
and libraries. Hewitt’s Planner language [40] and its partial implementation as Micro-
Planner [70] can be seen as an early logic programming language [3]. The major early
milestone, though, was the development of Prolog by Colmerauer and others around 1972
[14] and the logic as a programming language movement [39, 47]. Prolog can be framed as
an early constraint programming language, solving equality constraints over terms (includ-
ing variables) using the unification algorithm as the constraint solver. Colmerauer pushed
this view much further in his introduction of Prolog II in 1982 [13, 12]. The integration
of constraint propagation algorithms into interpreters for Planner-like languages was pro-
posed by Mackworth [53]. Van Hentenryck developed and implemented CHIP (Constraint
Handling in Prolog) as a fully-fledged constraint logic programming language [77]. In a
parallel development Jaffar et al. developed the CLP(X) family of constraint logic pro-
gramming languages [42] including CLP(R) [44]. For more on these developments in the
language stream see the surveys in [11, 43] and other chapters in this handbook.

The algorithm stream, influenced by the paradigm of artificial intelligence as search,
as exemplified in Nilsson’s early textbook [61], and by the development of the science of
algorithms, as exemplified by Knuth’s The Art of Computer Programming [45], focused
on algorithms and heuristics. The second stream remained more firmly within artificial
intelligence, developing as one of the artificial intelligence communities built around rea-
soning paradigms: constraint-based reasoning [29], case-based reasoning, and the like. It
also focused increasingly on the simple, but powerful and general, constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) formulation and its variants. We shall focus primarily on this stream, and
the development of the CSP paradigm, in this chapter.
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The challenge then became to reintegrate the language and algorithm streams, along
with related disciplines, such as mathematical programming and constraint databases, into
a single constraint programming community. This process began in earnest in the 1990’s
when Paris Kanellakis, Jean-Louis Lassez, and Vijay Saraswat chaired a workshop that
soon led to the formation of an annual International Conference on Principles and Practice
of Constraint Programming, and, at the instigation of Zsófia Ruttkay, Gene Freuder estab-
lished the Constraints journal, which “provides a common forum for the many disciplines
interested in constraint programming and constraint satisfaction and optimization, and the
many application domains in which constraint technology is employed”.

2.2 The Constraint Satisfaction Problem: Representation and
Reasoning

Here we consider the representation of constraint satisfaction problems, the varieties of
reasoning used by algorithms to solve them and the analysis of those solution methods.

2.2.1 Representation

The classic definition of a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is as follows. A CSP
P is a triple P = 〈X,D,C〉 where X is an n-tuple of variables X = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉,
D is a corresponding n-tuple of domains D = 〈D1, D2, . . . , Dn〉 such that xi ∈ Di, C is
a t-tuple of constraints C = 〈C1, C2, . . . , Ct〉. A constraint Cj is a pair 〈RSj

, Sj〉 where
RSj

is a relation on the variables in Si = scope(Ci). In other words, Ri is a subset of the
Cartesian product of the domains of the variables in Si.1

A solution to the CSP P is an n-tuple A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 where ai ∈ Di and
each Cj is satisfied in that RSj

holds on the projection of A onto the scope Sj . In a
given task one may be required to find the set of all solutions, sol(P), to determine if
that set is non-empty or just to find any solution, if one exists. If the set of solutions is
empty the CSP is unsatisfiable. This simple but powerful framework captures a wide
range of significant applications in fields as diverse as artificial intelligence, operations
research, scheduling, supply chain management, graph algorithms, computer vision and
computational linguistics, to name but a few.

The classic CSP paradigm can be both specialized and generalized in a variety of im-
portant ways. One important specialization considers the extensionality/intensionality of
the domains and constraints. If all the domains in D are finite sets, with extensional rep-
resentations, then they, and the constraint relations, may be represented and manipulated
extensionally. However, even if the domains and the relations are intensionally represented,
many of the techniques described in this chapter and elsewhere in the handbook still ap-
ply. If the size of the scope of each constraint is limited to 1 or 2 then the constraints
are unary and binary and the CSP can be directly represented as a constraint graph with
variables as vertices and constraints as edges. If the arity of constraints is not so limited
then a hypergraph is required with a hyperedge for each p-ary constraint (p > 2) connect-
ing the p vertices involved. The satisfiability of propositional formulae, SAT, is another

1 This is the conventional definition, which we will adhere to here. A more parsimonious definition of a CSP
would dispense with D entirely leaving the role of Di to be played by a unary constraint Cj with scope(Cj) =
〈xi〉.
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specialization of CSP, where the domains are restricted to be {T, F} and the constraints
are clauses. 3-SAT, the archetypal NP-complete decision problem, is a further restriction
where the scope of each constraint (clause) is 3 or fewer variables.

The classic view of CSPs was initially developed by Montanari [60] and Mackworth
[53]. It has strong roots in, and links with, SAT [16, 15, 54], relational algebra and
database theory [58], computer vision [10, 41, 79] and graphics [73].

Various generalizations of the classic CSP model have been developed subsequently.
One of the most significant is the Constraint Optimization Problem (COP) for which there
are several significantly different formulations, and the nomenclature is not always con-
sistent [19]. Perhaps the simplest COP formulation retains the CSP limitation of allowing
only ‘hard’ Boolean-valued constraints but adds a cost function over the variables, that
must be minimized. This arises often, for example, in scheduling applications.

2.2.2 Reasoning: Inference and Search

We will consider the algorithms for solving CSPs under two broad categories: inference
and search, and various combinations of those two approaches. If the domains Di are all
finite then the finite search space for putative solutions is Ω = ⋊⋉i Di (where ⋊⋉ is the join
operator of relational algebra [58]). Ω can, in theory, be enumerated and each n-tuple tested
to determine if it is a solution. This blind enumeration technique can be improved upon
using two distinct orthogonal strategies: inference and search. In inference techniques,
local constraint propagation can eliminate large subspaces from Ω on the grounds that they
must be devoid of solutions. Search systematically explores Ω, often eliminating subspaces
with a single failure. The success of both strategies hinges on the simple fact that a CSP
is conjunctive: to solve it, all of the constraints must be satisfied so that a local failure on
a subset of variables rules out all putative solutions with the same projection onto those
variables. These two basic strategies are usually combined in most applications.

2.2.3 Inference: Constraint Propagation Using Network Consistency

The major development in inference techniques for CSPs was the discovery and develop-
ment, in the 1970’s, of network consistency algorithms for constraint propagation. Here
we will give an overview of that development.

Analysis of using backtracking to solve CSPs shows that it almost always displays
pathological thrashing behaviors [3]. Thrashing is the repeated exploration of failing sub-
trees of the backtrack search tree that are essentially identical–differing only in assignments
to variables irrelevant to the failure of the subtree. Because there is typically an exponential
number of such irrelevant assignments, thrashing is often the most significant factor in the
running time of backtracking.

The first key insight behind all the consistency algorithms is that much thrashing be-
havior can be identified and eliminated, once and for all, by tightening the constraints,
making implicit constraints explicit, using tractable, efficient polynomial-time algorithms.
The second insight is that the level, or scope, of consistency, the size of the set of variables
involved in the local context, can be adjusted as a parameter from 1 up to n, each increase
in level requiring correspondingly more work.

For simplicity, we will initially describe the development of the consistency algorithms
for CSPs with finite domains and unary and binary constraints only, though neither restric-
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tion is necessary, as we shall see. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic elements
of graph theory, set theory and relational algebra.

Consider a CSP P = 〈X,D,C〉 as defined above. The unary constraints are Ci
= 〈R〈xi〉, 〈xi〉〉. We use the shorthand notation Ri to stand for R〈xi〉. Similarly, the binary
constraints are of the form Cs = 〈R〈xi,xj〉, 〈xi, xj〉〉 where i 6= j. We use Rij to stand for
R〈xi,xj〉.

Node consistency is the simplest consistency algorithm. Node i comprised of vertex i
representing variable xi with domain Di is node consistent iff Di ⊆ Ri. If node i is not
node consistent it can be made so by computing:

D′
i = Di

⋂

Ri
Di ← D′

i

A single pass through the nodes makes the network node consistent. The resulting
CSP is P ′ = 〈X,D′, C〉 where D′ = 〈D′

1, D
′
2, . . . , D

′
n〉. We say P ′ = NC(P). Clearly

sol(P) = sol(P ′). Let Ω′ =⋊⋉i D
′
i then |Ω′| ≤ |Ω|.

Arc consistency is a technique for further tightening the domains using the binary con-
straints. Consider node i with domain Di. Suppose there is a non-trivial relation Rij
between variables xi and xj . We consider the arcs 〈i, j〉 and 〈j, i〉 separately. Arc 〈i, j〉 is
arc consistent iff:

Di ⊂ πi(Rij ⋊⋉ Dj)

where π is the projection operator. That is, for every member of Di, there is a correspond-
ing element in Dj that satisfies Rij . Arc 〈i, j〉 can be tested for arc consistency and made
consistent, if it is not so, by computing:

D′
i = Di

⋂

πi(Rij ⋊⋉ Dj)
Di ← D′

i

(This is a semijoin [58]). In other words, delete all elements ofDi that have no correspond-
ing element in Dj satisfying Rij . A network is arc consistent iff all its arcs are consistent.
If all the arcs are already consistent a single pass through them is all that is needed to ver-
ify this. If, however, at least one arc has to be made consistent (i.e. D′

i 6= Di – there is a
deletion from Di) then one must recheck some number of arcs. The basic arc consistency
algorithm simply checks all the arcs repeatedly until a fixed point of no further domain
reductions is reached. This algorithm is known as AC-1 [53].

Waltz [79] realized that a more intelligent arc consistency bookkeeping scheme would
only recheck those arcs that could have become inconsistent as a direct result of deletions
from Di. Waltz’s algorithm, now known as AC-2 [53], propagates the revisions of the
domains through the arcs until, again, a fixed point is reached. AC-3, presented by Mack-
worth [53], is a generalization and simplification of AC-2. AC-3 is still the most widely
used and effective consistency algorithm. For each of these algorithms let P ′ = AC(P)
be the result of enforcing arc consistency on P . Then clearly sol(P) = sol(P ′) and
|Ω′| ≤ |Ω|.

The best framework for understanding all the network consistency algorithms is to see
them as removing local inconsistencies from the network which can never be part of any
global solution. When those inconsistencies are removed they may propagate to cause
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inconsistencies in neighboring arcs that were previously consistent. Those inconsistencies
are in turn removed so the algorithm eventually arrives, monotonically, at a fixed point
consistent network and halts. An inconsistent network has the same set of solutions as
the consistent network that results from applying a consistency algorithm to it; however,
if one subsequently applies, say, a backtrack search to the consistent network the resultant
thrashing behavior can be no worse and almost always is much better, assuming the same
variable and value ordering.

Path consistency [60] is the next level of consistency to consider. In arc consistency
we tighten the unary constraints using local binary constraints. In path consistency we
analogously tighten the binary constraints using the implicit induced constraints on triples
of variables.

A path of length two from node i through nodem to node j, 〈i,m, j〉, is path consistent
iff:

Rij ⊂ πij(Rim ⋊⋉ Dm ⋊⋉ Rmj)

That is, for every pair of values 〈a, b〉 allowed by the explicit relation Rij there is a value
c for xm such that 〈a, c〉 is allowed by Rim and 〈c, b〉 is allowed by Rmj .

Path 〈i,m, j〉 can be tested for path consistency and made consistent, if it is not, by
computing:

R′
ij = Rij

⋂

πij(Rim ⋊⋉ Dm ⋊⋉ Rmj)
Rij ← R′

ij

If the binary relations are represented as Boolean bit matrices then the combination of the
join and projection operations (which is relational composition) becomes Boolean matrix
multiplication and the

⋂

operation becomes simply pairwise bit ∧ operations. In other
words, for all the values 〈a, b〉 allowed byRij if there is no value c for xm allowed byRim
and Rmj the path is made consistent by changing that bit value in Rij from 1 to 0. The
way to think of this is that the implicit constraint on 〈i, j〉 imposed by node 〈m〉 through
the relational composition Rim ◦ Rmj is made explicit in the new constraint R′

ij when
path 〈i,m, j〉 is made consistent.

As with arc consistency the simplest algorithm for enforcing path consistency for the
entire network is to check and ensure path consistency for each length 2 path 〈i,m, j〉. If
any path has to be made consistent then the entire pass through the paths is repeated again.
This is algorithm PC-1 [53, 60].

The algorithm PC-2 [53] determines, when any path is made consistent, the set of other
paths could have become inconsistent because they use the arc between that pair of vertices
and queues those paths, if necessary, for further checking. PC-2 realizes substantial savings
over PC-1 just as AC-3 is more efficient than AC-1 [55].

Typically, after path consistency is established, there are non-trivial binary constraints
between all pairs of nodes. As shown by Montanari [60], if all paths of length 2 are con-
sistent then all paths of any length are consistent, so longer paths need not be considered.
Once path consistency is established, there is a chain of values along any path satisfying
the relations between any pair of values allowed at the start and the end of the path. This
does not mean that there is necessarily a solution to the CSP. If a path traverses the entire
network with a chain of compatible values, if that path self-intersects at a node the two
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values on the path at that node may be different. Indeed, it is a property of both arc consis-
tency and path consistency that consistency may be established with non-empty domains
and relations even though there may be no global solution. Low-level consistency, with no
empty domains, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of a solution.
So, if consistency does empty any domain or relation there is no global solution.

Parenthetically, we note that our abstract descriptions of these algorithms, in terms
of relational algebra, are specifications not implementations. Implementations can often
achieve efficiency savings by, for example, exploiting the semantics of a constraint such as
the all different global constraint, alldiff, that requires each variable in its scope to assume
a different value.

Briefly, let us establish that consistency algorithms do not require the finite domain
or binary constraint restrictions on the CSP model. As long as we can perform ⋊⋉, π and
⋂

operations on the domain and relational representations these algorithms are perfectly
adequate.

Consider, for example, the trivial CSP P = 〈〈x1, x2〉, 〈[0, 3], [2, 5]〉, 〈=, 〈x1, x2〉〉〉
where x1 and x2 are reals. That is, x1 ∈ D1 = [0, 3], x2 ∈ D2 = [2, 5]. Arc consistency
on arc 〈1, 2〉 reduces D1 to [2, 3] and arc consistency on arc 〈2, 1〉 reduces D2 to [2, 3].

If some of the constraints are p-ary (p > 2) we can generalize arc consistency. In this
case we can represent each p-ary constraint C = 〈RSj

, Sj〉 as a hyperedge connecting the
vertices representing the variables in Sj . Consider a vertex xi ∈ Sj . We say we make the
directional hyperarc 〈xi, Sj − 〈xi〉〉 generalized arc consistent by computing:

D′
i = Di

⋂

πi(RSj
⋊⋉ (⋊⋉m∈Sj−〈xi〉 Dm))

Di ← D′
i

In other words the hyperarc is made generalized arc consistent, if necessary, by deleting
from Di any element that is not compatible with some tuple of its neighbors under the
relation Rs. As with AC-3 any changes in Di may propagate to any other hyperarcs di-
rected at node i. This is the generalized arc consistency algorithm GAC [53]. One can
also specialize arc consistency: Mackworth, Mulder and Havens exploited the properties
of tree-structured variable domains in a hierarchical arc consistency algorithm HAC [57].

While there is no immediately obvious graph theoretic concept analogous to nodes,
arcs and paths to motivate a higher form of consistency, the fact that consideration of paths
of length two is, in fact, sufficient for path consistency, provides a natural motivation for
the concept of k-consistency introduced by Freuder in 1978 [26]. k-consistency requires
that given consistent values for any k−1 variables, there exists a value for any kth variable,
such that all k values are consistent (i.e. the k values form a solution to the subproblem
induced by the k variables). Thus 2-consistency is equivalent to arc consistency, and 3-
consistency to path consistency. Freuder provided a synthesis algorithm for finding all the
solutions to a CSP without search by achieving higher and higher levels of consistency.

Freuder went on in 1985 to generalize further to (i, j)-consistency [28]. A constraint
network is (i, j)-consistent if, given consistent values for any i variables, there exist values
for any other j variables, such that all i + j values together are consistent. k-consistency
is (k − 1, 1)-consistency. Special attention was paid to (1, j)-consistency, which is a gen-
eralization of what would now be termed ‘singleton consistency’.
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2.2.4 Search: Backtracking

Backtrack is the fundamental ‘complete’ search method for constraint satisfaction prob-
lems, in the sense that one is guaranteed to find a solution if one exists. Even in 1965,
Golomb and Baumert, in a JACM paper simply entitled “Backtrack programming” [34],
were able to observe that the method had already been independently ‘discovered’ many
times. Golomb and Baumert believed their paper to be “the first attempt to formulate the
scope and methods of backtrack programming in its full generality”, while acknowledging
the “fairly general exposition” given five years earlier by Walker [78].

Indeed, Golomb and Baumert’s formulation is almost too general for our purposes
here in that it is presented as an optimization problem, with the objective to maximize
a function of the variables. Arguably Golomb and Baumert are presenting ‘branch and
bound programming’, where upper and lower bounds on what is possible or desirable at
any point in the search can provide additional pruning of the search. What we would now
call a classic CSP, the 8-queens problem, they formulate by specifying a function whose
value is 0 when the queens do not attack each other, and 1 otherwise. It is worth noting also
that in this optimization context, again even in 1965, Golomb and Baumert acknowledge
the existence of “learning programs and hill climbing programs” that converge on relative
maxima. They observe dryly that while “the backtrack algorithm lacks such glamorous
qualities as learning and progress, it has the more prosaic virtue of being exhaustive”.

Basic backtrack search builds up a partial solution by choosing values for variables
until it reaches a dead end, where the partial solution cannot be consistently extended.
When it reaches a dead end it undoes the last choice it made and tries another. This is done
in a systematic manner that guarantees that all possibilities will be tried. It improves on
simply enumerating and testing of all candidate solutions by brute force in that it checks
to see if the constraints are satisfied each time it makes a new choice, rather than waiting
until a complete solution candidate containing values for all variables is generated. The
backtrack search process is often represented as a search tree, where each node (below the
root) represents a choice of a value for a variable, and each branch represents a candidate
partial solution. Discovering that a partial solution cannot be extended then corresponds
to pruning a subtree from consideration. Other noteworthy early papers on backtracking
include Bitner and Reingold’s “Backtrack programming techniques” [2] and Fillmore and
Williamson’s “On backtracking: a combinatorial description of the algorithm” [24], which
used group theory to address symmetry issues.

Heuristic search methods to support general purpose problem solving paradigms were
studied intensely from the early days of artificial intelligence, and backtracking played a
role in the form of depth-first search of state spaces, problem reduction graphs, and game
trees [61]. In the 1970’s as constraint satisfaction emerged as a paradigm of its own, back-
track in the full sense we use the term here, for search involving constraint networks, gained
prominence in the artificial intelligence literature, leading to the publication in the Artifi-
cial Intelligence journal at the beginning of the 1980’s of Haralick and Elliott’s “Increasing
Tree Search Efficiency for Constraint Satisfaction Problems” [35]. This much-cited paper
provided what was, for the time, an especially thorough statistical and experimental evalu-
ation of the predominant approaches to refining backtrack search.

There are two major themes in the early work on improving backtracking: control-
ling search and interleaving inference (constraint propagation) with search. Both of these
themes are again evident even in Golomb and Baumert. They observe that “all other things
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being equal, it is more efficient to make the next choice from the set [domain] with fewest
elements”, an instance of what Haralick and Elliott dubbed the “fail first principle”, and
they discuss “preclusion”, where a choice for one variable rules out inconsistent choices
for other variables, a form of what Haralick and Elliott called “lookahead” that they pre-
sented as “forward checking”. Of course, preclusion and the smallest domain heuristic
nicely complement one another.

In general, one can look for efficient ways to manage search both going ‘forward’ and
‘backward’. When we move forward, extending partial solutions, we make choices about
the order in which we consider variables, values and constraints. This order can make an
enormous difference in the amount of work we have to do. When we move backwards
after hitting a dead end, we do not have to do this chronologically by simply undoing the
last choice we made. We can be smarter about it. In general, constraint propagation, most
commonly in the form of partial or complete arc consistency, can be carried out before,
and/or during, search, in an attempt to prune the search space.

Haralick and Elliott compared several forms of lookahead, carrying out different de-
grees of partial arc consistency propagation after choosing a value. Oddly their “full looka-
head” still did not maintain full arc consistency. However, restoring full arc consistency
after choosing values had been proposed as early as 1974 by Gaschnig [31], and McGre-
gor had even experimented with interleaving path consistency with search [59]. Mack-
worth observed that one could generalize to the alternation of constraint manipulation and
case analysis, and proposed an algorithm that decomposed problems by splitting a variable
domain in half and then restoring arc consistency on the subproblems [53].

Basic backtrack search backtracks chronologically to undo the last choice and try some-
thing else. This can result in silly behavior, where the algorithm tries alternatives for
choices that clearly had no bearing on the failure that induced the backtracking. Stallman
and Sussman, in the context of circuit analysis, with “dependency-directed backtracking”
[67], Gaschnig with “backjumping” [33], and Bruynooghe with “intelligent backtracking”
[8] all addressed this problem. These methods in some sense remember the reasons for
failure in order to backtrack over legitimate ‘culprits’. Stallman and Sussman went further
by “learning” new constraints (“nogoods”) from failure, which could be used to prune fur-
ther search. Gaschnig used another form of memory in his “backmarking” algorithm to
avoid redundant checking for consistency when backtracking [32].

2.2.5 Analysis

While it was recognized early on that solving CSPs was in general NP-hard, a variety
of analytical techniques were brought to bear to evaluate, predict or compare algorithm
performance and relate problem complexity to problem structure. In particular, there are
tradeoffs to evaluate between the effort required to avoid search, e.g. by exercising more
intelligent control or carrying out more inference, and the reduction in search effort ob-
tained.

Knuth [46] and Purdom [63] used probing techniques to estimate the efficiency of
backtrack programs. Haralick and Elliott carried out a statistical analysis [35], which was
refined by Nudel [62] to compute “expected complexities” for classes of problems de-
fined by basic problem parameters. Brown and Purdom investigated average time behavior
[7, 64]. Mackworth and Freuder carried out algorithmic complexity analyses of worst case
behavior for various tractable propagation algorithms [55]. They showed the time com-
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plexity for arc consistency to be linear in the number of constraints, settling an unresolved
issue. This result turned out to be important for constraint programming languages that
used arc consistency as a primitive operation [56]. Of course, experimental evaluation was
common, though in the early days there was perhaps too much reliance on the n-queens
problem, and too little understanding of the potential pitfalls of experiments with random
problems.

Problem complexity can be related to problem structure. Seidel [66] developed a dy-
namic programming synthesis algorithm, using a decomposition technique based on graph
cutsets, that related problem complexity to a problem parameter that he called “front
length”. Freuder [27] proved that problems with tree-structured constraint graphs were
tractable by introducing the structural concept of the “width” of a constraint graph, and
demonstrating a connection between width and consistency level that ensured that tree-
structured problems could be solved with backtrack-free search after arc consistency pre-
processing. He subsequently related complexity to problem structure in terms of maximal
biconnected components [28] and stable sets [30].

2.3 Conclusions

This chapter has not been a complete history, and certainly not an exhaustive survey. We
have focused on the major themes of the early period, but it is worth noting that many
very modern sounding topics were also already appearing at this early stage. For exam-
ple, even in 1965 Golomb and Baumert were making allusions to symmetry and problem
reformulation.

Golomb and Baumert concluded in 1965 [34]:

Thus the success or failure of backtrack often depends on the skill and ingenu-
ity of the programmer in his ability to adapt the basic methods to the problem
at hand and in his ability to reformulate the problem so as to exploit the char-
acteristics of his own computing device. That is, backtrack programming (as
many other types of programming) is somewhat of an art.

As the rest of this handbook will demonstrate, much progress has been made in making
even more powerful methods available to the constraint programmer. However, constraint
programming is still “somewhat of an art”. The challenge going forward will be to make
constraint programming more of an engineering activity and constraint technology more
transparently accessible to the non-programmer.
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Chapter 3

Constraint Propagation

Christian Bessiere

Constraint propagation is a form of inference, not search, and as
such is more ”satisfying”, both technically and aesthetically.

—E.C. Freuder, 2005.

Constraint reasoning involves various types of techniques to tackle the inherent in-
tractability of the problem of satisfying a set of constraints. Constraint propagation is one
of those types of techniques. Constraint propagation is central to the process of solving a
constraint problem, and we could hardly think of constraint reasoning without it.

Constraint propagation is a very general concept that appears under different names
depending on both periods and authors. Among these names, we can find constraint re-
laxation, filtering algorithms, narrowing algorithms, constraint inference, simplification
algorithms, label inference, local consistency enforcing, rules iteration, chaotic iteration.

Constraint propagation embeds any reasoning which consists in explicitly forbidding
values or combinations of values for some variables of a problem because a given subset
of its constraints cannot be satisfied otherwise. For instance, in a crossword-puzzle, when
you discard the words NORWAY and SWEDEN from the set of European countries that
can fit a 6-digit slot because the second letter must be a ’R’, you propagate a constraint.
In a problem containing two variables x1 and x2 taking integer values in 1..10, and a
constraint specifying that |x1 − x2| > 5, by propagating this constraint we can forbid
values 5 and 6 for both x1 and x2. Explicating these ’nogoods’ is a way to reduce the
space of combinations that will be explored by a search mechanism.

The concept of constraint propagation can be found in other fields under different kinds
and names. (See for instance the propagation of clauses by ’unit propagation’ in propo-
sitional calculus [40].) Nevertheless, it is in constraint reasoning that this concept shows
its most accomplished form. There is no other field in which the concept of constraint
propagation appears in such a variety of forms, and in which its characteristics have been
so deeply analyzed.

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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In the last 30 years, the scientific community has put a lot of effort in formalizing and
characterizing this ubiquitous concept of constraint propagation and in proposing algo-
rithms for propagating constraints. This formalization can be presented along two main
lines: local consistencies and rules iteration. Local consistencies define properties that the
constraint problem must satisfy after constraint propagation. This way, the operational be-
havior is left completely open, the only requirement being to achieve the given property on
the output. The rules iteration approach, on the contrary, defines properties on the process
of propagation itself, that is, properties on the kind/order of operations of reduction applied
to the problem.

This chapter does not include data-flow constraints [76], even if this line of research
has been the focus of quite a lot of work in interactive applications and if some of these
papers speak about ‘propagation’ on these constraints [27]. They are indeed quite far from
the techniques appearing in constraint programming.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 contains basic definitions
and notations used throughout the chapter. Section 3.2 formalizes all constraint propaga-
tion approaches within a unifying framework. Sections 3.3–3.8 contain the main existing
types of constraint propagation. Each of these sections presents the basics on the type of
propagation addressed and goes briefly into sharper or more recent advances on the subject.

3.1 Background

The notations used in this chapter have been chosen to support all notions presented. I
tried to remain on the borderline between ‘heavy abstruse notations’ and ‘ambiguous defi-
nitions’, hoping I never fall too much on one side or the other of the edge.

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) involves finding solutions to a constraint net-
work, that is, assignments of values to its variables that satisfy all its constraints. Con-
straints specify combinations of values that given subsets of variables are allowed to take.
In this chapter, we are only concerned with constraint satisfaction problems where vari-
ables take their value in a finite domain. Without loss of generality, I assume these do-
mains are mapped on the set of integers, and so, I consider only integer variables, that
is, variables with a domain being a finite subset of .

Definition 3.1 (Constraint). A constraint c is a relation defined on a sequence of variables
X(c) = (xi1 , . . . , xi|X(c)|

), called the scheme of c. c is the subset of |X(c)| that contains

the combinations of values (or tuples) τ ∈ |X(c)| that satisfy c. |X(c)| is called the arity
of c. Testing whether a tuple τ satisfies a constraint c is called a constraint check.

A constraint can be specified extensionally by the list of its satisfying tuples, or in-
tensionally by a formula that is the characteristic function of the constraint. Definition
3.1 allows constraints with an infinite number of satisfying tuples. I sometimes write
c(x1, . . . , xk) for a constraint c with scheme X(c) = (x1, . . . , xk). Constraints of ar-
ity 2 are called binary and constraints of arity greater than 2 are called non-binary. Global
constraints are classes of constraints defined by a formula of arbitrary arity (see Section
3.8.2).

Example 3.2. The constraint alldifferent(x1, x2, x3) ≡ (vi �= vj ∧ vi �= vk ∧ vj �=
vk) allows the infinite set of 3-tuples in 3 such that all values are different. The constraint
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c(x1, x2, x3) = {(2, 2, 3), (2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 3), (3, 2, 2), (3, 2, 3), (3, 3, 2)} allows the finite
set of 3-tuples containing both values 2 and 3 and only them.

Definition 3.3 (Constraint network). A constraint network (or network) is composed of:

• a finite sequence of integer variables X = (x1, . . . , xn),

• a domain for X , that is, a set D = D(x1)× . . .×D(xn), where D(xi) ⊂ is the
finite set of values, given in extension,1 that variable xi can take, and

• a set of constraints C = {c1, . . . , ce}, where variables in X(cj) are in X .

Given a network N , I sometimes use XN , DN and CN to denote its sequence of
variables, its domain and its set of constraints. Given a variable xi and its domain D(xi),
minD(xi) denotes the smallest value inD(xi) andmaxD(xi) its greatest one. (Remember
that we consider integer variables.)

In the whole chapter, I consider constraints involving at least two variables. This is not
a restriction because domains of variables are semantically equivalent to unary constraints.
They are separately specified in the definition of constraint network because the domains
are given extensionally whereas a constraint c can be defined by any Boolean function on

|X(c)| (in extension or not). I also consider that no variable is repeated in the scheme of
a constraint. This restriction could be relaxed in most cases, but it simplifies the notations.
The vocabulary of graphs is often used to describe networks. A network can indeed be
associated with a (hyper)graph where variables are nodes and where schemes of constraints
are (hyper)edges.

According to Definitions 3.1 and 3.3, the variablesXN of a networkN and the scheme
X(c) of a constraint c ∈ CN are sequences of variables, not sets. This is required because
the order of the values matters for tuples in DN or in c. Nevertheless, it simplifies a lot the
notations to consider sequences as sets when no confusion is possible. For instance, given
two constraints c and c′, X(c) ⊆ X(c′) means that constraint c involves only variables
that are in the scheme of c′, whatever their ordering in the scheme. Given a tuple τ on a
sequence Y of variables, and given a sequence W ⊆ Y , τ [W ] denotes the restriction of τ
to the variables in W , ordered according to W . Given xi ∈ Y, τ [xi] denotes the value of
xi in τ . If X(c) = X(c′), c ⊆ c′ means that for all τ ∈ c the reordering of τ according to
X(c′) satisfies c′.

Example 3.4. Let (1, 1, 2, 4, 5) be a tuple on Y = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) and W = (x3, x2,
x4). τ [x3] is the value 2 and τ [W ] is the tuple (2, 1, 4). Given c(x1, x2, x3) defined by
x1 + x2 = x3 and c′(x2, x1, x3) defined by x2 + x1 ≤ x3, we have c ⊆ c′.

We also need the concepts of projection, intersection, union and join. Given a constraint
c and a sequence Y ⊆ X(c), πY (c) denotes the projection of c on Y , that is, the relation
with scheme Y that contains the tuples that can be extended to a tuple on X(c) satisfying
c. Given two constraints c1 and c2 sharing the same scheme X(c1) = X(c2), c1∩ c2 (resp.
c1 ∪ c2) denotes the intersection (resp. the union) of c1 and c2, that is, the relation with
scheme X(c1) that contains the tuples τ satisfying both c1 and c2 (resp. satisfying c1 or
c2). Given a set of constraints {c1, . . . , ck}, ��k

j=1 cj (or �� {c1, . . . , ck}) denotes the join

1The condition on the domains given in extension can be relaxed, especially in numerical problems where
variables take values in a discretization of the reals. (See Chapter 16 in Part II.)
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of c1, . . . , ck, that is, the relation with scheme ∪kj=1X(cj) that contains the tuples τ such
that τ [X(cj)] ∈ cj for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Backtracking algorithms are based on the principle of assigning values to variables
until all variables are instantiated.

Definition 3.5 (Instantiation). Given a network N = (X,D,C),

• An instantiation I on Y = (x1, . . . , xk) ⊆ X is an assignment of values v1, . . . vk to
the variables x1, . . . , xk, that is, I is a tuple on Y . I can be denoted by ((x1, v1), . . . ,
(xk, vk)) where (xi, vi) denotes the value vi for xi.

• An instantiation I on Y is valid if for all xi ∈ Y, I[xi] ∈ D(xi).

• An instantiation I on Y is locally consistent iff it is valid and for all c ∈ C with
X(c) ⊆ Y , I[X(c)] satisfies c. If I is not locally consistent, it is locally inconsistent.

• A solution to a networkN is an instantiation I onX which is locally consistent. The
set of solutions of N is denoted by sol(N).

• An instantiation I on Y is globally consistent (or consistent) if it can be extended to
a solution (i.e., there exists s ∈ sol(N) with I = s[Y ]).

Example 3.6. Let N = (X,D,C) be a network with X = (x1, x2, x3, x4), D(xi) =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for all i ∈ [1..4] and C = {c1(x1, x2, x3), c2(x1, x2, x3), c3(x2, x4)} with
c1(x1, x2, x3) = alldifferent(x1, x2, x3), c2(x1, x2, x3) ≡ (x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3), and
c3(x2, x4) ≡ (x4 ≥ 2 · x2). We thus have π{x1,x2}(c1) ≡ (x1 �= x2) and c1 ∩ c2 ≡ (x1 <
x2 < x3). I1 = ((x1, 1), (x2, 2), (x4, 7)) is a non valid instantiation on Y = (x1, x2, x4)
because 7 /∈ D(x4). I2 = ((x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x4, 3)) is a locally consistent instantiation
on Y because c3 is the only constraint with scheme included in Y and it is satisfied by
I2[X(c3)]. However, I2 is not globally consistent because it does not extend to a solution
of N . sol(N) = {(1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 2, 3, 5)}.

There are many works in the constraint reasoning community that put some restrictions
on the definition of a constraint network. These restrictions can have some consequences
on the notions handled. I define the main restrictions appearing in the literature and that I
will use later.

Definition 3.7 (Normalized and binary networks).

• A network N is normalized iff two different constraints in CN do not involve exactly
the same variables.

• A network N is binary iff for all ci ∈ CN , |X(ci)| = 2.

When a network is both binary and normalized, a constraint c(xi, xj) ∈ C is often
denoted by cij . To simplify even further the notations, cji denotes its transposition, i.e.,
the constraint c(xj , xi) = {(vj , vi) | (vi, vj) ∈ cij}, and since there cannot be ambiguity
with another constraint, I act as if cji was in C as well.

Given two normalized networks N = (X,D,C) and N ′ = (X,D′, C ′), N �N N ′

denotes the network N ′′ = (X,D′′, C ′′) with D′′ = D ∪ D′ and C ′′ = {c′′ | ∃c ∈
C, ∃c′ ∈ C ′, X(c) = X(c′) and c′′ = c ∪ c′}.

The constraint reasoning community often used constraints with a finite number of
tuples, and even more, constraints that only allow valid tuples, that is, combinations of
values from the domains of the variables involved. I call these constraints ‘embedded’.
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Definition 3.8 (Embedded network). Given a network N and a constraint c ∈ CN , the
embedding of c in DN is the constraint ĉ with scheme X(c) such that ĉ = c∩ πX(c)(DN ).
A network N is embedded iff for all c ∈ CN , c = ĉ.

In complexity analysis, we sometimes need to refer to the size of a network. The size
of a network N is equal to |XN |+

∑

xi∈XN
|DN (xi)|+

∑

cj∈CN
‖cj‖, where ‖c‖ is equal

to |X(c)| · |c| if c is given in extension, or equal to the size of its encoding if c is defined
by a Boolean function.

3.2 Formal Viewpoint

This section formally characterizes the concept of constraint propagation. The aim is es-
sentially to relate the different notions of constraint propagation.

The constraint satisfaction problem being NP-complete, it is usually solved by back-
track search procedures that try to extend a partial instantiation to a global one that is
consistent. Exploring the whole space of instantiations is of course too expensive. The
idea behind constraint propagation is to make the constraint network more explicit (or
tighter) so that backtrack search commits into less inconsistent instantiations by detecting
local inconsistency earlier. I first introduce the following preorder on constraint networks.

Definition 3.9 (Preorder � on networks). Given two networks N and N ′, we say that
N ′ � N iff XN ′ = XN and any instantiation I on Y ⊆ XN locally inconsistent in N is
locally inconsistent in N ′ as well.

From the definition of local inconsistency of an instantiation (Definition 3.5) I derive
the following property of constraint networks ordered according to �.

Proposition 3.10. Given two networks N and N ′, N ′ � N iff XN ′ = XN , DN ′ ⊆ DN ,2

and for any constraint c ∈ CN , for any tuple τ on X(c) that does not satisfy c, either
τ is not valid in DN ′ or there exists a constraint c′ in CN ′ , X(c′) ⊆ X(c), such that
τ [X(c′)] /∈ c′.

The relation � is not an order because there can be two different networks N and N ′

with N � N ′ � N .

Definition 3.11 (Nogood-equivalence). Two networks N and N ′ such that N � N ′ � N
are said to be nogood-equivalent. (A nogood is a partial instantiation that does not lead to
a solution.)

Example 3.12. Let N = (X,D,C) be the network with X = {x1, x2, x3}, D(x1) =
D(x2) = D(x3) = {1, 2, 3, 4} and C = {x1 < x2, x2 < x3, c(x1, x2, x3)} where
c(x1, x2, x3) = {(111), (123), (222), (333)}. Let N ′ = (X,D,C ′) be the network with
C ′ = {x1 < x2, x2 < x3, c

′(x1, x2, x3)}, where c′(x1, x2, x3) = {(123), (231), (312)}.
The only difference between N and N ′ is that the latter contains c′ instead of c. For any
tuple τ on X(c) (resp. X(c′)) that does not satisfy c (resp. c′), there exists a constraint in
C ′ (resp. in C) that makes τ locally inconsistent. As a result, N � N ′ � N and N and
N ′ are nogood-equivalent.

2DN′ ⊆ DN because we supposed that networks do not contain unary constraints, and so, instantiations
of size 1 can be made locally inconsistent only because of the domains.
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Constraint propagation transforms a network N by tightening DN , by tightening con-
straints from CN , or by adding new constraints to CN . Constraint propagation does not
remove redundant constraints, which is more a reformulation task. I define the space of
networks that can be obtained by constraint propagation on a network N .

Definition 3.13 (Tightenings of a network). The space PN of all possible tightenings of a
network N = (X,D,C) is the set of networks N ′ = (X,D′, C ′) such that D′ ⊆ D and
for all c ∈ C there exists c′ ∈ C ′ with X(c′) = X(c) and c′ ⊆ c.

Note that PN does not contain all networks N ′ � N . In Example 3.12, N ′ /∈ PN
because c′ �⊆ c. However, if N ′′ = (X,D,C ′′) with C ′′ = {x1 < x2, x2 < x3, c

′′ =
c ∪ c′}, we have N ∈ PN ′′ and N ′ ∈ PN ′′ . The set of networks PN together with �
forms a preordered set. The top element of PN according to � is N itself and the bottom
elements are the networks with empty domains.3 In PN we are particularly interested in
networks that preserve the set of solutions of N . PsolN denotes the subset of PN containing
only the elements N ′ of PN such that sol(N ′) = sol(N). Among the networks in PsolN ,
those that are the smallest according to � have interesting properties.

Proposition 3.14 (Global consistency). Let N = (X,D,C) be a network, and GN =
(X,DG, CG) be a network in PsolN . If GN is such that for all N ′ ∈ PsolN , GN � N ′,
then any instantiation I on Y ⊆ X which is locally consistent in GN can be extended to a
solution of N . GN is called a globally consistent network.

Proof. Suppose there exists an instantiation I on Y ⊆ X locally consistent in GN which
does not extend to a solution. Build the network N ′ = (X,DG, CG ∪ {c}) where X(c) =
Y and c = |Y | \ {I}. N ′ ∈ PsolN because GN ∈ PsolN and I does not extend to a solution
of N . In addition, I is locally inconsistent in N ′. So, GN �� N ′.

Thanks to Proposition 3.14 we see the advantage of having a globally consistent net-
work of N . A simple brute-force backtrack search procedure applied on a globally con-
sistent network is guaranteed to produce a solution in a backtrack-free manner. However,
globally consistent networks have a number of disadvantages that make them impossible
to use in practice. A globally consistent network is not only exponential in time to com-
pute, but in addition, its size is in general exponential in the size of N . In fact, building
a globally consistent network is similar to generating and storing all minimal nogoods of
N . Building a globally consistent network is so hard that a long tradition in constraint
programming is to try to transformN into an element of PsolN as close as possible to global
consistency at reasonable cost (usually keeping polynomial time and space). This is con-
straint propagation.

Rules iteration and local consistencies are two ways of formalizing constraint propaga-
tion. Rules iteration consists in characterizing for each constraint (or set of constraints) a
set of reduction rules that tighten the network. Reduction rules are sufficient conditions to
rule out values (or instantiations) that have no chance to appear in a solution. The second
—and most well-known— way of considering constraint propagation is via the notion of
local consistency. A local consistency is a property that characterizes some necessary con-
ditions on values (or instantiations) to belong to solutions. A local consistency property

3Remember that we consider that unary constraints are expressed in the domains.
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(denoted by Φ) is defined regardless of the domains or constraints that will be present in
the network. A network is Φ-consistent if and only if it satisfies the property Φ.

It is difficult to say more about constraint propagation in completely general terms. The
preorder (PN ,�) is indeed too weak to characterize the features of constraint propagation.
Most of the constraint propagation techniques appearing in constraint programming (or at
least those that are used in solvers) are limited to modifications of the domains. So, I first
concentrate on this subcase, that I call domain-based constraint propagation. I will come
back to the general case in Section 3.4.

Definition 3.15 (Domain-based tightenings). The spacePND of domain-based tightenings
of a network N = (X,D,C) is the set of networks in PN with the same constraints as N ,
that is, N ′ ∈ PND iff XN ′ = X , DN ′ ⊆ D and CN ′ = C.

Proposition 3.16 (Partial order on networks). Given a networkN , the relation� restricted
to the set PND is a partial order (denoted by ≤).

(PND,≤) is a partially ordered set (poset) because given two networksN1 = (X1, D1,
C1) and N2 = (X2, D2, C2), N1 ≤ N2 ≤ N1 implies that X1 = X2, C1 = C2, and
D1 ⊆ D2 ⊆ D1, which means that N1 = N2. In fact, the poset (PND,≤) is isomorphic
to the partial order ⊆ on DN . We are interested in the subset PsolND of PND containing all
the networks that preserve the set of solutions of N . PsolND has the same top element as
PND, namely N itself, and a unique bottom element GND = (XN , DG, CN ), where for
any xi ∈ XN , DG(xi) only contains values belonging to a solution of N , i.e., DG(xi) =
π{xi}(sol(N)). Such a network was named variable-completable by Freuder [56].

Domain-based constraint propagation looks for an element inPsolND on which the search
space to explore is smaller (that is, values have been pruned from the domains). Since
finding GND is NP-hard (consistency of N reduces to checking non emptiness of domains
in GND), domain-based constraint propagation usually consists of polynomial techniques
that produce a network which is an approximation of GND. The network N ′ produced by
a domain-based constraint propagation technique always verifies GND ≤ N ′ ≤ N , that
is, DG ⊆ DN ′ ⊆ DN .

Domain-based rules iteration consists in applying for each constraint c ∈ CN a set of
reduction rules that rule out values of xi that cannot appear in a tuple satisfying c. Domain-
based reduction rules are also named propagators. For instance, if c ≡ (|x1 − x2| = k), a
propagator for c on x1 can beDN (x1)← DN (x1)∩ [minDN

(x2)−k .. minDN
(x2)+k].

Applying propagators iteratively tightens DN while preserving the set of solutions of N .
In other words, propagators slide down the poset (PND,≤) without moving out of PsolND .
Reduction rules will be presented in Section 3.7. From now on, we concentrate on domain-
based local consistencies. Any property Φ that specifies a necessary condition on values to
belong to solutions can be considered as a domain-based local consistency. Nevertheless,
we usually consider only those properties that are stable under union.

Definition 3.17 (Stability under union). A domain-based property Φ is stable under union
iff for any Φ-consistent networks N1 = (X,D1, C) and N2 = (X,D2, C), the network
N ′ = (X,D1 ∪D2, C) is Φ-consistent.

Example 3.18. Let Φ be the property that guarantees that for each constraint c and variable
xi ∈ X(c), at least half of the values in D(xi) belong to a valid tuple satisfying c. Let
X = (x1, x2) and C = {x1 = x2}. Let D1 be the domain with D1(x1) = {1, 2}
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and D1(x2) = {2}. Let D2 be the domain with D2(x1) = {2, 3} and D2(x2) = {2}.
(X,D1, C) and (X,D2, C) are both Φ-consistent but (X,D1∪D2, C) is not Φ-consistent
because among the three values for x1, only value 2 can satisfy the constraint x1 = x2. Φ
is not stable under union.

Stability under union brings very useful features for local consistencies. Among all
networks in PND that verify a local consistency Φ, there is a particular one.

Theorem 3.19 (Φ-closure). LetN = (X,D,C) be a network and Φ be a domain-based lo-
cal consistency. Let Φ(N) be the network (X,DΦ, C) whereDΦ = ∪{D′ ⊆ D | (X,D′, C)
is Φ-consistent}. If Φ is stable under union, Φ(N) is Φ-consistent and is the unique net-
work in PND such that for any Φ-consistent network N ′ ∈ PND , N ′ ≤ Φ(N). Φ(N) is
called the Φ-closure of N . (By convention, we suppose (X, ∅, C) is Φ-consistent.)

Φ(N) has some interesting properties. The first one I can point out is that it preserves
the solutions: sol(Φ(N)) = sol(N). This is not the case for all Φ-consistent networks in
PND .

Example 3.20. Let Φ be the property that guarantees that all values for all variables can
be extended consistently to a second variable. Consider the network N = (X,D,C) with
variables x1, x2, x3, domains all equal to {1, 2} and C = {x1 ≤ x2, x2 ≤ x3, x1 �= x3}.
Let D1 be the domain with D1(x1) = D1(x2) = {1} and D1(x3) = {2}. (X,D1, C)
is Φ-consistent but does not contain the solution (x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 2) which is
in sol(N). In fact, Φ(N) = (X,DΦ, C) with DΦ(x1) = {1}, DΦ(x2) = {1, 2} and
DΦ(x3) = {2}.

Computing a particular Φ-consistent network of PND can be difficult. GND for in-
stance, is obviously Φ-consistent for any domain-based local consistency Φ, but it is NP-
hard to compute. The second interesting property of Φ(N) is that it can be computed by a
greedy algorithm.

Proposition 3.21 (Fixpoint). If a domain-based consistency property Φ is stable under
union, then for any network N = (X,D,C), the network N ′ = (X,D′, C), where D′ is
obtained by iteratively removing values that do not satisfy Φ until no such value exists, is
the Φ-closure of N .

Corollary 3.22. If a domain-based consistency property Φ is polynomial to check, finding
Φ(N) is polynomial as well.

By achieving (or enforcing) Φ-consistency on a network N , I mean finding the Φ-
closure Φ(N).

I define a partial order on local consistencies to express how much they permit to go
down the poset (PND,≤). A domain-based local consistency Φ1 is at least as strong as
another local consistency Φ2 if and only if for any network N , Φ1(N) ≤ Φ2(N). If
in addition there exists a network N ′ such that Φ1(N

′) < Φ2(N
′), then Φ1 is strictly

stronger than Φ2. If there exist networks N ′ and N ′′ such that Φ1(N
′) < Φ2(N

′) and
Φ2(N

′′) < Φ1(N
′′), Φ1 and Φ2 are incomparable.

When networks are both normalized and embedded, stability under union, Φ-closure,
and the ‘stronger’ relation between local consistencies can be extended to local consisten-
cies other than domain-based ones by simply replacing PND by PN , the union on domains
∪ by the union on networks �N (see Section 3.1), and the partial order ≤ on PND by the
preorder � on PN (see Section 3.4).
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Figure 3.1: Network of Example 3.23 before arc consistency (left) and after (right).

3.3 Arc Consistency

Arc consistency is the oldest and most well-known way of propagating constraints. This
is indeed a very simple and natural concept that guarantees every value in a domain to be
consistent with every constraint.

Example 3.23. Let N be the network depicted in Fig. 3.1(left). It involves three variables
x1, x2 and x3, domains D(x1) = D(x2) = D(x3) = {1, 2, 3}, and constraints c12 ≡
(x1 = x2) and c23 ≡ (x2 < x3). N is not arc consistent because there are some values
inconsistent with some constraints. Checking constraint c12 does not permit to remove
any value. But when checking constraint c23, we see that (x2, 3) must be removed because
there is no value greater than it inD(x3). We can also remove value 1 fromD(x3) because
of constraint c23. Removing 3 from D(x2) causes in turn the removal of value 3 for x1

because of constraint c12. Now, all remaining values are compatible with all constraints.

REF-ARF [51], is probably one of the first systems incorporating a feature which looks
similar to arc consistency (even if the informal description does not permit to be sure of
the equivalence). In papers by Waltz [124] and Gaschnig [61], the correspondence is more
evident since algorithms for achieving arc consistency were presented. But the seminal
papers on the subject are due to Mackworth, who is the first who clearly defined the concept
of arc consistency for binary constraints [86], who extended definitions and algorithms to
non-binary constraints [88], and who analyzed the complexity [89].

I give a definition of arc consistency in its most general form, i.e., for arbitrary con-
straint networks (in which case it is often called generalized arc consistency). In its first
formal presentation, Mackworth limited the definition to binary normalized networks.

Definition 3.24 ((Generalized) arc consistency ((G)AC)). Given a network N = (X,D,
C), a constraint c ∈ C, and a variable xi ∈ X(c),

• A value vi ∈ D(xi) is consistent with c in D iff there exists a valid tuple τ satisfying
c such that vi = τ [{xi}]. Such a tuple is called a support for (xi, vi) on c.

• The domain D is (generalized) arc consistent on c for xi iff all the values in D(xi)
are consistent with c in D (that is, D(xi) ⊆ π{xi}(c ∩ πX(c)(D))).

• The network N is (generalized) arc consistent iff D is (generalized) arc consistent
for all variables in X on all constraints in C.

• The network N is arc inconsistent iff ∅ is the only domain tighter than D which is
(generalized) arc consistent for all variables on all constraints.
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By notation abuse, when there is no ambiguity on the domain D to consider, we often
say ’constraint c is arc consistent’ instead of ’D is arc consistent on c for all xi ∈ X(c)’.
We also say ’variable xi is arc consistent on constraint c’ instead of ’all values inD(xi) are
consistent with c in D’. When a constraint cij is binary and a tuple τ = (vi, vj) supports
(xi, vi) on cij , we often refer to (xj , vj) (rather than to τ itself) when we speak about a
‘support for (xi, vi)’.

Historically, many papers on constraint satisfaction made the simplifying assumption
that networks are binary and normalized. This has the advantage that notations become
much simpler (see Section 3.1) and new concepts are easier to present. But this had some
strange effects that we must bear in mind.

First, the name ’arc consistency’ is so strongly bound to binary networks that even if the
definition is perfectly the same for both binary and non-binary constraints, a different name
has often been used for arc consistency on non-binary constraints. Some papers use hyper
arc consistency, or domain consistency, but the most common name is generalized arc
consistency. In the following, I will use indifferently arc consistency (AC) or generalized
arc consistency (GAC), though I will use GAC when the network is explicitly non-binary.

The second strange effect of associating AC with binary normalized networks is the
confusion between the notions of arc consistency and 2-consistency. (As we will see in
Section 3.4, 2-consistency guarantees that any instantiation of a value to a variable can
be consistently extended to any second variable.) On binary networks, 2-consistency is
at least as strong as AC. When the binary network is normalized, arc consistency and 2-
consistency are equivalent. However, this is not true in general. The following examples
show that 2-consistency is strictly stronger than AC on non normalized binary networks and
that generalized arc consistency and 2-consistency are incomparable on arbitrary networks.

Example 3.25. Let N be a network involving two variables x1 and x2, with domains
{1, 2, 3}, and the constraints x1 ≤ x2 and x1 �= x2. This network is arc consistent because
every value has a support on every constraint. However, this network is not 2-consistent
because the instantiation x1 = 3 cannot be extended to x2 and the instantiation x2 = 1
cannot be extended to x1.

Let N be a network involving three variables x1, x2, and x3, with domains D(x1) =
D(x2) = {2, 3} andD(x3) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the constraint alldifferent(x1, x2, x3).
N is 2-consistent because every value for any variable can be extended to a locally consis-
tent instantiation on any second variable. However, this network is not GAC because the
values 2 and 3 for x3 do not have support on the alldifferent constraint.

3.3.1 Complexity of Arc Consistency

There are a number of questions related to GAC reasoning. It is worth analyzing their
complexity. Bessiere et al. have characterized five questions that can be asked about a
constraint [21]. Some of the questions are more of an academic nature whereas others are
at the heart of propagation algorithms. These questions can be asked in general, or on a
particular class of constraints, such as a given global constraint (see Section 3.8.2). These
questions can be adapted to other local consistencies that we will present in latter sections.
In the following, I use the notation PROBLEM[data] to refer to the instance of PROBLEM

with the input ’data’.
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GACSUPPORT

Instance. A constraint c, a domain D on X(c), and a value v for variable xi
in X(c)
Question. Does value v for xi have a support on c in D?

GACSUPPORT is at the core of all generic arc consistency algorithms. GACSUPPORT is
generally asked for all values one by one.

ISITGAC
Instance. A constraint c, a domain D on X(c)
Question. Does GACSUPPORT[c,D, xi, v] answer ‘yes’ for each variable
xi ∈ X(c) and each value v ∈ D(xi)?

ISITGAC has both practical and theoretical importance. If enforcing GAC on a particular
constraint is expensive, we may first test whether it is necessary or not to launch the prop-
agation algorithm (i.e., whether the constraint is already GAC). On the academic side, this
question is commonly used to compare different levels of local consistency.

NOGACWIPEOUT

Instance. A constraint c, a domain D on X(c)
Question. Is there a non empty D′ ⊆ D on which ISITGAC[c,D′] answers
‘yes’?

NOGACWIPEOUT occurs when GAC is maintained during search by a backtrack proce-
dure. At each node in the search tree (i.e., after each instantiation of a value to a variable),
we want to know if the remaining network can be made GAC without wiping out the do-
main. If not, we must unassign one of the variables already instantiated.

MAXGAC
Instance. A constraint c, a domain D0 on X(c), and a domain D ⊆ D0

Question. Is (X(c), D, {c}) the arc consistent closure of (X(c), D0, {c})?
Arc consistency algorithms (see next subsection) are asked to return the arc consistent
closure of a network, that is, the subdomain that is GAC and any larger subdomain is not
GAC. MAXGAC characterizes this ‘maximality’ problem.

GACDOMAIN

Instance. A constraint c, a domain D0 on X(c)
Output. The domain D such that MAXGAC[c,D0, D] answers ‘yes’

GACDOMAIN returns the arc consistent closure, that is, the domain that a GAC algorithm
computes. GACDOMAIN is not a decision problem as it computes something other than
‘yes’ or ‘no’.

In [20, 21], Bessiere et al. showed that all five questions are NP-hard in general. In
addition, they showed that on any particular class of constraints, NP-hardness of a question
implies NP-hardness of other questions.

Theorem 3.26 (Dependencies in the NP-hardness of GAC questions). Given a class C
of constraints, GACSUPPORT is NP-hard on C iff NOGACWIPEOUT is NP-hard on C.
GACSUPPORT is NP-hard on C iff GACDOMAIN is NP-hard on C. If MAXGAC is
NP-hard on C then GACSUPPORT is NP-hard on C. If ISITGAC is NP-hard on C then
MAXGAC is NP-hard on C.
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NoGACWipeOut

GACDomain

maxGAC

IsItGAC

GACSupport

A B : if A is NP−hard then B is NP−hard

Figure 3.2: Dependencies between intractability of arc consistency questions

A summary of the dependencies in Theorem 3.26 is given in Fig. 3.2. Note that be-
cause each arrow from question A to question B in Fig. 3.2 means that A can be rewritten
as a polynomial number of calls to B, we immediately derive that tractability of B im-
plies tractability of A. Whereas the decision problems GACSUPPORT, ISITGAC, and
NOGACWIPEOUT are in NP, MAXGAC may be outside NP. In fact, MAXGAC is DP -
complete in general. The DP complexity class contains problems which are the conjunc-
tion of a problem in NP and one in coNP [101].

Assuming P �= NP, GAC reasoning is thus not tractable in general. In fact, the best
complexity that can be achieved for an algorithm enforcing GAC on a network with any
kind of constraints is in O(erdr), where e is the number of constraints and r is the largest
arity of a constraint.

Though not related to GAC, constraint entailment ([70]) is a sixth question that is
used by constraint solvers to speed up propagation. An entailed constraint can safely be
disconnected from the network.

ENTAILED

Instance. A constraint c, a domain D on X(c)
Question. Does ISITGAC[c,D′] answer ‘yes’ for all D′ ⊆ D?

Entailment of c on D means that D ⊆ c. ENTAILED is coNP-complete in general. There
is no dependency between intractability of entailment and intractability of the GAC ques-
tions. On a class C of constraints, ENTAILED can be tractable and the GAC questions
intractable, or the reverse, or both tractable or intractable.

3.3.2 Arc Consistency Algorithms

Proposing efficient algorithms for enforcing arc consistency has always been considered
as a central question in the constraint reasoning community. A first reason is that arc
consistency is the basic propagation mechanism that is probably used in all solvers. A
second reason is that the new ideas that permit to improve efficiency of arc consistency
can usually be applied to algorithms achieving other local consistencies. This is why I
spend some time presenting the main algorithms that have been introduced, knowing that
the techniques involved can be used for other local consistencies presented in forthcoming
sections. I follow a chronological presentation to emphasize the incremental process that
led to the current algorithms.
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Algorithm 3.1: AC3 / GAC3
function Revise3(in xi: variable; c: constraint): Boolean ;

begin
CHANGE← false;1

foreach vi ∈ D(xi) do2

if � ∃τ ∈ c ∩ πX(c)(D) with τ [xi] = vi then3

remove vi from D(xi);4

CHANGE← true;5

return CHANGE ;6

end

function AC3/GAC3(in X: set): Boolean ;
begin

/* initalisation */;
Q← {(xi, c) | c ∈ C, xi ∈ X(c)};7

/* propagation */;
while Q �= ∅ do8

select and remove (xi, c) from Q;9

if Revise(xi, c) then10

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;11

else Q← Q ∪ {(xj , c
′) | c′ ∈ C ∧ c′ �= c ∧ xi, xj ∈ X(c′) ∧ j �= i};12

return true ;13

end

AC3

The most well-known algorithm for arc consistency is the one proposed by Mackworth in
[86] under the name AC3. It was proposed for binary normalized networks and actually
achieves 2-consistency. It was extended to GAC in arbitrary networks in [88]. This algo-
rithm is quite simple to understand. The burden of the general notations being not so high,
I present it in its general version. (See Algorithm 3.1.)

The main component of GAC3 is the revision of an arc, that is, the update of a domain
wrt a constraint.4 Updating a domainD(xi) wrt a constraint cmeans removing every value
in D(xi) that is not consistent with c. The function Revise(xi, c) takes each value vi in
D(xi) in turn (line 2), and explores the space πX(c)\{xi}(D), looking for a support on c
for vi (line 3). If such a support is not found, vi is removed from D(xi) and the fact that
D(xi) has been changed is flagged (lines 4–5). The function returns true if the domain
D(xi) has been reduced, false otherwise (line 6).

The main algorithm is a simple loop that revises the arcs until no change occurs, to
ensure that all domains are consistent with all constraints. To avoid too many useless calls
to Revise (as this is the case in the very basic AC algorithms such as AC1 or AC2), the
algorithm maintains a list Q of all the pairs (xi, c) for which we are not guaranteed that
D(xi) is arc consistent on c. In line 7, Q is filled with all possible pairs (xi, c) such that
xi ∈ X(c). Then, the main loop (line 8) picks the pairs (xi, c) in Q one by one (line 9)
and calls Revise(xi, c) (line 10). If D(xi) is wiped out, the algorithm returns false (line
11). Otherwise, if D(xi) is modified, it can be the case that a value for another variable

4The word ’arc’ comes from the binary case but we also use it on non-binary constraints.
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xj has lost its support on a constraint c′ involving both xi and xj . Hence, all pairs (xj , c
′)

such that xi, xj ∈ X(c′) must be put again in Q (line 12). When Q is empty, the algorithm
returns true (line 13) as we are guaranteed that all arcs have been revised and all remaining
values of all variables are consistent with all constraints

Proposition 3.27 (GAC3). GAC3 is a sound and complete algorithm for achieving arc
consistency that runs in O(er3dr+1) time and O(er) space, where r is the greatest arity
among constraints.

McGregor proposed a different way of propagating constraints in AC3, that was later
named variable-oriented, as opposed to the arc-oriented propagation policy of AC3 [91].
Instead of putting in Q all arcs that should be revised after a change in D(xi) (line 12), we
simply put xi. Q contains variables for which a change in their domain has not yet been
propagated. When picking a variable xj from Q, the algorithm revises all arcs (xi, c) that
could lead to further deletions because of xj . The implementation of this version of AC3 is
simpler because the elements in Q are just variables. But this less precise information has
a drawback. An arc can be revised several times whereas the classical AC3 would revise it
once. For instance, imagine a network containing a constraint c with scheme (x1, x2, x3).
If a modification occurs on x2 because of a constraint c′, AC3 puts (x1, c) and (x3, c) in
Q. If a modification occurs on x3 because of another constraint c′′ while the previous arcs
have not yet been revised, AC3 adds (x2, c) to Q but not (x1, c) which is already there.
The same scenario with McGregor’s version will put x2 and x3 inQ. Picking them fromQ
in sequence, it will revise (x1, c) and (x3, c) because of x2, and (x1, c) and (x2, c) because
of x3. (x1, c) has been revised twice. Boussemart et al. proposed a modified version of
McGregor’s algorithm that solves this problem by storing a counter for each arc [28].

From now on, I switch to binary normalized networks because most of the literature
used this simplification, and I do not want to make assumptions on which extension the
authors would have chosen. Nevertheless, the ideas always allow extensions to non nor-
malized binary networks, and most of the time to networks with non-binary constraints.

Corollary 3.28 (AC3). AC3 achieves arc consistency on binary networks in O(ed3) time
and O(e) space.

The time complexity of AC3 is not optimal. The fact that function Revise does not
remember anything about its computations to find supports for values leads AC3 to do and
redo many times the same constraint checks.

Example 3.29. Let x, y and z be three variables linked by the constraints c1 ≡ x ≤ y
and c2 ≡ y �= z, with D(x) = D(y) = {1, 2, 3, 4} and D(z) = {3}. Revise(x, c1)
requires 1 constraint check for finding support for (x, 1), 2 checks for (x, 2), etc., so a
total of 1+2+3+4=10 constraint checks to prove that all values in D(x) are consistent with
c1. All these constraint checks are depicted as arrows in Fig. 3.3.a. Revise(y, c1) re-
quires 4 additional constraint checks to prove that y values are all consistent with (x, 1).
Revise(y, c2) requires 4 constraint checks to prove that all values are consistent with
(z, 3) except (y, 3) which is removed. Hence, the arc (x, c1) is put in Q. Revise(z, c2)
requires 1 single constraint check to prove that (z, 3) is consistent with (y, 1).

When (x, c1) is picked from Q, a new call to Revise(x, c1) is launched (Fig. 3.3.b).
It requires 1+2+3+3=9 checks, among which only ((x, 3), (y, 4)) has not already been
performed at the first call.
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Figure 3.3: AC3 behavior depicted on Example 3.29. (Plain arrows represent positive
constraint checks whereas dashed arrows represent negative ones.)

AC4

AC3 being non optimal, Mohr and Henderson proposed AC4 to improve the time com-
plexity [92, 93]. The idea of AC4, as opposed to AC3, is to store a lot of information.
AC3 performs the minimum amount of work inside a call to Revise, just ensuring that
all remaining values of xi are consistent with c and memorizing nothing. The price to pay
is to redo much of the work if the same Revise is recalled. AC4 stores the maximum
amount of information in a preprocessing step in order to avoid redoing several times the
same constraint check during the propagation of deletions.

AC4 is presented in Algorithm 3.2. It computes a counter counter[xi, vi, xj ] for
each triple (xi, vi, xj) where cij ∈ C and vi ∈ D(xi). This counter will finally say how
many supports vi has on cij . AC4 also builds lists S[xj , vj ] containing all values that are
supported by (xj , vj) on cij . In the initialization phase, AC4 performs all possible con-
straint checks on all constraints. Each time a support vj ∈ D(xj) is found for (xi, vi) on
cij , counter[xi, vi, xj ] is incremented, and (xi, vi) is added to S[xj , vj ] (lines 3 and 5).
Each time a value is found without support on a constraint, it is removed from the domain
and put in the list Q for future propagation (line 4). Once the initialization is finished, we
enter the propagation loop (line 7), which consists in propagating the consequences of the
removals of values in Q. For each value (xj , vj) picked from Q (line 8), we just need to
decrement counter[xi, vi, xj ] for each value (xi, vi) ∈ S[xj , vj ] to maintain the coun-
ters up to date (line 11). If counter[xi, vi, xj ] reaches zero, this means that (xj , vj) was
the last support for (xi, vi) on cij . (xi, vi) is removed and put in the list Q (lines 12 and
13). When Q is empty, we know that all values remaining in the domains have a non zero
counter on all their constraints, and so are arc consistent.

AC4 is the first algorithm in a category later named ‘fine-grained’ algorithms [126]
because they perform propagations (via list Q) at the level of values. ‘Coarse-grained’
algorithms, such as AC3, propagate at the level of constraints (or arcs), which is less precise
and can involve unnecessary work.

Proposition 3.30 (AC4). AC4 achieves arc consistency on binary normalized networks in
O(ed2) time and O(ed2) space. Its time complexity is optimal.
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Algorithm 3.2: AC4
function AC4(in X: set): Boolean ;

begin
/* initialization */;
Q← ∅; S[xj , vj ] = 0,∀vj ∈ D(xj),∀xj ∈ X;1

foreach xi ∈ X, cij ∈ C, vi ∈ D(xi) do2

initialize counter[xi, vi, xj ] to |{vj ∈ D(xj) | (vi, vj) ∈ cij}|;3

if counter[xi, vi, xj ] = 0 then remove vi from D(xi) and add (xi, vi) to Q;4

add (xi, vi) to each S[xj , vj ] s.t. (vi, vj) ∈ cij ;5

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;6

/* propagation */;
while Q �= ∅ do7

select and remove (xj , vj) from Q;8

foreach (xi, vi) ∈ S[xj , vj ] do9

if vi ∈ D(xi) then10

counter[xi, vi, xj ] = counter[xi, vi, xj ]− 1;11

if counter[xi, vi, xj ] = 0 then12

remove vi from D(xi); add (xi, vi) to Q;13

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;14

return true ;15

end

Example 3.31. Take again the network in Example 3.29 with constraints c1 ≡ x ≤ y and
c2 ≡ y �= z, and domains D(x) = D(y) = {1, 2, 3, 4} and D(z) = {3}. In its initializa-
tion phase, AC4 first counts the number of supports of each value on each constraint and
builds the lists of supported values. Thus, in its initialization, AC4 performs all possible
constraint checks for every value in each domain, that is, 4 · 4 = 16 constraint checks on
c1 and 4 · 1 = 4 on c2.5 At the end of this phase, the data structures are the following:

counter[x, 1, y] = 4 counter[y, 1, x] = 1 counter[y, 1, z] = 1
counter[x, 2, y] = 3 counter[y, 2, x] = 2 counter[y, 2, z] = 1
counter[x, 3, y] = 2 counter[y, 3, x] = 3 counter[y, 3, z] = 0
counter[x, 4, y] = 1 counter[y, 4, x] = 4 counter[y, 4, z] = 1

counter[z, 3, y] = 3

S[x, 1] = {(y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 3), (y, 4)} S[y, 1] = {(x, 1), (z, 3)}
S[x, 2] = {(y, 2), (y, 3), (y, 4)} S[y, 2] = {(x, 1), (x, 2), (z, 3)}
S[x, 3] = {(y, 3), (y, 4)} S[y, 3] = {(x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3)}
S[x, 4] = {(y, 4)} S[y, 4] = {(x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3), (x, 4), (z, 3)}

S[z, 3] = {(y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 4)}

The only counter equal to zero is counter[y, 3, z]. So, (y, 3) is removed and AC4 en-
ters the propagation loop with (y, 3) in Q. When (y, 3) is picked from Q, S[y, 3] is tra-
versed and counter[x, 1, y], counter[x, 2, y],counter[x, 3, y] are decremented (be-
cause (x, 1), (x, 2), (x, 3) are in S[y, 3]). None of these counters are equal to zero and no

5In the original version of AC4 presented in [92], each constraint cij is processed twice (once for xi and once
for xj ), which gives 32 constraint checks on c1 and 8 on c2). The general version presented in [93] processes
each constraint only once, updating all relevant counters and lists at the same time.
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value is removed. We observe that the propagation of the deletion of (y, 3) did not require
any constraint check. It required traversals of S[..] lists and updates of counters.

While being optimal in time, AC4 does not only suffer from its high space complex-
ity. Its very expensive initialization phase can be by itself prohibitive in time. In fact, we
can informally say that AC4 has optimal worst-case time complexity but it almost always
reaches this worst-case. Wallace discussed this issue in [120]. In addition, even when the
initialization phase has finished, AC4 maintains a so accurate view of the process that it
spends a lot of effort updating its counters and traversing its lists. This is visible in Ex-
ample 3.31, where the removal of (y, 3) provoked traversal of S[y, 3] and counter updates,
whereas all remaining values had supports.

The non-binary version GAC4, proposed by Mohr and Masini in [93], is in the optimal
O(erdr) time complexity given in Section 3.3.1, where r is the greatest arity among all
constraints.

AC6

Bessiere and Cordier proposed AC6, a compromise between AC3 laziness and AC4 ea-
gerness [15, 14]. The motivation behind AC6 is both to keep the optimal worst-case time
complexity of AC4 and to stop the search for support for a value on a constraint as soon
as the first support is found, as done in Revise of AC3. In addition, AC6 maintains a
data structure lighter than AC4. In fact, the idea in AC6 is not to count all the supports a
value has on a constraint, but just to ensure that it has at least one. AC6 only needs lists
S, where S[xj , vj ] contains all values for which (xj , vj) is the current support. That is,
(xi, vi) ∈ S[xj , vj ] if and only if vj was the first support found for vi on cij . 6

In Algorithm 3.3, AC6 looks for one support (the first one or smallest one with respect
to the ordering on integers) for each value (xi, vi) on each constraint cij (line 3). When
(xj , vj) is found as the smallest support of (xi, vi) on cij , (xi, vi) is added to S[xj , vj ], the
list of values currently having (xj , vj) as smallest support (line 4). If no support is found,
(xi, vi) is removed and is put in the list Q for future propagation (line 5). The propagation
loop (line 7) consists in propagating the consequences of the removal of values inQ. When
(xj , vj) is picked from Q, AC6 looks for the next support on cij for each value (xi, vi) in
S[xj , vj ]. Instead of starting at minD(xj) as AC3 would do, it starts at the value of D(xj)
following vj (line 11). If a new support v′j is found, (xi, vi) is put in S[xj , v

′
j ] (line 12).

Otherwise, (xi, vi) is removed and put in Q (line 14). When Q is empty, we know that all
remaining values have a current support on every constraint.

Like AC4, AC6 is a fine-grained algorithm because it propagates along values. It does
not reconsider constraint cij when the removed value (xj , vj) has no chance to provoke
another removal in D(xi), that is, when D(xi) ∩ S[xj , vj ] = ∅.
Proposition 3.32 (AC6). AC6 achieves arc consistency on binary normalized networks in
O(ed2) time and O(ed) space.

Example 3.33. I show what the data structures of AC6 are on the example used for AC3
(Example 3.29) and for AC4 (Example 3.31), i.e., constraints c1 ≡ x ≤ y and c2 ≡ y �= z
and domainsD(x) = D(y) = {1, 2, 3, 4} andD(z) = {3}. In its initialization phase, AC6

6A similar technique, called ’watch literals’, has independently been proposed by Moskewicz et al. for
efficient unit propagation in their Chaff solver for SAT [97].
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Algorithm 3.3: AC6
function AC6(in X: set): Boolean ;

begin
/* initialization */;
Q← ∅; S[xj , vj ] = 0,∀vj ∈ D(xj),∀xj ∈ X;1

foreach xi ∈ X, cij ∈ C, vi ∈ D(xi) do2

vj ← smallest value in D(xj) s.t. (vi, vj) ∈ cij ;3

if vj exists then add (xi, vi) to S[xj , vj ];4

else remove vi from D(xi) and add (xi, vi) to Q;5

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;6

/* propagation */;
while Q �= ∅ do7

select and remove (xj , vj) from Q;8

foreach (xi, vi) ∈ S[xj , vj ] do9

if vi ∈ D(xi) then10

v′
j ← smallest value in D(xj) greater than vj s.t. (vi, vj) ∈ cij ;11

if v′
j exists then add (xi, vi) to S[xj , v

′
j ];12

else13

remove vi from D(xi); add (xi, vi) to Q;14

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;15

return true ;16

end

looks for one support (the smallest) for each value on each constraint and stores the fact
that a value (xj , vj) has been found as supporting (xi, vi) by adding (xi, vi) to S[xj , vj ].
Thus, in its initialization, AC6 performs the same number of constraint checks as AC3,
namely 10+4 on c1 and 4+1 on c2. At the end of this phase, the data structures are the
following,

S[x, 1] = {(y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 3), (y, 4)} S[y, 1] = {(x, 1), (z, 3)}
S[x, 2] = {} S[y, 2] = {(x, 2)}
S[x, 3] = {} S[y, 3] = {(x, 3)}
S[x, 4] = {} S[y, 4] = {(x, 4)}

S[z, 3] = {(y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 4)}

and the list Q contains (y, 3) which has been removed. When AC6 enters the propagation
loop it pops (y, 3) from Q, S[y, 3] is traversed and a new support greater than 3 is sought
for (x, 3). (3, 4) ∈ c1(x, y), so (x, 3) is added to S[y, 4], which supports now both (x, 3)
and (x, 4). The deletion of (y, 3) required a single constraint check and the traversal of list
S[y, 3]. Note that S[y, 3] contained less values than in AC4 because AC6 stores a single
support per value.

AC2001

In fine-grained algorithms, such as AC4 or AC6, the propagation is value-oriented. The
deletion of a value (xj , vj) is directly propagated through Q on values (xi, vi) that had
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Algorithm 3.4: Function Revise for AC2001
function Revise2001(in xi: variable; cij : constraint): Boolean ;

begin
CHANGE← false;1

foreach vi ∈ D(xi) s.t. Last(xi, vi, xj) �∈ D(xj) do2

vj ← smallest value in D(xj) greater than Last(xi, vi, xj) s.t. (vi, vj) ∈ cij ;3

if vj exists then Last(xi, vi, xj)← vj ;4

else5

remove vi from D(xi);6

CHANGE← true;7

return CHANGE ;8

end

(xj , vj) as support (that is, on values (xi, vi) that are in S[xj , vj ]). Coarse-grained al-
gorithms are arc-oriented. They do not propagate the consequences of value removals to
other values. They propagate changes in the domain of a variable xj on the other variables
xi sharing a constraint c with xj : List Q contains pairs (xi, c) for which some variable xj
in X(c) has changed. Although coarse-grained algorithms are less precise in the way they
propagate, they have a double advantage. First, the architecture of constraint solvers (see
Section 3.8) usually supports an arc-oriented propagation and not a value-oriented one.
Second, all fine-grained algorithms require lists S[..] of supported values as data struc-
ture, which is more complex to implement and maintain. These were the motivations for
AC2001, the first (and only) optimal coarse-grained algorithm [24, 126, 25].

AC2001 follows the same framework as AC3, but achieves optimality by storing the
smallest support for each value on each constraint, like AC6. However, the way this infor-
mation is stored and used differs from that in AC6. AC2001 does not use lists S[xj , vj ] to
store those (xi, vi) that have vj as smallest support on cij . It uses a pointer Last[xi, vi, xj ]
that contains vj .

AC2001 differs from AC3 only by its Revise function and by its initialization phase
which needs to initialize the pointers Last[xi, vi, xj ] to some dummy value smaller than
minD(xj). In Revise2001 (Algorithm 3.4), when a value vj in D(xj) is found to
support (xi, vi) on cij , AC2001 assigns vj to Last[xi, vi, xj ] (line 4). The next time
(xi, cij) will be revised, supports will be sought for (xi, vi) only if Last[xi, vi, xj ] is
no longer in D(xj) (line 2). More importantly, optimality is obtained because values in
D(xj) that are smaller than Last[xi, vi, xj ] are not checked again because they were
already unsuccessfully checked in previous calls to Revise2001 (line 3).

Proposition 3.34 (AC2001). AC2001 achieves arc consistency on binary normalized net-
works in O(ed2) time and O(ed) space.

Example 3.35. Again I show the data structures of AC2001 on the example used for the
other algorithms, i.e., constraints c1 ≡ x ≤ y and c2 ≡ y �= z and domains D(x) =
D(y) = {1, 2, 3, 4} and D(z) = {3}. In its initialization phase, AC2001 looks for the
smallest support for each value on each constraint and stores it in the Last structure. It
performs exactly the same constraint checks as AC3 or AC6. At the end of this phase, the
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data structures are the following,

Last[x, 1, y] = 1 Last[y, 1, x] = 1 Last[y, 1, z] = 3
Last[x, 2, y] = 2 Last[y, 2, x] = 1 Last[y, 2, z] = 3
Last[x, 3, y] = 3 Last[y, 3, x] = 1 Last[y, 3, z] = nil
Last[x, 4, y] = 4 Last[y, 4, x] = 1 Last[y, 4, z] = 3

Last[z, 3, y] = 1

and the list Q contains (x, c1) because (y, 3) has been removed while revising c2. When
AC2001 enters the propagation loop it pops (x, c1) from Q, and calls Revise(x, c1). It
checks whether Last[x, 1, y], Last[x, 2, y], Last[x, 3, y] and Last[x, 4, y] are still in
D(y). Last[x, 3, y] is no longer in D(y), so a new support greater than 3 is sought for
(x, 3). (3, 4) satisfies c1(x, y), so Last[x, 3, y] receives value 4. The deletion of (y, 3)
required checking if the Last pointers of values in D(x) were still in D(y), and a single
constraint check to find a new support for (x, 3).

AC2001 can easily be extended to a GAC2001 non-binary version [25].

3.3.3 Other Improvements

I have presented the main techniques to enforce arc consistency on a network. Other kinds
of techniques exist to reduce the cost of arc consistency. They are usually added to one
of the arc consistency algorithms presented above to improve its performance. I cannot be
exhaustive, but here are two of those types of techniques.

Bidirectionality

Constraints are said to be multidirectional because when a tuple τ is found to support
(xi, vi) on a constraint c, it is also a support for any (xj , vj) ∈ τ on the same constraint.
The binary version of multidirectionality is called bidirectionality. This property, which
can seem obvious, is not used as much as it could be by the algorithms presented so far.

In fact, AC3 partially uses it when it avoids putting (xj , c) in Q after modifying xi in
Revise(xi, c) (line 12 in Algorithm 3.1): A value vi removed fromD(xi) had no support
on c, so its removal cannot discard a support for a value in D(xj).

Gaschnig proposed to use bidirectionality more explicitly. The algorithm DEE [62]
is an extension of AC3 that uses a ‘Revise-both’ procedure to process Revise(xi, cij)
and Revise(xj , cij) in sequence. As a first step, Revise-both performs the same work as
Revise(xi, cij), but in addition, marks every value in D(xj) which has been found in a
support for a value in D(xi). Once all values of xi are checked, Revise-both revises xj on
cij by only looking for support for unmarked values of D(xj). Values marked during the
first phase are guaranteed to have support. DEE does not store these marks from a call to
Revise-both to another. Besides, in the propagation phase, arcs are often revised in only
one direction at a time, which reduces the gain of DEE.

Van Dongen proposed a heuristic approach of using bidirectionality [114]. The algo-
rithm ACb uses the same idea as DEE, trying to avoid work when both arcs (xi, cij) and
(xj , cij) are inQ. ACb does not check supports in lexicographic ordering but tries to maxi-
mize the number of ‘double-support’ checks. A double-support check is a constraint check
cij(vi, vj) for which neither vi nor vj are known to be supported on cij . The motivation is
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that if cij(vi, vj) is true, we deduce support for two values at the price of a single constraint
check.

Bidirectionality was used even more extensively in AC7 [18, 19], an extension of AC6.
Thanks to the lists of supported values of AC6, and additional pointers, AC7 fully exploits
bidirectionality. This means that a constraint check cij(vi, vj) is performed when looking
for support for (xi, vi) on cij only if cji(vj , vi) has never been checked while looking for
supports for (xj , vj) on cji and there does not exist v′j ∈ D(xj) such that cji(v′j , vi) has
already been successfully checked as support for (xj , v

′
j). The non-binary version of AC7

[23] is used in IlogSolver [71] to propagate general constraints. As for GAC4, it runs in
the optimal O(erdr) time complexity.

Lecoutre et al. proposed several extensions of AC2001 that permit to adapt the tech-
niques used in AC7 to coarse-grained algorithms [81]. AC3.2 is an algorithm that partially
exploits bidirectionality on positive constraint checks. AC3.3 fully exploits bidirectional-
ity on positive constraint checks. AC3.2* and AC3.3* are extensions of AC3.2 and AC3.3
that also exploit bidirectionality on negative constraint checks, like in AC7. An exten-
sive experimentation suggests that AC3.3 is the best stand alone arc consistency algorithm,
whereas AC3.2 is the best when maintained during search.

Ordering the propagation list

Another way of improving the time needed to enforce arc consistency is by revising first
the arcs that will prune the most or that will be the cheapest to revise. In their seminal paper
on the subject, Wallace and Freuder proposed several heuristics to reorder the propagation
list in AC3 [121]. Among the different heuristics they analyzed, the best seemed to be the
one selecting first the arcs (xi, cij) such that the variable xj against which to revise has the
smallest domain.

Gent et al. applied to arc consistency the general criterion of ‘constrainedness’ defined
in [65]. They proposed to select first the arc that minimizes the constrainedness κac of
arc consistency [64]. They show that this heuristic is a good way to reduce the number of
constraint checks but is heavy to compute. Interestingly, approximations of their criterion
give some of the good heuristics proposed by Wallace and Freuder.

The most comprehensive study on ordering heuristics for coarse-grained arc consis-
tency algorithms was recently proposed by Boussemart et al. in [28]. They not only
studied heuristics to reorder the propagation list Q, but also the type of information we
put in it. Q can be a list of arcs to revise, as in regular AC3 (arc-oriented revision), a list
of variables whose domain has been modified as in McGregor’s version (variable-oriented
revision), or a list of constraints which had a variable of their scheme modified. Lists of
variables being much shorter than lists of arcs, they showed that heuristics handling Q are
less time consuming when incorporated in variable-oriented implementations. Since Mc-
Gregor’s algorithm suffers from redundant revisions (see Subsection 3.3.2), Boussemart et
al. proposed a modified version that avoids these redundant revisions while keeping the
advantage of variable-oriented revision. As for saving constraint checks, they found that
several heuristics close to that already proposed by Wallace and Freuder or by van Dongen
[121, 113] show good performance. Among all, they recommend a variable-oriented im-
plementation of coarse-grained algorithms (they experimented with AC3.2) in which the
variable with the smallest domain is picked first from Q.
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3.4 Higher Order Consistencies

In Section 3.3, we have seen that arc consistency, which is the most natural technique
for tightening a network, has received great attention from the community. Nevertheless,
this is not the only way to tighten a network, and as early as in the 70’s, several authors
proposed techniques that discover more inconsistencies than arc consistency.

3.4.1 Path Consistency

Path consistency was proposed by Montanari as a necessary condition for the consistency
of pairs of values in binary normalized networks [95]. Roughly speaking, it says that if
for a given pair of values (vi, vj) on a pair of variables (xi, xj) there exists a sequence of
variables from xi to xj such that we cannot find a sequence of values for these variables
starting at vi and finishing at vj , and satisfying all binary constraints along the sequence,
then (vi, vj) is inconsistent.

Definition 3.36 (Path consistency). Let N = (X,D,C) be a normalized network.

• Given two variables xi and xj in X , the pair of values (vi, vj) ∈ D(xi)×D(xj) is
path consistent iff for any sequence of variables Y = (xi = xk1

, xk2
, . . . , xkp

= xj)
such that for all q ∈ [1..p − 1], ckq,kq+1

∈ C, there exists a tuple of values (vi =
vk1

, vk2
, . . . , vkp

= vj) ∈ πY (D) such that for all q ∈ [1..p − 1], (vkq
, vkq+1

) ∈
ckq,kq+1

.

• The network N is path consistent (PC) iff for any pair of variables (xi, xj), i �= j,
any locally consistent pair of values on (xi, xj) is path consistent.

Example 3.37. Consider the network N with variables x1, x2, x3, domains D(x1) =
D(x2) = D(x3) = {1, 2}, and C = {x1 �= x2, x2 �= x3}. N is not path consistent
because neither ((x1, 1), (x3, 2)) nor ((x1, 2), (x3, 1)) can be extended to a value of x2

satisfying both c12 and c23. The network N ′ = (X,D,C ∪ {x1 = x3}) is path consistent.

Montanari observed that it is sufficient to enforce path consistency only on paths of
length 2 to obtain the same level of local consistency as path consistency.

Definition 3.38 (2-path consistency). Let N = (X,D,C) be a normalized network.

• Given two variables xi and xj in X , the pair of values (vi, vj) ∈ D(xi)×D(xj) is
2-path consistent iff for any third variable xk ∈ X with cik ∈ C and ckj ∈ C, there
exists a value vk ∈ D(xk) such that (vi, vk) ∈ cik and (vj , vk) ∈ ckj .
• The network N is 2-path consistent iff for any pair of variables (xi, xj), i �= j, any

locally consistent pair of values on (xi, xj) is 2-path consistent.

Proposition 3.39. Path consistency and 2-path consistency are equivalent.

Path consistency does not reduce domains of variables but removes pairs of values. As
a result, the path consistent closure of a normalized network N is not in PsolND . I define
PN2 as the subset of PN where networks are normalized and differ fromN only by adding
or tightening binary constraints. The path consistent closure PC(N) of N is the union
(according to �N ) of all path consistent networks in PN2. In PN2, there can be several
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networks nogood-equivalent to PC(N) because constraints with the same scheme can dif-
fer on non valid tuples, which does not change the set of locally inconsistent instantiations.
Nevertheless, PC algorithms represent modified constraints extensionally, generating only
embedded constraints. So, if we consider networks where all binary constraints are embed-
ded, the relation � is a partial order on PN2 and PC algorithms are guaranteed to converge
on PC(N).

Several algorithms achieving PC were proposed in the literature. Each time a new
technique was proposed for arc consistency, it was soon applied to path consistency. PC1
[95, 87] can be seen as the path consistency counterpart of the brute-force AC1. PC2 is the
extension of AC3 to path consistency [87]. PC3 [92] and PC4 [68] use lists of support, like
AC4, to reach optimality. PC5 [111] and PC6 [32] extend AC6. PC7 [31] and PC8 [33] are
simplifications of PC6 that perform well in practice. PC5++ [111] applies bidirectionality
of AC7. Finally, PC2001 [126, 25] extends AC2001.

A drawback of path consistency is that enforcing it can produce additional constraints
that were not in CN (see Example 3.37). Furthermore, even when a constraint c(xi, xj) is
already in CN , its refinement by PC can impose to change its semantics and to represent
this new constraint extensionally whereas it was given as a function.

Example 3.40. Consider the network with variables x1, x2, x3, domains D(x1) = D(x2)
= D(x3) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, and C = {|x1 − x2| ≥ 2, x2 �= x3, x1 �= x3}. These three con-
straints can be given by their arithmetic expression if the constraint toolkit in use permits
them. However, enforcing PC will discard the tuples (2, 4), and (3, 1) from c13, which
probably requires a storage in extension of this constraint. If c13 had a specific propaga-
tion algorithm for enforcing AC on it (see Section 3.8), it no longer works on this new
constraint.

The last thing we can notice is that even if path consistency is usually considered in
binary normalized networks, nothing in Definition 3.36 prevents its use on non-binary
normalized networks. Non-binary constraints are just ignored.

3.4.2 k-Consistencies

A few years after Montanari’s paper, Freuder extended the notion of local consistencies
stronger than AC to a whole class of consistencies, called k-consistencies [53, 54].

Definition 3.41 (k-consistency). Let N = (X,D,C) be a network.

• Given a set of variables Y ⊆ X with |Y | = k − 1, a locally consistent instantiation
I on Y is k-consistent iff for any kth variable xik ∈ X \ Y there exists a value
vik ∈ D(xik) such that I ∪ {(xik , vik)} is locally consistent.

• The network N is k-consistent iff for any set Y of k − 1 variables, any locally
consistent instantiation on Y is k-consistent.

Given a normalized network N , PNk denotes the subset of PN containing all normal-
ized networks N ′ in which only constraints of arity k can differ from N . More formally,
N ′ ∈ PNk if and only if N ′ ∈ PN , DN ′ = DN , and any constraint in CN ′ \ CN has
arity k. The k-consistent closure of N is the union (according to �N ) of all k-consistent
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networks inPN(k−1). (Enforcing k-consistency makes explicit nogoods of size k−1.) I re-
strict to normalized networks because �N is not defined on arbitrary networks (see Section
3.2). � is a partial order on PN(k−1) only if all constraints of arity k − 1 are embedded.

As observed by Dechter [46], even if 3-consistency has strong similarities with (2-)path
consistency, it is not equivalent. Indeed, 3-consistency ensures that any instantiation of
length 2 can be extended to an instantiation involving any third variable without violating
any constraint, whereas (2-)path consistency only guarantees that binary constraints are
not violated.

Example 3.42. Suppose a network involving variables x1, x2, x3 with domains D(x1) =
D(x1) = D(x1) = {1, 2}, and a single constraint c(x1, x2, x3) = {(1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2)}.
This network is path consistent because it does not contain any binary constraint. It is
not 3-consistent because the instantiation (x1 = 1, x2 = 2), which is locally consistent,
cannot be extended consistently to x3. 3-consistency produces the three binary constraints
c12 = {(1, 1), (2, 2)}, c23 = {(1, 1), (2, 2)} and c13 = {(1, 1), (2, 2)}.

k-consistency ensures that each time we have a locally consistent instantiation of size
k − 1, we can consistently extend it to any kth variable. So, the question is ’how to build
locally consistent instantiations of size k − 1?’. Strong k-consistencies are properties that
guarantee that the network is j-consistent for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Thus, we can build from scratch
a locally consistent instantiation of size k without any backtrack.

Definition 3.43 (Strong k-consistency). A network is strongly k-consistent iff it is j-consis-
tent for all j ≤ k.

Given a normalized network N , P∗
Nk denotes the subset of PN containing all normal-

ized networks N ′ in which only the domains and constraints of arity at most k can differ
from N . More formally, N ′ ∈ P∗

Nk if and only if N ′ ∈ PN , DN ′ ⊆ DN , and any con-
straint in CN ′ \ CN has arity at most k. The strong k-consistent closure of N is the union
of all strongly k-consistent networks in P∗

N(k−1). The relation � is not a partial order
in P∗

N(k−1) even if we restrict to embedded constraints. As a consequence, an algorithm
achieving strong k-consistency by iteratively enforcing j-consistency, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, is not
guaranteed to terminate on the strong k-consistent closure of N . It may terminate on a
network of P∗

N(k−1) nogood-equivalent to the closure.

Example 3.44. Consider the network with variables x1, . . . , x6, domains equal to {1, 2}
and C = {c1(x1, x2, x3, x4), c2(x2, x3, x4, x5), x2 = x6, x6 �= x3}, with c1 = {(1112),
(1121), (1211), (2122), (2212), (2221)} and c2 = {(1112), (1211), (1222), (2112),
(2122), (2222)}. If we apply 4-consistency on x2, x3, x4 wrt x1 and x5, we derive the
constraint c3(x2, x3, x4) = {(121), (122), (211), (212)}. 3-consistency on x2, x3 wrt x4

produces the constraint c4(x2, x3) = {(12), (21)}. By applying first 3-consistency to
x2, x3 wrt x6, the constraint c4 would have been produced before c3. So c3 would have
never been generated because all its tuples are already inconsistent with c4.

The algorithms proposed by Freuder and Cooper in [53, 37] both reach a fixpoint which
is not the strong k-consistent closure. They make all constraints (up to arity k − 1) as
explicit as possible. For instance, if a pair of values ((xi, vi), (xj , vj)) is path inconsistent,
they create a constraint on every superset Y of {xi, xj} with |Y | < k, and this constraint
forbids all tuples τ on Y where τ [(xi, xj)] = (vi, vj). Cooper showed that his algorithm
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runs in O(nkdk), which is the optimal time complexity for strong k-consistency. The
algorithm proposed by Cooper requires O(nkdk) space. The optimal space complexity for
strong k-consistency is O(nk−1dk−1) because we must store all the constraints of arity
k− 1 that k-consistency creates each time an instantiation of size k− 1 does not extend to
a kth variable. .

I said in Section 3.2 that the maximal amount of simplification we can perform on a
network is to reach a globally consistent network, that is, a network on which all locally
consistent instantiations can be extended to solutions. Strong n-consistency guarantees
that.

Proposition 3.45. If a network is strongly n-consistent then it is globally consistent.

Enforcing global consistency on an arbitrary network is far too space consuming (in
O(nn−1dn−1)). Freuder gave conditions on the associated hypergraph for which strong
k-consistency (k < n) is sufficient to allow a backtrack-free search [54]. In [47], Dechter
and Pearl developed adaptive consistency (AdC), a technique inspired from dynamic pro-
gramming. Given a total ordering on the variables, AdC adapts the level of k-consistency
enforced on each variable xi depending on the number of variables that share a constraint
with xi and that precede it in the ordering. The obtained network guarantees backtrack-free
search. (See Chapter 7.)

In [55], Freuder proposed (i, j)-consistency, a generalization of k-consistency where
we do not guarantee that instantiations of size k−1 can be extended to instantiations of size
k, but instantiations of size i can be extended to j additional variables. k-consistency is
(k − 1, 1)-consistency. Since the main drawback of k-consistencies is the huge space they
require to store all forbidden instantiations of size k− 1, we can design local consistencies
requiring less space by setting i to a small value in (i, j)-consistency.

3.4.3 Montanari’s Decomposability and Minimality

Montanari characterized networks that can be made globally consistent in polynomial
space. These are networks for which the set of solutions is a decomposable relation [95],
also named binary decomposable relation in [46].

Definition 3.46 (Decomposable in the sense of Montanari).

• A relation ρ with scheme X is binary-representable iff there exists a binary network
N , XN = X , such that sol(N) = ρ.

• A relation ρ with scheme X is decomposable in the sense of Montanari iff for all
Y ⊆ X , πY (ρ) is binary-representable.

• A network N is decomposable in the sense of Montanari iff sol(N) is a decompos-
able relation.

Example 3.47. ([95]) Consider the network N in Fig. 3.4, with variables x1, x2, x3,
x4, domains D(x1) = {1, 2, 3, 4}, D(x2) = D(x3) = D(x4) = {0, 1}, and constraints
as shown in the boxes on the figure. sol(N) is equal to the relation R on the top right-
hand corner of the figure, which is thus representable by a binary network. However, R
is not decomposable in the sense of Montanari because π{x2,x3,x4}(R) = {(000), (101),
(110), (111)} = {x2 = x3 ∨ x4} cannot be represented by a binary network. (Any binary
network on x2, x3, x4 that accepts all tuples in the relation also accepts the tuple (100).)
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Figure 3.4: A relation R that can be represented by a binary network but which is non
decomposable in the sense of Montanari.

Proposition 3.48. If a networkN = (X,D,C) is decomposable in the sense of Montanari
then there exists a binary network GN = (X,D,CG), which is globally consistent and
sol(N) = sol(GN ).

Decomposability of Montanari is stronger than what is commonly called ‘decompos-
able constraint’. (See [63] or Section 3.8.2 for more details.)

Example 3.47 shows that it is not because a network is binary that it is decomposable in
the sense of Montanari. For binary networks, Montanari proposed the concept of minimal
network, which is the best approximating binary network for global consistency. This is
thus another technique for tightening binary networks.

Definition 3.49 (Minimal network). Given a binary networkN = (X,D,C), the minimal
network of N is the binary normalized and embedded in D network MN = (X,D,CM )
such that any locally consistent instantiation of length 2 is globally consistent and sol(MN )
= sol(N).

Corollary 3.50. Given a binary network N , if sol(N) is decomposable in the sense of
Montanari, the minimal network MN is globally consistent.

Minimality on a binary network could be considered as a kind of local consistency. But
local consistencies usually refer to properties which are polynomial to enforce. Building
the minimal network is obviously intractable because once we have the minimal network, it
is constant time to decide consistency of the original network (by checking non emptiness
of any constraint).

The question of building the minimal network was called the ‘central problem’ by
Montanari. This led to some confusion as it was sometimes believed that generating a
solution is polynomial if the network is minimal. Dechter partially fixed the ambiguity by
saying that:

“it is still not clear, however, whether or not generating a single solution of
a minimal network is hard, even though empirical experience shows that it is
normally easy. Nevertheless, we do speculate that generating a single solution
from the minimal network is hard...”

We can say a little more about this.
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Proposition 3.51 (Generating solutions of a minimal network). Generating a solution of
a minimal network MN is not backtrack-free (unless ΠP

2 = ΣP2 ).

Proof. The clause entailment problem is known to be non compilable7 unless ΠP
2 = ΣP2

[29]. In [38], Cros reduced the clause entailment problem to the compilability of the prob-
lem of the global consistency of a partial instantiation in a binary network N . If build-
ing solutions in a minimal network was backtrack-free, it would be polynomial to answer
whether a partial instantiation is globally consistent or not. Furthermore, a minimal net-
work has a size in O(n2d2), which is polynomial in the size of N . Hence, the problem
of the consistency of partial instantiations would be compilable, and clause entailment as
well.

3.4.4 Consistencies Based on Constraints

All consistencies I studied until now (except arc consistency) are properties of partial in-
stantiations of variables wrt other variables. They do not take into account the network
topology, i.e., which sets of variables are linked by a constraint and which are not. This
is a limitation for constraint propagation, which creates new constraints everywhere in the
network. This is also a limitation on non-binary networks if we want to link the level
of consistency and the hypergraph structure in backtrack-free conditions. In this section,
I restrict my attention to embedded networks because all the works I present used this
restriction.

Janssen et al. proposed a first local consistency based on constraints instead of variables
[72]. It was applied from works on relational databases [7].

Definition 3.52 (Pairwise consistency). Given an embedded network N , a pair of con-
straints c1 and c2 in CN is pairwise consistent iff any tuple on X(c1) (resp. on X(c2))
satisfying c1 (resp. c2) can be extended to an instantiation on X(c1)∪X(c2) satisfying c2
(resp. c1), that is, iff πX(c1)∩X(c2)(c1) = πX(c1)∩X(c2)(c2). N is pairwise consistent iff
any pair of constraints in CN is pairwise consistent.

Example 3.53. Consider the network with variables x1, x2, x3, x4, domains D(x1) =
D(x2) = D(x3) = D(x4) = {1, 2} and constraints c1(x1, x2, x3) = {(121), (211),
(222)} and c2(x2, x3, x4) = {(111), (222)}. This network is generalized arc consistent.
However, it is not pairwise consistent because the tuple (121) from c1 is not compatible
with any tuple in c2.

Janssen et al. showed in [72] that pairwise consistency is equivalent to 2-consistency on
the dual encoding of the network, where dual variables represent constraints of the original
network [48].

In a database context, Gyssens proposed k-wise consistency, a direct extension of pair-
wise consistency where we consider k constraints at a time instead of two [67]. Jégou
applied this notion to constraint networks [73].

7The problem of asking queries of a class Q to instances of a class P is said to be compilable if there exists a
polynomial space transformation p′ of any instance p of P (the time for the transformation should just be finite)
such that any query q from Q asked on p can be answered in polynomial time by using p′ [29].
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Definition 3.54 (k-wise consistency). Given an embedded network N , a set of constraints
{c1 . . . , ck} in CN is k-wise consistent iff for any ci, i ∈ [1..k], any tuple on X(ci) satis-
fying ci can be extended to an instantiation on

⋃k
j=1X(cj) satisfying cj for all j ∈ [1..k],

that is, iff ci = πX(ci)(��
k
j=1 cj). N is k-wise consistent iff for all {c1 . . . , ck} in CN ,

{c1 . . . , ck} is k-wise consistent.

k-wise consistency is the constraint-based counterpart of k-inverse consistency (see
Section 3.5). Enforcing k-wise consistency does not alter the associated hypergraph. It
just alters existing constraints.

In [74], Jégou proposed another duality between variables and constraints. He presents
hyper k-consistency. This is the constraint-based counterpart of k-consistency.

Definition 3.55 (Hyper k-consistency). Let N be an embedded network. A set {c1, . . . ,
ck−1} of k − 1 constraints in CN is hyper k-consistent relative to a kth constraint ck iff
any instantiation on ∪k−1

i=1X(ci) satisfying c1, . . . , ck−1 has an extension on the variables
in X(ck) that satisfies ck, that is, iff πY (��k−1

i=1 ci) ⊆ πY (ck), where Y = (∪k−1
i=1X(ci)) ∩

X(ck). N is hyper k-consistent iff for all {c1, . . . , ck−1} ⊆ CN , for all ck ∈ CN ,
{c1, . . . , ck−1} is hyper k-consistent relative to ck.

Pairwise consistency is both 2-wise consistency and hyper 2-consistency.
Based on definition 3.55, Jégou characterized some sufficient conditions for a network

to be consistent. These conditions link the level of hyper k-consistency of the network to
the width of its hypergraph. Nevertheless, hyper k-consistency inherits one of the draw-
backs of k-consistencies because enforcing hyper k-consistency creates new constraints on
sets of variables that were not linked in the original network.

Dechter and van Beek proposed a new form of local consistency which is more bound
to schemes of constraints already in the network than hyper k-consistency is. They refer to
those new types of consistencies as relational consistencies [49].

Definition 3.56 (Relational arc consistency). LetN be an embedded network. A constraint
c in CN is relationally arc consistent relative to a subset of variables Y ⊆ X(c) iff any
locally consistent instantiation on Y has an extension to a tuple on X(c) that satisfies c.
c is relationally arc consistent iff it is relationally arc consistent relative to every subset
Y of X(c). N is relationally arc consistent iff every constraint in CN is relationally arc
consistent.

An advantage of relational arc consistency is that enforcing it does not create con-
straints between variables not linked in the original network. However, it creates subcon-
straints on subsets of the schemes of the original constraints, which can be prohibitive on
large arity constraints because it can create up to 2|X(c)| subconstraints for a constraint c.

Definition 3.57 (Relationalm-consistency). LetN be an embedded network. A set {c1, . . . ,
cm} of m constraints in CN is relationally m-consistent relative to a subset of vari-
ables Y ⊆ ⋃m

i=1X(ci) iff any locally consistent instantiation on Y has an extension to
⋃m
i=1X(ci) that satisfies c1, . . . , cm simultaneously. A set {c1, . . . , cm} of m constraints

in CN is relationallym-consistent iff it is relationally m-consistent relative to every subset
Y of

⋃m
i=1X(ci). N is relationally m-consistent iff every set of m constraints in CN is

relationally m-consistent.
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Relational m-consistency has the same drawbacks as hyper k-consistency because it
can create new constraints on any subset of variables involved in one of m constraints.
Dechter and van Beek proposed a bounded version of relationalm-consistency that permits
to tackle the space and time explosion.

Definition 3.58 (Relational (i,m)-consistency). Let N be an embedded network. A set
of constraints {c1, . . . , cm} ⊆ CN is relationally (i,m)-consistent iff it is relationally m-
consistent relative to every subset of variables Y ⊆ ⋃m

i=1X(ci), |Y | = i. N is relationally
(i,m)-consistent iff every subset of m constraints in CN is relationally (i,m)-consistent.
N is strong relational (i,m)-consistent iff it is relationally (j,m)-consistent for every
j ≤ i.

Relational arc consistency corresponds to strong relational (n, 1)-consistency and rela-
tional m-consistency corresponds to strong relational (n,m)-consistency. Generalized arc
consistency is relational (1, 1)-consistency. Relational (1,m)-consistencies are domain-
based consistencies, and so, do not modify the set of constraints.

As in the case of strong k-consistencies, algorithms enforcing strong relational (i,m)-
consistencies can converge to different networks depending on the order in which they
generate new constraints.

Dechter and van Beek proposed an algorithm enforcing relational (i,m)-consistency.
Its complexity is exponential in i ·m. They also proposed an algorithm for adaptive rela-
tional consistency. It is inspired from adaptive consistency (see Chapter 7) and applies the
right level of relational consistency to guarantee a backtrack-free search for solutions wrt
a given ordering of the variables.

Walsh performed an extensive theoretical comparison of relational consistencies with
k-consistencies, k-inverse consistencies and generalized arc consistency [123].

3.5 Domain-Based Consistencies Stronger than AC

There exist local consistencies that permit to prune more values than arc consistency while
keeping the set of constraints unchanged (as opposed to what is done by k-consistencies
and consistencies based on constraints —see Section 3.4). The first ones I present are
different kinds of reasoning we can apply on triples of variables. The others involve the
whole neighborhood of a variable or check local consistency of the whole network after a
single assignment of a variable.

3.5.1 Triangle-Based Local Consistencies

The local consistencies defined here are limited to binary normalized networks. They all
deal with ‘triangles’ of constraints, namely triples of variables connected two-by-two by
binary constraints.

The first local consistency following this line of research is Restricted Path Consis-
tency (RPC), proposed by Berlandier [13]. The motivation for RPC is to remove more
inconsistent values than arc consistency whereas avoiding the cost of path consistency.
Path consistency removes all pairs of values that cannot be extended to a third variable.
The idea of RPC is to try to extend only those pairs of values that if removed, would lead
to arc inconsistency of a value. So, in addition to arc consistency, RPC guarantees path
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Figure 3.5: (a) Network on which RPC prunes more than AC: (xi, 1) is not RPC whereas
the whole network is AC. (b) Network on which PIC prunes more than RPC: (xi, 1) is not
PIC whereas the whole network is RPC.

consistency of the pairs of values ((xi, vi), (xj , vj)) that are the only support for (xi, vi)
on cij . If such a pair is path inconsistent, its deletion would lead to the arc inconsistency of
(xi, vi). Thus (xi, vi) can be removed. These few additional path consistency checks allow
the detection of more inconsistent values than arc consistency without having to delete any
pair of values, and so leaving the structure of the network unchanged.

Definition 3.59 (Restricted path consistency). A binary normalized network N = (X,D,
C) is restricted path consistent (RPC) iff it is arc consistent and for all xi ∈ X , for all
vi ∈ D(xi), for all cij ∈ C such that (xi, vi) has a unique support ((xi, vi), (xj , vj)) on
cij , for all xk ∈ X linked to both xi and xj by a constraint, there exists vk ∈ D(xk) such
that (vi, vk) ∈ cik and (vj , vk) ∈ cjk.

RPC is strictly stronger than AC. An example of a network on which RPC prunes more
values than AC is shown in Figure 3.5. Berlandier proposed an algorithm inO(end3). The
optimal complexity of achieving RPC on a binary normalized network is in O(en+ ed2 +
td2), where t is the number of triples of variables (x,, xj , xk) with cij , cjk and cik all in C.
An algorithm with this optimal time complexity was presented by Debruyne and Bessiere
[42].

In [57], Freuder and Elfe proposed other alternatives to enforce local consistencies
stronger than AC whereas modifying only the domains. The idea is to take the inverse of
what is done by k-consistency. k-consistency (or (k − 1, 1)-consistency) ensures that any
locally consistent instantiation of size k − 1 can be extended to any kth variable in a con-
sistent way. This implies the explicit removing of all instantiations of size k−1 that cannot
fit this property. k-inverse consistency ensures that any locally consistent instantiation of
size 1 can be consistently extended to any k − 1 additional variables. This is (1, k − 1)-
consistency. Since 2-inverse consistency is the same as 2-consistency, the simplest non
trivial such inverse consistency is 3-inverse consistency, or path-inverse consistency (PIC),
as called in [57].

Definition 3.60 (Path inverse consistency). A binary normalized network N = (X,D,C)
is path-inverse consistent (PIC) iff for all xi ∈ X , for all vi ∈ D(xi), for all xj , xk ∈ X ,
there exists vj ∈ D(xj) and vk ∈ D(xk) such that ((xi, vi), (xj, vj), (xk, vk)) is locally
consistent.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Network on which maxRPC prunes more than PIC: (xi, 1) is not maxRPC
whereas the whole network is PIC. (b) Network on which SAC prunes more than maxRPC:
(xi, 2) is not SAC whereas the whole network is maxRPC.

PIC is strictly stronger than RPC. An example of a network on which PIC prunes
more values than RPC is shown in Figure 3.5. Freuder and Elfe proposed an algorithm in
O(en2d4). In [41], Debruyne proposed some sufficient conditions for the path-inverse con-
sistency of a network. They permit to avoid some constraint checks. Debruyne presented
an optimal algorithm for PIC that runs in O(en+ ed2 + td3).

Following RPC and PIC, Debruyne and Bessiere proposed max-restricted path consis-
tency (maxRPC) [42]. maxRPC still increases the amount of local consistency on triangles
of variables. Given a value (xi, vi) and a constraint cij , maxRPC ensures that (xi, vi) has
a support on cij path consistent on any third variable.

Definition 3.61 (Max-restricted path consistency). A binary normalized network N =
(X,D,C) is max-restricted-path consistent (maxRPC) iff for all xi ∈ X , for all vi ∈
D(xi), for all cij ∈ C, there exists vj ∈ D(xj) such that (vi, vj) ∈ cij and for all xk ∈ X
there exists vk ∈ D(xk) with ((xi, vi), (xj, vj), (xk, vk)) locally consistent.

maxRPC is strictly stronger than PIC. An example of a network on which maxRPC
prunes more values than PIC is shown in Figure 3.6. An optimal algorithm for maxRPC
was proposed in [42]. It runs in O(en+ ed2 + td3).

3.5.2 Consistency According to the Neighborhood

Since k-inverse consistency is polynomial with the exponent depending on k, checking
k-inverse consistency is prohibitive if k is large. However, if variables are not uniformly
constrained, it can be worthwhile to adapt the level of k-inverse consistency to the size
of their neighborhood, focusing filtering effort on the most constrained variables (as it
is done in Adaptive consistency —see Section 3.4.2). This is the basis of neighborhood
inverse consistency (NIC, [57]), which ensures that every value vi in a domain D(xi) can
be extended consistently to all the neighbors of xi.

Definition 3.62 (Neighborhood inverse consistency). A network N = (X,D,C) is neigh-
borhood-inverse consistent (NIC) iff for all xi ∈ X , for all vi ∈ D(xi), the instantiation
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(xi, vi) can be extended to a locally consistent instantiation on the set of all variables
involved in a constraint with xi.

An algorithm for NIC was proposed in [57]. It runs in O(g2(n+ ed)dg+1), where g is
the maximum degree of a variable in the associated hypergraph. It is not proved optimal.
Anyway, it seems difficult to go below the exponential factor nd ·dg because every value of
every variable must be proved consistent with its neighborhood (possibly of size g). NIC
is strictly stronger than maxRPC.

NIC networks do not have the good property of backtrack-free search that adaptive
consistent networks have. Although achieving NIC is exponential in the size of the largest
neighborhood, it guarantees neither backtrack-free search nor consistency of the network.
In addition, the behavior of NIC is dependent on the structure of the network. If two vari-
ables xi and xj are not neighbors, the network obtained by adding a universal constraint
allowing all the pairs of values (vi, vj) ∈ D(xi)×D(xj) between xi and xj is equivalent
to the initial one. However, as opposed to the other local consistencies, NIC is affected
by this change because the neighborhood of xi has changed. NIC can detect more in-
consistent values. Obviously, this process increases time complexity because the sizes of
neighborhoods increase.

3.5.3 Singleton Consistencies

A general technique, which has been used in several areas of automated reasoning consists
in trying in turn different assignments of a value to a variable, and performing constraint
propagation on the subproblem obtained by this assignment. If the problem is found to
be inconsistent, this means that this value does not belong to any solution and thus can be
pruned. This kind of technique was used on the bounds of interval domains in scheduling
(’shaving’ in [90]) or on continuous CSPs (3B-consistency in [83]). This technique was
also used on literals as a way to derive better variable ordering heuristics in DPLL for SAT
formulas (by counting the size of the remaining clauses after instantiation of a literal and
unit propagation) in [52, 85]. Finally, it was formalized as a class of local consistencies
in [43, 102, 44] under the name ‘singleton consistencies’. I give the definition in the case
where the amount of propagation applied to each subproblem is arc consistency. Any other
local consistency can be used in a similar way. In the following, the subnetwork obtained
from a network N by reducing the domain of a variable xi to the singleton {vi} is denoted
by N |xi=vi

.

Definition 3.63 (Singleton arc consistency). A network N = (X,D,C) is singleton arc
consistent (SAC) iff for all xi ∈ X , for all vi ∈ D(xi), the subproblem N |xi=vi

is not arc
inconsistent.

SAC is strictly stronger that maxRPC. An example of a network on which SAC prunes
more values than maxRPC is given in Fig. 3.6. The first algorithm for SAC was proposed
by Debruyne and Bessiere in [43], and was later named SAC1. It is a brute-force algorithm
that checks SAC of each value by performing AC on each subproblemN |xi=vi

. It removes
vi from D(xi) if N |xi=vi

is arc inconsistent. After each change in a domain, it rechecks
SAC of every remaining value. It can then perform AC nd times on each subproblem, and
because there are nd subproblems, it runs in O(en2d4) on binary normalized networks,
where AC is in O(ed2). In [6], Bartàk and Erben proposed SAC2, a smarter algorithm
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A B: A and B are incomparable

A B: A is strictly stronger than B

Figure 3.7: Summary of the comparison between domain-based consistencies lying be-
tween AC and Strong PC. A→ B means that local consistency A is strictly stronger than
local consistency B. (The stronger relation is transitive.)

that avoids unnecessary work by storing lists of supports, a bit like AC4. Unfortunately, its
worst-case time complexity is still O(en2d4). Recently, Bessiere and Debruyne showed
that the complexity of SAC on binary normalized networks is in O(end3), and they pro-
posed SAC-Opt, an algorithm with this optimal time complexity [16, 17]. To achieve opti-
mal time, SAC-Opt stores a lot of information in large data structures that requireO(end2)
space. SAC-SDS (Sharing Data Structures) is a lighter version in which less structures are
stored. ItsO(end4) time complexity is a compromise between former SAC algorithms and
SAC-Opt, whereas its space complexity is the same as SAC2, namely, O(n2d2). Lecoutre
and Cardon proposed SAC3, a different technique to enforce SAC [82]. SAC3 incremen-
tally assigns values to variables in the network until arc consistency wipes out a domain.
If the current sequence of assignments is I = ((x1, v1), . . . , (xk, vk)), it deduces that the
values (x1, v1), (x2, v2), . . . , (xk−1, vk−1) are currently SAC. This technique permits to
prove SAC of several values in a single arc consistency pass. SAC3 does not have optimal
worst-case time complexity but it works well in practice.

Several extensions of SAC have been proposed. Prosser et al. proposed restricted-SAC,
a weakened version of SAC that checks SAC of each value in one pass, without propagating
removals to values already processed [102]. Some subtle extensions that are stronger than
SAC itself have been proposed in [12, 34, 16]. Their effectiveness and efficiency in practice
have not yet been assessed.

Many other singleton consistencies can be constructed because any local consistency
can be used to detect the possible inconsistency of the network N |xi=vi

. If a local con-
sistency can be enforced in polynomial time, the corresponding singleton consistency also
has a polynomial worst-case time complexity. Prosser et al. analyzed this wider picture. In
[102, 122], they theoretically compared the pruning capabilities of (i, j)-consistencies and
singleton (i, j)-consistencies:

Theorem 3.64. Strong (i + 1, j)-consistency is strictly stronger than singleton (i, j)-
consistency. Singleton (1, j)-consistency is strictly stronger than (1, j + 1)-consistency.

Fig. 3.7 summarizes the qualitative comparison between the local consistencies pre-
sented in this section. Complete proofs can be found in [44]. Verfaillie et al. proposed a
generic algorithm schema that can enforce most of the local consistencies presented in this
section, plus new ones that are combinations of existing ones [119].
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3.6 Domain-Based Consistencies Weaker than AC

Arc consistency is not the weakest level of consistency we can define on a network. The
80’s and first half of 90’s have seen quite a lot of works trying to find the amount of filtering
that should be performed by a backtrack search procedure. At that time, even if the studies
were mostly interested in binary constraints, it was the conventional wisdom that AC was
too expensive to be maintained. As a result, several other properties weaker than AC were
proposed. The idea behind these properties is to reduce the number of times arc consistency
of variables must be checked against constraints. In other words, these properties reduce
the number of calls to function Revise in a coarse-grained algorithm. They are presented
in Section 3.6.1.

More recently, and essentially because of the cost of arc consistency on non-binary
constraints, other forms of consistency were introduced. These techniques do not try to
reduce the number of calls to the Revise procedure, but instead, they try to reduce the
amount of work such a Revise procedure performs. Section 3.6.2 describes them.

3.6.1 Reducing the Number of Times Constraints are Revised

The filtering techniques that try to reduce the number of times constraints are revised are
based on properties a network must verify according to some additional parameter such
as an ordering on the variables, or a partial instantiation. This extra parameter permits to
specify which variables must be arc consistent with which constraints.

Directional arc consistency

Dechter and Pearl proposed directional arc consistency in [47]. The idea is to associate an
ordering to the variables in the network and to impose that constraints are arc consistent in
the direction of this ordering.

Definition 3.65 (Directional arc consistency). A binary network N = (X,D,C) is di-
rectional arc consistent (DAC) according to ordering o = (xk1

, . . . , xkn
) on X , where

(k1, . . . , kn) is a permutation of (1, . . . , n), iff for all c(xi, xj) ∈ C, if xi <o xj then xi is
arc consistent on c(xi, xj).

Directional arc consistency is simpler to enforce than arc consistency. Removing a
value vi in D(xi) for some variable xi cannot make a variable xj directional arc incon-
sistent on cij if xi <o xj . As a result, there is no need to use a propagation queue for
an algorithm achieving DAC. It is sufficient to process the variables from the last in the
ordering to the first, revising each variable preceding the current one on the constraint they
share, if any (see Algorithm 3.5).

Algorithm 3.5: Algorithm for DAC
procedure DAC(N, o);

for j ← n downto 2 do1

foreach cikj
∈ CN | xi <o xkj

do2

if not Revise(xi, cikj
) then return false3
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Example 3.66. Consider the network with variablesX = {x1, x2, x3}, domainsD(x1) =
D(x2) = {1..5}, D(x3) = {1..3}, constraints C = {x1 < x2, x2 = x3, x1 > x3}, and
ordering o = (x1, x2, x3). Revising x1 on c13 and x2 on c23 (in whatever order) prunes
value 1 from D(x1) and values 4 and 5 from D(x2). Revising x1 on c12 prunes values
3,4,5 from D(x1). Therefore, N ′ = (X,D′, C) with D′(x1) = {2}, D′(x2) = D′(x3) =
{1, 2, 3} is the DAC closure of N . Note that arc consistency proves inconsistency.

Proposition 3.67. The algorithm DAC enforces directional arc consistency according to
ordering o in O(ed2) time.

Forward checking

Even if they are often presented as stand alone preprocessing of a network, local consis-
tencies are usually intended to be maintained during a backtrack search. It is thus natural
to include in our analysis the filtering techniques that were only defined as associated with
backtrack search. The amount of filtering performed by the famous forward checking (FC)
[66, 69] can be defined as a local consistency. The FC search procedure guarantees that at
each step of the search, all the constraints between already assigned variables and not yet
assigned variables are arc consistent.

Definition 3.68 (Forward checking). LetN = (X,D,C) be a binary network and Y ⊆ X
such that |D(xi)| = 1 for all xi ∈ Y . N is forward checking consistent (FC) according to
the instantiation I on Y iff I is locally consistent and for all xi ∈ Y , for all xj ∈ X \ Y ,
for all c(xi, xj) ∈ C, xj is arc consistent on c(xi, xj).

Algorithm 3.6 presents a procedure that applies FC on a network N according to a
subset of instantiated variables Y ∪ {xi} if N is already FC according to Y .

Algorithm 3.6: Algorithm for FC
procedure FC(N, Y, xi);

foreach cij ∈ CN | xj ∈ X \ Y do1

if not Revise(xj , cij) then return false2

Example 3.69. On the network of Example 3.66, where X = {x1, x2, x3}, domains
D(x1) = D(x2) = {1..5}, D(x3) = {1..3}, and C = {x1 < x2, x2 = x3, x1 > x3},
applying FC according to {x1} after an instantiation x1 = 3 (i.e., D(x1) = {3}) prunes
values 1,2,3 from D(x2) and 3 from D(x3).

FC has the property that once a variable xj is made arc consistent on cij (|D(xi)| = 1),
it remains AC on cij in spite of any future domain reduction, because xi is singleton. This
means that each constraint needs to be revised only once along a branch of instantiations.
As opposed to chronological backtracking, a procedure maintaining FC does not need to
check consistency of values of the current variable against already instantiated ones. FC is
the weakest level of local consistency with this property.

The complexity of a call to Revise in FC is in O(d) because one of the domains
involved is a singleton. Hence, enforcing FC on a binary network according to a partial
instantiation of arbitrary length is in O(ed).
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Algorithm 3.7: Algorithms for PL and FL
procedure PL(N, Y, xi);

FC(N,Y, xi);1

foreach j ← i + 1 to n do2

foreach k ← j + 1 to n | cjk ∈ CN do3

if not Revise(xj, cjk) then return false4

procedure FL(N, Y, xi);
FC(N,Y, xi);5

foreach j ← i + 1 to n do6

foreach k ← i + 1 to n, k �= j | cjk ∈ CN do7

if not Revise(xj, cjk) then return false8

The definition of FC can be extended to non-binary constraints in several different
ways. Van Hentenryck proposed a basic one in [115]: A network is FC according to a
partial instantiation I on a subset Y of X if and only if I is locally consistent and for all
xj ∈ X \ Y , for all c ∈ C such that X(c) \ Y = {xj}, xj is arc consistent on c. Bessiere
et al. presented five additional extensions of FC to non-binary constraints [22].

Other lookahead filterings

The idea of reducing the amount of filtering of arc consistency to avoid complex algorithms
led to other forms of propagation. In [69], Haralick and Elliott proposed partial lookahead
(PL) and full lookahead (FL), two levels of propagation, stronger that FC. Haralick and
Elliott gave operational definitions of PL and FL in terms of algorithms performing a given
amount of filtering. As opposed to DAC and FC, no clear property on the output of PL or
FL can be specified and thus, no clear fixpoint can be defined.

PL and FL are presented in Algorithm 3.7. Given a network N , an ordering o =
(x1, . . . , xn), and a current variable xi, PL first performs FC and then takes the variables
xj from xi+1 to xn and calls Revise for xj on each cjk, j < k ≤ n. FL performs
a stronger level of filtering than PL. Given a network N , an ordering o, and a current
variable xi, FL takes the variables xj from xi+1 to xn and calls Revise for xj on each
cjk, i < k ≤ n, k �= j.

PL and FL cannot guarantee any property on the arc consistency of arcs at the end of the
process. After xj has been made arc consistent on cjk, j < k, values of xk can be removed
when making xk arc consistency on arcs leaving xk. Thus, it is no longer guaranteed that
the arc (xj , cjk) is arc consistent at the end of the process because each arc is revised only
once.

The complexity of function Revise is in O(d2) because it is called on constraints
involving non singleton variables for both PL and FL. Thus, PL and FL are in O(ed2), like
DAC.

In [98, 99], Nadel encapsulated these forms of consistency in a general schema, going
from the consistency maintained by simple backtracking, i.e., local consistency of the in-
stantiated variables (noted AC1/5), to arc consistency. FC is denoted by AC1/4 while PL
and FL are denoted by AC1/3 and AC1/2 respectively.

In [112], Tsang gave a comparison of the pruning capabilities of these different levels
of filtering. He proved that DAC and FL are strictly stronger than PL, which itself is
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strictly stronger than FC. FL and DAC are incomparable: There are cases where DAC
prunes values FL does not prune and vice versa. AC is strictly stronger than all of them.

Selective revision

As a last technique to reduce the number of calls to function Revise in arc consistency,
there is the work by Freuder and Wallace. They proposed to use criteria to discard arc
revisions when they are not likely to be effective [58].

Given a coarse-grained arc consistency algorithm, distance-bounded propagation con-
fines constraint propagation to a fixed distance δ from the variables at which it began. This
is implemented by attaching a stamp to each arc in Q. Arcs put in Q in the initialization of
the arc consistency call are stamped with zero. Forthcoming arcs are stamped with t + 1
if t is the stamp of the revised arc that provoked their addition to Q. When an arc is to be
stamped with a value greater than the maximal distance δ, it is not put in Q.

Response-bounded propagation stops subsequent propagations when the amount of
change in a domain falls below a given threshold r. This is implemented by testing if
the ratio of values removed by a revision is greater than r before adding relevant arcs in Q.

3.6.2 Using the Order on the Domains to Relax Revise

The second form of local consistencies weaker than arc consistency do not try to reduce the
number of arc revisions, but instead, they try to reduce the cost of revisions to overcome
the prohibitive cost of generalized arc consistency on some constraints. The idea behind
these local consistencies is to use the fact that domains are composed of integers. Integer
domains inherit the total ordering on and by consequence they inherit the two particular
values minD(xi) and maxD(xi), called the bounds of D(xi). I present two ways of
relaxing generalized arc consistency on a constraint c. The first option is to ensure support
on c only for the bounds of the domain of each variable in X(c). The second option is to
look for supports not in πX(c)(D) but in πX(c)(D

I), where DI is the domain such that for
all xi, DI(xi) = {v ∈ | minD(xi) ≤ v ≤ maxD(xi)}. Using the first option or the
second, or combining both, give rise to three relaxed forms of local consistency.

Definition 3.70 (Consistencies on bounds). Given a network N = (X,D,C), given a
constraint c, a bound support τ on c is a tuple that satisfies c and such that for all xi ∈
X(c),minD(xi) ≤ τ [xi] ≤ maxD(xi), that is, τ ∈ c ∩ πX(c)(D

I). (A bound support in
which each variable is assigned a value in its domain is a support.)

• A constraint c is bound(Z) consistent (BC(Z)) iff for all xi ∈ X(c), (xi,minD(xi))
and (xi,maxD(xi)) belong to a bound support on c.

• A constraint c is range consistent (RC) iff for all xi ∈ X(c), for all vi ∈ D(xi),
(xi, vi) belongs to a bound support on c.

• A constraint c is bound(D) consistent (BC(D)) iff for all xi ∈ X(c), (xi,minD(xi))
and (xi,maxD(xi)) belong to a support on c.

The networkN is bound(Z) / range / bound(D) consistent iff all its constraints are bound(Z)
/ range / bound(D) consistent.
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Figure 3.8: Amount of propagation performed by BC(Z), BC(D), RC and GAC on the
constraint alldifferent(x1 . . . , x6) of Example 3.71.

Example 3.71. Consider the network with variables x1, . . . , x6, domainsD(x1) = D(x2)
= {1, 2}, D(x3) = D(x4) = {2, 3, 5, 6}, D(x5) = {5}, D(x6) = [3..7] and C = {all-
different(x1 . . . , x6)}. These domains are depicted in Fig. 3.8 after BC(Z), BC(D),
RC, and GAC are applied to the constraint.

The notion of local consistency on bounds comes from works on arithmetic constraints
over real variables (variables taking values in intervals of reals). The move to integer is
not so direct, and the names chosen in Definition 3.70 are not unanimously used in the
literature.8 Collavizza et al. presented a review of several local consistency notions for
continuous domains [36]. One of these local consistencies is named bound consistency
but has no link at all with those named bound(Z) or bound(D) consistencies in Definition
3.70. In [109, 2], Schulte and Stuckey, and Apt gave a definition for bound consistency on
integer variables that is the direct application of the definition on reals. Choi et al. called
it bound(R) consistency [35]. Bound(R) consistency differs from bound(Z) consistency in
that it looks for bound supports composed of real values (instead of integer values). For
instance, in Fig. 3.8 the bound (x3, 2), removed by BC(Z), is bound(R) consistent because
it belongs to the tuple (1, 3

2 , 2, 4, 5, 3) which satisfies the alldifferent constraint and
where each variable takes a real value between its bounds. In [109], Schulte and Stuckey
showed that there exist constraints on which BC(R) is polynomial to enforce whereas
BC(Z) is NP-hard. The bound consistency of Dechter in [46] corresponds to bound(D)
consistency in Definition 3.70. The local consistency named interval consistency by Van
Hentenryck et al. and by Apt in [118, 2] corresponds to bound(Z) consistency in Defini-
tion 3.70. In recent papers dealing with integer variables, it seems that the name bound
consistency is uniformly used to refer to BC(Z) [103, 105]. As seen in Fig. 3.8, these local
consistencies do not all prune the same amount of values.

8We took the names bound(Z) consistency and bound(D) consistency in [35] and range consistency in [80].
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Theorem 3.72. Generalized arc consistency is strictly stronger than range and bound(D)
consistencies, which are themselves strictly stronger than bound(Z) consistency, which it-
self is strictly stronger than bound(R) consistency. Bound(D) consistency and range con-
sistency are incomparable.

These local consistencies being all strictly weaker than GAC, the only reason to use
one of them instead of GAC is to have a faster algorithm. BC(D) requires finding supports,
as in GAC. Hence, it only decreases the cost by a factor d because it seeks supports for 2
values per domain (the bounds) instead of d values. RC, BC(Z) and BC(R) look for bound
supports (on integers or on reals). Now, looking for bound supports is not necessarily
simpler than looking for supports. To keep things simple, let us focus on BC(Z) but the
same reasoning applies to BC(R) or RC.

Proposition 3.73 (Complexity of bound(Z) consistency). Deciding bound(Z) consistency
of a constraint can take exponential time, even if the constraint is binary, where arc con-
sistency is in O(d2) time, d being the size of the largest domain.

Proof. Let c be any binary constraint with no particular semantics that could be used
by a propagation algorithm. It is well-known that deciding AC on such a constraint
is in O(d2) time [92]. If X(c) = (xi, xj), deciding BC(Z) is done by looking for a
bound support for the four values minD(xi), minD(xj), maxD(xi), maxD(xj). Find-
ing a bound support for minD(xi) is done by exploring DI(xj). Suppose c is char-
acterized by a Boolean function requiring constant space (this is often the case), and
suppose D(xi) = {minD(xi),maxD(xi)}, D(xj) = {minD(xj),maxD(xj)}, with
maxD(xi) < maxD(xj). The size of the input is in O(log2(maxD(xj))). The cost of
exploring the whole set DI(xj) is thus exponential in the size of the input.

A direct consequence of Proposition 3.73 is that deciding BC(Z) is NP-hard. Supposeϕ
is a set of clauses on the Boolean variables x1, . . . , xn and c(y,z) is the constraint satisfied
by all tuples on (y, z) where y �= 0 if and only if the bit vector of size n representing
z mod 2n in base 2 is a tuple of 0/1 values for x1, . . . , xn that satisfies ϕ. If maxD(z) −
minD(z) ≥ 2n, deciding BC(Z) for a bound ofD(y) other than 0 is equivalent to deciding
the satisfiability of ϕ.

This shows that bound(Z) consistency is useful only if the constraint we want to prop-
agate has inherent properties that permit a computation of bound supports faster than
supports. Take for example the constraint sumk(x1, . . . , xn) that holds if and only if
∑n
i=1 xi = k. Deciding generalized arc consistency on this constraint is NP-complete

because we can easily transform the decision problem SUBSETSUM [60] into the problem
of deciding whether a sumk constraint has support.9 On the contrary, testing bound(Z)
consistency on the sumk constraint is polynomial because it is sufficient to verify that
minD(xi) is at least k−∑

j �=imaxD(xj) andmaxD(xi) is at most k−∑

j �=iminD(xj),
for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Zhang and Yap showed that bound(R) consistency is equivalent to generalized arc con-
sistency when constraints are linear [125]. For example, the constraint

∑n
i=1 xi ≤ k is

bound(R) consistent if and only if it is generalized arc consistent. Schulte and Stuckey

9The constraint sumk(x1, . . . , xn) where D(xi) = {0, ji} has support if and only if there exists a subset
of {j1, . . . , jn} of sum k, which is exactly the SUBSETSUM problem.
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gave other sufficient conditions on constraints that permit to guarantee that bound(R) con-
sistency is equivalent to generalized arc consistency [109]. Even when a constraint does
not fit the required conditions, there are cases where additional properties on the input
domains guarantee that the output of enforcing BC(R) will be GAC. For instance, if all
variables have interval domains, BC(R) on the sumk constraint is equivalent to GAC. This
is a polynomial case for GAC on sumk, which is NP-hard in general. Interestingly, Schulte
and Stuckey showed how to analyze a constraint model to discover on which constraints
generalized arc consistency enforcing can be replaced by bound(R) consistency whereas
preserving the amount of pruning.

3.7 Constraint Propagation as Iteration of Reduction Rules

Local consistency is a way to formally define which amount of consistency we want a
network to guarantee, and as a consequence, which network will be produced by an algo-
rithm enforcing this level of consistency. But nothing is said about the way the algorithm
enforces it. Rules iteration takes the question on the other side. A reduction rule speci-
fies under which conditions and on which constraints operations of filtering are performed.
The network produced guarantees a formal property such as a given level of local consis-
tency only if the reduction rules and the way they are applied have some good properties.
The rules iteration approach was first formalized by Montanari and Rossi under the name
relaxation rules [96]. Benhamou et al. studied rules iteration via interval arithmetics (that
is, reducing only bounds) [10, 11]. Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is a programming
language based on reduction rules (see [59] and Chapter 13 in Part II). In [1, 2], Apt gave
a comprehensive presentation of the rules iteration approach. I essentially follow Apt’s
presentation of the concept of reduction rule.

A reduction rule is simply a function that maps a network to another, where the image
is a tightening of the input.

Definition 3.74 (Reduction rule). Given a networkN , a reduction rule is a function f from
PN to PN such that for all N ′ ∈ PN , f(N ′) ∈ PN ′ .

We should bear in mind that PN contains all the networks that are tightenings of N
(see Definition 3.13). In most cases, reduction rules are reduction steps that reduce a
single variable domain according to a single constraint. I name them propagators.

Definition 3.75 (Propagator). Given a constraint c in a network Nc = (X,D, {c}), a
propagator f for c is a reduction rule from PNc

to PNc
that tightens only domains in-

dependently of the constraints other than c. That is, for all N ′ = (X,D′, C ′) ∈ PNc
,

f(N ′) = (X,D′′, C ′), with D′′ ⊆ D′ and D′′ = Df(X,D′,{c}).

Propagators can verify some properties.

Definition 3.76 (Properties of propagators). Given a network N = (X,D,C) and two
propagators f and g on PND:

• f is called monotonic if N1 ≤ N2 implies f(N1) ≤ f(N2) for all N1, N2 ∈ PND ,

• f is called idempotent if ff(N1) = f(N1) for all N1 ∈ PND,

• we say that f and g commute if fg(N1) = gf(N1) for all N1 ∈ PND ,
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I give examples of propagators that do not verify these properties.

Example 3.77. Consider two networks N1 = (X,D1, C) and N2 = (X,D2, C) with
C = {c ≡ (x1 = x2)}, D1(x1) = {1, 2}, D1(x2) = {2}, D2(x1) = {1, 2, 3} and
D2(x2) = {2}. Consider the propagator f that prunes all values from x1 that have no
support on c if less than half of them have support. f is not monotonic because Df(N1) �⊆
Df(N2) whereas DN1

⊆ DN2
(f reduces D2(x1) to {2}). Consider the propagator g that

prunes one of the values from x1 that have no support on c if such a value exists. g is
not idempotent because Dgg(N2) �= Dg(N2) (g reduces D2(x1) to {1, 2} or {2, 3} whereas
gg reduces it to {2}). f and g do not commute because Dfg(N2) �= Dgf(N2) (fg reduces
D2(x1) to {1, 2} or {2, 3} whereas gf reduces it to {2}).

Most of the propagators used in practice satisfy the properties of Definition 3.76.
Among them, monotonicity is particularly interesting. I first need to define what I mean
by iteration and by stability of a propagator.

Definition 3.78 (Iteration). Let N = (X,D,C) be a network and F = {f1, . . . , fk} be a
finite set of propagators on PND . An iteration of F on N is a sequence 〈N0, N1, . . .〉 of
elements of PND defined by

N0 = N,

Nj = fnj
(Nj−1),

where j > 0 and nj ∈ [1..k]. We say that fnj
is activated at step j.

Definition 3.79 (Stability). LetN = (X,D,C) be a network andF be a set of propagators
on PND . A network N ′ ∈ PND is stable for F iff for all f ∈ F, f(N ′) = N ′.

There can be many networks in PND that are stable for a given set of propagators. But
monotonicity of propagators implies that only one of them will be produced.

Proposition 3.80 (Least fixpoint). Let N = (X,D,C) be a network and F be a set of
propagators on PND. If S = 〈N0, N1, . . .〉 is an infinite iteration of F where each f ∈ F
is activated infinitely often, then there exists j ≥ 0 such that Nj is stable for F . If all f in
F are monotonic, Nj is unique and is called the least fixpoint of F on N .

Algorithm 3.8 is a procedure that takes as input a networkN and a set F of propagators
on PND . Thanks to Proposition 3.80, we are guaranteed that it terminates. If all f in F
are monotonic, the output of Algorithm 3.8 is the least fixpoint of F on N .

Algorithm 3.8: Generic Iteration Algorithm
procedure Generic-Iteration(N,F );

G← F ;
while G �= ∅ do

select and remove g from G;
if N �= g(N) then

update(G);
N ← g(N);

/* update(G) adds to G at least all functions f in F \G for which g(N) �= f(g(N)) */
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Sometimes, in addition to monotonicity, propagators can have some other properties.
In those cases, Algorithm 3.8 can be simplified, while still ensuring to produce the same
result.

Proposition 3.81 (Direct iteration). Let N = (X,D,C) be a network and F = {f1, . . . ,
fk} be a set of monotonic and idempotent propagators on PND that commute with each
other. If an iteration S = 〈N0, N1, . . . , Nk〉 is such that N = N0 and for all fi ∈ F there
exists Nj ∈ S such that Nj = fi(Nj−1), then Nk is stable for F and is the least fixpoint
of F on N .

Proposition 3.81 guarantees that Algorithm 3.9 produces the least fixpoint of F .

Algorithm 3.9: Direct Iteration Algorithm
procedure Direct-Iteration(N,F );

G← F ;
while G �= ∅ do

select and remove g from G;
N ← g(N);

By defining the appropriate set of propagators, we can obtain most of the local consis-
tencies presented in previous sections. For instance, we can enforce arc consistency on a
network N = (X,D,C). I first define the propagators fi,j such that:

∀N1 = (X,D1, C) ∈ PND, ∀xi ∈ X, ∀cj ∈ C, fi,j(N1) = (X,D′
1, C) with

D′
1(xi) = π{xi}(cj ∩ πX(cj)(D1)) and D′

1(xk) = D1(xk), ∀k �= i.

I consider the set of propagators FAC = {fi,j | xi ∈ X, cj ∈ C}. They are all monotonic.
Then, Generic-Iteration(N,FAC) terminates on the least fixpoint for FAC , which is the
arc consistent closure of N .

It is shown in [2] that we can also enforce higher-order consistencies, such as path
consistency, by defining sets of monotonic propagators that involve several constraints at a
time and that alter the set of constraints.

3.8 Specific Constraints

In previous sections, I presented constraint propagation and local consistencies in a generic
way without saying what should be done when we have some specific information on the
semantics of a constraint. In this section, I develop some of the available techniques to take
into account constraint semantics.

3.8.1 Specific Propagators in Solvers

All constraint solvers attach a specific propagation algorithm to the specific types of con-
straints they contain. In addition, most of them allow the user to design her own propaga-
tors for the new constraints she incorporates. The fact that arithmetic constraints are at the
core of most constraint solvers influences the way these solvers are implemented. Not only
all basic arithmetic constraints are present, but the programming possibilities they provide
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Algorithm 3.10: AC3-like constraint propagation schema
function Constraint-Propag(in X: set): Boolean ;

begin
foreach c ∈ C do perform init-propag on c and update Q with relevant events;1

while Q �= ∅ do2

select and remove (xi, c, xj , Mtype) from Q;3

if Revise(xi, c, (xj , Mtype), Changes) then4

if D(xi) = ∅ then return false ;5

foreach c′ ∈ ΓC(xi), Mtype ∈ Changes do6

foreach xj ∈ X(c′), j �= i do Q← Q ∪ {(xj , c
′, xi, Mtype)};7

return true ;8

end
/* ΓC(xi) is the set of constraints with xi in their scheme */

for building new propagators is arithmetic-oriented. I give a brief overview of what is the
common point to most solvers. The art of designing constraint propagators is not a ma-
ture science yet, and things can differ from one solver to another, and will most probably
evolve in the next years. This topic has been addressed in some academic publications
[79, 94, 117, 118, 78, 110] and in manuals of constraint solvers. See also Chapter 14 in
Part II.

In most arithmetic constraints, it appears that a reduction of a domain does not produce
the same effect on the other variables of the constraint, depending on if it is the removal
of a value in the middle of the domain, if it is the increase of its minimum value, if it is
the decrease of its maximum value, or if it is an instantiation to a single value. Then, it
is worth differentiating these different types of events to be able to propagate exactly as
necessary. The events usually recognized by constraint solvers are:

• RemValue: when a value v is removed from D(xi)

• IncMin: when the minimum value of D(xi) increases

• DecMax: when the maximum value of D(xi) decreases

• Instantiate: when D(xi) becomes a singleton

The way these events are used in a constraint solver is usually bound to the type of prop-
agation architecture handled by the solver. The description I give here is just an illustrative
example of how to use those events. If we follow an AC3 like schema of propagation,
the use of event types leads to a modified version of Algorithm 3.1 that takes into account
the type Mtype of reduction performed on a domain (see Algorithm 3.10). The modified
function Revise has parameters (xi, c, (xj ,Mtype), Changes) where (xi, c) is the arc
to revise because of an Mtype change in D(xj). In addition to a Boolean indicating if
a domain has been changed, function Revise returns the set Changes of the types of
changes it performed on D(xi) (line 4). Each modification of type Mtype on domain
D(xi) requires the addition of 4-tuples (xj , c

′, xi,Mtype) to the list Q of pending events
(lines 6–7). The presence of (xj , c, xi,Mtype) in Q means that xj should be revised on c
because of an Mtype change in D(xi). I suppose that each constraint is associated with a
function init-propag that performs the very first pass of propagation on the constraint
and appends to list Q all 4-tuples relevant to events performed on some domains (line 1).
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The benefit of this differentiation between types of events is twofold. First, it permits
to process constraint propagation differently according to the type of event (line 4). As
shown in the following example, this can have a dramatic effect on the cost of revision.

Example 3.82. Let x1 ≤ x2, with D(x1) = D(x2) = {1..100}. If value 100 is removed
from D(x2), the regular Revise procedure of AC3 takes each of the 100 values in D(x1)
one by one, and looks for a support by traversing D(x2). This requires 1 + 2 + . . . +
99 + 99 = 100·101

2 − 1 constraint checks to discover that (x1, 100) must be removed.
An adapted Revise procedure knowing that 100 is a DecMax event simply decreases
maxD(x1) to the same value as maxD(x2), i.e., 99. If the value removed from D(x2)
is 50, again regular Revise performs around 5,000 constraint checks whereas a specific
Revise knows that removing 50 is a RemValue event for which nothing should be done
because the only events that can alterD(x1) are DecMax and Instantiate. Algorithm
3.11 is a specific function Revise for constraints xk1

≤ xk2
(kl is the index of the lth

variable in the scheme of the constraint).

Algorithm 3.11: Function Revise for the constraint of Example 3.82
function revise(inout xi; in c ≡ xk1 ≤ xk2 ; in (xj , Mtype); out Changes): Boolean ;

Changes← ∅;
switch Mtype do

case RemValue
nothing;

case IncMin
if j = k1 then remove all v < minD(xj) from D(xi);

case DecMax
if j = k2 then remove all v > maxD(xj) from D(xi);

case Instantiate
if j = k1 then remove all v < minD(xj) from D(xi);
else remove all v > maxD(xj) from D(xi);

Changes← the types of changes performed on D(xi);

The second advantage of the information on events is that in some cases, we know that
it is useless to propagate a constraint because a given event cannot alter the other variables
of the constraint. For instance, in the constraint x1 ≤ x2 of the example above, RemValue
has no effect. Instead of having a set ΓC(xi) of all constraints involving xi, we can build
such a set for each type of event. ΓCMtype(xi) only contains constraints involving xi for
which an Mtype event on xi requires propagation. Line 6 in Algorithm 3.10 becomes:

6 foreach c′ ∈ ΓC
Mtype(xi), Mtype ∈ Changes do ...

Example 3.83. Let c ≡ x1 ≤ x2. The only events that require propagation are IncMin
and Instantiate on x1, and DecMax and Instantiate on x2. Thus, c is only put
in ΓCIncMin(x1), ΓCInstantiate(x1), ΓCDecMax(x2), and ΓCInstantiate(x2). It avoids not only
useless calls to Revise but also insertions and deletions of useless events in Q.

In the extreme case, the domains have been reduced in such a way that a constraint c is
entailed. That is, c is satisfied for any valid combination of values onX(c). (See [118, 110]
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or Section 3.3.1.) c can then be removed from the set of constraints of the network as long
as the domains are not relaxed.

Example 3.84. Let c ≡ x1 ≤ x2, D(x1) = {1, 2, 4} and D(x2) = {5, 6, 7}. Any valid
instantiation of x1 and x2 satisfies c. So, c can safely be removed from the network.

There is a third way of saving work during the propagation of changes in domains.
It consists in storing not only the type of change performed on a domain D(xi) during a
call to Revise, but also the set Δi of values removed. Function Revise has the extra
parameter Δj of the values removed from D(xj) that led to this revision. In addition to
Changes, Revise returns the set Δi of values it removes from D(xi). Δi is put in Q
with the other information. Lines 3–7 in Algorithm 3.10 become:

3 select and remove (xi, c, xj , Mtype, Δj) from Q;
4 if Revise(xi, c, (xj , Mtype, Δj), Changes, Δi) then
5 if D(xi) = ∅ then return false;
6 foreach c′ ∈ ΓC

Mtype(xi), Mtype ∈ Changes do
7 foreach xj ∈ X(c′), j �= i do Q← Q ∪ {(xj , c

′, xi, Mtype, Δi)}

Such a facility was already proposed by Van Hentenryck et al. in the AC5 propaga-
tion schema [117]. This notably permits to decrease the complexity of arc consistency on
functional or anti-functional constraints.

Example 3.85. The functional constraint xk1
= xk2

+m can be propagated by the function
Revise in Algorithm 3.12.

Algorithm 3.12: Function Revise for the constraint of Example 3.85
function revise(inout xi; in c ≡ xk1=xk2 + m; in (xj , Mtype, Δj);

out Changes; out Δi): Boolean ;
Changes← ∅;
switch Mtype do

case RemValue
if j = k1 then foreach v ∈ Δj do remove (v −m) from D(xi);
else foreach v ∈ Δj do remove (v + m) from D(xi);

case IncMin
if j = k1 then remove all v < minD(xj)−m from D(xi);
else remove all v < minD(xj) + m from D(xi);

case DecMax
if j = k1 then remove all v > maxD(xj)−m from D(xi);
else remove all v > maxD(xj) + m from D(xi);

case Instantiate
if j = k1 then assign minD(xj)−m to xi;
else assign minD(xj) + m to xi;

Changes← the types of changes performed;
Δi ← all values removed from D(xi);

These four types of events permit to build efficient propagators for elementary con-
straints. But as soon as constraints are not arithmetic or do not have properties such as
being functional, antifunctional or others, it is difficult to implement propagators with this
kind of architecture.
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3.8.2 Classes of Specific Constraints: Global Constraints

There are ‘constraint patterns’ that are ubiquitous when trying to express real problems as
constraint networks. For example, we often need to say that a set of variables must all
take different values. The size of the pattern is not fixed, that is, there can be any number
of variables in the set. The alldifferent constraint, as introduced in CHIP [50], is
not a single constraint but a whole class of constraints. Any constraint specifying that its
variables must all take different values is an alldifferent constraint. The conventional
wisdom is to name ‘global constraints’ these classes of constraints defined by a Boolean
function whose domain contains tuples of values of any length. An instance c of a given
global constraint is a constraint with a fixed scheme of variables which contains all tuples
of length |X(c)| accepted by the function defining the global constraint.10 In the last years,
the literature became quite verbose on this subject. Beldiceanu et al. proposed an extensive
list of global constraints [9].

Example 3.86. The alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) global constraint is the class of con-
straints that are defined on any sequence of n variables, n ≥ 2, such that xi �= xj for all
i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i �= j. The NValue(y, [x1, . . . , xn]) global constraint is the class
of constraints that are defined on any sequence of n + 1 variables, n ≥ 1, such that
|{xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}| = y [100, 8].

It is interesting to incorporate global constraints in constraint solvers so that users can
use them to express the corresponding constraint pattern easily. Because these global con-
straints can be used with a scheme of any size, it is important to have a way to propagate
them without using generic arc consistency algorithms. (Remember that optimal generic
arc consistency algorithms are in O(erdr) for constraints involving r variables —see Sec-
tion 3.3.1.)

The first alternative to the combinatorial explosion of generic algorithms for GAC on
a global constraint is to decompose it with ‘simpler’ constraints. A decomposition of a
global constraint G is a polynomial time transformation δk (k being an integer) that, given
any network N = (X(c), D, {c}) where c is an instance of G, returns a network δk(N)
such that X(c) ⊆ Xδk(N), for all xi ∈ X(c), D(xi) = Dδk(N)(xi), for all cj ∈ Cδk(N),
|X(cj)| ≤ k, and sol(N) = πX(c)(sol(δk(N))). That is, transforming N in δk(N) means
replacing c by some new bounded arity constraints (and possibly new variables) whereas
preserving the set of tuples allowed on X(c). Note that by definition, the domains of the
additional variables in the decomposition are necessarily of polynomial size.11

Example 3.87. The global constraint atmostp,v(x1, . . . , xn) holds if and only if at most
p variables in x1, . . . , xn take value v [116]. This constraint can be decomposed with n+1
additional variables y0, . . . , yn. The transformation involves the constraint (xi = v ∧ yi =
yi−1 + 1)∨ (xi �= v ∧ yi = yi−1) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and the domains D(y0) = {0} and
D(yi) = {0, . . . , p} for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

10This definition does not allow constraints defined on several sequences of variables, such as the
disjoint([x1 . . . , xn], [y1 . . . , ym]) constraint [9]. In such a case, we need to extend to Boolean functions
with parameters giving the length of each sequence. This is essentially the same.

11Some decompositions depend only on the instance c of the global constraint and not on the domain. How-
ever, in other decompositions, the domain of the new variables depends on the domain of the variables in X(c).
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Some global constraints G admit a decomposition δk that preserves GAC. That is,
given any instance c of G and any domain D on X(c), given any subdomain D′ ⊆ D,
GAC on (X(c), D′, {c}) prunes the same values as GAC on the network obtained from
δk((X(c), D, {c})) by reducing D(xi) to D′(xi) for all xi ∈ X(c). atmostp,v is a
global constraint that admits a decomposition preserving GAC (see Example 3.87). But
there are some constraints, such as the alldifferent, for which we do not know any
such decomposition.12 For those constraints, it is sometimes possible to build a specialized
algorithm that enforces GAC in polynomial time on all instances of the global constraint.
For instance, Knuth and Raghunathan, and Régin, made the link between GAC on the
alldifferent constraint and the problem of finding maximal matchings in a bipartite
graph [77, 106], which is polynomial.

In [20], Bessiere et al. relaxed the definition of decomposition. They allow decomposi-
tions using constraints with unbounded arity as long as enforcing GAC on them is polyno-
mial. The decomposition of a global constraint G is GAC-polytime if for any instance c of
G and any domain on X(c), enforcing GAC on the decomposition is polynomial. This en-
larges the set of global constraints that can be decomposed. Nevertheless, there are global
constraints for which we do not know any GAC-polytime decomposition that preserves
GAC. Tools of computational complexity help us decide when a given global constraint
has no chance to allow a GAC-polytime decomposition preserving GAC. In fact, if en-
forcing GAC on a global constraint G is NP-hard, there does not exist any GAC-polytime
decomposition that preserves GAC (assuming P�= NP). For instance, enforcing GAC on
NValue is NP-hard. This tells us that there is no way to find a GAC-polytime decompo-
sition on which GAC always removes all GAC inconsistent values of the original NValue
constraint.

Decompositions were limited to transformations in polynomial time, and so polynomial
space. If we remove these restrictions, any global constraint allows a transformation into a
binary network via the hidden variable encoding, where the unique additional variable has
a domain of exponential size [45, 108]. GAC on this transformation is equivalent to GAC
on the original constraint, even if enforcing GAC on it is NP-hard.

It is sometimes possible to express a global constraint as a combination of simpler
constraints which is not a conjunction. Disjunctions are not naturally handled by constraint
solvers. Van Hentenryck et al. proposed constructive disjunction as a way to partially
propagate disjunctions of constraints [70]. Given a constraint c = c1 ∨ c2 ∨ . . . ∨ ck,
constructive disjunction propagates constraints ci one by one independently of the others,
and finally prunes values that were inconsistent with all ci. This technique has been refined
by Lhomme [84]. Bacchus and Walsh proposed a constraint algebra in which we can define
meta-constraints as logical expressions composed of simpler constraints [4]. They give
ways to propagate them and conditions under which GAC is guaranteed.

When enforcing GAC is too expensive on a global constraint, another possibility is
to enforce a weaker level of consistency, such as BC(Z) or RC. BC(Z) and RC are sig-
nificantly cheaper than GAC on constraints composed of arithmetic expressions (espe-
cially linear constraints). BC(Z) and RC are also used on other classes of constraints for
which GAC is too expensive. In [80], Leconte showed that RC can be enforced on the

12In [26], Bessiere and Van Hentenryck characterized three types of globality for global constraints, depending
on the non existence of decompositions preserving the solutions, preserving GAC or preserving the complexity
of enforcing GAC.
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alldifferent constraint at a cost asymptotically lower than that of Régin’s GAC al-
gorithm ([106]). Puget proposed a BC(Z) algorithm for alldifferent with an even
lower complexity [103]. On the global cardinality constraint (gcc) defined by Régin
[107], Quimper et al. showed that GAC is NP-hard if cardinalities are variables instead
of fixed intervals [104]. Katriel and Thiel proposed a BC(Z) algorithm for gcc that runs
in polynomial time even if cardinalities are variables [75]. In this case, BC(Z) is a means
to propagate the constraint polynomially.

3.8.3 Creating Propagators Automatically

As an alternative to specialized algorithms for propagating a specific constraint, Apt and
Montfroy proposed to generate sets of reduction rules [3]. A rule is of the form “if xi1
takes value in Si1 , . . ., xik takes value in Sik then y cannot take value v”, where xij ’s and
y belong to the scheme of the constraint and Sij ’s are subsets of given domains D(xij ).
For any constraint, there exists a set of rules that simulates arc consistency. However, its
size can be exponential in the number of variables in the scheme of the constraint.

To avoid this combinatorial explosion, Dao et al. proposed to restrict their attention to
rules in which variables xij take values in intervals Iij instead of arbitrary subsets of the
domains Sij [39]. This reduces the space of possibilities and permits to express the task of
generating rules as a linear program to be solved by a simplex.

Another way to avoid combinatorial explosion when building propagators for a con-
straint cadhoc is to take into account the internal structure of the constraint to factorize
many satisfying tuples under the same rule. Barták proposed to decompose ad hoc binary
constraints cadhoc(xi, xj) into rectangles [5]. The Cartesian product r = Si × Sj of two
sets of integers Si and Sj is a rectangle for cadhoc if (vi, vj) ∈ Si×Sj ⇒ (vi, vj) ∈ cadhoc.
Given a collection R of rectangles such that

⋃

r∈R r = cadhoc, Barták gives a propa-
gation algorithm that revises cadhoc more efficiently than a generic algorithm. Cheng et
al. extended this technique by proposing to decompose (possibly non-binary) constraints
into ‘triangles’ instead of rectangles [30]. More precisely, they decompose a constraint
cadhoc(x1, . . . , xk) into a disjunction of ‘box constraints’. A box is a k-dimensional hy-
percube [l1..u1] × · · · × [lk..uk] where [li..ui] is an interval of integers for xi. A box
constraint is the conjunction of a box B and a simple constraint cb, that is, a constraint of
the form

∑k
1 aixi ≤ a0 (the set of allowed tuples looks like a triangle when the constraint

is binary). Cheng et al. proposed an algorithm that generates a representation of the con-
straint cadhoc as a disjunction of box constraints. Applying constructive disjunction on this
representation is equivalent to arc consistency on cadhoc.

3.8.4 Priorities in the Propagation List

A simple way to improve the efficiency of propagation in constraint solvers is to put pri-
orities on the different propagation events of the different constraints. We saw in Section
3.3.3 that the propagation list of arc consistency algorithms can be heuristically ordered.
The main criterion in the case of generic AC algorithms for binary constraints was to put
first the constraints that are expected to prune more. Constraint solvers contain various
types of constraints and various types of propagation events for these constraints which
can have different complexities. Laburthe et al. in [78] and Schulte and Stuckey in [110]
proposed to maintain a propagation list with several levels of priority. The idea is to put
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a propagation event in a different level of the list depending on its time complexity. An
event in the ith level is not popped while the (i− 1)th level is not empty. The instantiation
event on a simple arithmetic constraint is the kind of event that is put at the first level.
Propagating GAC on an expensive global constraint is put at the last level. Propagating
BC(Z) on the same constraint will be put in some intermediate level. The CHOCO solver
uses a propagation list with 7 levels of priority [78].
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Chapter 4

Backtracking Search Algorithms

Peter van Beek

There are three main algorithmic techniques for solving constraint satisfaction problems:
backtracking search, local search, and dynamic programming. In this chapter, I sur-
vey backtracking search algorithms. Algorithms based on dynamic programming [15]—
sometimes referred to in the literature as variable elimination, synthesis, or inference
algorithms—are the topic of Chapter 7. Local or stochastic search algorithms are the topic
of Chapter 5.

An algorithm for solving a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) can be either complete
or incomplete. Complete, or systematic algorithms, come with a guarantee that a solution
will be found if one exists, and can be used to show that a CSP does not have a solution
and to find a provably optimal solution. Backtracking search algorithms and dynamic
programming algorithms are, in general, examples of complete algorithms. Incomplete, or
non-systematic algorithms, cannot be used to show a CSP does not have a solution or to
find a provably optimal solution. However, such algorithms are often effective at finding
a solution if one exists and can be used to find an approximation to an optimal solution.
Local or stochastic search algorithms are examples of incomplete algorithms.

Of the two classes of algorithms that are complete—backtracking search and dynamic
programming—backtracking search algorithms are currently the most important in prac-
tice. The drawbacks of dynamic programming approaches are that they often require an
exponential amount of time and space, and they do unnecessary work by finding, or mak-
ing it possible to easily generate, all solutions to a CSP. However, one rarely wishes to find
all solutions to a CSP in practice. In contrast, backtracking search algorithms work on only
one solution at a time and thus need only a polynomial amount of space.

Since the first formal statements of backtracking algorithms over 40 years ago [30, 57],
many techniques for improving the efficiency of a backtracking search algorithm have been
suggested and evaluated. In this chapter, I survey some of the most important techniques
including branching strategies, constraint propagation, nogood recording, backjumping,
heuristics for variable and value ordering, randomization and restart strategies, and alter-
natives to depth-first search. The techniques are not always orthogonal and sometimes
combining two or more techniques into one algorithm has a multiplicative effect (such as

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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combining restarts with nogood recording) and sometimes it has a degradation effect (such
as increased constraint propagation versus backjumping). Given the many possible ways
that these techniques can be combined together into one algorithm, I also survey work on
comparing backtracking algorithms. The best combinations of these techniques result in
robust backtracking algorithms that can now routinely solve large, hard instances that are
of practical importance.

4.1 Preliminaries

In this section, I first define the constraint satisfaction problem followed by a brief review
of the needed background on backtracking search.

Definition 4.1 (CSP). A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables,
X = {x1, . . . , xn}; a set of values,D = {a1, . . . , ad}, where each variable xi ∈ X has an
associated finite domain dom(xi) ⊆ D of possible values; and a collection of constraints.

Each constraint C is a relation—a set of tuples—over some set of variables, denoted
by vars(C). The size of the set vars(C) is called the arity of the constraint. A unary
constraint is a constraint of arity one, a binary constraint is a constraint of arity two, a
non-binary constraint is a constraint of arity greater than two, and a global constraint is
a constraint that can be over arbitrary subsets of the variables. A constraint can be spec-
ified intensionally by specifying a formula that tuples in the constraint must satisfy, or
extensionally by explicitly listing the tuples in the constraint. A solution to a CSP is an
assignment of a value to each variable that satisfies all the constraints. If no solution exists,
the CSP is said to be inconsistent or unsatisfiable.

As a running example in this survey, I will use the 6-queens problem: how can we place
6 queens on a 6 × 6 chess board so that no two queens attack each other. As one possible
CSP model, let there be a variable for each column of the board {x1, . . . , x6}, each with
domain dom(xi) = {1, . . . , 6}. Assigning a value j to a variable xi means placing a queen
in row j, column i. Between each pair of variables xi and xj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6, there is a
constraint C(xi, xj), given by (xi 6= xj) ∧ (|i− j| 6= |xi − xj |). One possible solution is
given by {x1 = 4, x2 = 1, x3 = 5, x4 = 2, x5 = 6, x6 = 3}.

The satisfiability problem (SAT) is a CSP where the domains of the variables are the
Boolean values and the constraints are Boolean formulas. I will assume that the constraints
are in conjunctive normal form and are thus written as clauses. A literal is a Boolean
variable or its negation and a clause is a disjunction of literals. For example, the formula
¬x1 ∨x2 ∨x3 is a clause. A clause with one literal is called a unit clause; a clause with no
literals is called the empty clause. The empty clause is unsatisfiable.

A backtracking search for a solution to a CSP can be seen as performing a depth-
first traversal of a search tree. The search tree is generated as the search progresses and
represents alternative choices that may have to be examined in order to find a solution.
The method of extending a node in the search tree is often called a branching strategy, and
several alternatives have been proposed and examined in the literature (see Section 4.2).
A backtracking algorithm visits a node if, at some point in the algorithm’s execution, the
node is generated. Constraints are used to check whether a node may possibly lead to a
solution of the CSP and to prune subtrees containing no solutions. A node in the search
tree is a deadend if it does not lead to a solution.
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The naive backtracking algorithm (BT) is the starting point for all of the more so-
phisticated backtracking algorithms (see Table 4.1). In the BT search tree, the root node
at level 0 is the empty set of assignments and a node at level j is a set of assignments
{x1 = a1, . . . , xj = aj}. At each node in the search tree, an uninstantiated variable is
selected and the branches out of this node consist of all possible ways of extending the
node by instantiating the variable with a value from its domain. The branches represent
the different choices that can be made for that variable. In BT, only constraints with no
uninstantiated variables are checked at a node. If a constraint check fails—a constraint is
not satisfied—the next domain value of the current variable is tried. If there are no more
domain values left, BT backtracks to the most recently instantiated variable. A solution is
found if all constraint checks succeed after the last variable has been instantiated.

Figure 4.1 shows a fragment of the backtrack tree generated by the naive backtracking
algorithm (BT) for the 6-queens problem. The labels on the nodes are shorthands for the
set of assignments at that node. For example, the node labeled 25 consists of the set of
assignments {x1 = 2, x2 = 5}. White dots denote nodes where all the constraints with
no uninstantiated variables are satisfied (no pair of queens attacks each other). Black dots
denote nodes where one or more constraint checks fail. (The reasons for the shading and
dashed arrows are explained in Section 4.5.) For simplicity, I have assumed a static order
of instantiation in which variable xi is always chosen at level i in the search tree and values
are assigned to variables in the order 1, . . . , 6.

4.2 Branching Strategies

In the naive backtracking algorithm (BT), a node p = {x1 = a1, . . . , xj = aj} in the
search tree is a set of assignments and p is extended by selecting a variable x and adding
a branch to a new node p ∪ {x = a}, for each a ∈ dom(x). The assignment x = a is
said to be posted along a branch. As the search progresses deeper in the tree, additional
assignments are posted and upon backtracking the assignments are retracted. However,
this is just one possible branching strategy, and several alternatives have been proposed
and examined in the literature.

More generally, a node p = {b1, . . . , bj} in the search tree of a backtracking algo-
rithm is a set of branching constraints, where bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, is the branching con-
straint posted at level i in the search tree. A node p is extended by adding the branches
p∪{b1j+1}, . . . , p∪{bkj+1}, for some branching constraints bij+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The branches
are often ordered using a heuristic, with the left-most branch being the most promising.
To ensure completeness, the constraints posted on all the branches from a node must be
mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Usually, branching strategies consist of posting unary constraints. In this case, a vari-
able ordering heuristic is used to select the next variable to branch on and the ordering of
the branches is determined by a value ordering heuristic (see Section 4.6). As a running
example, let x be the variable to be branched on, let dom(x) = {1, . . . , 6}, and assume that
the value ordering heuristic is lexicographic ordering. Three popular branching strategies
involving unary constraints are the following.

1. Enumeration. The variable x is instantiated in turn to each value in its domain. A
branch is generated for each value in the domain of the variable and the constraint
x = 1 is posted along the first branch, x = 2 along the second branch, and so
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Figure 4.1: A fragment of the BT backtrack tree for the 6-queens problem (from [79]).

on. The enumeration branching strategy is assumed in many textbook presentations
of backtracking and in much work on backtracking algorithms for solving CSPs.
An alternative name for this branching strategy in the literature is d-way branching,
where d is the size of the domain.

2. Binary choice points. The variable x is instantiated to some value in its domain.
Assuming the value 1 is chosen in our example, two branches are generated and the
constraints x = 1 and x 6= 1 are posted, respectively. This branching strategy is often
used in constraint programming languages for solving CSPs (see, e.g., [72, 123]) and
is used by Sabin and Freuder [116] in their backtracking algorithm which maintains
arc consistency during the search. An alternative name for this branching strategy in
the literature is 2-way branching.

3. Domain splitting. Here the variable is not necessarily instantiated, but rather the
choices for the variable are reduced in each subproblem. For ordered domains such
as in our example, this could consist of posting a constraint of the form x ≤ 3 on
one branch and posting x > 3 on the other branch.

The three schemes are, of course, identical if the domains are binary (such as, for example,
in SAT).
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Table 4.1: Some named backtracking algorithms. Hybrid algorithms which combine tech-
niques are denoted by hyphenated names. For example, MAC-CBJ is an algorithm that
maintains arc consistency and performs conflict-directed backjumping.

BT Naive backtracking: checks constraints with no uninstantiated vari-
ables; chronologically backtracks.

MAC Maintains arc consistency on constraints with at least one uninstanti-
ated variable; chronologically backtracks.

FC Forward checking algorithm: maintains arc consistency on constraints
with exactly one uninstantiated variable; chronologically backtracks.

DPLL Forward checking algorithm specialized to SAT problems: uses unit
propagation; chronologically backtracks.

MCk Maintains strong k-consistency; chronologically backtracks.

CBJ Conflict-directed backjumping; no constraint propagation.

BJ Limited backjumping; no constraint propagation.

DBT Dynamic backtracking: backjumping with 0-order relevance-bounded
nogood recording; no constraint propagation.

Branching strategies that consist of posting non-unary constraints have also been pro-
posed, as have branching strategies that are specific to a class of problems. As an example
of both, consider job shop scheduling where we must schedule a set of tasks t1, . . . , tk on
a set of resources. Let xi be a finite domain variable representing the starting time of ti
and let di be the fixed duration of ti. A popular branching strategy is to order or serialize
the tasks that share a resource. Consider two tasks t1 and t2 that share the same resource.
The branching strategy is to post the constraint x1 + d1 ≤ x2 along one branch and to post
the constraint x2 + d2 ≤ x1 along the other branch (see, e.g., [23] and references therein).
This continues until either a deadend is detected or all tasks have been ordered. Once all
tasks are ordered, one can easily construct a solution to the problem; i.e., an assignment of
a value to each xi. It is interesting to note that, conceptually, the above branching strategy
is equivalent to adding auxiliary variables to the CSP model which are then branched on.
For the two tasks t1 and t2 that share the same resource, we would add the auxiliary vari-
able O12 with dom(O12) = {0, 1} and the constraints O12 = 1 ⇐⇒ x1 + d1 ≤ x2 and
O12 = 0 ⇐⇒ x2 + d2 ≤ x1. In general, if the underlying backtracking algorithm has a
fixed branching strategy, one can simulate a different branching strategy by adding auxil-
iary variables. Thus, the choice of branching strategy and the design of the CSP model are
interdependent decisions.

There has been further work on branching strategies that has examined the relative
power of the strategies and proposed new strategies. Van Hentenryck [128, pp.90–92]
examines tradeoffs between the enumeration and domain splitting strategies. Milano and
van Hoeve [97] show that branching strategies can be viewed as the combination of a value
ordering heuristic and a domain splitting strategy. The value ordering is used to rank the
domain values and the domain splitting strategy is used to partition the domain into two or
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more sets. Of course, the set with the most highly ranked values will be branched into first.
The technique is shown to work well on optimization problems.

Smith and Sturdy [121] show that when using chronological backtracking with 2-way
branching to find all solutions, the value ordering can have an effect on the efficiency
of the backtracking search. This is a surprise, since it is known that value ordering has
no effect under these circumstances when using d-way branching. Hwang and Mitchell
[71] show that backtracking with 2-way branching is exponentially more powerful than
backtracking with d-way branching. It is clear that d-way branching can be simulated by
2-way branching with no loss of efficiency. Hwang and Mitchell show that the converse
does not hold. They give a class of problems where a d-way branching algorithm with an
optimal variable and value ordering takes exponentially more steps than a 2-way branching
algorithm with a simple variable and value ordering. However, note that the result holds
only if the CSP model is assumed to be fixed. It does not hold if we are permitted to add
auxiliary variables to the CSP model.

4.3 Constraint Propagation

A fundamental insight in improving the performance of backtracking algorithms on CSPs
is that local inconsistencies can lead to much thrashing or unproductive search [47, 89].
A local inconsistency is an instantiation of some of the variables that satisfies the relevant
constraints but cannot be extended to one or more additional variables and so cannot be
part of any solution. (Local inconsistencies are nogoods; see Section 4.4.) If we are using
a backtracking search to find a solution, such an inconsistency can be the reason for many
deadends in the search and cause much futile search effort. This insight has led to:

(a) the definition of conditions that characterize the level of local consistency of a CSP
(e.g., [39, 89, 102]),

(b) the development of constraint propagation algorithms—algorithms which enforce
these levels of local consistency by removing inconsistencies from a CSP (e.g., [89,
102]), and

(c) effective backtracking algorithms for finding solutions to CSPs that maintain a level
of local consistency during the search (e.g., [31, 47, 48, 63, 93]).

A generic scheme to maintain a level of local consistency in a backtracking search is
to perform constraint propagation at each node in the search tree. Constraint propagation
algorithms remove local inconsistencies by posting additional constraints that rule out or
remove the inconsistencies. When used during search, constraints are posted at nodes as
the search progresses deeper in the tree. But upon backtracking over a node, the con-
straints that were posted at that node must be retracted. When used at the root node of the
search tree—before any instantiations or branching decisions have been made—constraint
propagation is sometimes referred to as a preprocessing stage.

Backtracking search integrated with constraint propagation has two important benefits.
First, removing inconsistencies during search can dramatically prune the search tree by
removing many deadends and by simplify the remaining subproblem. In some cases, a
variable will have an empty domain after constraint propagation; i.e., no value satisfies the
unary constraints over that variable. In this case, backtracking can be initiated as there
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is no solution along this branch of the search tree. In other cases, the variables will have
their domains reduced. If a domain is reduced to a single value, the value of the variable
is forced and it does not need to be branched on in the future. Thus, it can be much easier
to find a solution to a CSP after constraint propagation or to show that the CSP does not
have a solution. Second, some of the most important variable ordering heuristics make use
of the information gathered by constraint propagation to make effective variable ordering
decisions (this is discussed further in Section 4.6). As a result of these benefits, it is now
standard for a backtracking algorithm to incorporate some form of constraint propagation.

Definitions of local consistency can be categorized in at least two ways. First, the def-
initions can be categorized into those that are constraint-based and those that are variable-
based, depending on what are the primitive entities in the definition. Second, definitions of
local consistency can be categorized by whether only unary constraints need to be posted
during constraint propagation, or whether posting constraints of higher arity is sometimes
necessary. In implementations of backtracking, the domains of the variables are repre-
sented extensionally, and posting and retracting unary constraints can be done very effi-
ciently by updating the representation of the domain. Posting and retracting constraints of
higher arity is less well understood and more costly. If only unary constraints are necessary,
constraint propagation is sometimes referred to as domain filtering or domain pruning.

The idea of incorporating some form of constraint propagation into a backtracking
algorithm arose from several directions. Davis and Putnam [31] propose unit propaga-
tion, a form of constraint propagation specialized to SAT. Golomb and Baumert [57] may
have been the first to informally describe the idea of improving a general backtracking
algorithm by incorporating some form of domain pruning during the search. Constraint
propagation techniques were used in Fikes’ REF-ARF [37] and Lauriere’s Alice [82], both
languages for stating and solving CSPs. Gaschnig [47] was the first to propose a back-
tracking algorithm that enforces a precisely defined level of local consistency at each node.
Gaschnig’s algorithm used d-way branching. Mackworth [89] generalizes Gaschnig’s pro-
posal to backtracking algorithms that interleave case-analysis with constraint propagation
(see also [89] for additional historical references).

Since this early work, a vast literature on constraint propagation and local consistency
has arisen; more than I can reasonably discuss in the space available. Thus, I have cho-
sen two representative examples: arc consistency and strong k-consistency. These local
consistencies illustrate the different categorizations given above. As well, arc consistency
is currently the most important local consistency in practice and has received the most at-
tention so far, while strong k-consistency has played an important role on the theoretical
side of CSPs. For each of these examples, I present the definition of the local consistency,
followed by a discussion of backtracking algorithms that maintain this level of local con-
sistency during the search. I do not discuss any specific constraint propagation algorithms.
Two separate chapters in this Handbook have been devoted to this topic (see Chapters 3
& 6). Note that many presentations of constraint propagation algorithms are for the case
where the algorithm will be used in the preprocessing stage. However, when used during
search to maintain a level of local consistency, usually only small changes occur between
successive calls to the constraint propagation algorithm. As a result, much effort has also
gone into making such algorithms incremental and thus much more efficient when used
during search.

When presenting backtracking algorithms integrated with constraint propagation, I
present the “pure” forms of the backtracking algorithms where a uniform level of local
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consistency is maintained at each node in the search tree. This is simply for ease of presen-
tation. In practice, the level of local consistency enforced and the algorithm for enforcing
it is specific to each constraint and varies between constraints. An example is the widely
used all-different global constraint, where fast algorithms are designed for enforcing many
different levels of local consistency including arc consistency, range consistency, bounds
consistency, and simple value removal. The choice of which level of local consistency to
enforce is then up to the modeler.

4.3.1 Backtracking and Maintaining Arc Consistency

Mackworth [89, 90] defines a level of local consistency called arc consistency1. Given a
constraint C, the notation t ∈ C denotes a tuple t—an assignment of a value to each of the
variables in vars(C)—that satisfies the constraint C. The notation t[x] denotes the value
assigned to variable x by the tuple t.

Definition 4.2 (arc consistency). Given a constraint C, a value a ∈ dom(x) for a variable
x ∈ vars(C) is said to have a support in C if there exists a tuple t ∈ C such that a = t[x]
and t[y] ∈ dom(y), for every y ∈ vars(C). A constraint C is said to be arc consistent if
for each x ∈ vars(C), each value a ∈ dom(x) has a support in C.

A constraint can be made arc consistent by repeatedly removing unsupported val-
ues from the domains of its variables. Note that this definition of local consistency is
constraint-based and enforcing arc consistency on a CSP means iterating over the con-
straints until no more changes are made to the domains. Algorithms for enforcing arc
consistency have been extensively studied (see Chapters 3 & 6). An optimal algorithm for
an arbitrary constraint has O(rdr) worst case time complexity, where r is the arity of the
constraint and d is the size of the domains of the variables [101]. Fortunately, it is almost
always possible to do much better for classes of constraints that occur in practice. For ex-
ample, the all-different constraint can be made arc consistent in O(r2d) time in the worst
case.

Gaschnig [47] suggests maintaining arc consistency during backtracking search and
gives the first explicit algorithm containing this idea. Following Sabin and Freuder [116],
I will denote such an algorithm as MAC2. The MAC algorithm maintains arc consistency
on constraints with at least one uninstantiated variable (see Table 4.1). At each node of
the search tree, an algorithm for enforcing arc consistency is applied to the CSP. Since
arc consistency was enforced on the parent of a node, initially constraint propagation only
needs to be enforced on the constraint that was posted by the branching strategy. In turn,
this may lead to other constraints becoming arc inconsistent and constraint propagation
continues until no more changes are made to the domains. If, as a result of constraint
propagation, a domain becomes empty, the branch is a deadend and is rejected. If no
domain is empty, the branch is accepted and the search continues to the next level.

1Arc consistency is also called domain consistency, generalized arc consistency, and hyper arc consistency
in the literature. The latter two names are used when an author wishes to reserve the name arc consistency for the
case where the definition is restricted to binary constraints.

2Gaschnig’s DEEB (Domain Element Elimination with Backtracking) algorithm uses d-way branching.
Sabin and Freuder’s [116] MAC (Maintaining Arc Consistency) algorithm uses 2-way branching. However, I
will follow the practice of much of the literature and use the term MAC to denote an algorithm that maintains arc
consistency during the search, regardless of the branching strategy used.
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As an example of applying MAC, consider the backtracking tree for the 6-queens prob-
lem shown in Figure 4.1. MAC visits only node 25, as it is discovered that this node is a
deadend. The board in Figure 4.2a shows the result of constraint propagation. The shaded
numbered squares correspond to the values removed from the domains of the variables by
constraint propagation. A value i is placed in a shaded square if the value was removed
because of the assignment at level i in the tree. It can been seen that after constraint prop-
agation, the domains of some of the variables are empty. Thus, the set of assignments
{x1 = 2, x2 = 5} cannot be part of a solution to the CSP.

When maintaining arc consistency during search, any value that is pruned from the
domain of a variable does not participate in any solution to the CSP. However, not all
values that remain in the domains necessarily are part of some solution. Hence, while
arc consistency propagation can reduce the search space, it does not remove all possible
deadends. Let us say that the domains of a CSP are minimal if each value in the domain of a
variable is part of some solution to the CSP. Clearly, if constraint propagation would leave
only the minimal domains at each node in the search tree, the search would be backtrack-
free as any value that was chosen would lead to a solution. Unfortunately, finding the
minimal domains is at least as hard as solving the CSP. After enforcing arc consistency on
individual constraints, each value in the domain of a variable is part of some solution to
the constraint considered in isolation. Finding the minimal domains would be equivalent
to enforcing arc consistency on the conjunction of the constraints in a CSP, a process that
is worst-case exponential in n, the number of variables in the CSP. Thus, arc consistency
can be viewed as approximating the minimal domains.

In general, there is a tradeoff between the cost of the constraint propagation performed
at each node in the search tree, and the quality of the approximation of the minimal do-
mains. One way to improve the approximation, but with an increase in the cost of constraint
propagation, is to use a stronger level of local consistency such as a singleton consistency
(see Chapter 3). One way to reduce the cost of constraint propagation, at the risk of a
poorer approximation to the minimal domains and an increase in the overall search cost, is
to restrict the application of arc consistency. One such algorithm is called forward check-
ing. The forward checking algorithm (FC) maintains arc consistency on constraints with
exactly one uninstantiated variable (see Table 4.1). On such constraints, arc consistency
can be enforced in O(d) time, where d is the size of the domain of the uninstantiated vari-
able. Golomb and Baumert [57] may have been the first to informally describe forward
checking (called preclusion in [57]). The first explicit algorithms are given by McGregor
[93] and Haralick and Elliott [63]. Forward checking was originally proposed for binary
constraints. The generalization to non-binary constraints used here is due to Van Henten-
ryck [128].

As an example of applying FC, consider the backtracking tree shown in Figure 4.1.
FC visits only nodes 25, 253, 2531, 25314 and 2536. The board in Figure 4.2b shows the
result of constraint propagation. The squares that are left empty as the search progresses
correspond to the nodes visited by FC.

Early experimental work in the field found that FC was much superior to MAC [63, 93].
However, this superiority turned out to be partially an artifact of the easiness of the bench-
marks. As well, many practical improvements have been made to arc consistency prop-
agation algorithms over the intervening years, particularly with regard to incrementality.
The result is that backtracking algorithms that maintain full arc consistency during the
search are now considered much more important in practice. An exception is the widely
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used DPLL algorithm [30, 31], a backtracking algorithm specialized to SAT problems in
CNF form (see Table 4.1). The DPLL algorithm uses unit propagation, sometimes called
Boolean constraint propagation, as its constraint propagation mechanism. It can be shown
that unit propagation is equivalent to forward checking on a SAT problem. Further, it
can be shown that the amount of pruning performed by arc consistency on these problems
is equivalent to that of forward checking. Hence, forward checking is the right level of
constraint propagation on SAT problems.

Forward checking is just one way to restrict arc consistency propagation; many vari-
ations are possible. For example, one can maintain arc consistency on constraints with
various numbers of uninstantiated variables. Bessière et al. [16] consider the possibilities.
One could also take into account the size of the domains of uninstantiated variables when
specify which constraints should be propagated. As a third alternative, one could place ad
hoc restrictions on the constraint propagation algorithm itself and how it iterates through
the constraints [63, 104, 117].

An alternative to restricting the application of arc consistency—either by restricting
which constraints are propagated or by restricting the propagation itself—is to restrict the
definition of arc consistency. One important example is bounds consistency. Suppose
that the domains of the variables are large and ordered and that the domains of the vari-
ables are represented by intervals (the minimum and the maximum value in the domain).
With bounds consistency, instead of asking that each value a ∈ dom(x) has a support in
the constraint, we only ask that the minimum value and the maximum value each have a
support in the constraint. Although in general weaker than arc consistency, bounds con-
sistency has been shown to be useful for arithmetic constraints and global constraints as it
can sometimes be enforced more efficiently (see Chapters 3 & 6 for details). For exam-
ple, the all-different constraint can be made bounds consistent in O(r) time in the worst
case, in contrast to O(r2d) for arc consistency, where r is the arity of the constraint and
d is the size of the domains of the variables. Further, for some problems it can be shown
that the amount of pruning performed by arc consistency is equivalent to that of bounds
consistency, and thus the extra cost of arc consistency is not repaid.
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Figure 4.2: Constraint propagation on the 6-queens problem; (a) maintaining arc consis-
tency; (b) forward checking.
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4.3.2 Backtracking and Maintaining Strong k-Consistency

Freuder [39, 40] defines a level of local consistency called strong k-consistency. A set of
assignments is consistent if each constraint that has all of its variables instantiated by the
set of assignments is satisfied.

Definition 4.3 (strong k-consistency). A CSP is k-consistent if, for any set of assignments
{x1 = a1, . . . , xk−1 = ak−1} to k − 1 distinct variables that is consistent, and any
additional variable xk, there exists a value ak ∈ dom(xk) such that the set of assignments
{x1 = a1, . . . , xk−1 = ak−1, xk = ak} is consistent. A CSP is strongly k-consistent if it
is j-consistent for all j ≤ k.

For the special case of binary CSPs, strong 2-consistency is the same as arc consistency
and strong 3-consistency is also known as path consistency. A CSP can be made strongly
k-consistent by repeatedly detecting and removing all those inconsistencies t = {x1 =
a1, . . . , xj−1 = aj−1} where 1 ≤ j < k and t is consistent but cannot be extended to
some jth variable xj . To remove an inconsistency or nogood t, a constraint is posted to
the CSP which rules out the tuple t. Enforcing strong k-consistency may dramatically
increase the number of constraints in a CSP, as the number of new constraints posted can
be exponential in k. Once a CSP has been made strongly k-consistent any value that
remains in the domain of a variable can be extended to a consistent set of assignments
over k variables in a backtrack-free manner. However, unless k = n, there is no guarantee
that a value can be extended to a solution over all n variables. An optimal algorithm
for enforcing strong k-consistency on a CSP containing arbitrary constraints has O(nkdk)
worst case time complexity, where n is the number of variables in the CSP and d is the size
of the domains of the variables [29].

Let MCk be an algorithm that maintains strong k-consistency during the search (see
Table 4.1). For the purposes of specifying MCk, I will assume that the branching strategy
is enumeration and that, therefore, each node in the search tree corresponds to a set of
assignments. During search, we want to maintain the property that any value that remains
in the domain of a variable can be extended to a consistent set of assignments over k
variables. To do this, we must account for the current set of assignments by, conceptually,
modifying the constraints. Given a set of assignments t, only those tuples in a constraint
that agree with the assignments in t are selected and those tuples are then projected onto
the set of uninstantiated variables of the constraint to give the new constraint (see [25] for
details). Under such an architecture, FC can be viewed as maintaining one-consistency,
and, for binary CSPs, MAC can be viewed as maintaining strong two-consistency.

Can such an architecture be practical for k > 2? There is some evidence that the
answer is yes. Van Gelder and Tsuji [127] propose an algorithm that maintains the closure
of resolution on binary clauses (clauses with two literals) and gives experimental evidence
that the algorithm can be much faster than DPLL on larger SAT instances. The algorithm
can be viewed as MC3 specialized to SAT. Bacchus [2] builds on this work and shows that
the resulting SAT solver is robust and competitive with state-of-the-art DPLL solvers. This
is remarkable given the amount of engineering that has gone into DPLL solvers. So far,
however, there has been no convincing demonstration of a corresponding result for general
CSPs, although efforts have been made.
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4.4 Nogood Recording

One of the most effective techniques known for improving the performance of backtrack-
ing search on a CSP is to add implied constraints. A constraint is implied if the set of
solutions to the CSP is the same with and without the constraint. Adding the “right” im-
plied constraints to a CSP can mean that many deadends are removed from the search tree
and other deadends are discovered after much less search effort.

Three main techniques for adding implied constraints have been investigated. One
technique is to add implied constraints by hand during the modeling phase (see Chapter
11). A second technique is to automatically add implied constraints by applying a con-
straint propagation algorithm (see Section 4.3). Both of the above techniques rule out local
inconsistencies or deadends before they are encountered during the search. A third tech-
nique, and the topic of this section, is to automatically add implied constraints after a local
inconsistency or deadend is encountered in the search. The basis of this technique is the
concept of a nogood, due to Stallman and Sussman [124]3.

Definition 4.4 (nogood). A nogood is a set of assignments and branching constraints that
is not consistent with any solution.

In other words, there does not exist a solution—an assignment of a value to each vari-
able that satisfies all the constraints of the CSP—that also satisfies all the assignments and
branching constraints in the nogood. If we are using a backtracking search to find a so-
lution, each deadend corresponds to a nogood. Thus nogoods are the cause of all futile
search effort. Once a nogood for a deadend is discovered, it can be ruled out by adding
a constraint. Of course, it is too late for this deadend—the backtracking algorithm has
already refuted this node, perhaps at great cost—but the hope is that the constraint will
prune the search space in the future. The technique, first informally described by Stallman
and Sussman [124], is often referred to as nogood or constraint recording.

As an example of a nogood, consider the 6-queens problem. The set of assignments
{x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3} is a nogood since it is not contained in any solution (see the
backtracking tree shown in Figure 4.1 where the node 253 is the root of a failed subtree).
To rule out the nogood, the implied constraint ¬(x1 = 2 ∧ x2 = 5 ∧ x3 = 3) could be
recorded, which is just x1 6= 2 ∨ x2 6= 5 ∨ x3 6= 3 in clause form.

The recorded constraints can be checked and propagated just like the original con-
straints. In particular, since nogoods correspond to constraints which are clauses, forward
checking is an appropriate form of constraint propagation. As well, nogoods can be used
for backjumping (see Section 4.5). Nogood recording—or discovering and recording im-
plied constraints during the search—can be viewed as an adaptation of the well-known
technique of adding caching (sometimes called memoization) to backtracking search. The
idea is to cache solutions to subproblems and reuse the solutions instead of recomputing
them.

The constraints that are added through nogood recording could, in theory, have been
ruled out a priori using a constraint propagation algorithm. However, while constraint
propagation algorithms which add implied unary constraints are especially important, the

3Most previous work on nogood recording implicitly assumes that the backtracking algorithm is performing
d-way branching (only adding branching constraints which are assignments) and drops the phrase “and branching
constraints” from the definition. The generalized definition and descriptions used in this section are inspired by
the work of Rochart, Jussien, and Laburthe [113].
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algorithms which add higher arity constraints often add too many implied constraints that
are not useful and the computational cost is not repaid by a faster search.

4.4.1 Discovering Nogoods

Stallman and Sussman’s [124] original account of discovering nogoods is embedded in
a rule-based programming language and is descriptive and informal. Bruynooghe [22]
informally adapts the idea to backtracking search on CSPs. Dechter [33] provides the first
formal account of discovering and recording nogoods. Dechter [34] shows how to discover
nogoods using the static structure of the CSP.

Prosser [108], Ginsberg [54], and Schiex and Verfaillie [118] all independently give
accounts of how to discover nogoods dynamically during the search. The following def-
inition captures the essence of these proposals. The definition is for the case where the
backtracking algorithm does not perform any constraint propagation. (The reason for the
adjective “jumpback” is explained in Section 4.5.) Recall that associated with each node
in the search tree is the set of branching constraints posted along the path to the node. For
d-way branching, the branching constraints are of the form x = a, for some variable x and
value a; for 2-way branching, the branching constraints are of the form x = a and x 6= a;
and for domain splitting, the branching constraints are of the form x ≤ a and x > a.

Definition 4.5 (jumpback nogood). Let p = {b1, . . . , bj} be a deadend node in the search
tree, where bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, is the branching constraint posted at level i in the search tree.
The jumpback nogood for p, denoted J(p), is defined recursively as follows.

1. p is a leaf node. Let C be a constraint that is not consistent with p (one must exist);

J(p) = {bi | vars(bi) ∩ vars(C) 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ j}.

2. p is not a leaf node. Let {b1j+1, . . . , b
k
j+1} be all the possible extensions of p at-

tempted by the branching strategy, each of which has failed;

J(p) =

k
⋃

i=1

(J(p ∪ {bij+1})− {bij+1}).

As an example of applying the definition, consider the jumpback nogood for the node
25314 shown in Figure 4.1. The set of branching constraints associated with this node is
p = {x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3, x4 = 1, x5 = 4}. The backtracking algorithm branches on
x6, but all attempts to extend p fail. The jumpback nogood is given by,

J(p) = (J(p ∪ {x6 = 1})− {x6 = 1}) ∪ · · · ∪ (J(p ∪ {x6 = 6})− {x6 = 6}),
= {x2 = 5} ∪ · · · ∪ {x3 = 3},
= {x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3, x5 = 4}.

Notice that the order in which the constraints are checked or propagated directly influences
which nogood is discovered. In applying the above definition, I have chosen to check the
constraints in increasing lexicographic order. For example, for the leaf node p∪{x6 = 1},
both C(x2, x6) and C(x4, x6) fail—i.e., both the queen at x2 and the queen at x4 attack
the queen at x6—and I have chosen C(x2, x6).
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The discussion so far has focused on the simpler case where the backtracking algo-
rithm does not perform any constraint propagation. Several authors have contributed to
our understanding of how to discover nogoods when the backtracking algorithm does use
constraint propagation. Rosiers and Bruynooghe [114] give an informal description of
combining forward checking and nogood recording. Schiex and Verfaillie [118] provide
the first formal account of nogood recording within an algorithm that performs forward
checking. Prosser’s FC-CBJ [108] and MAC-CBJ [109] can be viewed as discovering
jumpback nogoods (see Section 4.5.1). Jussien, Debruyne, and Boizumault [75] give an
algorithm that combines nogood recording with arc consistency propagation on non-binary
constraints. The following discussion captures the essence of these proposals. The key idea
is to modify the constraint propagation algorithms so that, for each value that is removed
from the domain of some variable, an eliminating explanation is recorded.

Definition 4.6 (eliminating explanation). Let p = {b1, . . . , bj} be a node in the search
tree and let a ∈ dom(x) be a value that is removed from the domain of a variable x by
constraint propagation at node p. An eliminating explanation for a, denoted expl(x 6= a),
is a subset (not necessarily proper) of p such that expl(x 6= a) ∪ {x = a} is a nogood.

The intention behind the definition is that expl(x 6= a) is sufficient to account for the
removal of a. As an example, consider the board in Figure 4.2a which shows the result of
arc consistency propagation. At the node p = {x1 = 2, x2 = 5}, the value 1 is removed
from dom(x6). An eliminating explanation for this value is expl(x6 6= 1) = {x2 = 5},
since {x2 = 5, x6 = 1} is a nogood. An eliminating explanation can be viewed as the
left-hand side of an implication which rules out the stated value. For example, the implied
constraint to rule out the nogood {x2 = 5, x6 = 1} is ¬(x2 = 5 ∧ x6 = 1), which can be
rewritten as (x2 = 5) ⇒ (x6 6= 1). Similarly, expl(x6 6= 3) = {x1 = 2, x2 = 5} and the
corresponding implied constraint can be written as (x1 = 2 ∧ x2 = 5)⇒ (x6 6= 3).

One possible method for constructing eliminating explanations for arc consistency
propagation is as follows. Initially at a node, a branching constraint bj is posted and arc
consistency is enforced on bj . For each value a removed from the domain of a variable
x ∈ vars(bj), expl(x 6= a) is set to {bj}. Next constraint propagation iterates through the
constraints re-establishing arc consistency. Consider a value a removed from the domain
of a variable x during this phase of constraint propagation. We must record an explana-
tion that accounts for the removal of a; i.e., the reason that a does not have a support in
some constraint C. For each value b of a variable y ∈ vars(C) which could have been
used to form a support for a ∈ dom(x) in C but has been removed from its domain,
add the eliminating explanation for y 6= b to the eliminating explanation for x 6= a; i.e.
expl(x 6= a) ← expl(x 6= a) ∪ expl(y 6= b). In the special case of arc consistency prop-
agation called forward checking, it can be seen that the eliminating explanation is just the
variable assignments of the instantiated variables in C.

The jumpback nogood in the case where the backtracking algorithm performs con-
straint propagation can now be defined as follows.

Definition 4.7 (jumpback nogood with constraint propagation). Let p = {b1, . . . , bj} be
a deadend node in the search tree. The jumpback nogood for p, denoted J(p), is defined
recursively as follows.
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1. p is a leaf node. Let x be a variable whose domain has become empty (one must
exist), where dom(x) is the original domain of x;

J(p) =
⋃

a∈dom(x)

expl(x 6= a).

2. p is not a leaf node. Same as Definition 4.5.

Note that the jumpback nogoods are not guaranteed to be the minimal nogood or the
“best” nogood that could be discovered, even if the nogoods are locally minimal at leaf
nodes. For example, Bacchus [1] shows that the jumpback nogood for forward checking
may not give the best backjump point and provides a method for improving the nogood.
Katsirelos and Bacchus [77] show how to discover generalized nogoods during search
using either FC-CBJ or MAC-CBJ. Standard nogoods are of the form {x1 = a1 ∧ · · · ∧
xk = ak}; i.e., each element is of the form xi = ai. Generalized nogoods also allow
conjuncts of the form xi 6= ai. When standard nogoods are propagated, a variable can
only have a value pruned from its domain. For example, consider the standard nogood
clause x1 6= 2 ∨ x2 6= 5 ∨ x3 6= 3. If the backtracking algorithm at some point makes the
assignments x1 = 2 and x2 = 5, the value 3 can be removed from the domain of variable
x3. Only indirectly, in the case where all but one of the values have been pruned from the
domain of a variable, can propagating nogoods cause the value of a variable to be forced;
i.e., cause an assignment of a value to a variable. With generalized nogoods, the value of a
variable can also be forced directly which may lead to additional propagation.

Marques-Silva and Sakallah [92] show that in SAT, the effects of Boolean constraint
propagation (BCP or unit propagation) can be captured by an implication graph. An impli-
cation graph is a directed acyclic graph where the vertices represent variable assignments
and directed edges give the reasons for an assignment. A vertex is either positive (the vari-
able is assigned true) or negative (the variable is assigned false). Decision variables and
variables which appear as unit clauses in the original formula have no incoming edges;
other vertices that are assigned as a result of BCP have incoming edges from vertices that
caused the assignment. A contradiction occurs if a variable occurs both positively and neg-
atively. Zhang et al. [139] show that in this scheme, the different cuts in the implication
graph which separate all the decision vertices from the contradiction correspond to the dif-
ferent nogoods that can be learned from a contradiction. Zhang et al. show that some types
of cuts lead to much smaller and more powerful nogoods than others. As well, the nogoods
do not have to include just branching constraints, but can also include assignments that are
forced by BCP. Katsirelos and Bacchus [77] generalize the scheme to CSPs and present
the results of experimentation with some of the different clause learning schemes.

So far, the discussion on discovering nogoods has focused on methods that are tightly
integrated with the search process. Other methods for discovering nogoods have also been
proposed. For example, many CSPs contain symmetry and taking into account the sym-
metry can improve the search for a solution. Freuder and Wallace [43] observe that a
symmetry mapping applied to a nogood gives another nogood which may prune additional
parts of the search space. For example, the 6-queens problem is symmetric about the hori-
zontal axis and applying this symmetry mapping to the nogood {x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3}
gives the new nogood {x1 = 5, x2 = 2, x3 = 4}.

Junker [74] shows how nogood discovery can be treated as a separate module, indepen-
dent of the search algorithm. Given a set of constraints that are known to be inconsistent,
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Junker gives an algorithm for finding a small subset of the constraints that is sufficient
to explain the inconsistency. The algorithm can make use of constraint propagation tech-
niques, independently of those enforced in the backtracking algorithm, but does not re-
quire modifications to the constraint propagation algorithms. As an example, consider the
backtracking tree shown in Figure 4.1. Suppose that the backtracking algorithm discovers
that node 253 is a deadend. The set of branching constraints associated with this node is
{x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3} and this set is therefore a nogood. Recording this nogood
would not be useful. However, the subsets {x1 = 2, x2 = 5}, {x1 = 2, x3 = 3}, and
{x2 = 5, x3 = 3} are also nogoods. All can be discovered using arc consistency prop-
agation. Further, the subsets {x2 = 5} and {x3 = 3} are also nogoods. These are not
discoverable using just arc consistency propagation, but are discoverable using a higher
level of local consistency. Clearly, everything else being equal, smaller nogoods will lead
to more pruning. On CSPs that are more difficult to solve, the extra work involved in
discovering these smaller nogoods may result in an overall reduction in search time.

While nogood recording is now standard in SAT solvers, it is currently not widely used
for solving general CSPs. Perhaps the main reason is the presence of global constraints in
many CSP models and the fact that some form of arc consistency is often maintained on
these constraints. If global constraints are treated as a black box, standard methods for de-
termining nogoods quickly lead to saturated nogoods where all or almost all the variables
are in the nogood. Saturated nogoods are of little use for either recording or for back-
jumping. The solution is to more carefully construct eliminating explanations based on
the semantics of each global constraint. Katsirelos and Bacchus [77] present preliminary
work on learning small generalized nogoods from arc consistency propagation on global
constraints. Rochart, Jussien, and Laburthe [113] show how to construct explanations for
two important global constraints: the all-different and stretch constraints.

4.4.2 Nogood Database Management

An important problem that arises in nogood recording is the cost of updating and querying
the database of nogoods. Stallman and Sussman [124] propose recording a nogood at each
deadend in the search. However, if the database becomes too large and too expensive to
query, the search reduction that it entails may not be beneficial overall. One method for
reducing the cost is to restrict the size of the database by including only those nogoods that
are most likely to be useful. Two schemes have been proposed: one restricts the nogoods
that are recorded in the first place and the other restricts the nogoods that are kept over
time.

Dechter [33, 34] proposes ith-order size-bounded nogood recording. In this scheme
a nogood is recorded only if it contains at most i variables. Important special cases are
0-order, where the nogoods are used to determine the backjump point (see Section 4.5)
but are not recorded; and 1-order and 2-order, where the nogoods recorded are a subset of
those that would be enforced by arc consistency and path consistency propagation, respec-
tively. Early experiments on size-bounded nogood recording were limited to 0-, 1-, and
2-order, since these could be accommodated without moving beyond binary constraints.
Dechter [33, 34] shows that 2-order was the best choice and significantly improves BJ
on the Zebra problem. Schiex and Verfaillie [118] show that 2-order was the best choice
and significantly improves CBJ and FC-CBJ on the Zebra and random binary problems.
Frost and Dechter [44] describe the first non-binary implementation of nogood recording
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and compare CBJ with and without unrestricted nogood recording and 2-, 3-, and 4-order
size-bounded nogood recording. In experiments on random binary problems, they found
that neither unrestricted nor size-bounded dominated, but adding either method of nogood
recording led to significant improvements overall.

In contrast to restricting the nogoods that are recorded, Ginsberg [54] proposes to
record all nogoods but then delete nogoods that are deemed to be no longer relevant. As-
sume a d-way branching strategy, where all branching constraints are an assignment of a
value to a variable, and recall that nogoods can be written in the form,

((x1 = a1) ∧ · · · ∧ (xk−1 = ak−1))⇒ (xk 6= ak).

Ginsberg’s dynamic backtracking algorithm (DBT) always puts the variable that has most
recently been assigned a value on the right-hand side of the implication and only keeps
nogoods whose left-hand sides are currently true (see Table 4.1). A nogood is consid-
ered irrelevant and deleted once the left-hand side of the implication contains more than
one variable-value pair that does not appear in the current set of assignments. When all
branching constraints are of the form x = a, for some variable x and value a, DBT can be
implemented using O(n2d) space, where n is the number of variables and d is the size of
the domains. The data structure maintains a nogood for each variable and value pair and
each nogood is O(n) in length.

Bayardo and Miranker [10] generalize Ginsberg’s proposal to ith-order relevance-
bounded nogood recording. In their scheme a nogood is deleted once it contains more
than i variable-value pairs that do not appear in the current set of assignments. Subse-
quent experiments compared unrestricted, size-bounded, and relevance-bounded nogood
recording. All came to the conclusion that unrestricted nogood recording was too expen-
sive, but differed on whether size-bounded or relevance-bounded was better. Baker [7], in
experiments on random binary problems, concludes that CBJ with 2-order size-bounded
nogood recording is the best tradeoff. Bayardo and Schrag [11, 12], in experiments on a
variety of real-world and random SAT instances, conclude that DPLL-CBJ with 4-order
relevance-bounded nogood recording is best overall. Marques-Silva and Sakallah [92], in
experiments on real-world SAT instances, conclude that DPLL-CBJ with 20-order size-
bounded nogood recording is the winner.

Beyond restricting the size of the database, additional techniques have been proposed
for reducing the cost of updating and querying the database. One of the most important of
these is “watch” literals [103]. Given a set of assignments, the nogood database must tell
the backtracking search algorithm whether any nogood is contradicted and whether any
value can be pruned from the domain of a variable. Watch literals are a data structure for
greatly reducing the number of nogoods that must be examined to answer these queries
and reducing the cost of examining large nogoods.

With the discovery of the watch literals data structure, it was found that recording
very large nogoods could lead to remarkable reductions in search time. Moskewicz et
al. [103] show that 100- and 200-order relevance-bounded nogood recording with watch
literals, along with restarts and a variable ordering based on the recorded nogoods, was
significantly faster than DPLL-CBJ alone on large real-world SAT instances. Katsirelos
and Bacchus [77] show that unrestricted generalized nogood recording with watch literals
was significantly faster than MAC and MAC-CBJ alone on a variety of CSP instances from
planning, crossword puzzles, and scheduling.
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4.5 Non-Chronological Backtracking

Upon discovering a deadend, a backtracking algorithm must retract some previously posted
branching constraint. In the standard form of backtracking, called chronological backtrack-
ing, only the most recently posted branching constraint is retracted. However, backtracking
chronologically may not address the reason for the deadend. In non-chronological back-
tracking, the algorithm backtracks to and retracts the closest branching constraint which
bears some responsibility for the deadend. Following Gaschnig [48], I refer to this process
as backjumping4.

Non-chronological backtracking algorithms can be described as a combination of (i) a
strategy for discovering and using nogoods for backjumping, and (ii) a strategy for deleting
nogoods from the nogood database.

4.5.1 Backjumping

Stallman and Sussman [124] were the first to informally propose a non-chronological back-
tracking algorithm—called dependency-directed backtracking—that discovered and main-
tained nogoods in order to backjump. Informal descriptions of backjumping are also given
by Bruynooghe [22] and Rosiers and Bruynooghe [114]. The first explicit backjumping
algorithm was given by Gaschnig [48]. Gaschnig’s backjumping algorithm (BJ) [48] is
similar to BT, except that it backjumps from deadends. However, BJ only backjumps from
a deadend node when all the branches out of the node are leaves; otherwise it chrono-
logically backtracks. Dechter [34] proposes a graph-based backjumping algorithm which
computes the backjump points based on the static structure of the CSP. The idea is to jump
back to the most recent variable that shares a constraint with the deadend variable. The
algorithm was the first to also jump back at internal deadends.

Prosser [108] proposes the conflict-directed backjumping algorithm (CBJ), a general-
ization of Gaschnig’s BJ to also backjump from internal deadends. Equivalent algorithms
were independently proposed and formalized by Schiex and Verfaillie [118] and Ginsberg
[54]. Each of these algorithms uses a variation of the jumpback nogood (Definition 4.5)
to decide where to safely backjump to in the search tree from a deadend. Suppose that
the backtracking algorithm has discovered a non-leaf deadend p = {b1, . . . , bj} in the
search tree. The algorithm must backtrack by retracting some branching constraint from p.
Chronological backtracking would choose bj . Let J(p) ⊆ p be the jumpback nogood for
p. Backjumping chooses the largest i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that bi ∈ J(p). This is the back-
jump point. The algorithm jumps back in the search tree and retracts bi, at the same time
retracting any branching constraints that were posted after bi and deleting any nogoods that
were recorded after bi.

As examples of applying CBJ and BJ, consider the backtracking tree shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. The light-shaded part of the tree contains nodes that are skipped by Conflict-
Directed Backjumping (CBJ). The algorithm discovers a deadend after failing to extend
node 25314. As shown earlier, the jumpback nogood associated with this node is {x1 =
2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3, x5 = 4}. CBJ backtracks to and retracts the most recently posted
branching constraint, which is x5 = 4. No nodes are skipped at this point. The remaining

4Backjumping is also referred to as intelligent backtracking and dependency-directed backtracking in the
literature.
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two values for x5 also fail. The algorithm has now discovered that 2531 is a deadend node
and, because a jumpback nogood has been determined for each branch, the jumpback no-
good of 2531 is easily found to be {x1 = 2, x2 = 5, x3 = 3}. CBJ backjumps to retract
x3 = 3 skipping the rest of the subtree. The backjump is represented by a dashed arrow.
In contrast to CBJ, BJ only backjumps from deadends when all branches out of the dead-
end are leaves. The dark-shaded part of the tree contains two nodes that are skipped by
Backjumping (BJ). Again, the backjump is represented by a dashed arrow.

In the same way as for dynamic backtracking (DBT), when all branching constraints
are of the form x = a, for some variable x and value a, CBJ can be implemented using
O(n2d) space, where n is the number of variables and d is the size of the domains. The
data structure maintains a nogood for each variable and value pair and each nogood is
O(n) in length. However, since CBJ only uses the recorded nogoods for backjumping and
constraints corresponding to the nogoods are never checked or propagated, it is not neces-
sary to actually store a nogood for each value. A simpler O(n2) data structure, sometimes
called a conflict set, suffices. The conflict set stores, for each variable, the union of the
nogoods for each value of the variable.

CBJ has also been combined with constraint propagation. The basic backjumping
mechanism is the same for all algorithms that perform non-chronological backtracking,
no matter what level of constraint propagation is performed. The main difference lies in
how the jumpback nogood is constructed (see Section 4.4.1 and Definition 4.7). Prosser
[108] proposes FC-CBJ, an algorithm that combines forward checking constraint propa-
gation and conflict-directed backjumping. An equivalent algorithm as independently pro-
posed and formalized by Schiex and Verfaillie [118]. An informal description of an al-
gorithm that combines forward checking and backjumping is also given by Rosiers and
Bruynooghe [114]. Prosser [109] proposes MAC-CBJ, an algorithm that combines main-
taining arc consistency and conflict-directed backjumping. As specified, the algorithm only
handles binary constraints. Chen [25] generalizes the algorithm to non-binary constraints.

Many experiments studies on conflict-directed backjumping have been reported in the
literature. Many of these are summarized in Section 4.10.1.

4.5.2 Partial Order Backtracking

In chronological backtracking and conflict-directed backjumping, it is assumed that the
branching constraints at a node p = {b1, . . . , bj} in the search tree are totally ordered. The
total ordering is the order in which the branching constraints were posted by the algorithm.
Chronological backtracking then always retracts bj , the last branching constraint in the
ordering, and backjumping chooses the largest i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, such that bi is in the jumpback
nogood.

Bruynooghe [22] notes that this is not a necessary assumption and proposes partial
order backtracking. In partial ordering backtracking the branching constraints are consid-
ered initially unordered and a partial order is induced upon jumping back from deadends.
Assume a d-way branching strategy, where all branching constraints are an assignment of
a value to a variable. When jumping back from a deadend, an assignment x = a must
be chosen from the jumpback nogood and retracted. Bruynooghe notes that backjumping
must respect the current partial order, and proposes choosing any assignment that is maxi-
mal in the partial order. Upon making this choice and backjumping, the partial order must
now be further restricted. Recall that a nogood {x1 = a1, . . . , xk = ak} can be written in
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the form ((x1 = a1)∧· · ·∧ (xk−1 = ak−1))⇒ (xk 6= ak). The assignment x = a chosen
to be retracted must now appear on the right-hand side of any nogoods in which it appears.
Adding an implication restricts the partial order as the assignments on the left-hand side
of the implication must come before the assignment on the right-hand side. And if the re-
tracted assignment x = a appears on the left-hand side in any implication, that implication
is deleted and the value on the right-hand side is restored to its domain. Deleting an im-
plication relaxes the partial order. Rosiers and Bruynooghe [114] show, in experiments on
hard (non-binary) word sum problems, that their partial order backtracking algorithm was
the best choice over algorithms that did forward checking, backjumping, or a combination
of forward checking and backjumping. However, Baker [7] gives an example (the example
is credited to Ginsberg) showing that, because in Bruynooghe’s scheme any assignment
that is maximal in the partial order can be chosen, it is possible for the algorithm to cycle
and never terminate.

Ginsberg proposes [54] the dynamic backtracking algorithm (DBT, see Table 4.1).
DBT can be viewed as a formalization and correction of Bruynooghe’s scheme for partial
order backtracking. To guarantee termination, DBT always chooses from the jumpback no-
good the most recently posted assignment and puts this assignment on the right-hand side
of the implication. Thus, DBT maintains a total order over the assignments in the jump-
back nogood and a partial order over the assignments not in the jumpback nogood. As a
result, given the same jumpback nogood, the backjump point for DBT would be the same
as for CBJ. However, in contrast to CBJ which upon backjumping retracts any nogoods
that were posted after the backjump point, DBT retains these nogoods (see Section 4.4.2
for further discussion of the nogood retention strategy used in DBT). Ginsberg [54] shows,
in experiments which used crossword puzzles as a test bed, that DBT can solve more prob-
lems within a fixed time limit than a backjumping algorithm. However, Baker [7] shows
that relevance-bounded nogood recording, as used in DBT, can interact negatively with a
dynamic variable ordering heuristic. As a result, DBT can also degrade performance—by
an exponential amount—over an algorithm that does not retain nogoods such as CBJ.

Dynamic backtracking (DBT) has also been combined with constraint propagation.
Jussien, Debruyne, and Boizumault [75] show how to integrate DBT with forward check-
ing and maintaining arc consistency, to give FC-DBT and MAC-DBT, respectively. As
with adding constraint propagation to CBJ, the main difference lies in how the jumpback
nogood is constructed (see Section 4.4.1 and Definition 4.7). However, because of the re-
tention of nogoods, there is an additional complexity when adding constraint propagation
to DBT that is not present in CBJ. Consider a value in the domain of a variable that has
been removed but its eliminating explanation is now irrelevant. The value cannot just be
restored, as there may exist another relevant explanation for the deleted value; i.e., there
may exist several ways of removing a value through constraint propagation.

Ginsberg and McAllester [56] propose an algorithm called partial order dynamic back-
tracking (PBT). PBT offers more freedom than DBT in the selection of the assignment
from the jumpback nogood to put on the right-hand side of the implication, while still
giving a guarantee of correctness and termination. In Ginsberg’s DBT and Bruynooghe’s
partial order algorithm, deleting an implication relaxes the partial order. In PBT, the idea
is to retain some of the partial ordering information from these deleted implications. Now,
choosing any assignment that is maximal in the partial order is correct. Bliek [18] shows
that PBT is not a generalization of DBT and gives an algorithm that does generalize both
PBT and DBT. To date, no systematic evaluation of either PBT or Bliek’s generalization
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have been reported, and no integration with constraint propagation has been reported.

4.6 Heuristics for Backtracking Algorithms

When solving a CSP using backtracking search, a sequence of decisions must be made
as to which variable to branch on or instantiate next and which value to give to the vari-
able. These decisions are referred to as the variable and the value ordering. It has been
shown that for many problems, the choice of variable and value ordering can be crucial to
effectively solving the problem (e.g., [5, 50, 55, 63]).

A variable or value ordering can be either static, where the ordering is fixed and de-
termined prior to search, or dynamic, where the ordering is determined as the search pro-
gresses. Dynamic variable orderings have received much attention in the literature. They
were proposed as early as 1965 [57] and it is now well-understood how to incorporate a
dynamic ordering into an arbitrary tree-search algorithm [5].

Given a CSP and a backtracking search algorithm, a variable or value ordering is said
to be optimal if the ordering results in a search that visits the fewest number of nodes
over all possible orderings when finding one solution or showing that there does not exist
a solution. (Note that I could as well have used some other abstract measure such as the
amount of work done at each node, rather than nodes visited, but this would not change
the fundamental results.) Not surprisingly, finding optimal orderings is a computationally
difficult task. Liberatore [87] shows that simply deciding whether a variable is the first
variable in an optimal variable ordering is at least as hard as deciding whether the CSP
has a solution. Finding an optimal value ordering is also clearly at least as hard since, if
a solution exists, an optimal value ordering could be used to efficiently find a solution.
Little is known about how to find optimal orderings or how to construct polynomial-time
approximation algorithms—algorithms which return an ordering which is guaranteed to
be near-optimal (but see [70, 85]). The field of constraint programming has so far mainly
focused on heuristics which have no formal guarantees.

Heuristics can be either application-independent, where only generic features common
to all CSPs are used, or application-dependent. In this survey, I focus on application-
independent heuristics. Such heuristics have been quite successful and can provide a good
starting point when designing heuristics for a new application. The heuristics I present
leave unspecified which variable or value to choose in the case of ties and the result is im-
plementation dependent. These heuristics can often be dramatically improved by adding
additional features for breaking ties. However, there is no one best variable or value order-
ing heuristic and there will remain problems where these application-independent heuris-
tics do not work well enough and a new heuristic must be designed.

Given that a new heuristic is to be designed, several alternatives present themselves.
The heuristic can, of course, be hand-crafted either using application-independent features
(see [36] for a summary of many features from which to construct heuristics) or using
application-dependent features. As one example of the latter, Smith and Cheng [122] show
how an effective heuristic can be designed for job shop scheduling given deep knowledge
of job shop scheduling, the CSP model, and the search algorithm. However, such a combi-
nation of expertise can be scarce.

An alternative to hand-crafting a heuristic is to automatically adapt or learn a heuristic.
Minton [98] presents a system which automatically specializes generic variable and value
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ordering heuristics from a library to an application. Epstein et al. [36] present a system
which learns variable and value ordering heuristics from previous search experience on
problems from an application. The heuristics are combinations from a rich set of primitive
features. Bain, Thornton, and Sattar [6] show how to learn variable ordering heuristics for
optimization problems using evolutionary algorithms.

As a final alternative, if only relatively weak heuristics can be discovered for a problem,
it has been shown that the technique of randomization and restarts can boost the perfor-
mance of problem solving (see Section 4.7). Cicirello and Smith [27] discuss alternative
methods for adding randomization to heuristics and the effect on search efficiency. Hulubei
and O’Sullivan [70] study the relationship between the strength of the variable and value
ordering heuristics and the need for restarts.

4.6.1 Variable Ordering Heuristics

Suppose that the backtracking search is attempting to extend a node p. The task of the
variable ordering heuristic is to choose the next variable x to be branched on.

Many variable ordering heuristics have been proposed and evaluated in the literature.
These heuristics can, with some omissions, be classified into two categories: heuristics that
are based primarily on the domain sizes of the variables and heuristics that are based on
the structure of the CSP.

Variable ordering heuristics based on domain size

When solving a CSP using backtracking search interleaved with constraint propagation,
the domains of the unassigned variables are pruned using the constraints and the current
set of branching constraints. Many of the most important variable ordering heuristics are
based on the current domain sizes of the unassigned variables.

Definition 4.8 (remaining values). Let rem(x | p) be the number of values that remain in
the domain of variable x after constraint propagation, given a set of branching constraints
p.

Golomb and Baumert [57] were the first to propose a dynamic ordering heuristic based
on choosing the variable with the smallest number of values remaining in its domain. The
heuristic, hereafter denoted dom, is to choose the variable x that minimizes,

rem(x | p),

where x ranges over all unassigned variables. Of course, the heuristic makes sense no
matter what level of constraint propagation is being performed during the search. In the
case of algorithms that do not perform constraint propagation but only check constraints
which have all their variables instantiated, define rem(x | p) to contain only the values
which satisfy all the relevant constraints. Given that our backtracking search algorithm is
performing constraint propagation, which in practice it will be, the dom heuristic can be
computed very efficiently. The dom heuristic was popularized by Haralick and Elliott [63],
who showed that dom with the forward checking algorithm was an effective combination.
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Much effort has gone into understanding this simple but effective heuristic. Intrigu-
ingly, Golomb and Baumert [57], when first proposing dom, state that from an information-
theoretic point of view, it can be shown that on average choosing the variable with the
smallest domain size is more efficient, but no further elaboration is provided. Haralick and
Elliott [63] show analytically that dom minimizes the depth of the search tree, assuming
a simplistic probabilistic model of a CSP and assuming that we are searching for all so-
lutions using a forward checking algorithm. Nudel [105], shows that dom is optimal (it
minimizes the number of nodes in the search tree) again assuming forward checking but
using a slightly more refined probabilistic model. Gent et al. [52] propose a measure called
kappa whose intent is to capture “constrainedness” and what it means to choose the most
constrained variable first. They show that dom (and dom+deg, see below) can be viewed
as an approximation of this measure.

Hooker [66], in an influential paper, argues for the scientific testing of heuristics—as
opposed to competitive testing—through the construction of empirical models designed to
support or refute the intuition behind a heuristic. Hooker and Vinay [67] apply the method-
ology to the study of the Jeroslow-Wang heuristic, a variable ordering heuristic for SAT.
Surprisingly, they find that the standard intuition, that “a [heuristic] performs better when
it creates subproblems that are more likely to be satisfiable,” is refuted whereas a newly
developed intuition, that “a [heuristic] works better when it creates simpler subproblems,”
is confirmed. Smith and Grant [120] apply the methodology to the study of dom. Haralick
and Elliott [63] proposed an intuition behind the heuristic called the fail-first principle: “to
succeed, try first where you are most likely to fail”. Surprisingly, Smith and Grant find that
if one equates the fail-first principle with minimizing the depth of the search tree, as Har-
alick and Elliott did, the principle is refuted. In follow on work, Beck et al. [14] find that if
one equates the fail-first principle with minimizing the number of nodes in the search tree,
as Nadel did, the principle is confirmed. Wallace [132], using a factor analysis, finds two
basic factors behind the variation in search efficiency due to variable ordering heuristics:
immediate failure and future failure.

In addition to the effort that has gone into understanding dom, much effort has gone
into improving it. Brélaz [20], in the context of graph coloring, proposes a now widely
used generalization of dom. Let the degree of an unassigned variable x be the number
of constraints which involve x and at least one other unassigned variable. The heuristic,
hereafter denoted dom+deg, is to choose the variable with the smallest number of values
remaining in its domain and to break any ties by choosing the variable with the highest
degree. Note that the degree information is dynamic and is updated as variables are instan-
tiated. A static version, where the degree information is only computed prior to search, is
also used in practice.

Bessière and Régin [17] propose another generalization of dom. The heuristic, here-
after denoted dom/deg, is to divide the domain size of a variable by the degree of the
variable and to choose the variable which has the minimal value. The heuristic is shown to
work well on random problems. Boussemart et al. [19] propose to divide by the weighted
degree, hereafter denoted dom/wdeg. A weight, initially set to one, is associated with
each constraint. Every time a constraint is responsible for a deadend, the associated weight
is incremented. The weighted degree is the sum of the weights of the constraints which
involve x and at least one other unassigned variable. The dom/wdeg heuristic is shown to
work well on a variety of problems. As an interesting aside, it has also been shown empir-
ically that arc consistency propagation plus the dom/deg or the dom/wdeg heuristic can
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reduce or remove the need for backjumping on some problems [17, 84].
Gent et al. [50] propose choosing the variable x that minimizes,

rem(x | p)
∏

C

(1− tC),

where C ranges over all constraints which involve x and at least one other unassigned vari-
able and tC is the fraction of assignments which do not satisfy the constraint C. They also
propose other heuristics which contain the product term in the above equation. A limitation
of all these heuristics is the requirement of an updated estimate of tC for each constraint
C as the search progresses. This is clearly costly, but also problematic for intensionally
represented constraints and non-binary constraints. As well, the product term implicitly
assumes that the probability a constraint fails is independent, an assumption that may not
hold in practice.

Brown and Purdom [21] propose choosing the variable x that minimizes,

rem(x | p) + min
y 6=x







∑

a∈rem(x|p)

rem(y | p ∪ {x = a})







,

where y ranges over all unassigned variables. The principle behind the heuristic is to pick
the variable x that is the root of the smallest 2-level subtree. Brown and Purdom show that
the heuristic works better than dom on random SAT problems as the problems get larger.
However, the heuristic has yet to be thoroughly evaluated on hard SAT problems or general
CSPs.

Geelen [49] proposes choosing the variable x that minimizes,
∑

a∈dom(x)

∏

y

rem(y | p ∪ {x = a}),

where y ranges over all unassigned variables. The product term can be viewed as an upper
bound on the number of solutions given a value a for x, and the principle behind the
heuristic is said to be to choose the most “constrained” variable. Geelen shows that the
heuristic works well on the n-queens problem when the level of constraint propagation
used is forward checking. Refalo [111] proposes a similar heuristic and shows that it is
much better than dom-based heuristics on multi-knapsack and magic square problems.
Although the heuristic is costly to compute, Refalo’s work shows that it can be particularly
useful in choosing the first, or first few variables, in the ordering. Interestingly, Wallace
[132] reports that on random and quasigroup problems, the heuristic does not perform well.

Freeman [38], in the context of SAT, proposes choosing the variable x that minimizes,
∑

a∈dom(x)

∑

y

rem(y | p ∪ {x = a}),

where y ranges over all unassigned variables. Since this is an expensive heuristic, Free-
man proposes using it primarily when choosing the first few variables in the search. The
principle behind the heuristic is to maximize the amount of propagation and the number of
variables which become instantiated if the variable is chosen, and thus simplify the remain-
ing problem. Although costly to compute, Freeman shows that the heuristic works well on
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hard SAT problems when the level of constraint propagation used is unit propagation, the
equivalent of forward checking. Malik et al. [91] show that a truncated version (using just
the first element in dom(x)) is very effective in instruction scheduling problems.

Structure-guided variable ordering heuristics

A CSP can be represented as a graph. Such graphical representations form the basis of
structure-guided variable ordering heuristics. Real problems often do contain much struc-
ture and on these problems the advantages of structure-guided heuristics include that struc-
tural parameters can be used to bound the worst-case of a backtracking algorithm and
structural goods and nogoods can be recorded and used to prune large parts of the search
space. Unfortunately, a current limitation of these heuristics is that they can break down in
the presence of global constraints, which are common in practice. A further disadvantage
is that some structure-guided heuristics are either static or nearly static.

Freuder [40] may have been the first to propose a structure-guided variable ordering
heuristic. Consider the constraint graph where there is a vertex for each variable in the
CSP and there is an edge between two vertices x and y if there exists a constraint C such
that both x ∈ vars(C) and y ∈ vars(C).

Definition 4.9 (width). Let the vertices in a constraint graph be ordered. The width of an
ordering is the maximum number of edges from any vertex v to vertices prior to v in the
ordering. The width of a constraint graph is the minimum width over all orderings of that
graph.

Consider the static variable ordering corresponding to an ordering of the vertices in the
graph. Freuder [40] shows that the static variable ordering is backtrack-free if the level
of strong k-consistency is greater than the width of the ordering. Clearly, such a variable
ordering is within an O(d) factor of an optimal ordering, where d is the size of the domain.
Freuder [40] also shows that there exists a backtrack-free static variable ordering if the
level of strong consistency is greater than the width of the constraint graph. Freuder [41]
generalizes these results to static variable orderings which guarantee that the number of
nodes visited in the search can be bounded a priori.

Dechter and Pearl [35] propose a variable ordering which first instantiates variables
which cut cycles in the constraint graph. Once all cycles have been cut, the constraint
graph is a tree and can be solved quickly using arc consistency [40]. Sabin and Freuder
[117] refine and test this proposal within an algorithm that maintains arc consistency. They
show that, on random binary problems, a variable ordering that cuts cycles can out perform
dom+deg.

Zabih [136] proposes choosing a static variable ordering with small bandwidth. Let
the n vertices in a constraint graph be ordered 1, . . . , n. The bandwidth of an ordering is
the maximum distance between any two vertices in the ordering that are connected by an
edge. The bandwidth of a constraint graph is the minimum bandwidth over all orderings
of that graph. Intuitively, a small bandwidth ordering will ensure that variables that caused
the failure will be close by and thus reduce the need for backjumping. However, there is
currently little empirical evidence that this is an effective heuristic.

A well-known technique in algorithm design on graphs is divide-and-conquer using
graph separators.
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Definition 4.10 (separator). A separator of a graph is a subset of the vertices or the edges
which, when removed, separates the graph into disjoint subgraphs.

A graph can be recursively decomposed by successively finding separators of the re-
sulting disjoint subgraphs. Freuder and Quinn [42] propose a variable ordering heuristic
based on a such a recursive decomposition. The idea is that the separators (called cutsets in
[42]) give groups of variables which, once instantiated, decompose the CSP. Freuder and
Quinn also propose a special-purpose backtracking algorithm to correctly use the variable
ordering to get additive behavior rather than multiplicative behavior when solving the inde-
pendent problems. Huang and Darwiche [69] show that the special-purpose backtracking
algorithm is not needed; one can just use CBJ. Because the separators are found prior to
search, the pre-established variable groupings never change during the execution of the
backtracking search. However, Huang and Darwiche note that within these groupings the
variable ordering can be dynamic and any one of the existing variable ordering heuristics
can used. Li and van Beek [86] present several improvements to this divide-and-conquer
approach. So far the divide-and-conquer approach has been shown to be effective on hard
SAT problems [69, 86], but there has as yet been no systematic evaluation of the approach
on general CSP problems.

As two final structure-guided heuristics, Moskewicz et al. [103], in their Chaff solver
for SAT, propose that the choice of variable should be biased towards variables that occur
in recently recorded nogoods. Jégou and Terrioux [73] use a tree-decomposition of the
constraint graph to guide the variable ordering.

4.6.2 Value Ordering Heuristics

Suppose that the backtracking search is attempting to extend a node p and the variable
ordering heuristic has chosen variable x to be branched on next. The task of the value
ordering heuristic is to choose the next value a for x. The principle being followed in the
design of many value ordering heuristics is to choose next the value that is most likely to
succeed or be a part of a solution. Value ordering heuristics have been proposed which
are based on either estimating the number of solutions or estimating the probability of a
solution, for each choice of value a for x. Clearly, if we knew either of these properties
exactly, then a perfect value ordering would also be known—simply select a value that
leads to a solution and avoid a value that does not lead to a solution.

Dechter and Pearl [35] propose a static value ordering heuristic based on approximating
the number of solutions to each subproblem. An approximation of the number of solutions
is found by forming a tree relaxation of the problem, where constraints are dropped until
the constraint graph of the CSP can be represented as a tree. Counting all solutions to a
tree-structured CSP is polynomial and thus can be computed exactly. The values are then
ordered by decreasing estimates of the solution counts. Followup work [76, 94, 131] has
focused on generalizing the approach to dynamic value orderings and on improving the
approximation of the number of solutions (the tree relaxation can provide a poor estimate
of the true solution count) by using recent ideas from Bayesian networks. A limitation
of this body of work is that, while it compares the number of solutions, it does not take
into account the size of the subtree that is being branched into or the difficultly or cost of
searching the subtree.
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Ginsberg et al. [55], in experiments which used crossword puzzles as a test bed, propose
the following dynamic value ordering heuristic. To instantiate x, choose the value a ∈
dom(x) that maximizes the product of the remaining domain sizes,

∏

y

rem(y | p ∪ {x = a}),

where y ranges over all unassigned variables. Ginsberg et al. show that the heuristic works
well on crossword puzzles when the level of constraint propagation used is forward check-
ing. Further empirical evidence for the usefulness of this heuristic was provided by Geelen
[49]. Geelen notes that the product gives the number of possible completions of the node
p and these completions can be viewed in two ways. First, assuming that every comple-
tion is equally likely to be a solution, choosing the value that maximizes the product also
maximizes the probability that we are branching into a subproblem that contains a solution.
Second, the completions can be viewed as an upper bound on the number of solutions to the
subproblem. Frost and Dechter [46] propose choosing the value that maximizes the sum
of the remaining domain sizes. However, Geelen [49] notes that the product differentiates
much better than summation. In the literature, the product heuristic is sometimes called the
“promise” heuristic and the summation heuristic is sometimes called the “min-conflicts”
heuristic—as it was inspired by a local search heuristic of the same name proposed by

Minton et al. [99].

4.7 Randomization and Restart Strategies

It has been widely observed that backtracking algorithms can be brittle on some instances.
Seemingly small changes to a variable or value ordering heuristic, such as a change in
the ordering of tie-breaking schemes, can lead to great differences in running time. An
explanation for this phenomenon is that ordering heuristics make mistakes. Depending on
the number of mistakes and how early in the search the mistakes are made (and therefore
how costly they may be to correct), there can be a large variability in performance between
different heuristics. A technique called randomization and restarts has been proposed for
taking advantage of this variability.

The technique of randomization and restarts within backtracking search algorithms
goes back at least to the PhD work of Harvey [64]. Harvey found that periodically restart-
ing a backtracking search with different variable orderings could eliminate the problem
of “early mistakes”. This observation led Harvey to propose randomized backtracking
algorithms where on each run of the backtracking algorithm the variable or the value or-
derings are randomized. The backtracking algorithm terminates when either a solution
has been found or the distance that the algorithm has backtracked from a deadend ex-
ceeds some fixed cutoff. In the latter case, the backtracking algorithm is restarted and the
search begins anew with different orderings. Harvey shows that this randomize and restart
technique gives improved performance over a deterministic backtracking algorithm on job
shop scheduling problems. Gomes et al. [60, 61, 62] have done much to popularize and ad-
vance the technique through demonstrations of its wide applicability, drawing connections
to closely related work on Las Vegas algorithms, and contributions to our understanding of
when and why restarts help.
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In the rest of this section, I first survey work on the technique itself and then survey
work that addresses the question of when do restarts help. For more on the topic of ran-
domization and restart strategies see, for example, the survey by Gomes [58].

4.7.1 Algorithmic Techniques

The technique of randomization and restarts requires a method of adding randomization
to a deterministic backtracking algorithm and a restart strategy, a schedule or method for
deciding when to restart.

Randomization

Several possible methods of adding randomization to backtracking algorithms have been
proposed in the literature. Harvey [64] proposes randomizing the variable ordering. Gomes
et al. [61, 62] propose randomizing the variable ordering heuristic either by randomized tie
breaking or by ranking the variables using an existing heuristic and then randomly choos-
ing a variable from the set of variables that are within some small factor of the best variable.
They show that restart strategies with randomized variable orderings lead to orders of mag-
nitude improvement on a wide variety of problems including both SAT and CSP versions
of scheduling, planning, and quasigroup completion problems. Cicirello and Smith [27]
discuss alternative methods for adding randomization to heuristics and the effect on search
efficiency. Other alternatives are to choose a variable with a probability that is propor-
tional to the heuristic weight of the variable or to randomly pick from among a suite of
heuristics. One pitfall to be aware of is that the method of adding randomization to the
heuristic must give enough different decisions near the top of the search tree. Harvey [64]
proposes randomizing the value ordering so that each possible ordering is equally likely.
As well, all the options listed above for randomizing variable orderings are also options
for value orderings. Zhang [138] argues that randomizing a heuristic can weaken it, an
undesirable effect. Prestwich [106] and Zhang [138] propose a random backwards jump in
the search space upon backtracking. Although effective, this has the consequence that the
backtracking algorithm is no longer complete.

Restart strategies

A restart strategy S = (t1, t2, t3, ...) is an infinite sequence where each ti is either a pos-
itive integer or infinity. The idea is that the randomized backtracking algorithm is run for
t1 steps. If no solution is found within that cutoff, the algorithm is run for t2 steps, and so
on. A fixed cutoff strategy is a strategy where all the ti are equal. Various restart strategies
have been proposed.

Luby, Sinclair, and Zuckerman [88] (hereafter just Luby) examine restart strategies in
the more general setting of Las Vegas algorithms. A Las Vegas algorithm is a randomized
algorithm that always gives the correct answer when it terminates, however the running
time of the algorithm varies from one run to another and can be modeled as a random
variable. Let f(t) be the probability that a backtracking algorithm A applied to instance
x stops after taking exactly t steps. Let F (t) be the cumulative distribution function of f ;
i.e., the probability that A stops after taking t or fewer steps. F (t) is sometimes referred
to as the runtime distribution of algorithm A on instance x. The tail probability is the
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probability that A stops after taking more than t steps; i.e., 1− F (t), which is sometimes
referred to as the survival function. Luby shows that, given full knowledge of the runtime
distribution, the optimal strategy is given by St∗ = (t∗, t∗, t∗, . . .), for some fixed cutoff
t∗. Of course, the runtime distribution is not known in practice. For the case where there
is no knowledge of the runtime distribution, Luby shows that a universal strategy given
by Su = (1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 1, . . .) is within a log factor of the optimal
strategy St∗ and that this is the best performance that can be achieved up to a constant
factor by any universal strategy. Further, Luby proves that, no matter what the runtime
distribution of the original algorithm A, if we apply A using restart strategy St∗ or Su, the
tail probability of the restart strategy is small as it decays exponentially.

To use a restart strategy in practice, one must decide what counts as a primitive oper-
ation or step in the computation. Several methods have been used in the literature. Har-
vey [64] uses a fixed cutoff strategy which restarts the backtracking algorithm when the
distance that the algorithm has backtracked from a deadend exceeds some fixed cutoff.
Richards [112] restarts at every deadend, but maintains completeness by first recording a
nogood so the deadend is not revisited. Gomes et al. [61] use a fixed cutoff strategy that
restarts the backtracking algorithm when the number of backtracks exceeds some fixed cut-
off. Kautz et al. [78, 115] use the number of nodes visited by the backtracking algorithm.
For a fixed cutoff strategy, one must also decide what cutoff to use. So far it appears that
good cutoffs are specific to an instance. Thus one must perform some sort of trial-and-error
search for a good cutoff value. However, van Moorsel and Wolter [130] observe that for
some runtime distributions a wide range of cutoffs perform well. They further observe that
it is often safer to make the cutoff too large rather than too small. For the universal strategy,
one does not need to decide the cutoff. However, it has been reported that the universal
strategy is slow in practice as the sequence increases too slowly (e.g., [61, 78, 115]). Note
that this does not contradict the fact that the universal strategy is within a log factor of
optimal, since this is an asymptotic result and ignores constant factors. However, it may
also be noted that one can scale the universal strategy Su = (s, s, 2s, . . .), for some scale
factor s, and possibly improve performance while retaining the optimality guarantee.

Walsh [134] proposes a universal strategy Sg = (1, r, r2, . . .), where the restart values
are geometrically increasing, and shows that values of r in the range 1 < r < 2 work well
on the problems examined. The strategy has the advantage that it increases more quickly
than the universal strategy but avoids the search for a cutoff necessary for a fixed cutoff
strategy. Although it appears to work well in practice, unfortunately the geometric strategy
comes with no formal guarantees for its worst-case performance. It can be shown that the
expected runtime of the geometric strategy can be arbitrarily worse than that of the optimal
strategy.

Kautz et al. [78, 115] (hereafter just Kautz) observe that Luby makes two assumptions
when proving the optimality of St∗ that may not hold in practice. The assumptions are (i)
that successive runs of the randomized algorithm are statistically independent and identi-
cally distributed, and (ii) that the only feasible observation or feature is the length of a run.
As an example of where the first assumption may be false, consider the case where the cur-
rent instance is drawn from one of two distributions but we do not know which. The failure
to find a solution in previous runs can change our belief about the runtime distribution of
the current instance. To show that the second assumption may be false, Kautz shows that
a Bayesian model based on a rich set of features can with sufficient accuracy predict the
runtime of the algorithm on the current instance. Kautz removes these assumptions and
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proposes context-sensitive or dynamic restart strategies. In one set of experiments, Kautz
shows that a dynamic strategy can do better than the static optimal strategy St∗ . The strat-
egy uses a Bayesian model to predict whether a current run of the algorithm will be either
“long” or “short”, and restarts if the prediction is “long”.

Van Moorsel and Wolter [130] consider a case that often arises in practice where a
solution is useful only if it is found within some deadline; i.e., we are given a deadline
c and we may run the restart strategy until a total of c steps of the algorithm have been
executed. Van Moorsel and Wolter consider restart strategies that maximize the probability
the deadline is met.

4.7.2 When Do Restarts Help?

The question of when and why the technique of randomization and restarts is useful has
been addressed from two angles: For what kinds of runtime distributions are restarts help-
ful and what are the underlying causes for these runtime distributions.

Runtime distributions for which restarts are useful

In the case where restarts are helpful on satisfiable instances, Gomes et al. [61, 62] show
that probability distributions with heavy-tails can be a good fit to the runtime distribu-
tions of backtracking algorithms with randomized heuristics. A heavy-tailed distribution
is one where the tail probability or survival function (see above) decays polynomially;
i.e., there is a significant probability that the backtracking algorithm will run for a long
time. For unsatisfiable instances, Gomes et al. [61] report that in their experiments on
random quasigroup completion problems, heavy-tailed behavior was not found and that
restarts were consequently not helpful on these problems. As an interesting aside, Bap-
tista and Marques-Silva [8] show experimentally that—because of synergy between the
techniques—a backtracking algorithm that incorporates nogood recording can benefit from
randomization and restarts when solving unsatisfiable instances.

Hoos [68] notes that restarts will not only be effective for heavy tails, but that its effec-
tiveness depends solely on there existing some point where the cumulative runtime distri-
bution is increasing slower than the exponential distribution. It is at this point, where the
search is stagnating, that a restart would be helpful.

Van Moorsel and Wolter [129] provide necessary and sufficient conditions for restarts
to be helpful. Their work can be seen as a formalization of Hoos’ insight and its exten-
sion from one restart to multiple restarts. Let T be a random variable which models the
runtime of a randomized backtracking algorithm on an instance and let E[T ] be the ex-
pected value of T . Under the assumption that successive runs of the randomized algorithm
are statistically independent and identically distributed, Van Moorsel and Wolter show that
any number of restarts using a fixed cutoff of t steps is better than just letting the algorithm
run to completion if and only if,

E[T ] < E[T − t | T > t]

holds; i.e., if and only if the expected runtime of the algorithm is less than the expected
remaining time to completion given that the algorithm has run for t steps. Van Moorsel and
Wolter also show that if a single restart improves the expected runtime, multiple restarts
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perform even better, and unbounded restarts performs best. For what kinds of distribu-
tions does the above condition hold? Restarts will be most effective (the inequality will
be greatest) for heavy-tailed distributions, where the tail decays polynomially, but Van
Moorsel and Wolter observe that the condition also hold for some distributions where the
tail decays exponentially. For other exponentially decaying distributions, restarting will
be strictly worse than running the algorithm to completion. Zhan [137] shows that this is
not an isolated case and for many problems restarts can be harmful. For pure exponential
distributions, the condition is an equality and restarts will be neither helpful or harmful.

Underlying causes for these runtime distributions

Various theories have been postulated for explaining why restarts are helpful; i.e., why do
runtime distributions arise where restarts are helpful. It is superficially agreed that an ex-
planation for this phenomenon is that ordering heuristics make mistakes which require the
backtracking algorithm to explore large subtrees with no solutions. However, the theories
differ in what it means for an ordering heuristic to make a mistake.

Harvey [64] defines a mistake as follows.

Definition 4.11 (value mistake). A mistake is a node in the search tree that is a nogood
but the parent of the node is not a nogood.

When a mistake is made, the search has branched into a subproblem that does not
have a solution. The result is that the node has to be refuted and doing this may require
a large subtree to be explored, especially if the mistake is made early in the tree. In this
definition, value ordering heuristics make mistakes, variable ordering heuristics do not.
However, changing the variable ordering can mean either that a mistake is not made, since
the value ordering is correct for the newly chosen variable, or that any mistake is less costly
to correct. Harvey constructs a probabilistic model to predict when a restart algorithm will
perform better than its deterministic counterpart. With simplifying assumptions about the
probability of a mistake, it is shown that restarts are beneficial when the mistake probability
is small. Clearly, the definition, and thus the probabilistic model on which it depends, only
applies if a CSP has a solution. Therefore, the theory does not explain when restarts would
be beneficial for unsatisfiable problems.

As evidence in support of this theory, Hulubei and O’Sullivan [70] consider the dis-
tribution of refutation sizes to correct mistakes (the size of the subtrees that are rooted at
mistakes). They show that when using a poor value ordering in experiments on quasigroup
completion problems, heavy-tailed behavior was observed for every one of four different
high-quality variable ordering heuristics. However, the heavy-tailed behavior disappeared
when the same experiments were performed but this time with a high-quality value order-
ing heuristic in place of the random value ordering.

Williams, Gomes, and Selman [135] (hereafter just Williams) define a mistake as fol-
lows.

Definition 4.12 (backdoor mistake). A mistake is a selection of a variable that is not in a
minimal backdoor, when such a variable is available to be chosen.

A backdoor is a set of variables for which there exists value assignments such that the
simplified problem (such as after constraint propagation) can be solved in polynomial time.
Backdoors capture the intuition that good variable and value ordering heuristics simplify
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the problem as quickly as possible. When a mistake is made, the search has branched into
a subproblem that has not been as effectively simplified as it would have been had it chosen
a backdoor variable. The result is that the subproblem is more costly to search, especially
if the mistake is made early in the tree. In this definition, variable ordering heuristics
make mistakes, value ordering heuristics do not. Williams constructs a probabilistic
model to predict when heavy-tailed behavior will occur but there will exist a restart strategy
that will have polynomial expected running time. With simplifying assumptions about the
probability of a mistake, it is shown that both of these occur when the probability of a
mistake is sufficiently small and the size of the minimal backdoor is sufficiently small.
The theory can also explain when restarts would be beneficial for unsatisfiable problems,
through the notion of a strong backdoor. However, the theory does not entirely account for
the fact that a random value ordering together with a restart strategy can remove heavy-
tail behavior. In this case the variable ordering remains fixed and so the probability of a
mistake also remains unchanged.

Finally, some work contributes to our understanding of why runtime distributions arise
where restarts are helpful while remaining agnostic about the exact definition of a mistake.
Consider the probability distribution of refutation sizes to correct mistakes. It has been
shown both empirically on random problems and through theoretical, probabilistic models
that heavy-tails arise in the case where this distribution decays exponentially as the size
of the refutation grows [24, 59]. In other words, there is an exponentially decreasing
probability of making a costly (exponentially-sized) mistake.

4.8 Best-First Search

In the search tree that is traversed by a backtracking algorithm, the branches out of a
node are assumed to be ordered by a value ordering heuristic, with the left-most branch
being the most promising (or at least no less promising than any branch to the right). The
backtracking algorithm then performs a depth-first traversal of the search tree, visiting
the branches out of a node in left-to-right order. When a CSP instance is unsatisfiable
and the entire search tree must be traversed, depth-first search is the clear best choice.
However, when it is known or it can safely be assumed that a CSP instance is satisfiable,
alternative search strategies such as best-first search become viable. In this section, I
survey discrepancy-based search strategies, which can be viewed as variations on best-first
search.

Harvey and Ginsberg [64, 65] were the first to propose a discrepancy-based search
strategy, in an algorithm called limited discrepancy search. A discrepancy is the case
where the search does not follow the value ordering heuristic and does not take the left-
most branch out of a node. The idea behind limited discrepancy search is to iteratively
search the tree by increasing number of discrepancies, preferring discrepancies that occur
near the root of the tree. This allows the search to recover from mistakes made early in the
search (see Definition 4.11). In contrast, with backtracking (or depth-first) search, mistakes
made near the root of the tree can be costly to discover and undo. On the ith iteration, the
limited discrepancy algorithm visits all leaf nodes with up to i discrepancies in the path
from the root to the leaf. The algorithm terminates when a solution is found or the iteration
is exhausted. Limited discrepancy search is called iteratively with i = 0, 1, . . . , k. If
k ≥ n, where n is the depth of the search tree, the algorithm is complete; otherwise it is
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incomplete. Harvey and Ginsberg show both theoretically and experimentally that limited
discrepancy search can be better than depth-first search on satisfiable instances when a
good value ordering heuristic is available.

Korf [80] proposes a modification to the limited discrepancy algorithm so that it visits
fewer duplicate nodes on subsequent iterations. On the ith iteration, Korf’s algorithm visits
all leaf nodes with exactly i discrepancies in the path from the root to the leaf. However, to
achieve these savings, Korf’s algorithm prefers discrepancies deeper in the tree. Korf notes
that limited discrepancy search can be viewed as a variation on best-first search, where the
cost of a node p is the number of discrepancies in the path from the root of the search tree
to p. In best-first search, the node with the lowest cost is chosen as the next node to be
extended. In Harvey and Ginsberg’s proposal, ties for lowest cost are broken by choosing
a node that is closest to the root. In Korf’s proposal, ties are broken by choosing a node
that is farthest from the root.

Walsh [133] (and independently Meseguer [95]), argues that value ordering heuris-
tics tend to be less informed and more prone to make mistakes near the top of the search
tree. Walsh proposes depth-bounded discrepancy search, which biases search to discrep-
ancies near the top of the tree, but visits fewer redundant nodes than limited discrepancy
search. On the ith iteration, the depth-bounded discrepancy search algorithm visits all
leaf nodes where all discrepancies in the path from the root to the leaf occur at depth i or
less. Meseguer [95] proposes interleaved depth-first search, which also biases search to
discrepancies near the top of the tree. The basic idea is to divide up the search time on the
branches out of a node using a variation of round-robin scheduling. Each branch—or more
properly, each subtree rooted at a branch—is searched for a given time-slice using depth-
first search. If no solution is found within the time slice, the search is suspended and the
next branch becomes active. Upon suspending search in the last branch, the first branch
again becomes active. This continues until either a solution is found or all the subtrees
have been exhaustively searched. The strategy can be applied recursively within subtrees.

Meseguer and Walsh [96] experimentally compare backtracking algorithms using tradi-
tional depth-first search and the four discrepancy-based search strategies described above.
On a test bed which consisted of random binary, quasigroup completion, and number par-
titioning CSPs, it was found that discrepancy-based search strategies could be much bet-
ter than depth-first search. As with randomization and restarts, discrepancy-based search
strategies are a way to overcome value ordering mistakes made early in the search.

4.9 Optimization

In some important application areas of constraint programming such as scheduling, se-
quencing and planning, CSPs arise which have, in addition to constraints which must be
satisfied, an objective function f which must be optimized. Without loss of generality, I
assume in what follows that the goal is to find a solution which minimizes f and that f is
a function over all the variables of the CSP. I also assume that a variable c has been added
to the CSP model and constrained to be equal to the objective function; i.e., c = f(X),
where X is the set of variables in the CSP. I call this the objective constraint.

To solve optimization CSPs, the common approach is to find an optimal solution by
solving a sequence of CSPs; i.e., a sequence of satisfaction problems. Several variations
have been proposed and evaluated in the literature. Van Hentenryck [128] proposes what
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can be viewed as a constraint-based version of branch-and-bound. Initially, a backtracking
search is used to find any solution p which satisfies the constraints. A constraint is then
added to the CSP of the form c < f(S) which excludes solutions that are not better than
this solution. A new solution is then found for the augmented CSP. This process is repeated
until the resulting CSP is unsatisfiable, in which case the last solution found has been
proven optimal. Baptiste, Le Pape, and Nuijten [9] suggest iterating on the possible values
of c by either (i) iterating from the smallest value in dom(c) to the largest until a solution
is found, (ii) iterating from largest to smallest until a solution is no longer found, or (iii)
performing binary search. Each time, of course, we are solving a satisfaction problem
using a backtracking search algorithm. For these approaches to be effective, it is important
that constraint propagation techniques be applied to the objective constraint. For example,
see [9, Chapter 5] for propagation techniques for objective constraints for several objective
functions that arise in scheduling.

4.10 Comparing Backtracking Algorithms

As this survey has indicated, many improvements to backtracking have been proposed and
there are many ways that these techniques can be combined together into one algorithm. In
this section, I survey work on comparing the performance of backtracking algorithms. The
work is categorized into empirical and theoretical approaches. Both approaches have well-
known advantages and disadvantages. Empirical comparisons allow the comparison of any
pair of backtracking algorithms, but any conclusion about which algorithm is better will
always be weak since it must be qualified by the phrase, “on the instances we examined”.
Theoretical comparisons allow categorical statements about the relative performance of
some pairs of backtracking algorithms, but the requirement that any conclusion be true for
all instances means that statements cannot be made about every pair of algorithms and the
statements that can be made must sometimes be necessarily weak.

When comparing backtracking algorithms, several performance measures have been
used. For empirical comparisons, of course runtime can be used, although this requires
one to be sure that one is comparing the underlying algorithms and not implementation
skill or choice of programming language. Three widely used performance measures that
are implementation independent are number of constraint checks, backtracks, and nodes
visited.

4.10.1 Empirical Comparisons

Early work in empirical comparisons of backtracking algorithms was hampered by a lack
of realistic or hard test problems (e.g., [21, 48, 63, 93, 108, 114]). The experimental test
bed often consisted of only toy problems—the ubiquitous n-queens problem first used in
1965 [57] was still being used as a test bed more than 20 years later [125]—and simple
random problems. As well, often only CSPs with binary constraints were experimented
upon. The focus on simple, binary CSPs was sometimes detrimental to the field and led to
promising approaches being prematurely dismissed.

The situation improved with the discovery of hard random problems that arise at a
phase transition and the investigation of alternative random models of CSPs (see [51] and
references therein). Experiments could now be performed which compared the algorithms
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on the hardest problems and systematically explored the entire space of random problems
to see where one algorithm bettered another (e.g., [17, 45, 126]). Unfortunately, most
of the random models lack any structure or realism. The situation was further improved
by the realization that important applications of constraint programming are often best
modeled using global constraints and other non-binary constraints, and the construction
and subsequent wide use of a constraint programming benchmark library [53].

In the remainder of this section, I review two representative streams of experiments:
experiments that examine what level of constraint propagation a backtracking algorithm
should perform and experiments that examine the interaction between several techniques
for improving a backtracking algorithm. Many other experiments—such as those per-
formed by authors who have introduced a new technique and then show that the technique
works better on a selected set of test problems—are reported elsewhere in this survey.

Experiments on level of constraint propagation

Experiments have examined the question of what level of local consistency should be main-
tained during the backtracking search. Consider the representative set of experiments sum-
marized in Table 4.2. Gaschnig [47] originally proposed interleaving backtracking search
with arc consistency. Early experiments which tested this proposal concluded that an algo-
rithm that maintained arc consistency during the search was not competitive with forward
checking [48, 63, 93].

This view was maintained for about fifteen years until it was challenged by Sabin and
Freuder. Sabin and Freuder [116], using hard random problems, showed that MAC could
be much better than forward checking. More recently, with an increasing emphasis on ap-
plying constraint programming in practice, has come an understanding of the importance of
global constraints and other intensionally represented non-binary constraints for modeling
real problems. With such constraints, special purpose constraint propagation algorithms
are developed and the modeler has a choice of what level of constraint propagation to
enforce. It is now generally accepted that the choice of level of constraint propagation de-
pends on the application and different choices may be made for different constraints within
the same CSP.

Table 4.2: Experiments on constraint propagation: MAC vs FC.

Faster? Comment
McGregor (1979) [93] FC 3 × faster
Haralick & Elliott (1980) [63] FC 3 × faster
Sabin & Freuder (1994) [116] MAC much better
Bacchus & van Run (1995) [5] FC 3–20 × faster
Bessière & Régin (1996) [17] MAC much better
Larrosa (2000) [81] both much better
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Experiments on the interaction between improvements

Experiments have examined the interaction of the quality of the variable ordering heuris-
tic, the level of local consistency maintained during the backtracking search, and the addi-
tion of backjumping techniques such as conflict-directed backjumping (CBJ) and dynamic
backtracking (DBT). Unfortunately, these three techniques for improving a backtracking
algorithm are not entirely orthogonal. Consider the representative set of experiments sum-
marized in Table 4.3. These experiments show that, if the variable ordering is fixed and
the level of constraint propagation is forward checking, conflict-directed backjumping is
an effective technique. However, it can also be observed in previous experimental work
that as the level of local consistency that is maintained in the backtracking search is in-
creased and as the variable ordering heuristic is improved, the effects of CBJ are dimin-
ished [5, 17, 107, 108]. For example, it can be observed in Prosser’s [108] experiments
that, given a static variable ordering, increasing the level of local consistency maintained
from none to the level of forward checking, diminishes the effects of CBJ. Bacchus and
van Run [5] observe from their experiments that adding a dynamic variable ordering (an
improvement over a static variable ordering) to a forward checking algorithm diminishes
the effects of CBJ. In their experiments the effects are so diminished as to be almost neg-
ligible and they present an argument for why this might hold in general. Bessière and
Régin [17] observe from their experiments that simultaneously increasing the level of lo-
cal consistency even further to arc consistency and further improving the dynamic variable
ordering heuristic diminishes the effects of CBJ so much that, in their implementation,
the overhead of maintaining the data structures for backjumping actually slows down the
algorithm. They conjecture that when arc consistency is maintained and a good variable
ordering heuristic is used, “CBJ becomes useless”. All of the above experiments were on
small puzzles—the Zebra problem and n-queens problem—and on random CSPs which
lacked any structure.

In contrast, in subsequent experiments on both random and real-world structured CSPs,
backjumping was found to be a useful technique. Jussien, Debruyne, Boizumault [75]
present empirical results that show that adding dynamic backtracking to an algorithm that
maintains arc consistency can greatly improve performance. Chen and van Beek [26]
present empirical results that show that, although the effects of CBJ may be diminished,
adding CBJ to a backtracking algorithm that maintains arc consistency can still provide
orders of magnitude speedups. Finally, CBJ is now a standard technique in the best back-
tracking algorithms for solving structured SAT problems [83].

Table 4.3: Experiments on backjumping: FC vs FC-CBJ.

Faster? Comment
Rosiers and Bruynooghe (1987) [114] FC-CBJ never worse
Prosser (1993) [108] FC-CBJ three times better
Frost & Dechter (1994) [45] FC-CBJ somewhat better
Bacchus & van Run (1995) [5] FC-CBJ slightly
Smith & Grant (1995) [119] FC-CBJ sometimes much better
Bayardo & Schrag (1996, 1997) [11, 12] FC-CBJ much better
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4.10.2 Theoretical Comparisons

Worst-case analysis and average-case analysis are two standard theoretical approaches to
understanding and comparing algorithms. Unfortunately, neither approach has proven gen-
erally successful for comparing backtracking algorithms. The worst-case bounds of back-
tracking algorithms are always exponential and rarely predictive of performance, and the
average-case analyses of backtracking algorithms have, by necessity, made simplifying and
unrealistic assumptions about the distribution of problems (e.g., [63, 105, 110]).

Two alternative approaches that have proven more successful for comparing algorithms
are techniques based on proof complexity and a methodology for constructing partial or-
ders based on characterizing properties of the nodes visited by an algorithm.

Proof complexity and backtracking algorithms

Backtracking algorithms can be compared using techniques from the proof complexity of
resolution refutation proofs. The results that can be proven are of the general form: Given
any CSP instance, algorithm A with an optimal variable and value ordering never visits
fewer and can visit exponentially more nodes when applied to the instance than algorithm
B with an optimal variable and value ordering. The optimal orderings are relative to the
algorithms and thus A and B may use different orderings. I begin by briefly explaining
resolution refutation proofs and proof complexity, followed by an explanation of some
results of applying proof complexity techniques to the study of backtracking algorithms
for CSPs.

The resolution inference rule takes two premises in the form of clauses (A ∨ x) and
(B ∨ ¬x) and gives the clause (A ∨ B) as a conclusion. The two premises are said to
be resolved and the variable x is said to be resolved away. Resolving the two clauses
x and ¬x gives the empty clause. Given a set of input clauses F , a resolution proof or
derivation of a clause C is a sequence of applications of the resolution inference rule such
that C is the final conclusion and each premise in each application of the inference rule is
either a clause from F or a conclusion from a previous application of the inference rule. A
resolution proof that derives the empty clause is called a refutation proof, as it shows that
the input set of clauses F is unsatisfiable.

A resolution proof of a clause C can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Each leaf node in the DAG is labeled with a clause from F , each internal node is labeled
with a derived clause that is justified by resolving the clauses of its two parents, and there
is a single node with no successors and the label of that node is C. Many restrictions on
the form of the proof DAG have been studied. For our purposes, one will suffice. A tree
resolution proof is a resolution proof where the DAG of inferences forms a tree. The size
of a proof is the number of nodes (clauses) in the proof DAG.

Proof complexity is the study of the size of the smallest proof a method can produce
[28]. It is known that the smallest tree resolution refutation proof to show a set of clauses
F is unsatisfiable can be exponentially larger than the smallest unrestricted resolution refu-
tation proof and can never be smaller (see [13] and references therein). To see why tree
proofs can be larger, note that if one wishes to use a derived clause elsewhere in the proof
it must be re-derived. To see why tree proofs can never be smaller, note that every tree
resolution proof is also an unrestricted resolution proof.
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Why is resolution refutation proof complexity interesting for the study of backtracking
algorithms? The search tree that results from applying a complete backtracking algorithm
to an unsatisfiable CSP can be viewed as a resolution refutation proof. As an example of
the correspondence, consider the backtracking tree that results from applying BT to the
SAT problem which consists of the set of clauses {a ∨ b ∨ c, a ∨ ¬c, ¬b, ¬a ∨ c, b ∨ ¬c}.
Each leaf node is labeled with the clause that caused the failure, interior nodes are labeled
by working from the leaves to the root applying the resolution inference rule, and the root
will be labeled with the empty clause. Thus, proof complexity addresses the question of
the size of the smallest possible backtrack tree; i.e., the size of the backtrack tree if one
assumes optimal variable and value ordering heuristics.

The connection between backtracking algorithms for SAT and resolution has been
widely observed and it is known that DPLL-based algorithms on unsatisfiable instances
correspond to tree resolution refutation proofs. Baker [7] shows how to generalize this cor-
respondence to the backtracking algorithm BT for general CSPs, when BT is using d-way
branching. Mitchell [100], using earlier work by de Kleer [32], shows how to generalize
this correspondence when BT is using 2-way branching.

Beame, Kautz, and Sabharwal [13] (hereafter Beame) use proof complexity techniques
to investigate backtracking algorithms with nogood recording. Let DPLL be a basic back-
tracking algorithm for SAT, let DPLL+nr be DPLL with a nogood recording scheme (called
FirstNewCut) added, and let DPLL+nr+restarts be DPLL with nogood recording and in-
finite restarts added. Beame shows that the smallest refutation proofs using DPLL can be
exponentially longer than the smallest refutation proofs using DPLL+nr. In other words,
DPLL with an optimal variable and value ordering never visits fewer and can visit expo-
nentially more nodes than DPLL with nogood recording and an optimal variable and value
ordering. Beame also shows that DPLL+nr+restarts is equivalent to unrestricted resolu-
tion if the learned nogoods are retained between restarts. It is an open question whether
DPLL+nr is equivalent to unrestricted resolution or falls strictly between unrestricted res-
olution and tree resolution proofs.

Hwang and Mitchell [71] use proof complexity techniques to investigate backtrack-
ing algorithms with different branching strategies. Let BT-2-way be a basic backtracking
algorithm for general CSPs using 2-way branching, and let BT-d-way be a backtracking
algorithm using d-way branching. Hwang and Mitchell show that BT-d-way with an opti-
mal variable and value ordering never visits fewer and can visit exponentially more nodes
than BT-2-way with an optimal variable and value ordering.

Although a powerful technique, a limitation of the proof complexity framework is that
it cannot be used to distinguish between some standard improvements to the basic chrono-
logical backtracking algorithm. For example, consider the four combinations of adding
or not adding unit propagation and conflict-directed backjumping to DPLL. When using
an optimal variable and value ordering each algorithm visits exactly the same number of
nodes. Similar results hold for adding conflict-directed backjumping, dynamic backtrack-
ing, or forward checking to BT [7, 26, 100].

A partial order on backtracking algorithms

Backtracking algorithms can be compared by formulating necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for a search tree node to be visited by each backtracking algorithm. These charac-
terizations can then be used to construct a partial order (or hierarchy) on the algorithms
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according to two standard performance measures: the number of nodes visited and the
number of constraint checks performed.

The results that can be proven are of the general form: Given any CSP instance and
any variable and value ordering, algorithm A with the variable and value ordering never
visits more nodes (and may visit fewer) when applied to the instance than algorithm B with
the same variable and value ordering. In other words, algorithm A dominates algorithm B
when the performance measure is nodes visited. A strong feature of this approach is that
the results still hold (A still dominates B), even if the CSP model used by both algorithms
is the model that is best from algorithm B’s point of view and even if the variable and value
ordering used by both algorithms are the orderings that are best (optimal) from algorithm
B’s point of view.

Kondrak and van Beek [79] introduce the general methodology and give techniques
and definitions that can be used for characterizing backtracking algorithms. Using the
methodology, they formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for several backtracking
algorithms including BT, BJ, CBJ, FC, and FC-CBJ. As an example of a necessary condi-
tion, it can be shown that if FC visits a node, then the parent of the node is 1-consistent (see
Definition 4.3). As an example of a sufficient condition, it can be shown that if the parent
of a node is 1-consistent, then BJ visits the node. The necessary and sufficient conditions
can then be used to order the two backtracking algorithms. For example, to show that FC
dominates BJ in terms of nodes visited, we show that every node that is visited by FC is
also visited by BJ. The necessary condition for FC is used to deduce that the parent of the
node is 1-consistent. Since the parent of the node is 1-consistent, the sufficient condition
for BJ can then be used to conclude that BJ visits the node.

Chen and van Beek [26] extend the partial ordering of backtracking algorithms to in-
clude backtracking algorithms and their CBJ hybrids that maintain levels of local consis-
tency beyond forward checking, including the algorithms that maintain arc consistency.
To analyze the influence of the level of local consistency on the backjumping, Chen and
van Beek use the notion of backjump level. Informally, the level of a backjump is the
distance, measured in backjumps, from the backjump destination to the farthest deadend.
By classifying the backjumps performed by a backjumping algorithm into different levels,
CBJ is weakened into a series of backjumping algorithms which perform limited levels of
backjumps. Let BJk be a backjumping algorithm which backjumps if the backjump level
j is less than or equal to k, but chronologically backtracks if j > k. BJn is equivalent to
CBJ, which performs unlimited backjumps, and BJ1 is equivalent to Gaschnig’s [48] BJ,
which only does first level backjumps. Recall that the maintaining strong k-consistency
algorithm (MCk) enforces strong k-consistency at each node in the backtrack tree, where
MC1 is equivalent to FC and on binary CSPs MC2 is equivalent to MAC. MCk can be com-
bined with backjumping, namely MCk-CBJ. Chen and van Beek show that an algorithm
that maintains strong k-consistency never visits more nodes than a backjumping algorithm
that is allowed to backjump at most k levels. Thus, as the level of local consistency that
is maintained in the backtracking search is increased, the less that backjumping will be an
improvement.

Figure 4.3 shows a partial order or hierarchy in terms of the size of the backtrack tree
for BJk, MCk, and MCk-CBJ. If there is a path from algorithm A to algorithm B in the
figure, A never visits more nodes than B. For example, for all variable orderings, MCk
never visits more nodes than BJj , for all j ≤ k.

Bacchus and Grove [3] observe that the partial orderings with respect to nodes visited
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can be extended to partial orderings with respect to constraint checks, or other measures
of the amount of work performed at each node. For example, on binary CSPs the MAC
algorithm can perform O(n2d2) work at each node of the tree, where n is the number of
variables and d is the size of the domain, whereas the FC algorithm can perform O(nd)
work. Thus, one can conclude that on binary CSPs MAC can be at most O(nd) times
slower in the worst case (when the two algorithms visit the same nodes). The partial
orderings with respect to nodes and constraint checks are consistent with and explain some
of the empirical results reported in the literature (e.g., see the experiments reported in
Tables 4.2 & 4.3).

Besides the relationships that are shown explicitly, it is important to note the ones that
are implicit in the hierarchy. If there is not a path from algorithm A to algorithm B in
the hierarchy, A and B are incomparable. To show a pair of algorithms A and B are
incomparable, one needs to find a CSP and a variable ordering on which A is better than
B, and one on which B is better than A. Examples have been given that cover all the
incomparability results [4, 26, 79]. Some of the more surprising results include: CBJ and
FC-CBJ are incomparable [79], CBJ and MCk are incomparable for any fixed k < n in
that each can be exponentially better than the other [4], and MAC-CBJ and FC-CBJ and
more generally MCk-CBJ and MCk+1-CBJ are incomparable for any fixed k < n in that
each can be exponentially better than the other [26].
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Figure 4.3: A hierarchy for BJk, MCk, and MCk-CBJ in terms of the size of the backtrack
tree (adapted from [26, 79]). On binary CSPs, MC2 is equivalent to MAC and MC2-CBJ
is equivalent to MAC-CBJ.
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Chapter 5

Local Search Methods

Holger H. Hoos and Edward Tsang

Local search is one of the fundamental paradigms for solving computationally hard combi-
natorial problems, including the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). It provides the basis
for some of the most successful and versatile methods for solving the large and difficult
problem instances encountered in many real-life applications. Despite impressive advances
in systematic, complete search algorithms, local search methods in many cases represent
the only feasible way for solving these large and complex instances. Local search algo-
rithms are also naturally suited for dealing with the optimisation criteria arising in many
practical applications.

The basic idea underlying local search is to start with a randomly or heuristically gener-
ated candidate solution of a given problem instance, which may be infeasible, sub-optimal
or incomplete, and to iteratively improve this candidate solution by means of typically mi-
nor modifications. Different local search methods vary in the way in which improvements
are achieved, and in particular, in the way in which situations are handled in which no
direct improvement is possible.

Most local search methods use randomisation to ensure that the search process does not
stagnate with unsatisfactory candidate solutions and are therefore referred to as stochastic
local search (SLS) methods. Prominent examples of SLS methods are randomised iterative
improvement (also known as stochastic hill-climbing), evolutionary algorithms, simulated
annealing, tabu search, dynamic local search and, more recently, ant colony optimisation.
These classes of local search algorithms are also widely known as metaheuristics.

Many SLS methods are conceptually rather simple and relatively easy to implement
compared to many other techniques. At the same time, they often show excellent perfor-
mance and in many cases define the state-of-the-art in the respective problems.1 Further-
more, SLS algorithms are often very flexible in that they can be easily adapted to changes
in the specification of a problem. This makes them a very popular choice for solving
conceptually complex application problems that are sometimes not fully formalised at the

1Still, the efficient implementation of some high-performance SLS algorithms requires considerable effort
and sophisticated data structures (see, e.g., [79]).

B.V. 
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beginning of a project. Consequently, SLS algorithms are amongst the most prominent and
widely used combinatorial problem solving techniques in academia and industry.

It may be noted that when taking a very broad view of constraint programming, many
combinatorial problems, including scheduling, sequencing, configuration and routing prob-
lems, can be seen as constraint programming problems. Local search algorithms for these
problems are widely studied by researchers from various disciplines, and the correspond-
ing, vast body of literature would be difficult (if not impossible) to survey within a single
book chapter.

Therefore, this chapter primarily provides an overview of SLS algorithms for the con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP), one of the most prominent problems in constraint pro-
gramming. We focus on widely known and high-performing algorithms for the general
CSP and for SAT, the propositional satisfiability problem, a special case of CSP which
plays an important role not only in constraint programming and reasoning research, but
also in many other areas of computing science and beyond. We also briefly cover SLS
algorithms for constraint optimisation problems such as MAX-CSP and MAX-SAT, the
optimisation variants of CSP and SAT, respectively, and point the reader to some of the
best-known frameworks and toolkits for implementing local search algorithms for con-
straint programming problems.

5.1 Introduction

Constraint programming is a powerful conceptual framework that can express many types
of combinatorial problems. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the finite discrete con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP), a problem of central importance within the area of con-
straint programming with many applications in artificial intelligence, operations research
and other areas of computing science and related disciplines.

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)

An instance of the CSP is defined by a set of variables, a set of possible values (or domain)
for each variable and a set of constraints each of which involve one or more of the variables.
The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is to decide for a given CSP instance whether
it is possible to assign to each variable a value from its respective domain such that all
constraints are simultaneously satisfied. Formally, this can be expressed as follows [52]:

Definition 5.1. A CSP instance is a triple P = (V,D, C), where V = {x1, . . . , xn} is a
finite set of n variables,D is a function that maps each variable xi to the setDi of possible
values it can take (Di is called the domain of xi), and C = {C1, . . . , Cm} is a finite set of
constraints. Each constraint Cj is a relation over an ordered set Var(Cj) of variables from
V , i.e., for Var(Cj) = (y1, . . . , yk), Cj ⊆ D(y1) × · · · × D(yk). The elements of the set
Cj are referred to as satisfying tuples of Cj , and k is called the arity of the constraint Cj .
A CSP instance P is called n-ary, if the arity of all constraints in P have arity at most n;
in particular, binary CSP instances have only constraints of arity at most two.

P is a finite discrete CSP instance if all variables in P have discrete and finite domains.
A variable assignment of P is a mapping a : V 7→ ⋃n

i=1Di that assigns to each variable
x ∈ V a value from its domain D(x). (The assignment of a value to an individual variable
is called an atomic assignment.) Let Assign(P ) denote the set of all possible variable
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assignments for P ; then a variable assignment a ∈ Assign(P ) is a solution of P if, and
only if, it simultaneously satisfies all constraints in C, i.e., if for all Cj ∈ C with, say,
Var(Cj) = (y1, . . . , yk) the assignment a maps y1, . . . , yk to values v1, . . . , vk such that
(v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Cj .

CSP instances for which at least one solution exists are called consistent (or soluble),
while instances that do not have any solutions are called inconsistent (or insoluble).

The finite discrete CSP is the problem of deciding whether a given finite discrete CSP
instance P is consistent.

The Propositional Satisfiability Problem (SAT)

The well-known satisfiability problem in propositional logic (SAT) can be seen as a promi-
nent special case of the general CSP. Consider a propositional formula F in conjunctive
normal form, i.e., of the form

F :=
m
∧

i=1

ci with ci :=

k(i)
∨

j=1

lij

where each of the lij is a propositional variable or its negation; the lij are called literals,
while the disjunctions ci are referred to as the clauses of F . The objective of the satis-
fiability problem is then to decide whether F is satisfiable, i.e., whether there exists an
assignment a of truth values true and false to the variables xk such that every clause con-
tains at least one literal rendered true by a. Obviously, this corresponds to a CSP instance
where all variables have domains {true, false} and for every clause ci there is a constraint
Ci between the variables appearing in ci that is satisfied if, and only if, ci is satisfied under
the (partial) assignment of its variables. Hence, a clause with k literals corresponds to a
k-ary constraint relation.

As the prototypicalNP -complete problem, SAT is of central importance to the theory
of computing; it also plays an important role in circuit design and verification (see, e.g.,
Biere et al. [6] or Gu and Puri [37]). Other practical applications of SAT include various
scheduling tasks [126, 15] as well as problems from machine vision, robotics, database
systems and computer graphics [38]. SAT also plays in important role in the development
of algorithms; its conceptual simplicity facilitates the design, implementation and evalu-
ation of new algorithms. Particularly with respect to local search algorithms, many ideas
and techniques have been first developed for SAT, before they were generalised to more
general types of CSP instances.

SAT-Encodings of CSP

CSP instances can be encoded into SAT in a number of ways (see, e.g., Prestwich [84] or
Hoos and Stützle [52] for an overview), and using such encodings, arbitrary CSP instances
can be solved by state-of-the-art SAT solvers, including powerful local and systematic
search algorithms as well as preprocessing techniques. The main appeal of this approach
stems from the previously mentioned advantages of SAT for algorithm development and
implementation in combination with the substantial amount of research on SAT solving
techniques. SAT encodings may, however, lead to potentially significant increases in the
size of problem instances and the respective search spaces; more problematically, they
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can obfuscate structural aspects of CSP instances that are important for efficiently solving
these.

There is some evidence that the ‘encode and solve as SAT’ approach can work surpris-
ingly well (see, e.g., Kautz and Selman [58], Ernst et al. [24] and Hoos [48]); furthermore,
it has been shown that some encodings allow SAT-solvers to directly exploit important as-
pects of CSP structure [5]. However, it is still unclear whether and to which extent finding
good SAT-encodings is any easier than developing good native CSP algorithms — particu-
larly in the case of local search methods, which can often benefit directly from insights and
improvements achieved on SAT. It should be noted that the general issue of modelling (i.e.,
finding good formulations of a problem) plays an important role in constraint programming
(see Chapter 11).

Local Search

Given a combinatorial problem such as the CSP, the key idea behind local search is very
simple: starting at an initial search position (for the CSP, typically a randomly chosen,
complete variable assignment), in each step the search process moves to a position selected
from the local neighbourhood (typically based on a heuristic evaluation function). This
process is iterated until a termination criterion is satisfied. To avoid stagnation of the search
process, almost all local search algorithms use some form of randomisation, typically in
the generation of initial positions and in many cases also in the search steps. This leads
to the concept of stochastic local search (SLS) algorithms, which is formally defined as
follows [52]:

Definition 5.2. Given a (combinatorial) problem Π, a stochastic local search algorithm
for solving an arbitrary problem instance π ∈ Π is defined by the following components:

• the search space S(π) of instance π, which is a finite set of candidate solutions s ∈ S
(also called search positions, locations, configurations, or states) — in the case of
the CSP, this is typically the set of all complete variable assignments;

• a set of (feasible) solutions S′(π) ⊆ S(π) — for the CSP, this set typically consists
of all solutions of the given CSP instance;

• a neighbourhood relation on S(π), N(π) ⊆ S(π) × S(π) — this determines the
positions that can be reached in one search step at any given time during the search
process;

• a finite set of memory states M(π), which, in the case of SLS algorithms that do not
use memory, may consist of a single state only, and in other cases holds information
about the state of the search mechanism beyond the search position (e.g., tabu tenure
values in the case of tabu search);

• an initialisation function init(π) : ∅ 7→ D(S(π) ×M(π)), which specifies a prob-
ability distribution over initial search positions and memory states — this function
characterises the initialisation of the search process;

• a step function step(π) : S(π)×M(π) 7→ D(S(π)×M(π)) mapping each search
position and memory state onto a probability distribution over its neighbouring
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search positions and memory states — this function specifies what happens in ev-
ery search step;

• a termination predicate terminate(π) : S(π)×M(π) 7→ D({true, false}) mapping
each search position and memory state to a probability distribution over truth val-
ues, which indicates the probability with which the search is to be terminated upon
reaching a specific search position and memory state.

In the above, D(S) denotes the set of probability distributions over a given set S, where
formally, a probability distribution D ∈ D(S) is a function D : S 7→ R+

0 that maps
elements of S to their respective probabilities.

Note that this definition includes deterministic local search algorithms as special cases,
in which the probability distributions used in the initialisation and step function as well
as in the termination criterion are degenerate, with all probability mass concentrated on
one value of the underlying domain. As previously noted, completely deterministic local
search algorithms are seldom used in research or applications.

In the case of almost all local search algorithms for CSP, the search space consists of
all complete variable assignments of the given CSP instance, the solution set is comprised
of all satisfying assignments, and the so-called 1-exchange neighbourhood is used, under
which two assignments are direct neighbours if, and only if, they differ at most in the
value assigned to one variable. In the special case of SAT, a variant of this neighbourhood
relation known as the 1-flip neighbourhood is typically used, under which two assignments
are direct neighbours if, and only if, one can be obtained from the other by flipping the truth
value assigned to exactly one of the variable from true to false or vice versa. In many cases
the initial search position is determined by generating a variable assignment uniformly at
random, and the termination criterion is satisfied if a solution is found or a given bound on
the number of search steps has been exceeded.

The various local search algorithms for CSP (and SAT) differ from each other mainly
with respect to their step function, which for all but the most simple (and ineffective) algo-
rithms incorporates heuristic guidance in the form of an evaluation function. This function
typically maps the candidate solutions of the given problem instance π onto a real num-
ber such that its global minima correspond to the solutions of π. The evaluation function
is used for assessing or ranking the direct neighbours of the current search positions. A
commonly used evaluation function for the CSP maps each assignment to the number of
constraints violated under it. Note that solutions are characterised by evaluation function
value zero, and can hence be easily recognised.

The simplest local search method that effectively uses a given evaluation function g is
called Iterative Improvement (or II; also known as hill-climbing or iterative descent). In
each search step, II selects an improving position from the current neighbourhood, i.e., a
position s′ ∈ N(s) with g(s′) < g(s), where s is the current search position. There are
various commonly used heuristics for selecting such an improving neighbour. In Itera-
tive Best-Improvement, a neighbour s′ with minimal value g(s′) within N(s) is chosen;
if multiple such neighbours exist, one is chosen uniformly at random. In Iterative First-
Improvement, on the other hand, the neighbourhood is evaluated in a given order, and the
first improving neighbour encountered during this process is selected as the next search po-
sition. Variants of Iterative Improvement form the basis for almost all local search methods
for CSP, SAT and other combinatorial problems.
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procedure MCH (P, maxSteps)
input: CSP instance P, positive integer maxSteps
output: solution of P or “no solution found”

a := randomly chosen assignment of the variables in P ;
for step := 1 to maxSteps do

if a satisfies all constraints of P then return a end
x := randomly selected variable from conflict set K(a);
v := randomly selected value from the domain of x such that

setting x to v minimises the number of unsatisfied constraints;
a := a with x set to v;

end
return “no solution found”

end MCH

Figure 5.1: The basic MCH algorithm; all random selections are according to a uniform
probability distribution over the underlying sets.

The Min-Conflicts Heuristic

The simplest and probably most widely known iterative improvement algorithm for the
CSP is the Min Conflicts Heuristic (MCH) [76, 77]. MCH iteratively modifies the assign-
ment of a single variable in order to minimise the number of violated constraints, which is
achieved as follows (see also Figure 5.1): Given a CSP instance P , the search process is
initialised by assigning to each variable in P a value that is chosen uniformly at random
from its domain. Then, in each local search step, first a CSP variable x is selected uni-
formly at random from the so-called conflict set K(a), the set of all variables that appear
in a constraint that is unsatisfied under the current assignment a. A new value v is then
chosen from the domain of x, such that by assigning v to x, the number of unsatisfied
constraints (conflicts) is minimised. If there are several values of v with that property, one
of them is chosen uniformly at random. The search is terminated when a solution is found
or a user-specified bound on the number of search steps has been exceeded.

A variant of the basic MCH algorithm that uses a greedy initialisation procedure has
been very successfully applied to the n-Queens Problem (a prominent special case of the
general CSP, for which specialized polynomial-time algorithms exist) with very large n
(say, n equals a million). Furthermore, the efficacy of MCH has been demonstrated in
applications to graph colouring and real-world scheduling problems [77].

Like most iterative improvement methods, MCH can get stuck in local minima of the
underlying evaluation function; it is therefore essentially incomplete [52], i.e., even if run
arbitrarily long, the probability for finding a solution to soluble CSP instance may ap-
proach a value strictly smaller than one. A simple generic approach for overcoming this
problem is to extend MCH with a static restart mechanism that re-initialises the search
process every maxSteps search steps, where maxSteps is a user-specified parameter of the
algorithm. Unfortunately, the performance of the resulting algorithm depends critically
and quite sensitively on good choices of maxSteps, which vary substantially between dif-
ferent CSP instances. Substantially more effective variants of the MCH will be discussed
later in this chapter.
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procedure GSAT (F, maxTries, maxSteps)
input: CNF formula F, positive integers maxTries and maxSteps
output: model of F or “no solution found”

for try := 1 to maxTries do
a := randomly chosen assignment of the variables in formula F ;
for step := 1 to maxSteps do

if a satisfies F then return a end
x := randomly selected variable flipping which minimises

the number of unsatisfied clauses;
a := a with x flipped;

end
end
return “no solution found”

end GSAT

Figure 5.2: The basic GSAT algorithm; all random selections are according to a uniform
probability distribution over the underlying sets.

The GSAT Algorithm

Basic GSAT [91] is a simple iterative best-improvement algorithm for SAT that uses the
number of clauses unsatisfied under a given assignment as its evaluation function. The
algorithm works as follows (see also Figure 5.2): Starting from a complete variable assign-
ment chosen uniformly at random, in each local search step, a single propositional variable
is flipped from true to false or vice versa. The variable to be flipped is chosen such that
a maximal decrease in the number of unsatisfied clauses is achieved; if there are several
variables with that property, one of them is selected uniformly at random. The iterative
best-improvement search used in GSAT gets easily stuck in local minima of the evaluation
function. Therefore, GSAT uses a simple static restart mechanism that re-initialises the
search at a randomly chosen assignment every maxSteps flips. The search is terminated
when a model of the given formula F has been found, or after maxTries sequences (also
called ‘tries’) of maxSteps variable flips each have been performed without finding a model
of F .

Straightforward implementations of GSAT are rather inefficient, since in each step the
scores of all variables, i.e., the changes in the number of unsatisfied clauses caused by the
respective flips, have to be calculated from scratch. The key to efficiently implementing
GSAT is to compute the complete set of scores only once at the beginning of each try, and
then after each flip to update only the scores of those variables that were possibly affected
by the flipped variable (details on this mechanism can be found in Chapter 6 of Hoos and
Stützle [52]).

For any fixed setting of the maxTries parameter, GSAT is essentially incomplete [44,
47], and severe stagnation behaviour is observed on most SAT instances. Still, when it
was first introduced, GSAT outperformed the best systematic search algorithms for SAT
available at that time. As one of the first SLS algorithms for SAT, basic GSAT had a
very significant impact on the development of a broad range of much more powerful SAT
solvers, including most of the current state-of-the-art SLS algorithms for SAT. Further-
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more, GSAT and its variants (described later in this chapter) also had a significant impact
on the development of high-performance SLS algorithms for the CSP.

5.2 Randomised Iterative Improvement Algorithms

The main limitation of iterative improvement algorithms stems from the fact that they
get stuck in local minima of the given evaluation function. A simple approach to deal
with this problem is to occasionally allow non-improving search steps, i.e., the selection
of neighbours s′ ∈ N(s) with g(s′) ≥ g(s) from the current neighourhood. There are
numerous different mechanisms that implement this approach; many of these make use of
randomised decisions in order to balance the diversification effects of worsening search
steps with the search intensification provided by Iterative Improvement.

Randomised Iterative Improvement (RII) is an extension of Iterative Improvement where
in each step with a fixed probability wp, a position s′ is selected uniformly at random from
the current neighbourhood N(s) — this is called a random walk step; otherwise (i.e., with
probability 1 − wp), a standard II step is performed. Note that using this mechanism,
arbitrarily long sequences of (possibly worsening) random walk steps can be performed.
Therefore, as long as the given neighbourhood graph is connected (i.e., any two candi-
date solutions can be reached from each other by means of a sequence of search steps),
RII, when run arbitrarily long, will find a solution to any soluble problem instance with
probability approaching one, i.e., limt→∞ Ps(RT ≤ t) = 1, where Ps(RT ≤ t) is the
probability that a solution is found in time at most t.2 Algorithms with this property are
called probabilistically approximately complete (PAC).

The Min Conflicts Heuristic with Random Walk (WMCH)

By extending the Min Conflicts Heuristic with a simple random walk mechanism, a ran-
domised iterative improvement algorithm called WMCH is obtained [116]. In each WMCH
step, first a variable xi is chosen uniformly at random from the conflict set (as in MCH).
Then, with probability wp ≥ 0, a random walk step is performed, i.e., xi is assigned a
value from its domain Di that has been chosen uniformly at random. In the remaining
cases, that is, with probability 1−wp, a conflict-minimising value is chosen and assigned,
as in a conventional MCH step.

The walk probability wp (also called noise setting) has a critical impact on the be-
haviour of the algorithm. For wp = 0, the algorithm is equivalent to the standard Min-
Conflicts Heuristic and hence essentially incomplete, but for wp > 0, WMCH is provably
probabilistically approximately complete (PAC). Intuitively, for low walk probabilities,
the search process is likely to have difficulties escaping from local minima regions of the
search space, while for very high walk probabilities, its behaviour starts to resemble that
of an uninformed random walk, and it will increasingly lack effective heuristic guidance
towards solutions. However, for suitably chosen wp settings, WMCH has been empirically
observed to perform substantially better than MCH with random restart [101].

2Most local search algorithms for CSP use connected neighbourhoods; however, for more complex constraint
programming problems, connected neighbourhoods that can be searched efficiently are sometimes difficult to
construct.
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Random walk steps in WMCH always involve a variable that appears in a currently
unsatisfied constraint; they are therefore also called conflict-directed random walk steps.
However, different from the GWSAT algorithm [92] (described in the following), which
preceded and inspired WMCH, the conflict-directed random walk steps in WMCH do not
necessarily render satisfied any previously unsatisfied constraint. WMCH can be varied
slightly such that in each random walk step, after choosing a variable xi involved in a
currently violated constraint C, xi is assigned a value v such that C becomes satisfied; if
no such v exists, a value is chosen at random. This variant was found to perform marginally
better than the random walk mechanism used in WMCH [101].

GSAT with Random Walk (GWSAT)

The basic GSAT algorithm can be significantly improved by extending it with a random
walk mechanism similar to that used in WMCH. Here, in each conflict-directed random
walk step, the variable to be flipped is selected uniformly at random from the set of all
variables appearing in currently unsatisfied clauses. Note that as a result of any such step,
at least one previously unsatisfied clause will become satisfied. This mechanism is closely
related to (and in fact inspired by) the conflict-directed random walk algorithm by Pa-
padimitriou, which has been proven to solve 2-SAT in quadratic expected time [80].

GSAT with Random Walk (GWSAT) [92] is variant of basic GSAT that in each local
search step probabilistically decides between performing a basic GSAT step and a conflict-
directed random walk step (as previously explained). The latter type of step is chosen with
a fixed walk probability wp, and basic GSAT steps are performed otherwise. While for
wp = 0, GWSAT is equivalent to basic GSAT, it has been proven to be probabilistically
approximately complete (PAC) for any wp > 0 [47].

For suitably chosen walk probability settings (which vary between problem instances,
but in many cases can be as high as 0.5), GWSAT achieves substantially better performance
than basic GSAT [92]. Furthermore, it has been shown that when using sufficiently high
noise settings, GWSAT does not suffer from stagnation behaviour; also, for hard SAT in-
stances, it typically shows exponential run-time distributions (RTDs) [44, 51]. Therefore,
static restarts are ineffective, and optimal speedup can be obtained by multiple indepen-
dent runs parallelisation [52]. For low noise settings, stagnation behaviour is frequently
observed; recently, there has been evidence that the corresponding RTDs can be charac-
terised by mixtures of exponential distributions [46].

WalkSAT

The WalkSAT algorithm is conceptually closely related to both GWSAT and MCH; it
was first published by Selman, Kautz and Cohen [92], and is now commonly known as
WalkSAT/SKC. This algorithm was later extended into an algorithmic framework called
the WalkSAT architecture [73], which includes the original WalkSAT/SKC algorithm as
well as several other high-performance SLS algorithms for SAT as special cases (several
of these will be covered in later sections of this chapter). Furthermore, variants of WalkSAT
have been developed for more general classes of CSP instances as well as for constraint
optimisation problems (see Section 5.6).

WalkSAT/SKC (and all other WalkSAT algorithms) are based on a 2-stage variable
selection process similar to that used in MCH. In each local search step, first a clause c
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is selected uniformly at random from the set of all currently unsatisfied clauses. Then,
one of the variables appearing in c is flipped to obtain a new assignment. The choice of
this variable is based on a heuristic scoring function scoreb(x) that counts the number of
currently satisfied clauses that will be broken, i.e., become unsatisfied, by flipping a given
variable x. Using this scoring function, the following variable selection scheme is applied:
If there is a variable x with scoreb(x) = 0 in the clause c selected in stage 1, that is, if c
can be satisfied without breaking another clause, x is flipped (this is called a zero damage
step). If more than one such variable exists in c, one of them is selected uniformly at
random and flipped. If no such variable exists, with a certain probability 1-p, the variable
with minimal scoreb value is selected (greedy step; ties are broken uniformly at random);
in the remaining cases, that is, with probability p (the so-called noise setting), one of the
variables from c is selected uniformly at random (random walk step).

Note that — like in GWSAT, but unlike in MCH — every step in WalkSAT/SKC is
guaranteed to satisfy at least one previously unsatisfied clause (but may at the same time
cause many others to become unsatisfied). Otherwise, WalkSAT/SKC uses the same ran-
dom search initialisation, static random restart mechanism and termination criterion as
GSAT.

Although it has been proven that WalkSAT/SKC with fixed maxTries parameter has
the PAC property when applied to 2-SAT [16], it is not known whether the algorithm
is PAC in the general case. In practice, WalkSAT/SKC does not appear to suffer from
any stagnation behaviour when using sufficiently high (instance-specific) noise settings, in
which case its run-time behaviour is characterised by exponential RTDs [44, 51, 49]. As
in the case of GWSAT, stagnation behaviour is frequently observed for low noise settings,
and there is some evidence that the corresponding RTDs can be characterised by mixtures
of exponential distributions [46].

Typically, when using (somewhat instance-specific) optimised noise settings, Walk-
SAT/SKC performs substantially better than GWSAT.3 Furthermore, because of its two-
stage variable selection scheme, WalkSAT/SKC (like all other WalkSAT algorithms and
MCH variants), can be implemented efficiently without using the incremental score update
technique essential for the efficient implementation of GSAT and GWSAT.

5.3 Tabu Search and Related Algorithms

The key idea behind Tabu Search (TS) [35, 36] is to use memory to prevent the search
process from stagnating in local minima or, more generally, attractive non-solution ar-
eas of the given search space. In Simple Tabu Search, an iterative improvement strategy
is enhanced with a short-term memory that allows it to escape from local minima. This
memory is used to prevent the search from returning the most recently visited search po-
sitions for a fixed number of search steps. Simple TS can be implemented by explicitly
memorising previously visited candidate solutions and ruling out any step that would lead
back to those. More commonly, reversing recent search steps is prevented by forbidding
the re-introduction of solution components (such as assignments of individual CSP vari-
ables) which have just been removed from the current candidate solution. A parameter

3Several techniques have been proposed for automatically tuning the noise setting for WalkSAT algorithms
(see Patterson and Kautz [83], Hoos [45]).
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called tabu tenure determines the number of search steps for which these restrictions ap-
ply. Note that forbidding possible steps using a tabu mechanism has the same effect as
dynamically restricting the neighbourhood N(s) of the current candidate solution s to a
subset N ′ ⊆ N(s) of admissible neighbours.

As an undesirable side-effect, this tabu mechanism can sometimes rule out search steps
that lead to interesting, unvisited areas of the search space. Therefore, many tabu search
algorithms make use of a so-called aspiration criterion, which specifies conditions under
which the tabu status of candidate solutions or solution components is overridden. One of
the most commonly used aspiration criteria overrides the tabu status of steps that lead to
an improvement in the incumbent candidate solution, i.e., the best candidate solution seen
throughout the search process.

Min Conflicts Heuristic with Tabu Search (TMCH)

Extending MCH with a simple tabu search mechanism leads to the TMCH algorithm [101,
98]. TMCH works exactly as MCH, except that after each search step, i.e., after the value
of a variable xi is changed from v to v′, the variable/value pair (xi, v) is declared tabu
for the next tt steps, where tt is the tabu tenure parameter. While (xi, v) is tabu, value
v is excluded from the selection of values for xi, unless assigning v to xi leads to an
improvement over the incumbent assignment (aspiration criterion).

According to empirical evidence, TMCH typically performs better than WMCH. In-
terestingly, a tabu tenure setting of tt = 2 was found to consistently result in good perfor-
mance for CSP instances of different types and sizes [101].

The Tabu Search Algorithm by Galinier and Hao (TS-GH)

Although conceptually quite similar to TMCH, the tabu search algorithm by Galinier and
Hao [29], TS-GH, typically shows much better performance. TS-GH is based on the same
neighbourhood and evaluation function as MCH, but uses a different heuristic for selecting
the variable/value pair involved in each search step: Amongst all pairs (x, v′) for which
variable x appears in a currently violated constraint and v′ is any value from the domain
of x, TS-GH chooses the one that leads to a maximal decrease in the number of violated
constraints. If multiple such pairs exist, one of them is selected uniformly at random. As in
MCH, the actual search step is then performed by assigning v′ to x. This best-improvement
strategy is augmented with the same tabu mechanism used in TMCH: After changing the
assignment of x from v to v′, the variable value pair (x, v) is declared tabu for tt search
steps. Furthermore, the same aspiration criterion is used to enable the algorithm to perform
search steps that lead to improvements over the incumbent assignment regardless of the
tabu status of respective variable/value pair.

Unlike for the MCH variants discussed so far, efficient implementations of TS-GH cru-
cially depend on an incremental update mechanism for evaluation function values similar
to the one used in GSAT. The basic idea is to maintain the effects of any potential search
step on the evaluation function (i.e., the number of conflicts resulting from any search step)
in a two-dimensional table of size n × k, where n is the number of variables, and k is the
size of the largest domain in the given CSP instance.

Furthermore, the tabu mechanism can be implemented efficiently as follows. For each
variable/value pair (x, v) the search step number tx,v when xwas last set to v is memorised.
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When initialising the search, all the tx,v are set to −tt; subsequently, every time a variable
x is set to a value v, tx,v is set to the current search step number t, where search steps
are counted starting from 0 at the initialisation of the search process. A variable/value pair
(x, v) is tabu if, and only if, t − tx,v ≤ tt. By using this technique in combination with
the previously described incremental update mechanism, search steps of TS-GH can be
performed as efficiently as those of MCH.

TS-GH was originally introduced as an algorithm for MAX-CSP, the optimisation vari-
ant of CSP in which the objective is to find a variable assignment that satisfies a maximal
number of constraints (see Section 5.6). Empirical studies suggest that when applied to
the conventional CSP, TS-GH generally achieves better performance than any other MCH
variant, including TMCH, rendering it one of the best SLS algorithms for the CSP cur-
rently known [101]. Unlike in the case of TMCH, the optimal setting of the tabu tenure
parameter in TS-GH tends to increase with instance size; this makes it considerably harder
to solve new CSP instances with peak efficiency [101].

GSAT with Tabu Search

Integrating a simple tabu search strategy into the best-improvement procedure underlying
basic GSAT leads to an algorithm called GSAT with Tabu Search (GSAT/Tabu) [72, 98].
In GSAT/Tabu, tabu status is associated with the propositional variables in the given for-
mula. After a variable x has been flipped, it cannot be flipped back within the next tt
steps, where the tabu tenure, tt, is a parameter of the algorithm. In each search step, the
variable to be flipped is selected as in basic GSAT, except that the choice is restricted to
variables that are currently not tabu. Upon search initialisation, the tabu status of all vari-
ables is cleared. Otherwise, GSAT/Tabu works exactly as GSAT; in particular, it uses the
same restart mechanism and termination criterion. As in the case of TMCH, to implement
GSAT/Tabu efficiently, it is crucial to use incremental score updating and tabu mechanisms.

Unlike in the case of GWSAT, it is not clear whether GSAT/Tabu with fixed maxTries
parameter has the PAC property. Intuitively, for low tt, the algorithm may not be able
to escape from extensive local minima regions, while for high tt settings, all the routes
to a solution may be cut off, because too many variables are tabu. However, when us-
ing instance-specific, optimised tabu tenure settings, GSAT/Tabu typically performs sig-
nificantly better than GWSAT with similarly optimised parameters. This is particularly
the case for large and structured SAT instances [49]; there are, however, a few excep-
tional cases where GSAT/Tabu performs substantially worse than GWSAT, including well-
known SAT-encoded instances of logistics planning problems. Analogously to basic GSAT,
GSAT/Tabu can be extended with a random walk mechanism; limited experimentation sug-
gests that typically this hybrid algorithm does not perform better than GSAT/Tabu [98].

WalkSAT with Tabu Search

Like GSAT and MCH, WalkSAT/SKC can be extended with a simple tabu search mech-
anism. WalkSAT/Tabu [73] uses the same two stage selection mechanism and the same
scoring function scoreb as WalkSAT/SKC and additionally enforces a tabu tenure of tt
steps for each flipped variable. (To implement this tabu mechanism efficiently, the same
approach is used as previously described for TS-GH.) If the selected clause c does not al-
low a zero damage step, of all the variables occurring in c that are not tabu, WalkSAT/Tabu
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picks the one with the highest scoreb value; when there are several variables with the same
maximal score, one of them is selected uniformly at random. In cases where all variables
appearing in the selected clause c are tabu, the variable assignment remains unchanged (a
so-called null-flip), but the current tabu tenure values for all variables decrease exactly as
after any other flip.

WalkSAT/Tabu with fixed maxTries parameter has been proven to be essentially in-
complete [44, 47]. Although this is mainly caused by null-flips, it is not clear whether re-
placing null-flips by random walk steps, for instance, would be sufficient for obtaining the
PAC property. In practice, however, WalkSAT/Tabu typically performs significantly better
than WalkSAT/SKC, especially on structured SAT instances, such as large SAT-encoded
blocks world planning problems [49].

Novelty and Variants

The Novelty algorithm [73] is derived from the WalkSAT framework. Like tabu search,
Novelty uses a limited information on the search history to avoid search stagnation. More
specifically, its variable selection mechanism is based on the intuition that repeatedly flip-
ping back and forth the same variable should be avoided. This mechanism is based on the
age of a variable (see also Gent and Walsh [33]), i.e., the number of flips that have occurred
since it was last flipped. Different from WalkSAT/SKC and WalkSAT/Tabu, Novelty and
its more recent variants use the same variable scoring function as GSAT, i.e., the difference
in the number of unsatisfied clauses caused by the respective flip.

In each step of Novelty, after an unsatisfied clause c has been chosen uniformly at
random (exactly as in WalkSAT/SKC), the variable to be flipped is selected as follows. If
the variable x with the highest score does not have minimal age among the variables in c,
it is always selected. Otherwise, x is only selected with a probability of 1-p, where p is a
parameter called the noise setting. In the remaining cases, the variable with the next lower
score is selected. When sorting the variables according to their scores, ties are broken
according to decreasing age. (If there are several variables with identical score and age,
the reference implementation by Kautz and Selman always chooses the one that appears
first in c.) Novelty (and the advanced variants described below) use the same initialisation
procedure, restart mechanism and termination condition as WalkSAT/SKC.

Note that even for p > 0, Novelty is significantly greedier than WalkSAT/SKC, since
always one of the two most improving variables from a clause is selected, where Walk-
SAT/SKC may select any variable if no improvement without breaking other clauses can
be achieved. Precisely for this reason, Novelty is provably essentially incomplete for fixed
maxTries setting and has been shown to occasionally suffer from extreme stagnation on
several commonly used benchmark instances [44, 49]. It may also be noted that, different
from WalkSAT/SKC, the Novelty strategy for variable selection within a clause is com-
pletely deterministic for both p = 0 and p = 1. Still, in most cases, Novelty shows
significantly improved performance over WalkSAT/SKC and WalkSAT/Tabu [73, 49].

R-Novelty [73], a variant of Novelty that uses a more complex variable selection mech-
anism, performs often, but not always, better than Novelty (for details, see McAllester et al.
[73] or Chapter 6 of Hoos and Stützle [52]). Despite its use of a loop-breaking strategy
designed to prevent search stagnation, this algorithm suffers from the effects of its provable
essential incompleteness [44, 47], but it sometimes performs somewhat better than Novelty
[73, 49].
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Both Novelty and R-Novelty can be easily extended with a simple conflict-directed
random walk mechanism similar to that used in GWSAT; this way, the essential incom-
pleteness as well as the empirically observed stagnation behaviour are effectively over-
come. The Novelty+ algorithm [44, 47] selects the variable to be flipped according to the
standard Novelty mechanism with probability 1−wp, and makes a uniform random choice
from the selected clause in the remaining cases. R-Novelty+ is obtained from R-Novelty
in the same way, but does not make use of R-Novelty’s loop-breaking mechanism.

Novelty+ is provably PAC for wp > 0 and shows exponential RTDs for sufficiently
high (instance-specific) settings of the primary noise parameter, p. In practice, small walk
probabilities, wp, are generally sufficient to prevent the extreme stagnation behaviour occa-
sionally observed for Novelty and to achieve substantially superior performance compared
to Novelty. In fact, the algorithm’s behaviour appears to be much more robust w.r.t. the
wp parameter than w.r.t. the primary noise setting, p, and uniformly good performance
has been observed for wp = 0.01 [47]. It may be noted that in cases where Novelty
does not suffer from stagnation behaviour, Novelty+’s performance for wp = 0.01 is typ-
ically almost identical to Novelty’s. Similar observations hold for R-Novelty+; however,
there is some indication that R-Novelty+ does not reach the performance of the conceptu-
ally simpler Novelty+ algorithm on several classes of structured SAT instances, including
SAT-encoded hard graph colouring and planning problems [49].

Adaptive Novelty+ [45] is an extension of Novelty+ that dynamically adapts the noise
parameter during the search process and hence does not require this parameter to be tuned
manually. An efficient implementation of this algorithm won first prize in the random
category of the SAT 2004 SAT Solvers Competition. Novelty++, a more recent variant of
Novelty, has been found to perform better than Novelty+ in many cases; its performance
can be further improved by hybridising the underlying variable selection mechanism with
a greedy iterative improvement strategy similar to that underlying GSAT [69].

5.4 Penalty-Based Local Search Algorithms

An alternative to extending an iterative improvement strategy such that it can escape from
local minima of a given evaluation function is to modify the evaluation function when the
search process is about to stagnate in a local minimum [71]. This approach is also known
as Dynamic Local Search (DLS) [52].

Penalty-based algorithms modify the evaluation function by means of penalty weights,
which are associated with solution components or other features of candidate solutions; in
the case of the CSP, penalty weights are usually associated with the constraint relations of
the given CSP instance and for SAT, analogously, with the clauses of the given CNF for-
mula (in the latter case, the penalty weights are often referred to as clause weights). These
penalty weights are modified during the search process. Various penalty-based algorithms
differ in their underlying local search strategy and the mechanism used for penalty modi-
fication. The latter, in particular, can have a significant impact on the performance of the
algorithm.

Penalty-based algorithms have sometimes been motivated by the intuition that by mod-
ifying the evaluation function, local minima can be eliminated or, in the case of CSP,
the search process can learn to distinguish ‘important’ from less critical constraints, thus
making it easier to find solutions (i.e., global optima). There is, however, increasing evi-
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dence that the primary reason for the excellent performance of current penalty-based algo-
rithms lies rather in the effective search diversification caused by the penalty modifications
[111, 103]. The idea of diversifying search effort to different parts of the search space as
needed in a specific situation has a long history in operations research – see, for example,
Koopman [61] and Stone [99].

GENET and the Breakout Method

GENET [119, 107, 20, 17] was one of the earliest penalty-based algorithms in constraint
satisfaction. It is based on a neural network design with nodes representing atomic variable
assignments and links connecting conflicting atomic assignments. More precisely, a binary
CSP instance is represented by a network in which for each variable there is a cluster of
label nodes that correspond to the values the variable can take. Any pair of label nodes
that correspond to variable assignments violating any constraint is connected by a link. A
penalty weight is associated with every link in the network; at the beginning of the search
process, these weights are all set to one and a random label node in each cluster is switched
on.

At any stage of the search, exactly one node per cluster is switched on, that is, every
variable has a unique value assigned to it, and the state of the network corresponds to a
complete variable assignment. Each label node receives a signal from each of its neighbor-
ing nodes that are switched on. The strength of the signal is equal to the weight associated
with the connection. For each cluster, the node that receives the least amount of inhibitory
signals is switched on. Note that when all penalty weights are one, GENET resembles the
Min-Conflicts Heuristic [76, 77].

Motivated by hardware implementations of neural networks, the variable whose cluster
is updated in a given search step is chosen asynchronously. Implemented on a sequential
machine, clusters are updated sequentially in a random order in each iteration. Whenever
the network settles in a stable state, that is, when there is no change of the active node
within any cluster that would reduce the total weight of edges between active nodes, the
weight of all edges between active nodes are increased by one. As a result, the network
may become unstable again.

The ‘energy’ of a network state (which is returned by the evaluation function) is the
total amount of input received by all the nodes that are switched on in that state [18]. The
stable states of the network correspond to the local minima of this evaluation function, and
GENET reaches these by performing iterative improvement steps. If the energy is 0, then
a solution to the CSP has been found.

GENET was extended to non-binary constraint satisfaction problems by using hyper-
edges as links in the network [119, 20, 67, 68]. Stuckey and Tam [100] used such an
extension of GENET to mutate chromosomes in an evolutionary algorithm. The resulting
memetic algorithm was demonstrated to be effective in solving hard CSP instances. Vari-
ants of GENET have also been used to solve challenging instances of a car sequencing
problem [19].

The Breakout Method [78] is another early penalty-based algorithm for the CSP. Un-
like GENET, it associates a single penalty weight with each constraint of the given CSP
instance and uses an evaluation function that maps each variable assignment a to the total
weighted of the constraints violated under a. Otherwise, the two algorithms are basically
identical. In particular, like GENET, the Breakout Method initialises all penalty weights
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to one and uses iterative improvement until a local minima of its evaluation function is
reached, at which point the weights of all unsatisfied constraints are incremented by one
before the search is continued.

Guided Local Search (GLS)

Unlike GENET or the Breakout Method, which were designed rather specifically for con-
straint satisfaction problems, Guided Local Search (GLS) [111] is a more general penalty-
based method that has been used for combinatorial decision and optimisation problems
(such as SAT and TSP, respectively) [113].

As a penalty-based method, GLS associates penalties with the constraints of the given
CSP instance. GLS uses an augmented evaluation function of the form

g′(a) = g(a) + λ

m
∑

i=1

piIi(a), (5.1)

where a is a complete variable assignment, g(a) is the evaluation function value of a (here:
the number of constraints unsatisfied under a), pi is the penalty of constraint i, and Ii(a)
is an indicator function with value 1 if constraint i is violated under a and 0 otherwise.

All penalties are initialised to 0 at the beginning of the search, and penalty changes
are applied whenever the search process reaches a local minimum of f . The penalties to
be increased in a given local minimum are selected such that they maximise the utility
function

utili(a) = Ii(a) · c(i)/(1 + pi) (5.2)

where a, Ii(a), g(a) and pi are defined as in Eq. 5.1, and c(i) is the cost of having con-
straint i unsatisfied. This cost is set to one for all constraints in a standard CSP, but by
using different cost values, GLS can be easily extended to optimisation variants of the
CSP with weighted constraints. This selection mechanism ensures that only penalties of
currently violated constraints are increased. Secondly, the more a constraint has been pe-
nalised, the less incentive there is for penalising it again; this facilitates diversification of
the search. Each penalty selected is increased by one at a time. Finally, when non-uniform
constraint costs are used, this strategy keeps the search focused on satisfying higher-cost
constraints. This carefully designed penalty update mechanism has been proven to be use-
ful in various applications, including BT’s scheduling problem [106] and a version of the
Radio-Link Frequency Assignment Problem [112], an abstracted military communications
problem originating from the CALMA project [8].

One of the attractive properties of GLS is that it has only one major parameter, namely
λ, to tune. One good heuristic is to set the value of λ to a fraction (between 0 and 1) of the
cost of the first local minimum encountered by GLS. This allows λ to be selected according
to the characteristics of the given problem instance. At the time of publication, GLS was
shown to be competitive with other high-performance algorithms on a widely studied set
of 11 benchmark problems. More recently, GLS has been extended to incorporate random
moves and aspiration [74]. The resulting algorithm, Extended GLS, was shown to be at
least as effective as GLS, but significantly less sensitive to the value of the λ parameter for
the problems it was tested on (which included SAT, Weighted MAX-SAT and the Quadratic
Assignment Problem).
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GSAT with Clause Weights

This early penalty-based algorithm for SAT was motivated by the observation that when
performing multiple runs of basic GSAT on some types of structured SAT instances, certain
clauses tend to be unsatisfied at the end of each run. The idea behind GSAT with Clause
Weights [90] is to bias the search process towards satisfying such ‘problem clauses’ by
associating weights with them. More precisely, weights are associated with each clause.
These are initially set to one; but before each restart, the weights of all currently unsatisfied
clauses are increased by δ = 1. The underlying local search procedure is a variant of basic
GSAT that uses a modified evaluation function g′(F, a) which measures the total weight
of all clauses in the given formula F that are unsatisfied under assignment a. Search
initialisation, restart and termination are as in basic GSAT. (A variant called ‘Averaging
In’ uses a modified search initialisation that introduces a bias towards the best candidate
solutions reached in previous local search phases [90].)

GSAT with Clause Weights was found to perform substantially better than basic GSAT
on various classes of structured SAT instances, including SAT-encoded graph colouring
problems; furthermore, there is some indication that by using the same clause weighting
mechanism with GWSAT, further performance improvements can be achieved [90]. To
date, both of these algorithms are outperformed by WalkSAT algorithms such as Novelty+

and by state-of-the-art penalty-based algorithms, such as SAPS (which is covered later in
this section) and PAWS [102]. Several variants of GSAT with Clause Weights have been
studied by Cha and Iwama [12]. Some of these use slight variations of the weight update
scheme and a simple form of tabu search. However, from their limited empirical results
it is doubtful that any of these variations achieves significant performance improvements
over the original GSAT with Clause Weights algorithm.

Several variants of GSAT with Clause Weights that perform weight updates after each
local search step have been proposed and studied by Frank [26, 27]. These are based on
the idea that GSAT should benefit from discovering which clauses are most difficult to
satisfy relative to recent assignments. The most basic of these variants, called WGSAT,
uses the same weight initialisation and update procedure as GSAT with Clause Weights,
but performs only a single GSAT step before updating the clause weights. A modification
of this algorithm, called UGSAT, restricts the neighbourhood considered in each search
step to the set of variables appearing in currently unsatisfied clauses [26]. (This is the
same neighbourhood as used in the random walk steps of GWSAT.) While this leads to
considerable speedups for naı̈ve implementations of the underlying local search procedure,
the difference for efficient implementations is likely to be insufficient to render UGSAT
competitive with other GSAT variants, such as GWSAT.

Frank also studied a variant of WGSAT in which the clause weights are subject to a
uniform decay over time [27]. The underlying idea is that the relative importance of clauses
w.r.t. their satisfaction status can change during the search, and hence a mechanism is
needed that focuses the weighted search on the most recently unsatisfied clauses. Although
using this decay mechanism slightly improves the performance of WGSAT when measured
in terms of variable flips, this gain is insufficient to amortise the added time complexity of
the frequent weight update steps. However, similar mechanisms for focusing the search on
recently unsatisfied clauses play a crucial role in state-of-the-art penalty-based algorithms
for SAT that are covered later in this section.
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The Discrete Lagrangian Method (DLM)

The use of penalties in dynamic local search is conceptually closely related to the use of
Lagrange multipliers for solving continuous constrained optimisation problems [93, 115].
For a constrained optimisation problem in which a function f(~x) is to be minimised subject
to equality constraints gi(~x) = 0, we can define the Lagrangian function

L(~x,~λ) = f(~x) +
∑

i

λigi(~x) (5.3)

where the λi are continuous variables called Lagrange multipliers. Note that these play
the same role as the penalty weights in the augmented evaluation function typically used in
the previously discussed penalty-based algorithms. It can be shown that a local minimum
satisfying all equality constraints can be obtained by finding a saddle point of L, i.e., a
point (~x∗, ~λ∗) such that

L(~x∗, ~λ) ≤ L(~x∗, ~λ∗) ≤ L(~x,~λ∗) (5.4)

for all (~x∗, ~λ) and (~x,~λ∗) sufficiently close to (~x∗, ~λ∗). Based on this result, the problem
of finding a local minimum of a constrained optimisation problem can be reduced to the
problem of finding a saddle point of an unconstrained optimisation problem. This latter
task can be achieved by performing iterative improvement (e.g., in the form of gradient
descent) on L using the variables ~x in combination with iterative ascent on L using the
Lagrange multipliers ~λ. In a local minimum ~x of f that does not satisfy all constraints,
increasing the Lagrange multipliers has the effect of more heavily penalising violated con-
straints. Eventually, for some value of ~λ, L(~x,~λ) is no longer a local minimum, such
that further minimisation by modifying ~x becomes possible, resulting in fewer violated
constraints.

This well-known approach for solving continuous constrained optimisation problems
provided the motivation for Shang and Wah’s DLM algorithm for SAT [93]. The basic
idea behind this dynamic local search algorithm is to perform iterative best improvement
on the same augmented evaluation function used in GSAT with clause weights (this corre-
sponds to the minimisation of L(~x,~λ) over ~x). Whenever a local minimum is reached, the
penalties for all unsatisfied clauses are increased (this corresponds to the ascent on L(~x,~λ)

by modifying ~λ), until some previously worsening variable flip becomes improving, and
hence the search process is no longer stuck in a local minimum. The basic version of DLM
for SAT also uses a tabu mechanism equivalent to that found in GSAT/Tabu, as well as
periodic decreases of all clause penalties to avoid numerical overflow. Furthermore, before
the search process is started, the given formula is simplified by performing a complete pass
of unit propagation.

Several extensions of the basic DLM algorithm have been shown to achieve improved
performance [122, 121]; these use various memory-based mechanisms for avoiding and
overcoming search stagnation more effectively (for an overview of these methods, see Hoos
and Stützle [52].) All of these algorithms have a relatively large number of parameters that
need to be tuned carefully in order to achieve peak performance. DLM has also been
applied to weighted MAX-SAT problems [115], while extensions to non-binary problems
represent an interesting research direction.

It should be noted that despite the close conceptual relationship between the approaches,
important mathematical properties of Lagrangian methods for continuous optimisation do
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not carry over to DLM. This is primarily due to the heuristic mechanisms used by DLM
for determining search steps, as opposed to the rigorous use of derivatives of the objective
function in continuous Lagrangian methods.

ESG and SAPS

The Exponentiated Subgradient (ESG) algorithm [89] was originally motivated by sub-
gradient optimisation, a well-known method for minimising Lagrangian functions that is
widely used for generating lower bounds for branch-and-bound algorithms. As a penalty-
based algorithms for SAT, ESG associates penalty weights with the clauses of the given
CNF formula that are modified during the search process. The search is started from a ran-
domly selected variable assignment after initialising all clause weights to one. The local
search procedure underlying ESG for SAT is based on a best improvement search method
that can be seen as a simple variant of GSAT; in each local search step, the variable to be
flipped is selected uniformly at random from the set of all variables that appear in currently
unsatisfied clauses and whose flipping leads to a maximal decrease in the total weight of
unsatisfied clauses. When reaching a local minimum (i.e., an assignment in which flipping
any variable that appears in an unsatisfied clause would not lead to a decrease in the to-
tal weight of unsatisfied clauses), with probability η, the search is continued by flipping
a variable that is uniformly chosen at random from the set of all variables appearing in
unsatisfied clauses; otherwise, the local search phase is terminated.

After each local search phase, the clause weights are updated in two stages: First, the
weights of all clauses are multiplied by a factor that depends on the respective satisfac-
tion status (scaling stage): weights of satisfied clauses are multiplied by αsat, weights
of unsatisfied clauses by αunsat. Then, all clause weights are updated using the formula
clw(c) := clw(c) · ρ+ (1− ρ) · w (smoothing stage), where w is the average of all clause
weights after scaling, and the parameter ρ has a fixed value between zero and one. The
algorithm terminates when a satisfying assignment for F has been found or when a given
bound on the number of search steps has been reached.

Compared to the underlying local search steps, a weight update is computationally ex-
pensive, since it involves modifications of all clause weights. Additionally, experimental
evidence indicates that local search phases in ESG are typically quite short, and there-
fore the expensive smoothing operations have to be performed rather frequently [52, 53].
Even with the use of special implementation techniques that help ameliorate this problem,
Southey and Schuurmans’ highly optimised reference implementation of ESG for SAT
does not always reach the performance of high-performance WalkSAT algorithms such
as Novelty+. Compared to DLM-2000-SAT, ESG-SAT typically requires fewer steps for
finding a model of a given formula, but in terms of CPU-time, both algorithms show very
similar performance [89, 53]. It may be noted that the general ESG framework has been
originally proposed for the more general Boolean linear programming (BLP) problem, and
it has also been applied quite successfully to combinatorial auctions winner determination
problems [89].

The Scaling and Probabilistic Smoothing (SAPS) algorithm by Hutter et al. [53] is
based on the insight that the expensive weight update scheme in ESG can be replaced by
a much more efficient procedure without negative impact on the underlying search proce-
dure. SAPS can be seen as a variant of ESG that uses a modified weight update scheme,
in which the scaling stage is restricted to the weights of currently unsatisfied clauses, and
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smoothing is only performed with a certain probability psmooth. The first of these mod-
ifications is also used in Southey and Schuurmans’ efficient ESG implementation; but it
is the probabilistic, and hence less frequent, smoothing that results in a substantial per-
formance improvement over ESG and also renders superfluous the special implementation
tricks that are crucial for achieving good performance in ESG. SAPS was shown to perform
substantially better than ESG, DLM-2000-SAT and high-performance WalkSAT variants
[53]; however, there are some types of SAT instances (in particular, hard and large SAT
encoded graph colouring instances), for which SAPS does not reach the performance of
Novelty+.

A reactive variant of SAPS, RSAPS [53], automatically adjusts the smoothing probabil-
ity psmooth during the search, using a mechanism that is very similar to the one underlying
Adaptive WalkSAT [45]. RSAPS sometimes achieves significantly better performance than
SAPS; however, it still has other parameters, in particular, the scaling factor αunsat, that
need to be manually optimised.

5.5 Other Approaches

Besides the algorithms covered in the previous sections, many other local search methods
have been applied in the context of solving CSPs. Within the confines of this chapter it is
impossible to present a complete survey of the large and ever-increasing number of local
search algorithms for the CSP and closely related problems, such as the Graph Colouring
Problem and SAT. Therefore, the algorithms mentioned in the following were selected to
illustrate some of the major approaches.

There is a large body of work on evolutionary algorithms for constraint satisfaction
problems. Some of the earliest work include Tsang and Warwick [108], Paredis [82], Hao
and Dorne [39], Warwick and Tsang [120] and Riff Rojas [87]; Craenen et al. [14] provides
on overview and comparison of more recent evolutionary algorithms. GENET and GLS
have been used as subsidiary search procedures in memetic algorithms for constraint sat-
isfaction [100] and optimisation [43]. Galinier and Hao [30] have developed a specialised
memetic algorithm for the Graph Colouring Problem (GCP) that uses short runs of an ef-
fective tabu search algorithm as its subsidiary search procedure; this algorithm is one of
the most effective GCP algorithms currently known.

Hao and Dorne [39] used a specialised genetic algorithm to search the space of partial
assignments. Lau [64] developed the Guided Genetic Algorithm (GGA), which applies the
principle of Guided Local Search in a genetic algorithm. The idea is to use penalties to
construct a fitness template, which guides crossover and mutation in a genetic algorithm
such that better assignments will be chosen in the selection process with higher probability.
GGA has been applied successfully to the Processor Configuration Problem [65], the Gen-
eral Assignment Problem in scheduling [64], and to a version of the Radio-Link Frequency
Assignment Problem [66].

Constraints are used to help evolutionary algorithms search efficiently. This is done by
modifying the objective functions in evolutionary computation. For example, Yu et al.
[125] used penalties to guide the search away from ‘poor’ areas of the search space,
whereas Li [70], Tsang and Li [105], and Jin [54] used incentives to guide the search
towards promising areas.
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Ant colony optimisation (ACO), a population-based stochastic local search method in-
spired by the path-finding behaviour of ants [22], has been applied with some success to
the CSP [96], and in particular, to permutation constraint satisfaction problems, such as
car sequencing [95], and to binary CSPs [110]. Other widely used stochastic local search
methods have been applied to specific types of CSP instances. For example, there are
various simulated annealing algorithms for the graph colouring problem (GCP) [55] and
SAT [97]. Likewise, several iterated local search algorithms have been developed for the
GCP [13, 81] and MAX-SAT [123, 94]. A generalisation of GSAT to CSP that also in-
cludes various additional SLS mechanisms, including random walk and clause penalties,
was developed by Kask and Dechter [56] and later extended with a tree search mecha-
nism based on cycle-cutsets [57]. Walser [117] has introduced a WalkSAT algorithm for
Pseudo-Boolean CSP (a well-known special case of CSP), which includes a tabu mecha-
nism as well as biased random search initialisation.

Local search does not have to be incomplete. In Systematic Local Search [40] and re-
lated approaches (e.g., Richards et al. [86]), completeness is achieved through the recording
and resolution of no-goods whenever the underlying local search algorithm encounters a
local minimum. When a no-good is encountered, resolution is attempted: for example, if
both “P=true and Q=true” and “P=true and Q=false” have been encountered, then they
are replaced by “P=true” (a technique often used in truth maintenance systems; see, e.g.,
Doyle [23]). These no-goods help Systematic Local search to escape from local optima
and to achieve completeness, a desirable property which most other local search methods
do not enjoy: When both “P=true” and “P=false” are found to be no-goods for any P ,
the given CSP instance has been shown to be unsatisfiable. To achieve completeness, Sys-
tematic Local Search may record an exponential number of no-goods in the worst case.
However, with careful memory management, the algorithm has been demonstrated to be
effective for job shop scheduling problems [21].

Constrained Local Search [85] is an example for an approach that searches over partial
assignments that do not violate any constraints. Based on dynamic backtracking [34],
Constrained Local Search conducts a depth-first search. Whenever a partial assignment
cannot be further extended, a randomly chosen atomic assignment is removed from it,
such that the search can be continued in a different direction. Despite its use of depth-first
search, Constrained Local Search is incomplete.

Most local search algorithms for CSP use neighbourhood relations that restrict search
steps to modifying the value of only one variable at a time. However, the use of larger
neighbourhoods can sometimes be advantageous; for example, the swap neighbourhood,
in which search steps swap the values of two variables, has been used successfully on
sequencing problems in conjunction with GENET [19]. Large neighbourhoods are more
commonly used in SLS algorithms for constraint optimisation problems (see next section).

5.6 Local Search for Constraint Optimisation Problems

Many real-life problems are over-constrained. For example, in a production planning appli-
cation, there may be insufficient resources to complete all given jobs within their respective
deadlines. In this situation, it may be desirable to find a feasible assignment of resources
such that the total amount of revenue generated is maximised; this type of optimisation
problem is referred to as a maximal utility problem [104]. In other cases, some constraints
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may be violated, but doing so incurs a penalty cost. The objective is then to find a solution
with minimal penalty; this is known as the minimal violation problem [104].

These types of problems can be modelled by extending constraint satisfaction prob-
lems to include optimisation objectives. In the simplest case, the problem is represented as
a CSP instance, but the objective becomes to find a variable assignment that satisfies a max-
imal number of constraints (MAX-CSP). Note that this is equivalent to finding a variable
assignment that minimises the total number of violated constraints. In many cases, not all
constraints are equally important. In Weighted MAX-CSP, this is captured by weights asso-
ciated with the individual constraints, and the objective is to maximise the total weight of
the satisfied constraints. More general formalisations of constraint optimisation problems
include Partial CSP [28], Semi-Ring Based CSP [7] and Valued CSP [88].

A widely studied special case of MAX-CSP and Weighted MAX-CSP is the optimi-
sation variant of SAT, MAX-SAT: Given a propositional formula F in conjunctive normal
form, the objective in MAX-SAT is to find an assignment of truth values to the variables in
F such that a maximum number of clauses in F is satisfied. In Weighted MAX-SAT, each
clause has an associated weight, and the goal is to find an assignment that maximises the
total weight of the satisfied clauses. MAX-SAT and Weighted MAX-SAT are of particular
interest in algorithm development because of their conceptual simplicity in combination
with the fact that any Weighted MAX-CSP instance can be transformed into a Weighted
MAX-SAT instance (at the price of losing structures of the constraint graph and searching
a somewhat larger space).

Local search methods are naturally suited for solving constraint optimisation problems
[42]. In particular, most local search algorithms for the CSP can be directly applied to
MAX-CSP, since their evaluation function directly corresponds to the optimisation objec-
tive of minimising the number of violated constraints. Moreover, these algorithms can be
extended to Weighted MAX-CSP by modifying the standard evaluation function (number
of constraints violated under a given assignment) such that it maps each variable assign-
ment to the total weight of the constraints violated under it (see, e.g., Lau [63]). In spe-
cial cases, different evaluation functions may be useful; for example, Walser’s WalkSAT
algorithm for Overconstrained Pseudo-Boolean CSP with hard and soft constraints uses
an evaluation function that takes into account the degree of violation of the given linear
pseudo-Boolean constraint relations [118].

It is worth noting that when generalising dynamic local search methods to Weighted
MAX-CSP, there is no single ‘correct’ way to integrate the constraint weights and the
penalty values into the augmented evaluation function. Perhaps the most obvious approach
is to simply add the weights and penalties over all violated constraints (see, e.g., Wah and
Shang [115]). An alternate solution was found to work better in GLS, where constraint
weights are used for determining the penalty values to be increased after each local search
phase, but do not appear in the augmented evaluation function (see Section 5.4). A similar
approach is taken in Wu and Wah’s DLM algorithm for Weighted MAX-SAT [122], where
the clause weights are used for penalty initialisation and update, but not in the evaluation
function.

Larger neighbourhoods, which allow more than one variable to be changed in a single
local search step, have been more extensively studied in the context of in local search
for constraint optimisation than in the case of CSP. For example, Yagiura and Ibaraki
[123] have developed various types of SLS algorithms for MAX-SAT based on 2- and
3-flip neighbourhoods. Large neighbourhoods have also been used successfully in vari-
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ous application-relevant combinatorial optimisation problems (see, e.g., Yao [124], Tsang
and Voudouris [106], Ahuja et al. [2], Abdullah et al. [1]). In all of these cases, special
techniques have to be used in order to search these large neighbourhoods efficiently.

Local search algorithms play a major role in solving real-life constraint optimisation
problems, because in many cases, they are able to find high-quality solutions more ef-
ficiently than other approaches. For example, GLS has been incorporated into ILOG’s
Dispatcher system (ILOG is the market leader in commercial constraint programming soft-
ware) [3, 60]. Dispatcher was specifically designed for vehicle routing, a prominent prob-
lem in Operations Research which is of central importance in the transportation business
(see Chapter 23). Generally, local search algorithms can often be very usefully applied in
combination with other methods. For example, branch-and-bound algorithms can benefit
significantly from high-quality bounds obtained by high-performance local search meth-
ods.

5.7 Frameworks and Toolkits for Local Search

Both the development of local search algorithm for solving constraint satisfaction and op-
timisation problems and their practical application are often greatly facilitated by software
frameworks and programming toolkits. This is particularly the case when dealing with con-
ceptually complex constraint programming problems. Such systems can substantially ease
the burden associated with achieving efficient implementations of SLS algorithms. They
also facilitate software reuse and support the separation of problem formulation (mod-
elling) and solving. In the following, we give a brief overview of some of the better known
frameworks and toolkits that support SLS algorithms; while some of these are general com-
binatorial optimisation or constraint programming systems, others are specifically focused
on local search methods.

ILOG Solver is a commercial system which provides users with a C++ library that
implements state-of-the-art algorithms for constraint satisfaction and optimisation. The
OPL interface to ILOG Solver supports a rich declarative syntax that can be used to define
the structure of problems and heuristics [41]. ILOG Dispatcher is a specialised package
for vehicle routing that supports a variety of local search algorithms.

The commercial iOpt system implements a wide range of SLS methods. Through a
graphic interface, iOpt allows users to experiment with different local search strategies and
to construct hybrid algorithms. It also provides an abstract class library in Java that can
be used to implement local search methods [114]. Similarly, the freely available object-
oriented frameworks EasyLocal++ [31] and HotFrame [25] support the design and im-
plementation of local search algorithms in C++. In these general optimisation systems,
problem-independent parts of the algorithms are captured in the form of abstract classes,
which are specialised by the user to implement problem-specific algorithms.

The COMET programming language supports both modeling and search abstractions
in constraint programming. It allows users to specify and control local search algorithms
using constraints, modelling and search abstractions, and it has been applied to a wide
range of combinatorial problems [42]. The conceptually related SALSA language facili-
tates the concise, declarative definition of local, systematic and hybrid search algorithms
[62]. Finally, the freely available ZDC system aims to help non-experts in constraint pro-
gramming by providing them with a simple declarative language (EaCL) and a graphic
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user interface. It implements a number of local search algorithms, including Guided Local
Search [10, 109].

Regardless of whether local search algorithms are realised within such a framework
or environment or implemented ‘from scratch’, it is very important for the reproducibility
of empirical results to ensure that their published descriptions are accurate and complete
(covering also all performance-critical implementation details). Furthermore, whenever
possible, reference implementations should be made available to the research community.4

5.8 Conclusions and Outlook

Among the various approaches for solving constraint programming problems such as the
CSP, local search methods are of considerable interest to researchers and practitioners.
Although most local search algorithms are incomplete, in many cases, their performance
scales better with instance size than that of complete, systematic search algorithms. Conse-
quently, high-performance local search methods are often the only practical tool for solv-
ing large and difficult real-world problems, which often involve thousands of variable with
large domains. This is especially true for decision problems where the main objective
is to find feasible solutions quickly and for optimisation problems where high-quality or
(near-)optimal solutions need to be obtained as efficiently as possible.

Local search methods have been shown to be very successful in solving many im-
portant classes of problems, including SAT, MAX-SAT, travelling salesman and quadratic
assignment problems. Their effectiveness and efficiency has also been demonstrated for
many real-world problems, including scheduling, vehicle routing and radio-frequency as-
signment tasks. In many of these applications, local search algorithms achieve comparable
or superior performance compared to all other methods.

Although efficient local search algorithms typically incorporate problem-specific knowl-
edge (often in the form of the neighbourhood relation and evaluation function), there are
general, high-level strategies that have been shown to be effective across a broad range of
combinatorial problems. Most of these general local search strategies involve randomisa-
tion to avoid search stagnation in or around local minima of the given evaluation function
and are therefore captured in the general framework of Stochastic Local Search (SLS). SLS
methods such as randomised iterative improvement, tabu search and dynamic local search
have provided the basis for some of the most prominent and best performing algorithms
for CSP and SAT. Other methods, including simulated annealing, evolutionary algorithms,
ant colony optimisation and iterated local search have also been applied to these and many
other constraint programming problems, and were shown to be effective for solving certain
types of instances. These search strategies employ different mechanisms for balancing the
exploration of the given search space (diversification) against the efficient exploitation of
heuristic information (intensification). Intensification and diversification mechanism often
interact in complex ways, and minor variations can have significant impact on the perfor-
mance of the resulting algorithms.

For this reason, in combination with the fact that theoretical results in this area are
difficult to obtain and typically very limited in their practical relevance, SLS algorithms
are mostly studied empirically, by means of computational experiments. (It may be noted
that a similar situation is encountered for most, if not all, other high-performance CSP

4The same applies, of course, to any other constraint programming algorithm that is evaluated empirically.
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algorithms.) In the case of SLS algorithms for CSP, many empirical studies have been
focused on distributions of relatively unstructured, random binary CSP instances. The
same holds for MAX-CSP, and the situations for prominent special cases, such as SAT
and MAX-SAT, is similar. While such instances can be useful for evaluating the efficacy
of search strategies, they lack the type of structure found in many real-world problems.
Consequently, there is an increasing emphasis on using structured problem instances for the
empirical analysis of SLS algorithms for the CSP and related problems. This endeavour,
as well as the comparability of empirical results between studies, is facilitated by public
collections of benchmark problems, such as CSPLIB [32] and SATLIB [50].

Furthermore, while currently the design of new SLS algorithms largely resembles a
craft in that it requires experience and intuition to a significant extent, there is substan-
tial interest in developing more principled approaches that will facilitate the engineering
of high-performance SLS algorithms. In this context, advanced empirical methods (see,
e.g., Chapter 4 of Hoos and Stützle [52]) in combination with frameworks that specifically
support the formulation and implementation of local search algorithms (see Section 5.7)
are likely to play a major role. Furthermore, our understanding of the factors causing the
relative hardness of certain problem instances for a given SLS algorithm is fairly limited.
The investigation of these factors, for example, by means of search space analysis, is an
active research area with many open problems.

Another attractive research direction is to develop SLS algorithms that adapt their be-
haviour based on information collected during the search process or over runs on various
problem instances. Interesting work in this area includes studies by Battiti and Tecchiolli
[4], Glover [35] and Minton [75], as well as Boyan and Moore [9], Patterson and Kautz
[83], Hoos [45], Mills [74], Hutter et al. [53], Burke and Newall [11] and [59].

It may be noted that in many ways, the development and understanding of SLS algo-
rithms is significantly further advanced for SAT than for the general CSP. (The situation
for MAX-SAT and MAX-CSP is analogous.) This is mostly caused by the fact that as a
conceptually simpler problem, SAT for CNF formulae better facilitates the development,
analysis and efficient implementation of SLS algorithms. This raises the question to which
extent more efficient SLS algorithms for the general CSP can be obtained by augmenting
suitably generalised high-performance SLS algorithms for SAT with specific methods for
handling certain types of complex constraints known from other constraint programming
approaches. Furthermore, it is likely that advanced SLS methods that have been demon-
strated to be very successful in solving other combinatorial problems, such as iterated local
search, variable depth search or scatter search, may still hold considerable and largely un-
explored potential for solving constraint satisfaction and optimisation problems.

Overall, local search methods are among the most powerful and versatile tools for
solving constraint programming problems. They give rise to a broad range of interesting
research challenges, and continuing efforts to improve these methods and our understand-
ing of them will further enhance their usefulness in a broad range of challenging real-world
applications.
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Chapter 6

Global Constraints

Willem-Jan van Hoeve and Irit Katriel

A global constraint is a constraint that captures a relation between a non-fixed number
of variables. An example is the constraint alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn), which specifies
that the values assigned to the variables x1, . . . , xn must be pairwise distinct. Typically, a
global constraint is semantically redundant in the sense that the same relation can be ex-
pressed as the conjunction of several simpler constraints. Having shorthands for frequently
recurring patterns clearly simplifies the programming task. What may be less obvious is
that global constraints also facilitate the work of the constraint solver by providing it with
a better view of the structure of the problem.

One of the central ideas of constraint programming is the propagation-search tech-
nique, which consists of a traversal of the search space of the given constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) while detecting “dead ends” as early as possible. An algorithm that per-
forms only the search component would enumerate all possible assignments of values to
the variables until it either finds a solution to the CSP or exhausts all possible assignments
and concludes that a solution does not exist. Such an exhaustive search has an exponential-
time complexity in the best case, and this is where propagation comes in: It allows the
constraint solver to prune useless parts of the search space without enumerating them. For
example, if the CSP contains the constraint x + y = 3 and both x and y are set to 1, we
can conclude that regardless of the values assigned to other variables, the partial assign-
ment we have constructed so far cannot lead to a solution. Thus it is safe to backtrack and
reverse some of our previous decisions (see also Chapter 3, “Constraint Propagation”, and
Chapter 4 “Backtracking Search Algorithms for CSPs”).

The type of propagation that we will discuss in this chapter is called filtering of the
variable domains. The filtering task is to examine the variables which were not assigned
values yet, and remove useless values from their domains. A value is useless if it cannot
participate in any solution that conforms with the assignments already made. Since it is,
in general, NP-hard to determine whether or not a value in the domain of a variable is
useful for the CSP, the solver filters separately with respect to each of the constraints. If a
value is useless with respect to one of the constraints, then it is also useless with respect
to the whole CSP, but not vice versa. In other words, filtering separately with respect

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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to each constraint allows false-positives (keeping a value which is useless for the CSP),
but not false-negatives (removing a useful value). We then arrive at a tradeoff between
the efficiency of the filtering (i.e., the running time) and its effectiveness (i.e., how many
useless values were identified). “Good” constraints are constraints that address this tradeoff
by allowing significant filtering with a low computational cost.

A filtering algorithm for a constraint C is an algorithm that filters the domains of
variables with respect to C. If the algorithm removes every useless value from the domain
of every variable that C is defined on, we say that it achieves complete filtering. If it
removes only some of the useless values, we say that it performs partial filtering.

This chapter explores the topic of globals constraints. Our goal is to familiarize the
reader with the important concepts of the field, which include different types of constraints,
different measures of filtering and different compromises between efficiency and effective-
ness of filtering. We will illustrate each of the concepts with some examples, that is,
specific global constraints and filtering algorithms. We believe that our (obviously non-
exhaustive) selection of constraints and algorithms suffices to provide the reader with an
overview of the state of the art of research on global constraints.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 provides notation and
preliminaries for the rest of the chapter. In Section 6.2 we describe some useful global
constraints. In Section 6.3 we describe efficient algorithms that achieve complete filtering
for several global constraints. In Section 6.4 we describe global optimization constraints,
i.e., constraints that encapsulate optimization criteria, and filtering algorithms for them.
Section 6.5 covers the topic of partial filtering algorithms, beginning with their motivation
through definitions of different measures of filtering to actual examples of partial filtering
algorithms. In Section 6.6 we describe complex variable types, constraints defined on them
and filtering algorithms for such constraints. Finally, in Section 6.7 we review some recent
ideas and directions for further research.

6.1 Notation and Preliminaries

6.1.1 Constraint Programming

The domain of a variable x, denotedD(x), is a finite set of elements that can be assigned to
x. For a set of variables X we denote the union of their domains by D(X) = ∪x∈XD(x).

Let X = {x1, . . . , xk} be a set of variables. A constraint C on X is a subset of the
Cartesian product of the domains of the variables in X , i.e., C ⊆ D(x1) × · · · ×D(xk).
A tuple (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ C is called a solution to C. Equivalently, we say that a solution
(d1, . . . , dk) ∈ C is an assignment of the value di to the variable xi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and
that this assignment satisfies C. If C = ∅, we say that it is inconsistent. When a constraint
C is defined on a set X of k variables together with a certain set p of � parameters, we will
denote it by C(X, p), but consider it to be a set of k-tuples (and not k + �-tuples).

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a finite set of variables X , together with a
finite set of constraints C, each on a subset of X . A solution to a CSP is an assignment of
a value d ∈ D(x) to each x ∈ X , such that all constraints are satisfied simultaneously.

Given a constraint C defined on the variables {x1, . . . , xk}, the filtering task is to
shrink the domain of each variable such that it still contains all values that this variable can
assume in a solution to C. An algorithm that achieves complete filtering, computes, for
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every 1 ≤ j ≤ k,

D(xj)← D(xj)∩{vi | D(x1)×· · ·×D(xj−1)×{vi}×D(xj+1)×· · ·×D(xk)∩C 	= ∅}.

In many applications, we wish to find a solution to a CSP that is optimal with respect
to certain criteria. A constraint optimization problem (COP) is a CSP P defined on the
variables x1, . . . , xn, together with an objective function f : D(x1) × · · · ×D(xn) → Q

that assigns a value to each assignment of values to the variables. An optimal solution to
a minimization (maximization) COP is a solution d to P that minimizes (maximizes) the
value of f(d). The objective function value is often represented by a variable z, together
with the “constraint” maximize z or minimize z for a maximization or a minimization
problem, respectively.

6.1.2 Graph Theory

Basic notions

A graph or undirected graph is a pair G = (V,E), where V is a finite set of vertices and
E ⊆ V ×V is a multiset1 of unordered pairs of vertices, called edges. An edge “between”
u ∈ V and v ∈ V is denoted by {u, v}. A graph G is bipartite if there exists a partition
S ∪̇ T of V such that E ⊆ S × T . We then write G = (S, T,E).

A walk in a graph G = (V,E) is a sequence P = v0, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk where k ≥ 0,
v0, . . . , vk ∈ V , e1, . . . , ek ∈ E and ei = {vi−1, vi} for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If there is no
confusion, P may be denoted by v0, v1, . . . , vk or e1, e2, . . . , ek. A walk is called a path if
v0, . . . , vk are distinct. A closed path, i.e., v0 = vk, is called a circuit.

An induced subgraph of a graph G = (V,E) is a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) such that
V ′ ⊆ V and E′ = {{u, v} | u ∈ V ′, v ∈ V ′, {u, v} ∈ E}. A component or connected
component of a graph G = (V,E) is an induced subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G such that
there exists a u-v path inG′ for every pair u, v ∈ V ′, andG′ is maximal with respect to V ′.

A digraph or directed graph is a pair G = (V,A) where V is a finite set of vertices and
A ⊆ V × V is a multiset of ordered pairs of vertices, called arcs. A pair occurring more
than once in A is called a multiple arc. An arc from u ∈ V to v ∈ V is denoted by (u, v).
The set of arcs incoming into a vertex u is denoted by δin(u) = A ∩ (V × {u}) and the
set of arcs outgoing from a vertex u is denoted by δout(u) = A ∩ ({u} × V ). Similarly
to undirected bipartite graphs, a directed graph G = (V,A) is bipartite if there exists a
partition S ∪̇ T of V such that A ⊆ (S × T ) ∪ (T × S). We then write G = (S, T,A).

A directed walk in a directed graphG = (V,A) is a sequenceP = v0, a1, v1, . . . , ak, vk
where k ≥ 0, v0, . . . , vk ∈ V , a1, . . . , ak ∈ A and ai = (vi−1, vi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Again,
if there is no confusion, P may be denoted by v0, v1, . . . , vk or a1, a2, . . . , ak. A di-
rected walk is called a directed path if v0, . . . , vk are distinct. A closed directed path, i.e.,
v0 = vk, is called a directed circuit.

An induced subgraph of a digraph G = (V,A) is a graph G′ = (V ′, A′) such that
V ′ ⊆ V andA′ = A∩(V ′×V ′). A strongly connected component of a digraphG = (V,A)
is an induced subgraph G′ = (V ′, A′) of G such that there exists a directed u-v path in G′

for every pair u, v ∈ V ′, and G′ is maximal with respect to V ′.

1A multiset is a set in which an element may occur more than once.
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Matching theory

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), a matching in G is a set M ⊆ E of disjoint edges,
i.e., no two edges in M share a vertex. A matching is said to cover a vertex v if v belongs
to some edge in M . For a set S ⊆ V , we say that M covers S if it covers every vertex in
S. A vertex v ∈ V is called M -free if M does not cover v. The cardinality of a matching
M is the number of edges in it, |M |. The maximum cardinality matching problem is the
problem of finding a matching of maximum cardinality in a graph.

Let M be a matching in a graph G = (V,E). A path P in G is called M -augmenting
if P has odd length, its ends are not covered by M , and its edges are alternatingly out of
and in M . A circuit C in G is called M -alternating if its edges are alternatingly out of
and in M . Given an M -augmenting path P , the symmetric difference2 of M and P gives
a matching M ′ with |M ′| = |M |+1. Furthermore, the existence of an M -alternating path
is a necessary condition for the existence of a matching of larger cardinality:

Theorem 6.1 (Petersen [50]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let M be a matching
in G. Then M is a maximum-cardinality matching if and only if there does not exist an
M -augmenting path in G.

Hence, a maximum-cardinality matching can be found by repeatedly finding an M -
augmenting path in G and using it to extend M . On a bipartite graph G = (U,W,E), this
can be done with the following method, due to van der Waerden [67] and König [38]. Let
M be the current matching. Construct the directed bipartite graph GM = (U,W,A) by
orienting all edges in M from W to U and all other edges from U to W , i.e.,

A = {(w, u) | {u,w} ∈M,u ∈ U,w ∈W} ∪
{(u,w) | {u,w} ∈ E \M,u ∈ U,w ∈W}.

Then every directed path in GM starting from an M -free vertex in U and ending in an
M -free vertex in W corresponds to an M -augmenting path in G. By choosing |U | ≤ |W |,
we need to find at most |U | such paths. As each path can be identified in at most O(|A|)
time by breadth-first search, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(|U | |A|).

Hopcroft and Karp [28] improved this running time toO(|U |1/2 |A|), where we choose
again |U | ≤ |W |. Instead of repeatedly augmenting M along a single M -augmenting
path, the idea is to repeatedly augment M simultaneously along a collection of disjoint
M -augmenting paths. Such a collection of paths can again be found in O(|A|) time. By
reasoning on the lengths of the alternating paths, one can show that the algorithm needs
only O(|U |1/2) iterations, leading to a total time complexity of O(|U |1/2 |A|).

Flow theory

Let G = (V,A) be a directed graph and let s, t ∈ V . A function f : A → R is called a
flow from s to t, or an s-t flow, if

(i) f(a) ≥ 0 for each a ∈ A,
(ii) f(δout(v)) = f(δin(v)) for each v ∈ V \ {s, t}. (6.1)

2For two sets A and B, the symmetric difference A ⊕ B is the set of elements that belong to A or B but not
both. Formally, A ⊕ B = (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B).
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where for any set S of arcs, f(S) =
∑

a∈S f(a). Property (6.1)(ii) ensures flow
conservation, i.e., for a vertex v 	= s, t, the amount of flow entering v is equal to the
amount of flow leaving v.
The value of an s-t flow f is defined to be

value(f) = f(δout(s))− f(δin(s)).

In other words, the value of a flow is the net amount of flow leaving s, which by flow
conservation must be equal to the net amount of flow entering t.

In a flow network, each arc a is associated with a requirement [d(a), c(a)] where c(a) ≥
d(a) ≥ 0. Viewing d(a) as the “demand” of a and c(a) as its “capacity”, we say that a
flow f is feasible in the network if d(a) ≤ f(a) ≤ c(a) for every a ∈ A.

Let w : A → R be a “weight” (or “cost”) function for the arcs. For a directed path P
in G we define w(P ) =

∑

a∈P w(a). Similarly for a directed circuit. The weight of any
flow f : A→ R is defined to be

weight(f) =
∑

a∈A

w(a)f(a).

A feasible flow f is called a minimum-weight flow if weight(f) ≤ weight(f ′) for any
feasible flow f ′. Given a digraph G = (V,A) with s, t ∈ V , the minimum-weight flow
problem is to find a minimum-weight s-t flow in G.

Let f be an s-t flow in G. The residual graph of G with respect to f is defined
as Gf = (V,Af ) where for each (u, v) ∈ A, if f(u, v) < c(u, v) then (u, v) ∈ Af
with residual demand max{d(u, v) − f(u, v), 0} and residual capacity c(u, v) − f(u, v),
and if f(u, v) > d(u, v) then (v, u) ∈ Af with residual demand 0 and residual capacity
f(v, u) − d(v, u). Intuitively, if the capacity of an arc is not exceeded, then the residual
demand indicates how much more flow must be sent along this arc for its demand to be
fulfilled and the residual capacity indicates how much additional flow can be sent along
this arc without exceeding its capacity. If the flow on an arc is strictly higher than its
demand, then the residual capacity (on an arc which is oriented in the reverse direction)
indicates by how much we may reduce the flow on this arc, while still fulfilling its demand.

Let P be a directed path in Gf . Every arc a ∈ P appears in G either in the same
orientation (as the arc a) or in reverse direction (as the arc a−1). The characteristic vector
of P is defined as follows:

χP (a) =

⎧

⎨

⎩

1 if P traverses a,
−1 if P traverses a−1,

0 if P traverses neither a nor a−1,

For a directed circuit C in Gf , we define χC ∈ {−1, 0, 1}A similarly.
Using the above notation, a feasible s-t flow in G with minimum weight can be found

using Algorithm 6.1, which is sometimes referred to as the successive shortest paths algo-
rithm, due to Ford and Fulkerson [18], Jewell [31], Busacker and Gowen [11], and Iri [30].
It begins by adding the arc (t, s) to G, with demand 0 and infinite capacity. This simplifies
the computations because we no longer need to consider s and t as special vertices; all
we need in order to have a feasible flow is to ensure that flow conservation holds at every
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Algorithm 6.1: Minimum-weight feasible s-t flow in G = (V,A)

set f = �0
add the arc (t, s) with d(t, s) = 0, c(t, s) =∞, w(t, s) = 0 and f(t, s) = 0 to G
while there exists an arc (u, v) with f(u, v) < d(u, v) do

compute a directed v-u path P in Gf minimizing w(P )
if P does not exist then stop (no feasible flow exists)
else define the directed circuit C = P, u, v
reset f = f + εχC , where ε is maximal subject to �0 ≤ f + εχP ≤ �c and
f(u, v) + ε ≤ d(u, v)

vertex. Then, the algorithm repeatedly finds an arc whose demand is not respected and
adds flow along a cycle in the residual graph that contains this arc. The flow is increased
maximally along this cycle, taking into account the demand and capacity requirements of
the arcs on the cycle. Note that in order to meet the demand of an arc, it may be necessary
to increase the flow along more than one directed cycle. It can be proved that for integer
demand and capacity functions and non-negative weights, Algorithm 6.1 finds an integral
feasible s-t flow with minimum weight if it exists; see for example [62, p. 175–176].

The time complexity of Algorithm 6.1 is O(φ · SP), where φ is the value of the flow
found and SP is the time to compute a shortest directed path in G. Although faster al-
gorithms exist for general minimum-weight flow problems, this algorithm suffices for our
purposes, because we only need to find flows of relatively small values.

Note that the van der Waerden-König algorithm for finding a maximum-cardinality
matching in a bipartite graph is a special case of the above algorithm. Namely, let G =
(U,W,E) be a bipartite graph. Similar to the construction of the directed bipartite graph
GM in Section 6.1.2, we transform G into a directed bipartite graph G′ by orienting all
edges from U to W . Furthermore, we add a “source” s, a “sink” t, and arcs from s to
all vertices U and from all vertices in W to t. To all arcs a of the resulting graph we
assign a capacity c(a) = 1 and a weight w(a) = 0. Now the algorithm for finding a
minimum-weight s-t flow in G′ mimics exactly the augmenting paths algorithm for find-
ing a maximum-cardinality matching in G. In particular, given a flow f in G′ and the
corresponding matching M in G, the directed graph GM corresponds to the residual graph
G′
f where s, t and their adjacent arcs have been removed. Similarly, an M -augmenting

path in GM corresponds to a directed s-t path in G′
f .

Finally, we mention a result that, as we will see, is particularly useful for designing
incremental filtering algorithms. Given a minimum-weight s-t flow, we want to compute
the increase that would occur in the weight of solution when an unused arc is forced to be
used. The following result shows that this can be done by re-routing the flow through a
minimum-cost circuit containing the unused arc, see [2, p. 338].

Theorem 6.2. Let f be a minimum-weight s-t flow of value φ inG = (V,A) with f(a) = 0
for some a ∈ A. Let C be a directed circuit in Gf with a ∈ C, minimizing w(C). Then
f ′ = f + εχC , where ε is subject to d ≤ f + εχC ≤ c, has minimum weight among all
s-t flows g in G with value(g) = φ and g(a) = ε. If C does not exist, f ′ does not exist.
Otherwise, weight(f ′) = weight(f) + ε · w(C).
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The proof of Theorem 6.2 relies on the fact that for a minimum-weight flow f in G,
the residual graph Gf does not contain directed circuits with negative weight.
For further reading on network flows we recommend Ahuja et al. [2] or Schrijver [62,
Chapter 6–15].

6.1.3 Linear Programming

A linear program consists of continuous variables and linear constraints (inequalities or
equalities). The objective is to optimize a linear cost function. One of the standard forms
of a linear program is

min c1x1 + c2x2 + . . . + cnxn

subject to a11x1 + a12x2 + . . . + a1nxn = b1
a21x1 + a22x2 + . . . + a2nxn = b2

...
...

am1x1 + am2x2 + . . . + amnxn = bm

x1, . . . , xn ≥ 0

or, using matrix notation,

min {cTx | Ax = b, x ≥ 0} (6.2)

where c ∈ Rn, b ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rm×n and x ∈ Rn. Here c represents the “cost” vector and x
is the vector of variables. Every linear program can be transformed into a linear program
in the form of (6.2); see for example [61, Section 7.4].

Recall that the rank of a matrix is the number of linearly independent rows or columns
of the matrix. For simplicity, we assume in the following that the rank of A is m, i.e. there
are no redundant equations in (6.2).

Let A = (a1, a2, . . . , an) where aj is the j-th column of A. For some “index set”
I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} we denote by AI the submatrix of A consisting of the columns ai with
i ∈ I .

Because the rank of A is m, there exists an index set B = {B1, . . . , Bm} such that the
m × m submatrix AB = (aB1

, . . . , aBm
) is nonsingular and is therefore invertible. We

call AB a basis of A. Let N = {1, . . . , n} \ B. If we permute the columns of A such that
A = (AB, AN ), we can write Ax = b as

ABxB +ANxN = b,

where x = (xB, xN ). Then a solution to Ax = b is given by xB = A−1
B b and xN = �0.

This solution is called a basic solution. A basic solution is feasible if A−1
B b ≥ �0. The

vector xB contains the basic variables and the vector xN contains the nonbasic variables.
If we permute c such that c = (cB, cN ), the corresponding objective value is cTx =
cTBA

−1
B b+ cTN�0 = cTBA

−1
B b.

Given a basis AB , we can rewrite (6.2) into the following equivalent linear program

min cTBA
−1
B b+ (cTN − cTBA−1

B AN )xN

subject to xB +A−1
B ANxN = A−1

B b

xB, xN ≥ 0.

(6.3)
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Program (6.3) represents how the objective may improve if we would replace (some) basic
variables by nonbasic variables. This means that some basic variables will take value 0,
while some nonbasic variables will take a non-zero value instead. If we do so, feasibility
is maintained by xB + A−1

B ANxN = A−1
B b. The improvement of the objective value

is represented by (cTN − cTBA−1
B AN )xN . This rewritten cost vector for xN is called the

reduced-cost vector and is defined on both basic and nonbasic variables as cT = cT −
cTBA

−1
B A. We have the following (cf. [46, pp. 31–32]):

Theorem 6.3. (xB, xN ) is an optimal solution if and only if c ≥ �0.

Apart from this result, reduced-costs have another interesting property. Namely, they
represent the marginal rate at which the solution gets worse if we insert a nonbasic variable
into the solution (by giving it a non-zero value). For example, if we insert nonbasic variable
xi into the solution, the objective value will increase by at least cixi. This property will be
exploited in Section 6.5.2.

To solve linear programs one often uses the simplex method, invented by Dantzig [15],
which employs Theorem 6.3. Roughly, the simplex method moves from one basis to an-
other by replacing a column in AB by a column in AN , until it finds a basic feasible
solution for which all reduced-costs are nonnegative. The method is very fast in practice,
although it has an exponential worst-case time complexity. Polynomial-time algorithms
for linear programs were presented by Khachiyan [36] and Karmarkar [33, 32].
For further reading on linear programming we recommend Chvátal [14] or Nemhauser and
Wolsey [46].

6.2 Examples of Global Constraints

In this section we present a number of global constraints that are practically useful and for
which efficient filtering algorithms exist.

6.2.1 The Sum and Knapsack Constraints

The sum constraint is one of the most frequently occurring constraints in applications. Let
x1, . . . , xn be variables. To each variable xi, we associate a scalar ci ∈ Q. Furthermore,
let z be a variable with domain D(z) ⊆ Q. The sum constraint is defined as

sum(x1, . . . , xn, z, c) =

{

(d1, . . . , dn, d) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z), d =
n
∑

i=1

cidi

}

.

We also write z =
∑n

i=1 cixi.
The knapsack constraint is a variant of the sum constraint. Rather than constraining

the sum to be a specific value, the knapsack constraint states the sum to be within a lower
bound l and an upper bound u. Traditionally, one writes l ≤ ∑n

i=1 cixi ≤ u. Here we
represent l and u by a variable z, such that D(z) = [l, u]. Then we define the knapsack
constraint as

knapsack(x1, . . . , xn, z, c) =
{(d1, . . . , dn, d) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z), d ≤∑n

i=1 cidi} ∩
{(d1, . . . , dn, d) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z),

∑n
i=1 cidi ≤ d} ,

which corresponds to minD(z) ≤∑n
i=1 cixi ≤ maxD(z).
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6.2.2 The Element Constraint

Let y be an integer variable, z a variable with finite domain, and c an array of variables, i.e.,
c = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]. The element constraint states that z is equal to the y-th variable in
c, or z = xy. More formally

element(y, z, x1, . . . , xn) =
{(e, f, d1, . . . , dn) | e ∈ D(y), f ∈ D(z), ∀i di ∈ D(xi), f = de}.

The element constraint was introduced Van Hentenryck and Carillon [24]. It can be
applied to model many practical problems, especially when we want to model variable
subscripts. An example is presented in Section 6.2.8 below.

6.2.3 The Alldifferent Constraint

The alldifferent constraint is probably the best-known, most influential and most
studied global constraint in constraint programming. Apart from its simplicity and practical
applicability, this is probably due to its relationship to matching theory. This important
field of theoretical computer science has produced several classical results and provided
the basis for efficient filtering algorithms for the alldifferent constraint.

Definition 6.4 (Alldifferent constraint, [39]). Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be variables. Then

alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) = {(d1, . . . , dn) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), ∀i �=j di 	= dj}.

A famous problem that can be modeled with alldifferent constraints is the n-
queens problem: Place n queens on an n × n chessboard in such a way that no queen
attacks another queen.

One way of modeling this problem is to introduce an integer variable xi for every row
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which ranges over column 1 to n. This means that in row i, a queen is
placed in the xi-th column. The domain of every xi is D(xi) = {1, 2, . . . , n} and we
express the no-attack constraints by

xi 	= xj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (6.4)

xi − xj 	= i− j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (6.5)

xi − xj 	= j − i for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (6.6)

The constraints (6.4) state that no two queens are allowed to occur in the same column
and the constraints (6.5) and (6.6) state the diagonal cases. A more concise model can be
stated as follows. After rearranging the terms of constraints (6.5) and (6.6), we transform
the model into

alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn),
alldifferent(x1 − 1, x2 − 2, . . . , xn − n),
alldifferent(x1 + 1, x2 + 2, . . . , xn + n),
xi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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6.2.4 The Global Cardinality Constraint

The global cardinality constraint gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ) is a generalization of
alldifferent. While alldifferent requires that every value is assigned to at
most one variable, the gcc is specified on n assignment variables x1, . . . , xn and n′ count
variables cv1 , . . . , cvn′ and specifies that each value vi is assigned to exactly cvi

assign-
ment variables. alldifferent, then, is the special case of gcc in which the domain of
each count variable is {0, 1}. For any tuple t ∈ Dn and value v ∈ D, let occ(v, t) be the
number of occurrences of v in t.

Definition 6.5 (Global cardinality constraint, [47]). Let x1, . . . , xn be assignment vari-
ables whose domains are contained in {v1, . . . vn′} and let {cv1 , . . . , cvn′} be count vari-
ables whose domains are sets of integers. Then

gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ) = {(w1, . . . , wn, o1, . . . , on′) |
∀j wj ∈ D(xj), ∀i occ(vi, (w1, . . . , wn)) = oi ∈ D(cvi

)}.

An example of a problem that can be modeled with a gcc is the shift assignment
problem [13, 58] in which we are given a set of workers W = {W1, . . . ,Ws} and a set of
shifts S = {S1, . . . , St} and the problem is to assign each worker to one of the shifts while
fulfilling the constraints posed by the workers and the boss: Each worker Wi specifies in
which of the shifts she is willing to work and for each shift Si the boss specifies a lower
and upper bound on the number of workers that should be assigned to this shift. In the
gcc, the workers would be represented by the assignment variables and the shifts by the
count variables. The domain of an assignment variable would contain the set of shifts that
the respective worker is willing to work in and the interval corresponding to each count
variable would match the lower and upper bounds specified by the boss for this shift.

6.2.5 The Global Cardinality Constraint with Costs

The global cardinality constraint with costs [59] combines a gcc and a variant of the sum
constraint. As in Section 6.2.4, let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of assignment variables and
let cv1 , . . . , cvn′ be count variables. We are given a function w that associates to each pair
(x, d) ∈ X×D(X) a “cost”w(x, d) ∈ Q. In addition, the constraint is defined on a “cost”
variable z with domain D(z). Assuming that we want to minimize the cost variable z, the
global cardinality constraint with costs is defined as

cost gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ , z, w) = {(d1, . . . , dn, o1, . . . , on′ , d) |
(d1, . . . , dn, o1, . . . , on′) ∈ gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ),
∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z),

∑n
i=1 w(xi, di) ≤ d}.

(6.7)

In other words, the cost variable z represents an upper bound on the sum of w(xi, di)
for all i. We want to find only those solutions to the gcc whose associated cost is not
higher than this bound.

As an example of the practical use of a cost gcc we extend the above shift assign-
ment problem. It is natural to assume that different workers perform shifts differently. For
example, suppose that we have a prediction of “work output” when we assign a worker to a
shift. Denote this output by O(W,S) for each worker W and shift S. The boss now wants
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to maximize the output, while still respecting the above preferences and constraints on the
shifts. We can model this as

cost gcc(W1, . . . ,Wn, S1, . . . , St, z, Õ),

where Õ(W,S) = −O(W,S) for all workers W and shifts S. Namely, maximizing O is
equivalent to minimizing −O.

6.2.6 Scheduling with Cumulative Resource Constraints

An important application area for constraint solvers is in solving NP-hard scheduling prob-
lems. Chapter 22, “Planning and Scheduling”, explores the use of constraint programming
for scheduling in depth. Here, we mention only one problem of this family; that of schedul-
ing non-preemptive tasks who share a single resource with bounded capacity.

We are given a collection T = t1, . . . , tn of tasks, such that each task ti is associated
with four variables: Its release time ri is the earliest time at which it can begin executing,
its deadline di is the time by which it must complete, its processing time pi is the amount
of time it takes to complete and its capacity requirement ci is the capacity of the resource
that it takes up while it executes. In addition, we are given the capacity variable C of the
resource. (The special case in which ∀i ci = 1 and C = 1 is known as the disjunctive case
while the general case in which arbitrary capacities are allowed is the cumulative case.)

A solution is a schedule, i.e., a starting time si for each task ti such that ri ≤ si ≤
di − pi (the task completes before its deadline), and in addition,

∀u
∑

i|si≤u≤si+pi

ci ≤ C

i.e., at any time unit u, the capacity of the resource is not exceeded. Note that the starting
times si are auxiliary variables; instead of si we reason about the release times ri and
deadlines di.
The cumulative({r1, . . . , rn}, {d1, . . . , dn}, {p1, . . . , pn}, {c1, . . . , cn}, C) constraint
models scheduling problems as described above [1].

6.2.7 The Regular Language Membership Constraint

The regular constraint [48] is defined on a fixed-length sequence of finite-domain vari-
ables and states that the sequence of values taken by these variables belongs to a given
regular language. The regular constraint has applications, for example, in rostering
problems and sequencing problems.

Before we formally introduce the regular constraint, we need some definitions (see
[29]). A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is described by a 5-tuple M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0,
F ) whereQ is a finite set of states, Σ is an alphabet, δ : Q×Σ→ Q is a transition function,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final (or accepting) states. Given an
input string, the automaton starts in the initial state q0 and processes the string one symbol
at the time, applying the transition function δ at each step to update the current state. The
string is accepted if and only if the last state reached belongs to the set of final states F .
Strings processed by M that are accepted are said to belong to the language defined by M ,
denoted by L(M). As an example, the DFAM for the regular expression aa�bb�aa�+cc�

is shown in Figure 6.1. It accepts the strings aaabaa and cc, but not aacbba.
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q0
q2 q3

q4

q1
a b a

c

a b a

c

Figure 6.1: A representation of a DFA with each state shown as a circle, final states as a
double circle, and transitions as arcs.

Definition 6.6 (Regular language membership constraint, [48]). Let M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0,
F ) be a DFA and let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of variables with D(xi) ⊆ Σ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then

regular(X,M) = {(d1, . . . , dn) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d1d2 · · · dn ∈ L(M)} .

Returning to our example, consider the CSP

x1 ∈ {a, b, c}, x2 ∈ {a, b, c}, x3 ∈ {a, b, c}, x4 ∈ {a, b, c},
regular(x1, x2, x3, x4,M).

One solution to this CSP is x1 = a, x2 = b, x3 = a and x4 = a.
The regular constraint allows us to express many relations between the variables

of a sequence. For example, it is possible to express the maximum length of identical
consecutive values, also known as the stretch constraint [49, 23]. A typical application
of the stretch constraint is to restrict the maximum number of night shifts in a nurse
scheduling problem. Pesant [48] discusses even more complicated patterns.

6.2.8 The Circuit Constraint

Before we introduce the circuit constraint, we need the following definition. Consider
a permutation S = s1, . . . , sn of {1, . . . , n}, i.e., si ∈ {1, . . . , n} and si 	= sj whenever
i 	= j. Define the set CS as follows:

1 ∈ CS ,
i ∈ CS ⇒ si ∈ CS .

We say that S is cyclic if |CS | = n.

Definition 6.7 (Circuit constraint, [39]). Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of variables
with respective domains D(xi) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then

circuit(x1, . . . , xn) = {(d1, . . . , dn) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d1, . . . , dn is cyclic}.

To the variables in Definition 6.7 we can associate the digraph G = (X,A) with arc
set A = {(xi, xj) | j ∈ D(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. An assignment x1 = d1, . . . , xn = dn
corresponds to the subset of arcs Ã = {(xi, xdi

) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The circuit constraint
ensures that Ã is a directed circuit.
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A famous combinatorial problem that can be modeled with the circuit constraint
is the Traveling Salesperson Problem, or TSP [40]: A salesperson needs to find a shortest
route to visit n cities exactly once, and return in its starting city.

We model the TSP as follows. Let cij denote the distance between city i and j (where
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). For each city i, we introduce a variable xi with domain D(xi) =
{1, . . . , n} \ {i}. The value of xi is the city that is visited by the tour immediately af-
ter city i. We also introduce for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the variable di to indicate the distance
from city i to city xi. The TSP can then be modeled as follows.

minimize z,
circuit(x1, . . . , xn),
z =

∑n
i=1 di,

di = cixi
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

(6.8)

To perform the assignment di = cixi
, we use the constraint element(xi, di, ci∗), where

ci∗ denotes the array [cij ]1≤j≤n.

6.2.9 The Soft Alldifferent Constraint

A soft constraint, as opposed to a traditional hard constraint, is a constraint that may be
violated. Instead we measure its violation, and the goal is to minimize the total amount
of violation of all soft constraints. Soft constraints are particularly useful to model and
solve over-constrained and preference-based problems (see Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”).
In this chapter, we follow the scheme proposed by Régin et al. [60] to soften global con-
straints.

A violation measure for a soft constraint C(x1, . . . , xn) is a function μ : D(x1) ×
· · · × D(xn) → Q. This measure is represented by a “cost” variable z, which is to be
minimized. There exist several useful violation measures for soft constraints. For the
soft alldifferent constraint, we consider two measures of violation, see [51]. The
first is the variable-based violation measure μvar which counts the minimum number of
variables that need to change their value in order to satisfy the constraint. The second is
the decomposition-based violation measure μdec which counts the number of constraints
in the binary decomposition that are violated. For alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) the latter
amounts to μdec(x1, . . . , xn) = |{(i, j) | ∀i < j xi = xj}|.
Definition 6.8 (Soft alldifferent constraint, [51]). Let x1, x2, . . . , xn, z be variables with
respective finite domains D(x1), D(x2), . . . , D(xn), D(z). Let μ be a violation measure
for the alldifferent constraint. Then

soft alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn, z, μ) =
{(d1, . . . , dn, d) | ∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z), μ(d1, . . . , dn) ≤ d}

is the soft alldifferent constraint with respect to μ.

As stated above, the cost variable z is minimized during the solution process. Thus,
maxD(z) represents the maximum value of violation that is allowed, and minD(z) rep-
resents the lowest possible value of violation.

As an example, consider the following over-constrained CSP

x1 ∈ {a, b}, x2 ∈ {a, b}, x3 ∈ {a, b}, x4 ∈ {b, c},
alldifferent(x1, x2, x3, x4).
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We have, for instance, μvar(a, a, b, b) = 2, while μdec(a, a, b, b) = 2, and μvar(b, b, b, b) =
3, while μdec(b, b, b, b) = 6. We soften the alldifferent constraint using μdec, and
transform the CSP into the following COP

z ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 6},
x1 ∈ {a, b}, x2 ∈ {a, b}, x3 ∈ {a, b}, x4 ∈ {b, c},
soft alldifferent(x1, x2, x3, x4, z, μdec),
minimize z.

A solution to this COP is x1 = a, x2 = a, x3 = b, x4 = c and z = 1.

6.3 Complete Filtering Algorithms

As mentioned in Section 6.1, the filtering task with respect to a constraintC defined on a set
of variablesX is to remove values from the domains of variables inX without changing the
set of solutions to C. We say that the filtering is complete if the removal of any additional
value from the domain of any of the variables in X would change the set of solutions to C.
Formally:

Definition 6.9 (Generalized arc consistency). Let C be a constraint on the variables x1,
. . . , xk with respective domainsD(x1), . . . , D(xk). That is,C ⊆ D(x1)×· · ·×D(xk). We
say that C is generalized arc consistent (arc consistent, for short) if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and v ∈ D(xi), there exists a tuple (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ C such that di = v. A CSP is arc
consistent if each of its constraints is arc consistent.

In the literature, arc consistency is also referred to as hyper-arc consistency or domain
consistency. Note that arc consistency only guarantees that each individual constraint has
a solution; it does not guarantee that the CSP has a solution.

In this section we present filtering algorithms that establish arc consistency. In general,
establishing arc consistency for a non-binary constraint (or global constraint) is NP-hard
(see Chapter 3, “Constraint Propagation”). For a number of global constraints, however,
it is possible to establish arc consistency quite efficiently. We present such filtering algo-
rithms in detail for the alldifferent, the gcc, and the regular constraints.

6.3.1 The Alldifferent Constraint

Régin [57] proposed an arc consistency algorithm for the alldifferent constraint
which is based on matching theory.

Definition 6.10 (Value graph, [57]). Let X be a set of variables and D(X) the union of
their domains. The bipartite graph G = (X,D(X), E) with E = {{x, d} | x ∈ X, d ∈
D(x)} is called the value graph of X .

As an example, consider the following CSP:

x1 ∈ {b, c, d, e}, x2 ∈ {b, c}, x3 ∈ {a, b, c, d}, x4 ∈ {b, c},
alldifferent(x1, x2, x3, x4).

The value graph of the variables in this CSP is shown in Figure 6.2.a.
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Figure 6.2: Graph representation for the alldifferent constraint, before and after
filtering. Bold edges represent a matching, corresponding to a solution to the alldiff-
erent constraint.

Theorem 6.11 (Régin [57]). Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of variables and let G be
the value graph of X . Then (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) if and only if
M = {{x1, d1}, . . . , {xn, dn}} is a matching in G.

Proof: By definition. �

Note that the matching M in Theorem 6.11 covers X , and is therefore a maximum-
cardinality matching.

Consider again the above CSP. A solution to this CSP, i.e., to the alldifferent
constraint in the CSP, is x1 = d, x2 = b, x3 = a and x4 = c. This solution corre-
sponds to a maximum-cardinality matching in the value graph, indicated with bold edges
in Figure 6.2.a.

Corollary 6.12 (Régin [57]). Let G be the value graph of a set of variables X = {x1, x2,
. . . , xn}. The constraint alldifferent(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is arc consistent if and only if
every edge in G belongs to a matching in G covering X .

Proof: Immediate from Definition 6.9 and Theorem 6.11. �

The following Theorem identifies edges that belong to a maximum-cardinality match-
ing. The proof follows from [50]; see also [62, Theorem 16.1].

Theorem 6.13. Let G be a graph and M a maximum-cardinality matching in G. An edge
e belongs to some maximum-cardinality matching in G if and only if e ∈ M , or e is on
an even-length M -alternating path starting at an M -free vertex, or e is on an even-length
M -alternating circuit.

Proof: Let M be a maximum-cardinality matching in G = (V,E). Suppose edge e
belongs to a maximum-cardinality matching N , and e /∈ M . The graph G′ = (V,M ⊕
N) consists of even-length paths (possibly empty) and circuits with edges alternatingly
in M and N . If the paths are not of even length, either M or N can be made larger
by interchanging edges in M and N along this path (a contradiction because they are of
maximum cardinality).
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Conversely, let M be a maximum-cardinality matching in G and let P be an even-
length M -alternating path starting at an M -free vertex or an M -alternating circuit. Let e
be an edge such that e ∈ P \M . Then M ⊕ P is a maximum-cardinality matching that
contains e. �

Using Theorem 6.13, we construct the following arc consistency algorithm. First we
compute a maximum-cardinality matching M in the value graph G = (X,D(X), E).
This can be done in O(m

√
n) time, using the algorithm by Hopcroft and Karp [28], where

m =
∑n

i=1 |D(xi)|. Next we identify the even M -alternating paths starting at an M -free
vertex, and the even M -alternating circuits in the following way.

Define the directed bipartite graph GM = (X,D(X), A) with arc set A = {(x, d) |
x ∈ X, {x, d} ∈ M} ∪ {(d, x) | x ∈ X, {x, d} ∈ E \M}. In other words, edges in M
are oriented from X (the variables) to D(X) (the domain values) and edges not in M are
oriented in reverse direction. We first compute the strongly connected components in GM
in O(n+m) time [65]. Arcs between vertices in the same strongly connected component
belong to an even M -alternating circuit in G, and are marked as “used”. Next we search
for the arcs that belong to a directed path in GM , starting at an M -free vertex. This takes
O(m) time, using breadth-first search. Arcs belonging to such a path belong to an M -
alternating path in G starting at an M -free vertex, and are marked as “used”. For all edges
{x, d} whose corresponding arc is not marked “used” and that do not belong to M , we
update D(x) = D(x) \ {d}. Then, by Theorem 6.13, the corresponding alldifferent
constraint is arc consistent.

It follows from the above that the alldifferent constraint can be checked for
consistency, i.e., determined to contain a solution, in O(m

√
n) time and that it can be

made arc consistent in O(m) additional time.
In Figure 6.2.b we have shown the corresponding value graph for our example CSP,

after establishing arc consistency. Note that the remaining edges are either in the matching
M (for example x1d), or on an even-length M -alternating path starting at an M -free ver-
tex (for example ex1dx3a), or on an even-lengthM -alternating circuit (namely x2bx4cx2).

During the whole solution process of the CSP, constraints other than alldiffer-
ent might also be used to remove values from variable domains. In such cases, we must
update the filtering of our alldifferent constraint. As pointed out by Régin [57],
this can be done incrementally, i.e., we can make use of our current value graph and our
current maximum-cardinality matching to compute a new maximum-cardinality matching.
For example, if the domain of k variables has changed, we can recompute our matching
in O(min{km,m√n}) time, and establish arc consistency in O(m) additional time again.
The same idea has been used by Barták [4] to make the alldifferent constraint dy-
namic with respect to the addition of variables during the solution process.

6.3.2 The Global Cardinality Constraint

Figure 6.3 shows an example of a gcc and one of its solutions. Unfortunately, it is NP-hard
to filter the domains of all variables to arc consistency [53]. However, if we replace the
count variables cv1 , . . . , cvn′ by constant intervals Ei = [Li, Ui] (i = 1, . . . , n′), we can
use a generalization of the arc consistency algorithm for the alldifferent constraint
to efficiently filter the domains of all assignment variables to arc consistency [58]: We
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Figure 6.3: gcc example: On the left are the domains D(xi) of the assignment variables
and the fixed intervalsEi that replace the count variables. On the right is the corresponding
value graph with a solution marked by bold edges.
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Figure 6.4: a. The flow network for the example of Figure 6.3. The requirements of the
arcs are shown as intervals above each equal-requirement group. The numbers above the
arcs indicate a feasible flow. b. The residual capacity of an arc (vi, t) indicates how many
more variables can be assigned the value vi without exceeding its capacity and the resid-
ual capacity of an arc (t, vi) indicates how many variables which are assigned vi can be
assigned another value without going below vi’s demand.

construct the value graph G as before, orient the arcs from the variables to the values and
assign to each of them a requirement of [0, 1]. Then, we add two vertices s and t, such that
for each variable xi there is an arc with requirement [1, 1] from s to xi, and for each value
vj , there is an arc with requirement [Lj , Uj ] from vj to t (see Figure 6.4.a). The following
theorem states that a solution to the gcc corresponds to an integral feasible s-t flow in this
network.

Theorem 6.14 (Régin [58]). Let C = gcc(x1, . . . , xn, cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ) and let G be the
augmented value graph described above. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the solutions to C and integral feasible s-t flows in G.

Proof: Given a solution S = (vi1 , . . . , vin , o1, . . . , on′) to the constraint, we construct
a feasible flow in G as follows. For each variable xj , f(xj , vij ) = 1 and for any value
v 	= vij , f(xj , v) = 0. For each value vi, we set f(vi, t) = oi and for each variable xj we
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set f(s, xj) = 1. It is not hard to verify that the capacities of the arcs are respected by f
and that flow conservation holds, so f is an integral feasible s-t flow.

Conversely, let f be a feasible flow in G. Then by the demand and capacity require-
ment, for every arc a from a variable vertex to a value vertex, f(a) ∈ {0, 1}. By flow
conservation, and by our selection of capacities for the arcs from s to the variable vertex,
we know that every variable vertex is incident to exactly one variable-value arc that carries
flow 1.

Let S = (vi1 , . . . , vin , o1, . . . , on′) be a tuple such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the arc
(xj , vij ) is the unique arc such that f(xj , vij ) = 1 and for each 1 ≤ j′ ≤ n′, oj′ is the
number of occurrences of the value vj′ in (vi1 , . . . , vin). To see that S is a solution to the
constraint, it remains to show that every variable is assigned a value in its domain. For
the assignment variables this is obvious: If a variable-value arc carries flow it must exist
in the graph, and this can hold only when the value is in the domain of the variable. For
the count variables, this holds, again, by flow conservation and by our choice of capacities
for the arcs in the network: The value of the flow on an arc from the value vertex vi to t
is, by construction of the flow network, some value fi in Ei. By flow conservation, the
amount of flow entering this value vertex is also fi, and since flow can only enter through
variable-value arcs, we get that the number of variables that are assigned the value vi is fi.

�

We say that the arc a belongs to a flow f if f(a) > 0. Once again, we conclude that:

Corollary 6.15 (Régin [58]). Let G be the value graph of a set of variablesX = {x1, . . . ,
xn}, augmented into a flow network as described above. The constraint gcc(x1, . . . , xn,
E1, . . . , En′), where each Ei is a fixed interval, is arc consistent if and only if every
variable-value arc in G belongs to some feasible integral flow in G.

The following theorem characterizes the arcs of G that belong to feasible flows, in
terms of the residual graph of G with respect to a given flow (see Figure 6.4.b). Its proof
is along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 6.13 and belongs to the folklore of flow
theory.

Theorem 6.16. Let G be a graph and f a feasible flow in G. An arc belongs to some
feasible flow in G if and only if it belongs to f or both of its endpoints belong to the same
SCC of the residual graph of G with respect to f .

Therefore, given a gcc whose count variables are fixed intervals, we can filter the do-
mains of the assignment variables to arc consistency by an algorithm that follows the same
approach as the arc consistency algorithm for the alldifferent constraint, except that
the maximum cardinality matching computation is replaced by a feasible flow computa-
tion. If we were to use a generic flow algorithm such as Algorithm 6.1, the running time
deteriorates to O(mn). However, Quimper et al. [53] recently showed that the structure of
the value graph can be exploited to compute the flow inO(m

√
n) time, using an adaptation

of the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [28] for maximum cardinality bipartite matchings.

6.3.3 The Regular Language Membership Constraint

A filtering algorithm for the regular constraint, establishing arc consistency, was pre-
sented by Pesant [48]. It makes use of a specific digraph representation of the DFA, which
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Figure 6.5: Graph representation for the regular constraint, before and after filtering. A
double circle represents a final state. Arcs outgoing from a vertex which is not reachable
from q10 were omitted for clarity.

has similarities to dynamic programming.
Let M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) be a DFA and let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of vari-

ables with D(xi) ⊆ Σ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We construct the digraph R representing
regular(X,M) as follows. The vertex set V consists of n + 1 duplicates of the set of
states of the DFA:

V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn+1,

where

∀1≤i≤n+1Vi = {qik | qk ∈ Q}.

The arc set A of the graph represents the transition function δ of the DFA:

A = A1 ∪A2 ∪ · · · ∪An,

where

∀1≤i≤nAi = {(qik, qi+1
l ) | δ(qk, d) = ql for d ∈ D(xi)}.

Figure 6.5.a shows the graphR corresponding to the DFA in Figure 6.1.

Theorem 6.17 (Pesant [48]). A solution to regular(X,M) corresponds to a directed
path inR from q10 in V1 to a final state in Vn+1.

Proof: Follows immediately from the construction ofR and the definition of the regu-
lar constraint. �

We apply Theorem 6.17 to establish arc consistency for the regular constraint:
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Figure 6.6: Updated graph after the removal of element a from D(x3).

Corollary 6.18 (Pesant [48]). Let M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) be a DFA and let X = {x1, . . . ,
xn} be a set of variables withD(xi) ⊆ Σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The constraint regular(X,M)
is arc consistent if and only if for all xi ∈ X and d ∈ D(xi), there exists an arc a =
(qik, q

i+1
l ) such that δ(qk, d) = ql and a belongs to a path from q10 to a final state in Vn+1.

Consider again the example presented in Section 6.2.7, i.e.,

x1 ∈ {a, b, c}, x2 ∈ {a, b, c}, x3 ∈ {a, b, c}, x4 ∈ {a, b, c},
regular(x1, x2, x3, x4,M).

The CSP is not arc consistent. For example, value b can never be assigned to x1. If we
make the CSP arc consistent we obtain

x1 ∈ {a, c}, x2 ∈ {a, b, c}, x3 ∈ {a, b, c}, x4 ∈ {a, c},
regular(x1, x2, x3, x4,M).

In Figure 6.5.b, the graph R corresponding to this example is shown after establishing arc
consistency.

Corollary 6.18 implies the following filtering algorithm. First, we construct the graph
R, referred to in [48] as the “forward” phase. During this phase we omit all arcs that
are not on a directed path starting in q10 . Then we remove all arcs that are not on a path
from q10 to a final state in Vn+1. This can be done in a “backward” phase, starting from
vertices in Vn+1 which are not final states. The total time complexity of this algorithm is
dominated by the time to construct the graph, which is in O(n |Σ| |Q|). This is also the
space complexity of the algorithm.

Note that the algorithm can be made incremental. Whenever the domain of a variable
has changed, we remove the corresponding arc from the graph. Then we simply perform a
forward and backward phase on the affected parts of the graph, while leaving the rest un-
changed. An example is given in Figure 6.6. It shows the updated graph after the removal
of element b from D(x2). As a result, a is removed from D(x3).
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It should be noted that this algorithm resembles the filtering algorithm for the knap-
sack constraint proposed by Trick [66]. Trick’s algorithm applies dynamic programming
techniques to establish arc consistency on the knapsack constraint. The same algorithm
can be applied to make the sum constraint arc consistent. It has a pseudo-polynomial run-
ning time however, as its complexity depends on the actual values of the domain elements
of the variable which represents the sum.

6.4 Optimization Constraints

In this section we consider global constraints in the context of constraint optimization
problems, or COPs. Recall that a COP contains an objective function to be optimized,
and the goal is to find a solution that minimizes or maximizes its value. An optimization
constraint is a constraint that is linked to the objective function of the problem at hand.
For example, the cost gcc is an optimization constraint. Every solution to it induces a
“cost” that is represented by a variable z. The assumption is that z appears in the objective
function, and is to be minimized. Whenever a solution to the COP is found, we obtain an
upper bound for the variable z. Then the domain of z is filtered accordingly, and from that
point on, we will only be searching for improving solutions.

Traditionally, COPs were solved in the following way. Assume that the objective func-
tion is represented by a variable z, which is to be minimized. If we find a solution to the
problem, we compute its corresponding objective value opt and add the constraint z < opt .
In that way, we search only for improving solutions. By reasoning on the domains of the
variables present in the objective function, we may even detect sub-optimality before in-
stantiating all variables, and backtrack. A major deficiency of this method, however, is that
there is no inference from the domain of z to the domains of the other variables. Optimiza-
tion constraints do take this two-way inference into account. They are global constraints,
i.e., they specify a complex relation on a set of variables, but in addition they are also de-
fined on a variable such as z above, which represents the value of the best solution found
so far. Since we are only interested in improving solutions, a minimization (maximization)
constraint is satisfied only when the value of the solution is at most (at least) z.

In this section we present complete filtering algorithms for two types of optimization
constraints. First, we consider the cost gcc, which embodies the natural extension of
global constraints to optimization constraints. Next, we consider the soft alldiffer-
ent constraint, which can be applied to over-constrained and preference-based problems.
In Section 6.5.2 we discuss partial filtering methods for optimization constraints.

6.4.1 The Global Cardinality Constraint with Costs

The filtering algorithm for the global cardinality constraint with costs (the cost gcc) is
an extension of the filtering algorithm of the gcc without costs. As in Section 6.3.2, we
replace the count variables cv1 , . . . , cvn′ by constant intervals E1, . . . , En′ and filter the
domains of the assignment variables.

Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}, E = {E1, . . . , En′} and let cost gcc(X,E, z, w) be the
constraint under consideration in this section. We extend the graph G of Section 6.3.2
by applying a “weight” function to its arcs. The weight of arc (xi, d) is w(xi, d) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n and d ∈ D(xi). To all other arcs we assign a weight 0. The filtering algorithm
is based on finding a flow in the weighted version of G, which we denote by CG.
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Theorem 6.19 (Régin [59]). The constraint cost gcc(X,E, z, w) is arc consistent if
and only if

i) for all x ∈ X and d ∈ D(x) there exists an integral feasible s-t flow f in CG with
f(x, d) = 1 and weight(f) ≤ maxD(z), and

ii) minD(z) ≥ weight(f) for some integral feasible s-t flow f in CG.

Proof: If we ignore the costs, we know from the gcc case that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between integral feasible s-t flows and solutions to the constraint. By our
choice of weights for the arcs, the weight of a flow is equal to the cost of the corresponding
solution. Hence, a flow corresponds to a solution only if its weight is at most maxD(z)
and every value in D(z) (in particular, minD(z)) must be larger than the weight of at least
one feasible integral s-t flow. �

Theorem 6.19 gives rise to the following filtering algorithm for the cost gcc. We
first build the digraph CG that represents the constraint. Then, for every variable-value pair
(xi, d) we check whether the pair belongs to a solution, i.e., whether there exists a flow in
CG that represents a solution containing xi = d, with cost at most maxD(z). If this is not
the case, we can remove d from D(xi). Finally, we update minD(z) to be the maximum
between its current value and the weight of a minimum-weight s-t flow of value n in CG.

By applying the successive shortest paths algorithm described in Section 6.1, we can
compute a minimum-weight flow in CG in O(n(m+n logn)) time. Hence, the time com-
plexity of this filtering algorithm is O(n2d(m+n logn)) where d is the maximum domain
size. However, we can improve the efficiency by applying Theorem 6.2, as proposed by
Régin [59, 56].

The resulting, more efficient, algorithm is as follows. We first compute an initial
minimum-weight flow f in CG representing a solution. Then for each arc a = (u, v)
representing (xi, d) with f(a) = 0, we compute a minimum-weight directed path P from
v to u in the residual graph CGf . Together with a, P forms a directed circuit. Because
f represents a solution, it is an integer flow. This means that we can reroute one unit of
flow along the circuit and obtain a flow f ′. Then cost(f ′) = cost(f) + cost(P ), following
Theorem 6.2. If cost(f ′) > maxD(z) we remove d from the domain of xi.

An initial solution is still computed in O(n(m + n log n)) time, but we can reduce
the time complexity to establish arc consistency. A first attempt is to compute for all arcs
(xi, d) with f(xi, d) = 0 a shortest path in the residual graph. That would yield a time
complexityO((m−n)(m+n logn)). We can do better, however, see [59, 56]. We compute
for each (variable) vertex in X the distance to all other vertices in O(m + n logn) time.
Alternatively, this may be done for all (value) vertices in D(X) instead. This gives us the
lengths of all paths in O(Δ(m+ n logn)) time, where Δ = min(n, |D(X)|).

In addition, this algorithm is incremental. When the domain of k variables has changed,
it takes O(k(m + n logn)) time to recompute a feasible flow, starting from the previous
flow. Establishing arc consistency is done again in O(Δ(m+ n logn)) additional time.

Note that, by definition (6.7), we don’t restrict all values ofD(z) to belong to a solution.
This would however be the case if we had defined

∑n
i=1 w(xi, di) = d in (6.7). The reason

for omitting this additional restriction on z is that it makes the task of establishing arc
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consistency NP-hard. This follows from a reduction from the “subset sum” problem (see
[20]). Definition (6.7) does allow an efficient filtering algorithm, as we have seen above. In
a sense, one could argue that while establishing arc consistency, the algorithm mimics the
establishment of bound consistency (see Section 6.5.1) with respect to the cost variable z.

6.4.2 The Soft Alldifferent Constraint

In this section we present filtering algorithms for the soft alldifferent constraint.
Each of the violation measures μvar and μdec gives rise to a different arc consistency prob-
lem, and we describe an algorithm for each of them.

Variable-based violation measure

Recall that the variable-based violation measure μvar counts how many variables need to
change their values in order for the constraint to be satisfied.

Theorem 6.20 (Petit et al. [51]). Let G be the value graph of the variables x1, . . . , xn
and letM be a maximum-cardinality matching in G. The constraint soft alldiffer-
ent(x1, . . . , xn, z, μvar) is arc consistent if and only if one of the following conditions
holds

i) minD(z) ≤ n− |M | < maxD(z), or

ii) minD(z) ≤ n − |M | = maxD(z) and all edges in G belong to a matching in G
with cardinality |M |.

Proof: We can assign |M | variables to a different value. Thus we need to change the
value of at least n − |M | variables, i.e., μvar ≥ n − |M |. Given an assignment with min-
imum violation, every change in this assignment can only increase μvar by 1. Hence, if
minD(z) ≤ n − |M | < maxD(z) all domain values belong to a solution. On the other
hand, if n−|M | = maxD(z), only those edges that belong to a matching with cardinality
|M | belong to a solution. �

The constraint soft alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn, z, μvar) can be filtered to arc con-
sistency by an algorithm which is similar to the one in Section 6.3.1. First we com-
pute a maximum-cardinality matching M in the value graph G in O(m

√
n) time, where

m =
∑n
i=1 |D(xi)|. If n− |M | > maxD(z), the constraint is inconsistent. Otherwise, if

n− |M | = maxD(z), we identify all edges that belong to a maximum-cardinality match-
ing. Here we apply Theorem 6.13, i.e., we identify the even M -alternating paths starting
at an M -free vertex, and the even M -alternating circuits. This takes O(m) time, as we
saw in Section 6.3.1. Note that in this case vertices in X may also be M -free. Finally, we
update minD(z)← max{minD(z), n− |M |} if minD(z) < n− |M |.

Decomposition-based violation measure

Recall that the decomposition-based violation measure counts the number of constraints in
the binary decomposition (i.e., the set of pairwise not-equal constraints) that are violated.
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Figure 6.7: Graph representation for the soft alldifferent constraint. The require-
ments of the arcs are shown as intervals above each equal-requirement group. Unless
indicated otherwise, the weight w of an arc is 0. The numbers next to the arcs describe a
feasible flow with weight 1.

Once again, we construct a directed graph S = (V,A), this time with

V = {s, t} ∪X ∪D(X) and A = AX ∪As ∪At

where X = {x1, . . . , xn} and

AX = {(xi, d) | d ∈ D(xi)},
As = {(s, xi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
At = {(d, t) | d ∈ D(xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Note that At contains parallel arcs if two or more variables share a domain value. If there
are k parallel arcs (d, t) between some d ∈ D(X) and t, we distinguish them by numbering
the arcs as (d, t)0, (d, t)1, . . . , (d, t)k−1 in a fixed but arbitrary order.

To the arcs in As we assign a requirement [1, 1] while the arcs in A \As have require-
ment [0, 1]. We also assign a “cost” function w to the arcs. If a ∈ As∪AX , thenw(a) = 0.
If a ∈ At, such that a = (d, t)i for some d ∈ D(X) and integer i, the value of w(a) = i.

Figure 6.7.a shows the graph S corresponding to the soft alldifferent example
presented in Section 6.2.9.

Theorem 6.21 (van Hoeve [26]). The constraint soft alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn, z,
μdec) is arc consistent if and only if

i) every arc a ∈ AX belongs to some feasible integral flow f in S with weight(f) ≤
maxD(z), and

ii) minD(z) ≥ weight(f) for a minimum-weight s-t flow f in S.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.19. The weights on the arcs in At are chosen
such that the weight of a minimum-cost flow is exactly the smallest possible value of μdec.
Namely, the first unit of flow entering a value d ∈ D(X) causes no violation and chooses
the outgoing arc with weight 0. The k-th unit of flow that enters d causes k − 1 violations
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and chooses the outgoing arc with weight k − 1. �

Once again, we can filter the constraint soft alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn, z, μdec)
to arc consistency by an algorithm which is similar to the one in Section 6.3.1. First we
compute a minimum-cost flow f in S. We apply the successive shortest paths algorithm,
i.e., we need to compute n shortest paths in the residual graph. Because there are non-
zero weights only on arcs in At, each shortest path computation takes O(m) time, using a
breadth-first search. Hence we can find f in O(nm) time. If weight(f) > maxD(z), we
know that the constraint is inconsistent.

To identify the arcs a = (xi, d) ∈ AX that belong to a feasible integral flow g with
weight(g) ≤ maxD(z), we again apply Theorem 6.2. Thus, we search for a shortest d-xi
path in Sf that together with a forms a directed circuitC. We can compute all such shortest
paths in O(m) time, using again the fact that only arcs a ∈ At contribute to the cost of
such paths (more details are given in [26]).

In [27], the above algorithm was extended to other soft global constraints, such as the
soft regular constraint and the soft gcc constraint. The result for the soft regular
constraint was obtained independently in [5].

6.5 Partial Filtering Algorithms

The algorithms we have presented so far achieve perfect filtering: The removal of any
additional value from the domain of any variable would change the solution set of the
constraint. Sometimes, achieving this utopian goal is too costly, even intractable, and it
makes sense to compromise on a weaker level of filtering. This section describes some of
the approaches that have been suggested for partial filtering of global constraints.

6.5.1 Bound Consistency

Assume that the elements of the variable domains are drawn from a total order (e.g., the
integers) and that the domain of each variable xi is an interval of this total order. Thus,
a domain D(x) = [L(x), U(x)] is specified by a lower bound and an upper bound on the
values that variable x can take.

Definition 6.22 (Bound consistency). Let C be a constraint on the variables x1, . . . , xk
with respective interval domains D(x1), . . . , D(xk). We say that C is bound consistent if
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists a tuple (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ C such that di = L(xi) and there
exists a tuple (e1, . . . , ek) ∈ C such that ei = U(xi).

Computing bound consistency, then, amounts to shrinking the domain intervals as
much as possible without losing any solutions.

Bound consistency for alldifferent and gcc

The assumption that the domain of each variable is an interval of the values, implies that
the value graph is convex:
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Definition 6.23 (Convex graph). A bipartite graphG = (X,Y,E) is convex if the vertices
of Y can be assigned distinct integers from [1, |Y |] such that for every vertex x ∈ X , the
numbers assigned to its neighbors form a subinterval of [1, |Y |].

Algorithms for computing bound consistency exploit this property of the value graph
(either directly or implicitly). Naturally, filtering algorithms for alldifferent ap-
peared first and the generalizations to gcc followed. Two parallel approaches were ex-
plored (see Table 6.1). The first is an adaption of the matching/flow method described
above and the second is based on Hall’s marriage theorem.

Theorem 6.24 (Hall’s Marriage Theorem [22]). A bipartite graph G = (X,Y,E) has a
matching covering X if and only if for any subset X ′ of X , we have that |D(X ′)| ≥ |X ′|.

In our terminology: there is a solution to an alldifferent constraint if and only
if for every subset of the variables, the union of their domains contains enough values to
match each of them with a different value. This theorem implies that if there is a set S of
k variables whose domains are contained in a size-k interval I of values, then the values
of I can be safely removed from the domain of any variable outside of S. It also implies
that this filtering step suffices: If it cannot be applied, the alldifferent constraint is
bound consistent.
As we saw, the flow-based approach yields both arc consistency and bound consistency
algorithms. The second approach, using Hall’s marriage theorem, was first applied by
Leconte [41] who obtained an algorithm that computes range consistency, a filtering level
which is stronger than bound consistency but weaker than arc consistency. Subsequently,
Hall’s theorem was also used in bound consistency algorithms.

Hall’s Theorem Matchings/Flows
bound consistency arc consistency bound consistency

alldifferent Puget [52], Régin [57] Mehlhorn and Thiel [44]
López-Ortiz et al. [43]

gcc Quimper et al. [54] Régin [58] Katriel and Thiel [35]

Table 6.1: The two approaches for filtering of alldifferent and gcc constraints.

In the following, n denotes the number of variables, n′ denotes the number of values in
the union of their domains and m denotes the sum of the cardinalities of the domains (so
the value graph has n+ n′ vertices and m edges). Since m may be as large as nn′, bound
consistency algorithms typically do not construct the graph explicitly.

Puget designed the first bound consistency algorithm for alldifferent, which is
based on Hall’s theorem and runs in O(n logn) time [52]. Mehlhorn and Thiel [44] later
showed that since the matching and SCC computations of Régin’s algorithm [57] can be
performed faster on convex graphs compared to general graphs, it is possible to achieve
bound consistency for alldifferent using the matching approach in O(n + n′) time
plus the time required to sort the variables according to the endpoints of their domains.
Katriel and Thiel [35] later generalized this algorithm for the gcc case. Simultaneously,
Quimper et al. [54] discovered an alternative bound consistency algorithm for gcc, based
on the Hall interval approach. The latter algorithm narrows the domains of only the assign-
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ment variables, while the former narrows the domains of the assignment variables as well
as the count variables, to bound consistency.

As mentioned in Section 6.3.2, it is NP-hard to filter all variables to arc consistency.
It is therefore significant that we can achieve at least some filtering for the domains of the
count variables.

Glover’s algorithm

In order to demonstrate how much simpler convex bipartite graphs are from general bi-
partite graphs, we describe a simple, greedy algorithm that finds a maximum cardinality
matching in a convex value graph. Glover [21] was the first who suggested this algo-
rithm as an O(nn′)-time solution. Using sophisticated data structures, the complexity was
later reduced to O(n′ + nα(n)) by Lipski and Preparata [42] and finally to O(n′ + n) by
Gabow and Tarjan [19]. The latter solutions assume that the values are integers in the in-
terval [1, n′] (which can be achieved in O(n′ logn′) time by sorting and relabeling them).
We will restrict our description to a simple implementation of Glover’s algorithm, which
uses only a priority queue and does not require that the values are in [1, n′]. This imple-
mentation runs in O(n′ + n logn) time. It is much faster than the best known solution for
general value graphs which, recall, runs in O(m

√
n) time [28].

The algorithm traverses the value vertices from smaller to larger and greedily decides,
for each value vertex, whether it is to be matched and if so, with which variable vertex.
For this purpose, it maintains a priority queue that contains variable vertices which are
candidates for matching, sorted by the upper endpoints of their domains. When considering
the value vertex vi, the algorithm first inserts into the queue all variable vertices whose
domains begin at vi; they were not candidates for matching before, but they are now.

Next, there are two cases to consider. If the priority queue is empty, vi will remain
unmatched. Otherwise, the minimum priority variable vertex xj is extracted, and there are
two subcases. If xj’s priority is at least vi, then it is matched with vi. Otherwise, it should
have been matched earlier, and the algorithm terminates and reports that there is no solution
(the graph does not have a matching covering X , or, equivalently, the alldifferent
constraint does not have a solution).

The intuition behind this algorithm is that it always matches the candidate variable ver-
tex whose domain ends earliest, so when xj is matched, any candidate vertex that remains
unmatched can be matched with at least as many value vertices as xj , but perhaps more.
For a formal proof of correctness see [21] or [44].

6.5.2 Reduced-Cost Based Filtering

Next we consider a partial filtering method for optimization constraints of the following
type. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of variables with corresponding finite domains
D(x1), . . . , D(xn). We assume that each pair (xi, j) with j ∈ D(xi) induces a “cost”
cij . We now extend any global constraint C on X to an optimization constraint opt C by
introducing a cost variable z and defining

opt C(x1, . . . , xn, z, c) = {(d1, . . . , dn, d) |
(d1, . . . , dn) ∈ C(x1, . . . , xn),
∀i di ∈ D(xi), d ∈ D(z),

∑n
i=1 cidi

≤ d}.
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where we assume that z is to be minimized. For example, the cost gcc is a particular
instance of such constraint. We have seen that its arc consistency algorithm is efficient
because of its correspondence with a minimum-weight flow. For many other optimization
constraints of this type, however, such correspondence does not exist, or is difficult to
identify. In such situations we may be able to apply reduced-cost based filtering instead,
using a linear programming relaxation of the optimization constraint. This method was
first introduced in this form by Focacci et al. [17], although the technique is part of the
linear programming folklore under the name variable fixing. Note that in general, such a
filtering algorithm does not establish arc consistency.

In order to apply reduced-cost based filtering, we need to infer a linear programming
relaxation from the optimization constraint. First, we introduce binary variables yij for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ D(xi), such that

xi = j ⇔ yij = 1,
xi 	= j ⇔ yij = 0.

(6.9)

To ensure that each variable xi is assigned to a single value in its domain we state the linear
constraints

∑

j∈D(xi)

yij = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n.

The linear objective function is stated as
n
∑

i=1

∑

j∈D(xi)

cijyij .

The next, most difficult, task is to rewrite (a part of) the optimization constraint as a system
of linear constraints using the binary variables. This is problem dependent, and no general
recipe exists. However, for many problems such descriptions are known, see, e.g., [55].
For example, for an alldifferent constraint we may add the linear constraints

n
∑

i=1

yij ≤ 1 for all j ∈
n
⋃

i=1

D(xi)

to ensure that every domain value is assigned to at most one variable.
Finally, in order to obtain a linear programming relaxation, we remove the integrality

constraint on the binary variables and state

0 ≤ yij ≤ 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ D(xi).

When we solve this linear programming relaxation to optimality, we obtain a lower
bound on z, and reduced-costs c. Recall from Section 6.1.3 that reduced-costs estimate the
increase of the objective function when we force a variable into the solution. Hence, if we
enforce the assignment xi = j, the objective function value will increase by at least cij .
Let z∗ be the objective value of the current optimal solution of the linear program. Then
we apply the following filtering rule:

if z∗ + cij > maxD(z) then D(xi)← D(xi) \ {j}.
A huge advantage of this approach is that it can be applied very efficiently. Namely,
reduced-costs are obtained automatically when solving a linear program. Hence, the filter-
ing rule can be applied without additional computational costs.
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6.5.3 Intractable Global Constraints

As already noted, global constraints serve to break up the CSP into a conjunction of simpler
CSPs, each of which can be filtered efficiently. We show below that if it is NP-hard to
determine whether a constraint has a solution, it is also NP-hard to compute arc consistency
for the constraint. The following is a special case of a Theorem due to Bessière et al. [9].

Theorem 6.25. Let C be a constraint. If there is a polynomial-time algorithm that com-
putes arc consistency for C then there is a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a single
solution to C.

Proof: Assume that we have an algorithm A that prunes the variable domains to arc
consistency in polynomial time. Then we can find a solution to the constraint as follows:

1. Use algorithm A to compute arc consistency. The constraint has a solution if and
only if all domains are now non-empty.

2. Repeat until a solution is found:

a) Let x be a variable such that |D(x)| > 1 and let v ∈ D(x).

b) Set D(x)← {v}
c) Use algorithm A to compute arc consistency.

In each iteration the value of one variable is determined, so the total number of itera-
tions is at most equal to the number of variables and the running time of the algorithm is
polynomial. �

The converse of Theorem 6.25 does not hold; there are constraints for which arc consis-
tency is NP-hard while checking feasibility is not (see, e.g., [64]). A weaker version which
does hold is stated below. The crucial point to note is that there are constraints for which
it is possible to efficiently check whether the constraint has a solution, but it is NP-hard to
check whether it has a solution in which a certain variable is assigned a specific value in
its domain.

Theorem 6.26. Let C be a constraint defined on the variables X = {x1, . . . , xk}. If there
is an algorithm A that, for any xi ∈ X and d ∈ D(xi), determines in polynomial time
whether there is a solution to the constraint C ∧ (xi ← d), then there is a polynomial-time
algorithm that computes arc consistency for C.

Proof: For every variable xi and value d ∈ D(xi), use algorithm A to check if there is a
solution when xi ← d and remove d from D(xi) otherwise. �

A consequence of Theorem 6.25 is that there is a very large class of practically useful
global constraints for which we probably cannot achieve perfect filtering. In some cases,
a possible remedy is to compromise on bound consistency; as already mentioned, bound
consistency can be computed in almost-linear time for the gcc, while arc consistency, for
the assignment and count variables, is NP-hard.
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Filtering for the cumulative constraint

Another method to cope with NP-hardness is to relax the constraint. That is, to transform
our NP-hard constraint C into a constraint C ′ such that C ′ can be efficiently filtered to a
guaranteed consistency level (e.g., arc consistency or bound consistency) and C ⊂ C ′, i.e.,
every solution to C is also a solution to C ′. For example, the reduced-cost based filtering
method described above applies a linear programming relaxation of the constraint. Here
we will demonstrate this approach by describing a filtering algorithm for a relaxation of
the cumulative3 constraint [45]. We assume for simplicity that the capacity of the
resource and the capacity requirements and processing times of the tasks are fixed, i.e.,
|D(C)| = 1 and |D(ci)| = |D(pi)| = 1 for all i. The filtering task is to increase the
minimum start times and decrease the maximum completion times of the tasks, without
losing any solutions to the constraint. We will describe the algorithm that tightens the
earliest start times; the solution for the latest completion times is symmetric. The relaxation
of the cumulative constraint will be defined below, but first we wish to build up the
intuition behind the definition.

Let the energy of task ti be ei = cipi; it represents the total capacity of the resource
that is consumed by the task. For a set Ω ⊆ T of tasks, let rΩ be the earliest release time
of a task in Ω, dΩ the latest deadline of a task in Ω and eΩ the sum of the energies of tasks
in Ω. Clearly, if there is a subset Ω ⊆ T of the tasks such that eΩ > C(dΩ − rΩ), the
problem is infeasible: Between time rΩ and dΩ, the tasks need more of the resource than
is available.

Now, let Ω be a set of tasks and ti /∈ Ω another task such that eΩ∪{ti} > C(dΩ −
rΩ∪{ti}). If ti is scheduled such that it completes executing before any task in Ω, then it
completes before dΩ, so the total energy of the tasks scheduled in the interval [rΩ∪{ti}, dΩ]
is above the capacity of the resource, a contradiction. So ti completes execution last among
the tasks in Ω ∪ {ti}.

Once we have found such a pair (Ω, ti), we can use it to adjust the starting time of ti as
follows. For each subset Θ ⊆ Ω, we examine the time interval I = [rΘ, dΘ] and determine
what is the earliest time in this interval at which ti can start executing. Since we know that
ti cannot complete before any task in Θ, we get that if ti is scheduled at time unit u ∈ I ,
then in the interval [u, dΘ] the schedule allocates only C − ci capacity units of the resource
for tasks in Θ.

Conceptually, split the resource into two parts, with capacities C1 = C−ci and C2 = ci.
Assume that the schedule placed ti on the second part and that ti was the last task scheduled
there. Clearly, on the first part we can schedule at most (C − ci)(dΘ − rΘ) units of energy
in the time interval I . This means that at least rest(Θ, ci) = eΘ− (C − ci)(dΘ− rΘ) units
of energy must be scheduled in this time interval on the second part just to schedule all the
tasks of Θ. Even if all of this energy is scheduled as early as possible, it takes up at least
the first 1

ci
rest(Θ, ci) time units of the second part and therefore ti cannot begin before

time unit rΘ + 1
ci

rest(Θ, ci).
An algorithm that performs all such adjustments to the starting times of tasks is called

an edge-finding algorithm (because the algorithm discovers edges in the precedence-graph
of the completion times of the tasks). The basic idea of such an algorithm is to efficiently

3The cumulative constraint is, in general, NP-hard. Recently, Artiouchine and Baptiste [3] developed a
bound consistency algorithm for the special case in which all processing times are equal.
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identify a small number of pairs (Θ, ti) for which the rule described above needs to be
applied.

Edge-finding algorithms were first developed for the disjunctive case, which is much
simpler than the most general case. The fastest algorithm runs in O(n logn) time [12].
For the cumulative case, the fastest known solution is by Mercier and Van Hentenryck [45]
and runs in O(kn2) where k is the number of different capacity requirements of the tasks
(a previously developed O(n2)-time solution was shown to be incomplete).

After giving an outline of the algorithm, we are ready to define the constraint that it
filters, i.e., the relaxation of the cumulative constraint. Since edge-finding algorithms
existed in the scheduling literature before cumulative was a global constraint, this def-
inition may seem opportunistic: We define the problem to be whatever we already know
how to solve. Nevertheless, scheduling is an important application in constraint program-
ming so we believe that the edge-finding algorithm deserves a description in constraint
programming terminology: It is a bound consistency algorithm for the relaxation of the
cumulative constraint (where the processing times and capacities of the tasks, as well
as the capacity of the resource are fixed) which is satisfied if for every task ti

min{D(ri)} ≥ max max rΘ + � 1

ci
rest(Θ, ci)�

Ω ⊆ T Θ ⊆ Ω

i /∈ Ω rest(Θ, ci)

α(Ω, i)

where α(Ω, i)⇔
(

C(dΩ − rΩ∪{i}) < eΩ∪{i})
)

.

Intractable optimization constraints

Sellmann [63, 64] suggested two forms of partial consistency, which are specifically mo-
tivated by NP-hard optimization constraints. The first is an adaptation of relaxed con-
sistency [64] to optimization constraints. That is, we transform the constraint C into a
constraint C ′ such that C ⊆ C ′ and C ′ can be filtered efficiently. The idea is similar to
the relaxation of the cumulative constraint described above, except that here C and
C ′ are both optimization constraints. The reduced-cost based filtering based on a linear
relaxation, which was described in Section 6.5.2, also employs this idea.

Sellmann demonstrates this technique by way of the shorter-path constraint, which is
defined on a digraph G, a source vertex s and a target vertex t inG, an upper bound W and
a variable P whose domain is all subsets of arcs of G (see Section 6.6.1). The constraint
is satisfied if P is a set of arcs that form a path in G from s to t whose length is at most
W . Since it is NP-hard to determine whether there is a path from s to t that uses a certain
arc (while visiting each node at most once), it is NP-hard to compute bound consistency
for the set variables P . However, it is easy to determine whether there is an “almost-path”
from s to t that uses the arc (u, v) and whose length is at most the upper bound: Find the
length of the shortest path from s to u and the length of the shortest path from v to t. The
concatenation of these two paths through the arc (u, v) is a walk from s to t that visits
every vertex at most twice. The relaxed shorter-path constraint, then, excludes from the set
assigned to P any arc that does not belong to a path or almost-path from s to t in G whose
length is at most W .
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Sellmann’s second form of partial consistency is termed approximated consistency [63].
Here, the idea is to use efficient approximation algorithms for NP-hard problems as com-
ponents of the filtering algorithm. Recall that an α-approximation algorithm for a mini-
mization (maximization) problem P is a polynomial-time algorithm A such that for every
instance x of P , A finds a solution whose value is at most (1 + ε) · Opt(P, x) (at least
(1 − ε) · Opt(P, x)), where Opt(P, x) is the value of the optimal solution to instance x
of problem P . Clearly, the smaller the value of α, the better the quality of approximation.
1+α (resp. 1−α) is referred to as the approximation factor achieved by algorithm A. For
more details, see any text on approximation algorithms, such as [25, 68].

For a minimization (maximization) constraint that is defined on a variable z which
holds the upper (lower) bound on the value of a solution, we say that C is ε-arc consistent
if every value in the domain of every variable participates in a solution of value at most
z + εOpt (at least z − εOpt). The motivation behind this definition is that approximation
algorithms allow us to efficiently identify problem instances whose optimal solutions are
much better or much worse than the best solution found so far, but may give inconclusive
replies for instances which are of comparable quality. In such cases, approximate consis-
tency allows one-sided errors: we keep the respective value in the variable domain, to be
on the safe side.

6.6 Global Variables

In recent years, some of the work of global constraints, i.e., that of providing more struc-
tured information to the solver and simplifying the syntax of CSPs, is taken up by complex
variable types, which we will collectively refer to as global variables. Our focus in this
section is on constraints defined on global variables and the design of filtering algorithms
for such constraints. We will discuss two important examples: sets and graphs. Chapter 17,
“Beyond Finite Domains”, is devoted to the topic of complex variable types, and describes
many examples and aspects that are not mentioned here.

6.6.1 Set Variables

Let us revisit the shift-assignment problem for which we used the global cardinality con-
straint in Section 6.2.4. We assumed that each worker is to work exactly one shift. It is
more realistic, however, that we have a lower bound and an upper bound on the number
of shifts that each worker is to staff. The result is known as the symmetric cardinality
constraint [37]:

Definition 6.27. The symmetric cardinality constraint symcc(x1, . . . , xn, cx1
, . . . , cxn

,
cv1 , . . . , cvn′ ) is defined on a collection of assignment variables x1, . . . , xn and two sets
of count variables, cx1

, . . . , cxn
and cv1 , . . . , cvn′ . It specifies that the value assigned to

xj is a subset of {v1, . . . , vn′} of cardinality cxj
, and that the number of such subsets that

contain vi is cvi
.

We still have one variable for each worker, but the value of this variable is the set of
shifts that the worker will staff. One way to handle this is to say that the domain contains
all subsets of the shifts. This results in an exponential growth in the number of values (and
hence in the size of the value graph).
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An alternative is to use set variables. A set variable x is a variable that has a discrete
domain D(x) = [lb(x), ub(x)]. Thus, the domain of a set variable consists of two sets, the
set lb(x) of mandatory elements and the set ub(x) \ lb(x) of possible elements. The value
assigned to x should be a set s(x) such that lb(x) ⊆ s(x) ⊆ ub(x).

For a constraint on set variables, we are not interested in arc consistency because the
individual values that a set variable can take do not explicitly exist; we only have their
intersection (lb) and their union (ub). Viewing the intersection as a lower bound and the
union as an upper bound, we speak of bound consistency when filtering the domain of a
set variable. A bound consistency computation for a constraint C defined on a set variable
x requires that we:

• Remove a value v from ub(x) if there is no solution to C in which v ∈ s(x).

• Include a value v ∈ ub(x) in lb(x) if in all solutions to C, v ∈ s(x).

To demonstrate such a computation4, we sketch how the flow-based filtering algorithm
for gcc can be adapted to compute bound consistency for the assignment variables of
symcc, assuming that the domains of all count variables are fixed intervals. The flow
network constructed from the value graph is almost identical, except that the requirement
of an arc from s to a variable vertex reflects the cardinality requirement for the set assigned
to the variable. That is, the capacity of the arc (s, xj) is equal to the interval D(cxj

).
Then, we once again have a one-to-one correspondence between the integral s-t flows in
the network and the solutions to the constraint. As before, after finding a flow we have that
a non-flow arc belongs to some integral s-t flow if and only if its endpoints belong to the
same SCC of the residual graph.

However, unlike in the gcc case, this does not complete the filtering task: we must also
identify arcs that belong to any integral s-t flow, and make sure that they are in the lower
bounds of the domains of the relevant set variables. It is not difficult to verify that this is
exactly the set of flow arcs whose endpoints belong to different SCCs of the residual graph
(recall that the requirement of an arc from a variable vertex to a value vertex is [0, 1]).

The bottleneck of the algorithm is the flow computation, which takes O(mn) time. It
is interesting to note that the cardinality of the domain of any of the set variables may well
be exponential in the running time of this algorithm, which handles all of these domains at
once.

6.6.2 Graph Variables

A graph variable [16] is simply two set variables V and E, with an inherent constraint
E ⊆ V ×V . As with set variables, the domainD(G) = [lb(G), ub(G)] of a graph variable
G consists of mandatory vertices and edges lb(G) (the lower bound graph) and possible
vertices and edges ub(G) \ lb(G) (the upper bound graph). The value assigned to the
variable G must be a subgraph of ub(G) and a super graph of the lb(G).

The usefulness of graph variables depends on the existence of efficient filtering algo-
rithms for useful constraints defined on them, i.e., constraints that force graph variables to
have certain properties or certain relations between them. As a simple example, the con-
straint Subgraph(G,S) specifies that S is a subgraph of G. Note that both S and G are

4Additional examples can be found in [8].
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variables, so computing bound consistency for the Subgraph constraint means the follow-
ing:

1. If lb(S) is not a subgraph of ub(G), the constraint has no solution.

2. For each e ∈ ub(G) ∩ lb(S), include e in lb(G).

3. For each e ∈ ub(S) \ ub(G), remove e from ub(S).

The conditions above can be checked in time which is linear in the sum of the sizes of
ub(G) and ub(S). As with set variables, we are in the interesting situation in which the
number of graphs that the bound consistency algorithm reasons about may be exponential
in the running-time of the algorithm.

The spanning tree constraint

As a slightly more sophisticated example, we consider the constraint ST (G, T ), which
states that the graph T is a spanning tree of the graph G. Since a spanning tree is a sub-
graph, the conditions described above should be checked when computing bound consis-
tency for ST . In addition, (1) the vertex-sets of G and T must be equal, and (2) T must be
a tree.

To enforce (1), we remove from ub(G) any vertex which is not in ub(T ) and we include
in lb(T ) any vertex which is in lb(G). As for (2), if lb(T ) contains a circuit then T cannot
be a tree and if ub(T ) is not connected then T cannot be connected. In both cases, the
constraint has no solution. Finally, any edge in ub(T ) \ lb(T ) whose endpoints belong
to the same connected component of lb(T ) must be removed (including it in any solution
would introduce a circuit in T ) and any bridge5 in ub(T ) must be placed in lb(T ) (T cannot
be connected if it is excluded).

The running time of the algorithm we described is linear in the sum of the sizes of the
upper bounds of G and T . To prove that it achieves bound consistency, one needs to show
that the following three conditions hold:

1. Every vertex or edge that was removed, does not participate in any solution.

2. Every remaining vertex or edge in ub(T ) or ub(G) participates in at least one solu-
tion and every remaining vertex or edge in ub(T )\lb(T ) or ub(G)\lb(G) is excluded
from at least one solution to the constraint.

3. Every vertex or edge that the algorithm inserts into lb(G) or lb(T ) participates in all
solutions.

Note that in item 3 above we do not say that every element in lb(G) and lb(T ) belongs
to all solutions. This is only required of those elements that the filtering algorithm decided
to include in the lower bound sets. The input may include any vertex or edge in the lower
bound graph, and the filtering algorithm does not ask why: It may only remove values from
variable domains, and never add them.

5A bridge in a graph is an edge whose removal increases the number of connected components.
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6.7 Conclusion

The search for useful global constraints and the design of efficient filtering algorithms for
them is an ongoing research effort that tackles many challenging and interesting problems.
We have already mentioned some of the fundamental questions: What are the frequently
recurring sub-problems that we would like to capture by global constraints? For a specific
constraint, what is the computational complexity of filtering it to arc consistency? Should
we compromise on partial consistency? We would like to briefly mention several other
ideas on global constraints that have been proposed in recent years.

Given the large number of global constraints that were and will be defined, several
researchers are attempting to find generic methods to specify and handle constraints. Beldi-
ceanu et al. [7] describe a constraint solver that views a global constraint in terms of a
collection of graph properties (such as the number of strongly connected components in a
digraph). Then, the solver uses a database of known graph theoretic results to automatically
generate new constraints that strengthen the model by allowing more filtering. They point
out that out of the 227 global constraints listed in the global constraints catalog [6], about
200 can be described in terms of graph properties. Therefore, their approach seems to be
widely applicable. Bessière et al. [10] defined a declarative language that can be used to
specify many known constraints which model counting and occurrence problems. In this
language, a constraint is specified as the conjunction of constraints, each of which can be
a simple (binary) constraint on scalar or set variables, or one of two globals constraints
called range and roots.

Another approach is to view the filtering task in the context of the tree search. We have
already mentioned the problem of dynamic filtering, i.e., recomputing arc consistency af-
ter a small change such as the removal of a few values from variable domains. Recently,
Katriel [34] pointed out that in a flow network with n nodes and m edges where every
edge belongs to at least one feasible flow, there are only O(n) edges whose removal would
render other edges useless. This implies that if the filtering is random, i.e., the edge re-
moved from the value graph of an alldifferent or gcc is always selected at random
among all possibilities, the expected number of edges that need to be removed before it
makes sense to recompute arc consistency is Θ(m/n). It would be interesting to evaluate
experimentally whether the assumption that filtering is random is realistic, and whether
delayed filtering is a good compromise between filtering efficiency and effectiveness. If
this approach is to be pursued, it is necessary to either analyze each global constraint in-
dependently and determine a reasonable filtering frequency, or find a generic or automated
way to do this for many global constraints.

In the area of partial filtering for NP-hard global constraints, there seems to be a lot of
potential for enhancements. Here we would like to suggest the idea of approximate filter-
ing. Recall that an approximation algorithm for an optimization problem is an algorithm
that finds a solution whose value, according to the objective function of the problem, does
not deviate too much from the value of the optimal solution. For a filtering problem, the
objective function counts the sum of the cardinalities of the domains of the variables. An
optimal solution minimizes this number, and hence an α-approximate solution, for α ≥ 1,
is a solution that removes all but αOpt values from the variable domains. Formally,

Definition 6.28 (Approximate filtering). Let C(x1, . . . , xn) be a constraint and assume
that after filtering it to arc consistency, the sum of the cardinalities of the domains of
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x1, . . . , xn is Opt . An α-approximate filtering algorithm for C is an algorithm that re-
moves values from the domains of the variables x1, . . . , xn such that the solution set of C
remains unchanged and the sum of the cardinalities of the domains of the variables is at
most αOpt .

Note that approximate filtering is different from the notion of approximated consistency
that was described in Section 6.5.3 in two ways. First, approximate filtering applies to
any constraint while approximated consistency is defined for optimization constraints. In
addition, with approximated consistency, what is being approximated is the value of the
solutions to the constraint that remain, while approximate filtering directly approximates
the effectiveness of the filtering algorithm.
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Chapter 7

Tractable Structures for Constraint
Satisfaction Problems

Rina Dechter

Throughout the past few decades two primary constraint processing schemes emerge—
those based on conditioning or search, and those based on inference or derivation. Search
in constraint satisfaction takes the form of depth-first backtracking, while inference is per-
formed by variable-elimination and tree-clustering algorithms, or by bounded local consis-
tency enforcing. Compared to human problem solving techniques, conditioning is analo-
gous to guessing (a value of a variable), or reasoning by assumption. The problem is then
divided into subproblems, conditioned on the instantiation of a subset of variables, each
of which should be solved. On the other hand, inference corresponds to reinterpreting or
making deduction from the problem at hand. Inference-based algorithms derive and record
new information, generating equivalent problem representations that facilitate an easier
solution.

Search and inference algorithms have their relative advantages and disadvantages. In-
ference-based algorithms are better at exploiting the independencies captured by the un-
derlying constraint graph. They therefore provide a superior worst-case time-guarantee as
a function of graph-based parameters. Unfortunately, any method that is time-exponential
in the tree-width is also space-exponential in the tree-width and, therefore, not practical
for dense problems.

Brute-force Search algorithms are structure-blind. They traverse the network’s search
space where each path represents a partial or a full solution. The linear structure of these
search spaces hide the structural independencies displayed in the constraint graph and
therefore, algorithms which explore these search spaces, may not be as effective. In par-
ticular they lack useful performance guarantees. On the other hand search algorithms are
flexible in their memory needs and can even operate with linear memory. Also search often
exhibits a much better average performance than their worst-case bounds, when augmented
with various heuristics and especially when looking for a single solution. Given their
complementary properties, combining inference-based and conditioning-based algorithms
may better utilize the benefit of each scheme and allow improved performance guarantees,

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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reduced space complexity and improved average performance.
This chapter focuses on structure-driven constraint processing algorithms. We will start

with inference algorithms and show that their performance is controlled by graph parame-
ters such as tree-width, induced-width and hypertree width. We then show that hybrids of
search and inference can be controlled by graph-based parameters such as cycle-cutset, and
w-cutset and separator-size. Finally, we present the notion of AND/OR search spaces for
exploiting independencies displayed in the constraint graph during search, which, similar
to inference, leads to graph-based performance bounds using parameters such as the depth
of the pseudo-tree, path-width and tree-width.

7.1 Background

7.1.1 Constraint Networks and Tasks

A constraint problem is defined in terms of a set of variables taking values on finite domains
and a set of functions defined over these variables. We denote variables or subsets of
variables by uppercase letters (e.g., X, Y, Z, S, R . . .) and values of variables by lower
case letters (e.g., x, y, z, s). An assignment (X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn) can be abbreviated
as x = (〈X1, x1〉, . . . , 〈Xn, xn〉) or x = (x1, . . . , xn). For a subset of variables S, DS

denotes the Cartesian product of the domains of variables in S. xS and x[S] are both used
as the projection of x = (x1, . . . , xn) over a subset S. We denote functions by letters f , g,
h etc., and the scope (set of arguments) of the function f by scope(f).

A constraint network R consists of a finite set of variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn},
each associated with a domain of discrete values, D1, . . . , Dn and a set of constraints,
{C1, . . . , Ct}. Each of the constraints is expressed as a relation, defined on some subset
of variables, whose tuples are all the simultaneous value assignments to the members of
this variable subset that, as far as this constraint alone is concerned, are legal.1 Formally, a
constraint Ci has two parts: (1) the subset of variables Si = {Xi1 , . . . , Xij(i)

}, on which
it is defined, called a constraint-scope, and (2) a relation, Ri defined over Si : Ri ⊆ Di1 ×
· · · ×Dij(i)

. The relation denotes all compatible tuples of DSi
allowed by the constraint.

Thus a constraint networkR can be viewed as the tripletR = (X,D,C). The scheme of a
constraint network is its set of scopes, namely, scheme(R) = {S1, S2, . . . , St}, Si ⊆ X .

Definition 7.1 ((operations on constraints)). LetR be a relation on a set S of variables, let
Y ⊆ S be a subset of the variables. We denote by πY (R) the projection of the relation R
on the subset Y ; that is, a tuple over Y appears in πY (R) if and only if it can be extended
to a full tuple in R. Let RS1

be a relation on a set of variables S1 and let RS2
be a relation

on a set of variables S2. We denote by RS1
⋊⋉ RS2

the natural join of the two relations.
The join of RS1

and RS2
is a relation defined over S1 ∪ S2 containing all the tuples t,

satisfying t[S1] ∈ RS1
and t[S2] ∈ RS2

.

An assignment of a unique domain value to each member of some subset of variables is
called an instantiation. An instantiation is said to satisfy a given constraint Ci if the partial
assignment specified by the instantiation does not violate Ci. An instantiation is said to

1This does not mean that the actual representation of any constraint is necessarily in the form of its defining
relation, but that the relation can, in principle, be generated using the constraint’s specification without the need
to consult other constraints in the network.
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= ((hoses, same), (laser,same), (sheet, earn),

Figure 7.1: A crossword puzzle and its CN representation.

be legal or locally consistent if it satisfies all the (relevant) constraints of the network. A
consistent instantiation of all the variables of a constraint network is called a solution of
the network, and the set of all solutions is a relation, ρ, defined on the set of all variables.
This relation is said to be represented by the constraint network. Formally,

ρ = {x = (x1, . . . , xn) | ∀ Si ∈ scheme, πSi
x ∈ Ri}.

It can also be expressed as the join over all relations as ρ =⋊⋉Ri∈C Ri.

Example 1: Figure 7.1a presents a simplified version of a crossword puzzle (see
constraint satisfaction). The variables are X1 (1, horizontal), X2 (2, vertical), X3 (3,
vertical), X4 (4, horizontal), and X5 (5, horizontal). The scheme of this problem is
{{X1, X2}, {X1, X3}, {X4, X2}, {X4, X3}, {X5, X2}}. (We will sometime abuse no-
tation and denote a scope such as {X,Y } or as XY . ) The domains and some constraints
are specified in Figure Figure 7.1b. A tuple in the relation associated with this puzzle is
the solution: (X1 = sheet,X2 = earn,X3 = ten,X4 = aron,X5 = no).

Typical tasks defined in connection with constraint networks are to determine whether
a solution exists, to find one or all of the solutions, to count solutions or, when the problem
is inconsistent, to find a solution that satisfies the maximum number of constraints (Max-
CSP). Sometime, given a set of preferences over solutions defined via a cost function, the
task is to find a consistent solution having maximum cost.

7.1.2 Graphical Representations

Graphical properties of constraint networks were initially investigated through the class
of binary constraint networks [23]. A binary constraint network is one in which every
constraint scope involves at most two variables. In this case the network can be associ-
ated with a constraint graph, where each node represents a variable, and the arcs connect
nodes whose variables are explicitly constrained. Figure 7.2 shows the constraint graph
associated with the crossword puzzle in Figure 7.1.

A graphical representation of higher order networks can be provided by hypergraphs,
where again, nodes represent the variables, and hyperarcs or hyperedges (drawn as regions)
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Figure 7.2: A constraint graph of the crossword puzzle.

group variables that belong to the same scope. Two variations of this representation that
can be used to facilitate structure-driven algorithms are primal-constraint graph and dual-
constraint graph. A Primal-constraint graph (a generalization of the binary constraint
graph) represents variables by nodes and associates an arc with any two nodes residing in
the same constraint. A dual-constraint-graph represents each scope by a node (also called
a c-variable) and associates a labeled arc with any two nodes whose scopes share variables.
The arcs are labeled by the shared variables.

For example, Figure 7.3 depicts the hypergraph (a), primal (b), and the dual (c) repre-
sentations of a network with variables A, B, C, D, E, F and constraints on the scopes
(ABC),(AEF ), (CDE) and (ACE). The constraints themselves are symbolically given
by the inequalities: A + B ≤ C, A + E ≤ F , C +D ≤ E, A + C ≤ E, where the
domains of each variable are the integers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

The dual constraint graph can be viewed as a transformation of a nonbinary network
into a special type of binary network: the domain of the c-variables ranges over all possi-
ble value combinations permitted by the corresponding constraints, and any two adjacent
c-variables must obey the restriction that their shared variables should have the same val-
ues (i.e., the c-variables are bounded by equality constraints). For instance, the domain of
the c-variable ABC is {224, 225, 226, 235, 236, 325, 326, 246, 426, 336} and the binary
constraint between ABC and CDE is given by the relation: RABC,CDE = {(224,415),
(224,426)}. Viewed in this way, any network can be solved by binary networks’ tech-
niques. Next we summarize the above graph concepts.

Definition 7.2 (graph, hypergraph). A graph is a pair G = {V,E}, where V = {X1, . . . ,
Xn} is a set of vertices, and E = {(Xi, Xj)|Xi, Xj ∈ V } is the set of edges (arcs). The
degree of a variable is the number of arcs incident to it. A hypergraph is a pairH = (V, S)
where S = {S1, ..., St} is a set of subsets of V , called hyperedges or simple edges.

Definition 7.3 (primal graph, dual graph). The primal graph of a hypergraphH = (V, S) is
an undirected graphG = (V,E) such that there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E for any two vertices
u, v ∈ V that appear in the same hyperedge (namely, there exists Si, s.t., u, v ∈ Si). The
dual graph of a hypergraph H = (V, S) is an undirected graph G = (S,E) that has a
vertex for each hyperedge, and there is an edge (Si, Sj) ∈ E when the corresponding
hyper-edges share a vertex (Si ∩ Sj 6= ∅).
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Figure 7.3: (a)Hyper, (b)Primal, (c)Dual and (d)Join-tree constraint graphs of a CSP.

7.2 Structure-Based Tractability in Inference

Almost all the known structure-based techniques rely on the observation that binary con-
straint networks whose constraint graph is a tree can be solved in linear time [23, 36, 17]
in the number of variables. The solution of tree-structured networks are discussed next,
and later it is shown how they can be used to facilitate the solution of a general constraint
network.

7.2.1 Solving Tree-Networks

Given a tree-network over n variables (Fig. 7.5), the first step of the tree-algorithm is to
generate a rooted-directed tree. Each node in this tree (excluding the root) has one parent
node directed toward it and may have several child nodes, directed away from it. Nodes
with no children are called leaves. An ordering, d = X1, X2, . . . , Xn, is then enforced
such that a parent always precedes its children. In the second step, the algorithm processes
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Tree-solving
Input: A tree network T = (X,D,C).
Output: A backtrack-free network along an ordering d.
1. generate a width-1 ordering, d = X1, . . . , Xn.
2. let Xp(i) denote the parent of Xi in the rooted ordered tree.
3. for i = n to 1 do
4. Revise ((Xp(i)), Xi);
5. if the domain of Xp(i) is empty, exit (no solution exists).
6. endfor

Figure 7.4: Tree-solving algorithm

Figure 7.5: A tree network

each arc and its associated constraint from leaves to root, in an orderly layered fashion.
For each directed arc from Xi to Xj it removes a value from the domain of Xi if it has no
consistent match in the domain of Xj . Finally, after the root is processed, a backtracking
algorithm is used to find a solution along the ordering d.

It can be shown that the algorithm is linear in the number of variables. In particular,
backtracking search, which in general is an exponential procedure, is guaranteed to find a
solution without facing any dead-ends.

The tree algorithm is sketched in Figure 7.4. The revise procedure revise(Xj , Xi)
remove any value from the domain of Xj that has no match in the domain of Xi. The
complexity of the tree-solving algorithm is bounded by O(nk2) steps where k bounds the
domain size, because the revise procedure, which is bounded by k2 steps, is executed at
most n times.

Theorem 7.4. [37] A binary tree constraint problem can be solved in O(nk2) when n is
the number of variables and k bounds the domain size.
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7.2.2 Acyclic Networks

The notion of constraint trees can be extended beyond binary constraints to problems hav-
ing scope higher than 2, using the notions of hypergraphs and hypertrees, leading to the
creation of a class of acyclic constraint networks.

As noted, any constraint network R = (X,D,C), where C = {RS1
, ..., RSt

} can be
associated with a hypergraph HR = (X,H), where X is the set of nodes (variables), and
H is the set of scopes of the constraints in C, namely H = {S1, ..., St}. The dual graph
of a constraint hypergraph associates a node with each constraint scope (or a hyperedge)
and has an arc for each two nodes sharing variables. As noted before, this association
facilitates the transformation of a non-binary constraint problem into a binary one, called
the dual problem. Therefore, if a problem’s dual graph happens to be a tree, it means that
the dual constraint problem, can be efficiently solved by the tree-solving algorithm.

It turns out, however, that sometimes, even when the dual graph does not look like a
tree, it is in fact a tree, if some of its arcs (and their associated constraints) are redundant
and can be removed, leaving behind a tree structure. A constraint is considered redundant
if its removal from the constraint network does not change the set of all solutions. It is
not normally easy to recognize redundant constraints. In the dual representation, however,
some redundancies are easy to identify: since all the constraints in the dual network enforce
equalities (over shared variables), a constraint and its corresponding arc can be deleted if
the variables labeling the arc are shared by every arc along an alternate path between the
two end points. This is because the alternate path (of constraints) already enforces that
equality. Removing such constraints does not alter the problem.

Example 7.5. Looking again at Figure 7.3, we see that the arc between (AEF ) and (ABC)
in Figure 7.3(c) is redundant because variable A also appears along the alternative path
(ABC)−AC−(ACE)−AE−(AEF ). A consistent assignment toA is thereby ensured
by these constraints even if the constraint between AEF and ABC is removed. Likewise,
the arcs labeled E and C are also redundant, and their removal yields the graph in 7.3(d).

We call the property that ensures such legitimate arc removal the running intersection
property or connectedness property. The running intersection property can be defined over
hypergraphs or over their dual graphs, and is used to characterize equivalent concepts such
as join-trees (defined over dual graphs) or hypertrees (defined over hypergraphs). An arc
subgraph of a graph contains the same set of nodes as the graph, and a subset of its arcs.

Definition 7.6 (connectedness, join-trees, hypertrees and acyclic networks). Given a dual
graph of a hypergraph, an arc subgraph of the dual graph satisfies the connectedness prop-
erty iff for each two nodes that share a variable, there is at least one path of labeled arcs,
each containing the shared variables. An arc subgraph of the dual graph that satisfies the
connectedness property is called a join-graph. A join-graph that is a tree is called a join-
tree. A hypergraph whose dual-graph has a join-tree is called a hypertree. A constraint
network whose hypergraph is a hypertree is called an acyclic network.

Example 7.7. Considering again the graphs in Figure 7.3, we can see that the join-tree in
Figure 7.3(d) satisfies the connectedness property. That is, the hypergraph in Figure 7.3(a)
has a join-tree and is therefore a hypertree.

An acyclic constraint network can be solved efficiently. Because the constraint problem
has a join-tree, its dual problem is a tree of binary constraints and can therefore be solved
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by the tree-solving algorithm. Note that the domains of variables in the dual problem are
bounded by the number of tuples in the input constraints. In Figure 7.6, we reformulate
the tree algorithm for solving acyclic problems.

Example 7.8. Consider the tree dual problem in Figure 7.3(d) and assume that the con-
straints are given by: RABC = RAEF = RCDE = {(0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 0)} and RACE
= {(1, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1) (1, 0, 1)}. Assume the ordering d= (RACE , RCDE , RAEF , RABC).
When processingRABC , its parent relation isRACE ; we therefore generate πACE (RACE
⋊⋉ RABC), yielding the revised relation RACE = {(0, 1, 1) (1, 0, 1)}. Next, processing
RAEF (likewise connected to RACE) we generate relation RACE = πACE (RACE ⋊⋉

RAEF ) = {(0, 1, 1)}. Note that the revised relation RACE is now being processed. Subse-
quently, processing RCDE we generate: RACE = πACE(RACE ⋊⋉ RCDE) = {(0, 1, 1)}.
A solution can then be generated by picking the only allowed tuple forRACE ,A = 0, C =
1, E = 1, extending it with a value for D that satisfies RCDE , which is only D = 0, and
then similarly extending the assignment to F = 0 and B = 0, to satisfyRAEF andRABC .

ALGORITHM ACYCLIC-SOLVING

Input: an acyclic constraint networkR = (X,D,C), C = {R1, ..., Rt}.
Si is the scope of Ri. A join-tree T ofR.
Output: Determine consistency, and generate a solution.
1. d = (R1, ..., Rt) is an ordering such that every relation

appears before its descendant relations in the tree rooted at R1.
2. for j = t to 1, for edge (j,k) ,k < j, in the tree do

Rk ← πSk
(Rk ⋊⋉ Rj)

if the empty relation is created, exit, the problem has no solution.
endfor

3. return: The updated relations and a solution:
Select a tuple in R1. After instantiating R1, ..., Ri−1 select a tuple in Ri
that is consistent with all previous assignments.

Figure 7.6: Acyclic-solving algorithm

Since the complexity of a tree-solving algorithm is O(nk2), where n is the number
of variables and k bounds the domain size, the implied complexity of acyclic-solving is
O(r · l2) if there are r constraints, each allowing at most l tuples. However, the complexity
can be improved for this special case. The join operation can be performed in time linear
in the maximum number of tuples of each relation, like so: project Rj on the variables
shared by Rj and its parent constraint, Rk, an O(l) operation, and then prune any tuple
in Rk that has no match in that projection. If tuples are ordered lexicographically, which
requires O(l · logl) steps, the join operator has a complexity of O(l), yielding an overall
complexity of O(r · l · logl) steps [13]. For a more recent analysis see [30]. In summary,

Theorem 7.9. [13] [correctness and complexity] Algorithm acyclic-solving decides the
consistency of an acyclic constraint network, and its complexity is O(r · l · logl) steps,
where r is the number of constraints and l bounds the number of tuples in each constraint
relation . �
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Several efficient procedures for identifying acyclic networks and for finding a represen-
tative join-tree were developed in the area of relational databases [38]. One scheme that
proved particularly useful is based on the observation that a network is acyclic if, and only
if, its primal graph is both chordal and conformal [6]. A graph is chordal if every cycle
of a length of at least four has a chord, i.e., an edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices
along the cycle. A graph is conformal if each of its maximal cliques (i.e. subsets of nodes
that are completely connected) corresponds to a constraint scope in the original constraint
networks. The chordality of a graph can be identified via an ordering of the graph called
the maximal cardinality ordering, (m-ordering); it always assigns the next number to the
node having the largest set of already numbered neighbors (breaking ties arbitrarily).

It can be shown [46] that in an m-ordered chordal graph, the parent-set of each node,
namely,its earlier neighbors in the ordered graph, must be completely connected. If, in
addition, the maximal cliques coincide with the scopes of the original R, both conditions
for acyclicity would be satisfied. Because for chordal graphs each node and its parent
set constitutes a clique, the maximal cliques can be identified in linear time, and then a
join tree can be constructed by connecting each maximal clique to an ancestor clique with
which it shares the largest set of variables [18].

7.2.3 Tree-Decompositions, Tree-Width and Induced-Width

Since acyclic constraint networks can be solved efficiently, we naturally aim at compiling
an arbitrary constraint network into an acyclic one. This can be achieved by grouping sub-
sets of constraints into clusters, or subproblems, whose scopes constitute a hypertree, thus
transforming a constraint hypergraph into a constraint hypertree. Replacing each subprob-
lem with its set of solutions yields an acyclic constraint problem. If the transformation
process is tractable the resulting algorithm is polynomial. This compilation process is
called join-tree clustering.

The graphical input to the above scheme is the constraint hypergraph H = (X,H),
where H is the set of scopes of the constraint network. Its output is a hypertree S =
(X,S) and a partition of the original hyperedges into the new tree hyperedges defining the
subproblems. Each subproblem is then solved, and its set of solutions is a new constraint
whose scope is the hyperedge. Therefore, the result is a network having one constraint per
hyperedge of the tree S, and, by construction, is acyclic.

Join-tree clustering and processing

There are various specific methods that decompose a hypergraph into a hypertree. The
aim is to generate hypertrees having small-sized hyperedges because this implies small
constraint subproblems. The most popular approach manipulates the constraint’s primal
graph and it emerges from the primal recognition process of acyclic networks described
earlier. Since acyclic problems have primal graph that is chordal, the idea is to make the
primal graph of a given network, which is not acyclic, chordal and then associates the
maximal cliques of the resulting chordal graph with hyper-edges. Those hyperedges will
be the new scopes in the targeted acyclic problem. Given an ordered graph, chordality
can be enforced by recursively connecting all parents of every node starting from the last
node to the first. This process leads to the notion of induced-graph, induced-width and
tree-width which will be used extensively.
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Definition 7.10 (induced-width,tree-width). An ordered graph is a pair (G, d) denoted
Gd where G is an undirected graph, and d = (X1, ..., Xn) is an ordering of the vertices.
The width of a vertex in an ordered graph is the number of its earlier neighbors. The width
of an ordered graph, w(Gd), is the maximum width of all its vertices. The induced width of
an ordered graph,w∗(Gd), is the width of the induced ordered graph, denotedG∗

d, obtained
by processing the vertices recursively, from last to first; when vertex X is processed, all
its earlier neighbors are connected. When the identity of the graph is known we will also
denote w∗(Gd) by w∗(d). The induced width of a graph, w∗(G), is the minimal induced
width over all its orderings [17]. It is well known that the induced width of a graph is
identical to its tree-width [1, 18], we will therefore define tree-width of a graph as the
induced-width of the graph.

The procedure that generates the hypertree partitioning using the chordality algorithm
and that then associates each cluster of constraints with its full set of solutions is called
join-tree clustering (JTC) described in Figure 7.7. The first three steps of algorithm JTC
manipulate the primal graph, embedding it in a chordal graph (whose maximal cliques
make a hypertree), and then identifying its join-tree. Step 4 partitions the constraints into
the cliques (the hypertree edges). Step 5 solves each subproblem defined by a cluster, and
thus creates one new constraint for each subproblem (clique).

JOIN-TREE CLUSTERING (JTC)

Input: A constraint problemR = (X,D,C) and its primal graph G = (X,E).
Output: An equivalent acyclic constraint problem and its join-tree: T = (X,D,C ′)
1. Select a variable ordering, d = (X1, ..., Xn).
2. Triangulation (create the induced graph along d and call it G∗):

for j = n to 1 by -1 do
E ← E ∪ {(i, k)| (i, j) ∈ E, (k, j) ∈ E}

3. Create a join-tree of the induced graph G∗:
a. Identify all maximal cliques in the chordal graph (each variable and its parents is

a clique). Let C1, ..., Ct be all such cliques, created going from last variable to
first in the ordering.

b. Create a tree-structure T over the cliques:
Connect each Ci to a Cj (j < i) with whom it shares largest subset of variables.

4. Place each input constraint in one clique containing its scope, and let
Pi be the constraint subproblem associated with Ci.

5. Solve Pi and let R′
i be its set of solutions.

6. Return C ′ = {R′
1, ..., R

′
t}, the new set of constraints and their join-tree, T .

Figure 7.7: Join-tree clustering

We can conclude,

Theorem 7.11. [18] Algorithm join-tree clustering transforms a constraint network into
an equivalent acyclic network. �
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Figure 7.8: A graph (a) and two of its induced graphs (b) and (c). All arcs included.
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Figure 7.9: Join-graphs of the induced graphs from (a)Figure 7.8(b) and Figure 7.8(c).
(All arcs included.) The corresponding join-trees are the same figures with the broken arcs
removed.
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Example 7.12. Consider the graph in Figure 7.8(a), and assume it is a primal graph of a
binary constraint network. In this case, the primal and hypergraph are the same. Consider
the ordering d1 = (F,E,D,C,B,A) in Figure 7.8(b). Performing join- tree-clustering
connects parents recursively from the last variable to the first, creating the induced-ordered
graph by adding the new (broken) edges of Figure 7.8(b). The maximal cliques of this
induced graph are: Q1 = {A,B,C,E}, Q2 = {B,C,D,E} and Q3 = {D,E, F}.
Alternatively, if ordering d2 in Figure 7.8(c) is used, the induced graph generated has
only one added edge. The cliques in this case are: Q1 = {D,F}, Q2 = {A,B,E},
Q3 = {B,C,D} and Q4 = {A,B,C}. The corresponding join-trees of both order-
ings are depicted in Figure 7.9 (broken arcs are not part of the join-trees). Next, fo-
cusing on the join-tree in Figure 7.9b, JTC partition the constraints into the tree-nodes.
It places the following subproblems into the nodes: P1 = {RFD} is placed in node
(FD), P2 = {RBD, RCD} is placed in node (BCD), P3 = {RAB , RAC} is placed in
node (ABC) and P4 = {RAB, RBE , RAE} is placed in (ABE). Next, applying steps 4
and 5 of the algorithm we solves the subproblems P1, P2, P3, P4, and replace each with
R′

1, R
′
2, R

′
3, R

′
4, where R′

i is the solution relation of Pi, yielding a desired acyclic net-
work.

Theorem 7.13. [18] [complexity of JTC] Given a constraint network having n variables
and r constraints, the time complexity of join-tree clustering is O(r · kw∗(d)+1), and the
space complexity is O(n ·kw∗(d)+1) where k is the maximum domain size and w∗(d) is the
induced width of the ordered graph.

Proof: Finding a tree-decomposition of a hypergraph (Step 1 of JTC) is performed over
the constraint primal graph and requires O(n2) steps. The most expensive step is Step 5,
which computes all the solutions of each subproblem. Since the size of each subproblem
corresponds to a clique in the induced (triangulated) ordered graph, it is bounded by the
induced width plus one. Solving a problem Pi having at most w∗(d) + 1 variables and ri
constraints costs O(ri · kw

∗(d)+1). Summing over all subproblems
∑

i rik
w∗(d)+1, yields

the desired bound. The space complexity is due to the need to record the solutions for each
of the n clusters having at most w∗(d) + 1 variables. �

Once algorithm JTC delivers an acyclic problem, it can be solved by ACYCLIC-SOLVING

yielding a solution. algorithm JTC followed by ACYCLIC-SOLVING provide a procedure
for solving the CSP problem. We get:

Theorem 7.14 (complexity of JTC followed by ACYCLIC-SOLVING). Given a constraint
network having n variables and r constraints, the time complexity of finding a solution
using join-tree clustering and ACYCLIC-SOLVING is O(r ·w∗(d) · logk ·kw∗(d)+1) and the
space complexity is O(nkw

∗(d)+1), where k is the maximum domain size and w∗(d) is the
induced width of the ordered graph.

Proof: JTC generates an acyclic problem having at most n relations whose sizes are
bounded by kw∗(d)+1. Thus the complexity of acyclic-solving on these relations is bounded
by O(n · w∗(d) · logk · kw∗(d)+1), which is just applying acyclic-solving when l =
O(kw

∗(d)+1). �

General tree-decomposition schemes

Algorithm Join-tree-clustering commits to a specific structuring algorithm that is based
on chordal graphs. In this section we reformulate the notion of a tree-decomposition and
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Figure 7.10: Two tree-decompositions

provide an alternative, time-space sensitive algorithm, for its processing. This exposition
unifies several related schemes such as variable elimination, join-tree clustering and hyper-
tree decomposition (to be discussed later).

Definition 7.15 (tree-decomposition). Let R = (X,D,C) be a CSP problem. A tree-
decomposition for R is a triple < T, χ, ψ >, where T = (V,E) is a tree, and χ and ψ
are labeling functions which associate each vertex v ∈ V with two sets, χ(v) ⊆ X and
ψ(v) ⊆ C, that satisfy the following conditions:

1. For each constraint Ri ∈ C, there is at least one vertex v ∈ V such that Ri ∈ ψ(v),
and scope(Ri) ⊆ χ(v).

2. For each variable Xi ∈ X , the set {v ∈ V |Xi ∈ χ(v)} induces a connected subtree
of T . (This is the connectedness property.)

Definition 7.16 (tree-width, hypertree-width, separator). The tree-width of a tree-decom-
position < T, χ, ψ > is tw = maxv∈V |χ(v)| − 1 and its hypertree width is hw =
maxv∈V |ψ(v)|. Given two adjacent vertices u and v of a tree-decomposition, the sep-
arator of u and v is defined as sep(u, v) = χ(u)∩ χ(v). The tree-width of a CSP problem
is the minimal tree-width over all its tree-decompositions.

Remarks: It is easy to see that the definition of a tree-decomposition of a constraint
network R = (X,D,C) is completely determined by the hypergraph of the constraint
network H = {X,S} where S is the scheme of R: S = {Si|Si = scope(Ci)}. Thus a
tree-decomposition of a constraint network defines a tree-decomposition of its hypergraph
and its tree-width. The tree-width of a hypergraph is the minimal tree-width over all its
tree-decompositions. It can be shown that the tree-width of a hypergraph is identical to the
induced-width of its primal graph.

Example 7.17. Consider the binary constraint problem whose primal graph appears in
Figure 7.8(a). The join-trees in Figure 7.9(a) and (b) were obtained via triangulation in
orderings of Figure 7.8b and 7.8c and can be redescribed in Figure 7.10, using the two
labeling functions. The χ labelings are the sets inside each node.
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CLUSTER TREE-ELIMINATION (CTE)
Input: A tree decomposition < T, χ, ψ > for a problemR =< X,D,C >.
Output: An augmented tree whose nodes are clusters containing the original constraints
as well as messages received from neighbors. A decomposable problem for each node v.
Compute messages:
for every edge (u, v) in the tree, do

• Let m(u,v) denote the message sent by vertex u to vertex v. After node u has
received messages from all adjacent vertices, except maybe from v

– Define, clusterv(u) = ψ(u) ∪ {m(i,u)|(i, u) ∈ T, i 6= v}
– Compute and send to v:

m(u,v) ← πsep(u,v)(⋊⋉Ri∈clusterv(u) Ri) (7.1)

endfor
Return: A tree-decomposition augmented with constraint messages. For every node
u ∈ T , return the decomposable subproblem cluster(u) = ψ(u) ∪ {m(i,u)|(i, u) ∈ T}

Figure 7.11: Algorithm cluster-tree elimination (CTE)

Once a tree-decomposition is available, algorithm Cluster-Tree Elimination (CTE) in
Figure 7.11, can processes the decomposition. The algorithm is presented as a message-
passing algorithm, where each vertex of the tree sends a constraint to each of its neighbors.
If the tree contains m edges, then a total of 2m messages will be sent. Node u takes all the
constraints in ψ(u) and all the constraint messages received by u from all adjacent nodes,
and generate their join projected on the various separators with its neighbors. The resulting
constraint is then sent to v (remember that v is adjacent to u in the tree).

Implementing Equation 7.1: The particular implementation of equation (7.1) in CTE
can vary. One option is to generate the combined relation (⋊⋉Ri∈clusterv(u) Ri) before
sending messages to neighbor v. The other option, which we assume here, is that the
message sent to each neighbor is created without recording the relation (⋊⋉Ri∈clusterv(u)

Ri). Rather, each tuple in the join is projected on the separator immediately after being
created. This will yields a better memory utilization. Furthermore, when u sends a message
to v its cluster may contain the message it received from v. Thus in a synchronized message
passing we can allow a single enumeration of the tuples in cluster(u) when the messages
are sent back towards the leaves, each of which be projected in parallel on the separators
of the outgoing messages.

The output of CTE is the original tree-decomposition where each node is augmented
with the constraints sent to it from neighboring nodes, called clusters. For each node the
augmented set of constraints is a minimal subproblem relative to the input constraint prob-
lem R. Intuitively, a subproblem of a constraint network is minimal if one can correctly
answer any query on it without having to refer back to information in the whole network.
More precisely, a subproblem over a subset of variables Y is minimal relative to the whole
network, if its set of solutions is identical to the projection of the networks’ solutions on
Y .
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Figure 7.12: Example of messages sent by CTE

.

Definition 7.18 (decomposable subproblem). Given a constraint problemR = (X,D,C)
and a subset of variables Y ⊆ X , a subproblem over Y , RY = (Y,DY , CY ), is decom-
posable relative to R iff sol(RY ) = πY sol(R) where sol(R) is the set of all solutions of
networkR.

Convergence of CTE is guaranteed. The above description implies that the computa-
tion will proceed from leaves towards the root and back. Therefore, convergence is guar-
anteed after two passes, where only one constraint message is sent on each edge in each
direction.

Example 7.19. Figure 7.12 shows the messages propagated over the tree-decomposition
in Figure 7.10b. Since cluster 1 contains only one relation, the message from cluster 1 to
2 is the projection of RFD over the separator between cluster 1 and 2, which is variable
D. The message m(2,3) from cluster 2 to cluster 3 joins the relations in cluster 2 with the
message m(1,2), and projects over the separator between cluster 2 and 3, which is {B,C},
and so on.

CTE can be shown to be equivalent to generating and solving an acyclic constraint
problem by a tree-solving algorithm and therefore it is clearly sound [33].

Complexity of CTE

It is well known that given an induced graph having an induced-width w∗(d) along an
ordering d, it implies a tree-decomposition having tree-width tw = w∗. The opposite is
also true: if there is a tree-decomposition having tree-width tw, it dictates an ordering
d having induced-width w∗(d) = tw. Thus, from now on we will use w∗(d) for both
induced-width and tree-width of a given tree decomposition, while w∗ or tw∗ for the min-
imal tree-width/induced-width of a graph.

Computing the messages. Algorithm CTE can be subtly varied to influence its time and
space complexities. If we first record the joined relation in Equation (7.1) and subsequently
project on the separator, we will have space complexity exponential in w∗. However, we
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can interleave the join and project operations, and thereby make the space complexity
identical to the size of the sent constraint message. The message can be computed by
enumeration (or search) as follows: For each assignment v to χ(u), we can test if v is
consistent with each constraint in cluster(u), and if it is, we will project the tuple v over
sep, creating vsep, and add it to the relation m(sep).

Theorem 7.20. [33] [Complexity of CTE] Let N be the number of vertices in a given tree
decomposition of a constraint network, w∗ its tree-width, sep its maximum separator size,
r the number of input functions, deg the maximum degree in T , and k the maximum domain
size of a variable. The time complexity of CTE is O((r+N) · deg · kw∗+1) and its space
complexity is O(N · ksep).

Proof. The time complexity of processing a vertex u is degu · (|ψ(u)| + degu) · k|χ(u)|,
where degu is the degree of u, because vertex u has to send out degu messages, each being
a combination of at most (|ψ(u)|+degu) functions, and require the enumeration of k|χ(u)|

combinations of values. The time complexity of CTE, Time(CTE) is

Time(CTE) =
∑

u

degu · (|ψ(u)|+ degu) · k|χ(u)|

By bounding the first occurrence of degu by deg and |χ(u)| by the tree-width w∗ + 1, we
get

Time(CTE) ≤ deg · kw∗+1 ·
∑

u

(|ψ(u)|+ degu)

Since
∑

u |ψ(u)| = r we can write

Time(CTE) ≤ deg · kw∗+1 · (r +N)

= O((r +N) · deg · kw∗+1)

For each edge CTE will record two functions. Since the number of edges is bounded
by N and the size of each function we record is bounded by ksep, the space complexity is
bounded by O(N · ksep).

If the cluster-tree is minimal (for any u and v, sep(u, v) ⊂ χ(u) and sep(u, v) ⊂ χ(v)),
then we can bound the number of vertices N by n. Assuming r ≥ n, the time complexity
of a minimal CTE is O(deg · r · kw∗+1).

If r ≥ n, this yields complexity of O(deg · r · kw∗+1). It is possible to have an
implementation of the algorithm whose time complexity will not depend on deg, but this
improvement will be more expensive in memory [44, 33]. �

Join-tree clustering as tree-decomposition. Algorithm JTC is a specific algorithm
for creating the tree-decomposition. Because it generates the full set of solutions for each
node, its space complexity is exponential in w∗ + 1, unlike CTE whose space complexity
is exponential in the separator’s size only. On the other hand, while the time complexity of
CTE is O(r ·deg ·kw∗+1) if N ≤ r, the time complexity of JTC, followed by ACYCLIC-
SOLVING is O(r · w · logk · kw∗+1). Clearly, this distinction matters only if there is a
substantial difference between the tree-width and the maximum separator size of a given
tree-decomposition. See [33] for more details.
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Figure 7.13: A graph coloring example

7.2.4 Variable-Elimination Schemes

We next show that variable-elimination algorithms such as Adaptive-consistency [17] can
be viewed as message passing in a CTE type algorithm. Adaptive consistency, described
in Figure 7.15, works by eliminating variables one by one, while deducing the effect of the
eliminated variable on the rest of the problem. Adaptive-consistency can be described us-
ing the bucket data-structure. Given a variable ordering d = A,B,D,C,E in a graph col-
oring example depicted in Figure 7.13 we process the variables from last to first, namely,
from E to A. Step one is to partition the constraints into ordered buckets. All the con-
straints mentioning the last variable E are put in a bucket designated as bucketE . Subse-
quently, all the remaining constraints mentioning D are placed in bucketD , and so on. The
initial partitioning of the constraints is depicted in Figure 7.14a. In general, each constraint
is placed in the bucket of its latest variable.

After this initialization step, the buckets are processed from last to first by Adaptive-
consistency. Processing the bucket of E, all three constraints in the buckets are solved and
the solution is projected over D,C,B, recording the ternary constraint RDCB which is
placed in the bucket of C. Next, the algorithm process C’s bucket which contains C 6= B
and the new constraint RDCB . Joining these two constraints and projecting out C yields a
constraint RDB that is placed in the bucket of D, and so on.

At each step the algorithm generates a reduced but equivalent problem with one less
variable expressed by the union of unprocessed buckets. Once the reduced problem is
solved its solution is guaranteed to be extendible to a full solution since it accounted for
the deduced constraints generated by the rest of the problem. Therefore, once all the buck-
ets are processed, and if no inconsistency is discovered, a solution can be generated in a
backtrack-free manner. Namely, a solution is assembled progressively assigning values
to variables from the first variable to the last. A value of the first variable is selected
satisfying all the current constraints in its bucket. A value for the second variable is
then selected which satisfies all the constraints in the second bucket, and so on. Pro-
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Bucket(E): E 6= D, E 6= C, E 6= B
Bucket(C): C 6= B
Bucket(D): D 6= A,
Bucket(B): B 6= A,
Bucket(A):

(a)
Bucket(E): E 6= D, E 6= C, E 6= B
Bucket(C): C 6= B || RDCB
Bucket(D): D 6= A, || , RDB
Bucket(B): B 6= A, || RAB
Bucket(A): || RA

(b)

Figure 7.14: A schematic execution of adaptive-consistency

Algorithm Adaptive consistency (AC)
1. Input: A constraint problem R1, ...Rt, ordering d = X1, ..., Xn.
2. Output: An equivalent backtrack-free set of constraints and a solution.
3. Initialize: Partition constraints into bucket1, ...bucketn. bucketi contains
all relations whose scope include Xi but no higher indexed variable.
4. For p = n downto 1, process bucketp as follows

for all relations R1, ...Rm defined over S1, ...Sm ∈ bucketp do
(Find solutions to bucketp and project out Xp:)
A← ⋃m

j=1 Sj − {Xi}

RA ← πA(⋊⋉m
j=1 Rj)

5. if RA is not empty, add it to the bucket of its latest variable.
else, exit and return the empty network.

6. Return ∪jbucketj and generate a solution: for p = 1 to n do
assign a value to Xp that is consistent with previous assignments and satisfies
all the constraints in bucketp.

Figure 7.15: Algorithm Adaptive consistency

cessing a bucket amounts to solving a subproblem defined by the constraints appearing
in the bucket, and then restricting the solutions to all but the current bucket’s variable.
Adaptive-consistency is an instance of a general class of variable elimination algorithms
called bucket-elimination that are applicable across many tasks [15].

The complexity of adaptive-consistency is linear in the number of buckets and in the
time to process each bucket. Since processing a bucket amounts to solving a constraint
subproblem (the computation in a bucket can be described in terms of the relational opera-
tors of join followed by projection) its complexity is exponential in the number of variables
mentioned in a bucket which is bounded by the induced-width of the constraint graph along
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Figure 7.16: A constraint network example

that ordering [17].

Theorem 7.21 (Complexity of AC). [15, 33] Let w∗(d) be the induced width of G along
ordering d. The time complexity of adaptive-consistency is O(r · kw∗(d)+1) and the space
complexity is O(n · kw∗(d)).

7.2.5 Adaptive-Consistency as Tree-Decomposition

We now show that adaptive-consistency can be viewed as a message-passing algorithm
along a bucket-tree, which is a special case of tree-decomposition. Let R = (X,D,C) be
a problem and d an ordering of its variables, d = (X1, ..., Xn). LetBX1

, ..., BXn
be the set

of buckets, each contains those constraints in C whose latest variable in d is Xi. A bucket-
tree ofR in an ordering d, has buckets as its nodes, and bucket BX is connected to bucket
BY if the constraint generated by adaptive-consistency in bucket BX is placed in BY . The
variables ofBXi

are those appearing in the scopes of any of its original constraints, as well
as those received from other buckets. Therefore, in a bucket tree, every node BX has one
parent node BY and possibly several child nodes BZ1

, ...BZt
.

It is easy to see that a bucket tree of R is a tree-decomposition of R where for bucket
BX , χ(BX) contains X and its earlier neighbors in the induced graph along ordering d,
while ψ(BX) contains all constraints whose highest-ordered argument is X . Therefore,

Theorem 7.22. [33] A bucket tree of a constraint network R is a tree-decomposition of
R.

Thus we can add a bottom-up message passing to adaptive-consistency yielding Adap-
tive Tree Consistency (ATC) given in Figure 7.17. In the top-down phase, each bucket
receives constraint messages ρ from its children and sends ρ constraint messages to its
parent. This portion is identical to AC. In the bottom-up phase, each bucket receives a ρ
constraint from its parent and sends a ρ constraint to each child.

Example 7.23. Consider a constraint network defined over the graph in Figure 7.16. Fig-
ure 7.18 left shows the initial buckets along the ordering d = (A,B,C,D, F,G), and the ρ
constraints that will be created and passed by adaptive-consistency from top to bottom. On
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Algorithm Adaptive-Tree Consistency (ATC)
Input: A problemR = (X,D,C), ordering d.
Output: Augmented buckets containing the original constraints and all the ρ constraints
received from neighbors in the bucket-tree.
0. Pre-processing:
Place each constraint in the latest bucket, along d, that mentions a variable in its scope.
Connect bucket BX to BY , Y < X , if variable Y is the latest earlier neighbor of X in the
induced graph Gd.
1. Top-down phase: (AC)
For i = n to 1, process bucket BXi

:
Let ρ1, ..., ρj be all the constraints in BXi

at the time BXi
is processed, including original

constraints ofR. The constraint ρYXi
sent from Xi to its parent Y , is computed by

ρYXi
(sep(Xi, Y )) = πsep(Xi,Y ) ⋊⋉

j
i=1 ρi (7.2)

2. Bottom-up phase:
For i = 1 to n, process bucket BXi

:
Let ρ1, ..., ρj be all the constraints in BXi

at the time BXi
is processed, including the

original constraints ofR. The constraints ρZj

Xi
for each child bucket zj is computed by

ρ
Zj

Xi
(sep(Xi, Zj)) = πsep(Xi,Zj)(⋊⋉

j
i=1 ρi)

Figure 7.17: Algorithm Adaptive-Tree Consistency (ATC)

Figure 7.18: Execution of AC along the bucket-tree

its right, the figure displays the same computation as a message-passing along its bucket-
tree. Figure 7.19 shows a complete execution of ATC along the linear order of buckets and
along the bucket-tree. The ρ constraints are displayed as messages placed on the outgoing
arcs.

Theorem 7.24 (Complexity of ATC). [33] Let w∗(d) be the induced width of G along
ordering d. The time complexity ofATC isO(r·deg·kw∗(d)+1), where deg is the maximum
degree in the bucket-tree. The space complexity of ATC is O(n · kw∗(d)).
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Figure 7.19: Propagation of ρ messages along the bucket-tree

7.2.6 Hypertree Decomposition

One problem with the tree-width in identifying tractability is that they are sensitive only to
the primal constraint graph and not to its hypergraph structure. For example, an acyclic
problem whose constraint’s scope have high arity would have a high tree-width even
though it can be processed in quadratic time in the input. A different graph parameter
that is more sensitive to the hypergraph structure is the hypertree width [29]. It relies on
a notion of hypertree decompositions for Constraint Satisfaction and it provides a stronger
indicator of tractability than the tree-width.

Definition 7.25 (hypertree decomposition). [29] A (complete) hypertree decomposition of
a hypergraph HG = (X,S) is a triple < T, χ, ψ >, where T = (V,E) is a rooted tree,
and χ and ψ are labelling functions which associate with each vertex v ∈ V two sets
χ(v) ⊆ X and ψ(v) ⊆ S, and which satisfies the following conditions:

1. For each edge h ∈ S, there exists v ∈ V such that h ∈ ψ(v) and scope(h) ⊆ χ(v)
(we say that v strongly covers h).

2. For each variable Xi ∈ X , the set {v ∈ V |Xi ∈ χ(v)} induces a (connected)
subtree of T .

3. For each v ∈ V , χ(v) ⊆ scope(ψ(v)).

4. For each v ∈ V , scope(ψ(v)) ∩ χ(Tv) ⊆ χ(v), where Tv = (Vv, Ev) is the subtree
of T rooted at v and χ(Tv) = ∪u∈Vv

χ(u).

The hypertree width hw of a hypertree decomposition is hw = maxv|ψ(v)|.
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A hypertree decomposition of a constraint network R is a hypertree decomposition of
its hypergraph where the vertices are the variables of R and the scopes of constraints are
the hyperedges. The hypertree decomposition can be processed by joining all the relations
in each cluster and then applying acyclic-solving procedure, or by CTE.

Processing hypertree decomposition by acyclic-solving: Once a hyper-tree decomposi-
tion is available, 1. join all the relations in each cluster, yielding a single relation on each
cluster. This step takes time and space O(m · thw) where t bounds the relation size and m
is the number of edges in the hypertree decomposition, and it creates an acyclic constraint
satisfaction problem. 2. Process the acyclic problem by arc-consistency. This step can
be accomplished in time O(m · hw · thw · logt) because there are m arc in the hypertree
decomposition, each has at most O(thw) tuples so acyclic-solving is O(m · thw · log(thw))
which yields the desired bound. We can summarize,

Theorem 7.26. [29] Let m be the number of edges in the hypertree decomposition of a
constraint networkR, hw be its hypertree width and t be a bound on the relation size. The
hypertree decomposition can be processed by ACYCLIC-SOLVING in time O(m ·hw · logt ·
thw) and in space O(m · thw).

Processing hypertree decompositions by CTE: Recall that given a hypertree decomposi-
tion, each node u has to send a single message to each neighbor v. We can computem(u,v)

in the space saving mode as follows. 1., Join all functions ψ(u) in node u yielding function
h(u), namely, h(u) =⋊⋉R∈ψ(u) R. This step can be done in time and space O(t|ψ(u)|). 2.
For each neighbor c of u, c 6= v iterate, h(u) ← h(u) ⋊⋉ m(c,u). This step can be accom-
plished in O(deg · hw · logt · thw) time and O(thw) space. 3. m(u,v) ← πχ(u)∩χ(v)h(u).
We can conclude:

Theorem 7.27. A hypertree decomposition of a constraint network can be processed by
CTE in time

O(m · deg · hw · logt · thw)

and space O(m · thw), where m is the number of edges in the hypertree decomposition,
hw its hypertree width, and t is a bound on the size of the relational representation of each
function inR.

Notice that CTE may be more space efficient than processing by generating the joins
in each cluster followed by ACYCLIC-SOLVING. However, we cannot capture this saving
using hw alone. If we use the sep parameter we could bound CTE’s space complexity by
O(N · ksep).

Notice that there are tree-decompositions that are not hypertree decompositions as in
Definition 7.25, because hypertree decompositions require that the variable-sets labeling a
vertex, will be contained in the combined scope of its labeling functions (Condition 3 of
Definition 7.25). This is not required by the tree-decomposition definition. For example,
consider a single n-ary constraint R. It can be mapped into a bucket-tree with n vertices.
Node i contains variables {1, 2, ...i} but no constraints, except that node n contains also
the original constraints of the problem. Both join-tree and hypertree decomposition will
allow just one vertex that include the function and all its variables.
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Therefore, Theorem 7.27 does not apply to Definition 7.15 of tree-decomposition be-
cause the analysis assumed Condition 3 of Definition 7.25. We can overcome this problem
by thinking of all uncovered variables in a node as having a universal relation with the
variables as its scope. In this case we can show

Theorem 7.28. A tree-decomposition of a constraint networkR can be processed by CTE
in time

O(m · deg · hw∗ · logt · thw∗

)

where t is a bound on the relation size, hw∗(v) = (|ψ(v)| + |{Xi|Xi 6∈ scope(ψ(v)}|),
and hw∗ = max

v∈V hw
∗(v) and in space O(m · thw∗).

Proof. Once we add the universal relation on uncovered variables we have a restricted
hypertree decomposition to which we can apply the bound of Theorem 7.27 assuming the
same implementation of CTE. The number of uncovered variables in a node v is n(v) =
|{Xi|Xi 6∈ scope(ψ(v)}|. So the processing of a node takes time O(thw · kn(v)) where
k bounds the domain size, yielding O((max(t, k)hw

∗

). Assuming that t > k we can use
the time and space bound O(N · thw∗

). Consequently, message passing between all nodes
yields overall complexity as in Theorem 7.27 when hw is replaced by hw∗.

7.2.7 Summary

This section discussed inference algorithms that transform a general constraint problem
into a tree of constraints which can be solved efficiently. The complexity of the trans-
formation process is exponentially bounded by the tree-width (or induced-width) of the
constraint graph. It is also exponentially bounded by any hypertree width of the hypertree-
decomposition. Thus both the induced-width and tree-width hypertree width can be used to
define structure-based tractable classes. Yet, the hypertree width defines a larger tractabil-
ity class because every problem with a bounded tree-width has a bounded hypertree width
but not vice-versa.

7.3 Trading Time and Space by Hybrids of Search and Inference

As we noted at the introduction, search and inference have complementary properties.
Inference exploit the graph structure and therefore allows structure-based time guarantees
but require substantial memory. Search, does not posses good complexity time bounds yet
it can operate in linear space. Therefore, using a hybrid of search and inference allows
structure-driven tradeoff of space and time. Two such hybrids are presented next.

7.3.1 The Cycle-Cutset and w-Cutset Schemes

The algorithms presented in this section exploit the fact that variable instantiation changes
the effective connectivity of the constraint graph. Consider a constraint problem whose
graph is given in Figure 7.20a. For this problem, instantiating X2 to some value, say a,
renders the choices of values to X1 and X5 independent, as if the pathway X1 −X2 −X5

were blocked at X2. Similarly, this instantiation blocks dependency in the pathway X1 −
X2 −X4, leaving only one path between any two variables. In other words, given that X2
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Figure 7.20: An instantiated variable cuts its own cycles.

was assigned a specific value, the “effective” constraint graph for the rest of the variables
is shown in Figure 7.20b. Here, the instantiated variable X2 and its incident arcs are first
deleted from the graph, and X2 subsequently is duplicated for each of its neighbors. The
constraint problem having the graph shown in Figure 7.20(a) when X2 = a is identical
to the constraint problem having the graph in Figure 7.20(b) with the same assignment
X2 = a.

In general, when the group of instantiated variables constitutes a cycle-cutset; a set of
nodes that, once removed, would render the constraint graph cycle-free. The remaining
network is a tree (as shown in Figure 7.20b), and can be solved by tree-solving algorithm.
In most practical cases it would take more than a single variable to cut all the cycles in
the graph. Thus, a general way of solving a problem whose constraint graph contains
cycles is to identify a subset of variables that cut all cycles in the graph, find a consistent
instantiation of the variables in the cycle-cutset, and then solve the remaining problem
by the tree algorithm. If a solution to this restricted problem (conditioned on the cycle-
cutset values) is found, then a solution to the entire problem is at hand. If not, another
instantiation of the cycle-cutset variables should be considered until a solution is found.
If the task is to solve a constraint problem whose constraint graph is presented in Figure
7.20a, (assumeX2 has two values {a, b} in its domain), firstX2 = amust be assumed, and
the remaining tree problem relative to this instantiation, is solved. If no solution is found,
it is assumed that X2 = b and another attempt is made.

The number of times the tree-solving algorithm needs to be invoked is bounded by the
number of partial solutions to the cycle-cutset variables. A small cycle-cutset is therefore
desirable. However, since finding a minimal-size cycle-cutset is computationally hard, it
will be more practical to settle for heuristic compromises. One approach is to incorporate
this scheme within backtracking search. Because backtracking works by progressively
instantiating sets of variables, we only need to keep track of the connectivity status of the
constraint graph. As soon as the set of instantiated variables constitutes a cycle-cutset, the
search algorithm is switched to the tree-solving algorithm on the restricted problem, i.e.,
either finding a consistent extension for the remaining variables (thus finding a solution to
the entire problem) or concluding that no such extension exists (in which case backtracking
takes place and another instantiation tried).
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Figure 7.21: (a) a constraint graph (b) its ordered graph (c) The constraint graph of the
cutset variable and the conditioned variable, where the assigned variables are darkened.

Example 7.29. Assume that backtracking instantiates the variables of the CSP represented
in Figure 7.21a in the order C,B,A,E,D, F (Figure 7.21b). Backtracking will instantiate
variables C, B and A, and then, realizing that these variables cut all cycles, will invoke
a tree-solving routine on the rest of the problem: the tree-problem in Figure 7.21c with
variables C, B and A assigned, should then be attempted. If no solution is found, control
returns to backtracking which will go back to variable A.

The cycle-cutset scheme can be generalized. Rather than insisting on conditioning on
a subset (cutset) that cuts all cycles and yields subproblems having induced-width 1, we
can allow cutsets that create subproblems whose induced-width is higher than 1 but still
bounded. This suggests a framework of hybrid algorithms parameterized by a bound w on
the induced-width of subproblems solved by inference.

Definition 7.30 (w-cutset). Given a graph G, a subset of nodes is called a w-cutset iff
when the subset is removed the resulting graph has an induced-width less than or equal to
w. A minimal w-cutset of a graph has a smallest size among all w-cutsets of the graph. A
cycle-cutset is a 1-cutset of a graph.

Finding a minimal w-cutset is a hard task. However, like in the special case of a cycle-
cutset we can settle for a w-cutset relative to the given variable ordering. We can look for
an initial set of the ordering that is a w-cutset. Then a backtracking algorithm can traverse
the search space over the w-cutset and for each of its consistent assignment solve the rest
of the problem by ADAPTIVE-CONSISTENCY or by CTE.

Algorithm cutset-decomposition(w) (called elim-cond in [15]) is described in Figure
7.22. It runs backtracking search on the w-cutset and adaptive-consistency on the remain-
ing variables. The constraint problem R = (X,D,C) conditioned on an assignment
Y = ȳ and denoted by Rȳ is R augmented with the unary constraints dictated by the
assignment ȳ. In the worst-case, all possible assignments to the w-cutset variables need to
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Algorithm cutset-decomposition(w)
Input: A constraint network R = (X,D,C), Y ⊆ X which is a w-cutset. d is an
ordering that starts with Y such that the induced-width when Y is removed, along d, is
bounded by w, Z = X − Y .
Output: A consistent assignment, if there is one.

1. while ȳ ← next partial solution of Y found by backtracking, do

a) z̄ ← adaptive− consistency(RY=ȳ).

b) if z̄ is not false, return solution (ȳ, z̄).

2. endwhile.

3. return: the problem has no solutions.

Figure 7.22: Algorithm cutset-decomposition(w)

be enumerated. If c is the w-cutset size, kc is the number of subproblems of induced-width
bounded by w needed to be solved, each requiring O((n− c)kw+1) steps.

Theorem 7.31. [15] Algorithm cutset-decomposition(w) has time complexity of O(n ·
kc+w+1) where n is the number of variables, c is the w-cutset size and k is the domain
size. The space complexity of the algorithm is O(kw). �

The special case of w = 1 yield the cycle-cutset decomposition algorithm whose time
complexity isO((n−c)kc+2) and it operates in linear space. Thus, the constantw can con-
trol the balance between search and inference (e.g., variable-elimination), and can affect
the tradeoff between time and space.

Another approach that uses the w-cutset principle is to alternate between search and
variable-elimination. Given a variable ordering for adaptive-consistency we can apply
variable elimination as long as the induced-width of the variables does not exceed w. If a
variable has induced-width higher than w, it will be conditioned upon. The algorithm alter-
nates between conditioning and elimination. This scheme was used both for solving SAT
problems and for optimization tasks [40, 34] and is currently used for Bayesian networks
applications [20, 22]. Clearly, a cutset uncovered via the alternating algorithm is also a
w-cutset and therefore can be used within the cutset-decomposition scheme.

Both cutset-decomposition and the alternating cutset-elimination algorithm call for a
new optimization task on graphs:

Definition 7.32 (finding a minimal w-cutset). Given a graph G = (V,E) and a constant
w, find a smallest subset of nodes U , such that when removed the resulting graph has
induced-width less than or equal w.

Finding a minimal w-cutset is hard, but various greedy heuristic algorithms were in-
vestigated empirically. Several greedy and approximation algorithms for the special case
of cycle-cutset can be found in the literature [5]. The general task of finding a minimal
w-cutset was addressed in recent papers [21, 8] both for the cutset-decomposition version
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Figure 7.23: a primal constraint graph

and for the alternating version. Note that verifying that a given subset of nodes is a w-
cutset can be accomplished in polynomial time (linear in the number of nodes), by deleting
the candidate cutset from the graph and verifying that the remaining graph has an induced
width bounded by w [1].

In summary, the parameter w can be used within the cutset-decomposition scheme to
control the trade-off between search and inference. If d is the ordering used by cutset-
decomposition(w) and if w ≥ w∗(d), the algorithm coincides with ADAPTIVE-CONSIS-
TENCY. As w decreases, the algorithm requires less space and more time. It can be shown
that the size of the smallest cycle-cutset (1-cutset), c∗1 and the smallest induced width, w∗,
obey the inequality c∗1 ≥ w∗−1. Therefore, 1+c∗1 ≥ w∗, where the left side of this inequal-
ity is the exponent that determines the time complexity of cutset-decomposition(w=1),
while w∗ governs the complexity of ADAPTIVE-CONSISTENCY. In general, if c∗w is the
size of a minimal w-cutset then,

1 + c∗1 ≥ 2 + c∗2 ≥ ...b+ c∗b , ... ≥ w∗ + c∗w∗ = w∗

We get a hybrid scheme controlled by w, whose time complexity decreases and its
space increases as w changes from w∗ to 1.

7.3.2 The Super-Bucket and Super-Cluster Schemes; Separator-Width

We now present an orthogonal approach for combining search and inference. The inference
algorithm CTE that process a tree-decomposition already contains a hidden combination
of variable elimination and search. It computes constraints on the separators using variable
elimination and is space exponential in the separator’s size. The clusters themselves can be
processed by search in time exponential in the cluster size. Thus, one can trade even more
space for time by allowing larger cliques but smaller separators.

Assume a problem whose tree-decomposition has tree-width r and maximum separator
size s. Assume further that our space restrictions do not allow the necessaryO(ks) memory
required when applying CTE on such a tree. One way to overcome this problem is to
combine the nodes in the tree that are connected by large separators into a single cluster.
The resulting tree-decomposition has larger subproblems but smaller separators. This idea
suggests a sequence of tree-decompositions parameterized by the sizes of their separators
as follows.
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Figure 7.24: A tree-decomposition with separators equal to (a) 3, (b) 2, and (c) 1

Let T be a tree-decomposition of hypergraph H. Let s0, s1, ..., sn be the sizes of the
separators in T , listed in strictly descending order. With each separator size si we associate
a secondary tree decomposition Ti, generated by combining adjacent nodes whose sepa-
rator sizes are strictly greater than si. We denote by ri the largest set of variables in any
cluster of Ti, and by hwi the largest number of constraints in Ti. Note that as si decreases,
both ri and hwi increase. Clearly, from Theorem 7.20 it follows that,

Theorem 7.33. Given a tree-decomposition T over n variables andm constraints, separa-
tor sizes s0, s1, ..., st and secondary tree-decompositions having a corresponding maximal
number of nodes in any cluster, r0, r1, ..., rt. The complexity ofCTE when applied to each
secondary tree-decompositions Ti is O(m · deg · exp(ri)) time, and O(n · exp(si)) space
(i ranges over all the secondary tree-decomposition).

We will call the resulting algorithm the super-cluster tree elimination algorithm, or
SCTE(s). It takes a primary tree-decomposition and generates a tree-decomposition
whose separator’s size is bounded by s, which is subsequently processed by CTE. In
the following example we assume that a naive-backtracking search processes each cluster.

Example 7.34. Consider the constraint problem having the constraint graph in Figure
7.23. The graph can be decomposed into the join-tree in Figure 7.24(a). If we allow only
separators of size 2, we get the join tree T1 in Figure 7.24(b). This structure suggests
that applying CTE takes time exponential in the largest cluster, 5, while requiring space
exponential in 2. If space considerations allow only singleton separators, we can use the
secondary tree T2 in Figure 7.24(c). We conclude that the problem can be solved either in
O(k4) time (k being the maximum domain size) and O(k3) space using T0, or in O(k5)
time and O(k2) space using T1, or in O(k7) time and O(k) space using T2.

Superbuckets. Since as we saw in Section 7.2.5, bucket-elimination algorithms can be
extended to bucket-trees and since a bucket-tree is a tree-decomposition, by merging ad-
jacent buckets we generate a super-bucket-tree (SBT) in a similar way to generating super
clusters. This implies that in the top-down phase of bucket-elimination several variables
are eliminated at once (see [12]). Algorithm SCTE suggests a new graph parameter.
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Definition 7.35. Given a graph G and a constant s find a tree-decomposition of G having
the smallest induced-width, w∗

s . Or, find a hyper-tree decomposition having the smallest
hypertree width, hw∗

s .

A related problem of finding a tree-decomposition with a bounded tree-width w having
the smallest separator, was shown to be polynomial [42]. Finding w∗

s however, is hard but
it is easy for the special case of s = 1 as we show next.

Decomposition into non-separable components

A special tree-decomposition occurs when all the separators are singleton variables. This
type of tree-decomposition is attractive because it requires only linear space. While we
generally cannot find the best tree-decompositions having a bounded separators’ size in
polynomial time, this is a feasible task when the separators are singletons. To this end, we
use the graph notion of non-separable components [19].

Definition 7.36 (non-separable components). A connected graph G = (V,E) is said
to have a separation node v if there exist nodes a and b such that all paths connecting a
and b pass through v. A graph that has a separation node is called separable, and one
that has none is called non-separable. A subgraph with no separation nodes is called a
non-separable component or a bi-connected component.

An O(| E |) algorithm exists for finding all the non-separable components and the
separation nodes. It is based on a depth-first search traversal of the graph. An impor-
tant property of non-separable components is that that they are interconnected in a tree-
structured manner [19]. Namely, for every graphG there is a tree SG, whose nodes are the
non-separable components C1, C2, . . . , Cr of G. The separating nodes of these trees are
V1, V2, . . . , Vt and any two component nodes are connected through a separating node ver-
tex in SG. Clearly the tree of non-separable components suggests a tree-decomposition
where each node corresponds to a component, the variables of the nodes are those appear-
ing in each component, and the constraints can be freely placed into a component that
contains their scopes. Applying CTE to such a tree requires only linear space, but is time
exponential in the components’ sizes (see [12]).

Example 7.37. Assume that the graph in Figure 7.25(a) represents a constraint network
having unary, binary and ternary constraints as follows: R = {RAD, RAB , RDC , RBC ,
RGF , DG, DF , REHI , RCFE}. The non-separable components and their tree-structure
are given in Figure 7.25(b,c). The ordering of components d = (C1, C2, C3, C4) dictates
super-clusters associated with variables {G, J, F}, {E,H, I}, {C,F,E} and {A,B,C,D}.
The initial partition into super-clusters and a schematic execution of CTE are displayed in
Figure 7.25d.

Theorem 7.38 (non-separable components). [24] If R = (X,D,C), |X| = n, is a con-
straint network whose constraint graph has non-separable components of at most size r,
then the super-cluster-tree elimination algorithm, whose buckets are the non-separable
components, is time exponential O(n · exp(r)) but requires only linear in space.
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Hinge decomposition

The non-separable component principle can be applied to the dual graph rather than to the
primal constraint graph. Better yet, since the dual graph may contain redundant edges, we
can first try to remove those edges to obtain a minimal dual graph (also called minimal join-
graph) and then generate a tree of non-separable components. This idea is very related to
another tree-decomposition principle proposed in the literature called hinge-decomposition
[32]. Indeed a best hinge decomposition can be obtained in polynomial time, yielding
smallest component in a bi-component tree decomposition of the dual graph whose some
redundant arcs are removed. For a formal proof see [31].

7.4 Structure-Based Tractability in Search

Search algorithms typically traverse the problem’s space whose paths represent a partial
or full solutions. Their main virtue is that they can operate using bounded memory. Their
main weakness however is that the structure of the search space hides the independencies
of the constraint network. Next we show that AND/OR search spaces can overcome this
difficulty because they display the independencies in the constraint graph and can some-
time yield exponential saving compared to the traditional search space (called OR space).
As a result, search algorithms can have graph-based performance guarantees like inference
schemes.

7.4.1 AND/OR Search Trees

Definition 7.39 (AND/OR search tree based on DFS tree). Given a constraint network R
and a DFS spanning tree T of its primal graph, the AND/OR search tree of R based on
T , denoted ST , has alternating levels of OR nodes (labeled with variable names, e.g. X)
and AND nodes (labeled with variable values, e.g. 〈X, v〉). The root of ST is an OR node
labeled with the root of T . The children of an OR node X are AND nodes, each labeled
with a value of X , 〈X, v〉. The children of an AND node 〈X, v〉, are OR nodes, labeled
with the variables that are children of X in T . A solution is a subtree containing the root
node and for every OR node, it includes one of its child nodes and for every AND nodes it
includes all its children.

Consider the tree T in Fig. 7.26 describing a graph coloring problem over domains
{1, 2, 3}. Its traditional OR search tree along the DFS ordering d = (X,Y, T,R, Z, L,M)
is given in Fig. 7.27, and its AND/OR search tree based on the DFS tree T with a high-
lighted solution subtrees are given in Fig. 7.28.

The construction of AND/OR search trees can be guided not just DFS spanning trees
but also by pseudo-trees which include DFS trees [25, 26, 3]. Pseudo-trees have the prop-
erty that every arc of the constraint graph is a back-arc in the pseudo-tree (i.e. it doesn’t
connect across different branches). Clearly, any DFS tree and any chain are pseudo-trees.
It is easy to see that searching an AND/OR tree guided by a pseudo-tree T is exponential
in the depth m of T . Also, it is known that if a graph has a tree-width w∗ it also has a
pseudo-tree whose depth m satisfies m ≤ w∗ · logn [3]. In summary,

Theorem 7.40. Given a constraint network R and a pseudo-tree T , its AND/OR search
tree ST is sound and complete (contains all and only solutions) and its size is O(n · km)
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where m is the depth of its backbone pseudo-tree. Moreover, a constraint network that has
a tree-width w∗ has an AND/OR search tree whose size is O(kw

∗·log n).

Backjumping algorithms [28, 3] are backtracking search schemes applied to the regular
OR space, which uses the problem structure to jump back from a dead-end as far back as
possible. In graph-based backjumping (GBJ) [14] each variable maintains a graph-based
induced ancestor set which ensures that no solutions are missed when jumping back to
its deepest variable. Graph-based backjumping extracts knowledge about dependencies
from the constraint graph alone. Whenever a dead-end occurs at a particular variable X ,
the algorithm backs up to the most recent variable connected to X in the graph. It can
be shown that backjumping in effect explores an AND/OR search space. Indeed, when
backjumping is performed on a DFS ordering of the variables, its complexity can be
bounded by O(km) steps, m being the depth of the DFS tree. Therefore, if the graph has
an induced-width w∗, there exists an ordering for which backjumping can be bounded by
O(kw

∗·logn).

7.4.2 AND/OR Search Graphs

It is often the case that certain states in the search tree can be merged because the subtrees
they root are identical. Any two such nodes are called unifiable, and when merged, trans-
form the search tree into a search graph. For example, in Fig. 7.28, the search trees below
the paths 〈X, 2〉, 〈Y, 1〉 and 〈X, 3〉, 〈Y, 1〉 are identical, so the corresponding nodes are
unifiable.

In general, merging all the unifiable subtrees given an AND/OR search graph yields
a unique graph, called the minimal AND/OR search graph. Merging is applicable to the
traditional OR search space as well. However, in many cases it will not be able to reach
the compression we can get in AND/OR representations. Fig. 7.29 and Fig. 7.30 show
a comparison between minimal OR and AND/OR search graphs for the problem in Fig.
7.26. Indeed some variable-value instantiations appear multiple times in the OR graph
while just once in the AND/OR graph.

In some cases identifying unifiable nodes is easy. The idea is to extract from each path
only the relevant context that completely determines the unexplored portion of the space.
Subsequently, the subgraph is only solved once and the results are cached and indexed
by the context. Searching the AND/OR graphs rather than the AND/OR tree is related to
recording no-goods during backtracking search [11]. It can be shown that,
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Theorem 7.41. [16] Given G, a pseudo-tree T of G and its induced width w∗ the size of
the minimal AND/OR search graph based on T is O(n · kw∗

), when k bounds the domain
size and n is the number of variables.

We can show that the minimal AND/OR search graph is bounded exponentially by the
primal graph’s induced-width while the OR minimal search graph is bounded exponentially
by its path-width. The path-width, pw∗, of a graph is the minimum tree-width over all
tree-decompositions whose trees are chains. It is well known [10] that for any graph w∗ ≤
pw∗ ≤ w∗ · log n. It is also easy to place m∗ (the minimal pseudo-tree depth) yielding
w∗ ≤ m∗ ≤ pw∗ ≤ w∗ · log n.

7.5 Summary and Bibliographical Notes

7.5.1 Structure-Based Tractability

Throughout this chapter several techniques that exploit the structure of the constraint net-
work were presented. Several graph parameters stood out in the analysis. The two main
classes are width-based and cutset-based. Width-based parameters capture the size of clus-
ters required to make the graph a tree of clusters. These include the tree-width also known
as induced-width w∗, (appearing in adaptive-consistency, tree-clustering and in searching
AND/OR graphs using caching of goods and no-goods. It also includes path-width (pw)
which captures the cluster size required to embed a graph in a chain of clusters, and the
hypertree hw appearing in the hypertree decomposition which captures the number of con-
straints in a tree of clusters. Cutset-based parameters include the cycle-cutset size c1 and
more generally the w-cutset size cw (appearing in the cutset-decomposition method, which
capture the number of variables that need to be removed from the constraint graph to make
its tree-width bounded by w. This concept can be extended in an obvious way to hypercut-
set decompositions defining cutsets for which the remaining graph has a bounded hypertree
width, rather than tree-width. Other parameters that do not belong to the above two classes
is 1) the depth of a DFS-tree and a pseudo-tree m (appearing when searching AND/OR
trees and in backjumping), 2) the size of the largest non-separable component r1 (appear-
ing in the decomposition to bi-connected components), 3) the size of hinges (appearing in
bi-connected decomposition of a minimal dual graphs) and 4) the size of separator-based
tree-width rs appearing in SCTE method capturing time-space tradeoffs.

It is well known [10, 3] that for any graph w∗ ≤ m∗ ≤ pw∗ ≤ w∗ · log n. Relating
width-based parameters to cutset parameters we have that w∗ ≤ c∗i + i holds. Also graphs
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having bounded tree-width also have bounded hypertree width but not vice-versa. There-
fore the hypertree width is the most informative parameter capturing tractability. However,
when memory is bounded we can use SCTE(i) or cutset-decomposition(i) for an appropri-
ate i so that memory of O(ki) is feasible.

7.5.2 Bibliographical Notes

Join-tree clustering was introduced in constraint processing by Dechter and Pearl [18] and
in probabilistic networks by Spigelhalter et. al [35]. Both methods are based on the char-
acterization by relational-database researchers that acyclic-databases have an underlying
tree-structure, called join-tree, that allows polynomial query processing using join-project
operations and easy identification procedures [6, 38, 46]. In both constraint networks
and belief networks, it was observed that the complexity of compiling any knowledge-
base into an acyclic one is exponential in the cluster size, which is characterized by the
induced-width or tree-width. At the same time, variable-elimination algorithms developed
in [7, 43] and [17] (e.g., adaptive-consistency and bucket-elimination) were also observed
to be governed by the same complexity graph-parameter. In [17, 18] the connection be-
tween induced-width and tree-width was recognized through the work of [1] on tree-width
and k-trees and partial k-trees, which was made explicit later in [27]. The similarity be-
tween variable-elimination and tree-clustering from the constraint perspective was ana-
lyzed [18]. Independently of this investigation, the tree-width parameter was undergoing
intensive investigation in the theoretic-graph-community. It characterizes the best embed-
ding of a graph or a hypergraph in a hypertree. Various connections between hypertrees,
chordal graphs and k-trees were made by Arnborg and his colleagues [1, 2]. They showed
that finding the smallest tree-width of a graph is NP-complete, but deciding if the graph
has a tree-width below a certain constant k is polynomial in k. A recent analysis shows
that this task can be accomplished in O(n · f(k)) where f(k) is a very bad exponential
function of k [9].

The decomposition into hinges was presented in [32]. As noted any hinge-decom-
position is closely related to bi-component tree decomposition of the dual graph whose
redundant arcs are removed [31]. The hypertree-width parameter was introduced in [29]
and shown to provide the most inclusive characterization of tractability. In recent years,
research has focused on a variety of greedy and other approximation algorithms for tree-
width and induced-width [4, 45]. For recent work see [39, 41]
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Chapter 8

The Complexity of
Constraint Languages

David Cohen and Peter Jeavons

One of the most fundamental challenges in constraint programming is to understand the
computational complexity of problems involving constraints. It has been shown that the
class of all constraint satisfaction problem instances is NP-hard [72], so it is unlikely
that efficient general-purpose algorithms exist for solving all forms of constraint prob-
lem. However, in many practical applications the instances that arise have special forms
that enable them to be solved more efficiently [11, 25, 70, 83].

One way in which this occurs is that there is some special structure in the way that the
constraints overlap and intersect each other. The natural theory for discussing the structure
of such interaction between constraints is the mathematical theory of hypergraphs. Much
work has been done in this area, and many tractable classes of constraint problems have
been identified based on structural properties (see Chapter 7). There are strong parallels
between this work and similar investigations into the structure of so-called conjunctive
queries in relational databases [41, 59].

Another way in which constraint problems can be defined which are easier to solve
than in the general case is when the types of constraints are limited. The natural theory
for discussing the properties of constraint types is the mathematical theory of relations and
their associated algebras. Again considerable progress has been made in this investigation
over the past few years. For example, a complete characterisation of tractable constraint
types is now known for both 2-element domains [86] and 3-element domains [14]. In
addition, a number of novel efficient algorithms have been developed for solving particular
types of constraint problems over both finite and infinite domains [3, 8, 16, 25, 26, 28, 64].

In this chapter we will focus on the second approach. That is, we will investigate
how the complexity of solving constraint problems varies with the types of constraints
which are allowed. One fundamental open research problem in this area is to characterise
exactly which types of constraints give rise to constraint problems which can be solved
in polynomial time. This problem is important from a theoretical perspective, because
it helps to clarify the boundary between tractability and intractability in a wide range of

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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combinatorial search problems [27, 37, 49, 63]. It is also important from a practical per-
spective, as it allows the development of constraint programming languages which exploit
the existence of diverse families of tractable constraints to provide more efficient solution
techniques [70, 83].

In this chapter a set of types of constraints will be called a constraint language. Sec-
tion 8.1 gives the basic definitions, and Section 8.2 lists some typical examples of tractable
(and intractable) constraint languages.

In Section 8.3 we present the mathematical theory that leads us to the major results in
the area: we will characterise the complexity of constraint languages (over finite domains)
in terms of properties of associated finite algebras.

In Section 8.4 we show how the algebraic theory can be used to identify tractable
constraint languages and select an appropriate algorithm. This section presents a strong
conjecture for a simple algebraic characterisation of all tractable constraint languages. We
will also show that a direct result of the theory is that if the decision problem for a constraint
language can be solved in polynomial time, then so can the search problem. In other words,
for any language for which it can be decided in polynomial time whether a solution exists,
a solution can be found in polynomial time.

In Section 8.5 we consider how the algebraic theory can be extended to deal with
constraint languages over infinite domains, and in Section 8.6 we consider multi-sorted
constraint languages (where different variables can take their values from different sets).

Finally, in Section 8.7 we briefly consider some alternative approaches, including a
constructive approach which builds new tractable constraint languages by combining sim-
pler languages. This theory applies to constraint languages over both finite and infinite
domains. This constructive approach has a rather different flavour from the more descrip-
tive algebraic approach, and the two approaches have not yet been fully unified.

We conclude the chapter in Section 8.8 with a discussion of possible future work in
this exciting area.

8.1 Basic Definitions

In this section we begin by defining the fundamental decision problem associated with any
given constraint language. It is the complexity of this decision problem that is the main
focus of this chapter.

The central notion in the study of constraints and constraint satisfaction problems is
the notion of a relation.

Definition 8.1. For any setD, and any natural number n, the set of all n-tuples of elements
of D is denoted by Dn. The ith component of a tuple t will be denoted by t[i].

A subset of Dn is called an n-ary relation over D. The set of all finitary relations over
D is denoted by RD.

A constraint language over D is a subset of RD.

The ‘constraint satisfaction problem’ was introduced by Montanari [76] in 1974 and
has been widely studied [33, 37, 66, 72, 73, 74] (see Chapter 2). In this chapter we study a
parameterised version of the standard constraint satisfaction problem, in which the param-
eter is a constraint language specifying the possible forms of the constraints.
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Definition 8.2. For any set D and any constraint language Γ over D, the constraint sat-

isfaction problem CSP(Γ) is the combinatorial decision problem with

Instance: A triple 〈V,D, C〉, where

• V is a set of variables;

• C is a set of constraints, {C1, . . . , Cq}.
• Each constraint Ci ∈ C is a pair 〈si, Ri〉, where

– si is a tuple of variables of length ni, called the constraint scope;
– Ri ∈ Γ is an ni-ary relation over D, called the constraint relation.

Question: Does there exist a solution, that is, a function ϕ, from V to D, such that, for
each constraint 〈s,R〉 ∈ C, with s = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, the tuple 〈ϕ(v1), . . . , ϕ(vn)〉
belongs to the relation R?

The set D, specifying the possible values for the variables, is called the domain of the
problem. The set of solutions to a CSP instance P = 〈V,D,C〉 will be denoted Sol(P).

In order to determine the computational complexity of a constraint satisfaction problem
we need to specify how instances are encoded as finite strings of symbols. The size of a
problem instance can be taken to be the length of a string specifying the variables, the
domain, all constraint scopes and corresponding constraint relations. We shall assume in
all cases that this representation is chosen so that the complexity of determining whether
a constraint allows a given assignment of values to the variables in its scope is bounded
by a polynomial function of the length of the representation. For finite domains it is most
straightforward to assume that the tuples in the constraint relations are listed explicitly.

Throughout the chapter we shall be concerned with distinguishing between constraint
languages which give rise to tractable problems (i.e., problems for which there exists a
polynomial-time solution algorithm) and those which do not. Since many practical ap-
plications define constraint relations implicitly we ensure that our explicit representation
does not affect our results by defining the notion of tractability in such a way that it only
depends on finite subsets of the constraint language.

Definition 8.3. A constraint language, Γ, is said to be tractable if CSP(Γ′) can be solved
in polynomial time, for each finite subset Γ′ ⊆ Γ.

A constraint language, Γ, is said to be NP-complete if CSP(Γ′) is NP-complete, for
some finite subset Γ′ ⊆ Γ.

There are known to be infinitely many computational problems which are neither solv-
able in polynomial time nor NP-complete [67], but we shall see below that all constraint
languages over domains of size 2 and 3 are known to be either tractable or NP-complete.
The same dichotomy is conjectured to hold for all constraint languages over any finite
domain (see Conjecture 8.52 below), although this question is still open [11, 37].

8.2 Examples of Constraint Languages

This section introduces some typical constraint languages that we will be concerned with
in this chapter. For each language mentioned we simply state in this section whether it
is known to be tractable or NP-complete. A more detailed discussion of many of these
languages can be found later in the chapter.
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Example 8.4. Let D be any field (that is, a set on which the operations of addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division are defined, such as the rational numbers). Let ΓLIN

be the constraint language consisting of all those relations over D which consist of all the
solutions (for a fixed ordering of the unknowns) to some system of linear equations over
D.

Any relation from ΓLIN, and therefore any instance of CSP(ΓLIN), can be represented
by a system of linear equations1 over D, and so can be solved in polynomial time (e.g., by
Gaussian elimination). Hence ΓLIN is a tractable constraint language. �

Example 8.5. A constraint language over a two-element set D = {d0, d1} is known as a
Boolean constraint language. Using such languages we can express the standard proposi-
tional SATISFIABILITY problem [38, 78] as a constraint satisfaction problem, by identify-
ing the 2 elements of D with the logical values TRUE and FALSE.

It was established by Schaefer in 1978 [86] that a Boolean constraint language, Γ, is
tractable if (at least) one of the following six conditions holds:

1. Every relation in Γ contains a tuple in which all entries are equal to d0;

2. Every relation in Γ contains a tuple in which all entries are equal to d1;

3. Every relation in Γ is definable by a conjunction of clauses, where each clause has
at most one negative literal;

4. Every relation in Γ is definable by a conjunction of clauses, where each clause has
at most one positive literal (i.e., a conjunction of Horn clauses);

5. Every relation in Γ is definable by a conjunction of clauses, where each clause con-
tains at most 2 literals;

6. Every relation in Γ is the set of solutions of a system of linear equations over the
finite field with 2 elements, GF(2).

In all other cases Γ is NP-complete.
This result establishes a dichotomy for Boolean constraint languages: any Boolean con-

straint language is either tractable or NP-complete. Hence this result is known as Schae-
fer’s Dichotomy Theorem [86].

Similar dichotomy results have also been obtained for many other combinatorial prob-
lems over a Boolean domain which are related to the Boolean constraint satisfaction prob-
lem [63, 27]. �

Example 8.6. It follows from Schaefer’s Dichotomy Theorem [86] (Example 8.5) that
some Boolean constraint languages containing just a single relation are NP-complete.

For example, for any 2-element set D = {d0, d1}, let ND be the ternary not-all-equal
relation over D defined by

ND = D3 \ {〈d0, d0, d0〉 , 〈d1, d1, d1〉}
= {〈d0, d0, d1〉 , 〈d0, d1, d0〉 , 〈d0, d1, d1〉 , 〈d1, d0, d0〉 , 〈d1, d0, d1〉 , 〈d1, d1, d0〉}.

The problem CSP({ND}) corresponds to the NOT-ALL-EQUAL SATISFIABILITY prob-
lem [86] which is known to be NP-complete2.

1Moreover, this system of equations can be computed from the relations in polynomial time - see [11]
2The standard version of NOT-ALL-EQUAL SATISFIABILITY given in [38, 78] is slightly more general, but

can be shown to be polynomial-time equivalent to CSP({ND}).
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Similarly, let TD be the ternary one-in-three relation over D defined by

TD = {〈d0, d0, d1〉 , 〈d0, d1, d0〉 , 〈d1, d0, d0〉}.

The problem CSP({TD}) corresponds to the ONE-IN-THREE SATISFIABILITY problem
(with positive literals) [86, 38, 27] which is known to be NP-complete. �

Example 8.7. The class of constraints known as max-closed constraints was introduced
in [54] and shown to be tractable. This class of constraints has been used in the analysis
and development of a number of industrial scheduling tools [70, 83].

Max-closed constraints are defined for arbitrary finite domains which are totally or-
dered. This class of constraints includes all of the ‘basic constraints’ over the natural num-
bers in the constraint programming language CHIP [91], as well as many other forms of
constraint. The following are examples of max-closed constraints over a domain D which
can be any fixed finite set of natural numbers:

3x1 + x5 + 3x4 ≥ 2x2 + 10,
4x1 6= 8,

x1 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13},
2x1x3x5 ≥ 3x2 + 1,

(3x1 ≥ 7) ∨ (2x1 ≥ 4) ∨ (5x2 ≤ 7).

Hence the constraint language comprising all relations of these forms is tractable. �

Example 8.8. Let D be any finite set, and let ΓZOA be the set of all relations of the follow-
ing forms:

• All unary relations;

• All binary relations of the form D1 ×D2 for subsets D1, D2 of D;

• All binary relations of the form {〈d, π(d)〉 | d ∈ D1}, for some subset D1 of D and
some permutation π of D;

• All binary relations of the form {〈a, b〉 ∈ D1 × D2 | a = d1 ∨ b = d2} for some
subsets D1, D2 of D and some elements d1 ∈ D1, d2 ∈ D2.

These relations were introduced in [58], where they are called implicational relations,
and independently in [26], where they are called 0/1/all relations.

It was shown in [26] that Γ ZOA is tractable, and that for any binary relation R over D
which is not in ΓZOA, ΓZOA ∪ {R} is NP-complete. �

Example 8.9. The class of binary constraints known as connected row-convex constraints
was introduced in [35] and shown to be tractable. This class properly includes the ‘mono-
tone’ relations, identified and shown to be tractable by Montanari in [76].

Let the domain D be the ordered set {d1, d2, . . . , dm}, where d1 < d2 < · · · < dm.
The definition of connected row-convex constraints given in [35] uses a standard matrix
representation for binary relations: the binary relation R over D is represented by the
m × m 0-1 matrix M , by setting Mij = 1 if the relation contains the pair 〈di, dj〉, and
Mij = 0 otherwise.
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A relation is said to be connected row-convex if the following property holds: the pat-
tern of 1’s in the matrix representation (after removing rows and columns containing only
0’s) is connected along each row, along each column, and forms a connected 2-dimensional
region (where some of the connections may be diagonal).

By [35] we see that the following examples of connected row-convex relations:























0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0













































1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0













































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0























form a tractable constraint language. �

Example 8.10. The binary inequality relation over an ordered setD is defined as follows:

<D = {〈d1, d2〉 ∈ D2 | d1 < d2}.

When D is the set of natural numbers, N, the class of constraint satisfaction problem
instances CSP({<D}) corresponds to the ACYCLIC DIGRAPH problem [4]. An instance
of this problem is a directed graph G, and the question is whether G is acyclic, that is,
contains no directed cycles. It is easy to show that a directed graph is acyclic if and only if
its vertices can be numbered in such a way that every arc leads from a vertex with smaller
number to a vertex with a greater one.

Since the ACYCLIC DIGRAPH problem is tractable, it follows that {<N} is a tractable
constraint language. �

Example 8.11. The binary disequality relation over a set D is defined as follows:

6=D = {〈d1, d2〉 ∈ D2 | d1 6= d2}.

The class of constraint satisfaction problem instances CSP({6=D}) corresponds to the
GRAPH COLORABILITY problem [38, 78] with |D| colours. This problem is tractable
when |D| ≤ 2 or |D| =∞, and NP-complete when 3 ≤ |D| <∞. �

Example 8.12. The ternary betweenness relation over an ordered set D is defined as
follows:

BD = {〈x, y, z〉 ∈ D3 | x < y < z or x > y > z}.

For a finite set D, the constraint language {BD} is tractable when |D| ≤ 4 and is NP-
complete when |D| ≥ 5 (see Example 8.45).

For an infinite setD, the constraint language {BD} is NP-complete because the class of
constraint satisfaction problem instances CSP({BD}) corresponds to the BETWEENNESS

problem, which is known to be NP-complete [38]. An instance of this problem is a pair
〈A, T 〉 where A is a finite set and T ⊆ A3; the question is whether there is a function
f : A → {1, . . . , |A|} such that, for every triple 〈a, b, c〉 ∈ T , we have either f(a) <
f(b) < f(c) or f(a) > f(b) > f(c). �
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Example 8.13. The class of constraints known as linear Horn constraints was introduced
in [55, 62] and shown to be tractable.

The constraint relation of a linear Horn constraint is a relation over an infinite ordered
set which is specified by a disjunction of an arbitrary finite number of linear disequali-
ties and at most one weak linear inequality. The following are examples of linear Horn
constraints:

3x1 + x5 − 3x4 ≤ 10,
x1 + x3 + x5 6= 7,

(3x1 + x5 − 4x3 ≤ 7) ∨ (2x1 + 3x2 − 4x3 6= 4) ∨ (x2 + x3 + x5 6= 7),
(4x1 + x3 6= 3) ∨ (5x2 − 3x5 + x4 6= 6).

Linear Horn constraints are an important class of linear constraints for expressing problems
in temporal reasoning [55]. In particular, the class of linear Horn constraints properly
includes the point algebra of [92], the (quantitative) temporal constraints of [60, 61] and
the ORD-Horn constraints of [77]. �

8.3 Developing an Algebraic Theory

A series of papers by Jeavons and co-authors [50, 51, 52, 54] has shown that the complexity
of constraint languages over a finite domain can be characterised using algebraic properties
of relations (see Figure 8.1).

The first step in the algebraic approach to constraint languages exploits the well-known
idea that, given an initial set of constraint relations, there will often be further relations that
can be added to the set without changing the complexity of the associated problem class.
In fact, it has been shown that it is possible to add all the relations that can be derived from
the initial relations using certain simple rules. The larger sets of relations obtained using
these rules are known as relational clones [34, 81]. Hence the first step in the analysis is
to note that it is sufficient to analyse the complexity only for those sets of relations which
are relational clones (see Section 8.3.1).

The next step in the algebraic approach is to note that relational clones can be char-
acterised by their polymorphisms, which are algebraic operations on the same underlying
set [49, 52] (see Section 8.3.2). As well as providing a convenient and concise method
for describing large families of relations, the polymorphisms also reflect certain aspects of
the structure of the relations that can be used for designing efficient algorithms. This link
between relational clones and polymorphisms has already played a key role in identifying
many tractable constraint classes and developing appropriate efficient solution algorithms
for them [14, 15, 17, 19, 28, 50].

The final step in the algebraic approach links constraint languages with finite univer-
sal algebras (see Section 8.3.3). The language of finite algebras provides a number of
very powerful new tools for analysing the complexity of constraints, including the deep
structural results developed for classifying the structure of finite algebras [45, 75, 88].

8.3.1 Step I: From Relations to Relational Clones

As stated above, the first step in the algebraic approach is to consider what additional re-
lations can be added to a constraint language without changing the complexity of the cor-
responding problem class. This technique has been widely used in the analysis of Boolean
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Complexity of a constraint language

m
Properties of the corresponding relational clone

m
Properties of polymorphisms

m
Structural properties of a corresponding algebra

Figure 8.1: Translating questions about the complexity of constraint languages into ques-
tions about the properties of algebras.

constraint satisfaction problems [27, 86], and in the analysis of temporal and spatial con-
straints [36, 77, 84, 64, 65]; it was introduced for the study of constraints over arbitrary
finite sets in [49].

Definition 8.14. A constraint language Γ expresses a relation R if there is an instance
P = 〈V,D,C〉 ∈ CSP(Γ) and a list 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 of variables in V such that

R = {〈ϕ(v1), . . . , ϕ(vn)〉 | ϕ ∈ Sol(P)}

For any constraint language Γ, the set of all relations which can be expressed by Γ will
be called the expressive power of Γ. The expressive power of a constraint language Γ can
be characterised in a number of different ways [53]. For example, it is equal to the set of all
relations that can be obtained from the relations in Γ using the relational join and project
operations from relational database theory [43]. It has also been shown to be equal to the
set of relations definable by primitive positive formulas over the relations in Γ together with
the equality relation, where a primitive positive formula is a first-order formula involving
only conjunction and existential quantification [11]. In algebraic terminology [34, 81], this
set of relations is called the relational clone generated by Γ, and is denoted by 〈Γ〉.

Example 8.15. Consider the Boolean constraint language Γ = {R1, R2} where R1 =
{〈0, 1〉 , 〈1, 0〉 , 〈1, 1〉} and R2 = {〈0, 0〉 , 〈0, 1〉 , 〈1, 0〉}.

It is straightforward to check that all 16 binary Boolean relations can be expressed
by a primitive positive formula involving R1 and R2. For example, the relation R3 =
{〈0, 0〉 , 〈1, 0〉 , 〈1, 1〉} can be expressed by the formula R3 = ∃yR1(x, y) ∧ R2(y, z).
Hence 〈Γ〉, the relational clone generated by Γ, includes all 16 binary Boolean relations.

In fact it can be shown that, for this constraint language Γ, the set 〈Γ〉 consists of
precisely those Boolean relations (of any arity) that can be expressed as a conjunction of
unary or binary Boolean relations [82, 88]. This is equivalent to saying that the constraint
language Γ expresses precisely this set of relations. �
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The link between these notions and the complexity of constraint languages is estab-
lished by the next result.

Theorem 8.16 ([11, 49]). For any constraint language Γ and any finite subset Γ0 ⊆ 〈Γ〉
there is a polynomial time reduction from CSP(Γ0) to CSP(Γ).

Corollary 8.17. A constraint language Γ is tractable if and only if 〈Γ〉 is tractable. Simi-
larly, Γ is NP-complete if and only if 〈Γ〉 is NP-complete.

This result reduces the problem of characterising tractable constraint languages to the
problem of characterising tractable relational clones.

8.3.2 Step II: From Relational Clones to Sets of Operations

We have shown in the previous section that to analyse the complexity of arbitrary constraint
languages over finite domains it is sufficient to consider only relational clones. This con-
siderably reduces the variety of languages to be studied. However, it immediately raises
the question of how to represent and describe relational clones. For many relational clones
the only known generating sets are rather sophisticated, and in some cases no generating
sets are known.

Very conveniently, it turns out that there is a well-known alternative way to represent
and describe any relational clone: using operations.

Definition 8.18. LetD be a set, and k a natural number. A mapping f : Dk → D is called
a k-ary operation on D. The set of all finitary operations on D is denoted by OD.

We first describe a fundamental algebraic relationship between operations and rela-
tions. Observe that any operation on a set D can be extended in a standard way to an
operation on tuples of elements from D, as follows. For any (k-ary) operation f and
any collection of tuples t1, . . . , tk ∈ Dn, define f(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Dn to be the tuple
〈f(t1[1], . . . , tk[1]), . . . , f(t1[n], . . . , tk[n])〉.

Definition 8.19 ([34, 75, 81, 88]). A k-ary operation f ∈ OD preserves an n-ary relation
R ∈ RD (or f is a polymorphism of R, or R is invariant under f ) if f(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ R
for all choices of t1, . . . , tk ∈ R.

For any given sets Γ ⊆ RD and F ⊆ OD, we define the mappings Pol and Inv as
follows:

Pol(Γ) = {f ∈ OD | f preserves each relation from Γ},
Inv(F ) = {R ∈ RD | R is invariant under each operation from F}.

We remark that the mappings Pol and Inv form a Galois correspondence between
RD and OD (see Proposition 1.1.14 of [81]). Brief introductions to this correspondence
can be found in [34, 80], and a comprehensive study in [81]. We note, in particular, that
Inv(F ) = Inv(Pol(Inv(F ))), for any set of operations F .

It is a well-known result in universal algebra that the relational clone generated by a set
of relations over a finite set is determined by the polymorphisms of those relations [81].
Here we will establish this key result using purely constraint-based reasoning.
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Figure 8.2: The operators Inv and Pol.

Definition 8.20. Let Γ be a finite constraint language over a finite set D.
For any positive integer k, the indicator problem of order k for Γ is the CSP instance

P = 〈V,D, C〉 ∈ CSP(Γ) where:

• V = Dk (in other words, each variable in P is a k-tuple of domain elements).

• C = {〈s,R〉 | R ∈ Γ and s matches R}.

In this definition we say that that a list of k-tuples s = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉matches a relationR if
n is equal to the arity of R and for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} the n-tuple 〈v1[i], . . . , vn[i]〉 is
in R. Hence the CSP instance P has constraints from the constraint language Γ on every
possible scope which matches a relation from Γ.

Note that the solutions to the indicator problem of order k for Γ are mappings from Dk

to D that preserve each of the relations in Γ, hence they are precisely the k-ary elements
of Pol(Γ).

Indicator problems are described in more detail in [48], where a number of concrete
examples are given. A software system for constructing and solving indicator problems for
given constraint languages is described in [39].

Theorem 8.21 ([49, 81]). For any constraint language Γ over a finite set, 〈Γ〉 = Inv(Pol(Γ)).

Proof. If two relations both have a polymorphism f , then their conjunction also has the
polymorphism f . Similarly, if a relation has a polymorphism f , then any relation obtained
by existential quantification of that relation also has the polymorphism f . Finally the
equality relation has every operation as a polymorphism. It follows from these observations
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that for any R in the relational clone of Γ we have Pol({R}) ⊇ Pol(Γ). Hence 〈Γ〉 ⊆
Inv(Pol(Γ)).

To establish the converse, let Γ be a constraint language over a finite set D, let R be
an arbitrary relation in Inv(Pol(Γ)), and let n be the arity of R. We need to show that
R ∈ 〈Γ〉, or in other words that R can be expressed using the constraint language Γ.

Let k be the number of tuples in the relation R, and construct the indicator problem
P of order k for Γ. Choose a list of variables t = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 in P such that each of
the n-tuples 〈v1[i], . . . , vn[i]〉, for i = 1, . . . , k, is a distinct element of our target relation
R. Consider the relation Rt = {〈f(v1), . . . , f(vn)〉 | f ∈ Sol(P)}. By the observation
above, the elements of Sol(P) are the k-ary polymorphisms of Γ, and these include the k
projection operations which simply return one of their arguments. By the choice of t, each
of these projection operations results in a distinct tuple of R being included in Rt, and so
R ⊆ Rt. Conversely, by the choice ofR, every polymorphism of Γ preservesR, and hence
every element of Rt is contained in R.

Since the relational clone 〈Γ〉 consists of those relations that can be expressed by the
constraint language Γ, we immediately obtain the following strong link between polymor-
phisms and expressive power.

Corollary 8.22. A relation R over a finite set can be expressed by a constraint language
Γ precisely when Pol(Γ) ⊆ Pol({R}).

Combining Theorem 8.16 and Theorem 8.21 we obtain the following link between
polymorphisms and complexity.

Corollary 8.23. For any constraint languages Γ,Γ0 over a finite set, if Γ0 is finite and
Pol(Γ) ⊆ Pol(Γ0), then CSP(Γ0) is reducible to CSP(Γ) in polynomial time.

This result implies that, for any finite constraint language Γ over a finite set, the com-
plexity of CSP(Γ) is determined, up to polynomial-time reduction, by the polymorphisms
of Γ. Hence we can translate our original problem of characterising tractable constraint
languages into an equivalent problem for sets of operations.

Definition 8.24. A set of operations F ⊆ OD is said to be tractable if Inv(F ) is tractable.
A set F ⊆ OD is said to be NP-complete if Inv(F ) is NP-complete.

With this definition we have translated our basic challenge into characterising tractable
sets of operations.

8.3.3 Step III: From Sets of Operations to Algebras

We have seen in the previous section that the problem of analysing the complexity of a
constraint language can be translated into the problem of analysing the complexity of the
set of operations which preserve all of the relations in that language. In this section we
shall open the way to the use of a further set of powerful analytical tools by making the
final translation step, from sets of operations to algebras.

Definition 8.25. An algebra is an ordered pairA = 〈D,F 〉 such that D is a nonempty set
and F is a family of finitary operations on D. The set D is called the universe of A, and
the operations from F are called basic. An algebra with a finite universe is referred to as
a finite algebra.
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To make the translation from sets of operations to algebras we simply note that any set
of operations F on a fixed set D can be associated with the algebra 〈D,F 〉. Hence, we
will define what it means for an algebra to be tractable by considering the tractability of
the basic operations.

Definition 8.26. An algebra A = 〈D,F 〉 is said to be tractable if the set of basic op-
erations F is tractable. An algebra A = 〈D,F 〉 is said to be NP-complete if F is NP-
complete.

Our basic task is now translated as: characterise all tractable algebras.
It will be useful to describe an equivalence relation linking algebras that correspond

to the same constraint language. As we noted earlier, the mappings Pol and Inv have the
property that Inv(Pol(Inv(F ))) = Inv(F ), so we can extend a set of operations F to the
set Pol(Inv(F )) without changing the associated invariant relations. The set Pol(Inv(F ))
consists of all operations that can be obtained from the operations in F , together with the
set of all projection operations, by forming arbitrary compositions of operations3. Note
that any set of operations which includes all the projection operations and is closed under
composition is referred to by algebraists as a clone of operations. The clone of operations
obtained from a set F in this way is usually referred to as the set of term operations over
F , so we will make the following definition.

Definition 8.27. For any algebra A = 〈D,F 〉, an operation f on D will be called a term

operation of A if f ∈ Pol(Inv(F )).
The set of all term operations of A will be denoted Term(A).

Two algebras with the same universe are called term equivalent if they have the same set
of term operations. Since, for any algebraA = 〈D,F 〉, we have Inv(F ) = Inv(Term(A)),
two algebras are term equivalent if and only if they have the same set of associated invari-
ant relations. It follows that we need to characterise tractable algebras only up to term
equivalence.

We will now show that we can restrict our attention to certain special classes of alge-
bras.

The first simplification we apply is to note that any unary polymorphism of a con-
straint language can be applied to all of the relations in the language without changing the
complexity.

Proposition 8.28 ([52, 49]). Let Γ be a constraint language over a set D, and let f be a
unary operation in Pol(Γ).

CSP(Γ) is polynomial-time equivalent to CSP(f(Γ)), where f(Γ) = {f(R) | R ∈ Γ}
and f(R) = {f(t) | t ∈ R}.

If we apply Proposition 8.28 with a unary polymorphism f which has the smallest
possible range out of all the unary polymorphisms of Γ, then we obtain a constraint lan-
guage f(Γ) whose unary polymorphisms are all surjective. Such a language will be called
a reduced constraint language.

3If f is an m-ary operation on a set D, and g1, g2, . . . , gm are k-ary operations on D, then the
composition of f and g1, g2, . . . , gm is the k-ary operation h on D defined by h(a1, a2, . . . , ak) =
f(g1(a1, . . . , ak), . . . , gm(a1, . . . , ak)).
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Definition 8.29. We call an algebra surjective if all of its term operations are surjective4.

It is easy to verify that a finite algebra is surjective if and only if its unary term opera-
tions are all surjective, and hence form a group of permutations. It follows that an algebra
A = 〈D,F 〉 is surjective if and only if Inv(F ) is a reduced constraint language. Using
Proposition 8.28, this means that we can restrict our attention to surjective algebras.

The next theorem shows that for many purposes we need consider only those surjective
algebras with the additional property of being idempotent.

Definition 8.30. An operation f on D is called idempotent if it satisfies f(x, . . . , x) = x
for all x ∈ D.

The full idempotent reduct of an algebra A = 〈D,F 〉 is the algebra 〈D,Termid(A)〉,
where Termid(A) consists of all idempotent operations from Term(A).

An operation f on a set D is idempotent if and only if it preserves all the relations in the
set ΓCON = {{〈a〉} | a ∈ D}, consisting of all unary one-element relations on D. Hence,
Inv(Termid(A)) is the relational clone generated by Inv(F ) ∪ ΓCON.

That is, considering only the full idempotent reduct of an algebra is equivalent to con-
sidering only those constraint languages in which we can arbitrarily fix variables to partic-
ular values from the domain.

Theorem 8.31 ([11]). A finite surjective algebraA is tractable if and only if its full idempo-
tent reduct A0 is tractable. Moreover,A is NP-complete if and only if A0 is NP-complete.

Next we link the complexity of a finite algebra with the complexity of its sub-algebras
and homomorphic images. In many cases, we can use these results to reduce the problem
of analysing the complexity of an algebra to a similar problem involving an algebra with a
smaller universe. In such cases we can reduce the problem of analysing the complexity of
a constraint language to a similar problem for a constraint language over a smaller domain.

Definition 8.32. Let A = 〈D,F 〉 be an algebra and U a subset of D such that, for any
f ∈ F and for any b1, . . . , bk ∈ B, where k is the arity of f , we have f(b1, . . . , bk) ∈ B.
Then the algebra B = 〈B,F |B〉 is called a sub-algebra of A, where F |B consists of the
restrictions of all operations in F toB. IfB 6= A, thenB is said to be a proper sub-algebra.

Definition 8.33. Let A1 = 〈D1, F1〉 and A2 = 〈D2, F2〉 be such that F1 = {f1
i | i ∈ I}

and F2 = {f2
i | i ∈ I}, where both f1

i and f2
i are ki-ary, for all i ∈ I .

A map Φ : A1 → A2 is called a homomorphism from A1 to A2 if

f1
i (a1, . . . , aki

) = f2
i (Φ(a1), . . . ,Φ(aki

))

holds for all i ∈ I and all a1, . . . , aki
∈ A1.

If the map Φ is surjective, then A2 is said to be a homomorphic image of A1.

Definition 8.34. A homomorphic image of a sub-algebra of an algebraA is called a factor

of A.

Theorem 8.35 ([11]). If A is a tractable finite algebra, then so is every factor of A.
If A has any factor which is NP-complete, then A is NP-complete.

4Some authors call an algebra surjective if all of its basic operations are surjective. However, such algebras
can have non-surjective term operations, so our definition is more restrictive.
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8.4 Applications of the Algebraic Theory

8.4.1 A Pre-Processing Algorithm

The theory described in the previous section has shown that many key properties of a
constraint language are determined by its polymorphisms. Hence calculating the polymor-
phisms of the constraint language used in a given CSP instance can be a useful step in
analysing that instance.

For example, using Construction 8.20 and Proposition 8.28 we can design a pre-pro-
cessing algorithm which can sometimes simplify the presentation of a constraint satisfac-
tion problem (Algorithm 8.1).

Since the indicator problem of order 1 only has |D| variables, this pre-processing step
is efficient for many problems and can result in an equivalent problem instance with a
considerably smaller domain.

Algorithm 8.1: Pre-processing to reduce the domain size

Input: An instance P = 〈V,D, C〉 of CSP(Γ) where D is finite.
Output: An equivalent instance P ′.

1. Find all unary polymorphisms of Γ by generating and solving the indicator
problem of order 1 for Γ;

2. Choose a unary polymorphism f with the smallest number of values in its range;

3. If the range of f is smaller than D, apply f to each constraint relation in P to
obtain a new problem instance P ′ over a smaller domain.

8.4.2 Tractable Cases: Using Polymorphisms as Algorithm Selectors

In many cases, it has been shown that the existence of a single polymorphism satisfying
certain simple conditions is sufficient to ensure the tractability of a constraint language and
to identify an appropriate polynomial-time algorithm.

Definition 8.36. Let f be a k-ary operation on a set D.

• If k = 2 and f satisfies the identities f(x, f(y, z)) = f(f(x, y), z) (associativity),
f(x, y) = f(y, x) (commutativity), and f(x, x) = x (idempotency), then f is called
a semilattice operation.

• If f satisfies the identity f(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ {x1, . . . , xk}, then f is called a conser-

vative operation.

• If k ≥ 3 and f satisfies the identities f(y, x, . . . , x) = f(x, y, x, . . . , x) = · · · =
f(x, . . . , x, y) = x, then f is called a near-unanimity operation.

• If k = 3 and f satisfies the identities f(y, y, x) = f(x, y, y) = x, then f is called a
Mal’tsev operation.
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Proposition 8.37 ([52]). For any constraint language Γ over a finite set D, if Pol(Γ)
contains a semilattice operation, then Γ is tractable, and all instances in CSP(Γ) can be
solved by enforcing arc consistency5.

This result has been extended to more general semigroup operations in [12, 31].

Example 8.38. The Boolean constraint language consisting of all relations that can be
specified by Horn clauses, as described in Example 8.5, has the binary polymorphism ∧
(conjunction) [54], and so is tractable by Proposition 8.37. Any collection of Horn clauses
can be solved by unit resolution, which is a specialised form of arc consistency. �

Example 8.39. The max-closed constraints defined in [54] and described in Example 8.7
all have the binary polymorphism, max, which is a semilattice operation, so they are
tractable by Proposition 8.37. Any collection of max-closed constraints can be solved
by enforcing arc consistency. �

Proposition 8.40 ([16]). For any constraint language Γ over a finite set D, if Pol(Γ)
contains a conservative commutative binary operation, then Γ is tractable.

The algorithm for solving a collection of constraints preserved by a conservative com-
mutative binary operation is based on a generalisation of local consistency techniques [16].

Proposition 8.41 ([50]). For any constraint language Γ over a finite set D, if Pol(Γ) con-
tains a k-ary near-unanimity operation, then Γ is tractable, and all instances in CSP(Γ)
can be solved by enforcing k-consistency, which makes them globally consistent6.

In fact, it is shown in [50] that the only finite domain languages for which enforcing
k-consistency guarantees global consistency are those which have a near-unanimity poly-
morphism.

Example 8.42. Let Γ be the Boolean constraint language consisting of all relations that can
be specified by clauses with at most 2 literals. This language has the ternary polymorphism,
d, given by d(x, y, z) = (x ∧ y) ∨ (y ∧ z) ∨ (x ∧ z), which is a near-unanimity operation,
so Γ is tractable by Proposition 8.41. A satisfying assignment for any collection of such
clauses can be obtained in a backtrack-free way after enforcing path consistency. �

Example 8.43. The 0/1/all relations defined in [58, 26] and described in Example 8.8 all
have the ternary polymorphism, d, given by d(x, y, z) = x when y 6= z and d(x, y, z) = y
otherwise, which is a near-unanimity operation, so they are tractable by Proposition 8.41.
A solution for any collection of 0/1/all constraints can be obtained in a backtrack-free way
after enforcing path consistency [26, 50]. �

Example 8.44. The connected row-convex relations defined in [35] and described in Ex-
ample 8.9 all have the ternary polymorphism, m, given by m(x, y, z) = “the median of
x, y and z”, which is a near-unanimity operation, so they are tractable by Proposition 8.41.
A solution for any collection of connected row-convex constraints can be obtained in a
backtrack-free way after enforcing path consistency [50]. �

5See Chapter 3 for a definition of this standard procedure, and a discussion of possible algorithms.
6See Chapter 3 for definitions and algorithms.
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Example 8.45. The betweenness relation BD on an ordered set D, described in Exam-
ple 8.12, has a ternary near-unanimity polymorphism when |D| ≤ 4, so the constraint
language containing just this relation is tractable when |D| ≤ 4, by Proposition 8.41.

The projection of BD onto its second co-ordinate is the unary relation containing all
elements of D except the largest and smallest. Hence the algebra 〈D,Pol({BD})〉 has a
subalgebra of size |D|−2. When |D| ≥ 5 this subalgebra can be shown to be NP-complete.
Hence, by Theorem 8.35, {BD} is NP-complete for finite sets D with |D| ≥ 5. �

Proposition 8.46 ([15, 8]). For any constraint language Γ over a finite set D, if Pol(Γ)
contains a Mal’tsev operation, then Γ is tractable.

The algorithm for solving a collection of constraints preserved by a Mal’tsev operation
is based on a generalisation of Gaussian elimination [15]. A much more straightforward
version of the algorithm is given in [8]. Note that no fixed level of consistency is sufficient
to solve all problems involving constraints of this type.

Example 8.47. The linear constraints described in Example 8.4 all have the ternary poly-
morphism p given by p(x, y, z) = x − y + z, which is a Mal’tsev operation, so they are
tractable by Proposition 8.46. A solution for any collection of linear constraints can be
obtained by a Gaussian elimination algorithm on the corresponding linear equations. �

A unified approach to Mal’tsev operations and near-unanimity operations, which gen-
eralises Proposition 8.41 and Proposition 8.46 is given in [29].

8.4.3 Towards a Complete Classification of Complexity

We have seen that the polymorphisms of a constraint language can identify many different
tractable cases and suggest an appropriate efficient solution algorithm for those cases.

However, what can be said about a constraint language Γ where Pol(Γ) does not con-
tain a semilattice operation, a conservative commutative binary operation, a near-unanimity
operation or a Mal’tsev operation? We cannot in general immediately conclude that Γ is
intractable. However, using Rosenberg’s analysis of minimal clones [85, 88], we do have
the following result (adapted slightly from [49]).

Definition 8.48. Let f be a k-ary operation on a set D.

• If there exists a (non-constant) unary operation g onD and an index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
such that f satisfies the identity f(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = g(xi), then f is called an es-

sentially unary operation. If g is the identity operation, then f is called a projection.

• If k ≥ 3 and f satisfies the identity f(x1, . . . , xk) = xi for some fixed i whenever
|{x1, x2, . . . , xk}| < k, but f is not a projection, then f is called a semiprojection.
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Theorem 8.49. For any reduced constraint language Γ on a finite set D, at least one of
the following conditions must hold:

1. Pol(Γ) contains a constant operation;

2. Pol(Γ) contains a near-unanimity operation of arity 3;

3. Pol(Γ) contains a Mal’tsev operation;

4. Pol(Γ) contains an idempotent binary operation (which is not a projection);

5. Pol(Γ) contains a semiprojection;

6. Pol(Γ) contains essentially unary surjective operations only.

If Pol(Γ) contains a constant operation, then Γ is trivially tractable, since each (non-
empty) relation in Γ contains a tuple 〈d, d, . . . , d〉, where d is the value of the constant oper-
ation. By Propositions 8.37 and 8.46, the second and third cases also guarantee tractability.
Hence the first three cases in Theorem 8.49 all guarantee tractability.

In the final case of Theorem 8.49 we observe that Inv(Pol(Γ)) includes the disequality
relation, 6=D, defined in Example 8.11, and when |D| = 2 it includes the not-all-equal
relation, ND, defined in Example 8.6. Hence in this case we have that Inv(Pol(Γ)) is
NP-complete for all finite sets D, so by Theorem 8.21 and Corollary 8.17 we conclude
that Γ is NP-complete in this case. Hence the final case of Theorem 8.49 guarantees NP-
completeness.

A similar argument gives the following slightly more general result.

Proposition 8.50 ([49]). Any set of essentially unary operations over a finite set is NP-
complete.

Cases 4 and 5 of Theorem 8.49 are inconclusive, in general, although for a Boolean do-
main there are only two binary idempotent operations which are not projections: the two
semilattice operations ∧ and ∨ (conjunction and disjunction). Hence, over a Boolean do-
main, case 4 guarantees tractability by Proposition 8.37. Moreover, over a Boolean domain
there are no semiprojection operations, so case 5 cannot occur. These observations mean
that Theorem 8.49 is sufficient to classify the complexity of any constraint language over a
Boolean domain, and hence derive Schaefer’s Dichotomy Theorem [86] (see Example 8.5).

Corollary 8.51 ([11]). An algebra with a 2-element universe is NP-complete if all of its
basic operations are essentially unary. Otherwise it is tractable.

The single condition described in Proposition 8.50 is the only condition needed to
establish the NP-completeness of all known NP-complete constraint languages, and has
been used to establish a dichotomy theorem for several broad classes of languages [11].
There is a longstanding conjecture [18] that this condition is sufficient to characterise all
forms of intractability in constraint languages. We state this conjecture for the special case
of idempotent algebras, where the only essentially unary operations are projections.

Conjecture 8.52 ([18, 11]). Tractable algebras conjecture: A finite idempotent algebra
A is NP-complete if it has a nontrivial factor B all of whose operations are projections.
Otherwise it is tractable.
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By Proposition 8.28 and Theorem 8.31, the problem of determining the complexity
of an arbitrary constraint language can be reduced to an equivalent problem for a certain
idempotent algebra associated with the language. Therefore, this conjecture, if true, would
completely solve the fundamental question of analysing the complexity of any constraint
language over a finite set.

Conjecture 8.52 has been verified [11] for algebras with a 2-element universe, algebras
with a 3-element universe, conservative algebras (i.e., those whose operations preserve all
unary relations), and strictly simple surjective algebras (i.e. those with no non-trivial fac-
tors). If Conjecture 8.52 is true in general, then it yields an effective procedure to determine
whether any finite constraint language is tractable or NP-complete, as the following result
indicates.

Proposition 8.53 ([11]). Let D be a fixed finite set. If Conjecture 8.52 is true, then for any
finite constraint language Γ over D, there is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine
whether Γ is NP-complete or tractable.

In another direction, Proposition 8.50 was used in [71] to show that most non-trivial
constraint languages over a finite domain are NP-complete. More precisely, letR(n, k) de-
note a random n-ary relation on the set {1, . . . , k}, for which the probability that 〈a1, . . . , an〉
∈ R(n, k) is equal to 1/2 independently for each n-tuple 〈a1, . . . , an〉 where not all ai’s
are equal; also, set 〈a, a, . . . , a〉 6∈ R(n, k) for all a (this is necessary to ensure that
CSP({R(n, k)}) is non-trivial). It is shown in [71] that the probability that Pol {R(n, k)}
contains only projections tends to 1 as either n or k tends to infinity.

8.4.4 Search is No Harder than Decision

In this chapter we have formulated the constraint satisfaction problem as a decision prob-
lem in which the question is to decide whether or not a solution exists. However, the
corresponding search problem, in which the question is to find a solution, is often the real
practical question. Using the algebraic theory in Section 8.3, we can now show that the
tractable cases of these two forms of the problem coincide.

Theorem 8.54 ([11, 20]). Let Γ be a constraint language over a finite set. The decision
problem CSP(Γ) is tractable if and only if the corresponding search problem can be solved
in polynomial time.

Proof. Obviously, tractability of the search problem implies tractability of the correspond-
ing decision problem.

For the converse, let Γ be a tractable set of relations over a finite domain D.
Consider any instance P in CSP(Γ). By the choice of Γ, we can decide in polynomial

time whether P has a solution. If it does not then the search returns with no solution.
Otherwise, using Proposition 8.28 we can transform this instance to an instance P ′

over a reduced language Γ′ which has a solution. Furthermore we can arrange that every
solution to P ′ is a solution to P .

Since P ′ has a solution we know that for each variable v of P ′ there must be some
domain value a ∈ D for which we can add the constraint 〈〈v〉 , {〈a〉}〉 and still have a
solvable instance. By considering each variable in turn, and each possible value for that
variable, we can add such a constraint to each variable in turn, and hence obtain a solution
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to P ′. Checking for solvability for each possible value at each variable requires us to solve
an instance of the decision problem CSP(Γ∪ ΓCON) at most |P ′| times. By Theorem 8.31,
this can be completed in polynomial time in the size of P .

8.5 Constraint Languages Over an Infinite Set

Some computational problems can be formulated as constraint satisfaction problems only
by using a constraint language over an infinite set (see Examples 8.10 and 8.12).

Many of the results of the algebraic theory described in Section 8.3 hold for both fi-
nite and infinite domains. However, Theorem 8.21 does not hold, in general, for arbi-
trary constraint languages over an infinite set. It is not hard to check that the inclusion
〈Γ〉 ⊆ Inv(Pol(Γ)) still holds. However, for constraint languages over an infinite set this
inclusion can be strict, as the next example7 shows.

Example 8.55. Consider Γ = {R1, R2, R3} on N, whereR1 = {〈a, b, c, d〉 | a = b or c =
d}, R2 = {〈1〉}, and R3 = {〈a, a+ 1〉 | a ∈ N}. It is not difficult to show that every
polymorphism of Γ is a projection, and hence Inv(Pol(Γ)) is the set of all relations on
N. However, one can check that, for example, the unary relation consisting of all even
numbers does not belong to 〈Γ〉. �

However, if we impose some additional conditions, then the required equality does
hold, as the next result indicates. A relational structure consists of a universe D, to-
gether with a collection of relations overD. A relational structure with a countably infinite
universe is called ω-categorical if it is determined (up to isomorphism) by its first-order
theory [46].

Theorem 8.56 ([4]). Let Γ = {R1, . . . , Rk} be a finite constraint language over a count-
ably infinite set D.

If the relational structure 〈D,R1, . . . , Rk〉 is ω-categorical, then 〈Γ〉 = Inv(Pol(Γ)).

Examples of ω-categorical structures, as well as remarks on the complexity of the cor-
responding constraint satisfaction problems, can be found in [3], including a complete
analysis of the countably infinite ω-categorical structures with a single binary relation.

8.5.1 Allen’s Interval Algebra

One form of infinite-valued CSP which has been widely studied is the case where the val-
ues taken by the variables are intervals on some totally ordered set. This setting is used
to model the temporal behaviour of systems, where the intervals represent time intervals
during which events occur. The most popular such formalism is Allen’s Interval Algebra,
introduced in [1], which concerns binary qualitative relations between intervals. This al-
gebra contains 13 basic relations (see Table 8.1), corresponding to the 13 distinct ways in
which two given intervals can be related. The complete set of relations in Allen’s Interval
Algebra consists of the 213 = 8192 possible unions of the basic relations. This set of
relations will be denoted ΓAIA.

The constraint language ΓAIA is NP-complete, and the problem of classifying the com-
plexity of subsets of this language has attracted much attention (see, for example, [87]).

7This example is from [3], where it is credited to F. Börner.
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Basic relation Example Endpoints

I precedes J p III I+ < J−

J preceded by I p−1
JJJ

I meets J m IIII I+ = J−

J met by I m−1
JJJJ

I overlaps J o IIII I− < J− < I+,
J overl. by I o−1

JJJJ I+ < J+

I during J d III I− > J−,
J includes I d−1 JJJJJJJ I+ < J+

I starts J s III I− = J−,
J started by I s−1 JJJJJJJ I+ < J+

I finishes J f III I+ = J+,
J finished by I f−1 JJJJJJJ I− > J−

I equals J ≡ IIII I− = J−,
JJJJ I+ = J+

Table 8.1: The 13 basic relations in Allen’s Interval Algebra.

Allen’s Interval Algebra has three operations on relations: composition, intersection,
and inversion. Note that these three operations can each be represented by using conjunc-
tion and existential quantification, so, for any subset ∆ of ΓAIA, the subalgebra ∆′ gener-
ated by ∆ has the property that ∆′ ⊆ 〈∆〉. It follows from Theorem 8.16 that CSP(∆)
and CSP(∆′) are polynomial-time equivalent. Hence it is sufficient to classify all subsets
of ΓAIA which are subalgebras of Allen’s Interval Algebra.

Theorem 8.57 ([64]). For any constraint language Γ ⊆ ΓAIA, if Γ is contained in one
of the eighteen subalgebras listed in Table 8.2, then it is tractable; otherwise it is NP-
complete.

The domain for Allen’s Interval Algebra can be taken to be the countably infinite set
of intervals with rational endpoints. It was noted in [4] that the relational structure asso-
ciated with Allen’s Interval Algebra (without its operations) is ω-categorical. Therefore,
by Theorem 8.56, the complexity classification problem for subsets of ΓAIA can be tackled
using polymorphisms. Such an approach might provide a route to simplify the involved
classification proof given in [64].

8.6 Multi-Sorted Constraint Languages

In practical constraint programming it is often the case that different variables have differ-
ent domains. So far in this chapter we have considered a simplified situation in which all
of the variables are assumed to have the same domain. This apparently minor simplifica-
tion can have serious consequences for the analysis of the complexity of different forms of
constraint; it can in fact mask the difference between tractability and NP-completeness for
some languages, as we will demonstrate in this section.

The algebraic approach described in Section 8.3 has been extended to deal with the
case when different variables have different domains [10], and we will now present the
main results of the extended theory.
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Sp = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (p)±1 ⊆ r}
Sd = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (d−1)±1 ⊆ r}
So = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (o)±1 ⊆ r}
A1 = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (s−1)±1 ⊆ r}
A2 = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (s)±1 ⊆ r}
A3 = {r | r ∩ (pmodf)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (s)±1 ⊆ r}
A4 = {r | r ∩ (pmodf−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (s)±1 ⊆ r}

Ep = {r | r ∩ (pmods)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (p)±1 ⊆ r}
Ed = {r | r ∩ (pmods)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (d)±1 ⊆ r}
Eo = {r | r ∩ (pmods)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (o)±1 ⊆ r}
B1 = {r | r ∩ (pmods)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (f−1)±1 ⊆ r}
B2 = {r | r ∩ (pmods)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (f)±1 ⊆ r}
B3 = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1s−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (f−1)±1 ⊆ r}
B4 = {r | r ∩ (pmod−1s)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (f−1)±1 ⊆ r}

E∗ =

{

r

∣

∣

∣

∣

1) r ∩ (pmod)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (s)±1 ⊆ r, and
2) r ∩ (ff−1) 6= ∅ ⇒ (≡) ⊆ r

}

S∗ =

{

r

∣

∣

∣

∣

1) r ∩ (pmod−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (f−1)±1 ⊆ r, and
2) r ∩ (ss−1) 6= ∅ ⇒ (≡) ⊆ r

}

H =







r

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1) r ∩ (os)±1 6= ∅ & r ∩ (o−1f)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (d)±1 ⊆ r, and
2) r ∩ (ds)±1 6= ∅ & r ∩ (d−1f−1)±1 6= ∅ ⇒ (o)±1 ⊆ r, and
3) r ∩ (pm)±1 6= ∅ & r 6⊆ (pm)±1 ⇒ (o)±1 ⊆ r







A≡ = {r | r 6= ∅ ⇒ (≡) ⊆ r}

For the sake of brevity, relations are written as collections of basic relations. So, for
instance, we write (pmod) instead of p ∪ m ∪ o ∪ d. We also use the symbol ±,
which should be interpreted as follows: a condition involving ± means the conjunction
of two conditions, one corresponding to + and one corresponding to −. For example,
the condition (o)±1 ⊆ r ⇔ (d)±1 ⊆ r means that both (o) ⊆ r ⇔ (d) ⊆ r and
(o−1) ⊆ r ⇔ (d−1) ⊆ r.

Table 8.2: The 18 maximal tractable subalgebras of Allen’s Interval Algebra
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Definition 8.58. For any collection of sets D = {Di | i ∈ I}, and any list of in-
dices 〈i1, i2, . . . , in〉 ∈ In, a subset of Di1 × Di2 × · · · × Din , together with the list
〈i1, i2, . . . , in〉, will be called a multi-sorted relation over D with arity n and signature

〈i1, i2, . . . , in〉.

For any multi-sorted relation R, the signature of R will be denoted σ(R).
In the special case where D contains just a single set D we will call a multi-sorted

relation over D a one-sorted relation over D.

Example 8.59. Let R be a 5-ary relation with 17 tuples defined as follows:

R = { 〈3, 1, 2, c, b〉 , 〈3, 3, 2, c, b〉 , 〈1, 0, 2, c, b〉 , 〈1, 2, 2, c, b〉 ,
〈1, 1, 0, c, b〉 , 〈1, 3, 0, c, b〉 , 〈3, 0, 0, c, b〉 , 〈3, 2, 0, c, b〉 ,
〈3, 1, 2, c, a〉 , 〈3, 3, 2, c, a〉 , 〈1, 0, 2, c, a〉 , 〈1, 2, 2, c, a〉 ,
〈3, 1, 2, a, b〉 , 〈3, 3, 2, a, b〉 , 〈1, 1, 0, a, b〉 , 〈1, 3, 0, a, b〉 , 〈3, 3, 2, a, a〉 }

This relation can be considered in the usual way as a one-sorted relation over the set D =
{0, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c}. Alternatively, it can be seen as a multi-sorted relation with signature
〈1, 1, 1, 2, 2〉 over the collection of sets D = 〈D1, D2〉, where D1 = {0, 1, 2, 3} and
D2 = {a, b, c}. �

Given any set of multi-sorted relations, we can define a corresponding class of multi-
sorted constraint satisfaction problems, in the following way.

Definition 8.60. Let Γ be a set of multi-sorted relations over a collection of sets D = {Di |
i ∈ I}. The multi-sorted constraint satisfaction problem over Γ, denoted MCSP(Γ), is
defined to be the decision problem with

Instance: A quadruple 〈V,D, δ, C〉, where

• V is a finite set of variables;

• δ is a mapping from V to I called the domain function;

• C is a set of constraints, where each constraint C ∈ C is a pair 〈s,R〉 such that

– s, is a tuple of variables of length nC called the constraint scope, and

– R is an element of Γ with arity nC and signature 〈δ(s[1]), . . . , δ(s[nC ])〉
called the constraint relation.

Question: Does there exist a solution, that is a function ϕ from V to
⋃

i∈I Di such that,
for each variable v ∈ V, ϕ(v) ∈ Dδ(v), and for each constraint 〈s,R〉 ∈ C with
s = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, the tuple 〈ϕ(v1), . . . , ϕ(vn)〉 belongs to the multi-sorted relation
R.

It might be tempting to assume that the complexity of a set of multi-sorted relations
could be determined by considering each of the domains involved separately; in other
words, by separating the relations into a number of one-sorted relations, and analysing the
complexity of each of these. However, in general this simple approach does not work, as
the next example demonstrates.
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Example 8.61. Consider the sets D1 = {0, 1} and D2 = {a, b, c}, and the multi-sorted
relations R1, R2, R3 over D = {D1, D2}, each with signature 〈1, 2〉, where

R1 = { 〈1, a〉 , R2 = { 〈0, a〉 , R3 = { 〈0, a〉 ,
〈0, b〉 , 〈1, b〉 , 〈0, b〉 ,
〈0, c〉} 〈0, c〉} 〈1, c〉}.

If we divide each of these multi-sorted relations into two separate one-sorted relations, then
we obtain just the unary relations {0, 1} and {a, b, c} over the setsD1 andD2 respectively.
Each of these unary relations individually is clearly tractable.

However, by establishing a reduction from the NP-complete problem ONE-IN-THREE

SATISFIABILITY (see Example 8.6), it can be shown that the set of multi-sorted relations
Γ = {R1, R2, R3} is NP-complete. (Details of this reduction are given in [10].) �

It is often desirable to convert a multi-sorted constraint satisfaction problem into a one-
sorted problem. The most straightforward way to do this for a given multi-sorted problem
instance 〈V,D, δ, C〉, is to take D =

⋃

Di∈D
Di, and replace each constraint relation with

a one-sorted relation over D containing exactly the same tuples.
However, this straightforward conversion method does not necessarily preserve the

tractability of a multi-sorted constraint language Γ, as the next example indicates.

Example 8.62. Let D1 and D2 be two distinct supersets of a set D0, and let Γ be the
constraint language containing the single binary disequality relation 6=D0

, as defined in
Example 8.11, but now considered as a multi-sorted relation over {D1, D2} with signature
〈1, 2〉.

Because of the signature, this constraint can only be imposed between two variables
when one of them has domain D1 and the other has domain D2. Hence, in this case
MCSP(Γ) corresponds to the problem of colouring a bipartite graph with |D0| colours,
which is clearly tractable for any set D0. Note that the tractability is entirely due to the
signature of the relation rather than the tuples it contains.

If we convert Γ to a one-sorted constraint language by considering the relation 6=D0

as a one-sorted relation over the set D = D1 ∪ D2, then we obtain the usual disequality
relation over D0, which for |D0| > 2 is NP-complete (see Example 8.11). �

To ensure that we do preserve tractability when converting a multi-sorted constraint
language to a one-sorted constraint language, we make use of a more sophisticated conver-
sion technique, based on the following definition.

Definition 8.63. Let D = {D1, . . . , Dp} be a finite collection of sets, and define D∗ =
D1 ×D2 × · · · ×Dp.

For any n-ary relation R over D with signature σ(R) = 〈i1, . . . , in〉, we define the
one-sorted n-ary relation χ(R) over D∗ as follows:

χ(R) = {〈t1, t2, . . . , tn〉 ∈ (D∗)n | 〈t1[i1], t2[i2], . . . , tm[im]〉 ∈ R}.

Note that for any one-sorted relation R, we have χ(R) = R.

Example 8.64. Let R be the binary disequality relation 6=D0
over {D1, D2} with signa-

ture 〈1, 2〉, as in Example 8.62. In this case χ(R) is the relation consisting of all pairs
〈〈a, a′〉 , 〈b, b′〉〉 ∈ (D1 ×D2)× (D1 ×D2) such that a, b′ ∈ D0 and a 6= b′. �
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Proposition 8.65 ([10]). Let Γ be a multi-sorted constraint language over a finite collec-
tion of finite sets. The language Γ is tractable if and only if the corresponding one-sorted
constraint language {χ(R) | R ∈ Γ} is tractable.

To extend the algebraic results of Section 8.3 to the multi-sorted case, we need to define
a suitable extension of the notion of a polymorphism. As we have shown in Example 8.61,
we cannot simply separate out different domains and consider polymorphisms on each one
separately; we must ensure that all of the domains are treated in a co-ordinated way. In
the following definition, this is achieved by defining different interpretations for the same
operation symbol applied to different sets.

Definition 8.66. Let D = {Di | i ∈ I} be a collection of sets. A k-ary multi-sorted

operation f on D is defined by a collection of interpretations {fDi | i ∈ I}, where each
fDi is a k-ary operation on the corresponding set Di.

For any multi-sorted relationR with signature 〈i1, . . . , in〉, and any collection of tuples
t1, . . . , tk ∈ R, define f(t1, . . . , tk) to be

〈

fDi1 (t1[1], . . . , tk[1]), . . . , fDin (t1[n], . . . , tk[n])
〉

.

Definition 8.67. A k-ary multi-sorted operation f on D is said to be a multi-sorted poly-

morphism of a multi-sorted relation R over D if f(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ R for all choices of
t1, . . . , tk ∈ R.

For any given multi-sorted constraint language Γ, the set of all multi-sorted polymor-
phisms of every relation in Γ is denoted MPol(Γ).

The next theorem is the main result of this section. It establishes the remarkable fact
that many of the polymorphisms that ensure tractability in the one-sorted case can be com-
bined in almost arbitrary ways to obtain new tractable multi-sorted constraint languages.

Note that a multi-sorted operation, f , is said to be idempotent if all of its interpretations
fD satisfy the identity fD(x, x, . . . , x) = x.

Theorem 8.68 ([10]). Let Γ be a multi-sorted constraint language over a finite collection
of finite sets D = {D1, . . . , Dn}.

If, for each Di ∈ D, MPol(Γ) contains a multi-sorted operation fi such that

• fDi

i is a constant operation; or

• fDi

i is a semilattice operation; or

• fDi

i is a near-unanimity operation; or

• fi is idempotent and fDi

i is an affine operation,

then MCSP(Γ) is tractable.

Example 8.69. Recall the relation R defined in Example 8.59.
If we consider R as a one-sorted relation over the domain {0, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c}, then it

does not fall into any of the many known (one-sorted) tractable classes described in Sec-
tion 8.4.2 above8.

8This was established by using the program Polyanna described in [39], which is available from
http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/research/areas/constraints/software/.
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However if we consider R as a multi-sorted relation with signature 〈1, 1, 1, 2, 2〉 over
the sets D1 = {0, 1, 2, 3} and D2 = {a, b, c}, then we can use Theorem 8.68 to show
that {R} is tractable. To see this, it is sufficient to check that R has two multi-sorted
polymorphisms f(x, y, z) and g(x, y), where

• fD1 is the affine operation of the group Z4, and fD2 is the (ternary) maximum
operation on D2, with respect to the order a < b < c (which is idempotent).

• gD1(x, y) = y, and gD2 is the (binary) maximum operation on D2, with respect to
the order a < b < c (which is a semilattice operation).

�

Further developments in the algebraic approach to multi-sorted constraints, and applica-
tions to the standard one-sorted CSP where the constraints limit the domain of each vari-
able, are given in [10].

8.7 Alternative Approaches

8.7.1 Homomorphism Problems

An important reformulation of the CSP is the HOMOMORPHISM problem: the question of
deciding whether there exists a homomorphism between two relational structures (see [3,
37, 41, 59]). Recall (from Section 8.5) that a relational structure is simply a set, together
with a list of relations over that set.

Definition 8.70. Let A1 =
〈

D1, R
1
1, R

1
2, . . . , R

1
q

〉

and A2 =
〈

D2, R
2
1, R

2
2, . . . , R

2
q

〉

be
relational structures where both R1

i and R2
i are ni-ary, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , q.

A mapping Φ : D1 → D2 is called a homomorphism fromA1 to A2 if it has the prop-
erty that 〈Φ(a1), . . . ,Φ(ani

)〉 ∈ R2
i whenever 〈a1, . . . , ani

〉 ∈ R1
i , for all i = 1, 2, . . . , q.

The HOMOMORPHISM PROBLEM for 〈A1,A2〉 is to decide whether there exists a ho-
momorphism from A1 to A2.

To see that the HOMOMORPHISM PROBLEM is the same as the CSP, think of the el-
ements in A1 as variables, the elements in A2 as values, tuples in the relations of A1 as
constraint scopes, and the relations ofA2 as constraint relations. With this correspondence,
the solutions to this CSP instance are precisely the homomorphisms from A1 to A2.

Example 8.71. A relational structure with a single binary relation 〈V,E〉 is usually known
as a (directed) graph.

An instance of the GRAPH H -COLORING problem consists of a finite graph G. The
question is whether there is a homomorphism fromG toH . WhenH is the complete graph
on k vertices, the GRAPH H -COLORING problem corresponds to the standard GRAPH

COLORABILITY problem with k colours (see Example 8.11). For an arbitrary graph
H = 〈V,E〉, the GRAPH H -COLORING problem precisely corresponds to the problem
CSP({E}).

For undirected graphs H , where the edge relation E is symmetric, the complexity
of GRAPH H -COLORING has been completely characterised [44]: it is tractable if H is
bipartite or contains a loop; otherwise it is NP-complete. (Note that this characterisation
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also follows from Conjecture 8.52, see [7].) However, if we allow H and G to be directed
graphs, then the complexity of GRAPH H -COLORING has not yet been fully characterised.
In fact a complete classification would answer Conjecture 8.52 since it was shown in [37]
that every problem CSP(Γ) with finite Γ is polynomial-time equivalent to GRAPH H -
COLORING for some suitable directed graph H . �

8.7.2 Constraint Languages and Logic

In the field of descriptive complexity [47] the computational complexity of a problem is
investigated by studying the forms of logic which can be used to express that problem. The
use of descriptive complexity techniques to analyse the complexity of constraint languages
was initiated by the pioneering work of Feder and Vardi [37].

As shown in Section 8.7.1, for any finite constraint language Γ = {R1, . . . , Rq} over
a set D, the problem CSP(Γ) can be represented as the problem of deciding whether a
given relational structure has a homomorphism to the relational structure 〈D,R1, . . . , Rq〉,
Hence the class of instances of CSP(Γ) which do have a solution can be viewed as a class
of relational structures (sometimes called the “yes-instances”). If this class of relational
structures can be characterised in some restricted logic, then this can sometimes be used to
show that CSP(Γ) is tractable, as the following example illustrates.

Example 8.72. Recall from Example 8.11 that CSP({6=D}) is equivalent to the problem
of colouring a graph with |D| colours. The class of instances which have a solution is
the class of |D|-colourable graphs, which is a class of relational structures with a single
symmetric binary relation E (specifying which vertices are connected by edges).

Now assume that D = {0, 1}. It is well-known that a graph (V,E) is 2-colourable
if and only if it does not have any odd-length cycles. The property of having an odd-
length cycle can be expressed in the logic programming language Datalog [37] using the
following set of rules:

P (x, y) : − E(x, y)

P (x, y) : − P (x, z) ∧ E(z, u) ∧E(u, y)

Q : − P (x, x)

These rules give a recursive specification of two predicates, P and Q. Predicate P (x, y)
holds exactly when there exists an odd-length path in (V,E) from x to y. Predicate Q,
which acts as goal predicate, holds if there exists any odd-length cycle.

Hence, the class of structures for which CSP({6={0,1}}) has a solution can be charac-
terised as the set of structures (V,E) for which the goal predicate in this Datalog program
does not hold. It was shown in [37] that any CSP problem whose yes-instances can be char-
acterised by a Datalog program in this way is tractable. It has also recently been shown
that any CSP problem whose yes-instances can be characterised in first-order logic can be
characterised by a Datalog program in this way [2]. �

The techniques of descriptive complexity can also be used to obtain a more refined de-
scription of the complexity of a constraint language. For example, Dalmau has shown [30]
that if a finite constraint language Γ has a logical property which he calls “bounded path
duality”, then the problem CSP(Γ) is in the complexity class NL, and so can be solved
very efficiently using parallel algorithms.
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8.7.3 Disjunctive Combinations of Constraint Languages

Another approach to the analysis of constraint languages has been to consider how they
can be built up from combinations of simpler languages whose properties are more eas-
ily analysed [25, 6]. This approach has successfully unified several important classes of
tractable languages including five of the six tractable Boolean languages (Example 8.5), the
max-closed constraints (Example 8.7), the 0/1/all constraints (Example 8.8), the connected
row-convex constraints (Example 8.9) and the linear Horn constraints (Example 8.13).
One advantage of this constructive approach is that it works equally well for both finite
and infinite domains.

The key step in this approach is to define how relations can be combined disjunctively.

Definition 8.73. Let R1 be an n-ary relation and R2 an m-ary relation over a common
set D. The disjunction of R1 and R2, denoted R1 ∨R2, is the relation of arity n+m over
D defined as follows:

R1 ∨R2 = 〈〈x1, . . . , xn+m〉 | (〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ R1) ∨ (〈xn+1, . . . , xn+m〉 ∈ R2)}〉
This definition of disjunction can be extended to constraint languages as follows.

Definition 8.74. For any two constraint languages Γ and ∆, over the same domain D,
define the constraint language Γ×

∨∆ as follows:

Γ×
∨∆ = Γ ∪∆ ∪ {R1 ∨R2 | R1 ∈ Γ, R2 ∈ ∆}

The constraint language Γ×
∨∆ (pronounced Γ “or-times” ∆) contains all of the relations

in Γ and ∆, together with the disjunction of each possible pair of relations from Γ and ∆.
The next example shows that when tractable constraint languages are combined using

the disjunction operation defined in Definition 8.74 the resulting constraint language may
or may not be tractable.

Example 8.75. Let Λ be the set of all relations over the domain {TRUE, FALSE} which
can be specified by a formula of propositional logic consisting of a single literal (where a
literal is either a variable or a negated variable).

The constraint language Λ is clearly tractable, as it is straightforward to verify in linear
time whether a collection of simultaneous single literals has a solution.

Now consider the constraint language Λ∨2 = Λ×
∨Λ. This set contains all Boolean

constraints specified by a disjunction of (at most) 2 literals. The problem CSP(Λ∨2) cor-
responds to the 2-SATISFIABILITY problem, which is well-known to be tractable [38] (see
Example 8.42).

Finally, consider the constraint language Λ∨3 = (Λ∨2)×∨Λ. This set of relations con-
tains all Boolean relations specified by a disjunction of (at most) 3 literals. The problem
CSP(Λ∨3) corresponds to the 3-SATISFIABILITY problem, which is well-known to be
NP-complete [38, 78]. �

Definition 8.76. For any constraint language, ∆, define the set ∆∗ as follows:

∆∗ =
∞
⋃

i=1

∆∨i, where

∆∨1 = ∆

∆∨(i+1) = (∆∨i)×∨∆ for i = 1, 2, . . .
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In the remainder of this section we identify a number of simple conditions on constraint
languages Γ and ∆ which are necessary and sufficient to ensure that various disjunctive
combinations of Γ and ∆ are tractable.

Definition 8.77. For any constraint languages Γ and ∆ over a common domain D, define
CSP∆≤k(Γ∪∆) to be the subproblem of CSP(Γ∪∆) consisting of all instances containing
at most k constraints whose relations are members of ∆.

Using this definition, we now define what it means for one set of constraints to be
‘k-independent’ with respect to another.

Definition 8.78. For any constraint languages Γ and ∆ over a set D, we say that ∆ is
k-independent with respect to Γ if the following condition holds: any instance 〈V,D, C〉
in CSP(Γ ∪∆) has a solution provided that any instance 〈V,D, C′〉 in CSP∆≤k(Γ ∪∆)
with C′ ⊆ C has a solution.

The intuitive meaning of this definition is that the satisfiability of any set of constraints
with relations chosen chosen from the set ∆ can be determined by considering those con-
straints k at a time, even in the presence of arbitrary additional constraints from Γ.

Theorem 8.79 ([25, 6]). Let Γ and ∆ be constraint languages over a set D, such that
CSP∆≤1(Γ ∪∆) is tractable.

The constraint language Γ×
∨∆∗ is tractable if ∆ is 1-independent with respect to Γ.

Otherwise it is NP-complete.

A polynomial-time algorithm for solving instances of CSP(Γ×
∨∆∗), for any constraint

languages Γ and ∆ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.79 is given in [25].

Example 8.80. Let D be the set of real numbers (or the rationals). Let Γ be the constraint
language over D consisting of all constraints specified by a single (weak) linear inequality
(e.g., 3x1 + 2x2 − x3 ≤ 6). Let ∆ be the constraint language over D consisting of all
constraints specified by a single linear disequality (e.g., x1 + 4x2 + x3 6= 0).

To show that CSP∆≤1(Γ ∪ ∆) is tractable, we note that the consistency of a set of
inequalities, C, can be decided in polynomial time, using Khachian’s linear programming
algorithm [56]. Furthermore, for any single disequality constraint, C, we can detect in
polynomial time whether C ∪ {C} is consistent by simply running Khachian’s algorithm
to determine whether C implies the negation of C.

To show that ∆ is 1-independent with respect to Γ, we consider the geometrical inter-
pretation of the constraints as half spaces and excluded hyperplanes in Dn (see [62]).

Hence, we can apply Theorem 8.79 and conclude that Γ×
∨∆∗ is tractable. This set

consists of the linear Horn relations described in Example 8.13.
Note that the problem CSP(Γ∪∆∗) is much simpler than CSP(Γ×

∨∆∗) - it corresponds
to deciding whether a convex polyhedron, possibly minus the union of a finite number of
hyperplanes, is the empty set. This simpler problem was shown to be tractable in [69],
using a more restrictive notion of independence which has been widely used in the devel-
opment of consistency checking algorithms and canonical forms [68, 69]. However, the
much larger set of linear Horn constraints is not independent in the sense defined in [69]
(see [62]). �
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Theorem 8.81 ([6]). Let Γ and ∆ be constraint languages over a setD, such that CSP(Γ∪
∆) is tractable.

The constraint language Γ ∪∆∨2 is tractable if ∆ is 2-independent with respect to Γ.
Otherwise it is NP-complete.

Note that ∆ is 2-independent with respect to ∅ if and only if for every 〈V,D, C〉 ∈
CSP(∆) which has no solution, there exists a pair of (not necessarily distinct) constraints
Ci, Cj ∈ C such that 〈V,D, {Ci, Cj}〉 has no solution.

A polynomial-time algorithm for solving instances of CSP(Γ∪∆∨2), for any constraint
languages Γ and ∆ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.81 is given in [6].

Example 8.82. Consider the class of connected row-convex constraints over a set D de-
scribed in Example 8.9. In this example we will show that the tractability of connected
row-convex constraints is a simple consequence of Theorem 8.81. Furthermore, by us-
ing Theorem 8.81 we are able to generalise this result to obtain tractable constraints over
infinite sets of values.

Note that the 0-1 matrices defining binary connected row-convex constraints have a
very restricted structure. If we eliminate all rows and columns consisting entirely of zeros,
and then consider any remaining zero in the matrix, all of the ones in the same row as the
chosen zero must lie one side of it (because of the connectedness condition on the row).
Similarly, all of the ones in the same column must lie on one side of the chosen zero. Hence
there is a complete path of zeros from the chosen zero to the edge of the matrix along both
the row and column in one direction. But this means there must be a complete rectangular
sub-matrix of zeros extending from the chosen zero to one corner of the matrix (because
of the connectedness condition).

This implies that the whole matrix can be obtained as the intersection (conjunction) of
0-1 matrices that contain all ones except for a submatrix of zeros in one corner (simply
take one such matrix, obtained as above, for each zero in the matrix to be constructed).

There are four different forms of such matrices, depending on which corner submatrix
is zero, and they correspond to constraints expressed by disjunctive expressions of the four
following forms:

(xi ≥ di) ∨ (xj ≥ dj)
(xi ≥ di) ∨ (xj ≤ dj)
(xi ≤ di) ∨ (xj ≥ dj)
(xi ≤ di) ∨ (xj ≤ dj)

In these expressions xi, xj are variables and di, dj are constants.
Finally, we note that a row or column consisting entirely of zeros corresponds to a

constraint of the form (xi ≤ d1) ∨ (xi ≥ d2) for an appropriate choice of d1 and d2.
Hence, any connected row-convex constraint is equivalent to a conjunction of expres-

sions of these forms.
Now define ∆ to be the set of all unary constraints over D specified by a single in-

equality of the form xi ≤ di or xi ≥ di, for some di ∈ D.
It is easily shown that ∆ is 2-independent with respect to ∅ and CSP(∆) is tractable,

since each instance consists of a conjunction of upper and lower bounds for individual
variables. Hence, by Theorem 8.81, ∆×

∨∆ is tractable. By the alternative characterisation
described above, this establishes that connected row-convex constraints are tractable.
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Unlike the arguments used previously to establish that connected row-convex con-
straints are tractable [35, 50], the argument above can still be applied when the set of
values D is infinite. �

Many further examples of constraint languages over both finite and infinite domains
which can be shown to be tractable by constructing them from simpler languages are given
in [25].

Disjunctive combinations of constraint languages over different domains are discussed
in [24, 13]. These papers make use of the algebraic methods discussed in Section 8.3
above.

8.8 Future Directions

We have shown in this chapter that considerable progress has been made in analysing
the complexity of constraint problems with specified constraint languages. The algebraic
approach described in Section 8.3 has led to a complete classification for many special
cases of constraint languages, and has prompted the conjecture that all constraint languages
can be classified as either tractable or NP-complete on the basis of their algebraic properties
(Conjecture 8.52).

Even greater progress has been made in analysing the complexity of constraint prob-
lems with restricted structure, where the constraint language is unrestricted. A number of
powerful structural decomposition algorithms [40], often based on ideas from relational
algebra, have been developed which guarantee tractability for constraint satisfaction prob-
lems whose structure is limited to certain infinite sets of structures but whose relations are
unrestricted. Furthermore, a complete classification of the complexity of constraint satis-
faction problems whose structure is limited to a any set of structures with bounded arity
scopes but whose relations are unrestricted is given in [42].

However, there is currently very little analytical work which combines these two ap-
proaches. One significant result of this kind shows that a certain level of local consistency
(see Chapter 3), which depends on the constraint tightness and the maximum constraint
arity, is sufficient to ensure global consistency [90]. In general, enforcing the required
level of local consistency will increase the constraint arity, and so increase the required
level of consistency still further, which means that this result can only be used to establish
the tractability of classes of problems involving particular languages applied on particular
restricted structures [90]. Other “hybrid” results of this kind, involving both structural and
language properties, are discussed in [89, 79] and in Chapter 12 of [32].

In many practical problems it will be the case that some constraints fall into one
tractable class and some fall into another. Can this fact be exploited to obtain an efficient
solution strategy? Does this depend on the structural way in which the different forms of
constraint overlap? There is currently no suitable theoretical framework to address this
question. One promising approach would be to incorporate ideas of space complexity, as
well as time complexity. The ability to construct solutions using only a limited amount
of working space and stored information seems to be a unifying principle between many
disparate techniques in constraint programming such as bucket elimination [32], hypertree
decomposition [40], and several forms of tractable constraint language [52].

Another direction of future work is to extend the analysis presented here to other
forms of constraint problem, such as quantified constraint problems, soft constraint prob-
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lems, overconstrained problems, or problems where we wish to count the number of so-
lutions [63]. There has been considerable progress in analysing variations of this kind for
Boolean constraint problems [27]. For larger finite domains there have been some initial
studies of the complexity of quantified constraint problems [5] and counting constraint
problems [9] based on extensions to the algebraic theory described in this chapter: for ex-
ample, it has been shown that for both of these problems the complexity of a constraint
language is determined by its polymorphisms [5, 9].

A rather more substantial extension of the algebraic theory presented here is required to
analyse the complexity of soft constraints, because in this form of problem the constraints
are represented as functions from tuples of domain values to some measure of desirability
(see Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”). Many forms of combinatorial optimisation problems
can be represented in this very general framework [27, 57]. An initial approach to analysing
the complexity of such problems using algebraic techniques is developed in [21, 22] and a
tractable soft constraint language is presented in [23].
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Chapter 9

Soft Constraints

Pedro Meseguer, Francesca Rossi, Thomas Schiex

Many real-life combinatorial problems can be naturally modelled (see Chapters 2 and 11
and [34, 2]) and often efficiently solved using constraint techniques. It is essentially a
matter of identifying the decision variables of the problem and how they are related through
constraints. In a scheduling problem for example, there may be as many variables as tasks,
each specifying its starting time, and constraints can model the temporal relations among
such variables, such as ”the beginning of task 2 must occur after the end of task 1”. Similar
models have been designed for many problems in staff rostering, resource allocation, VLSI
design and other classes of combinatorial problems. Typical solving techniques involve a
search in the space of all the solutions. During such search, the constraints are not merely
treated as tests, but play an active role by helping discovering inconsistencies early on,
via the so-called constraint propagation, which allows one to eliminate parts of the search
space and thus to make the search shorter.

In many practical cases, however, the classical constraint framework does not help. For
example, it is possible that after having listed the desired constraints among the decision
variables, there is no way to satisfy them all. In this case, the instance is said to be over-
constrained, and several phases of manual model refinement are usually needed to often
heuristically chose which constraints to ignore. This process, when it is feasible, is rarely
formalized and always difficult and time consuming. Even when all the constraints can be
satisfied, and there are several solutions, such solutions appear equally good, and there is
no way to discriminate among them.

These scenarios often occur when constraints are used to formalize desired properties
rather than requirements that cannot be violated. Such desired properties are not faithfully
represented by constraints, but should rather be considered as preferences whose violation
should be avoided as far as possible. Soft constraints provide one way to model such
preferences.

As an example, consider a typical timetabling problem which aims at assigning courses
and teachers to classrooms and time slots in a university. In the description of this problem
there are usually many hard constraints, such as the size of the classrooms, the opening
hours of the building, or the fact that the same teacher cannot teach two different classes

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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at the same time. All these pieces of information are naturally modelled by constraints,
all of which have to be satisfied in order to find an acceptable assignment. However, there
are usually also many soft constraints, or preferences, which state for example the desires
of the teachers (like that he prefers not to teach on Fridays), or also university policies
(like that it is preferable to use smaller classrooms if possible). If all these desires would
be modelled by constraints, it is easy to figure out scenarios where there is no way to
satisfy all of them. On the contrary, there could be ways to satisfy all hard requirements
while violating the desires as little as possible, which is what we are looking for in the
real situation. Moreover, modelling the desires in a faithful way allows us to discriminate
among all the solutions which satisfy the hard constraints. In fact, there could be two
timetables which both satisfy the hard requirements, but where one of them satisfies better
the desires, and this should be the chosen one. Similar scenarios can be found in most
of the typical application fields for constraints, such as scheduling, resource allocation,
rostering, vehicle routing, etc.

To cope with similar situations, classical constraints have been generalized in various
ways in the past decades. Historically, first a variety of specific extensions of the basic
constraint formalism have been introduced. Later, these extensions have been generalized
using more abstract frameworks, which have been crucial in proving general properties and
in identifying the relationship among the specific frameworks. Moreover, for each of the
specific classes, algorithms for solving problems specified in the corresponding formalisms
have been defined.

In this chapter we will review most of the frameworks to model soft constraints, starting
from the specific ones in Section 9.2 to the general ones in Section 9.3. We will discuss the
relationship among the several formalisms, and also their relationship to other preference
modelling frameworks in AI. We will describe the main approaches to solve soft constraint
problems, considering search methods in Section 9.5, inference strategies in Section 9.6,
and approaches that combine both in Section 9.7. Many solving approaches for soft con-
straints are generalizations of ideas already used for hard constraint solving. Often, these
generalizations are far from being direct. In those particular cases, we will analyze in de-
tail the specific issues that arise for soft constraints. Finally, in Section 9.8 we will briefly
describe some applications of soft constraints, and in Section 9.9 we will point out some
promising directions for future work in the area of soft constraints.

9.1 Background: Classical Constraints

Here we summarize the main notions and associated notations that will be used in this
chapter. Since soft constraints often refer to the classical case, we also present the basic
concepts of classical constraint networks.

A sequence 〈a1, . . . , ak〉 is a totally ordered set that allows repetition of elements. A
k-tuple, or simply a tuple is a sequence of k elements. The Cartesian product of a sequence
of sets A1,. . . ,Ak, written A1 × · · · × Ak, is the set of all the k-tuples 〈a1, . . . , ak〉 such
that a1 ∈ A1,. . . , ak ∈ Ak. A variable xi represents an unknown element of its domain
Di, that is a finite set of values. Given a sequence of distinct variables V = 〈x1, . . . , xk〉
and their associated domains D1, . . . , Dk, a relation R on V is a subset of D1 × · · · ×Dk.
The arity of the relation is k and the scope of the relation is V . To make scopes explicit,
we will often denote a relation R over variables V as RV and an element of RV as a tuple
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tV . Such a tuple tV is called an assignment of the variables in V . The projection of a
tuple tV over a sequence of variables W , W ⊆ V , is the tuple formed by the values in tV
corresponding to variables in W , denoted as tV [W ].

A classical constraint network (classical CN) is a triple 〈X,D,C〉 defined as follows:

• X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a finite set of n variables.

• D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is the set of the domains corresponding to variables in X , such
that Di is the domain of xi; d bounds the domain size.

• C is a finite set of e constraints. A constraint c ∈ C is defined by a relation R
on a sequence of variables V ⊆ X . V is the scope of the constraint. The relation
specifies the assignments allowed by c for the variables of V . Thus, a constraint c
can be viewed as a pair 〈R, V 〉 also noted RV .

Given an assignment tV and a constraint c = RW , we say that c is completely assigned
by tV when W ⊆ V . In such case, we say that tV satisfies c when tV [W ] ∈ RW . If
tV [W ] /∈ RW , tV violates c. An assignment tV is consistent if it satisfies all constraints
completely assigned by it. An assignment tV is complete if V = X . A solution of a
classical CN is a complete consistent assignment. Since all constraints must be mandatorily
satisfied in a solution, we often say that they are hard constraints. The task of finding a
solution in a classical CN is known as the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), which is
known to be NP-complete. In the following, we will use c to denote hard constraints, and
f, g to denote soft constraints.

9.2 Specific Frameworks

In this Section we describe the first frameworks that, historically, have been proposed in the
literature for modelling soft constraints. These frameworks are here called specific since
they focus on specific interpretations of soft constraints, in terms of possibilities, priorities,
costs, or probabilities.

9.2.1 Fuzzy, Possibilistic, and Lexicographic Constraints

Originally introduced by [92], and based on fuzzy set theory [42], fuzzy constraints rep-
resent the first extension of the notion of classical constraints that allowed to explicitly
represent preferences. This framework has been analyzed in depth in [45, 43].

A classical constraint can be seen as the set of value combinations for the variables in
its scope that satisfy the constraint. In the fuzzy framework, a constraint is no longer a set,
but rather a fuzzy set [42]. This means that, for each assignment of values to its variables,
we do not have to say whether it belongs to the set or not, but how much it does so. In other
words, we have to use a graded notion of membership. This allows us to represent the fact
that a combination of values for the variables of the constraint is partially permitted.

The membership function µE of a fuzzy set E associates a real number between 0 and
1 with every possible element of E. If µE(a) = 1, then a completely belongs to the set.
If µE(a) = 0, then a does not belong to the set. Intermediary values allow for graded
membership degrees. To represent classical sets, only membership degrees 0 and 1 are
used.
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A fuzzy constraint network (fuzzy CN) is a triple 〈X,D,C〉 whereX andD are the set
of variables and their domain, as in classical CNs, and C is a set of fuzzy constraints. A
fuzzy constraint is a fuzzy relation RV on a sequence of variables V . This relation, that is
a fuzzy set of tuples, is defined by its membership function

µRV
:
∏

xj∈V

Dj → [0, 1]

The membership function of the relation RV indicates to what extent an assignment t
of the variables in V belongs to the relation and therefore satisfies the constraint. Given
two assignments t and t′ such that µRV

(t) < µRV
(t′), we can say that t′ satisfies RV

better than t, or that t′ is preferable to t for constraint RV . For example, if µRV
(t) = 0.3

and µRV
(t′) = 0.9, then t′ is preferable to t. To model an assignment t which satisfies

completely the constraint, we just have to set µRV
(t) = 1, while to model an assignment

which violates completely the constraint, and thus it is totally unacceptable, we have to set
µRV

(t) = 0. Therefore, we can say that the membership degree of an assignment gives us
the preference for that assignment. In fuzzy constraints, preference 1 is the best one and
preference 0 the worst one.

In classical constraint satisfaction, when we have a set of constraints we want all of
them to be satisfied. Thus, we combine constraints by taking their conjunction. Although
defined differently, also in the fuzzy framework constraints are naturally combined con-
junctively. Since alternative semantics have been defined [95], this approach is called con-
junctive fuzzy constraints. The conjunctive combination RV ⊗ RW of two fuzzy relations
RV and RW is a new fuzzy relation RV ∪W defined as

µRV ∪W
(t) = min(µRV

(t[V ]), µRW
(t[W ])) t ∈

∏

xi∈V ∪W

Di

We can now define the preference of a complete assignment, by performing a conjunc-
tion of all the fuzzy constraints. Given any complete assignment t, its membership degree,
also called satisfaction degree, is defined as

µt = ( ⊗
RV ∈C

RV )(t) = min
RV ∈C

µRV
(t[V ])

Therefore, given a complete assignment of a fuzzy CN, the preference of such an as-
signment is computed by considering the preference given by each constraint for that as-
signment, and by taking the worst one of them. In this way, we associate to a complete
assignment the preference for its worst feature. This is very natural for example when we
are reasoning about critical applications, such as space or medical applications, where we
want to be as cautious as possible. Then, given a scenario, we usually forget about its best
features and just remember its bad parts, since these are the parts we are worried about.

A solution of a fuzzy CN is a complete assignment with satisfaction degree greater
than 0. When we compare two complete assignments, the one with the highest prefer-
ence is considered to be better. Thus, the optimal solution of a fuzzy CN is the complete
assignment whose membership degree is maximum over all complete assignments, that is,

max
t∈

Q

xi∈X Di

min
RV ∈C

µRV
(t[V ])
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Going back to the medical application field, consider the situation where somebody
has to undergo a medical treatment and the doctor proposes two different treatments. Each
proposal is judged by considering all its features (pros and cons) and then the two proposals
are compared. According to the fuzzy framework, the judgement on each proposal will
be based on its worst consequence, and the proposal where such a worst consequence is
less bad will be chosen. Note that this way of reasoning implies that the actual values
of the membership degrees used in the fuzzy constraints are not really significant: only
the relative position of each membership degree with respect to others matters in order to
identify how assignments are ranked.

The fuzzy framework properly generalizes classical constraints, which are just fuzzy
constraints with membership degrees 0 and 1 (that is, each assignment either totally satis-
fies or totally violates a constraint). So it is not surprising that, as for classical constraints,
also solving fuzzy CNs is a difficult task. In fact, the task of deciding whether the best sat-
isfaction degree (among all solutions) is larger than a given value is NP-complete, while
the task of finding an optimal solution is NP-hard.

A framework which is closely related to the fuzzy one is the possibilistic constraint
framework [99], where priorities are associated to constraints and the aim is to find an
assignment which minimizes the priority of the most important violated constraint. This
defines a min-max optimization task dual to the max-min task of fuzzy constraints (by just
using an order inversion over membership degrees), but the two frameworks have otherwise
the same expressive power. As usual for fuzzy sets, other operators besides min have also
been considered for fuzzy constraint aggregation (see work by [95]), which are useful in
domains where a less cautious way of reasoning is more natural.

A weakness of the conjunctive fuzzy constraint formalism is the very little discrimina-
tion between assignments induced by the min operator. In fact, assignments with the same
worst preference are considered equally preferred. Consider two complete assignments t
and t′ of a problem with only two fuzzy constraints, and such that t satisfies these con-
straints with membership degrees 0.5 and 1.0 while t′ satisfies them with degrees 0.5 and
0.5. Although t is obviously strictly preferable to t′, the overall satisfaction degree of the
two assignments are identical since min(0.5, 1.0) = min(0.5, 0.5). A possible way to dis-
criminate between such assignments is proposed in [47], which introduces the concept of
fuzzy lexicographic constraints. The main idea is to consider not just the least preference
value, but all the preference values when evaluating a complete assignment, and to sort
such values in increasing order. When two complete assignments are compared, the two
sorted preference lists are then compared lexicographically. If the least value is different,
the assignment with the highest one is considered better. Otherwise, if the least value is the
same, we pass to compare the next value in the increasing order, and so on. This means that
assignment which have the same minimal preference, and which are thus judged equally
preferable in the fuzzy framework, can now result one better than the other one. In the ex-
ample above, [0.5, 1.0] is strictly better than [0.5, 0.5], since the least values are the same
(that is, 0.5), but the next values (that is, 1 and 0.5) differ, and thus t is preferred.

9.2.2 Weighted Constraints

In many real-life problems, it is often natural to talk about costs or penalties rather than
preferences. In fact, there are situations where we are more interested in the damages we
get by not satisfying a constraint rather than in the advantages we obtain when we satisfy
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it. For example, when we want to use highways to get to a different city, we may want to
find the itinerary with minimum overall cost. Also, when we want to put together a PC by
buying all its parts, we want to find the combination of parts which has minimum price.
A natural way to extend the classical constraint formalism to deal with these situations
consists of associating a certain penalty or cost to each constraint, to be paid when the
constraint is violated.

A weighted constraint network (weighted CN) is a triple 〈X,D,C〉, where X and D
are the set of variables and their domains defined as in classical CNs, and C is a set of
weighted constraints. A weighted constraint 〈c, w〉 is just a classical constraint c, plus a
weight w (over natural, integer, or real numbers).

The cost of an assignment t is the sum of all w(c), for all constraints c which are vio-
lated by t. An optimal solution is a complete assignment t with minimal cost. In the par-
ticular case when all penalties are equal to one, this is called the MAXCSP problem [48].
In fact, in this case the task consists of finding an assignment where the number of violated
constraints is minimal, which is equivalent to say that the number of satisfied constraints
is maximal. Moreover, if constraints are clauses over propositional variables, this becomes
the well-known MAXSAT problem [85].

Originally considered in [101], this framework has been since then refined to include
the fact that beyond a (possibly infinite) threshold k, costs are considered as unaccept-
able [65]. A k-weighted constraint network (k-weighted CN) is a 4-tuple 〈X,D,C, k〉
where X and D are the set of variables and their domains defined as in classical CNs, C is
a set of k-weighted constraints and k is an integer. A k-weighted constraint fV ∈ C with
scope V maps tuples defined on V to integers in [0, k], that is,

fV :
∏

xj∈V

Dj → [0, k]

A solution is a complete assignment with cost lower than k. An optimal solution is a
solution with minimal cost. If we define the k-bounded sum of two integers a and b as
a+k b = min{a+b, k}, then the cost of a complete assignment t is defined as the bounded
sum of all the costs obtained by applying each constraint to the projection of t on the scope
of the constraint. A classical CN can be seen as a k-weighted CN where only costs 0 and
k are used.

A closely related framework is the one using the so-called probabilistic constraint [46],
whose aim is to model constraint problems where the presence of the constraints in the
real-life scenario that we want to model is uncertain. Each constraint is associated to a
probability that it is present in the real-life scenario. Assuming that the events (machine
break, weather issues, etc.) that make the constraints present or not are independent, each
constraint R can be associated with a probability pR of its presence. The probability that a
given assignment is a solution of the (unknown) real-life problem can then be computed by
multiplying the probabilities that all the violated constraints are not present in the problem,
that is,

∏

(1− pR).
It is easy to transform probabilities into additive costs by taking their logarithm and

this allows us to reduce any probabilistic constraint instance to a weighted constraint in-
stance [100]. Notice however that probabilistic constraints are similar to fuzzy constraints,
since in both cases the values associated to the constraints are between 0 and 1, and better
solutions have higher values. The main difference is that, while in fuzzy constraints the
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evaluation of a solution is the minimum value (over all the constraints), in probabilistic
constraints it is the product of all the values.

Weighted constraints are among the most expressive soft constraint frameworks, in
the sense that the task of finding an optimal solution for possibilistic, lexicographic or
probabilistic frameworks can be efficiently (that is, in polynomial time) reduced to the task
of finding an optimal solution for a weighted constraint instance [100].

9.3 Generic Frameworks

If we consider the specific frameworks described in the previous Section, it is easy to
observe that they all follow a common structure: given a complete assignment, each con-
straint specifies to what extent it is satisfied (or violated) by that assignment by using a
specific scale. Then, the overall degree of satisfaction (or violation) of the assignment
is obtained by combining these elementary degrees of satisfaction (or violation). An op-
timal solution is the complete assignment with an optimal satisfaction/violation degree.
Therefore, choosing the operator used to perform the combination and an ordered satisfac-
tion/violation scale is enough to define a specific framework.

Capturing these commonalities in a generic framework is desirable, since it allows us
to design generic algorithms and properties instead of a myriad of apparently unrelated, but
actually similar properties, theorems and algorithms. Moreover, this offers an environment
where one can study the specific frameworks and better understand their relations.

Designing such a generic framework is a matter of compromise between generality
and specificity. In fact, one would like to cover as many specific frameworks as possi-
ble, while at the same time to have enough specific features to be able to prove useful
properties and build efficient algorithms. The main general formalisms that have been pro-
posed in the literature are the ones based on semiring-based constraints [9, 11] and valued
constraints [100]. We will now describe both of them and discuss their relationship.

9.3.1 Semiring-Based Constraints

Semiring-based constraints rely on a simple algebraic structure, called a c-semiring since it
is very similar to a semiring, to formalize the notion of satisfaction degrees, or preference
levels. The structure is specified by a set E of satisfaction degrees, where two binary
operators are defined: ×s specifies how to combine preferences, while +s is used to induce
a partial ordering (actually a lattice) onE. Additional axioms, including the usual semiring
axioms, are added to precisely capture the notion of satisfaction degrees in soft constraints.

A c-semiring is a 5-tuple 〈E,+s,×s,0,1〉 such that:

• E is a set, 0 ∈ E, 1 ∈ E.

• +s is an operator closed in E, associative, commutative and idempotent for which 0

is a neutral element and 1 an annihilator.

• ×s is an operator closed in E, associative and commutative for which 0 is an anni-
hilator and 1 a neutral element.

• ×s distributes over +s.
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The minimum level 0 is used to capture the notion of absolute non-satisfaction, which is
typical of hard constraints. Since a single complete unsatisfaction is unacceptable, 0 must
be an annihilator for ×s. This means that, when combining a completely violated con-
straint with a constraint which is satisfied at some level, we get a complete violation. Con-
versely, a complete satisfaction should not hamper the overall satisfaction degree, which
explains why 1 is a neutral element for ×s. In fact, this means that, when we combine a
completely satisfied constraint and a constraint which is satisfied at some level l, we get
exactly l. Moreover, since the overall satisfaction should not depend on the way elemen-
tary satisfactions are combined, combination (that is, ×s) is required to be commutative
and associative.

To define the ordering over the preference levels, operator +s is used: if a+s b = b, it
means that b is preferred to a, and we write this as b <s a. If a+s b = c, and c is different
from both a and b, then we say that a and b are incomparable. To make sure that this
ordering has the right properties, operator +s is required to be associative, commutative
and idempotent. This generates a partial order, and more precisely a lattice. In all cases,
a +s b is the least upper bound of a and b in the lattice 〈E,<s〉. The fact that 1 (resp. 0)
is a neutral (resp. annihilator) element for +s follows from the fact that it is a maximum
(resp. minimum) element for <s.

Notice that the possible presence of incomparable elements means that we can choose
a scale which is not totally ordered. This is useful for example when we need to reason
with more than one optimization criterion, since in this case there could be situations which
are naturally not comparable. For example, consider a problem which models the possible
routes from one city to another one, either by using highways or roads, and assume we want
to minimize cost and time, while at the same time getting the best view of the landscape.
Then, it could be that a route using highways is bad in terms of cost and view, but reduces
time. On the other hand, a route with roads could cost nothing and give some nice views,
but could take much longer. Then these two routes would be modelled as incomparable,
and imposing an order over them would be unnatural.

Finally, assume that a is better than b, and consider two complete assignments, one
that satisfies a constraint at level a and the other one that satisfies the same constraint at
level b. Then, if all the other constraints are satisfied equally by the two assignments,
it is reasonable to expect that the assignment satisfying at level a is overall better than
the one satisfying at level b. For comparable a and b, this is equivalent to saying that
(a×s c) +s (b×s c) = (a+s b)×s c i.e., that ×s distributes over +s. In a c-semiring, this
property is required in all cases, even if a and b are incomparable.

Compared to a classical semiring structure, the additional properties required by a c-
semiring are the idempotency of +s (to capture a lattice ordering) and the existence of a
minimum and a maximum element (to capture hard constraints). A c-semiring S is said
idempotent iff ×s is idempotent (a ×s a = a). In this case, a ×s b is the greatest lower
bound of a and b in the distributive lattice 〈E,<s〉. Examples of idempotent operators are
min, max and ∩.

A semiring constraint network is then a constraint network where each constraint maps
the assignments of its variables to values in the c-semiring.

A semiring constraint network (semiring CN) is a tuple 〈X,D,C, S〉 where:

• X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a finite set of n variables.
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• D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is the collection of the domains of the variables in X such that
Di is the domain of xi.

• C is a finite set of soft constraints. A soft constraint is a function f on a sequence
of variables V ⊆ X , called the scope of the constraint, such that f maps assign-
ments (of variables in V to values in their domains) to to semiring values, that is
f :

∏

xi∈V
Di → E. Thus a soft constraint can be viewed as a pair 〈f, V 〉 also

written as fV .

• S = 〈E,+s,×s,0,1〉 is a c-semiring.

The consistency level of a complete assignment t, vals(t), is obtained by combining
the individual levels of each constraint, that is,

vals(t) = ×s
fV ∈C

fV (t[V ])

An optimal solution is a complete assignment with a consistency level higher than, equal
to or incomparable with the consistency level of any other complete assignment. Because
the order <s may be partial, the optimal solutions of a semiring CN may have different,
but incomparable consistency levels.

Solving a semiring CN is a difficult task. Since semiring-based constraints properly
generalize classical constraints, it is easy to prove that this task is NP-hard. If the compu-
tation of a ×s b and a +s b are time-polynomial in the size of their arguments (that is, a
and b), deciding if the consistency level of a network is higher than a given threshold is an
NP-complete task.

9.3.2 Valued Constraints

Valued constraints [100] are an alternative to semiring-based constraints. More precisely,
one can show that valued constraints can model exactly the same scenarios as totally or-
dered semiring-based constraints. In this Section, we define precisely valued constraints
and show their relation to semiring-based constraints.

Valued constraints rely on an algebraic structure called a valuation structure, related to
a monoid. A first difference between valuation structures and c-semirings is that elements
of a valuation structure represent violation degrees instead of satisfaction degrees, so the
ordering scale is reversed. The only truly significant difference is the use of a total order
4v to compare such degrees. For this reason, only one operator, written ⊕, is needed to
define how valuations combine. It plays the same role as ×s in c-semirings.

A valuation structure is a 5-tuple 〈E,⊕,4v,⊥,⊤〉 such that:

• E is a set, whose elements are called valuations, totally ordered by 4v , with a max-
imum element ⊤ ∈ E and a minimum element ⊥ ∈ E.

• E is closed under a binary operation ⊕ that satisfies:

– ∀a, b ∈ E, (a⊕ b) = (b⊕ a). (commutativity)

– ∀a, b, c ∈ E, (a⊕ (b⊕ c)) = ((a⊕ b)⊕ c). (associativity)

– ∀a, b, c ∈ E, (a 4v b)→
(

(a⊕ c) 4v (b⊕ c)
)

. (monotonicity)
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– ∀a ∈ E, (a⊕⊥) = a. (neutral element)

– ∀a ∈ E, (a⊕⊤) = ⊤. (annihilator)

The monotonicity axiom, which is a refinement of the distributivity axiom of c-semiring
(see later), is easier to justify, since it simply says that one increased violation cannot yield
an overall smaller combined violation. Other axioms have exact replicates in c-semirings.

This structure can be described as a positive totally ordered commutative monoid, a
structure also known as a positive tomonoid [44]. When E is restricted to [0, 1], this is also
known in uncertainty reasoning as a triangular co-norm [61]. It is well known that this
axiom set is not minimal in the sense that the annihilator axiom is actually implied by the
rest ((⊥⊕⊤) = ⊤ (neutral), (⊥⊕⊤) 4v (a⊕⊤) (minimum). Since ⊤ is maximum, we
derive (a⊕⊤) = ⊤). A valuation structure S is idempotent iff ⊕ idempotent (a⊕ a = a).

A valued constraint network (valued CN) is otherwise defined as a semiring CN ex-
cept that a valuation structure replaces the c-semiring. We now show that valuation struc-
tures precisely capture the same structures as totally ordered c-semirings. To do this,
we show how to transform valuation structures in equivalent totally ordered c-semirings,
and vice-versa. Consider a valuation structure S = 〈E,⊕,4v,⊥,⊤〉. We define S′ =
〈E,+s,×s,0,1〉 by choosing 0 = ⊤, 1 = ⊥, ×s = ⊕ and by defining a +s b =
min4v

{a, b}. It is easy to show that S′ is a c-semiring. Then, any semiring CN de-
fined over S′ is a valued CN over S, and the two networks are equivalent, which means
that, given a complete assignment, they associate to it the same preference/violation level.
Conversely, consider a totally ordered c-semiring S = 〈E,+s,×s,0,1) and define S′ =
〈E,⊕,4v,⊥,⊤〉 where ⊥ = 1, ⊤ = 0, ⊕ = ×s and a 4v b iff a +s b = a. It is easy
to check that S′ is a valuation structure. Any valued CN over S′ is an equivalent semiring
CN over S. This shows that the assumption of a total order is sufficient (and obviously
necessary) to reduce semiring CNs to valued CNs (see [11] for more details).

9.3.3 Fundamental Operations on Soft Constraints

When processing soft constraints to find an optimal solution, there are two operations
which are repeatedly used. They are called combination and projection. Combination is
used, as the word says, to combine two or more constraints and obtain a new constraint
which gives all the information of the original ones. On the other hand, projection is used
to eliminate one or more variables from a constraint, obtaining a new constraint which
gives all the information of the original one on the remaining variables.

Consider a soft constraint network (soft CN) 〈X,D,C, S〉 and two soft constraints
fV and f ′V ′ . Then, their combination, fV ⋊⋉ f ′V ′ , is the constraint gV ∪V ′ where g(t) =
f(t[V ]) ×s f ′(t[V ′]). Moreover, given a constraint fV and a set of variables W ⊆ V , its
projection over W , written fV [W ], is the constraint gW defined as

g(t) = +s
t′|t′[W ]=t

f(t′)

In particular, when V −W = {x}, the projection over W is written fV [−x], an operation
also called projecting out x from fV .

Notice that the combination of all the constraints of a network, ⋊⋉f∈C f , is a soft
constraint that associates to each complete assignment its preference level vals(t). The
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projection of this constraint on the empty set of variables is then a constraint of zero arity
(⋊⋉f∈C f)[∅] such that it is precisely equal to the level of consistency of the network.

The notion of solution of a soft CN, which has been informally stated in earlier sections,
can now be defined formally using the above notions of projection and combination. A
solution of a soft CN N = 〈X,D,C, S〉 is a complete assignment t such that (⋊⋉f∈C

f)(t) 6= 0. An optimal solution t is a solution such that there is no other solution t′ that
satisfies val(t′) ≻s val(t).

As for classical CNs, the interactions between variables in a soft CN can be represented
by an hyper-graph whose vertices represent variables and where an hyper-edge connects
all the variables that appear in the scope of a constraint.

The micro-structure of a soft CN 〈X,D,C, S〉 is defined as an hyper-graph with one
vertex for every value of the domain of every variable in X . For every constraint fV ∈ C
and for every assignment t over V such that f(t) 6= 1, a labelled hyper-edge connects
all the vertices that represent the values in t. The label on the hyper-edge is f(t). For
simplicity, if f(t) = 0 (that is, if the tuple is completely forbidden), the label may be
omitted. If f(t) = 1 then the edge can be omitted. Note that this convention is inconsistent
with the classical CSP representation where an absence of edge represents a forbidden
tuple. When all constraints are binary, the micro-structure is a graph.

In semiring-based (or valued) constraints, ×s (or ⊕) is always monotonic. However,
when it is strictly monotonic (that is, ∀a, b, c ∈ E, (a ≻s c), (b 6= 0) then (a ×s b) ≻s
(c ×s b)), then S will be said to be strictly monotonic. If we consider two complete
assignments t and t′ such that for all fV ∈ C, fV (t) <s fV (t′) 6= 0 and for some
gW ∈ C, gW (t) ≻s gW (t′), strict monotonicity guarantees that t will be preferred to t′ i.e,
val(t) ≻s val(t′). This is therefore an attractive property from a rationality point of view.
Note that strict monotonicity is incompatible with idempotency as soon as |E| > 2 [100].

9.4 Relations among Soft Constraint Frameworks

In previous sections we have defined several frameworks for modelling soft constraints,
both generic and specific. Here we relate the two generic frameworks, and present the
specific frameworks as particular instances of the generic ones. We also analyze their
relations with other preference formalisms.

9.4.1 Comparison Between the Generic Frameworks

As noticed, semiring-based and valued constraints are very strictly related: results ob-
tained in the semiring framework apply to the valued framework, and results obtained in
the valued framework apply to the subclass of totally ordered semiring-based constraints.
Apart from this semantic difference, syntactically the only (possibly disturbing) difference
is that the semiring framework maximizes a satisfaction level while the valued framework
minimizes a violation level.

Actually, the two frameworks are so close that we will use either of them depending
on the context. Because of its generality, fundamental definitions and notions will be
written in the semiring framework. For algorithms, the valued formalism will be used for
simplicity and consistency with published papers. Generalization to the semiring level will
be mentioned.
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Semiring ×s +s <s 0 1 ubs lbs
Valued ⊕ minv 4v ⊤ ⊥ lbv ubv

Table 9.1: Translation between valued and semiring-based notations. lbv and ubv stand for
possible lower bounds (resp., upper bounds) on violation degrees in the valued notation,
which correspond respectively to upper and lower bounds on satisfaction degrees in the
semiring notation.

To make the simple connection between the two framework very clear, remember that
in the semiring framework, satisfaction levels are maximized and handled using ×s, +s,
<s, 0, and 1. In the valued-based one, violation levels are minimized and handled using⊕,
minv , 4v , ⊤ and ⊥. Table 9.1 gives a simple reminder on how to pass from one notation
to the other one.

9.4.2 Specific Frameworks as Soft Constraint Networks

Table 9.2 outlines the choices of E, +s, and ×s needed to instantiate the semiring-based
and the valued constraint formalism to get the previously outlined specific frameworks.
For example, for fuzzy constraints, the membership degrees of fuzzy relations belong to
[0, 1] and are combined with the operator min, and an optimal assignment maximizes the
combined degree (i.e., the largest one is preferred). The most preferred degree is therefore
1 and the worst one is 0. The corresponding semiring structure thus has E = [0, 1],
×s = min, +s = max (which means <s=≥).

Since all the structures in this table are totally ordered, they also are instances of the
valued formalism. For example, fuzzy constraints are valued constraints which use the
same set E and⊕ = min (according to the usual order over [0, 1]). The maximum element
is ⊤ = 0 and the minimum element ⊥ = 1 which shows how scales are inverted in valued
and semiring constraints.

For k-weighted constraints, costs are elements of {0, . . . , k} (where k is the maximal
cost) and are combined through the bounded addition +k. A minimum cost is preferred.
The most preferred degree is therefore 0 and the worst one is k. The corresponding semir-
ing structure therefore has E = {0, k}, ×s = +k, +s = min (which means <s=≤).
The extreme elements are defined by 1 = 0 and 0 = k. In this case, the corresponding
valuation structure uses the same set E and⊕ = +k. The maximum element is⊤ = k and
the minimum element is ⊥ = 0.

Semiring E ×s +s <s 0 1

Classical {t, f} ∧ ∨ t <s f f t
Fuzzy [0, 1] min max ≥ 0 1

k-weighted {0, . . . , k} +k min ≤ k 0
Probabilistic [0, 1] xy max ≥ 1 0

Valued E ⊕ minv 4v ⊤ ⊥
Table 9.2: Different specific frameworks modelled as c-semirings.
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As noted above, the semiring framework allows one also to model partially ordered
structures such as those induced by multi-criteria optimization. This follows directly from
the fact that the product of two c-semirings is a c-semiring [10]. Other partially ordered
structures are those based on on sets inclusion and intersection. For more examples and
details, see [9, 100, 10, 11]. Note that, although valued CNs are incapable of directly
dealing with multiple criteria, those can simply be handled by using multiple valuation
structures simultaneously.

9.4.3 Fuzzy and Classical Constraints

Fuzzy constraints are the only totally ordered semiring instance with a combination op-
erator (that is, min) which is idempotent [100]. This gives this framework a very strong
connection with classical constraints, since classical constraints can be seen as fuzzy con-
straints on a totally ordered structures with just two preference values. Consider a con-
junctive fuzzy CN P = 〈X,D,C〉 and the set of all the different membership degrees
used in all the fuzzy relations, defined as F =

⋃

RV ∈C(∪t∈Q

xj∈V Dj
µRV

(t)). P can be

decomposed into |F | different classical CNs. For each level α ∈ F , there is one classical
CN Pα = 〈X,D,Cα〉 with the same variables and domains as in P . For each fuzzy con-
straint f ∈ C, Cα has a corresponding hard constraint fα whose relation contains only the
assignments that satisfy f with a degree higher or equal to α. This is called the α-cut of
the fuzzy set [42].

With increasing values of α, each constraint in the classical CN Pα allows less and
less combinations of values. Let α∗ be the maximum α such that Pα is consistent. Then
it is easy to show that the solutions of Pα∗

are the optimal solutions of the given fuzzy
CN P . In practice, using a dichotomic search approach, the membership degree α∗ and an
associated optimal solution can easily be identified by solving O(log(|F |)) classical CNs.

This simple decomposition process can actually be used to extend most results on clas-
sical constraint processing (such as polynomial classes) to fuzzy constraint processing, as
long as these results rely on properties preserved by this slicing approach.

9.4.4 Relations with Other AI Preference Formalisms

Soft constraints offer a very general framework to express both required and preferred
properties in a combinatorial setting. However, they also make some assumptions. First,
that the soft constraint statements are quantitative, that is, refer to a scale of elements which
are ordered and which represent the preferences. Second, that it is reasonably easy to define
the operations to combine and to aggregate preference levels. Other preference formalisms
do not make these assumptions but pose different restrictions. Here we discuss the relation
between soft constraints and other AI formalisms developed with a similar aim.

Partial constraint satisfaction

Inside the constraint community itself, several alternative generic formalisms have been
proposed to combine constraint representation and preferences. The notion of partial con-
straint satisfaction [49, 48] was a pioneering attempt to formalize the notion of soft con-
straints. In order to find a solution for an over-constrained classical CN, partial constraint
satisfaction tries to identify another classical CN which is both consistent and as close as
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possible to the original one. The space of networks considered to find this consistent net-
work is defined using constraint relaxations (which amount, for example, at forgetting con-
straints, or at simply adding extra authorized combinations to the original ones) together
with a specific metric, which is needed to identify a nearest network. The framework is
very general and not totally formalized so that it cannot be truly related to semiring-based
or valued constraints. It has been mainly illustrated by examples, among which a simplified
variant of weighted constraint satisfaction has received the most attention.

Hierarchical constraint logic programming

In the framework of constraint logic programming, the notion of constraint hierarchies
and HCLP (Hierarchical Constraint Logic Programming [13, 112]) also allows for soft
constraint expressions. Here, each constraint is assigned a level (also called a strength) in
a totally ordered hierarchy, among which the strongest level is used for hard constraints.

Once its variables are assigned, each constraint generates a cost (called an error) in
R+. A solution is an assignment to all the variables which satisfies all hard constraints
completely (that is, with error 0). An optimal solution is a solution which satisfies the
other constraints as much as possible.

To choose between possible solutions, a comparator is used to eliminate assignments
which are dominated. There is much freedom in the definition of comparators which again
makes the comparison with semiring-based or valued constraints difficult. The so-called
global comparators have been the most studied. In this case, at each level of the hierarchy,
the errors generated by all the constraints are combined using a specific combining func-
tion. Then, a lexicographic order on the sequence of combined errors for successive levels
in the hierarchy is used to order possible solutions.

For all existing proposals of combining functions (such as the sum of weighted errors,
the maximum of weighted errors, or the sum of square of weighted errors), it is possible
to show that HCLP reduces to valued and weighted CNs. However, the general definition
of combining functions does not forbid the use of functions that would definitely violate
fundamental semiring or valued constraint axioms (such as monotonicity).

MaxSAT

SAT (for SATisfiability) is the problem of satisfying a set of clauses in propositional logic.
Each clause is a disjunction of literals, and each literal is either a variable or a negated
variable. For example, a clause can be x ∨ not(y) ∨ not(z). Satisfying a clause means
giving values (either true or false) to its variables such that the clause has value true.
MAXSAT is the problem of maximizing the number of satisfied clauses.

Since the satisfiability problem in propositional logic (SAT) is a subcase of the con-
straint satisfaction problem using boolean variables and clauses, the problem MAXSAT [85]
is clearly a particular case of the weighted constraint satisfaction problem. See [31, 55] for
successful illustrations of this.

Bayesian nets

Outside the world of constraints, Bayesian networks [86] can also be considered as specific
soft constraint problems where the constraints are conditional probability tables (satisfying
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extra properties) using [0, 1] as the semiring values, multiplication as×s and the usual total
ordering on [0, 1]. The Most Probable Explanation (MPE) task is then equivalent to looking
for an optimal solution on such problems.

CP-nets

Conditional preferences networks (CP-nets) [14] have been recently proposed to capture
preferences. Beyond the usual variables and domains of constraint problems, CP-nets use
conditional preferences tables to specify a total preference order on the domain of each
variable depending on the values of a set of other variables. Such a set can also be empty,
thus there are also variables whose preference order is not conditional on the values of
other variables.

The syntax to specify a preference order over variable y given the values of variables
x1, . . . , xn is usually written as the preference statement

x1 = v1, . . . , xn = vn : y = w1 ≻ . . . ≻ y = wk

where w1, . . . , wk are the elements in the domain of y. CP-nets are usually graphically
represented by a hyper-graph, where nodes represent variables and there is one hyper-arc
for each conditional preference statement. A CP-net is said to be acyclic if such a hyper-
graph does not have cycles.

Preference statements in CP-nets are interpreted under the so-called ceteris paribus
interpretation: if x1 = v1, . . . , xn = vn, all else being equal, we prefer y = wi to y = wj
if i < j. The change of value for y from wi to wj is then called a worsening flip.

A complete assignment t to the variables of a CP-net is preferred to another one, say t′,
if it is possible to obtain t′ from t via a sequence of worsening flips. An optimal solution is
then a complete assignment such that no other assignment is preferred to it. This semantics
produces in general a preorder over the set of all complete assignments.

Given an arbitrary CP-net (acyclic or not), we can generate a classical CN such that its
set of solutions is exactly the set of preferred solutions of the CP-net [41]. It is enough to
take, for each preference statement of the form x1 = v1, . . . , xn = vn : y = w1 ≻ . . . ≻
y = wk, the constraint x1 = v1, . . . , xn = vn ⇒ y = w1. This means that, if we are just
interested in the set of optimal solutions, classical constraints are at least as expressive as
CP-nets.

However, this is not true if we are interested in maintaining the solution ordering. In
this respect, CP-nets and soft constraints are incomparable since each can do something
that the other one cannot do. More precisely, dominance testing (that is, comparing two
complete assignments to decide which is preferred (if any)) is is an NP-complete task [40]
in CP-nets. On the contrary, it is polynomial in soft constraints (if we assume ×s and
+s to be polynomially computable). Thus, unless P=NP, it is not possible to generate in
polynomial time a soft CN which has the same solution ordering of a given CP-net. On the
other hand, given any soft CN, it is not always possible to generate a CP-net with the same
ordering. This depends on the fact that CP-nets cannot represent all possible preorders, but
just some of them. For example, no CP-net can generate a solution ordering where two
solutions which differ for just one flip are not ordered. On the other hand, soft CNs can
represent any partial order over solutions. Thus, when we are interested in the solution
ordering, CP-nets and soft constraints are incomparable. The same holds also when CP-
nets are augmented with a set of hard constraints.
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9.4.5 Relationship with Constraint Optimization

In most implementations of classical constraint systems (see Chapter 12, 13 and 14), there
are often primitives to optimize a criterion represented by one variable whose domain is
totally ordered (typically an integer domain variable). For example, we may have a variable
x which is linked to other variables by a constraint of the form x = a1.x1 + . . .+ an.xn,
representing an objective function to be optimized.

Since the central task in soft constraints is to find an assignment that optimizes a spe-
cific criterion, it is natural to consider possible formulations of soft constraint problems as
classical constraint problems with a specific variable representing the optimized criterion.
This can indeed be achieved.

Consider a totally ordered soft CN 〈X,D,C, S〉. We now generate a classical CN
which has the variables in X plus one new variable xV for each constraint fV ∈ C.
These extra variables have domain E (that is, the set of possible semiring values). Each
original constraint fV ∈ C is then transformed into a classical constraint cV ′ whose scope
is V ′ = V ∪ {xV }. The set of allowed tuples of cV ′ is obtained by taking every tuple
t of the Cartesian product of the domains of the variables in V extended to V ′ with the
semiring value fV (t).

Finally, one extra variable xc is introduced to represent the criterion. This variable is
connected to all the xV variables using one constraint which states that

∏

s xV = xc where
∏

s uses the semiring operator ×s. It is easy to check that for any assignment t of X , the
only possible value for xc is the semiring value of t. Therefore, maximizing the value of
xc leads to an optimal solution. This transformation has been first proposed in a simplified
form by [87]. It is also used to model MAXSAT problems as pseudo-Boolean problems
in [31].

Extra attention should be taken in practice to avoid infinite domains for the variables
xV . It is usually easy to bound them. As such, the transformation requires the addition
of extra variables and the use of constraints of increased arities which may lead to limited
efficiency (see Section 9.6.2 and [74, 31] for example) and strongly modifies the problem
structure.

Conversely, any classical CN with an optimization criterion can obviously be repre-
sented as a soft CN: hard constraints are kept and the criterion can be transformed in a soft
constraint which involves all the variables influencing the criterion.

9.4.6 Some Representational Issues

In the soft constraint models presented here, we assume that constraints are cost functions
mapping tuples of domain values to semiring values. However, in actual instances, the
granularity of preferences may be coarser. It is easy to see that one may decide to associate
semiring values also to other kinds of objects in a constraint problem:

• Constraints: a fixed value is used when the constraint is violated, otherwise 1 is
used. This scheme has been initially used in [100] for valued CNs. It is shown to be
as expressive as the tuple-based scheme in [11].

• Values: only unary soft constraints are present. As shown in [66], this is surprisingly
as expressive as the tuple-based scheme (by going to the dual representation) using
only hard binary constraints.
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• Variables: in this case, the value represents how much we care that the variable is
assigned. This can be simulated using soft constraints by adding one extra value in
the variable domain, which is compatible with all values of all other variables. A
unary soft constraint is then used to associate a semiring level to the value.

9.5 Search

For easiness of presentation, in this Section we restrict ourselves to valued constraints, that
is, totally ordered c-semiring structures. At the end, we will discuss how the presented
algorithms can be extended to partially ordered c-semirings.

As in the classical case, perhaps the most direct way to solve a soft CN is searching in
its state space, exploring the set of all possible assignments. Since an optimal solution is an
assignment that minimizes the violation degree (or equivalently, maximizes the satisfaction
degree), solving optimally a soft CN is an optimization problem, thus harder than solving
classical CNs.

As usual, we differentiate between two main families of search strategies: systematic
search and local search. Systematic search visits each state that could be a solution, or skips
only states that are shown to be dominated by others, so it is always able to find an optimal
solution. Local search does not guarantee this behavior. When it terminates, after having
exhausted resources (such as time available or a limit number of iterations), it reports the
best solution found so far, but there is no guarantee that it is an optimal solution. To prove
optimality, systematic algorithms are required, at the extra cost of longer running times
with respect to local search. Systematic search algorithms often scale worse with problem
size than local search algorithms. Nevertheless, algorithms from both families can nicely
cooperate to solve soft CNs, as we will see in the following.

9.5.1 Systematic Search: Branch and Bound

The state space of the problem is explored as a tree, called the search tree, defined as fol-
lows. A node represents a subproblem, defined by the subset of unassigned variables, its
domains and constraints not completely assigned. The root represents the whole problem,
while leaves represent the empty problem. Node successors are produced by selecting
an unassigned variable and generating as many successors as the number of values in the
variable domain. Each arc connecting a node with its successors is labelled with one of
those values, meaning that this value is assigned to the selected variable. A node successor
contains a subproblem of the problem in its parent node, which is obtained by removing
the variable just assigned. Each path in the tree (from the root to a node) represents an
assignment. Since each node has a unique path from the root, there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between tree nodes and assignments. For this reason, we do not differentiate
between them in the following.

Depth-first branch and bound (DFBB) performs a depth-first traversal of the search
tree. It keeps two bounds, lb and ub. The lower bound at node t, lb(t), is an underestimation
of the violation degree of any complete assignment below t. The upper bound ub is the
maximum violation degree that we are willing to accept. When ub 4v lb(t), the subtree
rooted at t can be pruned because it contains no solution with violation degree lower than
ub. If it finds a complete assignment with violation degree lower than ub, this violation
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degree becomes the new ub; after exhausting the tree, DFBB returns the current ub. Its
time complexity is O(dn), while its space complexity is O(nd).

Algorithm 9.1: Depth-first branch and bound

Function DFBB(t : tuple, ub : level) : level
if (|t| = n) then return lb(t);
else

let xi be an unassigned variable;
foreach a ∈ Di do

if (lb(t ∪ {(xi, a)}) ≺v ub) then
ub← min(ub,DFBB(t ∪ {(xi, a)}, ub));

return ub;

The efficiency of DFBB depends largely on its pruning capacity, that relies on the
quality of its bounds: the higher lb and the lower ub, the better DFBB performs, since it
does more pruning, exploring a smaller part of the search tree. Many efforts have been
made to improve (that is, to increase) the lower bound.

Given a node, we define P and F as the sets of assigned and unassigned variables at
that node. Regarding constraints, CP (resp., CPF , CF ) is the set of of constraints whose
variables are completely assigned (resp., partially assigned, unassigned) at that node. Ob-
viously, at every node we have X = P ∪ F and C = CP ∪ CPF ∪ CF .

In the context of k-weighted binary constraints, lower bounds can be computed using
bounded sum and by setting k = ub. DFBB performs the bounded sum, by taking the
minimum between ub and the recursive call DFBB. The simplest lower bound is

lb1(t) =
∑

fV ∈CP

fV (t[V ])

where t is the assignment tuple corresponding to the current node. A more sophisticated
lower bound, that we call lb2, includes contributions from constraints in CPF . It has
been implemented in the partial forward checking (PFC) algorithm [48]. An inconsistency
count, icja, is the weight contribution from CPF that will be added if the current partial
solution is extended with (xj , a). A lookahead phase (similar to the lookahead done by for-
ward checking in classical constraints, adapted to the soft case), performs the propagation
from the current assignment to the domains of unassigned variables. The formal definition
of lb2 is

lb2(t) =
∑

fV ∈CP

fV (t[V ]) +
∑

xj∈F

min
a
icja

Another lower bound, that we call lb3, includes contributions from constraints in CF . As-
suming a static variable ordering, a directed arc inconsistency count, dacja, is the weight
contribution from CF that will be added if the current partial solution is extended to a
complete one including (xj , a). This contribution is computed from variables that are arc
inconsistent (see Chapter 3) with (xj , a) and appear after xj in the ordering. lb3 was
first implemented using these counts [110], that were nicely combined with inconsistency
counts in [67], producing the expression

lb3(t) =
∑

fV ∈CP

fV (t[V ]) +
∑

xj∈F

min
a

(icja + dacja)
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Since this implementation (that assumed binary constraints) was computing lb from sum-
mations on unassigned variables, constraints had to be directed to avoid counting more
than once the same constraint. This was reflected in a static variable ordering. This limi-
tation was relaxed in a more sophisticated implementation based on the directed constraint
graph on unassigned variables GF , able to reverse its directed arcs. The new expression
for this lower bound is

lb3(t) =
∑

fV ∈CP

fV (t[V ]) +
∑

xj∈F

min
a

(icja + dacja(G
F ))

The whole algorithm, called PFC-MRDAC [71], showed a substantial improvement in
performance with respect to previous approaches. A range-based version of this algorithm,
suitable for problems with large domains, appeared in [89].

An alternative lower bound, that we call lb4, is presented within the russian doll search
(RDS) algorithm [109]. Imagine that variables are assigned by following a static order
x1, x2, . . . , xn and assume that they have been assigned up to xi−1. Subproblem i is then
defined by variables xi, . . . , xn and constraints among them. A lower bound for the current
node is

lb4(t) =
∑

fV ∈CP

fV (t[V ]) +
∑

xj∈F

min
a
icja + min

t′

∑

fV ∈CF

fV (t′[V ]) t′ ∈
∏

xj∈F

Dj

where the third term (usually called rdsi) is the optimal cost of solving subproblem i. In
RDS, one search is replaced by n searches on nested subproblems, each solving optimally
subproblems n, n − 1, . . . , 1. Solving subproblem j generates rdsj ; each rdsj is stored
and later reused when solving subproblem i < j to compute lower bounds at different tree
levels: rdsi+1 when assigning xi, rdsi+2 when assigning xi+1, and so on.

Since two consecutive searches of RDS differ in one variable only, the specialized
RDS approach (SRDS) [79], computes the optimal cost of the new subproblem for each
value of the new variable. While RDS performs n independent searches, SRDS increases
this number up to n d. SRDS is able to compute a higher lower bound than RDS (the
contribution of solving subproblem i with value a for the new variable, rdsia, can be
combined with icia and take the minimum of them). Despite of performing more searches,
SRDS is often superior to RDS. A further extension was presented in [81].

Most lower bound implementations are based on counters associated with variables
and they aggregate two elements: the global contribution of assigned variables, and indi-
vidual contributions of unassigned variables. In addition, a third element can be included:
contributions of disjoint subset of unassigned variables, not recorded in the individual con-
tributions. This new form of lower bound computation was called partition-based [68]. A
related approach [90] proposed the conflict-set based lower bound.

Most of the mentioned implementations assumed binary constraints. Their generaliza-
tion to non-binary constraints were presented in [80] and [90]. These lower bounds can
be easily generalized by replacing k-bounded sum +k by the generic ⊕ operator of val-
ued constraints. These lower bounds are presented for pedagogical reasons, since most are
subsumed by lower bounds based on soft local consistency, presented in Section 9.7.2.
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9.5.2 Local Search

Local search algorithms perform generic optimization of scalar functions (see Chapter 5).
Therefore, any local search algorithm is suitable to optimize the function⊕fV ∈CfV (t[V ]),
where t is a complete assignment, providing that t surpasses the consistency level consid-
ered as unacceptable (if any). Several empirical investigations about the performance of
different local search methods on over-constrained problems have been done. As an exam-
ple, we mention the comparison between tabu search and a hill-climbing strategy based on
min-conflicts plus random walk, that appears in [51].

When solving constraint networks, local search strategies are often enhanced with some
kind of constraint propagation, to discard states that cannot be solutions and to rank states
that still are solution candidates. This idea has been applied to explore efficiently large
neighborhoods in local search [75]. A similar approach explores neighborhoods of variable
size, using limited discrepancy search [76].

In combination with DFBB, local search can be of great help for computing the initial
upper bound. As preprocessing, before DFBB starts, any local search method executed for
a limited period of time may provide a solution. There is no guarantee that it will be an
optimal solution, but its level is an upper bound of the level of an optimal one. The DFBB
algorithm can take this upper bound as its initial ub value. A good ub improves DFBB
performance, since it will allow pruning from earlier levels of the search tree.

Stochastic search is other strategy that has also been used for different applications.
They are based on iterative sampling, sometimes enhanced with the bias of one [15, 17] or
several heuristics [18].

9.5.3 Search in Partially Ordered Semirings

We restricted search strategies to totally ordered c-semirings. The reason for this limitation
is easiness of presentation of the search algorithms. On a totally ordered c-semiring, solv-
ing soft CNs becomes a scalar optimization task. An optimal solution is a single assign-
ment with an optimal level, and there is no other complete assignment with a better level,
since all levels are comparable. In a partially ordered c-semiring, several non-dominated
solutions with non-comparable levels may exist. This means that search algorithms have
to keep the levels of all non-dominated solutions found, and use them to prune the search
tree below the current partial solution. In other words, solving soft constraint requires
algorithms which are, although conceptually related, more complex to present.

There exist approaches that deal with non-comparable solutions. For example, pre-
ference-based search is a general technique to speed up search by exploiting preferences
over search decisions [56]. Such a technique can be extended also to deal with multiple
optimization criteria. In [57], preferences are expressed over various optimization criteria,
and the search strategy looks for solutions which satisfy at best the most important criteria
first, obtaining both extreme and balanced, or Pareto-optimal, solutions.

9.6 Inference

For simplicity, in this Section, we restrict ourselves to valued CNs, that is totally ordered
c-semiring structures.
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As an alternative to search strategies, inference-based algorithms can also solve soft
CNs. Before considering inference in soft constraints, let us first revisit inference in the
classical case.

In a classical CN P , a constraint c is said to be a consequence of P (or implied by P)
iff any solution of P satisfies c. It is also said to be redundant because c can be added to
P without changing its set of solutions. Inference in P consists in computing and adding
implied constraints, producing a network which is more explicit than P and hopefully eas-
ier to solve. If this process is always capable of producing the zero arity implied constraint
(⋊⋉f∈C f)[∅] which gives the level of consistency of the network, then inference is said
to be complete. Otherwise, inference is incomplete and it has to be complemented with
search. For classical CN, adaptive consistency enforcing is complete while local consis-
tency (arc or path consistency) enforcing is incomplete.

Inference in soft constraints keeps the same basic idea: adding constraints that will
make the problem more explicit without changing the set of solutions nor their levels.
However, with soft constraints, the addition of a new constraint to an existing network will
typically change the distribution of levels on solutions. For this reason, inference becomes
more complex than simply adding implied constraints. One cannot speak of redundant
constraints and we prefer the “implied” terminology.

To properly define implication between soft constraints, we first define an ordering.
The main idea is that one soft constraint is tighter or smaller than another one if its require-
ments are stronger than the ones of the other constraint.

Consider two soft constraints fV and f ′W . We define the constraint ordering ⊑ as the
following partial order: fV ⊑ f ′W if and only if, for all tuples t over V ∪W , f ′W (t[W ]) 4v

fV (t[V ]). If fV ⊑ f ′W we say that f ′W is implied by fV . Notice that as expected, any cost
function with constant cost ⊤ (representing inconsistency) implies any other constraint.
When V = W , if f ⊑ f ′ and f ′ ⊑ f , then f = f ′. This order between constraints
can be extended to entire networks. For two soft CNs N = 〈X,D,C, S〉 and N ′ =
〈X ′, D′, C ′, S〉, we say that N ⊑V N ′ if (⋊⋉f∈C f)[V ] ⊑ (⋊⋉f∈C′ f)[V ]. If N ⊑V N ′

and N ′ ⊑V N , we say that N and N ′ are equivalent with respect to V and we write
N ≡V N ′. If V = X = X ′ then we just say that N and N ′ are equivalent.

When the ⊕ operator is idempotent, any arbitrary implied constraint can be added
to a soft CN, yielding an equivalent network. However, if there is a level α that violates
idempotency (such thatα⊕α 6= α), the new network will not be equivalent. For this reason,
three different approaches to inference in soft constraint networks can be considered:

1. When the operator⊕ is idempotent, it is possible, as in classical CNs, to saturate the
network by directly adding implied constraints to it. The problem remains equivalent
and increasingly explicit.

2. In any case, it is possible to remove the constraints which have been used to produce
the implied constraint and to put the implied constraint instead. Under simple condi-
tions, the problem will have the same optimum as before and will also be simplified.

3. It may be possible to add the implied constraint directly to the problem and then to
extract it from the set of constraints which have been used to produce the implied
constraint. This requires additional properties from the ⊕ operator, but it produces
an equivalent problem and not simply one with the same optimum as in the previous
case.
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In the Section 9.6.1, we present bucket elimination and cluster tree elimination, two
fundamental approaches to perform complete inference, by using the approach 2 to com-
pute the level of a soft CN.

In the Section 9.6.2, we detail three approaches for incomplete inference. The first one
(mini-buckets) uses the same approach as above, but fails to satisfy a simple condition on
the implied constraint and therefore produces problems with a modified optimum. The
next one uses the approach 1 to enforce local consistency, but is restricted to idempotent
⊕, and the last one uses the approach 3 to enforce local consistency on a large subclass of
soft CNs. These two last approaches produce equivalent problems.

9.6.1 Complete Inference

The two algorithms we are going to detail now are direct operational extensions of existing
algorithms in classical CNs: it suffices to use our extended definitions of combination and
projection in the original algorithms (see Chapter 7) to obtain the extended algorithms,
which work for arbitrary c-semirings. This class of algorithms can actually be applied to
an even larger class of problems [102].

Bucket elimination

Bucket elimination (BE) [36, 34] is a complete inference algorithm which is able to com-
pute all optimal solutions of a soft CN (as opposed to one optimal solution, as usually
done by search strategies). It is basically the extension of the adaptive consistency (ADC)
algorithm [38] to the soft case but it was already introduced in 1972 as variable elimina-
tion for cost function optimization in [7]. Before describing it, we have to introduce some
concepts.

Given a soft CN, a corresponding ordered constraint graph G(o) is the primal con-
straint graph plus an ordering o = x1, x2, . . . , xn of its variables. The induced graph
G∗(o) is the graph obtained by processing the nodes of G(o) from the last one to the first
one: when processing xi, all its neighbors that precede it in the ordering are connected
together, forming a clique. The induced width of the ordering, w∗(o), is the maximum
number of preceding neighbors over all the nodes of the induced graph. The induced width
of the graph w∗ is the minimum induced width among the possible orderings. The bucket
Bi of variable xi is the set of constraints having xi as the highest indexed variable in their
scope.

BE works as follows. IfP is a soft CN with n variables, the idea is to select one variable
xi and remove it from P , producing a soft CN P ′ with the same optimal solutions as P , but
with X − {xi} variables. This step is called the elimination of variable xi. Observe that
P ′ has one less variable than P . Applying the same strategy n times, we obtain a soft CN
without variables, that produces the level of the optimal solution. A polynomial procedure
allows us to recover one or all optimal solutions of P .

To eliminate variable xi, we have to replace all constraints that mention xi by a new
constraint that summarizes the effect of these constraints, but that does not include xi.
This can be done by combining all constraints mentioning xi and projecting out xi from
the resulting constraint. If variables are processed along the ordering o, from the last to
the first one, the set of all constraints mentioning xi is precisely the bucket Bi. The new
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constraint that summarizes the effect of Bi in the network, but it does not mention xi is

gi = ( ⋊⋉
f∈Bi

f)[−xi]

where [−xi] means projecting over the scope of the new constraint minus xi. The new soft
CN is obtained from the previous one by removing xi and replacing Bi with gi. The level
of the optimal solution of the new soft CN is equal to the level of the optimal solution of
the previous one because, by construction, gi compensates for the absence of Bi. We have
obtained a new soft CN, with the same optimal solutions as the original one, but with one
less variable.

BE works in two phases. First, it eliminates all variables one by one, from the last one
to the first one in the ordering o. When eliminating the last variable, the level of the final
zero arity constraint obtained is the level of the optimal solution. In the second phase, BE
constructs an optimal solution by assigning variables from the first one to the last one in the
ordering o, and by reusing the intermediate constraints built to replace buckets. Variable xi
is assigned the value that has the best extension of the current partial solution x1, . . . , xi−1

with respect to Bi. The solution obtained in this way is an optimal one, with the level
computed in the first phase.

BE has a time complexity of O(n(2d)w
∗+1) and a space complexity of O(ndw

∗

) [34].
Both are exponential in w∗, the induced width of the constraint graph, which essentially
measures the graph cyclicity. The high memory cost, that comes from the high arity of
intermediate constraints gi that have to be stored as tables in memory, is the main drawback
of BE in practice. When the arity of the gi constraints remains reasonable, BE can perform
very well [73]. Different approaches have been made to enhance the applicability of BE,
by decreasing its memory requirements. The interested reader can consult [96, 97].

Algorithm 9.2: Bucket Elimination

Function BE((X : var set, D : dom set, C : constr set)) : level
foreach i = n, . . . , 1 do

Bi ← {fV ∈ C|xi ∈ V };
gi ← (⋊⋉fV ∈Bi

c)[−xi];
remove xi from X , replace Bi by gi in C;

foreach i = 1, . . . , n do
xi ← Di value that is the best extension of x1, . . . , xi with respect to Bi;

return g1;

Cluster tree elimination

Let us consider the dual graph of a soft constraint network, where nodes represent con-
straints, and two nodes are connected by an edge if the corresponding constraints share
some variable. In such a dual graph, we are interested in clustering the nodes in a way that
makes the resulting structure a tree.

A tree decomposition of a soft CN 〈X,D,C, S〉 is a triplet 〈T, χ, ψ〉, where T = 〈V,E〉
is a tree. χ and ψ are labelling functions which associate with each vertex v ∈ V two sets,
χ(v) ⊆ X and ψ(v) ⊆ C that satisfy the following conditions:
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1. For each constraint fW ∈ C, there is exactly one vertex v ∈ V such that fW ∈ ψ(v).
In addition, W ⊆ χ(v).

2. For each variable x ∈ X , the set {v ∈ V |x ∈ χ(v)} induces a connected subtree of
T .

Tree decompositions for classical CNs often relax condition (1) by requiring that any con-
straint f ∈ C must appear in at least one vertex v ∈ V of the decomposition [34]. This is
because in classical CNs a constraint can be repeated without causing any trouble.

The tree width of a tree decomposition is the maximum number of variables in a vertex
minus one tw = maxv∈V |χ(v)| − 1. If (u, v) is an edge of a tree decomposition, the sep-
arator of u and v is sep(u, v) = χ(u)∩χ(v), that is, the set of common variables between
the two vertices. We will call s the maximum separator size s = max(u,v)∈E |sep(u, v)|.
The tree-width tw∗ of a graph is the minimum tree-width over all possible tree decompo-
sitions. See Figure 9.7 on page 319 for an example of tree decomposition.

Cluster-tree elimination (CTE) [37, 34] is a generic algorithm able to solve classical
or soft CNs. For the soft case, it takes as input a soft CN plus a tree decomposition, and it
computes for every node u its minimal subproblem, that is, the subproblem whose optimal
solutions are the same as the optimal solutions of the whole problem projected on χ(u).

CTE works by sending messages along edges of the tree decomposition. Given a tree
decomposition 〈〈V,E〉, χ, ψ〉, every edge (u, v) ∈ E has associated two messages: m(u,v)

is the message from u to v, and m(v,u) the one from v to u. Messagem(u,v) is a constraint
computed by joining all constraints in ψ(u) with all incoming CTE messages except from
v, projected over the separator sep(u, v). When all incoming CTE messages have arrived
to u, except the one coming from v, m(u,v) is computed in u and sent to v.

Algorithm 9.3: Cluster tree elimination

Procedure CTE(〈〈V,E〉, χ, ψ〉 : tree decom. of 〈X,D,C〉 soft CN)
foreach (u, v) ∈ E s.t. all m(i,u), i 6= v have arrived do

B ← ψ(u) ∪ {m(i,u) | (i, u) ∈ E, i 6= v};
m(u,v) ← (⋊⋉f∈B f)[sep(u, v)];
send m(u,v);

The complexity of CTE is O(deg(r + N)dtw) in time and O(Nds) in space, where
deg is the maximum degree of T , r is the number of constraints, N is the number of nodes
in the tree decomposition, tw is the tree-width and s is the separator size.

There is a close relation between algorithms BE and CTE because induced width w∗

and tree-width tw∗ exploit the same graph properties (and we have w∗ = tw∗). The
way BE processes buckets along the ordering o defines a bucket tree that is also a tree
decomposition. In fact, there is a node vi for each variable xi, the parent of node vi is
the node vj iff xj is the closest preceding neighbor of xi in the induced graph G∗(o);
χ(vi) contains xi and every preceding neighbor of xi in G∗(o); ψ(vi) is equal to the
bucket Bi. Therefore, CTE can be applied to the bucket tree. In this setting, it is called
the BTE algorithm, which can be seen as a two-phase algorithm. The first phase, that is
equivalent to BE, computes messages from leaves to the root in the bucket tree. The second
phase computes messages from root to leaves, producing the constraints for the minimal
subproblem at each node [34].
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9.6.2 Incomplete Inference

Because complete inference can be extremely time and space intensive, it is often inter-
esting to have simpler processes able of producing just a lower bound on the network
consistency level. Such a lower bound can be immediately useful in branch and bound
algorithms.

Mini-buckets

BE has to compute and store intermediate constraints gi that can be of high arity, causing
a high memory consumption. If we cannot afford such amount of memory, it is always
possible to limit the arity of intermediate constraints, at the cost of losing optimality with
respect to the returned level and the solution found.

This approach is called mini-bucket elimination (MBE(z)) [35], and it is an approxi-
mation scheme for BE. When eliminating variable xi, instead of having a single bucket Bi
as BE has, MBE(z) partitions Bi into subsets Bi1 , . . . , Bim , such that the number of vari-
ables appearing in each Bij is bounded by z. Each Bij is called a mini-bucket. Parameter
z limits the arity of the intermediate constraints which are

gij ← (⋊⋉f∈Bij
f)[−xi]

These constraints replace mini-buckets Bi1 , . . . , Bim . Since

m
⊕

j=1

(

(⋊⋉f∈Bij
f)[−xi]

)

4v (⋊⋉f∈Bi
f)[−xi]

MBE(z) computes a lower bound of the level of the optimal solution. Obviously, higher
values of z increase the precision of mini-buckets, at the cost of using more memory. Both
time and space complexity of MBE(z) are exponential in the z parameter.

The same idea can be applied to CTE, producing the mini-cluster tree elimination,
MCTE(z), that is an approximation schema for the CTE algorithm. When the number of
variables in a cluster is too high, it is not possible to compute a single message that captures
the joint effect of all constraints of the cluster plus all incoming messages, due to memory
limitations. In this case, MCTE(z) computes a lower bound of the problem by using z to
limit the arity of the constraints sent in the messages.

An MCTE(z) message, noted M(u,v), is a set of constraints that approximate the cor-
responding CTE message m(u,v). It is computed as m(u,v), but instead of joining all
constraints of set B, it computes a partition P = {B1, B2, . . . , Bp} of B such that the join
of constraints in every Bi does not exceed arity z. We compute M(u,v) from P by joining
all constraints in every set of the partition, projected on the set sep(u, v).

Soft local consistency

Local consistency is an essential component of any constraint solver. A local consistency is
a local property with an associated enforcing (often polynomial time) algorithm that trans-
forms a classical CN into a unique and equivalent network that satisfies the property. If this
equivalent network is empty, then the initial network is obviously inconsistent, allowing to
detect some inconsistencies very efficiently.
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A similar motivation exists for extending local consistency to soft constraints: the hope
that an equivalent locally consistent network may provide a better lower bound on the net-
work consistency level. This extension has been an incremental process and some problems
are still open nowadays. The first results were obtained on fuzzy CNs [92, 104, 99]. We
only consider extensions of node and arc consistency, but most results have been extended
to the general notion of k-consistency [25].

For simplicity we consider binary valued CNs 〈X,D,C, S〉, although most results have
been originally presented for arbitrary arities. A binary constraint involving xi and xj is
denoted fij . Without loss of generality, we assume that networks contain one unary con-
straint denoted fi for each variable xi ∈ X , representing its domain, and one special zero-
arity constraint f∅ with a constant value. Notice that f∅ is included in the computation of
the consistency level of any assignment.

In such a network, a naive lower bound on the level of the network is the value of f∅.
Local consistency enforcing will improve this naive bound.

A first operational approach. An operational extension of local consistencies for clas-
sical CNs can be directly obtained by replacing the ⋊⋉, ⊂, and projection operators with
their soft extensions (combination, constraint ordering, and projection, see 9.3.3) [9, 10].

In a classical CN (X,D,C), a variable xi is arc consistent with respect to constraint
Rij when Di ⊂ (Rij ⋊⋉ Dj)[xi]. Generalized by using soft constraint operators, this gives
a first definition of arc consistency.

Given a soft idempotent CN P = 〈X,D,C, S〉, a variable xi ∈ X is arc consistent
with respect to a constraint fij iff for every value a ∈ Di, fi ⊑ (fij ⋊⋉ fj)[xi]. The
variable xi is node consistent when ∃a ∈ Di such that fi(a) 6= ⊤. P is arc consistent when
every variable is node consistent and arc consistent with respect to all binary constraints
involving it.

The corresponding enforcing algorithm considers all variables xi that violate the arc
consistency condition (fi 6⊑ (fij ⋊⋉ fj)[xi]) and enforces fi ← fi ⋊⋉ ((fij ⋊⋉ fj)[xi])
(as the Revise procedure does in the classical case). Notice that this can only increase the
violation degree of values in fi. This is done iteratively until quiescence in Algorithm 9.4.

Algorithm 9.4: Enforcing arc consistency in soft idempotent constraint networks.
Q← true;
while Q do

Q← false;
foreach xi ∈ X do

foreach fij ∈ C do
f ← fi ⋊⋉ (fij ⋊⋉ fj)[xi];
if f 6= fi then fi ← f ; Q← true;

This definition and its enforcing procedure were initially formulated for arbitrary k-
consistency in semiring CNs in [9, 10, 12] with the following result: if ⊕ is idempotent,
then the algorithm terminates and yields a unique equivalent arc consistent soft CN.

To see that idempotency is required for equivalence, consider a non-idempotent val-
uation structure. There exists α ∈ E such that α ⊕ α 6= α. Consider a soft CN with
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two variables x1 and x2, and two values a, b in each domain with the micro-structure il-
lustrated in Figure 9.1. A single binary constraint f12 assigns level α to the pairs (a, a)
and (b, b) and level α ⊕ α (denoted 2α) to the pair (b, a). After one iteration of the algo-
rithm, (f12 ⋊⋉ f2)[x1] is equal to α on x1 = b. When f1 is modified accordingly, we get
the network on the right where the pair (b, b) has now level f1(b) ⊕ f12(b, b) ⊕ f2(b) =
α⊕ α⊕⊥ = α⊕ α 6= α by assumption. Equivalence is lost.

equivalence preserving

x1 x2

α

b

a

b

a
α

equivalence

broken

equivalence
preserving

x1 x2

b

a

b

a

x1 x2

α

b

a

b

a
2α

α

α

x1 x2

α

a

b

a

b

2α

α α

α

α

Figure 9.1: A non-idempotent network and three derived networks. On the right, the result
of one iteration of Algorithm 9.4. Below, how equivalence can be preserved.

Beyond idempotent operators

To see how equivalence can be preserved, consider the network on the lower left of Fig-
ure 9.1: the implicit cost of α for the value b of x1 has been explicited but simultaneously,
we have modified f12 by “subtracting” one α from the levels of the pairs (b, a) and (b, b).
The network obtained is equivalent to the original one and more explicit since x1 carries
some previously implicit information. The same process can be applied to value a of x2 to
get the network in the right hand side of Figure 9.1 which is equivalent to the original one.

The extra mechanism needed to perform such operations is the ability to “extract”
some violation degree from any larger violation degree. This ability was used by [63] for
frequency assignment problems and introduced by [98] for valued CNs.

In a valuation structure S = 〈E,⊕,4v,⊥,⊤〉, if α, β ∈ E, α 4v β and ∃γ ∈ E such
that α⊕ γ = β, then γ is known as a difference between β and α. The valuation structure
S is fair if for any pair of valuations α, β ∈ E, with α 4v β, there exists a maximum
difference of β and α. This unique maximum difference of β and α is denoted by β ⊖ α.

Several examples of fair and unfair structures are given in [26] and fair structures are
totally analyzed in [25]. All the usual instances of valuation structures are fair, or can be
transformed into a fair equivalent structure. For example, in fuzzy CNs, where ⊕ = max,
the difference is also max since if β 4v α, then max(α,max(α, β)) = β. In k-weighted
CNs, where⊕ is the bounded addition, defined by α+k β = min(α+β, k), the difference
is −k is defined by:

α−k β =

{

α− β : α 6= k
k : α = k
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This difference allows to define a new operation on cost functions called extraction.
Let fV and f ′W be two cost functions such that fV ⊑ f ′W , the extraction of f ′W from fV
is the cost function fV ⊖ f ′W with scope V ∪W such that for any tuple t over (V ∪W ),
(fV ⊖ f ′W )(t) = fV (t[V ])⊖ f ′W (t[W ]).

Note that f ′W ⋊⋉ (fV ⊖ f ′W ) is equivalent to fV . It becomes possible to add an implied
constraint f ′W to a network and then to extract it from these to preserve equivalence. Using
this approach, arc consistency has been extended to fair valued structures in [98, 26] and
k-consistency in [25]. The fundamental mechanism of these local consistencies is to first
build an implied constraint by combining all the constraints of a subnetwork and by project-
ing the resulting cost function. The projection is then added to the network and extracted
from the constraint combination. Several existing local consistencies can be captured by
the following notion of inference rule that preserves equivalence.

A (K,Y )-equivalence-preserving inference rule (EPI rule) is defined by a set of con-
straints K ⊂ C and a set of variables Y ⊂ X . The application of a (K,Y )-EPI rule
consists of:

1. Removing K from the network.

2. Adding (⋊⋉ K)[Y ] and (⋊⋉ K)⊖ (⋊⋉ K)[Y ] to the network.

Once such a rule is applied, the implicit constraint (⋊⋉ K)[Y ] is explicit and equivalence is
preserved: cost has been moved from K to the scope Y . In the following, we define local
consistencies as sets of EPI rules. Similarly to what Algorithm 9.4 does for idempotent
structures, enforcing such a local consistency is done by the repeated application of all
the EPI rules in the set until no change occurs: the network is said to satisfy the local
consistency property.1

To illustrate this with an example, we use weighted binary CNs. Beyond its practical
usefulness, [26, 25] have shown that every fair valuation structure can be decomposed in
independent slices isomorphic to the valuation structure of weighted CNs, making such
problems central.

Node consistency. This is the simplest level of local consistency. Node consistency [65,
69, 70] (NC) is enforced using the set of EPI rules {({fi, f∅},∅), ∀xi ∈ X}. These rules
are applied iteratively until quiescence, as in the classical case.

Consider the k-weighted CN in Figure 9.2 with k = 4 (⊕ is +4, ⊖ is −4). It has
three variables X = {x1, x2, x3} with values a, b. There are two constraints f13, f23 and
two non-trivial unary constraints f1 and f3. One optimal solution is x1 = x2 = x3 = b,
with cost 2. It also contains a dummy f∅ constraint of zero arity equal to 0. Applying the
({f3, f∅},∅) rule gives the equivalent network of Figure 9.2 on the right. It has a better
obvious lower bound f∅ and is NC since no other rule in the set may modify the network.2

Arc consistencies. Together with the NC rules, the set of rules {({fij , fj}, {xi}), ∀fij ∈
C} would give a natural definition of arc consistency. However, the repeated application
of this set of rules is not always terminating [98]. As Figure 9.3 shows, the effect of the
application of one rule may be destroyed by another one.

1Note that local consistencies may get out of this schema by building other implied constraints or by simul-
taneously applying several rules which can be more powerful [24].

2The paper [65] introduces two notions of node consistency. Our definition corresponds to NC*.
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Figure 9.2: A k-weighted CN before and after node consistency enforcing.
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Figure 9.3: Full arc consistency can run forever.

To enforce termination, two approaches have been used. The first approach avoids the
possible extraction of costs from the unary level to the binary level by simultaneously us-
ing the NC rules and ({fij}, {xi}). This is called arc consistency [98, 65, 70]. Another
way to enforce termination is to restrict the direction of cost moves. If a variable order-
ing is assumed, directional arc consistency enforcing uses the rules of NC combined with
the following set of rules of full arc consistency: {({fij , fj}, {xi}) | xi < xj}. Taking
the union of the rules of AC and DAC defines the stronger full directional arc consistency
(FDAC) [27, 69, 26].3 Figure 9.4 shows how FDAC can be enforced on our previous net-
work. On this simple problem, a lower bound f∅ of 2 is built (assuming order x1, x2, x3).

DAC and AC are incomparable. AC and DAC are stronger than NC by definition, and
FDAC is stronger than AC or DAC. If ⊤ = k = 1, then k-weighted CNs become classical
CNs, and NC becomes classical node consistency, AC and FDAC become classical arc
consistency and DAC becomes classical directional arc consistency.

EPI rules can also be applied to weighted MAXSAT problems [31, 55]. Consider the
set K of two clashing weighted 2-clauses K = {(ℓ ∨ a, u), (¬ℓ ∨ b, v)} where a and b
are literals, u and v costs of violation. If V is the set of variables associated to literals
a, b and m = min(u, v), applying the (K,V )-EPI rule returns the equivalent pair of cost
functions (⋊⋉ K)[V ] and (⋊⋉ K) ⊖ (⋊⋉ K)[V ], respectively represented by the sets of
clauses {(a∨ b,m)} and {(ℓ∨A, u⊖m), (¬ℓ∨ b, v⊖m), (ℓ∨a∨ b,m), (¬ℓ∨a∨ b,m)}.
This can be considered as a form of resolution principle extended to MAXSAT [91, 55].

3There are differences between the definitions given here, which correspond to [65, 69, 70], and the defini-
tions in [26], which apply to arbitrary fair valued structures, do not use NC but, more subtly, exploit situations
where fij(a, b) ⊕ fi(a) ⊕ fj(b) = ⊤.
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Figure 9.5: A MAXCSP and two different equivalent networks.

While most of the usual properties of local consistency in classical CNs are preserved
in these definitions (equivalence, polynomial time enforcing), local consistency enforcing
on non-idempotent soft CNs has a much more intricate behavior. Even for terminating
properties, the uniqueness of the result of enforcing arc consistency is lost. This is shown
in Figure 9.5 where each edge represents a unit cost. Applying AC rule ({f12}, {x1}) on
the central network yields the network on the left. If we use ({f12}, {x2}), we get the
network on the right which is AC (in fact, no more rule can be applied), but different.
The left network is more interesting since enforcing NC here yields an AC network with
f∅ = 1. Finding an optimal closure has been proved to be NP-complete in [26] for integer
costs.

It can be shown [98] that the lower bounds obtained by arc consistency enforcing sub-
sume previous ad-hoc lower bounds such as directed or reversible arc consistency counts.
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Stronger local consistency notions, such as existential directional arc consistency (EDAC,
[32]), 3-cyclic consistency [24], and k-consistency [25] have been defined.

Soft global constraints

Important consistency enforcing algorithms in classical CNs are those associated to the
so-called global constraints. Such constraints have a specific semantics and an associated
algorithms that can enforce some type of local consistency on the constraint, usually much
more efficiently than a generic algorithm (see Chapter 6). Several global constraints and
their associated algorithms have been extended to handle soft constraints.

All these proposals have been made using the approach of [87] where a soft constraint
fS is represented as an hard constraint with an extra variable xS representing the cost of
the assignment of the other variables in S (see Section 9.4.5).

A global constraint is usually defined by three components: the precise semantics of
the constraint, the level of consistency enforced on this constraint and an algorithm to en-
force it. For example, a soft global constraint extends the classical all-different constraint.
Two semantics have been considered for the soft version: for a given assignment of the
variables involved in a soft all-different, the associated level can be either the number of
variables whose value must be changed to satisfy the all-different constraint, or the number
of pairs of variables that have identical values. The level of consistency enforced is clas-
sical generalized arc consistency, also called hyper-arc consistency. Enforcing algorithms
based on (minimum cost) flow/matching algorithms offer efficient enforcing algorithms for
these two semantics [88, 106].

Before this, [4] proposed a soft global constraint handling a variant of the One-Machine
scheduling problem. Following this first proposal, a few extra soft global constraints have
been proposed. Besides the previous soft all-different constraint, soft versions of the global
cardinality constraint (useful for example in personnel rostering problems, see Chapter 6)
and of the regular constraint (to capture regular language membership with errors) have
also been proposed by [107].

The problem of just computing the cost of an assignment for a single soft global con-
straint has been considered in [5]. For some semantics, this problem may naturally be
NP-hard, but all global constraints defined through specific graph properties can be com-
puted in polynomial time.

9.6.3 Polynomial Classes

As for classical CNs, most polynomial classes of soft CNs can be characterized by restric-
tions on the (hyper)graph structure of the network, or by restrictions on the cost functions.

As observed in Section 9.6.1, the class of problems whose graph has a bounded induced
width can be solved to optimality using bucket or cluster-tree elimination in polynomial
time. This is an old result for optimizing combination of local cost functions which already
appears in [7] where induced width is called “dimension”. Note that minimizing induced
width is precisely the DIMENSION problem considered in [3], where it is shown to be NP-
complete (as a decision problem). This class of graphical parameters has been generalized
in various ways for hyper-graphs. For more information, the reader is invited to refer to
Chapter 7 and [54, 23].
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The use of restriction on cost functions is more interesting. Let D and E be fixed sets.
A soft constraint language over D with evaluation in E is defined to be a set of functions
Γ such that each φ ∈ Γ is a function from De to E for some e ∈ N (e is the arity of φ).

The set D represents the domain of the variables (that is, the union of all domains) and
the set E is the set of violation/satisfaction levels used in semiring/valued constraints. An
instance of the soft constraint satisfaction problem induced by a soft constraint language Γ,
denoted sCSP(Γ), is simply defined as a soft CN 〈X,D,C, S〉 such that all soft constraints
in C belong to Γ and S is defined over the set of satisfaction levels E. The associated
question is to identify a variable assignment with maximal overall satisfaction level, as
defined for semiring CNs. The soft constraint language Γ is said to be tractable when
the problem sCSP(Γ) can be solved in polynomial time. All existing results we know
apply only to totally ordered structures satisfying the valued network axioms, but depends
crucially on the fact that the combination operator is idempotent or not.

Idempotent ⊕ operator. In this case, when the order on E is total, it is known that the
only possible choice for ⊕ is min. The corresponding max-min optimization problem is
the fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem considered in Section 9.2.1. As shown in Sec-
tion 9.4.3, the set of optimal solutions of a fuzzy CN P is equal to the set of solutions of its
maximum consistent α-cut Pα. If p is the number of different levels of satisfaction used
in P , then a dichotomic search for the maximum consistent α requires at most ⌈log2(p)⌉
calls to an oracle for consistency on classical CNs. This provides a simple, but powerful
result, which is capable of lifting many polynomial classes of classical CNs to fuzzy ones.

Let Γ be a soft constraint language. We note Γcut the set of relations defined by the
α-cuts of all cost functions in Γ for any α. If Γcut is a tractable constraint language, then
Γ is a tractable soft constraint language.

Indeed, there are at most O(dn) different satisfaction levels in any fuzzy CN. Thus an
optimal solution can be identified by a sequence ofO(n log(d)) calls to a polynomial oracle
in this case. This shows that the language of binary cost functions over domains of size 2
is tractable if⊕ is idempotent and E totally ordered. A more significant tractable language
can be obtained by lifting the tractable language of simple temporal constraint satisfaction
problems leading to the tractable class of semi-convex fuzzy temporal networks [60].

Non idempotent ⊕ operators. The weighted constraint satisfaction problem (see Sec-
tion 9.2.2) provides very strong negative results for tractable languages. Indeed, when the
domains are restricted to boolean domains and cost functions takes only values 0 and 1,
this problems becomes the MAXSAT problem, known to be NP-complete and MAXSNP
complete, which means that it has no polynomial time approximation scheme. Even re-
strictions to binary clauses (cost functions) or to the binary function fxor (soft exclusive
or) defined by fxor(x, y) = ((x 6= y)?0 : 1) are know to be NP-hard [28]. Tractable
languages for MAXSAT and weighted MAXSAT (where cost functions can take any finite
integer value) have been fully characterized by [28].

The weighted constraint satisfaction problem generalizes weighted MAXSAT by al-
lowing to simultaneously use finite and infinite costs. Such soft Boolean constraint lan-
guages have been completely characterized and eight tractable classes have been identified
(see Theorem 2 of [20]).
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Compared to weighted MAXSAT, weighted CSP also allows for domains of size greater
than two and this breaks some tractable MAX2SAT languages. In [21], the language of
soft equality, denoted by feq , defined by feq(x, y) = ((x = y) ? 0 : 1)) is shown to be
NP-hard for domain sizes of size 3 and more [21]. Amazingly, the non trivial language of
submodular cost functions is a tractable language for weighted CSP [21].

A function f such that ∀x, y, u, v, u ≤ x, v ≤ y, we have: f(u, v) + f(x, y) ≤
f(u, y) + f(x, v) is called a submodular function. This class is relatively rich in practice
and contains cost functions such as ax + by + c,

√

x2 + y2, |x − y|r(r ≥ 1),max(x −
y, 0)r(r ≥ 1), etc. This class is maximal (no other function can be added to the language
without making it NP-complete). An algorithm in O(n3d3) that can solve submodular
networks is described in [21]. Other related results appear in [19, 22].

9.7 Combining Search and Inference

9.7.1 Direct Combination

As we have shown in Section 9.6, variable (or bucket) elimination is computationally and
space efficient when each variable to eliminate is only connected to few other variables
or when it is assigned. Once a variable is eliminated, we get a network with the same
optimal cost, a smaller number of variables and constraints, and that can be solved without
backtracking. Conversely, branch and bound explores the domain of every variable with
limited space complexity, but with the requirement of backtracking until a provably optimal
solution is found. This gives a natural way to combine both approaches: if some variable
in the network has a small degree (that is, less than a constant m), we can eliminate it.
Each elimination may reduce the degree of other variables and enable further eliminations.
Otherwise, we can branch on a well-chosen variable (that is, one with a high degree). Once
assigned, the variable becomes easy to eliminate and may enable further eliminations.

The corresponding algorithm has been described in [64] where its efficiency on prob-
lems with relatively structured or sparse graphs is shown. As variable/bucket or cluster-tree
elimination, the space and time complexity of the algorithm can be a priori bounded using
a parameter derived from induced width and parameterized by the maximum degree bound
m for elimination.

9.7.2 Exploiting Stronger Bounds

The incomplete inference mechanisms all produce lower bounds which can be directly
used during a branch and bound optimization.

Mini-bucket-based bounds

Intermediate constraints produced by mini-bucket elimination can be used to generate
lower bounds inside branch and bound [59]. Let us assume that MBE(z) has processed
the problem, from the last to first variable in an ordering o. After that, branch and bound
starts following o as a static variable order. When assigning xi, all constraints in bucket i
can be evaluated, including the intermediate constraints produced by MBE(z). Their ag-
gregation gives a lower bound on the cost of extending the current partial solution to a
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complete one. This lower bound can also be used as heuristic to order values of the current
variable.

The previous approach can be seen as a preprocess before search starts. Since interme-
diate constraints have been computed along the ordering o, to use them for lower bound
computation requires that branch and bound follows o as static variable ordering. However,
mini-buckets can also generate lower bounds when search uses dynamic variable ordering.
Instead of executing MBE(z) as preprocess, MBE(z) is executed at each node of the search
space, restricted to the subproblem rooted at that node and the current partial solution. The
aggregation of all constraints in the bucket of the current variable is a lower bound that, as
before, can be used as heuristic to order variable values [39].

A related approach considers mini-bucket tree elimination applied to an augmented
bucket tree, defined as follows. The bucket tree is the tree defined by the BE algorithm,
with n vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. It is augmented with n − 1 new vertices, {u2, . . . , un},
and n−1 new arcs {(v2, u2), (v3, u3), . . . , (vn, un)}, such that χ(ui) = xi and ψ(ui) = ∅.
It is direct to check that the augmented bucket tree is a tree decomposition, so the MBTE(z)
algorithm can be applied on it. After MBTE(z) execution, constraints received in ui can
be aggregated, producing a lower bound of the singletons (pairs variable-value) of xi. This
approach can be combined with branch and bound. At each visited node of the search
space, MBTE(z) is executed to compute lower bounds of each singleton of unassigned
variables. These lower bounds are used for domain pruning. Since MBTE(z) is executed
at each node of the search tree, the validity of the lower bounds do not depend on any
variable ordering, so branch and bound can perform dynamic variable ordering. As before,
these lower bounds can be used as heuristic for value ordering.

Local consistency based bounds

Branch and bound application for minimizing combined violation relies on two essential
components: a lower bound lbv(p) on the violation degree of any complete assignment
below the current node p, and a current upper bound ubv which indicates the maximum
violation degree which is acceptable.

The main motivation for extending local consistency to soft constraints [98] has always
been to provide good lower bounds. As shown in [65], both lower and upper bounds can
be directly represented in the problem associated to the current node p: a lower bound is
immediately available from the constraint f∅, while the upper bound ubv can be enforced
by setting ⊤ to ubv .

Local consistency enforcing is capable of improving the naive lower bound on viola-
tions defined by f∅ and backtracking can occur whenever this bound reaches the current
value of ⊤. As in the classical case, for algorithms such as MAC (Chapter 4), the incre-
mentality of local consistency enforcing and the fact it can inform value ordering heuristics
is also essential. In soft constraints, it further provides value ordering heuristics.

Depending on the level of local consistency maintained at each node, several different
algorithms are obtained. For a stronger local consistency, more work is done at each node,
but less nodes are explored. Maintaining existential directional consistency [32], which is
among the strongest implemented local consistency property, is apparently the best cur-
rent compromise. For most problems, local consistency based bounds seem to outperform
previously defined bounds.
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The first combined use of local consistency and branch and bound was done on min-
max (that is, fuzzy) networks since arc consistency has been defined for such networks
since [92]. See for example [99, 45]. For other types of valued networks, arc consistency
has been defined in [98] and combined with branch and bound in [65, 70]. The most recent
algorithms described in [69, 31, 32] rely on stronger consistencies which provide even
better efficiency, including on MAXSAT problems.

9.7.3 Exploiting Problem Structure

Problem structure can be exploited in several ways. Here, we will focus on the exploitation
of subproblem independence and the exploitation of the locality of constraints.

Independent subproblems can be solved separately so search can be accelerated. Inside
a branch and bound scheme, variables are instantiated in a particular order. At some point
in search, independent subproblems become disconnected and they can be solved sepa-
rately. Such independent subproblems can be identified using pseudo-tree arrangements.

A pseudo-tree arrangement of the constraint graph G is a rooted tree with the same set
of vertices as G, where two adjacent vertices of the graph must appear in the same root-
leaf branch of the pseudo-tree [50]. The interesting feature is that when assigning variables
following pseudo-tree branches, independent subproblems are easily identified: when the
successors of a node go to different branches, each represents an independent subproblem
that can be solved separately.

A first attempt to exploit pseudo-trees inside branch and bound is the PT-BB algo-
rithm [72]. It assigns variables following a depth-first pseudo-tree traversal, and solves
separately independent subproblems. In addition to the global bounds of DFBB, it con-
sider local upper and lower bounds, specialized for each particular subproblem. Using
global and local bounds, some parts of the search space can be pruned. To cope with the
issue of bad local upper bounds, this algorithm was combined with russian doll search,
producing the PT-RDS algorithm. The basic idea is to performs RDS on the pseudo-tree
starting from the leaves towards the root. When solving subproblem i, all its children sub-
problems have already been solved. When solving subproblem i− 1, a local upper bound
can be computed as the cost of extending the solution of subproblem i to a new variable.

The idea of pseudo-tree search is further developed in the context of AND/OR search
[77, 78]. Developing the pseudo-tree state space, we obtain the AND/OR search tree. This
tree is searched by the AOBB algorithm, that backs up costs from leaves towards the root.
It maintains local upper and lower bounds at each node of the current partial solution, used
to prune parts of the search space. Any lower bound computing strategy can be used.

A related approach is the bounded backtracking on valued CNs [105], a search strat-
egy based on a tree decomposition. Similarly to pseudo-tree arrangements, when all the
variables of a cluster (a node of the tree decomposition) have been instantiated, the child
clusters become independent and can be solved separately. This property is exploited in
the BDTval algorithm, a branch and bound algorithm that assigns variables following an
order compatible with the preorder traversal of the tree decomposition. Local upper and
lower bounds are maintained and used to prune the search space.

BTD goes beyond this by caching the optimal solutions of the independent subprob-
lems solved. When the exact same subproblem needs to be solved again, the cached value
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is used instead.4 If we consider a cluster Ci in the tree decomposition and one of its son
Cj , the subproblem rooted in Cj which is solved once Ci is instantiated can be identified
by the assignment of the separator of Ci and Cj . If a new partial solution that includes
that particular assignment for the variables of the separator is tried later, the optimal cost
of the subproblem cached is reused. The justification is easy: the only connection of the
subproblem with the rest of the problem passes through the separator, so with the same
instantiation of the separator the subproblem will have the same optimal cost.

Bounded backtracking has time and space complexities similar to CTE. It performs
search, so it can use filtering algorithms to propagate hard inconsistencies, causing domain
sizes to change. Since it allows for dynamic variable ordering (compatible with the order-
ing of the decomposition), it can use domain-based heuristics, improving its performance
with respect to the theoretical bounds.

9.8 Using Soft Constraints

There may be several different reasons for using soft constraints. The first motivation can
be to just capture preferences. In this case, the essential problem is to identify (that is, to
elicitate) the preferences and this is related to machine learning issues. We have assumed
that soft constraints were clearly explicited, but the problem of learning soft constraints
from data has also been considered [93].

As soon as preferences are captured by soft constraints added to an existing classical
CN, it is possible to use such constraints to guide the search towards preferred solutions.
For example, preferences over variable values (such as those usually given by users in
configuration problems or produced as unary soft constraints by arc consistency enforcing)
can be used as a value ordering heuristics to be used during search, so that most preferred
values are tried first [108, 82, 103]. A similar technique can be used for preferences over
variables. This is simple and can be very effective in practice, making soft constraints one
way to express heuristic guidance.

Constraint propagation such as arc consistency can also be performed faster via the
notion of preferred support, which is based on preferences over values and variables [8].
Preferences can also be used to improve several tasks beyond that of finding an optimal so-
lution. For example, in the QUICKXPLAIN system [58], user preferences over constraints
can be used to identify the most useful explanations of failures for over-constrained prob-
lems, as well as the most useful relaxations of the problem which are satisfiable. The main
idea is to select, among a possibly very large number of explanations for a failure, one that
involves the most preferred constraints and is minimal.

Our main focus in this Section is on solving soft constraint problems to optimality. Be-
cause the history of soft constraint technology is essentially concentrated in the last decade,
it has not yet entered the arena of stable commercial solvers. But the recent progresses have
lead to the design of several solvers, often targeted towards a specific type of constraint
networks, either fuzzy CN, weighted CN, or weighted MAXSAT. Rather than giving an
exhaustive list of solvers, we invite the reader to refer to the Soft Constraints and MAXSAT
web site [30] that tries to maintain a list of complete and incomplete solvers for soft con-
straints together with many benchmarks from several areas. Despite their experimental

4The same idea appears in the Recursive conditioning algorithm [29] in the context of counting problems in
Bayesian networks.
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design, some of these solvers achieve excellent performances, sometimes outperforming
commercial solvers on difficult soft constraints problems [31, 32].

Soft CNs offer a very flexible model for representing constrained problems with prefer-
ences. As a general indication of this, one may note that many usual and central problems
in complexity theory such MAXSAT, MAX CLIQUE, MAXONES, MIN VERTEX COVER,
MAX CUT, MINONES, MINCOL, etc., are very straightforward to model as weighted
CNs. These academic problems have often an almost direct application in various areas.
For example, MIN VERTEX COVER is related to two-level logic minimization in electronic
design automation, MINCOL is a simplified version of over-constrained frequency assign-
ment, and MAX CUT has been used to solve spin glass or sport scheduling problems. Origi-
nally, however, soft constraints have been introduced to handle over-constrained problems.
We now consider two application domains where such problems are frequent: resource
allocation and diagnosis based on experimental (that is, real word acquired) data. In par-
ticular, we will consider resource allocation in the context of the frequency assignment
problem and diagnosis in the context of bioinformatics problems.

9.8.1 Resource Allocation for Frequency Assignment

Soft constraints have been used, among others, in resource allocation problems such as
satellite scheduling [6], timetabling [94] or frequency assignment [16]. In such problems,
the available resources are often insufficient to answer the requirements (all expressed as
hard constraints) and the problems are easily over-constrained. Actually, even when not
over-constrained, optimization criteria can often be expressed as soft constraints.

The frequency assignment problem (FAP) defined by the Centre d’Électronique de
l’Armement (CELAR) from real data is specifically interesting because of its variety and
difficulty. This problem has been described in [16] and more information on frequency
assignment can be found on the FAP web site [62]. A set of wireless communication con-
nections must be assigned frequencies such that, for every connection, data transmission
between the transmitter and the receiver is possible. The frequencies should be selected
from a given set that may depend on the location.5 The frequencies assigned to two dif-
ferent connections may incur interference resulting in a loss of quality of the signal. Two
conditions are needed simultaneously in order to create interference between two signals:

• The two frequencies must be close on the electromagnetic band.

• The connections must be geographically close to each other: the signals that may in-
terfere should have a similar level of energy at the position where they might disturb
each other.

To avoid interference, when the second condition is satisfied, and depending on existing
physical wave-propagation models, a sufficient distance in the frequency spectrum has to
be imposed. Because the frequency resource is not infinite, some frequencies have to be
reallocated and the problem of finding an assignment that satisfies all distance constraints
is already NP-hard. Often, one also want to minimize some criteria. Two criteria are often
considered:

5In practice, much traffic is bidirectional, so that two frequencies must be chosen for each link, one for each
direction. This is often ignored by choosing two non-intersecting domains of frequency for forward and backward
communication.
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Figure 9.6: Frequency assignment

1. Minimizing the maximum frequency used allows one to use a small portion of an
available spectrum, which is often allocated on a slice by slice strategy by the re-
sponsible international agencies.

2. Minimizing the number of different frequencies used allows one to rapidly find an
available frequency for a new link.

When no solution exists that satisfies all distance constraints, a specific criterion over-
rides these possible criteria: the aim becomes interference minimization. In the CELAR
case, one should minimize a weighted sum of violated distance constraints.

The problem is easy to model using one variable per link, whose domain is the set
of available frequencies for the link. Constraints of the form |fi − fj | ≥ δij are used
to specify the minimum frequency margin required between geographically close links.
Because the problem may be over-constrained, these constraints are actually cost functions:
a satisfactory assignment has cost ⊥ = 0 and otherwise a fixed pij cost. The aim is then to
minimize the sum of all costs, which is an instance of weighted MAXCSP.

If the problem is not over-constrained (that is, there is an assignment of cost ⊥ = 0),
and one wants to minimize the maximum frequency used, the problem can still be mod-
eled as a soft fuzzy (max-min) CN where, for each variable, unary constraints associate a
decreasing membership degree to increasing frequencies (for a given frequency, the same
degree should be used on all variables). The alternative criteria which consists in minimiz-
ing the number of frequencies used is best modeled using a soft global constraint.

These instances have been tackled using many different combinatorial optimization
techniques in 1994 (including integer linear programming techniques such as branch and
cut). All min-max problem have been solved using constraint network technology but
all over-constrained instances remained open until the first over-constrained instance was
solved using a combination of graph partitioning and russian doll search [16]. The graph
of the corresponding instance is visible in Figure 9.7. This very specific structure is an
excellent support to algorithms exploiting tree decompositions. Some other instances have
been later solved using such techniques in [63] but some problems remain open.
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Figure 9.7: Frequency assignment graph structure of preprocessed CELAR instance 6 cov-
ered by a tree decomposition.

9.8.2 Diagnosis and Identification Problems in Bioinformatics

In diagnosis, we may build a constraint model of the normal behavior of the system that
describes how the components of the system behave in “normal” conditions. For a non-
working system, the observations are inconsistent with this model, and the conjunction of
the model and the observation is over-constrained.

A possible approach to diagnosis in this case is to find a minimum cardinality set of
components such that removing “normal behavior” constraints on these components re-
stores consistency. Such a parsimonious approach relies on the fact that components usu-
ally work and breakage is rare. More sophisticated (for example, probabilistic) approaches
can also be used. An instance of the diagnosis problem appears in bioinformatics. For other
examples of uses of soft constraints in bioinformatics see [111, 53, 52] and Chapter 26.

The cell of sophisticated organisms (such as animals, plants and human beings) carry
pairs of chromosomes which hold the genetic information of an individual. A position
that carries some specific information on a chromosome is called a locus (which typically
identifies the position of a gene) and the specific information contained at a locus is the
allele carried at the locus (the m possible alleles are identified by integers from 1 to m).
Since (non-sexual) chromosomes occur in (here unordered) pairs, each locus carries a pair
of alleles, called the genotype of the individual at this locus (there are m(m+1)

2 different
genotypes). Determining this genotype on a large population of individuals having parental
relationships is crucial for building genetic maps, locating genes involved in diseases, re-
sistances to diseases, etc.

A large population of related individuals, together with some (possibly partial) obser-
vation of their genotype at a locus of interest, is called a pedigree. The set of possible
genotypes for an individual is here called its phenotype. Each individual in a pedigree is
either a founder (that is, it has no parents in the pedigree) or not. In the latter case, par-
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ents can be identified in the pedigree. A pedigree can therefore be described using one
variable by individual in the pedigree, whose domain is the set of possible pairs of alleles
given the experimental data. For each non-founder, it is also known that one of his alleles
comes from his father and the other from his mother. Therefore we may introduce a ternary
constraint linking the two parents and each children and stating exactly this.

36457

1 2
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10 11 12

2/2
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2/2 2/2

2/31/22/2

Figure 9.8: Pedigree example taken from [84] with 12 individuals.

A small example of pedigree is given in Figure 9.8. There are n = 12 individuals and
m = 3 distinct alleles. Each box corresponds to a male individual, and each ellipse to a
female. The arcs describe parental relations. For instance, individuals 1 and 2 have three
children: 3,4, and 5. The founders are individuals 1, 2, 6, and 7. The set of possible geno-
types is G = {1|1, 1|2, 1|3, 2|2, 2|3, 3|3} where i|j means that the genotype is composed
by allele i and allele j. The genotype of seven individuals (that is, 1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11 and
12) has been experimentally determined, reducing the set of possible genotypes to just one.
The corresponding CN has 12 variables, with maximum domain size of 6, and 8 ternary
constraints. The problem is that this pedigree is inconsistent in the sense that there is no
assignment of genotypes to all individuals that satisfy all constraints. As such, pedigree
consistency checking offers an interesting NP-hard problem [1] for constraint networks.
The problem is easy when it is tree-structured, but this is rarely true for animal pedigree.

In practice, when the problem is inconsistent, it has to be diagnosed: likely sources of
the inconsistency have to be identified and removed so that further (probabilistic) analyzes
can be performed. One possible source of error lies in the genotyping process. One may
want to identify a set of genotyped individuals of minimum cardinality such that removing
the genotype information of these individuals (that is, allowing all possible genotypes for
them) restores consistency.

This problem can be simply modeled as a weighted CN. It has the same variables
and constraints as the previous classical CN (hard Mendelian constraints are modelled as
cost functions taking values ⊤ and ⊥ = 0 only). However, when an individual has been
genotyped, this is translated in a unary cost function that maps the observed genotype to
cost ⊥ and all other genotypes to cost 1. This represents the fact that if this is the actual
genotype, then there was 1 genotyping error.

The fact that only unary soft constraints arise here is not a simplification in itself with
respect to general weighted CSPs, since every n-ary weighted CN can be simply trans-
lated in an equivalent dual network with only unary soft constraints and hard binary con-
straints [66].
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In the previous example of Fig. 9.8, the problem still has 12 variables, with domain size
of 6. It has 8 hard ternary constraints and 7 soft unary constraints. The minimum number
of typing errors is one.

In practice, the problem arises on pedigree involving thousands of animals with many
loops and is better modelled by taking into account probabilistic information. As shown
in [33], this can still be modelled as weighted CN for which existing general solvers are
more efficient and require weaker assumptions than existing specialized tools such as Ped-
Check [83, 84].

9.9 Promising Directions for Further Research

Research in the area of soft constraints, as an attempt to extend the classical constraint for-
malism to handle over-constraint problems and problems with preferences, started around
the late 80’s with Hierarchical CLP [13] and partial constraint satisfaction [49]. Then, in
the early 90’s specific extensions were considered, such as possibilistic constraints [99],
and in 1995 the two main general frameworks (semiring-based and valued constraints)
were presented [9, 100]. Since then, in the last ten years much work has been done in the
area of soft constraints, and we have tried to report most of it in this chapter: significant
results and improvements were obtained in search algorithms, lower bound computations,
soft constraint propagation, soft global constraints, and applications. Also, a better under-
standing of the relationship between soft constraints and other knowledge representation
formalisms has been achieved.

The future of soft constraints has many promising directions for further development.
Here we point out some of them, for which we hope to see a fast development in the near
future:

• Stronger local consistencies need further study in the context of soft constraints.
Current experimental studies tend to prove that we have not yet reached the ideal
compromise between cost and quality in existing lower bounds. This may also re-
quire global constraints, which are so conveniently exploited in classical constraint
programming.

• Soft constraints can be very useful in the context of multi-agent constraint optimiza-
tion and preference aggregation, which occurs often in web-based search engines.
Their use in this context needs the study of reasonable preference aggregation oper-
ators and the development of distributed soft constraint solvers.

• Soft constraints are more difficult to express than classical constraints, since ap-
propriate valuations to tuples (or constraints, or variables) have to be specified by
the user. To ease the specification process, appropriate learning or elicitation tools
should be developed to transform user-specified preferences into soft constraints.

• The presence of so many classes of soft constraints, and several different formalisms
to express them, needs the development of ways to pass from one formalism to an-
other one without loosing too much information. This would allow easier preference
elicitation and the possibility for solver reuse.
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• The study of tractable classes of soft constraints is still at its infancy. Much work
is still needed to identify significant and practically useful classes of soft constraints
with good computational properties.

• Preferences are more varied than those that can be currently expressed with soft
constraints or other preference-based formalisms. We envision extensions of the
concept of soft constraint to model also other kinds of preferences, such as bipolar,
qualitative, and conditional preferences.

Another more practical issue is the practical integration of existing algorithms in pop-
ular constraint based tools which is still unsatisfactory. Significant developments in these
and other lines of research will allow soft constraints to be practically and widely used in
many real-life scenarios, as the main framework for the handling of over-constrained and
preference-based problems.
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Chapter 10

Symmetry in Constraint Programming

Ian P. Gent, Karen E. Petrie, Jean-François Puget

Symmetry in constraints has always been important but in recent years has become a ma-
jor research area in its own right. A key problem in constraint programming has long been
recognised: search can revisit equivalent states over and over again. In principle this prob-
lem has been solved, with a number of different techniques. As we write, research remains
very active for two reasons. First, there are many difficulties in the practical application
of the techniques that are known for symmetry exclusion, and overcoming these remain
important research problems. Second, the successes achieved in the area so far have en-
couraged researchers to find new ways to exploit symmetry. In this chapter we cover both
these issues, and the details of the symmetry exclusion methods that have been conceived.

Figure 10.1: The solution to the puzzle of finding a chess position containing nine queens
and a king of each colour, with the rule that no piece is on the same line (row, column or
diagonal) as any queen of the opposite colour. Up to symmetry, the solution is unique.

B.V. 
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To illustrate what we mean by symmetry, we consider the chess puzzle shown in Fig-
ure 10.1. The solution to this puzzle is unique “up to symmetry” [115], but what do
we mean by symmetry in this context? By a “symmetry”, we mean an operation which
changes the positions of the pieces, but whose end-state obeys all the constraints if and
only if the start-state does. Given a solution, which by definition satisfies all the con-
straints, we can find a new solution by applying any symmetry to the first solution we find.
For example, given the pictured solution to the puzzle, we can swap the colours of each
piece, so the black queens appear where the white queens are and vice versa. Similarly, we
can rotate the chessboard by any multiple of 90 degrees to yield a new solution. Finally,
we can reflect the chessboard about the horizontal axis, the vertical axis and both of the di-
agonal axes. Since these symmetries can be combined, there are 16 symmetries available,
including the identity operation of leaving everything where it is.

Why is symmetry important? The main reason is that we can exploit symmetry to
reduce the amount of search needed to solve the problem. This is of enormous potential
benefit. For example, suppose we search for a solution to our chess puzzle, and the first
assignment is to place a white queen in the top left hand corner. In fact, the search decision
was not really to try a white queen in the top left corner, but instead the decision was to
try all potential solutions with a queen of either colour in any corner of the board. Since
there are 16 symmetries, we have the potential to reduce search by a factor of 16. A second
reason for symmetry’s importance is that many constraint problems have symmetry in
them. Moreover, the act of modelling can introduce symmetries. For example, if we
modelled the chess puzzle above with a variable for each queen ranging from 1 to 64
expressing its placement, there would be 2(9!)2 symmetric versions of each solution, as
each set of queens can be permuted and the two sets swapped. Yet, this model might be
desirable for effective propagation and heuristics, and so we would like to be able to deal
with its symmetries effectively.

By far the most important application of symmetry in constraint programming is “sym-
metry breaking” in order to reduce search. The goal of symmetry breaking is never to
explore two search states which are symmetric to each other, since we know the result in
both cases must be the same.1 It is common to identify three main approaches to symme-
try breaking in constraint programming. The first approach is to reformulate the problem
so that it has a reduced amount of symmetry, or even none at all. The second is to add
symmetry breaking constraints before search starts, thereby making some symmetric solu-
tions unacceptable while leaving at least one solution in each symmetric equivalence class.
The final approach is to break symmetry dynamically during search, adapting the search
procedure appropriately. This breakdown is simplistic, in that there is enormous variation
within each approach, and great commonalities between approaches. However, it is a very
useful informal categorisation and we will structure our discussion around it.

In the rest of this chapter we hope to answer the following questions: How do we go
about achieving the search reductions that are possible? What general methods are there,
and what tradeoffs are involved? How can we make it as easy as possible for the day-to-day
constraint programmer to use? What research directions remain?

1The phrase “symmetry breaking” might be misleading, because not all methods actually break symmetry
in the sense of creating a problem without symmetry. However, the usage is entrenched in the community and it
would be even more confusing to try to change it.
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10.1 Symmetries and Group Theory

The study of symmetry in mathematics is called group theory. We assume no background
in group theory for reading this chapter, so we introduce all the concepts we need. We
make no apologies for emphasising the role of group theory at this early stage, as it es-
sential to understanding the role of symmetry in constraint programming. We can only
introduce very briefly the key concepts, so this section should be taken only as the light-
est introduction to what is one of the largest research areas in mathematics. Fortunately
for most constraint programmers, a little knowledge of group theory is in fact enough to
understand most of the work done to date. Sadly, introductions to group theory for math-
ematicians often take for granted the link with symmetry, so we will spend a little time
explaining this. We will explain group theory through permutations. First, nothing is lost
since every group can be expressed as a set of permutations. Second, it makes it very
easy to understand the link between a symmetry as an element of a group and a symmetry
as an action. We will emphasise the notion of a group action, since this expresses how
symmetries transform search states, and this is our main interest.

Example 10.1. Chessboard Symmetries
Consider a 3 × 3 chessboard. We label the nine squares with the numbers 1 to 9. These
numbers are the points that will be moved by symmetries. There are eight natural symme-
tries of a chessboard. We always include the identity symmetry, which leaves every point
where it is. The identity is shown at the top left of Figure 10.2. Then, we can rotate the
chessboard by 90, 180, and 270 degrees in a clockwise direction. The resulting locations of
the points are shown in the rest of the top row of Figure 10.2. Finally, there are reflections
in the vertical axis, in the horizontal axis, and in the two main diagonal axes, and these are
shown in the bottom row.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

id

7 4 1
8 5 2
9 6 3

r90

9 8 7
6 5 4
3 2 1

r180

3 6 9
2 5 8
1 4 7

r270

3 2 1
6 5 4
9 8 7

x

7 8 9
4 5 6
1 2 3

y

1 4 7
2 5 8
3 6 9

d1

9 6 3
8 5 2
7 4 1

d2

Figure 10.2: The 8 Symmetries of a 3× 3 chessboard

The link between symmetries and permutations can be seen very simply. A permu-
tation is a one-to-one correspondence between a set and itself. Each symmetry defines a
permutation of the set of points. An easy way to write down permutations is in Cauchy
form. Cauchy form is two rows of numbers. The top row is the complete set of elements,
in ascending order, that the permutation acts over. The second row shows which number
each element of the top rows maps to. For example, the identity symmetry and permutation
maps each point to itself, and is shown in Cauchy form on the top left of Figure 10.3. The
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rotational symmetry by 90 degrees is shown in Cauchy form on the top right. We see that
the point 1 is replaced by 7 after r90, 7 in turn is replaced by 9, 9 by 3, and 3 by 1. This
gives a cycle (1 7 9 3). Another cycle is (2 4 8 6) and there is another trivial cycle just
containing (5). In the main, group theorists do not use Cauchy form, preferring a notation
based on the set of cycles a permutation defines.

id :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

«

r90 :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 4 1 8 5 2 9 6 3

«

r180 :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

«

r270 :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 6 9 2 5 8 1 4 7

«

x :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 2 1 6 5 4 9 8 7

«

y :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 8 9 4 5 6 1 2 3

«

d1 :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9

«

d2 :

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 6 3 8 5 2 7 4 1

«

Figure 10.3: Permutations representing the symmetries of a chessboard, written in Cauchy
form

Example 10.2. Cyclic form
The symmetry r90 above contains cycles (1 3 9 7), (2 4 6 8), and (5). The cyclic form of
r90 is (1 3 9 7)(2 4 6 8)(5) although cycles of length one can be omitted. The permutation
maps each point to the succeeding element of the cycle it is in, except that the last element
is mapped to the first and a point in no cycle is mapped to itself. In cyclic form, we can
write the symmetries of the 3× 3 chessboard as shown in Figure 10.4.

id : () r90 : (1 3 9 7)(2 4 6 8)

r180 : (1 9)(2 8)(3 7)(4 8) r270 : (1 7 9 3)(2 4 8 6)

x : (1 3)(4 6)(7 9) y : (1 7)(2 8)(3 9)

d1 : (2 4)(3 7)(6 8) ha d2 : (1 9)(2 6)(4 8)

Figure 10.4: Permutations representing the symmetries of a chessboard, written in cyclic
form

Comparing Figures 10.3 and 10.4 shows that the cyclic form is far more concise, espe-
cially when many points are unmoved by a permutation. One disadvantage is that it does
not define exactly the set of points that the permutation is acting on: for example none of
the permutations above move the point 5, so the number 5 does not appear in Figure 10.4.
Also, the same permutation can be written down in many different ways, since cycles can
appear in any order and each cycle can start with any element in it. However, the cyclic
form is so natural for people to use that the computational group theory system GAP uses
it as its input language for permutations, even though it then converts them internally into
a more computationally efficient form.
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Both forms of writing down permutations make it easy to see how a permutation acts
on a point. In general, if p is a point and g a permutation, then we will write pg to write
down the point that p is moved to under g. For example, 1r90 = 7, and 1r270 = 3. We
often extend this notation in the natural way to sets of other data structures containing
points. For example, we have {1, 3, 8}r90 = {1r90, 3r90, 8r90} = {7, 1, 6} = {1, 6, 7}:
the equivalence between the last two terms is simply because sets are unordered.

There are certain key facts about permutations which provide the link between them
and groups. We will explain these, then provide the fundamental definition of a group.
First, it is easy to work out the composition of two permutations, which for permutations f
and g we will write as f ◦ g. The result of f ◦ g is calculated by taking, for each point, the
result of moving that point under f and then by g. That is, for any point p, pf◦g = (pf )g.
It is important to notice the order of action, i.e. we do f and then g when we write f ◦ g,
which is the other way round compared to function composition such as sin(cos(x)). Since
both f and g are one-to-one correspondences, so is their composition, so the composition
of two permutations is another permutation. We can calculate the composition pointwise:
we simply work out what 1 moves to under f , then what the result moves to under g, and
repeat for each other point.

Example 10.3. Composition of Permutations

r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 4 1 8 5 2 9 6 3

«

x =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 2 1 6 5 4 9 8 7

«

r90 ◦ x =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 6 3 8 5 2 7 4 1

«

= d2

We have already described the existence of the identity permutation, which we call id.
This can be defined as the empty set of cycles for any set of points. For any permutation
f there is an inverse permutation, such that f ◦ f−1 = id. This is easily calculated: in the
cyclic form we just reverse the order of each cycle; and in the Cauchy form we swap the
two rows and then reorder the columns so that the first row is in numerical order.

Example 10.4. Inverse of a permutation

r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 4 1 8 5 2 9 6 3

«

„

7 4 1 8 5 2 9 6 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

«

by swapping rows

r90−1 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 6 9 2 5 8 1 4 7

«

by reordering = r270

Finally, we note that composition of permutations is associative. That is, f ◦ (g ◦ h) =
(f ◦ g) ◦ h. The truth of this relies on the definition of permutation composition, i.e. that
g ◦ h gives, for each point, the same result as applying g and then h. So, for example,
7(f◦g)◦h) is the result of applying f to 7, g to the result, and h to the result of that: but this
is exactly the same as 7f◦(g◦h), which is also found by applying f , to 7, g to the result, and
h to the result of that. We now, finally, present the axioms defining a group.
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Definition 10.5. Group Axioms

A group is a non-empty set G with a composition operator ◦ such that:
- G is closed under ◦. That is, for all g, h ∈ G, g ◦ h ∈ G; and
- there is an identity id ∈ G. That is, for all g ∈ G, g ◦ id = id ◦ g = g; and
- every element g of G has an inverse g−1 such that g ◦ g−1 = g−1 ◦ g = id; and
- ◦ is associative. That is, for all f, g, h ∈ G, (f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h).

Definition 10.6. Order of a Group

The order of a group G is the number of elements in the set G. It is denoted by |G|.

Example 10.7. The set of symmetries of a chessboard {id, x, y, d1, d2, r90, r180, r270}
form a group of order 8. We have that r90−1 = r270, r270−1 = r90, and all other
elements g are self-inverse, i.e. g−1 = g. The group of a chessboard is non-commutative,
since d1 ◦ r90 = x but r90 ◦ d1 = y. In most applications in constraint programming,
the group is not commutative. Note that we omitted mention of the operation associated
with the group, i.e. permutation composition: this is often done where it will not cause
confusion.

Note that our (entirely standard) definition of a group nowhere mentions the action
done by the group element. It is vital to understand that group elements can operate in two
distinct ways. First, there is the action that a group element (i.e. symmetry) has on the
points that it acts on. In the chessboard example, the points were 1 . . . 9, and we wrote pg

for the result of the action of g on point p. This is what we have emphasised up to now.
Second, a group element g operates by the composition operator to permute the values of
other elements in the group. That is, f ◦ g gives another group element. The latter kind
of operation is the focus of most study in group theory. In contrast, it is the group action
which is of far more importance to us, since it is this action which represents the function
of a symmetry on the variables and values in a constraint problem.

For permutations, the operation ◦ is composition as described above. We have already
shown that there is an identity permutation, all permutations have inverses, and that com-
position of permutations is associative. The final condition is closure. We have shown that
the composition of two permutations is another permutation. However, for a set of permu-
tations to form a group, we have to have that the composition of any two permutations is
in the set. This depends on the set of permutations we have chosen. There is an easy way
to guarantee closure, which is to take a set of permutations and generate all permutations
which result from composing them arbitrarily.

Definition 10.8. The Generators of a Group

Let S be any set of elements (for example, permutations) that can be composed by the
group operation ◦ (for example, permutation composition). The set S generates G if every
element of G can be written as a product of elements in S and every product of any se-
quence of elements of S is in G. The set S is called a set of generators for G and we write
G = 〈S〉.

Example 10.9. Generators of Chessboard Symmetries
The chessboard symmetries are generated by {r90, d1} since:
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id = r90 ◦ r90 ◦ r90 ◦ r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

«

r90 = r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 4 1 8 5 2 9 6 3

«

r180 = r90 ◦ r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

«

r270 = r90 ◦ r90 ◦ r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 6 9 2 5 8 1 4 7

«

d1 = d1 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9

«

y = d1 ◦ r90 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 8 9 4 5 6 1 2

«

d2 = r90 ◦ r90 ◦ d1 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 6 3 8 5 2 7 4 1

«

x = r90 ◦ d1 =

„

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 2 1 6 5 4 9 8 7

«

Given any set of permutations, we can always work with the group generated by that
set, since it is by definition closed. Finding and working with generators can be a very
important means of representing groups. If there are |G| elements in a group, there is
always a generating set of size log2(|G|) or smaller.

Definition 10.10. Subgroup

A subgroupH of a groupG is a subset ofG that is itself a group, with the same composition
operator as G. Two simple and universal examples of subgroups are that G is always a
subgroup of G, as is {id}.

Example 10.11. Subgroup of Chessboard Symmetry:
The set {id, r90, r180, r270} form a subgroup of order 4. As can be seen from Exam-
ple 10.1, this can be generated by the element r90.

Given a subgroup H of a group G and an element g of G, the (right) coset H ◦ g is the
set of elements {h◦ g|h ∈ H}. Two cosets of H in G constructed with different elements
are either disjoint or the same, i.e. if H ◦ f ∩H ◦ g 6= ∅ then H ◦ f = H ◦ g. Thus the
cosets of H partition the elements of G. Furthermore, all the cosets of H have size |H|.
The number of cosets is called the index of H in G and is denoted by |G : H|. If one
element is chosen from each coset of H , then a set of coset representatives is formed, this
set is the right transversal. The group G is the union of the cosets formed by composing
the elements of H with these coset representatives.

Example 10.12. Cosets of Chessboard Symmetries
The group G is the full chessboard symmetries, and H is the rotations of the chessboard.
Then the two cosets of H are: {id, r90, r180, r270} and {d1, x, d2, y}, whereH = H ◦ id
and H = H ◦ d1. One set of coset representatives is {id, d1}, but there are a total of 16
possible sets of coset representatives, comprising one element from each coset.
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The orbit of a point in G is a set of the different points that the point can be mapped to
by elements of G.

Definition 10.13. Orbit

The orbit of a point δ in G is the set δG = {δg | g ∈ G}.
Example 10.14. Orbits of Points on Chessboard
Looking back at the diagram of chessboard symmetries given in Example 10.1, the orbits
of a given point can be calculated. For example, the orbit of 1 is {1, 3, 7, 9}, because
1id = 1, 1r90 = 7, 1r180 = 9, 1r270 = 3, and because all other group elements map 1 to
one of these points.

The stabiliser of a point is the set of elements which fixes or stabilises the point. It
indicates which elements can be applied to a point, which do not cause the value of the
point to move.

Definition 10.15. Stabiliser

Let G be a permutation group acting on (amongst others) a point β. The stabiliser of β in
G is defined by: Gβ = {g ∈ G|βg = β}. The stabiliser Gβ is a subgroup of the groupG.

Example 10.16. Stabilisers of chessboard symmetries
From Figure 10.2 of chessboard symmetries, the stabiliser of any given point can be iden-
tified. For instance, the stabiliser of point 1 is G1 = {id, d1} as these elements map point
1 back to itself. The stabiliser of point 5 is the whole group G, i.e. G5 = G, since none of
the symmetries move point 5.

10.1.1 Group Theory in Constraint Programming

Whenever a constraint problem has symmetry, we can construct a group to represent the
symmetry in the problem. The elements of the group permute points, dependent on the
symmetries in the particular problem. The points that the elements of the group act on will
typically be variable-value pairs.

Example 10.17. Representing the Symmetry of the Chess problem in Figure 10.1
Variables - The CSP has n2 variables corresponding to the squares of the chessboard, to
represent the variables requires n2 labels
Values- There are 5 possible values for each square of the chessboard: a white queen, a
black queen, a white king, a black queen, or it is empty.
Variable-Value - There are n2 possible labels for the variables, and 5 possible labels for the
variables, to represent variable-value pairs requires 5n2 points.

There is one particularly important group of permutations. The set Sn of all permuta-
tions of n objects forms a group and is called the symmetric group over n elements. The
group Sn is of size n!. This group comes up frequently in constraints because we often
have n objects which are indistinguishable between each other, and which are thus acted
on by Sn. It also arises in combinations. For example, we will see that a commonly oc-
curring situation is a two-dimensional matrix of variables, where we can freely permute
m columns (preserving the rows) and n rows (preserving the columns). Since we can first
permute the columns and then the rows, the group we have is a combination known as the
direct product Sm × Sn.
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10.1.2 Computational Group Theory

Computational Group Theory is a large interdisciplinary research area in mathematics and
computer science. Butler has written a text book on the algorithms used in this area [17]
and Holt et al. [65] have recently written a handbook of computational group theory. There
are two major packages for computational group theory called GAP [46] and Magma [14].
Constraint programmers using symmetry can often employ GAP or Magma as an external
function. However, if that is not available or appropriate, understanding of computational
group theory algorithms is important. The most important algorithm of all is the Schier
Sims algorithm, for which we give an extremely brief outline.

The Schreier Sims algorithm [108] is used to construct a stabiliser chain G0, G1, . . . ,
Gn as follows:

G0 = G

∀i ∈ In, Gi = Gi−1

By definition,

Gi = {σ ∈ G : 0σ = 0 ∧ . . . ∧ (i− 1)σ = i− 1}
Gn ⊆ Gn−1 ⊆ . . . G1 ⊆ G0

The Schreier Sims algorithm also computes set of coset representatives Ui. Those are
orbits of i in Gi: Ui = iGi .

By definition, Ui is the set of values which i is mapped to by all symmetries in G that
leave at least 0, . . . , (i− 1) unchanged.

In constraint programming terms the stabiliser is perhaps the most useful concept of
those outlined above. The stabiliser of a variable/value pair shows what symmetry is left
unbroken once that value is assigned to the given variable, during search. This is explained
in more detail, with regards to GAP-SBDS, in Section 10.5.4. The stabiliser chain rep-
resents the symmetry which remains, after a collection of variables have been assigned
during search.

10.2 Definitions

It might seem self-evident that in order to deal with symmetry in constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs), practitioners must first understand what is meant by symmetry. This
appears not to be true: many papers on the topic do not offer a precise definition of what
a symmetry is. The papers which do offer definitions often give fundamentally different
ones to each other, while still identifying the same symmetries in a given problem and
dealing with them correctly. There are two broad types of definition: those that define
symmetry as a property of the solution set and those that define symmetry as a property
that can be identified in the statement of the problem, without solving it. These will be
referred to as solution symmetry and problem symmetry. In this section we give a brief
survey of the definitions contained in the literature, before concentrating in more depth on
recent definitions proposed by Cohen et al [21].

An example of a definition of solution symmetry in CSPs is given by Brown, Finkel-
stein & Purdom [16]: “A symmetry is a permutation that leaves invariant the set of so-
lutions sequences to a problem.” Backofen and Will [5] allow for a much broader class
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of problem transformations: “A symmetry S for a constraint program CPr, where a set
of solutions for a given problem is denoted ‖ CPr ‖, is a bijective function such that S:
‖ CPr ‖→‖ CPr ‖.” Although not explicitly stated, Backofen and Will allow a symmetry
to be specified by its effect on each individual assignment of a value to a variable, this
allows them to consider symmetries with regard to partial assignments.

Many definitions define restricted forms of symmetry that affect only the variables or
only the values. Interchangeability, as outlined in Definition 10.18 by Freuder [39], is a
limited form of solution symmetry, which only operates over values.

Definition 10.18. Two values a, b for a variable v are fully interchangeable iff every solu-
tion to the CSP containing the assignment 〈v, a〉 remains a solution when b is substituted
for a, and vice versa.

As Freuder notes, in general identifying fully interchangeable values requires finding
all solutions to the CSP. He defines local forms of interchangeability that can be identified
by inspecting the problem. Definition 10.19 outlines neighbourhood interchangeability,
which is a form of constraint symmetry.

Definition 10.19. Two values a, b for a variable v are neighbourhood interchangeable iff
for every constraint C on the variable v, the set of variable-value pairs that satisfies the
constraint with the pair 〈v, a〉 is the same as the set of variable-value pairs that satisfies
the constraints with the pair 〈v, b〉.

Choueiry and Noubir extend the idea of interchangeability to compute another form of
local interchangeability, and showed how to exploit these results in practice [19].

Benhamou [8] extends the ideas of value interchangeability slightly and distinguishes
between semantic and syntactic symmetry in CSPs, corresponding to solution symmetry
and problem symmetry respectively. He defines two kinds of semantic symmetry. Two
values ai and bi for a CSP are symmetric for satisfiability if: there is a solution which
contains the value ai iff there is a solution which contains the value bi. Two values ai
and bi are symmetric for all solutions if: each solution containing the value ai can be
mapped to a solution containing the value bi, and vice versa. If two values are symmetric
for all solutions they are also symmetric for satisfiability. Identifying semantic symmetries
requires solving the CSP to find all solutions, and then examining them. Benhamou defines
syntactic symmetry to mean that the permutation does not change any constraint relation,
defined as a set of tuples.

The notion of interchangeable values has been and is still widely used and studied, e.g.
[72, 55]. However, for the purposes of this overview, we regard interchangeability as a
kind of value symmetry. Thus, we often discuss methods below which can be applied to
interchangeable values, but do not point this out explicitly.

In contrast to this value centric approach, variable centric definitions have also been
proposed. In CSPs, permuting the variables in a constraint defined intensionally will in
general change the constraints, e.g. the constraint x+y = z is not the same as the constraint
x+z = y. Puget [97] defines the notion of a symmetrical constraint, i.e. a constraint which
is not affected by the order of the variables. For instance, the 6= constraint is symmetrical.
Puget’s definition means that a symmetry of a CSP is a permutation of the variables which
maps the set of constraints into a symmetrically equivalent set: any constraint is either
unchanged by the permutation or is an instance of a symmetrical constraint and is mapped
onto a constraint on the same set of variables.
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A similar idea was introduced by Roy and Pachet [105]. They define the notion of
intensional permutability. For two variables to be intensionally permutable they must have
the same domain; any constraints affecting either of the two variables must affect both; and
the two variables must be interchangeable in these constraints. The constraint is assumed
to be defined intensionally, i.e. in terms of a formula, hence the name. An example of
intensional permutability can be given by considering a linear constraint: in this case any
two variables with the same coefficient and the same domain are intensionally permutable
with respect to that constraint.

The definitions of symmetry given by Puget [97] and Roy & Pachet are restricted to
permuting variables of the problem. Meseguer and Torras [84] give a definition of symme-
try which acts on both the variables and the values of a CSP. Their definition allows both
variable symmetries (that permute only the variables) and value symmetries (that permute
only the values) as special cases. However, it does not fit every transformation of a CSP
that we would want to recognise as a symmetry. Meseguer and Torras use the chessboard
symmetries as an example, in a commonly used CSP formulation where only one piece
is placed per row, the variables correspond to the rows of the chessboard and the values
correspond to the columns. They show that reflection through 180◦ is a symmetry of the
CSP by their definition, but four symmetries are not: reflection in the diagonals, rotation
through 90◦, and 270◦.

McDonald and Smith [82] state that “a symmetry of P is a bijective function σ : A→
A where A is some representation of a state in search e.g. a list of assigned variables,
a set of current domains etc., such that the following holds: 1. Given A a partial or full
assignment of P, if A satisfies the constraints C, then so does σ(A); and 2. Similarly, if A
is a nogood, then so too is σ(A).” This allows symmetries operating on both the variables
and values; it gives a good intuitive view of problem symmetry space. However, due to
the undefined nature of A it does not provide a rigorous definition, that could be used to
identify the symmetry of a problem.

The above survey of symmetry definitions shows that symmetry definitions differ both
on what aspect of the CSP they act on (only the variables, only the values or variable-value
pairs) and in what they preserve (the constraints or the set of solutions). All definitions
agree that symmetries map solutions to solutions; they disagree over whether this is a
defining property, so that any bijective mapping of the right kind that preserves the solu-
tions must be a symmetry, or a consequence of leaving the constraints unchanged.

Defining symmetry as preserving the set of solutions does not seem to offer a practical
route to identifying symmetry in CSPs. Detecting semantic symmetries is, unsurprisingly,
intractable [85, 111]: to find the full symmetry group we might need all the solutions to the
CSP. On the other hand, the solution symmetry group is well-defined, whereas equivalent
CSPs differing only slightly in the way that constraints are expressed, may have different
problem symmetries. It may be possible, either deliberately or inadvertently, to write the
constraints of a CSP in such a way that the symmetry of the problem being modelled is not
apparent.

For the purpose of this chapter a definition of both solution symmetry, Definition 10.20,
and a definition of problem symmetry, Definition 10.21 are given. These are in the spirit
of [21], but are less formally defined.

Definition 10.20. Solution Symmetry

A solution symmetry is a permutation of the set of 〈variable, value〉 pairs which preserves
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the set of solutions.

Definition 10.21. Problem Symmetry

A problem symmetry is a permutation of the set of 〈variable, value〉 pairs which preserves
the set of constraints.

Both problem and solution symmetry allow variable and value symmetries as special
cases.

In order for Definition 10.21 to be complete, a suitable interpretation of what it means
to preserve the sets of constraints is needed. Any constraint ci with scope Vi ⊆ V can
be defined by a set of satisfying 〈variable, value〉 tuples. A symmetry whose action on
the set of possible 〈variable, value〉 tuples has been specified can be applied to the set of
〈variable, value〉 tuples satisfying a constraint, yielding a new set of 〈variable, value〉
tuples. The resulting 〈variable, value〉 tuples may not all relate to the same set of vari-
ables as the original constraint or each other. However, if the results of applying the sym-
metry to all the 〈variable, value〉 tuples, defining all the constraints is the same set of
〈variable, value〉 tuples, it can be said that the constraints are unchanged by the action
of the symmetry. This definition does not require a symmetry to leave each individual
constraint unchanged, but rather the set of constraints.

A recent paper by Cohen et al., looks more closely at the differences between Solution
Symmetry and Problem Symmetry (which they call Constraint Symmetry) [21]. Cohen
et al. both give more rigorous definitions of the two concepts, and show the difference
between the two definitions in practice.

10.3 Reformulation

Modelling has a substantial effect on how efficiently a problem can be solved. An appro-
priate reformulation of a model can turn an infeasible problem in practical terms into a
feasible one. Modelling and reformulation are equally important for symmetry breaking.
Different models of the same problem can have different symmetries; one formulation can
have symmetries which are easier to deal with than another. In extreme cases, one formu-
lation can have no symmetry at all. In other cases, the amount of symmetry can be greatly
reduced from one model to another. Moreover, once a problem has been reformulated the
remaining symmetries can still be dealt with before or during search, while other symme-
try breaking methods can lead to great difficulties in combination with each other. Thus,
reformulation of a problem can be critical in dealing with symmetries.

For a first example we mention the well known “social golfers problem”, problem 10
in CSPLib, although we will only sketch the issues here since Smith goes into some detail
in her chapter.2 In this problem, 32 golfers want to play in 8 groups of 4 each week, so
that any two golfers play in the same group at most once, for as many weeks as possible,
the difficult case being 10 weeks. We can construct an otherwise sensible model with
32!10!8!104!80 symmetries: we can permute the 32 players; we can permute the 10 weeks;
within each week we can (separately) permute the groups; and within each group we can
(separately) permute the four players. In this model there are more than 10198 symmetric
versions of each essentially different solution, and there is a very good chance that search

2“Modelling”, by Barbara Smith, this Handbook.
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will thrash impossibly. By remodelling, Smith reduces this number to 32!10! [113]. For
each pair of players we have a variable indicating which week they play together in (or
an extra variable if they never meet): the only symmetries left are the week and the player
symmetries. There are still huge numbers of symmetries left, but they are of a much simpler
form.

One important technique is the use of set variables where we have a number of in-
distinguishable variables. Set variables are available in most constraint solvers, and allow
us to express constraints on sets’ size, intersection, union, etc. In the golfers’ problem,
for example, one might encode the groups playing within each week as being eight set
variables. Each one is constrained to be of size 4 and they are pairwise constrained to have
no intersection. Because set variables are implemented with no implicit ordering between
elements, we have lost the 4! symmetries in each group, reducing the total symmetries by
a factor of 2480 in the problem. Furthermore, in the golfers’ problem we can represent
the constraint that two players play together no more than once, by saying that the inter-
section of any two groups in different weeks is of size 1 or 0. There are some theoretical
and practical difficulties associated with set variables. One is that different representations
of set variables by the solver have dramatically different behaviours in propagation [67]:
if a solver happens to use the representation least suitable for the constraints being used,
search can be dramatically increased. Another difficulty occurs when we wish to use a
mixture of set and integer variables. We may have constraints on elements of a set that
are most natural to express on integer variables. “Channelling” between set and integer
variables can be difficult and can again lead to a failure to propagate until late in search.
Alternatively, we might re-introduce integer variables to represent the elements of the set,
thereby bringing back many of the symmetry problems that the set variables avoided in
the first place. Despite these potential disadvantages, set variables remain a very impor-
tant modelling technique to consider in any problem where a number of variables have
the symmetry group Sn. Because of this, representation of set variables and propagation
techniques for them are an important area of study [56, 67, 75, 106]. Another chapter in
this Handbook describes set variables in detail.3

Another example of reformulation again illustrates the dramatic improvements that can
be achieved, while even more dramatically illustrating the extent to which reformulating
is an art more than a science. The all-interval series problem (problem 7 in CSPLib) is
to find a permutation of the n integers from 0 to n − 1 so that the differences between
adjacent numbers are also a permutation of the numbers from 1 to n − 1. There are 4 ob-
vious symmetries in the problem: the identity, reversing the series, negating each element
by subtracting it from n − 1, and doing both. Gent et al [54] report on a reformulation of
the problem based on the observation that we can cycle a solution to the problem about a
pivot to generate another solution. The location of this pivot is dependent on the assign-
ments made. As an example, here are two solutions for n = 11. Differences are written
underneath the numbers:

0 10 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 6 5 3 7 4 6 5 0 10 1 9 2 8

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 5 10 9 8 7 6

The difference between the first number (0) on the left and last number (5) is 5. This means
we can split the sequence between the 8 and 3, losing the difference 5. We can join the

3“Constraints over Structured Domains”, by Carmen Gervet, this Handbook.
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rest of the sequence on to the start, because the 5 − 0 will now replace 8 − 3. This yields
exactly the solution shown on the right. In this case the pivot is between the values 8 and
3. The difference between first and last terms must always duplicate a difference in the
sequence, so this operation can be applied to any solution. Because of this, we do not
merely reformulate the constraint model, but actually move to solve a different problem,
whose solutions lead to solutions of the original. In the reformulated problem, we find a
permutation of the sequence 0, 1, . . . n − 1, but we now include the difference between
first and last numbers, giving n differences instead of n − 1. The sequence has to obey
two constraints: that the permutation starts 0, n− 1, 1; and that the n differences between
consecutive numbers contain all of 1, . . . n−1 with one difference occurring exactly twice.
[50] show that (for n > 4) each solution gives 8 distinct solutions to the all-interval series
problem, but the reformulation has no symmetry at all. Search in this model is about 50
times faster than any competing technique.

It is possible to take advantage of different ‘viewpoints’ [73] of a constraint problem.
To take a simple example, suppose we insist that n variables, each with the same n values,
must all take different values. We can look at this problem from two points of view: we can
find values for each variable, or we can find variables for each value. If there is symmetry,
then value symmetry in the first viewpoint is interchanged with variable symmetry in the
second viewpoint, and vice versa. This is useful if we have at hand a technique which is
good at one kind of symmetry: for example Roney-Dougal et al [103] used this idea to
break a group of variable symmetries using an efficient technique for value symmetries.
Flener et al [36]. showed how value symmetries in matrix models can be transformed to
variable symmetries by adding a dimension of 0/1 variables to the matrix, the new sym-
metries being broken using techniques described in Section 10.4.5 below. Law and Lee
studied this idea theoretically and generalised it to cases where the translation is not to 0/1
variables [74].

Recently, there has been one significant advance in understanding how reformulation
can be applied mechanically. Prestwich has shown that value symmetries can be eliminated
automatically by a new encoding from constraints into SAT, the ‘maximality encoding’
[93]. This breaks all value symmetries of a special kind Prestwich calls ‘Dynamic Sub-
stitutability’, a variant of Freuder’s value interchangeability [39]. A particular important
aspect of the contribution is that Prestwich’s encoding eliminates all dynamic substitutabil-
ity without any detection being necessary. This means that no detection program needs to
be run, nor does the constraint programmer need to specify the symmetry in any form. A
disadvantage of this technique is its limitation to certain types of value symmetry. How-
ever, as mentioned above, any remaining symmetry in the translated SAT problem can be
detected and broken using standard SAT techniques.

Sadly, for a method with so many advantages, there is very little we can say about
reformulation because there is no fully general technique known. Not only that, but the il-
lustrative examples above show considerable insight about their respective problems. Also,
there was no guarantee (before running the relevant constraint programs) that they would
lead to improved search. About the only truly general comment we can make is that the
very great importance of formulating problems to reduce symmetry is not fairly reflected
in the short space we devote to it in this chapter. There is a wonderful research opening for
the discovery of general techniques akin to the lex-leader method for adding constraints,
moving the area of reformulation from a black art to a science where questions were on
tradeoffs and implementation issues, rather than the need for magical insights.
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10.4 Adding Constraints Before Search

Without doubt, the method of symmetry breaking that has been most used historically
involves adding constraints to the basic model. In this context, the term “symmetry break-
ing” is entirely appropriate. We move from a problem with a lot of symmetry to a new
problem with greatly reduced symmetry – ideally with none at all. The constraints we add
to achieve this are called “symmetry breaking constraints”.

Constraint programmers have always added symmetry breaking constraints in an ad
hoc fashion when they have recognised symmetry in a constraint problem. Often it is easy
to think of constraints that break all or a large part of symmetry. For example, suppose
that we have 100 variables in an array X which are indistinguishable (so that they can
be freely permuted). It is straightforward, and correct, to insist that the variables are in
nondecreasing order, X[1] ≤ X[2] . . . ≤ X[100]. If we further know that all variables
must be different, we can make this strictly increasing order: X[1] < X[2] . . . < X[100].
If it happens that the variables take the values 1..100, then simple constraint propagation
will deduce that X[1] = 1, X[2] = 2, . . . , X[100] = 100. If the programmer notices this
beforehand, then we can reformulate the problem to replace each variable X[i] with the
value i throughout our program. There are many examples where constraint programmers
have added more complicated constraints to break symmetries. A typical example from
the literature is adding constraints to break symmetry in the template design problem [96].
This is fine if done correctly, but can obviously lose solutions if done incorrectly. Standard
methods have been developed which can make the process easier and more likely to be
correct, in the situations where they apply. Even where these are not directly applicable,
a knowledge of them will serve constraint programmers well, as it should simplify the
derivation of correct constraints which can be added by hand.

10.4.1 The Lex-Leader Method

Puget [97] proved that whenever a CSP has symmetry, it is possible to find a ‘reduced
form’, with the symmetries eliminated, by adding constraints to the original problem.
Puget found such a reduction for three simple constraint problems, and showed that this
reduced CSP could be solved more efficiently than in its original form. Following this, the
key advance was to show a method whereby such a set of constraints could be generated.
Crawford, Ginsberg, Luks and Roy outlined a technique, called “lex-leader” for construct-
ing symmetry-breaking ordering constraints for variable symmetries [22]. In later work,
Aloul et al also showed how the lex-leader constraints for symmetry breaking can be ex-
pressed more efficiently [2]. This method was developed in the context of Propositional
Satisfiability (SAT), but the results can also be applied to CP.

The idea of lex-leader is essentially simple. For each equivalence class of solutions
under our symmetry group, we will predefine one to be the canonical solution. We will
achieve this by adding constraints before search starts which are satisfied by canonical
solutions and not by any others.

The technique requires first choosing a static variable ordering. From this, we induce
an ordering on full assignments. The ordering on full assignments is straightforward. The
tuple is simply the values assigned to variables, listed in the order defined by our static
ordering. Since the method is defined for variable symmetries, any permutation g converts
this tuple into another tuple, and we prefer the lexicographically least of these. This method
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A B C
D E F

→ F E D
C B A

1. ABCDEF �lex ABCDEF
2. ABCDEF �lex ACBDFE
3. ABCDEF �lex BACEDF
4. ABCDEF �lex CBAFED
5. ABCDEF �lex BCAEFD
6. ABCDEF �lex CABFDE

7. ABCDEF �lex DEFABC
8. ABCDEF �lex DFEACB
9. ABCDEF �lex EDFBAC
10. ABCDEF �lex FEDCBA
11. ABCDEF �lex EFDBCA
12. ABCDEF �lex FDECAB

Figure 10.5: A 3 × 2 matrix containing 6 variables; and the result of swapping the two
rows and reversing the columns, giving the permutation mapping ABCDEF to FEDCBA.
Also shown are the 12 lex-leader constraints, including the trivial one, arising from its 12
symmetries. Note how each constraint corresponds to a permutation of the variables, as the
method is defined to work for variable symmetries: the illustrated matrix transformation
gives constraint 10.

is, in principle, simple to implement. Each permutation in the group gives us one �lex

constraint. So the set of constraints defined by the lex-leader method is

∀g ∈ G, V�lexV
g (10.1)

where V is the vector of the variables of the CSP, and �lex is the lexicographic ordering
relation. The lexicographic ordering is exactly as is standard in computer science, e.g.
AD�lexBC iff either A < B or A = B and D ≤ C.

A small example illustrates the method. Consider a 3×2 matrix depicted in Figure 10.5,
in a context where the rows and columns may be freely permuted. The symmetries form
the group S3 × S2, with order 3!2! = 12. We pick the variables in alphabetical order,
so the vector of the variables of the problem is ABCDEF. The 12 symmetries lead to the
12 lex-leader constraints shown in Figure 10.5, including the vacuous symmetry from the
identity.

An important practical issue with the lex-leader constraints is that they do not “respect”
the variable and value ordering heuristics used in search. That is, it may well be that the
leftmost solution in the search tree, which would otherwise be found first, is not canonical
and so is disallowed, leading to increased search. This is in contrast to techniques such
as SBDS and SBDD (Sections 10.5.1 and 10.5.2), which do respect the heuristic. Simple
examples have been reported where the “wrong” heuristic can lead to dramatic increases
in runtime [52]. This problem is inherent in the method, but in many cases it is easy to
work out what is the “right” heuristic. In particular, if the same static variable ordering is
used in search as was used to construct the lex-leader ordering, and values are tried from
smallest to largest, this conflict should not occur. However, this does limit the power of the
constraint programmer to use dynamic variable ordering heuristics.

A less easily solved problem with lex-leader is that many groups contain an exponential
number of symmetries. Lex-leader requires one constraint for each element of the group.
In the case of a matrix with m rows and n columns, this is m!n!, which is impractical
in general. Therefore there are many cases where lex-leader is applicable but impractical.
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1. true
2. BE �lex CF
3. AD �lex BE
4. AD �lex CF
5. ABDE �lex BCEF
6. ABDE �lex CAFD

7. ABC �lex DEF
8. ABC �lex DFE
9. ABC �lex EDF
10. ABC �lex FED
11. ABCDE �lex EFDBC
12. ABCDE �lex FDECA

Figure 10.6: The lex-leader constraints for the 3×2 matrix reduced on an individual basis.

2. BE �lex CF
3. AD �lex BE
7. ABC �lex DEF
8. ABC �lex DFE

9. ABC �lex EDF
10. ABC �lex FED
11. ABCD �lex EFDB
12. ABC �lex FDE

Figure 10.7: The lex-leader constraints for the 3× 2 matrix reduced as a set.

However, lex-leader remains of the highest importance, because there are a number of ways
it is used to derive new symmetry breaking methods. We discuss these in the following
sections.

Finally we reiterate that the lex-leader method is defined only for variable symmetries:
i.e. those which permute the variables but always leave the value unchanged. Thus the
same restriction applies to the methods below based on lex-leader. It is not an issue in
the technique’s original domain, SAT, since there are only 2 values [22]. If necessary,
we can add a new variable to represent the negation of each variable, and so symmetries
which change values can be made into variable symmetries. Unfortunately, if we have
d values, we need d! versions of each variable to apply this simple idea. Therefore, a
proper generalisation of lex-leader to deal with value symmetries would be valuable, even
if restricted to some special cases.

10.4.2 Simplifying Lex-Leader Constraints

Lex-leader constraints can be simplified, or ‘pruned’ to remove redundancies [22, 77]. Fol-
lowing Frisch and Harvey [41], we can illustrate this using the example from Figure 10.5.
The first idea is to look at each constraint individually. For example, consider constraint 2
above, ABCDEF �lex ACBDFE. We can remove the first and fourth variables from each
tuple, since clearly A = A and D = D, giving BCEF �lex CBFE. But if B<C the con-
straint is satisfied whatever the other values, and otherwise we have B=C to satisfy the
constraint. In other words, if the second variables in the tuples are relevant, they must be
equal. Similarly for E and F, so in fact the constraint is equivalent to BE�lex CF. Applying
this reasoning everywhere we get the constraints shown in Figure 10.6. It is interesting
to note that constraints 2 and 3 show that the columns must be lexicographically ordered,
and that constraint 7 forces the rows to be lexicographically ordered. We return to this
observation in Section 10.4.5.

We can go further, treating the constraints as a set and not just individually. For ex-
ample, �lex is transitive, so constraints 2 and 3 imply constraint 4. A more complicated
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example is in constraint 11. The last elements of each tuple are E and C. But if they are
relevant, we have A=E and B=F=D=C. But constraint 3 implies A≤B, from which it fol-
lows that E≤C, so the last elements of the tuple are irrelevant and may be deleted. This
reasoning leads to a set of 8 constraints shown in Figure 10.7, equivalent to the original 12
[41].

Unfortunately, the approach outlined here does not get round the fundamental problem
of the exponential number of symmetries. In general the number of symmetries even in
the reduced set will still be exponential [77]. However, the approach does illustrate how
the set of constraints can be simplified, and we will see in the next section a special case
where the results are quite dramatic.

10.4.3 Symmetry with All-Different

The ‘all-different’ constraint occurs very commonly in constraint programming. It perhaps
occurs even more often in problems with symmetry. Puget has shown that [101] if we have
only variable symmetry (the only case where lex-leader is defined) on a set of n variables
constrained by an all-different constraint, symmetry can be broken completely by only
n− 1 binary constraints. This result applies to any group G acting on the set of variables.
This remarkable result could hardly be bettered, but is in fact relatively simple.

We begin with an example, which contains only variable symmetries on a set of all-
different variables, but in which the group is not a straightforward group such as Sn.

Example 10.22. Graceful Graph
We say that a graph with m edges is graceful if there exists a labeling f of its vertices such
that:

• 0 ≤ f(i) ≤ m for each vertex i,

• the set of values f(i) are all-different,

• the set of values abs(f(i), f(j)) for every edge (i, j) are all-different.

A straightforward translation into a CSP exists where there is a variable vi for each ver-
tex vi, see [78]. The variable symmetries of the problem are induced by the automorphism
of the graph. There is one value symmetry, which maps v tom−v, but we ignore that sym-
metry to leave only value symmetries. More information on symmetries in graceful graphs
is available in [89]. Petrie and Smith have considered various forms of both dynamic and
static symmetry breaking methods in graceful graphs [89], using these techniques they
found instances of graceful graphs that were not previously known. As an example, let us
consider the the graph K3 × P2, which is shown in Figure 10.8. The group allows any of
the 3! permutations of K3, as long as the same permutation is applied to both copies of K3

at the same time, as well as swapping the two triangles. There are thus 12 symmetries. In
fact, the group is isomorphic to that of the matrix in Figure 10.5, so the constraints are the
same as we showed there.

Using the fact that the variable are subject to an all-different constraint, we can signif-
icantly reduce the number of symmetry breaking constraints. For example, consider the
symmetry breaking constraint

ABCDEF�lexACBDFE
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Figure 10.8: The graph K3 × P2.

Since A = A is trivially true, and since B = C cannot be true because of the all-different
constraint, this constraint can be simplified to just be:

B < C

This simplification is true in general and can be formalized as follows. Given a permutation
g, let s(g) be the smallest i such that ig 6= i, and let t(g) be equal to (s(g))g.

Lemma 10.23. [101]
Given a CSP where the variables V are subject to an all-different constraint, and a variable
symmetry group G for this CSP, then all variable symmetries can be broken by adding the
following constraints:

∀σ ∈ G, vs(σ) < vt(σ)

Note that if two permutations g and h are such that s(g) = s(h) and t(g) = t(h), then
the corresponding symmetry breaking constraints are identical. Therefore, it is sufficient
to state only one symmetry breaking constraints for each pair i, j such that there exists a
permutation g with i = s(g) and j = t(h). The set of these pairs can be computed using
the Schreier Sims algorithm [108]. In our example, these constraints are :

A < B,A < C,A < D,A < E,A < F,B < C

Note that these constraints are redundant. The constraint A < C is entailed by the first
and the last constraints. This remark can be used to reduce the number of constraints further
by taking into account the transitivity of the < constraints. The Schreier Sims algorithm
gives us a stabiliser chain and sets of coset representatives Ui, as defined in Section 10.1.2.
Puget uses this to prove:

Theorem 10.24. [101]
Given a CSP with n variables V , such that there exists an all-different constraint on these
variables, then all variable symmetries can be broken by at most n− 1 binary constraints.

For our example, we get exactly 5 constraints: notice this is n− 1 in this case.

A < B,A < D,A < E,A < F,B < C
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While this is only a reduction of a single constraint, that is simply because of the small size
of the example. In general, Puget has reduced the number of symmetries required from a
possibly n! to as little as n−1, for the commonly occurring case of variable symmetries in
the presence of an all-different constraint. As well as its value in its own right, this shows
the power of combining symmetry breaking constraints with constraints from a problem,
and this remains an area ripe for exploitation.

10.4.4 Subsets of Lex Leader

The previous section showed how, in the right circumstances, a polynomial number of
constraints can lead to equivalent reasoning to the full set of lex-leader constraints. Un-
fortunately, such a subset is not always available. Several researchers have proposed ways
to state only a polynomial number of constraints without preserving complete symmetry
breaking. Since the full set of lex-leader constraints leaves exactly one solution in each
equivalence class, using a subset must leave at least one in each class, but may leave more
than one. Thus, the symmetry breaking constraints do not guarantee to break all symme-
tries. In general the goal is to reach an acceptable tradeoff, with the greatly reduced number
of constraints leading to more efficient search. In some cases, sets of symmetry breaking
constraints have been proposed, and only later has it been realised that they represent a
subset of the lex-leader constraints. This is a testament to the generality and naturalness of
lex-leader.

Aloul et al have shown, in SAT, that very successful results can be obtained from very
small subsets of lex-leader constraints, on examples such as FPGA routing problems [1].
Unlike the constraint-based work described so far, the symmetry group of the SAT problem
was found using a graph-automorphism procedure on the instance. Surprisingly, the subset
of symmetry breaking predicates used was simply the generators of the group found by
the graph-automorphism check. It is remarkable that this gave good performance since,
for example, a set of 21 generators was used in a group with 1016 elements. Only very
special sets of generators are as effective as this, and it is not well understood what makes
the generators found by graph-automorphism programs so good. While this is in a SAT
context, similar results should apply to constraint programming.

Shlyakhter showed that good (though generally incomplete) subsets of lex-leader con-
straints could be found for acyclic digraphs, permutations, relations, and functions [109].
Apart from the individual contributions, this establishes the methodology of using the lex-
leader constraints as a means of finding incomplete sets of symmetry breaking constraints,
but subsets which are effective in practice. A particular case where this has proven to be of
great interest is that of matrix models, to which we turn next.

10.4.5 Specialised Ordering Constraints for Matrix Models

A number of authors have taken a rather different approach to choosing appropriate con-
straints to break symmetry. This is based on the kind of symmetries that seem to arise very
often in constraint programming. Given some class of symmetries we decide are impor-
tant, we can analyse in general a subset of the lex-leader constraints which typically break
a substantial number of symmetries and which can be reasoned with efficiently. The ad-
vantage of such a focus is that one can build special purpose methods for dealing with the
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symmetry breaking constraints, for example specialised algorithms for propagating Gen-
eralised Arc Consistency for the given set of constraints. Most work has concentrated on
symmetry-breaking constraints for matrix models; where ‘a matrix model is a constraint
program that contains one or more matrices of decision variables’ [36]. Matrix models are
indeed very commonly occurring. For example the golfers problem can be modelled as a
3-d boolean matrix whose dimensions correspond to weeks, players and groups. A vari-
able xijk = 1 iff in week i, player j plays in group k [113]. Other problems one could use
as illustration are balanced incomplete block designs, steel meel slab design, progressive
party problem, rack configuration, template design, and the warehouse location problem
[35].

The prime example of this body of work is that on lexicographically ordering rows
and columns in matrix models [36]. We deal with matrices where rows and columns are
independently fully permutable. By this we mean that we can swap, at the same time,
all the variables in any two rows, preserving the order of the variables within each row.
Alternatively, we can swap any two columns, preserving the order of the variables within
a column. This kind of symmetry occurs very commonly because we often introduce
symmetry through modelling. For example, in the 3-d model of the golfers problem, the
order of players, groups and weeks are arbitrary and each can be permuted freely. An
n × m matrix with row and column symmetry is acted on by a group of order n!m!.
These symmetries change the orders of rows and columns, but important relationships are
preserved: specifically two elements in the same row are always in the same row, while
two elements in the same column remain in the same column.

The rows in a 2-d matrix are lexicographically ordered if each row is lexicographically
smaller (denoted �lex) than the next (if any). Adding lexicographic ordering on the rows
breaks all row symmetries. Similarly, we can break all column symmetry by ordering the
columns. But the interesting case is where we insist that both rows and columns should be
simultaneously lexicographically ordered [36]. It is not at all obvious that this is consistent,
i.e. that there is always a symmetry which will permute the rows and columns so that
both sets are lexicographically ordered. In fact, we can remove solutions if we insist on
the rows being in increasing order and the columns in decreasing order. However, it is
always possible if we insist that all dimensions are in increasing order, and the best way
to understand this is that the set of constraints are equivalent to a subset of the lex-leader
constraints [109]. In general a lexicographic ordering on both the rows and the columns
does not break all the compositions of the row and column symmetries. Nevertheless, in
practice it often breaks a useful amount of symmetry. This is important, because in general
it is NP-hard to find the lexicographical least representative of a matrix under row and
column symmetry [22, 10].

Because of the usefulness of lex-ordering rows and columns, and the simplicity of
the constraints, Frisch et al introduced an optimal algorithm to establish generalised arc-
consistency for the �lex constraint [40] between two vectors. Time complexity is O(nb),
where n is the length of the vectors and b is the time taken to adjust the bounds of an
integer variable (dependent on the implementation of variables being used). This therefore
gives an extremely attractive point on the tradeoff: a linear time to establish a high level
of consistency on constraints which often break a lot of the symmetry in matrix models.
The algorithm can be used to establish consistency in any use of �lex, so in particular is
useful for any use of lex-leader constraints. Carlsson and Beldiceanu [18] showed that
the propagation algorithm can be extended to generalised arc-consistency for a chain of
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vectors V1�lexV2�lex . . .�lexVm. This can deduce information not available if vectors are
compared pairwise, and is done in linear time O(nbm) if there are m vectors.

Provided care is taken, lex ordering matrices can be combined with additional con-
straints to break more symmetry while still taking advantage of the efficient algorithms for
the lex constraints. Normally, this is done by choosing an appropriate subset of lex-leader
constraints. This is an easy way to guarantee correctness provided that the same ordering
of variables in the matrix is used as for the lex constraints: this means starting at the top
left and going either in row order or column order. A very common technique is to insist
that the top left hand corner is occupied by the (possibly equal) smallest element in the
matrix: this is not guaranteed by the lex constraints themselves. If all values in the entire
matrix are different, this additional constraint guarantees that all symmetry is broken [36].
There are other special cases where all symmetries are broken [36].

Other constraints have been developed in a similar way to the double-lex constraint, and
applied to breaking symmetries in matrices. Kiziltan and Smith investigated the multiset
ordering [70] following a suggestion of Frisch. The ordering is lexicographic ordering of
the multiset of elements of vectors written in increasing order. More formally, we have
V1 �ms V2 if either the smallest element of V1 is less than the smallest element of V2, or if
the smallest elements are the same, and V −

1 �ms V −
2 , where the new vectors result from

the deletion of a single occurrence of the smallest element. An advantage of the multiset
ordering is that it can be placed on (say) the rows without affecting the column symmetries
of a matrix. So it can for example be used even if the column symmetries do not form
the group Sn. Frisch et al proposed a linear propagation algorithm for it, giving it similar
efficiency to their algorithm for double-lex [43].

Another example of work in the same style was the introduction of the “allperm” con-
straint by Frisch, Jefferson and Miguel [42]. We have V1 �perm V2 if array V1 is lexico-
graphically less than any permutation of V2. Frisch et al study the ways in which this may
(and may not) be combined with other constraints such as double-lex and multiset. For ex-
ample, it is consistent to insist that rows and columns are lex ordered, and simultaneously
that the first row is�perm all others, but we may not demand that the second row is�perm
later rows. Again, a specialised propagation algorithm was given for allperm.

We can construct 2-dimensional 2n × 2n matrix model in which we insist that rows
and columns are lex ordered, yet still contains full matrix symmetry in an n×n submatrix.
An example for n = 3 is shown in Figure 10.9. The values of variables A to I are uncon-
strained, but if we insist that they form a latin square, the example is valid where rows are
columns are ordered by the multiset ordering. If we also insist that all of A to I are ≥ 0,
the example works if we insist that the first row is �perm all other rows.

10.5 Dynamic Symmetry Breaking Methods

Dynamic symmetry breaking methods are those that operate to break symmetry during the
search process. SBDD and SBDS are two such methods described in this section. In both
these methods symmetry acts on variable/value pairs. Symmetry breaking by heuristic is
included in this category, as although these variable and value ordering heuristics are fully
defined before search commences, they are used during search. These methods are outlined
in the subsequent sections.
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0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 A B C
0 1 0 D E F
1 0 0 G H I

⇒

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 G H I
0 1 0 D E F
0 0 1 A B C

⇓
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 G H I
0 1 0 D E F
1 0 0 A B C

Figure 10.9: An example to show that full matrix symmetry in a bottom right submatrix
can remain even when all rows and columns are lex ordered. The initial matrix (divided
into quarters for clarity) is first transformed by swapping the fourth and sixth rows, and
then by swapping the first and third columns. The result is still double-lex ordered but
we have swapped the first and third rows of the submatrix. We can swap two columns
similarly.

10.5.1 Symmetry Breaking During Search (SBDS)

Symmetry-excluding search trees were introduced by Backofen and Will [4, 5]. Gent and
Smith [51] described in more detail the implementation of this technique, using the name
“Symmetry Breaking During Search”, but it is this latter name and its acronym “SBDS”
which seems to have stuck as the general name for this method. This is perhaps slightly un-
fortunate since there are many other ways to break symmetry during search, most notably
SBDD to be discussed in Section 10.5.2.

The basic idea of SBDS is to add constraints to a problem so that, after backtracking
from a search decision, the SBDS constraints ensure that no symmetric equivalent of that
decision is ever allowed. This is a dynamic technique, since we cannot add the constraints
until we know what search decision is being made. In general terms, SBDS can work on
any kind of search decision. However, for simplicity of discussion we will assume that all
search decisions are of the form var = val, and a number of implementations of SBDS
make the same assumption.

We will first illustrate with an example the kind of constraints added by SBDS. A
search tree for the 8-Queens problem where the symmetry constraints added by SBDS are
indicated by ♦ can be found in Figure 10.10. It is easiest to explain SBDS by going over
the tree breadth-first, instead of the depth-first search the actual search algorithm would
explore.

• Starting from the root, the first search decision in the search tree in Figure 10.10 is
Q[1] = 2, i.e. the queen in row 1 goes in position 2. SBDS adds no constraints to
the positive decision Q[1] = 2. If we backtrack at the root, we can assert Q[1] 6= 2.
From that point on, we never want to try any state which contains any symmetric
equivalent toQ[1] = 2. We can achieve this by adding symmetric versions ofQ[1] 6=
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Q[1] = 2

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)r90 ≡ Q[2] 6= 8

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)r180 ≡ Q[8] 6= 7

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)r270 ≡ Q[7] 6= 1

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)d2 ≡ Q[7] 6= 7

Q[1] 6= 2

Q[2] = 4 Q[2] 6= 4
♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)x ≡ Q[1] 6= 7♦ Q[1] = 2→ (Q[2] 6= 4)r90 ≡ Q[4] 6= 7

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)d1 ≡ Q[2] 6= 1

♦ (Q[1] 6= 2)y ≡ Q[8] 6= 2♦ Q[1] = 2→ (Q[2] 6= 4)r180 ≡ Q[7] 6= 5

♦ Q[1] = 2→ (Q[2] 6= 4)r270 ≡ Q[5] 6= 2

Figure 10.10: Example of SBDS on a search tree with the 8-queens problem.

2, i.e. by adding (Q[1] 6= 2)g for each g in the group, although we can omit id if
the search algorithm itself asserts Q[1] 6= 2. The result of this in the case of the
chessboard symmetries is given on the right hand branch of Figure 10.10.

• At the next level of search, on the left hand side, the next search decision isQ[2] = 4.
Again we add no constraints to this positive decision. But if we backtrack from
this, we assert Q[2] = 4. It would no longer be correct to ban each symmetric
version of this decision, because the initial search decision Q[1] = 2 may have
broken some of the symmetry already. In this example, Q[1] = 2 rules out Q[1] =
7, Q[7] = 7, Q[2] = 1 and Q[8] = 2 since those squares are on the same row,
column, diagonal, and diagonal respectively. This means that no solution containing
Q[1] = 2 can possibly have the symmetries x, y, d1 or d2. There is no need to assert
any constraints for these symmetries below Q[1] = 2, and they are omitted from
Figure 10.10.

• Still considering the same node, the more complicated case is that of the symmetries
r90, r180 and r270. At this point in search we do not know whether or not these
symmetries apply. They may hold in some future states and not in others. We cannot
rule out, for example, (Q[2] = 4)r90 for all future states, as we might lose solutions
in states where r90 does not hold, but equally we will do redundant search if we do
not rule it out in states where r90 does hold. SBDS solves this dilemma by adding
constraints which rule out (Q[2] = 4)r90 conditionally. This conditional constraint
states that if the r90 is not broken (i.e. Q[2] 6= 8) then we have (Q[2] 6= 4)r90, i.e.
Q[4] 6= 7.

We can now state in general the constraints that SBDS adds, consider a node in search
where the partial assignment A is to be extended by the decision var = val. For any
problem symmetry g, we can add the constraint:

A & Ag & var 6= val ⇒ (var 6= val)g (10.2)

To understand this constraint’s soundness, note that it is equivalent to

(A⇒ var 6= val)⇒ (A⇒ var 6= val)g

which is almost a triviality. More significantly this equation is true before search begins,
since it holds for any A, var, val and g. From this point of view we can view SBDS
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as making heuristic choices as to which of the (in practical terms) infinite variety of such
constraints to add. Practical implementations of SBDS do not normally add the full form of
(10.2). If we add the constraint at the point in search where we backtrack from the choice
of var = val, then we know A is true and we also know that var 6= val, leading to the
much simpler, but in context equivalent, form:

Ag ⇒ (var 6= val)g (10.3)

We can explain this simpler form by pointing out that it must be ensured that only unbroken
symmetries are dealt with, so it is checked that Ag still holds. Then to ensure that the
symmetrically equivalent subtree to the current subtree will not be explored, the (var 6=
val)g is placed.

Backofen and Will proved that this method is sound in that the full non-symmetric
search space will be explored [5], i.e. no solutions can be completely missed. Backofen
and Will also showed that as long as all symmetries are correctly supplied, all the symmetry
will be eliminated, i.e. no two solutions returned by SBDS can be equivalent.

A number of implementations of SBDS have been provided. The most publicly avail-
able to date is that in ECLiPSe [88]. These implementations always demand from the
constraint programmer a separate function to implement the action of each symmetry g, in
the programming language the system uses. If a problem has a large number of symmetries
there may be too many for the user to identify and implement by hand. SBDS has been
used successfully, despite this difficulty, with problems containing a few thousand symme-
tries [49]. We will see in Section 10.5.4 how computational group theory can be used to
ease the burden on the programmer.

There are some important implementation issues for SBDS. A feature of SBDS is that
it only breaks symmetries which are not already broken in the current partial assignment:
this avoids placing unnecessary constraints. A symmetry is broken when the symmetric
equivalent of the current partial assignment is not consistent with the problem constraints.
Since Ag involves all values set so far, it is potentially large, so checking that a symmetry
is unbroken could be expensive. However, it can be noted that if A is extended to the
next partial assignment A1 then A1 = A + (var = val) (where var = val is the next
decision on the search tree). Then Ag1 = Ag + (var = val)g. So a Boolean variable can
be constructed for each symmetry g representing whether Ag is satisfied or not: its value
for Ag1 is the conjunction of its values for Ag and var = valg. Hence, it can be decided
incrementally whetherAg holds. Further, when the value of one of these Boolean variables
becomes false, it is known that the corresponding symmetry is permanently broken, and
need no longer be considered on this branch.

One problem with SBDS is that when the number of symmetries is large, than a large
number of symmetry functions has to be described. In the worst case, there could be
too many to be successfully compiled. This difficulty can be addressed by choosing a
subset of the symmetry functions to use with SBDS. McDonald and Smith [82] explore
this idea of ‘partial symmetry breaking’ with random subsets of symmetries, and also give
an algorithm for choosing a subset of symmetry functions which should, heuristically,
break a large amount of the symmetry. Unfortunately, it is infeasible to use the method in
its entirety with all but the smallest problems with small symmetry groups.

SBDS has some major advantages over adding symmetry breaking constraints before
search. First, the symmetries do not need to be variable symmetries, in contrast to the lex-
leader method. Second, the solution found in each class of equivalent solutions is always
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the leftmost one in the search tree being traversed. Again in contrast to lex-leader, this
means that arbitrary variable and value ordering heuristics may be used without changing
either SBDS or the set of symmetry functions supplied. We say that SBDS “respects” the
variable and value ordering heuristics used by the search.

10.5.2 Symmetry Breaking via Dominance Detection (SBDD)

The method of Symmetry Breaking via Dominance Detection (SBDD) was developed in-
dependently by Focacci & Milano [34], and by Fahle, Schamberger & Sellmann [33]. The
title of SBDD comes from the latter of these papers, and has been adopted by the CP com-
munity as the standard name for the method. A similar algorithm was proposed by Brown,
Finkelstein and Purdom in 1988 [16]. In fact, this paper describes a computational group
theoretic version of this algorithm which is now familiar to the CP community as GAP-
SBDD (described below in Section 10.5.5). Unfortunately, the paper by Brown et. al.,
while reasonably well known, seemed to have little influence on the constraints commu-
nity, perhaps being too far ahead of its time.

0:root

/

1:v1=1

/ \

2:v2=2 5:v2!=2

/ \ /

3:v3=3 4:v3!=3 6:v2=3

/ \

7:v3=2 8:v3!=2

node decisions v1 v2 v3 solution
0 - 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4
1 v1 = 1 1 2,3,4 2,3,4
2 v1 = 1, v2 = 2 1 2 3,4
3 v1 = 1, v2 = 2, v3 = 3 1 2 3 yes
4 v1 = 1, v2 = 2, v3 6= 3 1 2 4 yes
5 v1 = 1, v2 6= 2 1 3,4 2,3,4
6 v1 = 1, v2 6= 2, v2 = 3 1 3 2,4
7 v1 = 1, v2 6= 2, v2 = 3, v3 = 2 1 3 2 yes
8 v1 = 1, v2 6= 2, v2 = 3, v3 6= 2 1 3 4 yes

Figure 10.11: A partial search tree to illustrate SBDD, and a table listing the search states
corresponding to each node.

SBDD operates by performing a check at every node in the search tree to see if the
node about to be explored is symmetrically equivalent to one already explored, and if so
prunes this branch. While a simple idea, this has the apparent problem that we will need to
store the whole, exponentially sized, tree already explored. A single key idea transforms
SBDD into a space-efficient method. This is that we need only store nodes at the roots of
fully explored subtrees. We do not check if a node is equivalent in full to one of our stored
nodes. Instead, we determine if a node is equivalent to any node which is an extension
of one of the stored nodes, i.e. a node which is in a fully explored subtree. Since search
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has backtracked, we must have either visited the equivalent node before, or deduced for
some other reason that there was no need to visit it: in either case there is no need to visit
a symmetric equivalent.

Like SBDS, SBDD is based on binary branching between setting a variable and re-
moving the value from a variable’s domain. An example of how SBDD works in practice,
based on the example outlined in [34], here follows. Consider a problem with three vari-
ables v1, v2 and v3 subject to an ‘all different’ constraint. The domain of all the variables
is {1, 2, 3, 4}, and all the values can be permuted. There are 24 solutions of the problem.
Figure 10.11 shows a part of the tree search that will be explored by a depth first search
procedure to enumerate all solutions, assuming only a basic all-different propagation pro-
cedure. Decisions are selected in a lexicographic ordering. Nodes are represented by n : δ
where n means the node is the nth node to be expanded by the search procedure, and δ
is the decision or the negation of a decision for the arc between a node n and its parent.
The Figure also gives for each node n the set of decisions taken on the path from the root
node to n, as well as the domains of the variables corresponding to its state. Four solutions
have been obtained in the illustrated search. However the solution found at node 7 is sym-
metrical with the one found at node 3. Those solutions are {v1 = 1, v2 = 3, v3 = 2},
{v1 = 1, v2 = 2, v3 = 3} The first solution can be mapped into the second one by the
symmetry swapping variables v2 and v3. More generally, any variable permutation is a
symmetry of the problem.

SBDD is based on the notion of no-goods. No-goods are the roots of maximal sub
trees that are completely traversed by a depth first search before n. Those no-goods can be
found by traversing the path from the root node to n as follows. Each time the path goes
from a node to its right child, then the left child of that node is a no-good: before traversing
the right child of a given node a depth first search completely traverses the left sub tree of
that node. Note that we use the name “no-good” although where we are searching for all
solutions, fully explored trees may contain solutions. In such a case, we still wish to avoid
searching any symmetric equivalent to any node in the subtree, including the solutions. In
Figure 10.11, node 3 is a no-good w.r.t. node 4, node 2 is a no-good for node 5 and all the
nodes in its sub tree. The no-goods w.r.t. node 8 are nodes 2 and 7.

Definition 10.25. No-good.

Node ν is a no-good w.r.t. n if there exists an ancestor na of n s.t. ν is the left hand child
of na and ν is not an ancestor of n.

For each no-good, SBDD stores information to be compared against the current state.
We use the set of decisions labeling the path from the root of the tree to the no-good [99].
We write δ(n) for this. The column labeled “decisions” in the table in Figure 10.11 gives
the decision information corresponding to each node. We also use the state information
at the node being searched. Specifically, we write ∆(S) for set of pairs vi = ai for all
variables vi whose domains are reduced to a singleton. In node 8 in our example, the
decisions made from the root node are δ(8) = {v1 = 1, v2 = 3}, while ∆(8) = {v1 =
1, v2 = 3, v3 = 4}.

Definition 10.26. Dominance

We say that a node n is dominated if there exists a no-good ν w.r.t. n and a symmetry g s.t.
(δ(ν))g ⊆ ∆(n). We say that ν dominates n.
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SBDD is then quite simple, conceptually: it never generates the children of dominated
nodes, and it excludes dominated solutions. Therefore, a node n is a leaf iff it is either
a solution, a failure, or a dominated node. In our example, no-good 2 dominates node 7.
We have δ(2) = {v1 = 1, v2 = 2}. Using the symmetry g which swaps variables v2 and
v3, we obtain (δ(2))g = {v1 = 1, v3 = 2} which is a subset of ∆(7) = {v1 = 1, v3 =
2, v2 = 3}.

Other definitions of dominance are possible: Definition 10.26 is from [99]. However,
if we know that search always chooses (var = val) before its negative (var 6= val) we
are free to ignore the negative decisions in δ(n) in Definition 10.26 [34, 59, 102]. For
example, consider the negative decision v2 6= 2 ∈ δ(7) in Figure 10.11, and now suppose
that some future node is dominated by δ(7) with v2 6= 2 removed. We can still terminate
search, because every leaf node in the future subtree either has the symmetric image of
v2 6= 2 or v2 = 2. If the former, the node is dominated by δ(7). But if the latter, the node
is dominated by δ(2) since the corresponding subtree fully explored v2 = 2 and we have
δ7\{v2 6= 2}∪{v2 = 2} ⊃ δ(2) = {v1 = 1, v2 = 2}. The structure of search trees makes
this observation general, so if positive differences are explored first, we can omit negative
decisions from dominance checks.

The original definition of dominance from [33] is rather more different and based on
state inclusion. A node n is dominated if there exists a no-good ν for n and a symmetry g
such that the domains of the variables in νg contains the domains of the variables in n. This
has the disadvantage that more space is required to store no-goods. Also, it goes against
the following intuition. Since we wish to establish that a set at this node is a superset of
a past no-good, we would like the set at this node to be big, and the set at the no-good
small: this should make it as easy as possible to pass the dominance test. On the other
hand, we also want the dominance check to be as easy as possible to implement and as fast
as possible to run. We might therefore be best to use a definition of dominance which fails
as quickly as possible, which may be an argument in favour of state inclusion dominance.
No definitive study of this issue has ever been performed, and perhaps is not possible any
more than deciding what the single best heuristic is for backtrack search.

The critical issue we have glossed over so far is just how the dominance check is per-
formed. The algorithm for SBDD requires a problem specific function Φ : (ν, n) →
{false, true} that yields true if the previous no-good ν dominates the current partial as-
signment n. For problems with small symmetry groups, provision of Φ can be a greater
load on the programmer than of the few symmetry functions required by SBDS. For larger
groups, SBDD has the enormous advantage that it has very limited space needs. However,
this does not solve the time complexity problems. For each pair ν and n, the search for g
amounts to solving a sub graph isomorphism problem, which is known to be NP-complete.
Although SBDD requires the solution of several NP-complete problems at each node, good
results have been obtained using the technique.

There seem to be three broad techniques for implementing dominance checks. First,
a programmer can implement a dominance checker for a particular class of problems, for
example instances of the social golfers’ problem [33]. The need for this is a major prob-
lem with SBDD. Encoding a function that will recognise when a node in the search tree
is symmetrically dominated by another one can be difficult, and it does not generalise be-
tween different problems with different types of symmetry. However, if such a function
can be found than SBDD is a very efficient method at breaking large amounts of symmetry.
Sellmann and Van Hentenryck have created a more general dominance detection function
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[107]. This can lead to very efficient solutions tuned to a particular application, but this
approach relies on the skill and insight of the programmer and imposes a considerable bur-
den on them. Second, since it is an NP-complete problem, one can construct a constraint
encoding of the dominance problem [99]. This is particularly interesting since it amounts
to using constraint programming for computational group theory. However, it is still nec-
essary to construct a special purpose constraint problem for each new class of problems to
be solved. The third approach is to use computational group theory directly [16, 53], and
we describe this further in Section 10.5.5.

An important refinement of SBDD is to notice that sometimes failed dominance checks
can result in propagation [34, 33]. Suppose our dominance check can report that a certain
variable-value pair would, if set in the current node, lead to the current node being dom-
inated. Then we can remove that value from the domain of the variable and propagate
on the result. This can perform extremely useful propagation. As usual, we have to take
care that the benefits do not outweigh the costs of performing the necessary calculations.
Another point to note is that the dominance check does not need to be done at every node
of the search tree. As long as a check is undertaken at every leaf node then only the non-
isomorphic solutions will be returned. Deciding where to apply the check is a tradeoff
between the cost of checks and the search savings that result: unfortunately little is known
about the best place on this tradeoff.

Like SBDS, SBDD can be shown to be a sound and complete symmetry breaking
method provided that the dominance check is implemented correctly. That is, exactly one
solution from each equivalence class is returned. Like SBDS, the solution found is the
leftmost one in the search tree with respect to the variable and value ordering heuristics.
SBDD therefore respects the variable ordering heuristic, and dynamic variable ordering
may be used without any change to SBDD [33]. SBDD has also been applied to soft CSP’s
[11].

Harvey [59] discusses how SBDS and SBDD are related. The difference between the
two algorithms is where symmetry breaking takes place. SBDS places constraints to stop
nodes symmetrically equivalent nodes, to those previously explored in search, from ever
being reached. On the other hand, SBDD prunes nodes having reached them and found
them to be symmetrical to a previously explored part of search. In fact, it is entirely
reasonable to see the difference between it and SBDS as merely one of implementation.
As the set of acceptable solutions is the same in each case, an implementation of SBDS
is, in a sense, an implementation of SBDD, and vice versa. This view can be a useful way
of understanding the techniques in principle, but there are enormous practical differences.
SBDD can outperform SBDS on many problems, as it does not post constraints, so does
not have the overhead of waiting for large numbers of symmetry breaking constraints to
propagate. It can successfully be used with problems which have too much symmetry for
SBDS to be an appropriate technique.

10.5.3 Symmetry Excluding Heuristics

Meseguer and Torras [84] studied how symmetry can be used to guide search. Specifically,
they direct search towards subspaces with a high degree of non-symmetric assignments, by
breaking as many symmetries as possible with each variable assignment. The symmetry
breaking heuristic proposed breaks as many symmetries as possible. Meseguer and Torras
go on to propose the ‘variety-maximization’ heuristic which combines the smallest do-
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main first heuristic, which can perform better than the symmetry breaking heuristic under
certain conditions, with the symmetry breaking heuristic. On a simple problem the variety-
maximization heuristic builds a slightly smaller search tree, than the smallest domain first
heuristic, to find all solutions. Variety-maximization does notably better to find the first
solution. Meseguer and Torras go on to combine the variety-maximization heuristic with
symmetric value pruning by no-good recording. The size of the set of no-goods is poten-
tially exponential, so only a subset is stored and used. The results of this combination are
rather disappointing; the inclusion of symmetric value pruning does not provide a major
advantage over variety-maximization alone, in any of the problems undertaken.

Using variable ordering heuristics (and indeed value ordering heuristics) to break sym-
metry is an attractive proposition, as it does not have the computational cost associated with
the other dynamic symmetry breaking methods. Despite the work of Meseguer and Torras,
there seems to be much more scope for using symmetry in heuristics than the community
has exploited to date. There is also considerable scope for other ways to use symmetry
heuristically. For example, if we are solving a problem with a large amount of symmetry,
we might look only for solutions with some symmetry. This excludes enormous parts of
the search space. On the one hand, this means that search will be incomplete, in that a
negative answer does not mean there are no solutions with less symmetry. On the other
hand, we might get lucky, and there may be such solutions: if there are we have all the
advantage of the reduced search. While this may seem incredibly optimistic, it has been
successful in practice [119].

10.5.4 SBDS with Computational Group Theory

To allow SBDS to be used in situations where there are too many symmetries to allow
a function to be created for each, Gent et al. [52] linked SBDS in ECLiPSe with GAP
(Groups, Algorithms and Programming) [46]. GAP is a system for computational algebra
and in particular Computational Group Theory (CGT). There is nothing fundamental about
the use of GAP or ECLiPSe, the point being that this is a co-operation between subsystems
to provide constraint algorithms and to provide computational group theory algorithms. A
library for GAP-SBDS is distributed with ECLiPSe.

GAP-SBDS allows the symmetry group, rather than its individual elements, to be de-
scribed. GAP-SBDS operates over a set of points, where each point corresponds to a
variable-value pair. One way to think of a point is in terms of a member of a n×m array,
where n is the number of variables, and m is the size of the domain of each variable. The
i, j-th element in the array denotes variable i and value j. The symmetry group, G, acts on
these n×m points, each point being represented by a single integer. The group generators
are given in ECLiPSe and passed to GAP in terms of points. This means that functions
are required in ECLiPSe which convert from variable/value pairs to integers representing
points and vice-versa. This is a possible source of error when using the GAP-SBDS sys-
tem. Even without error, to effectively use the system, the user must have some knowledge
of CGT. While it is enough to write down a set of generators, even this makes the system
inaccessible for many users. However, some progress has been made in this area, as we
describe in Section 10.8.

The GAP-SBDS algorithm can be described in terms of Equation 10.2 from Sec-
tion 10.5.1: A & Ag & var 6= val ⇒ (var 6= val)g, In GAP-SBDS, the only part
of this process that is controlled by GAP is g(A), the other components are controlled
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by ECLiPSe as in the standard SBDS algorithm. g(A) is calculated with the use of
a right-transversal chain, a set calculated iteratively at every node in the search-tree, as
the Cartesian product of every right-transversal obtained so far. More formally RTchain
= RTk × RTk−1 × . . . × RT1 is defined as pk ◦ pk−1 ◦ . . . ◦ p1 where pi ∈ RTi. Each
member of RTchain is a representative of the set of symmetries which agree on what to
map each of the variable/value pairs in A ∧ var 6= val to. This means the symmetry
breaking constraint can be placed on backtracking, by transforming var 6= val according
to the elements in RTchain. However, doing this by iterating over every symmetry would
be infeasible for all but relatively small groups. To counter this difficulty Gent et al. use
lazy evaluation. The constraint g(var 6= val) is only imposed when g(A) is known to be
true, rather than placing conditional constraints as in the original SBDS. This means that
although GAP-SBDS is guaranteed to break all the symmetry, it may not break the sym-
metry as early in search as SBDS. This can lead to GAP-SBDS having a larger backtrack
count than SBDS.

In GAP-SBDS Gent et al. have created an efficient implementation of SBDS, which
can handle relatively large amounts of symmetry effectively. This moves the order of
groups that SBDS can be be used with from the thousands to the billions. The number of
symmetries is limited to this kind of scale because the number of constraints being added
during search can cause space problems. Even billions is a small number when groups can
grow exponentially.

10.5.5 SBDD and Computational Group Theory

We mentioned, in Section 10.5.2, that in practice SBDD can be difficult to implement. The
design of the dominance detection function may be complicated, and there are no general
rules for designing the function for problems with similar types of symmetry. In reality
two ‘similar’ problems may have completely different dominance functions; there may be
more than one dominance function for a problem, some of which prune more effectively
than others. Gent et al. [53], developed GAP-SBDD to address this problem by providing
a generic dominance checker, which is now available as an ECLiPSe library.

GAP-SBDD is a generic version of SBDD that uses the symmetric group of the prob-
lem, rather than an individual dominance detection function. Like GAP-SBDS, GAP-
SBDD works by way of an interface between GAP and ECLiPSe and performs calcula-
tions over points, with the symmetry groups defined by a generating set of permutations.
GAP-SBDD operates by maintaining both a failSet and a pointSet. The failSet corresponds
to the set of points attributed to the positive decisions made during search to reach the root
of completed subtrees. The pointSet denotes the set of points corresponding to variables
which have been set to a fixed value on the current branch of search (both through assign-
ments and propagation). The current node on the search tree is dominated by a complete
subtree if there exists a g in the symmetry group G and a s in the failSet S such that sg ⊆
pointSet.

The dominance check is implemented using a tree data structure which encodes all the
failSets currently applicable. Disjoint sets of points A1, . . . , Ak and B0, . . . , Bk can be
identified, the failSets associated with these points are A1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ai ∪Bi for each i. The
right branching elements of the tree are labelled with elements of A, the left ones elements
of B. Each node of the tree is associated with the sequence of labels on the path to it from
the root. The dominance check is performed using a recursive search, which traverses
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the tree, entering each node once for every way of mapping the associated sequence of
points into the current point. This is implemented in GAP with the use of stabiliser chains.
While inherently just a backtracking search for an appropriate group element, the search in
GAP contains a number of optimisations which cause several orders of magnitude speedup
from a naive implementation [53]. As in regular SBDD, it is possible to identify cases
where all but the final element of a failSet can be mapped into a pointSet, and report them
back to ECLiPSe, so the value can be removed from the associated variables domain.
However, like GAP-SBDS, not all possible values are identified, as this would cause too
much increase in runtime.

GAP-SBDD is an efficient method for dealing with problems with large symmetry
groups. In principle, the size of groups that can be used is unlimited, and certainly it has
been used in practice on groups with 1036 elements. However, it provides no magic bullet
to the inherent hardness of the dominance check. This hardness can manifest itself with
individual dominance checks that take inordinate amounts of time to run. Also, it has been
found that subtle differences can make enormous differences to run time. For example,
while GAP-SBDD does respect the variable ordering heuristic, different heuristics on the
same instance can lead to dramatic changes in the time dominance checks take. This means
that the method can suffer from a lack of robustness. Nevertheless, from a very small input
with no algorithmic content, GAP-SBDD constructs a complete symmetry breaking tool
automatically.

10.5.6 GE-Trees

The idea of constructing GE-trees is the most recent idea to join the suite of dynamic sym-
metry breaking methods [103]. (GE stands for “Group Equivalence” but the abbreviation is
used universally.) It differs from the others in this class, as it is more a way of considering
symmetry breaking methods, than a symmetry breaking method in its own right. A GE-
tree is defined as a tree in which no two nodes are symmetrically equivalent, and in which,
for every solution to the problem, a symmetrically equivalent node is in the tree.4 GE-trees
are defined analogously to search trees in general: in particular, algorithms are free to stop
before they construct a complete tree, for example after finding a first solution. GE-trees
are intended in part to be viewed as a conceptual paradigm, to classify and compare sym-
metry breaking techniques. Any method of GE-tree construction will (by definition) break
all problem symmetries as the search for solutions proceed. SBDS and SBDS can both
be viewed as methods for constructing GE-trees, but so can lex-leader provided that all
constraints it requires are used. Careful analysis of properties of GE-trees (constructed by
different methods such as SBDS and SBDD, applied to the same instances) may allow the
refinement and extension of existing techniques and even the development of new ones.

In some cases GE-trees are almost in the folklore. For example, consider graph colour-
ing where each colour is indistinguishable. Many programmers have realised that the first
node can be coloured arbitrarily. For the second node, we only have to consider giving it
the same colour or an arbitrary different one. The third node need only be given the colours
given to the first two nodes, and an arbitrary different one. The process continues until we
have used all colours. This intuition can be generalised and formalised. Roney-Dougal et
al. used the GE-tree paradigm to create a polynomial time algorithm for breaking arbitrary

4The latter condition is easy to forget but otherwise legal GE-trees could exclude some or even all solutions.
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value symmetries. This can be viewed as a computational group theory-based general-
isation of an algorithm presented in [64]. It is a special purpose algorithm which only
creates new nodes which are guaranteed to be unique in the tree. In general this is hard, but
Roney-Dougal et al. showed that the special nature of groups of value symmetries can be
used to construct GE-trees very efficiently [103]. They report on an experimental compar-
ison between this method and GAP-SBDD for problems which only have value symmetry.
GE-trees are found to be the best method in all cases. This is not surprising: GAP-SBDD
performs a potentially exponential search, at each node in the search tree, in order to break
symmetry, compared to the low-order polynomial algorithm to break all value symmetry.

10.5.7 The STAB Method

Symmetry Breaking Using Stabilizers (STAB), like SBDS, adds symmetry breaking con-
straints during search [98]. Unlike SBDS, which places constraints to break all the symme-
try of the problem, STAB places symmetry breaking constraints only for symmetries that
leave the partial assignment A at the current node unchanged. That is, instead of breaking
symmetry in the whole group, STAB breaks symmetry in the stabiliser GA. These con-
straints take the form of lexicographic ordering constraints. Stabilisers were introduced in
Section 10.1. In practice the size of stabilisers is often much smaller than the size of G.
The STAB method, amounts to adding the following set of constraints at each node A.

V �lex V
g , for all g ∈ GA

These constraints remove all the solutions that are not lexicographically minimum with
respect to the stabiliser GA in the sub tree rooted at A.

Example 10.27. Consider a 4× 5 matrix model. For simplicity we will refer to the matrix
of variable by V , i.e. we identify the vector of variables with its matrix representation:

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

x6 x7 x8 x9 x10

x11 x12 x13 x14 x15

x16 x17 x18 x19 x20

Consider a partial assignment A where the first 10 variables are assigned as follows:

0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0

Every symmetry for A is defined by a row permutation and a column permutation.We
can state constraints for each of these symmetries, except for the identity permutation. For
instance, let us state the constraint for the symmetry σ made up of the permutation (1 2) of
rows and (2 4 3 5) on columns. The matrix W = V σ is

x6 x9 x10 x8 x7

x1 x4 x5 x3 x2

x11 x14 x15 x13 x12

x16 x19 x20 x18 x17
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The symmetry breaking constraint is then, allowing for the assignment A, is then

[0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, x11, x12, x13, x14, x15, x16, x17, x18, x19, x20]
�lex [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, x11, x14, x15, x13, x12, x16, x19, x20, x18, x17]

As the two vectors have the same first 10 elements, the constraint can be simplified into:

[x11, x12, x13, x14, x15, x16, x17, x18, x19, x20]
�lex [x11, x14, x15, x13, x12, x16, x19, x20, x18, x17]

Going back to the general case, the simplification based on identical prefixes is valid in
general. Given the n-vector V , let tail(V,n-d) be the vector obtained by removing the first
d elements of V . If A is a d-vector then constraints can be simplified into

tail(V, n− d) �lex (tail(V, n− d))g, for all g ∈ GA

It should be noted that STAB is an incomplete method with regard to symmetry break-
ing, meaning that it does not return only the non-isomorphic solutions.

10.6 Combinations of Symmetry Breaking Methods

We have described a variety of symmetry breaking methods, each with advantages and
disadvantages. It would naturally seem a good idea to combine two or more methods in
order to reap all of the advantages. Unfortunately, correctly combining symmetry breaking
methods has proven to be very difficult. Symmetry breaking methods try to preserve one
solution from each equivalence class. How this solution is chosen depends on the method
of symmetry breaking. Combining any two methods arbitrarily may mean that different
solutions are ruled out by each symmetry breaking method, and so solutions are lost.

For a while it was thought by many that if the same variable and value ordering are
used, then it was valid to apply several symmetry breaking methods at the same time, since
none of these methods remove canonical solutions. Therefore, any combination will keep
canonical solutions. For instance, one could state the Lex2 constraints and use SBDD
at the same time for matrix models. However, Smith [112] has shown this not to be the
case. Harvey [60] later documented an example of this result, then showed how SBDS and
SBDD can be modified so that they can be correctly combined with lexicographic ordering
constraints. Unfortunately, the empirical results for this combination were disappointing.
Another area which has received some study is combining a method to break variable
symmetry, with a method to break value symmetry. As both of these methods are acting on
different symmetry groups, this combination is intrinsically safe. Puget [101], showed how
all the variable symmetry can be broken by simple ordering constraints, when there is an
all-different constraint across all of the variables. He successfully combined this method
with GE-trees to also break the value symmetry. Another combination which includes GE-
trees has been tried [69]. This successfully combined GE-tree to break value symmetry and
GAP-SBDD to break variable symmetry. This method is provably complete and sound
with regard to breaking all symmetry, but is less efficient than GAP-SBDD alone on all
problems tried.

In Section 10.5.7 it was noted that STAB is an incomplete method with regard to sym-
metry breaking, meaning that it does not return only the non-isomorphic solutions. In order
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to counter this drawback, Puget combined SBDD with STAB. This combined method pro-
duces good results, outperforming SBDD alone.

Another successful combination of symmetry breaking methods was completed by
Petrie [90]. Petrie showed that neither of GAP-SBDS or GAP-SBDD is universally bet-
ter, so combined the two methods. This was done by having one operate at the top of the
search tree, than switching to the other method at a lower level. The empirical analysis
of this method showed it to sometime outperform either of the methods alone. However,
perhaps more importantly it was shown to be a more robust method, in that the combined
method was never less efficient, than the least efficient of the two contributing systems.

10.7 Successful Applications

Many of the symmetry breaking methods outlined in the previous sections have been ap-
plied successfully to a variety of problems. We have already mentioned two successful
applications: the chess puzzle at the start of the chapter, and graceful graphs. In both
cases new results were obtained using symmetry breaking in constraint programming. We
briefly outline some more applications, and indicate which symmetry breaking methods
have been successfully applied to them. CSPLib (www.csplib.org), is an online directory
of constraint problems: whenever a problem is contained within this resource, the number
of the problem is given in this text to help the interested party find a detailed problem spec-
ification. The references provided are the papers which discuss symmetry breaking within
the applications.

Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) generation is a standard combinatorial
problem from design theory, originally used in the design of statistical experiments but
since finding other applications such as cryptography. It is a special case of Block De-
sign, which also includes Latin Square problems. BIBD’s are problem 28 in CSPLib,
Lam’s problem, which is problem number 25 in CSPLib is that of finding a specific BIBD
instance. BIBD’s can be easily modelled with the use of matrices, and so many of the
methods that place symmetry breaking constraints on matrices have been applied to them
[44]. This problem was also used as a test bed for STAB [98] and GAP-SBDD [53].

Steel Mill Slab Design is a simplification of a real industry problem, which is to sched-
ule the production of steel in a factory. It is problem number 38 in CSPLib. Gent et al.
have considered conditional symmetry breaking in this problem [54]

Maximum Density Still Life problem arises from the Game of Life, invented by John
Horton Conway in the 1960s and popularized by Martin Gardner in his Scientific American
columns. A stable pattern, or still-life, is not changed by the rules which cause the Game
of Life to iterate. The problem is to find the densest possible still-life pattern, i.e. the
pattern with the largest number of live cells, that can be fitted into an n × n section of
the board, with all the rest of the board dead. Maximum density still life is problem 38
in CSPLib. Smith [114] and both Bosch and Trick [12] have considered modelling and
symmetry breaking in Still Life. Petrie et al. have studied dynamic symmetry breaking in
a CP-LP hybrid, then applied this idea to this problem [90].

Social Golfers Problem is where the coordinator of a local golf club has the following
problem. In her club, there are 32 social golfers, each of whom play golf once a week, and
always in groups of 4. She would like you to come up with a schedule of play for these
golfers, to last as many weeks as possible, such that no golfer plays in the same group as
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any other golfer on more than one occasion. The problem can easily be generalized to that
of scheduling m groups of n golfers over p weeks, such that no golfer plays in the same
group as any other golfer twice (i.e. maximum socialisation is achieved). Social Golfers is
problem number 10 in CSPLib. Harvey and Winterer at the time of writing have the most
efficient algorithm for this problem, which includes symmetry breaking [62].

Peaceable Coexisting Armies of Queens was introduced by Robert Bosch in his col-
umn in Optima in 1999 [13]. It is a variant of a class of problems requiring pieces to
be placed on a chessboard, with requirements on the number of squares that they attack:
Martin Gardner [47] discusses more examples of this class. In the “Armies of Queens”
problem, we are required to place two equal-sized armies of black and white queens on a
chessboard so that the white queens do not attack the black queens (and necessarily v.v.)
and to find the maximum size of two such armies. Bosch asked for an integer programming
formulation of the problem and how many optimal solutions there would be for a standard
8 × 8 chessboard. However, this problem can obviously be generalised to a n × n chess-
board. Various models for this problem in conjunction with dynamic symmetry breaking,
are considered by Smith et al., the puzzle at the start of this chapter being a spinoff of this
research [115].

Fixed Length Error Correcting Codes are defined as follows: A fixed length error
correcting code C of length n over an alphabet F is a set of strings from Fn. Given
two strings from Fn we can define the distance between them. The most commonly used
distance is the Hamming distance, defined as the number of positions where the strings
differ. Using this we define the minimum distance of C as the minimum of the distances
between distinct pairs of strings from C. Fixed Length Error Correcting codes are problem
36 in CSPLib. This problem is studied in conjunction with symmetry breaking constraints
by Frisch et al. [42].

Peg Solitare (also known as Hi-Q) is played on a board with a number of holes. In the
English version of the game, the board is in the shape of a cross with 33 holes. Pegs are
arranged on the board so that at least one hole remains. A number of different problems
arise from Solitaire, e.g. finding a path from the initial to a goal state, or finding the shortest
number of moves to a state where no more moves are possible. Peg solitare is problem 37
in CSPLib. Jefferson et al. have studied on how to solve this problem using various AI
paradigms, including a discussion of symmetry breaking [42].

Alien Tiles is available for play over the internet at www.alientiles.com. Alien Tiles
is problem 27 in CSPLib. Gent, Smith and Linton have studied how dynamic symmetry
breaking can be successfully applied to the problem of finding the hardest instance. [49].

We can see that symmetry methods are flexible enough to be applied to a great vari-
ety of problems, and we have by no means mentioned all the successful applications to
date. The most successful seem to be on combinatorial puzzles such as graceful graphs. It
therefore remains to be proved by the community that symmetry breaking has significant
applications on industrial scale problems.

10.8 Symmetry Expression and Detection

Most research on symmetry constraints has assumed that the symmetries of a problem can
be provided, in some form, by the programmer. For example, SBDS relies on program-
mers providing a list of functions to implement the actions of symmetries; SBDD needs
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a dominance check to be written; and methods such as lex-leader and GAP-SBDS need
a group to be provided. Even for methods where this is not necessary, such as the use of
double-lex constraints in a matrix model, a programmer has to recognise that the matrix
symmetries occur and that the double-lex constraints are an appropriate technique to break
them with. In recent years, increasing amounts of work have been based on the premise
that this is an untenable position. Two ways of overcoming this flaw have been consid-
ered. First, it could be made easier for the programmers to write down the symmetries.
Second, the symmetries could be detected automatically so there is no work at all for the
programmer. This first method has been independently studied by both McDonald [48]
and Harvey et al. [63], with a view to creating a system which produces the group needed
for methods using computational group theory, without the user having to understand ex-
actly how groups are generated. There are three main aims to these systems. The first is
to get rid of the need for functions which map variable/value pairs to points (this concept
is outlined in Section 10.1.1). The second is to allow the expression of the symmetry in a
simple yet powerful way. The third is to create a system which requires the user to have
no prior knowledge of group theory. These objectives are achieved, by providing a set of
functions, which map expressions of the symmetry with regard to the variables and values
(e.g. all the rows of a matrix can be interchanged) to group generators. These techniques
to date are limited to the most commonly occurring kinds of symmetry, and do not allow
users to express arbitrary groups.

The automatic identification of the symmetry group of some CSPs is possible through
determining the automorphism group of the graph associated with the constraint problem.
Puget [100] showed that this could be done in connection with the microstructure graph,
which closely relates to the existential representation of the constraints. The concern with
this approach is that it may not scale well (it is in the complexity class of graph isomor-
phism in most cases). When the problem is large, so is the graph, and the automorphism
cannot be calculated in a reasonable time. Small problems can also have big graphs due
to non-binary constraints, which again would mean the automorphism could not be calcu-
lated in reasonable time. To counter this potential problem Puget also introduced a method
where he considered a graph related to intensional representation of each constraint. Puget
found that the symmetry could be detected very efficiently, using both methods, on a va-
riety of problems. Ramani and Markov have also has recently had some success [23],
with a method closely linked to Puget’s. This method undertakes graph isomorphism of
the parser trees associated with the intensional representation of the constraints. Although
this method is not guaranteed complete, in that it does not guarantee to find the full sym-
metry group, it has had some successful results in practice. It should be mentioned that
in the SAT community outstanding results have been obtained using automatic symmetry
detection, even on large problems [1]. This is particularly encouraging because natural
structures, such as the microstructure of constraint problems, correspond to encodings into
SAT. In order to know when this attractively simple method is feasible with regard to CP
empirical analysis is required.

Many symmetries are also added in the modelling process, as pointed out by Frisch et
al. [45]. If we can understand when this symmetry is added, it should be easy to pass those
symmetries to symmetry-breaking methods.
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10.9 Further Research Themes

We now discuss a diverse range of research using symmetry, which is unified only by
not fitting easily elsewhere in this chapter. We do not to suggest that the work in this
section is less important than in the rest of this chapter. Indeed, the same reasons that
make this research hard to categorise makes some of it particularly innovative, and so it
has significant potential for future exploration.

Symmetry and inference: Almost all research on symmetry in constraints has focussed
on breaking symmetries to reduce search. When symmetry is present in a search problem,
its presence is information that we can exploit in other ways. A particular example is to en-
hance representation and inference of constraint problems. First, we can greatly compress
the size of the representation and thus enhance the representational power. Second, we can
exploit knowledge of the group structure to change our algorithms for inference and prop-
agation. This is necessary if we use a compressed representation based on the group, but
also offers advantages. If we perform some work to deduce that a value can be removed,
we need perform no more work to remove all symmetric equivalents of it. Similarly, if we
know that a given value cannot be removed, then we need perform no more work on trying
to propagate symmetric equivalents. A simple example of this idea was used to exploit the
bidirectionality of constraints in arc consistency to improve AC-6 [9]. More generally, we
may have arbitrary groups acting on the set of constraints. Dealing with groups correctly
and efficiently raises many difficult problems. These difficulties are now being seriously
attacked. By far the most significant body of work has been applied in the context of SAT,
by Dixon et al., in a three part journal paper spreading over almost 200 pages [27, 26, 28].
They have produced ZAP, a powerful SAT solver designed to allow concise expression
of problems using group theory, while exploiting the great efficiency advances made in
modern SAT solvers. At a much smaller scale, new propagation algorithms have been
introduced into Constraint Programming. Gent et al. introduced symmetric variants of
(i,j)-consistency and singleton consistency, together with algorithms for their enforcement.
While implementations have been provided, it has not yet been proved that symmetry-
based inference techniques will be powerful in practice. Nevertheless, the research area is
of high promise, as suggested by Dixon et al.’s conclusion to their mammoth effort: “it is
important to realize that our results only scratch the surface of what ZAP’s representational
shift allows” [28].

Symmetry and implied constraints: When constraints are added before search, it is
possible to use them to derive ‘implied’ constraints. These implied (or ‘redundant’) con-
straints may greatly reduce search, in ways which are not possible using the original prob-
lem constraints [44]. We saw, in Section 10.4.3, another example where symmetry break-
ing and problem constraints can interact very fruitfully. Dynamic symmetry breaking tech-
niques do not allow implied constraints to be added – at least not in the simple way that
static symmetry breaking methods do. Adding implied constraints suffers from similar
problems to reformulation. It can give very dramatic search reductions, but no automatic
technique for adding effective implied constraints is known.
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Symmetry and local search: When we know about symmetry in a constraint problem,
there is no moral imperative to remove it: we can exploit the symmetry in any way we
choose. Where local search is used instead of backtracking search, Prestwich pointed out
that it is disadvantageous to add symmetry breaking constraints [94, 91]. While more so-
lutions are good for any search method, local search suffers particularly when solutions
are excluded. Since stochastic methods are designed to explore search spaces randomly,
it is hard to guide them away from parts of the search space where solutions have been
excluded, while each excluded solution becomes a new local optimum. In a detailed anal-
ysis, Prestwich and Roli identified two pathologies that symmetry breaking constraints
caused for local search methods: global solutions have relatively smaller basins of attrac-
tions while local optima become relatively larger [95]. Since excluding symmetries seems
bad for local search, can we improve it by introducing symmetries? Prestwich proposed
this lovely idea with some success [92, 91]. Exploiting symmetry within local search algo-
rithms remains an interesting but underdeveloped research area: Petcu and Faltings used
interchangeability to guide local search away from conflicts [87], but otherwise little has
been done in this direction.

Dominance and almost symmetries: Researchers have investigated cases where stan-
dard symmetry breaking methods are not applicable. For example, Beck and Prestwich
studied ‘dominances’ in constraint problems [7]. A dominance is a transition between as-
signments which is guaranteed to improve (or at least make no worse) some notion of a cost
function. We can see symmetries as special cases of dominances, where the cost is kept the
same, and hence the transitions are invertible. Beck and Prestwich argue that dominance
“should rank alongside symmetry breaking as a generic CP technique, and that it can be
profitable to treat both in a uniform way.” Another issue receiving recent attention is that
of “almost symmetries” [37], the subject of a recent workshop [29]. The general idea is
that these are symmetries which are almost, but not quite, there in the original problem.
They can arise by either adding or removing constraints on the problem [58]. Examples of
the former case would be symmetries which arise during search: dealing with these can be
difficult, because they cause significant problems for techniques such as SBDS or SBDD
[54]. The idea underlying relaxing constraints on a problem to give new symmetries is
as follows [61, 81]. If the relaxed problem is highly symmetric, its reduced search space
should help search. If the relaxed problem has no solutions, then neither does the original.
If we do find solutions to the relaxed problem, we need additional steps to ensure that they
correspond to solutions of the original.

Symmetry in other problems: Given the focus of this handbook to constraints, we have
naturally restricted our discussion to constraints and SAT. However, researchers interested
in symmetry in constraints should also be interested in how symmetry is tackled in other
domains. For example, can we apply ideas from symmetry in constraints to other prob-
lems? Can ideas developed in other domains be applied to constraints? While we now
point to some key literature in other areas, we do not even claim to provide an exhaus-
tive list of other search problems with symmetry, much less an exhaustive or analytical
study of relevant literature in those areas. In Integer Programming, Margot has shown
how algorithms can be adapted to exploit large symmetry groups [79, 80]. New cuts are
generated based on the symmetries, and large groups are handled using Schreier-Sims to
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represent them. In Planning, Fox and Long have integrated symmetry reasoning into a
state-of-the-art planner, SymmetricStan [38, 37]. Fox and Long point out that symmetry
detection during search, and the presence of almost-symmetry, is very important due to the
nature of planning problems. It is perhaps surprising that there does not seem to be a more
significant body of work in these two research areas. This is less the case in Automated
Theorem Proving, where there is a substantial literature in adapting proof systems to deal
with symmetry, e.g. [3, 71, 86, 24, 117]. There have also been substantial efforts in Model
Checking over some years, e.g. [15, 20, 66, 110]. As in constraints, this work has tended
to assume that users recognise the symmetry, and they have also been limited to simple
cases of symmetry rather than using the power of computational algebra. Recently, Don-
aldson et al. have shown that more general symmetries in model checking using GAP and
graph isomorphism software [30, 31, 32]. Finally, we touch only in the slightest way on
the extensive mathematical literature on search with symmetry. We particularly mention
McKay’s nauty software for Graph Isomorphism [83] and Soicher’s GRAPE package for
dealing with graphs relating to groups [116]. The key algorithm is “partition backtrack”
[83, 76], a very subtle intermingling of backtrack search and group-theoretic computations.
The mathematical applications of such techniques are numerous: one is Design Theory,
which deals with combinatorial designs such as balanced incomplete block designs, and
for which an online repository is available at www.designtheory.org [6].

10.10 Conclusions

We have presented an overview of symmetry in constraint programming. We have been
unashamed in emphasising the links with group theory. The study of symmetry is group
theory, so anyone who has ever considered symmetry in constraints has been thinking
about group theory – though perhaps without realising it. We have also emphasised the
ability of computational group theory to contribute methods to the efficient exploitation
of symmetry in constraints. Researchers and users of constraint programming can access
these techniques either through linking to the existing computational algebra packages, or
by implementing their own algorithms. Again, anyone who has written code for exploit-
ing symmetry in constraints has been, whether unconsciously or not, doing computational
algebra.

The main part of this chapter is taken up by a study of symmetry breaking methods,
since this is by far the largest body of research that has been undertaken on symmetry
in constraints. We considered methods in three broad categories: reformulation of prob-
lems, adding symmetry breaking constraints before search, and dynamic symmetry break-
ing methods that operate during the search procedure. It is worth summarising in one place
the very broad advantages and disadvantages of each method. It will be seen that there is
no ‘one-size-fits-all’ method to recommend, but it should be noted that researchers have
proposed solutions which at least ameliorate many of the disadvantages we mention:

• Reformulation is when the problem is remodelled to eliminate some or all sym-
metry. It can be an astonishingly efficient method of breaking symmetry, but un-
fortunately there is no known systematic procedure for performing the remodelling
process in general. Where reformulation is possible, it can be combined easily with
other methods.
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• Symmetry breaking constraints are perhaps the most natural technique and the
easiest to understand. Ideally, the new constraints should be satisfied by only one
assignment in any equivalence class, but it can be difficult to find simple constraints
that eliminate all the symmetry. A systematic method called ‘lex-leader’ is known
for generating symmetry breaking constraints, when the problem only contains vari-
able symmetry. The efficiency with which some kinds of symmetry breaking con-
straints can be propagated, for example in matrix models, means that adding sym-
metry breaking constraints can be very cost-effective even where they do not break
all the symmetry. Symmetry breaking constraints do have a disadvantage in that they
can interact badly with the search heuristics being used.

• Dynamic symmetry breaking includes many methods which adapt the search pro-
cess in some way. This includes SBDS, SBDD (and the computational group theo-
retic versions of these methods), and STAB. Both SBDD and SBDS are complete,
in that only one solution will be returned from each symmetric equivalence class.
Group-theoretic versions add the advantage that only a small number of symmetries
in a problem need be specified, but this is related to a disadvantage, that they often
require symmetries to be expressed in a mathematical language that is unnatural for
constraint programmers. A significant advantage of these methods is that they do
not conflict with search heuristics. As relatively new methods, a final drawback is
that they can only be used if a library package is available, or the user spends the
time to adapt the search program themselves.

Quite apart from its inherent importance, we conclude by commending the study of
symmetry in constraints as an enjoyable and rewarding research topic.
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Chapter 11

Modelling

Barbara M. Smith

Constraint programming can be a successful technology for solving practical problems;
however, there is abundant evidence that how the problem to be solved is modelled as
a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) can have a dramatic effect on how easy it is to
find a solution, or indeed whether it can realistically be solved at all. The importance
of modelling in constraint programming has long been recognized e.g. in invited talks by
Freuder [14] and Puget [34].

In this chapter, it will be assumed that the problem to be solved can be represented as a
CSP whose domains are finite; infinite domains are discussed in Chapter 16, “Continuous
and Interval Constraints”. In most of the examples, the variable domains will be sets of
integers; see Chapter 17, “Constraints over Structured Domains”, for more on set variables
and other variable types.

A complicating factor in modelling is the interaction between the model, the search
algorithm and the search heuristics. To simplify matters, it will be assumed that, having
modelled the problem of interest as a CSP, the CSP will be solved using a constraint solver
such as ILOG Solver, ECLiPSe, Choco, SICStus Prolog, or the like. The default com-
plete search algorithms provided by these solvers are sufficiently similar that they provide
a common context for discussing modelling. Furthermore, they are designed to solve large
problems of practical significance, and for such problems, it is worth the effort of develop-
ing the best model of the problem that we can find. Some of what follows will also apply
to other search techniques such as local search (covered in Chapter 5) or to other com-
plete search algorithms, but much will not, because the search algorithm has a profound
influence on modelling decisions.

In this chapter, it will be assumed that the problem to be solved is well-defined; al-
though eliciting a correct and full problem description can be a significant proportion of
the problem-solving effort, it will be assumed here that that step has been done. It will
also be assumed that the problem does not involve preferences or uncertainty, which are
covered in Chapters 9 and 21.

B.V. 
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11.1 Preliminaries

In this section, the concepts needed in the rest of the chapter are defined.
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a triple 〈X,D,C〉 where: X is a set of

variables, {x1, ..., xn}; D is a set of domains, D1, ..., Dn associated with x1, ..., xn re-
spectively; and C is a set of constraints. Each constraint c ∈ C is a pair c = 〈σ, ρ〉 where
σ, the constraint scope, is a list of variables, and ρ, the constraint relation, is a subset of
the Cartesian product of their domains.

The domain of a variable is the set of possible values that can be assigned to it. In this
chapter, it will be assumed that the domain of a variable is a finite set.

An assignment is a pair (xi, a), which means that variable xi ∈ X is assigned the
value a ∈ Di. A compound assignment is a set of assignments to distinct variables in X .
A complete assignment is a compound assignment to all variables in X .

The relation of a constraint c = 〈σc, ρc〉 specifies the acceptable assignments to the
variables in its scope. That is, if the constraint scope σc is {xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik} and 〈a1, a2, ...,
ak〉 ∈ ρc, the compound assignment assigning ai to xik , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is an acceptable
assignment; we say that the assignment satisfies the constraint c. A solution to the CSP
instance 〈X,D,C〉 is a complete assignment such that for every constraint c ∈ C, the
restriction of the assignment to the scope σc satisfies the constraint.

The relation of a constraint may be specified extensionally by listing its acceptable
(satisfying) tuples, or intensionally by giving an expression involving the variables in the
constraint scope such as x < y from which it can be determined whether or nor a given
tuple satisfies the constraint.

The arity of a constraint is the size of its scope. A unary constraint is defined on a
single variable, a binary constraint on two variables. There is no requirement that different
constraints must have different scopes.

Given a constraint c = 〈σc, ρc〉, the projection of c onto τ ⊂ σc is a constraint c′ whose
scope is τ and whose relation is the set of tuples derived by taking each tuple in ρc and
selecting only those components corresponding to the variables in τ .

Many forms of consistency have been defined for CSPs and individual constraints.
Here, only those commonly used by constraint solvers are defined. Consistency and con-
straint propagation are covered fully in Chapter 3.

A binary constraint is arc consistent if for every value in the domain of either variable,
there exists a value in the domain of the other such that the pair of values satisfies the
constraint. A non-binary constraint is generalized arc consistent or hyper-arc consistent
iff for any value for a variable in its scope, there exists a value for every other variable in
the scope such that the tuple satisfies the constraint. Domain propagation on a constraint
removes unsupported values (i.e. values which cannot be extended to a pair of tuple of
values satisfying the constraints) from the domains of the variables in its scope until the
constraint is (generalized) arc consistent.

A constraint c on variables with ordered domains (such as integers) is bounds consis-
tent if for every variable x in its scope, there exists a value dj for every other variable
xj (1 ≤ j ≤ k) in the scope of c, with minDj

≤ dj ≤ maxDj
, such that the com-

pound assignment {(x, l), (x1, d1), ..., (xk, dk)} satisfies c, where l is the minimum of the
domain of x, and similarly, values d′j can be found with minDj

≤ d′j ≤ maxDj
, such

that {(x, u), (x1, d
′
1), ..., (xk, d

′
k)} satisfies c, where u is the maximum of the domain of

x. (For arithmetic constraints, the values dj , d′j can be real values rather than integers.)
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Bounds propagation on an arithmetic constraint reduces the bounds of the variables until
the constraint is bounds consistent.

11.2 Representing a Problem

It is difficult to define precisely what we mean when we say that a CSP represents a prob-
lem P . A possible definition is that: a CSP M = 〈X,D,C〉 represents a problem P , or M
is a model of P , if every solution of C corresponds to a solution of P and every solution
of P can be derived from at least one solution to C.

The definition does not require that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
solutions of P and the solutions ofM . This is because modelling a problem as a CSP often
introduces symmetry, by representing entities that are indistinguishable in P by distinct
variables or values in M . Hence, multiple solutions of M may correspond to the same
solution to P .

Symmetry causes a further complication, because if there is symmetry in both P and
M , one way to deal with it is to add constraints toM ; the aim is to eliminate all but one so-
lution in every symmetry equivalence class. The symmetry-breaking constraints exist only
in M , not in P , so that multiple symmetrically-equivalent solutions to P can correspond
to the same solution to M . Hence, the correspondence between the solutions to M and the
solutions to P can be many-to-many. We might avoid this last complication by agreeing
that symmetry-breaking constraints are a special case, intended to eliminate solutions to
M and therefore also solutions to P , and that they can be ignored in considering whether
M is a model of P .

A final difficulty with the definition is that it implies that any CSP models a problem
that has no solutions. The definition of equivalence of CSPs given by Rossi, Petrie and
Dhar [36] similarly makes any CSPs with no solutions equivalent.

In practice, in modelling a problem as a CSP, we do not rely on this definition, but
choose variables and values to represent entities in P and write the constraints on these
variables to represent the rules and restrictions defining the solutions to P . However, it
must certainly be true that any solution to M yields exactly one solution to P , and that
any solution to P corresponds to a solution to M or is symmetrically equivalent to such a
solution, and that if M has no solutions, this is because P itself has no solutions.

The aim in choosing a model of a problem is to arrive at a CSP that can be solved
quickly; we typically require good run-time behaviour over the range of instances to be
solved. Note that the shortest run-time does not necessarily mean the least search (as
measured by nodes visited or backtracks, say).

11.3 Propagation and Search

In this chapter, it will be assumed, unless stated otherwise, that the CSP will be solved
by a complete search algorithm that interleaves search with constraint propagation. Such
search algorithms are dealt with in Chapter 4, “Backtracking Search Algorithms for CSPs”,
along with variable and value ordering heuristics. The search proceeds by constructing
a series of choice points, at each of which a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive
choices is constructed, involving variables whose value is not yet assigned. Common sets
of choices are {xi = a, xi 6= a} (binary branching); {xi = 1, xi = 0} (when the variables
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are Boolean); {xi ≤ a, xi > a} (domain splitting); {xi = v1, xi = v2, ..., xi = vk},
where v1, v2, ..., vk are the values currently available in Di (k-way branching). Choices
can involve more than one variable, e.g. {xi ≤ xj , xi > xj}; this is common in scheduling,
for instance, where the choices might represent the two possible orders for the starting
times of two activities (see Chapter 22). Although all these types of choice, and more, are
possible, in the examples quoted in this chapter binary branching has been used.

The search pursues each choice in turn, first adding the constraint defining the choice
to the existing constraints and propagating it, until local consistency is restored in the
resulting subproblem. Typically, each type of constraint in the problem has an associ-
ated propagation algorithm, achieving the level of consistency specified for that constraint.
Constraint propagation continues until no further propagation can be done, and every con-
straint is again in its target state of consistency. Given a target level of consistency for each
constraint in C, the CSP 〈X,D,C〉 is locally consistent if every constraint achieves its tar-
get consistency level. If, at any stage during the search, constraint propagation results in an
empty domain for some future (not-yet-assigned) variable, the search backtracks, restoring
the domains to their state before the last choice was made, and exploring another of the
choices created at the last choice point; if no further choices remain, the search backtracks
to a previous choice point, and so on, until either a solution is found or all possible choices
have been explored.

This form of search is used by default in commercial constraint solvers. It has a pro-
found influence on the modelling process, because in taking many modelling decisions, the
user needs to consider their effect on constraint propagation.

Typically, constraint solvers will enforce arc consistency (AC) on some, but not all,
binary constraints and bounds consistency (BC) on arithmetic constraints. They will not
usually maintain generalized arc consistency (GAC) on non-binary constraints, except for
global constraints for which an efficient propagation algorithm exists. For some global
constraints, the user may be able to choose the level of consistency to be maintained. For
some complex constraints, the default may be to do very little consistency checking; the
propagation algorithm may take action only when all but one or two of the variables in its
scope have been instantiated.

These decisions in designing constraint solvers stem from a trade-off between the time
and space required to maintain generalized arc consistency on all constraints and the reduc-
tion in search that could result. Puget has explained the decision to maintain only bounds
consistency on arithmetic constraints in ILOG Solver by saying: “Solver is a compro-
mise between efficiency and completeness...In the example... [of constraint propagation of
arithmetic constraints] the incompleteness comes from the fact that arithmetic expressions
only propagate bounds.. This is an example of the choice we made. Propagating holes in
expressions would require much more memory and time than the current implementation.
¿From tests made on a very large set of examples, we found that the current compromise
is by far better.”

Even if we start from the assumption that the CSP will be solved using this general
search algorithm, the form of the choices made at choice points, as well as the specific
variable and value choices, will also affect the solution time.

Beacham, Chen, Sillito and van Beek [2] investigate the interaction between constraint
models, search algorithms and search heuristics, using crossword puzzle problems. They
compare three constraint models and two well-known search heuristics (minimum domain
and domain/degree); the search algorithms are forward checking and a search algorithm
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that maintains generalized arc consistency, with three different ways of enforcing GAC.
They conclude that the three choices of model, algorithm and heuristic interact, and that
for the most efficient problem solving, none of the decisions can be made independently
of the others.

It is a moot point whether the choice of search heuristics is part of modelling or not. It is
certainly true that the performance of a model will be affected by the search heuristics, but
for the purposes of this chapter, choosing the search heuristics will be excluded. However,
for some types of model, there is a choice of which of the variables in the model should be
used to drive the search, i.e. which variables should participate in choice points, and this
will be considered as part of modelling.

11.4 Viewpoints

Different models of a problem P may result from viewing the problem P from different
angles or perspectives. The term viewpoint was introduced informally by Geelen [19], in
discussing permutation problems, and was subsequently adopted and formally defined by
Law and Lee [29]. A viewpoint is a pair 〈X,D〉, where X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of vari-
ables, and D is a set of domains; for each xi ∈ X , the associated domain Di is the set of
possible values for x. It must be possible to ascribe a meaning to the variables and values
of the CSP in terms of the problem P , and so to say what an assignment in the viewpoint
〈X,D〉 is intended to represent in terms of P . The complete assignments defined by the
viewpoint are intended to include all possible solutions of P . The constraints must then en-
sure that every solution to the CSP is a valid solution to P , and so are largely determined by
that requirement. Hence, it is different viewpoints that give rise to fundamentally different
models of a problem.

In principle, the values in the domain can be of any type. In practice, the types com-
monly supported by constraint solvers include integers, Booleans (perhaps only as a sub-
type of integers) and sets of integers. Other types have been proposed, e.g. multisets and
tuples; constraint solvers may directly support these, or provide facilities to allow new
types to be defined. Some of what follows may also apply to modelling using real-valued
variables, and since the domains of integer variables are sometimes represented as inter-
vals, the boundary can be blurred.

Except for some very small problems, the variables of a CSP are usually implemented
using some data structure such as a list or an array. Flener, Frisch, Hnich, Kiziltan and
Walsh [12] suggest that matrix models, based on matrices of variables, are a natural way
to model many problems; indeed, almost all the examples given in this chapter use 1- or
2-dimensional matrices of variables. For some applications, other structures are important;
for instance, models based on graphs are used in the network applications discussed in
Chapter 25.

There are usually different viewpoints that could be chosen in modelling a problem.
Although viewpoints can be combined, as will be described in section 11.9, it will be
assumed for now that only one will be used. Having chosen a viewpoint, the next step is to
express the constraints to ensure that the solutions to the CSP are correct, i.e. are solutions
to P . However, although correctness is a minimum requirement, it is not sufficient if we
are also concerned with how efficiently the CSP can be solved. A good rule of thumb
in choosing a viewpoint is that it should allow the constraints to be easily and concisely
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expressed; we should prefer viewpoints that allow the problem to be described using as
few constraints as possible, as long as those constraints have efficient, low-complexity
propagation algorithms.

Nadel [30] was possibly the first to discuss different ways of modelling a problem. He
lists nine different representations of the n-queens problem as a CSP (in fact, nine differ-
ent viewpoints), although two of these are derived from another two simply by swapping
the roles of rows and columns, and so result in identical CSPs. For instance, two of the
viewpoints are:

1. the variables r1, .., rn represent the rows of the board, and the domain of each vari-
able is the set of integers {1, 2, ..., n} representing the columns; an assignment (ri, c)
means that the queen in row i is in column c;

2. the variables q1, ..., qn correspond to the n queens and the domain of each variable
is the set of integers {1, 2, ..., n2}, representing the squares; an assignment (qi, a)
means that the ith queen is on square a.

In the first viewpoint, the rule that there is only one (in fact, exactly one) queen on each
row is covered by the fact that any variable can only be assigned one value. The rule that
there is only one queen in each column can be expressed by the constraints ri 6= rj for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n or by an allDifferent constraint on r1, ..., rn.

In the second viewpoint, the rules are more awkward to express. Constraints are needed
to ensure that no two queens are in the same row; if the ‘row’ element of a value can
be extracted, there could be a constraint between every pair of variables that their row
elements are not equal; the column constraints could be dealt with similarly. The diagonal
constraints are more difficult to write. One possibility is to state an extensional constraint
between each pair of variables, listing for each of the n2 values, the values representing
squares that are not in the same row, column or diagonal, although domain propagation
would then be expensive. Furthermore, such constraints would only express that fact that
there is at most one queen in each row or column, not that there must be exactly one.
Although only correct solutions would be found using these constraints, the model would
allow partial solutions in which the queens already placed attack all the squares on a row
or column, since there is nothing explicit in the constraints to forbid this. Hence, a model
based on the second viewpoint would be less efficiently solved than the model based on
the first viewpoint.

11.5 Expressing the Constraints

Once we have arrived at a viewpoint that allows the constraints to be easily and concisely
expressed, there are often choices in exactly how to write the constraints; an example has
already been seen in the first viewpoint for the n-queens problem, where there is a choice
between binary 6= constraints and an allDifferent constraint.

The way in which the constraints are written affects the efficiency of the resulting
model, because it affects how the constraints will propagate during the search. Harvey and
Stuckey [22] observe that, “An unnerving and not well studied property of propagation
based solvers, is that the form of a constraint may change the amount of information that
propagation discovers.” They illustrate this with the constraints c1 ≡ (x = y), c2 ≡
(x + y = z) and c3 ≡ (2y = z), where x, y and z are integer variables. If C = {c1, c2}
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and C ′ = {c1, c3}, C and C ′ are equivalent, in the sense that they have the same solutions.
However, if C and C ′ are made locally consistent, then in C ′, the domain of z (using AC)
or its upper and lower bounds (using BC) will be even integers, but this is not necessarily
true of C.

Unfortunately, to arrive at a good model of P , it is essential to be aware of the range of
constraints supported by the constraint solver and the level of consistency enforced on each
and to have some idea of the complexity of the corresponding propagation algorithms. This
is, of course, a long way from the declarative ideal. In this section, some of the choices
available when writing constraints are discussed.

11.5.1 Combining Constraints

Combining constraints with the same scope can be a way of expressing them more con-
cisely. The conjunction of two constraints with the same scope allows only the tuples that
are allowed by both. Enforcing the same level of local consistency on a conjunction c1∧c2
as on c1 and c2 separately will remove at least as many domain values. However, it may
or may not reduce the run-time, depending on how time-consuming it is to enforce local
consistency on the conjunction and on the separate constraints.

An example can be found in the n-queens problem. Using the first viewpoint listed
earlier (the standard CSP model for this problem), the variables x1, x2, ..., xn representing
rows 1 to n of the board, and the values are {1, 2, ..., n}, representing the columns. The
rule that two queens cannot be on the same column or diagonal can most simply be written
using more than one constraint between each pair of variables xi and xj , i < j. For
instance:

• xi 6= xj

• xi − xj 6= j − i

• xj − xi 6= j − i

Figure 11.1 shows a state that might be arrived at during search, when n = 6. Two
variables, x1 and x2, have already been assigned, and the crossed squares are no longer
available, because queens placed there would conflict with the two already placed; the
corresponding values will have been removed from the domains of the remaining variables
x3, x4, x5, x6. A queen cannot now be placed in row 5, column 3, because it would conflict

Q
Q

Figure 11.1: A search state in the 6-queens problem

with both remaining places for a queen in the 3rd row. However, the three constraints
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between x3 and x5 are arc consistent; the value 3 for x5 is supported by the value 1 for
x3 as far as the first constraint is concerned, and by the value 3 for x3 as far as the second
constraint is concerned. If the conjunction of the three constraints were expressed as a
single constraint, domain propagation would delete 3 from the domain of x5. (However,
since the conjunction is unlikely to be expressible as a single constraint using the standard
constraints provided by constraint solvers, it might require writing a special constraint or
forcing AC in some other way. Simply writing a single constraint as a conjunction of the
separate constraints will not guarantee that the solver will enforce GAC on it, and it may
in fact do less consistency checking than on the separate constraints.)

Katsirelos and Bacchus [28] discuss improving constraint propagation by enforcing
GAC on conjunctions of constraints, rather than the individual constraints. If c1 and c2 are
two constraints in a CSP, domain propagation on their conjunction c1 ∧ c2 removes at least
as many domain values as domain propagation on c1 and c2 separately. If the scopes of
c1 and c2 are disjoint, then domain propagation on the conjunction is equivalent to domain
propagation on the separate constraints, but the larger the overlap in the scopes, the larger
the potential domain pruning from conjoining the constraints. Katsirelos and Bacchus use
Bessière and Régin’s GAC-schema algorithm [4] in their experiments: for that algorithm,
if the scope of c1 is a subset of the scope of c2, it is less time-consuming to enforce GAC
on the conjunction than on the individual constraints. They propose, as a heuristic, to
combine constraints which share all or most of their variables. They use the Golomb ruler
problem, discussed in more detail in section 11.9, as an example. They model the problem
as a CSP by using the positions of the m ‘ticks’ on the ruler as the variables x1, ..., xm.
The constraints are that |xj − xi| 6= |xl − xk|, for 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ m. In this model,
there are seven constraints of this kind over any set of four variables (four quaternary and
three ternary). They show that combining the quaternary and ternary constraints on each
set of four such variables reduces the number of backtracks slightly and the run-time a lot,
compared to using the individual constraints; they maintain GAC on constraints in either
case. (Note that this is not the model usually used for the Golomb ruler problem, so that
their results are not comparable with others.)

11.5.2 Eliminating Variables

Harvey and Stuckey [22] give a number of theorems on rewriting linear constraints and how
bounds propagation or domain propagation will be affected. For instance, one theorem
concerns using a two-variable linear equation to substitute for one of these variables in
a linear constraint: suppose c1 ≡ (

∑n
i=1 aixi op d), where op ∈ {=,≤, 6=} and c2 ≡

(bjxj + bkxk = e), j 6= k, bj 6= 0, bk 6= 0. Let c3 be the constraint resulting from
using c2 to remove xj in c1. Then bounds propagation on {c3, c2} is stronger than bounds
propagation on {c1, c2}. (i.e. each variable domain in the first case is a subset of its domain
in the second case). The same is true for domain propagation.

11.5.3 Global Constraints

Constraint solvers provide a range of global constraints, developed to replace particular
sets of constraints that occur frequently. Global constraints are the subject of Chapter 6.
They allow a single constraint on any number of variables to replace a set of constraints,
and provide a propagation algorithm that typically enforces GAC on the constraint.
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There is sometimes a choice as to what level of consistency will be maintained on the
global constraint. A frequently occurring global constraint is the allDifferent constraint,
and it does provide such a choice. A constraint allDifferent(x1, x2, ..., xn) can either be
treated as if it had been written as n(n− 1)/2 binary 6= constraints on which AC is main-
tained; or bounds consistency (BC) can be maintained on the global constraint; or general-
ized arc consistency (GAC) can be maintained. Maintaining a higher level of consistency
takes more time; on the other hand, if more values can be removed from the domains of the
variables, the search effort will be reduced and this will save time. Whether or not the time
saved outweighs the time spent depends on the problem. In the case of the allDifferent
constraint, experience suggests that if the number of values in the union of the domains of
x1, x2, ..., xn is n or not much greater, maintaining GAC is likely to be worthwhile; but if
the number of values is much greater than n, so that the allDifferent constraint is looser, it
is less likely that domain propagation will remove more values than the 6= constraints, and
so it may not be cost-effective (see for instance [31]).

11.5.4 Extensional Constraints

Some constraint solvers give the user the option to enforce GAC on any constraint. CHIP,
for instance, had the facility to enforce arc consistency on arbitrary constraints defined by
Prolog predicates, and this was used in solving a microcode labelling problem, described in
[47]. ILOG Solver provides a table constraint, in which the set of allowed (or not allowed)
tuples can be explicitly listed. SICStus Prolog similarly has a case constraint that allows
the solutions to the constraint to be specified as a directed acyclic graph.

Cheng and Yap [7] demonstrate the usefulness of the SICStus Prolog case constraint
in Maximum Density Still Life, a problem derived from the Game of Life. The game is
played on a squared board and in the problem considered, each cell of the board is either
alive or dead according to the state of its eight neighbouring cells. The original model has
a Boolean variable for each cell, with the value 1 representing ‘alive’ and 0 representing
‘dead’. The constraint between a variable and the variables representing the neighbouring
cells is complex: the value of the cell is 1 if the sum of the neighbouring variables is exactly
3, or 0 if their sum is< 2 or> 4. The aim is to find a configuration of live and dead cells on
an n×n board that satisfies the constraints and maximizes the number of live cells. Cheng
and Yap use the case constraint to represent the constraint between the cells in a 3 × n
‘super-row’. They use the fact that the variables in the problem are Boolean to construct
a Binary Decision Diagram of the constraint and convert the BDD to a DAG. For a good
ordering of the variables, the size of the resulting BDD increases only linearly with n, so
that maintaining consistency of the case constraint remains efficient.

It can be useful to be able to express even binary constraints extensionally and ensure
that arc consistency is maintained. For instance, in the Black Hole patience game [20], a
pack of playing cards has to be arranged in sequence, in such a way that successive cards
in the sequence have consecutive values, so that for instance a five can only be followed
by a four or a six (of any suit). An ace can be either a high or a low value, and so can
be followed by a two or a king. (There are other conditions on the sequence that are not
relevant here.) The viewpoint used in solving Black Hole games using CP in [20] has a
variable xi for each position i in the sequence, 1 ≤ i ≤ 52; the domain of each variable
is {1, .., 52}, representing the cards, where the values 1 to 13 represent the ace to king of
spades respectively, 14 to 26 represent the ace to king of hearts, and so on. To ensure a
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correct sequence, there must be a binary constraint between xi and xi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 51; for
instance, if xi is assigned the value 15 (representing the two of hearts), the possible values
for xi+1 are 1, 3, 14, 16, 27, 29, 40, 42, representing the aces and threes. The constraint is
expressed extensionally by listing the possible values for xi+1 for each possible value of
xi, using the table constraint in ILOG Solver, which maintains AC on the constraint.

11.5.5 Reified Constraints and Meta-Constraints

A reified constraint associates a 0/1 variable x with a constraint c, so that x takes the value
1 if the constraint c is satisfied and 0 otherwise. More or less equivalently, in terms of
expressivity, a meta-constraint is a constraint over constraints. Fernandez and Hill [11]
discuss representing a self-referential puzzle introduced by Henz [23] in a variety of con-
straint programming languages, using reified constraints and meta-constraints.

More significantly, they can be used to express disjunctions of constraints. For instance,
the condition that constraint c1 or constraint c2 (or both) must be satisfied can be expressed
by associating the constraints with the variables x1 and x2 respectively and adding the
constraint that x1 + x2 ≥ 1.

Van Hentenryck and Deville [48] introduced the cardinality operator to express such
disjunctive conditions; it allows upper and lower bounds to be stated on the number of
constraints in a set that must be satisfied. Of course, it is not sufficient simply to allow
disjunctive conditions to be expressed; changes to the domains of the variables involved
must also be propagated efficiently. The implementation of reified constraints in constraint
logic programming is discussed in Chapter 12.

11.6 Auxiliary Variables

In the last section, different ways of writing constraints on the variables in the chosen
viewpoint were discussed. However, more choices are available, and the potential for
more efficient models, if other variables can be introduced.

Auxiliary variables are variables introduced into a model, either because it is difficult
to express the constraints at all in terms of the existing variables, or to allow the constraints
to be expressed in a form that would propagate better, i.e. lead to more domain reductions.

An early example appears in a paper on the car sequencing problem (problem 1 in
CSPLib) by Dincbas, Simonis and van Hentenryck [9]. A number of cars are to be made
on a production line: each of them may require one or more options which are installed
at different stations on the line. The option stations have lower capacity than the rest of
the production line, e.g. a station may be able to cope with at most one car out of every
two. The cars are to be arranged in a production sequence so that these capacities are not
exceeded.

In [9], the initial viewpoint has variables si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n is the number of
cars to be produced, and therefore the length of the production sequence. The value of si
represents the car to be produced in position i in the sequence, or more precisely the class
of car, since cars requiring the same set of options can be considered as identical.

It is straightforward to express some of the constraints required to model the problem
in this viewpoint, for instance, that the number of variables assigned a specific value is
equal to the number of cars in the corresponding class. However, the option capacities are
difficult to express using these variables alone.
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Dincbas et al. introduce auxiliary Boolean variables oij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such
that oij = 1 iff the car in the ith slot in the sequence requires option j. The constraints
expressing the option capacities are expressed in terms of these variables; suppose that
the capacity of option 1 is one car in every two. Then the capacity of the option can be
enforced using the constraints:

oi,1 + oi+1,1 ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i < n

Constraints are also needed to express the relationship between the auxiliary vari-
ables and the original variables. In this case, this could be done by the constraints oij =
λsi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where the constant λkj = 1 iff car class k requires option j.

Usually, auxiliary variables are not sufficient to define a viewpoint, i.e. it would not be
possible to build a model of the problem using only the auxiliary variables. However, the
auxiliary variables in the car sequencing problem could constitute a viewpoint; every valid
production sequence can be specified as a complete assignment to these variables.

It is sometimes worthwhile to use auxiliary variables as search variables, alongside the
original variables. An example occurs in a network design problem arising from the de-
ployment of synchronous optical networks (SONET) [43]. The network contains a number
of client nodes and a number of SONET rings. A SONET ring joins a number of nodes;
a node is installed on a ring using an add-drop multiplexer (ADM). There are known de-
mands (in terms of numbers of channels) between pairs of nodes; in a simplified version
of the problem, the level of demand is ignored, but if there is a traffic demand between two
nodes, there must be a ring that they are both installed on. Each node can be installed on
more than one ring, and there is a maximum number of nodes that can be installed on each
ring. The objective is to minimise the total number of ADMs required, while satisfying all
the demands.

The viewpoint used in [43] has variables xik, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, where n is the
number of nodes and m is the number of available rings. xik = 1 if node i is assigned to
ring k, 0 otherwise.

A number of auxiliary variables are introduced, representing for instance the number of
rings that each node is on. It was found to be a successful search strategy to assign this last
set of variables first, before assigning the variables xik. In terms of the underlying problem,
although deciding how many rings each node is not sufficient to specify the network, it
greatly simplifies the remaining problem of deciding which rings each node is on.

Note that if the auxiliary variables would constitute a viewpoint in their own right, and
we assign values to these variables as well as the viewpoint variables, the resulting model
might be more appropriately considered as combining two viewpoints, as in section 11.9.

11.7 Implied Constraints

Implied constraints, also called redundant constraints, are constraints which are implied by
the constraints defining the problem. They do not change the set of solutions, and hence
are logically redundant. The aim in adding implied constraints to the CSP is to reduce the
search effort to solve the problem.

A necessary condition for an implied constraint to be useful in reducing search is that it
forbids one or more compound assignments that the existing constraints will allow (given
the level of propagation that will be maintained on the individual constraints during search).
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A compound assignment forbidden by an implied constraint cannot lead to a solution, since
it does not change the set of solutions. Without the implied constraint, such an assignment
may occur during the search, and determining that it cannot be completed may take a very
long time.

Dincbas, Simonis and van Hentenryck [9] used implied constraints in solving the car
sequencing problem described earlier. In section 11.6, the constraints on the variables oij
enforcing the option capacities are given. These constraints only express that fact that the
option capacities cannot be exceeded; there is nothing to prevent a partial sequence of cars
from using a particular option below capacity. However, a certain number of cars requiring
each option have to be fitted into the sequence, so that going below capacity in one part of
the sequence may make it impossible to avoid exceeding the capacity elsewhere. Hence,
there are implied constraints which have not yet been expressed.

For instance, suppose there are 30 cars, and 12 of them require option 1, with capacity
1 car in any 2. Then at least one of the cars in slots 1 to 8 of the production sequence
must require option 1; otherwise 12 of cars 9 to 30 will require option 1, which violates
the capacity constraint. Similarly, cars 1 to 10 must include at least two option 1 cars,
... , and cars 1 to 28 must include at least 11 of the option 1 cars. Dincbas et al. added
implied constraints of this kind for each option and for all sub-sequences starting with slot
1. Without these constraints, partial sequences in which one or more option stations are
under-utilized can be formed, and eventually the search will have to backtrack when it is
found that the sequence cannot be completed without exceeding the option capacity. The
implied constraints prevent wasted search of unsatisfiable subproblems.

11.7.1 Implied Constraints and Search Order

Ensuring that each implied constraint forbids an assignment that would be allowed other-
wise is not sufficient to guarantee that the added constraints will reduce the search effort.
It may be that the assignments forbidden by a proposed implied constraint would never
occur during the search anyway, given the search order. Hence, in backtracking search, the
order in which the variables are assigned can affect whether it will be beneficial to add an
implied constraint or not.

For instance, Borrett & Tsang [5] discuss adding an implied constraint between vari-
ables q and r when binary constraints between p and q and between p and r already exist
in the CSP. The constraint cqr could be derived by composing the constraints cpq and cpr
- effectively, making this triple of variables path consistent. Borrett & Tsang show that
using a simple backtracking algorithm (i.e. one doing no constraint propagation), if the
three variables p, q and r are assigned in that order, the implied constraint cqr will have
no effect on the number of nodes visited. On the other hand, if the CSP already contains
the constraints cpr and cqr, then adding the constraint cpq can reduce the number of nodes
visited, given the same search order.

Similarly, in the car sequencing problem, the usefulness of the implied constraints used
by Dincbas et al. depends on the search order [39]. In the example given earlier, at least
one car in slots i to i+7 of the sequence must require option 1, for any value of i from 1 to
23; hence, as well as the constraint added by Dincbas et al., there are many other equally
valid constraints. Overall, there are potentially very many implied constraints imposing
a lower limit on the number of cars requiring a particular option in any sub-sequence of
length k. However, if the search builds up the sequence of cars consecutively from slot
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1, only the implied constraints on the first k cars affect the search. The other possible
implied constraints would always be consistent, but checking this whenever one of the
variables involved is assigned a value would slow down the search. On the other hand, if
the variables were assigned in a different order, a different set of implied constraints would
be useful.

11.7.2 Implied Constraints v. Global Constraints

Following the work of Dincbas et al. on the car sequencing problem, Régin and Puget
[35] later developed a global constraint specifically for sequence problems, using the car
sequencing problem as a test case. They noted that “our filtering algorithm subsumes all
the implied constraints” used by Dincbas et al. The global constraint makes the effort of
devising and implementing implied constraints redundant, in this case. It may often be true
that implied constraints are only useful because a suitable global constraint does not (yet)
exist. On the other hand, many implied constraints are simple and cheap to propagate,
whereas global constraints are often time-consuming to propagate. Moreover, it is only
worth the effort of implementing a global constraint if it can be used for a significant class
of problems; for a one-off problem, where good implied constraints can be found, the
implied constraints are likely to be more cost-effective.

11.7.3 Implied Constraints from Subproblems

Van Beek and Wilken [46] use implied constraints in finding minimum length instruction
schedules for the object code produced by a compiler. The implied constraints are lower
bounds on the number of steps between a pair of instructions, found by considering sub-
problems; if a consistency check in the subproblem shows that the current lower bound
on the distance between two instructions cannot be achieved, a constraint increasing the
bound can be added. Van Beek and Wilken comment that generating powerful implied con-
straints in this way was the key to being able to solve very large real instruction scheduling
problems. In the SONET problem, described in section 11.6, implied constraints were also
derived (in that case by hand) from considering subproblems; the SONET constraints are
lower bounds on the auxiliary variables that represent the number of times that each node
is installed on a ring. These examples suggest that subproblems might also be a useful
source of tighter variable bounds in other cases.

11.7.4 Finding Implied Constraints

Implied constraints can often be explained as projections of a conjunction of a few of the
problem constraints onto a subset of the variables in the union of their scopes. These con-
straints can be seen as partially enforcing some higher level of consistency in the problem.
Although the search algorithm only enforces consistency on single constraints, there are
forms of consistency that take all the constraints on a subset of the variables and find in-
consistent tuples. Enforcing consistency on subsets of the constraints is computationally
expensive, even if only done before search; if it generated the equivalent of useful implied
constraints, it would likely also generate a much larger number that would not be useful
during the search. Furthermore, consistency enforcing generates sets of forbidden tuples;
these would be presented to the constraint solver as extensional non-binary constraints,
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which are time-consuming to propagate. This does not at present appear a promising route
to generating implied constraints automatically; it is not sufficiently selective, and implied
constraints need to be expressed in form that can propagate efficiently, like other problem
constraints.

Alternatively, adding implied constraints to a CSP is often inspired by a search taking
an unacceptably long time to solve a problem, and discovering on examining the search
tree in detail that assignments that are obviously incorrect are being considered; implied
constraints are generalizations that state explicitly what is incorrect about these assign-
ments and other potential failed assignments of the same kind. On this view, implied
constraints are akin to nogoods (inconsistent compound assignments) that are uncovered
during search. However, individual nogoods have little effect on the search, and if there are
enough of them to be useful, checking them will hinder the constraint solver. An advan-
tage is that they do take account of the search heuristics. Again, automatically generating
implied constraints from nogoods identified during the search would require some means
of expressing the constraints in a form that can propagate efficiently.

Some attempts have been made to generate implied constraints automatically, by look-
ing for logical consequences of the existing constraints. Hnich, Richardson and Flener
[26] classify implied constraints, and discuss automatically generating implied constraints
of each type. Some of the types that they identify have been discussed separately here; for
instance, one of the types is a global constraint (such as an allDifferent constraint) used
to replace a set of constraints (a clique of 6= constraints). Other types require introducing
new variables. However, two of their types fit closely the implied constraints discussed in
this section: variable elimination (using one constraint to eliminate a variable in its scope
from other constraints involving that variable) and constraints over a new scope (using a
set of constraints to derive a new constraint over a subset of the union of their scopes).
Hnich et al. describe using PRESS (PRolog Equation Solving System) to try to derive
implied constraints from linear and nonlinear arithmetic constraints; in their test cases, it
can find some implied constraints of the variable elimination type, and also implied linear
constraints derived from nonlinear constraints, but not the other types.

Frisch, Miguel and Walsh [18] also make some initial steps towards automating the
generation of implied constraints by developing methods (analogous to methods in proof
planning) that can be applied to the set of constraints in a CSP to derive new constraints.
One is the eliminate method, which attempts to eliminate variables or terms from a
non-linear constraint, to give a constraint of lower arity that may propagate better. For
example:
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Neither of these approaches addresses the interaction of the search heuristics and the
implied constraints, but if a class of implied constraints can be identified for a type of prob-
lem, such as the car sequencing problem, it would be possible to identify the constraints
that are useful during search, and discard the rest. Simonis et al. [38] discuss using visual-
ization tools in a constraint solver to assess the value of implied constraints, by examining
the progress of the search in detail. This makes it possible to check that the implied con-
straints work well with the search heuristics or to find out which of the implied constraints
are effective.
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11.8 Reformulations of CSPs

In the last sections, different ways of improving a model were discussed; the changes to
the model keep the same viewpoint but change or add to the constraints, or expand the
viewpoint by adding auxiliary variables. The alternative way to change the model is to
change the viewpoint. This may require literally looking at the problem from a different
perspective and developing some insight into the problem. However, some transformations
from one viewpoint to another are standard or are useful in specific problem classes.

There is an established and continuing body of work on transforming CSPs into sat-
isfiability problems (e.g. [49]). This work will not be discussed here, because its aim is
fundamentally different; rather than developing a model that can be solved more efficiently
as a CSP, using a constraint solver, it aims to solve the underlying problem more efficiently
as a SAT problem, using a SAT solver.

11.8.1 Non-Binary to Binary translations

Early search algorithms for CSPs only dealt with binary constraints; as a result, there are
some standard transformations of a CSP with non-binary constraints into a binary CSP
[1]. The hidden variable transformation adds a new variable hi to the CSP for each non-
binary constraint, ci; the values of hi correspond to tuples of variables in the scope of ci.
The original constraint ci is replaced by binary constraints between hi and the variables in
the scope of ci; each value of hi implies a value for each variable in the scope of ci, and
the binary constraints enforce this correspondence. In the terminology of this chapter, the
hidden variables would be classed as auxiliary variables, rather than a change of viewpoint.

The dual graph translation of a non-binary CSP replaces the original constraints by
new variables, and so produces a new CSP based on a different viewpoint. The dual vari-
able di represents the constraint ci, and its values represent the tuples satisfying ci. There
is a binary constraint between two dual variables di and dj if the scopes of ci and cj have
a non-empty intersection; the binary constraint forbids pairs of values which would assign
different values to any of the shared variables.

Bacchus and van Beek [1] investigate these transformations empirically, using a for-
ward checking algorithm: when applied to the original non-binary model, the algorithm
checks a k-ary constraint whenever all but one variable in its scope has been assigned.
They show that both the hidden variable and dual graph transformation can outperform
the original model; however, given constraint solvers that have better ways of dealing with
many types of non-binary constraint, these transformations have been little used in prac-
tice.

An exception is the use of dual variables to replace 9-ary constraints in the Maximum
Density Still Life problem, described earlier in section 11.5.4. In [42], the 9-ary constraints
between a cell and its eight neighbours are replaced by dual variables, exactly as in the
dual graph transformation. Unlike the dual graph transformation, the original variables
are also kept, although only in order to express the objective, that the number of live cells
should be maximized. The dual variables represent 3 × 3 ‘supercells’; one advantage of
the dual graph translation, as well as replacing the cumbersome 9-ary constraints, is that it
allows the supercells rather than the cells to be the search variables. Hence, the dual graph
translation in this case corresponds to a genuinely different perspective on the problem.
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A similar transformation has been used by Hnich, Prestwich and Selensky [25] in mod-
elling the covering test problem (problem 45 in CSPLib), arising in software testing. The
covering test problem is: for a given tuple (t, k, g, b) find a covering array CA(t, k, g) of
size b or show that none exists. The covering array has k columns and b rows, and in every
subset of t columns every possible t-tuple over the alphabet Zg = {0, 1, 2, ..., g− 1} must
occur in at least one row. A solution for t = 3, k = 5, g = 2, b = 10 is shown in Figure
11.2. Every triple of values from {0, 1}, from (0, 0, 0) to (1, 1, 1), occurs in the first three
columns of the array, and this is true of every other subset of three columns as required.

1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1

Figure 11.2: A covering array CA(3, 5, 2) of size 10.

A natural way to model the problem is to introduce a b× k matrix of integer variables,
xri, for 1 ≤ r ≤ b and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that xri = m if the value in column i and row
r of the array is m. However, it is hard to express the constraints that in every subset of t
columns, every possible t-tuple must occur.

To make these constraints easier to express, Hnich et al. introduced compound vari-
ables, analogous to the variables of the dual graph transformation, to represent every t-
tuple of columns in each row. In the case of a binary alphabet, each compound variable
has domain {0, ..., 2t}. There are still non-binary constraints on these variables: there is
a global cardinality constraint on the compound variables corresponding to a given t-tuple
in each row, to ensure that every value between 0 and 2t − 1 is assigned at least once. In
addition, just as in the dual graph translation, there are binary constraints between the com-
pound variables corresponding to a row that if they have columns in common, in terms of
the original variables, they must agree on the values that they give to their shared variables.

These examples show that the dual variables of the dual graph translation can be prac-
tically useful in rewriting non-binary constraints, even without eliminating the non-binary
constraints completely.

11.8.2 Permutation Problems

A well-studied class of problem with two standard viewpoints is the class of permutation
problems. A CSP is a permutation problem if the union of the domains has the same
number of elements as there are variables and each variable must be assigned a different
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value. Any solution assigns a permutation of the values to the variables. Other constraints
in the problem determine which permutations are acceptable solutions.

Each possible value is assigned to exactly one variable and each variable is assigned
exactly one value. The dual viewpoint was identified by Geelen [19]; it switches the roles
of the variables and values. For example, the usual CSP model of the n-queens problem
in which the variables represent the rows and the values represent the columns is a permu-
tation problem; the dual model has the variables representing the columns and the values
representing the rows. In this instance, the two viewpoints give the same CSP, so that one
is not better than the other. In many permutation problems, however, the constraints are
easier to express and propagate better in one viewpoint than the other. For example, the
problem of finding an n×n magic square, containing the numbers 1 to n2 arranged so that
the sum of every row and column is the same, can be expressed as a permutation problem;
we can either find the number to go in each cell of square, or decide which cell to put
each number in. However, the constraints on the row and column sums are much easier to
express in the first viewpoint than the second.

As described in the next section, rather than choosing one viewpoint or its dual, we
can combine the two; much recent work on permutation problems has investigated this
possibility.

11.8.3 Boolean Models

Another possible viewpoint for a permutation problem has a Boolean variable xij for every
possible variable-value combination (or value-variable combination in the dual viewpoint).
For instance, in the n-queens problem, the variables xij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n correspond to the
squares of the board. The assignment (xij , 1) means that there is a queen on the square in
row i and column j, and (xij , 0) means that there is not.

Similarly, a Boolean viewpoint can be derived from and CSP viewpoint with integer or
set variables. For any assignment (xi, j) in an integer viewpoint, there is a Boolean variable
bij in the Boolean viewpoint; the assignment (bij , 1) corresponds to the assignment (xi, j),
whereas any other assignment to xi corresponds to (bij , 0). For any assignment (Xi, S)
in a viewpoint with set variables, and for any value j ∈ S, the Boolean variable bij is
assigned the value 1.

The variables of the Boolean viewpoint are closely similar to the variables of the direct
encoding of a CSP into SAT [49]. However, the Boolean viewpoint usually gives a less
efficient CSP than the integer or set model. The transformation to a Boolean viewpoint
is described here to emphasize that there is always a choice of models in representing a
problem as a CSP; in practice, it is often more useful to try to convert an initial Boolean
model into one with integer or set variables.

11.8.4 Different Perspectives

So far in this section, the examples of changing viewpoint have involved reformulating an
existing viewpoint. However, for some problems, it may be possible to find a new view-
point by viewing the problem from a different angle; this is potentially valuable, because
the constraints expressed in a radically different viewpoint may express different insights
into the problem and so show different ways of solving it.
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A problem where many different viewpoints have been devised is the ‘open stacks’
problem, set for the first Constraint Modelling Challenge, in connection with the Mod-
elling and Solving Problems with Constraints workshop at IJCAI’05. The submissions to
the Challenge can be found at www.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/˜ipg/challenge. The
problem, as stated for the Challenge, is: “A manufacturer has a number of orders from
customers to satisfy; each order is for a number of different products, and only one product
can be made at a time. Once a customer’s order is started (i.e. the first product in the
order has been made) a stack is created for that customer. When all the products that a
customer requires have been made, the order is sent to the customer, so that the stack is
closed. Because of limited space in the production area, the number of stacks that are in
use simultaneously i.e. the number of customer orders that are in simultaneous production,
should be minimized.”

A wide variety of viewpoints were represented amongst the Challenge entries. Perhaps
the most obvious viewpoint has variables representing positions in the production sequence
and values representing the products; this creates a permutation problem, so that this view-
point also has a dual. One insight into the problem is that although ostensibly requiring a
sequence of the products, it can in fact be solved by sequencing the customers; this gives
a viewpoint where the variables are the positions in a sequence of customers; the value
of the ith variable is the ith customer to have their order completed. Other viewpoints
focus on the stacks: one has variables representing the customers, and the value assigned
to a variable is the stack area that customer will use. Also focussing on the stacks, an-
other viewpoint has a Boolean variable for each pair of customers: the value 0 means that
they share a stack location, and 1 means that they do not. This last viewpoint relates very
directly to the objective, since minimizing the maximum number of open stacks is equiva-
lent to maximizing the number of customers that can share a stack location. Several other
viewpoints also feature in the entries.

Different viewpoints can be used individually as the basis of a model of the problem.
However, a more interesting approach is to combine different viewpoints; this will be
discussed in the next section. When the viewpoints being combined are based on different
insights into the problem, this potentially allows all these insights to contribute to solving
the problem, rather than forcing the modeller to choose just one.

11.9 Combining Viewpoints

If two viewpoints V1 = 〈X1, D1〉, V2 = 〈X2, D2〉 for the same problem have been iden-
tified, a complete model of the problem can be constructed from each viewpoint, say
M1 = 〈X1, D1, C1〉, M2 = 〈X2, D2, C2〉. Hence, the models are mutually redundant.
It can be beneficial to combine the two models rather than to choose between them. The
combined model has variables X1 ∪ X2 and (in the simplest form of combination) con-
straints C1 ∪ C2 ∪ Cc, where Cc is a set of channelling constraints. The channelling
constraints express the relationship between the two sets of variables, X1, X2, in such a
way that assignments in either viewpoint can be translated into assignments in the other.
This idea was introduced by Cheng, Choi, Lee and Wu [6].

The potential advantage of combining viewpoints in this way comes from propagating
the constraints of the two models during the search for a solution. The search variables
can be the variables of one of the viewpoints, say X1 (this is discussed further below). As
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search proceeds, propagating the constraints C1 removes values from the domains of the
variables in X1. The channelling constraints may then allow values to be removed from
the domains of the variables in X2. Propagating these value deletions using the constraints
of the second model, C2, may remove further values from these variables, and again these
removals can be translated back into the first viewpoint by the channelling constraints. The
net result can be that more values are removed within viewpoint V1 than by the constraints
C1 alone, leading to reduced search. Cheng et al. give a detailed account of how the
propagation in a combined model works, using the n-queens problems as a case study.

Law and Lee [29] discuss a process they term model induction; this uses two view-
points, without combining them, and provides an insight into why multiple viewpoints
can be useful. Given two viewpoints 〈X,D〉 and 〈X ′, D′〉, the constraints of the second
viewpoint are translated into constraints in the first viewpoint, using the channelling con-
straints. The new constraints can be merged into the existing constraints with the same
scope in the first viewpoint. Law and Lee showed that this brings new information into the
first viewpoint and can speed up search.

In section 11.8, permutation problems were defined and the dual viewpoint described.
In solving a permutation problem, it is often beneficial to combine the two viewpoints.
In a permutation problem with k variables x1, x2, ..., xk, the domain of each variable is
{1, 2, ..., k}. The dual variables are d1, d2, ..., dk, also with domains {1, 2, ..., k}. The
channelling constraints defining the relationship between the variables of the two view-
points are: (xi = j) ≡ (dj = i), ∀i, j, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. (Note that these can
be more efficiently represented by a global inverse constraint [3] rather than n2 binary
constraints, although the binary constraints give the same propagation.)

Hnich, Smith and Walsh [27] consider both permutation problems and injection prob-
lems (which are similar, but have more values than variables). Several possible combined
models for injection problems are investigated, in some cases using dummy values for the
dual variables, to allow for the values that are not assigned to the original variables.

Cheng et al. [6] also give an example of combining an integer variable viewpoint
with a set variable viewpoint in a nurse rostering problem; the problem can be viewed as
either allocating shifts to nurses or as allocating nurses to shifts. The first viewpoint has
an integer variable nij for each nurse i and day j; its value represents the shift that nurse i
works on day j. The second viewpoint has a set variable Skj for each shift k and day j; its
value represents the set of nurses that work shift k on day j. The channelling constraints
to combine the viewpoints are (nij = k) ≡ (i ∈ Skj).

As well as the inverse constraint already mentioned, a number of other global con-
straints such as the element constraint relate two sets of variables and so can often be
seen as channelling constraints between the variables of two viewpoints. (See Chapter 6,
“Global Constraints”.)

However, although it is not necessary for channelling constraints to be binary, they
must ensure that assignments in one viewpoint can trigger constraint propagation in the
other when only a few variables have been assigned. If constraint propagation via the
channelling constraints can only occur when a complete assignment has been made (i.e.
therefore when a solution has already been found) there is no benefit from the combination.
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11.9.1 Selecting Constraints

It is clearly safe to combine two or more models of a problem into a single combined
model, containing the variables and the constraints of both models, together with the chan-
nelling constraints. The constraints of either model will ensure that the solutions to the CSP
correspond to the solutions to the problem, so that this will also be true of the combined
model.

However, it is often unnecessary to include all the constraints of both models, and the
search will be speeded up if some of the constraints are dropped.

In many cases, a motivation for combining viewpoints is that some of the constraints
are hard to express (and propagate weakly) in one viewpoint and some are hard to express
in the other. The combined model allows the constraints to be expressed in the most con-
venient viewpoint. In this situation, it often happens that the two complete models, one for
each viewpoint, only exist in theory; the only model actually constructed is the combined
model, with a mixture of constraints expressed in each viewpoint.

In the Golomb ruler example, the requirement that the pairwise differences between the
marks on the ruler are all distinct can be expressed in terms of either viewpoint: either as
the 4-ary constraints xj−xi 6= xl−xk or as a single global constraint allDifferent(d12, d13,
..., dm−1,m). These are equally correct in ensuring that the solutions meet the condition;
however, they are not equivalent in terms of propagation. [44] shows empirically that the
allDifferent constraint (or a clique of 6= constraints) gives much better results than the 4-ary
constraints (if GAC is not maintained on the 4-ary constraints).

For permutation problems, where two viewpoints with variables x1, x2, ..., xn and
d1, d2, ..., dn can be combined as described earlier, with the channelling constraints xi =
j) ≡ (dj = i), these channelling constraints are sufficient to ensure that the values assigned
to x1, x2, ..., xk (and so also those assigned to d1, d2, ..., dk) are distinct [27]. Hence, the
constraints xi 6= xj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n or allDifferent(x1, x2, ..., xn), required in the original
model, are no longer needed in the combined model to ensure correct solutions. Main-
taining arc consistency on the binary channelling constraints can prune more values than
binary 6= constraints on these variables, though fewer than GAC on the allDifferent con-
straint. Enforcing AC on a set of binary 6= constraints, representing an allDifferent con-
straint, removes a value from the domain of a variable if that value is the only one value in
the domain of another variable (e.g. because it has been assigned that value). Enforcing AC
on the channelling constraints does the same pruning as the 6= constraints, and in addition
removes all values but one from the domain of a variable (and thereby effectively assigns
the remaining value to the variable) if the remaining value does not appear in the domain
of any other variable in {x1, x2, ..., xk}. Hence, in a combined model of a permutation
problem, binary 6= constraints between the variables of either viewpoint are a waste of
effort; an allDifferent constraint on one set of variables is not needed for correctness but
in some problems may do sufficient additional pruning to give a smaller run-time than the
channelling constraints alone.

[40] introduced the idea of a minimal dual model of a permutation problem: this has
both sets of variables, the constraints (excluding the allDifferent constraint) of only one
model and the channelling constraints. For some permutation problems, the constraints
of one model are strictly stronger than those of the other, so that including both sets of
constraints gives no benefit in terms of reducing search, and incurs an overhead in run-time.
In [40], it is demonstrated empirically that for Langford’s problem (problem 24 in CSPLib),
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the minimal dual model generates the same search as a model using all constraints of both
models, but has a much shorter run-time.

Choi, Lee and Stuckey [8] investigate theoretically when some of the constraints in
one viewpoint are propagation redundant in a model which also has the constraints of
another viewpoint and the channelling constraints. A constraint is propagation redundant
if the propagation that it would cause is subsumed by the propagation resulting from other
constraints in the model. Propagation redundant constraints can clearly be removed from
the model, and should be removed since they only add an unnecessary overhead. (Note
that unlike many other changes to a model, removing propagation redundant constraints
does not depend on the search heuristics.) Choi et al. suggest that their approach can be
automated.

11.9.2 Choice of Search Variables

When combining two (or more) viewpoints of a problem, there is a choice of which set of
variables to use to drive the search. Since each viewpoint could be the basis for a model
of the problem, assigning values to either set of variables would be sufficient to solve the
problem. This is obviously true if the combined model contains all the constraints of both
individual models; the combined model could be treated as either of the original models,
together with some extra baggage. It is still true if the combined model does not contain
all the constraints of both models, provided that every condition defining the solutions to
the underlying problem is expressed as a constraint in one or other viewpoint.

For instance, in Langford’s problem the constraints expressed in one viewpoint propa-
gate better than those in the other, but searching on the variables of the second viewpoint,
in a combined model, leads to solutions with less search effort [27].

Another possibility is to use both sets of variables together as search variables. This
makes most sense if the variables are of the same type and if the variable ordering is
dynamic; the next variable can then be chosen from either set, according to the state of the
search (although one could imagine a static ordering which chose alternately from each
set of variables, say). When a variable from either set is assigned a value, the channelling
constraints ensure that the corresponding dual variable is immediately assigned a value too.
Hence, although the number of search variables may appear to be twice as large as it need
be, only half of them will be specifically assigned during the search. This search strategy,
choosing the variable with smallest domain, has been successfully used with problems that
can be modelled as permutation problems, by Hnich, Smith and Walsh [27].

11.9.3 Multiple Viewpoints

Models in which more than two viewpoints are combined are possible. Given that com-
bining mutually redundant models can lead to additional constraint propagation, Cheng et
al. [6] suggested that “it seems reasonable to combine and implement as many mutually
redundant models as one can dream of.” Dotú, del Val and Cebrián [10] investigated this
empirically in solving instances of the quasigroup completion problem, considered as a
multiple permutation problem. A quasigroup completion instance requires completion of
an n× n Latin square when some entries have already been filled.

The initial model has variables xij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n representing the cell in row i, column
j. The domain of every variable is the set {1, ..., n}. Since the values in every row and in
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every column of the Latin square must form a permutation of the values 1 to n, two other
models that are duals of this are possible: in one the variables rik, 1 ≤ i, k ≤ n represent
the column in which the value k appears in row i; in the other, the variables cjk, 1 ≤ j, k ≤
n represent the row in which the value k appears in column j. There are three sets of
channelling constraints that link each pair of models, for instance (xij = k) ≡ (rik = j).
Dotú et al. found that overall, a model combining three viewpoints linked by three sets of
channelling constraints performed well.

11.10 Symmetry and Modelling

Symmetry in CSPs, and symmetry breaking, is a large topic in its own right and dealt with
in Chapter 10, but some aspects of symmetry and its interaction with modelling are worth
discussing here.

As already mentioned, modelling a problem P as a CSP may introduce symmetry, by
using distinct variables and/or values to represent entities that are indistinguishable in P .

An example is the second viewpoint for the n-queens problem, given earlier, which has
a variable for each queen. This introduces an unnecessary notion of the 1st queen, the 2nd
queen and so on, so that different solutions to the CSP can correspond to exactly the same
layout of the board, but with the queen labelled 1 swapped with the queen labelled 2. Nei-
ther of the other two viewpoints given has this symmetry (although the n-queens problem
has inherent symmetry which does appear in the other viewpoints). This illustrates that
introducing symmetry can sometimes easily be avoided by choosing another viewpoint.

The golfers problem (problem 10 in CSPLib) is another case in which some viewpoints
introduce symmetry. One instance of the problem is stated as: 32 golfers want to play in 8
groups of 4 each week, in such a way that any two golfers play in the same group at most
once. How many weeks can they do this for? The problem can be generalised to different
sizes and numbers of groups. To model the problem of finding a schedule for n weeks,
using integer variables, a possible viewpoint has 0/1 variables xijkl, where xijkl = 1 if
player i is the jth player in the kth group in week l, and 0 otherwise. However, the players
within each group, the groups within each week, the weeks within the schedule and the
players themselves could all be permuted in any solution to give an equivalent solution.

The first symmetry (the players within the group) can be eliminated by using set vari-
ables to represent the groups: the set variable Gkl represents the kth group in week l, and
the value of this variable represents the set of players forming that group. The constraints
on these variables are that:

• the cardinality of each set is 4;

• the sets in any week do not overlap, i.e. for all l, the sets Gkl, k = 1, ..., 8 have an
empty intersection;

• any two sets in different weeks have at most one member in common.

Constraint solvers that support set variables provide cardinality constraints, and con-
straints on the intersection of set variables, to allow such constraints to be expressed. Using
set variables rather than integer variables is a common way to avoid introducing symmetry
in this way: where the order of objects within a group is immaterial, the group can be mod-
elled as a set rather than as a sequence, which would introduce symmetrically equivalent
sequences.
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The model of the car sequencing problem described by Dincbas, Simonis and van
Hentenryck [9], discussed in section 11.6, is also a reformulation to avoid symmetry. The
statement of the problem asks for a sequence of the cars to be produced, so that one obvious
way to model it would be as a permutation problem, in which the variables are the slots
in the sequence and the values are the cars, or v.v. However, two cars requiring the same
options are effectively identical, so that this model would allow symmetrically equivalent
sequences in which identical cars are swapped. Dincbas et al. avoid this by introducing
classes of identical cars. This requires additional constraints to ensure that the correct
number of cars in each class appear in the sequence.

Both ideas can be useful in other contexts, such as staff rostering. Suppose a crew is
required for each shift. Some or all of the crew can often be treated as a set, e.g. if staff
are not allocated specific roles, and the only requirement is that a minimum number must
be provided, they can be represented as a set. If staff with identical skills can be treated as
interchangeable in constructing a roster, it may only be necessary to count how many staff
within each skill-set have been allocated.

In [41], further models of the golfers problem are given which eliminate more of the
symmetry. The first has an integer variable for each pair of players, i1, i2: the value as-
signed to the variable pi1,i2 represents the week in which this pair of players plays together,
with a dummy value in case they never play together. This viewpoint does not distinguish
between the players within a group, or between the groups within a week. To allow the
constraints to be expressed concisely, auxiliary set variables were also introduced, for each
player i and each week l, representing the set of players that player i plays with in week l.

A final model presented in [41] also eliminates the symmetry due to the fact that the
weeks of the schedule are interchangeable, although it only deals with the special cases of
the golfers problem in which every player plays every other player at some point during
the schedule. For each pair of players i1, i2, it has a set variable representing the group of
players that the pair plays with, and another representing the other pairs of players that play
together in the week that i1 and i2 play together. Unfortunately, the model has a very large
number of variables, but it proved better than the earlier models for solving small instances.
Note that it still has some of the original symmetry, due to the interchangeability of the
players. This work does demonstrate that designing models with the intention of reducing
the symmetry can sometimes be successful, although the resulting model may become
rather complex.

11.10.1 Symmetry-Breaking Constraints

When there is symmetry in the chosen model of a problem (either symmetry introduced
in modelling, or inherent in the problem), one possible way to eliminate or reduce it is to
add symmetry-breaking constraints. Devising such constraints is beyond the scope of this
chapter, but it is worth pointing out here that as a side-effect, such constraints often allow
implied constraints to be derived that would not otherwise be possible.

This was observed in the template design problem [33] (problem 2 in CSPLib). The
problem is to design templates for printing large sheets of card with items such as cat-food
boxes. An order quantity is specified for each product, such as different flavours of cat-
food. The overall objective is to minimize the total number of sheets that have to be printed
(and so minimize waste), while fulfilling the order quantities for each product.
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The t templates to be used are numbered in the model, but in practice are interchange-
able; constraints are added to the model to eliminate this symmetry. The variable ri rep-
resents the number of sheets of card to be printed from template i, and the symmetry-
breaking constraints specify that ri ≤ ri+1, for 1 ≤ i < t.

The objective is to minimize p =
∑

i ri, i.e. the total number of sheets of card to
be printed, and the number of templates needed, t, is at most 4 in the instances studied.
Implied constraints can be added, derived from the symmetry-breaking constraints. For
instance, if there are two templates, at most half the sheets are printed from one template
and at least half from the other. Because of the symmetry-breaking constraints, we can
add: if t = 2, r1 ≤ p/2 and r2 ≥ p/2; if t = 3, r1 ≤ p/3; r2 ≤ p/2 and r3 ≥ p/3; and so
on.

Deriving implied constraints from symmetry-breaking constraints has been discussed
in more detail by Frisch, Jefferson and Miguel [15]. They show, for instance, that adding
lexicographic ordering constraints on the rows and columns to reduce the symmetry in CSP
representing the Balanced Incomplete Block Design problem (prob28 in CSPLib) allows
powerful implied constraints and a considerable simplification of the other constraints,
giving for some instances a huge reduction in the time to solve the problem. In many
problems, there are several distinct ways of adding constraints to give the same reduction
in the symmetry; Frisch et al. suggest that in some cases the choice could be guided by
considering the implied constraints that can then be derived.

11.11 Optimization Problems

Tsang [45] defines a Constraint Satisfaction Optimization Problem (CSOP) as follows:
A CSOP 〈X,D,C, f〉 is defined as a CSP 〈X,D,C〉 together with an optimization

function f which maps every solution to a numerical value. The task in a CSOP is to find
the solution T such that the value of f(T ) is either maximized or minimized, depending
on the requirements of the problem.

If P is an optimisation problem, and MO = 〈X,D,C, f〉 is a CSOP that models P ,
then every solution of C can be translated into exactly one solution of P and at least one
optimal solution of P can be derived from a solution to C. (There is no requirement in this
case that every optimal solution to P should be found as a solution of C.)

Typically, a CSOP is solved in a branch-and-bound fashion, adding a constraint when-
ever a solution T is found that the value of the optimization function must be better than
f(T ) in any future solution. This constraint provides an increasingly tight bound and can
prune the search for future solutions; eventually, if it is proved that no solution satisfying
the current bound exists, the last solution found has been proved optimal. The adapta-
tion of the branch-and-bound principle from operational research was described by van
Hentenryck [47].

Often, however, an optimization problem is represented and solved as a CSP or as a
sequence of CSPs. This is especially appropriate when the optimization function measures
some feature of the CSP structure, typically the number of variables. Hnich, Prestwich
and Selensky [25], for instance, describe modelling a problem in software testing in which
the objective is to construct a set of test vectors with specified coverage properties: the
objective is to minimize the number of test vectors required. The CSP has a matrix of
variables to represent the test vectors and hence the optimization function is the number of
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rows in the matrix. A sequence of CSPs is constructed, adding a row to the matrix each
time, and the first CSP in the sequence that has a solution represents an optimal solution to
the problem.

Even when the optimization function can easily be represented by an additional vari-
able within the CSP, the problem may be represented as a CSP rather than a CSOP. For
instance, in [43], the objective in the SONET problem described in 11.6 is represented as
a variable, and assigned first during the search. The values of the objective variable are
assigned in ascending order, and hence the first solution found has the smallest possible
value of the objective variable, i.e. is optimal. For the problem described, this was found
(empirically) to be more efficient than a branch-and-bound approach. However, it would
only be feasible if there were only a few values between the smallest value in the domain
of the objective variable, after initial constraint propagation, and the optimal value.

In an optimization problem, a compound assignment that satisfies the constraints can be
forbidden if it can be shown that for any solution that this assignment would lead to, there
must be another solution that is equally good or better. Dominance rules are constraints that
forbid compound assignments that are dominated in this way; they are similar to implied
constraints, in their effect, but are not logical consequences of the constraints C and do not
necessarily preserve the set of optimal solutions. Prestwich and Beck [32], on the other
hand, consider dominance rules as strongly related to conditional symmetry in satisfaction
problems.

Getoor, Ottosson, Fromherz and Carlson [21] describe a scheduling application (opti-
mal on-line scheduling of photo-copiers and similar machines) in which dominance rules
play an important part. (Note that Getoor et al. use the term redundant constraint.) They
classify the types of dominance rule that they found, including lower and upper bounds on
the schedule length for a job, derived by relaxing some of the constraints to give a simpler
problem.

Useful dominance rules can often be very simple and obvious. This can also be true
of implied constraints, but in satisfaction problems, the search heuristics tend to guide the
search away from obviously wrong compound assignments; in optimization problems, the
search at some point has to prove that there is no solution, unless there is a good bound
on the objective that makes the proof trivial. In proving that a problem has no solution by
exhaustive search, every possibility allowed by the constraints has to be explored.

For instance, in the SONET problem, described earlier [43], it is obviously suboptimal
to have a SONET ring with only one node on it, since installing a node on a ring contributes
to the cost, but the only reason to install a node on a ring is to allow it to communicate
with another node on that ring. A constraint that every ring must have at least two nodes
on it, and that there must be traffic between them, rules out these solutions and makes a
significant difference to the search.

Optimization problems arising in scheduling, and the importance of propagating the
value of the objective to prune the search, are discussed in Chapter 22.

11.12 Supporting Modelling and Reformulation

As will be clear from this chapter, there can often be many different ways to model a prob-
lem. Ideally, an automatic modelling system should generate the best model; but given the
interaction between the model, the search algorithm and the search heuristics, there is not
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likely to be a single best model. We could envisage a system that generates a number of
different models of a problem, and can advise that one is better than another under certain
circumstances. Flener, Pearson and Ågren [13] describe a system that refines a specifica-
tion to a model that uses matrices of Boolean variables. Systems that generate alternative
models from a specification of the problem are described by Hnich [24], and in two related
papers by Frisch, Hnich, Miguel, Smith & Walsh [16] and Frisch, Jefferson, Martinez
Hernandez and Miguel [17]. The system described in the last papers can generate models
with multiple viewpoints, linked by channelling constraints. [17] presents empirical results
based on a number of problems, comparing the models produced with those described in
the literature. For instance, the system generated 27 models of the SONET problem, de-
scribed earlier; even so, this did not include all of those described in [43]. Comparing the
models generated, other than empirically, is still a gap.

A completely different route to formalizing modelling is by identifying common pat-
terns that can be transferred from one problem to another. Flener et al. [12] advocated
a need to “identify, formalise and document these patterns of formulation and solution”.
Walsh [50] relates the idea to design patterns in architecture and software engineering. This
seems the most effective support available for modellers at present; for instance, since the
paper by Cheng et al. [6], the use of multiple viewpoints linked by channelling constraints
has become commonplace, and dual viewpoints of permutation problems in particular have
been thoroughly studied and understood.

Although there is some progress towards identifying a range of possible ways of mod-
elling a problem, there is less progress towards identifying good models, except by trying
them empirically. In the early days of constraint programming, models were sometimes
compared by estimating the sizes of their search spaces, i.e. the product of the domain
sizes. This could be a good indication of the search effort if the search algorithm simply
did generate and test, but it is too simplistic for any more sophisticated search algorithm.
Since the choice of model interacts with the choices of search algorithm and search heuris-
tics, models can only be compared in the context of the other choices. Simonis et al. [38]
describe the use of visualization tools to examine the progress of the search in detail and
to compare the performance of different models; in principle, such tools can also be used
to identify inefficiencies in the search and to guide further improvements to the model.

Some modelling advice has been devised; for instance, Simonis [37] gives ‘30 Golden
Rules’ for modelling. There are a few specific guidelines in the CP folk-lore, e.g. “Avoid
Boolean models”, and more generally, “Reduce the number of variables” or “Reduce the
number of constraints”. These guidelines are worth discussing, because although they have
a grain of truth, they should not be taken too literally:

• Reduce the number of variables. Clearly, reducing the number of variables conflicts
with using multiple viewpoints and/or auxiliary variables, which have been demon-
strated to be a good approach to modelling. Furthermore, increasing the number of
search variables, by assigning values to the extra variables, can reduce search. Even
so, it is likely that a model which requires fewer variable assignments to describe the
solutions to the problem will be a better model; hence, an integer model is likely to
be better than a Boolean model of the same problem. However, this is only true if
the variables chosen allow the constraints to be expressed in a way that propagates
well; it would be easy, for instance, to artificially reduce the number of variables by
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making a single variable in the new model stand for a pair of variables in the old
model, but in general, this will not result in a better model.

• Reduce the number of constraints. Again, this conflicts with introducing implied
constraints, if taken literally. However, rewriting a set of constraints in a more
compact form is likely to be beneficial, if the resulting constraints can propagate
efficiently; this covers, for instance, combining constraints with the same scope or
using a global constraints to replace a set of constraints. As before, however, simply
conjoining constraints for the sake of reducing their number will not result in a better
model if the new constraints cannot propagate efficiently.

One could equally well reverse this advice, to say “Add more variables and constraints”.
New variables (whether auxiliary variables or a complete new viewpoint), and constraints
on these variables, that make explicit knowledge of the underlying problem that was not
hitherto expressed, can allow the problem to be solved more easily.

However, with any changes to the model, whether the changes are adding variables and
constraints or removing them, one caveat should be borne in mind: changes to the model
that reduce search may not always reduce run-time. It may be necessary to test a model
empirically in order to see whether a proposed change will in fact lead to solutions being
found more quickly.

Bearing in mind this caveat (and also the interaction between the model, the search
algorithm and the search heuristics), the best advice at present seems to be to aim for a rich
model, using multiple viewpoints, auxiliary variables and implied constraints, incorporat-
ing as much insight into the problem as possible. The more we understand the problem
and build that understanding into the model, the better we will be able to solve it.
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Chapter 12

Constraint Logic Programming

Kim Marriott, Peter J. Stuckey, Mark Wallace

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is the merger of two declarative paradigms: con-
straint solving and logic programming. As both constraint solving and logic programs are
based on mathematical relations the merger is natural and convenient. CLP encourages
experimentation and fast algorithm development by narrowing the gap between the logic
and the solving algorithms. This is because CLP can express both conceptual and design
models and, even more importantly, CLP can also express mappings from conceptual to
design models. By a conceptual model of a problem, we mean its precise formulation in
logic, and by the design model of the problem we mean its algorithmic formulation, which
maps to a sequence of steps for solving it. A single problem may have many different
conceptual models, and many different design models.

The first important characteristic of constraint logic programs is that they allow suc-
cinct, natural conceptual modeling of satisfaction and optimization problems.

Example 12.1. For example, the cryptarithmetic problem

SEND + MORE = MONEY

where each letter represents a different digit, is naturally conceptually modeled by the
following CLP program: (we will use the concrete syntax of ECLiPSe [20] throughout this
chapter)

smm(S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y) :-

[S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y] :: 0..9,

1000 * S + 100 * E + 10 * N + D

+ 1000 * M + 100 * O + 10 * R + E

#= 10000 * M + 1000 * O + 100 * N + 10 * E + Y,

M #>= 1, S #>= 1,

alldifferent([S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y]).

The first line initiates a rule to define a new predicate (or user-defined constraint) smm
which has the variables of the problem as arguments. The remainder of the rule defines

c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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smm in terms of other constraints. The second line defines that each variable is an integer
in the range 0 to 9 (i.e. they are digits), the third to fifth constrains them to satisfy the
cryptarithmetic constraint, the sixth line constrains both M and S to be non-zero, and the
seventh uses a global constraint alldifferent to ensure that all the digits are different.

This example demonstrates the ability to define application specific constraints and
the use of data structures such as lists. As we shall see in Section 12.3, CLP languages
are much more expressive than most other approaches for defining constraint problems,
in particular the standard framework of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) or math-
ematical modeling languages such as GAMS or OPL. They allow local variables and re-
cursive definitions that together allow one to express problems with an unbounded number
of variables. They can also represent solutions without necessarily fixing all variables.
This enables CP languages to support interactive problem solving. For example the user
can control search, by posting search decisions one at a time, and observing the resulting
partial solution calculated by the CLP program, before deciding what to do next.

The second characteristic of CLP languages is that they allow the programmer to define
search strategies for solving their model. This is a core component of the design model.
This is possible because CLP languages inherit backtracking search from logic program-
ming. When combined with reflection predicates that provide information about the current
solver state, this allows the programmer to specify sophisticated, efficient, problem specific
search strategies.

Example 12.2. The most basic search procedure in a CLP system is called “labeling” and
can be defined by the following two rules:

labeling([]).

labeling([V|Rest]) :-

indomain(V),

labeling(Rest).

This recurses through a list of variables and uses the predicate indomain(V) to non-
deterministically set each variable V to each of its possible values in turn.

We can solve the original cryptarithmetic problem by combining this search predicate
with the model above in the goal

smm(S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y), labeling([S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y]).

This gives a design model for the problem assuming the existence of an underlying finite
domain constraint solver. When this goal is evaluated by the CLP system it will return the
answer S = 9, E = 5, N = 6, D = 7,M = 1, O = 0, R = 8, Y = 2. We explore
programmer-defined search further in Section 12.5,

The third characteristic of modern CLP languages, such as ECLiPSe [20] or SICStus
Prolog [99], is that they allow the programmer to (at least partially) define how the un-
derlying constraint solver processes the constraints. This of course is the core part of the
design model. A variety of mechanisms have been utilized including disjunction, reifica-
tion, indexicals, constraint handling rules and generalized propagation. We shall discuss
this more in Section 12.4, also see Chapter 14 “Finite Domain Constraint Programming
Systems”.
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Finally, a fourth characteristic of constraint logic programming is that the CLP paradigm
is generic in the choice of the primitive constraints and constraint solving technology. Our
example above uses bounded integer constraints: one CLP system might use propagation-
based methods to solve these, while another might use a mixed integer programming (MIP)
solver, while a third might use local search techniques. Another CLP system might not pro-
vide bounded integer constraints, but instead provide linear constraints over the reals and
use simplex or interior point solving techniques. The key to this genericity is the CLP
Schema [50, 55]. This provides a common operational and declarative semantics for all
CLP languages, regardless of the constraints. We shall detail the semantic foundation of
CLP languages in Section 12.2.

As well as covering semantic foundations (Section 12.2), conceptual modeling (Sec-
tion 12.3), design modeling (Section 12.4), and search (Section 12.5), we provide a brief
history of CLP in Section 12.1, discuss its impact on other research fields in Section 12.6
before concluding with our thoughts on the future of CLP and important directions for
future research.

12.1 History of CLP

12.1.1 The Origins of CLP

The core ideas behind constraint logic programming were developed by three largely inde-
pendent research teams: that of Colmeraur in Marseilles; that of Jaffar and Lassez in Mel-
bourne (Australia) (then IBM T.J. Watson Research Center at Yorktown Heights); and the
CHIP team led by Dincbas at the European Computer-Industry Research Center (ECRC)
in Munich.

Constraint logic programming emerged as a generalization of logic programming. In
the CLP view of logic programming, standard logic programming languages such as Prolog
provide a single kind of constraint, syntactic equality solved with unification. However,
syntactic equality is quite restrictive and a major thrust of logic programming research in
the early 1980s was devoted to developing and formalizing equational logic programming
languages in which unification was generalized to handle different kinds of equality. One
of the aims of this research was to combine the logic and functional paradigms. See for
example the collection of papers in [32].

Another major thrust was the development of languages in which Prolog’s fixed left-
to-right literal selection strategy was generalized to allow goals to be delayed until their
arguments were sufficiently instantiated, thus allowing more flexible dynamic evaluation.
The limitations of a fixed literal selection strategy were recognized early in the develop-
ment of logic programming languages. Absys1 [38] a precursor to Prolog provided dy-
namic scheduling as did the logic programming languages IC-Prolog [23], Prolog-II [25]
and MU-Prolog [73]. Thus, for example, in MU-Prolog wait declarations can be used
to specify that evaluation of a particular predicate must “wait” until its arguments are
non-variable. Based on this, MU-Prolog provided syntactic disequations and arithmetic
predicates that provide simple constraint solving using local propagation techniques.

The CLP paradigm, in which arbitrary constraints are allowed, was the natural conse-
quence of these two research directions. The actual term Constraint Logic Programming
was coined by Jaffar and Lassez [50] in 1986(7) and they gave a schema and semantics
for the CLP class of languages. This was an extension of their work on semantic schema
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for equational logic programs [53] and semantics for disequations [52]. With others, they
developed the language CLP(R) [54] a language extending Prolog by providing arithmetic
constraints. This used an incremental Simplex algorithm for solving linear constraints
and delayed evaluation of non-linear arithmetic constraints until they became linear or
sufficiently ground. The utility of CLP (R) was demonstrated by using it for financial
modeling and for a variety of engineering applications.

Colmeraur and his team developed Prolog II [27] in the early 1980s and then Pro-
log III [26] in the late 1980s. Prolog II provided equations and disequations over ratio-
nal trees and was the first logic programming language explicitly described as using con-
straints. It also provided “freeze” the first kind of dynamic scheduling. Prolog III was a
true CLP language extending Prolog II by providing constraints over the Booleans, linear
arithmetic over the rational numbers, and constraints over lists (sequences). It was used for
applications such as chemical reasoning.

The team at ECRC (notably Dincbas, van Hentenryck and Simonis) developed CHIP
[34] in the period 1985-1988. It was developed for solving combinatorial optimization
problems for industry by marrying Prolog’s backtracking search with consistency tech-
niques from artificial intelligence research. It was the first CLP language to explicitly
provide finite domain constraints. It provided a limited form of dynamic scheduling by
way of demons. Showcase applications included circuit diagnosis, scheduling and cutting
stock problems.

Although constraint logic programming originated in logic programming related ideas
also arose in the artificial intelligence and operations research communities. Sutherland’s
SKETCHPAD [107] was one of the first computer systems to employ constraints. Other
notable precursors to CLP include research at MIT into languages and systems for con-
straint solving, for example the language CONSTRAINTS [106]. This research was moti-
vated by electrical circuit analysis and design. Steele [106] was probably the first to point
out the conceptual similarity between constraint solving and logic programming. Other
precursors are languages and systems such as REF-ARF [37] and ALICE [62] designed
to solve CSP style problems. ALICE allows models to be written using abstract functions
which may be injective, bijective, etc. Constraint solving is handled by consistency meth-
ods as well as by reasoning about abstract functions. Mathematical modeling languages
such as AMPL [7] and symbolic algebra manipulation packages such as MATLAB [69]
also share some similarities with CLP languages allowing one the specify problems in a
high level mathematical way and solve them (using an external solver in the case of mod-
eling languages; and using algebraic and numerical solving approaches supported by the
algebra packages). Precursors to CLP are discussed more fully in [51]

12.1.2 Subsequent CLP Research Directions

The CLP Schema provided a generic way of building new programming languages: simply
take a class of constraints and some solver for these constraints and pop these into a rule-
based language. It was a simple, appealing recipe and in the first few years of CLP research
there was an explosion in the number of CLP languages.

The languages LOGIN [5] and LIFE [4] provided equality over feature trees and closely
related structures. The languages clp(FD) (later GNU-Prolog [43]), Echidna [100] and
Flang provided finite domain constraints. BNR-Prolog [78] provides Boolean constraints,
finite domain constraints and real interval arithmetic, Trilogy [119] provided strings, inte-
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ger and real arithmetic constraints. CAL [3] and RISC-CLP [46] provided more powerful
constraint solving over non-linear arithmetic constraints.

One of the most important directions in CLP research has been to move away from the
original “black box” view of the underlying constraint solver of the first CLP languages,
where the solver simply answered satisfiability questions, to languages and systems which
provide the programmer with a “glass box” view of the underlying constraint solving in
which the programmer can extend, combine and even write new solvers [118].

A recent direction in CLP research has been the investigation of hybrid-constraint solv-
ing techniques which combine propagator-based solving techniques with linear program-
ming and MIP solving techniques and with local search techniques [90, 121]. Such ap-
proaches have proven to be extremely useful in solving industrial applications [89, 123,
28, 81]. The CLP language ECLiPSe [20] was expressly designed to support the devel-
opment of such hybrid constraint solving techniques. It has demonstrated that constraint
logic programming provides a good basis for programming and experimenting with differ-
ent constraint solving techniques.

12.2 Semantics of Constraint Logic Programs

CLP languages extend logic-based programming languages by allowing constraints with
a pre-defined interpretation. The key insight of Jaffar and Lassez’s CLP Scheme is that
for these languages, the operational semantics, declarative semantics and the relationship
between these can be parameterized by a choice of constraints, solver and an algebraic and
logical semantics for the constraints. Our presentation of the main results follows:

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of first-order logic. See for exam-
ple [98, 35].

We let ∃WF denote the logical formula ∃V1∃V2 · · · ∃VnF where variable set W =
{V1, . . . , Vn}, and we let ∃̄WF denote the restriction of the logical formula F to the vari-
ables in W . That is, ∃̄WF is ∃vars(F )\WF , where the function vars takes a syntactic
object and returns the set of free variables occurring in it. We let ∃̃F denote the existential
closure of F and ∀̃F denote the universal closure of F .

A renaming is a bijective mapping between variables. We naturally extend renamings
to mappings between logical formulas, rules, and constraints. Syntactic objects s and s′

are said to be variants if there is a renaming ρ such that ρ(s) = s′.
The CLP scheme defines a class of languages, CLP (C), which are parametric in the

choice of constraint domain C. The constraint domain C is a pre-interpretation defining
the “built-in” primitive constraints and functions, and their interpretation. It contains the
following components:

• The constraint domain signature, ΣC , which defines a set of function and predicate
symbols and associates an arity with each symbol. This implicitly defines the terms
of the constraint language, built from function symbols and variables, and the primi-
tive constraints which are the atoms defined by ΣC , i.e. predicates symbol with term
arguments.

• The domain of computation, DC , which is the intended interpretation of the con-
straints. It consists of a set D and a mapping from the symbols in ΣC to relations
and functions over D which respects the arities of the symbols.
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• The constraint theory TC , which is a possibly infinite set of formulae that describe
the logical semantics of the constraints ΣC .

• A solver, solvC , which maps each conjunction of primitive constraints to one of
true , false or unknown , indicating that the solver can determine the conjunction is
satisfiable, unsatisfiable or it cannot tell.

The solver provides an operational semantics for the constraints, while the domain
of computation provides an algebraic interpretation and the constraint theory provides a
logical interpretation.

We assume that:

• The binary predicate symbol “=” is in ΣC , that = is interpreted as identity in DC
and that TC contains the standard equality axioms for =.

• The solver does not take variable names into account, that is, for all renamings ρ,
solvC(c) = solvC(ρ(c)).

• The domain of computation, solver and constraint theory agree in the sense that
DC is a model of TC , and for any primitive constraint c, if solvC(c) = false then
TC |= ¬∃̃c, and if solvC(c) = true then TC |= ∃̃c.

The example constraint domain we saw in the cryptarithmetic problem (Example 12.1)
consists of equality = over the uninterpreted functors (Herbrand terms) e.g. constructors
for lists: [ ] (the empty list) and [·|·] (cons), and bounded integer constraints constructed
from the usual integer constants e.g. 0, -1, 15, 167, . . . , integer functions +, −, ∗, and
integer comparison relations #=, #>=, #>, #<, #<= and the constraint :: restricting a list
of integer variables to a particular set of integers. The solver is incomplete (that is it some-
times returns unknown), and uses unification to solve equalities over the uninterpreted
functors and propagation methods to solve the integer constraints.

12.2.1 Syntax of Constraint Logic Programs

Constraint logic programs are statements in logic (more precisely definite clauses) which
extend a constraint domain by defining new constraints in terms of the primitive con-
straints. Constraint logic programs over the domain C are termed CLP (C) programs.

A constraint logic program (CLP), or program, is a finite set of rules. A rule is of the
form H :- B where H , the head, is an atom and B, the body, is a finite, non-empty
sequence of literals. We let � denote the empty sequence. We shall write rules of the form
H :- � simply as H . A literal is either an atom or a primitive constraint. An atom has
the form p(t1, ..., tn) where p is a user-defined predicate symbol and the ti are terms from
the constraint domain. For simplicity we assume that predicate symbols have a unique
arity.

We use the standard CLP convention that variables start with upper case letters, while
predicates and functions begin with lower case letters.

Example 12.3. The following simple CLP program defines the relation max(x, y, z) ↔
z = max{x, y}.
max(X,Y,Z) :- X #>= Y, Z #= X. %% M1

max(X,Y,Z) :- Y #>= X, Z #= Y. %% M2
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Both the atom max(X,Y,Z) and the primitive constraint X #>= Y are literals. There
are two rules with head max(X,Y,Z). The body of the first rule is X #>= Y, Z #= X

The rules have names M1 and M2 given as comments which we shall use later.

The CLP schema provides an operational, algebraic and logical semantics for the user-
defined constraints in a CLP program which extends that of the underlying constraint do-
main.

12.2.2 Operational Semantics

The operational semantics allows us to compute with the predicates defined by the pro-
gram. In essence the operational semantics defines a way of repeatedly unfolding the user-
defined constraints in a goal (or conjunction of literals) until a conjunction of primitive
constraints is reached.

The definition of a user-defined predicate p in program P , defnP (p), is the set of vari-
ants of rules in P such that the head of each rule has form p(s1, ..., sn). To side step
renaming issues, we assume that each time defnP is called it returns variants with distinct
new variables.

The operational semantics is given in terms of the “derivations” from goals. Derivations
are sequences of reductions between “states”, where a state is a tuple 〈G c〉which contains
the current literal sequence or “goal” G and the current constraint store c (a conjunction of
primitive constraints). At each reduction step, the leftmost literal in the goal is rewritten as
follows. If the literal is a primitive constraint, and it is consistent with the current constraint
store, then it is added to it. If it is inconsistent then the derivation “fails”. If the literal is an
atom, it is reduced using one of the rules in its definition.

A state 〈L1, L2, ..., Lm c〉 can be reduced as follows:

1. If L1 is a primitive constraint and solv(c ∧ L1) 6= false , it is reduced to

〈L2, ..., Lm c ∧ L1〉

.

2. If L1 is a primitive constraint and solv(c ∧ L1) = false , it is reduced to 〈� false〉.

3. If L1 is an atom, then it is reduced to

〈s1 = t1, ..., sn = tn, B, L2, ..., Lm c〉

for some (A :- B) ∈ defnP (p) where L1 is of form p(s1, ..., sn) and A is of form
p(t1, ..., tn).

4. If L1 is an atom and defnP (p) = ∅, it is reduced to 〈� false〉 where L1 is of form
p(s1, ..., sn).

A derivation from a goal G in a program P is a sequence of states S0 ⇒ S1 ⇒ · · · ⇒
Sn where S0 is 〈G true〉 and there is a reduction from each Si−1 to Si, using rules in P .
The length of a derivation of the form S0 ⇒ S1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Sn is n. A derivation from G
is finished if the last goal cannot be reduced. The last state in a finished derivation from
G must have the form 〈� c〉. If c is false the derivation is said to be failed. Otherwise
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the derivation is successful. The answers of a goal G for program P are the constraints
∃̄vars(G)c where there is a successful derivation from G to final state with constraint c.

In many implementations of CLP languages the answer is simplified into a logically
equivalent constraint, perhaps by removing existentially quantified variables, before being
shown to the user.

Example 12.4. Consider the execution of the goal max(A,B,C), B #= 2 with the
CLP program from Example 12.3. One successful derivation is:

〈max(A,B,C), B #= 2 true〉
⇓M1

〈A = X, B = Y, C = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X, B #= 2 true〉
⇓

〈B = Y, C = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X, B #= 2 A = X〉
⇓

〈C = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X, B #= 2 A = X ∧B = Y 〉
⇓

〈X #>= Y, Z #= X, B #= 2 A = X ∧B = Y ∧ C = Z〉
⇓

〈Z #= X, B #= 2 A = X ∧B = Y ∧ C = Z ∧X ≥ Y 〉
⇓

〈B #= 2 A = X ∧B = Y ∧ C = Z ∧X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X〉
⇓

〈� A = X ∧B = Y ∧ C = Z ∧X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X ∧B = 2〉

The corresponding answer projected on to the original variables A, B, and C is A ≥
2 ∧B = 2 ∧ C = A.

Apart from returning answers to a goal, execution of a constraint logic program may
also return the special answer no indicating that the goal has “failed” in the sense that all
derivations of the goal are failed.

Definition 12.5. If a state or goal G has a finite set of derivations all of which are failed,
G is said to finitely fail.

Example 12.6. There are two possible derivations for the goal A #= 1, max(A,2,1)
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with the CLP program from Example 12.3. The first is :

〈A #= 1, max(1,2,1) true〉
⇓

〈max(A,2,1) A = 1〉
⇓M1

〈A = X, 2 = Y, 1 = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X A = 1〉
⇓

〈2 = Y, 1 = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X A = 1 ∧A = X〉
⇓

〈1 = Z, X #>= Y, Z #= X A = 1 ∧A = X ∧ 2 = Y 〉
⇓

〈X #>= Y, Z #= X A = 1 ∧A = X ∧ 2 = Y ∧ 1 = Z〉
⇓

〈� false〉

The second is:

〈A #= 1, max(1,2,1) true〉
⇓

〈max(A,2,1) A = 1〉
⇓M2

〈A = X, 2 = Y, 1 = Z, Y #>= X, Z #= Y A = 1〉
⇓

〈2 = Y, 1 = Z, Y #>= X, Z #= Y A = 1 ∧A = X〉
⇓

〈1 = Z, Y #>= X, Z #= Y A = 1 ∧A = X ∧ 2 = Y 〉
⇓

〈Y #>= X, Z #= Y A = 1 ∧A = X ∧ 2 = Y ∧ 1 = Z〉
⇓

〈Z #= Y A = 1 ∧A = X ∧ 2 = Y ∧ 1 = Z ∧ Y ≥ X〉
⇓

〈� false〉

Hence the goal is finitely failed.

Examining the operational semantics defined above, it is clear that the only use of
the solver is to determine whether the constraint c ∧ L1 is unsatisfiable where L1 is a
new primitive constraint and the constraint solver has just previously determined that the
current constraint store c is not unsatisfiable. For this reason a significant component of
CLP system research has been the design of incremental constraint solving algorithms
specialised to answer this kind of problem. We return to this topic in Section 12.4.1.
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It is important to recognize that, because the solver can be incomplete, a successful
derivation may give an answer which is unsatisfiable since the solver may not be powerful
enough to recognize that the constraint is unsatisfiable. When dealing with incomplete
solvers it is useful to identify a class of goals for which the solver in known to be complete.
We say a solver is complete for a set of constraints if it returns either true or false . We say
a CLP program is solver complete for a goal G if the solver is complete for all answers to
G. Typically constraint logic programs are written so that they are solver complete for the
goals of interest.

For finite domain solvers, there is no guarantee that inconsistencies will be detected
until all the variables in a constraints are fixed, that is, explicitly constrained to take a
single value. However there is a guarantee in this case: the solver will fail if the ground
constraint is inconsistent and succeed otherwise, corresponding to the answers false and
true respectively. This is the reason for using the labeling predicate with the program from
Example 12.1 since this assigns a value to all variables in the problem.

For a simplex based linear inequality solver which handles non-linear constraints by
delaying them until enough variables are fixed for them to become linear (such as that
used in CLP(R) [54]), the solver is complete as long as no delayed non-linear constraints
remain.

12.2.3 The Semantics of Success

In this section we give an algebraic and a simple logical semantics for the answers to a
CLP program and show that these semantics accord with the operational semantics (and
each other).

Simple logical semantics

We can view each rule in a CLP program, say

A :- L1, . . . , Ln

as representing the implication

∀̃(A← L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln)
and the program is understood to represent the conjunction of its rules.

Example 12.7. For example, the max program represents

(∀X∀Y ∀Z.max(X,Y, Z)← (X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X)) ∧
(∀X∀Y ∀Z.max(X,Y, Z)← (Y ≥ X ∧ Z = Y ))

Note that from this formula we can infer that max(1, 2, 2) holds, but we cannot infer
negative consequences such as ¬max(1, 2, 1).

The logical semantics of a CLP (C) program P is the theory obtained by adding the
rules of P to the constraint theory of the constraint domain C.

We can show that the operational semantics is sound and complete with respect to the
logical semantics where soundness means that the answers are logical consequences of
the information in the program and completeness means that the answers returned by the
operational semantics “cover” all of the constraints which imply the goal.
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Theorem 12.8. (Logical Soundness of Success) Let TC be the constraint theory for con-
straint domain C and P be a CLP (C) program. If goal G has answer c, then

P, TC |= ∃̄vars(G)c→ G.

Theorem 12.9. (Logical Completeness of Success) Let TC be the constraint theory for
constraint domain C and P be a CLP (C) program. Let G be a goal and c a constraint. If
P, TC |= c→ G then G has answers c1, . . . , cn such that

TC |= c→ (∃̄vars(G)c1 ∨ . . . ∨ ∃̄vars(G)cn).

Algebraic semantics

We now turn our attention to the algebraic semantics. Such a semantics requires us to find
a model for the program which is the “intended” interpretation of the program. Clearly,
the intended interpretation of a CLP program should not change the interpretation of the
primitive constraints or function symbols: All it should do is to extend this intended inter-
pretation by providing an interpretation for each user-defined predicate symbol in P .

Definition 12.10. A C-interpretation for a CLP (C) program P is an interpretation which
agrees with the constraint interpretation DC on the interpretation of the symbols in C.

Definition 12.11. A C-model of a CLP (C) program P is a C-interpretation which is a
model of P .

Since the meaning of the primitive constraints is fixed by C we can identify each C-
interpretation with the subset of the C-base of P , written C-baseP , which it makes true
where C-baseP is the set

{p(d1, . . . , dn) | p is an n-ary user-defined predicate in P and
each di is a domain element of DC

}.

Every program has a least C-model, denoted lm(P, C) which is usually regarded as
the intended interpretation of the program since it is the most conservative C-model. This
result is analogous to that for logic programs in which the algebraic semantics of a logic
program is given by its least Herbrand model. The proof of existence of the least model is
almost identical to that for logic programs,

Theorem 12.12. (Algebraic Soundness of Success) Let P be a CLP (C) program. If goal
G has answer c, then lm(P, C) |= ∃̄Gc→ G.

Soundness of the algebraic semantics ensures that the operational semantics only re-
turns solutions which are solutions to the goal. However, we would also like to be sure that
the operational semantics is complete in the sense that the answers “cover” all solutions to
the goal.

Theorem 12.13. (Algebraic Completeness of Success)

Let P be a CLP (C) program and G be a goal. If for valuation θ

lm(P, C) |=θ G.

then G has an answer c such that DC |=θ ∃̄vars(G)c.
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12.2.4 Fixpoint Semantics

The standard proof for algebraic completeness of success relies on a fixpoint semantics to
bridge the gap between the algebraic and the operational semantics. This semantics is also
of independent interest so we will introduce it. For a more detailed treatment the reader is
referred to [55].

The fixpoint semantics is based on the “immediate consequence operator” which maps
the set of “facts” in a C-interpretation to the set of facts which are implied by the rules in
the program. In a sense, the function captures the Modus Ponens rule of inference. This
semantics generalizes the TP semantics for logic programs. The TTermP operator is due to
van Emden and Kowalski [108] (who called it T ). Apt and van Emden [10] later used the
name TP which has become standard.

Definition 12.14. Let P be a CLP (C) program. The immediate consequence function for
P is the function T C

P . Let I be a C-interpretation, and let σ range over valuations for C.
Then T C

P (I) is defined as

{σ(A) | A :- L1, . . . , Ln is a rule in P for which I |=σ L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ln}

This is quite a compact definition. It is best understood by noting that

I |=σ L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln

iff for each literal Li either Li is a primitive constraint and C |=σ Li or Li is a user-defined
predicate, say p(t1, ..., tm), and p(σ(t1), ..., σ(tm)) ∈ I .

Since T C
P is monotonic on the complete lattice C-baseP it has a least and greatest fix-

point which we denote by lfp(T C
P ) and gfp(T C

P ), respectively.
The key result relating the algebraic semantics and the fixpoint semantics is that the

least model of a program P is the least fixpoint of T C
P .

Theorem 12.15. Let P be a CLP (C) program. lm(P, C) = lfp(T C
P ).

12.2.5 Semantics for Finite Failure

We have seen that in the operational semantics for CLP programs, goals can also finitely
fail. Intuitively, we would like a logical semantics such that if goal G finitely fails, then
¬G is a consequence of the semantics. Unfortunately, this is not true for the simple logical
semantics given in Section 12.2.3 since, as we have previously observed, it does not have
negative consequences. We now refine our logical and an algebraic semantics to provide a
semantics for finite failure.

We use a second logical semantics of the program called the Clark completion [21].
The Clark completion captures the reasonable assumption that the programmer really wants
the rules defining a predicate to be an “if and only if” definition—the rules should cover
all of the cases which make the predicate true.

Definition 12.16. The definition of n-ary predicate symbol p in the program P , is the
formula

∀X1 . . . ∀Xn p(X1, . . . , Xn)↔ B1 ∨ . . . ∨Bm
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where each Bi corresponds to a rule in P of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) :- L1, . . . , Lk and
Bi is

∃Y1 . . . ∃Yj (X1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧Xn = tn ∧ L1 . . . ∧ Lk)
where Y1, . . . , Yj are the variables in the original rule and X1, . . . , Xn are variables that
do not appear in any rule. Note that if there is no rule with head p, then the definition of p
is simply

∀X1 . . .∀Xn p(X1, . . . , Xn)↔ false

as
∨ ∅ is naturally considered to be false .
The (Clark) completion, P ⋆, of a constraint logic program P is the conjunction of the

definitions of the user-defined predicates in P .

Example 12.17. For example the (simplified) completion of the max program from Ex-
ample 12.3 is

∀X∀Y ∀Z.max(X,Y, Z)↔ (X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X) ∨ (Y ≥ X ∧ Z = Y )

With this interpretation we can determine that ¬max(1, 2, 1).

The completion semantics refines the logical semantics given earlier. In particular, both
semantics agree on the positive logical consequences of the program:

Theorem 12.18. Let TC be the constraint theory for constraint domain C and let P be a
CLP (C) program and G a goal. Then, P ⋆, TC |= ∃̃G iff P, TC |= ∃̃G

Thus, the completion semantics provides a logical semantics for success. Further, it
provides a logical semantics for finite failure:

Theorem 12.19. (Logical Soundness of Finite Failure) Let TC be the constraint theory
for constraint domain C and let P be a CLP (C) program. If goal G finitely fails then
P ⋆, TC |= ¬∃̃G.

We would also like to prove that the operational implementation of finite failure is
complete for this logical semantics. A goal is said to be finitely evaluable for a program if
it has no infinite derivations.

Theorem 12.20. (Logical Completeness of Finite Failure for a Finitely Evaluable Goal)

Let TC be a theory for constraint domain C, let P be a CLP (C) program, and let G be a
goal. If

P ⋆, TC |= ¬∃̃G

then G finitely fails provided G is finitely evaluable and P is solver complete for G.

The reason for requiring finite evaluability is that if there is an infinite derivation the
fixed left-to-right evaluation order may mean that the unsatisfiability of the derivation is
not found.

Example 12.21. Consider the program P ,
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q :- q.

and the goal G ≡ X = 2, q,X 6= 2. Clearly

P ⋆, TC |= ¬∃̃G

but G will not finitely fail.

However the requirement for finite evaluability can be weakened to only require that
processing of literals in (infinite) derivations is fair in the sense that no literal in the goal
remains ignored forever. Of course, this is not true for the standard operational semantics.
However, in practice the programmer is usually only interested in finitely evaluable goals.

Our algebraic semantics for success was provided by the least C-model of P . This
model also provides an algebraic semantics for finite failure of finitely evaluable goals.
If we take a program’s completion as the logical formula which captures the true mean-
ing of the program then the intended interpretation of the program should also be a C-
interpretation which is a model for the completion.

Definition 12.22. Let P be a CLP (C) program. We denote the least C-model of P ⋆ by
lm(P ⋆, C).

Fortunately, lm(P ⋆, C) = lm(P, C), thus our algebraic semantics can also be under-
stood as being the least C-model of P ⋆.

Soundness of finite failure for the algebraic semantics is an immediate consequence of
the soundness of finite failure for the logical semantics, as any intended interpretation of
the constraint domain is a model of the constraint theory.

Theorem 12.23. (Algebraic Soundness of Finite Failure) Let P be a CLP (C) program.
If goal G finitely fails then: lm(P ⋆, C) |= ¬∃̃G.

Theorem 12.24. (Algebraic Completeness of Finite Failure for a Finitely Evaluable

Goal) Let P be a CLP (C) program, and letG be a finitely evaluable goal. If lm(P ⋆, C) |=
¬∃̃G then G finitely fails provided P is solver complete for G.

Algebraic completeness of finite failure for non-finitely evaluable goals is difficult to
achieve. Even if we demand literal processing is fair we also require that the program is
canonical and the result only holds for ground goals and only with respect to the greatest
C-model of P ⋆. See [55] for details.

12.2.6 Extending the Semantics

Negation and general CLP programs

One of the major directions in logic programming research has been to extend the basic
Horn clause framework to allow negative literals in the body of a rule. The simplest oper-
ational semantics for such negative literals is to use negation as failure rule of Clark [21]
in which a negative literal succeeds if the literal finitely fails. This is called SLDNF. This
is in accord with our earlier discussion of finite failure of a goal. As long all variables in
the negative literal have a fixed value by the time it is evaluated it is possible to show that
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this operational semantics is sound w.r.t. the program completion semantics [21]. Prov-
ing completeness is considerably more problematic. One difficulty for instance is that the
program completion may be inconsistent: Consider the program

p :- not p.

whose completion is p ⇔ ¬p. For more details the reader is referred to the survey paper
of Apt and Bol [8].

Most CLP languages provide negation as implemented by negation as failure. But for
this to be logically correct the programmer must ensure that the negative literal is ground
by the time it is evaluated and that the program is solver complete for the negative literal. In
essence the CLP system is providing a rather weak solver for negative literals. In practice
such negation is not very useful except for data structure manipulation.

A stronger operational semantics for negation that fits well with the CLP framework is
constructive negation. This was introduced for logic programming by Chan [61, 19] and
is related to intensional negation [11, 12] and to Sato and Tamaki’s earlier compile-time
technique for generating the negation of a predicate [93]. Stuckey [104] generalized con-
structive negation to CLP and it was further studied by Fages [36]. The idea is that negative
literals are allowed to construct answers. Recall the code for max given in Example 12.3

max(X,Y,Z) :- X #>= Y, Z #= X. %% M1

max(X,Y,Z) :- Y #>= X, Z #= Y. %% M2

The literal not max(X,Y,Z) is evaluated by unfolding the definition ofmax and negat-
ing this and transforming into a disjunction of conjuncts of literals:

¬((X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X) ∨ (Y ≥ X ∧ Z = Y ))

which is equivalent to

(X 6≥ Y ∧ Y 6≥ X) ∨ (X 6≥ Y ∧ Z 6= Y ) ∨ (Z 6= X ∧ Y 6≥ X) ∨ (Z 6= X ∧ Z 6= Y ).

The system then tries each of the conjuncts in turn. Unfortunately, efficient implementation
of constructive negation is not straightforward so current systems do not support it. It
requires the underlying solver to support negated constraints and universally quantified
variables because of local variables and iterative unfolding of negated literals because of
recursion.

In practice, most CLP systems are designed so that the primitive constraints are closed
under negation and so allow the programmer to explicitly program the required negative
literal.

Example 12.25. We can define the negation of the max predicate explicitly as:

not_max(X,Y,Z) :- X #< Y, Z #\= Y.

not_max(X,Y,Z) :- Z #\= X, Y #< X.

not_max(X,Y,Z) :- Z #\= X, Z #\= Y.

where #\= encodes disequality (6=).
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Abductive CLP programming was recently introduced by Kakas et. al. [57] and gen-
eralizes abductive logic programming (see the review by Kakas et. al. [56]). This is based
on a dual view to the standard deductive operational semantics for CLP. The idea is that
the goal is an observation which must be explained by additional hypothesis which are
obtained by running the CLP program backwards. Somewhat related is inductive (con-
straint) logic programming in which the idea is to infer a logic program or CLP program
which best explains some data/observations. Muggleton and De Raedt [72] provides an
overview of inductive logic programming while the papers of Sebag and Rouveirol [96]
and Padmanabhuni and Ghose [82] generalize it to a CLP context.

Answer set programming (ASP) is a form of logic programming devised for improved
handling of negation, for programs that can be interpreted on small constraint domains.
While ASP supports only = as a built-in constraint, it has proven to be an elegant formalism
for modelling CSP. Programs are evaluated by model generation, as opposed to the query
reduction detailed above for CLP. Intuitively, program clauses are used both for generating
the search space and for constraining it. Efficient constraint solving is achieved through
specialized propositional satisfaction solvers, but there is little support for search control
[65].

Optimization

The classical semantics for CLP is restricted to answering satisfaction questions. Mod-
ern CLP languages provide minimization subgoals of the form minimize(G,E)1 which
require the system to find solutions of goal G which minimize the expression E.

In order to answer such minimization subgoals the underlying solver needs to provide
strong enough minimization capabilities. In analogy to solver completeness, we say a
program is minimization complete for goal G and expression E if the solver can determine
the minimum value E can take for each answer c of G. In other words, it can determine
min{θ(E) | DC |=θ c} if one exists. We assume that if a solver is minimization complete
for a goal it is also solver complete.

In practice this usually means that each answer c of G should fix all the variables of E,
which makes the minimization calculation trivial since there is only one value θ(E). For
solvers based on linear real constraints where the expression E was a linear expression we
can use a linear programming algorithm to determine the value of this expression. Hence
a CLP(R) program will be minimization complete for goal G and expression E if each
answer c of G is such that for c all nonlinear constraints have enough fixed variables to
become linear, and the expression E is linear once we simplify away the variables fixed by
c.

The operational semantics can be extended to handle minimization subgoals as follows:
A state 〈L1, . . . , Lm c〉 can be reduced as follows:

5. If L1 is a minimization subgoal minimize(G,E) there are two cases.

a) If there is at least one answer c′ of 〈G c〉 where m = min{θ(E) |DC |=θ c
′},

and for all other answers c′′ of 〈G c〉 we have that min{θ(E) |DC |=θ c
′′} ≥

1They also provide maximization subgoals maximize(G,E), but from a semantic viewpoint these are
equivalent to minimize(G,-E).
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m then it is reduced to

〈G,L2 . . . , Lm c ∧ E = m〉

b) If 〈G c〉 is finitely failed or has an answer c′ where min{θ(E) |DC |=θ c
′} is

unbounded, then it is reduced to 〈� false〉.

Note that if the sub-derivation 〈G c〉 does not terminate then there will be no minimization
derivation step.

In practice this is not precisely the operational semantics used by most CLP systems
since these may use information about the current best minimum value m to prune ex-
ploration of the remaining search space. We discuss this more fully in Section 12.5.3.
However this idealized semantics captures the basic operational behavior of minimization.

It impossible to ascribe a logical or algebraic semantics to (this form of) minimization
subgoals in general (see [68] for a more complete treatment of the semantics of optimiza-
tion). For this chapter we restrict ourselves to the case that minimization is only used as
the topmost goal. In practice this is usual.

We define the logical reading of minimize(G,E) to be the formula

∃M(G ∧ E = M ∧ ¬∃̄{M}(G ∧E < M))

and denote this by mt(minimize(G,E)). This captures that we want the answers to the
minimization goal to be those solutions to G for which there is no other solution to G
which makes the value of E smaller.

Both the logical and algebraic semantics are sound and complete with respect to this
logical reading assuming that the goal to be minimized is finitely evaluable:

Theorem 12.26. (Soundness and Completeness for Minimization)

Let P be a CLP (C) program, G be a finitely evaluable goal and E an expression, where
P is minimization complete for G and E. Let TC be the constraint theory for constraint
domain C and DC the interpretation. Then,

P ⋆, TC |= mt(minimize(G,E))↔ (∃̄V c1 ∨ . . . ∨ ∃̄V cn)

and

lm(P ⋆, C) |= mt(minimize(G,E))↔ (∃̄V c1 ∨ . . . ∨ ∃̄V cn)

where c1, . . . , cn are the answers of minimize(G,E) and V = vars(minimize(G,E)).

12.3 CLP for Conceptual Modeling

Constraint logic programs provide an ideal conceptual modeling language since they pro-
vide a very expressive subset of first-order logic including existential quantification, and
implications defining new constraints in terms of conjunctions and disjunctions of other
constraints. We first demonstrate how CLP can be used to model constraint satisfaction
problems (CSP) and then discuss how CLP provides considerably more concise and pow-
erful ways of modeling problems than does the standard CSP formulation.
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12.3.1 Formulating Standard CSPs

The standard class of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), studied in many of the chap-
ters in this book, admits a fixed finite set of variables V , upon which are imposed a number
of constraints. A unary domain constraint is imposed upon each variable, restricting the
set of values it can take. The remaining constraints involve more than one variable. Each
n-ary constraint has a definition, formally expressed as a set of n-tuples, and a scope which
is a sequence of n variables from the set V . CLP offers a direct conceptual model for all
CSPs in this class.

As we have seen CLP provides a very natural way to express logical combinations of
constraints. Briefly, if the constraint C1 is the conjunction of C2 and C3, this can be
expressed in CLP as C1 :- C2, C3. If, on the other hand, the constraint C1 is the
disjunction of C2 and C3 then in CLP we can write

C1 :- C2.

C1 :- C3.

These two constructs allow us to naturally model CSPs.

Example 12.27. Consider the CSP which has variables X,Y, Z, with respective domains
{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 3}, and it has two constraints, c1 and c2. The constraint c1 has
scope 〈X,Y 〉 and definition 〈1, 2〉, 〈1, 3〉, 〈2, 3〉, and the constraint c2 has scope 〈X,Z〉
and definition 〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈3, 3〉. This CSP is captured by the following program:

solve(X,Y,Z) :-

X :: [1,2,3], Y :: [2,3,4], Z :: [1,3],

c1(X,Y), c2(X,Z).

c1(1,2). c1(1,3). c1(2,3).

c2(1,1). c2(2,2). c2(3,3).

We have arbitrarily named the main predicate solve. The definition of the predicate
solve/3 comprises a domain constraint for each of the variablesX , Y andZ, a constraint
c1 on the variablesX and Y , and a constraint c2 on the variablesX and Z. The definition
of c1 and c2 are given below.

In fact the above model of CSPs is a logic program whose execution requires no con-
straint solving beyond simple equality testing. As we shall see CLP languages allow us
define the same problem in a manner that will execute far more efficiently than the model
above.

12.3.2 Defining Constraints

The standard CSP formulation, in which a constraint is defined as a set of tuples, abstracts
away from one of the key modeling issues in CP: how to define each constraint.

CLP systems typically provide equality and disequality as well as standard mathemat-
ical functions and relations, as illustrated in Example 12.1 in the Introduction as built-in,
that is, primitive constraints. These built-in constraints also typically include so called
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global constraints. Standard examples are alldifferent [110, 87] also used in Ex-
ample 12.1 and cumulative [2] which is useful in scheduling applications. Global
constraints are complex, compound constraints which are useful in high-level modeling
and which are logically equivalent to combination of simpler constraints but for which bet-
ter operational behavior (such as more propagation) is possible if they are implemented
as a single constraint rather than as a combination of simpler constraints. See Chapter 6
“Global Constraints” for a detailed discussion of global constraints.

As we have seen in Section 12.2, the code for max given in Example 12.3

max(X,Y,Z) :- X #>= Y, Z #= X.

max(X,Y,Z) :- Y #>= X, Z #= Y.

directly encodes the logical formula:

max(X,Y, Z)↔ ((X ≥ Y ∧ Z = X) ∨ (Y ≥ X ∧ Z = Y ))

Note however that the use of multiple rules implies that search will be required to solve the
constraint.

CLP programs allow local variables in constraints. These are implicitly existentially
quantified.

Example 12.28. For example the following constraint requires that X is an even number.

even(X) :- X #= 2*Y.

Y is a local variable. Logically this corresponds to the constraint ∃Y.(X = 2× Y ).2

Note that local variables do not need to be given an initial domain. This example also
illustrates a constraint whose “extent” is infinite. The number of solutions to the evenness
constraint is unbounded, so it cannot be represented extensionally as we represented c1

and c2 in Example 12.27 above.3

This ability to encapsulate a CSP as a constraint, and to make any of the variables
local to that constraint, makes it possible to construct complex CSPs from simple ones. In
particular by keeping variables as “local” as possible, it is possible to minimize the worst
case complexity for solving the complex CSP [70].

Moving further away from the standard CSP, we can define constraints recursively. The
following program is an example of a constraint logic program over the reals.

Example 12.29. The mortgage constraint was introduced in [49]. The mortgage constraint
relates the principal borrowed Principal; the interest rate paid on it in each time period In-
terest; the amount paid back in each time period Payment; the total number of time periods
until the mortgage is paid off Time, and the Balance owing at the end of the mortgage.4

2In ECLiPSe the relations symbols beginning with # (e.g. #>= and #=) constrain the variables involved to
be integers. Hence in this code X must be even, since Y is an integer.

3Of course given a finite domain for X we could represent it finitely, but then we need a possibly different
representation for each usage.

4In ECLiPSe the relation symbols beginning with $ allow the variables involved to be real or integer. Hence
for mortgage the variables involved are real numbers, except for Time which must be an integer.
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mortgage(Principal,Interest,Payment,Time,Balance) :-

Time #>= 1,

NewPrincipal $= Principal*(1+Interest) - Payment,

NewTime #= Time - 1,

mortgage(NewPrincipal,Interest,Payment,NewTime,Balance).

mortgage(Principal,Interest,Payment,Time,Balance) :-

Time #= 0,

Balance $= Principal.

In this version of the constraint:

1. The interest rate is the same in every time period

2. The payment is the same in every time period

3. The balance is the amount owing at the end of the last time period.

Note that the number of primitive constraints collected in the constraint store will depend
on the Time parameter. If Time takes the value n in the solution then 3n + 2 primitive
constraints will have been collected.

12.3.3 Data Structures

One of the strengths of CLP languages is that they inherit constraint solving over finite trees
(i.e. terms) from logic programming languages. These provide standard data structures
such as records, lists and trees. Such data structures are important because they allow the
conceptual model and other constraints to be parametric in the number of variables. This is
important because for many CSP problems and many constraints, the number of variables
depends on the runtime data.

Lists are often used in global constraints, such as alldifferent used in the smm
program of Example 12.1. In CLP the alldifferent constraint takes a single argument
which is a list of variables. Typically this constraint is built-in, so there is no need to pro-
vide its definition in a conceptual model. If we wish to impose the constraint that, say, three
variables X , Y and Z must take distinct values we write alldifferent([X,Y,Z]).
The syntax [X,Y,Z] denotes a list, with elements X , Y and Z.

Example 12.30. The well-known N -queens problem is to place N queens on an N ×N
chess board, so that no queen can take another. Below we given a CLP program defining
nqueens/2, which defines the constraints for the N -queens problems where N is the
first (integer) argument. Since each queen must be placed on a different row, we use a
model in which there is a single variable for each queen, representing the column it must
occupy. The first goal in the definition of nqueens/2 below is length(Queens,N)
This creates a list of N variables where the ith variable in the list represents the column
occupied by the queen on the ith row. The syntax Queens :: 1..N is a shorthand
which constrains each variable in the list Queens to take an integer value between 1 and
N . The constraint alldifferent(Queens) ensures that all the queens are on different
columns, while the constraint safe(Queens) is a recursively defined constraint which
ensures that all the queens are on different diagonals.
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nqueens(N,Queens) :-

length(Queens,N),

Queens :: 1..N,

alldifferent(Queens),

safe(Queens).

safe([Q1|Queens]) :-

noattack(Queens, Q1, 1),

safe(Queens).

safe([]).

noattack([Q2|Queens],Q1,Diff) :-

Q1 + Diff #\= Q2,

Q1 - Diff #\= Q2,

Diff1 #= Diff + 1,

noattack(Queens,Q1,Diff1).

noattack([],_,_).

The definition of safe/1 breaks its argument list into the first queen Q1 and the remaining
queens Queens, checks the queen Q1 is on a different diagonal from the remaining queens
Queens using noattack/3, and then calls itself recursively on the remaining queens.

The noattack check itself iterates over each of the remaining queens in turn, in-
crementing a counter Diff, as it goes through the list of remaining queens. The counter
therefore reflects the number of rows between the first queen Q1 and the other queen Q2.
Consequently the constraints Q1+Diff #\= Q2 and Q1-Diff #\= Q2 ensure that
Q1 and Q2 are on different diagonals.

While space does not allow a complete introduction to programming in CLP, it is hoped
that this small example program can provide a flavor of the conceptual modeling power of
CLP. The reader is referred to [67, 110] for more examples.

Real constraint problems are rarely presented neatly as a set of decision variables under
a set of constraints. Like the n-queens example above, they are often presented in an
implicit form, from which the actual decision variables and constraints have to be extracted
when the runtime data becomes available. For this purpose the additional data structures
and programming constructs provide by CLP are required.

12.3.4 Optimization and Soft Constraints

Constraint problems arising in real applications are rarely just satisfaction problems. They
are almost always optimization problems, where the number of resources is to be mini-
mized or the value of activities carried out with the available resources is to be maximized.

This is modeled in a CLP conceptual model using the construct minimize(G,E) in-
troduced in Section 12.2.6. Since the semantics of multiple, possibly nested minimization
goals is unclear, CLP languages typically require that only one variable minimization goal
is allowed. Historically this restriction to a single minimization goal has been achieved
by associating the optimization requirement with the search component of the CLP design
model, to be covered in the next section. We will follow historical precedence and also
describe optimization in the next section.
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Industrial applications of CP often allow constraints to be violated, i.e. treated as soft
constraints, and maintain a measure of their violation to be included in the optimization
expression. This is modeled in CLP by adding an extra argument to the constraint, and
incorporating it in the expression to be optimized.

The following constraint succeeds without penalty if its arguments have different val-
ues, but incurs a penalty of one if they are the same:5

soft_diff(X,Y,0) :- X #\= Y.

soft_diff(X,X,1).

12.4 CLP for Design Modeling

Constraint logic programming not only provides a conceptual modeling language but also
a design modeling language since the primitive constraints expressed in the conceptual
model can be directly executed using the underlying constraint solver(s).

12.4.1 Constraint Solvers

One of the distinguishing features of CLP languages is that constraints are generated dy-
namically, and tests for satisfaction on the partially generated constraints controls subse-
quent execution and constraint generation. The mortgage program of Example 12.29
clearly illustrates this, the program will not terminate if we do not repeatedly check satis-
fiability during the derivation. This contrasts to say mathematical modeling languages in
which constraint solving only takes place after the constraints are generated.

Incremental constraint solvers keep an internal solver state which represents the con-
straints encountered so far in the derivation. As new constraints are added the solver state
is updated and checked for unsatisfiability. When the solver detects that the current state is
unsatisfiable execution returns to the last state with an unexplored child state. The solver-
state must be restored to a state equivalent to the solver-state at that point and continue
execution on the unexplored derivation. This is called backtracking.

Example 12.31. Consider execution of the goal A #= 1, max(A,2,1) as shown in
Example 12.6. The first derivation is tried, and on failure the solver-state represents the
unsatisfiable constraint A = 1 ∧ A = X ∧ 2 = Y ∧ 1 = Z ∧ X ≥ Y . Execution now
backtracks to the state 〈max(A,2,1) A = 1〉 and the solver-state must be returned to
represent the constraint A = 1.

As a consequence constraint logic programming has been the birthplace of a number
of constraint solving algorithms for supporting incremental backtracking constraint solv-
ing. In Prolog II an incremental algorithm for solving equations and disequations was
developed [27].

InCLP (R) incremental Simplex algorithms were developed [54, 105] that, opposed to
dual Simplex methods standard in operations research, handled strict inequalities, and de-
tected all variables fixed by the constraints in order to help evaluate non-linear constraints.
The solvers essentially use a dual Simplex method to be incremental. The incremental
Simplex algorithms are complete when the constraints in the solver are linear, or all the

5As we shall see in the next section soft diff is a reified disequality constraint.
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non-linear constraints have had enough of the variables involved fixed by linear constraints
to become linear. Similar approached were also developed in [113]

Finite domain solvers utilizing artificial intelligence techniques were first incorporated
in CHIP [34]. Essentially the finite domain solver maintains a record of the possible values
of each variable, its domain, and implements constraints as propagators that are executed
when the domain of the variables involved change. Each propagator possibly reduces
the domains of the variables involved in the constraint. The process is repeated until no
propagator can change a domain of a variable. The solvers are incremental since adding
a new constraint simply involves scheduling its propagators, and then remembering the
propagators for later rescheduling. Finite domain solvers are guaranteed to be complete
when every variable is fixed to a unique value.

Another important class of domain constraints are interval domains over floating point
numbers. In this case propagation based techniques are also used to solve arithmetic con-
straints over the floating point numbers. The use of floating point intervals for constraint
solving was suggested by Cleary [24] and independently by Hyvönen [48]. The first im-
plementation in a CLP system was in BNR Prolog, and is discussed in [76, 77].

CLP solvers need to support backtracking. Typically backtracking is supported by
trailing (inherited from the WAM machine of Prolog [122, 6]) or copying [94]. Trailing
records changes made to the solver state, and then undoes the changes on backtracking.
Copying simply copies the solver state, and backtracks by moving back to an old copy.
There is also semantic backtracking [116] which rebuilds the previous state (or at least one
that is semantically equivalent) using a set of high-level descriptions of changes. For a
comparison of backtracking approaches see [95]

12.4.2 Understanding Solver Incompleteness

An important consideration in using a constraint logic programming system as a design
modeling language is understanding the incompleteness of the solver as well as the inter-
action of its modeling capabilities with search.

The design modeler will want to ensure that each goal of interest is solver complete,
that is, we are guaranteed the solver answers true or false at the end of each derivation.

When using a linear inequality solver based on the Simplex algorithm [54] for example
the design model must ensure that any primitive constraints sent to the solver eventually
become linear. Consider the mortgage example program, the nonlinear constraints for
NewPrincipal can be ensured to become linear by using mortgage in a manner where
Interest is eventually fixed, for example.

When using a finite domain propagation solver (e.g. [34]) or interval reasoning con-
straint solver (e.g. [78]) the design model must eventually ensure that every variable is
fixed to reach a solver complete constraint store. For mortgage this can be ensured by
eventually fixing Interest and Payment and one of Principal or Balance (since the
remaining variables will be fixed by propagation).

The considerations of incompleteness of the solver must be matched against its model-
ing and search capabilities. For example a Simplex-based solver is complete for linear
constraints, while interval reasoning is not. Nevertheless the interval reasoner returns
variable bounds which Simplex does not. These bounds can be exploited for search,
when constraints are posted to the interval solver. At each search node a variable is
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chosen, and its interval partitioned into subintervals which are explored on the differ-
ent branches under the node. The intervals provide a stopping condition for the search:
when all the intervals have a sufficiently small width. This kind of search is not pos-
sible if constraints are only posted to the Simplex-based solver.6 For example the goal
mortgage(100,I,60,2,0) will not lead to solver complete constraints for either
solver, but with the interval solver we can enter a search process seeking a solution for
I to an accuracy of 0.001 (locate([I],0.001) in ECLiPSe notation), which will
determine the unique answer I = 0.131. Since the constraints are non-linear, it is not
possible with a Simplex-based solver to follow a similar process of narrowing down the
variable intervals.

12.4.3 Modeling and Disjunction

As we have seen, the basic approach to modeling disjunction in CLP languages, is to use
multiple rules. The advantage of this form of disjunction is that it can be used with any
underlying solver, but the disadvantage is that it usually leads to large search spaces.

Consider the solve predicate from Example 12.27. We can model the domain con-
straint :: as

X :: L :- member(X,L).

member(X,[X|_]).

member(X,[_|R]) :- member(X,R).

The member(X,L) predicate effectively sets the variable X to each value in the list L
in turn. Now all domain constraints are managed by the backtracking through derivations
in the CLP system using only a solver that can test for term equality. The disadvantage of
this approach is that we will search through 3 × 3 × 2 × 3 × 3 = 162 derivations to find
the two solutions. Note that since the Herbrand equation solver is complete all states only
contain solver complete constraints.

Finite domain propagation solvers allow us express the “disjunctive” domain constraint
directly without using multiple rules. A finite domain solver running the solve predicate
from Example 12.27 will only require 3 × 3 = 9 derivations to be explored to find the 2
solutions. Here since the c1 and c2 constraints fix all the variables, again all derivations
eventually lead to solver complete constraints.

But there are far better ways of handling the constraints c1 and c2. We can model them
using a specific construct called a table which is handled by a finite domain propagation
solver [84]. This ensures during search that the variables remain arc-consistent for the
subproblem c1 ∧ c2. Alternatively we can model them in the usual way using multiple
rules, but model the problem in a special way. The CLP syntax makes it easy to wrap a
goal, or any part of it, in a higher-order predicate that can be used to control how it should
be evaluated.

Example 12.32. Supposing the control predicate prop is implemented so that it handles
its argument using constraint propagation. Then we can rewrite Example 12.27 as follows:

6Unless the problem is handled by maximising and minimising each variable in turn, which is computation-
ally very much more costly than interval reasoning.
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solve(X,Y,Z) :-

X :: [1,2,3], Y :: [2,3,4], Z :: [1,3],

prop( c1(X,Y) ), prop( c2(X,Z) ).

c1(1,2). c1(1,3). c1(2,3).

c2(1,1). c2(2,2). c2(3,3).

CLP languages have offered different control predicates, with different names and con-
trol behaviours. Some of these will be presented in section 12.4.6 below.

12.4.4 Reified Constraints

Most finite domain constraint solvers allow the user to add an extra Boolean argument
to the simple primitive constraints, that enforces or prohibits the constraint according to
the value of the Boolean.7 For example the constraint 1 #= (X #= Y) enforces the
constraint X = Y and is equivalent to the constraint X #= Y. On the other hand the
constraint 0 #= (X #= Y) prohibits X = Y and is equivalent to X #\= Y. Hence
soft diff(X,Y,B) is equivalent to B #= (X #= Y), but the reified constraint does
not use multiple rules to define the “disjunctive” constraint.

CLP languages introduced reified constraints to finite domain constraint solvers, orig-
inally using a cardinality combinator [112] . They are now a standard feature of finite
domain constraint solvers.

Let us represent a reified constraint as c[B], where c is the original constraint, and B is
the extra Boolean variable. The ideal behavior of the reified constraint c[B] is to propagate
domain reductions on its variables as follows:

• If, with the current domains, c is unsatisfiable, then propagate B = 0.

• If the constraint is satisfied by every combination of values from the domains of its
variables, then propagate B = 1.

• If B = 0, then impose the constraint ¬c.

• If B = 1, then impose c

Some reified constraints in some CLP systems have weaker propagation than this, but all
systems propagate a fixed Boolean value as soon as all the variables in c are instantiated.

Reified primitive constraints can be straightforwardly extended to reify logical combi-
nations of primitive constraints using conjunction, disjunction, and implication. For ex-
ample we can model conjunction (c1 ∧ c2)[B] as c1[B1] ∧ c2[B2] ∧ B = B1 × B2, and
implication (c1 → c2)[B] as c1[B1]∧c2[B2]∧B2 ≥ B1. The power of reified constraints
is that they allow logical combinations of constraints to be expressed.

Example 12.33. We can re-define the max constraint of Example 12.3 using reification
as follows:

7The facility can also be provided for linear inequalities in a integer linear programming solver where the
variables have known finite possible ranges.
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max(X,Y,Z) :- 1 #= ((X #>= Y and Z #= X) or

(Y #>= X and Z #= Y)).

Unfortunately, most CLP languages do not allow reification of non-primitive constraints
and so the constraint must instead be defined by:

max(X,Y,Z) :-

B11 #= (X #>= Y), B12 #= (Z #= X),

B1 #= B11 * B12,

B21 #= (Y #>= X), B22 #= (Z #= Y),

B2 #= B21 * B22,

B1 + B2 #>= 1.

Here B11 represents whether X ≥ Y holds, while B12 represents whether Z = X holds.
B1 represents the conjunction of B1 and B2, i.e. that the first rule holds. Similarly
B2 represents the second rule similarly. Finally, at least one of B1 and B2 must be true.
Systems that support reification of non-primitive constraints automatically convert the first
form into the second.

The difference between this definition of max and the original definition is important.
Both definitions have the same meaning, but they have very different operational behavior.
The original definition selects the first clause in the definition of max, and imposes the
constraints that X ≥ Y and Z = X . Only if the problem is insoluble under these con-
straints, or failure occurs for some other reason, does the CLP system try the other clause
in the definition of max on backtracking.

By contrast, the definition using reified constraints does not make any “guesses” in or-
der to satisfy themax goal. It imposes all the primitive reified constraints in the definition,
and they propagate finite domain reductions according to their built-in propagation behav-
ior. But one needs to be careful: the reified constraints do not propagate strongly as one
might expect, as we shall see in the next example.

In the design model, to separate search from constraint propagation, it is necessary to
avoid introducing any choice points into the definitions of the constraints.

12.4.5 Redundant Constraints

Since we are dealing with incomplete solvers, we must take care to understand exactly how
completely our solver will deal with the design model that we create. In many cases we can
add information to the solver that is logically redundant, but since the solver is incomplete,
allows the solver to infer more information.

Example 12.34. Using the reified design model for max/3 from Example 12.33 we
might expect that after the goal [X,Y,Z] :: 1..10, max(X,Y,Z), X #>= 4

the solver would reduce the domain of Z to 4..10. But it does not, since neither B1 or B2
can be fixed to 0 or 1, no information can be inferred by the reified model.

We can improve the design model of max to ensure this happens by adding the redun-
dant constraints Z #>= X, Z #>= Y to the model. These are logically implied by the
reified description but give different propagation behavior.

Note that another form of redundant constraints can also be usefully used in design
modeling with CLP. When a predicate requires multiple rules in order to be expressed we
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can add redundant information in order to make information that is true of all disjunctive
rules defining the constraint visible immediately.

Example 12.35. The constraint Time #>= 1 in the mortgage program of Example 12.29
is redundant in the sense that in any success of mortgage using this rule the constraint must
hold. If we omit it we will not change the answers to the program. But many goals, for
example

10 #>= Time, mortgage(100, 0.1, Time, 20, Balance)

that would terminate for the original program will not terminate for the modified program
since the first clause can succeed recursively infinitely many times with Time constrained
to become more and more negative.

Before leaving this subsection, it should be noted that no definition of max in terms of
reified constraints can maintain bounds or arc consistency.

Example 12.36. The troublesome case is illustrated by the following goal:

X :: 3..8, [Y,Z] :: 1..10, max(X,Y,Z), Y #=< 6.

We would expect that the domain of Z would be reduced to 3..8. Unfortunately, it is still
unknown whether X ≥ Y or X < Y and consequently none of the reified constraints can
propagate information about the upper bound of Z.

In the next section we shall therefore introduce facilities for propagating information
that cannot be expressed simply as a conjunction of the built-in constraints introduced
previously in this section.

12.4.6 Specifying Constraint Behavior

CLP systems offer many built-in constraints whose behavior is predefined. These include
a wide variety of global constraints: Beldiceanu lists over 60 global constraints in [13].

However, there is no expectation that CLP systems could ever have built-in all the
(global) constraints that will ever be needed. Accordingly CLP provides facilities to define
new constraints, and specify their behavior. One of the most important directions in CLP
research has been to move away from the original “black box” view of the underlying
constraint solver of the first CLP languages to languages and systems which provide the
programmer with a “glass box” view of the underlying constraint solving in which the
programmer can extend, combine and even write new solvers [118].

One simple mechanism for supporting this inherited from logic programming lan-
guages is dynamic scheduling. Dynamic scheduling in CLP languages simply allows an
atom to have an attached delay condition (usually in terms of arguments being fixed or
non-variable) which prevents its execution until the current constraint store makes the con-
dition true. Prolog-II [27] was the first system to incorporate dynamic scheduling using the
freeze meta-predicate. Most modern CLP languages provide dynamic scheduling facil-
ities. The use of dynamic scheduling for writing constraint solvers appears in the paper of
Kawamura et al [59]. However the power of dynamic scheduling is essentially limited to
writing local propagation based solvers or extensions where some variable become fixed
allows us to fix other variables.
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Holzbaur [45] has demonstrated that attributed variables are simple, powerful low-
level method for extending logic programming languages with constraint solvers. These
allow the programmer to associate arbitrary attributes with variables, i.e. named prop-
erties that can be used as storage locations as well as to extend the default unification
algorithm when such variables are unified with other terms or with each other. Attributed
variables are based on suspension (variables) provided in SICStus Prolog to support dy-
namic scheduling [18] and were introduced by Le Houitouze [47] and are very similar to
meta-structures, introduced by Neumerkel [74] to allow user defined unification. They are
provided in SICStus Prolog, ECLiPSe as well as other Prologs.

Support for solver extension is particularly useful for propagation-based finite domain
solvers as it allows the programmer to introduce new global constraints with better prop-
agation behavior. Almost all finite domain propagation solvers defined in CLP languages
offer support for building new propagators by providing hooks into the underlying data
structures and queuing mechanisms.

A higher level language construct for creating finite domain propagators, called index-
icals, was first proposed in [117, 118] and then popularized by [33, 17]. An indexical is a
primitive constraint of form of X in r, where X is a domain variable and r is a range ex-
pression. More complex finite domain arithmetic constraints are compiled into indexicals.
For instanceX ≤ Y is compiled toX in −∞..max(Y ), Y in min(X)..∞. This not only
simplifies the implementation of finite domain solvers, but also allows the programmer to
extend the finite domain solver by defining new constraints in terms of indexicals. Indexi-
cals are provided in many recent CLP languages including GNU-Prolog [43] and SICStus
Prolog.

Example 12.37. An indexical definition for the max/3 predicate (using SICStus Prolog
syntax since ECLiPSe does not support indexicals) is:

max(X,Y,Z) +:

Z #>= X,

Z #>= Y,

Z in dom(X) \/ dom(Y).

The indexical constraint for Z ensures that it takes any possible value from the union of
possible values of X and Y . Hence it will provide the propagation missing in Exam-
ple 12.36.

Indexicals were inspired by concurrent constraint programming (CCP) languages [92]
and in fact can be understood to be a CCP language called cc(FD) [117, 118]. In gen-
eral this idea of defining a constraint solvers using CCP has proven very powerful. Such
approaches include residuation [103] and action rules [124] .

CHR (Constraint Handling Rules) [41, 40] extend this approach by allowing the left-
hand side of a rule to have multiple constraints. It can be used to program not only
constraint propagators but also constraint reasoning rules. CHR resembles a production
system. In CHR, the left-hand side of a rule specifies a pattern of constraints in the
constraint store and the right-hand side specifies new constraints to replace those on the
left-hand side or to be added into the store. Constraint handling rules were introduced
by Frühwirth [41] and are described more fully in [40] and Chapter 13 “Constraints in
Procedural and Functional Languages”. CHRs are provided in CLP languages ECLiPSe,
SICStus, and HAL [42].
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Recent research has examined how to automatically define constraint handling rules [9,
1] given a disjunctive definition of a constraint using multiple rules. The constraint han-
dling rules generated are guaranteed to perform all the inferences possible of a certain
form, thus providing a powerful form of automating the construction of design model for
a constraint.

The last approaches we discuss for defining constraint behaviors are based on defining
the constraint using multiple clauses (which is the conceptual model of the constraint) and
then mapping this definition, automatically, to a design model.

Generalized propagation [63] is one mechanism for doing this. As we saw earlier in
Section 12.4.3, generalized propagation executes a multiple clause definition to extract the
information that is true of all possible solutions. As more information is known about the
arguments of the constraint re-execution will find less solutions and thus propagate more
information that is true of all of them.

Example 12.38. The max example can be defined straightforwardly using generalized
propagation as:

max(X,Y,Z) :- max_basic(X,Y,Z) infers most.

max_basic(X,Y,Z) :- X #>= Y, Z #= X.

max_basic(X,Y,Z) :- Y #>= X, Z #= Y.

This version of max/3 will infer the maximum possible information expressible as do-
mains for any goal. Consider the goal from Example 12.36, initially when max is run the
domain of X is 2..8. It will execute the two branches finding two answers: the first where
Y has domain 1..8 and Z has domains 3..8 and the second where Y and Z are in 3..10. So
the domain of Z is updated by the generalized propagator to 3..8 ∪ 3..10 = 3..10. When
the domain of Y changes to 1..6 as a result of Y #=< 6 the generalized propagator for
max is re-executed this time determining that in the first answer Z has domain 3..8 and
now in the second answer it has domain 3..6 so the domain is updated to 3..8. Note how
the generalized propagation definition extracts both the information from the redundant
constraints Z ≥ X ∧ Z ≥ Y as well as the information about the maximal value.

Another form of generalized propagation is simply to construct all the ground solutions
of the constraint and then define an arc consistency propagator on this table of ground
values. The resulting table is used to construct an arc consistency propagator using an
arc consistency algorithm such as AC3 or AC6. This was illustrated previously for the
constraints solve program of Example 12.32.

The different forms of generalisation are selected by a parameter, so for Example 12.32
we use Goal infers ac instead of prop(Goal).

12.5 Search in CLP

Search is an implicit part of constraint logic programming. Execution searches through
the possible derivations in a depth-first left right manner. Because of this it is relatively
straightforward to define specific search routines in constraint logic programs.

The aim of search is to overcome the incompleteness of the solver or its weakness in
modeling the constraints required by the user (hence requiring multiple rules). In the first
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case the constraint programmer will add search predicates to enforce that the derivations
are eventually solver complete. In the second case the constraint programmer should make
use of disjunctive definitions that efficiently determine solutions.

The first case is the more usual case. For finite domain propagation solvers the search
routine will almost always involve ensuring that enough variables are eventually fixed to
enforce solver completeness.

CLP is a form of declarative programming, so we can say what a search predicate
means, logically. A complete search routine finds all different ways of solving the problem,
on backtracking. Logically, therefore, a complete search routine does not constrain its
variables in any way that was not already implied by the constraints in the program. Given
a variable X is defined with an initial domain l..u, the built in predicate indomain(X)
is equivalent to x = l∨x = l+1∨· · ·∨x = u. The labeling predicate labeling shown
in Example 12.2 is logically equivalent to true , since it just applies indomain to each of
the variables in the list of its argument.

However, the search routine does something very important. Each path in the search
does impose extra constraints on the variables that were not imposed at the root of the tree.
Because the constraints at each leaf of the search tree are decided by the solver, this allows
us to ensure the goal is solver complete.

In summary, a complete search routine elicits a disjunction of conjunctions of con-
straints that is logically equivalent to the input problem constraints. Instantiating variables,
is just one way of adding constraints that drive the solver to a state where it will answer
true or false .

There is a wide variety of possible search procedures we can write. In a finite do-
main example we typically have choices on which order to treat the variables, which order
to treat values, whether we should explore the search tree in a depth-first or iterative-
deepening manner. There are many kinds of search such as limited discrepancy search. All
of these are programmable using constraint logic programs and reflection predicates.

12.5.1 Reflection

Programmable search is one of the most powerful features of constraint programming. In
order to program search in CLP reflection predicates are provided which allow the con-
straint programmer to query the current state of the constraint store.

For finite domain propagation and interval reasoning solvers the most important re-
flection predicates return information about the current domains of variables. Information
such as the current lower bound on a variable domain, current upper bound, the set of
current possible domain values for a variable, as well as aggregate data such as the num-
ber of current possible domain values. For ECLiPSe ic solver some reflection predicates
are e.g. get min(X,L) which returns the minimum possible value L of a variable X ,
get domain size(X,S) which returns the number of values S in the current domain
of variable X , is in domain(X,V) which succeeds if V is a value in the current do-
main of variable X .

It is difficult to give any logical reading of the reflection predicates. Their use is usually
restricted to programming search strategies, where the meaning of the program will not be
affected by their interpretation (since the entire search will be logically equivalent to true),
but of course the efficiency of the search in finding solutions will be highly dependent on
their usage.
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12.5.2 Search Control

Search can be specified in most CLP languages (and other constraint programming para-
digms) by a single parameterized procedure with parameters for

• variable choice

• value choice

• method

The “method” specifies how the search tree is explored (for example depth-first), and al-
ternative forms of incomplete search (for example bounded backtracking).

This makes it very simple to invoke standard (complete or incomplete) search routines,
which instantiate variables in some order (which may be dynamic such as first fail where
we pick the variable with the least number of remaining values), to values in their do-
mains. CLP systems typically offer a parameterised search routine where the choices can
be expressed as parameter values.

CLP is a “higher-order” language, that allows goals to be passed as arguments to other
predicates. This makes CLP search very flexible. For example it enables the programmer to
define a highly problem-specific variable choice routine, and pass it to the search procedure
as an argument.

Example 12.39. We can define our own value selection strategy, in this case trying the
median value, and then removing it from the domain, programmed using reflection predi-
cates.

indomain_median(V) :-

get_domain_as_list(V,List),

median(List,M),

choose(V,M).

choose(V,M) :- V #= M.

choose(V,M) :- V #\= M, indomain_median(V).

The code indomain median gets the domain of V as a list D using the reflection predi-
cate get domain as list, finds the median M of the list D, and either sets V to M or
removesM from the domain of the list and repeats. The definition of median(List,M)
is omitted.

Again, because CLP supports a higher order syntax, such a user-defined value selection
strategy can be passed to a generic search routine as a parameter.

In the remainder of this section we shall explore ways in which CLP offers more than
just a set of search parameters. In particular we shall be looking at routines that program a
specific search, search without necessarily instantiating variables, and at repair search.

Search states and choices

Heuristics are key to efficient search. Good heuristics depend on access to all aspects of the
current search state. In CLP this information is typically linked to the decision variables.
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Naturally the user can define whatever heuristic works best for the problem at hand.
For scheduling it is sometimes best to choose the “start time” variable with the earliest
available time in its domain. This does not fit into the “generic” variable choice and value
choice search used previously, but we can straightforwardly program this heuristic using
reflection predicates.

Example 12.40. An example of a programmed search strategy used in scheduling is to set
the variable with the least possible value to this value or constrain it to be greater than this
value. It can be programmed using reflection predicates as:

label_earliest([]).

label_earliest([X0|Xs]) :-

get_min(X0, L0),

find_earliest(Xs, X0, L0, X, L, R),

try_earliest(X,L,R).

find_earliest([], X, L, X, L, []).

find_earliest([X1|Xs], X0, L0, X, L, [X0|R]) :-

get_min(X1,L1),

L1 #< L0,

find_earliest(Xs, X1, L1, X, L, R).

find_earliest([X1|Xs], X0, L0, X, L, [X1|R]) :-

get_min(X1,L1),

L1 #>= L0,

find_earliest(Xs, X0, L0, X, L, R).

try_earliest(X,L,R) :-

X #= L,

label_earliest(R).

try_earliest(X,L,R) :-

X #> L,

label_earliest([X|R]).

The code label earliest finds the variable with the least minimum value using the
predicate find earliest, and then either sets it to its minimal value (and removes
the variable from further consideration since it is now fixed), or sets it to be greater
than the minimal value (and continues considering it) using try earliest. The code
for find earliest(Xs, X0, L0, X, L, R) finds the variable X in Xs ∪ {X0}
(givenX0 has minimum domain value L0) with the least minimum domain value L, where
R is the remaining set of variables Xs ∪ {X0} − {X}.

To further illustrate the power of CLP we now consider a specific kind of heuristic in-
formation. This is a tentative value associated with each future variable. One very widely
used method of constructing tentative values is to solve a relaxed problem, in which the
awkward constraints are switched off and it is easy to find an optimal solution. The “linear
relaxed” problem is very often used because efficient solvers are available for linear prob-
lems of a huge size (millions of variables and hundreds of thousands of constraints). One
optimal solution is returned and the variable values in this solution are installed as tentative
values to support a CLP search heuristic.
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The variable chosen for labeling is typically the one whose tentative value most violates
the relaxed constraints.

These heuristics often support more sophisticated choices than simply labeling a vari-
able. For example the linear relaxation may not even return an integer value for a finite
domain constraint (since finite domains cannot be expressed in terms of linear constraints).
If the tentative value is, say 1.5, the choice made at the search node might be X ≤ 1 on
one branch and X ≥ 2 on the other. This kind of choice is very easy to express in CLP by
defining a branch predicate with two clauses:

branch(Var,Tent) :-

Up is ceiling(Tent),

Var #>= Up.

branch(Var,Tent) :-

Down is floor(Tent),

Var #=< Down.

Here V ar is the chosen variable, and Tent is its current tentative value. The added con-
straints V ar ≥ Up and V ar ≤ Down are posted to the constraint solver used by the
programmer. This may be a linear constraint solver, a finite domain solver, or a continuous
interval solver, for example. The key point is that for the search to do its job, the constraints
imposed at each search step should accumulate until the constraint store becomes solver
complete.

Posting inequalities is the standard form of choice for problems involving continuous
decision variables. These problems arise on robotics, chemistry and many complex sci-
entific and engineering applications. The constraints in these kinds of applications are
typically non-linear and can only be handled by sophisticated “global optimization” tech-
niques.8 Constraint programming with interval solvers are proving very effective for solv-
ing such problems [111, 79].

Unfortunately, posting inequalities does not guarantee that solver completeness is
reached after any reasonable number of steps. Instead, at the leaves of the search tree
we require the variables to fall within a “sufficiently small interval”. The answer returned
by a CLP system is a conjunction of constraints which entail the goal. However in case
the goal is not solver complete, there is no guarantee that this conjunction is satisfiable. In
this case, therefore, the constraints comprise not only an interval for each constraint, but
also further constraints on the variables for which the solver can neither decide if they are
entailed nor if they are disentailed by the interval constraints. It is however guaranteed that
no solutions lie outside the final intervals returned on all the branches of the search tree.

Local search

The tentative values used as heuristics for tree search, as introduced above, can also be used
in a different way for local search. Many CLP systems support a facility for propagating
changes to the tentative values. To enforce the constraint Z = X + Y , these systems
recompute a new tentative value forZ whenever the tentative values ofX or Y are updated.
Moreover for other constraints a measure of the degree of violation can be propagated on

8See http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/˜neum/glopt.html.
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updates to the variables occurring in the constraints in the same way. This approach was
pioneered in the Localizer system [115].

To search for a solution, these CLP systems allow the programmer to simply change
the tentative values associated with one or more variables, propagating the changes auto-
matically. These updates can be used to compute the quality of the new tentative variable
assignment, in terms of the degree of constraint violation, or simply the tentative value of a
global cost variable. This facility supports a wide variety of local search mechanisms from
hill climbing, to simulated annealing and tabu search [114]. For more information on local
search, see Chapter 5 “Local Search Methods”.

12.5.3 Optimization and Search

We finish off the section by remarking on the interaction between search and optimization
in constraint logic programming. Mostly optimization search in constraint logic program-
ming is simply a combination of the search primitives discussed above with an optimization
subgoal such as minimize/2 introduced in Section 12.2.6.

There are typically at least two forms of minimization subgoal provided in CLP sys-
tems. The usual default minimization is a form of branch and bound, that once a new
answer is found with a better minimal value, effectively imposes a new constraint requir-
ing solutions to be smaller than the new best value obtained, and continues the search.
The second approach is to restart the search from the beginning whenever a new minimum
value is found, including a new constraint requiring solutions to be better than the new
best value. This may have better behavior than the branch and bound methods when the
variable choice heuristics are strongly influenced by the new bound.

Minimization exploits the higher-order syntax of CLP: any search goal can be given as
the first argument to the higher-order predicate minimize/2. After execution, the second
argument is instantiated to the minimum.

12.6 Impact of CLP

Research initiated in CLP, and covered in this volume

CLP provides a powerful and practical framework for thinking about constraint satisfac-
tion and optimization problems. Indeed it was within the CLP paradigm that many of the
concepts and research directions described in this handbook were first introduced. For ex-
ample global constraints were introduced in CLP [14]; it was within the CLP paradigm that
multiple cooperating constraint solvers were introduced [15]; it is within the CLP commu-
nity that much of the research has taken place exploring the interface between Operations
Research and Artificial Intelligence [120]; recently modeling languages for local search
have also emerged from CLP [115].

Constraint databases

Much early CLP-inspired research was based on the idea that if constraints could so suc-
cessfully be added to the logic programming paradigm, then why not add them to other
(usually declarative) paradigms. Two important outcomes of this were constraint databases
and concurrent constraint logic programming.
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The paper [50] gave both a logical reading for a CLP program and a fixpoint seman-
tics which provided a theoretical bottom-up evaluation mechanism for CLP programs. A
natural consequence of this is to think of a CLP program as a kind of database, in the same
way as logic programs can be considered to be deductive databases. Kanellakis, Kuper
and Revesz [58] were the first to formally define a constraint database in terms of “gen-
eralized tuples” which extended standard relational databases by allowing tuples in the
database to have attributes implicitly defined by associated constraints. The topic of con-
straint databases is now a fertile research area. The recent book by Revesz [88] provides a
good introduction and overview.

Concurrent constraint programming

The concurrent constraint programming languages were another major offshoot of CLP.
They generalized research on concurrent logic languages to handle constraints. Clark and
Gregory introduced committed choice and don’t care non-determinism into Prolog [22].
For more information about concurrent logic languages see the survey by Shapiro [97].
Maher generalized concurrent logic languages to the constraint setting by recognizing that
the synchronization operator used in concurrent logic languages can be thought of as con-
straint entailment [66]. The formal properties of concurrent constraint programming lan-
guages have been widely studied since then. In particular, Saraswat has provided elegant
theoretical semantics for these languages [92] and was responsible for the term “concur-
rent constraint programming.” A number of concurrent constraint programming languages
have been designed and implemented [44, 118], but arguably their greatest impact has been
in the implementation of constraint solvers in CLP systems. One notable exception to this
is the Mozart [71] implementation of the Oz language which combines concurrent con-
straint programming with distribution and object oriented programming. For more details
on Oz see Chapter 13 “Constraints in Procedural and Concurrent Languages”.

Constraints and other programming paradigms

Given the success of CLP it was also natural to investigate the combination of solving
constraints with the other major declarative programming language paradigm–functional
programming. The first approach is due to Darlington et al [30]. The paper of Crossley et
al [29] describes the constrained lambda calculus approach in which only definite values
can be communicated from the constraint store. The Oz programming language has been
developed by Smolka. In addition to incorporating functional and concurrent constraint
programming, it also provides objects. It is introduced in [101, 102].

Combining constraints with term rewriting began with augmented term rewriting intro-
duced by Leler in [64]. Constrained term rewriting generalizes ordered rewriting systems.
An introduction is given by Kirchner [60]. Constraints have also been integrated into type
inference by Odersky et. al. [75] and Bürckett has given a resolution-based proof mecha-
nism for full logic that incorporates constraint solving [16].

Combining constraints with imperative programming languages has not been investi-
gated very fully. Kaleidoscope [39] developed by Borning and others, is one of the few
examples of such languages. The combination does not seem very successful because of
the conflict between the imperative programmer’s desire to fully know the state of every
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variable during execution and the constraint programming view of complex flow of infor-
mation.

Much more successful have been object-oriented constraint solving toolkits. In the
toolkit approach the programmer is limited in their handling of constraints and constrained
variables by the abstract data type provided by the toolkit. CHARME [80] and ILOG
SOLVER [84] are commercial constraint-solving toolkits for finite domain constraints.
They are both off shoots of the CLP language CHIP developed at ECRC and use similar
propagation based constraint solving techniques. An object oriented Lisp based toolkit
called PECOS [85] was the precursor to ILOG SOLVER.

CLP and problem modelling

One recent impact of CLP languages has been on mathematical modeling languages. Math-
ematical modeling languages were first introduced in the 1970’s, replacing matrix genera-
tors as the way of specifying large linear programs. The majority of mathematical model-
ing languages are designed for real linear arithmetic constraints with real linear optimiza-
tion functions, since these are the constraints supported by the underlying solvers used by
the modeling languages. Mixed integer constraints are supported by later modeling lan-
guages. AMPL [7] fits in this category and also provides additional forms of modeling such
as facilities for modeling graphs. There has been some research on extending MIP based
modeling languages to support CP-like global constraints [86] and more ambitiously to
support both CP and MIP solvers. Of particular note is the OPL modeling language [109]
which dramatically extends mathematical modeling languages by providing CP-like global
constraints and search as well as sophisticated data structures. Again the interested reader
is referred to Chapter 13 “Constraints in Procedural and Concurrent Languages.”

Industrial applications

Finally, CLP and CP constraint solving toolkits are widely used in industrial applications.
One of the first industrial applications of CLP was for the container port of Hong Kong in
1990. Since then several constraint-based technology companies have emerged in Europe,
America and Asia. ILOG, is a major such company with revenues of 125Million dollars
per annum. ILOG’s website claims that “Because only ILOG can boast a technology port-
folio that includes both ILOG CPLEX for mathematical programming and ILOG CP for
constraint programming—the proven foundation of planning and scheduling systems—8
of the Top 10 ERP/SCM vendors have embedded ILOG’s core technologies”.

CLP is used by major companies for production scheduling transport scheduling, finan-
cial planning and a host of resource planning and scheduling applications. CLP is not only
used for traditional resource planning and scheduling but for the new generation of compa-
nies and applications: Cisco uses CLP for its internet routing products, and Cadence—the
electronic design automation company—is a major user of constraint technology.

12.7 Future of CLP and Interesting Research Questions

It is almost exactly 20 years since the CLP paradigm was introduced. It has been an impor-
tant component in the success of CP, providing the initial reason for the “programming”
component. One impact has been on logic programming. CLP is now a cornerstone of
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logic programming theory, systems and applications. Standard logic programming sys-
tems, such as GNU-Prolog and SICStus Prolog now provide constraint solving libraries.
It has also received substantial interest from researchers into computational logic and has
had considerable impact on database research, and we believe an increasing impact on
modeling language design.

It is worth summarizing the strengths of CLP. CLP languages are fully-fledged pro-
gramming languages meaning that they provide the constraint programmer with great
power for modeling problems, for specifying problem specific search heuristics and for
experimenting with hybrid constraint solving techniques. They provide powerful and flex-
ible search control and modern CLP languages provide a variety of techniques, such as
attributed variables, indexicals, CHRs, for extending the constraint solver.

However, CLP languages have some drawbacks, which are driving the current research
programs in this area.

First, some features inherited from logic programming—and more particularly Prolog—
need to be learnt and comprehended for modeling and especially for writing search or hy-
brid solvers. It is awkward to use recursion rather than iteration, compile time checking
is limited, there is an unwieldy syntax for arrays, overloading of standard mathematical
operators is not supported and standard mathematical syntax is not available for model-
ing problems. There is no sharp distinction between the conceptual and the design model,
and the data is part of the program. The difficulty of programming in CLP languages was
identified as a problem in [91].

One solution is to modify and extend the syntax of CLP languages to be closer to
standard mathematical modeling. For instance, the CLP language ECLiPSe provides iter-
ation allowing conceptual modeling closer to traditional modeling languages. Arguably,
the modeling language OPL can be viewed as a (very) restricted CLP language. Although
this seems easy, there is considerable tension between the aims of designing a simple,
mathematical like modeling language, and a language expressive enough to allow the pro-
grammer to specify problem-specific constraint solving techniques. Another approach is
to explore the use of a problem-domain specific visual front ends. Yet a third, is to build a
modeling language on top of the CLP systems.

A major strength of CLP is a simple, elegant declarative semantics which brings to-
gether logical, algebraic and operational viewpoints. As a result CLP is a powerful and
precise language for modelling problems. With the facilities for constraint solving and
search control, CLP is also a clean and powerful tool for solving problems. In this respect,
however, the declarative semantics serves little purpose: a highly efficient program can
have the same declarative semantics as a hopelessly inefficient one.

Programming semantics for CLP which allows design models to be compared for effi-
ciency is now required. This semantics must account for optimisation, reflection, search,
and constraint handling. Work on semantics for propagators is partially addressing this
issue but much more work is required to build CLP semantics that enables us to directly
compare CLP models with the same declarative semantics so that we can predict which
will use more computational resources and under what circumstances.

The chronological backtracking search model of CLP languages needs to be combined
with local search techniques in which the search state is updated by local changes. The
combination of backtrack-based tree search and local search is an exciting research area.

With the flexibility of CLP comes a runtime overhead, which especially penalises the
implementation of constraint solvers within the CLP language itself. The goal of increasing
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efficiency of CLP languages has been addressed for many years. Approaches include better
compilation, local and global analysis, and programmer mode and type declarations [42].
On the other hand the declarative nature of CLP makes it naturally parallelisable [83, 31].
Many feel that the coming generation of hardware will be dependent on parallelism for
continued speed improvements, and that declarative paradigms like CLP will therefore
become increasingly important.
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Chapter 13

Constraints in Procedural and
Concurrent Languages

Thom Frühwirth, Laurent Michel, and Christian
Schulte

This chapter addresses the integration of constraints and search into programming lan-
guages from three different points of views. It first focuses on the use of constraints to
model combinatorial optimization problem and to easily implement search procedures,
then it considers the use of constraints for supporting concurrent computations and finally
turns to the use of constraints to enable open implementations of constraints solvers.

The idea of approaching hard combinatorial optimization problems through a combi-
nation of search and constraint solving appeared first in logic programming. The genesis
and growth of constraint programming within logic programming is not surprising as it
catered to two fundamental needs: a declarative style and non-determinism.

Despite the continued support of logic programming for constraint programmers, re-
search efforts were initiated to import constraint technologies into other paradigms (in par-
ticular procedural and object-oriented paradigms) to cater to a broader audience and lever-
age constraint-based techniques in novel areas. The first motivation behind a transition is a
desire to ease the adoption of a successful technology. Moving constraints to a platform and
paradigm widely accepted would facilitate their adoption within existing software systems
by reducing resistance to the introduction of technologies and tools perceived as radically
different. A second motivation is that constraints are versatile abstractions equally well
suited for modeling and supporting concurrency. In particular, concurrent computation
can be seen as agents that communicate and coordinate through a shared constraint store.
Third, constraint-based techniques can leverage the semantics of a target application do-
main to design specialized constraints or search procedures that are more effective than
off-the-shelves constraints. The ability, for domain specialists, to easily create, customize
and extend both constraints solvers and search is therefore a necessity for adaptability.

The continued success and growth of constraints depends on the availability of flexible,
extensible, versatile and easy to use solvers. It is contingent on retaining performance that
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rival or exceed the ad-hoc methods they supplant. Therefore, efficiency remains a key
objective, often at odds with flexibility and ease of use.

Meeting these broad objectives, namely ubiquity, flexibility, versatility and efficiency
within traditional paradigms that lack support for declarative programming creates unique
challenges. First, a flexible tool must support mechanisms to let users define new con-
straints either through combinators or from first principles. The mechanisms should focus
on the specification of what each constraint computes (its declarative semantics) rather
than how it computes it (operational semantics) to retain simplicity without sacrificing ef-
ficiency. Second, search procedures directly supported by language abstractions, i.e., non-
determinism in logic programming, must be available in traditional languages and remain
under end-user control. Also, search procedures should retain their declarative nature and
style to preserve simplicity and appeal. Finally, a constraint tool must bridge the semantic
gaps that exists between a high-level model, its implementation and the native abstractions
of the host language to preserve clarity and simplicity while offering a natural embedding
in the target language that does not force its users to become logic programming experts.

Many answers to these challenges have been offered and strike different trade-offs.
Each answer can be characterized by features that address a subset of the objectives. Some
constraint tools favored ease of adoption and efficiency over preserving declarativeness and
flexibility. Others focused on the creation of new hybrid, multi-paradigm languages and
platforms that preserved declarative constructions, adopt constraints and concurrency as
first class citizens in the design, and preserve efficiency with a lesser emphasis on targeting
existing platforms. A third option focusing on flexibility and declarative constructions
brought rule-based systems where new solvers over entirely new domains can be easily
constructed, extended, modified and composed.

This chapter provides insights into the strengths, weaknesses and capabilities of sys-
tems that fall in one of these three classes: toolkits for procedural and object-oriented
languages, hybrid systems and rule-based systems.

13.1 Procedural and Object-Oriented Languages

Over the last decade, constraint programming tools have progressively found their way into
mainstream paradigms and languages, most notably C++. This transformation, however,
is not obvious and creates many challenges. To understand the nature of the difficulty, it is
useful to step back and consider the initial motivations. To apprehend the interactions be-
tween constraint toolkits and their procedural or object-oriented host languages, it is useful
to separate two key components of constraint programming, i.e., modeling with constraints
and programming the search. Each component brings its own challenges that vary with the
nature of the host language. Section 13.1.1 reviews the design objectives and inherent
challenges before turning to the issue of constraint-based modeling in section 13.1.2, and
search programming in section 13.1.3. Finally, section 13.1.4 discusses pragmatic issues
that permeate throughout all integration attempts.

13.1.1 Design Objectives

Modern constraint-based languages strive to simplify the task of writing models that are
readable, flexible and easy to maintain. This is naturally challenging as programs for
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complex problems often requires ingenuity on the part of the developer to express multiple
orthogonal concerns and encode them efficiently within a language that imposes its own
limitations. Logic programming is the cradle of constraint programming for good reasons
as it offers two important supports: a declarative framework on which to build constraints
as generalizations of unification; and non-determinism to support search procedures, and,
in particular, depth-first search.

The challenges

Nonetheless, logic programming imposes a few limitations. First, it does not lend itself
to the efficient implementation of extensible toolkits. Early on, efficiency considerations
as well as simplicity pushed logic programming systems to implement all constraints as
“built-ins” of the language giving rise to closed black-box solvers. Second, it does not eas-
ily accommodate search procedures that deviate from the depth-first strategy. It therefore
raises significant challenges for potential users of strategies like BFS, IDFS [70] or LDS
[50] to name a few. Third, its target audience comprises almost exclusively computer-savvy
programmers, who feel comfortable writing recursive predicates for tasks as mundane as
generating constraints and constraint expressions. This relative difficulty does not appeal to
a much larger group of potential users of the technology: the mathematical programming
community. Mathematical solvers (LP, IP, MIP [56, 46]) and their modeling languages
[34, 26, 104] indeed offer facilities that focus on modeling and, to a large extent, relieve
their users from most (all) programming efforts.

The past two decades saw improvements on one or more of these fronts. The next
paragraphs briefly review two trends related to procedural and object-oriented languages.

Libraries and glass-box extensibility. Ilog Solver [58] is a C++ library implementing
a finite domain solver and is thus a natural example of an object-oriented embodiment.
The embedding of a solver within a C++ library offers opportunities to address the ex-
tensibility issues as both decision variables and constraints can be represented with object
hierarchies that can be refined and extended. However the move to C++, a language that
does not support non-deterministic computation, has increased the challenges one faces
to write, debug and maintain search procedures. Note that CHR [39] supports glass-box
extensibility through user-definable rules and is the subject of Section 13.3.

From programming to modeling. Numerica [111] is a modeling language for highly
non-linear global optimization. It was designed to address the third limitation and make
the technology of Newton [112] (a constraint logic programming language) available to
a much broader audience of mathematical programmers. The objective behind Numerica
was to improve the modeling language to a point where executable models were expressed
at the level of abstraction of their formal counterparts typically found in scientific papers.
The approach was further broadened with novel modeling languages for finite domain
solvers supporting not only the statement of constraints but also the specification of ad-
vanced search procedures and strategies. OPL [105, 104, 114] embodies those ideas in a
rich declarative language while OplScript [108] implements a procedural language for the
composition of multiple OPL models. Note that OPL is an interpreted language whose vir-
tual machine is implemented in terms of ILOG SOLVER constructions. The virtual machine
itself is non trivial given the semantic gap between OPL and ILOG SOLVER.
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At the same time, a finite domain solver was implemented in LAURE [21] and then
moved to CLAIRE [63], a language compiled to C++ that simplified LAURE’s construc-
tions to make it accessible to a broader class of potential users. CLAIRE was later en-
hanced with SALSA [63], a declarative and algebraic extension that focused on the im-
plementation of search procedures.

13.1.2 Constraint Modeling

Constraint modeling raises two concerns: the ease of use and expressiveness of the toolkit
and its underlying extensibility. Each concern is intrinsically linked to the host language
and has a direct impact on potential end users. This section discusses each one in turn.

Ease of use and expressiveness

The constraint modeling task within a procedural or an object-oriented language presents
interesting challenges. It is desirable to obtain a declarative reading of a high-level model
statement that exploits the facilities of the host language (e.g., static and strong typing
in C++). The difficulty is to leverage the language to simplify programs and raise their
modeling profile to a sufficient level of abstraction. Note that modeling languages (e.g.,
OPL) tightly couple the toolkit and the language to obtain the finest level of integration that
preserves a complete declarative reading of models despite an apparent procedural style.
Indeed, OPL looks procedural but is actually declarative as it is side effect free (i.e., it has
no destructive assignments).

Aggregation and combinators. Consider the classic magic series puzzle. The problem
consists of finding a sequence of numbers S = (s0, s1, · · · , sn−1) such that si represents
the number of occurrences of iwithin the sequenceS. For instance, (6, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,0,0)
is a sequence of length 10 with 6 occurrences of 0, 2 occurrences of 1, 1 occurrence of 2
and finally 1 occurrence of 6. Clearly, any solution must satisfy the following property

n−1
∑

k=0

(sk = i) = si ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , n− 1}

To solve the problem with a constraint programming toolkit, it is first necessary to state
the n constraints shown above. Each constraint is a linear combination of the truth value
(interpreted as 0 or 1) of elementary constraints of the form sk = i. The difficulty is
therefore to construct a toolkit with automatic reification of constraints and with seamless
aggregation primitives, i.e., summations, products, conjunctions or disjunctions to name a
few that facilitate the combination of elementary primitives.

Figure 13.1 illustrates the differences between the OPL and ILOG SOLVER statements
for the magic series problem. The ILOG SOLVER model constructs an expression itera-
tively to build the cardinality constraint for each possible value. It also relies on conve-
nience functions like IloScalProd to create the linear redundant constraint. The OPL

model is comparatively simpler as the mathematical statement maps directly to the model.
It is worth noting that the level of abstraction shown by the OPL model is achievable within
C++ libraries with the same level of typing safety as demonstrated in [72]. Finally, both
systems implement constraint combinators (e.g., cardinality) and offer global constraints
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ILOG SOLVER

1. int main(int argc,char* argv[]){
2. IloEnv env;int n;cin>>n;

3. try {
4. IloModel m(env);

5. IloIntVarArray s(env,n,0,n);

6. IloIntArray c(env,n);

7. for(int i=0;i<n;i++) {
8. IlcIntExp e = s[0] == i;

9. for(int k=1;k<n;k++)

10. e += s[k] == i;

11. m.add(s[i] == e);

12. }
13. for(int i=0;i<n;i++) c[i]=i;

14. m.add(IloScalProd(s,c) == n);

15. solve(m,env,vars);

16. } catch(IloException& ex) ...

17.}

OPL

1. int n<<"Number of Variables:";

2. range Dom 0..n-1;

3. var Range s[Dom];

4. solve {
5. forall(i in Dom)

6. s[i] = sum(j in Dom) (s[j]=i);

7. sum(j in Dom) s[j]*j = n;

8. };

Figure 13.1: The Magic Series statements.

that capture common substructures, simplify some of the modeling effort, and can exploit
the semantics of constraints for better performance.

Typing. A seamless toolkit integration depends on the adherence to the precepts and
conventions of the host language. For instance, C++ programmers often expect static and
strong typing for their programs and rely on the C++ compiler to catch mistakes through
type checking. From a modeling point of view the ability to rely on types and, in particular,
on finite domain variables defined over domains of specific types is instrumental is writing
clean and simple models. Consider the stable marriage problem. The problem is to pair
up men and women such that the pairings form marriages and satisfy stability constraints
based on the preferences of all individuals. A marriage between m and w is stable if and
only if whenever m prefers a woman k over his wife w, k also happens to prefer her own
husband overm so thatm andw have no reason to part. The OPL model is shown in Figure
13.2. The fragment husband[wife[m]] = m illustrates that the type of values in the
domain of wife[m] is an enumerated type Women that happens to be equal to the type of
the index for the array husband. Similarly, the type of each entry of the husband array is
Men and therefore equal to the type of the right hand side of the equality constraint. To the
modeler, the result is a program that can be statically type checked.

Matrices. From an expressiveness point of view, the ability to index arrays with finite
domain variables is invaluable to write concise and elegant models. It is equally useful on
matrices, especially when its absence implies a non trivial reformulation effort to derive
for an expression m[x, y] a tight reformulation based on an element constraint. The refor-
mulation introduces a ternary relation R(i, j, k) = {〈i, j, k〉 | i ∈ D(x) ∧ j ∈ D(y) ∧ k ∈
0..|D(x)| · |D(y)| − 1} that, for each pair of indices i ∈ D(x) and j ∈ D(y), maps the
entry m[i, j] to its location k in an array a. Then, m[x, y] can be rewritten as a[z] with the
addition of the constraint (x, y, z) ∈ R where z is a fresh variable.
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1. enum Women ...;

2. enum Men ...;

3. int rankW[Women,Men] = ...

4. int rankM[Men,Women] = ...

5. var Women wife[Men];

6. var Men husband[Women];

7. solve {
8. forall(m in Men) husband[wife[m]] = m;

9. forall(w in Women) wife[husband[w]] = w;

10. forall(m in Men & o in Women)

11. rankM[m,o] < rankM[m,wife[m]] => rankW[o,husband[o]] < rankW[o,m];

12. forall(w in Women & o in Men)

13. rankW[w,o] < rankW[w,husband[w]] => rankM[o,wife[o]] < rankM[o,w];

14. }

Figure 13.2: The OPL model for Stable Marriage.

Note that if the language supports a rich parametric type system (e.g., C++), it is pos-
sible to write templated libraries that offer both automatic reformulations and static/strong
typing as shown in [72].

Extensibility

Extensibility is crucial to the success of toolkits and libraries alike. It affects them in at
least two respects. First, the toolkit or library itself should be extensible and support the
addition of user-defined constraints and user-defined search procedures. This requirement
is vital to easily develop domain specific or application specific constraints and blend them
seamlessly with other pre-defined constraints. Given that constraints are compositional and
implemented in terms of filtering algorithms that task should be easily handled. Second,
it is often desirable to embed the entire constraint program within a larger application to
facilitate its deployment.

Solver extensibility. Object orientation is a paradigm for writing extensible software
through a combination of polymorphism, inheritance, and delegation. In the mid 90s, the
first version of ILOG SOLVER [79, 80] was developed to deliver an extensible C++ library.
The extensibility of its modeling component stems from a reliance on abstract classes
(interfaces) for constraints to specify the API that must be supported to react to events
produced by variables. For instance an ILOG SOLVER integer variable can expose notifi-
cations for three events whenDomain, whenRange, whenValue to report a change
in the domain, the bounds, or the loss of a value. A constraint subscribes to notifications
from specific variables to respond with its demon method. Figure 13.3 illustrates a user-
defined equality constraint implementing bound consistency. Its postmethod creates two
demons and attaches them to the variables. Both demons are implemented with a macro
(last line) that delegates the event back to the constraint. The demon method propagates
the constraint by updating the bound of the other variable. The extension mechanism heav-
ily depends on the specification of a filtering algorithm rather than a set of indexicals (e.g.,
clp(FD) [28]) or inference rules (e.g., CHR [39]) and therefore follows a far more pro-
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1. class MyEqual : public IlcConstraintI {
2. IlcIntVar x, y;

3. public:

4. MyEqual(IloSolver s,IlcIntVar x,IlcIntVar y)

5. : IlcConstraintI(s), x(x), y(y) {}
6. void post() {
7. x.whenValue(equalDemon(getSolver(),this, x));

8. y.whenValue(equalDemon(getSolver(),this, y));

9. }
10. void demon(IlcIntVar x) {
11. IlcIntVar other = (x == x) ? y : x;

12. other.setMin(x.getMin());

13. other.setMax(x.getMax());

14. }
15. };
16. ILCCTDEMON1(equalDemon,MyEqual,demon,IlcIntVar,var);

Figure 13.3: ILOG SOLVER custom constraint.

cedural mind-set that requires a fair level of understanding to identify relevant events and
variables and produce a filtering procedure.

Solver embedding. Extensibility also matters for the deployment of constraint-based
technology. In this respect, the integration of a CP toolkit within a mainstream object-
oriented language is a clear advantage as models can easily be encapsulated within reusable
classes linked within larger applications. Modeling languages present an additional diffi-
culty but can nonetheless be integrated through component technology (COM or CORBA)
[57] or even as web-services as illustrated by the OSiL efforts [33].

13.1.3 Programming the Search

The second component of a constraint programming model is concerned with the search.
The search usually addresses two orthogonal concerns. First, what is the topology of the
search tree that is to be explored. Second, how does one select the next node of the search
tree to be explored. Or, given a search tree, what is the order used to visit its nodes? Both
can be thought of as declarative specifications but are often mixed to accommodate the
implementation language. The integration of the two elements in procedural and object-
oriented languages is particularly challenging, given the lack of language abstractions to
manipulate the search control flow.

Search tree specification

OPL is a classic example of declarative specification of the search tree. It supports state-
ments that specify the order in which variables and values must be considered. OPL pro-
vides default strategies and does not require the user to implement his own. However, as
problems become more complex, it is critical to provide this ability. Figure 13.4 illustrates
on the left-hand side the naive formulation for the n−queens model. The constraints are
stated for all pairs of indices i and j in Dom such that i < j. The right-hand side shows
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the search procedure. Lines 10-14 specify the search tree with a variable and a value or-
dering . It simply scans the variables in the order indicated by Dom (ascending) and, for
each variable i, it non-deterministically chooses a values v from Dom and attempts to im-
pose the additional constraint queen[i] = v. On failure, the non-deterministic choice
is reconsidered and the next value from Dom is selected.

1. int n = ...; range Dom 1..n;

2. var Dom queen[Dom];

3. solve {
4. forall(ordered i,j in Dom){
5. queen[i] <> queen[j];

6. queen[i]+i <> queen[j]+j;

7. queen[i]-i <> queen[j]-j;

8. }
9. }

10. search {
11. forall(i in Dom)

12. tryall(v in Dom)

13. queen[i] = v;

14. }

Figure 13.4: The OPL queens model.

Implementing a search facility in an object-oriented language like C++ or Java is hard
for a simple reason: the underlying language has no support for non-determinism and
therefore no control abstractions for making choices like tryall. To date, all libraries
have used some form of embedded goal interpreter whose purpose is to evaluate an and-or
tree data structure reminiscent of logic programming predicates where non-determinism
is expressed with or-nodes and conjunction with and-nodes. The approach was used in
ILOG SOLVER and more recently in CHOCO, a Java-based toolkit. Figure 13.5 shows
a goal-based implementation of the n−queens search tree. ILOG SOLVER also provides
pre-defined search tree specifications for the often-used methods.

1. ILCGOAL4(Forall,IloIntVarArray,x,IloInt,i,IloInt,low,IloInt,up) {
2. if (i <= up)

3. return IlcAnd(Tryall(getSolver(),x[i],low,up),

4. Forall(getSolver(),x,i+1,low,up));

5. else return IlcGoalTrue(getSolver());

6. }
7. ILCGOAL3(Tryall,IloIntVar,x,IloInt,v,IloInt up) {
8. if (x.isBound()) return 0;

9. else if (v > up) fail();

10. else return IlcOr(x=v,IlcAnd(x!=v,Tryall(getSolver(),x,v+1)));

11. }
12. ...

13. solver.solve(Forall(queens,1,1,n));

Figure 13.5: An ILOG SOLVER implementation of a search tree specification.

Lines 1 through 6 define a goal that performs the same variable selection as line 11
of the OPL model. Lines 7-11 define a goal to try all the possible values for the chosen
variable and correspond to lines 12 and 13 of the OPL model. The two macros ILCGOAL4
and ILCGOAL3 define two classes (ForallI and TryallI) together with convenience
functions (Forall and Tryall) to instantiate them1. The block that follows each macro

1Observe that the code in Figure 13.5 always uses the convenience functions and never directly refer to the
underlying implementation class
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is the body of the goal whose purpose is to construct the And-Or tree on the fly.
Observe that the implementation of the search procedure is now broken down into

several small elements that are not textually close. A few observation are in order

• A goal-based solution relies on an embedded goal interpreter and is therefore in-
compatible with C++ development tools like a debugger. For instance, tracing the
execution is hard as there is no access to the state of the interpreter (e.g., current in-
struction, parameters’ value, etc..). To compensate, recent versions of ILOG SOLVER

provide debugging support through instrumented libraries to inspect and visualize
the state of the search tree.

• Every single operation that must occur during the search (e.g., printing, statistic
gathering, visualizations) must be wrapped up in user-defined goals that are inserted
into the search tree description.

• It is non-trivial to modularize entire search procedures in actual C++ functions or
classes to reuse search fragments. Again, the only option is to write a function or
class that will inline a goal data structure representing the search procedure to insert.
Note that a deep copy of the entire goal (the entire function) is required each time to
simulate the parameter passing as there is no call mechanism per se.

• The body of a goal’s implementation is both delicate and subtle as there is a temporal
disconnection between the execution of its various components. For instance, one
may be tempted to optimize the Forall goal shown in Figure 13.5 to eliminate the
creation of a fresh goal instance for each recursive goal and favor a purely recursive
solution as in

ILCGOAL4(Forall,IloIntVarArray,x,IloInt,i,IloInt,low,IloInt,up) {
if (i <= up) {
IloInt i0 = i; i = i + 1;

return IlcAnd(Tryall(getSolver(),x[i0],low,up),this);

} else return IlcGoalTrue(getSolver());

}

However, this would be wrong. Indeed, i is an instance variable of the goal that is
merely re-inserting itself back into the query resulting in making i = i + 1 visible
to the next invocation. However, on backtrack i is not restored to its original value.
Consequently, one must compensate wit a reversible integer (IlcRevInt). Yet,
this is insufficient as the modification (i = i + 1) should occur inside the Tryall
choice point and it is thus necessary to add a goal to increment i as in

ILCGOAL4(Forall,IloIntVarArray,x,IlcRevInt&,i,IloInt,low,IloInt,up) {
if (i <= up) {
return IlcAnd(IlcAnd(Tryall(getSolver(),x[i],low,up),

IncrementIt(i)),this);

} else return IlcGoalTrue(getSolver());

}

Finally, note how the arguments to goal instantiations are evaluated when the parent
goal executes, not when the goal itself is about to execute. For instance, a goal that
follows IncrementIt(i) should not expect i to be incremented yet.

Standard search procedures are not limited to static variable/value ordering but often rely
on dynamic heuristics in order to select the next variable/value to branch on. Such heuris-
tics can be implemented both within modeling languages and libraries.
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Variable selection heuristic. In OPL, the variable selection heuristic is specified with
a clause in the forall statement that associates with the selection a measure of how
desirable the choice is. For instance, the fragment

forall(i in Dom ordered by increasing dsize(queens[i])) ...

indicates that the queens should be tried in increasing order of domain size. Note that
OPL supports more advanced criteria based on lexicographic ordering of tuple-values to
automate a useful but tedious task. For instance, the fragment

forall(i in Dom ordered by increasing <dsize(queens[i]),abs(i - n/2)>)

tryall(v in Dom)

queen[i] = v;

implements a middle variable selection heuristic that considers first the variable with the
smallest domain and breaks ties by choosing the variable closest to the middle of the board.

ILOG SOLVER is equally capable at the expense of a few small additions to user-defined
goals. Indeed, the key change is that the index of the next variable to consider is no longer
a static expression (the i of the Forall goal in Figure 13.5), but is instead computed at the
beginning of the goal. Note that the selection is re-done at each invocation of the Forall
and can skip over bound variables.

Value selection heuristic. OPL provides an ordering clause for its tryall that matches
the variable ordering clause of the forall both in syntax and semantics. For instance the
statement

tryall(v in Domain ordered by increasing abs(v - n/2)) ...

would consider the values fromDomain in order of increasing distance from the middle of
the board. ILOG SOLVER goals for the value selection operate similarly with one caveat:
The value selection goal must track (with an additional data structure) the already tried
values to focus on only the remaining values, a task hidden by OPL’s implementation.

Control flow primitives. For the search, the most significant difference between a mod-
eling language and a library is, perhaps, the availability of traditional control statements.
As pointed out earlier, ILOG SOLVER’s level of abstraction for programming the search is
the underlying and-or tree. OPL, provides traditional control primitives such as iterations
(while loops), selections (select), local bindings (let expressions) and branchings
(if-then-else). Consider for instance the simple OPL fragment shown in Figure 13.6
which, upon failure, adds the negation of the failed constraint. The distance between a
goal-based specification and a high-level procedure is significant.

Exploration strategies

The specification of the search tree was concerned with what was going to be explored.
Exploration strategies are concerned with how the dynamic search tree is going to be ex-
plored. Many strategies are possible, ranging from the standard depth first search to com-
plex combination of iterated limited searches. Even though an exploration strategy sounds
like a very algorithmic endeavor, it is both possible and desirable to produce a declarative
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1. search {
2. forall(in in Dom)

3. while (not bound(queens[i])) do

4. let v = dmin(queens[i]) in

5. try

6. queens[i] = v | queens[i] <> v

7. endtry;

8. }

Figure 13.6: Traditional Control Abstractions Example in OPL.

specification and let the search engine implement it automatically. This is especially true
in the context of a procedural (or object-oriented) language as a procedural specification
would force programmers to explicitly address the issue of non-determinism (and its im-
plementation). This section briefly reviews two approaches based on OPL [113] (or ILOG

SOLVER [78]) and COMET [73].

OPL and ILOG SOLVER strategy specifications. The key ingredient to specify an ex-
ploration strategy is to provide a search node management policy. Each time a choice is
considered during the search, it creates search nodes corresponding to the various alterna-
tives. Once created, the exploration must select the node to explore next and postpone the
less attractive ones. The evaluation of a node’s attractiveness is, of course, strategy depen-
dent. But once the attractiveness function and the postponement rules are encapsulated in a
strategy object, the exploration algorithm becomes completely generic with respect to the
strategy.

1.SearchStrategy dfs() {
2. evaluated to - OplSystem.getDepth();

3. postponed when OplSystem.getEvaluation()>OplSystem.getBestEvaluation();

4.}

5.applyStrategy dfs()

6. forall(i in Dom)

7. tryall(v in Dom)

8. queen[i] = v;

Figure 13.7: Exploration Strategy in OPL.

Consider the statement in Figure 13.7. It first defines a DFS strategy and uses it to
explore the search tree. The specification contains two elements: the evaluation function
that defines the node’s attractiveness and the postponement rule that states when to delay.
Each time the exploration produces a node, it is subjected to the strategy to evaluate its
attractiveness and decide its fate. To obtain DFS, it suffices to use the opposite of the
node’s depth as its attractiveness and to postpone a node whenever it is shallower than
the “best node” available in the queue. The system object (OplSystem gives access
to enough statistic about the depth, right depth, number of failures, etc..) to implement
advanced strategies like LDS or IDS to name a few. When the strategy is expressed as a
node management policy, one can implement the same mechanism in a library.
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COMET strategy specifications. COMET is an object-oriented programming language
for constraint-based local search offering control abstractions for non-determinism [71,
106]. These abstractions are equally suitable for local search methods (low overhead) and
complete methods.

COMET uses first-class continuations to represent and manipulate the state of the pro-
gram’s control flow. COMET’s tryall is semantically equivalent to OPL’s tryall.
Search strategies can be expressed via policies for the management of the captured contin-
uations and embedded in Search Controllers that parameterize the search.

1. DFS sc();

2. exploreall<sc> {
3. forall(i in Dom) {
4. tryall<sc>(v in Dom){
5. queen[i] = v;

6. }
7. }
8. }

1. class DFS implements SearchController {
2. Stack s; Continuation exit;

3. DFS() { s = new Stack();}
4. void start(Continuation c) { exit = c;}
5. void exit() { call( exit);}
6. void addChoice(Continuation c) {
7. s.push(c);

8. }
9. void fail() {
10. if ( s.empty()) exit();

11. else call( cont.pop());

12. }
13.}

Figure 13.8: Exploration strategies with COMET.

The code fragment on the left hand side of Figure 13.8 is a COMET procedure whose
semantics are identical to the OPL statement from Figure 13.7. The key difference is
the search controller (sc) of type DFS whose implementation is shown on the right hand
side. The statements parameterized by sc (exploreall and tryall) delegate to the
search controller the management of the continuations that represent search nodes. To
derive DFS, it suffices to store in a stack the continuations produced by the branches in the
tryall. When a failure occurs (e.g., at an inconsistent node), the fail method transfers
the control to the popped continuation. If there is none left, the execution resumes after the
exploreall thanks to a call to the exit continuation.

COMET completely decouples the node management policy from the exploration algo-
rithm, allows both a declarative and an operational reading of the search specification and
provides a representation of the control flow’s state that is independent of the underlying
computation model.

13.1.4 Pragmatics

The integration of a constraint programming toolkit within a purely procedural or object-
oriented language presents challenges for the modeling and implementation of the search.

Constraint modeling

Constraint modeling is relatively easy if the host language supports first-class expressions
or syntactic sugar to simulate them. If operators cannot be overloaded (like in Java), the
expression of arithmetic and set-based constraint is heavier. See Figure 13.9 for a Java
fragment setting up the queens problem in the CHOCO solver.
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1. Problem p = new Problem();

2. IntVar[] queens = new IntVar[n];

3. for(int i = 0; i < n; i++)

4. queens[i] = p.makeEnumIntVar("queen" + i, 1, n);

5. for (int i=0; i<n; i++) {
6. for (int j=i+1; j<n; j++) {
7. p.post(p.neq(queens[i], queens[j]));

8. p.post(p.neq(queens[i],p.plus(queens[j], j-i)));

9. p.post(p.neq(queens[i],p.minus(queens[j], j-i)));

10. }
11. }

Figure 13.9: The n−queens problem in CHOCO.

Search implementation

The lack of support for non-determinism is far more disruptive. One extreme solution
is to close the specification of the search and only offer pre-defined procedures. The clear
advantage is an implementation of non-determinism that can be specialized to deliver good
performance.

A second option, used with ILOG SOLVER [58], is to embed in the library a goal ori-
ented interpreter. With a carefully crafted API addressing the issues listed below, it is
possible to open the interface to support user-defined extensions.

Control transfer. The interface between the goal-based search and the rest of the pro-
gram must be as seamless as possible.

Mixed memory models. Multiple memory models must coexist peacefully (traditional
C Heap, logical variables Heap, traditional execution stack, search stack or trail to name a
few) to avoid leaks or dangling pointer issues.

Debugging support. A significant part of the program runs inside an embedded inter-
preter which renders the native debugging facilities virtually useless. This must be mit-
igated with the inclusion of dedicated and orthogonal debugging tools to instrument the
goal interpreter.

Control abstractions. The native control abstraction tend to be ineffective to express
search procedures and underscore the importance of hiding or isolating the semantic sub-
tleties associated with the goal interpreter. Note that the level of abstraction of search pro-
cedures can be lifted closer to OPL as demonstrated in [72]. However, this implementation
retains a goal-like interpreter that also fails to integrate with existing tools.

13.2 Concurrent Constraint Programming

At the end of the 1980s, concurrent constraint logic programming (CCLP) integrated ideas
from concurrent logic programming [97] and constraint logic programming (CLP):

• Maher [65] proposed the ALPS class of committed-choice languages.
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• The ambitious Japanese Fifth-Generation Computing Project relied on a concurrent
logic language based on Ueda’s GHC [103].

• The seminal work of Saraswat [82] introduced the ask-and-tell metaphor for con-
straint operations and the concurrent constraints (CC) language framework that per-
mits both don’t-care and don’t-know non-determinism.

• Smolka proposed a concurrent programming model Oz that subsumes functional and
object-oriented programming [101].

Implemented concurrent constraint logic programming languages include AKL, CIAO,
CHR, and Mozart (as an implementation of Oz).

13.2.1 Design Objectives

Processes are the main notion in concurrent and distributed programming. They are build-
ing blocks of distributed systems, where data and computations are physically distributed
over a network of computers. Processes are programs that are executed concurrently and
that can interact with each other. Processes can either execute local actions or communicate
and synchronize by sending and receiving messages. The communicating processes build
a process network which can change dynamically. For concurrency it does not matter if the
processes are executed physically in parallel or if they are interleaved sequentially. Pro-
cesses can intentionally be non-terminating. Consider an operating system which should
keep on running or a monitoring and control program which continuously processes in-
coming measurements and periodically returns intermediate results or raises an alarm.

In CCLP, concurrently executing processes communicate via a shared constraint store.
The processes are defined by predicates and are called agents, because they are defined by
logical rules and often implement some kind of artificially intelligent behavior. Constraints
take the role of (partial) messages and variables take the role of communication channels.
Usually, communication is asynchronous. Running processes are CCLP goals that place
and check constraints on shared variables.

This communication mechanism is based on ask-and-tell of constraints that reside in
the common constraint store. Tell refers to imposing a constraint (as in CLP). Ask is
an inquiry whether a constraint already holds. Ask is realized by an entailment test. It
checks whether a constraint is implied by the current constraint store. Ask and tell can be
seen as generalizations of read and write from values to constraints. The ask operation is a
consumer of constraints (even though the constraint will not be removed), the tell operation
is a producer of constraints.

For a process, decisions that have been communicated to the outside and actions that
have affected the environment cannot be undone anymore. Don’t-know non-determinism
(Search) must be encapsulated in this context. Also, failure should be avoided. Failure of
a goal atom (i.e., a single process) always entails the failure of the entire computation (i.e.,
all participating processes). In applications such as operating or monitoring systems this
would be fatal.
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13.2.2 The CC Language Framework

We concentrate on the committed-choice fragment of Saraswat’s CC language frame-
work [83, 84, 81]. The abstract syntax of CC is given by the following EBNF grammar:

Declarations D ::= p(t̃)← A | D,D
Agents A ::= true | tell(c) | ∑n

i=1 ask(ci)→ Ai | A‖A | ∃xp(t̃) | p(t̃)

where t̃ stands for a sequence of terms, x for a variable, and where c and the ci’s are
constraints. Instead of using existential quantification (∃), projection is usually implicit in
implemented CC languages by using local variables as in CLP.

Each predicate symbol p is defined by exactly one declaration. A CC program P is a
finite set of declarations.

The operational model of CC is described by a transition system. States are pairs
consisting of agents and the common constraint store. The transition relation is given by
the transition rules in Fig. 13.10.

Tell 〈tell(c), d〉 → 〈true, c ∧ d〉

Ask 〈∑n
i=1 ask(ci)→ Ai, d〉 → 〈Aj , d〉 if CT |= d→ cj (1≤j≤n)

Composition 〈A, c〉 → 〈A′, c′〉
〈(A ‖ B), c〉 → 〈(A′ ‖ B), c′〉
〈(B ‖ A), c〉 → 〈(B ‖ A′), c′〉

Unfold 〈p(t̃), c〉 → 〈A ‖ tell(t̃ = s̃), c〉 if (p(s̃)← A) in program P

Figure 13.10: CC transition rules

Tell tell(c) adds the constraint c to the common constraint store. The constraint true
always holds.

Ask Don’t care non-determinism between choices is expressed as
∑n
i=1 ask(ci) → Ai.

One nondeterministically chooses one ci which is implied by the current constraint
store d, and continues computation with Ai.

Composition The ‖ operator enables parallel composition of agents. Logically, it is inter-
preted as conjunction.

Unfold Unfolding replaces an agent p(t̃) by its definition according to its declaration.

A finite CC derivation (computation) can be successful, failed or deadlocked depending
on its final state. If the derivation ends in a state with unsatisfiable constraints it is called
failed. Otherwise, the constraints of the final state are satisfiable. If its agents have reduced
to true, then it is successful, else it is deadlocked (i.e., the first component contains at least
one suspended agent). Deadlocks come with concurrency. They are usually considered
programming errors or indicate a lack of sufficient information to continue computation.
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13.2.3 Oz and AKL as Concurrent Constraint Programming Languages

The concurrent constraint programming model establishes a clean and simple model for
synchronizing concurrent computations based on constraints. On the other hand, CLP
(see Chapter 12, “Constraint Logic Programming”) provides support for modeling and
solving combinatorial problems based on constraints. The obvious idea to integrate both
models to yield a single and uniform model for concurrent and parallel programming and
problem solving however has proven itself as challenging. Besides merging concurrency
and problem solving aspects, the CCP model only captures synchronization based on a
single shared constraint store. Other common aspects such as controlling the amount of
concurrency in program execution and exchanging messages between concurrently running
computations are not dealt with.

These challenges and issues have been one main motivation for the development of
AKL and Oz as uniform programming models taking inspirations from both CCP and CLP.
The development of AKL started before that of Oz, and naturally Oz has been inspired by
many ideas coming from AKL. Later, the two development teams joined forces to further
develop Oz and its accompanying programming system Mozart [77]. As Oz integrates
all essential ideas but parallel execution from AKL, this section puts its focus on Oz and
mentions where important ideas have been integrated from AKL. Achieving parallelism
has been an additional motivation in AKL, this resulted in a parallel implementation of
AKL [76, 75].

Currently Oz and Mozart are used in many different application areas where the tight
combination of concurrency and problem solving capabilities has shown great potential.
Education is one particular area where many different programming paradigms can be
studied in a single language [115]. Oz as a multi-paradigm language is discussed in [117].

13.2.4 Expressive Concurrent Programming

The concurrent constraint programming model does not specify which amount of con-
currency is necessary or useful for program execution. This is clearly not practical: the
amount of concurrency used in program execution makes a huge difference in efficiency.
The rationale is to use as little concurrency as possible and as much concurrency as neces-
sary.

Experiments with Oz for the right amount of concurrency range from an early ultra-
concurrent model [52], over a model with implicit concurrency control [100] to the final
model with explicit concurrency control. Explicit concurrency control means that execu-
tion is organized into threads that are explicitly created by the programmer. Synchroniza-
tion then is performed on the level of threads rather than on the level of agents as in the
CCP model.

Many-to-one communication. Variables in concurrent constraint programming offer an
elegant mechanism for one-to-many communication: a variable serves as a communication
channel. Providing more information on that variable by a tell amounts to message send-
ing on that variable. The variable then can be read by many agents with synchronization
through entailment on the arrival of the message.

With constraints that can express lists (such as constraints over trees) programs can
easily construct streams (often referred to as open-ended lists). A stream is defined by a
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current tail being a yet unconstrained variable t. Sending a message m tells the constraint
t = cons(m, t′) (expressing that the messagem is the first element of the stream t followed
by elements on the stream t′) where t′ is a new variable for the new current tail of the
stream.

This idea for stream-based communication is very useful for programming concurrent
applications [97, 82]. However, it has a serious shortcoming: it does not support many-to-
one communication situations where more than a single sender exists. The tail can be only
constrained at most once by a tell. Hence all potential senders need to know and update
the current tail of a stream.

AKL introduced ports to solve this problem and allow for general message-passing
communication [62]. The importance of supporting general message-passing communica-
tion is witnessed by concurrent programming languages where communication is entirely
based on message passing, for example Erlang [13].

A port provides a single point of reference to a stream of messages. It stores the current
tail of the stream that is associated with a port. Ports provide a send operation. The send
operation takes a port and a message, appends the message to the tail of the port’s stream,
and updates the stream’s tail as described above.

Naming entities. Ports in AKL require that they can be referred to for a send operation.
Modeling a port as a constraint in the concurrent constraint programming framework is im-
possible. The very idea of a port is that its associated tail changes with each send operation.
Changing the tail is in conflict with a monotonically growing constraint store.

A generic solution to this problem has been conceived in Oz by the introduction of
names [100]. A name can be used similar to a constant in a constraint. Additionally, the
state of a computation now also has an additional compartment that maps names to entities
(such as ports). For example, using a name n for a port means that constraints can be used
to refer to the port by using the name n. The additional compartment then stores that n
refers to a port and the current tail associated with that port. Names are provided in a way
that they cannot be forged and are unique, more details are available in [100].

Mutable state. Ports are not primitive in Oz. Ports are reduced to cells as a primitive
that captures mutable state. As discussed above, a cell is referred to by a name and the
only operation on a cell is to exchange its content. From cells, ports can be obtained
straightforwardly [101].

More expressive programming. Oz incorporates extensions to the concurrent constraint
model to increase its expressive power for programming. It adds first-class procedures by
using names to refer to procedural abstractions (closures). By this, the aspect of giving
procedures first-class status is separated from treating them in the underlying constraint
system. The constraint system is only concerned with names referring to procedural ab-
stractions but not with their denotation. This approach also supports functional computa-
tion by simple syntactic transformations [101].

The combination of names, first-class procedures, and cells for mutable state constitute
the ingredients necessary for object-oriented computing. Here names are used as refer-
ences to objects, mutable object state is expressed from cells, and classes are composed
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toplevel

nested propagation encapsulation

local space

Figure 13.11: Nested propagation and encapsulation for spaces.

from first-class procedures. This setup allows for full-fledged concurrent object-oriented
programming including object-based synchronization and class-based inheritance [51].

Distributed programming. The basic idea of distribution in Oz is to abstract away the
network as much as possible. This means that all network operations are invoked implicitly
by the system as an incidental result of using particular language operations. Distributed
Oz has the same language semantics as Oz by defining a distributed semantics for all
language entities such as variables or objects based on cells.

Network transparency means that computations behave the same independent of the
site they compute on, and that the possible interconnections between two computations
do not depend on whether they execute on the same or on different sites. Network trans-
parency is guaranteed in Distributed Oz for most entities.

An overview on the design of Distributed Oz is [48]. The distributed semantics of
variables is reported in [49]; the distributed semantics of objects is discussed in [116].

13.2.5 Encapsulation and Search

The main challenge in combining concurrency with problem solving is that constraint-
based computations used for problem solving are speculative in nature: their failure is a
regular event. Using backtracking for undoing the effect of a failed speculative compu-
tation is impossible in a concurrent context. Most computations including interoperating
with the external world cannot backtrack. The essential idea to deal with speculative com-
putations in a concurrent context is to encapsulate speculative computation so that the
failure of an encapsulated computation has no effect on other computations.

Computation spaces. The idea of encapsulation has been pioneered by AKL, where en-
capsulation has been achieved by delegating computations to so-called deep guards (to be
discussed later in more detail). Oz generalizes this idea as follows. Computations (roughly
consisting of threads of statements and a constraint store) are contained in a computation
space. Encapsulation in Oz then is achieved by delegating speculative computations to
local computation spaces. The failure of a local space leaves other spaces unaffected.

Computation spaces can then be nested freely resulting in a tree of nested computa-
tion spaces as sketched in Figure 13.11. Encapsulation prevents that constraints told by
computations in local computation spaces are visible in spaces higher up in the space tree.
Nested propagation makes sure that constraints told in computation spaces are propagated
to nested spaces.
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NewSpace : Script→ Space
Ask : Space→ Status
Access : Space→ Solution
Clone : Space→ Space
Commit : Space× Int → Unit
Inject : Space× Script→ Unit

Figure 13.12: Operations on first-class computation spaces.

Stability. Given a setup with local spaces for encapsulation, it is essential to have a crite-
ria when a computation is not any longer speculative. A ground-breaking idea introduced
by Janson and Haridi in the context of AKL is stability [61, 47, 60]. A speculative com-
putation becomes stable, if it has entirely reduced to constraints and that these constraints
are entailed or disentailed (that is, the constraints do not make any speculative assumptions
themselves) by the constraints from computation spaces higher up in the space tree.

Stability naturally generalizes the notion of entailment by capturing when arbitrary
computations are not any longer speculative. In particular, both entailment and stability
are monotonic conditions: a stable computation space remains stable regardless of other
computations.

Deep guards. Stability has been first used as a control criteria for combinators using
so-called deep guards. A combinator can be disjunction, negation, or conditional, for ex-
ample. In the concurrent constraint programming model guards (that is, ask statements) are
flat as they are restricted to constraints. Deep guards allow arbitrary statements (agents) of
the programming language. Similar to how entailment defines when and how computation
can proceed for a flat guard, stability defines when and how computation can proceed for
a deep guard.

First-class computation spaces. Local computation spaces together with stability as
control regime serve as the foundation for both search and combinators in Oz. A gen-
eral idea in Oz is that important abstractions such as procedures, classes, and objects are
available as first-class citizens in the language. As discussed in Section 13.2.4, this is
achieved by names that separate reference to entities from the entities proper.

Similarly, local computation spaces are available as first-class computation spaces.
Having spaces available first-class, search and combinators become programmable within
Oz as programming language.

The operations on first-class computation spaces are listed in Figure 13.12. NewSpace
takes a script (a procedure that defines the constraint problem to be solved) and returns a
space that executes the script. Ask synchronizes until computation in the space has reached
a stable state. It then returns the status of the space, that is, whether the space is failed,
solved, or has alternatives. Alternatives are then resolved by search. Access

returns the solution stored in a space. Clone returns a copy of a space. Commit selects
an alternative of a choice point. Inject adds constraints to a space. How the operations
are employed for programming search becomes is sketched briefly below.
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fun {All S}

case {Ask S}

of failed then nil

[] solved then [{Access S}]

[] alternatives then C={Clone S} in

{Commit S 1} {Commit C 2}

{Append {All S} {All C}}

end

end

Figure 13.13: Depth-first exploration for all solutions.

Programming search. Most constraint programming systems (see Chapter 14, “Finite
Domain Constraint Programming Systems”) have in common that they offer a fixed and
small set of search strategies. The strategies covered are typically limited to single, all,
and best-solution search. Search cannot be programmed, which prevents users to construct
new search strategies. Search hard-wires depth-first exploration, which prevents even sys-
tem developers to construct new search strategies. With first-class computation spaces,
Oz provides a mechanism to easily program arbitrary search engines featuring arbitrary
exploration strategies.

Figure 13.13 conveys that programming search based on first-class computation spaces
is easy. The figure contains a formulation of depth-first exploration that returns all solu-
tions. All takes a space S containing the problem to be solved as input. It returns either
the empty list, if no solution is found, or a singleton list containing the solution. If a space
needs to be resolved by search, the space is copied (by application of Clone) and explo-
ration follows the left alternative (Commit S 1) and later the right alternative (Commit
C 2). Append then appends the solutions obtained from exploring both S and C.

The complete search engine is obtained by adding space creation according to the prob-
lem P (specified by a procedure P) to be solved:

fun {SearchAll P}

{All {NewSpace P}}

end

First-class computation spaces not only cover many standard search engines but have
been applied to interactive visual search [94], parallel search [92], and recomputation-
based search [95]. A complete treatment of search with first-class computation spaces
is [93]. Abstractions similar to first-class computation spaces are also used in the C++-
based libraries Figaro [54] and Gecode [44].

Programming combinators. First-class computations spaces can also be used to pro-
gram deep-guard combinators such as disjunction, negation, blocking implication, for ex-
ample. Here the motivation is the same as for programming search: the user is not re-
stricted to a fixed set of combinators but can devise application-specific combinators when
needed. By this they generalize the idea of deep-guard combinators introduced in AKL.
Programming combinators is covered in [91] and more extensively in [93].
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13.3 Rule-Based Languages

Rule-based formalisms are ubiquitous in computer science, from theory to practice, from
modelling to implementation, from inference rules and transition rules to business rules.
Executable rules are used in declarative programming languages, in program transforma-
tion and analysis, and for reasoning in artificial intelligence applications. Rules consist of
a data description (pattern) and a replacement statement for data matching that descrip-
tion. Rule applications cause localized transformations of a shared data structure (e.g.,
constraint store, term, graph, database). Applications are repeated until no more change
happens.

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is a rule-based programming language in the tra-
dition of constraint logic programming, the only one specifically developed for the im-
plementation of constraint solvers. It is traditionally an extension to other programming
languages but has been used increasingly as a general-purpose programming language, be-
cause it can embed many rule-based formalisms and describe algorithms in a declarative
way.

The next section discusses design objectives and related work. Then we give an over-
view of syntax and semantics of CHR [35, 42] as well as of properties for program analysis
such as confluence and operational equivalence. Then we give constraint solvers written in
CHR, for Booleans, minima, arithmetic equations, finite and interval domains and lexico-
graphic orders.

13.3.1 Design Objectives

Constraint solver programming. In the beginning of CLP, constraint solving was hard-
wired in a built-in constraint solver written in a low-level procedural language. While
efficient, this so-called black-box approach makes it hard to modify a solver or build a
solver over a new domain, let alone debug, reason about and analyse it. Several proposals
have been made to allow more for flexibility and costumization of constraint solvers (called
glass-box, sometimes white-box or even no-box approaches):

• Demons, forward rules and conditionals of the CLP language CHIP [29], allow
defining propagation of constraints in limited ways.

• Indexicals, clp(FD) [25], allow implementing constraints over finite domains at a
medium level of abstraction.

• Given constraints connected to a Boolean variable that represents their truth [16, 98]
allow expressing any logical formula over primitive constraints.

• Constraint combinators, cc(FD) [110], allow building more complex constraints
from simpler constraints.

All approaches extend a solver over a given, specific constraint domain, typically finite
domains. The goal then was to design a programming language specifically for writing
constraint solvers. Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [35, 42, 11, 87] is a concurrent
committed-choice constraint logic programming language consisting of guarded rules that
transform multi-sets of relations called constraints until no more change happens.
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Underlying concepts. CHR was motivated by the inference rules that are traditionally
used in computer science to define logical relationships and fixpoint computation in the
most abstract way.

In CHR, one distinguishes two main kinds of rules: Simplification rules replace con-
straints by simpler constraints while preserving logical equivalence, e.g., X≤Y∧Y≤X ⇔
X=Y. Propagation rules add new constraints that are logically redundant but may cause
further simplification, e.g., X≤Y∧Y≤Z⇒ X≤Z. Obviously, conjunctions in the head of a
rule and propagation rules are essential in expressing constraint solving succinctly.

Given a logical calculus and its transformation rules for deduction, its (conditional)
inference rules directly map to propagation rules and its (biconditional) replacement rules
to simplification rules. Also, the objects of logic, the (constraint) theories, are usually
specified by implications or logical equivalences, corresponding to propagation and sim-
plification rules.

Given a state transition system, its transition rules can readily be expressed with simpli-
fication rules. In this way, dynamics and changes (e.g., updates) can be modelled, possibly
triggered by events and handled by actions. This justifies the use of CHR as a general
purpose programming language.

Design influences. The design of CHR has many roots and combines their attractive
features in a novel way. Logic programming (LP), constraint logic programming (CLP)
[66, 42] and concurrent committed-choice logic programming (CCP) [96, 81] are direct
ancestors of CHR. Like automated theorem proving, CHR uses formulae to derive new
information, but only in a restricted syntax (e.g., no negation) and in a directional way
(e.g., no contrapositives) that makes the difference between the art of proof search and an
efficient programming language.

CHR adapts concepts from term rewriting systems [14] for program analysis, but goes
beyond term rewriting by working on conjunctions of relations instead of nested terms,
and by providing in the language design propagation rules, logical variables, built-in con-
straints, implicit constraint stores, and more. Extensions of rewriting, such as rewriting
Logic [69] and its implementation in Maude [24] and Elan [19] have similar limitations as
standard rewriting systems for writing constraints. The functional language Bertrand [64]
uses augmented term rewriting to implement constraint-based languages.

Executable rules with multiple head atoms were proposed in the literature to model
parallelism and distributed agent processing as well as objects [15, 12], but not for con-
straint solving. Other influences for the design of CHR were the Gamma computation
model and the chemical abstract machine [15], and, of course, production rule systems like
OPS5 [20].

Independent developments related to the concepts behind CHR were the multi-paradigm
programming languages CLAIRE [22], and OZ [99] as well as database research: con-
straint and deductive databases, integrity constraints, and event-condition-action rules.

Expressiveness. The paper [102] introduces CHR machines, analogous to RAM and
Turing machines. It shows that these machines can simulate each other in polynomial time,
thus establishing that CHR is Turing-complete and, more importantly, that every algorithm
can be implemented in CHR with best known time and space complexity, something that
is not known to be possible in other pure declarative programming languages like Prolog.
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Applications. Recent CHR libraries exist for most Prolog systems, e.g., [55, 85], Java
[10, 119, 118, 67], Haskell [23] and Curry. Standard constraint systems as well as novel
ones such as temporal, spatial or description logic constraints have been implemented in
CHR. Over time CHR has proven useful outside its original field of application in con-
straint reasoning and computational logic2, be it agent programming, multi-set rewriting
or production rule systems: Recent applications of CHR range from type systems [31] and
time tabling [5] to ray tracing and cancer diagnosis [11, 87]. In some of these applications,
conjunctions of constraints are best regarded as interacting collections of concurrent agents
or processes. We will not discuss CHR as a general-purpose programming language for
space reasons.

Abstract syntax

We distinguish between two different kinds of constraints: built-in (pre-defined) con-
straints which are solved by a built-in constraint solver, and CHR (user-defined) con-
straints which are defined by the rules in a CHR program. Built-in constraints include
syntactic equality =, true, and false. This distinction allows to embed and utilize existing
constraint solvers as well as side-effect-free host language statements. Built-in constraint
solvers are considered as black-boxes in whose behavior is trusted and that do not need to
be modified or inspected. The solvers for the built-in constraints can be written in CHR
itself, giving rise to a hierarchy of solvers [88].

A CHR program is a finite set of rules. There are three kinds of rules:

Simplification rule: Name @ H ⇔ C B
Propagation rule: Name @ H ⇒ C B
Simpagation rule: Name @ H \H ′ ⇔ C B

Name is an optional, unique identifier of a rule, the head H , H ′ is a non-empty con-
junction of CHR constraints, the guard C is a conjunction of built-in constraints, and the
body B is a goal. A goal is a conjunction of built-in and CHR constraints. A trivial guard
expression “true” can be omitted from a rule.

Simpagation rules abbreviate simplification rules of the form H ∧H ′ ⇔ C H ∧B, so
there is no further need to discuss them separately.

Operational semantics

At runtime, a CHR program is provided with an initial state and will be executed until
either no more rules are applicable or a contradiction occurs.

The operational semantics of CHR is given by a transition system (Fig. 13.14). Let P
be a CHR program. We define the transition relation 7→ by two computation steps (tran-
sitions), one for each kind of CHR rule. States are goals, i.e., conjunctions of built-in and
CHR constraints. States are also called (constraint) stores. In the figure, all upper case let-
ters are meta-variables that stand for conjunctions of constraints. The constraint theoryCT
defines the semantics of the built-in constraints. Gbi denotes the built-in constraints of G.

2Integrating deduction and abduction, bottom-up and top-down execution, forward and backward chaining,
tabulation and integrity constraints.
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Simplify

If (r@H ⇔ C B) is a fresh variant with variables x̄ of a rule named r in P
and CT |= ∀ (Gbi → ∃x̄(H=H ′ ∧ C))
then (H ′ ∧G) 7→r (B ∧G ∧H=H ′ ∧ C)

Propagate

If (r@H ⇒ C B) is a fresh variant with variables x̄ of a rule named r in P
and CT |= ∀ (Gbi → ∃x̄(H=H ′ ∧ C))
then (H ′ ∧G) 7→r (H ′ ∧B ∧G ∧H=H ′ ∧ C)

Figure 13.14: Computation steps of Constraint Handling Rules

Starting from an arbitrary initial goal, CHR rules are applied exhaustively, until a fix-
point is reached. A simplification rule H ⇔ C B replaces instances of the CHR con-
straints H by B provided the guard C holds. A propagation rule H ⇒ C B instead adds
B to H . If new constraints arrive, rule applications are restarted. Computation stops in a
failed final state if the built-in constraints become inconsistent. Trivial non-termination of
the Propagate computation step is avoided by applying a propagation rule at most once to
the same constraints (see the more concrete semantics in [1]).

In more detail, a rule is applicable, if its head constraints are matched by constraints
in the current goal one-by-one and if, under this matching, the guard of the rule is implied
by the built-in constraints in the goal. Any of the applicable rules can be applied, and the
application cannot be undone, it is committed-choice.

A computation (derivation) of a goal G is a sequence S0, S1, . . . of states with Si 7→
Si+1 beginning with the initial state (query, problem) S0 = G and ending in a final state
or not terminating. A final state (answer, solution) is one where either no computation step
is possible anymore or where the built-in constraints are inconsistent.

Example 13.1. We define a CHR constraint for a partial order relation ≤:

reflexivity @ X≤X⇔ true
antisymmetry @ X≤Y ∧ Y≤X ⇔ X=Y
transitivity @ X≤Y ∧ Y≤Z ⇒ X≤Z

The CHR program implements reflexivity, antisymmetry, transitivity and redundancy
in a straightforward way.

Operationally the rule reflexivity removes occurrences of constraints that match
X≤X. The rule antisymmetry means that if we find X≤Y as well as Y≤X in the current
goal, we can replace them by the logically equivalent X=Y. The rule transitivity

propagates constraints. It adds the logical consequence X≤Z as a redundant constraint, but
does not remove any constraints.

A computation of the goal A≤B ∧ C≤A ∧ B≤C proceeds as follows (rules are applied
to underlined constraints):

A≤B ∧ C≤A ∧ B≤C 7→transitivity

A≤B ∧ C≤A ∧ B≤C ∧ C≤B 7→antisymmetry

A≤B ∧ C≤A ∧ B=C 7→antisymmetry

A=B ∧ B=C
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Starting from a circular relationship, we have found out that the three variables must
be the same.

Refined, parallel and compositional semantics. The high-level description of the op-
erational semantics of CHR given here does not explicitly address termination at failure
and of propagation rules, and leaves two main sources of non-determinism: the order in
which constraints of a query are processed and the order in which rules are applied (rule
scheduling). As in Prolog, almost all CHR implementations execute queries from left to
right and apply rules top-down in the textual order of the program. This behavior has been
formalized in the so-called refined semantics [32] that was proven to be a concretization
of the standard operational semantics given in [1]. In [41] a parallel execution model for
CHR is presented.

Search. Search in CHR is usually provided by the host language, e.g., by the built-in
backtracking of Prolog or by search libraries in Java. In addition, in all Prolog implemen-
tations of CHR, the disjunction of Prolog can be used in the body of CHR rules. This
was formalized in the language CHR∨ [7, 8]. An early implementation of CHR in Eclipse
Prolog also featured so-called labeling declarations [35], that allowed Prolog clauses for
CHR constraints. These can be directly translated into CHR∨, which we will use to define
labeling procedures.

Pragmatics. When writing CHR programs, manuals such as [55] suggest to prefer sim-
plification rules and to avoid propagation rules and multiple heads (although indexing often
helps to find partner constraints in constant time [85]). One will often modify and compose
existing CHR and other programs. Some possibilities are: Flat composition by taking the
union of all rules [4]; hierarchical composition by turning some CHR constraints into built-
in constraints of another constraint solver [90]; extending arbitrary solvers with CHR [30].
CHR are usually combined with a host language. In the host language, CHR constraints
can be posted; in the CHR rules, host language statements can be included as built-in
constraints.

Declarative semantics

Owing to the tradition of logic and constraint logic programming, CHR features – besides
an operational semantics – a declarative semantics, i.e., a direct translation of a CHR
program into a first-order theory. In the case of constraint solvers, this strongly facilitates
proofs of a program’s faithful handling of constraints.

The logical reading (meaning) of simplification and propagation rules is given below.

H ⇔ C B ∀(C → (H ↔ ∃ȳ B))
H ⇒ C B ∀(C → (H → ∃ȳ B))

The sequence ȳ are the variables that appear only in the body B of a rule.
The logical reading of a CHR program is the conjunction of the logical readings of

its rules united with the constraint theory CT that defines the built-in constraints. The
logical reading of a state is just the conjunction of its constraints. State transitions preserve
logical equivalence, i.e., all states in a computation are logically the same. From this result,
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soundness and completeness theorems follow that show that the declarative and operational
semantics coincide strongly, in particular if the program is confluent [9].

Linear-logic semantics. The classical-logic declarative semantics, however, does not
suffice when CHR is used as a general-purpose concurrent programming language. Many
algorithms do not have a correct first-order logic reading, especially when they crucially
rely on change through updates. This problem has been demonstrated in [41, 86] and led
to the development of an alternative declarative semantics. It is based on a subset of linear
logic [45] that can model resource consumption. It therefore more accurately describes the
operational behavior of simplification rules [18].

Program properties and their analysis

One advantage of a declarative programming language is the ease of program analysis. The
paper [27] introduces a fix-point semantics which characterizes the input/output behavior
of a CHR program and which is and-compositional. It allows to retrieve the semantics
of a conjunctive query from the semantics of its conjuncts. Such a semantics can be used
as a basis to define incremental and modular program analysis and verification tools. An
abstract interpretation framework for CHR is introduced in [89]. The basic properties
of termination, confluence and operational equivalence are traditionally analysed using
specific techniques as discussed below. Time complexity analysis is discussed in [36], but
details often rely on problem specific techniques.

Minimal states. When analysing properties of CHR programs that involve the infinitely
many possible states, we can sometimes restrict ourselves to a finite number of so-called
minimal states. For each rule, there is a minimal, most general state to which it is appli-
cable. This state is the conjunction of the head and the guard of the rule. Removing any
constraint from the state would make the rule inapplicable. Every other state to which the
rule is applicable contains the minimal state. Adding constraints to the state cannot inhibit
the applicability of a rule because of the monotonicity property of CHR [9].

Termination. A CHR program is called terminating, if there are no infinite computa-
tions. Since CHR is Turing-complete, termination is undecidable. For CHR programs that
mainly use simplification rules, simple well-founded orderings are often sufficient to prove
termination [37, 36]. For CHR programs that mainly use propagation rules, results from
bottom-up logic programming [43] as well as deductive and constraint databases apply. In
general, termination analysis is difficult for non-trivial interactions between simplification
and propagation rules.

Confluence. In a CHR program, the result of computations from a given goal will always
have the same meaning. However the answer may not be syntactically the same. The
confluence property of a program guarantees that any computation for a goal results in the
same final state no matter which of the applicable rules are applied.

The papers [1, 9] give a decidable, sufficient and necessary condition for confluence:
A terminating CHR program is confluent if and only if all its critical pairs are joinable.
For checking confluence, one takes two rules (not necessarily different) from the program.
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The minimal states of the rules are overlapped by equating at least one head constraint
from one rule with one from the other rule. For each overlap, we consider the two states
resulting from applying one or the other rule. These two states form a so-called critical
pair. One tries to join the states in the critical pair by finding two computations starting
from the states that reach a common state. If the critical pair is not joinable, we have found
a counterexample for confluence of the program.

Example 13.2. Recall the program for≤ of Example 13.1. Consider the rules for reflexiv-
ity and antisymmetry and overlap them to get the following critical state and computations.

A≤A ∧A≤A
reflexivity

xxqqqqqqqqqqq antisymmetry

&&MMMMMMMMMMM

A≤A

reflexivity
''NNNNNNNNNNN

A=A

built-in
wwppppppppppp

true

The resulting critical pair is obviously joinable. The example also shows that multiplicities
matter in CHR.

Any terminating and confluent CHR program has a consistent logical reading [9, 1]
and will automatically implement a concurrent any-time (approximation) and on-line (in-
cremental) algorithm.

Completion. Completion is the process of adding rules to a non-confluent program until
it becomes confluent. Rules are built from a non-joinable critical pair to allow a transition
from one of the states into the other while maintaining termination.

Example 13.3. Given the ≤ solver, assume we want to introduce a < constraint by adding
just one rule about the interaction between these two types of inequalities.

X≤Y ∧ Y≤X ⇔ X=Y (antisymmetry)
X≤Y ∧ Y <X ⇔ false (inconsistency)

The resulting program is not confluent.

A≤B ∧B≤A ∧B<A

antisymmetry
yytttttttttt

inconsistency
$$

JJJJJJJJJ

A=B ∧B<A

��

B≤A ∧ false

��

A=B ∧A<A false

Completion uses the two non-joinable states to derive an interesting new rule, discovering
irreflexivity of <.

X<X ⇔ false

In contrast to other completion methods, in CHR we generally need more than one rule
to make a critical pair joinable: a simplification rule and a propagation rule [3].
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Operational equivalence. A fundamental and hard question in programming language
semantics is when two programs should be considered equivalent. For example correctness
of program transformation can be studied only with respect to a notion of equivalence.
Also, if modules or libraries with similar functionality are used together, one may be inter-
ested in finding out if program parts in different modules or libraries are equivalent. In the
context of CHR, this case arises frequently when constraint solvers written in CHR are
combined. Typically, a constraint is only partially defined in a constraint solver. We want
to make sure that the operational semantics of the common constraints of two programs do
not differ.

Two programs are operationally equivalent if for each goal, all final states in one pro-
gram are the same as the final states in the other program. In [2], the authors gave a
decidable, sufficient and necessary syntactic condition for operational equivalence of ter-
minating and confluent CHR programs3: The minimal states of all rules in both programs
are simply run as goals in both programs, and they must reach a common state. An ex-
ample for operational equivalence checking can be found with the minimum example in
Section 13.3.2.

13.3.2 Constraint Solvers

We introduce some constraint solvers written in CHR, for details and more solvers see [38,
42]. We will use the concrete ASCII syntax of CHR implementations in Prolog: Conjunc-
tion ∧ is written as comma ’,’. Disjunction ∨ is written as semi-colon ’;’. Let ’=<’ and
’<’ be built-in constraints now.

Boolean constraint solver

Boolean algebra (propositional logic) constraints can be solved by different techniques [68].
The logical connectives are represented as Boolean constraints, i.e., in relational form. For
example, conjunction is written as the constraint and(X,Y,Z), where Z is the result of
anding X and Y. In the following terminating and confluent Boolean constraint solver [42],
a local consistency algorithm is used. It simplifies one Boolean constraint at a time into one
or more syntactic equalities whenever possible. The rules for propositional conjunction are
as follows.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=0 | Z=0.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=0 | Z=0.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=1 | Y=Z.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=1 | X=Z.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=Y | Y=Z.

and(X,Y,Z) <=> Z=1 | X=1,Y=1.

The above rules are based on the idea that, given a value for one of the variables in a
constraint, we try to determine values for other variables. However, the Boolean solver
goes beyond propagating values, since it also propagates equalities between variables. For
example, and(1,Y,Z),neg(Y,Z) will reduce to false, and this cannot be achieved
by value propagation alone.

3To the best of our knowledge, CHR is the only programming language in practical use that admits decidable
operational equivalence.
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Search. The above solver is incomplete. For example, the solver cannot detect inconsis-
tency of and(X,Y,Z),and(X,Y,W),neg(Z,W). For completeness, constraint solv-
ing has to be interleaved with search. For Boolean constraints, search can be done by trying
the values 0 or 1 for a variable. The generic labeling procedure enum traverses a list of
variables.

enum([]) <=> true.

enum([X|L]) <=> indomain(X), enum(L).

indomain(X) <=> (X=0 ; X=1).

Minimum constraint

The CHR constraint min(X,Y,Z) means that Z is the minimum of X and Y.

r1 @ min(X,Y,Z) <=> X=<Y | Z=X.

r2 @ min(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=<X | Z=Y.

r3 @ min(X,Y,Z) <=> Z<X | Y=Z.

r4 @ min(X,Y,Z) <=> Z<Y | X=Z.

r5 @ min(X,Y,Z) ==> Z=<X, Z=<Y.

The first two rules r1 and r2 correspond to the usual definition of min. But we also
want to be able to compute backwards. So the two rules r3 and r4 simplify min if the
order between the result Z and one of the input variables is known. The last rule r5

ensures that min(X,Y,Z) unconditionally implies Z=<X,Z=<Y. Rules such as these can
be automatically generated from logical specifications [6].

Example 13.4. Redundancy from a propagation rule is useful, as the goal min(A,2,2)
shows. To this goal only the propagation rule is applicable, but to the resulting state the
second rule becomes applicable:

min(A,2,2)

7→r5 min(A,2,2),2=<A
7→r2 2=<A

In this way, we find out that for min(A,2,2) to hold, 2=<A must hold.
Another interesting derivation involving the propagation rule is:

min(A,B,M),A=<M
7→r5 min(A,B,M),A=M,M=<B
7→r1 A=M,M=<B

It can be shown that the program is terminating and confluent. For example, the only
overlap of the minimal states for the first two rules, r1 and r2 is min(X,Y,Z),X=Y. For
both rules, their application leads to logically equivalent built-in constraints X=Y,Y=Z.

Operational equivalence. We would like to know if these two CHR rules defining the
user-defined constraint min with differing guards

min(X,Y,Z) <=> X=<Y | Z=X.

min(X,Y,Z) <=> Y<X | Z=Y.
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are operationally equivalent with these two rules

min(X,Y,Z) <=> X<Y | Z=X.

min(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=<X | Z=Y.

or if the union of the rules results in a better constraint solver for min.
Already the minimal state of the first rule of the first program, min(X,Y,Z),X=<Y,

shows that the two programs are not operationally equivalent, since it can reduce to Z=X
in the first program, but is a final state for the second program, since X=<Y does not apply
any of the guards in the second program. Thus the union of the two programs allows for
more constraint simplification. In the union, the two rules with the strict guards can be
removed as another operational equivalence test shows that they are redundant.

Linear polynomial equation solving

Typically, in arithmetic constraint solvers, incremental variants of classical variable elim-
ination algorithms [59] like Gaussian elimination for equations and Dantzig’s Simplex
algorithm for equations are implemented.

A conjunction of equations is in solved form if the left-most variable of each equation
does not appear in any other equation. We compute the solved form by eliminating multiple
occurrences of variables. In this solved form, all determined variables (those that take a
unique value) are discovered.

eliminate @ A1*X+P1 eq 0 \ P2X eq 0 <=>

find(A2*X,P2X,P2) |

normalize(A2*(-P1/A1)+P2,P3),

P3 eq 0.

constant @ B eq 0 <=> number(B) | zero(B).

The constant rule says that if the polynomial contains no more variables, then the num-
ber B must be zero. The eliminate rule performs variable elimination. It takes any pair
of equations with a common occurrence of a variable, X. In the first equation, the vari-
able appears left-most. This equation is used to eliminate the occurrence of the variable
in the second equation. The first equation is left unchanged. In the guard, the built-in
find(A2*X,P2X,P2) tries to find the expression A2*X in the polynomial P2X, where
X is the common variable. The plenum P2 is P2X with A2*X removed. The constraint
normalize(E,P) transforms an arithmetic expression E into a linear polynomial P.

The solver is complete, so no search is necessary. It is terminating but not confluent
due to the eliminate rule: Consider two equations with the same left-most variable,
then the rule can be applied in two different ways. The solver produces the solved form
as can be shown by contradiction: If a set of equations is not in solved form, then the
eliminate rule is applicable. The solver is concurrent by nature of CHR: It can reduce
pairs of equations in parallel or eliminate the occurrence of a variable in all other equations
at once.
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Finite domains

Here, variables are constrained to take their value from a given, finite set. Choosing inte-
gers for values allows for arithmetic expressions as constraints. Influential CLP languages
with finite domains are CHIP [29], clp(FD) [25] and cc(FD) [110].

The domain constraintX inD means that the variableX takes its value from the given
finite domainD. For simplicity, we start with the bounds consistency algorithm for interval
constraints [109, 17]. The implementation is based on interval arithmetic. In the solver,
in, le, eq, ne, and add are CHR constraints, the inequalities <, >, =<, >=, and <> are
built-in arithmetic constraints, and min, max, +, and - are built-in arithmetic functions. X
in A..B constrains X to be in the interval A..B. The rules for local consistency affect
the interval constraints (in) only, the other constraints remain unaffected.

inconsistency @ X in A..B <=> A>B | false.

intersect@ X in A..B, X in C..D <=> X in max(A,C)..min(B,D).

le @ X le Y, X in A..B, Y in C..D <=> B>D |

X le Y, X in A..D, Y in C..D.

le @ X le Y, X in A..B, Y in C..D <=> C<A |

X le Y, X in A..B, Y in A..D.

eq @ X eq Y, X in A..B, Y in C..D <=> A<>C |

X eq Y, X in max(A,C)..B, Y in max(C,A)..D.

eq @ X eq Y, X in A..B, Y in C..D <=> B<>D |

X eq Y, X in A..min(B,D), Y in C..min(D,B).

The CHR constraint X le Y means that X is less than or equal to Y. Hence, X cannot
be larger than the upper bound D of Y. Therefore, if the upper bound B of X is larger than
D, we can replace B by D without removing any solutions. Analogously, one can reason on
the lower bounds to tighten the interval for Y. The eq constraint causes the intersection of
the interval domains of its variables provided the bounds are not yet the same.

Example 13.5. Here is a sample computation involving le:

U in 2..3, V in 1..2, U le V

7→le V in 1..2, U le V, U in 2..2

7→le U le V, U in 2..2, V in 2..2.

Finally, X+Y=Z is represented as add(X,Y,Z).

add @ add(X,Y,Z), X in A..B, Y in C..D, Z in E..F <=>

not (A>=E-D,B=<F-C,C>=E-B,D=<F-A,E>=A+C,F=<B+D) |

add(X,Y,Z),

X in max(A,E-D)..min(B,F-C),

Y in max(C,E-B)..min(D,F-A),

Z in max(E,A+C)..min(F,B+D).

For addition, we use interval addition and subtraction to compute the interval of one vari-
able from the intervals of the other two variables. The guard ensures that at least one inter-
val becomes smaller whenever the rule is applied. Here is a sample computation involving
add:
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U in 1..3, V in 2..4, W in 0..4, add(U,V,W) 7→add

add(U,V,W), U in 1..2, V in 2..3, W in 3..4

For termination, consider that the rules inconsistency and intersection from
above remove one interval constraint each. We assume that the remaining rules deal with
non-empty intervals only. This holds under the refined semantics and can be enforced by
additional guard constraints on the interval bounds. Then in each rule, at least one interval
in the body is strictly smaller than the corresponding interval in the head, while the other
intervals remain unaffected. The solver is confluent, provided the intervals are given. The
solver also works with intervals of real numbers of a chosen granularity, so that to ensure
termination rules are not applied anymore to domains which are considered too small.

Enumeration domains. Besides intervals, finite domains can be explicit enumerations
of possible values. The rules for enumeration domains are analogous to the ones for inter-
val domains and implement arc consistency [74], for example:

inconsistency @ X in [] <=> false.

intersect@ X in L1,X in L2 <=> intersect(L1,L2,L3) | X in L3.

Search. We implement the search routine analogous to the one for Boolean constraints.
For interval domains, search is usually done by splitting intervals in two halves. This
splitting is repeated until the bounds of the interval are the same.

indomain(X), X in A..B <=> A<B |

(X in A..(A+B)//2, indomain(X) ;

X in (A+B)//2+1..B, indomain(X)).

The guard ensures termination. For enumeration domains, each value in the domain (im-
plemented as a list) is tried. X=V is expressed as X in [V].

indomain(X), X in [V|L] <=> L=[_|_] |

(X in [V] ; X in L, indomain(X)).

The guard ensures termination. Calling indomain(X) in the second disjunct ensures
that subsequently, the next value for X from the list L will be tried.

N-queens. The famous n-queens problem asks to place n queens q1, . . . , qn on an n ∗ n
chess board, such that they do not attack each other. The problem can be solved with a
CHR program, where N is the size of the chess board and Qs is a list of N queen position
variables.

solve(N,Qs) <=> makedomains(N,Qs), queens(Qs), enum(Qs).

queens([Q|Qs]) <=> safe(Q,Qs,1), queens(Qs).

safe(X,[Y|Qs],N) <=> noattack(X,Y,N), safe(X,Qs,N+1).

Instead of implementing noattack with the usual three finite domain inequality con-
straints, we can use noattack directly:

noattack(X,Y,N), X in [V], Y in D <=>

remove(D,[V,V+N,V-N],D1) | Y in D1.

noattack(Y,X,N), X in [V], Y in D <=>

remove(D,[V,V+N,V-N],D1) | Y in D1.
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The constraint between three lists remove(D,L,D1) holds if D1 is D without the values
in L and at least one value has been removed.

Lexicographic order global constraint

A lexicographic order�lex (lex) allows to compare sequences by comparing the elements
of the sequences proceeding from start to end. Given two sequences l1 and l2 of variables
of the same length n, [x1, . . . , xn] and [y1, . . . , yn], then l1�lexl2 if and only if n=0 or
x1<y1 or x1=y1 and [x2, . . . , xn]�lex[y2, . . . , yn].

The solver [40] consists of three pairs of rules, the first two corresponding to base cases
of the recursion (garbage collection), then two rules performing forward reasoning (recur-
sive traversal and implied inequality), and finally two for backward reasoning, covering a
not so obvious special case when the lexicographic constraint has a unique solution.

l1 @ [] lex [] <=> true.

l2 @ [X|L1] lex [Y|L2] <=> X<Y | true.

l3 @ [X|L1] lex [Y|L2] <=> X=Y | L1 lex L2.

l4 @ [X|L1] lex [Y|L2] ==> X=<Y.

l5 @ [X,U|L1] lex [Y,V|L2] <=> U>V | X<Y.

l6 @ [X,U|L1] lex [Y,V|L2] <=> U>=V, L1=[_|_] |

[X,U] lex [Y,V], [X|L1] lex [Y|L2].

The implementation is short and concise without giving up on linear time worst case
time complexity. It is incremental and concurrent by nature of CHR. It is provably correct
and confluent. It is independent of the underlying constraint system. In [40], also com-
pleteness of constraint propagation is shown, i.e., given a lex constraint and an inequality,
all implied inequalities are generated by the solver.

13.4 Challenges and Opportunities

The integration of constraint technology in more traditional or hybrid paradigms has been
a source of significant progress. Nonetheless, it is still shy of a comprehensive solution
that addresses all the motivating objectives. It has, however, created flexible platforms
particularly well-suited for experimenting with novel research ideas and directions. This
section considers some of these opportunities.

13.4.1 Cooperative Solvers

Cooperative solvers are already a reality. Linear Programming and Integer Programming
solvers have been used in conjunction with constraint solvers and the combination often
proved quite effective. New solvers are developed regularly either for domain specific
needs or as vertical extensions. In all cases, hybridization raises many issues: How should
solvers communicate? How do solvers compose? What is the composite’s architecture
(side-by-side, master-slave, concurrent,...)? What are the synchronization triggers and
events (variable bounds, heuristic information, objective function, impacts,...)? Should
the solvers operate on redundant statements of the same problems or on disjoint subset of
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constraints they are better suited for? Can solver-specific formulations be derived from a
unique master statement? Can the formulations be automatically refined over time?

13.4.2 Orthogonal Computation Models

Recent developments in constraint-based local search [107] clearly indicate that constraint-
based solvers can be developed for radically different computation models. From a declara-
tive standpoint, local search solvers rely on constraints to specify the properties of solutions
and write elegant, high-level, and reusable search procedures which automatically exploit
the constraints to guide the search. From a computational standpoint, the solver incremen-
tally maintains properties (e.g. truth value, violation degree, variable and value based vio-
lations) under non-monotonic changes to the decision variables that always have a tentative
value assignment. This organization is a fundamental departure from classic domain-based
consistency and filtering techniques found in traditional finite domain solvers.

The fundamental differences are related to the nature of the underlying computational
models. How can these solvers be effectively hybridized? What steps are required for an
efficient integration of the computation models that does not result in severe performance
degradation for either? Once the two technologies coexist, how can the solvers be com-
posed? How can each solver benefit from results produced by its counter-part? Which
form of collaboration is most effective?

13.4.3 Orthogonal Concerns

As solvers sophistication increases, it becomes difficult to anticipate the behavior of a
solver on a given problem formulation. The advances in solver technology (efficiency,
flexibility, openness) should be matched with equal progress in supporting abstractions for
model designers. For Rapid application development, it is essential to assist the develop-
ers of optimization models. Improvements should include better debugging tools (where
debugging occurs at the abstraction level of the model), explanation tools for post-mortem
analysis, but also tracing tools for live analysis of the solver’s behavior during the search
process. Tools like the OZ Explorer [94] or the tree visualizer of OplStudio [114] provide
initial insights into the dynamics of the search but fail to relate this behavior to modeling
abstractions (constraints) and their interplay. Novel tools should also support the explo-
ration of alternative model formulation and search heuristics to quickly identify successful
strategies, a task which becomes increasingly burdensome given the large number of po-
tential heuristics that ought to be considered.

13.5 Conclusion

Constraint solving and handling has moved from logic programming into more common
programming paradigms and faced the challenges that it found there.

• Generalizing search from built-in backtracking of Prolog to flexible search routines
as in OPL, OZ and SALSA.

• User friendliness by providing well-known metaphors resulting in modelling lan-
guages such as OPL and Comet.
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• Integration into advanced multi-paradigm languages such as CLAIRE and OZ.

• The move from black-box solvers to glass-box solvers, that can be customized and
analysed more easily, with constraint handling rules (CHR) at the extreme end of
the spectrum.

These issues will remain a topic of research and development in constraint programming
for the near future, but impressive first steps have been done.
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Chapter 14

Finite Domain Constraint Programming
Systems

Christian Schulte and Mats Carlsson

One of the main reasons why constraint programming quickly found its way into applica-
tions has been the early availability of usable constraint programming systems. Given the
wide range of applications using constraint programming it is obvious that one of the key
properties of constraint programming systems is their provision of widely reusable services
for constructing constraint-based applications.

A constraint programming system can be thought of as providing a set of reusable
services. Common services include constraint propagation, search, and services for inter-
facing to the system. This chapter looks in more detail at which services are provided by
a constraint programming system and in particular what are the key principles and tech-
niques in constructing and coordinating these services.

To give the chapter a clear focus and a reasonably uniform presentation, we mostly
restrict our attention to propagation-based finite domain constraint programming systems.
That is, systems that solve problems using constraint propagation involving variables rang-
ing over some finite set of integers. The focus on finite domain constraint programming
systems coincides with both practical relevance and known principles and techniques: sys-
tems at least offer services for finite domains; much of the known principles and techniques
have been conceived and documented for finite domains.

Essential for a system in providing the services mentioned above are some important
abstractions (or objects) to be implemented by a system: variables, implementations for
constraints, and so on. Important abstractions for propagation, search, and interfacing are
as follows.

Constraint propagation. To perform constraint propagation a system needs to imple-
ment variables ranging over finite domains. Constraints expressing a relation among vari-
ables are implemented by propagators: software abstractions which by execution perform
constraint propagation. Finally, a propagation engine coordinates the execution of propa-
gators in order to deliver constraint propagation for a collection of constraints.

B.V. 
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Search. Search in a finite domain constraint programming system has two principal di-
mensions. The first dimension is concerned with how to describe the search tree, typically
achieved by a branching or labeling. The second dimension is concerned with how to ex-
plore a search tree, this is typically achieved by an exploration strategy or search strategy.
Any system implementing search must provide a state restoration service which maintains
computation states for the nodes of the search tree.

Interfacing. A system must provide access to the services mentioned above so that ap-
plications can use them. Depending on the underlying constraint programming system,
the services can be tightly integrated into some host language (such as Prolog) or being
provided by some library (pioneered by ILOG Solver as a C++-based library).

Different levels of interfaces can be observed with different systems. Clearly, all sys-
tems offer at least interfaces which allow to use the system-provided services in applica-
tions. Even though the constraints, search engines, and so on provided by a system are
sufficient for many applications, some applications might require more. For these applica-
tions, a system must be extensible by new propagators for possibly new constraints, new
branching strategies, and new exploration strategies.

Chapter structure. The structure of this chapter is as follows. The next section gives a
simple architecture for finite domain constraint programming systems. It describes what
a system computes and how computation is organized in principle. The following two
Sections 14.2 and 14.3 describe how systems implement this architecture. Section 14.2 de-
scribes how propagation is implemented while the following section describes how search
is implemented. An overview over existing finite domain constraint programming systems
is provided by Section 14.4. The last section of this chapter summarizes the key aspects of
a finite domain constraint programming system and presents current and future challenges.

14.1 Architecture for Constraint Programming Systems

This section defines a simple architecture of a finite domain constraint programming sys-
tem. The section describes what results a system computes and how it computes them. The
focus is on the basic entities and principles that are used in systems; the actual implemen-
tation techniques used in systems are discussed in the following sections.

Much of the content follows the presentation in [58]. Essential parts of the architecture
described here have been first identified and discussed by Benhamou in [13].

14.1.1 Propagation-Based Constraint Solving

This section defines terminology and what a system actually computes.

Domains. A domain D is a complete mapping from a fixed (countable) set of variables
V to finite sets of integers. A domain D is failed, if D(x) = ∅ for some x ∈ V . A variable
x ∈ V is fixed by a domain D, if |D(x)| = 1. The intersection of domains D1 and D2,
denoted D1 ⊓D2, is defined by the domain D(x) = D1(x) ∩D2(x) for all x ∈ V .

A domain D1 is stronger than a domain D2, written D1 ⊑ D2, if D1(x) ⊆ D2(x) for
all x ∈ V .
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We use range notation [l, u] for the set of integers {n ∈ Z | l ≤ n ≤ u}.

Assignments and constraints. An integer assignment a is a mapping of variables to
integer values, written {x1 7→ n1, . . . , xk 7→ nk}. We extend the assignment a to map
expressions and constraints involving the variables in the natural way.

Let vars be the function that returns the set of variables appearing in an assignment. In
an abuse of notation, we define an assignment a to be an element of a domain D, written
a ∈ D, if a(xi) ∈ D(xi) for all xi ∈ vars(a).

The minimum and maximum of an expression e with respect to a domain D are defined
as minD e = min{a(e) | a ∈ D} and maxD e = max{a(e) | a ∈ D}.

A constraint c over variables x1, . . . , xn is a set of assignments a such that vars(a) =
{x1, . . . , xn}. We also define vars(c) = {x1, . . . , xn}.

Propagators. A constraint is defined extensionally by a collection of assignments for its
variables. Typical systems do not compute with these extensional representations directly
for two reasons:

1. Representing all possible assignments of a constraint might take too much space
to be feasible (exponential space in the number of variables). In particular, space
becomes an issue if vars(c) contains more than two variables.

2. Common constraints have a certain structure (such as representing a linear equation
constraint or an alldifferent constraint). Representing a constraint extensionally will
make it difficult or even impossible to take advantage of this underlying structure.

Constraint propagation systems implement a constraint c by a collection of propaga-
tors. Propagators are also known as filters (implemented by some filtering algorithm) and
narrowing operators [13]. A propagator p is a function that maps domains to domains.
In order to make constraint propagation well-behaved (to be discussed in Section 14.1.2),
propagators are decreasing and monotonic.

• A propagator p must be a decreasing function: p(D) ⊑ D for all domains D. This
property is obvious and guarantees that constraint propagation only removes values.

• A propagator p must be a monotonic function: p(D1) ⊑ p(D2) wheneverD1 ⊑ D2.
That is, application of p to stronger domains also yields stronger domains.

Propagators must faithfully implement constraints. A propagator p is correct for a
constraint c iff it does not remove any assignment for c. That is, for all domains D

{a ∈ D} ∩ c = {a ∈ p(D)} ∩ c

This is a very weak restriction, for example the identity propagator i with i(D) = D for
all domains D is correct for all constraints c.

A propagator must also provide sufficient propagation to distinguish solutions from
non-solutions. Hence, a set of propagators P is checking for a constraint c, if for domains
D where all variables vars(c) are fixed the following holds: p(D) = D for all p ∈ P ,
iff the unique assignment a ∈ D where vars(a) = vars(c) is a solution of c (a ∈ c). In
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other words, all domains D corresponding to a solution of a constraint c on its variables
are required to be a fixpoint of the propagator p.

A set of propagators P implements a constraint c, if all p ∈ P are correct for c and P
is checking for c. We denote this fact by P = prop(c).

Systems consider sets of propagators rather than a single propagator as implementa-
tions of constraints to have more freedom in implementing a constraint. For example, a
common way to implement simple constraints is by indexicals (to be discussed in Sec-
tion 14.2.5): a collection of indexical propagators is used to implement a single constraint.
On the other hand, systems provide global constraints with the idea that a single propagator
implements a constraint involving many variables.

Note that only very little propagation is required for a set of propagators to be checking
(as the term suggests, checking is sufficient; no actual propagation is required). The level
of consistency provided by a propagator set is irrelevant to this model. Consistency levels
only provide a convenient way to refer to the strength of propagators. As far as achieving
good propagation is concerned, it does not matter whether a propagator set corresponds
to a predefined consistency level. What matters is that the propagator set offers a good
compromise between strength and cost of propagation.

To simplify our presentation we assume that propagators are defined for all variables V .
In a system, a propagator p will be only interested in some variables: the variables vars(c)
of the constraint c that is implemented by p. Two sets of variables which are important are
the input and output variables.

The output variables output(p) ⊆ V of a propagator p are the variables changed by
the propagator: x ∈ output(p) if there exists a domain D such that p(D)(x) 6= D(x).

The input variables input(p) ⊆ V of a propagator p is the smallest subset V ⊆ V such
that for all domains D1 and D2: D1(x) = D2(x) for all x ∈ V implies that D′

1(x) =
D′

2(x) for all x ∈ output(p) where D′
1 = D2 ⊓ p(D1) and D′

2 = D1 ⊓ p(D2). Only the
input variables are useful in computing the application of the propagator to the domain.
We say that a propagator p depends on a variable x, if x ∈ input(p).

Example 14.1 (Propagators). For the constraint c ≡ x1 ≤ x2 + 1 the function p1 defined
by p1(D)(x1) = {n ∈ D(x1) | n ≤ maxD x2 + 1} and p1(D)(x) = D(x), x 6= x1 is a
correct propagator for c. Its output variables are {x1} and its input variables are {x2}. Let
D1(x1) = {1, 5, 8} andD1(x2) = {1, 5}, then p1(D1) = D2 whereD2(x1) = D2(x2) =
{1, 5}.

The propagator p2 defined as p2(D)(x2) = {n ∈ D(x2) | n ≥ minD x1 − 1} is
another correct propagator for c. Here and in the following we assume that a propagator
is defined as identity for variables not mentioned in the definition. Its output variables are
{x2} and input variables {x1}.

The set {p1, p2} is checking for c. For example, the domain D(x1) = D(x2) = {2}
corresponding to a solution of c is a fixpoint of both propagators. The non-solution domain
D(x1) = {2}, D(x2) = {0} is not a fixpoint (of either propagator).

Now we are in the position to describe what a constraint programming system com-
putes. A propagation solver for a set of propagators P and some initial domain D,
solv(P,D), finds the greatest mutual fixpoint of all the propagators p ∈ P . In other words,
solv(P,D) returns a new domain defined by

solv(P,D) = gfp(λd. iter(P, d))(D) iter(P,D) = ⊓
p∈P

p(D)
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propagate(Pf ,Pn,D)
1: N ← Pn
2: P ← Pf ∪ Pn
3: while N 6= ∅ do
4: p← select(N)
5: N ← N − {p}
6: D′ ← p(D)
7: M ← {x ∈ V | D(x) 6= D′(x)}
8: N ← N ∪ {p′ ∈ P | input(p′) ∩M 6= ∅}

11: D ← D′

12: return D

Figure 14.1: Basic propagation engine propagate.

where gfp denotes the greatest fixpoint w.r.t ⊑ lifted to functions.

14.1.2 Performing Propagation

A constraint programming system is concerned with performing propagation and search.
In this section, we consider the propagation engine and postpone the discussion of search
to Section 14.1.5.

The propagation engine propagate shown in Figure 14.1 computes solv(P,D) for a
given set of propagators P and a domain D. Note that lines 9 and 10 are left out for an
extension to be discussed later. The engine propagate takes two sets of propagators as
input where Pf contains propagators already known to be at fixpoint for D. This is an im-
portant feature to obtain incremental propagation during search. If no fixpoint knowledge
on propagators is available, it is safe to execute propagate(∅, P,D).

The algorithm uses a set N of propagators to apply (N stands for not known to be
at fixpoint). Initially, N contains all propagators from Pn. Each time the while loop is
executed, a propagator p is deleted from N , p is applied, and the set of modified variables
M is computed. All propagators that share input variables with M are added to the set
of propagators not known to be at fixpoint. Adding a propagator p to the set N is called
scheduling p.

An invariant of the engine is that at the while statement p(D) = D for all p ∈ P −N .
The loop terminates, since in each iteration either a propagator is removed from N or
a strictly smaller domain D′ is computed (as a propagator is a decreasing function and
there are only finitely many domains). After termination, the invariant yields that D′ =
propagate(Pf , Pn, D) is a fixpoint for all p ∈ Pf ∪ Pn, that is propagate(Pf , Pn, D) =
solv(Pf ∪ Pn, D).

As mentioned, the fact that a propagator is a decreasing function is essential for ter-
mination. The fact that a propagator is monotonic guarantees that propagate(Pf , Pn, D)
actually computes solv(Pf ∪ Pn, D) and that the order in which propagators are executed
does not change the result of propagate(Pf , Pn, D). The propagation engine (assuming
Pf = ∅) is more or less equivalent to the propagation algorithm of Apt [7, Section 7.1.3].
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The engine is geared at simplicity, one particular simplification being that it does not
pay particular attention to failed domains. That is, even though the domain D becomes
failed, propagation continues until a domain is computed that is both failed and a fixpoint
for all propagators in P . A concrete system might optimize this, as is discussed in Sec-
tion 14.1.6.

Note that propagate leaves undefined how a propagator p is selected from N . Strate-
gies for selecting propagators are discussed in Section 14.2.1.

Example 14.2 (Propagation). Consider the propagator p1 for the constraint x1 ≤ x2 de-
fined by

p1(D)(x1) = {n ∈ D(x1) | n ≤ maxD x2}
p1(D)(x2) = {n ∈ D(x2) | n ≥ minD x1}

Also consider the propagator p2 for the constraint x1 ≥ x2 defined analogously.
Let us start propagation for the domain D0 with D(x1) = {0, 2, 6} and D(x2) =

{−1, 2, 4} by executing propagate(∅, {p1, p2}, D0). This initializes both P and N to
{p1, p2}.

Let us assume that p1 is selected for propagation. Then, p1 is removed from N and
yields D′(x1) = {0, 2} and D′(x2) = {2, 4}. The set of modified variables M is {x1, x2}
and hence after this iteration N is {p1, p2}.

In the second iteration, let us assume that p2 is selected for propagation. This yields
D′(x1) = D′(x2) = {2}. Again, the set of modified variables M is {x1, x2} and hence
N is {p1, p2}.

Assume that in the next iteration p1 is selected. Now D is already a fixpoint of p1 and
the set of modified variables M is empty. This in turn means that N is just {p2} after this
iteration.

The last iteration selects p2 for execution, does not modify the domain, andN becomes
empty. Hence, propagate(∅, {p1, p2}, D0) returns a domain D with D(x1) = D(x2) =
{2}.

14.1.3 Improving Propagation

The propagation engine shown in Figure 14.1 is naive in that it does not exploit additional
information about propagators. Improved engines being the base for existing systems try
to avoid propagator execution based on the knowledge whether a domain is a fixpoint for
a propagator.

In the following we discuss common properties of propagators, which help to avoid
useless execution. How a system implements these properties (or detects these properties)
is discussed in Section 14.2.

Idempotent propagators. Assume that a propagator p has actually made the domain
stronger, that is, D′ 6= D. This means that there exists a variable x ∈ V for which
D′(x) ⊂ D(x). Assume further that x ∈ input(p). Hence p will be included in N .

Quite often, however, propagators happen to be idempotent: a propagator p is idempo-
tent, if the result of propagation is a fixpoint of p. That is, p(p(D)) = p(D) for all domains
D.

Hence, to avoid inclusion of an idempotent propagator p, the following lines can be
added to the propagation engine after line 8:
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9: if (p idempotent) then
10: N ← N − {p}

Example 14.3 (Idempotent propagators). The propagators p1 and p2 from Example 14.2
are both idempotent as can be seen easily.

Taking this into account, propagation takes only three iterations. If the same selection
of propagators is done as above, then N is {p2} after the first iteration and {p1} after the
second iteration.

Note that in particular all domain consistent propagators are idempotent.

Entailment. An idempotent propagator can be exempted from being included in N di-
rectly after p has been applied. A much stronger property for a propagator p is entailment.
A propagator p is entailed by a domain D, if all domains D′ with D′ ⊑ D are fixpoints of
p, that is p(D′) = D′. This means that as soon as a propagator p becomes entailed, it can
be safely deleted from the set of propagators P .

Example 14.4 (Entailed propagator). Consider the propagator p1 for the constraint x1 ≤
x2 from Example 14.2. Any domain D with maxD x1 ≤ minD x2 entails p1.

Propagator rewriting. During propagation the domain D might fix some variables in
input(p) ∪ output(p) of a propagator p. Many propagators can be replaced by simpler
propagators after some variables have become fixed.

Example 14.5 (Propagator rewriting for fixed variables). Consider the propagator p with
p ∈ prop(c) where c ≡ x1 + x2 + x3 ≤ 4:

p(D)(x1) = {n ∈ D(x1) | n ≤ maxD(4− x2 − x3)}

Assume that propagation has computed a domain D which fixes x2 to 3 (that is,
D(x2) = {3}). Then p can be replaced by the simpler (and most likely more efficient)
propagator p′ defined by:

p′(D)(x1) = {n ∈ D(x1) | n ≤ maxD(1− x3)}

A propagator p can always be rewritten to a propagator p′ for a domain D, if p(D′) =
p′(D′) for all domains D′ with D′ ⊑ D. This means that propagator rewriting is not only
applicable to domains that fix variables.

This is for example exploited for the “type reduction” of [52] where propagators are
rewritten as more knowledge on domains (there called types) becomes available. For ex-
ample, the implementation of x0 = x1×x2 will be replaced by a more efficient one, when
all elements in D(x1) and D(x2) are non-negative.

14.1.4 Propagation Events

For many propagators it is simple to decide whether they are still at a fixpoint for a changed
domain based on how the domain has changed. How a domain changes is described by
propagation events (or just events).
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Example 14.6 (Disequality propagators). Consider the propagator p with {p} = prop(c)
for the constraint c ≡ x1 6= x2:

p(D)(x1) = D(x1)− single(D(x2))
p(D)(x2) = D(x2)− single(D(x1))

where single(N) for a set N is defined as N if |N | = 1 and ∅ otherwise.
Clearly, any domain D with |D(x1)| > 1 and |D(x2)| > 1 is a fixpoint of D. That is,

p only needs to be applied if x1 or x2 are fixed.
Similarly, the propagator p1 from Example 14.1 only needs to be applied to a domain

D if maxD x2 changes and p2 from the same example needs to be applied to a domain D
if minD x1 changes.

Assume that the domain D changes to the domain D′ ⊑ D. The usual events defined
in a constraint propagation system are:

• fix(x): the variable x becomes fixed.

• minc(x): the minimum of variable x changes.

• maxc(x): the maximum of variable x changes.

• any(x): the domain of variable x changes.

Clearly the events overlap. Whenever a fix(x) event occurs then a minc(x) event, a
maxc(x) event, or both events must also occur. If any of the first three events occur then
an any(x) event occurs. This is captured by the following definition of events(D,D′) for
domains D′ ⊑ D:

events(D,D′) = {any(x) | D′(x) ⊂ D(X)}
∪ {minc(x) | minD′ x > minD x}
∪ {maxc(x) | maxD′ x < maxD x}
∪ {fix(x) | |D′(x)| = 1 and |D(x)| > 1}

Events satisfy an important monotonicity condition: suppose domains D′′ ⊑ D′ ⊑ D,
then

events(D,D′′) = events(D,D′) ∪ events(D′, D′′).

So an event occurs on a change from D to D′′ iff it occurs in the change from D to D′ or
from D′ to D′′.

Example 14.7 (Events). Let D(x1) = {1, 2, 3}, D(x2) = {3, 4, 5, 6}, D(x3) = {0, 1},
and D(x4) = {7, 8, 10} while D′(x1) = {1, 2}, D′(x2) = {3, 5, 6} D′(x3) = {1} and
D′(x4) = {7, 8, 10}. Then events(D,D′) is

{maxc(x1), any(x1), any(x2), fix(x3),minc(x3), any(x3)}

For a propagator p, the set es(p) ⊆ {fix(x),minc(x),maxc(x), any(x) | x ∈ V} of
events is an event set for p if the following two properties hold:

1. For all domainsD′ andD withD′ ⊑ D andD(x) = D′(x) for all x ∈ V−input(p):
if p(D) = D and p(D′) 6= D′, then es(p) ∩ events(D,D′) 6= ∅.
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2. For all domains D with p(D) 6= p(p(D)): es(p) ∩ events(D, p(D)) 6= ∅.

The first clause of the definition captures the following. If the domain D is a fixpoint
and the stronger domain D′ (stronger only on the input variables) is not a fixpoint for a
propagator p, then an event occurring from changing the domainD toD′ must be included
in the event set es(p). The second clause refers to the case when a propagator p does not
compute a fixpoint (that is, p(d) 6= p(p(D))). In this case, an event must occur when
the domain changes from D to p(D). Note that the second clause never applies to an
idempotent propagator.

An event set plays an analogous role to the set of input variables: if an event from the
event set occurs when going from a domain D to a domain D′, the propagator is no longer
guaranteed to be at a fixpoint and must be re-applied.

Note that the definition of an event set is rather liberal as the definition does not require
the event set to be the smallest set: any set that guarantees re-application is allowed. In
particular, for any propagator p the set {any(x) | x ∈ input(p)} is an event set: this
event set makes propagation behave as if no events at all are considered. However, an
implementation will try to use event sets that are as small as possible.

Example 14.8 (Event sets). The propagator p1 from Example 14.2 depends on the event
set {minc(x1),maxc(x2)}. The propagator p from Example 14.6 depends on the event set
{fix(x1), fix(x2)}.

Now it is obvious how the propagation engine from Figure 14.1 can take advantage
of events: instead of considering the set of modified variables and the input variables of a
propagator for deciding which propagators are to be included into N , consider the events
and an event set for a propagator. In other words, replace line 8 by:

8: N ← N ∪ {p′ ∈ P | es(p′) ∩ events(D,D′) 6= ∅}

14.1.5 Performing Search

A constraint programming system evaluates solv(P,D) during search. We assume an ex-
ecution model for solving a constraint problem with a set of constraints C and an initial
domain D0 as follows. We execute the procedure search(∅, P,D0) for an initial set of
propagators P =

⋃

c∈C prop(c). This procedure (shown in Figure 14.2) serves as an
architecture of a constraint programming system.

The procedure requires that D be a fixpoint for all propagators in Pf (f for fixpoint).
The propagators included in Pn do not have this requirement (n for not at fixpoint). This
partitioning of propagators is used for incremental propagation with respect to recursive
calls to search (as discussed below).

The somewhat unusual definition of search is quite general. The default branching
strategy (also known as labeling strategy) for many problems is to choose a variable x such
that |D(x)| > 1 and explore x = minD x or x ≥ minD x+ 1. This is commonly thought
of as changing the domain D for x to either {minD x} or {n ∈ D(x) | n > minD x}.
Branching based on propagator sets for constraints allows for more general strategies, for
example x1 ≤ x2 or x1 > x2.
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search(Pf , Pn, D)
1: D ← propagate(Pf , Pn, D)
2: if D is failed domain then
3: return false
4: if ∃x ∈ V .|D(x)| > 1 then
5: choose {c1, . . . , cm} where C ∧D |= c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm
6: for all i ∈ [1,m] do
7: if search(Pf ∪ Po, prop(ci), D) then
8: return true
9: return false

10: return true

Figure 14.2: Architecture of constraint programming system.

Note that search has two dimensions: one describes how the search tree looks and the
other describes how the search tree is explored. In the above architecture the selection of
the ci together with the selection of propagators prop(ci) for the ci describes the shape
of the search tree. The sets prop(ci) we refer to as alternatives and the collection of
all alternatives is called choice point. Completely orthogonal is how the search tree is
explored. Here, the architecture fixes exploration to be depth-first. Exploration is discussed
in more detail in 14.3.

Note that search performs incremental propagation in the following sense: when call-
ing propagate only the propagators prop(ci) for the alternatives are not known to be at a
fixpoint.

14.1.6 Implementing the Architecture

This section discusses general approaches to implementing the architecture for a constraint
programming system introduced above. The focus is on what needs to be implemented and
how the architecture (as an abstraction of a system) relates to a real system.

Detecting failure and entailment. In our architecture, failure is only detected inside
search after returning from propagate by testing whether the domain obtained by prop-
agation is failed. It is clear that a system should optimize detecting failure such that no
propagation is wasted if a domain becomes failed and that no inspection of a domain is
required to detect failure.

A typical way to make the detection of failure or entailment of a propagator more
efficient is to let the propagator not only return a domain but also some status information
describing whether propagation has resulted in a failed domain or whether the propagator
has become entailed.

Implementing domains. The architecture describes that a propagator takes a domain as
input and returns a new domain. This is too memory consuming for a real system. Instead,
a system maintains a single data structure implementing one domain and propagators up-
date this single domain when being applied.
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Inspecting propagate in Figure 14.1 it becomes clear that maintaining a single domain
is straightforward to achieve. The only reason for having a domain D and D′ is in order to
be able to identify the modified variables M .

State restoration. For propagation, systems maintain a single domain as has been argued
above. However, a single domain becomes an issues for search: when calling search re-
cursively as in Figure 14.2 and a domain is not transferred as a copy, backtracking (that is,
returning from the recursive call) needs to restore the domain.

State restoration is not limited to domains but also includes private states of propagators
and also whether propagators have become entailed. State restoration is a key service
required in a constraint programming system and is discussed in Section 14.3.2 in detail.

Finding dependent propagators. After applying a propagator, propagate must com-
pute the events (similar to the set of modified variables) in order to find all propagators that
depend on these events. Clearly, this requires that a system be able to compute the events
and find the dependent propagators efficiently.

Variables for propagators. In addition to the fact that propagators update a single do-
mains rather than returning domains, implementations need to be careful in how many
variables are referenced by a propagator. In our architecture, propagators are defined
for all variables in V . However, from the above discussion it is clear that a propagator
p is only concerned with variables input(p) ∪ output(p). Quite often, the variables in
input(p) ∪ output(p) are called the parameters of p.

A system will implement a propagator p such that it maintains its input(p)∪output(p)
in some datastructure, typically as an array or list of variables. While most of the properties
discussed for our architecture readily carry over to this extended setup, the case of multiple
occurrences of the same variable in the datastructure maintained by a propagator needs
special attention.

Multiple variable occurrences and unification. Depending on the actual system, mul-
tiple occurrences may both be common and appear dynamically. Here, dynamic means that
variable occurrences for a propagator p might become the same during some computation
not performed by p itself. This is typically the case when the constraint programming sys-
tem is embedded in a constraint logic programming host language featuring unification for
logical variables. Unification makes two variables x and y equal without the requirement
to assign the variables a particular value. In this case the variables x and y are also said to
be aliased.

The main issues with multiple occurrences of the same variable are that they make (a)
detection of idempotence and (b) achieving good propagation more difficult, as is discussed
in Section 14.2.3.

Private state. In our architecture, propagators are functions. In systems, propagators
often need to maintain some private state. Private state is for example used to achieve
incrementality, more information is given in Section 14.2.3.
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14.2 Implementing Constraint Propagation

In this section, we detail the software architecture introduced on an abstract level in Sec-
tion 14.1. This architecture can be roughly divided into domain variables, data structures
implementing the problem variables; propagators, coroutines implementing the problem
constraints by executing operations on the variables that it constrains; and propagation
services, callable by the propagators in order to achieve the overall fixpoint computation.

Domain variables and propagators form a bipartite graph: every propagator is linked to
the domain variables that it constrains, and every domain variable is linked to the propaga-
tors that constrain it.

In the following, we will not discuss issues related to the state restoration policy used,
this is discussed in Section 14.3.2.

14.2.1 Propagation Services

From an operational point of view, a constraint programming system can be described in
terms of coroutines (propagators) and events (domain changes). Propagators raise events,
which leads to other propagators being resumed, until a fixpoint is reached. The manage-
ment of events and selection (scheduling) of propagators are the main tasks of the propa-
gation services.

Events. Most integer propagation solvers use the events defined in Section 14.1.4, al-
though some systems collapse minc(x) and maxc(x) into a single event (for example,
ILOG Solver [32]). Choco [36] maintains an event queue and interleaves propagator exe-
cution with events causing more propagators to be added to the queue.

Other events than those discussed in Section 14.1.4 are also possible. For example,
neq(x, n): the variable x can no longer take the value n, that is, n ∈ D(x) and n 6∈ D′(x)
for domains D and D′. These events have been used in e.g. B-Prolog [75].

Selecting the next propagator. It is clear that the number of iterations performed by the
propagation engine shown in Figure 14.1 depends also on which propagator is selected to
be applied next. The selection policy is system-specific, but the following guiding princi-
ples can be observed:

• Events providing much information, for example fix events, yield quicker reaction
than events providing less information. This captures selecting propagators accord-
ing to expected impact.

• Propagators with low complexity, e.g. small arithmetic propagators, are given higher
priority than higher complexity propagators. This captures selecting propagators
according to cost.

• Starvation is avoided: no event or propagator should be left unprocessed for an un-
bounded amount of time (unless there is a propagator of higher priority or higher
impact to run). This is typically achieved by selecting propagators for execution in
a last-in last-out fashion (that is, maintaining the set N in Figure 14.2 as a queue).
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Most systems have some form of static priorities, typically using two priority levels (for
example, SICStus Prolog [35], Mozart [43]). The two levels are often not entirely based
on cost: in SICStus Prolog all indexicals (see Section 14.2.5) have high priority and global
constraints lower priority. While ECLiPSe [14, 28] supports 12 priority levels, its finite
domain solver also uses only two priority levels where another level is used to support
constraint debugging. A similar, but more powerful approach is used by Choco [36] using
seven priority levels allowing both LIFO and FIFO traversal.

Schulte and Stuckey describe a model for dynamic priorities based on the complexity of
a propagator in [58]. They describe how priorities can be used to achieve staged propaga-
tion: propagators dynamically change priority to first perform weak and cheap propagation
and only later perform stronger and more complex propagation. Another model for priori-
ties in constraint propagation based on composition operators is [25]. This model runs all
propagators of lower priority before switching propagation back to propagators of higher
priority.

Prioritizing particular operations during constraint propagation is important in general.
For (binary) arc consistency algorithms, ordering heuristics for the operations performed
during propagation can reduce the total number of operations required [72]. For interval
narrowing, prioritizing constraints can avoid slow convergence, see for example [38].

14.2.2 Variable Domains

In a reasonable software architecture, propagators do not manipulate variable domains
directly, but use the relevant propagation services. These services return information about
the domain or update the domain. In addition, they handle failure (the domain becomes
empty) and control propagation.

Value operations. A value operation on a variable involves a single integer as result
or argument. We assume that a variable x with D = dom(x) provides the following
value operations: x.getmin() returns min(D); x.getmax() returns max(D); x.hasval(n)
returns n ∈ D; x.adjmin(n) updates dom(x) to {m ∈ D | m ≥ n}; x.adjmax(n)
updates dom(x) to {m ∈ D | m ≤ n}; and x.excval(n) updates dom(x) to {m ∈ D |
m 6= n}. These operations are typical for finite domain constraint programming systems
like Choco, ILOG Solver, ECLiPSe, Mozart, and SICStus Prolog. Some systems provide
additional operators such as for fixing values.

Iterators. It is quite common for a propagator to iterate over all values of a given vari-
able. Suppose that i is a value iterator for some variable providing the following operations:
i.done() tests whether all values have been iterated; i.value() returns the current value; and
i.next() moves to the next value.

Domain operations. A domain operation supports simultaneous access or update of
multiple values of a variable domain. If the multiple values form a consecutive interval
[n,m], such operations need only take n and m as arguments. Many systems provide gen-
eral sets of values by supporting an abstract set type, e.g. Choco, ECLiPSe, Mozart and
SICStus Prolog. Schulte and Tack describe in [60] domain operations based on generic
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range and value iterators. Other systems like ILOG Solver only allow access by iteration
over the values of a variable domain.

Subscription. When a propagator p is created, it subscribes to its input variables. Sub-
scription guarantees that p is executed whenever the domain of one of its variables changes
according to an event. Options for representing the subscriber set of a given variable x
include the following:

1. A single suspension list of pairs Ei.pi where Ei denotes the event set for which
propagator pi requires execution. When an event on x occurs, the list is traversed
and the relevant propagators are selected for execution. Obviously, a lot of pairs that
do not match the event could be scanned.

2. Multiple suspension lists of propagators for different events. On subscription, the
propagator is placed in one of the lists. When an event on x occurs, all propagators
on the relevant lists are selected for execution. Typically, there is one list for each
event type e ∈ {fix(x),minc(x),maxc(x), any(x)} plus one list for propagators
whose event set contains both minc(x) and maxc(x). This is the design used in
Choco, ECLiPSe, Mozart, and SICStus Prolog. Other systems collapse minc(x)
and maxc(x) into a single event minmaxc(x) (for example, ILOG Solver [32] and
Gecode [24]).

3. An array of propagators, partitioned according to the various events. When an
event on x occurs, all propagators in the relevant partitions are selected for exe-
cution. This representation is particularly attractive if the possible events are e ∈
{fix(x),minmaxc(x), any(x)}, in which case the relevant partitions form a single
interval.

Domain representation. Popular representations of D = dom(X) include range se-
quences and bit vectors. A range sequence for a finite set of integers I is the shortest
sequence s = {[n1,m1] , . . . , [nk,mk]} such that I is covered

(

I = ∪ki=1 [ni,mi]
)

and
the ranges are ordered by their smallest elements (ni ≤ ni+1 for i ≤ i < k). Clearly, a
range sequence is unique, none of its ranges is empty, and mi + 1 < ni+1 for 1 ≤ i < k.
A bit vector for a finite set of integers I is a string of bits such that the ith bit is 1 iff i ∈ I .

Table 14.1 compares the worst-case complexity of the basic operations for these rep-
resentations. Range sequences are usually represented as singly or doubly linked lists.
Bit vectors are typically represented as a number of consecutive memory words, with an
implementation defined size limit, usually augmented with direct access to min(D) and
max(D). Range sequence thus seem to be more scalable to problems with large domains.

14.2.3 Propagators

A propagator p is a software entity with possibly private state (we allow ourselves to refer
to the function as well as its implementation as propagator). It (partially) implements a
constraint c over some variables or parameters. The task of a propagator is to observe
its parameters and, as soon as a value is removed from the domain of a parameter, try to
remove further values from the domains of its parameters. The algorithm employed in the
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Table 14.1: Complexity of basic operations for range sequences of length r and bit vectors
of size v augmented with explicit bounds.

Operations Range sequence Bitvector
x.getmin() O(1) O(1)
x.getmax() O(1) O(1)
x.hasval(n) O(r) O(1)
x.adjmin(n) O(r) O(1)
x.adjmax(n) O(r) O(1)
x.excval(n) O(r) O(v)
i.done() O(1) O(v)
i.value() O(1) O(1)
i.next() O(1) O(v)

process is called a filtering algorithm. Thus, the filtering algorithm is repeatedly executed
in a coroutining fashion.

The main work of a filtering algorithm consists in computing values to remove and to
perform these value removals via the value and domain operations described above. The
events raised by these operations cause other propagators to be scheduled for execution.

Life cycle. The life cycle of a propagator p is depicted in Figure 14.3. When a constraint
c is posted, its parameters are checked and subscribed to, p is created, its private state is
allocated, and it is scheduled for execution. If the constraint c is implemented by more
than one propagator, all propagators implementing c are created likewise.

One run of p has one of three possible outcomes:

• p may realize that the constraint has no solution, e.g. by a domain becoming empty.
The parameters are unsubscribed to, the private state is deallocated, and the current
search node fails.

• p may discover that the constraint holds no matter what of the remaining values are
taken by the parameters. The parameters are unsubscribed to and the private state is
deallocated,

• None of the above. p is moved to the set of suspended propagators, and will remain
there until the relevant events are raised.

Idempotent propagators. Suppose a propagator p runs and removes some values. This
raises some events, which would normally reschedule p for execution, as p subscribes to
the very variables whose domains it just pruned. But suppose now that p is idempotent.
Then by definition running p again would be useless. Thus, idempotence is a desirable
property of propagators: if p is known to be idempotent, then p itself can be excluded from
the set of propagators scheduled for execution by events raised by p.

However, guaranteeing idempotence may be a serious difficulty in the design of a fil-
tering algorithm—it is certainly more convenient to not guarantee anything and instead
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add p to suspended set add p to runnable set

some events

execute p

resume

allocate and subscribe to p

create

suspend

discard p

entail

discard p and fail

fail

Figure 14.3: Life cycle of propagator p

leave the fixpoint computation to the propagation loop, at the cost of some redundant runs
of p. Also, if the same variable occurs multiple times in the parameters, there is usually no
straightforward way to guarantee idempotence.

Most systems do not require of propagators to be idempotent; some optimize the
scheduling of propagators that are known to be idempotent. Mozart, as an exception, only
supports idempotent propagators [45].

Schulte and Stuckey describe dynamic idempotence in [58] as a generalization: a prop-
agator p signals after application whether the new domain is a fixpoint of p (similar to
signaling failure or entailment as described above).

Multiple value removals. Suppose a propagator p runs and multiple values are removed
by multiple operations from the same variable x. It would be very wasteful to traverse the
suspension list(s) of x and schedule subscribing propagators for each removal. A much
more reasonable design is to perform such traversal once per modified parameter, at the
end of executing p. Therefore, the value and domain operations described above usually
do not perform such scheduling. Instead, propagators call the relevant propagation services
near the end of the filtering algorithm.

This is already manifest in the propagate function described in Section 14.1.2: it
records the modified variables (or the events that occurred) and schedules the propagators
only after the propagator has been applied.

Amount of information available. When a propagator p is resumed, it is usually inter-
ested in knowing which values have been deleted from which parameters since last time.
The propagation services may provide part of this information, or even all of it. Of course,
there is a trade-off between the efforts spent by the propagation services maintaining this
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information and the efforts spent by the propagators discovering it. One can distinguish
three levels of granularity of the information provided to p:

coarse p is told that something has changed, but not what. This is the information provided
in SICStus Prolog and Mozart.

medium p is told which parameters have been changed. This is the information provided
in CHIP.

fine p is told which parameters have been changed, as well as the set of removed values.
This is the information provided in ILOG Solver.

Use of private state. The private state that each propagator maintains can be used for a
number of things:

auxiliary data structures Many filtering algorithms contain as components algorithms
operating on specific data structures (digraphs, bipartite graphs, heaps etc.). The
private state stores such data structures.

incrementality When a propagator is resumed, it is often the case that a single parameter
has been changed, and that a single change has been made to it. Many filtering algo-
rithms can exploit this fact and be incremental, i.e. perform its computation based on
a previous state and changes made since that state was saved. An incremental com-
putation is typically an order of magnitude cheaper than computing from scratch, but
if many changes have been made, it is not necessarily the case.

domain information Suppose that the propagation services do not provide fine-grained
information when a propagator is resumed. Nevertheless, by maintaining in its pri-
vate state a copy of the parameter domains, or some suitable abstraction, the propa-
gator can compute the required information.

fixed parameters It is often useful for a propagator of arity m to maintain a partitioning
of its parameters X into two sets Xf , whose values have been fixed, and Xv, whose
values have not yet been fixed. Most filtering algorithms focus their attention on
the set Xv. This partitioning is easily achieved by a simple array A of pointers or
indices, such that Xf occupies array elements A[1, . . . , k] and Xv array elements
A[k + 1, . . . ,m], where k = |Xf |. As a parameter is fixed, the relevant array
elements are simply swapped and k is incremented.

Multiple variable occurrences. The same variable may occur multiple times among the
parameters of a propagator p, initially as well as dynamically due to unification. This by
itself does not cause problems, except, as noted above, any guarantees of idempotence are
usually given under the assumption that no variable aliasing occurs.

Some propagators may also use variable aliasing in order to propagate more. For ex-
ample, suppose that in a propagator for the constraint x− y = z, x and y are aliased. The
propagator can then conclude z = 0, no matter what value is taken by x and y. Harvey
and Stuckey discuss multiple occurrences of the same variable for linear integer constraints
introduced by substitution in [29] and show how the amount of propagation changes with
allowing substitution.
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14.2.4 Daemons

So far, we have been assuming that an element of a suspension list is just a passive data
structure pointing at a propagator p to schedule for execution. One can extend this design
by associating with such elements a procedure called a daemon, which has access to p
and its private state. If during traversal of the suspension list a daemon is encountered,
instead of scheduling the propagator for execution, the daemon is simply run. This design
is motivated by the following reasons:

• If the propagation services do not tell propagators which parameters have been
changed, the daemon can maintain that information, since a daemon is always asso-
ciated with a given parameter.

• Scheduling and resuming a propagator often involves larger overhead than running
a daemon. If there is some simple test to determine whether the propagator can
propagate anything, then the daemon can run that test, and if successful, schedule
the propagator for execution.

• If there is some information in the private state that needs to be updated incremen-
tally as the parameters are modified, daemons are a convenient mechanism for doing
so.

Systems using daemons include CHIP, SICStus Prolog, and ILOG Solver.

14.2.5 Indexicals

Indexicals [66, 19, 15], also known as projection constraints [62], are a popular approach
to implement simple propagators using a high-level specification language.

An indexical is a propagator with a single output variable and is defined in terms of
a range expression. A constraint c(x1, . . . , xn) is then implemented by n indexicals pi.
Each indexical pi is defined by xi in ri where ri is a range expression (to be explained
later). Each of the indexicals pi has the input variables {x1, . . . , xn}.

Executing an indexical p of the form xi in ri with a current domain D computes the
projection ĉi of c onto xi from D(x1), . . . , D(xi−1), D(xi+1), . . . , D(xn). The domain
returned by p is p(D)(xi) = D(xi) ∩ ĉi and p(D)(xj) = D(xj) for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.

Indexicals can be seen as a programming interface for fine-grained control over prop-
agation. They do not provide for the integration of sophisticated filtering algorithms for
global constraints. Figure 14.4 shows a subset of the range expressions used in SICStus
Prolog.

Example 14.9. To illustrate the use of indexicals for controlling the amount of propaga-
tion, consider the constraint x = y + c where c is assumed to be a constant. This may be
expressed with indexicals maintaining arc consistency:

(x in dom(y) + c, y in dom(x)− c)
or with indexicals maintaining bounds consistency:

(x in min(y) + c .. max(y) + c, y in min(x)− c .. max(x)− c)
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R ::= T .. T | R ∩R | R ∪R | R ? R | \R
| R+ T | R− T | R mod T | dom(x)
| a finite subset of Z

T ::= N | T + T | T − T | T ∗ T | ⌈T/T ⌉ | ⌊T/T ⌋ | T mod T
| min(x) | max(x) | card(x)

N ::= x | i, where i ∈ Z | ∞ | −∞

Figure 14.4: Range expressions in SICStus Prolog indexicals

As discussed in [66, 19, 15], range expressions for indexicals must comply with cer-
tain monotonicity rules to make sense logically and operationally (corresponding to the
properties that hold true for propagators and for propagators being the implementation of
a constraint).

14.2.6 Reification

A reified constraint (also known as meta constraint) c ↔ b reflects the truth value of the
constraint c onto a 0/1-variable b. So if c is entailed (disentailed) by the constraint store, b
is constrained to 1 (0), and if b = 1 (b = 0), c (¬c) is posted.

One way of providing reification of a class of constraints is by extending the indexical
mechanism, as proposed in [66] and implemented in SICStus Prolog [15]. Indexicals as
described above are used for posting a constraint c. For reification, however, we also need
to be able to post ¬c, and to check whether c is entailed or disentailed. This can be done
by introducing checking indexicals. A checking indexical has the same format as a regular
one, xi in ri, but instead of updating the domain for xi, it checks whether D(xi) ⊆ ĉi
holds for a given domain D.

14.3 Implementing Search

This section describes how systems implement search. As introduced in Section 14.1,
a system needs to implement branching, state restoration, and exploration. The section
discusses each of these issues in turn.

14.3.1 Branching

How a system implements branching depends in particular on whether the system is based
on a programming language that has search built-in (such as Prolog or Oz). In this case,
a branching strategy is expressed easily from the primitive of the language that controls
search. In Prolog-based systems, for example, several clauses of a predicate then define
the branching strategy. With relation to Figure 14.2, each clause corresponds to one of the
alternatives prop(ci)).
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Other languages provide special constructs that allow to express several alternatives.
OPL, for example, offers a try-statement with several clauses corresponding to the al-
ternatives [69]. A similar approach is taken in Oz, where a choice-statement serves the
same purpose [63, 54]. For Oz, Schulte gives in [54] a reduction to a primitive that only
allows one to assign an integer to a variable.

If the underlying language does not have search built-in (such as for libraries built on
top of C++) systems provide some other means to describe a choice point. ILOG Solver [32],
for example, provides the concept of a choice point (some data structure), which consists of
several alternatives called goals. Goals themselves can be composed from several subgoals.

A common pattern for branching strategies is to select a particular not-yet fixed variable
x according to some criteria. A common example is first-failure branching, which selects a
variable with smallest domain. Here it is important to understand what the strategy does in
case of ties: which one of the possibly many variables with a smallest domain is selected.
For example, Wallace, Schimpf, et al. note in [71] that comparing search in systems can
be particularly difficult due to a different treatment of ties in different systems.

14.3.2 State Restoration

As described in Section 14.1.6 search requires that a previous state of the system can
be restored. The state includes the domain of the variables, propagators (for example,
propagators that became entailed need to be restored), and private state of propagators.

Exploration (to be discussed in Section 14.3.3) creates a search tree where the nodes
of the search tree correspond to the state of the system. In relation to search as shown in
Figure 14.2, a new node is defined by each recursive invocation of search.

Systems use basically three different approaches to state restoration (the term state
restoration has been coined by Choi, Henz, et al. in [18]):

copying A copy of a node is created before the node is changed.

trailing Changes to nodes are recorded such that they can be undone later.

recomputation If needed, a node is recomputed from scratch.

Expressiveness. The main difference as it comes to expressiveness is the number of
nodes that are simultaneously available for further exploration. With copying, all nodes
that are created as copies are directly ready for further exploration. With trailing, explo-
ration can only continue at a single node at a time.

In principle, trailing does not exclude exploration of multiple nodes. However, they
can be explored in an interleaved fashion only and switching between nodes is a costly
operation.

Having more than a single node available for exploration is essential to search strategies
like concurrent, parallel, or breadth-first.

Trailing. A trailing-based system uses a trail to store undo information. Prior to per-
forming a state-changing operation, information to reconstruct the state is stored on the
trail. In a concrete implementation, the state changing operations considered are updates
of memory locations. If a memory update is performed, the location’s address and its old
content is stored on the trail. To this kind of trail we refer as single-value trail. Starting
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exploration from a node puts a mark on the trail. Undoing the trail restores all memory
locations up to the previous mark. This is essentially the technology used in Warren’s
Abstract Machine [74, 8].

In the context of trailing-based constraint programming systems two further techniques
come into play:

time-stamping With finite domains, the domain of a variable can be narrowed multiple
times. However it is sufficient to trail only the original value, intermediate values
need no restoration: each location needs to appear at most once on the trail. Other-
wise memory consumption is no longer bounded by the number of changed locations
but by the number of state-changing operations performed. To ensure this property,
time-stamping is used: as soon as an entity is trailed, the entity is stamped to prevent
it from further trailing until the stamp changes again.

The time-stamp changes every time a new mark is put on the trail. Note that time-
stamping concerns both the operations and the data structures that must contain the
time-stamp.

multiple-value trail A single-value trail needs 2n entries for n changed locations. A
multiple value trail uses the optimization that if the contents of n > 1 successive
locations are changed, n+ 2 entries are added to the trail: one for the first location’s
address, a second entry for n, and n entries for the locations’ values.

For a discussion of time-stamps and a multiple value trail in the context of the CHIP
system, see [1, 3].

Copying. Copying needs for each data structure a routine that creates a copy and also
recursively copies contained data structures. A system that features a copying garbage
collector already provides almost everything needed to implement copying. For example
in the Mozart implementation of Oz [43], copying and garbage collection share the same
routines parameterized by a flag that signals whether garbage collection is performed or
whether a node is being copied.

By this all operations on data structures are independent of search with respect to both
design and implementation. This makes search in a system an orthogonal issue.

Discussion. Trailing is the predominating approach used for state restoration in finite
domain constraint programming systems. Clearly, all Prolog-based systems use trail-
ing but also most other systems with the exception of Oz/Mozart [43], Figaro [31], and
Gecode [24].

Trailing requires that all operations be search-aware: search is not an orthogonal issue
to the rest of the system. Complexity in design and implementation is increased: it is a
matter of fact that a larger part of a system is concerned with operations rather than with
basic data structure management. A good design that encapsulates update operations will
avoid most of the complexity. To take advantage of multiple value trail entries, however,
operations require special effort in design and implementation.

Semantic backtracking as an approach to state restoration that exploits the semantics of
an underlying solver for linear constraints over the reals is used in CLP(R) [33] and also
in [65]. Semantic backtracking stores constraints that are used to reestablish an equivalent
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state of the system rather than trailing all changes to the underlying constraints. By this the
approach can be seen as a hybrid between trailing and recomputation. A similar technique
is used by Régin in [51], where the author describes how to maintain arc consistency by
restoring equivalent states rather than identical states.

Recomputation. Recomputation trades space for time, a node is reconstructed on de-
mand by redoing constraint propagation. The space requirements are obviously low: only
the path in the search tree leading to the node must be stored. Basing exploration on re-
computation alone is infeasible. Suppose a complete binary search tree of height n, which
has 2n leafs. To recompute a single leaf, n exploration steps are needed. This gives a total
of n2n exploration steps compared to 2n+1 − 2 exploration steps without recomputation
(that is, the number of arcs).

The basic idea of combining recomputation with copying or trailing is as follows: copy
(or start trailing) a node from time to time during exploration. Recomputation then can
start from the last copied (or trailed) node on the path to the root. The implementation of
recomputation is straightforward, see [56, 54] for example.

If exploration exhibits a failed node it is quite likely that not only a single node is failed
but that an entire subtree is failed. It is unlikely that only the last decision made in explo-
ration was wrong. This suggests that as soon as a failed node occurs during exploration,
the attitude for further exploration should become more pessimistic. Adaptive recompu-
tation [54] takes a pessimistic attitude by creating intermediate copies as follows: during
recomputation an additional copy is created at the middle of the path for recomputation.

Performance of recomputation depends critically on the amount of information stored
for the path. In naive recomputation, the path is stored as a list of integers identifying which
alternative (that is, the i in prop(ci)) needs to be recomputed. While this makes the space
requirements for recomputation problem independent, n fixpoints need to be computed for
a path of length n.

In batch recomputation [18], the alternatives prop(ci) are stored. To recompute a
node it is sufficient to compute a single fixpoint. Batch recomputation is shown to be
considerably more efficient than naive recomputation in [18]. Decomposition-based search
as a similar idea to batch recomputation is reported by Michel and Van Hentenryck in [41].
Here also the alternatives rather than just integers are stored for recomputation.

14.3.3 Exploration

The architecture for search in a finite domain constraint programming system described in
Section 14.1.5 only considers left-most depth-first exploration of the search tree. Clearly,
systems offer more exploration strategies to allow for example search for a best solution.
A few systems also provide abstractions from which new exploration strategies can be
programmed.

Predefined exploration strategies. All Prolog-based languages systems support single-
and all-solution search following depth-first exploration as sketched in Section 14.1.5.
Best-solution search is controlled by a single cost variable and amounts to search for a
solution with smallest or largest cost. CLP-based systems offer an interactive toplevel for
controlling exploration that allows the user to prompt for multiple solutions. The inter-
active toplevel cannot be used within programs. ECLiPSe provides visual search through
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the Grace tool [39] and other strategies such as LDS [30] and time and resource bounded
search.

ILOG Solver [32] and OPL [64] offer LDS [30], DDS [73], and IDFS [40]. Best-
solution search in ILOG Solver also uses a cost variable. To avoid recomputation of the
best solution, the program must be modified to explicitly store solutions. Search in ILOG
Solver is incremental in that solutions can be computed on request.

Programming exploration. The first system to offer support for programming explo-
ration has been Oz/Mozart. Schulte and Smolka introduce the solve combinator in [57],
which allows to program exploration based on the idea of having a first-class representation
of nodes in the search tree. Schulte describes computation spaces as a refinement [56, 54]
of the solve combinator, which also allows to program strategies supporting recomputa-
tion and parallel execution. Computation spaces have been used to realize user-controlled
interactive search [55] and parallel search on networked computers [53]. Curry [27] offers
the same programming model as the solve combinator.

Another system providing support for programming exploration is ILOG Solver [32]
(OPL [64] offers an equivalent model for programming exploration). Programming ex-
ploration in ILOG Solver is based on limits and node evaluators [47, 69]. Programmable
limits allow to stop exploration (time limit, for example). Node evaluators map search tree
nodes to priorities. Node priorities determine the exploration order of nodes. Additionally,
a special priority discards nodes.

ILOG Solver supports switching between arbitrary nodes in the search tree by full
recomputation. For example, best-first search needs to switch between arbitrary nodes. To
limit the amount of switching, Solver uses an additional threshold value. Only if the cost
improvement exceeds the threshold, nodes are switched. This results in an approximation
of best-first search. Fully interactive exploration is not feasible with full recomputation.

SALSA [37] is a language for the specification of search algorithms that cover ex-
ploration strategies for tree search as well as neighborhood-based search (local search).
SALSA requires a host language that supports search (for example, Claire [16]) as compi-
lation target.

14.4 Systems Overview

This section discusses different approaches used for finite domain programming systems
and a brief overview of existing systems.

14.4.1 Approaches

Several approaches and systems have been suggested to solve combinatorial problems with
finite domain constraints. Historically, many systems have been implemented by embed-
ding into an existing Prolog host system. There are many reasons for such an approach:

1. Much of the required infrastructure of the constraint solver is provided by the host
language: data structures, memory management, support for search and backtrack-
able updates.
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2. The high level and declarative nature of Prolog makes it a reasonable choice of lan-
guage for expressing combinatorial problems.

From the point of view of writing applications in mainstream object-oriented program-
ming languages such as C++ and Java, although they can readily interface to modules writ-
ten in other languages, providing a constraint solver as a class library is arguably a more
attractive approach. This requires a larger implementation effort to provide the necessary
infrastructure, but also gives more opportunities for optimization, as there are no design
constraints imposed by a host system.

14.4.2 Prominent Systems

This section gives a brief overview of some finite domain constraint programming systems.
As it is impossible to cover all systems that exist or have existed, we have selected systems
that introduced some new ground-breaking ideas or that are prominent in other ways. The
systems are partitioned into autonomous systems and library systems.

Autonomous systems

B-Prolog [75]. Extends a Prolog virtual machine with instructions for constraint propa-
gation. Introduces action rules, a generalization of indexicals.

cc(FD) [66, 67, 68]. A representative of the concurrent and glass-box constraint pro-
gramming research directions. Significant contributions include indexicals and constraint
combinators.

clp(FD) [22, 19]. A representative of the approach of extending a Prolog virtual ma-
chine [74] with instructions for constraint propagation. Uses indexicals. Precursor of GNU
Prolog.

CHIP [1, 2, 3]. A Prolog system with a constraint solver written in C. A pioneer in the
global constraints research area [4, 11]. Provides a rich set of global constraints. Also
available as C/C++ libraries.

ECLiPSe [70, 5, 14]. A Prolog system with constraint solving based on a general corou-
tining mechanism and attributed variables. A pioneer in the areas of integration with MIP
solvers such as CPLEX and XPRESS-MP and using hybrid methods for constraint solv-
ing [61].

GNU Prolog [20, 21]. The successor of clp(FD), compiles Prolog programs with con-
straints to native binaries, extending a Prolog virtual machine [74] with instructions for
constraint propagation. Uses indexicals.

Mozart [63, 43]. A development platform based on the Oz language, mixing logic, con-
straint, object-oriented, concurrent, distributed, and multi-paradigm programming. Search
in Mozart is based on copying and recomputation.
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Nicolog [62]. Extends a Prolog virtual machine with instructions for constraint propaga-
tion. Introduces projection constraints, extending indexicals with conditional expressions
and tests.

PaLM [34]. PaLM (Propagation and Learning with Move) is a constraint programming
system, based on the Choco constraints library. Its most important contributions are its
explanation-based features, which can be used to control the search as well as provide
answers to questions such as:

• Why does my problem not have any solution?

• Why can variable x not take value a in a solution?

• Why is variable x currently assigned to a?

SICStus Prolog [35, 15]. A Prolog system with constraint solving based on a general
coroutining mechanism and attributed variables. Constraint solver written in C using global
constraints as well as indexicals.

Library systems

CHIP [1, 2, 3]. C/C++ library version of the CHIP constraint solver as described above.

Choco [36]. A constraint solver kernel, originally written in the Claire programming lan-
guage. A more recent Java version is available. Designed to be a platform for CP research,
allowing for easy extensions and experimentation with event handling and scheduling poli-
cies. A library of global constraints, Iceberg, is available.

FaCiLe [9]. A constraint programming library written in OCaml, featuring constraints
over integer as well as integer set finite domains.

Gecode [24, 58, 60]. A constraint solver library implemented in C++. Designed to be not
used directly for modeling but for interfacing to systems offering modeling support (for
example, Alice [6] an extension to Standard ML, interfaces to Gecode). Gecode is based
on copying and recomputation rather than trailing.

ILOG Solver and JSolver [32]. A constraint solver library tightly integrated into the C++

and Java languages. Features constraints over integer as well as integer set finite domains.
A pioneer in constraint solver libraries and in integrating constraint and object-oriented
programming.

14.5 Outlook

Finite-domain constraint programming systems have proven useful tools for solving many
problems in a wide range of application areas. As witnessed by this chapter many useful
techniques for the implementation of constraint systems are available, both for constraint
propagation as well as for search.
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However, due to the change of available hardware platforms, the advent of new meth-
ods for problem solving and new constraints and propagators, and new requirements for
systems, it is quite clear that the development of constraint programming systems will be
faced with many new and difficult challenges. Some of the challenges are as follows.

Parallelism. Search for constraint programming offers great potential for parallelism:
rather than exploring a single node at a time, explore several nodes of the search tree in
parallel. There has been considerable work in the area of parallel search in general and
parallel search for logic programming in particular [17, 26], however only little attention
has been given to parallel search for constraint programming: only few systems support
parallel search (ECLiPSe [44, 50], ILOG Solver [47], and Mozart [53, 54]) and only little
experience in using parallel search for solving real-life problems is available [46, 48].

This is in sharp contrast to the fact that solving constraint problems is difficult and par-
allel computers are commodities. Networked computers are available everywhere and are
mostly being idle. Pretty much all desktop machines sold in the next few years will feature
processors providing parallel execution by multiple processing cores. The challenge for
systems is to exploit the resources provided by parallel computers and making their useful
exploitation simple.

Hybrid architectures. Propagation-based constraint programming is clearly not the only
approach for solving combinatorial optimization problems. Other approaches such as inte-
ger programming and local search have shown their potential and even hybrid approaches
are emerging. The questions for a system is how to best combine and provide services
based on different approaches. One of the key questions is of course how tight the integra-
tion can and should be. Shen and Schimpf discuss the integration of linear integer solvers
in ECLiPSe in [61].

Correctness. The last decade has seen the advent of an ever increasing number of pow-
erful filtering algorithms used in propagators for the implementation of global constraints.
However, implementing these propagators is typically complex and it is far from obvious
that an implementation is actually correct for a given constraint. Additionally, taking ad-
vantage of properties such as idempotence and entailment add additional complexity to the
implementation.

Ideally, a system should only offer propagators that are known to be correct. So far,
a systematic methodology for proving correctness of these algorithms is missing. Worse
still, even approaches for the systematic testing with sufficient coverage for propagators are
not available. Correctness is important as the usefulness of constraint programming relies
on the very fact that what is computed by a system is actually a solution to the problem
solved.

Open interfaces. Today’s development and deployment of constraint-based applications
is often system specific: a programmer develops a constraint-based solution to a problem
and integrates it into some larger software system. Development is system-specific as
the model used can not easily be ported or adapted to a different system. Deployment
is system-specific as many systems (notably language-based systems) require quite some
effort for integrating constraint-based components into larger software systems.
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The challenge is to devise open interfaces such that the same model can be used with
many different systems without any porting effort and that the integration into software
systems is easy. The former issue is partly addressed by using modeling languages such as
OPL [64] or ESRA [23], for example. Modeling languages, however, only address part of
the challenge as different systems offer vastly different services (think of what collection
of global constraints systems support).

Richer coordination. One of the beauties of constraint programming is the simplicity
of how constraint propagation can be coordinated: propagators are connected by variables
acting as simple communication channels enjoying strong properties such as being de-
creasing. The beauty comes at the price of making communication low-level: only value
removal is communicated.

The challenge is to provide richer communication to achieve stronger propagation. A
potential candidate for communication are graph properties expressing information on a
collection of constraints. Another approach, which chooses propagators for constraints
to minimize propagation effort while retaining search effort, is based on properties that
characterize the interaction among several constraints sharing variables [59].
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Chapter 15

Operations Research Methods in
Constraint Programming

John N. Hooker

A number of operations research (OR) methods have found their way into constraint pro-
gramming (CP). This development is entirely natural, since OR and CP have similar goals.

OR is essentially a variation on the scientific practice of mathematical modeling. It
describes phenomena in a formal language that allows one to deduce consequences in a
rigorous way. Unlike a typical scientific model, however, an OR model has a prescriptive as
well as a descriptive purpose. It represents a human activity with some freedom of choice,
rather than a natural process. The laws of nature become constraints that the activity must
observe, and the goal is to maximize some objective subject to the constraints.

CP’s constraint-oriented approach to problem solving poses a prescriptive modeling
task very similar to that of OR. CP historically has been less concerned with finding optimal
than feasible solutions, but this is a superficial difference. It is to be expected, therefore,
that OR methods would find application in solving CP models.

There remains a fundamental difference, however, in the way that CP and OR under-
stand constraints. CP typically sees a constraint as a procedure, or at least as invoking
a procedure, that operates on the solution space, normally by reducing variable domains.
OR sees a constraint set as a whole cloth; the solution algorithm operates on the entire
problem rather than the constraints in it. Both approaches have their advantages. CP can
design specialized algorithms for individual constraints or subsets of constraints, thereby
exploiting substructure in the problem that OR methods are likely to miss. OR algorithms,
on the other hand, can exploit global properties of the problem that CP can only partially
capture by propagation through variable domains.

15.1 Schemes for Incorporating OR into CP

CP’s unique concept of a constraint governs how OR methods may be imported into CP.
The most obvious role for an OR method is to apply it to a constraint or subset of con-
straints in order to reduce variable domains. Thus if the constraints include some linear

B.V. 
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inequalities, one can minimize or maximize a variable subject to those inequalities, thereby
possibly reducing the variable’s domain. The minimization or maximization problem is a
linear programming (LP) problem, which is an OR staple.

This is an instance of the most prevalent scheme for bringing OR into CP: create a
relaxation of the CP problem in the form of an OR model, such as an LP model. Solution
of the relaxation then contributes to domain reduction or helps guide the search. Other OR
models that can play this role include mixed integer linear programming (MILP) models
(which can themselves be relaxed), Lagrangean relaxations, and dynamic programming
models. OR has also formulated specialized relaxations for a wide variety of common
situations and provides tools for relaxing global constraints.

A relaxation provides several benefits to a CP solver. (a) It can tighten bounds on a
variable. (b) Its solution may happen to be feasible in the original problem. (c) If not, the
solution can guide the search in a promising direction. (d) The solution may allow one to
filter domains in other ways, for instance by using reduced costs or Lagrange multipliers,
or by examining the state space in dynamic programming. (e) In optimization problems,
the solution can provide a bound on the optimal value that can be used to prune the search
tree. (f) More generally, by pooling relaxations of several constraints in a single OR-based
relaxation, one can exploit global properties of the problem that are only partially captured
by constraint propagation.

Other hybridization schemes decompose the problem so that CP and OR can attack
the parts of the problem to which they are best suited. To date, the schemes receiving
the most attention have been branch-and-price algorithms and generalizations of Benders
decomposition. CP-based branch and price typically uses CP for “column generation”; that
is, to identify variables that should be added dynamically to improve the solution during a
branching search. Benders decomposition often uses CP for “row generation”; that is, to
generate constraints (nogoods) that direct the main search procedure.

OR/CP combinations of all three types can bring substantial computational benefits.
Table 15.1 lists a sampling of some of the more impressive results. These represent only a
small fraction, however, of hybrid applications; over 70 are cited in this chapter.

Even this collection omits entire areas of OR/CP cooperation. One is the use of con-
cepts from operations research to design filters for certain global constraints, such as the
application of matching and network flow theory to all-different, cardinality, and related
constraints, and particularly to “soft” versions of these constraints. These ideas are cov-
ered in Chapter 6 and are therefore not discussed here. Two additional areas are heuristic
methods and stochastic programming, both of which have a long history in OR. These are
discussed in Chapters 5 and 21, respectively.

15.2 Plan of the Chapter

This chapter surveys the three hybridization schemes mentioned above: relaxation, branch-
and-price methods, and Benders decomposition.

Sections 15.3–15.9 are devoted to relaxation, and of these the first four deal primarily
with linear relaxations. Section 15.3 summarizes the elementary theory of linear program-
ming (LP), which is used repeatedly in the chapter, and the role of LP in domain filtering.
Section 15.4 briefly describes the formulation of MILP models. These are useful primarily
because one can find LP relaxations for a wide variety of constraints by creating a MILP
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Table 15.1: Sampling of computational results for methods that combine CP and OR.

Problem Contribution to CP Speedup

CP plus relaxations similar to those used in MILP

Lesson timetabling [51] Reduced-cost variable fixing 2 to 50 times faster than CP.
using an assignment problem
relaxation.

Minimizing piecewise Convex hull relaxation of 2 to 200 times faster than MILP. Solved
linear costs [105] piecewise linear function two instances that MILP could not solve.

Boat party & flow shop Convex hull relaxation of Solved 10-boat instance in 5 min that
scheduling [77] disjunctions, covering MILP could not solve in 12 hours. Solved

inequalities flow shop instances 3 to 4 times faster.

Product Convex hull relaxation of 30 to 40 times faster than MILP (which
configuration [121] element constraints, reduced was faster than CP).

cost variable fixing.

Automatic digital Lagrangean relaxation 1 to 10 times faster than MILP (which
recording [113] was faster than CP).

Stable set problems [66] Semi-definite programming Significantly better suboptimal solutions
relaxation. than CP in fraction of the time.

Structural design [23] Linear quasi-relaxation of Up to 600 times faster than MILP.
nonlinear model with discrete Solved 2 problems in < 6 min that MILP
variables. could not solve in 20 hours.

Scheduling with LP relaxation. Solved 67 of 90 instances, while CP
earliness and solved only 12.
tardiness costs [14]

CP-based branch and price

Traveling tournament Branch-and-price framework. First to solve 8-team instance.
scheduling [44]

Urban transit crew Branch-and-price framework. Solved problems with 210 trips, while
management [133] traditional branch and price could

accommodate only 120 trips.

Benders-based integration of CP and MILP

Min-cost multiple MILP master problem, CP 20 to 1000 times faster than CP, MILP.
machine scheduling [81] feasibility subproblem

Min-cost multiple Updating of single MILP Additional factor of 10 over [81]
machine scheduling [120] master (branch and check)

Polypropylene batch MILP master problem, CP Solved previously insoluble problem
scheduling [122] feasibility subproblem. in 10 min.

Call center CP master, LP subproblem. Solved twice as many instances as
scheduling [16] traditional Benders.

Min cost and min MILP master problem, CP 100 to 1000 times faster than CP, MILP.
makespan planning optimization subproblem Solved significantly larger instances.
& cumulative sched. [71]

Min no. late jobs and MILP master problem, CP . Min late jobs 100-1000 times faster than
min tardiness planning optimization subproblem MILP, CP; min tardiness significantly
& cumulative sched. [72] with LP relaxation faster, better solutions when suboptimal.
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model for them and dropping the integrality restrictions on the variables. Section 15.5 is
a brief introduction to cutting planes, which can strengthen LP relaxations. Section 15.6
describes linear relaxations for some popular global constraints, while Section 15.7 pro-
vides continuous relaxations for piecewise linear constraints and disjunctions of nonlinear
systems. Sections 15.8 and 15.9 deal with Lagrangean relaxation and dynamic program-
ming, which can also provide useful relaxations.

Sections 15.10 and 15.11 are devoted to the remaining hybridization schemes discussed
here, branch-and-price methods and Benders decomposition. The final section briefly
explores the possibility of full CP/OR integration.

15.3 Linear Programming

Linear programming (LP) has a number of advantages that make it the most popular OR
model discussed here. Although limited to linear inequalities (or equations) with contin-
uous variables, it is remarkably versatile for representing real-world situations. It is even
more versatile as a relaxation. It has an elegant duality theory that lends itself to sensitivity
analysis and domain filtering. Finally, the LP problem is extremely well solved. It is rare
for a practical LP instance, however large, to present any difficulty for a state-of-the-art
solver.

LP relaxation provides all of the benefits of relaxation that were mentioned earlier. In
particular, a solution that is infeasible in the original problem can guide the search by sug-
gesting how to branch. If a variable xj is required to be integral in the original problem,
then an nonintegral value x̄j in the solution of the LP relaxation suggests branching by
requiring xj ≤ ⌊x̄j⌋ in one branch and xj ≥ ⌈x̄j⌉ in the other. Rounding of LP solu-
tions, a technique widely used in approximation algorithms, can also be used a guide to
backtracking [58].

Semidefinite programming [4, 129] generalizes LP and has been used in a CP context
as a relaxation for the stable set problem [66]. It can also serve as a basis for approximation
algorithms [57].

15.3.1 Optimal Basic Solutions

Without loss of generality an LP problem can be written

min cx

Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0, x ∈ ℜn (15.1)

where A is an m × n matrix. This can be read, “minimize cx subject to the constraints
Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0.” In OR terminology, any x ∈ ℜn is a solution of (15.1), and any x ≥ 0
for which Ax ≥ b is a feasible solution. The problem is infeasible if there is no feasible
solution. It is unbounded if (15.1) is feasible but has no optimal solution.

The feasible set of (15.1) is a polyhedron, and the vertices of the polyhedron correspond
to basic feasible solutions. Since the objective function cx is linear, it is intuitively clear
that some vertex is optimal unless the problem is unbounded. It is useful to develop this
idea algebraically.
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The LP problem is first rewritten in equality form

min cx

Ax = b, x ≥ 0, x ∈ ℜn (15.2)

An inequality constraint ax ≥ a0 can always be converted to an equality constraint by
introducing a surplus variable s0 ≥ 0 and writing ax− s0 = a0.

Assume for the moment that (15.2) is feasible. Suppose further that m ≤ n and A has
rank m. If A is partitioned as [B N ], where B is any set of m independent columns, then
(15.2) can be written

min cBxB + cNxN

BxB +NxN = b, xB, xB ≥ 0
(15.3)

The variables xB that correspond to the columns of B are designated basic variables be-
cause B is a basis for ℜm. One can solve the equality constraints for xB in terms of the
nonbasic variables xN :

xB = B−1b−B−1NxN (15.4)

Thus any feasible solution of (15.4) has the form (xB, xN ) = (B−1b − B−1NxN , xN )
for some xN ≥ 0. Setting xN = 0 yields a basic solution (B−1b, 0), which corresponds
to a vertex of the feasible polyhedron if B−1b ≥ 0.

Substituting (15.4) into the objective function of (15.3) allows cost to be expressed as
a function of the nonbasic variables xN :

cBB
−1b+ (cN − cBB−1N)xN

Thus cBB−1b is the cost of the basic solution (B−1b, 0). The row vector r = cN −
cBB

−1N contains the reduced costs associated with the nonbasic variables xN . Since
every feasible solution of (15.3) can be obtained by setting xN to some nonnegative value,
the cost can be smaller than cBB−1b only if at least one reduced cost is negative. So the
basic solution (B−1b, 0) is optimal if r ≥ 0.

15.3.2 Simplex Method

Given a basic feasible solution (B−1b, 0), the simplex method can find a basic optimal
solution of (15.3) or show that (15.3) is unbounded. If r ≥ 0, the solution (B−1b, 0)
is already optimal. Otherwise increase any nonbasic variable xj with negative reduced
cost rj . If the column of B−1N in (15.4) that corresponds to xj is nonnegative, then
xj can increase indefinitely without driving any component of xB negative, which means
(15.3) is unbounded. Otherwise increase xj until some basic variable xi hits zero. This
creates a new basic solution. The column of B corresponding to xi is moved out of B and
the column of N corresponding to xj is moved in. B−1 is quickly recalculated and the
process repeated.

The procedure terminates with an optimal or unbounded solution if one takes care not
to cycle through solutions in which one or more basic variables vanish (degeneracy). A
starting basic feasible solution can be obtained by solving a “Phase I” problem in which
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the objective is to minimize the sum of constraint violations. The starting basic variables
in the Phase I problem are temporary slack or surplus variables added to represent the
constraint violations that result when the other variables are set to zero.

More than half a century after its invention by George Dantzig, the simplex method is
still the most widely used method in state-of-the-art solvers. Interior point methods are
competitive for large problems and are also available in commercial solvers.

15.3.3 Duality and Sensitivity Analysis

The dual of a linear programming problem (15.1) is

maxλb

λA ≤ c, λ ≥ 0, λ ∈ ℜm (15.5)

The dual can be understood as seeking the tightest lower bound v on the objective function
cx that can be inferred from the constraints Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0. One consequence of the
Farkas Lemma, a classical result of mathematical programming, is that cx ≥ v can be
inferred from a feasible system Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0 if and only if some nonnegative linear
combination λAx ≥ λb of Ax ≥ b dominates cx ≥ v. Since λAx ≥ λb dominates cx ≥ v
when λA ≤ c and λb ≥ v, (15.5) is simply the problem of finding the tightest lower bound
v. The dual (15.5) and the primal problem (15.1) therefore have the same optimal value if
both are feasible and unbounded (strong duality).

The dual provides sensitivity analysis, which in turn leads to domain filtering. Note
first that the value λb of any dual feasible solution provides a lower bound on the value cx
of any primal feasible solution (weak duality). This is because λb ≤ λAx ≤ cx, where
the first inequality is due to Ax ≤ b and λ ≥ 0, and the second inequality to λA ≥ c
and x ≥ 0. Now suppose x∗ is optimal in the primal and λ∗ is optimal in the dual. If
the right-hand side b of the primal constraints is perturbed to obtain a new problem with
constraints Ax ≥ b + ∆b, only the objective function of the dual changes, specifically to
λ(b + ∆b). Thus λ∗ is still dual feasible and provides a lower bound λ∗(b + ∆b) on the
optimal value of the perturbed primal problem. In other words, the perturbation increases
the optimal value λ∗b of the original problem by at least λ∗∆b.

The dual multipliers in λ∗ are readily available when the primal is solved. In fact,
λ∗ = cBB

−1, as can be verified by writing the dual of (15.3). These multipliers indicate
the sensitivity of the optimal cost to small changes in b. In addition the reduced costs
are closely related to the dual multipliers, since r = cN − cBB−1N = cN − λ∗N . The
reduced cost of a single nonbasic variable xj is rj = cj − λ∗Aj , where Aj is the column
of N (and of A) corresponding to xj .

A related property of the dual solution is complementary slackness, which means that
a dual variable can be positive only if the corresponding primal constraint is tight in an
optimal solution. Thus if x∗ and λ∗ are optimal in the primal and dual, respectively, then
λ∗(Ax∗ − b) = 0. This is because λ∗b = cx∗, by strong duality, which together with
λ∗b ≤ λ∗Ax∗ ≤ cx∗ implies λ∗b = λ∗Ax∗ or λ∗(Ax∗ − b) = 0.

15.3.4 Domain Filtering

The dual solution can help filter variable domains. Suppose that the LP problem (15.1) is
a relaxation of a problem that is being solved by CP. There is an upper bound U on the
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cost cx. For instance, U might be the cost of the best feasible solution found so far in a
cost minimization problem, and there is no need to consider solutions with cost greater
than U . Suppose (15.1) has optimal value v∗, and the optimal dual solution is λ∗. Suppose
further that λ∗i > 0, which means the constraint Aix ≥ bi is tight (i.e., Aix∗ = bi), due to
complementary slackness. If the solution of (15.1) were to change, the left-hand side of the
ith constraint Aix ≥ bi of (15.1) could change, say by an amount ∆bi. This would affect
the optimal value of (15.1) as much as changing the constraintAix ≥ bi toAix ≥ bi+∆bi,
which is to say it would increase the optimal value by at least λ∗i∆bi. Since the optimal
value cannot rise to a value greater than U , one must have that λ∗i∆bi ≤ U − v∗, or
∆bi ≤ (U − v∗)/λi. Since ∆bi = Aix−Aix∗ = Aix− bi, this yields the valid inequality

Aix ≤ bi +
U − v∗
λi

(15.6)

for each constraint i of (15.1) with λ∗i > 0. The inequality (15.6) can now be propagated,
which is particularly useful if some of the variables xj have integer domains in the original
problem.

One can reduce the domain of a particular nonbasic variable xj by considering the
nonnegativity constraint xj ≥ 0. Since the reduced cost of xj measures the effect on
cost of increasing xj , the dual multiplier associated with xj ≥ 0 is the reduced cost rj =
cj − λ∗Aj . So (15.6) becomes xj ≤ (U − v∗)/rj . If xj has an integer domain in the
original problem, one can say xj ≤ ⌊(U − v∗)/rj⌋.

CP applications of reduced-cost-based filtering include the traveling salesman problem
with time windows [96], product configuration [121], fixed charge network flows [86],
lesson timetabling [51], and the traveling salesman problem with time windows [51]. The
additive bounding procedure [50], which uses reduced costs, has been applied to limited
discrepancy search [91].

15.3.5 Example: Traveling Salesman with Time Windows

A traveling salesman problem with time windows provides an example of domain filtering
[51]. Suppose a salesman (or delivery truck) must make several stops, perhaps subject to
such additional constraints as time windows. The objective is to minimize the total travel
time, which has upper bound U . The assignment problem relaxation of the constraint set
is

min
∑

ij

cijxij

∑

j

xij =
∑

j

xji = 1, all i, xij ∈ {0, 1}, all i, j
(15.7)

where cij is the travel time from stop i to stop j. Variable xij is 1 when the salesman visits
stop j immediately after stop i and is zero otherwise. One can now solve an LP relaxation
of (15.7) obtained by replacing xij ∈ {0, 1} with 0 ≤ xij ≤ 1. If rij is the reduced cost
associated with xij and v∗ the optimal value of (15.7), then xij can be fixed to zero if
(U − v∗)/rij < 1. This particular LP problem can be solved very rapidly, since there are
specialized methods (e.g. the Hungarian algorithm) for assignment problems.

Solving the LP relaxation of an assignment problem (15.7) actually solves the problem
itself, since every basic solution of (15.7) is integral. This is due to the total unimodularity
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of the matrix of constraint coefficients, which means that every square submatrix has a
determinant of 1, −1, or 0.

15.4 Mixed Integer/Linear Modeling

A mixed integer/linear programming (MILP) problem is an LP problem with the addi-
tional restriction that certain variables must take integer values. It is a (pure) integer/linear
programming (ILP) problem when all the variables are integer-valued, and a 0-1 linear
programming problem when all the variables have domain {0, 1}.

MILP problems are solved by a branch-and-bound search mechanism. An LP relax-
ation of the problem is solved at each node of a search tree. If the optimal value of the
relaxation is greater than or equal to the value of the best candidate solution found so far,
the search backtracks. Otherwise, if all variables in the LP solution are integral, then it be-
comes a candidate solution. If one or more variables are nonintegral, the search branches
on one of the nonintegral variables by splitting its domain. Cutting planes are commonly
added at the root node and possibly at other nodes, resulting in a branch-and-cut method.

Although MILP problems are generally much harder to solve that LP problems, the
solution technology has been the subject of intense development for at least three decades.
Commercial solvers have achieved orders-of-magnitude speedups through the right com-
bination of cutting planes, branching heuristics, and preprocessing.

The primary role of MILP in CP, however, is to provide an LP relaxation of a con-
straint or subset of constraints. One formulates an MILP model and drops the integrality
condition. MILP is a highly versatile modeling language if one is sufficiently ingenious.
Writing a model with a “good” LP relaxation, however, is often more an art than a science
[124]. A good relaxation is generally viewed as one whose optimal value is close to that
of the MILP problem.

15.4.1 MILP Representability

It is known precisely what sort of feasible set can be represented by an MILP model.
A subset S of ℜn is MILP-representable if and only if S is the union of finitely many
polyhedra, all of which have the same recession cone. The recession cone of a polyhedron
P is the set of directions in which P is unbounded, or more precisely, the set of vectors
r ∈ ℜn such that, for some u ∈ P , u+ αr ∈ P for all α ≥ 0.

The intuition behind this fact can provide a tool for writing MILP models when S has
a fairly simple structure. Since S is a union of polyhedra, it is described by a disjunction
of linear systems:

∨

k∈K

Akx ≤ bk (15.8)

in which each system Akx ≤ bk represents a polyhedron. To obtain an MILP model of
(15.8), one can introduce 0-1 variables yk that take the value 1 when the kth disjunct holds:

Akxk ≤ bkyk, k ∈ K
x =

∑

k∈K

xk,
∑

k∈K

yk = 1

x, xk ∈ ℜn, yk ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ K

(15.9)
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Recession
cone of P1, P2

Figure 15.1: (i) Feasible set of a fixed charge problem, consisting of the union of polyhedra
P1 (heavy line) and P2 (shaded area). (ii) Feasible set of the same problem with the bound
x1 ≤M , where P ′

2 is the shaded area.

Note that the vector x of continuous variables is disaggregated into variables xk. Thus
when yℓ = 1 and the other yks are zero, the constraints force x = xℓ and therefore require
x to satisfy Aℓx ≤ bℓ.

There are a number of devices for writing MILP formulations when (15.10) does not
yield a practical model. A comprehensive discussion of these may be found in [127].

15.4.2 Example: Fixed Charge Function

MILP representability is illustrated by the fixed charge function, which occurs frequently
in modeling. Suppose the cost x2 of producing quantity x1 is bounded below by zero when
the production quantity x1 is zero, and f + cx1 otherwise, where f is the fixed cost and c
the unit variable cost. If S is the set of feasible points (x1, x2), then S is the union of two
polyhedra P1 and P2 (Fig 15.1a). The recession cone of P1 is P1 itself, and the recession
cone of P2 is the set of all vectors (x1, x2) with x2 ≥ cx1 ≥ 0. Since these cones are not
identical, S is not MILP-representable.

However, in practice one can put a sufficiently large upper bound M on x1. Now the
recession cone of each of the resulting polyhedra P1, P

′
2 (Fig. 15.1b) is the same (namely,
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P1), and the feasible set S′ = P1 ∪ P ′
2 is therefore MILP-representable. P1 is the poly-

hedron described by x1 ≤ 0, x1, x2 ≥ 0, and P ′
2 is described by cx1 − x2 ≤ −f, x1 ≤

M, x1 ≥ 0. So (15.9) becomes

x1
1 ≤ 0

x1
1, x

2
2 ≥ 0

cx2
1 − x2

2 ≤ −fy2
0 ≤ x1 ≤My2

x1 = x1
1 + x2

1

x2 = x1
2 + x2

2

y1 + y2 = 1

y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1}
(15.10)

As often happens, (15.10) simplifies. Only one 0-1 variable appears, which can be renamed
y. Since x1

1 is forced to zero, x1 = x2
1, and the resulting model is x2 ≥ fy+cx1, x1 ≤My.

Obviously y encodes whether the quantity produced is zero or positive, in the former case
(y = 0) forcing x1 = 0, and in the latter case incurring the fixed charge f . “Big M”
constraints like x1 ≤My are common in MILP models.

15.4.3 Relaxing the Disjunctive Model

The disjunctive model (15.10) has the advantage that its continuous relaxation, obtained by
replacing yi ∈ {0, 1} with 0 ≤ yi ≤ 1, is a convex hull relaxation of (15.8)—the tightest
possible linear relaxation. The convex hull of a set S ∈ ℜn is the intersection of all half
planes that contain S. The LP relaxation of (15.10) is a convex hull relaxation in the sense
that the projection of its feasible set onto the original variables x1, x2 is the convex hull of
the feasible set of (15.8).

A model of (15.8) with fewer variables is

Akx ≤ bk +Mk(1− yk), k ∈ K
∑

k∈K

yk = 1, x ∈ ℜn, yk ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ K (15.11)

where each component of Mk is a valid upper bound on the corresponding inequality of
Ak ≤ bk. The kth disjunct is enforced when yk = 1. The LP relaxation of (15.11) is not
in general a convex hull relaxation, but (15.11) is a correct model even if the polyhedra
described by the systems Akx ≥ bk do not have the same recession cone. The LP relax-
ation of (15.10), incidentally, is a valid convex hull relaxation of (15.10) even when the
polyhedra do not have the same recession cone.

The LP relaxation of (15.11) simplifies when each system Ak ≤ bk is a single in-
equality akx ≤ ak and 0 ≤ x ≤ m [13]. The variables yk drop out and the relaxation
becomes

(

∑

k∈K

ak

Mk

)

x ≤
∑

k∈K

bk
Mk

+ |K| − 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ m

where Mk = bk −
∑

j min{0, akj }mj .

15.5 Cutting Planes

Cutting planes, variously called cuts or valid inequalities, are linear inequalities that can
be inferred from an integer or mixed integer constraint set. Cutting planes are added to
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Figure 15.2: Feasible set (shaded area) of the LP relaxation of a system x1 + x2 ≤ 2,
x1 − x2 ≤ 0 with domains xj ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and a cutting plane x1 ≤ 1 (dashed line).

the constraint set to “cut off” noninteger solutions of its LP relaxation, thus resulting in a
tighter relaxation.

Cutting planes can also exclude redundant partial assignments (redundant compound
labels), even if is not their intended purpose. In some cases they may achieve consistency
of one kind or another, even though the concept of consistency never developed in the OR
community. It is therefore likely that cutting planes reduce backtracking in branch-and-
bound algorithms by excluding redundant partial assignments, quite apart from their role
in strengthening relaxations.

For example, x1 ≤ 1 is a cutting plane for the system x1 + x2 ≤ 2, x1 − x2 ≤ 1 in
which each xj has domain {0, 1, 2}. As Fig. 15.2 shows, x1 ≤ 1 is valid because it cuts
off no feasible (0-1) points. Yet it cuts off part of the feasible set of the LP relaxation
and therefore strengthens the LP relaxation, in fact resulting in a convex hull relaxation.
Adding the cut also achieves arc consistency for the constraint set, since it reduces x1’s
domain to {0, 1}.

A few basic types of cutting planes are surveyed here. General references on cut-
ting planes include [93, 99, 130], and the role of cutting planes in CP is further dis-
cussed in [20, 22, 38, 52, 69, 77]. CP-based application of cutting planes include the
orthogonal Latin squares problem [6], truss structure design [23], processing network
design [60, 77], single-vehicle routing [110], resource-constrained scheduling [40], multi-
ple machine scheduling [22], boat party scheduling [77], and the multidimensional knap-
sack problem [100]. Cutting planes for disjunctions of linear systems have been applied to
factory retrofit planning, strip packing, and zero-wait job shop scheduling [111].
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15.5.1 Chvátal-Gomory Cuts

One can always generate a cutting plane for an integer linear system Ax ≤ b by taking a
nonnegative linear combination uAx ≤ ub of the inequalities in the system and rounding
down all fractions that result. This yields the cut ⌊uA⌋x ≤ ⌊ub⌋, where u ≥ 0. For
example, one can obtain the cut x1 ≤ 0 from x1 + x2 ≤ 1 and x1 − x2 ≤ 0 (Fig. 15.2) by
giving each a multiplier of 1

2 in the linear combination.
After generating a cut of this kind, one can add it to Ax ≤ b and repeat the process.

Any cut generated recursively in this fashion is a Chvátal-Gomory cut. A fundamental
result of cutting plane theory is that every cut is a Chvátal-Gomory cut [31].

A subset of Chvátal-Gomory cuts are enough to achieve consistency. If two particular
types of cuts, resolvents and diagonal sums, are recursively derived from 0-1 inequalities
that are dominated by inequalities in Ax ≤ b, then every inequality implied by Ax ≤ b
(up to equivalence) is implied by one of the generated cuts; see [67, 70] for details. This
fact leads to a logic-based method for 0-1 linear constraint solving [12]. The derivation of
resolvents alone is enough to achieve strong n-consistency and therefore hyperarc consis-
tency.

15.5.2 General Separating Cuts

Since it is impractical to generate all Chvátal-Gomory cuts, a more common approach is
to identify one or more cuts that exclude or “cut off” a nonintegral solution of the current
LP relaxation. These are known as separating cuts because they separate the nonintegral
solution from the convex hull of the original problem’s feasible set. For instance, if the LP
relaxation of the example in Fig. 15.2 has the solution ( 3

2 ,
1
2 ), then x1 ≤ 1 is a separating

cut.
A general-purpose separating cut can be generated by solving the LP relaxation of an

integer system in equality form (15.2) to obtain a basic solution (b̂, 0), where b̂ = B−1b.
If xi is any basic variable with a nonintegral value in this solution, the valid inequality

xi ≤ ⌊b̂i⌋ − ⌊N̂i⌋xN (15.12)

cuts off (b̂, 0). Here N̂ = B−1N , and N̂i refers to the ith row of N̂ . This cut is popularly
known as a Gomory cut.

For many years Gomory cuts were believed to be ineffective, but now it is known that
they can be very useful if sufficiently many are generated. Multiple cuts can be obtained
by generating one for each nonintegral xi, or perhaps by re-solving the LP with cuts added
and generating further Gomory cuts.

Gomory cuts have an analog for MILP systems, known as separating mixed integer
rounding cuts [94], that are equally important in practice. Let the MILP system in equality
form be A1y + A2x = b with x, y ≥ 0 and y integer. Let B and N be basic and nonbasic
columns in the LP relaxation as before, and suppose that a basic variable yi is nonintegral.
Define J to be the set of indices j for which yj is basic and K to be the set of indices
for which xj is basic. Also let J1 = {j ∈ J | frac(N̂ij) ≥ frac(b̂i)} and J2 = J \ J1,
where frac(α) = α− ⌊α⌋ is the fractional part of α. Then the following is a mixed integer
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rounding cut that cuts off the nonintegral solution:

yi ≥ ⌊b̂i⌋ −
∑

j∈J1

⌈N̂ij⌉yj −
∑

j∈J2

(

⌊N̂ik⌋+
frac(N̂ij)

frac(b̂i)

)

yj −
1

frac(b̂i)

∑

j∈K

N̂+
ijxj

where N̂+
ij = max{0, N̂ij}.

15.5.3 Knapsack Cuts

Knapsack cuts, also known as lifted covering inequalities, are defined for an integer linear
inequality ax ≤ α with a ≥ 0. (One can always obtain a ≥ 0 by replacing each xj that
has a negative coefficient with Uj−xj , where Uj is an upper bound on xj .) Knapsack cuts
do not affect consistency, since they are generated for one constraint at a time, but they
tighten the LP relaxation and are often useful in practice.

Suppose first that ax ≤ α is a 0-1 inequality. A cover for ax ≤ α is an index set
J ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which

∑

j∈J aj > α. A cover is minimal if no proper subset it is a
cover. If J is a cover, the covering inequality

∑

j∈J xj ≤ |J | − 1 is obviously valid for
ax ≤ α. (Only minimal covers need be considered, since nonminimal covering inequalities
are redundant of minimal ones.) For example, J = {1, 2, 3, 4} is a minimal cover for the
inequality

5x1 + 5x2 + 5x3 + 5x4 + 8x5 + 3x6 ≤ 17

and gives rise to the covering inequality x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 ≤ 3.
A covering inequality can often be strengthened by adding variables to the left-hand

side; that is, by lifting the inequality into a higher dimensional space. Sequential lifting
is presented here, in which terms are added one at a time; there are also techniques for
adding several terms simultaneously [93]. If

∑

j∈J xj ≤ |J | − 1 is a covering inequality,
then πkxk +

∑

j∈J xj ≤ |J | − 1 is also valid for ax ≤ α, provided

πk ≤ |J | − 1−max







∑

j∈J

xj

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

j∈J

ajxj ≤ α− ak, xj ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ J







For example, x1+x2+x3+x4 ≤ 3 can be lifted to x1+x2+x3+x4+2x5 ≤ 3. If it is lifted
further by adding x6, the inequality is unchanged since π6 = 0. The order of lifting can
affect the outcome; if x6 is added before x5, the resulting cut is x1+x2+x3+x4+x5+x6 ≤
3. Lifted inequalities are useful only when they can be generated quickly, as when the
covering inequality has only a few variables, or the problem has special structure. The
coefficients πk can be computed sequentially by dynamic programming [93].

Covering inequalities can also be derived for an inequality ax ≥ α with general integer
variables. Here J is a cover if

∑

j∈J ajxj > α, where xj is an upper bound on xj . Any
cover J yields the covering inequality

∑

j∈J xj ≤ α/maxj∈J{aj}. Lifting is possible
but more difficult than in the 0-1 case.

15.6 Relaxation of Global Constraints

Linear relaxations for a few common global constraints are presented here: element, all-
different, circuit and cumulative. Some relaxations are continuous relaxations of MILP
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models, and others are derived directly without recourse to an MILP model. These and
other relaxations are surveyed in [70, 106].

15.6.1 Element Constraint

An element constraint has the form

element(x, (t1, . . . , tm), v) (15.13)

and requires that v = tx. (15.13) implies the disjunction
∨

k∈Dx
(v = tk), where Dx is

the current domain of x. This disjunction can be given an MILP model (15.10), which
leads immediately to a convex hull relaxation of (15.13). If each tk is a constant, then the
relaxation is trivial: mink∈Dx

{tk} ≤ v ≤ maxk∈Dx
{tk}. However, if each tk is a variable

with interval domain [Lk, Uk], (15.10) yields a more interesting convex hull relaxation:

Ljyk ≤ tkj ≤ Ujyk, j, k ∈ Dx

v =
∑

k∈Dx

tkk,
∑

k∈Dx

yk = 1

tk =
∑

j∈Dx

tjk, yk ≥ 0, k ∈ Dx

Since this relaxation contains a large number of variables tki , one may wish to use the
simpler relaxation

∑

k∈Dx

tk − (|Dx| − 1)Umax ≤ v ≤
∑

k∈Dx

tk − (|Dx| − 1)Lmin

Lk ≤ tk ≤ Uk, k ∈ Dx

(15.14)

where Lmin = mink∈Dx
{Lk} and Umax = maxk∈Dx

{Uk}. This is a convex hull relax-
ation when Lk = Lmin and Uk = Umax for all k [70]. One can also use the LP relaxation
of (15.11). Another relaxation is

(

∑

k∈Dx

1

Umax − Lk

)

v ≤
∑

k∈Dx

tk
Umax − Lk

+ |Dx| − 1

(

∑

k∈Dx

1

Uk − Lmin

)

v ≥
∑

k∈Dx

tk
Uk − Lmin

− |Dx|+ 1

Lk ≤ tk ≤ Uk, k ∈ Dx

This is in general not redundant of (15.14), unless of course (15.14) is a convex hull relax-
ation.

15.6.2 All-Different Constraint

The constraint

all-different(y1, . . . , yn)) (15.15)
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requires that y1, . . . , yn be distinct. If the domain Dyi
of each yi is a finite set of real

numbers and
⋃n
i=1Dyi

= {a1, . . . , am}, (15.15) can be given the MILP formulation:

yi =
m
∑

j=1

ajxij ,
m
∑

j=1

xij = 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

n
∑

i=1

xij ≥ 1, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

xij = 0, all i, j with j 6∈ Dyi

(15.16)

where the binary variable xij = 1 when yi = j. A continuous relaxation can be obtained
by replacing xij ∈ {0, 1} with xij ≥ 0. This is a convex hull relaxation, in the sense that
the projection of its feasible set onto the variables yi is the convex hull of the feasible set
of (15.15).

The MILP formulation (15.16) is convenient for some problems and not for others.
Suppose for instance the problem is to find a minimum-cost assignment of jobs to workers,
where cij is the cost of assigning job j to worker i. The constraint (15.15) requires that
every worker get a different job, and the problem is to minimize

∑n
i=1 ciyi

subject to
(15.15). MILP solves the problem by minimizing

∑

ij cijxij subject to (15.16).
However, if one wishes to find a minimum-cost route in a traveling salesman problem,

the objective function becomes nonlinear in the integer model. (15.15) is a correct model
for this problem only if yi is the ith stop visited, rather than the stop visited immediately
after i as in (15.7). So if cij is the travel time from i to j as before, the problem is to mini-
mize

∑n
i=1 cyiyi+1

subject to (15.15), where yn+1 is identified with y1. The integer model
must minimize the nonlinear expression

∑

ijk cjkxijxi+1,k subject to (15.16). However,
there are linear 0-1 models for this problem, the most popular of which is presented in the
next section.

If Dyi
is the same set of numbers {a1, . . . , am} for each i, with a1 ≤ · · · ≤ am, a

convex hull relaxation [70, 75, 128] can be written in the original variables:

|J|
∑

j=1

aj ≤
∑

j∈J

xj ≤
m
∑

j=m−|J|+1

aj , all J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}

There are exponentially many constraints, but one can start by using only the constraints

n
∑

j=1

aj ≤
n
∑

j=1

xj ≤
m
∑

j=m−n+1

aj

and bounds on the variables, and then generate separating cuts as needed. Let x̄ be
the solution of the current relaxation of the problem, and renumber the variables so that
x̄1 ≤ · · · ≤ x̄n. Then for each i = 2, . . . , n− 1 one can generate the cut

i
∑

j=1

xj ≥
i
∑

j=1

aj
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if
∑i
j=1 x̄j <

∑i
j=1 aj . Also for each i = n− 1, . . . , 2 generate the cut

n
∑

j=i

xj ≤
m
∑

j=m−n+i

aj

if
∑n
j=i x̄j >

∑m
j=m−n+i aj . There is no separating cut if x̄ lies within the convex hull of

the alldiff feasible set.
Relaxation of multiple all-different constraints is discussed in [5] and of two overlap-

ping all-different constraints in [34].

15.6.3 Circuit Constraint

The constraint

circuit(y1, . . . , yn) (15.17)

requires that z1, . . . , zn be a permutation of 1, . . . , n, where each zi = yzi−1
(and z0 is

identified with zn). The domain Dyi
of each yi is a subset of {1, . . . , n}. The elements

1, . . . , n may be viewed as vertices of a directed graph G that contains an edge (i, j)
whenever j ∈ Dyi

. An edge (i, j) is selected when yi = j, and (15.17) requires that the
selected edges form a hamiltonian circuit.

The circuit constraint can be modeled with a traveling salesman formulation. Let the
0-1 variable xij (for i 6= j) take the value 1 when yi = j:

n
∑

j=1

xij =
n
∑

j=1

xji = 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (a)

∑

(i,j)∈δ(S)

xij ≥ 1, all S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ n− 2 (b)

(15.18)

Here δ(S) is the set of edges (i, j) of G for which i ∈ S and j 6∈ S. If j 6∈ Dyi
, the

formulation (15.18) omits variable xij . Constraints (a) comprise the assignment relaxation
(15.7) already discussed. The subtour elimination constraints (b) exclude circuits within
proper subsets S of {1, . . . , n} by requiring that at least one edge connect a vertex in S to
one outside S.

The traveling salesman problem minimizes
∑

i cixi
subject to (15.17). Its MILP formu-

lation minimizes
∑

ij cijxij subject to (15.18) and xij ∈ {0, 1}. There are exponentially
many subtour elimination constraints in this formulation, but one can begin with a relax-
ation of the problem (such as the assignment relaxation) and add separating cuts as needed.
If x̄ is a solution of the current relaxation, let the capacity of edge (i, j) be x̄ij . Select a
proper subset S of the vertices for which the total capacity of edges leaving S is a mini-
mum. The subtour elimination constraint (15.18b) corresponding to S is a separating cut
if the minimum capacity is less than 1. There are fast algorithms for finding S ([49, 103]).

If j ∈ Dyi
if and only if i ∈ Dyj

, and cij = cji, for every pair i, j, the problem
becomes the symmetric traveling salesman problem and can be given a somewhat more
compact model that uses a 2-matching relaxation. The OR literature has developed differ-
ent (albeit related) analyses and algorithms for the symmetric and asymmetric problems;
see [61] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Several families of cutting planes have been developed to strengthen the LP relaxation.
By far the most widely used are comb inequalities. Suppose H is a subset of vertices of
G, and T1, . . . , Tm are pairwise disjoint sets of vertices (wherem is odd), such thatH∩Tk
and Tk \H are nonempty for each k. H is the handle of the comb and each Ti is a tooth.
Then the following is a comb inequality for the asymmetric problem:

∑

(i,j)∈δ(H)

xij +
m
∑

k=1

∑

(i,j)∈δ(Tk)

xij ≥ 1
2 (3m+ 1)

One can get some intuition as to why the cut is valid by considering a comb with three
teeth and six vertices. Various proofs of validity are given in [97]. The comb inequalities
are facet-defining when G is a complete graph.

15.6.4 Cumulative Constraint

The fundamental constraint for cumulative scheduling is

cumulative(s, p, c, C) (15.19)

where variables s = (s1, . . . , sn) represent the start times of jobs 1, . . . , n. Parameters
p = (p1, . . . , pn) are the processing times and c = (c1, . . . , cn) the resource consumption
rates. Release times and deadlines are implicit in the domains [Rj , Dj ] of the variables sj .
The constraint (15.19) requires that the total resource consumption rate at any time be less
than or equal to C. That is,

∑

j∈Jt
cj ≤ C for all t, where Jt = {j | sj ≤ t < sj + pj}.

The most straightforward MILP model discretizes time and introduces a 0-1 variable
xjt that is 1 when job j starts at time t. The variable appears for a particular pair j, t only
when Rj ≤ t ≤ Dj − pj . The model is

∑

j

∑

t′∈Tjt

cjxjt′ ≤ C, all t (a)

∑

t

xjt = 1, all j (b)
(15.20)

where each xij ∈ {0, 1} and Tjt = {t′ | t − pj < t′ ≤ t}. Constraints (a) enforce the
resource limit, and (b) requires that each job start at some time.

Model (15.20) is large when there are a large number of discrete times. In such
cases it may be advantageous to use one of two discrete-event formulations that employ
continuous-time variables, although these models provide weaker relaxations. In each
model there are 2n events, each of which can be the start of a job or the finish of a job. The
continuous variable sk is the time of event k.

In one model, the 0-1 variable xjkk′ is 1 if event k is the start of job j and event k′ is
the finish of job j. The inventory variable zk keeps track of how much resource is being
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consumed when event k occurs; obviously one wants zk ≤ C. The model for (15.19) is

zk = zk−1 +
∑

j

∑

k′>k

cjxjkk′ −
∑

j

∑

k′<k

cjxjk′k, all k (a)

z0 = 0, 0 ≤ zk ≤ C, all k (b)
∑

k

∑

k′>k

xjkk′ = 1, all j (c)

sk′ − sk ≥
∑

j

pjxjkk′ , all k, k′ with k < k′ (d)

sk ≥
∑

j

∑

k′>k

xjkk′Rj , all k (e)

tk ≤ Dmax



1−
∑

j

∑

k′<k

xjk′k



+
∑

j

∑

k′<k

xjk′kDj , all k (f)

(15.21)

where each xjkk′ ∈ {0, 1} and Dmax = maxj{Dj}. Constraint (a) keeps track of how
much resource is being consumed, and (b) imposes the upper limit. Constraint (c) makes
sure that each job starts once and ends once. Constraint (d) presents jobs from overlapping,
and (e) enforces the release times. Constraint (f) uses a big-M construction (where Dmax

is the big-M ) to enforce the deadlines.
Model (15.21) can grow quite large if there are too many events, due to the triply

indexed variables xjkk′ . An alternative is to use separate variables for start-events and
finish-events, which requires that the deadlines be enforced in a different way. This reduces
the triple index to a double index at the cost of producing a weaker relaxation. Let the 0-1
variable xjk be 1 when event k is the start of job j, and yjk = 1 when event k is the finish
of job j. The new continuous variable fj is the finish time of job j.

zk = zk−1 +
∑

j

cjxjk −
∑

j

cjyjk, all k (a)

z0 = 0, zk ≤ C, all k (b)
∑

k

xjk = 1,
∑

k

yjk = 1, all j (c)

∑

j

xjk + yjk = 1, all k (d)

sk−1 ≤ sk, xjk ≤
∑

k′<k

yjk′ , all k > 1 (e)

sk ≥
∑

j

Rjxjk, all k (f)

sk + pjxjk −Dmax(1− xjk) ≤ fj
≤ sk +Dmax(1− yjk), all j, k (g)

fj ≤ dj , all j (h)

where each xjk, yjk ∈ {0, 1}. Constraints (a) and (b) perform the same function as before.
Constraints (c) and (d) require that each job start once and end once but not as the same
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event. Constraints (e) are redundant but may tighten the relaxation. One constraint requires
the events to occur in chronological order, and one requires a job’s start-event to have a
smaller index than its finish-event. Constraint (f) observes the release times. The new
element is constraint (g). The first inequality defines the defines the finish time fj of each
job by forcing it to occur no earlier than pj time units after the start time. The second
inequality forces the time associated with the finish-event to be no earlier than the finish
time. Finally, constraint (h) enforces the deadlines.

A fourth relaxation uses only the original variables sj [75]. Let J = {j1, . . . , jm} be
any subset of the jobs {1, . . . , n}, indexed so that pj1cj1 ≤ · · · ≤ pjmcjm . Then

∑

j∈J

sj ≥ mRmin +
1

C

m
∑

i=1

(m− i+ 1)pjicji −
m
∑

i=1

pji

∑

j∈J

sj ≤ mDmax −
1

C

m
∑

i=1

(m− i+ 1)pjicji

whereRmin = mini{Rji} andDmax = maxi{Dki
}. A relaxation can be created by using

these inequalities for selected subsets of jobs. One need only consider subsets J of the
form {j | [Rj , Dj ] ⊂ [Ri, Dk]} for pairs i, k with Ri < Dk. Larger subsets tend to yield
much stronger inequalities.

15.7 Relaxation of Piecewise Linear and Disjunctive Constraints

Specialized relaxations can be devised for a number of additional constraints that com-
monly occur in modeling. Two such constraints are bounds on piecewise linear, semicon-
tinuous cost functions, and disjunctions of nonlinear inequality systems. There are also
convex hull relaxations (not discussed here) for various logical constraints [70], such as
cardinality rules requiring that if at least k of a given set of propositions are true, then at
least ℓ of another set are true ([132], generalized in [10]).

15.7.1 Semicontinuous Piecewise Linear Functions

Piecewise linear functions are often useful in modeling, partly because they can approxi-
mate nonlinear functions. A semicontinuous piecewise linear function f(x) can be written

f(x) =
Uk − x
Uk − Lk

ck +
x− Lk
Uk − Lk

dk for x ∈ [Lk, Uk], k = 1, . . . ,m

and is illustrated in Fig. 15.3.
The function f(x) can be given an MILP model by replacing all occurrences of f(x)

with a new continuous variable v and writing

v =
∑

k

λkak + µkbk, x =
∑

k

λkLk + µkUk,
∑

k

λk + µk = 1,
∑

k

yk = 1

0 ≤ λk ≤ yk, 0 ≤ µk ≤ yk, all k

where each yk ∈ {0, 1}. An LP relaxation is obtained by replacing yj ∈ {0, 1} by
0 ≤ yj ≤ 1. The MILP model for continuous piecewise linear functions is slightly sim-
pler; see [127]. An MILP model is used with a probe backtrack algorithm in [2].
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Figure 15.3: Semicontinuous piecewise linear function f(x) (solid line segments) and its
convex hull relaxation (shaded area), where [x, x] is the current domain of x.

Computational studies [101, 102, 105] suggest that it is often more efficient to write
a convex hull relaxation directly in the original variables and dispense with the auxiliary
variables λk, µk, yk. One simply writes an inequality in v, x to represent each edge of the
convex hull, illustrated in Fig. 15.3.

15.7.2 Disjunctions of Nonlinear Systems

Methods for relaxing disjunctions of linear systems were presented in Section 15.4.3. They
have proved useful for relaxing problems that combine discrete and continuous linear
elements. Many applications, however, mix discrete and continuous nonlinear elements.
Fortunately, the convex hull relaxation for the linear case can be generalized to the convex
nonlinear case. It has been used to solve several chemical process engineering problems
[89, 90, 104, 112, 125]

The task is to relax

∨

k∈K

gk(x) ≤ 0 (15.22)

where gk(x) is a vector of convex functions and x ∈ ℜn. It is assumed that x and each
gk(x) are bounded, and in particular that L ≤ x ≤ U . A convex hull relaxation for (15.22)
can be derived by writing x as a convex combination of points x̂k that respectively satisfy
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the disjuncts of (15.22):

x =
∑

k∈K

βkx̂
k,

∑

k∈K

βk = 1

gk(x̂k) ≤ 0, βk ≥ 0, L ≤ x̂k ≤ U, all k ∈ K

Using the change of variable xk = βkx̂
k and multiplying the nonlinear constraints by βk

yields a continuous relaxation for (15.22):

x =
∑

k∈K

xk,
∑

k∈K

βk = 1

βkg
k

(

xk

βk

)

≤ 0, βk ≥ 0, βkL ≤ xk ≤ βkU, all k ∈ K
(15.23)

It can be shown that the functions βkgk(xk/βk) are convex and moreover that (15.23) is a
convex hull relaxation of (15.22) [89, 119]. Since βk can vanish, it is common in practice to
introduce a perturbation ǫ, which preserves convexity. The nonlinear constraints of (15.23)
become

(βk + ǫ)gk
(

xk

βk + ǫ

)

≤ 0, all k ∈ K

One can also relax (15.22) with a big-M relaxation similar to the LP relaxation of
(15.11):

gk(x) ≤Mk(1− βk), βk ≥ 0, all k ∈ K
∑

k∈K

βk = 1

where each component of Mk is an upper bound on the corresponding function in gk(x).

15.8 Lagrangean Relaxation

Many relaxations are formed simply by removing constraints. Lagrangean relaxation
refines this process by imposing a penalty for violation of the deleted constraints, provided
they have inequality form. This tends to make the minimum value of the relaxed prob-
lem larger and may therefore provide a tighter bound on the optimal value of the original
problem.

A Lagrangean relaxation is actually a family of relaxations, since one can choose the
penalty (i.e., the Lagrange multiplier) for each constraint violation. The problem of select-
ing the multipliers that result in the tightest bound is the Lagrangean dual.

Since solution of the Lagrangean dual tends to be time consuming, the general prac-
tice in CP applications is to solve it only at the root node and use the resulting Lagrange
multipliers at all subsequent nodes. These multipliers not only define a relaxation that can
be quickly solved or propagated, but they allow domain filtering in the same fashion as the
dual multipliers of an LP relaxation. In fact, dual multipliers are a special case of Lagrange
multipliers.
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Lagrangean relaxation is particularly useful in CP when a full linear relaxation is in-
compatible with the very rapid processing of search tree nodes that often characterizes
CP methods. In such cases one may be able to solve a Lagrangean dual of the LP at the
root node, which is itself an LP problem, to obtain a weaker but specially-structured LP
relaxation that can be solved quickly at the remaining nodes.

CP-based Lagrangean methods have been applied to network design [36], automatic
digital recording [113], traveling tournament problems [17], the resource-constrained short-
est path problem [54], and the general problem of filtering domains [85].

15.8.1 The Lagrangean Dual

Lagrangean relaxation is applied to problems of the form

min f(x)

gi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m

x ∈ S, x ∈ ℜn
(15.24)

where x ∈ S represents an arbitrary constraint set but in practice is carefully chosen to have
special structure. Lagrangean relaxation dualizes the constraints gi(x) ≤ 0 by penalizing
their violation in the objective function:

min θ(x, λ) = f(x) +
m
∑

i−1

λigi(x)

x ∈ S, x ∈ ℜn
(15.25)

where each λi ≥ 0 is a Lagrange multiplier. The motivation for using the relaxation is that
the special structure of the constraints x ∈ S makes it easy to solve. The term “penalty”
is not quite right for the expression λigi(x), however, since a penalty should vanish when
the solution is feasible; λigi(x) can go negative when x is feasible, resulting in a “saddle”
function.

Clearly θ(x, λ) ≤ f(x) for any x that is feasible in the relaxation (15.25), since λ ≥ 0
and each gi(x) ≤ 0. Thus for any λ ≥ 0, the optimal value θ(λ) of the Lagrangean
relaxation (15.25) is a lower bound on the optimal value v∗ of the original problem (15.24)
(weak duality). The tightest lower bound on v∗ is obtained by solving the Lagrangean dual
problem: maximize θ(λ) subject to λ ≥ 0. The amount by which this bound falls short of
v∗ is the duality gap.

15.8.2 Solving the Dual

Since the Lagrangean function θ(λ) is concave, it can be maximized by finding a local
maximum. A popular approach is subgradient optimization, which begins with a starting
value λ0 ≥ 0 and sets each λk+1 = λk + αkσ

k, where σk is a subgradient of θ(λ) at
λ = λk. Conveniently, if θ(λk) = f(xk, λ), then (g1(x

k), . . . , gm(xk)) is a subgradient.
The stepsize αk should decrease as k increases, but not so quickly as to cause premature
convergence. A simple option is to set αk = α0/k, or perhaps αk = α0(θ−θ(λk))/||σk||,
where θ is a dynamically adjusted upper bound on the maximum value of θ(λ). The step-
size is highly problem-dependent and must be tuned for every problem class. Solution
methods are further discussed in [11, 98].
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Typically the Lagrangean dual is solved only at the root node. As one descends into
the search tree, branching adds constraints to the problem, and the dual solution λ∗ ceases
to be optimal. Nonetheless the optimal value of the Lagrangean relaxation, with λ set to
λ∗ and branching constraints added, continues to be a valid lower bound of the optimal
solution. In fact there is no need to obtain optimal λis even at the root node, and frequently
the subgradient algorithm is terminated early.

One must take care that branching constraints do not destroy the special structure of
the Lagrangean relaxation. For instance, one may wish to branch by fixing one or variables
rather than adding inequality constraints.

15.8.3 Special Case: Linear Programming

The Lagrangean dual of an LP problem is easy to solve, since it is equivalent to the LP
dual. Suppose the original problem (15.24) is an LP problem

min cx

Ax ≥ b, Dx ≥ d, x ≥ 0
(15.26)

in which the linear system Dx ≥ d has some kind of special structure. If Ax ≥ b is
dualized, then θ(λ) is the optimal value of

min θ(x, λ) = cx+ λ(b−Ax) = (c− λA)x+ λb

Dx ≥ d, x ≥ 0
(15.27)

Suppose x∗ is an optimal solution of the original LP problem (15.26), and (λ∗, µ∗) is an
optimal dual solution in which λ∗ corresponds to Ax ≥ b and µ∗ to Dx ≥ d. Thus

cx∗ = λ∗b+ µ∗d (15.28)

by strong duality. It will be shown below that θ(λ∗) = cx∗. This implies that λ∗ is an
optimal dual solution of the Lagrangean dual problem, since θ(λ) is a lower bound on cx∗

for any λ ≥ 0.
One can therefore solve the Lagrangean dual of (15.26) at the root node by solving

its LP dual. If (λ∗, µ∗) solves the LP dual, then λ∗ solves the Lagrangean dual in which
Ax ≥ b is dualized. At subsequent nodes one solves the specially structured LP problem
(15.27), with λ set to the value λ∗ obtained at the root node, to obtain a valid lower bound
on the value of the LP relaxation at that node.

To see that θ(λ∗) = cx∗, note first that x∗ is feasible in

min
x≥0
{(c− λ∗A)x | Dx ≥ d} (15.29)

and µ∗ is feasible in its LP dual

max
µ≥0
{ud | µD ≤ c− λ∗A} (15.30)

where the latter is true because (λ∗, µ∗) is dual feasible for (15.26). But the corresponding
objective function value of (15.29) is

(c− λ∗)x∗ = cx∗ + λ∗(b−Ax∗)− λ∗b = cx∗ − λ∗b
where the second equation is due to complementary slackness. This is equal to the value
µ∗d of (15.30), due to (15.28). So cx∗ − λ∗b is the optimal value of (15.29), which means
that cx∗ is the optimal value θ(λ∗) of (15.27) when λ = λ∗.
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15.8.4 Domain Filtering

Lagrangean duality provides a generalization of the filtering mechanism based on LP dual-
ity. Suppose that there is an upper bound U on the cost f(x) in (15.24), and let v∗ = θ(λ∗)
be the optimal value of the Lagrangean dual. Let x∗ solve (15.25) when λ = λ∗, so
that θ(λ∗) = θ(λ∗, x∗), and suppose further that gi(x∗) = 0. If the solution of (15.24)
were to change, function gi(x) could decrease, say by an amount ∆i. This would in-
crease the optimal value of (15.24) as much as changing the the constraint gi(x) ≤ 0 to
gi(x) + ∆i ≤ 0. The function θ(λ) for the altered problem is θ′(λ) = minx∈S{θ′(λ, x)},
where θ′(λ, x) = f(x) +

∑

j λjgj(x) + λi∆i. Since θ′(λ∗, x) differs from θ(λ∗, x) only
by a constant, any x that minimizes θ(λ∗, x) also minimizes θ′(λ∗, x). So

θ′(λ∗) = θ′(λ∗, x∗) + λ∗i∆i = v∗ + λ∗i∆i

is a lower bound on the optimal value of the altered problem, by weak duality. Thus one
must have v∗ + λ∗∆i ≤ U , or ∆i ≤ (U − v∗)/λ∗i . Since ∆i = gi(x

∗)− gi(x) = −gi(x),
this yields a valid inequality parallel to (15.6) that can be propagated:

gi(x) ≥ −
U − v∗
λ∗i

(15.31)

If constraint i imposes a lower bound L on a variable xj (i.e., −xj + L ≤ 0), then
(15.31) becomes xj ≤ L + (U − v∗)/λ∗i . This can be used to reduce the domain of xj if
λ∗i > 0, and similarly if there is an upper bound on xj .

15.8.5 Example: Generalized Assignment Problem

The generalized assignment problem is an assignment problem (15.7) with the complicat-
ing constraint that the jobs j assigned to each resource i satisfy

∑

j αijxij ≤ βi. Let’s
suppose that an LP relaxation of the problem is to be solved at each node of the search
tree to obtain bounds. If solving this LP with a general-purpose solver is too slow, the
complicating constraints can be dualized, resulting in a pure assignment problem with cost
function

∑

ij(cij−λ∗iαij)xij . The optimal multipliers λ∗i can be obtained at the root node
by solving the full LP relaxation.

At subsequent nodes one can solve the Lagrangean relaxation very quickly with the
Hungarian algorithm. The relaxation provides a weak bound, but the dual variables allow
useful domain filtering. The search branches by setting some xij to 0 or 1, which in turn
can be achieved by giving xij a very large or very small cost in the objective function of
the Lagrangean relaxation, thus preserving the problem structure.

15.9 Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming (DP) exploits recursive or nested structure in a problem. A DP
model provides one more opportunity for an OR-based relaxation of a CP problem, and the
DP model can itself be relaxed to reduce time and space consumption. Since DP models
express the optimal value as a recursively defined function, they can often be coded in a
CP modeling language. DP models are also particularly amendable to filtering discrete
domains, including cost-based filtering.
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15.9.1 Recursive Optimization

Given the problem of minimizing f(x) subject to x ∈ S, a DP model defines a sequence
of state variables s1, . . . , sn. The original variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) are viewed as a
sequence of controls. Each control xk brings about a transition from state sk to state
tk(xk, sk). The optimization problem is viewed as finding a minimum-cost sequence of
controls.

The key property of a DP model is that each state sk must contain enough information
to determine the set Xk(sk) of feasible controls and the cost gk(sk, xk) of applying each
control xk, without knowing how one got to state sk. Thus if each xk ∈ Xk(sk) and each
sk+1 = tk(xk, sk), then x ∈ S and f(x) =

∑n
k=1 gk(sk, xk).

This structure immediately leads to recursive equations, known as Bellman’s equations,
that solve the problem. The computation works backward from a final state sn+1:

fk(sk) = min
xk∈Xk(sk)

{gk(sk, xk) + fk+1(t(xk, sk))} , k = n, . . . , 1 (15.32)

where s1 is the initial state and f1(s1) is the optimal value min{f(x) | x ∈ S}. The cost
fk(sk) is interpreted as the minimum cost of going from state sk to a final state. The final
costs fn+1(sn+1) are given as boundary conditions.

A DP algorithm compiles a table of each fk(sk) for all values of sk based on the previ-
ously computed table of fk+1(sk+1). At each stage k the set X∗

k(sk) of controls that yield
the minimum in (15.32) for each sk is recorded. When f1(s1) is obtained, the algorithm
works forward to obtain an optimal solution (x∗1, . . . , x

∗
n) and optimal sequence of states

s∗1, . . . , s
∗
n by letting each x∗k be any element of X∗

k(s
∗
k) and each s∗k = gk(x

∗
k−1, s

∗
k−1),

where s∗1 = s1.
For instance, suppose one wishes to find a shortest path from every vertex of a directed

acyclic graph (V,E) to vertex n + 1. If the length of edge (i, j) is cij with cii = 0, the
recursion is fk(i) = minj∈E(i) {cij + fk+1(j)}, where E(i) = {i} ∪ {j | (i, j) ∈ E}.
The cost fk(i) is interpreted as the length of the shortest path from vertex i to vertex n+ 1
having n− k + 1 or fewer edges. The boundary condition is fn+1(n+ 1) = 0.

The art of dynamic programming lies in identifying state variables sk that do not have
too many possible values. Only certain problems have a recursive structure that can be
exploited in this manner, but many examples of these can be found in [19, 42]

15.9.2 Domain Filtering

An important special case arises when DP is applied to finding feasible solutions of a
constraint C, since this allows one to achieve hyperarc consistency for C. In this case one
can view the objective function f(x) as equal to 1 when x violates C and 0 otherwise.
The boundary conditions are defined by letting fn+1(sn+1) be 0 for all final states sn+1

that satisfy C and 1 for all other states. All other costs gk(sk, xk) = 0. So if fk(sk) = 0,
X∗
k(sk) is the set of all controls xk that can lead to a feasible solution when they are applied

in state sk. This means
⋃

sk|fk(sk)=0X
∗
k(sk) is the set of values of xk that can lead to a

feasible solution, and hyperarc consistency is achieved by reducing the domain of xk to
this set.
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15.9.3 Example: Cost-Based Filtering

Suppose that a cost constraint ax ≤ b is given, and one wishes to filter the variable domains
Dxk

. A classical DP recursion for finding all feasible solutions defines the state variable
sk to be the sum

∑

j<k ajxj of the first k − 1 terms on the left-hand side of ax ≤ b. The
recursion is

fk(sk) = min
xk∈Dxk

{fk+1(sk + akxk)}

with the boundary condition fn+1(sn+1) = 0 for sn+1 ≤ b and fn+1(sn+1) = 1 for
sn+1 > b. Note that gk(sk, xk) = 0 in this recursion.

If the absolute value of the coefficients ak is bounded, then the number of states (values
of sk for all k) is polynomially bounded and the DP recursion has polynomial complexity.

DP therefore provides a pseudopolynomial algorithm that achieves hyperarc consis-
tency for ax ≤ b. For instance, if ax ≤ b is 4x1 +2x2 +3x3 ≤ 12 and eachDxk

= {1, 2},
then possible states sk are illustrated in Fig. 15.4. Every solution (x1, x2, x3) defines a
path s1 → s2 → s3 → s4 through the network. Heavy lines show paths that correspond to
optimal solutions (i.e., f(x) = 0) and therefore feasible solutions of 4x1+2x2+3x3 ≤ 12.
For instance, f3(6) = f3(8) = 0 since s3 = 4x1 + 2x2 can be either 6 or 8 in an optimal
solution, but f3(s3) = 1 for all other s3.

One can read the filtered domains from the network. For instance, the filtered domain
of x3 is

⋃

s3|f(s3)=0X
∗
3 (s3) = X∗

3 (6) ∪ X∗
3 (8) = {1, 2} ∪ {1} = {1, 2}. The reduced

domains of x1 and x2 are {1} and {1, 2}, respectively. This idea is developed further in
[123].

15.9.4 State Space Relaxation

When the state variables sk have too many values, state space relaxation can reduce the
number of values and make the problem easier to solve. State space relaxation in ef-
fect uses a hash code for the states; it defines a function φ(sk) that maps many values of
sk to the same state. Every control xk ∈ Xk(sk) is mapped to a control that takes the
system from φ(sk) to φ(gk(sk, xk)). The cost function ĝk for the relaxation must satisfy
ĝk(φ(sk), φ(yk)) ≤ gk(sk, xk). The optimal value of the relaxed problem is a lower bound
on the optimal value of the original recursion.

This can be illustrated by relaxing a DP formulation of the traveling salesman problem
on a graph (V,E). The objective is to minimize

∑

i cxixi+1
subject to alldiff(x1, . . . , xn)

and (xi, xi+1) ∈ E. Let x1 be the first customer visited after leaving home base i0, and fix
the last customer visited xn to be home base. The classical DP formulation defines state
variable sk to be (i, Vk), where Vk is any set of n − k + 1 vertices and i ∈ Vk. The cost
fk(i, Vk) is interpreted as the cost of the minimum-cost tour that starts at i and covers all
the vertices in Vk. If Ei = {j | (i, j) ∈ E}, the recursion is

fk(i, Vk) = min
xk∈(Vk∩Ei)\{i}

{cixk
+ fk+1(xk, Vk \ {i})} (15.33)

with boundary condition fn(i, {i}) = cii0 for all vertices i with i0 ∈ Ei and fn(i, {i}) =
∞ for all other i.

The recursion (15.33) is not computationally useful because there are exponentially
many states (i, Vk). However, this DP model can be relaxed, for example by mapping all
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Figure 15.4: States sk for the constraint 4x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 ≤ 12 with xj ∈ {1, 2}. Edges
leaving state 0 correspond to x1 = 1, 2, and similarly for other edges. Costs associ-
ated with the terminal states (k = 4) are 0 for the boldface states and 1 for the others.
Heavy lines correspond to paths that lead to optimal solutions (i.e. solutions feasible for
4x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 ≤ 12).

states (i, Vk) for a given k to φ(i, Vk) = (i, k). The cost of a transition from (i, k) to
(j, k + 1) is the same as that from any (i, Vk) to any (j, Vk+1), namely cij . The recursion
(15.33) becomes

f̂k(i) = min
xk∈Ei

{

cixk
+ f̂k+1(xk)

}

(15.34)

with the same boundary condition as before. A CP solution of (15.34) and other issues are
discussed in [53].

15.9.5 Nonserial Dynamic Programming

DP is based on the principle that each state sk depends only on the previous state sk−1 and
control xk−1. In nonserial dynamic programming (NSDP), a state may depend on several
previous states.

NSDP has been known in OR for more than 30 years [18]. Essentially the same idea
has surfaced in a number of contexts, including Bayesian networks [88], belief logics [115,
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117], pseudoboolean optimization [35], location theory [28], k-trees [7, 8], and bucket
elimination [39].

In the simplest form of NSDP, the state variables sk are the original variables xk. This
is the form most relevant to CP, since it permits solution of a constraint set C in time that
is directly related to the width of the dependency graph G of C.

The width of a directed graph G is the maximum in-degree of vertices of G. The
induced width of G with respect to an ordering of vertices 1, . . . , n is the width of G′ with
respect to this ordering, whereG′ is constructed as follows. Remove vertices n, n−1, . . . , 1
from G one a time, and when each vertex i is removed, add edges as necessary so that the
vertices adjacent to i at the time of its removal form a clique. Then G′ consists of G plus
all edges added in this process.

The dependency graph G for constraint set C contains a vertex for each variable xj of
C and an edge (xi, xj) when xi and xj occur in a common constraint. Let Sk be the set of
vertices in {1, . . . , k − 1} that are adjacent to k in G′, and let xi be the set of variables in
constraintCi ∈ C. Define the cost function ci(xi) to be 1 if xi violatesCi and 0 otherwise.
Then the NSDP recursion again works backward:

fk(Sk) = min
xk∈Dxk







∑

i∈Ik

ci(x
i) +

∑

j∈Jk

fj(Sj)







, k = 1, . . . , n (15.35)

where Ik is the set of indices i for which xi contains xk but none of xk+1, . . . , xn. Jk is the
set of indices j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , . . . , n} for which Sj contains xk but none of xk+1, . . . , xn.
Note that the computation of fk(Sk) may use previously computed costs fi(Si) for several
i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}. The process gets started by computing fn(Sn), which requires no
previous results. The optimal value

∑

k|Sk=∅ fk(∅) is 0 if and only if C has a feasible
solution. A feasible solution is recovered by recording for each k the set X∗

k(Sk) of values
of xk that achieve the minimum value of zero in (15.35). The for k = 1, . . . n one can
select any x∗k ∈ X∗

k(S
∗
k), where S∗

k contains the previously selected values for xj ∈ Sk.
The complexity of the recursion (15.35) is at worst proportional to nDw+1, whereD is

the size of the largest variable domain, and w is the size of the largest set Sk. But w is the
width of G′ and therefore the induced with of G with respect to the ordering x1, . . . , xn.
So the complexity of solving a constraint set C by NSDP is at worst exponential in the
induced width of C’s dependency graph with respect to the reverse order of recursion.
These ideas are further discussed in [70].

15.10 Branch-and-Price Methods

Branch and price is a well-known OR technique that is applied to MILP problems with
a very large number of variables. In fact, the MILP model is sometimes reformulated
so as to have exponentially many variables, since this may simplify the model while yet
allowing solution by branch and price.

The basic idea is to solve the MILP initially with only a few variables, and add variables
to the problem as they are needed to improve on the current solution. A subproblem is
solved to identify promising variables. Since a variable is added to the problem by adding a
column to the MILP constraint matrix, this approach is often known as column generation.
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Complicating constraints can be dealt with implicitly by restricting what sort of columns
can be generated by the subproblem.

It is in the column generation phase that CP can be useful, since the subproblem may
have complicated constraints that make it more amenable to solution by CP rather than
OR methods. CP-based branch and price has proved successful in several applications that
involve assignment of resources under complex constraints.

15.10.1 The Algorithm

Branch and price is applied to an MILP problem

min cy

Ay = b, y ≥ 0, yℓ integer for ℓ ∈ I (15.36)

where I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. The algorithm is a branch-and-bound search that solves the LP
relaxation at each node of the search tree by column generation.

The column generation procedure begins with an LP relaxation that contains a subset
of the variables:

min
∑

ℓ∈L

cℓyℓ

∑

ℓ∈L

Aℓyℓ = b; yℓ ≥ 0, ℓ ∈ L
(15.37)

where Aℓ is column ℓ of A and L ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. If λ∗ = (λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
m) is the optimal

dual solution of (15.37), then any nonbasic variable yℓ has reduced cost cℓ − λ∗Aℓ (see
Section 15.3). A subproblem is solved to find a column (cℓ, Aℓ) with the smallest reduced
cost. Thus the subproblem minimizes z0 −

∑m
i=1 λ

∗
i zi subject to (z0, z1, . . . , zm) ∈ Z,

where Z is the set of all columns (cℓ, Aℓ). If a column with negative reduced cost is found,
it is added to (15.37). The process is repeated until no column with negative reduce cost
is found in the subproblem, whereupon (15.37) is solved. If all goes well, only a small
fraction of the columns of A will have been generated.

15.10.2 Example: Generalized Assignment Problem

Most applications of branch and price involve an assignment problem with complicating
constraints. One example is the generalized assignment problem, which again is an as-
signment problem (15.7) with the complicating constraint that the jobs j assigned to each
resource i satisfy

∑

j αijxij ≤ βi.
The problem is reformulated for branch and price by letting k index all possible assign-

ments of jobs to a given resource i that satisfy
∑

j αijxij ≤ βi. The 0-1 variable yik = 1
if the kth assignment to resource i is selected. So if δijk = 1 when job j is assigned to
resource i in assignment k, an LP relaxation of the problem has the form (15.36) with
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ℓ = (i, k):

min
∑

ik





∑

j

cijδijk



 yik

∑

ik

δijkyik = 1, all j (a)

∑

k

yik = 1, all i (b)

yik ≥ 0, all i, k

(15.38)

If dual variables λj are associated with constraints (a) and µi with constraints (b), the
reduced cost of a variable yik in (15.38) is

∑

j

cijδijk −
∑

j

λjδijk − µi =
∑

j

(cij − λj)δijk − µi

The subproblem of finding a variable yik with negative reduced cost can be solved by
examining each resource i separately and solving the 0-1 knapsack problem

min
∑

j

(cij − λj)zj − µi
∑

j

αijzj ≤ βi; zj ∈ {0, 1}, all j

0-1 knapsack problems can be solved by a number of methods [95], including CP [48].

15.10.3 Other Applications

One of the most successful applications of CP-based branch and price is to airline crew
assignment and crew rostering [26, 47, 82, 87, 114]. In [47], for example, a path constraint
is used to obtain a permissible roster with a negative reduced cost. The search tree is
pruned by solving a relaxation of the problem (a single-source shortest path problem) so
as to obtain a lower bound on the reduced cost.

CP-based branch and price has also been applied to transit bus crew scheduling [133],
aircraft scheduling [59], vehicle routing [109], network design [27], employee timetabling
[41], physician scheduling [55], and the traveling tournament problem [43, 44]. Several
implementation issues are discussed in [45, 108].

15.11 Benders Decomposition

Benders decomposition was developed in the context of mathematical programming, but
the root idea has much wider application. It solves a problem by enumerating, in a master
problem, possible values of a pre-selected subset of variables. Each set of values that might
be assigned to these variables defines the subproblem of finding the best values for the
remaining variables. Solution of the subproblem generates a nogood, known as a Benders
cut, that excludes that particular assignment to the master problem variables, and perhaps
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other assignments that can be no better. The master problem is re-solved with the new
Benders cut in order to find a better solution, and the process continues until no further
improvement is possible.

Benders decomposition can profitably combine OR and CP, since one approach can
be applied to the master problem and one to the subproblem, depending on which best
suits the problem structure. This sort of combination has yielded substantial speedups in
computation.

15.11.1 Benders Decomposition in the Abstract

In classical Benders decomposition, the subproblem is a linear or nonlinear programming
problem [15, 56], and the Benders cuts are generated using dual or Lagrange multipliers.
However, if one recognizes that LP duality is a special case of a more general inference
duality, the concept of a Benders cut can be generalized [70, 80]. In fact the basic idea of
Benders decomposition is best seen in this more general setting and then specialized to the
classical case.

Benders decomposition applies to problems of the form

min f(x, y)

(x, y) ∈ S, x ∈ Dx, y ∈ Dy
(15.39)

Each iteration k of the Benders algorithm begins with a fixed value xk for x and solves a
subproblem for the best y:

min f(xk, y)

(xk, y) ∈ S, y ∈ Dy
(15.40)

Solution of the subproblem yields an optimal solution yk and an optimal value vk =
f(xk, yk). The solution process is analyzed to identify a proof that f(xk, y) ≥ vk; such a
proof can be regarded as solving the inference dual of (15.40). (The inference dual of an
LP problem is the classical LP dual.) If xk is changed to some other value x, this same
proof may still show that f(x, y) is bounded below by some function Bk(x). This yields
the Benders cut z ≥ Bk(x), where Bk(xk) = vk and z is a variable indicating the optimal
value of the original problem (15.39).

At this point one solves the master problem, which contains the Benders cuts so far
generated.

min z

z ≥ Bi(x), i = 1, . . . k, x ∈ Dx
(15.41)

The solution xk+1 of (15.41) begins the next iteration. Since the master problem (15.41) is
a relaxation of the original problem and the subproblem (15.40) a restriction if it, the opti-
mal value zk+1 of the master problem is a lower bound on the optimal value of (15.39), and
the optimal value of any subproblem is an upper bound. The algorithm terminates with an
optimal solution when the two bounds converge; that is, when zk+1 = mini∈{1,...,k}{vi}.
They converge finitely under fairly weak conditions, for instance if the domainDx is finite,
as it is in examples considered here.
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15.11.2 Classical Benders Decomposition

The historical Benders decomposition applies to problems of the form

min f(x) + cy

g(x) +Ay ≥ b, x ∈ S, y ≥ 0, x ∈ Dx, y ∈ ℜn

The subproblem (15.40) is the LP problem

min f(xk) + cy

Ay ≥ b− g(xk), y ≥ 0, y ∈ ℜn (15.42)

Suppose first that (15.42) has optimal value vk and an optimal dual solution λk. By strong
duality vk − f(xk) = λk(b− g(xk)), which means

Bk(x) = f(x) + λk(b− g(x)) (15.43)

is the tightest lower bound on cost when x = xk. That is, λk specifies a proof of the
lower bound vk by defining a linear combination λkAy ≥ λk(b − g(xk)) that dominates
cy ≥ vk − f(xk). But since λk remains dual feasible when xk in (15.42) is replaced by
any x, (15.43) remains a lower bound on cost for any x; that is, λk specifies a proof of the
lower bound Bk(x). This yields the Benders cut

z ≥ f(x) + λk(b− g(x)) (15.44)

If the dual of (15.42) is unbounded, there is a direction or ray λk along which its solution
value can increase indefinitely. In this case the Benders cut is λk(b− g(x)) ≤ 0 rather than
(15.44). The Benders cuts z ≥ Bk(x) in the master problem (15.41) therefore take the form
(15.44) when the subproblem dual is bounded in iteration k, and the form λk(b−g(x)) ≤ 0
when the subproblem dual is unbounded. The master problem can be solved by any desired
method, such as branch and bound if it is an MILP problem.

15.11.3 Example: Planning and Scheduling

A basic planning and scheduling problem illustrates the use of nonclassical Benders to
combine MILP and CP [71]. Each n jobs must be assigned to one of m facilities for
processing. Each job j has processing time pij and uses cij units of resource on facility
i. Every job has release time 0 and deadline d. Jobs scheduled on any facility i may run
simultaneously so long as the total resource consumption at any one time is no greater than
Ci (cumulative scheduling). The objective is to minimize makespan (i.e., finish the last job
as soon as possible).

If job j has start time sj on machine yj , the problem can be written

min z

z ≥ sj + pyjj , 0 ≤ sj ≤ d− pyjj , all j

cumulative
(

si(y), pi(y), ci(y), Ci
)

, all i

where si(y) = (sj | yj = i) and similarly for pi(y), ci(y).
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The master problem assigns jobs to facilities and is well suited for MILP solution. The
subproblem schedules jobs assigned to each facility and is suitable for a CP approach.

Given an assignment yk obtained by solving the master problem, the subproblem sep-
arates into an independent scheduling problem for each facility i:

min zi

zi ≥ si + pij , 0 ≤ sj ≤ d− pij , all j ∈ Jki
cumulative(si(yk), pi(yk), ci(yk), Ci)

where Jki = {j | ykj = i} is the set of jobs assigned to facility i. Let zik be the optimal
makespan obtained in the subproblem Pi for facility i. A Benders cut can be constructed
by reasoning as follows.

First let P̂i be the problem that results when jobs in set R are removed from problem
Pi, and let ẑ be the optimal makespan for P̂i. Then

ẑ ≥ zik −∆ (15.45)

where ∆ =
∑

j∈R pij . To see this, construct a solution S for Pi by scheduling the jobs in

R sequentially after the last job in the optimal solution of P̂i. The resulting makespan is
ẑ + ∆. If ẑ + ∆ ≤ d, then S is feasible for Pi, so that zik ≤ ẑ + ∆ and (15.45) follows.
On the other hand, if ẑ + ∆ > d, then (15.45) follows because zik ≤ d.

Since the master problem will be solved by MILP, it is convenient to write the Benders
cuts in terms of 0-1 variables xij , where xij = 1 when yj = i. In subsequent iterations of
the Benders algorithm, the jobs in Jki that are removed from facility i are those for which
xij = 0. So (15.45) yields the following lower bound on the minimum makespan z for
facility i, which is also a lower bound on the minimum makespan z for the problem as a
whole:

z ≥ zik −
∑

j∈Jki

pij(1− xij) (15.46)

Each Benders cut z ≥ Bk(x) in the master problem is therefore actually a set of inequali-
ties (15.46), one for each facility i. The master problem becomes

min z
∑

i

xij = 1, all j (a)

z ≥ ziℓ −
∑

j∈Jiℓ

pij(1− xij), all i, ℓ = 1, . . . , k (b)

z ≥ 1

Ci

n
∑

j=1

cijpijxij , all i (c)

(15.47)

The expression (c) is a simple relaxation of the subproblem, which can be important to
obtain good computational performance.

The Benders cuts (b) in (15.47) use only the solution of the subproblem and no infor-
mation regarding the solution process. If additional information is available from the CP
solver, one can trace which jobs play no role in proving optimality. These jobs can be
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removed from the sets Jiℓ in the Benders cuts as described in [74], resulting in stronger
cuts. The solution of the master problem can be accelerated by updating the solution of the
previous master, as proposed in [70] and implemented in [120].

15.11.4 Other Applications

Classical Benders can be applied in a CP context when the subproblem is an LP problem,
leaving CP to solve the master problem. This approach was used in [46] to solve minimal
perturbation scheduling problems in which the sequencing is decided in the master problem
and the assignment of start times in the subproblem. A similar approach was applied to
scheduling the workforce in a telephone call center [16].

Most applications, however, have used nonclassical Benders methods in which CP or
logic-based techniques solve the subproblem. CP is a natural approach to solving the
inference dual of the subproblem, since inference techniques play a major role in CP
solvers. Explanations [25, 83, 84, 118] for CP solutions are particularly relevant, since
an explanation is in effect a proof of correctness or optimality and therefore solves the
inference dual.

Nonclassical Benders was first used to solve circuit verification problems [80], and un-
derlying theory was developed in [70, 78]. Application to CP-based planning and schedul-
ing was proposed in [70] and has been implemented for min-cost planning and disjunctive
scheduling [81] (later extended to multistage problems [63]), and planning and cumula-
tive scheduling to minimize cost and makespan [71, 30] as well as tardiness [72]. Simi-
lar methods were applied to dispatching of automated guided vehicles [34], steel produc-
tion scheduling [62], batch scheduling in a chemical plant [92] and polypropylene batch
scheduling in particular [122]. CP was used to solve the master problem in a nonclas-
sical Benders approach to real-time scheduling of computer processors [24]. In [131] a
traffic diversion problem is solved with a Benders method that has an LP subproblem but
generates specialized cuts that are not based on dual variables.

Nonclassical Benders methods for integer programming are studied in [29, 78] and for
the propositional satisfiability problem in [70, 78].

15.12 Toward Integration of CP and OR

Importing OR into CP is part of a trend that has been taking shape over the last decade: the
integration of OR and CP, or at least portions of them, into a unified approach to problem
solving. Several paradigms for integration have emerged.

One general scheme is double modeling: some (or all) constraints are formulated in a
CP model, some in an MILP model, and some in both. The two models then exchange
information during the solution process (e.g., [64, 107, 126]). The relaxation and decom-
position strategies discussed here may be seen as special cases in which one of the two
models is subservient to the other (see also [37]).

Double modeling, however, is perhaps more a matter of cooperation than unification.
Schemes that move closer to full integration point to underlying commonality between
CP and OR. Types of commonality include: the role of logical inference in CP and OR
[68, 70]; the parallel between CP’s filtering algorithms and domain store on the one hand,
and MILP’s cutting planes and linear constraint store on the one hand [20, 21, 69]; for-
mulability in a single modeling framework based on conditional constraints [76, 77, 116];
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analogous roles of duality [79]; and a common search-infer-and-relax algorithmic structure
[9, 73]. The ultimate goal is to view OR and CP as special cases of a single methodology.

The evolution of ideas in this area, as well as growing interest in integrated methods,
can be traced in the development of such hybrid solvers as ECLiPSe, OPL Studio, Mosel,
SCIP, and SIMPL. ECLiPSe [107] is a Prolog-based constraint logic programming system
that provides an interface with linear and MILP solvers. The CP solver in ECLiPSe com-
municates tightened bounds to the MILP solver, while the MILP solver detects infeasibility
and provides a bound on the objective function that is used by the CP solver. The optimal
solution of the linear constraints in the problem can be used as a search heuristic. Recent
developments are described in [3].

OPL Studio [65] provides an integrated modeling language that expresses both MILP
and CP constraints. It sends the problem to a CP or MILP solver depending on the nature
of constraints. A script language allows one to implement cooperation between the CP and
MILP solvers.

Mosel [32, 33] is “both a modeling and programming language” that interfaces with
various solvers, including MILP and CP solvers. SCIP [1] is a programming language that
gives the user “total control” of a solution process that can involve both CP and MILP
solvers. SIMPL [9] uses a high-level modeling language in which the choice of constraints
and their parameters determine how techniques interact at the micro level.

There will perhaps always be a role for specialized solvers. However, one can also
foresee a future in which today’s general-purpose CP-based and OR-based solvers evolve
into integrated systems in which there is no longer a clear distinction, nor any need to make
a distinction, between CP and OR components.
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Chapter 16

Continuous and Interval Constraints

Frédéric Benhamou and Laurent Granvilliers

Continuous Constraint Solving

Continuous constraint solving has been widely studied in several fields of applied mathe-
matics and computer science. In computer algebra [13, 16, 24, 25], continuous constraints
are viewed as formulas from first-order logic interpreted over the real numbers. The sym-
bolic algorithms transform the constraint systems within the same equivalence class in the
interpretation domain according to some simplification ordering. These techniques, for
instance Gröbner bases and quantifier elimination, are mainly devoted to polynomial con-
straints and require a preprocessing of the non-polynomial functions. Exact computations
are guaranteed, provided that rational numbers in infinite precision or algebraic numbers
are used. These algorithms generally run in exponential time and space and reaching good
practical complexities is a main challenge.

In numerical analysis [119], continuous constraints are viewed as equations or inequal-
ities between real functions. The numerical methods mainly implement fixed-point opera-
tors processing (linear) relaxations of the nonlinear systems. The computations are approx-
imate whenever floating-point numbers are used. In this area, the quality of the algorithms
is determined by the convergence rate, the tightness of the relaxations, and the method for
controlling rounding errors. Interval analysis [98] is a set extension of numerical analysis
such that the floating-point numbers are replaced with the intervals. The interval approx-
imations are defined so as to enclose the computed real quantities and the algorithms are
said to be complete.

In constraint programming, continuous constraints are viewed as relations. The com-
plete solving of nonlinear systems is implemented by exhaustive search techniques that
compute solution space coverings by means of multi-dimensional boxes. The search is
commonly accelerated through propagation-based algorithms. In this framework, the con-
straint projections can be computed by constraint inversion and interval evaluation steps.
We often employ the term interval constraints to emphasize that continuous constraints
are solved by means of interval-based techniques. One of the main advantages of this
approach is that it does not require specific properties of the systems. Moreover, the prop-

c© 2006 Elsevier All rights reservedB.V. 
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agation framework is general enough to allow the use of more specific techniques like
numerical or symbolic algorithms [2].

Continuous and interval constraints are generally contrasted with non negative integer
or more generally discrete constraints. These last constraints, sometimes also called finite
domain constraints, are generally studied in the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP)
framework and are basic components of most current constraint-based languages, includ-
ing CHIP [36], Eclipse [128], GNU Prolog [35], ILOG Solver [107] and Choco [85]. In
reality, continuous and discrete constraints are two areas of constraint programming that
have much in common. One of the main purposes of this paper, besides the introduction of
interval constraints, is to discuss their similarities, their differences and their complemen-
tarities.

Introduced in the mid eighties by Cleary [21], interval constraints have been developed
with several objectives in mind:

• Extend the CLP and CSP technologies to continuous, non linear constraints;

• Design efficient and sound propagation-based methods over the reals;

• Study, compare and combine these methods with numerical analysis approaches;

• Provide a theoretical and algorithmic propagation-based framework to mix discrete
and continuous constraints.

Nearly two decades later, most of these objectives were met, at least in part, considering
that this technology is now routinely used in a number of nonlinear global optimization
software packages and has made its way into several application areas including robotics
and design.

A Brief History

Back in the mid eighties, the constraint programming community originated from the meet-
ing of researchers in declarative programming paradigms such as (Constraint) Logic Pro-
gramming [70, 71] and researchers in Artificial Intelligence, mostly coming from the CSP
world. Although working on computation domains presenting opposite finiteness proper-
ties (Herbrand terms vs finite domains) both communities shared a view of the universe
that was relational, symbolic and ruled by fixed point operators.

Prolog II, designed by Colmerauer [27], is generally considered as the first CLP lan-
guage. The constraints of Prolog II are equations and disequalities over terms. The next
generation of CLP languages, Prolog III [26], CHIP [36] and CLP(ℜ) [72], went a step fur-
ther by introducing constraints over new computation domains including rational and real
numbers, integers, Boolean and lists. It is in fact remarkable that in these three languages,
one of the common computational domains is the set of rational or real numbers. More-
over the numerical constraints are made of linear constraints, with a delay mechanism to
process nonlinear constraints. In other words, the first constraint logic programming lan-
guages introduced, among other things, continuous constraints as first class citizens.

At this point, the designers of CHIP showed that the finite domain technology they
had developed (roughly arc consistency embedded in a Prolog-like language, see [123])
was particularly efficient on a number of difficult combinatorial problems. This basically
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paved the way to the most successful research area in constraint programming of the last
two decades1.

Meanwhile, on the continuous front, Cleary [21] independently combined results from
interval analysis [98] to address the non-relational processing of numerical equations in
standard Prolog. He then modified the Prolog engine to introduce a relational form of in-
terval arithmetic. This work was rapidly followed by the implementation of BNR Prolog
by Older and Vellino [105] and its sequel CLP(BNR) where mixed continuous/discrete and
reified constraints were introduced [6]. In parallel, several works by different researchers
among whose Hyvönen [68], Lhomme [88] and Faltings [37] explored the extension of
Constraint Satisfaction Problems to continuous domains. Another branch of similar re-
search emerged in Russia (see for example [122]), following the pioneering work on sub-
definite models developed by Narin’yani [100].

The second milestone in the interval constraint research is centered on the design and
development of Numerica by Van Hentenryck et al. [125]. The language combined a mod-
eling language adapted to nonlinear constraints and various algorithmic improvements that
led to a number of massive speedups. The central algorithm of Numerica [8, 124] was later
improved in [9] and most of the current interval constraint solvers implement some variants
of this algorithm. It was shown in [124] that these techniques were particularly effective
to solve problems where local methods are either inefficient or not adapted (e.g. involv-
ing singularities, multiple solutions or inconsistencies). One spectacular result concerns a
benchmark called “the transistor problem” and is described in [108].

Finally, more recent advances in interval and continuous constraints include inner ap-
proximations and quantified continuous constraints [22], and new application domains like
control theory and robotics [79], computer graphics and graphical interfaces [10, 66], and
engineering design [117].

Chapter Structure

The purpose of Section 16.1 is to present the basic ideas of the continuous constraint pro-
gramming approach and to discuss the shift from discrete to continuous constraints. The
general solving framework is introduced in Section 16.2 and specific cases like quantified
constraint solving and global optimization are motivated. Interval consistency techniques
for continuous constraints are described in Section 16.3. Interval methods from interval
analysis are presented in Section 16.4. In Section 16.5, we discuss the possible hybridiza-
tions of symbolic and numerical techniques within the constraint programming approach.
Section 16.6 is focused on quantified constraint solving. In particular, we show that con-
sistency techniques can be used to process first order constraints and not only existentially
quantified conjunctive constraints. A few software packages and applications are described
in Section 16.7 and we finally conclude in Section 16.8.

1It is remarkable that, in the expression “constraint programming”, the meaning of the term “programming”
has very consistently evolved with the research area, starting from a “programming language” flavor to reach a
semantics closer to what we have in “mathematical programming”.
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16.1 From Discrete to Continuous Constraints

In this section, we introduce interval constraint techniques, dedicated to continuous con-
straints solving and based on interval consistency techniques [21, 32, 105]. Our goal here
is to present the main intuitions by way of examples. Let us consider nonlinear equations
of the form f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0, where f is a real function. We also assume that the domain
of every variable xk is a closed interval of real numbers Ik. As a consequence, the search
space, that is the set of potential solutions, is a Cartesian product of intervals called an
interval box (or simply a box). If x = (x1, . . . , xn), we denote as Ix the box I1×· · ·× In.

As is the case with discrete CSPs, the main goal of (interval) consistency techniques
is to eliminate values of variables that do not belong to constraint solutions. For example,
a relational definition of (generalized) arc consistency can be stated as follows [90, 129].
Given k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the set of real numbers

{ak ∈ Ik : ∃a1 ∈ I1, . . . ,∃ak−1 ∈ Ik−1,

∃ak+1 ∈ Ik+1, . . . ,∃an ∈ In f(a1, . . . , an) = 0} (16.1)

defines the values of Ik that are consistent with the constraint, that is an arc consistent do-
main for xk which corresponds to the projection of the constraint over xk. In a continuous
context, due to the finiteness of machine arithmetic, this set is in general uncomputable. As
a consequence, arc consistency must be weakened over the real numbers. The basic idea of
interval consistencies is to define a superset of the set (16.1) using interval numbers [98].
These techniques are said to be complete since no constraint solution is lost. The following
example shows various instantiations of (16.1):

Example 16.1. Let y − x2 = 0 be a constraint and let y ∈ [1, 2]. Each of the following
pair represents an initial domain of x and the corresponding arc consistent set for x:

([0, 1], {1}) ([−1, 1], {−1, 1}) ([0, 2], [1,
√

2]) ([−1, 2], {−1} ∪ [1,
√

2])

We notice that the set (16.1) cannot always be represented using machine arithmetic since√
2 is not a machine number. Moreover, the set can be connected or disconnected. To

handle these problems, several approximation notions are defined, based on floating point
intervals. The issue is then to devise efficient computational methods. �

Hull consistency is a complete approximation of arc consistency obtained by replacing
the set defined in equation (16.1) with the smallest enclosing interval, which is called
the interval hull. The domain reduction rules combine interval arithmetic and constraint
inversion steps, as illustrated by the following example:

Example 16.2. Let y − x2 = 0 be a constraint, and let x ∈ [0, 2] and y ∈ [−1, 2]. Given
the smallest machine number a >

√
2, the reduction rules are defined as follows:

{

Iy := [0, 2] = Iy ∩ I2
x

Ix := [0, a] = Ix ∩
√

Iy

The key point is to express every variable as a function of the other variables. This is im-
mediate for y while it needs an inversion of the square operation for x. Interval arithmetic
is used for the evaluation step, which allows one to control rounding operations in order to
compute a superset of the set defined by equation (16.1). �
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The solving method is a search algorithm that maintains local consistency at each node
of the search tree. The local consistency of a set of constraints is computed by constraint
propagation using the reduction rules. This process is convergent and computes a set of lo-
cally consistent domains in finite time, since the set of intervals is finite and the reductions
rules are contracting and monotonic [2].

Example 16.3. Let c1 : y − x2 = 0 and c2 : y − x − 1 = 0 be two constraints, and
let (x, y) ∈ [−4, 4]2. The following sequence describes a propagation process such that a
constraint is used to reduce one variable domain at every step:

(c1, y ∈ [0, 4]), (c1, x ∈ [−2, 2]), (c2, y ∈ [0, 3]),
(c2, x ∈ [−1, 2]), (c1, x ∈ [−1, 1.73 . . . ]), . . .

The final hull consistent set is the product [−1, 1.61 . . . ]× [0, 2.61 . . . ]. �

In the spirit of numerical computations, the approximate solutions have to be known
in general at a given precision ε > 0. The precision of an interval [a, b] can be defined by
the real number (b − a). In this framework, the search tree must be made of inconsistent
terminal nodes, consistent terminal nodes such that the precision of every interval is smaller
than ε, and non-terminal nodes, which are processed by splitting. Bisecting the largest
domain is a good heuristic on average.

Example 16.4. Let {y − x2 = 0, y − x− 1 = 0} be a set of constraints, and let (x, y) ∈
[−4, 4]2. This problem has two solutions. Given a precision of 10−8, two approximate
solutions can be computed:

[−0.61 . . . ,−0.61 . . . ]×[0.38 . . . , 0.38 . . . ] and [1.61 . . . , 1.61 . . . ]×[2.61 . . . , 2.61 . . . ]

Each approximate solution encloses one solution. This is a good case since interval com-
putations are complete but not necessarily sound. Soundness can be obtained in particular
cases by means of theorems from real analysis, e.g., Brouwer’s [15] and Miranda’s [94].
Let us remark that the hull of the solution set is much tighter than the hull consistent do-
main of Example 16.3, which comes from the weakness of local consistency. �

To conclude, the shift from discrete to continuous domains requires an approximation
domain, new reduction rules and splitting heuristics. Interval arithmetic provides good
properties, since every computation is convergent and complete. In the following, we
will describe advanced interval-based techniques such as the combination of consistency
techniques and numerical operators from interval analysis.

16.2 The Branch-and-Reduce Framework

The problem of solving constraint-based mathematical models over the real numbers is
uncomputable in general [111]. It is only possible to calculate approximations to the so-
lutions by using machine arithmetic. Along these lines, the main goal of interval-based
techniques is to solve combinatorial problems defined as relaxations of the exact continu-
ous problems [98]. More precisely, we address the problem of covering solution sets with
finite sets of interval boxes of reasonable precision. This problem is NP-hard in the general
case. Our goal is to design solving techniques whose practical time complexity is better
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Table 16.1: The general branch-and-reduce algorithm for solving constraint problems.

BranchAndReduce(C : constraint model , I : interval box , . . . )
begin

L := {I} % set of interval boxes
repeat

J := Choose(L) % choice of a current box
K := Reduce(C, J) % reduction of the current box
L := Branch(L,K) % branching operation on the covering
L := Revise(L) % simplification of the current covering

until L is terminal
return L % covering of the solutions of C within I

end

than the exponential worst case. Another important issue related to numerical computa-
tions is to prove the existence of solutions within an interval box in order to provide safe
results.

The problem of covering the solution set of a constraint-based model within an interval
box can be handled by branch-and-reduce algorithms [1, 61, 98, 101, 125]. The main prin-
ciple of these algorithms is to recursively refine the initial interval box, which is trivially a
covering. At least two solving procedures must be implemented. A branching procedure
splits an interval box from the covering in such a way that the result is a covering of the
box (a partition in the best case). A reduction procedure narrows down an interval box
in such a way that no solution belongs to the eliminated sub-boxes. Furthermore, for an
optimization problem, a bounding procedure computes lower and upper bounds of the ob-
jective function within feasible boxes. This leads to the elimination of interval boxes for
which the evaluation of the objective is out of the bounds. A general branch-and-reduce
scheme is presented in Table 16.1, where the revise function may implement a bounding
procedure or more generally a simplification algorithm. The algorithm stops when the cur-
rent covering is declared to be final according to some criteria such as precision, cardinality
of the covering, and computation time. This scheme can be specialized to process different
problems:

• Solving a constraint system with isolated solutions can be based on interval numer-
ical operators or constraint propagation techniques (see Sections 16.4 and 16.3). In
general, the algorithm stops when the size of every domain from the covering is
smaller than a given threshold. A simple branching heuristics is the bisection of the
largest domain.

• Solving a constraint system having a continuum of solutions, for example a set of
inequality constraints, is more complex since it requires managing inner boxes in-
cluded in the continuum. Inner boxes can be computed using interval-based op-
erators applied on the negations of the constraints [4]. An efficient representation
inspired from computational geometry has been introduced in [127]. When comput-
ing inner approximations, a main issue is to avoid separating continuums in order to
minimize the covering size. To this end, specific branching operators can be imple-
mented.
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• Solving a quantified formula requires the propagation of interval boxes through con-
nectives and quantifiers [109]. For instance, a conjunction of constraints leads to
domain intersection; a disjunction leads to domain union; the existential quantifier
amounts to computing a projection. The main problem is to design numerical oper-
ators that are able to eliminate the quantifiers. For instance, it can be very difficult
to compute inner boxes with respect to existentially quantified equations. These
questions will be discussed in Section 16.6.

• Globally solving a constrained optimization problem requires maintaining reliable
bounds on the objective function over the feasible solution space [61]. These bounds
are typically obtained by processing linear relaxations [121]. Furthermore, new
bounds can be reliably obtained only over regions that must contain at least one
solution. To this end, existence proof algorithms based on theorems from fixed-
point theory have been proposed [15, 82], see Section 16.4.3. Finally, the ordering
of boxes to be processed and the branching method are two important components
of the algorithm since the goal is to quickly find boxes that give good values of the
objective in order to prune the rest of the search space [30].

16.3 Consistency Techniques

The approximation of consistency properties over the real numbers introduces several diffi-
cult problems such as the computation over sets of values, the control of numerical errors,
the inversion of nonlinear functions, and the acceleration of slow convergence. Several
techniques based on interval arithmetic [1, 98] have been proposed to handle these prob-
lems. Interval arithmetic is an efficient and reliable implementation of set computations
that allows the propagation of interval domains through nonlinear constraints. These tech-
niques have been pioneered in [21, 32, 68, 105].

In this section, we consider nonlinear constraints from a real-based structure such as
equations and inequality constraints involving arithmetic operations and elementary func-
tions over the real numbers. In this framework, integer values can be processed as specific
real values.

16.3.1 Interval Arithmetic

Interval arithmetic is the arithmetic of interval numbers. Every interval [a, b] is defined as
a set of real numbers {a 6 x 6 b}. The set of intervals I is a lattice for set inclusion.
Furthermore, interval arithmetic is defined as a set extension of real arithmetic. Given a
real operation ◦ ∈ {+,−,×}, the corresponding interval operation is defined by

(I, J) 7→ �{x ◦ y : x ∈ I, y ∈ J}

where the symbol � stands for the hull of a set of real numbers. These operations are
implemented by computations over the interval bounds, as follows:

[a, b] + [c, d] = [a+ b, c+ d]
[a, b] − [c, d] = [a− d, b− c]
[a, b] × [c, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd),max(ac, ad, bc, bd)]
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Elementary functions are defined in the same way.
Interval arithmetic can be used to compute the range of a real function over a domain.

The so-called interval evaluation algorithm is the standard term evaluation procedure us-
ing interval arithmetic, where every variable is replaced with its domain. The result is a
superset of the range of the function, which is equal to the exact set if every variable in
the function expression occurs only once [98]. This process is the base case of a general
approach to approximating a real function by an interval function:

Definition 16.5. An interval function F : I
n → I is an interval extension of a function

f : Rn → R if for every I ∈ I
n the inclusion {f(x) : x ∈ I} ⊆ F (I) holds.

There exist many kinds of interval extensions based on symbolic transformations or
numerical relaxations such as Bernstein forms, Horner forms or Taylor expansions [17, 18,
65, 110].

In practice, the interval bounds are represented by machine numbers such as floating-
point numbers [69, 99]. Since the interval domain is finite it follows that an interval cannot
be indefinitely reduced. The bounds must be rounded: every lower bound is downward
rounded, and every upper bound is upward rounded. By so doing, every computed interval
is larger than the exact set, which is the price to pay for completeness.

16.3.2 Computing Projections from Tree Representations

Hull consistency is a direct approximation of arc consistency. More precisely, if the hull of
the set defined by equation (16.1) is equal to Ik, then the domain of xk is hull consistent;
otherwise, the domain can be reduced. The goal is to compute the largest hull consistent
domain included in Ik. However, this set is uncomputable in general due to the accumula-
tion of rounding errors in interval computations. It can also be difficult to isolate variables
in complex constraints. As a consequence, hull consistency is generally computed over a
decomposition of the constraints.

The decomposition is a symbolic procedure that transforms every constraint into a set
of constraints having at most one operation symbol. Given a constraint c, the decomposi-
tion C is obtained from c by introducing a set of new variables V such that the equivalence
c ⇐⇒ ∃V C holds.

Example 16.6. Let xy − z2 = 1 be a constraint. The main idea is to introduce a new
variable for every operation symbol:

{v1 = xy, v2 = z2, v3 = v1 − v2, v3 = 1}

The projection of this set over the variables x, y, z is trivially equivalent to the initial con-
straint. �

Consistency over the decomposed set of constraints is obtained by constraint prop-
agation. Every constraint is processed by a projection operator until no domain can be
modified, as shown in Section 16.1. This strategy is optimal if the constraint network is a
tree, which happens when every variable occurs only in one constraint [34, 40, 97]. This
situation seldom arises in practice for the whole network. However, the set of constraints
computed after the decomposition of one constraint is a tree if no variable occurs twice.
This remark has led to a specialized algorithm to compute hull consistency [9, 49, 52]. The
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main idea is to propagate the variable domains from the leaves to the root, and from the
root to the leaves in the tree-representation of the constraint. The bottom-up phase is an
evaluation of the terms using interval arithmetic. The top-down phase is a projection of the
constraint over every term.

Example 16.7. Let xy − z2 = 1 be a constraint and let {v1 = xy, v2 = z2, v3 =
v1 − v2, v3 = 1} be its decomposition. Let x ∈ [−1, 1], y ∈ [0, 2] and x ∈ [−4, 4]. The
bottom-up phase is just an evaluation of the new variables:

v1 = xy Iv1 := Ix × Iy := [−2, 2]
v2 = z2 Iv2 := I2

z := [0, 16]
v3 = v1 − v2 Iv3 := Iv1 − Iv2 := [−18, 2]

The top-down phase is a projection of the constraint onto every variable:

v3 = 1 Iv3 := Iv3 ∩ [1, 1] := [1, 1]
v1 = v2 + v3 Iv1 := Iv1 ∩ (Iv2 + Iv3) := [1, 2]
v2 = v1 − v3 Iv2 := Iv2 ∩ (Iv1 − Iv3) := [0, 1]

z =
√
v2 Iz := Iz ∩

√

Iv2 := [−1, 1]
x = v1/y Ix := Ix ∩ (Iv1/Iy) := [0.5, 1]
y = v1/x Iy := Iy ∩ (Iv1/Ix) := [1, 2]

It is clear that the new variables are used for intermediary computations in order to ex-
change information between the user variables. In practice, their introduction is then un-
necessary.

=

1 [1, 1]−[1, 1] [−18, 2]

sqr[0, 1] [0, 16]×[1, 2] [−2, 2]

x[0.5, 1] [−1, 1] y[1, 2] [0, 2] z[−1, 1] [−4, 4]

This computation is depicted in the previous figure where each node is labelled by the inter-
val evaluation of the corresponding term (right-hand interval) and the constraint projection
onto the term (left-hand interval). �

This strategy can be seen as a single operator for processing a complex constraint,
which has been called HC4revise. It has been shown in [49] that this operator is idempo-
tent only if the approximation domain is the set of unions of intervals. The use of unions
of intervals has been discussed in [3, 9], but its practical efficiency is still doubtful. This
operator can also be used in the general case, when some variables have many occurrences,
with no guarantee of optimality. To improve accuracy in the general case, three issues have
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to be tackled: multiple occurrences of variables, locality of reasoning and propagation
strategies.

Example 16.8. Set computations may be imprecise when the variables have many occur-
rences in one constraint. Let x+ x = 0 be a constraint and let x ∈ [−1, 1]. The reduction
rule is Ix := Ix ∩ (−Ix), which is useless. However, the constraint is equivalent to x = 0.
In this case, the occurrences of x are handled as different variables, and no elimination of
values happens as in the real domain. This problem will be addressed in Section 16.3.3. �

Example 16.9. Local consistency reasoning may be weak when the variables occur in
many constraints. Let x+y = 0 and x−y = 0 be two constraints and let (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2.
These domains are hull consistent with respect to both constraints. However, the constraint
system is equivalent to x = y = 0. In this case, the constraints are handled independently,
and no reduction is performed with respect to the conjunction of constraints. This problem
will be addressed in Section 16.3.4. �

16.3.3 Box Consistency

Box consistency is a relaxation of hull consistency [8]. The principle is to replace the
constraint satisfaction test over the real domain with a refutation procedure over the interval
domain. More precisely, let us examine the definition of arc consistency. A value ak ∈ Ik
is inconsistent, and so does not belong to the set (16.1), if we have

∀a1 ∈ I1, . . . ,∀ak−1 ∈ Ik−1, ∀ak+1 ∈ Ik+1, . . . ,∀an ∈ In f(a1, . . . , an) 6= 0.

An equivalent statement is that the range of f over the domain I1 × · · · × Ik−1 × {ak} ×
Ik+1 × · · · × In is nonzero. The key idea is to compute a superset of this range using any
interval extension F of f . Once computed, a value can be eliminated if any superset of the
range is nonzero. The definition of box consistency then follows. If we have

Ik = �{ak ∈ Ik : 0 ∈ F (I1, . . . , Ik−1,�{ak}, Ik+1, . . . , In−1)} (16.2)

then the domain of xk is box consistent. Otherwise, the goal is to find the extreme values
in Ik that are consistent. The standard implementation uses a bisection search procedure,
which exploits the monotonicity property of interval evaluation.

Example 16.10. Let y − x2 = 0 be a constraint and let (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 4]. The left
bound of Iy is box consistent since 0 belongs to the interval 0 − I2

x = [−1, 0]. On the
contrary, the right bound is inconsistent. Then the domain of y can be divided to find the
rightmost consistent value, as follows:

[2, 4] − I2
x = [1, 4] → [2, 4] eliminated

[0, 2] − I2
x = [−1, 2]

[1, 2] − I2
x = [0, 2]

[1.5, 2] − I2
x = [0.5, 2] → [1.5, 2] eliminated

. . . . . . . . .

The final computed domain is the interval Iy = [0, 1]. However, it is clear that the search
converges slowly. The univariate interval Newton method described in Section 16.4 can be
used to accelerate the convergence [8]. �
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The main capability of box consistency is the ability to handle the elimination problem
of set computations. In fact, computing hull consistency is equivalent and cheaper when
the considered variable occurs only once in the constraint [23, 9].

Example 16.11. Once again, let us consider the constraint x+ x = 0 and let x ∈ [−1, 1].
The refutation procedure fails for the whole domain since 0 belongs to the interval [−1, 1]+
[−1, 1] = [−2, 2]. However, it succeeds for every sub-domain that does not contain 0. In
this case, the domain can be reduced to 0. �

16.3.4 Strong Consistencies

Strong consistency techniques are designed to compute the projections of sets of con-
straints over the variables [39, 96]. The goal is to combine the constraints in order to
improve the precision of domain reductions. These techniques can be organized in a hierar-
chy, from local consistencies such as hull consistency and box consistency to the strongest
global consistency, which corresponds to the projection of the whole set of constraints.

The principle of 3B consistency [88] is to eliminate a variable value if the set of con-
straints is not locally consistent when the variable takes this value. More precisely, a
constraint system S is 3B consistent if for every variable x, for every bound x = a, the
system S ∪ {x = a} is locally consistent.

Example 16.12. Let x+y = 0 and x−y = 0 be two constraints and let (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2.
This domain is hull consistent. However, it is not 3B consistent. For instance, for x = −1,
the constraints implies that y = 1 and y = −1, which may be detected by constraint
propagation. �

The reduction of a variable domain can be implemented by a search procedure similar
to the box consistency algorithm. However, the sub-domains are eliminated by a constraint
propagation approach using a local consistency technique on the whole constraint system.
This approach has been experimented with using hull consistency and box consistency [88,
108]. But the practical time complexity may be prohibitive with respect to some local
consistency alone if all the variables are processed.

Example 16.13. Let x+y = 0 and x−y = 0 be two constraints and let (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2.
In this case, the propagation algorithm using hull consistency is able to eliminate any sub-
domain of x or y if it does not contain 0. For instance, if we have x ∈ [0.5, 1] then the
propagation on y gives

Iy := Iy ∩ Ix ∩ −Ix = ∅.

As a consequence, the sub-domain [0.5, 1] of x can be removed. The search procedure
converges towards a small domain enclosing the solution x = y = 0. �

The notion of kB consistency is a generalization of 3B consistency [88] defined by
induction as follows. A constraint system S is kB consistent (for k ≥ 3) if for every vari-
able x, for every bound x = a, the system S ∪ {x = a} is (k − 1)B consistent. There
were several other attempts at enforcing strong consistency algorithms over nonlinear con-
straints [37, 67, 68]. A nice implementation of global (hull) consistency has been realized
by combining local consistency, complete search, and local search [29]. In [38], local ex-
trema of ternary constraints as well as intersection points between constraints are computed
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using gradient-based numerical methods applied on the constraint curves. In [117], every
ternary constraint is represented by a set of consistent regions of the 3D space. That allows
the combination of constraints using Boolean operations, and then to implement strong
consistency algorithms. This approach has been used to solve engineering problems, but it
must be limited to weak precisions.

16.3.5 Acceleration Techniques

Constraint propagation is an iterative algorithm that applies local consistency operators
until equilibrium. It is known that the final domain does not depend on the order of appli-
cation of the operators [2]. However, the convergence speed is determined by the strategy
as well as the kind of operators associated with the constraints [54].

The creation of the set of operators from the set of constraints may depend on several
parameters such as the form of constraints, the form of the constraint network, the size of
domains, etc. For instance, the combination of hull consistency and box consistency in the
BC4 algorithm is based on a theorem that states that these techniques are equivalent if the
variables have at most one occurrence per constraint [9]. Since computing hull consistency
is cheaper than computing box consistency, the strategy is as follows: for every constraint
c, the HC4revise operator is created if there exists a variable occurring once in c; the box
consistency operator is used for every variable occurring at least twice in c. Doing so, we
have a family of algorithms adapted to the form of constraints.

Example 16.14. Given (x, y) ∈ [−10, 10], let us consider the constraint c : x2 + y2 = 1
and two equivalent forms c1 : xx+y2 = 1 and c2 : xx+yy = 1. The following table show
the results of the constraint propagation algorithm when the different operators are used.
In each case, we give the reduced domain and the number of computed interval operations.

Hull consistency Box consistency BC4
c [−1, 1]2 15 [−1, 1]2 1178 [−1, 1]2 15

c1 [−10, 10]2 16 [−1, 1]× [−
√

2,
√

2] 1238 [−1, 1]× [−
√

2,
√

2] 625
c2 [−10, 10]2 17 [−10, 10]2 40 [−10, 10]2 40

The domains are the same for constraint c since the variables occur once in c but the hull
consistency technique is much faster. The box consistency technique is more powerful for
c1 because the many occurrences of y are efficiently handled. In this case, the combination
is as powerful but cheaper since hull consistency is used for x. Finally, there is no reduction
for c2 since no operator is able to handle two variables having multiple occurrences. �

It has been observed that local computations can be weakened during constraint propa-
gation while maintaining the global convergence [88]. The goal is to prevent slow conver-
gence arising with respect to one constraint and to alternate more often the reductions for
different constraints. This strategy has been used to accelerate box consistency [56]. The
dichotomous search algorithm has been modified in order to stop when intervals of size
w > 0 at domain bounds cannot be eliminated. Moreover, a globally converging strategy
is used to decrease the value of w until w = 0.

Example 16.15. The system (x− 2)x(x+ 1) = (x− 1)x(x+ 2) = 0 with x ∈ [−10, 10]
can be solved by box consistency alone. The computed domains are [−1, 2] with the first
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constraint, [0, 1] with the second constraint, and then [0, 0] using the first constraint. Ev-
ery local zero in {−1, 1, 2} is computed at the highest precision, which is useless. The
accelerated strategy is one order of magnitude faster. �

The elimination of cycles during propagation is a long studied topic that has been
considered for nonlinear constraints [89]. During a cycle, some variable domains may be
reduced by several different operators, which do not lead to the same amount of reductions.
A good strategy is then to select the best operators, to apply them until equilibrium, and
then to propagate the domain modifications through the other operators. A parallel version
of this algorithm has been successfully implemented in [53].

Another approach consists in accelerating the convergence of domain bounds [86].
Given a sequence of reduced domains [a0, b0] ⊇ [a1, b1] ⊇ · · · , the idea is to accelerate
the sequences a0 6 a1 6 · · · and b0 > b1 > · · · independently. Well-known numerical
methods such as Aitken’s ∆2 are applied to compute approximate limits a and b of the
two sequences. It can then be interesting to prove that the domains [a0, a) and (b, b0] are
inconsistent. This heuristic has been shown to be useful in implementing 3B consistency.

16.4 Numerical Operators

Interval analysis has been defined as an extension of numerical analysis over the inter-
vals [98]. In general, the main goal is to implement complete and efficient set computations
in order to enclose the solution set of a given problem. In this section, we are interested
in constraint solving techniques. The basic principle of the direct interval methods is to
replace real arithmetic with interval arithmetic. The main idea of the iterative methods is
to extend the classical operators so as to compute tight enclosures. More precisely, given
an initial point x0 ∈ R

n and an operator φ, the general expression of an iterative method
is as follows:

{

x0

xk+1 := φ(xk), k > 0.

A finite sequence of approximate solutions is computed from the initial point until some
precision criterion is verified. Given an initial set I0 ∈ I

n and the interval counterpart Φ of
φ, the corresponding interval-based iterative method is as follows:

{

I0
Ik+1 := Ik ∩ Φ(Ik), k > 0.

A finite sequence of nested intervals is computed until stabilization. The result is an inter-
val enclosing the solution set of the given problem within I0.

16.4.1 The Newton Method

Let f : R → R be a function which is continuous on a closed interval [a, b] and differen-
tiable on its interior (a, b). The mean value theorem states that for all x, x0 ∈ [a, b] there
exists c ∈ R strictly lying between x and x0 such that

f(x)− f(x0) = f ′(c)(x− x0). (16.3)
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It follows that any root x of f verifies the relation

x = x0 − f(x0)/f
′(c), f ′(c) 6= 0. (16.4)

The classical Newton method is obtained from (16.4) by approximating c by x0. The
interval Newton method follows from the following membership relation:

x ∈ {x0 − f(x0)/f
′(y) : y ∈ (a, b), f ′(y) 6= 0} . (16.5)

Since the set (16.5) can be enclosed by means of interval arithmetic and interval extensions
of the functions, we obtain the following interval Newton step:

Ik+1 := Ik ∩ (xk − F (xk)/F
′(Ik)) , 0 6∈ F ′(Ik), k > 0. (16.6)

The result of this iteration is a sequence of nested intervals enclosing the solution set. The
necessary condition is that the computed range of the derivative of f does not contain the
zero value. The point xk is generally taken as the midpoint of the current interval Ik.
Geometrically, this method amounts to approximating a function around a point xk by a
cone whose shape is determined by the range of the derivative of f over Ik.

Example 16.16. Let f(x) = x2 − 2 be a function and let x ∈ [1, 10]. Since the derivative
is non-zero on the given domain, the Newton method can be applied:

Ix := [1, 10] ∩
(

4.5− (4.52 − 2)/(2× [1, 10])
)

= [1, 3.5825]

After 5 iterations, an enclosure of
√

2 with 8 significant digits is computed:

Ix := [1.414213559529903, 1.414213565673288]

In the vicinity of the solution, the Newton method converges with order 2, i.e., the size of
a thin interval is approximately the square of the size of the previously computed one. �

16.4.2 Solving Linear Systems

A heavily studied topic in interval analysis is the solving of linear systems of equations,
see for instance [1, 101, 61, 113]. Let A ∈ I

n×n be an interval matrix and let B ∈ I
n be

an interval vector. The solution set of the interval linear system Ax = B is defined by

Σ(A, B) := {x ∈ R
n : Ax = b for some A ∈ A, b ∈ B}.

Informally speaking, any solution of a real system included in the interval system must
belong to Σ(A, B). It has been shown that the problem of exactly enclosing this solution
set is NP-hard [112]. In practice, the goal is to compute good enclosures.

As an example, we describe the interval Gauss-Seidel method. Every row i of the linear
system can be rewritten as

xi =
1

Aii



Bi −
∑

j 6=i

Aijxj



 .
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If we have interval bounds Ij on xj then new bounds on xi are computed as

Ii := Ii
⋂ 1

Aii



Bi −
∑

j 6=i

AijIj



 (16.7)

provided that Aii does not contain the zero value. The interval Gauss-Seidel method iter-
ates the step (16.7) from i := 1 to n until stabilization. We remark that this procedure is
very similar to constraint propagation using hull consistency to invert the linear equations.
The main difference is that hull consistency is generally applied on every variable with
respect to every constraint, which can be more precise but also more expensive.

If we have 0 ∈ Aii the classical interval division returns the interval (−∞,+∞) and
the step is useless. In this case, several techniques may lead to tighter bounds:

• The extended interval division can be more precise depending on the value of the
numerator [64, 80]. This operation corresponds to the computation of the projection
of the constraint x = y/z over x using unions of intervals.

• Another row can be used to prune the domain of xi. The general problem is then to
choose a good transversal in the system, namely the row which leads to the largest
reduction for a given variable [48].

• The system can be transformed before solving. In fact, it is recommended to mul-
tiply it by a well-chosen matrix called a preconditioner [62]. In practice, a good
preconditioner is the inverse of the midpoint matrix of coefficients of I .

Rigorously solving linear programming problems with interval data is a difficult prob-
lem, see for instance [75]. The main basic idea is to use the classical Simplex algorithm to
determine optimal points and then to use interval methods to verify the optimality and to
compute rigorous error bounds [74, 102].

16.4.3 Solving Nonlinear Systems

In the general case, completely solving nonlinear systems requires an exhaustive search
by means of branch-and-reduce algorithms. In this framework, interval methods can be
used to early prune the search space by removing infeasible regions. In the following,
we will present the multivariate interval Newton method for solving systems of nonlin-
ear equations [63, 98, 101, 103] and reformulation-linearization techniques [87, 118] that
can be used for nonlinear equations and inequalities. Another well-known method is the
Krawczyk operator [83]. The main idea of these techniques is to iterate an inner step where
a linear relaxation of the nonlinear system is determined and solved using linear interval
methods.

Let f : R
n → R

n be a vector of continuously differentiable nonlinear functions and
let x ∈ R

n be bounded by I ∈ I
n. The multivariate interval Newton method is an iterative

method for solving the problem f(x) = 0, x ∈ I , which is an obvious extension of the
univariate Newton method presented in Section 16.4.1. Let Jf be a matrix of interval
extensions of the partial derivatives of f and let F be an interval extension of f . Given
x0 ∈ I , an enclosure of the solution set can be obtained by solving the following interval
linear system on x:

Jf (I)(x− x0) = −F (x0)
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Given y = x − xk (initially y = x − x0), the inner step of the iterative method trivially
follows:







Iy := Ik − xk
Iy := solve system Jf (Ik)y = −F (xk)
N(Ik, xk) := Iy + xk

The interval linear system on y is generally solved by means of the interval Gauss-Seidel
method. Many strategies can be implemented according to the precision of the inner step,
the precision of the computed enclosure, and the Gauss-Seidel strategy. The following
properties hold:

• N(Ik, xk) is an enclosure of the solution set. As a consequence, the new domain
can be computed as

Ik+1 := N(Ik, xk) ∩ Ik.
In particular, if the resulting domain is empty, then the problem has no solution.

• If N(Ik, xk) ⊆ Ik, then there exists an x ∈ Ik such that f(x) = 0. This existence
property is derived from the fixed-point theory [15, 41].

Example 16.17. Let us consider the system x2
1+x

2
2 = 1/16, x2 = 4x2

1 with x ∈ [0, 0.25]2.
We describe the first step of the Newton method. The following linear relaxation is created
after preconditioning:

(

[0, 2] [−0.5, 0.5]
[−1, 1] [0.5, 1.5]

)

y =

(

5/32
3/32

)

with y ∈ [−0.125, 0.125]2. Then the domain y2 can be reduced during the Gauss-Seidel
method:

Iy2 :=

[

−1

8
,
1

8

]

∩
(

1

[0.5, 1.5]

(

3

32
− [−1, 1]

[

−1

8
,
1

8

]))

=

[

− 1

16
,
1

8

]

Then the new domain of x2 can immediately be computed:

Ix2
:=

([

− 1

16
,
1

8

]

+
1

8

)

∩
[

0,
1

4

]

=

[

1

16
,
1

4

]

It can be observed that the initial system is arc consistent. In this case, the Newton method
is clearly more powerful. �

Rectangular systems can be also be tackled by Newton-like methods. The most com-
mon approach is to fix the variables to which the system is least sensitive using for instance
the midpoint values [61].

The purpose of reformulation-linearization techniques is to rewrite nonlinear systems
using convex and concave linear approximations and to solve them by means of linear
methods [87, 118]. As an example, we describe the simple case of quadratic equations
defined as sums of linear terms and quadratic terms x2 and xy. The first step is to replace
the quadratic terms by new variables w = x2 and z = xy. The second step is to constrain
the new variables. Given x ∈ [a, b] and y ∈ [c, d], the following constraints are verified:

w > 2ax− a2, w > 2bx− b2, w 6 (a+ b)x− ab,
z > cx+ ay − ac, z 6 dx+ ay − ad, z > dx+ by − bd, z 6 cx+ by − bc
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Finally, the resulting set of linear constraints can be solved. For instance, the Simplex
algorithm can be used to minimize and to maximize every variable in order to reduce its
domain.

Example 16.18. Once again, let us consider the system x2
1 + x2

2 = 1/16, x2 = 4x2
1 with

x ∈ [0, 0.25]2. The nonlinear system can be rewritten as follows using z1 = x2
1 and

z2 = x2
2:

z1 + z2 = 0.0625, x2 = 4z1,
0 6 x1 6 0.25, 0 6 x2 6 0.25,

z1 > 0, z1 > 0.5x1 − 0.0625, z1 6 0.25x1,
z2 > 0, z2 > 0.5x2 − 0.0625, z2 6 0.25x2

After solving the four optimization problems, new bounds are obtained:

x ∈ [0.125, 0.209]× [0.125, 0.167].

The new bounds can then be used for the next iteration. We may remark that these bounds
are much tighter than the ones given by the Newton method (see Example 16.17). �

To conclude, we may say that the strategy remains a main issue, since solving 2n linear
systems to reduce n domains may be expensive. More generally, this is the problem of
designing efficient hybrid methods by combining different solvers, which will be discussed
in the next section.

16.5 Hybrid Techniques

There is no unique algorithm for efficiently solving constraints over the real numbers. Con-
versely, every algorithm is parametrized by an input model, time and space complexities,
efficiency conditions, and properties on the output. Depending on the context, it can be
useful to combine several algorithms in a super algorithm [57]. However, the work of de-
signing hybrid strategies may be very difficult since that may demand a lot of experience
on the algorithms to be combined. In the following, we will present some features lead-
ing to combine symbolic methods, numerical methods, and consistency techniques for real
constraint solving and optimization.

16.5.1 Symbolic and Consistency Techniques

Consistency techniques are known to be subject to the locality problem. Informally speak-
ing, the propagation of local consistency-based reductions may not lead to a tight enclosure
of the solution set. An objective is then to symbolically transform the constraints in order
to strengthen constraint propagation techniques.

The elementary approach is to share common expressions occurring in the constra-
ints [52, 125]. This can be done by introducing a new variable for every shared expression.
In order to keep the dimension of the problem, a more efficient method is to represent the
constraint network as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In this case, stronger consistency
reasoning can be obtained by propagating domain modifications through the DAG. How-
ever, that requires a slight reshaping of classical algorithms since some information must
be attached to the nodes of the graph.
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Example 16.19. Consider the unsatisfiable constraint system xy = 1, xy = −1 and let
(x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2. This problem is trivially bound consistent: for example, given x = 1
there exist y1 = 1 and y2 = −1 such that xy1 = 1 and xy2 = −1. Now, sharing the
expression xy leads to check the consistency of the relation 1 = −1, which trivially fails.

�

A more difficult approach is to rewrite the constraints [5, 91, 95]. The main principle
is to symbolically create constraint relaxations and then to apply symbolic algorithms. For
example, one would apply Gaussian elimination on linear systems of equations or Gröbner
bases on polynomial systems of equations. These algorithms may be used to calculate
quasi-triangular systems that can be easily solved by constraint propagation. However,
the control of symbolic processing is a main issue. For example, the linear relaxations
are mostly rectangular (there are more variables than constraints) and it may be difficult
to eliminate the linear variables. More difficult, computing a Gröbner basis may require
exponential time and space, which is not realistic for implementing efficient symbolic-
numeric algorithms.

Example 16.20. Gaussian elimination is powerful when the linear relaxations are not very
rectangular. For example, consider the system

xk −
1

2n

n
∑

i=1

(

x3
i + k

)

= 0, 1 6 k 6 n

with the initial domain [−108,+108]n. A linear relaxation is obtained if each term x3
i is

abstracted by one variable yi. After applying Gaussian elimination on the linear system, a
new equivalent system is obtained by replacing yi by x3

i :

xk+1 = x1 +
k

2n
, 1 6 k 6 n− 1, x1 −

1

2n

n
∑

i=1

(

(

x1 +
i− 1

2n

)3

+ k

)

= 0

The original system is very hard for constraint propagation techniques even for low di-
mensions (e.g., n = 4). Conversely, the new system, which is triangular, is immediately
solved. �

The principle of symbolic algorithms is to combine and then to simplify the constraints.
However, the simplification of nonlinear constraints is not trivial in general. A weaker
approach is to combine the constraints only if they can be simplified enough [55]. For
example, consider two constraints f [s] = 0 and g[t] = 0 where s and t are terms occurring
in f and g. A combination procedure may create a redundant constraint h[s, t] = 0 only if
the combination of s and t in h can be rewritten. This approach requires that simplification
rules are known in order to guide the combination strategy.

16.5.2 Symbolic and Interval Methods

The main tool of interval analysis is the computation of the range of a real function over
a domain. However, a computed interval can be much larger than the true range, which is
known as the overestimation problem of interval arithmetic.
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Example 16.21. The range of x − x over [0, 1] can be estimated as [0 − 1, 1 − 0] :=
[0, 1] − [0, 1]. The problem comes from the fact that the two occurrences of x are con-
sidered as different variables, since different values are used during evaluation. A trivial
simplification can lead to computing 0. �

A main issue is then to rewrite a function in order to compute tight enclosures of its
range. Various techniques have been proposed such as Horner forms, Bernstein polynomi-
als, or Taylor models [18, 65, 11]. Another approach is based on affine arithmetic [33, 93].
The main idea is to define an interval [a, b] by the affine expression such as

b+ a

2
+
b− a

2
· ε, ε ∈ [−1, 1].

The evaluation procedure is defined to manage the linear variables ε. For example, the
range of x− x over [0, 1] is computed as

0 :=

(

0 +
2

2
· ε
)

−
(

0 +
2

2
· ε
)

.

However, the nonlinearities are incompatible with affine expressions. In this case, it is
necessary to compute linear relaxations. The efficiency of this approach clearly depends
on the quality of the relaxations.

16.5.3 Interval and Consistency Techniques

The behaviors and requirements of interval methods and consistency techniques are very
different. Informally, the efficiency of interval methods is related to the combination of
linear constraint relaxations and the good rates of convergence near the solutions. Consis-
tency techniques are able to quickly reduce large domains by means of constraint projec-
tions and to exploit the constraint network structure in order to implement fast propagation
algorithms. Their cooperation naturally follows.

The purpose of box consistency is to calculate the extreme zeros of an equation f(x) =
0 over a domain. The master algorithm is a bisection procedure implementing an interval
test to remove the inconsistent sub-domains. The goal is to accelerate the search having an
exponential time complexity in the worst case. To this end, the uni-dimensional Newton
method can be used to prune any sub-domain provided that the derivative of f is non-
zero [8].

Example 16.22. Let x2 − 2 = 0 be a constraint and let x ∈ [0, 4]. If the interval test
is implemented by interval evaluation, five domains are created during the search: [0, 4],
[0, 2], and [1, 2] are declared to be consistent, and [2, 4] and [0, 1] are rejected. Then the
Newton method is applied on [1, 2] since the range of the derivative is [2, 4]. The result is
a tight enclosure of the square root of 2. �

The hybridization of constraint propagation and the multidimensional interval Newton
method can be efficient for solving nonlinear systems. In this case, constraint propagation
is very useful during the early phases of domain reductions and the Newton method is effi-
cient only for small domains. In this spirit, the master algorithm of Numerica is an iteration
of constraint propagation using box consistency before applying the Newton method, until
reaching a sufficient precision [125].
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16.5.4 Towards a General Framework

The hybridization of symbolic algorithms, interval methods and constraint propagation is
a general framework to solving continuous nonlinear constraints. The symbolic algorithms
can be used to rewrite the constraints according to properties or requirements of the nu-
merical tools. For example, constraint propagation is improved provided that redundant
constraints are generated and the constraint network is represented as a DAG. The DAG
allows the sharing of numerical computations such as the interval evaluations of functions
and derivatives [52].

More generally, the analysis of constraint systems must be the first phase of general
purpose solving tools. In particular, the solving strategy strongly depends on static char-
acteristics such as the form of the constraints and the shape of the constraint network. For
example, the structure of the network can be detected by decomposition algorithms [12].
We believe that the design of intermediary languages based on symbolic constraint trans-
formations may lead to important components of solving strategies.

16.6 First Order Constraints

16.6.1 Extending Interval Constraints

Among the possible generalizations of the interval constraint framework, some extend the
expressive power (modeling) while others improve the efficiency (solving). The first cat-
egory includes optimization, differential equations, mixed constraints, and quantified con-
tinuous constraints. The second category is mainly concerned with solver cooperation
and in particular numerical-symbolic cooperation. The optimization aspect was for ex-
ample developed in the design and implementation of the systems Numerica [125] and
Baron [121]. Some of the most important aspects reside in the appropriate combinations
of continuous constraint propagation, interval analysis and branch and bound techniques.
The use of interval constraints for ordinary differential equations solving was addressed,
for instance, in [28, 73, 104]. It was shown in [6] that mixed constraints (constraints
involving real and integer variables) are a special case of a general framework for numer-
ical constraints but there is a need for specific, efficient algorithms and implementations.
Concerning solver cooperation for continuous constraints, some results are presented in the
survey paper [57]. We will focus here on the last of these extensions, quantified continuous
constraints.

16.6.2 Quantified Continuous Constraints

As we mentioned, constraints can be defined as first order formulas over a given domain
(here the real numbers). Yet, practically, they are most often restricted to atomic con-
straints. In this last case, models are generally defined as existentially quantified conjunc-
tions of atomic constraints. In a number of problems ranging from robust control and
camera control to motion planning, this existential definition of models is not satisfactory.
Let us take an example from robotics: given a mobile robot arm, find all points that do not
collide with the robot hand. Since we want to avoid collision for all positions of the hand,
the variables defining the hand position of the robot in the model are universally quantified.
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The general problem is undecidable when it involves transcendental functions like
the sine and the exponential [120], and doubly exponential when restricted to polynomi-
als [31]. In this context, a number of authors, from computer algebra, numerical analysis
or constraint programming, have devised techniques to approximate the solution set or to
handle specific instances.

For example, a strongly related problem from control theory is called the “guaranteed
tuning problem” [78] and amounts to finding the values for some tuning parameter such
that a set of inequalities can be verified for all the possible values of some perturbation
vector. More precisely, given I a box of feasible values for some tuning parameter vector
x and J , a box of feasible values for some perturbation vector p, find the set

S = {x ∈ I : ∀p ∈ J f(x, p) > 0}.

One of the first approaches to solve arbitrarily quantified constraints over the real num-
bers was developed by Collins and called cylindrical algebraic decomposition [24]. The
presentation of this method is beyond the scope of this paper, but let us mention that it is
restricted to polynomials.

Another track of research, which is of major interest for constraint programming based
techniques, relies on the computation of sub-pavings of real relations. Given a relation, a
sub-paving is a set of boxes that covers the relation. These boxes can be separated in three
categories: the set of boxes that are proved to be included in the relation, the set of boxes
that are proved not to intersect the relation, and the remaining set of boxes that may be
accumulated on the frontier. Boxes from these different sets can be used to compute outer
and inner approximations of solution sets and, combined with local consistency notions,
to reason about quantifiers. The computation of these sub-pavings is essentially based
on search methods. To compute these sub-pavings, some authors have used Bernstein
polynomials [43], ternary constraint octree representations [117] or inner approximation
expansion [22]. In [76, 77] a combination of recursive splitting, interval evaluations and
properties of interval arithmetic is used to compute sub-pavings and address some forms
of quantified constraints. The introduction of universal quantifiers is then based on interval
inclusion tests. An interval inclusion test uses simple interval inferences to prove that a
formula of the type (∀x ∈ I)f(x) ⋄ 0, where x is an nary vector of variables over R, I a
box, f a vector of continuous real functions in R

n → R
m. For example, the constraint

(∀x1 ∈ [−2, 2])(∀x2 ∈ [3, 5]), x1 + x2 > 0 can be shown true since evaluating the natural
interval extension gives [−2, 2] + [3, 5] = [1, 7] and every value in [1, 7] is greater than 0.

To go a step further some authors have used properties of interval consistencies. As we
have seen, interval constraint algorithms can discard inconsistent boxes and separate them
from boxes possibly containing solutions. Based on this property, in [10] an algorithm
computes interval-based pruning of negated inequalities and recursively construct an inner
approximation of the solution space. This algorithm is then used to approximate constraint
sets containing exactly one universally quantified variable.

This idea was generalized in [109] to handle arbitrary first order inequalities over the
reals. In this paper the main idea is to design an algorithm whose inputs are a quantified
constraint C with n free variables, a box I ⊆ R

n and a positive real number ε. The
outputs of the algorithm are two sets of boxes A and B verifying that all points of A are
in the solution set of C and all points of B are not in the solution set of C. Furthermore,
the precision of the approximation is parameterized with ε and the volume of the space
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I \ (A ∪ B) is smaller than ε. To compute these sets of boxes, the proposed algorithm
is built on a branch and prune architecture. Branching is done by interval bisections on
the domains of the free variables but also on the domains of the quantified variables (e.g.,
∃x ∈ I can be replaced with ∃x ∈ I1 ∨ ∃x ∈ I2). Pruning is achieved recursively
on atomic, conjunctive, disjunctive formulas and on formulas of the form ∃x ∈ I C or
∀x ∈ I C. The main idea is to use standard pruning operators implementing consistency
properties to narrow down the boxes wrt. the formula and to apply the same algorithm on
the negation of the formula to compute an inner approximation of the solution set.

Finally another related area concerns the use of modal intervals [42] for quantified
constraints. As stated in [46], modal interval theory can be viewed as a useful interpreta-
tion of an extension of interval arithmetic called directed interval arithmetic, or Kaucher
arithmetic [81]. Directed interval arithmetic is obtained as an extension of the set of stan-
dard intervals by improper intervals and a corresponding extension of the definitions of the
interval arithmetic operations.

A modal interval İ = (I,Q), where I is a real interval and Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, defines a set of
real intervals in the following way:

(I, ∃) = {K ∈ I : (∃x) x ∈ I |= x ∈ K} = {K ∈ I : I ∩K 6= ∅}
(I, ∀) = {K ∈ I : (∀x) x ∈ I |= x ∈ K} = {K ∈ I : I ⊆ K}

Directed (or generalized) intervals and modal intervals being isomorphic (see for exam-
ple [46]) one can use the equivalent following definition:

İ = [a, b] =

{

([a, b]′, ∃) if a 6 b
([a, b]′, ∀) if a > b

where [a, b]′ = [b, a]′ = {x ∈ R : min(a, b) 6 x 6 max(a, b)}. This formulation is
very useful for simplifying a number of definitions, proofs and computations on modal
intervals. For example, inclusion, union and intersection of modal intervals are defined
in a natural way over the sets of real intervals but the practical definitions are based on
generalized interval arithmetic. Modal interval extensions of continuous real functions,
also called semantic extensions are defined as follows. Let f be a continuous function over
the reals and let Ḟ be a modal interval function. The function Ḟ is a semantic interval
extension of f on İ if and only if we have

(∀K ∈ I)(K ∈ İ |= f(K) ∈ Ḟ (İ)).

Then, Ḟ is a semantic interval extension of f if it is a semantic interval extension of f for
all modal interval İ . The extension to n-ary real continuous functions is done in the usual
way.

A very important semantic extension in modal interval analysis is the *-semantic ex-
tension of a continuous function f to a modal interval vector İ = ((I1, Q1), . . . , (In, Qn)),
defined by:

f∗(İ) = [min
I∈IE

max
I∈IF

f(x),max
I∈IE

min
I∈IF

f(x)]

whereE and F are respectively the sets of indexes corresponding to the proper (existential)
and improper (universal) components of İ .

Finally, the fundamental link between modal interval analysis and first order interval
constraints is established by the so-called *-semantic theorem from [59]. Let f be a real
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n-ary function, İ = ((I1, Q1), . . . , (In, Qn)) a modal interval vector and J̇ = (J,QJ̇) a
modal interval. Slightly simplified, the theorem states that following two conditions are
equivalent:

1. f∗(İ) ⊆ J̇ ;

2. (∀xE ∈ IE)(QJ̇z ∈ J)(∃xA ∈ IA)(f(x) = z)

When z = 0, one can fix J = [0, 0] and this theorem shows that proving a formula of the
form:

(∀x ∈ I)(∃y ∈ J) f(x, y) = 0

is equivalent to the computation of the *-semantic extension of the function f . Based
on this theorem, some recent works have extended this idea to solve several classes of
quantified equations and inequalities [116, 126].

To conclude, computing guaranteed inner and outer approximations of first order con-
straints over the reals has many applications in areas like engineering, robotics, design, and
computer graphics. Current results on this field are basically based on combinations of in-
terval propagation and other techniques, and in particular methods from computer algebra
and interval analysis results.

16.7 Applications and Software packages

16.7.1 Applications

Interval constraints have recently been used in various application fields with different
goals: to prove that a given problem is not satisfiable, to compute a numerical enclosure of
the solution set, or to derive global optima according to some objective function.

In engineering conceptual design, the goal is to generate classes of solutions that satisfy
a given high-level specification of the product to be designed [117, 106]. The architecture
of the product can be described by compositions of components, while some parts have
several possible design options. To this end several formalisms such as dynamic and com-
posite discrete constraint satisfaction problems have been devised [44]. Another approach
is to express the problem as a first-order formula involving conjunctions and disjunctions
of constraints. On top of these configuration constraints, product dimensioning is often re-
lated to physical requirements and can be processed by numerical constraint solving. The
general goal is to solve mixed problems involving dimensioning continuous parameters
and discrete configuration choices. An example of a design support software based on in-
terval consistency techniques is the design platform CE [130]. This platform has recently
been used to realize aeronautical systems.

In robotics constraint-based techniques have successfully been used to compute the
workspace of manipulators, i.e. the space of configurations [19, 92]. For instance one
interesting result is the computation of the discrete set of solutions of the well-known
Gough-Stewart parallel platform. In this framework there are many geometric constraints,
which can be efficiently processed by combinations of consistency techniques and linear
relaxations [118]. An important challenge is to compute non-singular trajectories in the
workspace. In general, singularities are described by nonlinear constraints and their nega-
tions have to be taken into account to keep the allowed regions. Since a trajectory is derived
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from a connected set of regions, path algorithms can be implemented. Similar techniques
have been exploited in biological engineering to determine the structure of proteins [84].

In automatic control there are many interesting problems for constraint-based appro-
aches such as parameter estimation and state estimation [77, 79]. Parameter estimation is
the problem of computing the parameters of a given model according to experimental data
of the observed system. If the data are associated with an upper bound of the error of mea-
surement then interval constraints can be used to determine the range of the parameters. In
this framework the efficiency of interval-based constraint propagation is strongly related
to the number of measurements obtained from different sensors. In fact different mea-
surements of the same phenomenon may lead to redundant constraints and consequently
to more powerful local consistency reasonings. Another challenge is to cope with invalid
data. In this case the constraint satisfaction problem can be relaxed in order to maximize
the number of data that fit into the model.

In image synthesis and animation numerical constraints have been used to tackle cam-
era control applications [10, 45]. For instance, given a 3D animated scene, consider the
problem of computing a 3D camera trajectory that fulfills a given specification of the fi-
nal movie, involving for instance time-dependent camera positions, positions of objects on
the screen, and relative positions of objects. This general problem involves 3D geometric
constraints to be verified in a time interval, which implies the time variable is universally
quantified. Since the solution set is huge in general, solutions can be filtered according to
objective criteria modeling for instance realistic motions of the camera. More recent work
has been focused on characterizing semantic decompositions of the space [20]. Decom-
positions are computed by geometric techniques based on implicit surfaces and numerical
solutions are further derived from decompositions using local and global numerical algo-
rithms.

16.7.2 Software Packages

The interval constraint software packages are based on several components such as an
interval arithmetic library, a constraint propagation engine and a search module. This
framework is general enough to plug in various techniques such as projection algorithms,
numerical operators and even optimization procedures. We describe a few systems in the
following.

• The interval arithmetic libraries provide operations and elementary functions on in-
tervals defined by their bounds. The bounds are generally implemented by floating-
point numbers. Bound types are defined as parameters in modern libraries like
Boost [14] and Gaol [47]. There also exist multi-precision interval packages [58]
such as MPFI. A generic interface definition between those libraries and constraint
solving procedures like projections has been proposed in [50] but the implementation
can be quite inefficient.

• Intlab [114] is a main software achievement of the interval analysis community. Like
C-XSC [60], it provides an interval arithmetic library and a collection of interval
algorithms derived from real analysis. To our knowledge, constraint programming
techniques have not yet been integrated into these packages. Addressing this issue
is an important challenge if one wants constraint technology to become a standard
tool, in particular in engineering and applied sciences.
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• Interval methods are at the core of many constraint programming systems. Two
language types are generally distinguished: the constraint language, devoted to nu-
merical constraints, and the host language that can be derived from different pro-
gramming paradigms such as logic programming and object-oriented programming.
CLP(BNR) [105], derived from BNR-Prolog, was the first constraint logic program-
ming system which implemented Cleary’s algorithms. The same techniques have
been implemented in the object-oriented software ILOG Solver [107]. A coopera-
tive hybrid strategy has been defined in Prolog IV [7], using consistency techniques
and linear algebraic algorithms that communicate through fixed variables. More
recent tools include Eclipse [128], RealPaver [51], Constraint Explorer [130] and
ICOS [87].

• Interval consistency techniques have been shown to be powerful for constrained
global optimization. They are particularly useful in the early steps of the search
by pruning infeasible regions at a low cost. Numerica [125] was one of the first
languages to prove that the approach can be very efficient for actual applications.
Its core solving algorithm mainly combines box consistency, a multidimensional in-
terval Newton operator and local optimization algorithms. Consistency techniques
have been further implemented in GlobSol [82] and BARON [115]. The former is
well-known in the interval community. The latter is a leading mixed integer nonlin-
ear programming software package. In this tool, relaxation techniques are used to
compute bounds on the objective function but interval arithmetic is not implemented.

16.8 Conclusion

This chapter is primarily devoted to giving a broad overview on the basics of continuous
and interval constraint solving and to showing the main similarities and differences with
discrete constraints. Based on the same theoretical framework (fixed point computations
over complete lattices) the algorithmic approach differs in taking much of its foundations
in numerical analysis when discrete constraints rely on graph theory and integer program-
ming. We have shown how a number of algorithms from interval analysis and the do-
main reduction-propagation-search cycle from constraint programming can be integrated
to tackle non-trivial problems from a variety of domains. These domains extend the number
of areas in which constraint programming may have a real technological impact. Finally,
interval constraint programming appears to be a promising approach for the integration, in
an efficient and flexible way, of continuous optimization and discrete constraint program-
ming. This leads to many promising research tracks like global continuous constraints,
mixed integer-real constraints programming and soft interval constraints. Any significant
progress in these areas is likely to have important applications in engineering and decision
support systems.
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Chapter 17

Constraints over Structured Domains

Carmen Gervet

The computer will be the most marvellous
of all tools as soon as program writing and

debugging will be no longer necessary
—Jean-Louis Laurière (1976)

A wide range of combinatorial search problems find a natural formulation in the lan-
guage of sets, multisets, strings, functions, graphs or other structured objects. Bin-packing,
set partitioning, set covering, combinatorial design problems, circuits and mapping prob-
lems are some of them. They are NP-complete problems originating from areas as diverse
as combinatorial mathematics, operations research or artificial intelligence. These prob-
lems deal essentially with the search for discrete structured objects. While a high-level
modeling approach seems more natural, many solutions have exploited the effectiveness
of finite domains or mixed integer programming solvers. In this chapter we present higher
level modeling facilities utilizing constraints over structured domains.

What is a structured object? Let us consider the example of a bin-packing problem.
The main constrained objects are the different bins, each describing a collection of un-
ordered distinct elements, subject to disjointness constraints among them, weight con-
straints reflecting on each bin capacity and possible cardinality restrictions on the number
of items allowed in each bin. Informally, such objects are structured in the sense that they
involve more than one element in a specific setting.

When Fikes introduced the notion of finite domain in 1970 [31], the idea was to ap-
proximate the range of an unknown integer (an integer variable) and to prune inconsistent
values from such a domain that cannot belong to any solution. Already in the description
of the language REF-ARF, Fikes proposed directions for future work such as: “considering
the addition to the program of capabilities for handling unordered sets”. Mid-eighties the
seminal work of Van Hentenryck et al. integrated consistency techniques over finite integer
domains into logic programming [90], and gave birth to the first finite domain constraint
logic programming language CHIP (Constraint Handling In Prolog) [23], leading to a new

B.V. 
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generation of academic and industrial constraint programming systems. The successes of
CHIP and its peers also raised the questions of the languages limitations. While Finite Do-
main (FD) solvers grew in efficiency, it remained that models lacked generic and natural
formulations when representing structured objects, making the programming effort more
cumbersome and sometimes ad-hoc.

As an example, let us consider the structured object, “set”, constrained to be subset of
a known base set. A finite domain approach would consider two possible representations:

• a list of FD variables taking their value from a finite set of integers that represents
the base set. This approach requires the removal of order and multiplicity among the
elements of the list, which is achieved by adding ordering constraints. For example
the list [X1, X2, X3] :: [0..5], X1 < X2 < X3 represents a set of 3 elements subset
of the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. If the size of the set is unknown some dummy FD vari-
ables are also necessary. Clearly this does not make easy the modeling of additional
set constraints such as intersection, or union.

• a list of 0-1 FD variables. This second formulation is equivalent to the semantics
of a finite set subset of a known set. It uses 0-1 variables, and originates from 0-1
Integer Programming (ILP). Basically, this approach exploits the one-to-one corre-
spondence that exists between a subset s of a known set S and a Boolean algebra.
The correspondence is defined by the characteristic function:

f : yi → {0, 1} f(yi) = 1 iff i ∈ s

In other words, a 0-1 variable is associated with each element in the base set S
and takes the value 1 if and only if the element belongs to the unknown set s. Set
constraints are then simply represented within the Boolean algebra with arithmetic
operators. The main drawback of this representation is that it looses the semantics
and structure of the problem addressed. Operationally it can benefit from global
reasoning from mathematical programming, but in a constraint programming envi-
ronment lacks conciseness and does not best exploit the problem structure. We give
further on some comparisons between 0-1 and set models.

Approach. This chapter is not intended to give a complete coverage of all results avail-
able in softwares and systems that embed constraints over structured domains. Instead
we try to cover a number of significant research topics in more detail. This should give
a context and picture for the research and its methodology, provide the most important
references, and enable the reader to study research papers on the topic.

17.1 History and Applications

Before the research field of “constraint programming” even existed, the seminal work of
Laurière in 1976 proposes constrained structured objects in the design and development
of ALICE [61]. Laurière’s idea was to combine generality and efficiency in addressing
combinatorial problems. He defines an input language, purely descriptive, with high level
objects such as functions and relations between two known sets, constrained by some prop-
erties, such as injection and bijection. ALICEwas a pioneer in the use of structured objects
to model combinatorial problems.
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In a parallel line of research, most proposals to extend constraint reasoning over new
structured domains came as extensions of the logic programming system, Prolog. Logic
programming is a powerful programming framework which enables the user to state non-
deterministic programs in relational form [56, 20]. The extension to Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) combines the positive features of logic programming with constraint
solving techniques, where the concept of constraint solving replaces the unification proce-
dure in logic programming and provides, among others, a uniform framework for handling
new structured domains. Previous chapters have presented in depth the state of the art in
the precursors constraint domains (rationals, Boolean algebra, finite integer domains, real
intervals). This chapter is interested in discrete and structured domains such as strings,
finite sets in different forms, relations, maps and graphs.

In 1989 Walinsky presented CLP(Σ∗), an instance of the CLP scheme over the com-
putation domain of strings, represented as regular sets [92]. The practical motivation was
to incorporate strings into logic programming to strengthen the standard string-handling
features (e.g. concat, substring). It constitutes the first attempt to compute regular sets by
means of constraints like the membership relation. For example A in (X.‘‘ab’’.Y)

states that any string assigned to variable A must contain the substring ab. This approach
was further developed by Golden and Pang in 2003 [42] even though they did not seem
aware of Walinsky’s work. Their main contribution is to use finite automata to represent
regular sets. Both approaches consider possibly infinite sets of strings. More recently Pe-
sant proposed a global constraint on a fixed length sequence of finite domain variables with
application to rostering and car sequencing problems [74].

The most widely studied structured domain is most definitely that of sets. The moti-
vations to embed sets in constraint based languages are quite diverse and address different
issues ranging from program analysis, software prototyping and specification, set theory
axiomatization and combinatorial problem solving. The terminology of “set constraints”
is worth a few words even though it does not relate directly to constraint satisfaction prob-
lems. Heintze and Jaffar [46] coined the term of set constraints in 1990 to handle a class
of sets of trees (possibly infinite) and to deal with relations of the form s1 ⊆ s2 where s1
and s2 denote specific set expressions, possibly recursive, defined over trees. This line of
research applies to program analysis systems ([6, 2] among others) which was pioneered
by John Reynolds in 1969 [81]. Besides the terminology of set constraints, these systems
do not relate to constraint programming over a specific computation domain, as they do not
interpret set operations but rather show the expressiveness of “set constraints” for the anal-
ysis of programs developed in logic or functional programming. For further information,
please refer to survey articles such as [72].

Ironically it was about the same time that the notion of finite sets was embedded as a
high level programming abstraction in logic-based and then constraint (logic) based lan-
guages, in quite a different setting. We refer to the term set to denote a finite set. A set is
basically a collection of distinct elements commonly described by {x1, ..., xn}. The use
of a logic-based language as the underlying framework came from proposals in database
query languages where the aim was to strengthen typical existing set facilities of languages
like Prolog (e.g. setof, bagof) to handle sets of terms and complex data structures.
In this line of work sets have been embedded in [10, 57, 87, 25]. All these languages con-
verge on one aspect: representing a set variable by a set constructor so as to nest objects
in a natural manner. This constructor is specified either by an extensional representation
{x1, ..., xn} ([10, 57]) or by an iterative one {x} ∪E where E can be unified with a set of
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terms containing possibly set variables (concept of sets of finite depth, or hereditarily finite
sets in {log } [25], CLPS [63], and [89]).

Even though these languages use constraints to reason upon sets, they do face the NP-
completeness of the equality relation over constructed sets (as a particular case of Asso-
ciative, Commutative and Idempotent (ACI) relation [65]). The main reason is the absence
of a unique most general unifier when unifying constructed sets. For example, the equality
{X,Y } = {3, 4} derives two solution sets: {X = 3, Y = 4} and {X = 4, Y = 3} neither
of which is more general than the other. This means that the satisfaction of the ACI axioms,
introduces nondeterminism in the unification procedure by deriving disjunctions of a finite
number of equalities.

While such approaches did not offer a practical solution to set unification they were
not essentially motivated by effective solving of combinatorial problems. In 1992, a new
class of finite set constraint solvers was designed to expand the modeling facilities of finite
domain solvers when tackling set-based combinatorial search problems (e.g. bin packing,
set partitioning, combinatorial designs or more recently network design). The idea was
developed independently by Puget [75, 76], and Gervet [37, 38]. The objective was to pro-
pose a high-level modeling language which enabled us to model a set-based combinatorial
problem as a set domain CSP – where set variables range over set intervals – and which
tackled set constraints by using consistency techniques. A set domain is a collection of
known sets of arbitrary elements like {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {1, 5}}. It is specified by a set in-
terval, [{1}, {1, 2, 4, 5}], where the lower bound contains the definite elements of the set,
and the upper bound extends it with possible elements. Gervet formalized the concepts
and ideas when presenting the Conjunto language in [39, 40]. Though implementa-
tion details vary, at their core the set constraint solvers of solver [77], ECLiPSe[86],
MOZART-OZ [67, 69], FACILE [7], B-Prolog [94], CHOCO [58], all have the subset
bounds as domain representation. The availability of all these solvers both in academia
and industry, has enabled the design of new models and solutions to problems from com-
binatorial mathematics [8], VLSI circuit verification and warehouse location [3], as well
as network design problems (e.g. weight setting [29], SONET [88, 85]).

However, it has also raised the question of the limitations of the core Conjunto-like
set interval solver, leading to further research in this area. Research advances in finite
set solvers include: i) the extension of the core subset bound solver with new inferences
relative to the set cardinality constraint (mainly described in Cardinal [3] and OZ [68]),
ii) the development of global set constraint propagators, iii) the search for more expressive
set domain representations.

Regarding global set constraints propagators, Sadler and Gervet investigated the case
of n-ary constraints on fixed cardinality sets such as atmost1, distinct, stating re-
spectively that n sets of known cardinality should intersect pairwise in atmost one element,
or not be equal [82]. This first attempt was followed by challenging results both theoreti-
cally and algorithmically. Walsh in [93] addresses the question of whether such global con-
straints could infer anything more than their decompositions and with Bessière et al. started
a systematic investigation of determining the tractability of a range of global set constraints
[14]. New global propagators were presented for the disjoint and partition con-
straints for sets of known cardinality, independently by Sadler and Gervet in [83] and
Bessière et al. in [13]. Such constraints have been present in Ilog SOLVER with similar
algorithms [50].

Regarding the effectiveness of finite set intervals, Lagoon and Stuckey propose in [60]
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a radically different approach to the standard subset domain bounds. They show that Re-
duced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDDs) can be used to represent full do-
mains efficiently. The same year, the set interval representation was also reconsidered by
Sadler and Gervet in [84] in order to make better use of the cardinality information and
break set symmetries in problems such as combinatorial designs [85]. They define a hy-
brid set domain whereby the conventional subset domain is enriched with a lexicographic
domain that shows to better exploit the cardinality information and symmetry breaking
constraints. As this chapter was compiled, Gervet and Van Hentenryck proposed a length-
lex representation of set domains that encodes directly cardinality and lexicographic infor-
mation, and shows promise in reaching powerful and cost effective pruning [41].

Other structured objects have been considered to expand the modeling facilities of
finite domain constraints. Multisets (sets where an element may occur more than once),
commonly referred to as bags, have been embedded in few constraint languages and seem
an adequate choice of model for template design problems [54]. Existing approaches to
multiset reasoning make use of constructors or domains. For example CLPS uses multiset
constructors while SOLVER uses multiset domains. In [93], Walsh formalizes the idea
of multiset domains and discusses the expressiveness of different domain representations.
Quimper and Walsh also recently proposed in [78] to use efficient enumeration procedures
(see Knuth [55]) to extend the use of some global constraint on large domains over sets,
but also tuples represented as lists of integer variables.

Finally, higher level structured domains have recently been re-discovered (graph and
map variables) or proposed (ontologies, lattices). The proposals follow two main trends:
i) high level constructors that are part of a specification or modelling language compiled
into an executable code such as the works of Flener et al. [32] leading to the modeling
language ASRA [32], and the PhD thesis of Hnich in L [48], ii) high level computation
domains to reason with and about relations and graphs as in Conjunto[39], CP(Graph)
[24], and CP(Graph + Map)[22], and order-sorted domains introduced by Caseau and
Puget [17], as well as ontology domains introduced by Laburthe [59]. Fernándex and Hill
generalized all interval reasoning approaches over structured domains that are lattices into
a single framework, deriving the clp(L) language [30].

17.2 Constraints over Regular and Constructed Sets

Most of the recent proposals (late eighties) to embed strings or constructed sets as a high
level programming abstraction aim at extending a logic-based language and thus assume
such a language as the underlying framework. In this section we review the major ap-
proaches which embed strings and constructed sets in constraint programming.

17.2.1 Regular Sets

CLP(Σ∗). This language represents an instance of the CLP scheme over the computation
domain of regular sets[92]. A regular set is a finite set composed of strings which are gen-
erated from a finite alphabet Σ. CLP(Σ∗) has been designed and implemented to provide a
logic-based formalism for incorporating strings into logic programming in a more expres-
sive manner than the standard string-handling features (eg. concat, substring). A
CLP(Σ∗) program is a Prolog program enriched with regular set terms and built-in con-
straints.
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Operations on regular sets comprise concatenation R1.R2, disjunction or union R1 +
R2 (i.e., R1 ∪ R2) and the closure operator R∗

1 which describes the least set R′ such
that R′ = ǫ + (R′, R1). These operations allow us to build any regular expression when
combined with the identity elements under concatenation (1) and union (∅). This language
provides an atomic constraint over set expressions which is the membership constraint of
the form x in e where x is either a variable or a string and e is a regular expression. For
example A in (X.′′ab′′.Y ) states that any string assigned to variable A must contain the
substring ab.

The satisfiability of membership constraints over regular sets clearly poses the problem
of termination. In the above example, if Y is a free variable there is an infinite number of
instances for A. The solver guarantees termination by: (i) applying a scheduling strategy
which selects the constraints capable of generating a finite number of instances, (ii) ap-
plying a satisfiability procedure based on deduction rules which check and transform the
selected atomic constraints. The non selected ones are simply floundered.

The selected constraints x in e are such that either e is a string or e is a variable and x a
string. The conditional deduction rules over each of these constraints infer a new constraint
or a simplified one if a given condition is satisfied. Each condition represents a possible
form of selected set constraints.

As an example, the following rules describe the derivation of concatenated expressions
under idempotent substitutions:





w = w1.w2

σ1 ⊢ ′′w′′
1 in e1

σ2 ⊢ ′′w′′
2 in e2



 and

(

σ1 ⊢ X1 in e1
σ2 ⊢ X2 in e2

)

σ1 ∪ σ2 ⊢ ′′w′′ in e1.e2 [X = (X1σ1).(X2σ2)] ⊢ X in e1.e2

The σi are idempotent substitutions, which means that given two substitutions σ1 and
σ2, σ1 ∪ σ2 produces the most general idempotent substitution if one exists that is more
specific than the two previous ones.

Soundness and completeness of the deduction rules are guaranteed only if there are no
variables within the scope of any closure expression e∗ in addition to the criteria of con-
straint selection. This approach constitutes a first attempt to compute regular sets by means
of constraints like the membership relation. The complexity of the satisfiability procedure
is not given, but infinite computations are avoided thanks to the use of floundering.

Regular sets and finite automata. The key challenges when reasoning about string con-
straints effectively are 1) to represent infinite string sets without actually requiring infinite
space, and 2) to enforce constraints over infinite string sets without exhaustively listing
the consistent values [42]. To do so one would use regular languages, i.e. sets of strings
accepted by regular expressions or finite automata, which are widely used for instance in
string matching or lexical analysis.

Constraints over the string variables extend the ones presented in CLP(Σ∗) with con-
straints on the length of a string length. Two different representations of regular lan-
guages are used: regular expressions and finite automata (FAs) [49]. Regular expressions
that represent a regular language over an alphabet Σ, are used as input and are converted
to FAs, which are used computationally. This system has been used within a constraint
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based planner for NASA. The solver performs set operations on Finite Automata to prune
the string domains and reach a consistent state. All of the set operations and string con-
straints are either linear or quadratic in the size of the FAs representing the string domain.
However, the FA can grow exponentially with the number of operations, i.e. the number
of constraints that contain the variable whose domain is represented by the FA. Ultimately
how the FA grows will depend on the nature of the problem at hand.

Such languages allow variables to range over an infinite set of strings. This is suit-
able for their motivational problems but is not a requirement in all application domains
involving strings.

The use of membership constraints for sequences of finite domain variables also exists
in the constraint programming literature to address in particular combinatorial search prob-
lems such as rostering and car sequencing. The objective is usually to identify or enforce
patterns of values, specified over finite domain variables. The approaches are commonly
embedded as global constraints with associated propagator. We refer the reader to the
sequence constraint (constrains the number of times a certain pattern of length l appears
in a sequence of variables) introduced in [80], solver’s IlcTableConstraint [50]
(takes a sequence of n finite-domain variables and a set of n-tuples representing the valid
assignments of values to these variables), or the more recent regular(x,M) constraint
[74]. This constraint is a regular language membership constraint that constrains “any se-
quence of values taken by the finite domain variables of x to belong to the regular language
recognized by M”. It reasons upon strings of the regular language that have a given length
n which is powerful enough for its purpose.

The embedding and use of regular sets in constraint (logic) programming has a clear
diversity from enhancing the string manipulation of Prolog to enforcing patterns of values
in combinatorial search problems.

17.2.2 Constraints over Constructed Sets

The first steps towards embedding sets in constraint programming first assumed a logic-
based language as the underlying framework. This follows from the declarative nature
of logic programming, which well combines with set constructs, and its nondeterminism
which is suited to stating set-based programs. The presented languages are the main ones
relating to constraint reasoning. More literature exists relating solely to logic program-
ming.

{log} and CLP(SET ). {log} [25, 26, 27] has been designed and implemented mainly
for theorem proving. Consequently, it embeds an axiomatized set theory whose properties
guarantee soundness and completeness of the language.

Set terms are constructed using the interpreted functors with and {}, e.g. ∅ with x
with (∅ with y with z) = {{z,y},x}. The language includes a limited collection of
predicates (∈,=, 6=, /∈) as set constraints. The axiomatized set theory consists of a set of
axioms which describe the behaviour of the constructor with. For example the extension-
ality axiom shows how to decide if two sets can be considered equal:

v with x = w with y →
(x = y ∧ v = w) ∨ (x = y ∧ v with x = w) ∨
(x = y ∧ v = w with y) ∨∃z (v = z with y ∧ w = z with x)
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Using the axioms, a set of properties are derived describing the permutativity (right asso-
ciativity) and absorption of the with constructor. For example, the permutativity property
is depicted by:

(x with y) with z = (x with z) with y (permutativity)

The complete solver consists of a constraint simplification algorithm defined by a set of
derivation rules with respect to each primitive constraint. A derivation rule for the equality
constraint is, for example:

h with {tn, ..., t0} = k with {sm, ..., so}
If h and k are not the same variables then select non-deterministically one action among

a set of possible substitutions (minimal set of unifiers). The nondeterministic satisfaction
procedure of constructed sets reduces a given constraint to a collection of constraints in
a suitable form by introducing choice points in the constraint graph itself. This leads to
a hidden exponential growth in the search tree. In this approach, completeness of the
solver is required if one aims at performing theorem proving. Thus, there is no possible
compromise here between completeness and efficiency. The soundness and completeness
of its solver allow us to use it for theorem proving and problem specification.
{log} has been revisited from a LP to a CLP framework in order to provide a uniform

framework for the handling of set constraints (∈,=, 6=, /∈). The CLP counterpart called
CLP(SET ) is described in [28]. The design and implementation of {log} and subsequently
CLP(SET ) have settled the theoretical foundations for embedding constructed sets of the
form {x} ∪ S into (constraint) logic programming.

CLPS. The CLPS language (Constraint Logic Programming with Sets) was designed for
prototyping combinatorial search problem dealing with sets, multisets, or sequences. It
is based on a three sorted logic, the three sorts being: sets, multisets and sequences of
finite depth (eg. s = {{{e, a}}, c} is a set of depth three) [63]. The concept of depth is
equivalent for each sort.

In CLPS, set expressions are built from the usual set operator symbols (∪,∩, \,#).
Set variables are constructed either iteratively by means of the set constructor {x} ∪ s
or by extension by grouping elements within braces (eg. {x1, ..., xn}). The language
also embeds finite integer domains and allows set elements to range over a finite domain.
Sequences and multisets are built using, respectively, the constructors sq{...} and m{...}.
Basic constraints are relations from {∈,=, /∈, 6=,⊆} interpreted in the usual mathematical
way together with a depth (::) and a type checking operator.

The satisfiability problem for sets, sequences and multisets is NP -complete [65]. To
cope with this, CLPS provides several methods whose use depends on the characteristics
of the CLPS program at hand. The solver makes use of various techniques comprising: (i)
a set of semantical-consistency rules, (ii) an arc-consistency algorithm of type AC-3 [66]
combined with a local search procedure (forward checking) and (iii) a transformation pro-
cedure which transforms the set constraint system into an equivalent mathematical model
based on integer linear programming [47]. The rules in (i) check the consistency of each
set constraint with respect to homogeneity of types, depth and cardinality. For example the
system

{x} = {y, z} is semantically-consistent if y = z
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A semantically-consistent system of set constraints is then solved in two stages. The solver
first divides the system in two independent subsets: 1) the first one, SCfd, contains set con-
straints whose constrained sets are sets of integer domain variables, 2) the other one, writ-
ten SCv contains sets and set constraints where set elements are free variables or known
values. The solver applies (ii) and (iii) respectively to check satisfiability over SCfd and
SCv.

An interesting component is the resolution of SCv using (iii). A system SCv is sat-
isfiable if its equivalent integer linear programming form is satisfiable [47]. To check
satisfiability, the system provides a correct and complete procedure which transforms the
set constraint system into an equivalent mathematical model based on integer linear pro-
gramming. This procedure consists in flattening each set constraint and reducing the sys-
tem of flattened formulas to an equivalent system of linear equations and disequations
over finite domain variables. The derived system is then solved using consistency tech-
niques. The flattening algorithm works by adding additional variables to reach forms from
(x = y, x ∈ y, x = {x1, ..., xn}, x = y ∪ z, x = y ∩ z, x = y \ z, etc.). The reduction
to linear form is performed by associating to each set variable xi a new variable Cxi which
represents its cardinality and to each pair of variables (xi, xj) a new binary variable Qij
denoting possible set equality constraints. If there are n constraints the complexity of the
reduction procedure is in O(n3).

The proposed solving methods are among the most appropriate for handling set con-
straints over constructed sets. They fit the application domain of the language which aimed
initially at combinatorial problem prototyping. Unfortunately the nondeterminism in the
unification of set/multisets/strings constructs prevents an efficient pruning of the domains
attached to set elements (in case they represent domain variables). The focus is put on the
expressive power of the language rather than on the efficient solving.

Since its first release, the CLPS kernel has been extended in many ways. In particular,
new solvers on constructed terms for multisets and sequences have been defined based on
PQR-trees and proved to be appropriate for modelling and solving scheduling problems
with a reasonable efficiency [9]. The application domain of CLPS has since migrated and
a new solver called CLPS-B has been designed and implemented to animate and generate
test sequences from B and Z formal specifications [15]. The B method, developed by
Abrial, forms part of a formal specification model based on first order logic extended to set
constructors and relations, (see [1] for a description of the B method).

17.3 Constraints over Finite Set Intervals

As we mentioned earlier on, many combinatorial search problems find a natural formula-
tion in the language of sets. The embedding of finite set intervals in constraint program-
ming languages builds upon the successes of finite domain constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) in order to allow for natural and concise modeling of a set-based combinatorial
search problems as set domain CSP – where set variables range over finite set domain
– and set constraints are handled using consistency techniques. The motivations differ
slightly from the previous languages since the approach compromises expressiveness (sets
don’t contain variables) with efficiency (trivial deterministic unification of finite sets). We
present the main components of the finite set solver, since it is available in most CP lan-
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guages and lead to much further research and improvements in recent years. Comprehen-
sive theoretical and practical descriptions can be found in [39, 77, 40].

Notations. Set variables will be represented by the letters x, y, z, s, set constants by the
letters a, b, c, d, natural numbers by the letters m,n and integer variables by v, w. All these
symbols can be subscripted.

17.3.1 Subset Domain Bounds and Convex Closure Operator

A set domain can be specified in extension as a collection of known sets of arbitrary ele-
ments like {{a, b}, {c, d}, {e}}. However, such domains can be large (e.g., if s ⊆ {1, . . . ,
100}, its domain contains 2100 elements). A common approach to tackling large domains
is to approximate the domain reasoning by an interval reasoning as in many FD solvers.
This is why the notion of set domain has been approximated by a set interval specified by
its upper and lower bounds, defined by some appropriate ordering on the domain values.
In this case the partial ordering under set inclusion is considered. This enables the use
of consistency techniques [66] by reasoning in terms of interval variations, when dealing
with a system of set constraints. The set interval [{}, {a, b, c, d, e}] represents the convex
closure of the set domain above.

The core idea is to approximate the domain of a set variable by a closed interval denoted
[glb, lub], specified by its unique least upper bound glb, and unique greatest lower bound
lub, under set inclusion. Any such interval within a powerset lattice is necessarily convex
allowing us to perform correct computations over the set intervals. This approach finds
similarities with other interval reasoning approaches like real intervals or Booleans (see
[71, 11]).

The glb of the set domain contains the definite elements of s and the lub contains in
addition possible elements of s.

Example 17.1. The constraint s ∈ [{3, 1}, {3, 1, 5, 6}] means that the elements 3, 1 belong
to s and that 5 and 6 are possible elements of s.

Regarding set expressions, the domain of a union or intersection of sets is not a set in-
terval because it is not a convex subset of the P({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}), the domain of discourse
(e.g. I = [{1}, {1, 3}] ∪ [{}, {2, 6}], {1, 3}, {6} ∈ I but [{}, {1, 3, 6}] 6⊆ I). It is possible
to maintain such disjunctions of domains during the computation, but this leads to a com-
binatorial explosion. This handling of “holes” can be avoided by considering the convex
closure of a set expression domain. To do so one needs a convex closure operation over a
subset of a powerset lattice equipped with set inclusion ordering.

Convex closure operation. Let DS be the powerset lattice 〈P(Hu),⊆〉 with the partial
order ⊆ where P(s) denotes the powerset of s and the universe of discourse Hu refers to
the Herbrand universe. To ensure that any set domain is a set interval, we define a convex
closure operation which associates to any DS its convex closure as being a set interval.

Definition 17.2. Given any subset x = {a1, ..., an} of DS we have:

~conv (x) = x = [
⋂

ai∈x

ai,
⋃

ai∈x

ai]
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The convex closure of the set{{3, 2}, {3, 4, 1}, {3}} belonging to P(DS) is the set
interval [{3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}].

The operations
⋂

ai∈x
ai and

⋃

ai∈x
ai derive respectively glb(x)and lub(x). The op-

eration ~conv(x) = x = [glb(x), lub(x)] satisfies the properties of extension (x ⊆ x),
idempotence (x = x), and monotony (if x ⊆ y, then x ⊆ y)

The existence of limit elements for any set {a, b} belonging to DS allows us to define
a notion of set domain as a convex subset of DS , that is a set interval [a ∩ b, a ∪ b].

Set interval calculus. The powerset algebraDS interprets the set function symbols ∪, ∩,
\ in their usual set theoretical sense (i.e., ∅ is the empty set, \ the set difference, etc.). The
interpreted set union and intersection symbols have the usual algebraic properties (com-
mutativity, associativity, idempotence, absorption). By making use of the convex closure
operation we ensure that the union and intersection of set intervals yield intervals as well.
The resulting set interval calculus is described as follows:

[a, b] ∪ [c, d] = [a ∪ c, b ∪ d]
[a, b] ∩ [c, d] = [a ∩ c, b ∩ d]
P(Ds) = P(Ds) and ∅ = ∅

With regard to the set difference operation [a, b] \ [c, d], its set theoretical definition
is x \ y = x ∩ y′ where y′ is the complement of y. The complement of a set interval is
characterized only by the fact that it does not contain the elements in the lower bound (e.g.
c in this case). So the convex closure of a set interval difference is:

[a, b] \ [c, d] = [a \ d, b \ c]

17.3.2 Set Constraints and Graduations

Primitive set constraints apply to set variables or ground sets. They constrain at most two
set variables or a set variable and an integer (for graduated constraints). They can be of the
form S ∈ [a, b], S ⊆ S1, S = S1 ∪ S2, S = S1 ∩ S2, S = S1 \ S2, e ∈ S, e /∈ S, |S| ≥
c, |S| ≤ c.

Many more constraints can be specified but will be rewritten in term of the primitive
ones. For instance, n-ary constraints of the form s1 ∪ s2 ⊆ s3 ∩ s4. Th reason is that
the partial solving of constraints requires us to express each set variable in terms of the
others. Since there is no inverse operation for ∪,∩, \ there is no way to move all the
operation symbols on one side of the constraint relation. So it is necessary to decompose
n-ary constraints into primitive ones unless some global reasoning is sought with dedicated
propagators (see next section). The decomposition approach is similar to the relational
form of arithmetic constraints over real intervals [18].

To increase the expressiveness of a set solver, and in particular to be able to deal with
optimization functions, we apply graduation functions to sets. A graduation maps a no
quantifiable term to an integer value denoting a measure of the term. The set cardinality is
one example of such a function. Another one is the weight function that sums the element
values of the set. Both can then be restricted by arithmetic constraints. The following
definitions give necessary conditions to consider graduations for a given set.
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Definition 17.3. A set S provided with an order relation � is graduated if there exists a
function f from S to Z (positive and negative integers) which satisfies:

x ≺ y ⇒ f(x) < f(y) (≺ is a strict ordering, < the arithmetic inequality)
x precedes y ⇒ f(x) = f(y) + 1

An element xi precedes an element xi+1 if in the chain of elements x = x0 ≺ x1 ≺
... ≺ xn = y in S there is no other element between them.
f is the graduation of S.

The existence of a graduation of a set which does not correspond to a chain (e.g. a set
of set intervals) is guaranteed for the closed set intervals under set inclusion [40]. Further-
more, if there exists one such graduation of a set, then there exists an infinite number of
graduations of this set. The weight function is a case in point.

Definition 17.4. A graduation f is a function from [DS ,⊆] to Z (set of positive and neg-
ative integers) which maps each element x ∈ DS to a unique m such that f(x) = m.

The convex closure of a graduation f is required to deal with elements from ΩDS . The
closure function, written f , maps elements from ΩDS to a subset of the powerset P(Z)
containing intervals of positive and negative integers. This subset is designated by ΩZ .

Example 17.5. Let s be a set and |s| its cardinality (a positive integer). Consider the
constraint s ∈ [{}, {1, 2}]. The cardinality function is approximated by ||. Intuitively we
have ||(s) = [0, 2].

Definition 17.6. Let f : DS → Z . The function f : ΩDS → ΩZ is derived from f as
follows:

f([a, b]) = [f(a), f(b)]

Property 17.7. If x ∈ [a, b] then f(x) ∈ f([a, b]).

This property guarantees that the output of the function f applied to a set domain
contains the actual graduation value of the concerned set variable.

17.3.3 Local Consistency

Local consistency for the primitive constraints individually ensure that the set interval cal-
culus holds. This can be captured in the following definition of bound consistency for
constraints over combined domains [13].

Definition 17.8. A constraint is Bound Consistent (denoted BC), iff for each set (holds also
for multiset domain variables), its lub(s) (respectively glb(s)) is the union (respectively
intersection) of all the values for s that belong to a valid assignment, and for each integer
variable x there is a valid assignment that satisfies the constraint for the max and min
values in the domain of x. An assignment is valid if the value given to each set (or multiset)
is within its domain bounds, and the value given to each integer variable is between the
min and max in its domain.

For the sole case of set and multiset variables, BC can be defined using the character-
istic function for each set variable (or occurrence representation for multiset variables). A
set constraint is BC if its characteristic function is bounds consistent in the common finite
domain terminology [93].
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17.3.4 Enforcing BC

The consistency notion defines conditions to be satisfied by set domain bounds, and integer
domains so that a set constraint is BC. If such conditions are not satisfied this means that
elements in the domain are irrelevant. BC can be inferred by moving such elements “out
of the boundaries of the domain” which means pruning the bounds of the domain. The
essential point is that a refinement of both bounds allows us to prune a domain. Reducing
the set of possible values a set could take can be achieved either by extending the collection
of definite elements of a set i.e., adding elements to the glb of a set domain, or by reducing
the collection of possible elements i.e., removing elements from the lub of a set domain.
Both computations are deterministic. The inference rules are presented as deterministic
rewrite rules that operate when the conditions are met:

conditions
constraint store changes

For set constraints

Consider the constraint s ⊆ s1 such that s ∈ [a, b], s1 ∈ [c, d]. Inferring its local consis-
tency amounts to possibly extending the lower bound of the domain of s2 and to possibly
reducing the upper bound of the domain of s1. This is depicted by the following inference
rule:

I1.
b′ = b ∩ d , c′ = c ∪ a

{s ∈ [a, b], s1 ∈ [c, d], s ⊆ s1} 7−→ {s ∈ [a, b′] , s1 ∈ [c′, d], s ⊆ s1}
When s, s1 denote set expressions, the relational forms are created and the following

additional inference rule is necessary to deal with the projection functions. For each pro-
jection function ρi describing the domain of an si appearing in a set expression, we have:

I2.
a′i = ai ∪ c , b′i = bi ∩ d

{ si ∈ [ai, bi], ρi = [c, d] } 7−→ { si ∈ [a′i, b
′
i]}

For primitive graduated constraints

The constraint f(s) ∈ [m,n] such that s ∈ [a, b] describes a mapping from an element
belonging to a partially ordered set to an element belonging to a totally ordered set. Con-
sequently, it might occur that two distinct elements in [a, b] have the same valuation in
[m,n]. This implies that inferring the local consistency of this constraint might require
refining [a, b] only if a single element in [a, b] satisfies the constraint. If this element exists,
it corresponds necessarily to one of the domain bounds since they are uniquely defined and
are strict subset (or superset), of any element in the domain. Thus, the value of the graded
function mapped onto them cannot be shared. The inference mechanism is depicted by
the following rules. min() and max() are functions which take as input a collection of
integers and return respectively the minimal and maximal integer value of this collection.

I3.
[m′, n′] = [max(m, f(a)),min(n, f(b))]

{ s ∈ [a, b] , f(s) ∈ [m,n]} 7−→ {s ∈ [a, b] , f(s) ∈ [m′, n′] }
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I4.
n = f(a)

{ s ∈ [a, b] , f(s) ∈ [m,n]} 7−→ {s = a }

I5.
m = f(b)

{ s ∈ [a, b] , f(s) ∈ [m,n]} 7−→ {s = b }
By their definition, the inference rules are correct (all possible solutions are kept), con-

tracting (final domains are subset of the initial domains), idempotent (the smallest domains
have been computed the first time) and inclusion monotone (smaller initial domains yield
smaller final domains). The consistency of a system of constraints results from the con-
sistency of each constraint appearing in it. A generic algorithm is used to call the relevant
inference rules dedicated to enforcing BC. It reduces the set bounds until a fixed point is
reached. In the case of set intervals, the algorithm resembles the relaxation algorithm used
by CLP(Intervals) systems [62] commonly referred to as fixed point algorithm [11], see
Chapter 16, “Continuous and interval constraints”.

17.3.5 Illustrative Model

We illustrate a 0-1 model versus a subset-bound set model of a simple bin packing problem
[39]. Bin packing problems belong to the class of set partitioning problems. A multiset
of n integers is given {w1, ..., wn} and specifies the weight elements to partition. Another
integer Wmax is given and represents the weight capacity. The aim is to find a partition of
the n integers into a minimal number of m bins (or sets) {s1, .., sk} such that in each bin
the sum of all integers does not exceed Wmax. This problem is usually stated in terms of
arithmetic constraints over 0-1 variables and solved using MIP techniques or finite domain
constraint programming. It requires one matrix (aij) to represent the elements of each
set, one vector xj to represent the selected subsets sk and one vector wi to represent the
weights of the elements aij . The set model uses a weight graded constraint that sums the
weights of the items in a set domain.

IP abstract formulation set abstract formulation

∑m
j=1 aij xj = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, .., n} s1 ∩ s2 = {}, s1 ∩ s3 = {}, .., sn−1 ∩ sm = {}

s1 ∪ s2 ∪ ... ∪ sm = {(1, w1), .., (n,wn)}
where:
xj = 0..1 (1 if sj ∈ {s1, .. , sk}) sj ∈ [{}, {(1, w1), .., (n,wn)}]
aij = 0..1 (1 if i ∈ sj) weight(i, wi) = wi;
∑n
i=1 aij wi ≤Wmax ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m} ∀sj ,

∑#glb(sj)
i=1 weight(i, wi) ≤Wmax

Under these assumptions, the program to solve is to minimize the number of bins:
minx0 =

∑m
j=1 xj minx0 = #{sj | sj 6= {}}

17.3.6 Multiset Domains

Multisets can also be used to model the bin packing problem by considering essentially the
weights and not the items. They were introduced in the previous section in the context of
constructed sets. We present here approaches towards introducing multiset objects that are
specified using domains, as they can be naturally seen as extensions to set domains where
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the occurrence needs to be taken into account. Multiset domains are not present in many
languages yet, but can be found in SOLVER under the name bags [50]. As described in
[54], the main difference between set and multiset domains in a Constraint Satisfaction
Problem sense lies in the maintenance of the occurrence functions. And in fact multisets
can be solely defined by means of the occurrence function. Let occ(m, s) be the number
of occurrences of m in the multiset s. Multiset operations such as union, intersection,
difference, etc, are defined by properties of the occurrence function. We have:

occ(m, s1 ∪ s2) = max(occ(m, s1), occ(m, s2))
occ(m, s1 ∩ s2) = min(occ(m, s1), occ(m, s2))
occ(m, s1 \ s2) = max(0, occ(m, s1)− occ(m, s2))
s1 = s2 iff ∀m, occ(m, s1) = occ(m, s2)
s1 ⊆ s2 iff ∀m, occ(m, s1) ≤ occ(m, s2)

Just like sets, different representations are possible for multiset domains. The subset
bound representation can be generalized to sets allowing multiple occurrence of elements,
and the characteristic function can be generalized to the occurrence vector. Also the list
of finite domain variables commonly used to represent sets in Finite Domain (FD) solvers
can be used for multisets with the difference that the variables are not constrained to be
distinct but each element should appear in a number of variables describing its occurrence.
We can compare the expressiveness of the different representations in terms of the multiset
values it represents. For instance, the occurrence representation is more expressive than
the bound representation (see proofs in [93]). The FD list, also referred to as cardinality
representation, is incomparable to either.

Example 17.9. A multiset ms1 with possible values {{1, 1, 2}}, {{2, 2, 2}}can be repre-
sented by the “occurrence” vector of integer variables [x1, x2] with:

x1 = occ(1,ms) ∈ 0..2, and x2 = occ(2,ms) ∈ 1..3
The bound representation for this multiset domain is specified by:
ms1 ∈ [{1, 1, 2}..{2, 2, 2}]

The FD list representation for the same multiset variable is specified by:
[y1, y2, y3], y1 ∈ 1..2, y2 ∈ 1..2, y3 = 2

Enforcing BC is done by applying inference rules similar to the ones for set constraints
taking into account the semantics of the occurrence element (see [93]).

17.4 Influential Extensions to Subset Bound Solvers

Conjunto and its peers provide a natural and concise modeling facility for set-based
CSPs, space efficient in the representation of large domains, integrated with finite domain
solvers through graded function constraints. However, the growing use of such solvers
has raised some important shortfalls over the past years, the main ones being the loose
approximation of the subset bounds when the actual domains are sparse, and the passive
use of the cardinality information, ubiquitous in set-based combinatorial problems, and
the breaking of problem symmetries. We present the most influential approaches towards
improving finite set solvers.
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So far, there has been four research directions to strengthen constraint propagation of
the first subset bound solvers, built upon Conjunto inference rules. These comprise
(1) additional cardinality inferences to enrich a subset bound solver; (2) a hybrid set do-
main that complements the conventional subset domain with lexicographic bounds; (3) a
set solver based on a full domain representation using Reduced Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams (ROBDD); (4) global constraint propagators over subset bounds. This section
surveys the four of them.

17.4.1 Cardinal

The Cardinal solver [3] is a finite set solver in the Conjunto style (i.e. subset bound
solver) with enhancements to strengthen the use of the cardinality information. Conjunto
uses the cardinality (and other graded functions like weight) in a unidirectional way, mean-
ing that when a set domain gets refined its cardinality is pruned. The possible inferences
from the cardinality to the set have not been considered, mainly due to the practical ob-
jective of the language then to remain cost effective in addressing large set-based CSPs
(bin-packing, partitioning). However, finite set solvers have a wider applicability. In par-
ticular Azevedo applies subset bound solvers to tackle digital circuit diagnosis [4, 3]. For
such problems active use of the cardinality information is essential.

Conventional Boolean representations of digital signals consider a pair: a set of faults
on which the signal depends, and a Boolean value that the signal takes if there were no
faults at all. Both are variables. For instance, X = {{f/0, g/0}, {i/1}} − 0 means that
signal X is normally 0 but if both gates f and g are stuck-at-0 or gate i is stuck-at-1, then
its actual value is 1. Thus ∅-N represents a signal with constant value N , independent of
any fault [4]. The idea of using sets to represent digital circuits is to join the two domains
in one by using a transformation, based on a single set domain that approximates both with
minimal loss of information. A set representing a pair S-0 is simply represented by the
set S, while the pair S-1 is represented by the set S. The set S can have values ∅ or D
(known set) and is thus given a set interval domain [0, D] whose corresponding cardinality
should ideally have only the two possible values {0, |D|}. Such disjunctive cardinality
domains, mapped to sparse set domains, makes the subset bound approximation very loose
and ineffective.

New inferences rules are added to the solver to strengthen constraint propagation over
the cardinality information, and would benefit such combinatorial problems in particular
[4]. Additional cardinality inferences are associated with each basic set operation. To
illustrate the pruning power of Cardinal, we consider the set difference operation. The
following example shows the benefits of additional inference rules using the cardinality
information:

Example 17.10. Let s1, s2 and s3 be three set variables such that we have the following
system of constraints:

s1, s2 ⊆ {a, b, c, d}, |s1| = 2, s3 = s2 \ s1

While traditional subset bound solvers do not infer any information, the Cardinal
system would infer that |s3| ≤ 2. Then any further constraint upon the cardinality of s3
such as |s3| = 3 would lead to a failure.
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The inference rules defined to achieve bounds consistency for the cardinality variables
c1, c2, c3 amount to adding new constraints on the cardinality variables to the constraint
store. In the case of the set difference constraint we have:

c3 ≥ c1 − c2
c3 ≤ c1 − |glb(s1) ∩ glb(s2)|
c3 ≤ |lub(s1) ∪ lub(s2)| − c2

Note that the Cardinal solver first infers arc consistency over the cardinality bounds,
at constraint set up which can be useful when cardinality domains are disjunctive like in
digital circuits models, but costly in the general case. Thus it maintains bounds consistency
over these bounds to remain effective while strengthening constraint propagation. For each
primitive set constraints as the set difference above, an inference rule leading to AC for the
cardinality domains is first applied.

c3 ∈ {n | ∃ i ∈ D1, j ∈ D2, max(i− j, i− |lub(s1) ∩ lub(s2)|) ≤ n
n ≤ min(i− |glb(s1) ∩ glb(s2)|, |lub(s1) ∪ lub(s2)| − j)}

Example 17.11 ([3]). Consider two sets s1 and s2 that can only be ∅ or {f, g, h, i} (i.e.
cardinality 0 or 4). To find the initial cardinality domain of their difference s3 = s1 \ s2,
we examine cardinality pairs 〈0, 0〉, 〈0, 4〉, 〈4, 0〉, 〈4, 4〉 and conclude that the set difference
cardinality is also the pair 〈0, 4〉.

The Cardinal solver has been implemented atop ECLiPSe [86] and is fully described
in [3, 5]. This solver has shown how finite set solvers can be competitive on problems
which were the realm of Boolean algebra. It has demonstrated the expressiveness of finite
sets and their applicability to digital circuit design in particular.

17.4.2 Lexicographic Bounds

The ubiquity of the set cardinality information goes beyond digital circuit design and en-
compasses the large class of combinatorial design problems (e.g. see [19] for a survey)
for which set-based CSP models are ideally suited. Examples are sport scheduling, Steiner
systems, error-correcting codes. Traditional subset bound solvers have difficulty with such
problems as they do not make strong use of the set cardinality information. Cardinal
offers more in terms of cardinality inferences but such inferences do not propagate onto
the subset bounds except for instantiation. This issue is addressed in [84], by extending the
domain representation to more closely approximate the true domain of a set variable. This
is a complementary approach to Cardinal that strengthens the propagation of finite set
constraints in a tractable way.

The idea is to consider a set domain ordering that better exploits the cardinality infor-
mation, and that is also effective at breaking symmetries (when using symmetry breaking
constraints) [85]. The new bound representation for set domains is based on an ordering
different from the set inclusion (subset order). It is a lexicographic ordering with lexico-
graphic bounds specified by 〈inf, sup〉. This ordering relation defines a total order on sets
of natural numbers, in contrast to the partial order ⊆. We use the symbols � (and ≺) to
denote a total strict (respectively non-strict) lexicographic order.

Definition 17.12. Let � be a total order on sets of integers defined as follows:
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s1 � s2 iff s1 = ∅ ∨m1 < m2 ∨
(

m1 = m2 ∧ s1 \ {M1} � s2 \ {m2}
)

where m1 = max(s1) and m2 = max(s2)

Example 17.13. Consider the sets {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 2}, {3}, the list that orders these
sets w.r.t. � is [{1, 2}, {3}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}].

A common use of this ordering is in search problems to break symmetries (e.g. [21] on
SAT clauses or [33, 36] on vectors of FD variables). However, this is not the use to which
this ordering is put here. It is used on ground sets as a means to approximate the domain
of a finite set variable by upper and lower bounds w.r.t. this order.

A lex bound domain overcomes one major weakness of the subset bounds, in that the
lex bounds denote possible solution sets that satisfy the cardinality restrictions imposed on
the set variable.

Example 17.14. Consider a variable X ranging over a subset domain [{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 4}],
such that X is of size 3. The subset bounds are not a possible instance for X as the domain
cannot be pruned to satisfy the cardinality restriction. The lexicographic bounds on the
other hand are [{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}], denoting the min and max sets of size 3 (w.r.t. to the
ordering) containing {1, 2}.

Despite its success allowing cardinality constraint to filter the domain more actively, the
lex bound representation is unable to always represent certain critical constraints. Primary
amongst these constraints is the inclusion or exclusion of a single element. Such constraints
are not always representable in the domain because the lex bounds represent possible set
instances and not definite and potential elements of a set. In the example above there are
sets in between the lex bounds that do not contain {1, 2}, such as {4, 1}. It is the inability
to capture such fundamental constraints efficiently in the domain which lead to a hybrid
domain of both subset and lexicographic bounds.

The lexicographic ordering for sets is not the only possible definition, nor is it, perhaps,
the most common when talking about sets. Its use comes from two reasons: 1) for sets of
cardinality 1 it is equivalent to the ≤ ordering of FD variables and 2) usefully, it extends
the ⊆ ordering and we have:

Theorem 17.15. [84] ∀s1, s2 ∈ P(U) : s1 ⊆ s2 ⇒ s1 � s2

Theorem 17.15 is used in the hybrid domain to make inferences between the two
bounds representations for set variables.

A collection of inference rules have been defined to propagate primitive set constraints
with respect to the lex bounds, subset bounds and cardinality bounds. A prototype hy-
brid solver has been implemented in ECLiPSe atop the ic_sets library. First results
showed spectacular improvements over traditional subset bound solvers, on the network
design SONET problem [85] and more pruning but at a substantial computational cost on
some combinatorial design problems such as the Steiner triple problems and binary error
correcting codes. The main novelty of the approach is the introduction of a new domain
representation whose bounds account for the cardinality restrictions and can be used for
effective symmetry breaking (using symmetry breaking constraints).
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17.4.3 ROBDDs

The problem of efficient finite set reasoning in a constraint logic programming context
can also be addressed from a radically different perspective as described in [60]. The idea
was first motivated by rejecting the belief that the very large number of values of a finite
set domain precludes a precise and un-approximated representation, and instead to show
how Reduced Order Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDDs) can be used to represent full
set domains and set constraints in a compact manner. Using existing efficient libraries to
represent and manipulate these compact data structures, Lagoon and Stuckey demonstrate
techniques for combining ROBDDs in ways that correspond to basic finite set constraints
(e.g. \, ∩, ∪, ||) which minimize the size of the resulting ROBDD [60]. An ROBDD is a
canonical function representation (up to reordering) of a Binary Decision Diagram which
permits and efficient implementation of many Boolean function operations [16].

Let s be a set variable, and let {1, .., N} be its domain of possible values. The ROBDD
domain representation makes use of the characteristic function that defines the one-to-one
correspondence between a subset s of a known set S and a Boolean algebra:

f : xi → {0, 1} such that f(xi) = 1 iff i ∈ s

Hence a set variable s is represented by a vector of Boolean variables < x1, .., xN >.
Now if we consider an assignment A of values to variables, each xi will take value one if
and only if i ∈ s. The i’s are first drawn from a universe of discourse. Such an assignment
can be represented as a Boolean formula B(A):

B(A) =
∧

i∈U

yi where yi =

{

xi if i ∈ A
¬xi otherwise

Each known set can be seen as an assignment, hence the full domain of a set variable
D(s) can itself be represented by a Boolean formula B(D(s)). This formula is a disjunc-
tion of B(A) over all possible sets A in D(s) [45]:

B(D(s) =
∨

A∈D(s)

B(A) where B(A)is defined above

Example 17.16. Let U = {1, 2, 3} and let s be a set variable with D(s) = {{1}, {1,3},
{2,3}}. We associate Boolean variables {v1, v2, v3} with s given U . D(s) is the Boolean
formula (v1 ∧¬v1 ∧¬v3)∨ (v1 ∧¬v2 ∧ v3)∨ (¬v1 ∧ v2 ∧ v3). The three solutions to this
formula correspond to the elements of D(s).

While such a formula can be constructed using an ROBDD, in practice the approach
only ever constructs the ROBDD for a domain implicitly through constraint propagation.
The ROBDDs are used to model the constraint themselves. Indeed any set constraint can
be converted to a Boolean formula.

Example 17.17. Let U = {1, 2, 3}, and the constraint s1 ⊆ s2. Assume that the Boolean
variables associated with s1 and s2 respectively are v1, v2, v3 and w1, w2, w3. The in-
clusion constraint can be represented by the Boolean formula: (v1 → w1) ∧ (v2 →
w2) ∧ (v3 → w3). This formula can be represented by two different ROBDDs depending
on the variable ordering.
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ROBDDs are ordered and thus require an ordering of the Boolean variables used. The
order can have a drastic effect on the size of the ROBDDs when constraints are represented,
i.e. when there is a specific relationship between elements of the universe.

The Boolean approach allows the ROBDD-based modeling to be extended to handling
integer and multiset constraint problems as well as some global set constraints (compre-
hensive description in [45]). While initially motivated by using a full set domain repre-
sentation that do not approximate the possible set values, ROBDD have also been used
to model less strict consistency notions and domain approximations, such as set bounds,
cardinality bounds and lexicographic bounds consistency; with a thorough comparative
evaluation of the different domain representations [44, 45].

The ROBDD-based solver offers a flexible modelling facility and has shown high per-
formance results on several standard combinatorial design constraint problems. However,
it does require the use of Boolean formula and variables to model such problems.

17.4.4 Global Set Constraints

The above works strengthen constraint propagation in complementary ways by revising the
concept of set domain or enriching the local inference rules. A more traditional approach in
constraint programming to offer a better tradeoff “natural formulation”/efficiency consists
in deriving global propagators for a class of symbolic constraints, see Chapter 6, on Global
Constraints. This was not considered in finite set solvers till recently, at least in published
academic articles, but is now contributing interesting results.

Global reasoning on a class of symbolic set constraints, first considered some n-ary
constraints like the atmost1 (sets intersecting pairwise in atmost one element), or its
complement, the distinct constraint (sets that differ pairwise in atleast one element)
over sets of fixed cardinality [82]. Such constraints and other n-ary constraints like union
and disjoint have been used in set-based constraint languages but essentially as syntac-
tic abstractions of collections of binary or ternary constraints, solved with local consistency
techniques. The ubiquity of set intersection in conjunction with cardinality restrictions in
set-based combinatorial problems drove the research agenda towards more efficient prop-
agators.

Example 17.18.
[s1, s2, s3] ∈ {{}..{a, b, c, d}}
|s1| = |s2| = |s3| = 2
disjoint({s1, s2, s3}

BC on this system of constraints does not detect inconsistency. However, if the cardi-
nality constraints are combined with the disjointness constraint one can see that there are
no solutions by doing a simple pigeon hole test. This can be deduced if we consider the
set of constraints globally. In fact, the representation of sets within powersets specified as
set intervals can be used to derive some global inferences based on combinatorial analysis
formulas. A simple satisfiability test can first be checked (ie. pigeon hole test), determin-
ing whether a set of 4 elements can be partitioned into 3 sets of 2 which fails (4

3 6= 2).
A more elaborate test that does not require the sets to have same cardinalities derives an
upper bound on the number of possible partitions of 4 elements into 3 sets of cardinality 2.
Such numbers are known as a Stirling number 4!

(2!)3(3!) = 1
2 [12]. If it is less than one, the
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problem is unsatisfiable since there isn’t a single possible partition. However if the number
is greater than one we would know how many different partitions there are.

There exist some counting functions that determine the maximum number of configu-
rations allowed in a superset S, given some shared properties, see [82]. When considering
the values of these functions on can then investigate how and when they can be used ef-
fectively, first to detect unsatisfiability but also to prune further irrelevant set values in an a
priori manner. The counting functions provide a mathematical information that is not eas-
ily deducible in logic. They enable the definition of a set of inference rules to strengthen
propagation on global constraints such as atmost1 , distinct over fixed cardinality sets.
Such rules do not infer BC but are tractable.

Decomposition and complexity

The problematic of deriving inference rules without a clear idea of how much we do or
can infer, and how far we can go towards global reasoning raises fundamental theoretical
issues. This lead to a systematic study of several aspects of global constraints and global
set and multiset constraints in particular. The approach determined whether decomposition
hinders Bounds Consistency (BC), and when it does whether there exists a polynomial
algorithm to infer BC on the considered global constraint [93, 13].

For instance, BC on the n-ary disjoint is equivalent to BC on its decomposition
into binary constraints (pairwise empty intersection). Basically, this holds because any
set can be assigned the empty set. However, when the set cardinalities are constrained
(and not zero), –which is frequent in combinatorial design problems for example– the
equivalence no longer holds. It was also proved that decomposition of the atmost1

constraint hinders propagation and that enforcing BC on this constraint is NP-hard.
We summarize the complexity results in Table 17.1. Decomposable implies polyno-

mial, since existing algorithms to infer BC on a set of binary or ternary set constraints are
indeed polynomial. Results hold for both set and multiset domains unless specified other-
wise. The acronyms stand for: NE (non empty), FC (fixed cardinality). The constraints are
classified in terms of the intersection constraints and cardinality restrictions involved. For
example the atmost1 constraint corresponds to pairwise intersect in at most one element
(k = 1) for fixed cardinality sets, which is the second column of first table.

If now we add the union constraint (
⋃

i si = s) to the intersection ones we obtain
covering problems. The first left column above becomes a partition constraint for which
results are known. The other columns are yet open problems.

|si ∩ sj | = 0 Partition is decomposable and polynomial
+ ∀k, |sk| > 0, NEpartition is not decomposable but polynomial
+ ∀k, |sk| = ck, FCpartition also referred to as partition
is not decomposable and is polynomial on sets, NP-hard on multisets

It is important to note that the global constraints applied to multisets versus sets diverge
on the two most important constraints (from an application point of view): fixed cardinality
disjoint and partition constraints. We describe below the existing algorithms to infer BC
when the constraints apply to sets, however doing so over multisets has been proved to be
NP-hard [13].
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Table 17.1: Summary of complexity results (based on [13]).

∀k... |si ∩ sj | = 0 |si ∩ sj | ≤ k |si ∩ sj | ≥ k |si ∩ sj | = k

- Disjoint Intersect≤k Intersect≥k Intersect=k

decomposable decomposable decomposable not decomp.
polynomial polynomial polynomial NP-hard

|sk| > 0 NEdisjoint NEintersect≤k NEintersect≥k NEintersect=k

not decomposable decomposable decomposable not decomp.
polynomial polynomial polynomial NP-hard

|sk| = ck FCdisjoint FCintersect≤k FCintersect≥k FCintersect=k

disjoint atmost1

not decomposable not decomposable not decomposable not decomp.
polynomial on sets NP-hard NP-hard NP-hard
NP-hard on multisets

Algorithms for the disjoint and partition constraints

The basic case of disjoint and partition is decomposable for the reasons we gave above.
However, when sets have fixed cardinality, decomposition of these constraints hinders con-
straint propagation and thus deriving a global propagator is necessary to ensure BC. We
describe how these constraints have been solved in the literature. Two lines of work have
been undertaken to derive similar algorithms for the global disjoint and partition.

Based upon counting functions from design theory, the first approach derived four
global conditions which must hold for disjoint sets of fixed cardinality [83]. Using an
extension of Hall’s theorem [43], the authors proved that these conditions, if satisfied,
were sufficient to ensure BC. The actual proof procedure constitutes the basis of the al-
gorithm which actually corresponds to an augmenting network in a max-flow problem,
and is similar to a combination of a flow/matching and a Strongly Connected Compo-
nent (SCC) algorithm (see [83]). Interestingly this implementation corresponds closely
to the GAC algorithm for the Global Cardinality Constraint (GCC) [79], see Chapter 6,
“Global Constraints”, and we show the reasons why below. This algorithm also holds for
the partition constraint since the only pruning achievable on the disjoint is when one
can identify minimal partitions within the constraint (i.e strongly connected components).
So one needs to identify partitions in order to do any global pruning on the disjoint con-
straint.

Using the GCC constraint. The GCC constraint applies to a family of finite domain
variables with set of values inB. It constrains the number of times (cardinality) an element
of B can be assigned among the different variables.

The use of the GCC constraint to resolve the disjoint and partition constraints
is offered in ILOG solver and Configurator [50, 51] and has been recently described in [13].
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The main idea is to formulate each of the two global set constraint with a dual FD model
based upon the GCC constraint. The semantics of the disjoint constraint is as follows.
Let disjoint(s1, .., si, .., sm) constrains the set variables si such that ∀i ∈ B, si ∈
A, |si| = c. The disjointness constraint ensures that no element of A (domain of the si) is
added to two different set variables.

This constraint has an equivalent formulation in the language of finite integer variables
where one seeks to assign a set identifier to a FD variable. This formulation is called dual
because the initial set variables become values and the set elements become variables. The
equivalent dual formulation uses the GCC constraint, as presented below.

Consider the GCC({y1, .., yj , .., yn}, B′, C) constraint such that ∀j ∈ A, yj ∈ B′ (with
B′ = B ∪ ε with ε being a dummy value for the case where j is unassigned). The global
cardinality constraint limits toC[j] = 1 in the disjoint case, the number of times an element
i from B′ is assigned to a variable yj (ranges between 0..∞ for the dummy variable). We
have n = m × c FD variables. The dummy value is necessary since there might be some
values in A that don’t belong to any set at all. The set model and dual FD model with GCC
constraint are equivalent. A solution to the first model can be mapped to a solution of the
second model and vice versa by applying the following one-to-one mapping:

for i ∈ A : yj = i iff j ∈ si

Thus a solution is consistent with the set model if and only if its dual FD representa-
tion is consistent with the GCC model. The complexity of both the GCC and set based
algorithm is in O(m2c), with m the number of sets and c their cardinality [83, 13].

Further remarks.

• Note that the equivalence between the two models holds because the constraints
represent an injective mapping from a set of elements into a set of sets (each element
belongs to at most one set). As soon as an element can belong to more than one set
we have a surjective mapping and the dual approach based on bipartite graph, and
network flow model would not apply.

• This dual approach also holds for the partition constraints over fixed cardinality
sets with the only difference that all elements must be assigned and thus the dummy
value is removed.

More recently, the application of existing global constraints over finite domain vari-
ables to other domains has been considered. For instance, the all-different and
GCC global constraints have been extended to variables whose values are multisets, sets
or tuples [78]. Note that a tuple is represented as a list of finite domain variables as op-
posed to having a tuple domain with tuples as elements. The issue for such domains is the
large domain size. A binomial representation is proposed to address this aspect. Existing
global propagators are used in combination with efficient enumeration algorithms for large
domains.
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17.5 Constraints over Maps, Relations and Graphs

17.5.1 ALICE Legacy

As mentioned earlier, the seminal work of Laurière was motivated by a need to state com-
binatorial problems simply by constraining relation and graph objects over finite sets [61].
It aimed at clearly separating the problem statement from its solving. The motivation was
to allow a combinatorial search problem to be formulated in the most concise and natural
manner.

The constrained object was not associated with a domain (set of values the relation
can take) and was not “pruned” using consistency techniques, rather it was mapped to an
internal representation based on a bipartite graph structure. Operations were performed on
this structure.

In ALICE, constraints are expressed in a mathematical language based on relation the-
ory and some notions of graph theory. The searched objects are functions which should
satisfy a set of constraints. The solver combines a depth-first search method with sophis-
ticated constraint manipulation techniques and a set of powerful heuristics. The lack of
flexibility of this seminal system both in the language representation and the solving strat-
egy motivated the design and implementation of CHIP.

It has also motivated numerous works in the development of high level specification
languages for combinatorial problems. Such proposals have been revived in the past years
and we can now see two clear trends in the design of high level constraint languages over
maps, relations and graphs objects:

• a class of programming languages over new constraint domains, where functions
relations or graphs become constrained objects. The resolution algorithms depend
then upon the representation of the new constrained objects. Most of these works
are still novel and currently mapped down to finite set solvers as we will see below.

• a class of modeling languages offering high level constructs such as functions, maps
and sequences to model combinatorial problems in a concise manner. Such ap-
proaches do not reason directly about the constrained object to solve the specified
problem. Instead, the formulation is compiled into a lower language benefiting usu-
ally from existing solvers.

17.5.2 Constraint Programming Beyond Sets

The extension of constraint solvers with high modelling and programming facilities has
lead to the definition of new constraint domains over binary relations, graph and maps
essentially. We will present their main components.

Relation variables. When dealing with sets, it sounds quite natural to deal with relations
as well. The Conjunto language —mainly designed to handle finite set constraints—
also provides relations at the language level to extend the expressive power of the language
when dealing for example with circuit problems and matching problems originating from
Operations research. Relation terms are basically built using set terms.
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A relation R is commonly represented as a set of ordered pairs (xi, yj) such that xi
belongs to the DS-domain d ofR and yj to its AS-range1 a. In other words, a relationR on
two ground sets d and a is a subset of the Cartesian product d× a. Keeping this represen-
tation to deal with relations as specific set terms containing pairs of elements can be very
costly in memory. Indeed, the statement of the Cartesian product referring to a relation
requires us to consider explicitly a huge set of pairs. This is very inconvenient. Instead,
a relation in Conjunto is represented as a specific data structure which is characterized
by two ground sets (DS-domain and AS-range) and a list containing the successor sets
attached to each element of DS-domain.

Considering one successor set per element splits the domain of a relation into a collec-
tion of set domains. The resulting value of a relation is clearly the union of the successor
sets. This approach is close to the one introduced in ALICE which dealt essentially with
functions. However, in ALICE there is no explicit notion of set domain.

Definition 17.19. Let a relation be r ⊆ d× a. The successor set s of an element x ∈ d is
the set s = {y ∈ a | (x, y) ∈ r}.

The definition of constraints applied to relation variables abstracts from stating directly
constraints over the set DS-domain and AS-range or over the successor sets. The following
injection, map, surjection, bijection constraints over a relation r have been embedded in
Conjunto. We illustrate some of them below. They are represented using the cardinality
operation ||, the usual set operation symbols (∪,∩) and the arithmetic inequality (≥).

Constraints Interpretation

r bin_r d --> a r = birel(l, d, a) where l = {si | ∀i ∈ d, si ∈ {}..a}
(i, j) in_r r if i ∈ d, j ∈ a then j ∈ si
funct(r) ∀i ∈ d, |si| = 1
inj(r) |d| ≤ |a|, |d| = n

s1 ∩ s2 = ∅, s1 ∩ s3 = ∅, ..., sn−1 ∩ sn = ∅
∀i ∈ d, |si| = 1

surj(r) |d| ≥ |a|, |d| = n
s1 ∪ s2... ∪ sn = a
∀i ∈ d, |si| = 1

These constraints do not require any specific solver since the reasoning is based on the
successor set variables. Such constraints were used to prototype partitioning problems.

Graph and map variables. In the same line of work, the CP(Graph) language has
been designed to tackle combinatorial problems involving “subgraph findings” common in
the fields of communication networks, route planning and more recently bio-informatics
[24].

CP(Graph) deals more specifically with graphs and graph constraints and represents
a graph domain by considering its nodes and arcs, that is a graph g = (sn, sa) is defined
by a set of nodes sn and a set of arcs sa ⊆ sn×sn. It handles both directed and undirected
graphs and offers a set of kernel constraints used to derive other graph constraints.

Similarly to subset bound solvers, CP(Graph) builds upon a partial ordering among
graphs to reason upon graph domains. We have, given g1 = (sn1, sa1) and g2 = (sn2, sa2):

1DS-domain and AS-range stand respectively for departure and arrival sets
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g1 ⊆ g2 iff sn1 ⊆ sn2 ∧ sa1 ⊆ sa2

Graph domains are represented by the lattice of graphs partially ordered by set inclu-
sion and specified by a graph interval [gL, gU ] such that gL is the greatest lower bound and
gU the least upper bounds of the lattice. It also considers the arcs and nodes as set vari-
ables. The use of additional node and arc variables adds expressiveness to the language
when describing complex graph constraints.

Dooms et al. show that any complex graph constraint can be expressed using a combi-
nation of the following kernel graph constraints:

• Arcs(g, sa) ∈ [saL, saU ] where sa describes the set of arcs of g that range over
the subset bound domain

• Nodes(g, sn) ∈ [snL, snU ] where sn describes the set of nodes of g that range
over a subset bound domain

• ArcNode(a, n1, n2) states that the arc variable a is an arc between
two nodes n1 and n2

A set of propagation rules allows to infer arc consistency over these constraints. The
expressiveness of the constraints allows CP(Graph) to define more complex graph con-
straints based upon the kernel constraints. We illustrate some of them. The functional form
of the kernel constraints is used to ease readability.

The SubGraph(g1, g2) constraint can be specified by:

SubGraph(g1, g2) ≡ Nodes(g1) ⊆ Nodes(g2) ∧Arcs(g1) ⊆ Arcs(g2)

The InNeighbors(g, n, sn) constrains sn to be the nodes in g for which an inward arc
incident to n is present.

InNeighbors(g, n, sn) ≡ sn ⊆ Nodes(g) ∧ (|sn| > 0⇔ n ∈ Nodes(G)
∧∀i ∈ Nodes(gU ) : n ∈ sn⇔ (i, n) ∈ Arcs(G)

Clearly even tough the kernel allow us to express any graph constraints, such formula-
tions might not be effective. Thus CP(Graph) also offers global graph constraints based on
existing results from literature in the field, see Chapter 6, “Global Constraints”.

Recent advances in CP(Graph) include its extension to manipulate map terms as well
in CP(Graph + Map)[22]. The main application of CP(Map) is for graph pattern problems.
The language extends the relation terms of Conjunto (built upon domain and range lim-
ited to ground sets) where domain and range become variables. As the departure set of the
map is not a ground set, instead of using a list of successor sets, CP(Map) uses an indexed
array. As maps are functions and not general relations, the domain variables stored in this
indexed array are not finite sets but finite domain variables.

17.5.3 High Level Modeling/Specification Languages

Recent proposals have considered Map variables as high level type constructors, simplify-
ing the modeling of combinatorial optimization problems, which would then be compiled
into another programming language. We outline recent results in this related area of con-
straint modeling. The language ASRA defines a relation or map variable from a set v to a
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set w, where supersets of v and w must be known [32]. While the map variables and con-
straints are used to model a constraint problems, the resolution of the model is handled by
another system. In this proposal, the derived model are compiled into OPL[91]. This idea
can also be found in the language L where v and w are ground sets[48]. Finally, relation
and map variables are also described in [35] as a useful abstraction in constraint modelling.
Rules are proposed for refining constraints on these complex variables into constraints on
finite integer and set variables.

17.6 Constraints over Lattices and Hierarchical Trees

Proposals for higher computation domains have been made recently which deserve atten-
tion. These include the generalization of existing interval based approaches to propose a
generic framework for defining and solving interval constraints on any set of domains (fi-
nite or infinite) that are lattices [30]. The approach is based on the use of a single form of
constraint similar to that of an indexical used by Constraint Logic Programming for finite
domains and on a particular generic definition of an interval domain built from an arbi-
trary lattice. They provide the theoretical foundations for this framework and a schematic
procedure for the operational semantics. Examples are provided that illustrate how new
(compound) constraint solvers can be constructed from existing solvers using lattice com-
binators and how different solvers (possibly on distinct domains) can communicate and
hence, cooperate in solving a problem.

Another challenging domain is that of order-sorted domains and ontologies. Both pro-
posals are driven by industrial needs. The first one shows how constraint satisfaction tech-
niques can be extended to address order-sorted domains, from class taxonomies with an
object oriented perspective [17]. The use of ontologies, is itself motivated by applications
for the configuration of product and services, for instance in the e-commerce [59]. This
second approach defines a constraint domain where all values that a variable may take are
organized into a hierarchy. Such hierarchies are often called ontologies or thesauri in Ar-
tificial Intelligence. Both approaches are quite close. The objective is to define a system
that would allow the use of order-sorted domains in constraint programming for model-
ing purposes. The outlined algorithmic approach to reason about ontologies follows the
bound and convex interval reasoning of finite set intervals. Other approaches to deal with
hierarchies have essentially used the standard CSP formalism and constrain the values of
properties as opposed to the entities in a hierarchy itself [34].

17.7 Implementation Aspects

We present some of the core implementation issues mainly relating to subset bound solvers
since they are the main practical language implementations and are used by higher level
constructs as well. For example the CP(Graph) prototype is built over the FD and finite
set solver of OZ.

17.7.1 Existing Subset Bound Solvers

Subset bound solvers can be found atop different types of kernel languages such as Prolog
enriched with constraint solving and replacing the standard Prolog variable by an attributed
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variable [52] subject to a dedicated unification algorithm. Prolog based set solvers can be
found in ECLiPSe, B-Prolog and Cardinal for instance. Other kernel systems are
based on object oriented language such as C++(SOLVER), concurrent object-oriented lan-
guage like OZ (MOZART), a functional language OCaml ( FACILE), and java (the open
source Choco system) to name the main ones. Each offers different modeling and resolu-
tion facilities.

17.7.2 Set Data Structures

Most existing finite set solvers make use of the subset bound representation for space and
computational efficiency reasons. The ROBDD proposal investigates the use of binary
decision diagram to represent set domains, allowing for full domains as well as intervals.

The internal representation of sets plays a role in the time complexity of the different
set operations on the domains since such operations cannot be considered constant unlike
arithmetic operations over integers. For the bound representation we can use 2 sorted lists
one for each bound, an array of 0-1 variables (both bounds in a single array) or bitmaps
representing the characteristic function of the set. The same structures can be used for
ground set representations if the two bounds are stored separately as well as more elaborate
ones such as binomial trees or binary trees.

Since set operations on domains are performed by reasoning on either or both bounds
we give hereafter the time complexity for basic set operations on ground sets. When one
structure is used to embed both bounds the same reasoning applies. Let s be the set with
largest domain such that d = |lub(s)| + |glb(s)|. The cardinality information is usually
maintained dynamically as part of the set variable data structure.

ROBDDs correspond to directed acyclic graphs. Recall that the ROBDD approach
transforms set constraints into Boolean operations and can model domain reasoning as
well as interval reasoning. The complexity of basic set operations depends on the ordering
of the Boolean variables. For a given constraint we can generate an exponential as well as
a linear representation in a Boolean formula. We consider N as the size of the set domain
which can potentially correspond to 2lub(s). The main thing is that each basic set operation
generates an ROBDD. So the complexity issue relates to the size of the generated ROBDD.

17.7.3 Complexity of Set Operations

For bound domains the corresponding initial ROBDD corresponds to the size of the lower
bound independent of the upper bound size and any update can be represented in O(|
glb(s) | +N− | lub(s) |). For an extensive domain representation the size of the ini-
tial ROBDD is linear relative to N [60]. The size of the ROBDD for the different basic set
operations is given below where N is the size of the largest set domain and k a bound on
the cardinality. The cardinality constraint is quite tricky to express in Boolean formula and
requires a quadratic number of formula defined recursively hence the complexity results.

The strength of hash tables is the constant time on average to retrieve information. “+”
represents the “capacity” of the backing (the number of buckets).

Alternative approaches exist based on the representation of a ground set. They are
used mainly for dynamic set operations (add, remove, and sometimes union) and corre-
spond to tree structures (B-tree, binary search tree, binomial tree). The worst case time
complexity for ground sets operations is usually measured by the height of the tree. For
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sets of cardinality c we have: h = log c where h is the height of the tree. For such
structures the efficiency lies in the membership test O(log c), union is in O(c log c).

= ⊆ ∪ ∩ \ ∈ ||

sorted list O(d) O(glb(s)) O(d) O(d) O(d) O(| glb(s) |) O(1)
0-1 array (1) (d) O(d) O(d) O(d) O(1) O(1)
hash table O(1) O(k+) O(k+) O(k+) O(k+) O(1) O(1)
ROBDD O(N) O(N) O(N) O(N) O(N) O(1) O(k(N − k))

17.8 Applications

Each structured domain was developed to address particular application needs. For in-
stance, the graph domain was motivated by a problem for biochemical network analysis
[24]. The order-sorted and ontology domains were driven by industrial problems, for in-
stance in the area of e-commerce for ontologies.

The structured domain which has been the most widely developed and used is certainly
that of finite sets. The reason is probably that sets are the underlying structured objects for
the other domains. Set solvers have been used to tackle small and large size benchmark
and “real-world” problems ranging from bin packing ([39]), set partitioning ([40, 70, 68]),
digital circuit and warehouse location [3], combinatorial design ([8, 60, 45]), and network
design ([29, 88, 85]) among others. Recently, combinatorial designs have shown to have
a wide applicability in error-correcting codes, sport scheduling, Steiner systems and more
recently networking and cryptography (e.g. see [19] for a survey). Set constraints have
shown their adequacy for such problems, and powerful models have been derived com-
bined with symmetry breaking techniques and heuristic techniques. We draw particular
attention, to the solving of the challenging Kirkman school girl problem in few seconds,
with an elaborate approach which uses a set model extended with redundant constraints and
symmetry breaking techniques[8]. More discussions on symmetry breaking and modeling
aspects can be found respectively in Chapter 10, “Symmetry in Constraint Programming”,
and Chapter 11 “Modelling”.

Another application area of increasing interest for constraint practitioners, is network
design. Various successful set-based models have been proposed to tackle the network de-
sign SONET problem from a constraint programming perspective [88, 85]. They demon-
strate the strength of applying dual models, redundant constraints and symmetry breaking
techniques to set models.

17.9 Further Topics

Constraint reasoning over structured domains has mainly been motivated by the devel-
opment of high level modeling and specification languages that ease the formulation of
complex combinatorial problems while retaining efficiency.

Research on high level specification languages has long existed but is now growing in
constraint programming [32, 48, 15]. Many constraint programming languages –both in
academia and industry– utilizing structured domains have been proposed, demonstrating
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important progress (e.g. graphs [24], order-sorted domains [17], ontologies [59], multi-
sets [93], and lattices [30]). Much progress has also been made on improving language
effectiveness, in particular with respect to set solvers (e.g. cardinality inferences [5], the
use of ROBDDs [45], more expressive domain representations [84, 41], global propagators
[82, 13, 51]). This research area is extremely active.

Finally, a programming language that allows practitioners to state the problem in a nat-
ural and concise form without needing to worry about the solution method does not yet
exist. However, certain steps have been taken towards this goal. In particular, a high level
problem formulation allows language designers and programmers, to see the actual prob-
lem structure and components, and consequently to identify combinations of constraints
that best exploit the problem structure.
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Chapter 18

Randomness and Structure

Carla Gomes and Toby Walsh

This chapter covers research in constraint programming (CP) and related areas involving
random problems. Such research has played a significant role in the development of more
efficient and effective algorithms, as well as in understanding the source of hardness in
solving combinatorially challenging problems.

Random problems have proved useful in a number of different ways. Firstly, they pro-
vide a relatively “unbiased” sample for benchmarking algorithms. In the early days of CP,
many algorithms were compared using only a limited sample of problem instances. In
some cases, this may have lead to premature conclusions. Random problems, by compar-
ison, permit algorithms to be tested on statistically significant samples of hard problems.
However, as we outline in the rest of this chapter, there remain pitfalls waiting the unwary
in their use. For example, random problems may not contain structures found in many
real world problems, and these structures can make problems much easier or much harder
to solve. As a second example, the process of generating random problems may itself be
“flawed”, giving problem instances which are not, at least asymptotically, combinatorially
hard.

Random problems have also provided insight into problem hardness. For example, the
influential paper by Cheeseman, Kanefsky and Taylor [12] highlighted the computational
difficulty of problems which are on the “knife-edge” between satisfiability and unsatisfi-
ability [84]. There is even hope within certain quarters that random problems may be one
of the links in resolving the P=NP question.

Finally, insight into problem hardness provided by random problems has helped inform
the design of better algorithms and heuristics. For example, the design of a number of
branching heuristics for the Davis Logemann Loveland satisfiability (DPLL) procedure has
been heavily influenced by the hardness of random problems. As a second example, the
rapid randomization and restart (RRR) strategy [45, 44] was motivated by the discovery
of heavy-tailed runtime distributions in backtracking style search procedures on random
quasigroup completion problems.

B.V. 
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18.1 Random Constraint Satisfaction

We begin by introducing the random problems classes studied in constraint satisfaction,
and discussing various empirical and theoretical results surrounding them.

18.1.1 Models A to D

Most experimental and theoretical studies use one of four simple models of random con-
straint satisfaction problems. In each, we generate a constraint graph G, and then for
each edge in this graph, we choose pairs of incompatible values for the associated conflict
matrix. The models differ in how we generate the constraint graph and how we choose
incompatible values. In each case, we can describe problems by the tuple 〈n,m, p1, p2〉,
where n is the number of variables, m is the uniform domain size, p1 is a measure of the
density of the constraint graph, and p2 is a measure of the tightness of the constraints.

model A: we independently select each one of the n(n − 1)/2 possible edges in G with
probability p1, and for each selected edge we pick each one of the m2 possible pairs
of values, independently with probability p2, as being incompatible;

model B: we randomly select exactly p1n(n − 1)/2 edges for G, and for each selected
edge we randomly pick exactly p2m

2 pairs of values as incompatible;

model C: we select each one of the n(n − 1)/2 possible edges in G independently with
probability p1, and for each selected edge we randomly pick exactly p2m

2 pairs of
values as incompatible;

model D: we randomly select exactly p1n(n − 1)/2 edges for G, and for each selected
edge we pick each one of the m2 possible pairs of values, independently with prob-
ability p2, as being incompatible;

Whilst p1 and p2 can be either a probability or a fraction, similar results are observed
with the four different models. Most experimental studies typically fix n and m, and vary
p1 and/or p2. Typical parameter ranges include 〈10, 10, p1, p2〉, 〈20, 10, p1, p2〉, 〈10 −
200, 3, p1, 1/9〉, and 〈10 − 200, 3, p1, 2/9〉. The penultimate of these parameter ranges
resembles graph 3-colouring. See Table 1 in [27] for a more extensive survey.

18.1.2 Phase Transition

Random problems generated in this way exhibit phase transition behaviour similar to that
seen in statistical mechanics [12]. Loosely constrained problems are almost surely satisfi-
able. As we increase the parameters and constrain the problems more, problems become
almost surely unsatisfiable. As n increase, the transition between satisfiable and unsatisfi-
able problems becomes sharper and sharper. In the limit, it is a step function [22]. Using a
Markov first moment method, the location of this phase transition can be predicted to oc-
cur where the expected number of solutions is approximately 1 [73, 80]. Associated with
this rapid transition in satisfiability of problems, is a peak in problem hardness for a wide
range both of systematic and local search methods [12, 67, 73, 80]. Such problems are
on the “knife-edge” between satisfiability and unsatisfiability [84]. It is very hard to tell if
they are satisfiable or unsatisfiable. If we branch on a variable, the resulting subproblem is
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smaller but otherwise tends to look similar. We can only determine if the current subprob-
lem is satisfiable deep in the search tree. See Figure 18.1 for some graphs displaying the
“easy-hard-easy” pattern associated with phase transitions.

Figure 18.1: Phase transition for Model B problems with 〈n, 3, p1, 2/9〉 (a) percentage
satisfiability and (b) median search effort for FC-CBJ with the fail-first heuristic against
p1, and n from 10 to 110. Graphs taken from [27].

Whilst the hardest problems typically occur close to this rapid transition in satisfiability,
hard problems can occur elsewhere. In particular, in the easy and satisfiable region, prob-
lems can occasionally be very hard to solve, especially for systematic search procedures
like forward checking [32, 47, 46]. Such exceptionally hard problems (EHPs) appear to
be a consequence of early branching mistakes. Better branching heuristics, more informed
backtracking mechanisms, greater constraint propagation and restart strategies can all re-
duce the impact of EHPs greatly. Since curves of median search effort may disguise the
appearance of EHPs, experimentalists are encouraged to look for outliers.

18.1.3 Constrainedness

Williams and Hogg introduced the first comprehensive theoretical model of such phase
transition behaviour for constraint satisfaction problems [86]. More recently, Gent et al.
presented a theory that works across a wide range of problems and complexity classes in-
cluding constraint satisfaction and satisfiability problems [30]. This theory is based around
the definition of the “constrainedness” of a problem using the parameter κ. For an ensem-
ble of problems:

κ = 1− log2(〈Sol〉)
N

Where 〈Sol〉 is the expected number of solutions for a problem in the ensemble, and N is
the number of bits needed to represent a solution (or equivalently the log base 2 of the size
of the state space). For instance, for model B, this is:

κ =
n− 1

2
p1 logm(

1

1− p2
)
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This constrainedness parameter, κ lies in the interval [0,∞). For κ < 1, problems are
under-constrained and are typically easy to show satisfiable. For κ > 1, problems are over-
constrained and are typically relatively easy to show unsatisfiable. For κ ≈ 1, problems
are critically constrained and exhibit a sharp transition in satisfiability. For instance, for
random constraint satisfaction problem, graph k-colouring problems, number partitioning,
and travelling salesperson problems, a rapid phase transition in problem satisfiability has
been observed around κ ≈ 1 [27].

Exact theoretical results about the location of the phase transition and of the hardness
of random constraint satisfaction problems have been harder to obtain than either empirical
results or approximate results using “theories” like that of constrainedness. One exception
is work in resolution complexity. Most of the standard backtracking algorithms like for-
ward checking and conflict-directed backjumping explore search trees bounded in size by
the size of a corresponding resolution refutation. Resolution complexity results can thus be
used to place (lower) bounds on problem hardness. For example, random constraint prob-
lems almost surely have an exponential resolution complexity when the constraint tightness
is small compared to the domain size [68, 66, 25, 89].

18.1.4 Finite-Size Scaling

The scaling of the phase transition with problem size can be modelled using finite-size
scaling methods taken from statistical mechanics [60, 30]. In particular, around some
critical value of constrainedness κc, problems of all sizes are indistinguishable except for a
simple change of scale given by a power law in N . Once rescaled, macroscopic properties
like the probability that a problem is satisfiable obey simple equations. For example, the
probability of satisfiability can be modelled with the simple equation:

prob(Sol > 0) = f(
κ− κc
κc

N1/ν)

Where f is some universal function, κ−κc

κc
plays the roles of the reduced temperature T−Tc

Tc

as it rescales around the critical point, and N1/ν is a simple power law that describes the
scaling with problem size. See Figure 18.2 for some graphs which illustrate this finite-
size scaling. Finite-size scaling is used in statistical mechanics to describe systems like
Ising magnets with 1020 or more atoms (and thus with 21020

or so states). It is remarkable
therefore that similar mathematics can be used to describe a constraint satisfaction problem
with tens or hundreds of variables and therefore just 2100 or so states.

Finite-size scaling also appears to be useful to model the change in problem hardness
with problem size and problem constrainedness [31]. Finally, parameters like κ and proxies
for them which are cheaper to compute appear useful as branching heuristics [27]. A good
heuristic is to branch on the “most constrained” variable. This will encourage propagation
and tend to give a new subproblem to solve which is much smaller.

18.1.5 Flaws and Flawless Methods

Random problems may contain structures which make them artificially easy. One issue
is trivial flaws which a polynomial algorithm could easily discover. In a binary constraint
satisfaction problem, the assignment of a value to a variable is said to be flawed if there
exists another variable that cannot be assigned a value without violating a constraint. The
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Figure 18.2: Finite-size scaling of the phase transition for Model B problems with
〈n, 3, p1, 2/9〉. (a) percentage satisfiability and (b) median search effort for FC-CBJ with
the fail-first heuristic against the rescaled parameter, κ−κc

κc
N1/ν for κc = 0.625 and

ν = 2.3. Graphs taken from [27].

value is supported otherwise. A variable is flawed iff each value is flawed. A problem
with a flawed variable cannot have a solution. Achlioptas et al. [4] identify a potential
shortcoming of all four random models. They prove that if p2 ≥ 1/m then, as n goes to
infinity, there almost surely exists a flawed variable. Such problems are not intrinsically
hard as a simple arc-consistency algorithm can solve them in polynomial time.

Fortunately, such flaws are unlikely in the size of problems used in practice [27]. We
can also define parameters for existing methods and new generation methods which prevent
flaws. For example:

model B: the parameter scheme m = nα, p1 = β log(n)/(n − 1) for some constants α,
β [91, 89]; Xu and Li also present a similar parameter scheme for model D in which
domain size grows polynomially with the number of variables; such problems are
guaranteed to have a phase transition and to give problems which almost surely have
an exponential resolution complexity;

model D: Smith proposes a somewhat more complex scheme which increases m and the
average degree of the constraint graph with n [81];

model E: a new generation method in which we select uniformly, independently and with
repetition, exactly pm2n(n − 1)/2 nogoods out of the m2n(n − 1)/2 possible for
some fixed p [4];

modified models A to D: we ensure the conflict matrix of each constraint is flawless by
randomly choosing a permutation πi of 1 tom, and insist that (i, πi) is a good before
we randomly pick nogoods from the other entries in the conflict matrix; each value
is thereby guaranteed to have some support [27].

Model E is very similar to the one studied by Williams and Hogg [86]. One possible
shortcoming of Model E is that it generates problems with a complete constraint graph for
quite small values of p. It is hard therefore to test the performance of algorithms on sparse
problems using Model E [27].
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The modified versions of models A to D are guaranteed not to contain trivial flaws
which would be uncovered by enforcing arc-consistency. However, more recent results
have shown that such problems may still be asymptotically unsatisfiable and can be solved
in polynomial time using a path consistency algorithm [25]. In response, Gao and Culber-
son propose a method to generate random problems which are weakly path-consistent, and
which almost surely have an exponential resolution complexity.

18.1.6 Related Problems

Phase transition behaviour has also been observed in other problems associated with con-
straint satisfaction problems. This includes problems in both higher and lower complexity
classes. For example, phase transition behaviour has been observed in polynomial prob-
lems like establishing the arc-consistency of random constraint satisfaction problems [29].
The probability that the problem can be made arc-consistent goes through a rapid transition,
and this is associated with a peak for the complexity of coarse grained arc-consistency al-
gorithms. As a second example, phase transition behaviour has been observed in PSPACE-
complete problems like the satisfiability of quantified Boolean formulae. We have to be
again carefully of generating flawed problems, but if we do, there is a rapid transition in
satisfiability, and this is associated with a complexity peak for many search algorithms [37].
As a third and final example, phase transition behaviour has been observed in PP-complete
problems like deciding if a Boolean formulae can be satisfied by at least the square-root of
the total number of assignments [8].

18.2 Random Satisfiability

One type of constraint satisfaction problem with a special but very simple structure is
propositional satisfiability (SAT). In a SAT problem, variables are only Boolean, and con-
straints are propositional formulae, typically clauses. Many problems of practical and
theoretical importance can be easily mapped into SAT. Random SAT problems have been
the subject of extensive research. As a result, some of our deepest understanding has come
in this area.

18.2.1 Random k-SAT

There exist a number of different classes of random SAT problem. One such problem class
is the “constant probability” model in which each variable is included in a clause with a
fixed probability. However, this gives problems which are often easy to solve. Following
[67], research has focused on the random k-SAT problem class. A random k-SAT problem
in n variables consists of m clauses, each of which contains exactly k Boolean variables
drawn uniformly and at random from the set of all possible k-clauses. A rapid transition
in satisfiability is observed to occur around a fixed ratio of clauses to variables and this
appears to be correlated with a peak in search hardness [67]. Such problems are routinely
used to benchmark SAT algorithms.

For random 2-SAT, which is polynomial, the phase transition has been proven to occur
at exactly m/n = 1 [14, 38]. For random k-SAT for k ≥ 3, exact results have been
harder to obtain. For k = 3, the phase transition occurs between 3.42 ≤ m/n ≤ 4.51.
Experiments suggest that the transition is atm/n = 4.26. Asymptotically, the satisfiability
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transition is “sharp” (that is, it is a step function) [22]. A very recent result proves that
the threshold is at 2k log(2) − O(k), confirming “approximate” results from statistical
mechanics using replica methods [5]. Finite-size scaling methods can again be used to
model the sharpening of the phase transition with problem size [60].
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Figure 18.3: Median search cost for DPLL to solve 50 variable random 3-SAT problems
and fraction of unsatisfiable clauses, both plotted against the ratio of clauses to variables.
Graphs adapted from [67].

At least one note of caution needs to be sounded about the using random 3-SAT as
the distribution of solutions is highly skewed. In particular, at the phase transition, the
expected number of solutions is exponentially large [57]. Thus, whilst many problems
have no solutions, a few problems will have exponentially many.

18.2.2 Backbone

A possible “order parameter” for such phase transitions is the backbone. For a satisfiable
problem, the backbone is the fraction of variables which take fixed values in all satisfying
assignments. Such variables must be assigned correctly if we are to find a solution. For
an unsatisfiable problem, the backbone is the fraction of variables which take fixed values
in all assignments which maximize the number of satisfied clauses. A satisfiable problem
with a large backbone is likely to be hard to solve for systematic methods like DPLL since
there are many variables to branch incorrectly upon. For random 3-SAT, the backbone
size jumps discontinuously at the phase transition, suggesting that it behaves like a first-
order (or discontinuous) phase transition in statistical mechanics. For random 2-SAT, on
the other hand, the backbone size varies smoothly over the phase transition suggesting that
it behaves like a second-order (or continuous) phase transition. However, the order (or
continuity) of the phase transition does not appear to be directly connected to the problem
complexity as there are NP-complete problems with second-order (or continuous) phase
transitions.
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18.2.3 2+p-SAT

Significant insight into phase transition behaviour has come from “interpolating” between
random 2-SAT (which is polynomial and quite well understood theoretically) and random
3-SAT (which is NP-hard and much less well understood theoretically). The random 2+p-
SAT problem class consists of SAT problems with a mixture of (1 − p)m clauses with 2
variables and pm clauses with 3 variables, each clause drawn uniformly and at random
from the space of all possible clauses of the given size. For p = 0, we have random 2-SAT.
For p = 1, we have random 3-SAT. For 0 < p < 1, we have problems with a mixture
of both 2-clauses and 3-clauses. From the perspective of worst-case complexity, 2+p-SAT
is rather unexciting. For any fixed p > 0, the problem class is NP-complete. However,
problems appear to be behave polynomially for p < 0.4 [69, 3]. It is only for p ≥ 0.4 that
problems appear hard to solve. This increase in problem hardness has been correlated with
a rapid transition in the size of the backbone, and with a change from a continuous to a
discontinuous phase transition [69]. For 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.4, the satisfiability phase transition for
random 2+p-SAT occurs at a simple lower bound, 1/(1−p) constructed by simply consid-
ering the satisfiability of the embedded 2-SAT subproblem. In other words, the 2-clauses
alone determine satisfiability. It is not perhaps so surprising therefore that average search
costs appears to be polynomial. Note that, having made some branching decisions on a
3-SAT problem, DPLL is effectively solving a 2+p-SAT subproblem. The performance of
such procedures can thus be modelled by mapping trajectories through p and m/n space
[15].
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plotted against the number of variables, N for a range of values of p. Graph adapted from
[15].

18.2.4 Beyond k-SAT

Phase transition behaviour has been observed in other satisfiability problems including:

1 in k-SAT: each “clause” contains k literals, exactly one of which must be true. This was
the first problem NP-complete class in which the exact location of its satisfiability
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phase transition was proven [1]. For all k ≥ 3, random 1 in k-SAT problems have a
sharp, second-order or continuous phase transition at m/n = 2/k(k − 1).

NAE-SAT: each “clause” contains k literals, all of which cannot take the same truth value.
For k = 3, the phase transition for random NAE SAT problems occurs somewhere
between 1.514 < m/n < 2.215 [1]. Empirical results put the phase transition at
around m/n ≈ 2.1. A NAE SAT problem can be mapped into a SAT problem with
twice the number of clauses. Although these clauses are correlated, it is remark-
able that these correlations appear to be largely irrelevant and the phase transition
occurs at almost exactly half the clause to variable ratio of the random 3-SAT phase
transition.

XOR SAT: each “clause” contains k literals, an odd number of which must be true in
any satisfying assignment. For k = 3, random NAE SAT has a sharp threshold
in the interval 0.8894 ≤ m/n ≤ 0.9278 [17]. Experiments put the transition at
m/n ≈ 0.92, whilst statistical mechanical calculations put it at m/n = 0.918 [21].

non-clausal SAT: formulae have a fixed shape (a given structure of and and or connec-
tives) which are labelled with literals at random [71]. This model displays a phase
transition in satisfiability with an associated easy-hard-easy pattern in search cost.

quantified SAT: in a quantified Boolean formula (QBF) we have variables which are both
existentially quantified and universally quantified. If we generate random QBF for-
mulae, we need to throw out clauses containing just universally quantified variables
(as these are trivially unsatisfiable). If we eliminate such “flaws”, there is a rapid
phase transition, and an associated complexity peak [37]

18.2.5 Satisfiable Problems

Random problems have been a driving force in the design of better algorithms. To bench-
mark incomplete local search procedures, standard random problem generators are unsuit-
able as they produce both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances. We could simply filter
out unsatisfiable instances using a complete method. However, we are then unable to
benchmark incomplete search methods on problems that are beyond the reach of complete
methods. Designing generators, on the other hand, that generate only satisfiable problems
has proven surprisingly difficult.

One approach is to “hide” at least one solution in a problem instance. For example, we
can choose a random truth assignment T ∈ {0, 1}n and then generate a formula with n
variables and αm random clauses, rejecting any clause that violates T . Unfortunately, this
method is highly biased to generating formulas with many assignments. They are much
easier for local search methods like Walksat [74] than formulas of comparable size obtained
by filtering a random 3-SAT generator. More sophisticated versions of this “1-hidden as-
signment” scheme provide improvements but still lead to biased samples [7]. Achlioptas
et al. [6] proposed a “2-hidden assignment” approach in which clauses that violate both
T and its complement are rejected. Whilst DPLL solvers find such problems as hard as
regular random 3-SAT problems, local search methods find them easy. An improved ap-
proach, called “q-hidden” [56], hides a single assignment but biases the distribution so that
each variable is as likely to appear positively as as negatively, and the formula no longer
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points toward the satisfying assignment T . Indeed, we can even make it more likely that a
variable occurrence disagrees with T , so that the formula becomes “deceptive” and points
away from the hidden assignment. Empirical results suggest that the q-hidden model pro-
duces formulas that are much harder for Walksat.

Recently Xu et al [90] gave modifications of the random models B and D to gener-
ate “forced” solvable instances whose hardness is comparable to “unforced” solvable in-
stances, based on the theoretical argument that the number of expected solutions in both
cases is identical. They also provide empirical results showing that the unforced solvable
instances, unforced solvable and unsolvable instances, and forced solvable instances ex-
hibit a similar hardness pattern. In section 18.3 we will discuss a quite different strategy
for generating guaranteed satisfiable random instances for structured CSP problems.

18.2.6 Optimization Problems

Phase transition behaviour has also been identified in a range of optimization problems.
Some of our best understanding has come in satisfiability problems related to optimization
like MAX-SAT (for example, [94, 79]. However, insight has also come from other domains
like number partitioning [34, 36] and the symmetric and asymmetric travelling salesperson
problems [35, 96, 95]. The simplest view is that optimization problems naturally push
us to the phase boundary [33]. For systematic backtracking algorithms like branch and
bound, we essentially solve a pair of decision problems right at the phase transition: we
first find a solution to the decision problem with an optimal objective and then prove that
the decision problem with any smaller objective is unsatisfiable. A more sophisticated view
is that optimization problems like MAX-SAT can be viewed as bounded by a sequence of
decision problems at successive objective values [94].

The concept of backbone has also been generalized to deal with optimization problems
[78]. As with decision problems, transitions in problem hardness have been correlated
with rapid transitions in backbone size [78, 94, 95]. These views suggest that there is
a relatively simple connection between the hardness of decision and the corresponding
optimization problem. Indeed, by solving (easy) decision problems away from the phase
boundary, we can often predict the cost of finding optimal solutions [77].

18.3 Random Problems with Structure

Uniform random problems like random k-SAT are unlikely to contain structures found in
many real world problems. Such structures can make problems much easier or much harder
to solve. Researchers have therefore looked at ways of generating structured random prob-
lems. For example, the question of the existence of discrete structures like quasigroups
with particular properties gives some of the most challenging search problems [76]. How-
ever, such problems may be too uniform and highly structured when compared to messy
real-world problems. In order to bridge this gap, a number of random problem classes
have been proposed that incorporate structures rarely seen in purely uniform random prob-
lems. For example, Gomes and Selman [39] proposed the quasigroup completion problem
(QCP). As another example, Walsh proposed small-world search problems [85].
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18.3.1 Quasigroup Completion

An order n quasigroup, or Latin Square , is defined by n× n multiplication in which each
row and column is a permutation of the n symbols. A partial Latin square with p pre-
assigned cells is an n×nmatrix in which p cells of the matrix have been assigned symbols
such that no symbol occurs repeated in a row or a column. The Quasigroup Completion
Problem (QCP) is to determine if the remaining n2−p cells (or “holes”) can be assigned to
obtain a complete Latin square (see Figure18.5). QCP is NP-complete [16]. The structure
in QCP is similar to that found in real-world domains like scheduling, timetabling, routing,
and experimental design. One problem that directly maps onto the QCP is that of assigning
wavelengths to routes in fiber-optic networks [61].

Figure 18.5: Quasigroup Completion Problem of order 4, with 5 holes.

To generate a random QCP instance, we randomly select p cells and assign each a sym-
bol. We have a choice in the level of consistency enforced between such assignments to
eliminate “obvious” inconsistencies. The most commonly used model enforces forward
checking [39]. Shaw et al [75] studied a model which enforces generalized arc consis-
tency on the all-different constraints on the rows and the columns of the matrix. This
gives harder problems but biases the sampling. Empirical studies have identified phase
transition behaviour in QCP [39]. The computationally hardest instances again lie at the
phase transition. almost all unsolvable (“over-constrained” region). Figure 18.6 shows the
computational cost (median number of backtracks) and phase transition in solvability for
solving QCP instances of different orders.

18.3.2 Quasigroup with Holes

The QCP model generates both satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances. A different model,
the Quasigroup With Holes problem (QWH), generates only satisfiable instances with good
computational properties [2]. QWH instances are generated by starting with a full quasi-
group and “punching” holes into it. Achlioptas et al [2] proposed the following QWH
generator: (1) Generate a complete Latin square uniformly from the space of all Latin
squares using a Markov chain; (2) punch a fraction p of “holes” into the full Latin square
(i.e., unassign some of the entries) in a uniform way. The resulting partial Latin square
is guaranteed to be satisfiable. Achlioptas et al [2] demonstrated a rapid transition in the
size of the backbone of QWH instances, coinciding with the hardest problem instances for
both incomplete and complete search methods. Note that this transition is different from
the standard transition in satisfiability as QWH only contains satisfiable instances. The
location of this transition appears to scale as n2 − p/n1.55 [2].
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Figure 18.6: Top panel: computational cost of solving QCP instances (order 11–15). X-
axis: fraction of pre-assigned cells; Y-axis - median number of backtracks for solution
(log scale). Bottom panel: phase transition in solvability for QCP instances (order 12–
15). X-axis: fraction of pre-assigned cells; Y-axis - fraction of instances for which the
partial Latin square could not be completed into a full Latin square. (Each data point was
computed based on 100 instances. Graphs from [39].)
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Figure 18.7: Backbone phase transition with cost profile for QWH. Graph from [2].

18.3.3 Other Structured Problems

A number of other random problem classes with structure have been studied. For instance,
Walsh looked at search problems like graph coloring where the underlying graph has a
“small-world” structure [85]. Although small-world graphs are sparse, their nodes tend to
be clustered and the path length between any two nodes short. Walsh showed that a small-
world structure often occurs in graphs associated with many real-world search problems.
Unfortunately the cost of coloring random graphs with a small-world structure can have
a heavy-tailed distribution (see next section) in which a few runs are exceptionally long.
However, the strategy of randomization and restarts can eliminate these heavy tails.

To generate random small-world graphs, Walsh merged together random graphs with a
structured ring lattice [85]. Inspired by this method, Gent et al. proposed a general method
called morphing to introduce structure or randomness into a wide variety of problems [28].
They show that a mixture of structure and randomness can often make search problems
very hard to solve. A little structure added to a random problem, or a little randomness
added to a structured problem may be enough to mislead search heuristics. They argue that
morphing provides many of the advantages of random and structured problem classes with-
out some of the disadvantages. As in random problem classes, we can generate large, and
statistically significant samples with ease. However, unlike random problems, morphed
problems can contain many of the structures met in practice.

18.4 Runtime Variability

Broadly speaking, random problems tend to display “easy-hard-easy” patterns in difficulty.
However, there has been some research into variability within this simple picture, and into
ways such variability can be exploited.
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18.4.1 Randomization

A randomized complete algorithm can be viewed as a probability distribution on a set of
deterministic algorithms. Behaviour can vary even on a single input, depending on the
random choices made by the algorithm. The classical adversary argument for establishing
lower bounds on the run-time of a deterministic algorithm is based on the construction
of a input on which the algorithm performs poorly. While an adversary may be able to
construct an input that foils one (or a small fraction) of the deterministic algorithms in
the set, it is more difficult to devise inputs that are likely to defeat a randomly chosen
algorithm. Furthermore, as we will discuss below, the introduction of a “small” random
element allows one to run the randomized method on the same instance several times,
isolating the variance inherent in the search procedure from e.g., the variance that would
result from considering different instances.

There are several opportunities to introduce randomization in a backtrack search method.
For example, we can add randomization to the branching heuristic for tie-breaking [41, 43].
Even this simple modification can dramatically change the behavior of a search algorithm.
If the branching heuristic is particular decisive, it may rarely need to tie-break. In this case,
we can tie-break between some of the top ranked choices. The look-ahead and look-back
procedures can also be randomized. Lynce et al. random backtracking which randomizes
the backtracking points, and unrestricted backtracking which combines learning to main-
tain completeness [64, 65]. Another example is restarts of a deterministic backtrack solver
with clause learning: each time the solver is restarted, with the additional learned clauses, it
behaves quite differently from the previous run, appearing to behave “randomly” [70, 65].

18.4.2 Fat and Heavy Tailed Behavior

The study of the runtime distributions instead of just medians and means often provides
a better characterization of search methods and much useful information in the design of
algorithms. For instance, complete backtrack search methods exhibit fat and heavy-tailed
behavior [47, 41, 23]. Fat-tailedness is based on the kurtosis of a distribution. This is
defined as µ4/µ

2
2 where µ4 is the fourth central moment about the mean and µ2 is the

second central moment about the mean, i.e., the variance. If a distribution has a high
central peak and long tails, than the kurtosis is large. The kurtosis of the standard normal
distribution is 3. A distribution with a kurtosis larger than 3 is fat-tailed or leptokurtic.
Examples of distributions that are characterized by fat-tails are the exponential distribution,
the lognormal distribution, and the Weibull distribution. Heavy-tailed distributions have
“heaver” tails than fat-tailed distributions; in fact they have some infinite moments. More
precisely, a random variable X is heavy-tailed if it has Pareto like decay in its distribution,
i.e:

1− F (x) = P [X > x] ∼ Cx−α, x > 0,

where α > 0 and C > 0 are constants. When 1 < α < 2, X has infinite variance, and
infinite mean and variance when 0 < α <= 1. The log-log plot of 1 − F (x) of a Pareto-
like distribution (i.e., the survival function) shows linear behavior with slope determined
by α.

Backtrack search methods exhibit dramatically different statistical regimes across the
constrainedness regions of random CSP models [11]. Figure 18.8 illustrates the phe-
nomenon. In the first regime (the bottom two curves in figure 18.8, p ≤ 0.07), we see
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Figure 18.8: Heavy-tailed (linear behavior) and non-heavy-tailed regime in the runtime of
instances of model E 〈17, 8, p〉. CDF stands for Cumulative Density Function. Graphs
adapted from [11].

heavy-tailed behavior. This means that the runtime distributions decay slowly. When we
increase the constrainedness of our model towards the phase transition (higher p), we en-
counter a different statistical regime in the runtime distributions, where the heavy-tails
disappear. In this region, the instances become inherently hard for the backtrack search
algorithm, all the runs become homogeneously long, the variance of the backtrack search
algorithm decreases and the tails of its survival function decay rapidly (see top two curves
in figure 18.8, with p = 0.19 and p = 0.24; tails decay exponentially).

Heavy-tailed behavior in combinatorial search has been observed in several other do-
mains, in both random instances and real-world instances: QCP [41], scheduling [45],
planning[44], graph coloring [85, 55], and inductive logic programming [92]. Several for-
mal models generating heavy-tailed behavior in search have been proposed [13, 87, 88,
55, 11, 51]. If a runtime distribution of a backtrack search method is heavy-tailed, it will
produce runs over several orders of magnitude, some extremely long but also some ex-
tremely short. Methods like randomization and restarts try to exploit this phenomenon.
(See section 18.4.4.)

18.4.3 Backdoors

Insight into heavy-tailed behaviour comes from considering backdoor variables. These are
variables which, when set, give us a polynomial subproblem. Intuitively, a small backdoor
set explains how a backtrack search method can get “lucky” on certain runs, where back-
door variables are identified early on in the search and set the right way. Formally, the
definition of a backdoor depends on a particular algorithm, referred to as sub-solver, that
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solves a tractable subcase of the general constraint satisfaction problem [87].

Definition 18.1. A sub-solver A given as input a CSP, C, satisfies the following:
• (Trichotomy) A either rejects the input C, or “determines” C correctly (as unsatisfi-

able or satisfiable, returning a solution if satisfiable),
• (Efficiency) A runs in polynomial time,
• (Trivial solvability) A can determine if C is trivially true (has no constraints) or

trivially false (has a contradictory constraint),
• (Self-reducibility) if A determines C, then for any variable x and value v, then A

determines C[v/x].1

For instance, A could be an algorithm that performs unit propagation, or arc consis-
tency, or hyper-arc consistency for the alldiff constraint, or an algorithm that solves a
linear programming problem, or any algorithm satisfying the above four properties. Using
the definition of sub-solver we can now formally define the concept of backdoor set. Let A
be a sub-solver, and C be a CSP. A nonempty subset S of the variables is a backdoor in C
for A if for some aS : S → D, A returns a satisfying assignment of C[aS ]. Intuitively, the
backdoor corresponds to a set of variables, such that when set correctly, the sub-solver can
solve the remaining problem. A stronger notion of the backdoor, considers both satisfiable
and unsatisfiable (inconsistent) problem instances. A nonempty subset S of the variables
is a strong backdoor in C for A if for all aS : S → D, A returns a satisfying assignment
or concludes unsatisfiability of C[aS]. From a logical perspective, there is no formal con-
nection between the backbone and the backdoor of a problem. Indeed, whilst it is possible
to exhibit problems where they are identical, it is also possible to exhibit problems where
they are disjoint. In practice, the overlap between backbones and backdoors appears to be
slight [59].

Cutsets [18] are a particular kind of backdoor sets. A cutset is a set of variables such
that, once they are removed from the constraint graph, the remaining graph has a property
that enables efficient reasoning, an induced width of at most a constant bound b; for exam-
ple, if b = 1 then the graph is cycle-free, i.e., it can be viewed as a tree, and therefore it
can be solved using directed arc consistency. Backdoor sets can thus be seen as a general-
ization of cutsets, i.e., any cutset is a backdoor set. Backdoors are more general than the
notion of cutsets since they consider any kind of polynomial time sub-solver. Note that,
while cutsets (and W-cutsets) use a notion of tractability based solely on the topology of
the underlying constraint graph, backdoor sets rely on a polynomial time solver to define
the notion of tractability. A related issue is the fact that backdoor sets factor in the values
of variables and the semantics of constraints (via the propagation triggered by the polytime
solver) and therefore backdoor sets can be significantly smaller than cutsets. For exam-
ple, if we have a constraint graph that contains a clique of size k, the cutset has at least
k − 2 variables, while the backdoor set can be substantially smaller. Another example,
considering CNF theories, is that while a Horn theory can have a cutset of size O(n), the
backdoor with respect to unit propagation has size 0 - unit propagation immediately detects
(in)consistency of Horn theories. Stated differently, given two CNF theories, one of them a
Horn theory and the other one an arbitrary CNF theory but with the same constraint graph
as the Horn theory, there is no difference between the two theories from the perspective of

1We use the notation C[v/x] to denote the simplified CSP obtained from a CSP, C, by setting the value of
variable x to value v.
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cutsets, but the difference between them from the perspective of backdoors is likely to be
substantial.

Figure 18.9: Cutset vs. backdoor sets. Any cutset is a backdoor set. However, backdoor
sets can be considerably smaller since they factor in the semantics of the constraints, via
the propagation triggered by the sub-solver. Any clique of size k has a cutset of size k− 2.
In this picture, the size of the cutset is 4 while the size of the backdoor set is 1 if the
sub-solver performs forward checking or anything stronger.

A key issue is therefore the size of the backdoor set. Random formulas do not appear
to have small backdoor sets. For example, for random 3-SAT problems, the backdoor set
appears to be a constant fraction (roughly 30%) of the total number of variables [53]. This
may explain why the current DPLL based solvers have not made significant progress on
hard randomly generated instances. Seizer considers the parameterized complexity of the
problem of whether a SAT instance has a weak or strong backdoor set of size k or less
for DPLL style sub-solvers, i.e., subsolvers based on unit propagation and/or pure literal
elimination [82]. He shows that detection of weak and strong backdoor sets is unlikely to
be fixed-parameter tractable. Nishimura et al. [72] provide more positive results for de-
tecting backdoor sets where the sub-solver solves Horn or 2-cnf formulas, both of which
are linear time problems. They prove that the detection of such a strong backdoor set is
fixed-parameter tractable, whilst the detection of a weak backdoor set is not. The expla-
nation that they offer for such a discrepancy is quite interesting: for strong backdoor sets
one only has to guarantee that the chosen set of variables gives a subproblem with the cho-
sen syntactic class; for weak backdoor sets, one also has to guarantee satisfiability of the
simplified formula, a property that cannot be described syntactically.

Empirical results based on real-world instances suggest a more positive picture. Struc-
tured problem instances can have surprisingly small sets of backdoor variables, which may
explain why current state of the art solvers are able to solve very large real-world instances.
For example the logistics-d planning problem instance, (log.d) has a backdoor set of just 12
variables, compared to a total of nearly 7,000 variables in the formula, using the polytime
propagation techniques of the SAT solver, Satz [62]. Hoffmann et al proved the existence
of strong backdoor sets of size just O(log(n) for certain families of logistics planning
problems and blocks world problems domains [54].

Even though, computing backdoor sets is typically intractable, even if we bound the
size of the backdoor [82], heuristics and techniques like randomization and restarts may
nevertheless be able to uncover a small backdoor in practice [87, 59, 52]. For example
one can obtain a complete randomized restart strategy that runs in polynomial time when
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18.10: Constraint graph of a real-world instance from the logistics planning do-
main. The instance in the plot has 843 vars and 7,301 clauses. One backdoor set for this
instance w.r.t. unit propagation has size 16 (not necessarily the minimum backdoor set).
(a) Constraint graph of the original constraint graph of the instance. (b) Constraint graph
after setting 5 variables and performing unit propagation on the graph. (c) Constraint graph
after setting 14 variables and performing unit propagation on the graph.

the backdoor set contains at most log(n) variables [87]. Dequen and Dubois introduced
a heuristic for DPLL based solvers that exploits the notion of backbone that outperforms
other heuristics on random 3-SAT problems [19, 20].

18.4.4 Restarts

One way to exploit heavy-tailed behaviour is to add restarts to a backtracking procedure. A
sequence of short runs instead of a single long run may be a more effective use of compu-
tational resources. Gomes et al. proposed a rapid randomization and restart (RRR) to take
advantage of heavy-tailed behaviour and boost the efficiency of complete backtrack search
procedures [44]. In practice, one gradually increases the cutoff to maintain completeness
([44]). Gomes et al. have proved formally that a restart strategy with a fix cutoff eliminates
heavy-tail behavior and therefore all the moments of a restart strategy are finite [43].

When the underlying runtime distribution of the randomized procedure is fully known,
the optimal restart policy is a fixed cutoff [63]. When there is no a priori knowledge
about the distribution, Luby et al. also provide a universal strategy which minimizes the
expected cost. This consists of runs whose lengths are powers of two, and each time a pair
of runs of a given length has been completed, a run of twice that length is immediately
executed. The universal strategy is of the form: 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, · · · . Although
the universal strategy of Luby et al. is provably within a constant log factor of the the
optimal fixed cutoff, the schedule often converges too slowly in practice. Walsh introduced
a restart strategy, inspired by Luby et al.’s analysis, in which the cutoff value increases
geometrically [85]. The advantage of such a strategy is that it is less sensitive to the details
of the underlying distribution. State-of-the-art SAT solvers now routinely use restarts.
In practice, the solvers use a default cutoff value, which is increased, linearly, every given
number of restarts, guaranteeing the completeness of the solver in the limit ( [70]). Another
important feature is that they learn clauses across restarts. The work on backdoor sets also
provides formal results on restart strategies. In particular, even though finding a small
set of backdoor variables is computationally hard, the presence of a small backdoor in a
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problem provides a concrete computational advantage in solving it with restarts [87].
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Figure 18.11: Restarts: (a) Tail (1− F (x)) as a function of the total number of backtracks
for a QCP instance, log-log scale; the left curve is for a cutoff value of 4; and, the right
curve is without restarts. (b) The effect of different cutoff values on solution cost for the
logistics.d planning problem. Graph adapted from [41, 43].

In reality, we will be somewhere between full and no knowledge of the runtime distri-
bution. [48] introduce a Bayesian framework for learning predictive models of randomized
backtrack solvers based on this situation. Extending that work, [58], considered restart
policies that can factor in information based on real-time observations about a solver’s
behavior. In particular, they introduce an optimal policy for dynamic restarts that consid-
ers observations about solver behavior. They also consider the dependency between runs.
They give a dynamic programming approach to generate the optimal restart strategy, and
combine the resulting policy with real-time observations to boost performance of backtrack
search methods.

Variants of restart strategies include randomized backtracking [64], and the random
jump strategy [93] which has been used to solve a dozen previously open problems in
finite algebra. Finally, one can also take advantage of the high variance of combinatorial
search methods by combining several algorithms into a “portfolio,” and running them in
parallel or interleaving them on a single processor [50, 40, 42].

18.5 History

Research in this area can be traced back at least as far as Erdös and Rényi’s work on phase
transition behaviour in random graphs [10]. One of the first observations of a complexity
peak for constraint satisfaction problems was Gaschnig in his PhD thesis where he used
〈10, 10, 1, p2〉 model B problems (these resemble 10-queens problems) [26]. Fu and An-
derson connected phase transition behaviour with computational complexity [24], as did
Huberman and Hogg [49]. However, it was not till 1991, when Cheeseman, Kanefsky and
Taylor published an influential paper [12] that research in this area accelerated rapidly.
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Cheeseman et al. correlated complexity peaks for search algorithms with rapid transitions
in problem satisfiability. They conjectured that all NP-complete problems display such
phase transition behaviour and that this is correlated with the rapid change in solution prob-
ability. More recently, phase transition behaviour has been correlated with rapid changes in
the size of the backbone. However, problem classes have been identified like Hamiltonian
Cycle whose phase transition does not seem to throw up hard instances [83], as well as
NP-complete problem classes which do not have any backbone [9]. Cheeseman, Kanefsky
and Taylor also conjectured that polynomial problems do not have such phase transition
behaviour or if they do it occurs only for a bounded problem size (and hence bounded cost)
[12]. However, as we noted, even polynomial problems like establishing arc-consistency
display similar phase transition behaviour [29]. Another polynomial problem class which
displays phase transition behaviour is 2-SAT [38, 14].

18.6 Conclusions

As the many examples in this chapter have demonstrated, research into random problems
has played a significant role in our understanding of problem hardness, and in the de-
sign of efficient and effective algorithms to solve constraint satisfaction and optimization
problems. We need to take care when using random problems as there are a number of
pitfalls awaiting the unwary. For example, random problems may lack structures found in
real world problems. Research into areas like random quasigroup completion attempts to
address such issues directly. As a second example, random problems may be generated
with “flaws”. However, if care is taken, such flaws can easily be prevented. There are
many areas that look promising for future research. For example, we are only starting to
understand the connection (if any) between the backbone and backdoor [59]. As another
example, random problems capturing structural properties of real world problems [54] are
starting to provide insight into key issues like backdoors. As a final example, search meth-
ods inspired by insights from random problems like randomization and restarts offer a
promising new way to tackle hard computational problems. What is certain, however, is
that random problems will continue to be a useful tool in understanding (and thus tackling)
problem hardness.
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Chapter 19

Temporal CSPs

Manolis Koubarakis

Reasoning with temporal constraints has been a hot research topic for the last twenty years.
The importance of this topic has been recognized in many areas of Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence e.g., planning [4], scheduling [23], natural language understanding
[91], knowledge representation [79], spatio-temporal databases and geographical informa-
tion systems [62], constraint databases [89], medical information systems [102], computer-
aided verification [5], multimedia presentations [2] etc.

Temporal reasoning is an area that has greatly benefited by the application of tech-
niques from constraint programming ever since the early papers by James Allen and others
[3, 107, 31, 108, 34]. The CSP framework introduced in Chapter 2 of this handbook is
immediately applicable for representing and reasoning about temporal information, and
so are the algorithms of Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Temporal CSPs have been proved to be a
robust framework where general CSP results such as the ones surveyed in Chapters 7 and
8 of this handbook could be applied profitably. Moreover, specific results about temporal
CSPs have often provided the motivation for deriving general results about CSPs. Tempo-
ral CSPs have been studied in depth, not only because of intellectual curiosity, but mostly
due to their importance for applications such as planning, scheduling, temporal databases
and others mentioned above. In many cases, the problems studied come straight from the
application front and developed solutions are immediately put into practical use.

In this chapter, we survey work on temporal CSPs starting from the papers that ap-
peared in the early nineties [3, 107, 31, 108, 34] and continue with contributions that have
been published as recently as last year. We have covered all of the influential works, but due
to space, we have sometimes been brief in our presentation. Our presentation is sometimes
historical; we hope this will turn out to be useful for the readers. For more information
on temporal CSPs and temporal reasoning in general, the reader can read the Handbook of
Temporal Reasoning in Artificial Intelligence [41] or the original papers that have appeared
in the literature.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 19.1 introduces some prelimi-
nary concepts of temporal reasoning and temporal CSPs. Section 19.2 introduces the most
influential temporal reasoning formalisms based on constraint networks that have been
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proposed in the literature and relevant algorithmic problems. Then, Section 19.3 discusses
efficient constraint satisfaction algorithms for these formalisms. Section 19.4 introduces
the application need for more expressive queries over temporal constraint networks (es-
pecially queries combining temporal and non-temporal information) and surveys various
proposals that address this need. Sections 19.5 and 19.6 introduce the scheme of indefinite
constraint databases that is, up to today, the most comprehensive proposal for querying
hybrid representations consisting of a relational database component and a constraint net-
work component. In the case of temporal CSPs, the constraint network can be used to store
temporal constraints on various temporal objects, and the relational database to store facts
referring to these objects. Finally, Section 19.7 concludes the chapter and points out some
open problems.

19.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the topic of representing and reasoning about temporal in-
formation, and discuss the representational choices that have been made in the temporal
reasoning literature. We also introduce some basic concepts of CSPs that will subsequently
be used throughout the chapter.

19.1.1 Temporal Representation and Reasoning: Basic Concepts

In everyday life, most people are able to communicate their knowledge and understanding
of temporal phenomena without any major difficulties. However, quite different intuitions
surface as soon as people undertake to construct a formal temporal representation. The
literature distinguishes among three approaches for representing temporal phenomena: the
change-based approach (exemplified by situation calculus [74] or event calculus [64]), the
time-based approach (exemplified by various temporal logics [106]) or temporal database
models [62]) and their combination [86]. Research on temporal CSPs adopts a time-based
approach to temporal representation and inference. Time is introduced explicitly via an
appropriate set of times (called the time structure) and change is manifested when proposi-
tions become true or false at different elements of this set. Once one adopts this approach,
the time structure must be precisely defined. The relevant issues here are:

• What are the elements of the time structure? Points, intervals or both? Research in
temporal CSPs has usually adopted some set of numbers P (e.g., the rationals) to
be the set of points and pairs (x, y) ∈ P such that x < y to be the set of intervals.
Conventional time unit systems have also been studied (e.g., see the TUS system of
[70]).

• Is time totally ordered, partially ordered, branching or cyclic? Research in temporal
CSPs usually assumes time to be totally ordered. There has recently been some inter-
esting work on CSPs for other models of time e.g., partially ordered time, branching
time etc. [16].

• Is time discrete or dense?The issue here is whether there exists a unit of time which
cannot be decomposed. Discrete time is usually considered to be isomorphic to the
integers (Z). Proponents of dense time have a choice between rationals (Q) and reals
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(R). Various kinds of temporal CSPs have been studied that deal nicely with all three
cases.

• Is time bounded or unbounded?Time is unbounded when for every element of the
time structure there is a “previous” and a “next” element. Temporal CSPs can easily
handle both cases.

Once one adopts an ontology and a structure for time, one usually turns to another,
equally important, consideration: what are the kinds of temporal knowledge that must be
represented? There are many kinds of temporal information that are useful in applications:

• Definite temporal information. We have definite temporal information when the time
associated with an event or fact is known to be equal to an absolute time i.e., a point
or interval on the time line. In other words, the time associated with an event or
fact is known to full precision in the desired level of granularity. For example, the
sentences “The car was on service throughout March 25th, 1993” and “The car has
gone for service every March 25th for the years 1993-2000” give definite temporal
information with respect to the time line of the Gregorian calendar. Note that the
information in the second sentence is periodic.

• Indefinite or indeterminate temporal information.We have indefinite temporal infor-
mation when the time associated with an event or fact is either unknown or has not
been fully specified. The time associated with an event or fact can be under-specified
in various ways [39]:

– The time associated with an event or fact might be specified via a qualitative
relationship (different than equality) to some absolute time. As an example,
consider the sentence “John became manager after March, 1993”.

– The time associated with an event or fact might be specified via a relationship
to the time associated with another event or fact. In this case, the two times
can be related through a qualitative, metric (or quantitative) or mixed tempo-
ral constraint.For example, consider the statements “The explosion occurred
after John left the scene” (qualitative temporal information), “The explosion
occurred 5 to 10 minutes after John left the scene” (metric temporal informa-
tion), and “The explosion occurred 5 to 10 minutes after John left the scene
while he was getting into his car” (mixed temporal information).

– The granularity of the system time line does not match the precision to which
the time associated with an event or fact is known. As an example, consider
storing the information “John was hired on January 25, 1993” in a system with
time-stamps in the granularity of a second.

– Dating techniques can be imperfect. All clocks have inherent imprecision.

Temporal CSPs are an expressive framework and they can represent all the above types of
temporal information.

19.1.2 Background on CSPs

The area of temporal CSPs was initiated by James Allen in his seminal paper [3]. Allen
proposed to represent qualitative temporal knowledge by interval constraint networks. An
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interval constraint network (see Figure 19.1) is a directed graph where nodes represents
intervals and edges are labelled with vectors (i.e., disjunctions) of the thirteen binary qual-
itative interval relations presented in [3]. Following [3], many researchers concentrated
on CSPs (or, equivalently, constraint networks) as a means for representing and reasoning
about temporal knowledge. Their proposals are surveyed in Section 19.2 of this chapter.

In this chapter, the equivalent terms CSP, constraint network and set (conjunction) of
constraints will be used interchangeably. We now define formally some of the concepts
from the standard CSP literature that we will use in this chapter. We use dom(xi) to refer
to the domain of variable xi.

Definition 19.1. Let C be a set of constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. The solution set of
C, denoted by Sol(C), is the following relation:

{(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ dom(x1)×· · ·×dom(xn) : for every c ∈ C, (v1, . . . , vn) satisfies c}.

Each member of Sol(C) is called a solution of C.

Definition 19.2. A set of constraints is called consistent or satisfiable if and only if its
solution set is non-empty.

We now define the standard concepts of i-consistency, strong i-consistency and global
consistency (or decomposability).

Let C be a set of constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. For any i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
C(x1, . . . , xi) will denote the set of constraints in C involving only variables x1, . . . , xi.

Definition 19.3. Let C be a set of constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. C is
called i-consistent iff for every i − 1 distinct variables x1, . . . , xi−1, every valuation u =
{x1 ← v1, . . . , xi−1 ← vi−1} such that v1 ∈ dom(x1), . . . , vi−1 ∈ dom(xi−1) and u sat-
isfies the constraints C(x1, . . . , xi−1), and every variable xi different from x1, . . . , xi−1,
there exists a value vi ∈ dom(xi) such that u can be extended to a valuation u′ =
u ∪ {xi ← vi} which satisfies the constraints C(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi). C is called strong
i-consistent if it is j-consistent for every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i. C is called globally consistent or
decomposable iff it is i-consistent for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We now define the standard concept of minimal set of constraints. Minimal sets of
constraints are especially important in temporal CSPs because they make explicit all im-
plied binary constraints (e.g., the strictest constraints between the endpoints of an interval
or the constraints capturing the strictest qualitative relation between two points etc.). In a
constraint network representation of binary constraints, the concept of minimal constraint
set is equivalent to the concept of minimal network.

Definition 19.4. A set of constraints C will be called minimal if any instantiation of two
variables, which satisfies the constraints involving these variables only, can be extended to
a solution of C.

In temporal CSPs, the variables are used to represent time elements (points or inter-
vals), the domains are time structures (usually Z,Q or R for time points, and the set of
intervals over Z,Q or R for time intervals), and the constraints represent temporal relation-
ships. Section 19.2 presents various temporal CSP frameworks with appropriate choices
for variables, domains and temporal constraints.

The following reasoning problems have been traditionally associated with CSPs:
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• Deciding whether a set of constraints is consistent.

• Finding a solution or all the solutions of a consistent constraint set.

• Computing the minimal set of constraints equivalent to a given one.

• Determining if a set of constraints is i-consistent, strong i-consistent or globally
consistent.

The above reasoning problems have also been the main focus of algorithms for temporal
CSPs proposed in the literature. These algorithms are surveyed in Section 19.3 of this
chapter.

19.2 Constraint-Based Formalisms for Reasoning About Time

In this section we initiate our survey of temporal representation and reasoning formalisms
based on constraint networks. We distinguish the proposed formalisms depending on the
kind of temporal information they allow: qualitative, metric or mixed temporal informa-
tion.

19.2.1 Qualitative Temporal Reasoning

As we already said earlier, the first important paper that proposed to represent qualitative
temporal information by CSPs was [3] by James Allen. In [3], Allen introduced a formal-
ism for reasoning about intervals in time. An interval i is a pair (i−, i+) where i− and i+

are endpoints on the real line and i− < i+ holds. Allen’s formalism is based on thirteen
mutually exclusive binary relations which can capture all the possible ways two intervals
can be related. These atomic relations are

before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes, equals

and their inverses (equals is its own inverse). Figure 19.2 defines these relations in terms of
endpoint constraints, and gives a shorthand notation and pictorial representation for them.

Allen’s formalism has received a lot of attention and has been the formalism of choice
for representing qualitative interval information. Whenever the interval information to
be represented is indefinite, a disjunction of some of the thirteen atomic relations can be
used to represent what is known. There are 213 such disjunctions representing qualitative
relations between two intervals. Each one of these relations will be denoted by the set of
its constituent basic relations e.g., {b, bi, d,m}. The empty relation will be denoted by ⊥,
and the universal relation will be denoted by ⊤. The set of all 213 relations expressible in
Allen’s formalism will be denoted by IA. The operations of intersection (∩), complement
(·−1) and composition (◦) can be defined on IA as follows:

(∀x, y)(x r−1 y ⇔ y r x)

(∀x, y)(x (r ∩ r′) y ⇔ (x r y ∧ x r′ y))

(∀x, y)(x (r ◦ r′) y ⇔ (∃z)(x r z ∧ z r′ y))

The set IA equipped with these operations forms an algebra [82], called the interval alge-
bra.
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breakfast

paper walk

coffee

{o, s, d}

{d} {b}

 { o, o –1,  s, s -1, d, d -1, f, f -1, =} 

Figure 19.1: An IA network

Example 19.5. Let us consider the following text [103]:

Fred was reading the paper while eating his breakfast. He put the paper down
and drank the last of his coffee. After breakfast, he went for a walk.

If we use breakfast, paper, walk and coffee to stand for appropriate time intervals, the
information included in the above sentences is captured by the IA network of Figure 19.1.

In [3], Allen presented a constraint propagation algorithm for IA networks based on
path consistency which runs in O(n3) time where n is the number of intervals in the net-
work. When constraints are propagated, some temporal knowledge that has been implicit
before is made explicit. Later on, Vilain and Kautz showed that Allen’s constraint propaga-
tion algorithm is not complete because deciding the consistency of a set of IA constraints
is an NP-complete problem and so is computing the minimal network [107].

In the same paper, Vilain and Kautz introduced the point algebra PA which allows
one to relate two time points using the binary qualitative relations <, > and = and their
disjunctive combinations (see Figure 19.2). [107] also identified the pointisable subclass
PIA of IA which consists of all elements of IA that can be expressed as a conjunction
of binary constraints using only elements of PA.

In [107], Vilain and Kautz claimed that Allen’s constraint propagation algorithm com-
putes the minimal network for PA. Subsequently, van Beek pointed out that this result is
true only for the subset of PA which does not include the disequality relation 6=; this is the
convex point algebraCPA [101, 108, 104]. The same result is true for the continuous end-
point subclass CEIA of IA which consists of all elements of IA that can be expressed as
a conjunction of binary constraints using only elements of CPA [101, 108, 104]. Van Beek
also pointed out that enforcing strong 4-consistencyin an PIA or PA network results in
an equivalent minimal network [101, 108, 104]. However, enforcing strong 4-consistency
does not result in global consistency for these networks. As shown by Koubarakis in
[57], strong 5-consistency is necessary and sufficient for achieving global consistency in
PIA and PA. Van Beek has also presented two efficient algorithms for PA and PIA
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Basic Symbol Pictorial Endpoint
Relation Representation Constraints
i before j b iiiiiiiii i− < j−, i− < j+,
j after i b−1 jjjjjjjjj i+ < j−, i+ < j+

i meets j m iiiiiiiii i− < j−, i− < j+,
j met-by i m−1 jjjjjjjjjjj i+ = j−, i+ < j+

i overlaps j o iiiiiiiii i− < j−, i− < j+,
j overlapped-by i o−1 jjjjjjjjjjjj i+ > j−, i+ < j+

i during j d iiiiiiiii i− > j−, i− < j+,
j includes i d−1 jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj i+ > j−, i+ < j+

i starts j s iiiiiiiiii i− = j−, i− < j+,
j started-by i s−1 jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj i+ > j−, i+ < j+

i finishes j f iiiiiiiiiii i− > j−, i− < j+,
j finished-by i f−1 jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj i+ > j−, i+ = j+

i equals j = iiiiiiiiiiii i− = j−, i− < j+,
jjjjjjjjjjj i+ > j−, i+ = j+

Basic Symbol Pictorial Point
Relation Representation Constraints
p before i b p p < i−

i after p b−1 iiiiiiiii
p starts i s p p = i−

i started-by p s−1 iiiiiiiii
p during i d p i− < p < i+

i includes p d−1 iiiiiiiii
p after i a p i+ < p
i before p a−1 iiiiiiiii

Basic Symbol Pictorial
Relation Representation
p before q < p
q after p > q
p equals q = p

q
p after q > q
q before p < p

Figure 19.2: Interval-to-interval, point-to-interval and point-to-point relations
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networks: an O(n2) algorithm for consistency checking and finding a solution, and an
O(maxmn2, n3) for computing the minimal network [103]. The parameter n here is again
the number of nodes in the network, while m is the number of edges labelled with 6=.

The work by Vilain, Kautz and van Beek [108] motivated the search for new subclasses
of IA that are tractable. The most widely studied subclass discovered so far is the Ord-
Horn subclassH introduced by Nebel and Bürckert in [82]. H consists of all relations r ∈
A which satisfy the following condition. If i and j are intervals, i r j can be equivalently
expressed as a conjunction of Ord-Horn constraints on the endpoints of i and j. An Ord-
Horn constraint is a disjunction d1∨ · · ·∨dn where at most one of the di’s is an inequality
of the form x ≤ y, the rest of the di’s are disequations of the form x 6= y, and x and y are
variables ranging over the real numbers.

It is interesting to notice that H, the most expressive tractable subclass of IA among
the ones introduced above, consists of 868 relations i.e., it covers more than 10% of A. H
is maximal i.e., it cannot be extended without losing tractability [82].

Recently, Krokhin, Jeavons and Jonsson showed that there are exactly 18 maximal
tractable subclasses of IA; reasoning in any subset of IA not included in these subclasses
is NP-complete [65]. This is an important dichotomy result: it classifies all subproblems
of an NP-complete problem as either tractable or NP-complete. It is important to point
out that this result is proved analytically while previous work had resorted to systematic
computerized analysis (see e.g., [38]).

Koubarakis [59] has demonstrated that, in general, there is no low level of local con-
sistency that can achieve global consistency of H constraints. Earlier, Bessière, Isli and
Ligozat [12] had presented some subclasses of H for which path consistency achieves
global consistency.

Gerevini [42] considers PA and H and studies incremental algorithms for checking
consistency, maintaining a solution and maintaining the minimal network. The algorithms
of [42] improve the static algorithms for these problems by a factor ofO(n) orO(n2) when
a sequence of O(n2) operations (assertions or relaxations of constraints) are processed. In
related work, Delgrande and Gupta [36] consider the problem of updating chains of ≤ or
< relations.

In [75], Meiri defines the qualitative algebra QA, an expressive formalism for qual-
itative temporal reasoning on points and intervals. In QA, one is able to express binary
constraints of the form oi r1 oj ∨ · · · ∨ oi rk oj where oi, oj are points or intervals and
r1, . . . , rk are:

• interval-to-interval relations from IA

• point-to-point relations from PA

• point-to-interval or interval-to-point relations [109]. These five, mutually exclusive
relations and their inverses can hold between a point and an interval. They are shown
pictorially in Figure 19.2.

[75] presents several results on QA and its subclasses including how to combine it with
metric information (see Section 19.2.3 below). Recently, [50] presented a dichotomy the-
orem which gives a complete classification of all subclasses of QA as either tractable or
NP-complete.
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The expressive power of the qualitative temporal reasoning algebras defined in this
section can be summarized as follows (the symbol ⊂ should be read as “contains” or “is
less expressive than”) :

CPA ⊂ PA ⊂ QA and CEIA ⊂ PIA ⊂ H ⊂ IA ⊂ QA

19.2.2 Metric Temporal Reasoning

Dechter, Meiri and Pearl studied metric temporal information using disjunctive binary dif-
ference (DBD) constraints1 of the form

a1 ≤ xi − xj ≤ b1 ∨ · · · ∨ an ≤ xi − xj ≤ bn

where xi, xj are real variables representing time points and a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn are real
numbers [34]. To deal with these constraints, [34] introduced DBD networks where nodes
represent variables and arcs represent binary constraints.

Example 19.6. Let us consider the following text [34]:

John goes to work either by car (30-40 minutes) or by bus (at least 60 min-
utes). Fred goes to work either by car (20-30 minutes) or in a car pool (40-50
minutes). Today John left home between 7:10 and 7:20, and Fred arrived at
work between 8:00 and 8:10. We also know that John arrived at work about
10-20 minutes after Fred left home.

Let x0 be a special time point (real variable) denoting the “beginning of time” (7:00 in
our case). Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be real variables such that [x1, x2] is the interval corresponding
to John’s travel to work, and [x3, x4] is the interval corresponding to Fred’s travel to work.
The left part of Figure 19.3 shows a DBD network capturing the temporal relations in the
above text.

Deciding consistency of DBD networks is NP-complete [34]. An important tractable
subcase occurs when all constraints have a single disjunct i.e., they are of the form a ≤ xi−
xj ≤ b. We will call these constraints simply binary difference (BD) constraints. For the
class of BD constraints, deciding consistency and at the same time computing the minimal
network can be done in O(n3) time (where n is the number of variables) by running any
all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm (e.g., Floyd-Warshall [29]) on an equivalent weighted,
directed graph representation of the constraints called the distance graph [34]. The right
part of Figure 19.3 shows the distance graph equivalent to the BD constraint network
obtained from the DBD constraint network on the left part of the figure after dropping the
interval [60, infty] from the edge (x1, x2) and [20, 30] from the edge (x3, x4).

For the class of BD constraints, computing the shortest-paths among all pairs of nodes
in the distance graph is equivalent to enforcing path consistency in the original network.
Notice also that path consistency is necessary and sufficient for achieving global consis-
tency for the class of BD constraints [34]. Deciding consistency only can alternatively be

1In this section, we deviate from the usual terminology of the literature and name classes of metric temporal
constraints by referring to what relationships they can express (e.g., difference, disjunctions etc.). In this way,
we avoid using names formed with adjectives such as simple, complex etc. that do not say much about the
expressivity of the particular constraint class they are used to name.
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Figure 19.3: A DBD network (left) and a distance graph for a part of it (right)

achieved by a single-source shortest-paths algorithm (e.g., Bellman-Ford [29]) in O(nE)
time where n is the number of nodes and E the number of edges in the distance graph.
Alternatively, one can use a directional path consistency algorithm on the given network
which runs in O(nW ∗(d)2) time where W ∗(d) is the maximum number of parents that a
node possesses in the resulting network [34].

The framework of difference constraints of [34] has been influential in much future
work in this area. For example, Koubarakis [57] and, independently, Gerevini and Christani
[43] have introduced the class of binary difference constraints with disequations (BD 6=) by
extending the class of BD constraints to include disequations of the form x − y 6= r (r is
a real constant). Deciding consistency in BD 6= can be checked in O(n3) time by trivially
modifying any all-pairs shortest path algorithm used for the class of BD constraints so
that it reports inconsistencies resulting from any disequation x− y 6= r and any (implied)
equality of the form x− y = r. Computing the minimal network for BD 6= constraints can
be done in O(maxmn2, n3) where n is the number of variables and m is the number of
disequations [57, 43]. [57] has also shown that strong 5-consistency is the necessary and
sufficient condition for achieving global consistency in the case of BD 6= constraints. Re-
cently, [63] extended this result to the class of unit two-variable per inequality/disequation
(UTV PI 6=) constraints. In addition to terms of the form x − y, this class allows terms of
the form x+ y and the same comparison operators as BD 6=.

Extensions to the framework of [33] also explored more practical directions. For ex-
ample, [13] has shown how to extend this framework so that multiple time granularities
are supported.

A related but more expressive class of temporal constraints which has also been studied
widely in the literature is the class of n-ary disjunctive difference constraints. An n-ary
disjunctive difference (NDD) constraint is a formula of the form

a1 ≤ x1 − y1 ≤ b1 ∨ · · · ∨ an ≤ xn − yn ≤ bn

where x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn are real variables representing time points and a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . ,
bn are real numbers [6, 96, 97].
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Example 19.7. The following are examples of NDD constraints:

x1 − y1 ≤ 2, x1 − y1 ≤ 5 ∨ −2 ≤ x2 − y2 ≤ 2 ∨ x3 − y3 ≤ 4,

0 ≤ x4 − y4 ∨ 2 ≤ x5 ≤ 5

Disjunctive constraints with disjuncts having different pairs of variables cannot be ex-
pressed in the DBD constraints framework of [34].

Example 19.8. Let I, J be intervals, I−, J− their beginning points and I+, J+ their end-
ing points. The following NDD constraints express the fact that intervals I and J have
duration between 5 and 10 minutes and they cannot overlap.

5 ≤ I+ − I− ≤ 10, 5 ≤ J+ − J− ≤ 10, I+ − J− ≤ 0 ∨ J+ − I− ≤ 0

Example 19.9. Let I and J be intervals corresponding to the execution of operations OI
and OJ . OI and OJ will be executed on a machine that can handle only one operation at
a time and has a set up time of 2 minutes. Let I−, J− be the beginning points of I and J
and I+, J+ their ending points.

The following is an appropriate constraint on the scheduling of operations OI and OJ :

I+ − J− ≤ −2 ∨ J+ − I− ≤ −2

Deciding the consistency of a set of NDD constraints is also NP-complete. Boolean
combinations of binary difference (BCBD) constraints have also been studied recently
[98].

The quest for tractability of metric temporal CSPs received a big push forward when
Koubarakis [59] and Jonsson and Bäckström [49] independently introduced the class of
Horn-disjunctive linear constraints. A linear constraint (LIN ) is a formula of the form
(
∑n
i=1 aixi) θ r where a1, ..., an, r are rational constants, x1, ..., xn are variables and θ is

≤ or <. We freely use≥, > and = as well. A Horn-disjunctive linear (HDL) constraint is
a disjunction d1∨· · ·∨dn where each di is a weak linear inequality or a linear disequation,
and the number of inequalities among d1, . . . , dn does not exceed one.

Example 19.10. The following are examples ofHDL constraints:

3x1 + x5 − 3x4 ≤ 10, x1 + x3 + x5 6= 7,

3x1 + x5 − 4x3 ≤ 7 ∨ 2x1 + 3x2 − 4x3 6= 4 ∨ x2 + x3 + x5 6=
5

2
,

4x1 + x3 6= 3 ∨ 5x2 − 3x5 + x4 6= 6

Deciding the consistency of a set of HDL constraints can be done in PTIME [56, 59,
49]. The main intuition behind this result is that disequations can be dealt with indepen-
dently from one another for the purposes of consistency checking.

There are currently no relevant maximality results regarding the tractability of HDL
constraints. [16] give two such maximal tractable subclasses of the class of disjunctions of
PA relations.

[15] demonstrates how to implement efficiently consistency checking for HDL con-
straints when disjuncts are constrained to be of the form xi − xj ≤ a or xi − xj 6= a.
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The properties of the class ofHDL constraints have partly motivated Cohen et al. [27]
to study questions of tractability for constraints that are obtained as disjunctions of simpler
constraints with certain useful properties (e.g., independence, guaranteed satisfaction etc.).
The importance of such results is that they are obtained in an abstract CSP framework and
turn out to be useful for many kinds of specific CSPs e.g., temporal, spatial, etc. For some
of the results in this area, the reader should see [26, 17] and Chapter 8 of this handbook

Recently, Kumar [68] pioneered the use of randomized algorithms for temporal CSPs.
[68] initially presents a randomized algorithm for BD constraints. Then, the intuitions
derived from this class are used to develop a strongly-polynomial deterministic algorithm,
and a simple randomized algorithm for a restricted class of NDD constraints, denoted by
RNDD, which includes the following three types of constraints:

lij ≤ xi−yj ≤ uij , a1 ≤ xi ≤ b1∨· · ·∨an ≤ xi ≤ bn, li ≤ xi ≤ ui∨ lj ≤ xj ≤ uj
The expressive power of the metric temporal CSPs defined in this section can be sum-

marized as follows:

LIN ⊂ HDL, BD ⊂ BD 6= ⊂ DBD ⊂ NDD ⊂ BCBD, BD 6= ⊂ HDL,

and BD ⊂ RNDD ⊂ NDD

19.2.3 Qualitative and Metric Temporal Reasoning Combined

Meiri [75] has combined the expressive power of the qualitative algebraQA and theDBD
constraint framework of [34] to come up with a framework of binary mixed temporal con-
straint networks where nodes are points or intervals and constraints are qualitative from
QA or quantitative from DBD. Independently, Kautz and Ladkin [53] have proposed a
very similar framework that combines qualitative constraints from the interval algebra IA
and the BD constraints of [34].

Example 19.11. Let us consider the following text [75]:

John and Fred work for a company that has local and main offices in Los
Angeles. They usually work at the local office, in which case it takes John less
than 20 minutes and Fred 15-20 minutes to get to work. Twice a week, John
works at the main office, in which case his commute to work takes at least 60
minutes. Today John left home between 7:00-7:05 a.m. and Fred arrived at
work 7:50-7:55 a.m. We also know that Fred and John met at a traffic light on
their way to work.

Let x0 be the real variable denoting the “beginning of time” (7:00 again). Let J =
[x1, x2] be the time interval corresponding to John’s travel to work, and F = [x3, x4] be the
time interval corresponding to Fred’s travel to work where x1, x2, x3, x4 are real variables
representing the interval endpoints. Figure 19.4 shows a constraint network capturing the
temporal relations in the above text.

More recently, Krokhin et al. presented another framework that combines qualitative
and metric temporal reasoning [66]. In this case, the objects of interest are intervals and
qualitative information is expressed in IA. In addition, metric temporal information on in-
terval endpoints can be expressed using HDL constraints. The important result of [66] is
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Figure 19.4: A network with qualitative and metric temporal constraints

a dichotomy theorem that settles the standard tractability question for the proposed frame-
work by completely characterizing all subproblems that are tractable; all the remaining
ones are shown to be NP-complete. Since the framework of [66] subsumes the framework
of [53], the tractability question for this framework has also been settled. The exact char-
acterization of all tractable classes of the framework of [75] remains an open problem.

Qualitative reasoning about durations has also been considered in [80] and other papers
and a formalism called point-duration networks has been defined. Point-duration networks
start from PA networks and enrich them with binary comparisons of the times elapsed
between pairs of points (i.e., durations of intervals). The comparison of these durations is
also done using the relations of PA. Similarly, Pujari et al. [84] have defined a similar
framework called INDU for reasoning about intervals using IA and interval durations us-
ing PA. It is not clear up to now, how far one can go with these two duration frameworks
since, as pointed out in [10], the framework is not closed under the composition opera-
tion. Recently, Renz and Ligozat [88] discussed this issue in a general CSP context and
differentiated between composition as defined in Section 19.2.1 for IA (and most other
frameworks studied here) and weak composition. In general, the frameworks of [80, 84]
are not as well developed currently as the rest of the frameworks surveyed in this chapter
so we will not deal with them any further in this chapter.

19.3 Efficient Algorithms for Temporal CSPs

In the previous section, we have surveyed work on temporal CSPs, complexity results and
algorithms for deciding consistency, computing the minimal network and enforcing global
consistency. In typical temporal reasoning applications (e.g., planning and scheduling) the
databases of temporal constraints to be handled are very large thus scalability of temporal
reasoning algorithms becomes important. Unfortunately, the algorithms of Section 19.2
are not scalable. Even for the case of tractable temporal reasoning formalisms such as
PA, typical algorithms [103] require O(n2) space and O(maxmn2, n3) time to answer
queries. Researchers in temporal reasoning quickly recognized this problem and imple-
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mented efficient reasoners for various formalisms described in Section 19.2. This is the
work that we survey in this section.

19.3.1 Efficient Algorithms for Qualitative Temporal CSPs

The work on efficient algorithms for qualitative temporal constraints can be distinguished
into two categories: scalable algorithms for constraint classes with PTIME reasoning prob-
lems (especially PA) and backtracking or local search algorithms for classes with NP-
complete reasoning problems (especially IA).

Efficient algorithms for PA
Len Schubert, Alfonso Gerevini and colleagues implemented and experimentally evaluated
the temporal reasoners TimeGraph I and II for handling constraints expressed in PA [44].
The main idea in TimeGraph II, which is the most advanced version, is to represent sets of
PA constraints by directed labelled graphs, partition these graphs into chains (i.e., linearly
ordered points) where constant time reasoning is possible, and use a meta-graph to reason
about points belonging to different chains. TimeGraph II also handles binary disjunctions
of PA constraints using an intelligent backtracking algorithm [44]. TimeGraph I and II
have been used in various planning and natural language understanding projects e.g., [91].

The work of [45] has also addressed scalability for PA networks using an approach
which also relies heavily on an underlying directed graph structure. In this case, spanning
trees are the basic data structure where efficient reasoning with respect to the ≤ relation is
performed. The algorithms of [45] are incomplete for PA since they cannot handle cases
involving the relation 6= [44]. The work of [45] has been extended with metric constraints
and has been utilized in the temporal reasoner of the IxTeT temporal planner [69].

[37] further extend the ideas of TimeGraph II by relying on series-parallel graphs
(instead of chains) as their basic efficient data structure. [37] provides new intuitions re-
garding the techniques of TimeGraph II, and shows experimentally what improvements are
possible when series-parallel graphs become the basic data structure.

Efficient algorithms for IA
Ladkin and Reinfeld [72] were the first to implement and evaluate experimentally back-
tracking algorithms for solving IA constraints. The backtracking algorithm of [72] has
the following characteristics: a preprocessing step based on path consistency, instantiation
of disjunctions by any set of IA relations for which path consistency is complete, chrono-
logical backtracking, and forward checking using path consistency. [105] improves [72]
with a more efficient version of path consistency and heuristics for dynamic variable order-
ing. [81] shows that performance improvements can be obtained if we use the class H for
instantiating disjunctions in the backtracking algorithm of [72]. [72] and [81] also studied
the phase transition of the problem of solving IA constraints.

[99] shows how to solve IA consistency checking problems using local search. In [99],
a given IA problem with m interval variables is first translated into an equivalent (with re-
spect to satisfiability) problem where the endpoints of the intervals are constrained to range
over the integers 1, . . . , 2m. Then, this problem is solved using the discrete Langrangian
method.
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Let us now turn our attention to efficient algorithms for metric temporal CSPs. Here
attention has been focused on BD, DBD and NDD constraints. For BD constraints, the
emphasis has been on improving existing polynomial time algorithms as well as devising
incremental versions of such algorithms that are important in applications (e.g., planning
or scheduling). Since the reasoning problems for classes DBD and NDD have exponen-
tial complexity, the emphasis there has been on backtracking algorithms and local search
algorithms with influences from CSP and SAT solvers.

19.3.2 Efficient Algorithms for BD and DBD Constraints

[21] and [22] has considered incremental algorithms for networks of BD constraints. The
idea in these algorithms is that when a new constraint is added or retracted, a constraint
propagation algorithm is not run from scratch, but only some processing local to the in-
sertion or deletion takes place. [21] concentrates on incremental arc-consistency algo-
rithms for BD constraints while [22] presents an incremental version of the well-known
Bellman-Ford algorithm for the single-source shortest-paths problem [29]. Similarly, [24]
has presented an incremental version of the directional path consistency algorithm of [33].

Recently, Xu and Choueiry [111] presented an efficient algorithm for deciding the con-
sistency of BD constraints. This algorithm essentially improves the partial path consis-
tency algorithm of [14] (which operates on a triangulated constraint graph) and applies it
to the case of BD constraints. [111] demonstrates experimentally that this algorithm im-
proves on many of its competitors that have appeared in the literature [34] in the case of
large and sparse constraint graphs.

[92, 32] consider checking the consistency of DBD constraints using backtracking al-
gorithms that operate on the equivalent meta-CSP (i.e., the CSP with variables correspond-
ing to disjunctions and values corresponding to BD disjuncts) and utilize local consistency
algorithm like path consistency for preprocessing and forward checking. [92] points out
that enforcing path consistency in networks of DBD constraints can result in the creation
of an exponential number of intervals. Then, it develops alternative local processing algo-
rithms that compute looser constraints than path consistency but do so in polynomial time.
Finally, [92] demonstrates that significant savings are achieved when these local process-
ing algorithms are combined with backtracking to check the consistency of sets of DBD
constraints.

Xu and Choueiry [110] show alternative ways to improve on chronological backtrack-
ing algorithms for DBD constraints [92, 32]. Their techniques include utilizing the algo-
rithm of [111] to check the consistency of the set of BD constraints considered at each
node of the search tree, exploiting the constraint topology, having good variable-ordering
heuristics, and reducing the domains with a special form of arc consistency [25]. More re-
cently, [95] have also investigated using the incremental all-pairs-shortest-path algorithm
of [22] instead of [111] at each node of the search tree.

TMM (Time Map Manager) is another important temporal reasoning system with sup-
port for BD constraints [31]. The main contribution of TMM is not its CSP features but
rather its querying facilities, its good support for temporal persistence and causality, and
its sophisticated indexing algorithms for handling large databases of temporal propositions
[30]. TMM will be again discussed in Section 19.4.
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19.3.3 Efficient Algorithms for NDD Constraints and Extensions

The papers [97, 6, 100, 83, 98, 7] have tackled the problem of checking the consistency
of sets of NDD constraints efficiently. As it is explained nicely in [7], all these works
propose algorithms that consist of the following basic steps:

• Generation step: Generate all possible sets of BD constraints that satisfy the dis-
junctions.

• Consistency checking step: Check consistency of these sets.

The papers [97, 100, 83] do the generation step by solving a meta-CSP with variables
corresponding to disjunctions and values corresponding toBD disjuncts. The papers [6, 98,
7] do the generation step by solving the corresponding propositional satisfiability problem
(where BD disjuncts are represented by propositional variables). The consistency checking
step in both cases is carried out using various incremental algorithms for BD constraints
e.g., incremental directional path consistency [24] or incremental full path consistency
[77].

Stergiou and Koubarakis [97] were the first to discuss various backtracking algorithms
(chronological backtracking, backjumping and forward checking with backjumping) and
related heuristics for NDD constraints. [97] presents theoretical results that characterize
these algorithms in terms of number of search tree nodes visited and consistency checks
performed by extending [54] where backtracking algorithms for binary CSPs are com-
pared (NDD constraints are n-ary). [97] also evaluate the performance of their algorithms
experimentally using randomly generated hard problems.

Armando et al. [6] subsequently showed how to improve the results of [97] by an
algorithm, called TSAT, which is built on top of a SAT solver that implements the Davis-
Putnam procedure efficiently. The SAT solver produces the sets of BD constraints to be
checked for consistency. In addition, TSAT has a preprocessing step that produces a more
accurate SAT encoding than the obvious one, and a constraint propagation step as in the
forward checking algorithm of [97].

[83] presents CSPi, an extension of the forward checking algorithm of [97] with a
semantic branching step and a heuristic method for reducing the number of forward checks
performed. The semantic branching step, which is available for free in SAT methods such
as [6], is as follows. If the current valuation (set of BD disjuncts) {c1, c2, . . . , ci} cannot
be extended by another disjunct ci+1 so that we reach a satisfying valuation, then CSPi
adds ¬ci to the current valuation and proceeds to choose another literal from the (i+ 1)-th
disjunction. [83] shows that CSPi improves on [97] and is competitive with TSAT.

[100] adopts the CSP framework of [97] and improves it by introducing no-good
recording as well as the other pruning techniques introduced by earlier literature (a differ-
ent form of the backjumping used in [97], semantic branching as used in [83] and removal
of subsumed variables as used in [83]). The resulting system, called Epilitis, is shown to
dominate all earlier algorithms [97, 6, 83].

[98] was the earliest paper to deal with deciding BCBD constraints. The approach of
[98] is to transform a given BCBD formula φ into a propositional logic formula and then
use the SAT solver Chaff [78] to decide it. The transformation involves essentially the
following two steps:
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• Introduce a new propositional variable for each BD constraint in φ, and transform φ
into a new propositional logic formula φ′.

• Conjoin to φ′ a new propositional logic formula that encodes transitive relations
among variables derived from the original BD constraints.

Finally, [7] presents the system TSAT++ which is able to deal with Boolean combina-
tions of difference constraints using a SAT-based approach (in particular, the SIMO solver
[46]) and a powerful combination of preprocessing, constraint propagation, branching and
intelligent backtracking techniques. [7] demonstrates that TSAT++ is more efficient than
the systems of [97, 6, 100, 83, 98] presented above, but also MathSAT [8] which is able to
deal with Boolean combinations of linear constraints. The performance analysis of [7] is
based on randomly generated hard problems and instances of real-world applications.

Recently, Schwartz and Pollack studied incremental algorithms for NDD constraints
[93]. They consider three update operations (tightening the bound of a BD constraint, add
a BD constraint or add an NDD constraint) and present incremental algorithms to handle
these updates using techniques from dynamic CSPs such as no-good recording and oracles.

Finally, [76] shows how to solve NDD constraints using local search. Contrary to
earlier complete algorithms using a meta-CSP approach [97, 100, 83], the algorithm of
[76] searches over the space defined by the original CSP using an algorithm which derives
from GSAT [94] and Tabu search [47].

19.4 More Expressive Queries for Temporal CSPs

When constraint networks are used to represent temporal information (see Section 19.2),
their nodes represent the times when certain facts are true, or when certain events take
place, or when events start or end. By labeling nodes with appropriate natural language
expressions (e.g., breakfast or walk in Example 19.5) and arcs by temporal relations,
temporal constraint networks can be queried in useful ways. The typical query targeted by
most of the algorithms discussed in Sections 19.2 and 19.3 is: “What is the strictest tempo-
ral relationship between intervals (or points) A and B?”. This query is typically answered
by consulting the minimal network corresponding to the given temporal constraints.

Van Beek [102] was the first to consider more expressive queries for databases with
temporal constraints. In [102], a database is a set of IA constraints among appropriately
named interval constants (representing events). The first class of queries considered by
[102] is modal (possibility or certainty) queries. A certainty (resp. possibility) query is a
formula of the form

OP φ(e1, . . . , en)?

where OP is � (resp. ♦), and φ is a Boolean combination of IA constraints that use event
constants e1, . . . , en. As an example, consider the query “Is it possible that event walk
happened after event breakfast?”.

The second class of queries considered by [102] is aggregation queries. An aggregation
query is of the form

x1, . . . , xn : x1 ∈ E ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ E ∧OP φ(x1, . . . , xn)
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where E is the set of all events in the database, OP is the modal operator ♦ or �, and φ
is a Boolean combination of IA constraints that use variables x1, . . . , xn. As an example,
consider the query “What are the known events that come after event breakfast?”.

The temporal reasoning system LATER [18, 28] is another proposal for querying tem-
poral CSPs in sophisticated ways. LATER allows users to define symbolic time points and
time intervals and assert temporal constraints relating them with other symbolic objects, or
time constants representing conventional dates, times and durations. LATER offers a prac-
tical temporal reasoning framework that includes vocabulary for expressing many useful
qualitative and metric temporal constraints. Only certain kinds of disjunctive relations are
allowed so that the expressive power of LATER does not become greater than the expres-
sive power of BD constraints [19]. The complete set of LATER functions and predicates
can be found in [18].

The following types of queries are supported by LATER [18]:

1. Queries extracting temporal information (e.g., when, how long, duration and relation
queries).

2. Modal queries as in [102].

3. Hypothetical queries. These queries allow one to query the database using queries
of types 1 and 2 under the assumption that certain additional temporal constraints
hold.

Although [102] and LATER offer expressive languages for querying databases of tem-
poral constraints, queries combining non-temporal as well as temporal information (e.g.,
“Who is certainly having breakfast before taking a walk?”) cannot be asked in these sys-
tems, even though the knowledge required to answer them might have been available in the
first place. This problem arises because temporal CSPs do not have the required expressive
power for representing all kinds of knowledge needed in a real application.

This situation has been understood by temporal reasoning researchers, and application-
oriented systems where temporal reasoners were combined with general-purpose data and
knowledge representation frameworks have been proposed (and in most cases implemented).
These proposals include EPILOG2, Shocker3, TMM [31], Telos [79], and the relational
temporal constraint databases of [55] and [20]. EPILOG and Shocker use the temporal
reasoners Timegraph I and II, Telos uses a subclass of IA, TMM uses BD constraints, the
proposal of [55] uses BD constraints and the system of [20] uses LATER.

In the rest of this chapter, we study the scheme of indefinite constraint databases pro-
posed by Koubarakis [58, 63], as the formalism that unifies the proposals of [102, 55,
18, 20]. This formalism is a scheme because it can be instantiated with various kinds of
constraints defined by a first-order language (e.g., temporal, spatial etc. [63]). When the
constraints chosen are temporal, the resulting formalism can be used to represent temporal
constraints on various temporal objects, and the relational database can be used to store
facts referring to these objects.

Sections 19.5 and 19.6 show that in order to be able to answer queries in this scheme,
we must be prepared to go from temporal CSPs to first-order theories of temporal con-
straints as studied in [71, 58]. We identify variable elimination (and its logical analogue

2 See http://www.cs.rochester.edu/research/epilog/.
3 See http://www.cs.rochester.edu/research/cisd/projects/kr-tools/.
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quantifier elimination) as the main technical tool needed by the proposed framework. We
then show that query evaluation in the proposed formalism can be viewed as quantifier
elimination in a first-order language of temporal constraints.

The indefinite constraint database scheme has been presented in the past as a constraint-
based extension of the relational data model [58] or as a constraint-based extension of an
equivalent subset of first-order logic [63]. We follow the second approach in this chapter
using material directly from [63].

19.5 First-Order Temporal Constraint Languages

We start by introducing some concepts useful for the developments in forthcoming sec-
tions. We will deal with many-sorted first-order languages [40]. For each first-order lan-
guage L, we will define a structureML that will give the intended interpretation of for-
mulas of L (this is called the intended structure for L). The theory Th(ML) (i.e., the set
of sentences of L that are true inML) will also be considered. Finally, for each language
L a special class of formulas called L-constraints will be defined.

Ladkin [71] and Koubarakis [58, 63] have defined various first-order temporal con-
straint languages where the atomic formulas come from the temporal CSP frameworks
defined in Section 19.2. As an example, we define below the first-order languages PA, IA
and LIN that are based on the classes of PA, IA and LIN constraints respectively.4

19.5.1 The Languages PA and IA

The language PA is a simple first-order language that we can use for talking about points in
time. The logical symbols of PA include: parentheses, a countably infinite set of variables,
the equality symbol = and the standard sentential connectives. There is only one non-
logical symbol: the predicate symbol <.

The intended structure MPA has the set of rational numbers Q as its domain, and
interprets predicate symbol < as the relationship “less than” over the rational numbers.
We will freely use other defined predicates like ≤ and 6=. We define PA-constraints to be
exactly the constraints of the class PA.

In a similar way, we can define the first-order language IA which has as atomic formu-
las the interval constraints expressible in the class IA (see [60, 61] for a precise definition).

19.5.2 The Language LIN

The language LIN is the first order language of linear constraints. The logical symbols of
LIN include: parentheses, a countably infinite set of variables, the equality symbol = and
the standard sentential connectives. The non-logical symbols of LIN include: a countably
infinite set of constants (one for each rational numeral), the binary function symbols + and
∗ (the symbol ∗ can only be applied to a variable and a constant) and the binary predicate
symbol <.

4 We use the calligraphic type style to write classes of constraints and italic type style to write the corre-
sponding first-order language.
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The intended structureMLIN has the set of rational numbers Q as its domain.MLIN

assigns to each constant symbol an element of Q, to function symbol + the addition oper-
ation for rational numbers, to function symbol ∗ the multiplication operation for rational
numbers, and to predicate symbol < the relation “less than” over Q. We define LIN -
constraints to be the constraints of the class LIN .

19.5.3 Quantifier and Variable Elimination

In this section we define the operations of quantifier and variable elimination. Quantifier
elimination is an operation from mathematical logic [40]. Variable elimination is an alge-
braic operation [90]. As we will see below, quantifier elimination algorithms utilize vari-
able elimination algorithms as subroutines. In the scheme of indefinite constraint databases
to be introduced in Section 19.6, the operation of quantifier elimination is very useful be-
cause it can be used for query evaluation. [35] discuss variable elimination and related
concepts for arbitrary CSPs.

Definition 19.12. Let Th be a theory in some first-order language L. Th admits elim-
ination of quantifiers iff for every formula φ there is a disjunction φ′ of conjunctions of
L-constraints such that Th |= φ ≡ φ′.

This definition is stronger than the traditional one where φ′ is simply required to be
quantifier-free [40]. We require φ′ to be in the above form because we do not want to deal
with negations of L-constraints.

Let Th be a theory in some first order language L, and let φ be a formula. If Th
admits elimination of quantifiers, then a quantifier-free formula φ′ equivalent to φ can be
computed in the following standard way [40]:

1. Compute the prenex normal form (Q1x1) · · · (Qmxm)ψ(x1, . . . , xm) of φ.

2. If Qm is ∃ then let θ1 ∨ · · · ∨ θk be a disjunction equivalent to ψ(x1, . . . , xm) where
the θi’s are conjunctions of L-constraints. Then eliminate variable xm from each θi
to compute θ′i using a variable elimination algorithm forL-constraints. The resulting
expression is θ′1 ∨ · · · ∨ θ′k.

IfQm is ∀ then let θ1∨· · ·∨θk be a disjunction equivalent to ¬ψ(x1, . . . , xm) where
the θi’s are conjunctions of L-constraints. Then eliminate variable xm from each θi
to compute θ′i as above. The resulting expression is ¬(θ′i ∨ · · · ∨ θ′k).

3. Repeat step 2 to eliminate all remaining quantifiers and obtain the required quantifier-
free formula.

Step 2 of the above algorithm assumes the existence of a variable elimination algo-
rithm for conjunctions (or, equivalently, sets) of L-constraints. The operation of variable
elimination can be defined as follows.

Definition 19.13. The operation of variable elimination takes as input a set C of L-
constraints with set of variables X and a subset Y of X , and returns a new set of con-
straints C ′ such that Sol(C ′) = ΠX\Y (Sol(C)) where ΠZ is the standard operation of
projection of a relation on a subset Z of its set of columns.
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For the class of LIN -constraints defined above variable elimination can be performed
using Fourier’s algorithm. Fourier’s algorithm can be summarized as follows [90]. Any
weak linear inequality involving a variable x can be written in the form x ≤ ru or x ≥ rl
i.e., it gives an upper or a lower bound on x. Thus if we are given two linear inequalities,
one of the form x ≤ ru and the other of the form x ≥ rl, we can eliminate x and obtain the
inequality rl ≤ ru. Obviously, rl ≤ ru is a logical consequence of the given inequalities.
In addition, any solution of rl ≤ ru can be extended to a solution of the given inequalities
(simply by choosing for x any value between the values of rl and ru). Following this
observation, Fourier’s elimination algorithm forms all pairs x ≤ ru and x ≥ rl, eliminates
x and returns the resulting constraints. The generalization of this algorithm to strict linear
inequalities is obvious.

Example 19.14. Let us consider the following set of LIN -constraints:

x3 ≤ x1, x5 < x1, x1 − x2 ≤ 2, x4 ≤ x5

The elimination of variable x1 using Fourier’s algorithm results in the following new set:

x3 − x2 ≤ 2, x5 − x2 < 2, x4 ≤ x5.

The following theorem will be useful below. The result for PA and IA are due to [71].

Theorem 19.15. The theories Th(MPA), Th(MIA) and Th(MLIN ) admit quantifier
elimination.

The presentation of preliminary concepts is now complete. We can therefore proceed
to define the scheme of indefinite constraint databases.

19.6 The Scheme of Indefinite Constraint Databases

In this section, we present the scheme of indefinite constraint databases originally proposed
in [58]. We follow the spirit of the original proposal but use first-order logic instead of
relational database theory.

We assume the existence of a many-sorted first-order language L with a fixed intended
structure ML. Let us also assume that Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination (Section
19.5.3 has defined this concept precisely). For the purposes of this section, L can be a
language like PA, IA and LIN that can be used to talk about temporal objects (i.e., points
or intervals).

Let us now consider, as an example, the information contained in the following two
sentences:

Mary took a walk in the park. After walking around for a while, she met Fred
and started talking to him.

The information in the above sentences is about activities (e.g., walking, talking), con-
straints on the times of their occurrence (e.g., after) and, finally, other information about
real-world entities (e.g., names of persons). Temporal CSPs as discussed in Section 19.2
can be used to represent such information.

In the scheme of indefinite constraint databases (and in similar formalisms like [31, 18])
information like the above is represented by utilizing a first-order temporal language like
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LIN and extending it to represent non-temporal information. Let us now show how to
do this formally in an abstract setting by considering an arbitrary many-sorted first-order
language L with the properties discussed above.

19.6.1 From L to L ∪ EQ and (L ∪ EQ)∗

Let EQ be a fixed first-order language with only equality (=) and a countably infinite
set of constant symbols. The intended structure MEQ for EQ interprets = as equality
and constants as “themselves”. EQ is a very simple language which can only be used to
represent knowledge about things that are or are not equal. EQ-constraints or equality
constraints are formulas of the form x = v or x 6= v where x is a variable, and v is a
variable or a constant.

We now consider the language L ∪ EQ. The set of sorts for L ∪ EQ will contain the
special sort D (for terms of EQ) and all the sorts of L. The intended structure for L ∪ EQ
isML∪EQ =ML ∪MEQ.

The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 19.16. If theory Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination then the same holds for
Th(ML∪EQ).

Finally, we define a new first-order language (L ∪ EQ)∗ by augmenting L ∪ EQ with
a countably infinite set of database predicate symbols p1, p2, . . . of various arities. These
predicate symbols can be used to represent information about our application domain. The
arguments of these predicates will be constants and variables constrained by formulas of
L ∪ EQ. The indefinite constraint databases and queries defined below are formulas of
(L ∪ EQ)∗.

In the following example and all the examples of subsequent sections, we assume L to
be the languageLIN defined in Section 19.5. The languageLIN∪EQ is now multi-sorted
with sorts D (for the constants of EQ) and Q (for the rational constants of LIN ).

Example 19.17. Let walk be a ternary database predicate symbol with arguments of sort
D, Q and Q respectively. The following is a formula of the language (LIN ∪ EQ)∗

capturing the fact that somebody took a walk during some unknown interval of time:

(∃x/D)(∃t1/Q)(∃t2/Q)(t1 < t2 ∧ walk(x, t1, t2))

19.6.2 Databases and Queries

In this section, the symbols x̄, ȳ, x̄i, ȳi, etc. will denote vectors of variables while ω̄ will
stand for a vector of Skolem constants. In addition, the symbols T̄ and T̄i will denote
vectors of sorts of L. Similarly, the symbol D̄ will denote a vector with all its components
being the sort D.

Indefinite constraint databases and queries are special formulas of (L ∪ EQ)∗ and are
defined as follows [63].

Definition 19.18. An indefinite constraint database is a formula DB(ω̄) of (L ∪ EQ)∗ of
the following form:

m
∧

i=1

(∀x̄i/D̄)(∀t̄i/T̄i)(
li
∨

j=1

Localj(x̄i, t̄i, ω̄) ≡ pi(x̄i, t̄i)) ∧ ConstraintStore(ω̄)
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where

• Localj(x̄i, t̄i, ω̄) is a conjunction of L-constraints in variables t̄i and Skolem con-
stants ω̄, and EQ-constraints in variables x̄i.

• ConstraintStore(ω̄) is a conjunction of L-constraints in Skolem constants ω̄.

The second component of the above formula defining a database is a constraint store.
This store is a conjunction of L-constraints i.e., a CSP. ω̄ is a vector of Skolem constants
denoting time entities (e.g., points and intervals) about which only partial knowledge is
available. This partial knowledge has been coded in the constraint store as a CSP using the
language L.

The first component of the database formula is a set of equivalences completely defining
the database predicates pi. This is an instance of the well-known technique of predicate
completion in first-order databases [85].

These equivalences may refer to the Skolem constants of the constraint store. In tempo-
ral reasoning applications, the constraint store will contain the temporal constraints usually
captured by a CSP, while the predicates pi will encode, in a flexible way, the events or facts
usually associated with the variables of this CSP.

For a given database DB the first conjunct of the database formula will be denoted by
EventsAndFacts(DB), and the second one by ConstraintStore(DB). For clarity, we
will sometimes write sets of conjuncts instead of conjunctions. In other words, a database
DB can be seen as the following pair of sets of formulas:

(EventsAndFacts(DB), ConstraintStore(DB)).

We will feel free to use whichever definition of database fits our needs in the rest of this
section.

The new machinery in the indefinite constraint database scheme (in comparison with
relational or Prolog databases) is the Skolem constants inEventsAndFacts(DB) and the
constraint store which is used to represent “all we know” about these Skolem constants.
Essentially this proposal is a combination of constraint databases (without indefinite infor-
mation) as defined in [52], and the marked null values proposal of [48, 1]. Similar ideas
can also be found in the first-order databases of [85].

Let us now give some examples of indefinite constraint databases. The constraint lan-
guage used is LIN but the constraints are simpler than full linear: rational order con-
straints, difference constraints and bounds on variables.

Example 19.19. The following is an indefinite constraint database which formalises the
information in the paragraph considered at the beginning of this section.

( { (∀x/D)(∀t1, t2/Q)((x = Mary ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2) ≡ walk(x, t1, t2)),
(∀x/D)(∀y/D)(∀t3, t4/Q)

((x = Mary ∧ y = Fred ∧ t3 = ω3 ∧ t4 = ω4) ≡ talk(x, y, t3, t4)) },
{ ω1 < ω2, ω1 < ω3, ω3 < ω2, ω3 < ω4 } )

This database contains information about the events walk and talk in which Mary and
Fred participate. The temporal information expressed by order constraints is indefinite
since we do not know the exact constraint between Skolem constants ω2 and ω4.
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Example 19.20. Let us consider the following planning database used by a medical labo-
ratory for keeping track of patient appointments for the year 2006.

( { (∀x, y/D)(∀t1, t2/Q)
(((x = Smith ∧ y = Chem1 ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2)∨
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chem2 ∧ t1 = ω3 ∧ t2 = ω4)∨

(x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation ∧ t1 = ω5 ∧ t2 = ω6)) ≡ treatment(x, y, t1, t2)) },
{ ω1 ≥ 0, ω2 ≥ 0, ω3 ≥ 0, ω4 ≥ 0, ω5 ≥ 0, ω6 ≥ 0,

ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1, ω6 = ω5 + 2, ω2 ≤ 91, ω3 ≥ 91, ω4 ≤ 182,
ω3 − ω2 ≥ 60, ω5 − ω4 ≥ 20, ω6 ≤ 213 } )

Since we use LIN , the set of rationals Q is our time line. The year 2006 is assumed
to start at time 0 and every interval [i, i+ 1) represents a day (for i ∈ Z and i ≥ 0). Time
intervals will be represented by their endpoints. They will always be assumed to be of the
form [B,E) where B and E are the endpoints.

The above database represents the following information:

1. There are three scheduled appointments for treatment of patient Smith. This is rep-
resented by three conjuncts in the disjunction defining the extension of predicate
treatment.

2. Chemotherapy appointments must be scheduled for a single day. Radiation appoint-
ments must be scheduled for two consecutive days. This information is represented
by constraints ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1, and ω6 = ω5 + 2.

3. The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the first three
months of 2006 (i.e., days 0-91). This information is represented by the constraints
ω1 ≥ 0 and ω2 ≤ 91.

4. The second chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the second
three months of 2006 (i.e., days 92-182). This information is represented by con-
straints ω3 ≥ 91 and ω4 ≤ 182.

5. The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith must precede the second by at least
two months (60 days). This information is represented by constraint ω3 − ω2 ≥ 60.

6. The radiation appointment for Smith should follow the second chemotherapy ap-
pointment by at least 20 days. Also, it should take place before the end of July
(i.e., day 213). This information is represented by constraints ω5 − ω4 ≥ 20 and
ω6 ≤ 213.

Let us now define queries. The concept of query defined here is more expressive than
the query languages for temporal CSPs discussed in Section 19.4 above, and it is similar
to the concept of query in TMM [31].

Definition 19.21. A first order modal query over an indefinite constraint database is an
expression of the form x̄/D̄, t̄/T̄ : OP φ(x̄, t̄) where OP is the modal operator ♦ or �,
and φ is a formula of (L∪ EQ)∗. The constraints in formula φ are only L-constraints and
EQ-constraints.
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Modal queries will be distinguished in certainty queries (�) and possibility queries (♦)
as in [102].

Example 19.22. The following query refers to the database of Example 19.19 and asks
“Who was the person who possibly had a conversation with Fred during this person’s walk
in the park?”:

x/D : ♦(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q) (walk(x, t1, t2) ∧ talk(x, Fred, t3, t4) ∧ t1 < t3 ∧ t4 < t2)

Let us observe that each query can only have one modal operator which should be
placed in front of a formula of (L∪EQ)∗. Thus we do not have a full-fledged modal query
language. Such a query language can be interesting in a formal framework dealing with
indefinite information, but we will not consider this issue further in this chapter.

We now define the concept of an answer to a query.

Definition 19.23. Let q be the query x̄/D̄, t̄/T̄ : ♦φ(x̄, t̄) over an indefinite constraint
database DB. The answer to q is a pair (answer(x̄, t̄), ∅) such that

1. answer(x̄, t̄) is a formula of the form

k
∨

j=1

Localj(x̄, t̄)

where Localj(x̄, t̄) is a conjunction of L-constraints in variables t̄ and EQ-con-
straints in variables x̄.

2. Let V be a variable assignment for variables x̄ and t̄. If there exists a model M of
DB which agrees withML∪EQ on the interpretation of the symbols of L∪EQ, and
M satisfies φ(x̄, t̄) under V then V satisfies answer(x̄, t̄) and vice versa.

We have chosen the notation (answer(x̄, t̄), ∅) to signify that an answer is also a
database which consists of a single predicate defined by the formula answer(x̄, t̄) and the
empty constraint store. In other words, no Skolem constant (i.e., no uncertainty) is present
in the answer to a modal query. Although our databases may contain uncertainty, we know
for sure what is possible and what is certain.

Example 19.24. The answer to the query of Example 19.22 is (x = Mary, ∅).
The definition of answer in the case of certainty queries is the same as Definition 19.23

with the second condition changed to:

2. Let M be any model of DB which agrees withML∪EQ on the interpretation of the
symbols of L ∪ EQ. Let V be a variable assignment for variables x̄ and t̄. If M
satisfies φ(x̄, t̄) under V then V satisfies answer(x̄, t̄) and vice versa.

Definition 19.25. A query is called closed or yes/no if it does not have any free variables.
Queries with free variables are called open.

Example 19.26. The query of Example 19.22 is open. The following is its corresponding
closed query:

: ♦(∃x/D)(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q) (walk(x, t1, t2)∧ talk(x, Fred, t3, t4)∧ t1 < t3∧ t4 < t2)
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By convention, when a query is closed, its answer can be either (true, ∅) (which means
yes) or (false, ∅) (which means no).

Example 19.27. The answer to the query of Example 19.26 is (true, ∅) i.e., yes.

Example 19.28. Let us consider the database of Example 19.20 and the query “Find all
appointments for patients that can possibly start at the 92th day of 2006”. This query can
be expressed as follows:

{ x, y/D : ♦(∃t1, t2/Q)(treatment(x, y, t1, t2) ∧ t1 = 92) }
The answer to this query is the following:

( (x = Smith ∧ y = Chem2) ∨ (x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation), ∅ )

19.6.3 Query Evaluation is Quantifier Elimination

Query evaluation over indefinite constraint databases can be viewed as quantifier elimina-
tion in the theory Th(ML∪EQ). Th(ML∪EQ) admits quantifier elimination. This is a
consequence of the assumption that Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination (see beginning
of this section) and the fact that Th(MEQ) admits quantifier elimination (proved in [52]).
The following theorem is essentially from [58] and [63].

Theorem 19.29. Let DB be the indefinite constraint database

m
∧

i=1

(∀x̄i/D̄)(∀t̄i/T̄i)(
li
∨

j=1

Localj(x̄i, t̄i, ω̄) ≡ pi(x̄i, t̄i)) ∧ ConstraintStore(ω̄)

and q be the query ȳ/D̄, z̄/T̄ : ♦φ(ȳ, z̄). The answer to q is (answer(ȳ, z̄), ∅) where
answer(ȳ, z̄) is a disjunction of conjunctions of EQ-constraints in variables ȳ and L-
constraints in variables z̄ obtained by eliminating quantifiers from the following formula
of L ∪ EQ:

(∃ω̄/T̄ ′)(ConstraintStore(ω̄) ∧ ψ(ȳ, z̄, ω̄))

In this formula the vector of Skolem constants ω̄ has been substituted by a vector of appro-
priately quantified variables with the same name (D̄′ is a vector of sorts of L). ψ(ȳ, z̄, ω̄)
is obtained from φ(ȳ, z̄) by substituting every atomic formula with database predicate pi
by an equivalent disjunction of conjunctions of L-constraints. This equivalent disjunction
is obtained by consulting the definition

li
∨

j=1

Localj(x̄i, t̄i, ω̄) ≡ pi(x̄i, t̄i)

of predicate pi in the database DB.
If q is a certainty query then answer(ȳ, z̄) is obtained by eliminating quantifiers from

the formula

(∀ω̄/T̄ ′)(ConstraintStore(ω̄) =⇒ ψ(ȳ, z̄, ω̄))

where ConstraintStore(ω̄) and ψ(ȳ, z̄, ω̄) are defined as above.
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Example 19.30. Using the above theorem, the query of Example 19.22 can be answered
by eliminating quantifiers from the formula:

(∃ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4/Q)
(ω1 < ω2 ∧ ω1 < ω3 ∧ ω3 < ω2 ∧ ω3 < ω4∧

(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q)((x = Mary ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2)∧
(x = Mary ∧ t3 = ω3 ∧ t4 = ω4) ∧ t1 < t3 ∧ t4 < t2)

The result of this elimination is the formula x = Mary.

Koubarakis and Skiadopoulos [58, 63] have studied the complexity of query answering
in the scheme of indefinite constraint databases for various temporal and spatial constraint
languages L. Their results precisely outline the frontier between tractable and possibly
intractable query answering problem. [63] shows that if one wants to be able to answer
modal queries in PTIME, it is no longer sufficient to have a constraint class (e.g., BD)
with PTIME reasoning problems (e.g., consistency checking for BD can be done in O(n3)
time); further conditions should be imposed on queries and databases.

19.7 Conclusions

We have surveyed work on temporal CSPs starting from early papers such as [3, 107, 31,
108, 34] and continuing with influential contributions that have been published as recently
as last year. There are certain topics of work in temporal CSPs that we did not cover due
to limited space. These include:

• Temporal CSPs for non-totally-ordered time e.g., partially ordered time, branching
time etc. [16].

• Representing periodic temporal information by constraints [51].

• Non-convex intervals and their CSPs [9].

• Soft constraints or preferences in temporal CSPs [67].

• Overconstrained temporal CSPs [73].

• Connections with spatial CSPs [87].

We expect research on temporal CSPs to continue healthily in the years to come due to
their importance in applications. In our opinion, the following topics are likely to be in the
front line of future developments:

• New algorithmic techniques for temporal constraint solving e.g., randomized algo-
rithms [68] or local search [76, 11].

• Theory and algorithms for combining temporal CSPs and optimization concepts [67,
73].

• Theory and algorithms for quantified formulas with temporal constraints [71, 58,
63].
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• Tractability results for the classes where this question has not been answered com-
pletely e.g., [75].

• Integration with spatial CSPs to deal with spatio-temporal scenarios [62].
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Chapter 20

Distributed Constraint Programming

Boi Faltings

Constraint satisfaction and optimization problems often involve multiple participants. For
example, producing an automobile involves a supply chain of many companies. Schedul-
ing production, delivery and assembly of the different parts would best be solved as a
constraint optimization problem ([35]). A more familiar task for most of us is meeting
scheduling: arrange a set of meetings with varying participants such that no two meet-
ings involving the same person are scheduled at the same time, while respecting order
and deadline constraints ([18, 22]). Another application that has been studied in detail is
coordinating a network of distributed sensors ([2]).

Such problems can of course be solved by gathering all constraints and optimization
criteria into a single large CSP, and then solving this problem using a centralized algorithm.
In practice there are many cases where this is not feasible, because it is impossible to bound
the problem to a manageable set of variables.

For example, in meeting scheduling, once two people are planning a common meeting,
this meeting is potentially in conflict with many other meetings either of them are planning
and whose times are decided in parallel. A centralized solver does not know beforehand
which of these potential conflicts will become important, and thus will have to gather
information about all of them. Since any two people in the world are connected through
on average six degrees, this constraint problem is likely to involve a substantial part of the
world’s population! In contrast, in a distributed solution, changes need to propagate only
when there are conflicts between meetings. As such conflicts can usually be resolved by
local adjustments, propagation will be limited and the problem can usually be solved with
a reasonable amount of effort. This is a typical application where distributed algorithms
for constraint satisfaction are attractive.

As an another example, consider a configuration system for vacations that composes
information obtained from the internet. Even though there are only a finite number of
elements to be composed, the number of information sources that could be considered is
unboundedly large. Thus, even with a small number of variables it may be impossible for a
constraint solver to know the entire space of admissible values and tuples for variables and
constraints. Fortunately, the semantics of CSP allows to prove the validity of a solution

B.V. 
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even without knowing the entire problem. The open constraint satisfaction formulation
addresses this form of distributed CSP.

There are also other reasons why distributed constraint satisfaction may be necessary:

• cost of formalization: when problem solving is centralized, each participant will
have to formulate its constraints on all imaginable options beforehand. This may be
excessively complex: a part supplier, for example, might have to give all feasible
delivery dates and quantities beforehand, requiring it to explicitly plan and evaluate
a huge number of different scenarios.

In contrast, when using open constraint satisfaction, agents are asked to evaluate
only a minimal number of constraints. Furthermore, if solving is distributed they
can use whatever software they have for this purpose.

• privacy: in a meeting scheduling scenario, the fact that person A is also meeting
with person B may be private information that A wants to keep from another per-
son C. When problem solution is centralized, the solver will see all meetings and
constraints, and thus gains valuable private information that can easily be leaked or
stolen.

In contrast, a distributed solution can be constructed in such a way that agents only
reveal information piecemeal when evaluating constraints, and other agents only see
information they are required to see for the solving process.

• dynamicity: the problem may change dynamically in that new agents appear while
others disappear. When a centralized solver is used, these changes would have to be
managed by the central server, which may not be feasible.

• brittleness: a centralized solver creates a central point of failure that leads to brittle-
ness of the entire system. In contract, when solving is distributed among different
agents, it allows load balancing and redundant and thus fault-tolerant computation
among different agents, leading to more reliable systems. Also, parallel execution
might make the entire process more efficient.

A distributed algorithm involves a considerable amount of message exchange, which
means that the overall solution may well be slower than a centralized process. In general,
distributed techniques work well only when the problem is sparse and loose, i.e. each
variable has constraints with only few other variables, and for each constraint there are
many value combinations that satisfy it. When problems are dense and tight, usually the
distributed solution requires so much information exchange among the agents that it would
be much more efficient to communicate the problem to a central solver.

The topic has been studied for quite some time; Sycara et al. ([35]) has considered
heuristics for distributed constrained search, and Dechter ([5]) has considered the feasi-
bility of distributed constraint satisfaction in a network of identical agents. Since then, a
considerable range of techniques has been developed.

This chapter gives an overview of the main techniques that have been developed for
constraint satisfaction and optimization in distributed settings. It first covers methods for
synchronous and asynchronous distributed solving by backtracking, local search and dy-
namic programming. It then describes methods for open constraint programming and op-
timization, and finally considers the issues of self-interest and privacy. In the interest of a
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coherent description, I unified different algorithms, and thus occasionally present concepts
with different names and simplifications. I believe that the algorithms illustrate the main
techniques of the field in a concise and coherent manner.

20.1 Definitions

In this section, we formally define two variations to the standard formulation of constraint
satisfaction problems. The first, which we call distributed constraint satisfaction, formal-
izes the fact that constraint solving happens under the control of different independent
agents. The second, called open constraint satisfaction, formalizes the fact that informa-
tion about the CSP is distributed among different agents.

A distributed constraint satisfaction problem is commonly defined as follows:

Definition 20.1. A distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DisCSP) is a tuple < X ,
D, C, A > where:

• X = {x1, .., xn} is a set of n variables.

• D = {d1, .., dn} is a set of n domains.

• C = {c1, .., cm} is a set of m constraints.

• A = {a1, .., an} is a set of n agents, not necessarily all different.

The main difference to a classical CSP, as defined in Chapter 1, is that every variable
xi is controlled by a corresponding agent ai, meaning that this agent sets the variable’s
value. When an agent controls more than one variable, this would be modelled by a single
variable whose values are combinations of values of the original variable. It is further
assumed that agent ai knows xi’s domain di and all constraints involving xi, and that
it can reliably communicate with all other agents. The values of n and m need not be
known to any agent, thus allowing for problems of unbounded size as mentioned in the
introduction. The main challenge is to develop distributed algorithms that solve the CSP
by exchanging messages among the agents in A.

As in Chapter 1, each constraint cj is a pair < rsj
, sj > where sj is a tuple of variables

and rsj
is a cost function sj ⇒ {0, 1} that maps every value combination of sj into 0 if it

is consistent, and 1 if it is not. A solution to the DisCSP is an assignment of values to all
variables that is consistent for all relations.

A distributed constraint satisfaction problem can be extended to a distributed constraint
optimization problem by letting the functions rsj

map to ℜ+, representing a cost. A so-
lution to the optimization problem is an assignment of values to all variables such that
the sum of the costs of all constraints is minimized. Hard constraints can be incorporated
by mapping consistent value combinations to cost 0, and inconsistent ones to cost ∞ (in
practice, some very large number). It is possible to extend this formulation to general soft
constraints (see Chapter 9) but little work has been done on that.

Note that the assumption that each agent controls a variable and knows all the con-
straints involving that variable may not be applicable to all situations. For example, in
meeting scheduling agents usually do not have unilateral power to fix the time of a meet-
ing, and do not know the constraints of the other participants. Silaghi et al. ([28]) have
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proposed an alternative formulation where each agent applies its constraints find an agree-
ment on the value of variables. Their asynchronous aggregation search (AAS) algorithm
shows how the asynchronous backtracking techniques for distributed search can be modi-
fied to accommodate this formulation which can be more appropriate for applications.

The definition of open constraint satisfaction problems is somewhat more complex,
since we need to take into account the fact that the problem itself varies. The definition
thus follows that given for dynamic constraint satisfaction (Chapter 21), except that here
its is the variable domains rather than the set of constraints that vary, and that the domains
are monotonically increasing:

Definition 20.2. An open constraint satisfaction problem (OCSP) is a possibly unbounded,
partially ordered set {CSP (0), CSP (1), ...} of constraint satisfaction problems, where
CSP(i) is defined by a tuple < X,D(i), C > where

• X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} is a set of n variables,

• D(i) = {d1(i), d2(i), ..., dn(i)} is the set of domains for CSP(i), with dk(0) = {}
for all k, and

• C = {(xi, xj), (xk, xl), ...} is a set of m binary constraints, given by the pairs of
variables they involve and intensional relations between them.

The set is ordered by the relation ≺ where CSP (i) ≺ CSP (j) if and only if (∀k ∈
[1..n])dk(i) ⊆ dk(j) and (∃k ∈ [1..n])dk(i) ⊂ dk(j).

An assignment to an OCSP is a combination of value assignments from the correspond-
ing domains to all variables. An assignment is consistent in instance CSP (i) if and only
if all intensional constraints are satisfied. A solution of an OCSP is an assignment that is
consistent for some instance CSP (i) and any instance CSP (j) ≻ CSP (i).

Open CSP can be extended to open constraint optimization problems (OCOP) by adding
a set of cost functions:

• W (i) = {w1(i), w2(i), ..., wn(i)} is a set of cost (weight) functions on the domains
in D, where wi : di → ℜ+ gives the cost associated with each value in the domain
di.

Note that in order to not require all costs to be known, they are associated with variable
domains rather than constraints. Note also that the two variants can be combined, i.e. it is
possible to have an open CSP where control of the variables is distributed among different
agents.

In this chapter, we consider only unary and binary constraints. Most algorithms for
DisCSP can be generalized to n-ary constraints.

20.2 Distributed Search

20.2.1 Synchronous Backtracking

The simplest algorithm for solving constraint satisfaction problems is backtrack search.
In backtrack search, a partial assignment of values to a subset of variables {x1, .., xk} is
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iteratively extended by adding an assignment to another variable xk+1 such that all con-
straints with already assigned variables are satisfied. When no such extension is possible,
the algorithm backtracks and changes one or more of the earlier assignments.

The backtrack search algorithm can be readily extended to a distributed algorithm by
passing the partial assignments from agent to agent. Thus, agent ak passes the partial
assignment {x1 = v1, .., xk = vk} to ak+1 who adds a consistent assignment for xk+1,
if possible, or otherwise returns a message to ak signalling the need to backtrack. This is
basically a centralized backtrack algorithm where the thread of control passes to different
agents during the execution. Such an algorithm is described for example in [40].

Most of the well-known search techniques for centralized backtracking also apply to
synchronous distributed backtracking:

• forward checking and higher degrees of consistency can be implemented by letting
each agent ai maintain a label that contains the admissible values for its variable
xi. Constraint propagation between different variables is implemented by sending
messages between the corresponding agents.

• the variable ordering can be chosen statically or dynamically according to various
heuristics, again by exchanging messages among agents.

• backjumping can be implemented by passing the backtrack not to the last involved
agent, but to the one that is responsible for the variable to be backtracked to.

Considerable efficiency gains can be obtained by exploiting the parallelism inherent
in the agents. Synchronous search can be extended with asynchronous forward check-
ing ([17]). Here, forward checking is executed in parallel by sending messages to all agents
that are responsible for unassigned variables, rather than treating them sequentially. This
parallelism can also be extended to subsequent propagation that achieves higher degrees of
consistency.

In dynamic distributed backjumping ([20]), instantiation continues in parallel with for-
ward checking, and agents are informed of domain wipeouts by nogood messages. An
additional heuristic identifies potential conflicts with variable assignments and orders val-
ues to avoid these conflicts. These two modifications bring improvements of about 1-2
orders of magnitude in cycles, constraint checks and number of messages.

However, synchronous backtracking has essentially the same restrictions as centralized
solutions, except that there may be a small advantage in privacy in that constraints do
not have to be communicated to any other parties. Furthermore, they do not exploit the
potential for parallel execution among the different agents, as essentially only one agent is
active at any one time.

20.2.2 Asynchronous Backtracking

Most of the research effort in distributed constraint satisfaction has focussed on asyn-
chronous distributed search algorithms. These are characterized by the fact that all agents
are active in parallel and only coordinate as needed to ensure consistency of the constraints
their variables are involved in.

The first category of asynchronous search algorithms are asynchronous backtracking
algorithms that perform a systematic exploration of the entire search space. The first of
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Algorithm 20.1: ABT-opt: Asynchronous backtracking adapted for optimization.
1: Procedure receive-add-link(xj)
2: add xj.agent to self.lower-agents
3: call(receive-ok(xj.agent,self.x))

1: Procedure receive-ok(var)
2: for ng ∈ nogoods do
3: if ∃vc ∈ conds(ng) vc.agent=var.agent ∧ vc.v 6= var.v then
4: eliminate ng from nogoods
5: replace v ∈ self.agentview s.th. v.agent = var.agent by var
6: adjust-value

1: Procedure receive-nogood(new-ng)
2: for var ∈ new-ng.cond do
3: if (cv← x ∈ self.agentview s.th. x.agent = var.agent) = NIL then
4: add var to self.agentview
5: call(var.agent,receive-add-link(self.x))
6: else
7: if cv.v 6= var.v then
8: return
9: for ng ∈ self.nogoods s.th. ng.v = new-ng.v ∧ new-ng.tag ∩ ng.tag = ng.tag do

10: eliminate ng from self.nogoods
11: self.nogoods← self.nogoods ∪{new-ng}
12: adjust-value

1: Procedure adjust-value
2: old-value← self.x.v ; self.cost←∞
3: for v ∈ self.domain do
4: δ← r(v) ; LB← 0 ; tag← { self } ; exact← true
5: for xj ∈ self.agentview do
6: δ← δ + r(xj,v)
7: for ng ∈ self.nogoods s.th. ng.v = v do
8: LB← LB + ng.cost
9: tag← tag ∪ ng.tag

10: exact← exact ∧ ng.exact
11: exact← exact ∧ (tag ∩ self.lower-agents = self.lower-agents)
12: if δ + LB ≤ self.cost then
13: self.x.v← v ; self.cost← δ + LB; self.tag← tag; self.exact← exact
14: if (self.cost 6= 0) ∨ self.exact then
15: if (self.agentview = φ) ∧ self.exact terminate(self.cost)
16: xj← lowest priority variable in self.agentview
17: call(xj.agent,receive-nogood(nogood(xj.v,

agentview\xj,self.tag,self.cost,self.exact))
18: if self.x.v 6= old-value then
19: for a ∈ self.lower-agents do
20: call(a,receive-ok(self.x))
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self:

x own variable
domain (constant) domain of the own variable
r (constant) r(xj,vi) gives the cost r{xj,self.x}(xj.v, vi) (associated with

the constraint with xj) and r(vi) gives the cost r{self.x}(vi)
if there is unary constraint on the own variable, and 0 otherwise

agentview set of variables
lower-agents set of pointers to agents
nogoods set of nogoods
cost estimate of the cost of self and lower priority variables
tag set of agents, used to keep track of received nogoods
exact true if cost is exact and false if only a lower bound

variable:

v value
agent pointer to responsible agent

nogood:

v variable value that nogood refers to
cond set of variable
tag set of pointers to agents
cost cost of the nogood
exact true/false depending on whether cost is exact or only a lower bound.

1: Procedure ABT-opt
2: self.x.v← NIL; self.lower-agents← {lower priority agents sharing a constraint}
3: self.agentview← {higher priority variables sharing a constraint}
4: adjust-value

Figure 20.1: Data structures and main procedure for ABT-opt.

these algorithms, Asynchronous Backtracking(ABT), was published by Yokoo et al. ([37],
and it has become a reference in the field on which many other algorithms are built. It
was formulated for binary constraints and here we will also assume that all constraints are
binary.

Figure 20.1 shows the data structures used for the ABT algorithm. Each agent has a
data structure self that contains its own variable, constants that represent the domain of
its variable as well as the constraints it has with other variables, and several fields that are
used to store the current state of the search. The other data structures are variables and
nogoods that will be explained in more detail below.

Algorithm 20.1 shows the main procedures of the ABT algorithm. Its presentation is
slightly adapted so that it can also be used for optimization, following ([31]) and ([34]).
It uses the construct call to indicate that the agent sends a message to another agent, thus
invoking the receiving agent’s procedure for receiving this message. These invocations are
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x1:
{a,b}

x2:
{a,b}

=

==

=
=

x3:
{a,b}

x4:
{a,b,c}

x5:
{a,b}

Figure 20.2: Example of a distributed constraint satisfaction problem. Circles represent
different agents, directed arrows represent constraints between variables. Here, all con-
straints are inequality constraints. The dashed arrow indicates a link that might have to be
added during the execution and is not part of the problem.

made asynchronously, i.e. they do not return any values and the invoking process does not
wait for them to finish. However, it is assumed that no invocations are lost, all invocations
by the same agent are handled in the order in which they were made, and no agents crash1

ABT explores a backtrack search tree with a fixed variable ordering that we assume to
be x1, x2, .., xn, without loss of generality. The ordering is assumed to be known to all
agents, and establishes priorities in that a variable xi has priority over another variable xj
whenever i < j. Note that this does not imply that any agent has knowledge of the entire
problem: the order could be established for example by assigning each agent a unique
number (e.g. serial number of the processor and the process id of the agent) and letting the
ordering be identical to this numbering.

The variable ordering is used to decide a direction for each constraint: the agent con-
trolling the first variable in the ordering is called the value-sending agent, and the other is
called the constraint-evaluating agent.

As an example, consider the problem shown in Figure 20.2, where variables are as-
sumed to be ordered according to their index. The constraints are thus directed as indicated
by the arrows.

The algorithm is initially called by invoking each agent with the procedure ABT-opt,
shown at the bottom of Figure 20.1. This initializes the own value, identifies the initial set
of lower priority agents, and initializes the agentview to the higher priority variables,
which are initialized with values that could be randomly chosen. The agent then picks an
own value by calling adjust-value, which also causes it to be sent in OK messages to
the lower priority agents. Once all these messages have been received, every agent has a
correct agentview. During the search, agents continue to set their value asynchronously
whenever they receive new information.

When an agent receives an OKmessage, it is invoked through the procedure receive-
ok. The agent keeps a record of nogoods that identify assignment combinations that have

1When agents do crash, the algorithm still terminates, but the constraints enforced by crashed agents are not
necessarily satisfied in the final result.
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xi:
{v,w,..}

ADD−LINK

NOGOOD(...)

OK(...)

NOGOOD(...)

OK(...)xj xk

j,l < i < kxl

Figure 20.3: Messages used in asynchronous backtracking. The agent responsible for xi
receives OK messages from higher priority agents aj (j < i) and nogood message from
lower priority agents ak (k > i) when their variables have common constraints with xi. It
may send add-link messages to request the value of other higher priority variables xl.

been found to lead to inconsistencies or costs as explained further below. In order to
avoid a combinatorial explosion in its memory requirements, the agent first eliminates any
nogoods that are no longer valid given the new assignment. It then integrates the received
value into its agentview. This is a data structure that keeps track of all values of higher
priority agents that are relevant for its search.

Next, it adjusts its own value to optimally satisfy the constraints. This is done in the
procedure adjust-value. It first evaluates the constraints with earlier variables to de-
termine which values in its domain cause the least amount of inconsistency. For each
value v in the domain, the variable δ is used to compute a lower bound on the cost that
this value would imply. We assume here that the constant r returns a value of 0 if the
combination given as an argument is allowed by the constraint, and 1 otherwise, so that
the cost measures the number of constraint violations. The agent first sums the number
of constraint violations with higher priority variables given in agentview(Steps 5-6). In
LB, it adds any nogoods that may exist on the value, indicating violations in lower priority
variables(Steps 7-10). The tag and exact variables are used for termination detection
and are explained later (see 20.2.4).

The agent computes the number of violations in cost as δ + LB, and chooses the value
with the smallest cost(Steps 12-13). Ideally, this cost is 0, in which case it has found a
consistent value. If no consistent value can be found, the minimum cost is > 0, and the
agent sends a nogood to the lowest higher-priority agent in its agent view(Steps 14-17).
Finally, if this leads to choosing a different value, it is sent to the lower priority agents via
OK messages(Steps 18-20).

In the example, assume that all variables are initially set to a. We consider one possible
execution where all messages take about the same time, so that it can be understood as a
sequence of parallel rounds. However, such synchrony is not required to obtain the correct
results. In the first round, agents receive the following messages and make the following
changes:
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message(s) action
a2 OK(x1=a) x2 ← b

a3 OK(x2=a) x3 ← b

a4 OK(x1=a) x4 ← b

a5 OK(x3=a) x5 ← b

OK(x4=a)

which leads to a second round:

message(s) action
a3 OK(x2=b) x3 ← a

a5 OK(x3=b) x5 ← a

OK(x4=b)

and a third round:

message(s) action
a5 OK(x3=a) inconsistent!

If no value consistent with the agent view can be found, as is the case for a5, the agent
can conclude that the current agent view is responsible for this failure. It constitutes a
nogood: a combination of assignments that makes it impossible to assign a value to the
variable, and thus cannot be part of any solution of the CSP. The nogood is constructed as
a resolvent of all constraints and existing nogoods. It is sent in a nogood message to the
agent responsible for the lowest priority variable in the nogood.

Nogoods are generated whenever an agent ai does not find a consistent value for its
variable xi. In this case, each value in di entails at least one constraint violation, i.e. the
minimum cost for all values is > 0. In this case, the agent concludes that its current agent
view does not allow any solution, and passes this up as a nogood to the lowest priority
agent in its agentview.

Here, d5 has possible values a and b. where:

x3 = a ⇒ x5 6= a

x4 = b ⇒ x5 6= b

Thus, the minimum cost is equal to 1, so that the current agent view, (x3 = a, x4 = b) is
passed up as a nogood with v = b, cond = (x3 = a), tag = x5 and cost = 1 to a4,
the lowest priority agent in the agent view.

For each of the values v ∈ di, agent ai stores one or more nogoods whose cost field
gives a lower bound on the cost that will be incurred by variables in the field nogood.tag:

(xj = vj ∧ xk = vk ∧ ... ∧ xi = v)⇒ cost(nogood.tag) ≥ nogood.cost

which, assuming that xi is the lowest-priority variable, is written in explanatory form as:

nogood.cond ⊆ self.agentview ∧ nogood.v = self.x.v ⇒
cost-sum(nogood.tag) ≥ nogood.cost

and stored with agent ai. In the version of ABT shown here, agents ensure that all nogoods
for the same value refer to disjoint tags and that they are all applicable in the current agent
view.
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An agent receives a nogood by being invoked through the receive-nogood mes-
sage. Note that an agent may receive a nogood that contains variables that it previously had
no constraint with, and thus are not part of its agent view. In order to decide whether the
nogood is applicable, it thus has to add a link with this variable so that it will be informed
whenever it changes. This is done using an add-link message(Steps 2-5).

An agent applies its nogoods when checking for consistency of its current value assign-
ment. It has to only apply those nogoods that are consistent with the current agent view.
In fact, any nogoods that are no longer consistent with the agent view can be discarded
as they will in any case be rediscovered should the agent view again become compatible
with it. This means that the amount of storage required at each agent grows at most lin-
early with the size of the domain and the number of variables. As a consequence, when an
agent receives a nogood which is no longer applicable to the current agentview, it discards
it(Steps 7-8).

Next, it eliminates all existing nogoods that already cover part or all of the variables
covered by the nogood just received, as indicated by the tags. These may exist because
the agent may have already received nogoods resulting from partial propagation among
the lower-priority agents. Finally, it adds the nogood to the nogood list, and adjusts its
current value. This may result in further nogood messages being passed to higher priority
agents(Steps 9-10).

In this example, a4 has now received a nogood that involves x3, and it can no longer
evaluate its applicability. Thus, it sends an add-link message to a3 and is informed that
the current value of x3 is a, so that the nogood is indeed applicable and its own value is no
longer consistent. Thus, a4 now searches for a new value for x4 and finds value c, which
now makes the entire problem consistent, and no further messages result.

Bessière et al. [3] show that adding links can be skipped if after sending a nogood of
nonzero value, all nogoods involving a variable that is not linked with the current one are
immediately discarded. If they are indeed required, they will eventually be rediscovered,
but the algorithm will repeat a portion of the search and thus become less efficient.

Algorithm 20.1 terminates when the highest priority agent derives a nogood that is ei-
ther exact or has non-zero cost. In the first case, the algorithm has found an assignment
without constraint violation and thus a solution to the CSP. In the second case, the prob-
lem has no solution. The termination is initiated by a procedure terminate that should
also inform the other agents that the process is now terminated. For more detail see Sec-
tion 20.2.4.

When agents operate asynchronously, it can happen that some agents change value
faster than others. This can lead to an agent receiving several OK messages for the same
variable before processing them. In this case, only the last message has to be kept. Times-
tamps can be used to identify this when message delivery times are not predictable.

20.2.3 Asynchronous Distributed Constraint Optimization

Constraint optimization most commonly uses the branch-and-bound algorithm. This al-
gorithm is difficult to adapt to an asynchronous, distributed setting because it requires
agreement among all agents on a global upper bound on the solution cost. However, opti-
mization can be carried out purely on the basis of lower bound propagation.

As has been observed in [31], the asynchronous backtracking algorithm (Algorithm
20.1) can also be used for constraint optimization by assuming that constraints no longer
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x2

x3

x4

x5

Figure 20.4: DFS tree ordering.

just return values of 0 (consistent) and 1 (inconsistent), but a more general cost measure in
ℜ+. The algorithm works exactly as in the constraint satisfaction problem. However, while
in the case of constraint satisfaction, most of the time a variable’s nogood ends up having
a value of 0 and is thus not transmitted, in this case most nogoods will have a positive cost
and thus travel up the hierarchy.

To show the correctness of the optimization, consider in more detail the computation
of local costs. An agent responsible for variable xi the local cost δ(v) of value v of its own
variable as

δ(v) = r{xi}(v) +
∑

xj∈agentview

r{xi,xj}(v, vj)

i.e. the cost of this value at the variable itself plus the sum of all costs for the constraints
with higher priority variables. It uses this value to compute for each value v the lower
bound

LB(xi = v) = δ(v) +
∑

ng∈compatible−nogoods(xi=v)

ng.cost

as the sum of the local value and all nogoods for this value that are compatible with the
current agent view. It always chooses its own value as the value v that minimizes the lower
bound. If this is different from the current value, it sends OK message to lower priority
agents.

The nogoods that agents receive express lower bounds on the total cost of constraints
evaluated by lower priority agents. They supersede any earlier nogoods that refer to the
same or a subset of the variables. Thus, Algorithm 20.1 checks for this in lines 9 and 10 of
procedure receive-nogood and discards any obsolete nogoods.

However, it would still be possible for several nogoods to refer to the same variable and
thus for the corresponding costs to be summed up multiple times. When we only consider
constraint satisfaction, this is not a problem because it is not necessary to compute the
exact number of violations, but only to detect that some violation is present. However, in
optimization such overlaps lead to inaccurate results.
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We now show that if agents are ordered in a DFS tree order, such overlaps can never
occur. A DFS tree is a rooted and directed spanning tree of the constraint graph such that
any edge not in the tree, called a back edge, can only exist between an ancestor and a
descendant in the tree, but never to a sibling or descendant of a sibling. Figure 20.4 shows
an example of a DFS tree consisting of 5 nodes. Tree-edges are shown as solid lines, and
back-edges as dashed lines. Any graph can be ordered as a DFS tree, for example using
depth-first search traversal to find the tree-edges and order. This process can also be carried
out as a distributed algorithm.

In a DFS tree, backedges from a node xi can only lead to nodes xj that are on the path
from the root to xi. Since agents always send nogoods to their lowest-priority ancestor,
no nogood can ever be sent between agents connected by a back-edge, but only along tree
edges. Thus, there is always a unique path from any agent to any other agent, and so a given
variable xk can participate in only one chain of nogoods. This means that the nogoods sent
by the children always give an exact bound on the actual cost of the lower priority agents.

Thus, ordering the agents as a DFS tree simplifies the algorithm and guarantees non-
overlapping nogoods. A similar observation underlies the AND/OR search trees discovered
recently ([15]).

This algorithm is essentially the ADOPT algorithm described in [19]. However, ADOPT
also includes a mechanism of backtrack thresholds to avoid excessive recomputation of
nogoods. It addresses the problem that the algorithm frequently recomputes earlier partial
solutions as the bounds change.

Consider a variable xi and three states s1, s2 and s3 such that all higher-priority vari-
ables have identical values, but xi changes first from a to b, then back to a since the no-
good for b turns out to be bigger than that of a. When xi changes state, all lower-priority
variables discard their nogoods. Thus, when xi changes back to a, they will again have to
search to re-establish the solution they had already reached earlier. However, xi’s ancestor
still has a nogood for value a, and can indicate this as the cost of the best solution that
the lower-priority agents must find. The lower-priority agents can use this information to
speed up their search that reconstructs the optimal solution for value a. Backtrack thresh-
olds involve some further bookkeeping issues that are addressed in detail in the ADOPT
algorithm ([19]).

20.2.4 Termination Detection

In the context of the ABT algorithm as we have described it here, termination detection can
be achieved by also propagating upper bounds on the quality of the solution. This has been
first proposed in the ADOPT algorithm ([19]). Note first that in ABT-opt, when all agents
below xk have received all nogood messages, the lower bound computation returns the
exact cost of the subproblem below the sending agent. Thus, we include in the nogood an
extra field that indicates if the nogood is exact or not. This is then used by higher priority
agents to see if their costs are exact: only if they have received exact nogoods covering all
lower priority agents will their costs become exact as well. Note that exact nogoods are
passed on even when their cost is zero so that the receiving agents can tell whether their
cost is exact.

Finally, when the highest-priority agent derives an exact nogood, the algorithm ter-
minates. In a constraint satisfaction problem, if the cost is non-zero, the problem has no
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consistent solution. Otherwise, the current assignment to all variables is a consistent or
optimal solution.

20.2.5 Soundness, Termination and Completeness of ABT

Soundness and termination of the ABT algorithm can be proven inductively as follows.
Consider variable xk and assume as inductive hypothesis that as long as variables x1..xk−1

do not change value, variables xk..xn will converge in finite time on an assignment whose
cost is minimal given the values of x1..xk−1, and that this cost is transmitted to xk as a
nogood with the exact field set to true.

Clearly, the inductive hypothesis holds for xn since there are no lower priority vari-
ables, it chooses its optimal value instantly and transmits its exact cost to its parent.

Now consider variable xk. It will change value only when the nogood for its current
value increases so that its cost becomes greater than that of another value. As the nogoods
form lower bounds on the optimal costs, they cannot increase beyond this optimal cost.
Since each nogood is the sum of costs taken from a finite set, this implies a bounded
number of increases. Thus, xk must eventually reach quiescence, and by the inductive
hypothesis, it will receive exact nogoods with the costs of the optimal assignments for
xk+1..xn. Since the algorithm chooses the value of xk to minimize the cost of xk..xn
given the value of x1..xk−1, xk can only stabilize on the optimal value and then sends an
exact nogood with the optimal cost of xk..xn given the values of its ancestors. Thus, it also
satisfies the inductive hypothesis. By induction, the hypothesis also holds for x1, which
proves soundness and termination of the algorithm.

For the constraint satisfaction case, completeness follows from termination and the
fact that the algorithm finds an optimal solution. If there is an assignment that satisfies all
constraints, it has cost 0 and so the algorithm will terminate with an assignment that has
cost 0 and violates no constraints.

20.2.6 Performance Evaluation

The complexity of constraint satisfaction algorithms is commonly measured by counting
the number of constraint checks. In asynchronous search algorithms, a more accurate
measure of the expected execution time is to count the number of concurrent constraint
checks, given as the smallest number of cycles required when each agent can execute a con-
straint check in parallel, thus considering the interdependency of their execution. Meisels
et al. ([16]) presents an algorithm called CCA for computing the number of concurrent
constraint checks during a simulation run of an algorithm.

In a distributed execution, sending a message often takes much longer than a constraint
check. For example, sending a message through e-mail can take minutes, amounting to
millions of constraint checks. Thus, many researchers measure message complexity as
the main measure of expected execution time. Here again, one can simply count the total
number of messages, or obtain a measure of concurrent messages that more accurately
reflects the interdependencies among them.

An issue here is also the size of messages, as some algorithms may be able to package
information into fewer but larger messages. This applies particularly to techniques based
on dynamic programming, described later in this chapter.
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It has been customary in distributed systems research to show a graph of complexity vs.
the ratio between the time required to send a message and the time required for a constraint
check. This measure has been used in the original paper on ABT ([37]) and in several other
algorithm evaluations, and is the most comprehensive performance measure since it also
makes apparent parallelism between message delivery and computation.

20.3 Improvements and Variants

20.3.1 Agents Controlling Constraints Instead of Variables

In ABT, it was assumed that each variable is under the control of an agent, and that this
agent knows all constraints relevant to that variable. In many applications, variables are
public knowledge and it is necessary to generate a consensus among agents as to their
value. On the other hand, agents are free to set constraints as they wish.

Silaghi et al. ([28]) have shown how ABT can be adapted to this situation. It involves
treating a dual problem where agents exchange constraints or parts of constraints rather
than variable assignments. To represent them efficiently, their asynchronous aggregation
search(AAS) algorithm uses aggregations of values that are described next.

20.3.2 Value Aggregation to Reduce Message Traffic

When variables in a DisCSP have large domains, it is often the case that several values
behave the same with respect to constraints. It is then more useful to aggregate them into
a single value that can be treated in a single message.

This idea is developed in the AAS algorithm ([28, 33]). AAS is similar to ABT, but
uses the dual of the original problem so that agents are now responsible for constraints, and
variables are shared between agents that have constraints on them. Each agent decomposes
the space of value combinations of a constraint into equivalent groups such that all value
combinations within them have the same cost. These can be considered the values of the
dual variables, and the algorithm then performs the ABT algorithm on this dual problem.
Some complications occur since the decompositions may have to be refined during search.
On randomly generated problems, aggregation brings improvements of several orders of
magnitude in search efficiency ([33]).

20.3.3 Distributed Consistency Maintenance

One of the most successful techniques in (centralized) CSP is consistency, in particular arc
consistency. They can be adapted to asynchronous settings as well, but labels now have to
refer to the context of higher priority variables that has been used to generate them so that
they can be reset whenever this context is no longer valid.

The MHDC algorithm ([33]) maintains arc consistency during distributed search in
AAS by adding a separate type of message called a propagate message. It again results in
very significant performance gains on randomly generated problems.
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20.3.4 Asynchronous Weak-Commitment Search

An important weakness of ABT is that it uses a static variable order, which is known to
lead to inefficient search in CSP. In asynchronous weak-commitment search (AWC) [38]),
agent priorities are dynamically adjusted so that whenever a backtrack occurs, the agent
initiating the backtrack becomes the highest priority agent. This focusses the search on the
most difficult parts of the problem space, and AWC is reported to be significantly (at least
1 order of magnitude) more efficient than ABT. However, a major drawback is that AWC
is complete only when all nogoods are stored, leading to exponential storage requirements.

20.3.5 Asynchronous Reordering

Reordering is one of the most powerful techniques for speeding up search algorithms for
constraint satisfaction and optimization. In asynchronous search, reordering is significantly
more complex as there is no central view of the problem.

A first algorithm that uses reordering is AWC, described above. AWC needs to store
an exponential number of nogoods to be complete and is thus not considered practical.

However, it is possible to allow a more limited form of reordering if agents are only
allowed to change the orders of lower priority agents. Such reorderings do not affect the
validity of the nogoods that have been received from these agents, and thus termination in a
finite number of steps after the last reordering is still guaranteed. This has been proposed by
Silaghi et al. ([29]) in the ABTR algorithm and more recently by Zivan and Meisels ([42])
in the ABT DO algorithm.

In these algorithms, each agent can impose a new ordering of the agents below itself,
and inform these lower-priority agents of the new order. When an agent receives a message
informing it of a new order, it adjusts its agent-view to add all agents that now have a
higher priority, and discards all nogoods that mention agents that now have a lower priority.

When several agents propose reorderings, their priority is decided using a signature
scheme. It consists of a set of counters, one for each position in the ordering: (c1..cn).
When the k-th agent in the current ordering proposes a new order, the signature of this new
order is derived from the old one by keeping all ci,i < k the same, increasing ck by 1, and
setting all cj ,j > k to 0. Priority between orderings can now be decided by comparing
their signatures lexicographically, i.e. letting l be the first position where two signatures
differ, the signature with a higher cl has higher priority.

Note that given the restrictions on allowable orders, the highest priority agent can never
leave its position. Silaghi et al. ([30]) show a protocol based on proxy agents that allows
general reorderings, but at the expense of a more complex algorithm where roles are ex-
changed between agents.

Both Silaghi et al. [29] and Zivan and Meisels ([42]) report gains in efficiency for
certain reordering heuristics; however, these gains are not nearly as significant as what can
be observed in centralized algorithms.

20.3.6 Storing Nogoods

One of the main problems with asynchronous search is that in order to limit the amount of
storage required, nogoods are erased as soon as they become inapplicable due to changes
in the agent view. This means that the algorithms derive the same information over and
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over again. Much efficiency can be gained by systematically storing all nogoods that are
discovered during search. This is particularly interesting when variables are ordered as a
DFS tree so that nogoods form tight bounds on the cost of possible solutions. It has been
shown experimentally ([33]) that such storage can tremendously increase the efficiency of
asynchronous backtracking algorithms.

The amount of memory required for systematically storing all nogoods can be bounded
using the following consideration. The maximum number of nogoods that need to be stored
at an agent is equal to the size of its own domain times the number of possible contexts,
i.e. assignment combinations to higher-priority variables that are the target of edges or
back-edges from lower-priority variables. It can be shown ([24]) that for any variable, the
number of variables in this context can never exceed the induced width of the DFS tree
ordering. Thus, the maximum amount of space required at any agent is exponential in the
induced width of this ordering.

In many practical distributed problems, this width is actually not very large. For ex-
ample, in meeting scheduling, most meetings are between people in similar groups. It
has been shown ([22]) that this leads to graphs with relative low induced width. Other
examples, such as sensor networks, also typically have low induced width.

20.3.7 Cooperative Mediation

Another way to deal with the complexity of distributed optimization problems is to detect
particularly difficult parts and solves those in a centralized fashion. The optimal asyn-
chronous partial overlay (OptAPO) algorithm ([14]) dynamically calls upon certain agents
to mediate by determining the optimal solution for itself and its neighbours using a central-
ized branch-and-bound algorithm. When message delivery is slow, as is usually the case,
this can bring significant performance increases over algorithms based on asynchronous
backtracking such as ADOPT.

20.3.8 Distributed Dynamic Programming

A fundamental problem with distributed backtracking algorithms is that they explore the
search space sequentially by changing variable assignments. As variables are distributed,
each change in assignment requires message exchange between agents. Since the search
space has exponential size in the number of variables, the algorithms inevitably require an
exponentially growing number of messages. Messages are costly and slow to send, so this
is usually unacceptable.

Dynamic programming techniques such as bucket elimination ([7]) are interesting as
they allow exploring all assignments in parallel. Thus, instead of sequentially exploring all
assignments of a variable xi and passing this on to a lower-priority variable xj , variable xj
sends a single message to xi that gives the optimal cost for each of the possible values of xi.
In the DPOP algorithm ([24]), agents are arranged in a DFS tree, as described above, and
each agent communicates with its direct parent/children in the tree. Children send UTIL
messages to their parents, while parents send VALUE messages to their children. Each
UTIL message specifies, for each possible value combination of the parent and possibly
a number of ancestors the optimal cost for the sending variable and all its descendants in
the pseudotree. Value messages are similar to OK messages in that they specify the value
assigned to the parent variable.
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Figure 20.5: Example of a distributed optimization problem and its solution using DPOP.

Agents use the following rules:

1. an agent that has received UTIL messages from all its children and VALUE messages
from all its parents decides on its optimal value and sends VALUE messages to all
its children.

2. otherwise, if it has received UTIL messages from all its children it constructs a UTIL
message to its parent.

Figure 20.5 shows an example of a distributed constraint optimization problem solved
using the DPOP algorithm. Assume that each variable can take values w(hite) and b(lack),
and that we have the following constraints:

c(x0, x3) = x0

x3

w b
w 3 0
b 3 3

c(x0, x1) = x0

x1

w b
w 1 0
b 2 2

c(x1, x2) = x1

x2

w b
w 1 0
b 0 1

c(x1, x3) = x1

x3

w b
w 2 0
b 0 2

Initially, only agents a2 and a3 satisfy the second behavior rule and send the following
messages to their parent a1:

UTIL(x1) =
x1

w b
0 0

UTIL(x0, x1) = x0

x1

w b
w 0 2
b 3 3

They give the lowest costs that can be obtained for these values of x1 and x0 given the
best choices for x2 and x3, and are obtained by combining the constraints on x2 and x3,
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respectively, using the bucket elimination operation ([7]). As soon as these messages have
been received by a1, a1 also satisfies the second behavior rules and generates the following
UTIL message to its parent a0:

UTIL(x0) =
x0

w b
1 3

a0 has no parents and has received UTIL messages from all its children, so it satisfies the
first behavior rule, decides its value to be w and sends this to a1 as a VALUE message.
a1 now has all the required information to decide on its best value, w, and sends VALUE
messages (x0 = w, x1 = w) to x2 and x3 who can finally decide on their own values b.
Propagation then stops since no agent satisfies any of the rules. All agents know that they
have decided on the optimal value so that no further termination detection is necessary.

It is interesting to consider solving the same example as above using asynchronous
backtracking. When nogoods are systematically stored for all combinations of higher-
priority agents, agents exchange exactly the same information as in dynamic program-
ming, but through a sequence of nogoods. The memory required in each agent to store all
nogoods is identical to the size of the largest message in dynamic programming. When
nogoods are not stored systematically, a high price is paid for rediscovering nogoods over
and over again. Thus, in the distributed case we can understand backtracking and dynamic
programming as two related approaches.

In the DPOP algorithm, the number of messages grows only linearly with the size of
the problem. However, messages may become very large. It can be shown ([24]) that
the maximum message size is exponential in the induced width of the pseudotree ordering
used. This growth can be dealt with using a technique similar to that of mini-bucket elim-
ination ([8]). Here, we need to identify higher priority variables that are involved in the
highest-dimensional messages. These variables will then change their values incremen-
tally while informing the lower-priority agents, similar to what is done in asynchronous
backtracking. While this reintroduces the problem of message explosion due to the state
changes of these variables, growth is much more moderate since in a problem with low
width, there are only few such variables.

The dynamic programming formulation also has several other advantages:

• it is possible to limit memory consumption by dropping dimensions of UTIL mes-
sages, and propagate upper and lower bounds ([25]). This allows computing solu-
tions that are optimal within these bounds.

• it is possible to stop propagation of UTIL messages when the differences between
values are insignificant, either because they have no influence on the rest of the prob-
lem or because their influence can be bounded by an approximation tolerance ([25]).

• for settings where the problem undergoes dynamic changes, it is possible to incre-
mentally adapt the solution using a self-stabilization technique ([23]): each agent
that observes a change initiates new UTIL messages that propagate through the
network and initiate changes wherever necessary. All agents know simultaneously
when the new optimal value has been reached and can change to this value without
any further synchronization mechanism, thus achieving super-stabilization. Such a
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Figure 20.6: Distributed local search.

property is interesting for using distributed optimization as a method for controlling
a distributed system.

It can be argued that for problems with high width constraint graphs, the distributed
CSP approach does not offer significant advantages and would be solved better by central-
izing the problem. As the search is likely to explore a large portion of the possible states,
agents need to reveal information about their constraints to many other agents and so there
is little privacy advantage. Furthermore, due to the high cost of message exchange, it is
unlikely that the parallelism inherent in the distributed algorithm will bring any practical
advantage.

20.4 Distributed Local Search

Recall that local search (see Chapter 5) works by starting with an initial configuration
where values are assigned to all variables, and then makes incremental modifications to
reduce the number of inconsistencies or minimize the cost of the configuration. Each
modification is applied to individual variables or small sets of variables. Because of this
local nature, they can be carried out by a single agent. This makes local search extremely
well suited to distributed implementation.

Researchers have considered distributed local search algorithms where moves are re-
stricted to modifications of single variables, and each variable is controlled by a single
agent. Figure 20.6 shows an example of such a problem. We assume that initially, all
variables are set to the value a, and thus all inequality constraints are violated.

The basic algorithm is hill-climbing: make local changes to the variables such that the
number of constraint violations is reduced as much as possible. However, changes must be
coordinated so that neighbouring agents in the constraint graph never change value at the
same time. Otherwise, in the example each agent would change its local value to b, but not
reduce constraint violations at all.

Algorithm 20.2 implements distributed hill-climbing with coordination. It requires
synchronous execution with two rounds of message exchange with the set of neighbours
N(x) in each cycle: first, to exchange the actual values, and later to exchange the best
improvements. Note that each agent only has to know N(x), but nothing about the rest of
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the problem, so that in spite of synchronous execution this algorithm can still be applied to
unbounded problems.

Algorithm 20.2: Distributed local search algorithm.
1: v(x)← initial-value; tc1(x)← 0; tc2(x)← 0
2: repeat
3: send current value v(x) to all neighbours in N(x)
4: receive current values v(xj) from all xj ∈ N(x)
5: currentCost←∑

xj∈n(x) c(x,xj=v(xj))
6: if currentCost 6= 0 then tc1(x)← 0 else tc1(x)← tc1(x)+1
7: dmax← 0; vmin← NIL
8: for v ∈ d do
9: δ ← currentCost −∑xj∈n(x) c(x=v,xj=v(xj))

10: if δ > dmax then
11: dmax← δ; vmin← v
12: if dmax 6= 0 then tc2(x)← 0 else tc2(x)← tc2(x)+1
13: send improvement dmax and termination counts tc1(x), tc2(x) to all xj ∈ N(x)
14: receive improvements dm(xj) and tc1(xj), tc2(xj) from all xj ∈ N(x)
15: for xj ∈ N(x) do
16: if dm(xj) > dmax ∨ (dm(xj)=dmax ∧ xj ≻ self) then
17: vmin← NIL
18: tc1(x)← min(tc1(x),tc1(xj)+1); tc2(x)← min(tc2(x),tc2(xj)+1)
19: if vmin 6= NIL then
20: v(x)← vmin
21: until tc2(x) > max-dist
22: if tc1(x) > max-dist then success else failure

Thus, if an agent finds a neighbour that obtains a bigger improvement than itself, it
will not change its value. The effect of this simple coordination is that no neighbours ever
change value simultaneously. For the example, a consistent solution is achieved in the first
round of execution:

var current-cost vmin dmax change
x1 1 b 1 -
x2 3 b 3 b
x3 2 b 2 -
x4 2 b 2 -
x5 2 b 2 b

Note that only x2 and x5 change values: x2 wins over its neighbours because it has the
best improvement, and x5 because it has the highest index. Since they are not neighbours,
they can change in the same cycle.

To detect termination, Algorithm 20.2 uses two termination counters tc1 and tc2.
tc1 measures the minimum distance of any variable that could be involved in a constraint
violation. tc2 measures the minimum distance of any variable that could be unable to
make further improvement. Agents extend their knowledge by exchanging counters in the
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second message exchange (Steps 13-14), and update their distances by taking the minimum
of their values in (Step 18).

The algorithm must terminate when no agent can find any improvement. This is the
case when the distance of any such agent is larger than the maximum distance of any
agent in the constraint graph, given by the constant max-dist. This constant must be global
knowledge of the problem, but can be an overestimation without affecting the correctness
of the algorithm. If at termination the minimum distance of an agent with a violation,
tc1(x), also exceed this distance, then a consistent solution has been found (Step 22).

It is well-known that hillclimbing algorithms can easily get stuck in local minima where
no local improvement is possible, but the best solution has not yet been found. Two types
of solutions to this problem have been given for distributed local search.

The first solution is distributed stochastic search, where with some probability the al-
gorithm also accepts changes that do not result in an improvement in the quality of the con-
figuration. A detailed description and analysis of several such algorithms is given in [44].
The implementation of these techniques is a straightforward modification of the hillclimb-
ing procedure given above. One way to do this is to insert a step following the computation
of δ in Step 9:

9a. if δ ≤ 0 then with probability p, δ ← 1

where the probability might be varied as optimization progresses.
Another solution is to adjust the problem topology using the breakout algorithm [39,

13]. Here, we associate with each constraint a weight that is initially set to 1 and varies
over time. In the hillclimbing procedure, we do not simply sum the costs, but multiply
each constraint by its weight.

Whenever the main loop of the algorithm terminates (Step 21) and the algorithm has
not found a consistent solution (tc1(x)≤ max-dist), the agent increases the weight of
all currently violated constraints by 1. This has the effect of making the current optimum
less attractive and thus driving the search to a different configuration in subsequent moves.
Then, the procedure is restarted from the beginning. This process repeats until either a
consistent solution is found or some timeout limit is reached. Basharu et al. ([1]) report that
resetting weights periodically or in response to observing agent behavior further improves
performance.

While the breakout algorithm often performs quite well at getting search out of local
optima, there are simple situations that it fails to solve, as pointed out in [43]. Figure 20.7
shows an example of such a situation. Here, each node represents a variable that must be
colored either black or white, and each arc is an inequality constraint between neighbouring
nodes. Note that the problem is solvable by coloring the nodes alternatively black and
white. Assume that the breakout algorithm starts in the configuration shown on the top
left. There are conflicts between nodes 2 and 3, and between nodes 6 and 7, that both
cannot be eliminated by a local change. Thus, a breakout step increases the constraint
weights from 1 to 2, as indicated in the next step on the right. Now, the algorithm can
make an improvement in the weighted sum of constraint violations by changing the color
of nodes 2 and 6. However, this generates a similar situation to the initial one, with 2 local
minima. The algorithm again increases the weight, makes changes to variables 1 and 5,
and the cycle continues until finally we reach the same situation as the initial one, except
that all constraint weights have increased by 1. Thus, the breakout algorithm will never
find a solution to this problem, but infinitely cycle and increase the constraint weights.
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Figure 20.7: Problem that is unsolvable for the distributed breakout algorithm.

Note that such a behavior can be detected by the fact that constraint weights are contin-
uously increasing in some subproblem. In fact, if there is a subproblem that the breakout
algorithm is unable to solve - either because it has no solution or because of the algorithm’s
incompleteness - it must be the case that during each breakout cycle, at least one of the con-
straints has its weights increased. If the subproblem is small, it is possible to identify this
subproblem and then solve it using a complete backtrack search algorithm. Such schemes,
as described in [9], can be applied to solve large-scale distributed CSP with hundreds of
variables.

20.5 Open Constraint Programming

In open constraint programming, the set of variables may be bounded and commonly
known, but variable domains and admissible constraint tuples are distributed among a pos-
sibly unboundedly large set of information sources, so that the problem can never be com-
pletely centralized. Using transformations such as hidden-variable encoding (see Chap-
ter 11), constraints can be treated as tuple-valued variables. It is therefore sufficient to
consider distributed variable domains.

As an example of a problem requiring such an approach, consider a configuration sys-
tem for financial portfolios. It can obtain information about available financial products
from a large set of information sources. Furthermore, many of these products are them-
selves configured on demand by their providers. It is thus not possible to place a bound on
the space of possible parts that can be considered in such a configuration.

The challenge in open constraint programming is to solve such a problem without
knowing the complete domains. Algorithms are defined based on a model where variable
domains are discovered incrementally by querying a mediator. We say that an algorithm for
open constraint programming is complete if it always terminates with a solution when there
is one; however, a complete algorithm may never terminate when there are unboundedly
large domains. Note that a more restricted version that requires domains to be finite has
been proposed as interactive constraint satisfaction in [6].
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Figure 20.8: The principle underlying open constraint optimization.

Open constraint satisfaction Open constraint satisfaction is feasible since by the se-
mantics of constraint satisfaction, a solution to a CSP remains a solution even when values
are added to the domains of one or more variables:

Lemma 20.3. Let A be a consistent assignment to an instance CSP (i) of an OCSP. Then
A is also a consistent assignment to all instances CSP (j), CSP (i) ≺ CSP (j) of the
same OCSP.

Proof. As the domains of CSP (i) are contained in those of CSP (j), A is also an assign-
ment in CSP (j). As the constraints remain the same, it remains consistent.

Thus, if we find a consistent assignment to an instance CSP (i), we have found a
solution to the OCSP, and do not need to examine any further values.

Algorithms for open constraint satisfaction incrementally query information sources
for additional domain values until they find either a solution, or detect a subproblem where
all domains have been completely obtained and that has no solution. The key issue is
to query values in a balanced way so that the problem becomes solvable as quickly as
possible, and to detect unsolvable problems even in the presence of unbounded domains
without falling into infinite queries of these values. Centralized algorithms for open CSP
can be found in [12].

Open constraint optimization In open constraint optimization, a solution is not just any
variable assignment that satisfies the constraints, but an assignment that maximizes a utility
(or, equivalently, minimizes a cost). We assume that utilities are given by additional soft
constraints that are formulated on the values of individual, possibly tuple-valued variables.

Open constraint optimization is feasible under the condition that queries to the mediator
always return the most preferred values or value combinations first. It is shown in [12] that
if this condition does not hold, it is not possible to prove that a solution is optimal without
retrieving the entire domains of variables, and thus not possible to have a general algorithm
for solving open constraint optimization problems.

The reason for this fact is illustrated by Figure 20.8. It shows a COP with just two
variables x1 and x2, connected by an inequality constraint. The variables can take different
values with their costs shown in parentheses. The optimal solution is x1 = a, x2 = b with
a total cost of 0 + 3 = 3. To show that this solution is indeed optimal, it is sufficient to
know the first two values of each domain, since:
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• any solution that would use a value of x1 beyond the second value (b) would have
cost of at least 4 for x1 and 0 for x2 (cost of the best possible value), yielding a sum
of 4 which is more than the 3 we get in the proposed solution.

• any solution that would use a value of x2 beyond the second value (b) would have
cost of at least 3 for x2 and 0 for x1, yielding a total of 3 which again is no better
than the proposed solution.

Based on this principle, it is possible to construct algorithms that determine the optimal
solution without querying the entire variable domains. While there can not be any deter-
ministic algorithm that always examines only the minimal number of values necessary to
prove optimality, it is possible to come close to this limit using techniques based on the A∗

algorithm ([12]).

Algorithm 20.3: fo-opt: an incremental algorithm for solving OCOP.
1: Function fo-opt(OCOP)
2: For i ∈ {1..n}, di ← (more(xi))
3: OPEN← {(first(d1),..,first(dn))}
4: loop
5: M← {a ∈ OPEN|cost(a) = minb∈OPEN cost(b)}
6: a← lexicographically smallest element of M
7: remove a from OPEN
8: if consistent(a) then
9: return a

10: else
11: c← c(xk,...,xl) such that max(k,...,l) is the smallest and c is violated in a (first

violated constraint)
12: for j ∈ vars(c) do
13: if a(j) = last(dj) then
14: dj ← append(dj ,more(xj))
15: nxj← succ(a(j),dj)
16: b← (a(1),..,a(j-1),nxj,a(j+1),..,a(n))
17: if b 6∈ OPEN then
18: OPEN← OPEN ∪{b}

Algorithm 20.3 is an example of such an algorithm. Search nodes are complete (but
possibly inconsistent) assignments to all variables. Initially, the algorithm uses the function
more to query the best value for all variables, and thus becomes the initial search node.

Following the best-first search heuristic, the OPEN list of nodes is kept ordered by
decreasing utility, and the best node is chosen to be expanded next(Steps 5-7). When this
node is a consistent assignment, an optimal solution has been found(Steps 8-9).

Successors to a search node could be generated by assigning one of the variables the
next best value, thus giving each node n successors. When the domain is not sufficiently
known, it is queried to obtain the new value. However, as shown in [12], it is only neces-
sary to generate successors that include new values for the variables involved in the first
violated constraint, where constraints are ordered according to the highest variable they
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involve, according to some fixed ordering. This leads to a significantly lower memory con-
sumption as well as a much smaller number of value queries, and significantly improves the
performance of the algorithm which now comes close to the minimal number of queries.
Algorithm 20.3 thus picks out the first violated constraint in Step 11 and generates the
successors in Step 15. Note that the function more is used to query the next best domain
value if necessary.

Algorithm 20.3 is guaranteed to produce the optimal solution because search nodes are
explored in the order of non-increasing utility. Thus, when a consistent solution is found,
it will necessarily be the one with the minimum possible cost.

While Algorithm 20.3 is a centralized algorithm, open constraint optimization can also
be carried out by distributed algorithms. In particular, [27] shows how open constraint
optimization can be integrated with the DPOP algorithm (Section 20.3.8) to produce a
distributed constraint optimization algorithm that can deal with unbounded domains and
exchanges significantly less information than the DPOP, ADOPT and ABT algorithms.

20.6 Further Issues

20.6.1 Incentive-Compatibility

Agents may have conflicting interests regarding the solution to a distributed CSP. If they are
allowed to post any hard or soft constraints they like, it is in their best interest to enforce
their preferences by exaggerating their constraints. If all agents adopt this behavior, the
solution computed by the algorithm will no longer be meaningful. Another problem is that
agents can manipulate the outcome by not correctly executing the distributed optimization
algorithm ([21]).

Both problems can be avoided by mechanisms where agents are required to pay a tax
corresponding to the constraints they impose on others. The tax is calculated so that it is in
the best interest of agents to report their constraints truthfully. Such mechanisms are called
truthful or incentive-compatible mechanisms.

Another property that is important in multi-agent settings is that of individual ratio-
nality. It means that each agent is better off by participating in the joint mechanism rather
than remaining on its own. If a tax scheme is used, it means that the amount of tax an agent
may be forced to pay is never greater than the gain it gets out of influencing the choice of
the algorithm.

A well-known mechanism for incentive-compatibility is the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves
tax(VCG) mechanism. It can be shown that it is the only general mechanism that guar-
antees both incentive-compatibility and individual rationality for all agents. Its application
for multi-agent decision making has first been proposed in [10] and its application to dis-
tributed CSP described in [11]. [26] describes in detail how the DPOP algorithm can be
combined with a completely distributed VCG tax mechanism, resulting in a scheme that is
completely resistant to manipulation.

In the VCG mechanism, each agent pays the difference in cost to all other agents be-
tween the optimal solution when it is present and the solution when it is not:

payment(A) =
∑

rk∈R−RA

rk(v
∗
R)− rk(v∗R−RA

)
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where R is the set of all relations, RA is the set of relations imposed by agent A, and v∗R,
v∗R−RA

are the solutions that minimize the sum of costs in R and R − RA, respectively.
The tax must be paid to an uninterested party (charity).

The following argument shows why this tax makes it optimal for an agent to tell the
truth:

• suppose that agent A overstates the importance of his constraints. Then it will gain
an advantage for those cases where his claimed cost is higher than his real cost.
However, it turns out that in these cases, he will also have to pay a tax which is
higher than the benefit it gets out of having his solution chosen - consequently, this
behavior is not rational for the agent.

• suppose on the other hand that the agent understates its costs. Then it will save the
tax in those cases where it would fall between its stated and its true cost for the value
that is chosen. However, in all these cases the tax would be lower than the loss it
incurs by having this value chosen, so again it is not individually rational for the
agent to act this way.

It has been shown ([21, 26]) that VCG taxes can also eliminate the potential for agents to
manipulate the outcome by unfaithfully executing a distributed search algorithm.

The VCG tax mechanism applies only to constraint optimization with soft constraints.
A hard constraint can cause an unbounded amount of utility loss to the remaining agents,
and thus by the principle of VCG taxes an unbounded amount of tax for the agent that
imposes it. Such a tax may be considered to violate that agent’s individual rationality.
Therefore, in general hard constraints should only be used to model commonly verifiable
knowledge.

20.6.2 Privacy

One of the possible motivations for using distributed constraint satisfaction is to protect
the privacy of agents’ constraints. The ultimate protection is achieved when solving a CSP
using cryptographic techniques. Here, no agent learns anything about other agents’ con-
straints except that a certain combination of assignments - the final solution - is consistent
with all constraints.

Secure distributed constraint satisfaction, as described by Yokoo in [41], is based on
cryptographic techniques that achieve three properties:

1. constraints are encrypted, and consistency of a value assignment is decided without
decrypting the constraints;

2. values are permuted in a random-looking way so that no agent can tell what value
corresponds to what position;

3. algorithms search the entire search space so that no information can be drawn from
the time it takes to find a solution.

Each agent encrypts all its constraints by generating a constraint matrix that includes en-
crypted versions of the elements 1 (consistent) and another number z (inconsistent). Using
randomized encryption techniques, each of these is made to look like a completely random
number so that an observer cannot tell whether two cells contain identical elements.
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When the algorithm checks for the consistency of an assignment, it collects the rele-
vant constraint entries and multiplies them together. Thanks to a second property of the
encryption scheme, that of being homomorphic, the product of the encrypted numbers is
equivalent to the encryption of their product. Thus, the product can subsequently be de-
crypted and checked for whether it contains a 1 - meaning that all constraints were 1, and
thus satisfied - or another number, meaning that at least one constraint was not satisfied.
This decryption must in fact be done by passing the result through all involved agents, and
thus invariably leads to a very large number of messages.

To ensure that no agent can know what values were found consistent or inconsistent,
the scheme furthermore involves a permutation of all domain values. Each agent permutes
all constraint matrices referring to its own values with the same permutation of domain
values, and applies a renewed randomization of the encryption so that the permutation
cannot be discovered by comparing values.

Search can use a centralized or decentralized algorithm, but each constraint check re-
quires a cooperative decryption of the result of multiplying the relevant constraints. When
a consistent solution is found, each agent can apply the permutation of its domain in reverse
and thus finds out what its value was.

In subsequent work it has been noted that since the computation time of the search al-
gorithm reveals information about the constraints, and that even this protocol is not entirely
secure. For an example of a protocol that is also secure against this kind of attack, see [32].

Cryptographic privacy protection is very costly to implement, and so far has not been
used in practical applications of realistic size. In principle, all distributed CSP algorithms
provide some level of privacy protection, since constraints are only revealed to neighbour-
ing agents, and even here only when backtracking is required. An analysis of privacy loss
is found for example in [36]. Researchers have also explored whether constraints could
be shared by participants, allowing them to be enforced even though no agent knows the
entire constraint ([4]).

20.7 Conclusion

Many applications of constraint satisfaction and optimization occur in settings with mul-
tiple agents and may even be unbounded. In that case, it is no longer feasible to solve
them by centralizing all problem information on a single server. Distributed constraint sat-
isfaction techniques address such naturally unbounded problems. The localized nature of
constraint satisfaction is a major advantage in such settings; classical optimization tech-
niques such as linear programming are not easily applied in a distributed and possibly
asynchronous manner.

Unboundedness can occur in two ways. The first is that the set of variables and con-
straints involved in the problem is not bounded. This is the classical distributed constraint
satisfaction problem, and it occurs for example in meeting scheduling. The second is that
the admissible values and value tuples are unbounded. This is the open constraint satis-
faction problem, and it occurs for example in product or supply chain configuration. This
chapter has presented an overview of the main algorithms that have been developed for
these scenarios.

Applications of distributed constraint satisfaction algorithms are just beginning to ap-
pear. Since many of these problems were impossible to solve by computer before, the
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technology is in fact an enabler for future applications that are now beginning to be ex-
plored.
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Chapter 21

Uncertainty and Change

Kenneth N. Brown and Ian Miguel

Constraint Programming (CP) has proven to be a very successful technique for reasoning
about assignment problems, as evidenced by the many applications described elsewhere in
this book. Much of its success is due to the simple and elegant underlying formulation:
describe the world in terms of decision variables that must be assigned values, place clear
and explicit restrictions on the values that may be assigned simultaneously, and then find
a set of assignments to all the variables that obeys those restrictions. Thus, CP makes two
assumptions about the problems it tackles:

1. There is no uncertainty in the problem definition: each problem has a crisp and
complete description.

2. Problems are not dynamic: they do not change between the initial description and
the final execution of the solution.

Unfortunately, these two assumptions do not hold for many practical and important ap-
plications. For example, scheduling production in a factory is, in practice, fundamentally
dynamic and uncertain: the full set of jobs to be scheduled is not known in advance, and
continues to grow as existing jobs are being completed; machines break down; raw mate-
rial is delivered late; employees become ill; jobs take longer than expected; or processes
have inherently random aspects, and so some jobs may have to be repeated. Alternatively,
in engineering or architectural design, the constraints themselves are not known with cer-
tainty — this may be because the designer is not aware of the detail of the constraints, or
because the constraints are inherently vague — or may be changing because the designer
is exploring the problem space, reformulating the problem as the consequences of each
modelling decision become clearer.

Current constraint solving tools provide very little support for explicit reasoning about
uncertain and dynamic problems. In many cases, an approximated deterministic and static
model may suffice, and provides the user with enough information about the structure of
the problem to make good enough decisions. In other cases, though, the user is required
to re-formulate the problem repeatedly, in response to each change or to each discovery of

B.V. 
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more detail of the problem. What support should CP tools offer in those situations? For
many problems, all that may be required is a sufficiently fast solver, reacting to the changes
with new solutions, or producing many initial solutions to different formulations in the case
of uncertainty. At other times, for dynamic problems, the new solutions should be as close
as possible to the previous ones, to minimise the cost of change. More advanced methods
should generate solutions that are robust to the likely changes, or that are sufficiently flex-
ible to allow the changes to be accommodated. Particular attention should also be paid to
time limits, since the dynamic changes may occur too quickly to allow exhaustive analysis
— in that case, time-bounded or anytime reasoning is required.

In this chapter, we consider the uses and extensions of constraint programming for
handling problems subject to change and uncertainty. We classify the research into two
broad categories based on the problem type:

(i) uncertain problems, which require a single solution; and

(ii) Dynamically changing problems, which require multiple solution stages.

Within (ii), we consider three further sub-categories:

(ii-a) problems where the solver simply reacts each time the problems change;

(ii-b) problems where the solving process is adapted to record information about the prob-
lem structure, which can be used during the reaction phase; and

(ii-c) problems where the solver proactively searches for solutions that anticipate the ex-
pected changes.

We will begin by briefly reviewing the definitions of constraint satisfaction and optimi-
sation problems, and presenting a small example problem which we will use throughout the
chapter. We will then consider each of the categories and sub-categories in turn. Finally,
we will conclude with a discussion of challenges for future research.

21.1 Background and Definitions

The finite-domain constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a triple 〈X,D,C〉,
where X is a set of variables, D is a set of domains, and C is a set of constraints. Each
xi ∈ X is associated with a finite domain Di ∈ D of potential values. An assignment
to a variable xi is the selection of a value vi from its domain Di. A constraint c ∈ C,
constraining variables xi, . . . , xj , specifies a subset of the Cartesian productDi× . . .×Dj

indicating mutually-compatible variable assignments. A tuple of values v = (vi, . . . , vj)
satisfies a constraint c over xi, . . . , xj if v ∈ c. A partial assignment to a problem is
a collection of assignments to a subset of the variables in the problem, and a complete
assignment is an assignment for every variable. A solution is a complete assignment that
satisfies all constraints. A constrained optimisation problem is a CSP with some objective
function, which is to be optimised.

21.2 Example: Course Scheduling

To illustrate the various problems and techniques, we will use as a basis the following sim-
ple example (adapted from [22]) throughout the chapter. Consider the task of scheduling
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Type

L(1) P(2) T(3)
D

a

y

s

1

2

3

x11 x12 x13

x21 x22 x23

x31 x23 x33

j
i

∀i
3
∑

j=1

xij ≥ 2 sessions per day (21.1)

∀j
3
∑

i=1

xij ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} no. of session type (21.2)

3
∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

xij ∈ {10, 11, 12} total sessions (21.3)

Figure 21.1: Course Scheduling Problem

a short course over three days consisting of a number of lectures, practical sessions, and
tutorial sessions. The constraints are that there must be at least two sessions a day and,
over the three days, there must be between 1 and 5 of each type of session and between 10
and 12 sessions in total. This problem can be cast as a CSP by using 9 variables, xij with
i and j in {1, 2, 3}, where i denotes the day and j the session type with 1 = lecture, 2 =
practical, 3 = tutorial. Each variable has domain {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} denoting the number of
sessions of the corresponding type on a particular day. The constraints are expressed on
these variables as presented in Figure 21.1. Figure 21.2 presents one possible solution to
this problem in which there are two lectures, three practical and five tutorial sessions over
the three days.

Type

L(1) P(2) T(3)
D

a

y

s

1

2

3

1 0 1

j
i

1 1 0

0 2 4

Figure 21.2: A Solution to Course Scheduling Problem

21.3 Uncertain Problems

First we consider problems where a complete crisp description of the problem will not be
revealed at all, and so we must produce a single initial solution that cannot be changed.
In order to produce the solutions, we have to consider how the imprecision in the problem
description is expressed. We consider three cases: (i) the problem itself is intrinsically im-
precise — for example, where the price of a configuration must be ‘cheap’, where ‘cheap’
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∀i
3
∑

j=1

xij ≥ 2 sessions per day

3
∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

xij ∈ {10, 11, 12} total sessions

Sums of Assignment Tuples
1 2 3 4 5 Otherwise

lectures
∑3
i=1 xi1 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8 0

practicals
∑3
i=1 xi2 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 0

tutorials
∑3
i=1 xi3 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.6 0

Figure 21.3: The Fuzzy Course Scheduling Problem. Fuzzy constraints show satisfaction
degrees for different possible assignment tuples.

is defined by a fuzzy membership function, (ii) we have a set of possible realisations of the
problem, one of which will be the final version of the problem, and (iii) we have proba-
bility distributions over the full realisations — for example, a distribution over the values
that might be available to us, or over the legal tuples in the constraints. Secondly, for (ii)
and (iii), we also consider problems where the description will eventually be revealed, but
requires an instant response. In such cases, we can extend the techniques to include contin-
gencies — families of solutions, one of which will be selected depending on the revealed
problem.

21.3.1 Fuzzy Problems

Fuzzy constraint satisfaction [22] (see also Chapter 9) captures imprecision in the defini-
tion of a constraint by allowing constraints to be partially satisfied, as well as completely
satisfied or completely unsatisfied. To continue the above example, a constraint specifying
that an expression in certain cost variables must be “cheap”, rather than being satisfied or
violated, can be satisfied to a greater or lesser extent according to the assignments to the
cost variables. This allows us to capture notions such as “fairly cheap” and “relatively
expensive”.

In a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem, a constraint c(xi, . . . , xj) is represented by
a fuzzy relation, which is in turn defined by a membership function that associates a degree
of satisfaction in a totally ordered scale (usually [0, 1], with 0 and 1 representing complete
violation and complete satisfaction respectively) with each tuple in Di × . . . × Dj . The
conjunction of two fuzzy relations is usually interpreted as the minimum membership value
assigned by either relation. To produce a satisfaction degree for a given partial or complete
assignment, the conjunction operator is used to aggregate the satisfaction degrees of all
constraints on the assigned variables. This allows us to rank different assignments and
therefore search for optimal solutions to a fuzzy CSP.

To illustrate, we consider a fuzzy version of the course scheduling problem given in
Figure 21.1. Professor A is to give the lectures in the course. She prefers to give four
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Constraint Assignment Sum Sat Degree
Sessions per Day 2, 4, 4 1.0

Total Sessions 10 1.0
Lectures 3 0.8
Practicals 3 1.0
Tutorials 4 0.8

Overall Satisfaction Degree: 0.8

Type

L(1) P(2) T(3)
D

a

y

s

1

2

3

1 0 1

j
i

1 1 0

0 2 4

Constraint Assignment Sum Sat Degree
Sessions per Day 2, 4, 4 1.0

Total Sessions 10 1.0
Lectures 4 1.0
Practicals 3 1.0
Tutorials 3 1.0

Overall Satisfaction Degree: 1.0

Type

L(1) P(2) T(3)
D

a

y

s

1

2

3

1 0 1

j
i

2 1 1

1 2 1

Figure 21.4: Sub-optimal and Optimal Solutions to the Fuzzy Course Scheduling Problem

of these sessions. Dr B is organising the practical sessions, and he prefers to give about
three of these. Finally, Dr C is responsible for the tutorial sessions, and also prefers that
there should be about three of these. These preferences are captured in fuzzy constraints
on the lecture, practical and tutorial session variables, as presented in Figure 21.3. Note
that constraints on the number of sessions per day and the total number of sessions remain
as hard constraints. Hard constraints are simple to represent with fuzzy constraints: the
satisfaction degree of each assignment tuple is either 0 or 1.

Figure 21.4 presents two solutions to the fuzzy course scheduling problem. The first is
the same as the solution to the crisp course scheduling problem given in Figure 21.2. This
solution has satisfaction degree 0.8 because there are three lecture sessions (from Figure
21.2, the satisfaction degree of the constraint on the number of lectures is therefore 0.8)
and three tutorial sessions (also satisfaction degree 0.8). Hence, the fuzzy conjunction of
the satisfaction degrees of all the constraints is 0.8. The second solution has satisfaction
degree 1.0 and is therefore optimal. The reader will be able to confirm that the satisfaction
degree of each constraint is 1.0.

21.3.2 Problems with Possible Realisations

For problems with a set of possible realisations, we first need to consider the ways in
which the problem definition could be incomplete — i.e. what is missing from the original
description that will be revealed. Based on the definition in 21.1, this could be:

1. The complete set of variables is not known;
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2. The domains of the variables are not completely specified; or

3. The constraints are not completely specified — either the full set of constraints is
not known, or the individual constraints are not fully described.

In fact, we could reformulate the definition of a CSP so that only the constraints need to
be specified explicitly (the domains would be unary constraints restricting values from a
universal set, and the variables are implicitly defined to be those appearing anywhere in
the constraint set), and thus formally we only need to consider uncertainty in the constraint
set. In practice, the different types of uncertainty are treated separately, to model spe-
cific features of different application domains, and give rise to different formalisms and
algorithms.

In Mixed CSPs [27], we model the case where some of the variables are not controlled
by the solver, but will be assigned by some external source (which may be a user, another
agent, later knowledge discovery, or a random process). Thus the variables of the problem
are divided into two classes: controlled decision variables and uncontrollable parameters.
The decision variables are normal CSP variables, but the parameters will be set by the
external source (and thus essentially fix the domains of those variables to a singleton set).
The possible realisations of the problem are then defined by the sets of possible values that
the parameters may take. Constraints restrict the assignments of values to variables in the
normal way. A pure decision is an assignment of values to all the decision variables, which
should be a solution to one or more of the possible realisations. If there are no constraints
on the realisations (i.e. the parameters are independent), then it is NP-complete to deter-
mine whether there exists a single pure decision which is a solution to all realisations in
a binary mixed CSP. For cases where the true realisation will be revealed, a conditional
decision associates different assignments of values to different realisations, and an optimal
conditional decision has a solution for each possible realisation. Fargier et al [27] give an
anytime algorithm for finding conditional decisions.

As an example, consider the course scheduling problem as before, but now we assume
that the number of tutorials on day 1 (x13) will be decided later (based on the availability of
tutors). That is, the variable x13 becomes an uncontrollable parameter. Suppose we know
that x13 can take one of two possible values, 0 or 1. Figure 21.5a shows a pure decision
for all the other variables that satisfies both possible realisations. Suppose now that the
number of lectures on day 2 (x21) will also be fixed at a later date, and that the value of x21

may be 0, 1 or 2, independently of the value of x13. There are now six possible realisations,
based on the possible values of (x13, x21): {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2)}. No
single pure decision is possible (since it will not be possible to satisfy the constraint on the
total number of sessions); however, figure 21.5b shows an optimal conditional decision, by
associating a decision with each possible realisation.

To cover problems with uncertain data, Yorke-Smith and Gervet define Uncertain CSPs
[77], in which the constraints are uncertain — specifically, they use an algebraic represen-
tation of the constraints, with uncertainty over the coefficients. Their goal is to define the
certainty closure, the set of all solutions to possible realisations of the constraints, and then
to search for specific types of closure, including a covering set, which contains at least one
solution for each realisation, or the most robust solution, which is a solution to the greatest
number of realisations. Their suggested solution method is to transform the UCSP into
a standard CSP, such that the set of all solutions to the CSP is equivalent to the desired
closure of the UCSP.
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∀i
3
∑

j=1

wjxij > 2 (21.4)

∀j
3
∑

i=1

wjxij ∈ {1, . . . , 5} (21.5)

3
∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

wjxij = t (21.6)

Figure 21.6: The Uncertain Course Scheduling Problem

practicals on day 3 must be greater than the number of practicals on day 1, with probability
0.5; and the total number of practicals must be no higher than 2, with a probability of 0.2.

There is no assignment with a probability of 1.0 of being a solution; an assignment with
maximal probability of being a solution is shown in figure 21.9. This first type of proba-
bilistic CSP could be thought of as the probabilistic equivalent of uncertain CSPs described
above, assigning a probability distribution to the values of coefficients in the constraints.
Probabilistic CSPs can be represented using the two general soft constraint frameworks
valued CSP [69] and semi-ring[12] CSP described in Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”.

The second type of probabilistic CSPs [26] correspond to mixed CSPs, with the addi-
tion of a probability distribution over the possible assignments to the uncontrollable param-
eters. The aim here is to find a pure decision with maximal probability of being a solution
to the full problem. A branch and bound algorithm based on forward checking is described.
Again, we can also consider conditional decisions, and an algorithm is given for generating
them. Consider now the same problem as described in Figure 21.5, but with two probability
distributions over the values of x13 : {0 : 0.3, 1 : 0.7} and x21 : {0 : 0.5, 1 : 0.4, 2 : 0.1}.
Again, no decision can have a probability of 1.0 of being a solution to the full problem
(since the two realisations 〈x13 = 1, x21 = 2〉 and 〈x13 = 0, x21 = 0〉 cannot be satisfied
by the same assignment due to the total sessions constraint; figure 21.10 shows a maxi-
mal pure decision, with total probability of 0.93 of being a solution (failing only on the
realisation 〈x13 = 1, x21 = 2〉).

1-stage stochastic CSPs [76] are similar to (the second) probabilistic CSPs, but with
the difference that a problem is defined to be θ-satisfiable if there exists a (pure) decision
with a probability higher than θ of being a solution. The complexity of 1-stage stochastic
CSPs is shown to be NPPP -complete. Stochastic CSPs in general encompass multiple
stages and will be discussed further in Section 21.4.3.

21.4 Problems that Change

Now we consider problems that are subject to change over time, and where the opportunity
exists to respond to each change via a new solution step. The changes may be imposed by
a user, an external agent or the environment. Typically, this occurs during the execution of
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Restrictions: Constraints added

Relaxations/Retractions: Constraints removed

…
Initial

Problem

Evolving

Problem

= CSP Instance

Figure 21.11: Dynamically Changing Problem Represented as a Sequence of Static CSPs.

21.4.1 Pure Reaction

We will begin by assuming no knowledge of how the problem is likely to change. Naively,
each new problem can be solved from scratch. However, efficient solvers exploit the past
history of problems and solutions to guide them in solving the new problem, while attempt-
ing to minimise the cost of changeover. Local Repair methods maintain all assignments
from the solution to the previous problem to use as a starting point. The initial assign-
ment is then progressively modified until an acceptable solution to the current problem is
obtained.

Minton et al [52] describe a local repair method that searches through the space of pos-
sible repairs. This search is guided by the min-conflicts heuristic that seeks to minimise the
number of unsatisfied constraints after each step. The heuristic repair method can be used
naturally in a non-systematic (hill-climbing) or systematic (backtracking) search strategy.
In the following example, we will illustrate systematic heuristic repair. Reconsider the
solution to the Course Scheduling Problem given in Figure 21.2. This solution, although
satisfying the constraints given in Figure 21.1, does have a very busy final day. Therefore,
the next time the course is run, a new constraint is added that places a maximum on the
number of sessions per day. Figure 21.12 presents this variant of the problem, which we
will call the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem.

Heuristic repair performs a standard backtracking search, with a value ordering heuris-
tic that prefers the assignment that conflicts least with the values assigned by the solution to
the previous problem to future variables. Consider solving the Balanced Course Schedul-
ing Problem having obtained the solution to the original Course Scheduling Problem given
in Figure 21.2. We use a variable ordering scheme that assigns lecture, then practical then
tutorial variables in ascending day order. We also assume that ties are broken by preferring
an assignment that matches the previous solution. The current assignments to x11 and x21

do not conflict with any of the future variables, and so are left unchanged. Consider now
the assignment of x31. This variable cannot be assigned 4 or 5, since this would violate
constraint (21.2). The remaining values all conflict with the values assigned by the previ-
ous solution to x32 and x33 and constraint (21.10). Since the value 0 is closest to satisfying
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∀i
3
∑

j=1

xij ≥ 2 sessions per day

∀j
3
∑

i=1

xij ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} no. of session type

3
∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

xij ∈ {10, 11, 12} total sessions

∀i
3
∑

j=1

xij ≤ 4 max sessions per day (21.10)

Figure 21.12: The Balanced Course Scheduling Problem

the constraint2, it is assigned to x31. The search proceeds in this manner as presented in
Figure 21.13.

The Local Changes algorithm [73] is also a local repair method, but it uses a more
sophisticated search strategy than Minton et al’s heuristic repair to focus on resolving
the conflicts in a particular sub-problem. Local Changes partitions the variable set X

2As noted in [52], for non-binary constraints the measure of conflict depends on the nature of the constraint
itself.

x12

x22

x32

x33

x23

x13

0

1

2

1

0
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L(1) P(2) T(3)
D

a

y

s

1

2

3

1 0 1

j
i

1 1 2

0 2 2

1 2

1 20

Unsuccessful assignment

Successful assignment

Figure 21.13: Partial Search Tree for Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Min-
conflicts Heuristic
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X1 X2 X3
x11 x12 x13
x21 x22 x23
x31 x32 x33

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 2 4

X1 X2 X3
x11 x12 x13
x21 x22 x23
x31 x32

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 2

x33

X1 X2 X3
x11 x12 x13
x21 x22 x23
x31 x32

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 2 2

Constraint (1.7)

unsatisfied.

Unassign x33

x33 = 2 Constraint (1.3)

unsatisfied.

Unassign x11

X1 X2 X3
x12 x13

x21 x22 x23
x31 x32

0 1

1 1 0

0 2 2

x33

X1 X2 X3
x11 x12 x13
x21 x22 x23
x31 x32

3 0 1

1 1 0

0 2 2

x33
x11

x11 = 1

Figure 21.14: Solving the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Local Changes

into three subsets, X1, X2 and X3: variables in X1 have fixed assignments (this is to
ensure termination, as will be shown); variables in X2 have assignments, but which may
be modified; variables in X3 are unassigned. When solving a new problem in a dynamic
sequence, all variables are in X2, with assignments taken from the solution to the previous
problem in the sequence. Hence, when solving the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem,
search begins with X2 containing all nine xij variables, assigned as shown in Figure 21.2.

If this assignment satisfies all constraints, then there is already a solution to the current
problem and Local Changes terminates. Otherwise, it unassigns at least one variable for
each unsatisfied constraint (placing each in X3) and attempts to repair their assignments in
order to resolve the conflict. Returning to the solution of the Balanced Course Scheduling
Problem, as depicted in Figure 21.14, the only constraint that is unsatisfied is the instance
of constraint (21.10) concerning day 3. The choice of which of the variables constrained
by constraint (21.10) is heuristic. Assume x33 is chosen, unassigned and therefore moved
into X3. Local Changes now recurses over X3, re-assigning the variables to repair the
conflicts.

In the example, X3 contains only x33, which is selected for re-assignment. We assume
a reasonably informed value heuristic, assigning x33 = 2. However, this assignment does
not satisfy Constraint (21.3). At this point, Local Changes fixes the assignment of x33,
moving it into X1 and attempts to repair the problem with respect to this choice. The fix-
ing step is to avoid an endless cycle of repairs. If the problem cannot be solved with respect
to this assignment, Local Changes will backtrack over it and try another assignment. In the
example, x11 is re-assigned to 3, producing a solution to the problem. We have demon-
strated the operation of Local Changes on a standard dynamic CSP. The algorithm has also
been extended to work with fuzzy dynamic CSPs [51] (see Section 21.3.1).

The use of a local repair technique promotes stability by tending to find a solution to the
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new problem that is close to the solution of the previous problem, as demonstrated by the
Min-conflicts and Local Changes examples above. There is no guarantee, however, that the
solution will be optimally stable. The alternative is to make stability an explicit criterion
when solving each problem in a dynamic sequence, and insist that each new solution is
optimally stable. The algorithm RB-AC [66] follows exactly this approach, starting with
the solution to the previous problem in the sequence and iteratively testing whether re-
assigning one variable, two variables, three variables, and so on, is sufficient to solve the
current problem. Petcu and Faltings [59] also search explicitly for stable solutions, but
do not restrict stability to mean simply the number of assignments in common. Instead,
special stability constraints are added that must be satisfied in order for the solution to be
stable. Similarly, El Sakkout and Wallace [23] define linear minimal perturbation functions
for dynamic scheduling problems. Following a change the minimal perturbation function
is defined with respect to the solution to the previous problem and used as an objective
for the new problem. Bartak et al [2] extend this formulation to support over-constrained
problems.

21.4.2 Preparing to React by Recording Information

While maintaining our assumption that we have no information about how the problem is
likely to change, it is still possible to prepare for these changes by recording information
during the search for a solution that is likely to be useful when solving the changed prob-
lem, under the reasonable assumption that the latest problem in a dynamic sequence will
retain some structure in common with the previous problems.

For each problem in a dynamic sequence, the oracles approach [71] records the path
taken to the solution. For every new problem in the sequence, search begins from scratch,
but these oracles are used to guide the search and prune the search space. Consider first
constraint restriction. Figure 21.15 presents a partial search tree for the solution given in
Figure 21.2 to the Course Scheduling Problem.

Having solved the Course Scheduling Problem, to solve the Balanced Course Schedul-
ing Problem using the oracles approach, search begins from scratch, using the solution
path from Figure 21.15 as the oracle. The search branch down to x22 is identical to that
explored in finding the previous solution. However, when considering x32, it is possible
to prune the sub-tree rooted with x32 = 1 without exploring it (see Figure 21.15): since
there was no solution in this sub-tree for the less-constrained previous problem there can-
not be a solution in the sub-tree following constraint restriction. Search continues in this
way, as presented in Figure 21.15 following the oracle and pruning fruitless sub-trees un-
til the constraints added cause failure, at which point the search defaults to chronological
backtracking while recording a new oracle for future use.

When both restriction and relaxation/retraction are allowed, to retain soundness the or-
acle chosen must be associated with a previously-solved problem that is less constrained
(i.e. contains a subset of the constraints) than the current problem. Van Hentenryck and
Provost [71] show how to select an oracle that prunes maximally without sacrificing sound-
ness. Having identified such an oracle, it is used exactly as in the foregoing example.

A popular and powerful approach to preparing for change is to record explanations.
Jussien [42] defines explanations informally as ”subsets of constraints justifying solver
events”. Usually, the solver events are constraint additions, either unary (value removals)
or higher arity. Crucially, explanations support change to the problem structure during
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Figure 21.15: Partial Search Tree for Course Scheduling Problem

search, as well after a solution has been found and is being executed. Note, however, that
supporting changes during systematic search requires a more sophisticated search strategy
than simple chronological backtracking, such as Dynamic Backtracking [33, 44] or the
Local Changes algorithm discussed in the previous sub-section.

A significant amount of attention in the literature has been devoted to employing ex-
planations in maintaining arc consistency (the reader is directed to Chapter 3 for an expla-
nation of arc consistency) in the face of changes to the problem. Specifically, the problem
is assumed to be in an arc consistent state, a change to the problem structure occurs and the
goal is to restore arc consistency. Since it is common practice to maintain arc consistency
during search, following a change it is natural to restore arc consistency before proceeding.
We might also wish to maintain the problem in an arc consistent state, rather than solve
it immediately. For instance, Debruyne [15] describes how a bioinformatics problem is
configured through a process of interaction with a biologist. The biologist adds or removes
constraints from the problem until the current problem is acceptable to him/her. The prob-
lem is sufficiently difficult to make solving it following each change impractical, but if
enforcing arc consistency does not show that the current problem is unsolvable then this is
a good indicator that the problem has solutions. Boyd and Bowen also use explanations to
support a similar interactive process [13].

As has been pointed out by many authors, constraint restriction alone is simple to deal
with in this setting: a standard arc consistency algorithm can be run as normal following
the addition of new constraints. Constraint relaxation/retraction is, however, more difficult
to support. This is because value removals resulting from enforcing arc consistency before
constraint retraction may no longer be valid. Hence, following retraction, some values
typically must be reinstated. Explanations are used to support the identification of these
values.
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Figure 21.16: Partial Search Tree for Balanced Course Scheduling Problem using Oracles

One common explanation scheme for this purpose, as embodied by the algorithms
DnAC-4 [9], DnGAC4 [10], DnAC-6 [15] as well as the work of Prosser et al [64], is based
on recording justifications for value removals similar to those used in truth maintenance
schemes [21]. This is simply the constraint c whose revision caused the value v to be
removed from the domain of some variable x. If c is subsequently retracted, v is tentatively
restored to x’s domain (tentatively because there may be alternative justifications for its
removal). Of course the reinstatement of v calls into question all values v′ removed from
the domains of other variables, specifically where the removal is justified by a constraint
involving x. If a constraint check reveals that a v′ is supported by v, it is also tentatively
restored. This process propagates through the network, restoring values as appropriate.
The final step is to run a modified arc consistency algorithm, which removes all tentatively
restored values for which it can find an alternative justification.

One variant of this scheme, appearing in the AC|DC algorithm [56] and its descen-
dants [55, 70, 1] saves space by extracting explanations directly from the constraint graph.
Another, such as [16], strengthens the justifications recorded to the set of original prob-
lem constraints that imply a value removal. The tradeoff is the time and space required to
record explanations versus the time required to react to a change in the problem. Although
maintaining arc consistency was the original focus of much of this research, explanations
have also been used to support the re-use of nogoods discovered during search [68], and
have been generalised to arbitrary constraint propagators in, for example, the PaLM system
[16] and Constraint Logic Programming [32].

To illustrate, we present a simple example of the utility of explanations. Returning to
the original Course Scheduling problem from Figure 21.1, consider that the different ses-
sion types are indistinguishable — in any (non-)solution, the assignments to one column of
variables representing a session can be exchanged with another to produce a (non-)solution.
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This is a symmetry (see Chapter 10)3, which can be exploited by imposing an ordering on
the session types, for instance by insisting that the sum of the columns is non-decreasing:

3
∑

i=1

xi1 ≤
3
∑

i=1

xi2 ≤
3
∑

i=1

xi3 Order Constraints on Session Types (21.11)

From the total sessions constraint (21.3), one can reason that the session type with the
smallest number of assigned sessions can have at most 4 sessions assigned. The ordering
constraints (21.11) allow us to identify this session type as the lectures. Hence we can add
the implied constraint:

3
∑

i=1

xi1 ≤ 4 Lectures — Revised Maximum (21.12)

The explanation for constraint (21.12) is the pair of constraints (21.3) and (21.11).
Consider now the transition to the Balanced Course Scheduling Problem. Assuming that
the ordering constraints to exploit symmetry are retained, the explanation for constraint
(21.12), and therefore the constraint itself, remains valid. The saving made is that the
cost of deriving the implied constraint is incurred only once, but the benefit, in terms of
reducing search following changes to the problem, remains for as long as its explanation is
valid.

21.4.3 Predicting Changes

In many real-world problem domains, we have some uncertain knowledge of what the
changes might be. For example, in a scheduling problem, we may know the characteristics
of all jobs set for production, even if we don’t know when the work can begin; a dispatch
service may have extensive histories of previous work requests and thus can predict the
pattern of future request; or in a manufacturing environment, we may have knowledge
of the reliability of a process, and thus can compute the probability of errors. In all of
these cases, we can improve our initial solutions by reasoning about the likely changes. In
general, we wish to produce robust solutions that, when change occurs, are likely to remain
solutions or can be modified at little cost.

In recurrent CSP [75], changes to problems are assumed to be temporary and recurring
— for example, the occasional temporary loss of a resource due to reliability problems.
The authors assume that they have no a priori knowledge of the changes, and thus must
learn the distribution by monitoring changes while solutions are being executed. They
propose a min-conflicts [52] repair-based method, to recover solutions when the changes
happen, and as they learn the distribution of the changes, they penalise solutions which
use values that are frequently lost. In their supersolutions framework [37], Hebrard et al.
address a similar problem, in that values may be unavailable when the solution is executed.
Their aim is to find initial solutions that are robust to this loss, or that can be repaired with
a small number of changes. They define the concept of an (a, b)-super solution, which is a
solution to the original problem which, if any a value assignments are lost, can be repaired
by reassigning the relevant variables plus another b variables. In particular, a (1, 0)-super

3The reader will have noticed that the days are also indistinguishable, but we focus on the session types for
simplicity.
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∀i Di = {yij : j = 1 . . . 6}, count(Di, φ) ≤ 4 (21.13)

S = {yij : i = 1 . . . 3, j = 1 . . . 6} (21.14)

count(S,L) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} (21.15)

count(S, P ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} (21.16)

count(S, T ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5} (21.17)

count(S, φ) ∈ {6, 7, 8} (21.18)

Figure 21.17: The Extended Course Scheduling Problem

solution is essentially robust to the loss of any single value — for each variable, there is a
backup value which could be assigned without violating any of the constraints.

As an example, consider a more detailed version of the course scheduling problem.
We now assume there are six possible time slots each day (giving 18 variables yij , where
i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 6}), which we may fill will a lecture (L), a practical (P ) or a
tutorial (T ), or leave empty (φ). The new model is given in Figure 21.17, where we assume
a constraint count(S, v), which counts the number of times a variable from the set S takes
the value v.

We now assume that after we construct and advertise the timetable, we may be told
that certain time slots cannot be filled with sessions of a given type (for example, because
of room changes elsewhere). Can we find a (1, 0)-supersolution — that is, a solution that
can be adapted by reassigning only the affected variable? Figure 21.18a shows one such
supersolution — any class (L,P or T) can be replaced by another class, and any empty slot
can be filled by a class. Figure 21.18b shows a solution that is not a (1, 0)-supersolution,
since if we lose the value T from y14, then we cannot find another satisfying solution
reassigning only that time slot (since we cannot satisfy the constraint on the number of
tutorials).
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Figure 21.18: supersolutions: (a) (1, 0)-supersolution; (b) not a (1, 0)-supersolution.

Finding an (a, b)-super solution is shown to be NP -complete for any fixed a. The
authors develop a MAC algorithm for finding (1, 0)-super solutions, and extend it to a
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branch-and-bound algorithm for finding the most robust solution when a (1, 0)-super so-
lution does not exist (the most robust solution is defined to be one in which a maximal
number of variables can be repaired without violating any constraints). This work has
been extended [38] to consider (1, b)-super solutions, with the ability to place restrictions
on the repairs that are considered — for example, to model scheduling problems, where
values represent the times at which activities start, the repairs are restricted to using higher
values representing later times, so that the repair can be carried out when the break arises
during execution. The supersolutions concept has then further extended [39] to include the
probability of a value assignment being lost, and the cost of making the repair: specifically,
a (α, β)-weighted supersolution is one in which any set of value assignments with a total
probability greater then α of being lost can be repaired by changing any variables at a total
cost of less then β. Weighted supersolutions have been defined to model combinatorial
auctions, where each winning bid has a probability of being withdrawn.

Stochastic CSPs [76] (introduced in subsection 21.3.3) allow us to model problems
with multiple phases: first the solver must assign a set of variables, then the environment
reveals the values of a set of parameters, the solver must then assign another set, and so on.
The values of the parameters are assumed to be described by probability distributions. The
solution to a multi-stage stochastic CSP is then a tree, in which the assignment of values to
the later decision variables are conditional on the previous decisions and the revealed val-
ues of the parameters. This allows us to model, for example, production planning, in which
the volume to be manufactured in the 2nd quarter depends on the volume manufactured in
the 1st quarter, on the realised demand for the 1st quarter, and on the uncertain demand in
the future. In the general case, multi-stage stochastic CSPs are PSPACE-complete. This
work is then extended to use scenario-based semantics [50], and allows chance constraints,
which must be satisfied over a proportion of the scenarios. The framework has been imple-
mented as Stochastic OPL, in which multiple futures are represented as separate scenarios
which are then reformulated as a single larger CSP.

Branching CSP [30] also considers multiple phases, but models problems which grow
by the uncertain addition of variables and their associated constraints — for example, on-
line scheduling, where new tasks arrive as the existing tasks are being executed. The model
of future arrivals is a probabilistic tree, in which the arrival of any variable is conditional
on the preceding arrival sequence. Each variable that arrives may be accepted and as-
signed a value which does not violate any constraint over the arrived variables, or rejected
and assigned no value; a specified utility is gained for each variable that is accepted. The
aim is then to assign values to nodes in the tree, such that no constraint is violated and
expected utility is maximised. The solution is thus a policy, specifying actions for each
possible arrival sequence. Branching CSP has similarities to Markov Decision Problems
[65], since the arrivals tree is essentially a finite horizon markov process; however, it is
complicated by the fact that choice available at each node is constrained by the previous
choices, and formulating the problem as an MDP may require exponentially many states.
The Branching CSP algorithms use backtrack search and constraint propagation to reduce
this combinatorial explosion [29].

Consider now a special case of the course scheduling problem, in which the resource
allocator must decide on initial room requests, but should also cater for new timetabling
requests. For simplicity, we consider a simpler problem (Figure 21.19), with one room
suitable for lectures, and one for practicals, and three time periods. We assume one initial
request: (A) a one hour lecture to be followed by a later one-hour practical. There are also
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sensus, in which each sample is solved to optimality, and from the solutions the immediate
decision which occurs most often is selected; and regret, in which each sample is again
solved to optimality, and then the possible decisions are evaluated with respect to how
much of the objective value would be lost compared to the other decisions. The expec-
tation method produces the best results, but is infeasible for real problems because of the
number of optimisations required. The regret method approaches the quality of expectation
when there is time to optimise, but is similar to consensus when only a small number of
samples are possible, and thus is particularly effective in real-time situations or where the
underlying optimisation problem is hard. In common with the approaches that use explicit
probability distributions, there is a question as to where the underlying distribution for the
black-box generator comes from; the authors have proposed an online learning method [8],
which gradually constructs the distribution as it receives requests. [5] also considers prob-
lems that grow, examining a number of different approaches to generating robust initial
solutions and regular updates

The most significant application area for constraint problems that change is schedul-
ing. Many practical scheduling problems can be expressed as Simple Temporal Problems
[20], in which constraints specify single intervals between two time points, and solved in
polynomial time. [74] considers an extension in which the durations of some tasks are un-
certain, and hence some timepoints are decision variables, while others are uncontrollable
(using the same terminology as for mixed CSP [27]). The aim is then to find a policy for
executing tasks: problems are defined to be strongly controllable if a single decision (i.e.
an assignment of a value to each decision variable) will produce an executable schedule re-
gardless of the eventual values of the uncontrollable timepoints; and weakly controllable if
there exists a decision for each possible realisation of the timepoints. The work was further
extended [54] to include dynamically controllable problems, for which there exists an on-
line policy: the values assigned to the decision variables need depend only on the observed
timepoints in order to get an executable schedule. Checking whether a problem is strongly
or dynamically controllable is in P , but weak controllability is in co−NP . This work has
recently been extended to include soft temporal constraints [78], and it is shown that this
does not increase the complexity class: in particular, a polynomial algorithm is presented
for generating online execution algorithms that optimise over the soft constraints.

Uncertainty in the duration of tasks is a significant issue in more general scheduling
problems. [14] examines the introduction of slack time to handle such uncertainty in job-
shop problems. They consider three variations: adding extra time to the duration of every
task, modifying the constraints to ensure that slack time exists between tasks, and modify-
ing the constraints dependent on the location of the task in the problem. For a given con-
straint Yst ≥ Xst + dur(x), the first would change the value of dur(x) to dur(x) + σ(x),
while the latter two would change the constraint by adding the term slack(x) to the right
hand side. The resultant problem can then be solved using existing scheduling algorithms.
Experimental evidence shows that the latter two consistently outperform a simple right-
shift reactive solution in terms of tardiness, while the former is significantly poorer, but
can give better predictions of execution time in problems with high levels of uncertainty.
More recent work [3, 4] considers the problem of producing schedules with a given prob-
ability of being executed inside a time limit, and with good probabilistic makespans. The
authors develop branch and bound algorithms with Monte Carlo simulation at each node,
and heuristic algorithms which generate deterministic problems from the means and vari-
ances of the task durations. The heuristic algorithms are shown to scale well with larger
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problems.
For project scheduling problems, Policella et al [61] consider notions of robustness

based on initial solutions that are partial orders of tasks. They assume that some pairs of
tasks have minimum separation constraints, and that each task occupies a known amount
of resource. They consider dynamic changes to the problem in the form of partial resource
unavailability, or changes in task duration. Their aim is to produce a partial ordering of
the tasks such that any allocation of start times consistent with it also satisfies the time and
resource constraints. A partial order is then deemed to be robust if it can absorb changes
to the problem details during execution — that is, start times can still be assigned with
violating the partial order or the problem constraints. Their approach is first to generate
a single schedule with fixed start times, and then to “robustify” it by generating a partial
order from it. Previous research has shown that this approach can generate more robust
schedules than starting with a least commitment approach [62]. The partial orders are
based on chains of precedence constraints for individual units of the resource, and greater
robustness is obtained by generating independent chains.

Finally, we note some recent research integrating constraint programming techniques
with belief networks, for reasoning about a combination of probabilistic and deterministic
information. Belief networks have been studied in AI for many years, and represent the
probabilistic dependencies between random variables. They can be used to find the most
probable value of a variable, given a set of observations of other variables, and can be
used to update beliefs as observations are made incrementally. Constraints can be inte-
grated into the networks by representing them implicitly as conditional probability tables
on boolean random variables [58], mapping valid combinations to true with probability
1.0, and invalid combinations to false. However, this loses the benefits of constraint-based
search and propagation. [18] instead represent the constraints explicitly, and show how
variable elimination methods can be significantly faster on such representations for com-
puting the probability that a given tuple is a solution. That approach, however, requires
large amounts of space. Therefore [19] instead develop search algorithms, which combine
constraint propagation with search over AND/OR graphs, requiring only linear space.

21.5 Pseudo-dynamic Formalisms

In this section we describe extensions to classical CSP that, while closely related to dy-
namic CSPs by name or definition, have important differences that we should be careful to
recognise.

We begin by emphasising the difference between dynamic CSPs and what are now
known [67] as conditional CSPs [53]4. In a conditional CSP, the whole problem is known
statically, but parts of it are made active or inactive depending on the assignments of certain
variables. For example, in configuring a car it is only necessary to decide the details of a
sunroof if the decision has been made that a sunroof is to be fitted. Conditional CSPs are a
natural way to model both configuration [53] (see Chapter 24) and planning problems [45]
(see Chapter 22).

4The potential for confusion stems from the fact that this work was originally presented with the title ‘Dy-
namic Constraint Satisfaction Problems’, where ‘dynamic’ is refers to the fact that the structure of the problem
changed based on decisions made during search
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Open Constraint Satisfaction Problems (OCSPs [24]) assume a distributed environment
and an open-world setting, in which the set of variables and constraints is known statically
but the variable domains and tuples allowed by the constraints are incrementally discovered
by querying different information sources in a network. This is a natural representation for,
for example, many e-commerce problems where suppliers might be queried as necessary as
to the specifications and possible configurations of their products. Returning to our running
example of course scheduling, one might imagine scheduling a larger course, or multiple
courses, taught by several people. In this case, the people involved might be queried to
discover acceptable numbers of sessions they were willing to teach and constraints on their
timetabling. If the problem remained unsolvable, further queries could be made, and so
on.

Open CSP makes the further assumption that information-gathering queries are by far
the most expensive individual operation that the solver performs, hence the emphasis is
on producing a solution with a minimal number of queries. Faltings and Macho-Gonzalez
show that, since domains and allowed tuples increase monotonically with each new query,
it is unnecessary to know the entire problem structure in order to solve the problem —
a solution to a partially-discovered problem is guaranteed to be a solution to the whole
problem [24]. They give the o-search algorithm to solve OCSPs that improves over the
naive approach of simply gathering all domain values and constraint tuples before solving
the problem by interleaving querying and solving: new domain values and constraint tu-
ples are sought only if the currently known sub-problem has no solution. The fo-search
algorithm refines o-search by only gathering new domain values and constraint tuples for
the portion of the currently-known sub-problem identified as being responsible for the sub-
problem having no solution.

OCSP has also been extended to fuzzy CSPs (see Section 21.3.1) and to optimisation
problems [24]. In both cases to be able to find an optimal solution without knowing the
whole problem structure there is a monotonicity assumption: domain elements and tuples
are returned in non-increasing order of membership degree / non-decreasing order of cost.
This is a realistic assumption — the participants in the open course scheduling example
described above are likely to be happy to respond to queries with their most preferred
option first.

Open CSP is very closely related to Interactive CSP (ICSP [47]) in which again do-
main elements are acquired incrementally in solving a problem. The key difference is
that, since at least one of the solution algorithms presented (Interactive Forward Check-
ing) acquires all domain values for a particular variable that are consistent with respect
to the current assignment, there is an implicit assumption that variable domains are finite.
OCSP is also closely related to dynamic CSP, since the incremental addition of domain
elements and constraint tuples can be viewed as a sequence of problems linked by the
relaxation/retraction of unary constraints disallowing the acquired domain elements [49].

21.6 Challenges and Future Trends

As we have seen, there have been many attempts to extend constraint reasoning to han-
dle dynamic and uncertain problems. The attempts all appear to be isolated, with little
commonality between them; they define different problem types, and different types of
objectives. In particular, it is difficult to compare techniques, since each is typically ad-
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dressing its own problem variation, and testing them requires generators of the uncertain
and dynamic aspects. There is a need for general purpose, parameterisable, problem gener-
ators and execution simulators. Such tools should allow the different types of uncertainty
and change to be expressed, and should allow the temporal nature of the changes to be
described. An initial scheme for a generator for scheduling problems has been proposed
[60]. Tools of this sort would be a start on the road to classifying techniques, and identify-
ing which methods are best suited to which problem types. A common library of problems
would be useful in itself, to give an indication of the range and frequency of the different
problem types in practical applications. For example, CSPLib5, an otherwise invaluable
repository of benchmark constraint problems, contained no problems with explicit uncer-
tainty or dynamism.

A related challenge is to bring all the different frameworks together. There are some
foundational approaches, like Dynamic CSP [17], but nothing as yet with a similar cov-
erage to semiring CSP [12] or valued CSP [69] for soft constraints. Can we find a single
framework that encompasses all the different features proposed so far? One such frame-
work has recently been proposed [63], and the question remains open as to whether such
a framework should have a rich language allowing the direct expression of many different
features, or a simpler more restricted language which would require the reformulation of
problems.

On an abstract level, there are three main solution techniques: extending the repre-
sentational power and reasoning methods to represent uncertain and dynamic problems
explicitly, and generate their solutions; reformulating problems into large deterministic
problems, and generating the solutions using existing techniques; or generating scenarios
or samples, and then solving each one using standard deterministic techniques. It is an
open question as to where the boundary lies, to allow us to decide which technique should
be applied to which class and size of problem. In particular, more tractability results are
required for the different formulations.

In general, constraint solving under change and uncertainty is in its infancy. Closer
links need to be established with the existing techniques in other areas of artificial intel-
ligence, mathematics and optimisation, including belief networks [40], MDPs [65] and
POMDPs [57], queuing theory [35], stochastic processes [41], stochastic programming
[11], Monte Carlo methods [28], stochastic satisfiability [48], decision theory [34] and
fuzzy logic [46]. See Halpern [36] for an overview of uncertainty reasoning in general.

Finally, the biggest challenge is to integrate dynamic and uncertain reasoning meth-
ods with industrial strength constraint programming tools — as has begun to be the case
with, for example, the PaLM system [43]. This would allow the approaches discussed
in this chapter and future techniques to be put into practice for real-world decision and
optimisation problems, without requiring users to write their own search and propagation
algorithms. Towards this goal, Fromherz and Conley [31] describe a general constraint
solver design to support a dynamic environment. Further progress is likely to be made by
integrating principled simulation and sampling techniques first — see for example [50] —
since they will allow existing CP tools to be used without modification.

5http://www.csplib.org, 29th September, 2005
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21.7 Summary

Many real and important problems involve change and uncertainty. Solutions are required
that take account of vagueness in the problem description, or that minimise the effect of the
uncertainty on the solution. Basic approaches to handling change include rapid reaction
through re-specifying the problems and re-solving when the changes occur, preparing to
change by maintaining explanations and data structures that will allow the solver to avoid
repeating work, or proactively generating solutions that are robust, by explicitly reasoning
about the possible changes. A number of different techniques have been developed, and
they have demonstrated that constraint programming methods can be extended to handle
many different forms of dynamism and uncertainty, and that many exemplar problems can
be solved efficiently. Constraint programming toolkits need to be extended with facilities
to handle such problems. Further work is required to establish which of the techniques and
frameworks are practical candidates, and to integrate this body of research with the many
other research fields which deal with change and uncertainty. Finally, for an alternative
viewpoint on the material in this chapter, the reader is directed to the survey by Verfaillie
and Jussien [72].
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Chapter 22

Constraint-Based Scheduling and
Planning

Philippe Baptiste, Philippe Laborie, Claude Le
Pape, Wim Nuijten

Solving a scheduling problem generally consists in allocating scarce resources to a given
set of activities over time. Planning can be seen as a generalization of scheduling where
the set of activities to be scheduled is not known in advance. The additional complexity
of planning thus lies in the fact one also has to decide on the set of activities that will
be scheduled. Constraint-Based Scheduling is the discipline that studies how to solve
scheduling problems by using Constraint Programming (CP). Constraint-Based Planning
in turn is the discipline that studies how to solve planning problems by CP. As the use of
CP in scheduling is more mature, we first turn to Constraint-Based Scheduling after which
we will come back to Constraint-Based Planning.

Constraint-Based Scheduling has over the years grown into one of the most successful
application areas of CP. One of the key factors of this success lies in the fact that a com-
bination was found of the best of two fields of research that pay attention to scheduling,
namely Operations Research (OR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Traditionally, a lot of
the attention in OR has been paid to rather “pure” scheduling problems that are based on
relatively simple mathematical models. For solving the problem at hand, the combinatorial
structure of the problem is heavily exploited, leading to improved performance characteris-
tics. We could say that an OR approach often aims at achieving a high level of efficiency in
its algorithms. However, when modeling a practical scheduling problem using these clas-
sical models, one is often forced to discard degrees of freedom and side constraints that
exist in the practical scheduling situation. Discarding degrees of freedom may result in
the elimination of interesting solutions, regardless of the solution method used. Discarding
side constraints gives a simplified problem and solving this simplified problem may result
in impractical solutions for the original problem.

In contrast, AI research tends to investigate more general scheduling models and tries
to solve the problems by using general problem-solving paradigms. We could say an AI

B.V. 
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approach tends to focus more on the generality of application of its algorithms. This,
however, implies that AI algorithms may perform poorly on specific cases, compared to
OR algorithms.

So, on one hand we have OR which offers us efficient algorithms to solve problems that
in comparison have a more limited application area. On the other hand we have AI that of-
fers us algorithms that are more generally applicable, but that might suffer from somewhat
poor performance in the specific cases an efficient OR algorithm exists. An important way
to combine the two was found by incorporating OR algorithms inside global constraints.
Such algorithms are able to take into account a set of constraints from a global point of
view in an efficient way. The typical scheduling example of a global constraint is the con-
straint that propagates on the combination of all activities requiring capacity from a shared
resource. The basics of many of the algorithms inside global constraints, certainly in the
early stages of the field, can be found in OR. By applying the locality principle [70], such
specialized algorithms can work side by side with general propagation algorithms that take
care of the rest of the constraints. In this way one can preserve the general modeling and
problem-solving paradigm of CP while the integration of efficient propagation algorithms
improves the overall performance of the approach. Stated in another way, efficient OR
algorithms integrated in a CP approach allow the user to benefit from the efficiency of OR
techniques in a flexible framework. Translated to the area of Constraint-Based Scheduling
two strengths emerge: i) natural and flexible modeling of scheduling problems as Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) [72] and ii) powerful propagation of temporal and
resource constraints. All this said, we want to remark that over the years the distinction
between AI and OR is often becoming less and less clear and is also deemed less and less
important.

Let us now step from Constraint-Based Scheduling to Constraint-Based Planning. There
are basically two approaches for applying CP to planning:

• The first approach (see Section 22.2.2) dates back to the first attempts to build non-
linear plans in the 70s [62, 17, 53] and consists in refining a partial plan made of a
temporal network of activities. Similarly to Constraint-Based Scheduling, constraint
propagation can be used in this temporal network to propagate temporal, state, and
resource constraints. These approaches are flexible enough to handle complex and
realistic planning problems [66]. Although in these approaches the idea of constraint
propagation has been present since the beginning, it is only in recent years that ef-
ficient global propagation algorithms, partially inspired from the ones available in
Constraint-Based Scheduling have been designed [75].

• The second approach (see Section 22.2.1) consists in compiling the planning prob-
lem into a CSP and use CSP or SAT solvers as a blackbox to solve the problem
[6, 73, 23, 51]. These approaches work on a simplification of the real planning prob-
lem expressed in a STRIPS-like formalism and tend to focus on efficiency rather than
on generality of application. Several ideas stemming from this approach can be used
to provide efficient global constraint propagation algorithms and heuristics to guide
the search [75].

Although the use of CP in planning is, due to the problem complexity, less mature
than its use in scheduling, Constraint-Based Planning thus follows the same pattern as
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Constraint-Based Scheduling where CP is used as a framework for integrating efficient
special purpose algorithms into a flexible and expressive paradigm.

Besides the strengths mentioned above, we want to mention two more reasons that con-
tributed to the success of Constraint-Based Scheduling: a natural fit of expressing schedul-
ing specific heuristics with CP tree search, and a proven good potential of combining the
CP approach with solution techniques as Local Search, Large Neighborhood Search, and
Mixed Integer Programming. The first allows to both exploit all the work done on schedul-
ing heuristics in the past as to write new scheduling heuristics with easy to understand
scheduling semantics. The second allows to get improved performance in the cases where
that is needed. The same strengths should also benefit Constraint-Based Planning.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 22.1 presents CP models
for scheduling together with descriptions of propagation techniques for constraints used
in these models. Section 22.2 does the same for planning problems. As over the years
dedicated global constraint propagation techniques for resource constraints have received a
lot of attention, they are discussed in more detail in Section 22.3. In Section 22.4 constraint
propagation techniques on optimization criteria are discussed, after which Section 22.5
pays attention to the search procedures that are used in Constraint-Based Planning and
Scheduling to solve resource constraints. Finally in Section 22.6 conclusions are presented
together with identification of potential future research directions.

22.1 Constraint Programming Models for Scheduling

In this section we give an overview of the kind of scheduling problems that are studied
by the Constraint-Based Scheduling community. We present the different components
together with a description of how these components can be modeled as a part of a CSP.

Throughout this chapter we use the following notation. Let {A1, . . . , An} be a set
of n activities and {R1, . . . , Rm} a set of m resources. Let’s for now consider a basic
scheduling problem where each of the activities has a processing time and requires a certain
capacity from one or several resources. The resources have a given capacity that can not
be exceeded at any point in time. There may furthermore be a set of temporal constraints
between activities and an objective function. The problem to be solved is to decide when
to execute each activity to optimize the objective function, while respecting both temporal
and resource constraints. Later on in this section several extensions are discussed, but for
now this basic scheduling problem suffices for the discussion.

22.1.1 Activities

When looking at the type of activities in a problem, we distinguish non-preemptive schedul-
ing, preemptive scheduling, and elastic scheduling. In non-preemptive scheduling, activ-
ities cannot be interrupted. Each activity must execute without interruption from its start
time to its end time. In preemptive scheduling, activities can be interrupted at any time,
e.g., to let some other activities execute. In elastic scheduling the amount of resource as-
signed to an activity Ai can, at any time t, assume any value between 0 and the resource
capacity, provided that the sum over time of the assigned capacity equals a given value
called energy. The equivalent notion of energy in the case of a non-preemptive activity is
the product of its processing time and the capacity required.
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A non-preemptive scheduling problem can be efficiently encoded as a CSP in the fol-
lowing way. For each activity three variables are introduced, start(Ai), end(Ai), and
proc(Ai). They represent the start time, the end time, and the processing time of Ai,
respectively. We are not aware of CP approaches not using this encoding.

With ri the release date and di the deadline of activity Ai as defined in the initial data
of the scheduling problem, [ri, di] is the time window in which Ai has to execute. Based
on that the initial domains of start(Ai) and end(Ai) are [ri, lsti] and [eeti, di], respectively.
Here lsti and eeti stand for the latest start time and the earliest end time of Ai. For conve-
nience, we also use this notation to denote the current domains of start(Ai) and end(Ai),
i.e., the domains when we are in the process of propagating constraints. Of course in that
case instead of the initial release date and deadline, ri and di denote the current earliest
start time and latest end time

The processing time of the activity is defined as the difference between the end time
and the start time of the activity: proc(Ai) = end(Ai)− start(Ai). pi denotes the smallest
value in the domain of proc(Ai). All data related to an activity are summarized in Figure
22.1. Light gray is used to depict the time window [ri, di] of an activity and dark gray is
used to represent the processing time of the activity.

 

 

 

Figure 22.1: Data related to an activity

Preemptive scheduling problems are more difficult to represent since a schedule is more
complex than a simple set of start and end times of activities. We discuss two possibili-
ties. One can either associate a set variable (i.e., a variable the value of which will be a
set) set(Ai) with each activity Ai, or alternatively define a 0-1 variable X(Ai, t) for each
activity Ai and time t. set(Ai) represents the set of times at which Ai executes, while
X(Ai, t) takes value 1 if and only if Ai executes at time t. The processing time proc(Ai)
of Ai is defined as the number of time points t at which Ai executes, i.e., as |set(Ai)|. In
practice, the X(Ai, t) variables are not represented explicitly as the value of X(Ai, t) is 1
if and only if t belongs to set(Ai).

Assuming time is discretized, start(Ai) and end(Ai) can be defined by start(Ai) =
mint∈set(Ai) t and end(Ai) = maxt∈set(Ai) t + 1. Notice that in the non-preemptive case,
set(Ai) = [start(Ai), end(Ai)), with the interval [start(Ai), end(Ai)) closed on the left
and open on the right so that |set(Ai)| = end(Ai)− start(Ai) = proc(Ai).

These constraints are easily propagated by maintaining a lower bound and an upper
bound for the set variable set(Ai). The lower bound lb(set(Ai)) is a series of disjoint
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intervals ILBui such that each ILBui is constrained to be included in set(Ai). The upper
bound ub(set(Ai)) is a series of disjoint intervals IUBvi such that set(Ai) is constrained to
be included in the union of the IUBvi . If the size of the lower bound (i.e., the sum of the
sizes of the ILBui ) becomes larger than the upper bound of proc(Ai) or if the size of the
upper bound (i.e., the sum of the sizes of the IUBvi ) becomes smaller than the lower bound
of proc(Ai), a contradiction is detected. If the size of the lower bound (or of the upper
bound) becomes equal to the upper bound (respectively, lower bound) of proc(Ai), set(Ai)
receives the lower bound (respectively, the upper bound) as its final value. Minimal and
maximal values of start(Ai) and end(Ai), i.e., earliest and latest start and end times, are
also maintained. Each of the following rules, considered independently one from another,
is used to update the bounds of set(Ai), start(Ai) and end(Ai). Let t be any point in time,
then

t < ri ⇒ t /∈ set(Ai)

t ∈ lb(set(Ai))⇒ start(Ai) ≤ t
di ≤ t⇒ t /∈ set(Ai)

t ∈ lb(set(Ai))⇒ t < end(Ai)

[∀u<t u /∈ ub(set(Ai))]⇒ t ≤ start(Ai)

[∀u≥t u /∈ ub(set(Ai))]⇒ end(Ai) ≤ t
start(Ai) ≤ max{u | ∃S⊆ub(set(Ai)) |S| = pi ∧min(S) = u}
end(Ai) ≥ min{u | ∃S⊆ub(set(Ai)) |S| = pi ∧max(S) = u− 1}

Needless to say, whenever any of these rules leads to a situation where the lower bound of
a variable is larger than its upper bound, a contradiction is detected.

In the following, we may occasionally use the notations X(Ai, t) and set(Ai) for an
activity Ai that cannot be interrupted. In such a case, the following rules are also applied:

X(Ai, t) = 0 ∧ t < eeti ⇒ start(Ai) > t

X(Ai, t) = 0 ∧ lsti ≤ t⇒ end(Ai) ≤ t

Elastic activities are discussed in the following section.

22.1.2 Resource Constraints

When looking at the type of resources found in a problem, we distinguish disjunctive
scheduling and cumulative scheduling. In a disjunctive scheduling problem, all resources
are of capacity 1 (such resources are often called machines) and thus can execute at most
one activity at a time. In a cumulative scheduling problem, resources exist that can execute
several activities in parallel, of course provided that the resource capacity is not exceeded.

Resource constraints represent the fact that activities require some amount of resource
throughout their execution. Given an activity Ai and a resource R whose capacity is
cap(R), generally a variable cap(Ai, R) is introduced that represents the amount of re-
source R required by activity Ai. Where no confusion is possible we will often omit
“R” and use cap(Ai) to denote cap(Ai, R). For fully elastic activities, the cap(Ai, R)
variable is not meaningful and a variable E(Ai, R) that represents the energy required by
the activity on the resource R is introduced. Note that for non-elastic activities, we have
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E(Ai, R) = cap(Ai, R)proc(Ai). To represent a schedule, a set of variables E(Ai, t, R)
is required that denote the number of units of the resource R used by activity Ai at time t.
In all cases, we have the constraint stating that enough resource capacity must be allocated
to activities to cover the energy requirement:

E(Ai, R) =
∑

t

E(Ai, t, R)

If Ai is not an elastic activity, there are some strong relations between E(Ai, t, R) and
X(Ai, t):

E(Ai, t, R) = X(Ai, t)cap(Ai, R)

For elastic activities, we have a weaker relation between the variables:

[E(Ai, t, R) > 0]⇔ [X(Ai, t) > 0]

Generally speaking, the resource constraint can be written as follows. For each point in
time t

n
∑

i=1

E(Ai, t, R) ≤ cap(R) (22.1)

Depending on the scheduling situation, (22.1) can be rewritten. In the non-preemptive
case, (22.1) leads for all times t to

∑

Ai|start(Ai)≤t<end(Ai)

cap(Ai, R) ≤ cap(R)

In the preemptive case, (22.1) leads for all times t to
∑

Ai|start(Ai)≤t<end(Ai)

X(Ai, t)cap(Ai, R) ≤ cap(R)

22.1.3 Temporal Constraints

Temporal relations between activities can be expressed by linear constraints between start
and end variables of activities. For instance, a standard precedence constraint between two
activitiesA1 andA2 stating thatA2 is to be started afterA1 is ended can be modeled by the
linear constraint end(A1) ≤ start(A2). In general, with both x and y a start or end variable
and d an integer, temporal relations can be expressed by constraints of the type x− y ≤ d.

When the temporal constraint network is sparse, as it is usually the case in scheduling,
such constraints can be easily propagated using a standard arc-B-consistency algorithm
[49]. In addition, a variant of Ford’s algorithm (see for instance [37]) proposed by Cesta
and Oddi [15] can be used to detect any inconsistency between such constraints, in time
polynomial in the number of constraints and independent of the domain sizes.

When the temporal network is dense or when it is useful to compute and maintain
the minimal and maximal delay between any pair of time points in the schedule, path
consistency can be enforced on the network [21] for example by applying Floyd-Warshall’s
All-Pairs-Shortest-Path algorithm [27].
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22.1.4 Extensions of the Basic Model

Although the model presented until now covers quite a number of scheduling problems, in
this section we pay attention to extensions that are frequently found in industrial applica-
tions.

Alternative resources

In some scheduling situations an activity Ai can be scheduled on any one resource from
a set S of resources. We say that S is the set of alternative resources for Ai. A common
way to model this is to for each activity Ai introduce a variable altern(Ai) representing
the chosen resource among the resource alternatives. To simplify notation, we assume
that resources are numbered from 1 to m and that altern(Ai) denotes the variable whose
value represents the index of the resource on which Ai is executed. We remark that quite
commonly the processing time of the activity depends on the resource on which the given
activity is executed, i.e., the resources are unrelated. The same goes for the cost of exe-
cuting the activity, i.e., different alternatives can have different costs. Another commonly
found type of constraints reasons on interdependencies of resource allocations, e.g., a con-
straint like “if A1 is scheduled on resource R1 then A3 has to be scheduled on resource
R2”. These constraints are used to model things like alternative production lines.

Alternative resource constraints are propagated as if the activity Ai were split into
|domain(altern(Ai))| fictive activities Aui where each activity Aui requires resource Ru
[47]. Following this notation rui denotes the earliest start time of Aui , etc. The alternative
resource constraint maintains the constructive disjunction between the alternative activities
Aui for u ∈ domain(altern(Ai)), i.e., it ensures that:

ri = min{rui | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}
lsti = max{lstui | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}
eeti = min{eetui | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}

di = max{dui | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}
lb(proc(Ai)) = min{lb(proc(Aui )) | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}
ub(proc(Ai)) = max{ub(proc(Aui )) | u ∈ domain(altern(Ai))}

Constraint propagation will deduce new bounds for alternative activities Aui on the
alternative resource Ru. Whenever the bounds of an activity Aui turn out to be incoherent,
the resourceRu is simply removed from the set of possible alternative resources for activity
Ai, i.e., domain(altern(Ai)) becomes domain(altern(Ai))− {u}.

In some approaches the fictive activities Aui are actually generated together with a way
to express that only one of them per original activity Ai will really require one of the
alternative resources. In this context the generated activities Aui are often referred to as
optional activities. See below for a discussion on optional activities.

Setup times and setup costs

Setup times and setup costs are of great importance in industrial applications. They are
found abundantly and the correct treatment of them is often crucial, both because they are
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a mandatory component to express the problem in the required detail as it is needed to find
good solutions with respect to them as they represent a substantial part of the real-life cost.
The setup time (also transition time) setup(A1, A2) between two activities A1 and A2 is
defined as the amount of time that must elapse between the end of A1 and the start of A2,
when A1 immediately precedes A2 on a given resource. A setup cost setupCost(A1, A2)
can also be associated to the transition betweenA1 andA2. The objective of the scheduling
problem can be to find a schedule that minimizes the sum of the setup costs.

In a vast majority of problems activities subjected to setups are to be scheduled on
the same machine (the semantics of setups is much more complex on resources of ca-
pacity greater than 1). Setup considerations can be combined with alternative resources.
In such a case, two parameters are associated to each tuple (Ai, Aj , Ru): the setup time
setup(Ai, Aj , Ru) and the setup cost setupCost(Ai, Aj , Ru) between activities Ai and Aj
if Ai and Aj are scheduled sequentially on the same machine Ru. The attached constraint
is that start(Auj ) ≥ end(Aui ) + setup(Ai, Aj , Ru). There may furthermore exist a setup
time setup(−, Ai, Ru) (with corresponding cost setupCost(−, Ai, Ru)) that has to elapse
before the start of Ai when Ai is the first activity on Ru and, similarly, a teardown time
setup(Ai,−, Ru) (with corresponding cost setupCost(Ai,−, Ru)) that has to elapse after
the end ofAi whenAi is the last activity onRu. Section 22.4.2 pays attention to constraint
propagation methods for setup times and setup costs constraints.

Breakable activities and calendars

In [58] a problem is described that has a lot of properties frequently found in industrial
applications. One such property is the fact resources can be governed by a calendar under
which activities scheduled on the resource are executed. Such a calendar thus defines the
execution conditions for activities and consists of a list of breaks and a productivity profile.
An activity scheduled on the resource at hand can be interrupted by breaks smaller than
the maximal break duration mBD. An activity is thus breakable when mBD > 0 and not
breakable when mBD = 0. The productivity profile defines the efficiency of the activity
execution. If an activity is scheduled in a time interval with productivity p%, p% of a
processing time unit is executed per time unit. A productivity below 100% thus means
that per time unit less than one processing time unit is executed which in turn implies that
the duration of an activity will exceed its processing time. For productivities exceeding
100% obviously the inverse holds. The processing time of an activity is therefore equal to
the integral, from start to end, of the productivity. We refer to [65] for a more extensive
discussion on breakable activities and productivity profiles.

A CP model for this consists in introducing a duration variable per activity and re-
defining the meaning of the processing time variable. The duration variable dur(Ai) of
an activity is then defined as the difference between the end time and the start time of the
activity: dur(Ai) = end(Ai) − start(Ai). The processing time variable is defined as the
time it will take to execute the activity when it is not interrupted by breaks and all along
the execution the productivity is exactly 100%. All four activity variables start, end, dur,
and proc are governed by the break constraint and the productivity profile constraint of the
resource on which the activity is executed. For sake of clarity we do not use this mean-
ing for the processing time variable in the rest of this chapter, i.e., the processing time is
defined as the difference between the end time and the start time of an activity.
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Optional activities/leaving activities unperformed

Whether coming from alternative resources (see above) or directly present in the model, in
many scheduling problems activities exist for which it is not yet decided whether they will
be executed on a resource or not. Such activities are often referred to as optional activities.

Modeling an optional activity is often obtained by allowing the processing time variable
to take on the value 0. Care is to be taken then that non-standard precedence constraints
are not still active. If for instance an optional activity A1 is part of a chain of activities
and a precedence constraint of the type end(A1) + d ≤ start(A2) is defined, setting the
processing time variable to become 0 and keeping the precedence constraint active will still
induce a possibly unwanted delay d between the predecessors of A1 and A2. Another way
to model optional activities is to introduce a variable per activity expressing whether the
activity really exists or not. This is obviously a more direct way of modeling but requires
the adaptation of propagation algorithms to deal with this additional variable and concept
[78].

In industrial scheduling problems one often finds the possibility of subcontracting an
activity Ai, this against a certain incurred cost costi. This means that the activity does
not use resource capacity but does take time. A way to model this is to allow the capacity
variable cap(Ai) to take on the value 0 and to introduce a variable cost representing the cost
together with the constraint cap(Ai) = 0⇒ cost = costi. Another way to model this is to
introduce an alternative resource corresponding to the subcontracting alternative. This can
be interesting if subcontracting is subject to a different calendar than in-house production,
which of course is not uncommon. The cost of the alternative would correspond to costi.
On the “subcontracting” resource one would in this case not enforce the capacity constraint,
even though this model can easily be extended to enforce the capacity constraint to model
restricted subcontracting possibilities.

In [58] a model is described where one can decide that an activity will be left unper-
formed, meaning that the activity will not require capacity, but will obey potential temporal
constraints, etc., and will also obey the calendar of the chosen resource. This corresponds
to the situation where one wants to include the possibility to temporarily increase the pro-
duction capacity in its own production facility, this of course against a certain cost. Other
useful constraints included are performance compatibility constraint between two activi-
ties expressing that either they are both performed or they are both unperformed.

State resources

A state resource represents a resource of infinite capacity, the state of which can vary over
time. Each activity may, throughout its execution, require a state resource to be in a given
state (or in any of a given set of states). Consequently, two activities may not overlap if
they require incompatible states of a state resource during their execution. Adaptations
of the Timetable Constraint (see Section 22.3.2) and Disjunctive Constraint (see Section
22.3.1) are used as basic propagation algorithms on those resources.

Reservoirs

A reservoir resource is a multi-capacity resource that can be consumed and/or produced by
activities. A reservoir has an integer maximal capacity and may have an initial level. As
an example of a reservoir you can think of a fuel tank. Note that a cumulative resource can
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be seen as a special case of a reservoir that is consumed at the beginning of the activity
and produced in the same quantity at the end of the activity when the activity releases the
resource.

The Timetable Constraint presented in Section 22.3.2 can be generalized to the case
of reservoirs and is classically used as the basic propagation algorithm on those resources.
However, we will see in Section 22.3.3 that other techniques are available to provide addi-
tional propagation.

22.1.5 Objective Function

Finally, decision problems and optimization problems are distinguished. In decision prob-
lems, one has only to determine whether a schedule exists that meets all constraints. In
optimization problems, an objective function has to be optimized. In this chapter we con-
centrate on problems where there is one objective function, i.e., we do not consider cases
where multiple objective functions are defined.

The commonly used way of modeling an objective function is simply by introducing
a variable criterion that is constrained to be equal to the value of the objective function.
Although the minimization of the makespan, i.e., the end time of the schedule, is commonly
used, other criteria are of great practical interest e.g., the sum of setup times or costs,
the number of late activities, the maximal or average tardiness or earliness, storage costs,
alternative costs, the peak or average resource utilization, etc. We will come back to these
criteria later.

Many of the classical scheduling criteria take into account a due date δi that one would
like to meet for each activity. In contrast to a deadline di which is mandatory, a due date δi
can be seen as a preference. In the following, Ci denotes the completion time of activity
Ai. Lateness Li of Ai is defined as the difference between the completion time and the
due date of Ai, i.e., Li = Ci − δi. The tardiness Ti of Ai is defined as max(0, Li), while
earliness of Ai is defined as max(0,−Li). The notation Ui is used to denote a unit penalty
per late job, i.e., Ui equals 0 when Ci ≤ δi and equals 1 otherwise. See also Figure 22.2.
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Figure 22.2: Some scheduling related objective functions

The commonly studied criteria F are either formulated as a sum or as a maximum. A
weight per activitywi may be used to give more importance to some activities. We mention
the following well-known optimization criteria:

• Makespan: F = Cmax = maxCi
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• Total weighted flow (or completion) time: F =
∑

wiCi

• Maximum tardiness: F = Tmax = maxTi

• Total weighted tardiness: F =
∑

wiTi

• Total weighted number of late jobs: F =
∑

wiUi

For these simple cases which are the most often studied in the literature, the objective
function is thus a function of the end variables of the activities.

criterion = F (end(A1), . . . , end(An))

In that case, the objective constraint is a simple arithmetic expression on which arc-B-
consistency can be easily achieved.

Considering the objective constraint and the resource constraints independently is not
a problem when F is a maximum such as Cmax or Tmax. Indeed, the upper bound on
criterion is directly propagated on the completion time of each activity, i.e., latest end
times are tightened efficiently. The situation is much more complex for sum functions
such as

∑

wiCi,
∑

wiTi, or
∑

wiUi. For these functions, efficient constraint propagation
techniques must take into account the resource constraints and the objective constraint
simultaneously. We pay attention to propagation for sum functions in Section 22.4. There
we will also pay attention to objective functions that are not a function of the end variables
of the activities like sum of setup times and sum of setup costs.

Once all constraints of the problem are added, the most commonly used technique to
look for an optimal solution is to solve successive decision variants of the problem. Several
strategies can be considered to minimize the value of criterion. One way is to iterate on the
possible values, either from the lower bound of its domain up to the upper bound until one
solution is found, or from the upper bound down to the lower bound determining each time
whether there still is a solution. Another way is to use a dichotomizing algorithm, where
one starts by computing an initial upper bound ub(criterion) and an initial lower bound
lb(criterion) for criterion. Then

1. Set D =

⌊

lb(criterion) + ub(criterion)

2

⌋

2. Constrain criterion to be at most D. Then solve the resulting CSP, i.e., determine
a solution with criterion ≤ D or prove that no such solution exists. If a solution
is found, set ub(criterion) to the value of criterion in the solution; otherwise, set
lb(criterion) to D + 1.

3. Iterate steps 1 and 2 until ub(criterion) = lb(criterion).

22.2 Constraint Programming Models for Planning

While the previous section presented CP models for scheduling, in this section we pay
attention to CP models for planning as studied by the Constraint-Based Planning commu-
nity. In this section and in general throughout this chapter we assume that the readers are
familiar with basic planning techniques and terminology. For more information on such
planning techniques and terminology, we refer to [36].
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A general formulation of the planning problem defines three inputs in some formal
language:

1. A description of the initial state and expected changes of the world,

2. A description of the agent’s goal (i.e., what behavior is desired), and

3. A description of the possible actions that can be performed. This last description is
often called a domain theory.

The planner’s output is a feasible sequence of actions referred to as a plan which, when
executed in any world satisfying the initial state and undergoing the expected changes, will
achieve the agent’s goal.

22.2.1 CSPs for Planning-Graph Techniques

The classical STRIPS [26] representation describes the initial state of world with a com-
plete set of ground propositions. The representation is restricted to goals of attainment, and
these goals are defined as a conjunction of propositions; all world states satisfying the goal
formula are considered equally good. A domain theory completes a planning problem. In
the STRIPS representation, each operator is described with a conjunctive precondition and
conjunctive effect that define a transition function from states to states. An action is a fully
grounded operator. An action can be executed in any state s satisfying the precondition
formula. The effect of executing an action in a state s is described by eliminating from s
each proposition of the action delete-list and adding to s each proposition from the action
add-list. The add-list and delete-list of the action are called the effect of the action. This
defines the so called classical planning problem.

For instance in a blocks world domain, the propositions for describing the state of the
world are shown in Table 22.1. The operators of this planning domain move a clear block
onto another clear block or the table as shown in Table 22.2.

clear(X): There is no block on block X.
onT (X): Block X is on the table.
on(X, Y ): Block X is on block Y.

Table 22.1: Propositions for the blocks world domain

In this section, we will consider the planning problem with initial state: [on(C,A) ∧
onT (A) ∧ onT (B)] and goal state: [on(A,B) ∧ on(B,C)] depicted in Figure 22.3.

In recent years, researchers have investigated the reformulation of planning problems
as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) in an attempt to use powerful algorithms for
constraint satisfaction to find plans more efficiently [73, 23, 51]. In these approaches, each
CSP typically represents the problem of finding a plan with a fixed number of steps. A
solution to the CSP can be mapped back to a plan; if no solution exists, the number of
steps permitted in the plan is increased and a new CSP is generated.

Graphplan [6] works on STRIPS domains by creating a planning graph which repre-
sents the set of propositions which can be achieved after a number of steps along with
mutual exclusion (mutex) relationships between propositions and actions. Mutually exclu-
sive actions are actions that cannot be executed in the same step. Two actions in the same
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BB(X,Y,Z) Move X from atop Y to atop Z
preconditions: clear(X) ∧ clear(Z) ∧ on(X, Y )

add-list: clear(Y ) ∧ on(X, Z)
delete-list: clear(Z) ∧ on(X, Y )

TB(X,Y) Move X from the table to atop Y
preconditions: clear(X) ∧ clear(Y ) ∧ onT (X)

add-list: on(X, Y )
delete-list: clear(Y ) ∧ onT (X)

BT(X,Y) Move X from atop Y to the table
preconditions: clear(X) ∧ on(X, Y )

add-list: onT (X) ∧ clear(Y )
delete-list: on(X, Y )

Table 22.2: Operators for the blocks world domain

Initial state Goal state

AA

AA

BB
BB

CC
CC

Figure 22.3: A planning problem

step are mutex if either of the actions deletes a precondition or add-effect of the other.
Two propositions p and q in the same step are mutex if all possible actions for establishing
proposition p are exclusive with all possible actions for establishing proposition q. If two
actions a and b have some mutex precondition then they are mutex. Note that the persis-
tence of a proposition between two steps is considered as a particular type of action called
a persistence action.

This planning graph is then searched for a plan which achieves the goals from the initial
state and that is mutex-free in each step. The planning graph corresponding to our blocks
world example with 3 developed steps is shown in Figure 22.4. Note that this planning
graph is not complete, some mutex are missing in all steps and some actions are missing
in step 2.

While the original algorithm performed backward search, the plan graph can also be
transformed into a CSP which can be solved by any CSP solver.

In [23], variables of this CSP are propositions distinguished by step. Values are possible
actions for establishing those propositions with a special dummy value (⊥) stating that
the proposition is inactive. Constraints say that preconditions of actions that are used to
establish active propositions cannot be inactive and mutex action/proposition pairs must
be satisfied. For instance, a constraint on A B G = TB A B ⇒ (onT A3 6= ⊥ ∧
clear A3 6= ⊥ ∧ clear B3 6= ⊥) means that if proposition on A B in the goal state is to
be established by action TB A B, then, it means that propositions onT A, clear A and
clear B must hold in step 3, that is, they must have been established by some action. A
fragment of the CSP corresponding to the planning graph of Figure 22.4 is shown in Table
22.3.
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Figure 22.4: Planning graph with 3 steps

Variables: on C A1, onT A1, clear B1 , clear C1, onT B1,
on C B2, clear A2, onT C2, on C A2, onT A2, clear B2, clear C2, onT B2 , on B C2,
on A C3, on A B3, clear A3, on B A3, onT A3, clear B3, clear C3, onT B3, on B C3 ,
on A BG, on B CG,...

Domains: on C A1 : {Init}, onT A1 : {Init}, clear B1 : {Init}, clear C1 : {Init}, onT B1 : {Init},
on C B2 : {BB C A B,⊥}, clear A2 : {BB C A B,BT C A,⊥}, onT C2 : {BT C A,⊥},
on C A2 : {Persist,⊥}, onT A2 : {Persist,⊥}, clear B2 : {Persist,⊥},
clear C2 : {Persist,⊥}, on B C2 : {TB B C,⊥}, onT B2 : {Persist,⊥}, ...
on A BG : {BB A C B, TB A B,Persist,⊥}, on B CG : {TB B C,BB B A C,⊥}

Constraints: activity preconditions
on A B G = TB A B ⇒ (onT A3 6= ⊥ ∧ clear A3 6= ⊥ ∧ clear B3 6= ⊥)
on A B G = BB A C B ⇒ (on A C3 6= ⊥ ∧ clear A3 6= ⊥ ∧ clear B3 6= ⊥)
...

Constraints: mutexes
on C B2 = BB C A B ⇒ onT C2 6= BT C A
...

Constraints: goal state
on C BG 6= ⊥, on A BG 6= ⊥

Table 22.3: Fragment of the generated CSP problem for 3 steps
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If no solution is found, the planning graph is extended by adding an additional step and
the CSP is extended accordingly until it is feasible. In the example, the CSP with 3 steps
is feasible and a solution is: step 1: BT C A, step 2: TB B C, step 3: TB A B.

In [51], a slightly different CSP model is used with only boolean variables, one variable
for each proposition in each step and one variable for each action in each step. Some
redundant constraints (other than mutex) are identified and added to the CSP model. For
instance the fact that an action cannot be immediately followed by its opposite action in a
plan of optimal length.

In general, the reformulated problem is solved using classical CSP techniques (arc-
consistency, dynamic variable ordering, memoization) and does not require specific con-
straint propagation techniques this is the reason why we will not focus on this family of
approaches in the sequel of this chapter.

22.2.2 CSPs in Plan-Space Search

A second growing trend in planning is the extension of planning systems to reason about
both time and resources. STRIPS is simply not expressive enough to represent more real-
istic planning problems. This demand for increased sophistication has led to the need for
more powerful techniques to reason about time and resources during planning.

In Constraint-Based Planning, each search node represents a partial plan and consists
of a set of time intervals, connected by constraints. The partial plan may be incomplete,
in that constraints are not necessarily satisfied and pending choices have not been made.
The planning process then involves modifying a partial plan until it has been turned into
a complete and valid plan. Traditional search-based methods accomplish this by trying
different options for completing partial plans, and backtracking when constraints are found
to be violated. Constraint reasoning methods, such as propagation and consistency checks
can be used to help out in that process.

The scheduling community has used constraint satisfaction techniques to perform this
sort of reasoning. The main difference between constraint-based planning and scheduling
is that, in planning, the set of activities of the plan is not completely known a-priori and
must be determined during the search. The rules that govern the insertion of new activities
in the plan are expressed as implicit or explicit constraints and, although they slightly differ
from one planning system to the other [35, 42, 18, 40, 32], they all have the same flavor.

To fix the ideas, we will use in this section the IxTeT formalism [35, 42]. In this
planning language the state of the world is described by a set of multi-valued state attributes
together with a set of resource attributes. Each state attribute describes a particular feature
of the world, for instance the position of a block. A resource is an object (or a set of
objects) that can be simultaneously shared by several actions provided its maximal capacity
is not exceeded. Operators (or tasks) are temporal structures composed of a set of events
describing the changes of the world induced by the task (event), a set of assertions on state
attributes describing conditions that must remain true during some time intervals (hold)
and a set of resource usage (use, produce, consume) describing how the task uses some
resources. All the above statements refer to time points that can be constrained with respect
to the time interval [start,end] of the task. An example of model for the blocks world
domain is shown in Table 22.4. Note that the domain is represented here with a finer grain
than the STRIPS definition in Section 22.2.1: the operator is defined with internal time
points, delays between these time points (duration) are expressed together with resource
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requirements (here, the task requires one hand from the two hands that are available to
move the blocks). Beside resource usage, note that state attributes are very similar to state
resources used in scheduling (see section 22.1.4) in that no task requiring a given state
attribute to take different value can overlap in time.

constant blocks = {a, b, c};
positions = {a, b, c, table, hand};

attribute clear(?x) { ?x in blocks; ?value in {yes, no}; }
on(?x) { ?x in blocks; ?value in positions; }

resource hands() { capacity = 2; }
task TB(?x, ?y)(start, end) {

// Move ?x from the table to atop ?y
timepoint t1, t2;
event(clear(?x):(yes,no), start);
event(on(?x):(table,hand), t1);
event(on(?x):(hand,?z), t2);
event(clear(?z):(yes,no), t2);
hold(on(?x):hand, (t1, t2));
event(clear(?x):(no,yes), end);
hold(clear(?x):no, (start, end));
use(hands(): 1, (start, end));
(t1 - start) in [00:10, 00:20];
(t2 - t1) in [00:15, 00:25];
(end - t2) in [00:10, 00:20];
}

Table 22.4: Part of the blocks world domain in IxTeT

A partial plan is a set of tasks together with a set of constraints between the tasks
variables (including temporal constraints between the task time points). The initial plan
only contains a fake start task that asserts all the state attributes of the initial state and
a fake end task that has the goal as (non-established) preconditions. A partial plan is
complete and valid if and only if each instantiation of all the variables of the partial plan
lead to a feasible fully-grounded plan where (1) the change of state attributes over time
is non-ambiguously defined by and consistent with the events and assertions of the tasks
of the plan and (2) resource constraints are satisfied. Figure 22.5 shows an example of a
partial plan.

Partial plans are iteratively refined at each search node until the partial plan is complete
and valid. Three types of plan refinements are considered:

• Non-established conditions are those events or assertions that are still not established
by a task or the initial state. For instance, in the partial plan of Figure 22.5, the con-
dition clear(A) : yes related with the event at the start time point of task TB(A,B)
is still not established. Non-established conditions can be established by an exist-
ing event in the plan or by inserting a new task. In the case of the example, a new
task BT (C,A) could be added before the start of task TB(A,B) to establish the
condition.

• Possible conflicts between unordered events/assertions are pairs of statements that
may require the same state attribute to take different values at the same moment.
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Initial state Goal state

AA BB
CC

AA
BB
CC

TB(B,C)

start endt1 t2

on(B):hand→C

on(B):table→hand

on(B):C

on(A):B

on(B):table

on(A):table

on(C):A

clear(A):no

clear(B):yes clear(B):yes→no

TB(A,B)

start endt1 t2

on(A):hand→B

on(A):table→hand

clear(A):yes→no?

?

[10,20] [10,20]

[10,20] [10,20][15,25]

[15,25]

use(hands():1)

use(hands():1)

Figure 22.5: Partial plan

These incompatibility constraints can be solved by posting precedence constraints
to order the conflicting events/assertions.

• Possible resource conflicts are subsets of resource requirements that may overlap in
time and would in this case over-consume the resource. This would be the case of
the two tasks in the example if the maximal capacity of the resource hands is 1.
These resource conflicts can be solved by ordering the tasks or, in case the resource
can be produced, by inserting a task that produces the resource.

In Constraint-Based Planning, the partial plan is usually represented as a CSP with
variables representing the task time points together with non-temporal variables appearing
in the task definition as well as special variables representing the tasks that can be used to
establish conditions in the partial plan. Specialized constraint propagation algorithms can
be used to reduce the domain of variables or to deduce new temporal constraints. As far
as time and resources are concerned, these propagation algorithms are essentially the same
as the ones developed for pure scheduling problems, which will be described in Section
22.3. Indeed, unless stated otherwise, all the algorithms described in Section 22.3 can
be implemented so as to accept other tasks and variables as the search evolves. We also
sketch in that section how some of these algorithms can be adapted to propagate on state
attributes. See [75] for recent advances in the field of using Constraint Programming in
Plan-Space Search.
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22.3 Constraint Propagation for Resource Constraints

Resource constraints represent the fact that activities require some amount of resource
throughout their execution. In this section propagation for resource constraints is described
for unary resources (machines), cumulative resources, and reservoirs. As we will see,
the propagation of resource constraints is a purely deductive process that allows to de-
duce inconsistencies and to tighten the temporal characteristics of activities and resources.
Throughout this section, we will concentrate on non-preemptive scheduling. We refer the
reader to [5] for the generalization of the described constraint propagation techniques to
preemptive and elastic scheduling.

22.3.1 Unary Resources

Several mechanisms have been developed to propagate unary resource constraints. Here
we restrict the discussion to the disjunctive constraint propagation scheme and to the well-
known edge-finding algorithm. Also note that the time tabling mechanism described in
Section 22.3.2 can be applied to unary resources. We refer to [5] for a detailed introduction
and comparison of several other constraint propagation techniques.

Disjunctive constraint propagation

Two activities Ai and Aj requiring the same unary resource cannot overlap in time. So,
either Ai precedes Aj or Aj precedes Ai. If n activities require the resource, one thus
has n(n − 1)/2 (explicit or implicit) of such disjunctive constraints. Variants exist in the
literature [24, 8, 44, 68, 74, 4], but in most cases the propagation consists of maintaining
arc-B-consistency on the formula:

[end(Ai) ≤ start(Aj)] ∨ [end(Aj) ≤ start(Ai)]

Enforcing arc-B-consistency on this formula is done as follows. Whenever the earliest
end time of Ai exceeds the latest start time of Aj , Ai cannot precede Aj ; hence Aj must
precede Ai. The time bounds of Ai and Aj are consequently updated with respect to the
new temporal constraint end(Aj) ≤ start(Ai). Similarly, when the earliest end time of
Aj exceeds the latest start time of Ai, Aj cannot precede Ai. When neither of the two
activities can precede the other, a contradiction is detected.

In Constraint-Based Planning, the disjunctive constraint can easily be adapted to prop-
agate conflicts between mutually exclusive statements [75].

Edge-finding

The edge-finding constraint propagation technique consists of deducing that some activities
from a given set Ω must, can, or cannot, execute first (or last) in Ω. Such deductions
lead to new ordering relations (“edges” in the graph representing the possible orderings of
activities) and new time bounds, i.e., strengthened earliest start times and latest end times
of activities.

In the following, rΩ, dΩ, and pΩ denote the smallest of the earliest start times, the
largest of the latest end times, and the sum of the minimal processing times of the activities
in Ω, respectively. Let Ai ≪ Aj (Ai ≫ Aj) mean that Ai executes before (after) Aj and
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Ai ≪ Ω (Ai ≫ Ω) mean that Ai executes before (after) all the activities in Ω. Once again,
variants exist [9, 10, 11, 12, 54, 7, 52, 59, 77] but the following rules capture the “essence”
of the edge-finding propagation technique:

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [dΩ∪{Ai} − rΩ < pΩ + pi]⇒ [Ai ≪ Ω]

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [dΩ − rΩ∪{Ai} < pΩ + pi]⇒ [Ai ≫ Ω]

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [Ai ≪ Ω]⇒ [end(Ai) ≤ min
∅6=Ω′⊆Ω

(dΩ′ − pΩ′)]

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [Ai ≫ Ω]⇒ [start(Ai) ≥ max
∅6=Ω′⊆Ω

(rΩ′ + pΩ′)]

If n activities require the resource, there are a priori O(n ∗ 2n) pairs (Ai,Ω) to consider.
Still, it is easy to see that when a rule is applied for some set Ω, the same rule provides even
better deductions for the superset Ω′ = {Ai | [ri, di) ⊆ [rΩ, dΩ)}. This makes that one
can restrict the rules to sets ΩI made of all activities whose time window belongs to some
interval I . As there are no more that O(n2) such intervals I , we have a straightforward
polynomial algorithm, running in cubic time, to implement the edge-finding rules. Algo-
rithms that perform all the time bound adjustments in O(n2) are presented in [10, 56, 54].
Another variant of the edge-finding technique is presented in [11]. It runs in O(n logn)
but requires much more complex data structures. [77] presents another variant running in
O(n logn) that requires less complex data structures than the ones used in [11].

Techniques similar to edge-finding have been proposed to propagate groups of mutex
relations in planning [75].

“Not-first” and “not-last” rules

“Not-first” and “not-last” propagation rules have also been developed as a “negative” coun-
terpart to edge-finding. These rules deduce that an activity Ai cannot be the first (or the
last) to execute in Ω ∪ {Ai}.

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [dAi
− rΩ < pΩ + pi]⇒ [end(Ai) ≤ max

B∈Ω
lstB]

∀Ω ∀Ai /∈Ω [dΩ − rAi
< pΩ + pi]⇒ [start(Ai) ≥ min

B∈Ω
eetB]

The corresponding time bound adjustments can be made in O(n2) [3, 71].

Conjunctive reasoning between temporal and resource constraints

The above given propagation techniques reason on the time bounds of activities on one
unary resource. In [57, 69] propagation techniques are presented that reason on the combi-
nation of time bounds of activities on multiple unary resources and the temporal constraints
linking these activities. Even though these techniques have led to good computational re-
sults, they have not yet been studied much. Propagation techniques that reason on the
combination of activity time bounds and temporal constraints on one cumulative resource
or reservoir have been studied. We discuss these techniques in the Section 22.3.3.
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22.3.2 Cumulative Resources

Cumulative resource constraints represent the fact that activities Ai use some amount
cap(Ai) of resource throughout their execution. Many algorithms have been proposed
for the propagation of the non-preemptive cumulative constraint. A limited subset of these
algorithms is presented in this section. In the remainder of this chapter, ci denotes the
minimal value of cap(Ai), i.e., the minimal capacity required by Ai.

Timetable constraint

First we consider the timetable mechanism, widely used in Constraint-Based Schedul-
ing tools, that allows to propagate the resource constraint in an incremental fashion. The
“timetable” is used to maintain information about resource utilization and resource avail-
ability over time. Resource constraints are propagated in two directions. From resources
to activities, to update the time bounds of activities (earliest start times and latest end
times) according to the availability of resources; and from activities to resources, to up-
date the timetables according to the time bounds of activities. Although several variants
exist [44, 31, 45, 67, 50] the propagation mainly consists of maintaining for any time t
arc-B-consistency on the formula:

∑

Ai|start(Ai)≤t<end(Ai)

cap(Ai) ≤ cap(R)

Disjunctive constraint

LetAi andAj be two activities such that ci+cj > cap(R). As such they cannot overlap in
time and thus eitherAi precedesAj orAj precedesAi, i.e., the disjunctive constraint holds
between these activities. In general the disjunctive constraint achieves arc-B-consistency
on the formula

[cap(Ai) + cap(Aj) ≤ cap(R)] ∨ [end(Ai) ≤ start(Aj)] ∨ [end(Aj) ≤ start(Ai)]

Energy reasoning

Energy based constraint propagation algorithms compare the amount of energy provided
by a resource over some interval [t1, t2) to the amount of energy required by activities
that have to be processed over this interval. [25] proposes the following definition of the
required energy consumption that takes into account the fact that activities cannot be in-
terrupted. Given an activity Ai and a time interval [t1, t2),WSh(Ai, t1, t2), the “Left-Shift
/ Right-Shift” required energy consumption of Ai over [t1, t2) is ci times the minimum of
the three following durations.

• t2 − t1, the length of the interval;

• p+
i (t1) = max(0, pi −max(0, t1 − ri)), the number of time units during which Ai

executes after time t1 if Ai is left-shifted, i.e., scheduled as soon as possible;
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• p−i (t2) = max(0, pi −max(0, di − t2)), the number of time units during which Ai
executes before time t2 if Ai is right-shifted, i.e., scheduled as late as possible.

This leads toWSh(Ai, t1, t2) = ci min(t2−t1, p+
i (t1), p

−
i (t2)). In Figure 22.6 an example

is given where the required energy consumption of A1 over [2, 7) is 8. Indeed, at least 4
time units of A1 have to be executed in [2, 7); i.e., WSh(A, 2, 7) = 2 min(5, 5, 4) = 8.

 
 

Figure 22.6: Left-Shift / Right-Shift.

The Left-Shift / Right-Shift overall required energy consumption WSh(t1, t2) over an
interval [t1, t2) is then defined as the sum over all activitiesAi ofWSh(Ai, t1, t2). The Left-
Shift / Right-Shift slack SSh(t1, t2) over [t1, t2) is defined as C(t2 − t1) −WSh(t1, t2). It
is obvious that if there is a feasible schedule then SSh(t1, t2) ≥ 0 for all t1 and t2 such that
t2 ≥ t1.

It is shown in [5] how the values of WSh can be used to adjust activity time bounds.
Given an activity Ai and a time interval [t1, t2) with t2 < di, it is examined whether Ai
can end before t2. If there is a time interval [t1, t2) such that

WSh(t1, t2)−WSh(Ai, t1, t2) + cip
+
i (t1) > C(t2 − t1)

then a valid lower bound of the end time of Ai is

t2 +
1

ci
(WSh(t1, t2)−WSh(Ai, t1, t2) + cip

+
i (t1)− C(t2 − t1))

Similarly, when

WSh(t1, t2)−WSh(Ai, t1, t2) + ci min(t2 − t1, p+
i (t1)) > C(t2 − t1),

Ai cannot start before t1 and a valid lower bound of the start time of Ai is

t2 −
1

ci
(C(t2 − t1)−WSh(t1, t2) +WSh(Ai, t1, t2)).

[5] presents a O(n3) algorithm to compute these time bound adjustments for all n ac-
tivities. It is first shown there are O(n2) intervals [t1, t2) of interest. Given an interval
and an activity, the adjustment procedure runs in O(1). As such the obvious overall com-
plexity of the algorithm is thus O(n3). An interesting open question is whether there is a
quadratic algorithm to compute all the adjustments on the O(n2) intervals under consid-
eration. Another open question at this point is whether the characterization of the O(n2)
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time intervals in [5] can be sharpened in order to eliminate some intervals and reduce the
practical complexity of the corresponding algorithm. Finally, it seems reasonable to think
that the time bound adjustments could be sharpened. Even though the energy tests can be
limited (without any loss) to a given set of intervals, it could be that the corresponding
adjustment rules cannot.

22.3.3 Conjunctive Reasoning between Temporal and Resource Constraints

The propagation algorithms described in the previous section reason on the time bounds
of activities (ri, lsti, eeti,di) and do not directly take into account the precedence con-
straints that may exist between them. We describe in this section two recently proposed
propagation algorithms respectively on cumulative resources and reservoirs. Like previous
propagation algorithms, both of them are used to discover new time bounds and/or new
precedence relations. The main originality lies in the fact that they analyze the relative po-
sition of activities (precedence relations in the precedence graph) rather than their absolute
position only, as was the case for the previously discussed propagation techniques. As a
consequence, they allow a much stronger propagation when the time windows of activities
are large and when the current schedule contains a lot of precedence relations, which is
typically the case when integrating planning and scheduling.

Precedence graph

The algorithms presented in this section require that a temporal network representing the
relations between the time points of all activities (start and end times) using the Point Al-
gebra [76] is maintained during search. We denote the set of qualitative relations between
time points by {∅,≺,�,=,≻,�, 6=, ?}. The temporal network is in charge of maintaining
the transitive closure of those relations.

If si and ei denote the start and end time-point of activity Ai, the initial set of relations
consist of the precedences si ≺ ei for each activity Ai and xi � xj or xi ≺ xj for each
precedence constraint xi ≤ xj + dij depending on the value of dij . For instance, for a
precedence constraint end(Ai) ≤ start(Aj) between two activities Ai and Aj , the initial
precedence graph contains the relation ei � sj .

During search additional precedence relations can be added as decisions or as the result
of constraint propagation.

Energy precedence constraint

The energy precedence propagation [41] for an activity Ai on a cumulative resource Rk
ensures that for each subset φ of predecessor activities of activity Ai the resource provides
enough energy to execute all activities in φ between rφ and si. More formally, it performs
the following deduction rule

∀φ⊆{Aj |ej�si} start(Ai) >= rφ + ⌈Eφ/cap(Rk)⌉
where Eφ is the sum of the minimal value of E(Aj, Rk) (minimal energy) over all Aj
in φ. The propagation of the energy precedence constraint can be performed for all the
activities on a resource and for all the subsets φ with a total worst-case time complexity of
O(n(p + log(n)) where n is the number of activities on the resource and p the maximal
number of predecessors of a given activity in the temporal network (p < n).
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Balance constraint

On a reservoir resource, if x is the start or end time of an activity that changes the reservoir
level, we denote by q(x) the integer variable representing the relative change of the reser-
voir level due to the activity. By convention, 0 < q(x) represents a production event and
q(x) < 0 a consumption event. The basic idea of the balance constraint [41] is to for each
event x compute an upper and lower bound on the reservoir level at the time of x. Using
the temporal network, an upper bound on the reservoir level at date x− ǫ just before x can
be computed assuming that:

• All the production events y that may be executed strictly before x are executed
strictly before x and produce as much as possible, i.e., produce ub(q(y)) (denoted
by qmax(y)). Let Poss�(x) = {y | ¬(x ≺ y)} denote the set of events that may be
executed before or at the same time as x.

• All the consumption events y that need to be executed strictly before x are executed
strictly before x and consume as little as possible, i.e., consume qmax(y)1. Let
Nec≺(x) = {y | (y ≺ x)} denote the set of events that necessarily execute strictly
before x.

• All the consumption events that may execute simultaneously or after x are executed
simultaneously or after x.

More formally, if P is the set of production events and C the set of consumption events,
the upper bound can be computed as follows:

L<max(x) =
∑

y∈P∩Poss�(x)

qmax(y) +
∑

y∈C∩Nec≺(x)

qmax(y) (22.2)

For symmetry reasons, we describe only the propagation based on L<max(x). Using this
bound, the balance constraint is able to discover four types of information: dead ends, new
bounds for required capacity variables, new bounds for time variables, and new precedence
relations.

• Discovering dead ends. This is the most trivial propagation. Whenever L<max(x) <
0, we know that the level of the reservoir will surely be negative just before event x
so the search has reached a dead end.

• Discovering new bounds on required capacity variables. Suppose there exists a con-
sumption event y ∈ Nec≺(x) such that qmax(y)− qmin(y) > L<max(x). If y would
consume a quantity q such that qmax(y) − q > L<max(x) then, simply by replacing
qmax(y) by q in (22.2), we see that the level of the reservoir would be negative just
before x. Thus, we can deduce that q(y) ≥ qmax(y)− L<max(x).

• Discovering new bounds on time variables.

\Nec≺(x) consists of the set of events that may but need not necessarily execute
strictly before x, i.e., they can also execute at the same time as or after x. Let P (x)

1For a consumption event, q < 0 and thus, qmax really corresponds to the smallest consumption of the
event.
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denote the set of production events in Poss�(x) \Nec≺(x). The reasoning behind
the deduction here is that if the maximal reservoir level of all events necessarily ex-
ecuted strictly before x is negative, then some production events in P (x) need to be
scheduled before x, more specifically x needs to be scheduled after a sufficient num-
ber of these production events to not have a negative reservoir level. More formally,
let’s rewrite (22.2) as follows:

L<max(x) =
∑

y∈Nec≺(x)

qmax(y) +
∑

y∈P∩(Poss�(x)\Nec≺(x))

qmax(y)

The first term of this equation is the sum of the maximal production and minimal
consumption of the events that necessarily execute strictly before x, thus giving the
maximal reservoir level. As L<max(x) ≥ 0, we know that if this term is negative, it
means that some production events in P (x) will have to be executed strictly before
x in order to produce at least:

∆<
min(x) = −

∑

y∈Nec≺(x)

qmax(y)

We suppose the production events (y1, · · · , yi, · · · , yp) in P (x) are ordered by non-
decreasing minimal time tmin(y). tmin(y) is either the earliest start time or earliest
end time, depending on whether y is a start or end time. Let k be the index in [1, p]
such that:

k−1
∑

i=1

qmax(yi) < ∆<
min(x) ≤

k
∑

i=1

qmax(yi)

If event x is executed at a date t(x) ≤ tmin(yk), not enough producers will be able
to execute strictly before x in order to ensure a positive level just before x. Thus,
tmin(yk) + 1 is a valid lower bound of t(x).

• Discovering new precedence relations. There are cases where one can perform an
even stronger propagation. P (x) is again the set of production events in Poss�(x)\
Nec≺(x). If there is one production event y in P (x) that is needed to produce before
x to not get a negative reservoir level, a precedence relation can be deduced between
y and x. So, suppose there exists a production event y in P (x) such that:

∑

z∈P (x)∩Poss�(y)

qmax(z) < ∆<
min(x)

Then, if we had t(x) ≤ t(y), we would see that again there is no way to produce
∆<
min(x) before event x as the only events that could produce strictly before event

x are the ones in P (x)∩ Poss�(y). Thus, we can deduce the necessary precedence
relation: t(y) < t(x). Note that a weaker version of this propagation has been
proposed in [16] that runs in O(n2) and does not analyze the precedence relations
between the events of P (x).
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The balance algorithm can be executed for all the events x on a reservoir with a global
worst-case complexity inO(n2) if the propagation that discovers new precedence relations
is not turned on, and in O(n3) for a full propagation. In practice, there are many ways to
shortcut this worst case and in particular, it has been noticed that the algorithmic cost of
the extra propagation that discovers new precedence relations was in general negligible.
Unlike all the other propagation algorithms we have seen in this section 22.3, the balance
constraint cannot directly be applied in planning problems because it assumes that the
set or producer and consumer events is completely known. The extension of the balance
constraint to planning problems is discussed in [41].

22.4 Constraint Propagation on Optimization Criteria

As said in Section 22.1.5, the commonly used way of modeling an objective function is by
introducing a variable criterion that is constrained to be equal to the value of the objective
function. In cases where the objective function F is a function of the end variables of the
activities and F is a maximum such as Cmax or Tmax, considering the objective constraint
and the resource constraints independently is not a problem. Indeed, the upper bound on
criterion is directly propagated on the end time of each activity, i.e., latest end times are
tightened efficiently.

The situation is more complex for sum functions such as
∑

wiCi,
∑

wiTi, or
∑

wiUi,
and for objective functions that are not a function of the end variables of the activities like
sum of setup times and sum of setup costs. For several of these cases, dedicated constraint
propagation techniques have been developed often taking the resource constraints and the
objective function simultaneously into account.

In this section we describe such dedicated constraint propagation techniques for two
objective functions in more detail: weighted number of late activities (

∑

wiUi) and sum
of setup times and setup costs. For more general considerations on cost-based constraint
propagation we refer to [28].

22.4.1 Weighted Number of Late Activities

In this section we pay attention to constraint propagation for the objective function
∑

wiUi,
i.e., minimizing the weighted number of late activities, as described in [5].

The basis for this constraint propagation is formed by calculating a good lower bound
on the weighted number of late activities. Such a lower bound is obviously also a lower
bound for the variable criterion. Relaxing non-preemption is a well-known technique
to obtain good lower bounds in scheduling. Unfortunately, the preemptive problem re-
mains NP-Hard. A “relaxed preemptive lower bound”, i.e., a slightly stronger relaxation
than the preemptive relaxation, can be used. As explained below, it can be computed in
O(n2 log n).

Let us recall a well-known result for the One-Machine Scheduling Problem (i.e., the
problem of scheduling activities on a unary resource). Its preemptive relaxation is polyno-
mial and has the very interesting property that there exists a feasible preemptive schedule
if and only if over any interval [t1, t2), the sum of the processing times of the activities in
{Ai | [t1 ≤ ri] ∧ [di ≤ t2]} is at most t2 − t1. It is well-known that relevant values for t1
and t2 are respectively the release dates and the deadlines [8].
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A decision variable xi per activity is introduced that equals 1 when the activity is on-
time and 0 otherwise. Notice that if di ≤ δi, Ai is on-time in any solution, i.e., xi = 1.
In such a case we adjust the value of δi to di (this has no impact on solutions) so that
due dates are always smaller than or equal to deadlines. We also assume that there is a
preemptive schedule that meets all deadlines (if not, the resource constraint does not hold
and a backtrack occurs). The following Mixed Integer Program (MIP) [64] computes the
minimum weighted number of late activities in the preemptive case:

min

n
∑

1

wi(1− xi)

u.c.







∀t1 ∀t2>t1
∑

S(t1,t2)

pi +
∑

P (t1,t2)

pixi ≤ t2 − t1

∀i∈{1,...,n} xi ∈ {0, 1}

(22.3)

where S(t1, t2) is the set of activities that are sure to execute between t1 and t2 and where
P (t1, t2) is the set of activities that are preferred to execute between t1 and t2.

S(t1, t2) = {Ai | ri ≥ t1 ∧ di ≤ t2}
P (t1, t2) = {Ai | ri ≥ t1 ∧ di > t2 ∧ δi ≤ t2}

Actually, it is easy to see that the relevant values of t1 correspond to the release dates and
those of t2 to the due dates and deadlines. Hence, there are O(n2) constraints in the MIP.
We now focus on the continuous relaxation of (22.3) in which for any activity Ai such that
ri + pi > δi, i.e., for any late activity, the constraint xi = 0 is added.

min
n
∑

1

wi(1− xi)

u.c.















∀t1∈{ri} ∀t2∈{di}∪{δi} | t2>t1

∑

S(t1,t2)

pi +
∑

P (t1,t2)

pixi ≤ t2 − t1

∀i ri + pi > δi ⇒ xi = 0
∀i∈{1,...,n} xi ∈ [0, 1]

(22.4)

The linear program (22.4) can be solved with an LP solver and we can use reduced
costs to prove that some activities can, must or cannot end before their due date. In [5] an
O(n2 log n) algorithm is described solving the same problem.

22.4.2 Sum of Setup Times and Sum of Setup Costs

In this section we pay attention to constraint propagation of setup time and setup cost
constraints. We discuss the constraint propagation as described in [30]. We also refer to
[29, 28] that extend work of Brucker and Thiele [7] in the context of CP. To simplify the
presentation, we only consider the case where there are no cumulative resources. We do
include the possible presence of alternative resources (see Section 22.1.4).

The basis for the constraint propagation of setup times and setup costs described in this
section is formed by using a routing problem as a relaxation of the scheduling problem. In
this problem, one has a set of start nodes, a set of internal nodes, and a set of end nodes.
Each internal node i represents an activity Ai. When having m alternative machines, one
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is looking form disjoint routes or paths in the graph defined by these three sets. Each route
corresponds to a different machine, starting in the start node of the machine, traversing a
sequence of internal nodes, and ending in the end node of the machine. More precisely,
let I = {1, . . . , n} be a set of n nodes, and E = {n + 1, . . . , n + m} and S = {n +
m + 1, . . . , n + 2 ∗m} two sets of m nodes. Nodes in I represent internal nodes, nodes
in S represent start nodes, and nodes in E represent end nodes. A global constraint is
defined ensuring that m different routes ρ1, . . . , ρm exist such that all internal nodes are
visited exactly once by a route starting from a node in S and ending in a node in E. Start
nodes n + m + 1, . . . , n + 2 ∗ m belong to routes ρ1, . . . , ρm, respectively. End nodes
n + 1, . . . , n + m belong to routes ρ1, . . . , ρm, respectively. Moreover, sets of possible
routes can be associated to each internal node.

In the CP model three variables per node are defined. Variables nexti and previ iden-
tify the nodes visited directly after and directly before node i, respectively. Variables
routei identify the route node i belongs to. Variables nexti and previ take their values in
{1, . . . , n+2m}. Variables routei take their values in {1, . . . ,m}. Each start and end node
has its route variable bound, i.e., routen+1 = 1, . . . , routen+m = m, routen+m+1 = 1,
. . . , routen+2m = m. In order to have a uniform treatment of all nodes inside the con-
straint, each start node n+m+ u has its prevn+m+u variable bound to the corresponding
end node (prevn+m+u = n+ u), and each end node n+ u has its nextn+u variable bound
to the corresponding start node (nextn+u = n + m + u). There furthermore exists a
setup cost cuij that expresses that if node j is visited directly after node i on a route u
(nexti = j, routei = routej = u), a cost cuij is induced. A feasible solution is defined
as an assignment of distinct values to each next variable, while avoiding sub-tours (tours
containing only internal nodes), and respecting the constraints

nexti = j ⇔ prevj = i

nexti = j ⇒ routei = routej

The problem is then to find an optimal feasible solution, i.e., a feasible solution that
minimizes

n
∑

i=1

cui nexti (22.5)

As said, the routing problem described constitutes a relaxation of the global scheduling
problem. If an internal node i has its next variable assigned to another internal node j,
activityAi directly precedes activityAj . If an internal node i has its next variable assigned
to an ending node n+u, activityAi is the last activity scheduled on machineRu. The setup
cost function cuij of the routing problem corresponds to the setup times setup(Ai, Aj , Ru)
or setup costs setupCost(Ai, Aj , Ru) between activities (see Section 22.1.4). As such
the minimization of the total setup cost (22.5) in the routing problem corresponds to the
minimization of the sum of setup times or setup costs in the scheduling problem.

Route optimization constraint

One of the basic ideas of the constraint propagation in [30] is to create a global constraint
having a propagation algorithm aimed at removing those assignments from variable do-
mains which do not improve the best solution found so far. Domain reduction is achieved
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by optimally solving an Assignment Problem [22] which is a relaxation of the routing prob-
lem described and thus also of the global scheduling problem. The Assignment Problem is
the graph theory problem of finding a set of disjoint sub-tours such that all the vertices in
a graph are visited and the overall cost is minimized.

In the routing problem we look for a set of m disjoint routes each of them starting
from a start node and ending in the corresponding end node covering all nodes in a graph,
i.e., considering that each end node is connected to the corresponding start node, we look
for a set of m disjoint tours each of them containing a start node. This problem can be
formulated as an Assignment Problem on the graph defined by the set of nodes in the
routing problem and the set of arcs (i, j) such that j ∈ domain(nexti). The cost on arc
(i, j) is the minimal setup cost (or time), i.e.,

min
u∈domain(routei)∩domain(routej)

setupCost(Ai, Aj , Ru).

The value of the optimal solution of the Assignment Problem is obviously a lower bound
on the value of the optimal solution of the routing problem. The primal-dual algorithm
described in [34] provides an optimal integer solution for the Assignment Problem. Besides
this optimal assignment with the corresponding lower bound LB on the original problem,
a reduced cost matrix c̄ is obtained. Each c̄ij estimates the additional cost to be added
to LB if variable nexti takes the value j. These results can be used both in constraint
propagation as in the definition of search heuristics. The lower bound LB is trivially
linked to the criterion variable representing the objective function through the constraint
LB ≤ criterion. More interesting is the propagation based on reduced costs. Given the
reduced cost matrix c̄, it is known that LBnexti=j = LB + c̄ij is a valid lower bound for
the problem where nexti takes the value j. Therefore we can impose

LBnexti=j > ub(criterion)⇒ nexti 6= j

For more details on the use of reduced costs for setup constraints we refer to [30]. We
remark that reduced cost fixing appears to be particularly suited for CP. In fact, while re-
duced cost fixing is extensively used in OR frameworks, it is usually not exploited to trigger
other constraints, but only in the following lower bound computation, i.e., the following
node in the search tree. When embedded in a CP framework, the reduced cost fixing pro-
duces domain reductions which usually trigger propagation from other constraints in the
problem through shared variables.

Precedence graph constraint

Linking the routing model and the scheduling model is done thanks to a precedence graph
constraint. This constraint maintains for each machine Ru an extended precedence graph
Gu that allows to represent and propagate temporal relations between pairs of activities
on the machine as well as to dynamically compute the transitive closure of those relations.
More precisely, Gu is a graph whose vertices are the alternative activitiesAui that may exe-
cute on machineRu (see Section 22.1.4). A nodeAui is said to surely contribute if machine
Ru is the only possible machine on which Ai can be processed. Otherwise, if activity Ai
can also be processed on other machines, the node Aui is said to possibly contribute. Two
kinds of edges are represented on Gu:
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• A precedence edge between two alternative activities Aui → Auj means that if ma-
chine Ru is chosen for both activities Ai and Aj , then Aj will have to be processed
after Ai on Ru.

• A next edge between two alternative activities Aui ⇒ Auj means that if machine Ru
is chosen for both activities Ai and Aj then Aj will have to be processed directly
after Ai on Ru. No activity may be processed on Ru between Ai and Aj .

The first role of the precedence graph is to incrementally maintain the closure of this
graph when new edges or vertices are inserted, i.e., to deduce new edges given the ones
already present in the graph. The following five rules [30] are used by the precedence
graph:

1. If Aui → Auj , Auj → Aui , and Aui surely contributes then Auj does not contribute
(Incompatibility rule).

2. If Aui → Aul , Aul → Auj , and Aul surely contributes then Aui → Auj (Transitive
closure through contributor).

3. If Aul ⇒ Aui , Aul → Auj , and Aul surely contributes then Aui → Auj (Next-edge
closure on the left).

4. If Auj ⇒ Aul , Aui → Aul , and Aul surely contributes then Aui → Auj (Next-edge
closure on the right).

5. If for all Aul either Aul → Aui or Auj → Aul then Aui ⇒ Auj (Next-edge finding).

New edges are added on the precedence graph Gu by the scheduling constraints (prece-
dence and resource constraints) and by the route optimization constraint (whenever a vari-
able nexti is bound a new next-edge is added). Besides computing the incremental closure,
the precedence graph also incrementally maintains the set of activities that are possibly
next to a given activity Aui given the current topology of Gu. As such it allows to effec-
tively reduce the domain of the variables nexti and previ. Furthermore, the precedence
graph constraint propagates the current set of precedence relations expressed on Gu on the
start and end variables of activities.

22.5 Heuristic Search

The general principles around search in CP apply to both the planning and scheduling
domain:

• Since for complexity reasons constraint propagation cannot remove all impossible
values from the domains of variables, heuristic search is required to generate a solu-
tion to the problem instance under consideration.

• Once a solution with a given cost is found, this heuristic search can be either contin-
ued or restarted with an additional constraint stating that only solutions with a lower
cost are searched for. In the case of multiple criteria, this additional constraint can
be replaced by a set of constraints authorizing the solution to deteriorate for some
criteria if it improves for others.
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• Some variables are more constrained than others, depending on the problem in-
stance: some activities lie on a critical path of the precedence graph, some resources
are more heavily loaded than others, etc. Focusing on the more constrained variables
first is more likely to quickly lead to a solution.

However, the significance of temporal and resource constraints makes it possible to use
these principles in domain-specific manners. Let us first consider the case of the pure Job
Shop Scheduling Problem [33]. The variables of the problem are basically just the start
and end times of activities and the criterion variable representing the makespan (Cmax).
Temporal constraints relating these variables are propagated in a perfect manner, i.e., the
earliest and latest start and end times resulting from constraint propagation guarantee that
the temporal constraints are satisfied. The only remaining constraints are the resource
constraints. As there are only unary resources, no two activities Ai and Aj requiring the
same resource can overlap in time, i.e., either Ai precedes Aj or Aj precedes Ai (see
Section 22.3.1). Following this basic observation, rather than attempting to instantiate the
start and end variables, an appealing and often much more efficient strategy consists in
deciding in which order activities shall execute, i.e., whether Ai shall execute before Aj or
Aj before Ai.

Although it is less immediate, the same type of branching strategy can also be consid-
ered for cumulative resources. Indeed, whenever n non-preemptible activities are such that
the sum of the capacities required exceeds the available capacity (for a given resource),
at least two of these activities cannot overlap in time, and hence must be ordered. An al-
ternative but equivalent view consists in considering a cumulative resource R of capacity
cap(R) as a set of cap(R) “lines” of capacity 1, on which activities cannot overlap. Hence,
if the activities can be organized along at most c sequences such that (i) an activity Ai re-
quiring capacity cap(Ai) appears in cap(Ai) sequences and (ii) activities in each sequence
are totally ordered by temporal constraints, then the satisfaction of the temporal constraints
guarantees the satisfaction of the resource constraint.

In practice, the right branching strategy also depends on the optimization criterion (or
multiple criteria) to optimize:

• An optimization criterion to minimize is called “regular” if it increases with the
end times of the activities. In other terms, a solution S cannot be strictly better than
another solution S′ if no activityAi finishes earlier in S than in S′. Examples of reg-
ular criteria include the makespan, the average completion time of the activities, the
maximal or weighted tardiness of activities, the weighted number of late activities.
When the optimization criterion is regular, it is particularly appropriate to solve the
resource constraints by ordering activities: on any given branch of the search tree,
the value of the criterion obtained by replacing each end time variable by its lower
bound is a lower bound for the optimization function. In addition, if at a given node
the earliest start and end times satisfy all the constraints of the problem (which is
the case for resource constraints if they have been replaced by appropriate temporal
constraints and these temporal constraints have been propagated), then these earliest
start and end times provide the best solution attainable from this node. “Dominance
properties” can also be applied to prune some nodes: whenever it can be shown that
for any schedule attainable from a node, an equivalent or better schedule is attainable
from another node, the first node can be discarded. For example, if a partial schedule
contains a hole on a resource (an interval of time over which it can be shown that
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no activity requiring the resource can execute), and an activity is scheduled after the
hole for no good reason, then the node can be discarded since another branch will
lead to a schedule in which this activity (or another) occupies the hole [48].

• An optimization criterion is called “sequence-dependent” if it depends only on the
relative order in which activities are executed. Typical example are of course the sum
of setup times and the sum of setup costs. When optimizing sequence-dependent
criteria, it is once again particularly appropriate to solve the resource constraints by
ordering activities: once activities are sequenced, the earliest start and end times that
result from constraint propagation can be used as a solution. Note however that the
dominance properties that exist for regular criteria cannot be applied to sequence-
dependent criteria: for example, it might be worth leaving a hole in a schedule by
executing a specific activity later if it enables to save a costly setup.

• Other optimization criteria are more difficult to optimize. For example, work in
process time, i.e., the average difference between the end time of the last activity
composing a given job and the start time of the first activity of the job, is an irregular
criterion which is difficult to optimize as the first activity of each job shall be exe-
cuted as late as possible while the last activity of each job shall be executed as early
as possible. Storage costs, in particular the cost of storing intermediate products,
are difficult to optimize for the same reason. In such cases, it is not sufficient to se-
quence the activities. It is however often the case that once the resource constraints
have been solved by sequencing activities, a linear program can be used to determine
the optimal solution for the chosen sequences. Hybrid algorithms based on both CP
and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) [64] can be used for this purpose [2].

22.5.1 The Use of Local Search

Even when search can be simplified by looking for good sequences and using dominance
properties, search spaces for planning or scheduling problems tend to be very large. In
practice, it is often impossible to explore a search space completely and guarantee the
delivery of an optimal solution. For an industrial planning or scheduling application it
however generally suffices to provide “good” solutions within reasonable time. It is for
such applications more important to be robust with respect to variations in the problem
instances like variations in problem size, variations in numerical characteristics, and ad-
dition of side constraints. This is often achieved by mixing constraint-based tree search
with Local Search (LS) or by actually implementing LS with constraints. Local search is
taken as an alternative way to explore the search space. Explored neighborhoods vary a
lot from an application to another, so it is difficult to establish a general taxonomy of the
approaches reported in the literature. We will use two examples to convey the basic ideas.

Caseau and Laburthe [13] describe an algorithm for the Job Shop Scheduling Problem
which combines CP and LS. The overall algorithm finds an approximate solution to start
with, makes local changes and repairs on it to quickly decrease the makespan and, finally,
performs an exhaustive search for decreasing makespans. Given a schedule, a critical path
is defined as a sequence of activities where i) for each activity Ai that appears before
activity Aj in the sequence Ai indeed precedes Aj in the schedule and ii) the sum of the
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processing times of the activities in the sequence equals the makespan of the schedule.
Two types of local moves are considered:

• “Repair” moves swap two activities scheduled on the same machine to shrink or
reduce the number of critical paths.

• “Shuffle” moves [1] keep part of the solution and search through the rest of the so-
lution space to complete it. Each shuffle move is implemented as a constraint-based
search algorithm with a limited number of backtracks (typically 10, progressively
increased to 100 or 1000), under the constraint that the makespan of the solution
must be improved (with a given improvement step, typically 1% of the makespan,
progressively decreased to one time unit).

Excellent computational results have been obtained with this approach [13, 14] as well as
with other constraint-based implementations of shuffle moves, as reported in [4, 55].

In the same spirit, the best algorithm used by Le Pape and Baptiste [46] for the Pre-
emptive Job Shop Scheduling Problem relies on the combination of:

• a strong constraint propagation algorithm (edge-finding);

• a local optimization operator called “Jackson derivation”;

• limited discrepancy search [38] around the best schedule found so far.

Limited discrepancy search is an alternative to depth-first search, which relies on the as-
sumption that a heuristic makes few mistakes throughout the search. Thus, considering
the path from the root node of the tree to the first solution found by a depth-first search
algorithm, there should be few “wrong turns” (i.e., few nodes which were not immediately
selected by the heuristic). The basic idea is to restrict the search to paths that do not di-
verge more than w times from the choices recommended by the heuristic. Each time this
limited search fails to improve on the best current schedule, w is incremented and the pro-
cess is iterated, until either a better solution is found or it is proven that there is no better
solution. It is easy to prove that when w gets large enough, limited discrepancy search is
complete. Yet it can be seen as a form of LS around the recommendation of the heuristic.
On ten well-known problem instances, each with 100 activities, experimental results show
that each of the three techniques mentioned above brings improvements in efficiency, the
average deviation to optimal solutions after 10 minutes of CPU time falling from 13.72%
when none of these techniques is used to 0.23% when they are all employed.

Globally, the integration of LS and CP is promising whenever LS operators provide a
good basis for the exploration of the search space and either side constraints or effective
constraint propagation algorithms can be used to prune the search space. The examples
presented in the literature represent a significant step toward the understanding of the pos-
sible combinations of LS and CP. Yet the definition of a general approach and methodology
for integrating LS and CP remains an important area of research.

22.5.2 The Use of Mixed Integer Programming

In industrial applications, scheduling issues are often mixed with resource allocation, ca-
pacity planning, or inventory management issues for which MIP is a method of choice.
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Several examples have been reported where a hybrid combination of CP and MIP was
shown to be more efficient than pure CP or MIP models (cf., for example, [60, 61, 63, 2,
19, 43]). As in the case of local search, there are many ways to combine CP and MIP, and
we will just focus on two particular examples.

A dynamic scheduling problem is solved in [63]. In this example, the linear solver
includes only temporal constraints (some of which have been added to the initial problem
in order to ensure the satisfaction of resource constraints) and the definition of the opti-
mization criterion as the total deviation of start times of activities from the start times of
the same activities in a reference schedule. An interesting characteristic of this model is
that the optimal continuous solution of the linear sub-problem is guaranteed to be integral;
hence, either this solution satisfies all the resource constraints and it is optimal, or it vio-
lates some resource constraint which can be used to branch on the order of two conflicting
activities. CP is used to limit and select the explored branches.

[19] and [43] consider the case in which it is not certain that an activity will use a given
resource, either because there are alternative resources, or because the activity can be left
unperformed against a certain cost (see Section 22.1.4). We recall that an unperformed
activity will not require capacity, but will obey potential temporal constraints, etc., and
will also obey the calendar of the chosen resource. [19, 43] do not consider resource
calendars, so an unperformed activity requires its normal processing time to be completed.
Note that to our knowledge no MIP approach exists that handles resource calendars.

Also without resource calendars this problem is already challenging for any optimiza-
tion technique. MIP is a good candidate for representing the cost function, but no good
MIP model is known to state that a resource can only perform one activity at a time. CP
usually deals well with precedence and resource constraints, but adding an upper bound on
the optimization criterion does in general not result in effective constraint propagation. LS
operators based on permuting activities are easy to design, but the impact of a permutation
on the total cost is hard to estimate. In [19], several cooperative optimization algorithms
centered on a MIP model have been proposed and compared with a pre-existing combina-
tion of CP and LS:

• The MIP algorithm relies on the default search strategy of CPLEX 9.0 [39].

• The IS+MIP algorithm consists in using CP to construct an initial solution to the
problem. This solution is then used as a starting point for CPLEX.

• The IS+MIP+RINS algorithm is similar to IS+MIP but activates the relaxation in-
duced neighborhood search option of CPLEX [20]. Relaxation induced neighbor-
hood search is a form of LS which relies on the continuous relaxation to define a
neighborhood of the current solution: the integer variables that have the same values
in the solution of the continuous relaxation and in the best solution known so far are
fixed to these values and a sub-MIP on the remaining variables is solved (with a limit
on the number of nodes explored).

• The IS+MIP+RINS+GD algorithm adds the guided dives option of CPLEX [20] to
the IS+MIP+RINS algorithm. When a variable is selected for branching, the “guided
dives” strategy will explore first the node in which this variable is fixed to the value
that it takes in the best solution known so far.
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• The IS+MIP+RINS+GD+MCORE algorithm adds to the IS+MIP+RINS+GD algo-
rithm another form of LS which defines a neighborhood by heuristically reducing
the values of “big-M” coefficients of the MIP model.

These algorithms have been tested on 22 job shop instances from the Manufacturing Sched-
uling Library (MaScLib) [58], with up to 260 activities. The results have shown the interest
of all the components that have been added to the initial MIP algorithm. They also show
that on pure problems, hybrid algorithms based on MIP can compete with state-of-the-art
techniques.

The generalization of these examples into a principled approach is an important re-
search issue for the forthcoming years. In particular, MIP models are often difficult to
extend to the representation of additional constraints such as setup times and costs, calen-
dars, etc.

22.6 Conclusions

In the introduction of this chapter we have seen that one of the key factors of the success of
Constraint-Based Scheduling lies in the fact that a powerful combination was found of the
research fields of Operations Research (OR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). From OR its
efficient algorithms and its culture for searching for efficient algorithms were used. From
AI the general modeling and problem-solving paradigm of CP and its culture for searching
for natural ways of modeling a problem in the needed real-life detail were used.

In this way Constraint-Based Scheduling preserves the general modeling and problem-
solving paradigm of CP while the integration of efficient propagation algorithms improves
the overall performance of the approach. Efficient OR algorithms integrated in a CP ap-
proach allow the user to benefit from the efficiency of OR techniques in a flexible frame-
work. Although the use of CP in planning is, due to the problem complexity, less ma-
ture than its use in scheduling, Constraint-Based Planning follows the same pattern as
Constraint-Based Scheduling where CP is used as a framework for integrating efficient
special purpose algorithms into a flexible and expressive paradigm. As in several other
areas of application, an important way to integrate efficient algorithms in CP for schedul-
ing and planning was found by incorporating them inside global constraints. Sections 22.3
and 22.4 pay attention to such constraint propagation.

Besides the powerful propagation, another strength was identified namely the capacity
to in a natural and flexible way model the scheduling or planning problem at hand in the
required real-life detail. We want to stress that this capacity is becoming more and more
important. Indeed through the widespread adoption of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
systems, more and more companies have access to the data that allows them to capture the
reality in the detail they need. One of the reasons Advanced Planning and Scheduling
systems (APS’s) are not as widely adopted as one would think following this observation,
is that these offerings often fail to model reality in sufficient detail. This leads to the
aforementioned classical drawbacks of one being forced to discard degrees of freedom and
side constraints. It’s especially on the side constraints that APS’s tend to be weak, thus
leading to the system solving an oversimplified problem resulting in producing impractical
solutions for the original problem. It is here that we believe Constraint-Based Planning
and Scheduling have a great, largely unused, potential.
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Two other strengths identified in this chapter are i) a natural fit of expressing scheduling
specific heuristics using CP tree search, and ii) a proven good potential of combining the
CP approach with solution techniques as Local Search, Large Neighborhood Search, and
Mixed Integer Programming. We have seen several examples of this in Section 22.5. These
strengths are thus about having the flexibility in the approach to adapt the search such that
the needed performance to solve the problems is obtained. Although this has indeed been
a strength over the years, we want to stress that we believe the field should pay increased
attention to providing good default search, i.e., a search procedure that works “out-of-the-
box” at least for a certain class of problems. This is much like a lot of the work done
in the area of Mixed Integer Programming. That latter work has led to a broadening of
the audience that can use Mixed Integer Programming to solve their problems. A similar
effect should be obtained for CP in general and Constraint-Based Planning and Scheduling
in particular. This, combined with the natural way of modeling problems present in CP,
should open up CP for a much broader use than today.

Another main research challenge is on doing planning and scheduling under uncer-
tainty. Uncertainty is inherent to planning and scheduling environments and correctly deal-
ing with it is of invaluable practical importance. Two basic ways for dealing with uncer-
tainty, together with different combination of them, have been studied: reactive (reschedul-
ing) and proactive (robust scheduling). Lots of research has been done starting many years
ago but surprisingly few approaches have been applied in practice. We feel the field is
ripe to adopt rescheduling and robust scheduling more broadly and believe CP can play an
important role there.

Further, more detailed, research challenges link back to the strengths already men-
tioned. It remains a challenge to study industrial properties in detail. Studies around
breakable activities, productivity profiles, continuous production and consumption, unper-
formed activities, etc., are rare while there is a great need in practice to correctly handle
such properties.

In Section 22.4 constraint propagation methods related to the minimization of the
weighted number of late activities and to the minimization of setup times and setup costs
have been presented. They drastically improve the behavior on problems involving these
criteria. However, there are many other interesting optimization criteria. In particular, total
tardiness is widely used in industry but until now poor results are obtained on this problem.
Constraint propagation on such specific optimization criteria constitutes a very interesting
research area. Following the observation that users of planning and scheduling applications
often want to define their own criteria, a possibly even more interesting research challenge
is to design generic lower-bounding techniques and constraint propagation algorithms that
could work for any criterion.

Finally, a research challenge in Constraint-Based Planning is to still better exploit the
combination of AI and OR, i.e., to continue to follow the same pattern as Constraint-
Based Scheduling where CP is used as a framework for integrating efficient special purpose
algorithms into a flexible and expressive paradigm. This will bring all the strengths of
Constraint-Based Scheduling mentioned in this chapter to Constraint-Based Planning.
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Chapter 23

Vehicle Routing

Philip Kilby and Paul Shaw

This chapter looks a the use of Constraint Programming on an important industrial prob-
lem: that of constructing routes for vehicles to visit a set of customers at minimum cost,
such as depicted in Figure 23.1. The methods are particularly aimed at the movement of
people and goods by road.

This is a very important problem. In the USA in 2001, large trucking (6 or more tyres)
logged more than two billion miles. Intercity trucking accounted for more than 1 trillion
ton-miles of freight moved – 28% of the total freight ton-miles for the USA [15]. The
costs of such movements are huge, so even small fractions of a percent in savings can have
a substantial impact at a national level. Supply Chain Optimisation has become a key area
for improvement by companies across the world, and vehicle operations will often play a
key role in such a system.

The importance of the topic is reflected in the research interest. The literature on the

Figure 23.1: A Vehicle Routing Problem with 40 customers, 5 vehicles, and maximum 8
customers per vehicle.

c© 2006 Elsevier All rights reservedB.V. 
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topic is now very extensive – the variety of problems and solution methods explored is
indicated in the surveys [111, 13, 14, 76, 35, 73].

An important factor in these problems is that no two companies will operate exactly
alike – each has its own operational methods, and each brings their own constraints – like
defined areas for drivers, vehicle/customer incompatibilities, and delivery time preferences.
While traditional approaches capture the essence of the problem, a software system that is
to deliver finished routes must be able to incorporate these myriad individual constraints.

Constraint Programming offers a valuable tool for specifying and solving these dirty,
real-world problems. The ability to specify and add new constraints easily is very impor-
tant.

We will begin by defining and formulating the VRP, and looking at some related prob-
lems. We then look at some of the methods employed to solve this problem – methods from
the Operations Research literature, and those using a Constraint Programming formulation.

23.1 The Vehicle Routing Problem

The simplest Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP, also called the Capacitated Vehicle Routing
Problem, CVRP) is defined formally as follows. The symbols defined here are summarised
in Table 23.1 in Section 23.2.1.

A set of n customers is to be served by m vehicles. Each customer must be visited
by exactly one vehicle. Customer i has demand ri, and the sum of demands of customers
assigned to vehicle k must be less than the vehicle capacity Q. All vehicles begin and end
their route at a single depot.

The objective is to minimise the sum of travel costs, where the generalised cost of trav-
elling from i to j is cij . Symmetric (cij = cji) and asymmetric variants exist. For brevity
the models presented in this chapter assume symmetric costs, but are easily extended to the
asymmetric case.

A number of extensions to the problem have been studied. In the VRP with hetero-
geneous fleet, vehicle capacities and cost of use differ. Multiple resource problems allow
demands to be expressed in terms of a number of different resources l (rli), and each vehicle
has capacities specified in terms of each resource (Qlk). For example, both load and volume
may be restricted in a vehicle, so must be accounted separately. A maximum dimension
(for example length) may also be enforced.

The VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) is often studied [13, 14]. A time window
[ai, bi] when delivery may commence is specified for each customer i, or multiple time
windows may be specified. A vehicle arriving early is usually allowed to wait at the cus-
tomer’s location for the start of the time window. The addition of time constraints makes
the problem much more difficult – even finding a feasible (let alone optimal) solution is
NP-hard [102].

An “open” version of the problem does not require the vehicle to return to the depot
after the last customer. And finally, the multiple depot VRP allows vehicles to be housed
at different depots. Usually the number of vehicles at each depot is given, although this
may be a decision variable.
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23.1.1 Side Constraints

A key feature of vehicle routing problems, as faced in industry, is the variety of constraints
that can be added for individual companies. Examples include

• Particular vehicles may be physically constrained from visiting particular customers.

• Customers may have preferences for particular drivers.

• Drivers may have established but fuzzy delivery areas.

• A maximum time or length may be imposed on a route.

• A maximum time or distance between customers may be imposed.

• There may be a requirement to visit one customer before or after another.

• There may be incompatibilities between customers – for example their orders may
not be safely carried on the same vehicle.

• Customer orders may be able to be “split”, and carried on separate vehicles.

• A particular type of customer must appear on each route – for example each vehicle
may be required to pick up a co-driver within the first hour, but the co-drivers are not
assigned to specific vehicles a-priori.

• Customers may be able to be skipped at a cost.

23.1.2 Related Problems

A number of problems related to the vehicle routing problem have been studied.
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is the problem of finding the shortest path

that visits a set of customers and returns to the first. It is a very well studied problem –
see for example the recent book [56] or the reviews [78, 72, 64]. Given an assignment
of customers to vehicles, the problem of routing the customers of a single vehicle is a
TSP. The TSP with Time Windows ([39, 17]) is the analogous problem for the VRPTW
– the VRPTW with a single vehicle. Many heuristics for the VRP and VRPTW work by
allocating customers to vehicles, and then solving the resulting TSP or TSPTW problems.

Another related problem class is Pickup and Delivery (PDP) problems [83, 38]. Here,
rather than goods being delivered from a depot, the goods are picked up en-route, and
delivered later. Dial-a-Ride problems [29] are pickup and delivery problems where the
cargo is people rather than goods. PDP problems have a rich set of constraints: time
windows are usually present and precedence constraints ensure that goods are picked up
before being delivered. In Dial-a-Ride problems, there may be constraints on maximum
length of travel for a passenger, the maximum deviation, and/or the maximum number
of intervening stops. The VRP with back-hauls [37] is another pickup-and-delivery type
problem with the extra condition that all pickups occur after deliveries are complete. It
models a situation where the vehicle is used to make a set of deliveries, and then picks up
some items on the way back to the depot.
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23.1.3 Reformulation

The VRP also has strong connections to classical scheduling. Several formulations for the
VRP have been suggested which cast it as a Job Shop Scheduling Problem with transition
times [8] or as an Open Shop Scheduling Problem [7]. Similarly, scheduling problems can
be cast as Vehicle Routing Problems with precedence constraints.

However, the reformulation does not seem to offer any advantages on pure problems.
Perhaps not surprisingly, scheduling software performs better on pure scheduling problems
than VRP software on reformulated problems. Similarly VRP software is able to solve pure
VRP instances better than scheduling software.

Beck et al.[7] offer some insights into why this is so. They identify five character-
istics that distinguish the two problems: alternative resources, temporal constraints, ratio
of operation duration to transition time, optimisation criterion, and temporal slack. They
demonstrate that converted problems are atypical in each of these five areas. For example,
under alternative resources, the authors note that in the VRP there are typically many ve-
hicles capable of making a delivering; whereas in pure job-shop scheduling (JSP) there is
exactly one feasible machine for each job. Other scheduling variants also limit the number
of feasible machines for a job. When such a scheduling problem is converted to a rout-
ing problem, it has a structure not usually found in routing problems. Briefly, the other
characteristics, in order, point to the following differences:

• In the VRP time windows on visits are usually independent, whereas time windows
on the JSP are interdependent, making long chains.

• In the VRP a visit has small duration compared to the transit time. In the JSP, the
reverse is true.

• In the VRP the usual optimisation criteria is first minimise vehicles, then to min-
imise travel. In the JSP the number of “vehicles” is fixed. The usual JSP criteria –
minimise makespan, which equates to minimising the length of the longest route –
is not usually studied in connection with the VRP.

• In the JSP the important temporal data is the operation’s duration, while in the
VRPTW it is the time window applied to the operation.

Constraint programming toolkits [61, 62] were applied to reformulated problems that
fall between pure VRP and pure JSP. The study identified the problem impurities that af-
fected the solving technologies, and in particular the impurities that could lead to technol-
ogy failure. The study also demonstrated that under certain conditions pre-treating impure
VRP with JSP technology (and vice versa, pre-treating impure JSP with VRP technology)
could significantly improve performance.

23.2 Operations Research Approaches

The vehicle routing problem and its variants have been widely studied. Recent surveys are
[111] on the VRP, and [13, 14] for the VRPTW. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to
fully review these solution methods.

Constraint Programming approaches make extensive use of methods from the Opera-
tions Research literature. It is useful therefore to begin with a brief review of some of the
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methods that have been proposed by the Operations Research community to solve these
problems.

A variety of Constraint Programming approaches have also been developed – many
of which use algorithms from the OR literature as building-blocks. These methods are
reviewed in more detail in Section 23.3.

We begin by formulating the VRP and VRPTW more formally, using integer linear
programming (ILP).

23.2.1 ILP Formulation

The standard VRP and VRPTW problems can be formulated as an ILP in a number of ways.
A study of formulations is given in [80]. We use the following “3-index” formulation (from
[67]).

Let the set of customers beC = {1 . . . n}, and vehiclesM = {1 . . .m}. Use 0 to index
the depot at route start, and n+1 to index the depot at route end. DefineN = C∪{0, n+1}.

The decision variables are xijk for i, j ∈ N, k ∈M where xijk is 1 if vehicle k travels
directly from customer i to customer j, 0 otherwise. The constants used in the formulation
are given in Table 23.1.

cij The cost of travelling from i to j, i, j ∈ N
τij The time to travel from i to j, i, j ∈ N , incorporating the service time at

customer i
δij The distance from i to j, i, j ∈ N
ri The demand at customer i ∈ N
Qk The capacity of vehicle k ∈M
ai The earliest time service can start at customer i ∈ N
bi The latest time service can start at customer i ∈ N
K A large integer

Table 23.1: Problem constants

For convenience, define r0 = 0, rn+1 = 0, a0 = 0, an+1 = 0, b0 = K, bn+1 = K.
For time-window constrained problems, bn+1 can instead be set to a maximum route time
if required.

Problem VRP =

minimise zVRP =
∑

k∈M

∑

i∈N

∑

j∈N

cijxijk (23.1)
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subject to
∑

k∈M

∑

j∈N

xijk = 1 ∀i ∈ C (23.2)

∑

i∈C

ri
∑

j∈N

xijk ≤ Qk ∀k ∈M (23.3)

∑

j∈N

x0jk = 1 ∀k ∈M (23.4)

∑

i∈N

xihk −
∑

j∈N

xhjk = 0 ∀h ∈ C, ∀k ∈M (23.5)

∑

i∈N

xi(n+1)k = 1 ∀k ∈M (23.6)

∑

i,j∈S

xijk ≤| S | −1 ∀S ⊆ C (23.7)

xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ N, ∀k ∈M (23.8)

The objective 23.1 is to minimise the sum of the costs of used arcs. Constraints 23.2
ensures that each customer is visited exactly once. Constraints 23.3 enforce the capacity
constraints (assuming a heterogeneous fleet). Constraints 23.4 to 23.6 together enforce
the flow of vehicles from the start depot, through 0 or more customers to the end depot.
Constraints 23.7 are required to ensure there are no subtours (cycles that do not include
the depot). Unfortunately, this expands to an exponetial number of constraints, making
formulation of this type impractical for real problems.

The VRPTW can be formulated using an extra decision variable tik, the time vehicle
k ∈M begins service at customer i ∈ N .

Problem VRPTW = minimise zVRP subject to constraints 23.2 to 23.6 and 23.8, plus

tik + τij −K(1− xijk) ≤ tjk ∀i, j ∈ N, ∀k ∈M (23.9)

ai ≤ tik ≤ bi ∀i ∈ N, ∀k ∈M (23.10)

Constraints 23.9 define the arrival times at each customer, and constraints 23.10 enforce
the time windows. Constraints 23.7 are no longer required, as the time constraints will
ensure there are no subtours.

23.2.2 Methods from the OR Literature

Since the VRP and its variants areNP-hard, the focus has been very strongly on heuristic
solution methods. We will describe the usual heuristic approach – initial route construction,
improvement through local search, and meta-heuristic methods to escape local optima. We
will also indicate the exact methods that have been described.

23.2.3 Construction Methods

Construction methods are used to create an initial solution. Many reported methods are
based on an insertion procedure where a customer is selected, then inserted in a route in
such a way as to minimise an incremental cost function. A number of constraints can be
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enforced during construction. It is particularly easy to check within-route constraints (i.e.
constraints that only deal with a single route), including time, precedence and capacity
constraints. Methods vary in a number of ways.

Parallel versus sequential Sequential procedures focus on a single route, adding cus-
tomers until no more will fit (e.g. [63]). Parallel methods build a set of routes
simultaneously (e.g. [93]). Examples of both can be found in [107]

Seed customers The most successful parallel methods (such as Solomon’s I1 method
[107]) use seed customers as the sole customer on a chosen number of routes. These
customers act to guide the emerging routes.

Insertion order The order in which customers are inserted can be crucial. Some methods
use a scoring system based proximity and other measures ([107, 63]. Some use
regret (difference in cost between best and next-best insertion points) [36].

Insert position The objective function used to determine insert position may simply try
to minimise the additional travel required to visit a customer. Others attempt to take
time and other constraints into account, guiding the selection process to maximise
the spare time or resources in resulting routes. (The same function may be used for
both choosing the customer to insert and the insert position.)

Perhaps the most famous VRP construction method is the “Savings” method of Clarke
and Wright [25]. The method starts with each customer on their own route. The “savings”
obtained by combining two routes is Sij = ci0 + c0j − cij . The method selects the
maximum Sij for which the combined route is feasible, and iterates.

Other approaches to route construction include the “sweep” heuristic of Gillet and
Miller [51]. Here, a ray centred at the depot is swept in a clockwise direction. Each
customer it touches is added to the route until no more will fit. A new route is then begun.

23.2.4 Local Search Methods

Local search looks at the neighbourhood of the current solution to find improved solutions.
The neighbourhood is defined in terms of one or more move operators: The neighbourhood
of a solution is those solutions which can be generated by applying the move operator. The
size of the neighbourhood is a key factor: the larger the neighbourhood, the more likely it
is to contain good solutions. However, larger neighbourhoods are also more expensive to
search.

Several of the operators used in solving routing problems are described below.

2-opt [81] Choose nodes i and j from the same tour, with i+1 < j. Delete arcs i→ i+1
and j → j + 1. Replace with i → j and i+ 1 → j + 1. This reverses the order of
nodes from i+ 1 to j. Neighbourhood size is O(n2)

3-opt [81] Analogous to 2-opt, 3 arcs are deleted and re-attached in such as way that
intermediate sections are not re-ordered. Neighbourhood size is O(n3). k-opts for
k > 3 are also possible, but the cost is prohibitive.
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Or-opt [86] Choose a parameter K, the maximum length considered. Remove each se-
quence of customers of length k =K, . . . down to 1 customers. Test re-inserting them
in forwards and backwards orientation between each remaining pair of customers.
Re-insert in the cheapest position. Neighbourhood size is O(Kn2).

Relocate [103] Subset of Or-opt moves – move a single customer from one route to the
best position in another. Neighbourhood size is O(n2).

Exchange [103] Choose two customers in different routes, and swap their positions.

Cross [103] Extension of Exchange: Choose a sequence of customers i1 . . . j1 of length
at most K in one route, and i2 . . . j2 of length at most K in another, and exchange
the two sections. Neighbourhood size is O(K2n2).

λ-exchange [87] As for cross except that the routes are re-optimised after the customers
are exchanged. Neighbourhood size depends on re-optimisation method, but is at
least O(K3n3).

GENI exchange [50] An extension of the relocate that allows the receiving route to be
minimally re-ordered to accommodate the new customer. It allows i to be inserted
into the new route between non-consecutive nodes j and k by reinserting the segment
j + 1 . . . k − 1 to a different position.

Ejection chains [54] A sequence of customers is selected and inserted into another route.
This may cause some sequence of customers to be “ejected” in order to accom-
modate the new ones. The procedure forms a chain of such ejections until no
customers are left unassigned. This has proved to be a very powerful operator
[96, 104, 21, 108]. Neighbourhood size depends on the restrictions imposed on
the chain length, but is potentially very large.

Guided Local Search and Limited Discrepancy Search [106, 59] are methods intro-
duced in the context of constraint programming and are discussed in Section 23.4.2.

Local search typically looks at a subset of these operators. The neighbourhood of the
current solution will be examined to find cost-reducing moves. Either the first found, or
the best found will then be executed. This leads the procedure to a local minimum within
the specified neighbourhood.

23.2.5 Meta-Heuristics

Meta-heuristics are used to escape local minima. They do this in one of two ways – either
the controlled acceptance of cost-increasing moves, or by neighbourhood expansion.

Many meta-heuristics have been applied to the VRP and related problems. Again, we
can only give a brief indication of the variety.

Simulated Annealing [1] Acceptance of cost-increasing moves is controlled by a sys-
tem parameter called temperature by analogy with a crystal annealing process. An
increase in cost δ is accepted with probability proportional to e−δ/T . An updat-
ing procedure increases T as the process continues so that solutions converges to a
(hopefully better) local minimum. Any combination of the local search operators
just described can be used to form a search neighbourhood [10, 113, 23].
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Tabu Search [52, 53] Tabu search allows a cost-increasing move, and then places the
reversal on a “tabu list” so that the move cannot be “undone”. This allows the neigh-
bourhood of the new solution can be properly explored. A large number of methods
have been suggested using Tabu search for vehicle routing problems – Bräysy and
Gendreau [14] highlight fourteen notable applications. A few of the most successful
are [26, 110, 24, 112].

Genetic [55] Genetic (also Memetic and Evolutionary) algorithms use an Darwinian evo-
lution analogy. In the basic form, a population of solutions is created. Individuals
are “crossed” to form a new solution with characteristics from both parents. Muta-
tion operators (similar to the local search operators above) can also be applied. Im-
plementations differ in initialisation, mutation and crossing methods. Again, many
genetic methods have been suggested – Bräysy and Gendreau select seventeen for
comparison. A few of the more successful are [60, 11, 79].

Variable Neighbourhood Search [58] This method considers a sequence of neighbour-
hoods of increasing size around the current solution. It exhausts one neighbourhood
before moving on to the next largest, and will return to the smallest if a significant
change has been made. This allows the solution to be improved as much as possible
from low-cost, small neighbourhoods before investing the time to examine the larger
neighbourhoods. Examples include [92, 12, 28]

23.2.6 Exact Methods

While much emphasis has been placed on heuristic solution, several optimal methods have
been developed. Two such approaches are Column Generation and Lagrangian Relaxation.
These methods are examined more closely in Section 23.5, where we look at using CP as
a subproblem solver.

Other approaches are based on exploiting polyhedral properties of ILP formulations
of the VRP. These have benefited from work done in the context of the TSP (e.g. [88]).
Naddef and Rinaldi [85] review the branch and cut approach to solving the VRP. The
Branch and Cut approach is based on an mixed-integer linear programming formulation
of the problem. The linear relaxation of the problem is first solved. If the solution is
not integer, cuts are then applied. These take the form of new constraints which remove
fractional solutions without affecting the optimum. If an integer solution has not been
found but no more effective cuts can be generated, a typical branch-and-bound search is
employed. New cuts are applied at each branch. The process repeats until an integer
solution is found and proved optimal in the usual way.

Cuts of various kinds have been explored [49, 84, 3, 2, 6, 27, 18, 75, 74].

23.3 Constraint Programming Approaches

The Constraint Programming approach to many problem types is to incrementally build
a solution, backtracking when an infeasibility is detected, until a solution is found or the
problem is proven to have no solution.

This method can be applied to the VRP, but it is usually too inefficient to even consider.
In the vast majority of real-world cases, the existence of a solution is never in doubt. The
real question is about the quality of the solution found.
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In common with all applications of CP to optimisation problems, the search is over a
large number of feasible solutions to find the best or near-best, rather than searching a large
number of infeasible solutions to find the feasible one.

This change in emphasis is reflected in the way search is conducted. Local search
and repair methods have been developed which are able to take advantage of a Constraint
Programming framework.

These search methods are discussed in Section 23.5. We begin by presenting two
effective constraint-based formulations of the VRP.

23.3.1 Formulating Routing Problems with Constraints

This section details a constraint programming formulation of the VRP with time and quan-
tity of goods constraints maintained along each route. This model can be used as a basis for
the capacitated vehicle routing problem, the vehicle routing problem with time windows,
the pickup and delivery problem, and other vehicle routing problem variants. The main
virtue of constraint programming is versatility, i.e. it allows the modeller to add different
complications and extensions without adjustment to the basic model.

The constraint programming model described here is an extension of those described
in [19, 90, 31], and also [94], one of the earliest references on the use of Constraints in
routing problems. These works all use essentially the same method to model for the routing
aspects: path constraints. The multi-vehicle aspects come from [31, 69]. The propagation
rules that we describe in this section are implemented in the model described by [90]. They
are also used by ILOG Solver [62] sand ILOG Dispatcher [61], which are C++ toolkits for
general constraint programming and constraint-based vehicle routing respectively.

As previously, we have n customers orders and a fleet of m vehicles. The term visit
will be used for each time a vehicle makes a stop. There is one visit per customer and two
special visits per vehicle. These two additional visits per vehicle model the starting and
stopping places for the vehicle. Let C = {1 . . . n} form the customers, M = {1 . . .m}
form the vehicles and V = {1 . . . n + 2m} form the visits. For the special first and last
visits of each vehicle k we introduce the notations fk and lk. Visit n+ k is the first visit of
vehicle k (fk = n + k), while lk is the last visit of vehicle k (lk = n +m + k). The sets
F = {n+ 1 . . . n+m} and L = {n+m+ 1 . . . n+ 2m} indicate the set of first and last
visits respectively.

To model routes, the integer variable pi, i ∈ V with domain {1 . . . n + 2m} models
the direct predecessor of each visit i. By convention, each “first” visit of a vehicle has as
predecessor the vehicle’s “last” visit (∀k∈M pfk

= lk). The predecessor variables form a
permutation of V and are subject to the difference constraints:

pi 6= pj ∀i, j ∈ V ∧ i < j (23.11)

This is equivalent to stating (in the ILP model) that the in-degree and out-degree of each
node must be equal to one. A difference constraint propagates according to the rule below.
Following [90], we represent the current domain of variable x by {{x}}

x 6= y : {{x}} = {a} → y 6= a (23.12)

where x and y are constrained integer variables, and a is an integer. Propagation rules
here will be written as LHS → RHS where LHS is a logical combination of conditions
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on the variable domains whose truth can be easily checked. RHS is a unary constraint
or conjunction thereof which can be enforced by simple domain filtering. The above rule
only fires when the domain of x is reduced to the single value a. The RHS is enforced by
removing the value a from the domain of y.

For each visit i, si models its direct successor. The successor variables are kept “co-
herent” (consistent) with the predecessor variables via the following constrained element
expressions:

spi
= i ∀i ∈ V − F psi

= i ∀i ∈ V − L (23.13)

The element constraint takes two integer variables y and z and a vector of integers or, in
this case, integer variables x. The constraint specifies that z must be equivalent to the yth
element of x. This type of constraint is nearly ubiquitous in constraint programming mod-
els, and, to the authors’ knowledge, supported by all well-known constraint programming
engines. It propagates as shown below.

z = x[y]
{{y}} = {a} ∧ ∃b 6∈ {{z}} → x[a] 6= b
∃a {{x[a]}} ∩ {{z}} = ∅ → y 6= a
∃b(∀a ∈ {{y}} b 6∈ {{x[a]}})→ z 6= b

(23.14)

The coherence constraints 23.13 can then be implemented as follows (we show only one
of the two forms):

spi
= i : z = s[pi] ∧ z = i (23.15)

Note that the use of the predecessor and successor variables creates a symmetric model
which will be reflected in the constraints that will now be introduced. Strictly speaking, the
VRP solution space could be specified using only one of the variable sets (predecessor or
successor) without changing the set of solutions of the problem. However, by adding both
(redundant modelling), additional inferences can be made which can significantly prune
the search space.

To model multiple vehicles, a “vehicle variable” vi of domain {1 . . .m} is introduced
for each visit i which represents the vehicle which performs visit i. Naturally, for the first
and last visits, the constraints ∀k ∈ M vfk

= vlk = k are imposed. Along a route, all
visits are performed by the same vehicle. This is maintained by constraints of the following
form:

vi = vpi
∀i ∈ V − F vi = vsi

∀i ∈ V − L (23.16)

These constraints form what is termed a path constraint as they maintain information along
a path. The above is the simplest form of path constraint; more complex ones will be used
to maintain the time and quantity of goods along a path. The above path constraint can be
implemented using only element constraints.

Alternatively, less stringent form of consistency can be maintained, called “bounds
consistency”. This only requires the bounds – lowest and highest legal values – to be
maintained. This is much cheaper to store and to use, but can be less powerful. In particular
cases, however, it can be sufficient. We will write the bounds as as x := e, meaning that
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all values i < e are removed from the domain of x; and x := e, meaning that all values
i > e are removed from the domain of x.

The quantity of goods on the vehicle is one such variable for where the size of the
domain and the mode of use means it is more efficient to maintain only bounds consistency.
It is modelled by the introduction of a real or integer valued variable at each visit. Let
qi ≥ 0 be a constrained variable representing the quantity of goods on the vehicle after
performing visit i. Let ri 6= 0 be the quantity of goods to be picked up at visit i, if this
quantity is negative, it represents a drop off of goods. Then, the following path constraints
maintain the load on the vehicles at each point in their route.

qi = qpi
+ ri ∀i ∈ V − F qi = qsi

− rsi
∀i ∈ V − L (23.17)

As the q variables typically have large domains, only bounds consistency is maintained for
efficiency. Propagation rules to maintain the above constraints are as follows:

qi = qpi
+ ri

Let P = {k | k ∈ {{pi}} ∧
min{{qk}}+ ri ≤ max{{qi}} ∧
max{{qk}}+ ri ≥ min{{qi}}}

Then
∃k ∈ {{pi}} k 6∈ P → pi 6= k
∃k ∈ P ∀l ∈ P min{{qk}} ≤ min{{ql}} → qi ≥ min{{qk}}+ ri
∃k ∈ P ∀l ∈ P max{{qk}} ≥ max{{ql}} → qi ≤ max{{qk}}+ ri

(23.18)

qi = qsi
− rsi

Let S = {k | k ∈ {{si}} ∧
min{{qk}} − rk ≤ max{{qi}} ∧
max{{qk}} − rk ≥ min{{qi}}}

Then
∃k ∈ {{si}} k 6∈ S → si 6= k
∃k ∈ S ∀l ∈ S min{{qk}} ≤ min{{ql}} → qi ≥ min{{qk}} − rk
∃k ∈ S ∀l ∈ S max{{qk}} ≥ max{{ql}} → qi ≤ max{{qk}} − ri

(23.19)

Vehicles have limited capacity. To model this, element constraints are used to deter-
mine limits for the q variables: simple inequalities then restrict the a variables. Assume
that the goods capacity of vehicle k is Qk. The following constraints are then imposed:

qi ≤ Qvi
∀i ∈ V (23.20)

This formulation models heterogeneous fleets where each vehicle may have different
capacity. Note that no constraints of the form ∀i ∈ F qi = 0 are added, which would
require that vehicles begin empty. By leaving these quantities otherwise unconstrained,
different problems can be modelled. These include mixed pickup and drop off, where the
vehicle can begin (partially) full and end (partially) full, and en route pickup and delivery
problems (see next section).

Time is maintained roughly in the same manner as vehicle load except that waiting is
normally allowed and so that path constraint maintains an inequality rather than an equality.
Let ti ≥ 0 be a constrained variable which represents the time at which service for visit i
begins.
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The following constraints maintain time along vehicle routes:

ti ≥ tpi
+ τpi,i ∀i ∈ V − F ti ≤ tsi

− τi,si
∀i ∈ V − L (23.21)

The propagation methods are omitted as the correspond closely to those already presented
for propagating load (23.18, 23.19), the only difference being a cumulative inequality
rather than a cumulative equality is maintained to allow waiting time.

Time windows on customers are specified by adding constraints on the t variables. For
example, the constraint a ≤ ti ≤ b states that customer i must be visited between times a
and b. Multiple time windows [90] can also be modelled; for example, the two constraints
a ≤ ti ≤ d and ti ≤ b ∨ ti ≥ c indicates that customer i must be visited either between
times a and b, or between times c and d (a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d).1

Different vehicles can have different availability windows; Suppose that Ok is the ear-
liest starting time, or origin, of vehicle k and Hk is its latest finishing time, or horizon.
Limits on the availability of vehicles are then expressed (again using element constraints
and inequalities) as:

Ovi
≤ ti ≤ Hvi

∀i ∈ V (23.22)

To avoid cycles of visits which do not involve a first and last visit (subtour elimination),
a specialised constraint is described in section 23.3.3. However, one other simple way
which propagates less, but has the advantage of not requiring custom constraints, is to
make sure that each vehicle has a finite horizon, and that time for service for each visit is
strictly positive.

Finally the cost function, which is normally the total distance travelled d, but can more
generally involve other components, such as the number of vehicles used, is constrained as
follows:

d =
∑

i∈V−F

δpi,i d =
∑

i∈V−L

δi,si
(23.23)

where δi,j is the travel distance from visit i to j. Note the use of both the predecessor
and successor variables to constrain the cost, which is nearly always more effective during
search than using one single set. Each term in the sums is maintained by an element
constraint, and the total sum by a summation constraint, whose propagation details will be
skipped here, except to say that again, only bounds on variables are maintained in the sum.

When the cost-per-kilometer varies according to the vehicle used, the cost function can
be generalised. Let Ck be the cost per unit distance of vehicle k. The cost function is then
specified as:

d =
∑

i∈V−F

Cvi
δpi,i d =

∑

i∈V−L

Cvi
δi,si

(23.24)

These costs are maintained as those above, except that there is an additional multiplication
constraint per term. This second cost function will not be considered further here.

1There are various ways of handling constraint disjunction in constraint programming systems. ILOG Solver
takes a simple approach to propagating the constraint c1 ∨ c2—when one of the disjuncts becomes violated,
the other disjunct is added as a hard constraint in the system. Implication can also be implemented this way by
rewriting c1 ⇒ c2 as ¬c1 ∨ c2).
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23.3.2 Extensions of the Model

The constraint programming model of the vehicle routing problem described encompasses
various standard OR models, such as the vehicle routing problem with capacity constraints
(CVRP), the vehicle routing problem with (multiple) time windows (VRPTW), the multi-
depot vehicle routing problem (MDVRP), the open vehicle routing problem (OVRP), and
the site-dependent vehicle routing problem (SDVRP). (See [98] for a full description of
these classifications.) Moreover, any a problem with a mix of features of these basic prob-
lems types can be easily accommodated.

By adding additional constraints the model can also be used on pickup-and-delivery
problems (PDP), including problems with back-hauls. PDP problems are modelled with
negative values of ri for a delivery, and positive ri for a pickup.

Assume that each pickup and deliver order o has a pickup visit op and a delivery visit
od. For each order o, the following constraints are imposed, which state the the pickup
and delivery visits must be carried out by the same vehicle and that the pickup must be
performed before the delivery.

vop
= vod

top
< tod

(23.25)

For a back-haul problem, interleaving of pickup and delivery visits is excluded via the
following unary constraints on successor and predecessor variables:

si 6= j ∀i ∈ P ∀j ∈ D where P = {i | ri > 0} and D = {i | ri < 0} (23.26)

which state that no direct link from pickup to delivery is allowed.

23.3.3 Increased Propagation

The model already detailed is a valid and general model for various flavours of vehicle
routing problem. The basic model can also be further enriched to solve more complex
real-world problems (see section 23.6). However, the constraint propagation of this model
can be significantly improved by considering the problem structure as a whole rather than
individual constraints. This section deals with such additional propagation algorithms.

Eliminating cycles

This constraint was introduced in [19, 90] and is a very efficient way of avoiding cycles in
constraint programming vehicle routing models. The essence is simple: for any chain of
customers, it is forbidden to go from the end of a chain to its start. This idea is illustrated
in figure 23.2 adapted very slightly from the one shown in [90].

To maintain consistency of this constraint, first assume that a notification is sent to any
interested parties whenever a variable is changed (as proposed in [114]). In particular, the
NOCYCLE constraint need only be informed when a p variable is bound to a particular
value.

Two values bi, ei are associated with each visit i ∈ V −F which represent respectively,
the visits which begin and end the chain involving i. The value of bi is only valid if i is at
the end of a chain. Likewise, the value of ei if only valid if i is at the beginning of a chain.
With these variables, the NOCYCLE constraint can be propagated in O(1) time each time
a p variable is bound to a value. The method is as follows:
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CHAIN 1 CHAIN 2

FORBIDDEN ARC

NEW ARC

Figure 23.2: Operation of the NOCYCLE constraint

INITIALISE

forall i in V − F , bi = ei = i
forall i in V − F

if HASVALUE(pi)
SENDEVENT(BOUND(pi)) { see below }

when BOUND(pi)
π = value(pi) { π → i is new arc }
B = bπ { B is first visit of new chain }
E = ei { E is the last visit of new chain }
eB := E { := is reversible assignment }
bE := B { := is reversible assignment }
pB 6= E { disallow the chain looping }

Where “reversible assignment” is noted, this means that the assignment is undone on back-
tracking, so that the chains maintain their integrity after returning from a dead end.

Connectivity

Caseau and Laburthe [19] propose to go further than subtour eliminations for the TSP by
performing a strong connection check to see if all nodes can be reached from the start
node. This can be generalised to the model described here by performing a connection
check to find the set of visits that can be reached by each vehicle. Let RFk be the set of
visits reachable from visit fk (including fk) in a forwards direction—that is, following
directed arcs i → j where i ∈ V − L ∧ j ∈ {{si}} ∧ k ∈ vi ∧ k ∈ vj . This set can be
computed by a marking algorithm of complexity linear in the number of arcs considered.
Likewise, let RBk be the set of visits reachable from visit lk (including lk) in a backwards
direction. Let the set of reachable visits of vehicle k be Rk = RFk ∩ RBk . There are two
situations where search has reached a dead end and can backtrack. First, if fk 6∈ Rk, then
it means that their is no route from the first visit of vehicle k to its last visit. Second, if
∪k∈MRk 6= V , then there are some visits which cannot be visited by any vehicle. In fact,
the second condition subsumes the first, but we highlight the first condition as it can be
more efficient to test.

Caseau and Laburthe [19] also propose that this pruning rule can be transformed into a
propagation rule, fixing any arcs which are necessary to a connection (that it, without the
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arc, the already outlined algorithm would detect a dead end). Such an arc i → j would
then be fixed by setting si = j.

Unfortunately the authors reported that the reduction in search space realized was very
small, and did not compensate the large computational cost – detecting such arcs with their
algorithm has complexity O(|V |a), where a is the number of arcs considered. However, it
is interesting to note here as an indication of the type of search space reduction that can be
investigated.

Permutation of predecessor variables

Constraints 23.11 state that all p variables must be different. The well known global all-diff
constraint of Régin [95] can be used to efficiently maintain generalised arc consistency for
a set of variables that must all take different values. See Chapter 6 “Global Constraints”
for more information.

23.3.4 An Alternative Formulation

In the formulation presented here, the solution requires a single value for successor and
predecessor of a visit to be identified. Pesant et al.[90] present an alternative formulation
in the context of the TSP that requires the set of all successors and predecessors of the visit
to be identified.

Two set variables, Bi and Ai, are maintained for each visit that determine all visits
which must come before (respectively after) visit i. In a TSP, any visit j other than i
must either come before or after i. In a VRP, this is not the case, and we identify three
possibilities (a) i before j on the same vehicle route (i ∈ Bj ∧ j ∈ Ai) (b) j before i
on the same vehicle route (j ∈ Bi ∧ i ∈ Aj) (c) i and j served by different vehicles
(i 6∈ Bj ∪ Aj ∧ j 6∈ Bi ∪ Ai). The A and B sets are maintained by examination of the
time constraints between pairs of visits. This leads to the following constraints for all visits
i ∈ V :

(a) Bi ∩Ai = ∅ (b) j ∈ Ai ⇔ i ∈ Bj
(c) si = j ⇔ Ai = Aj ∪ {j} (d) j ∈ Ai ∧ l ∈ Aj ⇒ l ∈ Ai
(e) vi 6= vj ∨ j ∈ Bi ∨ j ∈ Ai (f) Ai ∩Bj 6= 0⇒ si 6= j
(g) j ∈ Ai ⇒ tj ≥ ti + τ⋆i,j (h) j ∈ Bi ⇒ tj ≤ ti − τ⋆j,i

(23.27)

Here τ⋆i,j is the shortest path (in terms of time) between the start of service of i and the start
of service of j. This can be found using a shortest path algorithm, but any lower bound is
legal to use, including τi,j (making the reasonable assumption that the triangle inequality
holds on travel times). In fact in [90] τ⋆i,j = τi,j .

In the above, constraint (a) says that no visit can be both before and after another visit;
constraint (b) states that if i is before j, then j is after i; constraint (c) links the direct suc-
cessors with the complete successors; constraint (d) enforces the transitive closure which
states that if i is before j and j is before l, then i is before l; constraint (e) says that if i
and j are served by the same vehicle, they must be ordered; constraint (f) says that when at
least one visit occurs between two other visits, those two visits cannot be directly linked;
finally constraint (h) requires that when visits i and j are ordered in a certain sense, there
must be a minimal time gap between them.
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These constraints result in more powerful propagations eliminating certain arcs from
consideration, or enforcing that two visits must be performed by different vehicles, for
example. The before and after sets can also be used to tighten time bounds on visits to
strengthen the method proposed in [90]. The following constraints are valid for any cus-
tomer visit i ∈ C.

dB =
∑

j∈Bi
tj,sj

{Total duration before i}
dA =

∑

j∈Ai
tpj ,j {Total duration after i}

ti ≥ tfvi
+ dB ti ≤ tlvi

− dA
(23.28)

That is, the earliest time that visit i can be started is the start time of the vehicle on which
i will be serviced, plus the travel for all visits up to i. A symmetrical constraint limits the
latest time that visit i can be completed.

23.3.5 Lower Bounds and Cost-Based Propagation

The cost can be used to limit search through a global constraint. The basic constraint
programming model described in Section 23.3.1 will perform propagation through con-
straints 23.23. Consider in particular, the first of the constraints: CST: d =

∑

i∈V−F δpi,i.
Suppose further that a goal cost G has been identified, so that we require d ≤ G. (Such a
cost is usually provided by finding a solution to the VRP with some costG+ ǫ, resulting in
the new tighter cost bound G.) Constraint CST will maintain lower and upper bounds on d
computed from a sum of terms, each term of which is the distance from each node’s prede-
cessor to the node. During search, not all pi variables will be bound to a single value, and
bounds on the contribution of each term will be computed by propagation of the element
constraints which constitute each term. Assume that Ti is the term in CST corresponding
to visit i. Then:

Ti := min
j∈pi

δj,i Ti := max
j∈pi

δj,i (23.29)

The summation will then maintain bounds on d, the total distance travelled, notably the
lower bound:

dLB =
∑

i∈V−F

Ti (23.30)

The propagation rule d := LB, ensures that this lower bound is enforced.
Of course, whenever

∑

i∈V−F Ti > G, the domain of d will become empty and force
the search to backtrack. However, what happens more often is that propagation will occur,
removing arcs which would, if they appeared in the final solution, exceed the cost bound
G. Consider the lower bounds on the cost when one visit i has as predecessor a visit h
other than its closest predecessor. The new lower bound di,hLB would then be:

di,hLB =
∑

j∈V−F\i

Ti + δh,i (23.31)

The following propagation rule then applies:

∃h ∈ pi di,hLB > G→ pi 6= h ∀i ∈ V − F (23.32)
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This logic can also be symmetrically applied to the successor variables.
Although the above method performs cost-based propagation, the lower bound dLB

is poor as it does not consider any routing aspects, such as the fact that all predecessor
(or successor) variables must take different values. This has the effect of significantly
weakening the propagation. Accordingly, better bounds have been proposed in the context
of constraint programming, as well as a cost-based propagation methods based on reduced
costs.

Better lower bounds

Several better lower bounds have been introduced in the literature which have different
complexity/strength trade offs. A simple, strong bound was introduced by Caseau and
Laburthe [19] for the TSP, based on a regret concept. In general terms, the regret Rx of a
variable x is the difference in the cost to assign the variable its best value compared to the
cost to assign it to its second best. Maximum regret is often used as a variable ordering
heuristic.

Although the bound was introduced for the TSP, it can be used for the VRP without
any significant change. First, let each visit i have associated its closest allowable visit
κi = argminj∈pi

δj,i. Also for each visit i ∈ V − F where |{{pi}}| > 1 the second
closest visit can be defined as: κ2

i = argminj∈pi\κi
δj,i. Then the regret Ri of a visit i as

Ri = δκ2
i ,i
− δκi,i.

The regret-based bound recognises that if i is the closest direct predecessor to both visit
j and visit l, then in any solution at least one of j and l cannot be directly followed by i. In
this case, an extra distance can be added to dLB equal to the minimum regret of j and l.

In the general case, suppose that for any visit i ∈ V − L, i is the closest allowable
direct predecessor of a set of visits Ki. Then the regret based lower bound dLBR is given
by:

dLBR = dLB +
∑

i∈V−L

R(i,Ki) (23.33)

where R(∅) = 0 and R(X) =
∑

j∈X Rj −maxj∈X Rj otherwise.
This bound adds the smallest |Ki| regrets to the basic bound dLB for each contested

visit (the visit with the largest regret in the set is assume to link to its closest visit). The
bound works very well in practice, as it significantly strengthens the basic bound and is
efficient to maintain. A symmetric bound can be computed using the successor variables
in place of the predecessor variables, and both can be used for pruning.

Other bounds (for the TSP) have also been introduced based either on minimum span-
ning trees (MST) and minimum spanning aboresences (MSA). For instance Pesant et
al.[90] maintain a minimum spanning tree via an incremental version of Kruskal’s algo-
rithm [4] which adjusts the MST when required. Again for the TSP, [19] proposes comput-
ing the MSA rooted at a single node. The latter goes further, proposing that a bound based
on Lagrangian relaxation of the MSA problem can provide very good bound – very often
within 1% of the optimum solution. However, the authors emphasise that because of the
cost of computing the lower bounds, these methods should be used when appropriate and
with care. For instance, such bounds become much weaker when side constraints such as
time windows (especially tight ones) are added. In this case, the high investment does not
pay off.
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Cost-based propagation

Focacci, Lodi and Milano [46, 47, 45] propose a more effective global constraint allowing
cost-based propagation for the TSP and TSP with time windows which can also be applied
to the VRP. The idea is that the assignment problem relaxation of the TSP is used (where
the subtour constraint is relaxed) to provide a lower bound on the objective. The Hungarian
algorithm [71], or an incremental version of it, provides this lower bound dH (which is a
minimum cost matching of visits to visits according to the domains of the predecessor or
successor variables).

However, the Hungarian algorithm also produces a reduced cost c̄i,j for each possi-
ble arc i, j. This reduced cost is a lower bound on the increase in dH if j was used as
the successor of visit for i, instead of the one proposed in the solution to the assignment
problem.

A new propagation rule based on the cost goal G and reduced costs can then be used:

∃i ∈ V − L ∃j ∈ {{si}} dH + c̄i,j > G→ si 6= j (23.34)

This method is covered in detail in Chapter 6 “Global Constraints”, or see [46] for a
description in the context of the TSPTW.

23.4 Constraint Programming in Search

We have seen that Constraint Programming can offer many advantages when solving rout-
ing problems, due to the increased pruning achieved through propagation. We have also
seen, in Section 23.2.4, that local search methods have been effective in solving the prob-
lems.

However, a difficulty arises when one attempts to put these two methods together in a
naı̈ve way. In local search, we may move a customer from one route to another, assign-
ing a new successor si = j. Later, we may decide to move node j, so that si receives
a new value. However, this contradicts a basic operating principle in classic Constraint
Programming: so called “chronological backtracking”. Under chronological backtracking,
decisions must be undone in the reverse of the order they were made. So in order to undo
the decision si = j, we would have to undo all operations performed since that time. This
would undo all the progress made by local search, and hence is unacceptable.

Two ways around this problem seem to have been identified so far.
The first is to allow a heuristic or meta-heuristic to control search. In this case, the con-

straint system is used simply as a rule checker. The second way is to insulate the Constraint
Programming system from the changes being made at the lower level, by wrapping up local
search changes within an operator, which is then used within the constraint system. The
use of these sorts of operators also allows the user to identify parts of the search that can
be handled using traditional backtrack search. These methods are discussed in more detail
below.

A third way of using CP is as a subproblem solver. Here, an independent search pro-
cess generates a sequence of subproblems – usually closely related to the original routing
problem – which are solved by CP. This sort of use has more of the flavour of the second
class identified above, as the CP system is being used as more than just a rule checker;
a full CP framework is being used repeatedly. We will look at some of these methods in
Section 23.5.
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See also Chapter 5 “Local Search” for methods for doing local search. Focacci et
al.[48] also look at the use of local search within a constraint framework.

23.4.1 Constraint Programming as a Rule-Checker

Perhaps the easiest way to use a constraint programming framework in solving the Vehicle
Routing Problem is to simply use CP-based methods as a rule checker to be applied to
individual routes, or collections of routes. The main advantage over other possible methods
is that CP is very expressive, and a wide variety of side constraints can be specified and
checked efficiently. In addition, a CP-based solver that can handle the core VRP constraints
can often be used without algorithmic modification to handle a problem with additional
side constraints ([31, 106]).

Using CP as a rule-checker means that the search procedure is handled outside the
constraint system. The constraint system is simply called each time a new route (or partial
route) is to be tested. However, the CP system is still able to perform the usual propaga-
tions, limiting the scope of decision variable and potentially identifying infeasible partial
solutions.

De Backer et al.[31] discuss in detail the use of CP within a non-chronological frame-
work. They use two representations of the solution – an active representation within a con-
straint programming system that is only instantiated when a constraint check is required,
and an passive representation used by the local search routines. Within this framework, a
full test of all constraints through the whole (partial) solution can be very expensive. They
therefore describe a number of methods for improving the efficiency of the CP system. We
site three examples – details can be found in the reference.

First, many local search operators operate using a particular criterion – for example
identifying the node that can be moved at least cost or maximum regret. A large gain in ef-
ficiency can be made by simply testing that criterion first, before performing any constraint
checks. So rather than seeing whether it is legal to perform a particular move, the system
should first see whether the cost of the move is less that the best found so far. If not, then
the constraint checks can be skipped altogether.

Another possibility for improving efficiency is to have specialised propagators for the
core constraints. For example, each “move operator” within a local search method may
have its own propagator which examines the values produced during the path variable
propagation. Illegal moves can then be identified very quickly. Even though they concen-
trate on the core constraints, since any side constraints will also be potentially affecting the
path constraints, these propagators make good use of information from all constraints.

Finally it is important to observe that many move operators affect only a subset of the
routes in a solution. Most constraint checking can therefore be limited to just those routes
that have changed.

De Backer et al.[31] describe the use a CP framework for implementing several of the
local search and meta-heuristic methods described in Section 23.2.4. The methods proved
to be effective – several new “best known” solutions where produced.

23.4.2 Local Search within a Constraint framework

As noted above, operators can be defined within a Constraint Programming framework
to insulate the Constraint System from non-chronological backtrack. This allows more of
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the search to take place within a Constraint framework, and hence allows more scope for
propagations and other techniques to prune the search space.

Many of the operators used within this type of framework are based on serial insertion
and block deletion. These types of modification are well suited to use within a Constraint
Programming framework, as they allow the propagations described in Section 23.3.1 to
be used in full – both narrowing the potential sites for insertion, and quickly identifying
partial solutions that cannot lead to a feasible solution. The formulation is also able to
cope with arbitrary side constraints easily. Within-route constraints (like capacity) – which
usually form the bulk of constraints – can be checked during insertion.

One such insertion-based technique, developed specifically for use in constraint pro-
gramming environment, is Large Neighbourhood Search [106]. In this method, a group
of “related” customers is removed, and then re-inserted into the existing runs with optimal
cost. The customers are related geographically, temporally, or by use of a particular re-
source. For example, a simple relatedness function is R(i, j) = 1

cij+Vij
where cij is the

cost of travel from i to j, and Vij is K > 0 if i and j are on the same vehicle, 0 otherwise.
K is chosen to be comparable to the cijs.

The number of visits removed starts at one, and increases if no improvements have been
found, up to some maximum (30 is used in the cited reference). Re-insertion uses exact
branch-and-bound procedure with constraint propagation, which can find the minimum
insertion cost rapidly.

The method has proved particularly successful on Vehicle Routing Problems, and has
since been used in Constraint-based methods for other problems, including crew schedul-
ing [105] and maximal satisfaction problems [82].

The strength of propagations from insertion-style local search is further exploited in a
technique proposed by Caseau et al.[21]. Three meta-heuristics that involve repeated in-
sertion – Large Neighbourhood Search, Limited Discrepancy Search, and Ejection Chains
– are combined. The paper uses these three methods as building-blocks in a system de-
signed to discover new heuristics based on automated “learning”. Depending on the data
presented, the methods produces heuristics, made up of calls to these building blocks, that
are able to produce good solutions. The CP system is acting as a rule checker here, but in
addition, traditional CP techniques are used to solve small TSPs with side constraints as
described in [19] that appear as subproblems.

Another general-purpose search procedure that has been developed within the con-
straint literature is Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS) [59, 20, 21]. Many problem-solving
methods involve a sequence of steps, a set of actions that can be taken at each step, and
a heuristic for ordering the preference for those actions. Following the first preference at
each step gives a solution to the problem. LDS systematically looks at the solutions that
differ from the heuristic solution by making a different choice at a number of points. So
for instance a 1-discrepancy would follow the heuristic at all but one step. At that step it
would take the second-best choice according to the heuristic. Going against the heuristic
at stage one (then following it for the rest of the procedure) gives a 1-discrepancy solution.
Going against the heuristic at stage two gives another such solution, etc. So if there were n
steps in the solution, n different 1-discrepancy solutions can be generated. A 2-discrepancy
solution either twice uses the heuristic’s second-best choice during construction, or once
uses the third-best choice. In the context of the VRP, LDS can be used during construction.
For example, in choosing the next customer to insert, or the insert position.
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The Constraint framework is exploited in a method described by Pesant and Gendreau
[89] to implicitly search large neighbourhoods. As mentioned previously, large neighbour-
hoods are more likely to contain good solutions, or allow good solutions to be discovered in
fewer steps. However, such neighbourhoods can be expensive to search. Pesant and Gen-
dreau describe a method that allows these larger neighbourhoods to be searched efficiently
using branch and bound.

They characterise a neighbourhood N of a particular solution by a set of finite-domain
variables V = {v1, . . . , vn}, so that each feasible combination of values v̄ = v1 ×
. . . × vn maps to exactly one neighbour of the current solution, and vice-versa. A sys-
tematic, branch and bound exploration of feasible values of v̄ then implicitly explores the
neighbourhood efficiently. Using lower-bounding functions allows non-productive areas
of the neighbourhood to be identified and eliminated.

For example, in the TSP with time windows, an effective neighbourhood is the or-
ientation-preserving 3-opt neighbourhood described in Section 23.2.4. This can be char-
acterised using 3 indices – I, J and K – defining the break points, with the constraint
I ≺ J ≺ K (where I ≺ J means “I precedes J in the current tour”). Each feasible
I, J,K combination represents one possible 3-opt exchange (and all 3-opt exchanges are
represented by an I, J,K combination). Peasant and Gendreau describe how this I, J,K
space can be explored using a branch and bound tree of depth three, using two bounding
procedures to prune the search.

Bounding, propagation and pruning are being used to implicitly eliminate subsets
of neighbours. This allows the more complex and larger neighbourhood structures (e.g.
[109]) to be explored effectively.

Rousseau et al.[99] describe an approach, based strongly on the ideas presented in [89].
In this hybrid CP/OR approach, methods such as (Large Neighbourhood Search, GENI
exchange, Ejection Chains) are embedded as operators within a constraint programming
framework. Again, the building blocks chosen are based on serial insertion and deletion –
precisely the operators able to benefit most strongly from propagation.

Basic operators are defined which remove and insert customers in a route. New oper-
ators can then be defined – for instance the following code implements a simple ejection
chain:

NEC(c) :- Insert(c, R) ∨ ( Remove(C,R) ∧ Insert (c,R) ∧ NEC(C) )

where R and C are variables representing any route or customer. The code attempts to
insert c in a feasible route or, if no such route can be found, removes another customer
from a route, inserts c in that route, and recurses to find a new home for C. Obviously this
method must be modified to prevent cycling etc, but the flavour of CP-based programming
is evident.

In the method described, the construction phase, a local search phase and a post-
optimisation improvement phase are all defined in terms of the operators. They follow
the ideas of [89], exploring the neighbourhoods defined by each operator using branch-
and-bound search within a CP framework. As with the previous method, propagation and
pruning are working to reduce the number of solutions actually visited.
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23.5 Using Constraint Programming as a Subproblem Solver

We focus here on methods that involve solving a sequence of constrained subproblems.
These subproblems often share many of the constraints of the original problem, and hence
Constraint Programming may be a useful technique to employ.

An example is the method described by Caseau and Laburthe [20] for the VRP. This
is an insertion-based technique that interleaves insertion with local search. It uses CP to
check the feasibility of insertions and of the neighbourhood moves used in local search.
However, it also uses a constraint-based framework to solve the TSPTW sub-problems
exactly, using the method described in [19]. Because the whole system is set up within a
constraint-based framework, it is easy to implement Limited Discrepancy Search [59] as a
solution improvement technique.

Shaw [106] uses a CP-based solver to find exact solutions to the TSPTW subproblems
arising in the context of the Large Neighbourhood Search procedure (see Section 23.2.4).

Easton et al.[40] use a branch-and-price algorithm to solve the Tavelling Tournament
Problem – which is related to the routing problems we examine here. In this approach,
integer programming is used to solve the master problem, while constraint programming
is used to solve the pricing problem. This approach is discussed in more detail in [66]. The
branch-and-price approach is also used in [30] to solve the Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Windows.

Other examples of CP subproblem solvers are given in the next two sections.

23.5.1 Set Covering or Set Partitioning with Column Generation

Set Covering/Partitioning with Column Generation is a linear programming technique used
commonly in the Operations Research literature to solve a variety of routing, scheduling
and related problems [34, 97, 22, 5, 16, 32, 116]. Column Generation is also the subject of
a recent book [33].

In the VRP context, indicator variables are used to specify potential routes: aik = 1
if customer i is visited by route k, 0 otherwise. Columns therefore represent a potential
route, indicating which customers are covered, but not the order. The order and the cost ck
of route k can be calculated when the column is constructed, and stored separately.

The approach is to generate a large setK of potential routes (columns), then solve a set
partitioning or set covering problem to choose the set of routes which covers all customers
at minimum cost. The decision variable is yk, yk = 1 if route k is used in the solution, 0
otherwise.

SP: minimise
∑

k∈K

ckyk (23.35)

subject to

∑

k∈K

ykaik = 1 ∀i ∈ N (23.36)

yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K (23.37)
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The formulation above is the Set Partitioning formulation, requiring each customer to
be covered exactly once. SP has the advantage that special structure within the constraint
matrix can allow the problem to have integer properties [101]. However, the Set Covering
formulation, which allows customers to be visited more than once, is generally somewhat
easier to solve. The formulation (SC) is obtained by replacing “=” by “≥” in equation
23.36. Repeat visits can usually be handled by simply deleting one. In the following all
comments regarding formulation SP apply equally to SC

Due to the number of potential columns, it is not practical to include all possible routes
in K. However, the method of Column Generation allows us to converge to the optimum
solution. After solving SP, reduced costs for each customer can be obtained using the dual
variable associated with each equation 23.36. The Column Generation subproblem can
then be solved, where columns are generated by finding paths with negative reduced cost –
i.e. sets of customers where the cost of travel is exceeded by the sum of customer reduced
costs. This is a type of prize-collecting TSP [42]. An optimal solution to the relaxed form
of SP is obtained when no more negative reduced-cost paths can be generated.

Constraint programming can be used both in initial column construction phase, and
again in the column generation phase. One of the main advantages of the method is that
any within-route constraints can be enforced by the column construction procedure, in-
dependent of the Set-Partitioning solution mechanism. The method can therefore handle
classical VRP, and VRPTW problems, as well as a variety of side constraints. Previously,
Dynamic Programming was used [34], but this does not have the flexibility of CP which
allows, for example, multiple time windows to be added without fuss [91].

Solving the prize-collecting TSP subproblem in the column generation phase has to
obey the same constraints as the original route-construction method (including any side
constraints) – it simply has a modified objective. The same constraint-based formulation
can therefore be used to solve the prize collection sub-problem.

This approach has been described by Rouseau et al.[100] in the context of the TSPTW,
but most of the discussion applies to the VRPTW as well. They describe arc elimination
and search strategies which speed up solving the prize-collection subproblem.

Junker et al.[65] discuss a framework for embedding efficient algorithms into a con-
straint framework for solving problems that arise in column generation methods. These
methods are developed further in [41].

23.5.2 Lagrangian Relaxation

Lagrangian Relaxation is also a standard Operations Research technique, and descriptions
can be found in many Operations Research texts (e.g. [70, 115]). The technique is applied
to linear programming formulations of a problem where an “easy” problem is being com-
plicated by some additional constraints. The idea is to move the complicating constraints
into the objective with a penalty (Lagrangian) multiplier, leaving a much simpler subprob-
lem. Using duality theory, optimal multipliers can then be found by solving a series of
subproblems, yielding optimal solutions to the original problem.

There are various ways to apply this technique to the VRP, or VRPTW, depending on
the relaxed constraints. Fisher [43, 44] used Lagrangian Relaxation to solve the VRP and
VRPTW problems. The relaxation used there leaves a “minimum K-tree” subproblem.
More recently, Lagrangian relaxation has been applied to the VRPTW [67]. In the ap-
proach described there, the constraints which ensure that each customer is visited exactly
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once are relaxed – these are constraints 23.2 in the formulation in Section 23.2.1. This
gives the Lagrangian objective

minimise zLR(λ) =
∑

i∈N

∑

j∈N

∑

k∈M

cijxijk −
∑

i∈N

λi





∑

j∈N

∑

k∈M

xijk − 1



 (23.38)

We wish to find the optimal set of multipliers λi, and must therefore solve
Problem LR = maximizeλ∈Rn zLR(λ) subject to constraints 23.3 to 23.10 (without the
redundant subtour constraints 23.7).

LR divides intom independent (difficult) problems – one for each vehicle. As with the
Column Generation method described above, the subproblem is a sort of prize-collecting
TSP, with the Lagrange multiplier λi associated with each customer quantifying the “prize”
for a vehicle to visit. (At termination, λi therefore gives an indication of the “cost” of
visiting each customer.) For the strict definition of VRPTW, [67] develop a dynamic
programming-based method to solve the elementary shortest path with time windows and
capacity constraints subproblem. However, a constraint-based approach could be used
which would allow arbitrary side constraints to be applied.

The Lagrangian Relaxation method is an iterative procedure. At iteration t, the current
solution is xtijk The Lagrangian problem is then solved to find the optimal multiplier λti
for i ∈ N . Unfortunately, in the case of the VRPTW, this optimization is also a difficult
problem. [67] describe a cutting plane algorithm using trust regions to solve the Lagrangian
dual problem for the pure VRPTW. Given these multipliers, a new xt+1

ijk is calculated using
the subproblem solver – CP or Dynamic Programming.

Traditionally Lagrangian Relaxation methods have suffered from being tied to a spe-
cific formulation of the problem. Constraint Programming allows the possibility to solve
subproblems in the presence of a wide variety of side constraints, making the method more
widely applicable. However, an exact solution to the subproblem is usually required in
order to guarantee convergence of the method.

Benoist et al.[9] used Lagrange Relaxation within a constraint programming frame-
work to solve a related routing problem - the “Travelling Tournament Problem” faced
in constructing round-robin sports schedules. The method allows for a variety of con-
straints in composing a draw while minimising the travel time for players. This work is
also interesting for the collaborative architecture described that allows CP and Lagrangian
Relaxation to work effectively together.

23.6 CP-VRP in the Real World

23.6.1 Real-World Constraints

Up to this point, we have discussed the Vehicle Routing Problem and its variants as they are
studied in academia. Starting from the very pure statement of the VRP originally proposed,
new constraints and variants reflecting real-world practice have been studied over time.

However, the main difference between VRP in academe and routing practice in the
real world remains the almost incredible variety of constraints and objective functions that
are seen in day-to-day use – many of which have never been examined in the academic
literature.
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To bring this into focus, we present a number of examples of operating practice that
have been seen by staff at a leading supplier of software for Vehicle Routing.

• Minimising vehicles is seldom an optimisation criteria in day-to-day scheduling.
The fleet size is determined periodically, but in between times, drivers are typically
on contract, and so are paid for some minimum time whether they drive or not. As
a result of this, there is often a constraint that route time exceeds the paid minimum,
while being less than the contracted maximum time.

• Meal and rest breaks, within a certain time of starting, and importantly, within a
certain time relative to one another, must be inserted into the route automatically

• Subcontracting is common, whereby a shipment is sent using another carrier. The
constraint that all visits are completed is therefore often dropped in favour of a cost
term in the objective that will automatically drop uneconomic visits.

• A situation has been seen whereby the company only pays for travel to and from
the first and last visits of the route, not for the distance on the route itself. There
is a constraint which forces the route to be linear, rather than petal-shaped, which
in effect forces the last visit to be one of the most distant from the first. In fact the
constraint is that the total length of the route is no more than 30% greater than the
distance from the first to the last stop.

• In some workplaces, some drivers have secured a strong negotiation position which
allows them to choose which stops they wish to perform. Others are able to choose
some of their route.

• Cross-docking is another very common practice. For example, a major supermarket
has a regional distribution centre. This centre receives goods from suppliers, and
distributes goods to stores. To avoid double handling and storage costs, where-ever
possible the deliveries are “cross-docked”: the goods are taken straight across the
dock from a suppliers vehicle to the distribution vehicle. If the supermarket is using
its own vehicles to pick up from the supplier, then this constraint is a movable time-
window linking two or more routes.

• A similar inter-tour constraint occurs when one vehicle delivers to a scheduled ser-
vice, such as a ferry or train, and another picks up from the other end. There may be
a choice of many scheduled services to use, but two routes must coordinate on the
same service. Note that the receiving vehicle is not necessarily identified, but one of
a number of vehicles must be tasked to meet the scheduled service.

• In (telecommunications) technician dispatching there can be a requirement to have
two technicians at different locations at the same time, so that they can perform end-
to-end tests of communications hardware. A constraint is required to force these two
visits into different vehicles and for the two visits to occur in the same time window.

• Some long-haul companies use trailer change-over. Here, one vehicle (perhaps while
making other deliveries) carries a trailer. At some location and time (decision vari-
ables) it meets another vehicle and the trailer is moved to the second vehicle for
onward travel. This may be repeated a number of times. Each such change-over
represents an inter-tour constraint. Again the vehicles involved are variable.
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• The resources at a site may be limited. For instance there may be a limited number
of docks or forklifts. The number of vehicles visiting at any one time must therefore
be limited. This will be a consideration for example in a supermarket where multiple
vehicles are sent to replenish stocks.

• Overtime rates must be taken into account in the objective, but are often expressed
in a complicated fashion, including discontinuities, and penalty payments. E.g. $x
up to the first half hour, $y for each subsequent half hour, plus $z meal allowance
(plus 30 minutes break) if working more than 2 hours.

• In technician dispatching, the truck inventory must be maintained. The inventory of
up to 300 types of parts may have to be tracked, and only technicians with sufficient
supplies assigned. The technician must return to base to restock when appropriate,
or may be able to be resupplied en-route by either meeting another technician and
swapping parts, or by a special delivery from base.

• Lots of little, but still important, preferences have been seen, for example shipments
to a particular customer in a week must be done by the same driver; or a husband
and wife must/may not work together as a team.

Note that while many of the situations listed can be addressed using the models dis-
cussed here, some require more elaborate models, and some can only be approximately
modelled. In addition, some would require bespoke techniques to find good solutions.

23.6.2 Dynamic Operation

Another important aspect of solving vehicle routing problems in the real world is the dy-
namic nature of the problems: the problem is shifting even as it is being solved.

The dynamism may be small - where some visits may be added or deleted without
changing the general structure of the route, or the entire routing process may be driven by
the stops being added, such as in taxi or parcel delivery operations.

Other dynamic aspects of operations include

• A company may have a list of clients it visits, but not all clients will require visiting
each day. The stops to be performed may only be finalised as close to dispatch time
– or even after.

• Traffic incidents and road works can alter the time taken to drive between two stops.

• It may be difficult to calculate a-priori how long a visit will require. If visits take
longer than expected, parts of a planned route may have to be re-scheduled.

• Vehicles may break down, requiring visits to be re-scheduled

Algorithms to address these dynamic features of the problem are just beginning to be
addressed in the literature [68, 77].
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23.6.3 Vehicle Routing Software

The importance of vehicle routing to companies’ operations is reflected in the use of ve-
hicle routing software packages. The journal OR/MS Today conducts a regular survey of
routing software. In their most recent survey [57], twenty routing software systems were
analysed. The companies involved reported a total of more than 8,000 systems sold. We
refer the reader to a survey such as this for details of available systems.

It should be remembered that the routing aspects are only small part of a routing system.
Other features required of software include

• The ability to geo-code addresses - that is turn an address into a map location.

• The ability to calculate travel distances and times from one map point to another.

• A graphical user interface for displaying routes.

• The ability to change routes manually, preferably using a graphical interface.

• A method of easily specifying and entering constraints.

• Interfacing with other systems, such as billing and invoice systems.

23.7 Conclusions

We have seen how Constraint Programming can be applied to an important industrial prob-
lem. The Constraint Programming approaches have used, and advanced, the substantial
body of research on the problem from the Operations Research community. Methods from
the OR literature form the basis for many successful CP approaches.

Before the advent of Constraint Programming, the usual approach to solving these
problems was to formulate the problem at hand in such a way that the main objectives and
core constraints could be handled efficiently. If any side constraints were present, these
were often handled in an “ad-hoc” manner. Unfortunately this leads to a wide variety of
formulations, each of which is often specific to a fairly narrow class of problems.

The advantage Constraint Programming brings is a much more general method of han-
dling the core and side constraints of routing problems. The formulation presented here
is able to model a very wide variety of problems classes seen in the literature and in the
real world with the same set of variables and core constraints. This formulation can handle
capacity, time and incompatibility constraints, and various types of pickup and delivery
problem.

In addition, a very wide variety of side constraints can be modelled without affecting
the core model. We have already mentioned many different types of side constraints, but
there are a large number of others in used in companies around the world. Many of these
can be incorporated into the model with very low cost. We have shown how the expressive
nature of the model allows constraints to be specified and checked efficiently.

Routing problems of the sort examined here are all NP-hard. Efficiency in exploring
a chosen search space is therefore paramount. We have shown how a combination of
propagators for generic constraints, along with bespoke propagations, can substantially
reduce the number of search nodes actually visited, without affecting the solution quality.
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We have shown how performing local search within a Constraint Programming framework
can benefit from the pruning of the search space.

Constraint Programming systems allow flexibility in how a new type of constraint, seen
for the first time in a particular company, is handled. First, the new constraint can usually be
incorporated relatively simply into the model described. As soon as this is done, automatic
methods within the Constraint system are usually able to immediately use the constraint
to prune search trees. In addition, if the constraint is seen as being core to solving the
problem, bespoke propagators can be fashioned which increase the degree to which the
search tree is pruned.

We have also seen how Constraint Programming systems offer advantages when used
as subproblem solvers. In methods such as Column Generation and Lagrangian Optimisa-
tion, subproblems are often generated with an eclectic mix of constraints. Some of these
are common to other routing systems, and others are particular to the subproblem environ-
ment. Constraint Programming allows the methods developed to solve the routing aspects
to be leveraged to solve the related subproblem.

In the future, it would appear that there is still much to be done in terms of hybrid
OR and CP methods. This is a very active area of research, and some very interesting
methods using advanced techniques from both disciplines are already being seen. It is
clear that techniques from Constraint Programming will continue influence developments
in this area.
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Chapter 24

Configuration

Ulrich Junker

Configuration is the task of composing a customized system out of generic components.
This task is of concern to everybody as component-based systems are omnipresent in mod-
ern industry. Prominent examples of component-based systems are computers, home cin-
emas, cars, and trucks. Classic examples are kitchen and furniture that can be assembled
from a given catalog of components. As the need for customization is growing, more and
more products follow the pattern of a component system. New examples are service packs
such as telecommunication offers, loans and insurance products, but also travel packages
and other examples from the service industry. Finally, we should not forget component-
based software systems.

Components are generic in nature and can be produced in mass, but are destined to
support customized solutions. The available components for a given type of system are
usually described in the form of a catalog. Each catalog item is a product type and describes
the functional and technical characteristics of the component. For example, take a printer
component. The function is printing. The functional characteristics include printing quality
and support of colors. The technical characteristics include printing type (laser, jet) and
printing speed.

Whereas the catalog describes the generic knowledge of components, a customer usu-
ally has specific requirements for the desired component-based system. For example, the
customer wants to set up a home movie studio that allows the filming, editing, and showing
of movies and optionally the printing of snapshots and insertion of photos. To match the
specific customer requirements, a configuration of the components needs to be determined.
A configuration is a set of instances of the available component types that are customized
and combined to meet the requirements. A configuration for the home movie studio con-
sists of a video camera with analog output, a video recorder with analog input, and a TV
screen. Another configuration consists of a video camera with digital output, a computer
with a card for digital video capture, software for video editing, a DVD reader/writer, a
printer, and a scanner.

The task of finding a suitable configuration encounters several difficulties. Firstly, there
can be a huge number of configurations responding to the customer requirements. The
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number of alternatives may be large even if a single component needs to be chosen. The
customer usually is not satisfied with an arbitrary choice, but has preferences on multiple
criteria of the catalog items such as the color or seat material of a desired car. Hence, a
configuration problem may correspond to a multicriteria decision-making problem. Nor-
mally, a configuration does not consist of a single component, but multiple components.
Car configuration problems allow the choice of multiple options that are subject to techni-
cal constraints. For example, the choices of a roof rack and of a cabriolet are incompatible.
In this case, the configuration problem is a combinatorial problem. In more complex ex-
amples such as the configuration of instrumentation and control systems, the number of
required components is initially unknown. The problem space of the configuration task
then contains a possibly infinite number of candidate configurations. Universally quanti-
fied constraints can be used to represent knowledge about unknown parts and we obtain a
satisfiability problem in a (decidable) fragment of first-order logic. Finally, a configuration
problem can be large in size and involve huge numbers of product types and constraints.

Complex configuration problems are, for example, encountered in the engineering and
manufacturing departments of the computer and automotive industries, which need to com-
plete customized sales orders by choosing suitable parts from huge catalogs. This situation
has led to the development of configurators that do this completion automatically while
respecting difficult technical constraints. However, configurators can also support the sales
process and assist the user in choosing options while guaranteeing their compatibility.

Although the first configurators were based on production rules, Constraint Program-
ming (CP) nowadays appears to be the method of choice for solving diverse forms of
configuration problems. CP addresses the complete space of possible configurations, no
more and no less. End users can formulate arbitrary requirements without taking the risk
that their favorite configurations are forgotten. CP handles the combinatorial aspects of
configuration problems. CP is able to discover unforeseen interactions between different
components and constraints thanks to propagation, search, and learning algorithms. CP
can also profit from existing expertise in solving configuration problems by using it for
guiding the search.

However, classic CP methods lacked appropriate techniques to represent complex con-
figuration knowledge, to reason about an unknown number of components, to handle user
preferences, or to provide explanations when interactive solving ran into failure. Specific
research on constraint-based configurators has addressed those points by incorporating
techniques from fields such as knowledge representation, theorem proving, and preference
handling. This handbook chapter gives a survey of the main techniques.

Section 24.1 explains the diversity of configuration problems and extracts specific chal-
lenges for CP. Section 24.2 distinguishes different kinds of knowledge used in configura-
tion problems, which can be used to build rather different constraint models as explained in
section 24.3. Section 24.4 presents the problem-solving tasks occurring in configuration.

24.1 What Is Configuration?

24.1.1 A Whole Spectrum of Problems

Configuration has been an outgrowth of research on rule-based expert systems. John Mc-
Dermott [41] used the term configuration for a specific form of a design task [9], where
a system was assembled out of predefined components that are connected in predefined
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Figure 24.1: Component types of a home movie studio.

ways. Whereas more innovative design tasks often require a suitable modeling of the
physical behavior of components [64], work on rule-based configurators focused on the
functional aspects of components. Frayman and Mittal summarized those approaches by a
general definition of the configuration task [44] and thus provided a foundation of the field
of configuration similar to Reiter’s for the fault diagnosis in technical systems [49]. The
essence of this definition is as follows: A configuration problem is characterized by two
constituents:

1. A catalog which describes the generic components in terms of their functional and
technical properties and the relationship between both.

2. User requirements and user preferences about the functional characteristics of the
desired configuration.

The configuration task consists of finding the following answer:

1. One or more configurations that satisfy all requirements and that optimize the pref-
erences if those requirements are consistent.

2. An explanation of failure in the other case.

A configuration is a set of customized components together with a description of their con-
nections. A component itself is defined by its type, its attributes, and its subcomponents.
Attributes may express functional properties such as filming capability or edit capacity in
terms of filmed hours (see Figure 24.1). However, attributes may also express technical
properties that describe how a given functional property is achieved. For example, the
video file format (AVI, MPEG2) used for editing and the storage capacity are technical
characteristics. If a given functional property is fulfilled by a single component, then this
component is primitive and has no subcomponents. In the movie studio example, a video
camera directly realizes the filming functionality. However, a function may also be ful-
filled by a combination of components. The combination can be achieved by a composite
component that has subcomponents. For example, the storage capacity of a movie studio
system may be supplied by a computer as well as the external disks of the computer, which
thus all together achieve the required edit capacity. The combination can also be achieved
by an architecture that defines how components need to be combined to fulfill the function.
For example, the home movie studio may have a video editing system, which consists of a
computer, editing software, and other components such as a video capture card and a video
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recording facility. This video editing system is not a component that can be chosen from a
catalog, but a ‘functional unit’ that describes how other components need to be combined
for the purpose of video editing.

The general description of the configuration task covers a large spectrum of concrete
configuration problems and can be simplified depending on the application domain and
the purpose of the configurator. As explained in [28, 51], it is useful to distinguish con-
figuration for sales and configuration for manufacturing and engineering. Sales configu-
rators address the needs of laymen in business-to-customer applications (B2C) or buyers
in business-to-business applications (B2B). Components are described in terms of sales
categories and correspond to items that customers can order. Their level of detail is much
smaller than that of the parts that can be manufactured. The result of the sales configu-
ration can be used as input for a technical configurator that checks whether the ordered
system can be produced. The configurator uses existing product models in the form of bill-
of-materials and compatibility tables and chooses a structure and the parts of the product.
Whereas sales configurators are highly interactive and user-driven, manufacturing requires
configurators that automatically complete given requirements.

The structure of a configured system depends on the application domain. A car con-
figuration usually consists of a small number of features. A configured computer is typi-
cally described by a small hierarchy of parts. A custom kitchen may have an unbounded
number of parts. An instrumentation-and-control system may additionally require that an
unbounded number of parts is packed into an unknown number of racks and boards.

This difference in structure explains why so many different techniques have been ap-
plied to configuration problems. A first survey of configuration techniques given by [51]
distinguishes rule-based reasoning [41], model-based reasoning [44], and case-based rea-
soning for configuration. The model-based branch covers approaches based on description
logic [42], constraint programming [43, 59], and resource models [31]. The survey now
needs to be completed by approaches based on SAT [55], binary decision diagrams [29],
integer programming [62], and also answer-set programming [54]. Furthermore, there have
been various attempts to combine several techniques in order to enhance the modeling and
solving capabilities of a configurator. The diversity of techniques is confirmed by other
surveys [27, 58].

Independent of the problem and the approach, a configurator needs to address the fol-
lowing requirements concerning problem solving:

1. Generation of components to carry out the functional requirements.

2. Reasoning about the interactions of multiple components.

3. Detection of cases where the desired functionality cannot be implemented.

A further requirement concerns modeling. The configurator needs to provide a high-level
modeling language that allows the configuration expert to model complex systems and to
maintain these models.

Rule-based approaches represent functional requirements in terms of assertions in the
working memory and map them to components through rules. A rule for selecting a com-
ponent is fired if there is a requirement needing this component. When executed, a rule
can generate new components, customize existing components, or add subcomponents.
Depending on the context, the same function may be achieved differently, meaning that we
obtain multiple rules of the form:
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if function and context 1 and constraints okay then component 1
...
if function and context m and constraints okay then component n

The rule conditions need to check possible interactions with other components and may
become very complex. If compatibility constraints between components are changing, then
they need to be incorporated into the conditions of multiple rules. This lack of modularity
caused a severe maintenance problem in the R1/XCON configurator of DEC computers
[41, 4]. Furthermore, rule-based systems usually do not have the capability of detecting
cases that cannot be achieved by the given catalog. Nevertheless, rule-based systems may
be useful for very simple configuration problems requiring a small number of choices only.

Model-based reasoning addresses the deficiencies of rule-based reasoning. Firstly, it
separates the problem description from the solving algorithm, thus allowing an analysis
of the problem independent of the chosen approach. Secondly, it requires that the prob-
lem description is based on a model of the system to be configured. This model consists
of decomposable entities and the interactions between these elements. Modularity or com-
posability is thus well-addressed since components can easily be added or removed without
changing the whole model. Thirdly, it requires that this problem description is complete
and defines a closed space of possible configurations. If no element of this space satisfies
the given requirements, then the problem has no solution.

Description logic (DL) is well-suited to describe component types and their relations. It
organizes components types in a taxonomy. Description logic allows us to define complex
types out of primitive types. It is able to detect specialization relations between complex
types and to test the consistency of types by a process called classification. Classification
can be used to solve configuration problems if the configuration knowledge can be com-
pletely expressed in the description logic. In most cases, the expressiveness of the descrip-
tion logic is not sufficient and a rule-based or constraint-based engine is used in addition to
deal with complex compatibility and numerical constraints. Such a hybrid approach has,
for example, been pursued in the CLASSICS-project [42] and in the PLAKON-project
[10]. DL-based configurators have been applied to the configuration of telecommunication
equipment [42], elevators [61], passenger cabins in aircrafts [27], and many other systems
that have a complex structure. They also address the problem of generating a hierarchy of
parts and can exploit this hierarchy for problem decomposition [39].

Resource-based approaches [31] are dedicated to complex equipment configuration
problems where components provide and consume given resources. For example, the stor-
age devices of a computer system provide storage capacity, but they consume power and
slots. The slots are provided by the racks of the computer system. The purpose of the
resource-based configuration process is to bring produced and consumed resources in bal-
ance, meaning that the consumed resource does not exceed the produced resource. The
process starts from initial resource requirements such as a minimal storage capacity, which
are consumed from outside and which need to be produced by generating and customizing
suitable parts. The resource-based approach is necessary for many configuration problems,
but is not sufficient on its own. As such, it is best integrated with other approaches.

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) are well-suited to defining a closed space of
configurations. They use variables with domains. If the number of variables is fixed, then
the space is obtained as the Cartesian product of the domains. Constraints also handle the
interaction of multiple components. Compatibility constraints specify which components
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can be combined. Aggregation constraints (such as sums) are able to deduce global proper-
ties such as the produced or consumed amount of a resource. Variables express the possible
choices for fulfilling a functional requirement. Since the choice should only be made if the
requirement is present, we obtain a conditional disjunction of the form:

if function then component 1 or ... or component n

The disjunction is encoded by a variable x having as domain the components that can be
chosen. However, this variable should only be introduced if the function is indeed required
and this may depend on other choices. Hence, new variables and constraints may be acti-
vated or generated during the problem solving. A rule-based constraint engine can add new
constraints when executing rules and retract them during search thanks to a truth mainte-
nance system (TMS) [15, 12]. For example, the configurator in [28] is based on a TMS.
However, the dynamic nature of configuration problems provides a particular challenge for
Constraint Programming approaches that maintain local consistency during search. Mit-
tal and Falkenhainer therefore introduced Dynamic CSPs (now called Conditional CSPs)
which have optional variables and constraints. Local consistency algorithms for Condi-
tional CSPs have been elaborated in [43, 52]. Stumptner and Haselböck [60, 59, 17] intro-
duced resource-based reasoning into CP and Mailharro [40] extended it with cardinality-
based reasoning. The CP approach has successfully been applied to the configuration of
cars, computers [18], instrumentation and control systems [40], web services [3].

SAT approaches can be seen as a special case of CP. They mainly handle requirement
and compatibility constraints, but no numerical constraints such as resource constraints.
They have successfully been applied to car configuration [55]. Answer-set programming
[54] formulates configuration knowledge through form of default rules, while ensuring
functionally well-justified configurations through groundedness conditions [56]. This ap-
proach has been applied to software configuration [65].

Interactive sales configurators are simultaneously solving the configuration problems
of multiple customers and require rapid response times. As these problems differ only in
the requirements, but not in the catalog, preprocessing techniques can be used to compute
configurations in advance. For problems involving a fixed number of parts with small finite
domains, it may be possible to represent the whole configuration space compactly by a
binary decision diagram [29], an automaton [2], or the decomposable negation normal form
[11]. Other knowledge-compilation techniques include synthesis trees [63] and clustertrees
[14, 46]. All these techniques are compatible with respect to a CP approach. Knowledge
compilation has successfully been applied to car configuration problems [29, 46].

CP is well-suited to define a clear configuration space. It ensures composability by
treating interactions between arbitrary components and by deriving global properties of
sets of components. It also offers a high freedom in modeling and the modeling is com-
pletely declarative. Thus, CP meets the requirement for an expressive and maintainable
modeling capability that has been stated above. All these advantages made it the method
of choice for configuration. However, configuration problems posed several challenges to
CP which are summarized in the next sections.

24.1.2 Modeling Challenges for CP

Most applications of Constraint Programming (CP) concern real-world systems that are
modeled in an object-oriented way. CP addresses the combinatorial aspect of the applica-
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tion to be solved. It is often possible to isolate this aspect by generating a constraint model
from the given object model. For example, a production plan in a scheduling application is
translated into a set of start- and end-time variables and precedence constraints. The object
model can be completely ignored when solving the scheduling problem. However, this
complete separation of object model and constraint model is not possible for configuration
problems, which poses new challenges for the modeling and the modeling language:

Product catalogs: Configurators need to be deeply embedded in business processes and
reuse existing product models in order to facilitate modeling and maintenance. Existing
product catalogs in the form of database tables need to be mapped to constraint models.
Since they strongly influences the structure of the constraint model, they cannot be ignored
when discussing constraint models for configuration.

Knowledge representation: Knowledge of the component structure is usually repre-
sented in the form of a taxonomy of component types. More specific types add attributes,
domain restrictions, and subcomponents. Whereas object-oriented programming assumes
that the type of an object is static, it is represented as a variable in constraint-based con-
figuration. Constraint reasoning can specialize the component by reducing the domain of
the type variable. The component then inherits the properties of the more specialized types
during the solving process, which leads to the activation of new variables and constraints.
The constraint engine has to support this inheritance process.

Resource constraints: The number of parts of a configuration may not be bounded, but
depends on global resource requirements. Hence, the set of components is not given in
this case, but has to be determined as a result of the configuration task. In order to express
constraints on those unknown parts, universally quantified constraints are necessary. Fur-
thermore, variables representing the choice of an unknown part will have an open domain
that is extended during constraint solving. Constraints on variables with open domains
such as resource constraints need to deal with this situation.

Preference models: A further challenge is obtained by the potentially huge set of so-
lutions. Since these solutions differ much in their characteristics, user preferences need to
be taken into account when solving the configuration problem.

24.1.3 Problem Solving Challenges for CP

The solving process faces additional challenges that depend on the type of the configuration
problem. Configurators for manufacturing and engineering need to handle the following
issues in addition to normal solving strategies for CP:

Top-down refinement: a search strategy for finding a configuration cannot make deci-
sions in an arbitrary order, but needs to implement top-down refinement that configures
components before their subcomponents and that specializes the type variable before in-
stantiating inherited attributes.

Component generation: resource requirements may require the generation of an un-
bounded number of parts. Generation steps need to be incorporated into the solving strat-
egy. A careful control of the generation is needed in order to avoid cyclic reproduction of
the same state and to avoid the inclusion of parts that do not fulfill any function.

Although interactive sales configurators are treating much simpler problems, they are
facing challenges as well:

User Scalability: web-based configurators need to solve many similar problems and
this within short response times. It is therefore reasonable to share information between
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different threads (e.g. learning of strategies, conflicts, and solutions) or to preprocess the
catalog by knowledge-compilation techniques.

Explanations: interactive configurators let the user make the choices. As the user
may easily encounter over-constrained problems, an explanation of failure in the form
of conflicting requirements is needed. An explanation facility is a critical feature for an
interactive configurator.

Preference elicitation: interaction cycles can be shortened if the configurator remem-
bers or acquires user preferences. The configurator can thus offer a preferred solution
and automatically reactivate preferred choices when the user takes back options that are in
conflict with those choices.

24.2 Configuration Knowledge

This section introduces the knowledge that exists about components, namely component
catalogs in sub-section 24.2.1, component structure in sub-section 24.2.2, and component
constraints in sub-section 24.2.2. It introduces the different ingredients of a component
such as functions (features), attributes, subcomponents and connections, and resources and
provides the basic vocabulary for formulating constraint models.

24.2.1 Configuration Catalog

The literature distinguishes a large variety of configuration problems. In spite of this di-
versity, all those problems are based on the notion of a primitive component that does not
contain subcomponents and that directly fulfills a required function.

Each primitive component has a concrete type and a set of attributes describing the
functional and technical characteristics of the component. Functional characteristics are
either capabilities which are described by boolean attributes (such as printing) or capacities
which are described by numerical attributes (such as storage capacity). A concrete type is
a product type that can be ordered by the customer (in the case of a sales configurator)
or that can be produced (in the case of a configurator for manufacturing). The technical
characteristics are represented by further attributes that are either uniquely specified for the
concrete type or that have multiple options. A primitive component is thus characterized
by its type and the values of its attributes.

Knowledge about the available primitive components is available in the form of prod-
uct catalogs. The product catalogs are an integral part of enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems that support engineering and manufacturing. As it is important to embed
configurators into those business processes, configurators need to reuse existing product
models to facilitate modeling and maintenance. The product catalogs are available in the
form of database tables. Each table describes a technical (component) type. There may be
a table for hard disks, another one for video cameras, and another one for DVD players.
A technical type defines the functional and technical attributes of a component, but does
not specify the values for those characteristics. A technical component can be realized by
multiple concrete (component) types. A concrete type specifies a concrete value for each
attribute or gives the set of possible attribute values. For example, a concrete screen type
may have a fixed size or a small set of possible sizes. The set of possible values can be
expressed by an enumeration of values or by a range of two numerical bounds. The domain
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Table 24.1: Catalog (video camera).

Type Output Input price
cam1 analog none 200
cam2 AVI none 300
cam3 anal.+AVI. AVI 400
cam4 AVI AVI 500

of an attribute for a concrete type can thus be a singleton, an interval, or an enumeration of
values. Whereas a single database column is sufficient for singleton domains, two columns
are needed to represent interval domains. Attributes with enumerated domains may be rep-
resented by further tables. As a consequence, a product catalog in the form of a database
does not directly reflect the product model. Annotations of the database are needed to
interpret them in terms of a product model and to transform them into the following form:

Definition 24.1 (Catalog knowledge). A configuration catalog is described by a set T of
technical types, a set L of concrete types (the leaf types), and a set A of attributes that are
all mutually disjoint. Each technical type t in T has a set attrs(t) ⊆ A of attributes and a
(non-empty) set subtypes(t) ⊆ L of concrete types. The set of leaf types of two different
technical types are mutually disjoint. Each technical type t has a table which defines a
domain D(a, t′) for each attribute a ∈ attrs(t) and each product type t′ ∈ subtypes(t).

Table 24.1 describes the catalog of video cameras. The first column describes the
camera type. The other columns specify the values for the input and output formats and
the price.

This catalog is important when setting up a constraint model. Firstly, it provides the
domains for the variables that are introduced for attributes. Secondly, it defines a constraint
between the concrete type of a component and its attributes. We call this the catalog con-
straint. This constraint expresses a relationship between functional requirements and the
technical characteristics of a primitive component, including its type. Given a user require-
ment on a functional property (e.g. a maximal price of 300), local consistency methods will
remove all concrete types that are unable to provide this property (such as the camera types
cam3 and cam4). As a consequence, the remaining types are able to meet this functional
requirement. Thus, existing product models yield an important part of a constraint-based
configuration model. Catalog constraints are particularly important since they are able to
classify a component by reducing the domain of its type variable.

24.2.2 Partonomies and Taxonomies

Whereas sales configurators often deal only with primitive components, manufacturing and
engineering needs to refine those components by suitable parts. The part-of-structure of
components is therefore of central importance for configuration.

A composite component has a concrete type, a set of attributes, and a set of subcom-
ponents (or parts), which may be primitive or composite components. Following [16, 39],
it makes sense to stipulate that components own their subcomponents. Hence, a subcom-
ponent cannot be a part of two different components. Furthermore, the part-of-relation
between components must neither contain cycles, nor infinite descending chains. A (sub)-
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Figure 24.2: A partonomy of functional and technical types.

component may also have a set of connections to other (sub)-components of the configu-
ration. There are no restrictions concerning connections. Subcomponents as well as con-
nected components can be grouped together into subsets of components, which are called
ports in [44]. A port contains components that are functionally equivalent for the given
problem. We distinguish partonomic ports that contain subcomponents and connection-
ports that contain connected components. Partonomic ports own their elements and are
mutually disjoint.

The structure of a composite component is defined by a structural product model. The
partonomy describes the possible decompositions of components of a given type. Figure
24.2 shows the partonomy of a simple home movie studio. It consists of a camera and an
optional computer which can have several hard disks. Such a partonomy can be comple-
mented by a ‘topology’, which defines the connections between components and which
consists of arbitrary relations between the types of a partonomy.

Product models in ERP systems contain information about the partonomy. The bill-of-
material (BoM) describes how many subcomponents of which type are needed to assemble
or to manufacture a component. A BoM is represented by a graph. The nodes are compo-
nent types. The edges represent has-Part-relations and are labeled with a cardinality. An
edge from type t1 to type t2 with label k means that a component of type t1 contains k sub-
components of type t2. It can be assumed that a bill-of-material of configurable products
is a directed acyclic graph. A BoM can easily be translated into a partonomy. Each node in
the BoM corresponds to a technical type and each edge from type t1 to type t2 with label
k in the BoM is translated into a 1 : k-relation from t1 to t2.

Concrete types specify or restrict the attribute values of a component. They may also
specify the number of parts of a component (e.g. the number of wheels of a car). Techni-
cal types define the functional and technical attributes and the component structure. They
regroup together multiple concrete types. However, it makes sense to further regroup tech-
nical types according to their functional characteristics. For example, the device for storing
an edited movie can be a hard disk, a DVD writer, or a video recorder, or the camera it-
self. It therefore makes sense to regroup these technical types under a functional type
called storage device. This functional type defines functional attributes such as a writing
capability and the storage capacity.

We thus obtain a taxonomy of types that consists of three layers: 1. A hierarchy of
functional types. 2. A layer of technical types. 3. The leaf layer of concrete types. It is then
possible to create an instance of a functional type, such as a storage device, and to configure
it by specializing its type. This process will add new attributes to the component and refine
its structure incrementally. A taxonomy thus describes alternative ways to map functional
requirements to structure and to refine structural skeletons. Partonomies with taxonomies
correspond to bill-of-materials with alternatives. Figure 24.3 shows the partonomy of the
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home movie studio which consists of functional units and devices. The functional units
describe how the filming, editing, showing functions are realized. The edit and show unit
can be manual or computer-based. Depending on these choices, different kind of devices
need to be added. There is also a connection port indicated by a dashed line. A partonomy
with a taxonomy can be represented in the form of a UML-diagram [16] or by a description
logic. We define the structure of a component independent of a formal language:

Definition 24.2 (Structural knowledge). A structural configuration model consists of a set
T̂ of functional types, a set T of technical types, a set Â of attributes, a set P̂ of partonomic
ports, and a set of Q̂ of connection ports, all mutually disjoint:

1. Each functional type t ∈ T̂ has a (possibly empty) set subtypes(t) ⊆ T̂ ∪T of direct
subtypes. The set of direct subtypes of two types are mutually disjoint meaning that
each type has at most one direct supertype.

2. Each functional or technical type t in T̂ ∪ T has a set attrs(t) ⊆ Â of attributes
and a set ports(t) ⊆ P̂ ∪ Q̂ of partonomic and connection ports. Each port p has a
destination type type(t, p) ∈ T̂ ∪ T , a minimal cardinality min(t, p), and a maximal
cardinality max(t, p).

3. There is no sequence t1, . . . , tn of types in T̂ ∪ T such that t1 = tn and ti is a
subtype of ti−1 or the destination type of a partonomic port of ti−1.

A structural configuration model can be extended by a configuration catalog if both coin-
cide in their technical types as well as in the attributes attrs(t) of each technical type.

A configuration can be obtained from a structural model by instantiating a compo-
nent type. Table 24.2 shows the instance ourStudio of the Home Movie Studio which
inherits the attributes and ports of this type. The attributes are assigned to values from
the attribute domain and the ports are filled by part lists. For each part, a type is cho-
sen and the part inherits the attributes and ports of this type, meaning that this process is
repeated recursively. Hence, a structural configuration model generates a nested data struc-
ture when being instantiated. This data structure is central for the modeling and solving
of configuration problems. In the remainder of this chapter, we need to refer to differ-
ent elements of this data structure. Firstly, we will define a view on all the parts of the
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Table 24.2: A configuration.

ourStudio: a Home Movie Studio
. total price: 2000 $ (an attribute)
. functional units: (a partonomic port)
. . unit(ourStudio,1): a Film Unit (a part)
. . unit(ourStudio,2): a Computerized Video Edit Unit (a part)
. . . edit capacity: 20 hours
. . . edit format: AVI
. . . computer: device(ourStudio,2) (a connection port)
. devices: (a partonomic port)
. . device(ourStudio,1): a Cam4 Camera (a catalog part)
. . . output format: AVI
. . . input format: AVI
. . device(ourStudio,2): a Computer (a catalog part)
. . . external hard disks (a partonomic port)
. . . . disk(device(ourStudio,2),1): a Hard Disk (a catalog part)
. . . . . storage capacity: 120 GB
. . . . disk(device(ourStudio,2),2): a Hard Disk (a catalog part)
. . . . . storage capacity: 160 GB

component. This view includes also the indirect parts, i.e. the parts of the parts of the
component and so on. In the example, the part view contains ourStudio, unit(ourStudio,1),
unit(ourStudio,2), device(ourStudio,1), device(ourStudio,2), disk(device(ourStudio,2),1),
disk(device(ourStudio,2),2). The part view contains all parts that are generated for a con-
figuration. This information will be needed when we model connection ports as these ports
are filled with the generated parts. Secondly, we define a view on all ports of a component.
This includes the direct ports of a component, but also the ports of all components that
are contained in a given port. As a port describes a set of parts that play the same role in
a configuration, most configuration constraints are formulated with the help of ports. For
example, if we want to sum the storage capacities of all the hard disks of the home movie
studio, we need an indirect port that contains all the hard disks of the studio. Thirdly, we
introduce a view on the properties of a direct or indirect port. An example is the storage
capacities of our indirect hard disk port. In addition to the attributes, we include other
properties, namely the types and the port cardinalities. All these properties can be subject
to constraints. The property view is thus essential for the formulation of constraint models.
All three views need to have counterparts in an expressive modeling language.

We will define all the three views for an anonymous instance of a component type t.
Not only does this instance inherit attributes and ports from the direct supertype super(t)
of t, but also from the indirect supertypes super∗(t) :=

⋃∞
i=0 superi(t). As the anonymous

component can be specialized to any subtype of t, we take also attributes and parts of all
the subtypes of t into account when defining the views. The direct and indirect subtypes are
contained in subtypes∗(t) := {t′ ∈ T̂ ∪T ∪L | t ∈ super∗(t′)}. As components need to be
specialized to leaf types, we also define the set of leaf types leaves(t) := subtypes∗(t)∩ L̂
where L̂ includes the types from T̂ , T , and L that have no subtype.

Now we formally define the part view. The set parts(x : t) of direct parts of a compo-
nent x of type t is the smallest set which satisfies the following properties:

1. If p is a single-valued partonomic port of a type in super∗(t) or subtypes∗(t) then
the port has a unique part p(x) in parts(x : t) which is an instance of the port’s
destination type.
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2. If p is a multi-valued partonomic port of a type in super∗(t) or subtypes∗(t) then
the port has multiple parts p(x, 1), p(x, 2), p(x, 3), . . . in parts(x : t), which are all
instances of the port’s destination type.

If a set X of components is given, then their parts are determined by the element-wise
application of the parts-function and we obtain the set of all direct and indirect parts of x
by taking the reflexive and transitive closure:

parts(X) :=
⋃

x:t∈X
parts(x : t) and parts∗(x : t) :=

∞
⋃

i=0

partsi({x : t}) (24.1)

The infinite set parts∗(x : t) contains all potential parts for a component x. A configuration
of the component x consists of a finite subset of this part universe.

Next we define the port view. The set of ports ports(x : t) of a component x of type
t is the set of all ports p(x) such that p is a (partonomic or connection) port of a type
in super∗(t). The set of ports of multiple components is obtained by the element-wise
application of this operator. The reflexive and transitive closure defines the port view of x:

ports(X) :=
⋃

x:t∈X
ports(x : t) and ports∗(x : t) :=

∞
⋃

i=0

portsi({x : t}) (24.2)

Each element p1(p2(. . . pk(x))) of ports∗(x : t) has a minimal cardinality that is obtained
by multiplying the minimal cardinalities of all the pi’s and a maximal cardinality that is
obtained by multiplying the maximal cardinalities of all the pi’s. If the maximal cardinality
is strictly greater than 1 then the port is called multi-valued. If the maximal cardinality is
equal to 1 then it is called single-valued. If the minimal cardinality of a single-valued port
is 0 then this port is called optional.

Finally, we define the property view. The set props(x : t) of properties of a component
of type t is the smallest set that has the following properties:

1. The leaf type type(x) of component x is in props(x : t).

2. If a is an attribute of a type in super∗(t) then the attribute a(x) of x is in props(x : t).

3. If p is a multi-valued port of a type in super∗(t) then the cardinality #p(x) of the
port p(x) is in props(x : t)

The set of properties of multiple components is obtained by the element-wise application
of this operator:

props(X) :=
⋃

x:t∈X

props(x : t) (24.3)

Given this, we introduce the properties props(ports∗(x : t)) of the component and of all its
direct and indirect ports. A property of a single-valued port is called single-valued, that of
a multi-valued port is called multi-valued, and that of an optional port is called optional.

The constraint model needs to take into account the knowledge of the component struc-
ture. If an instance of a functional type is configured, then its type variable has all leaf types
of the functional type as possible values. When constraint propagation reduces the domain
of this variable, it automatically classifies the component, meaning that the component now
belongs to a more specialized type. It then needs to inherit the properties of the specialized
type. These properties can require further choices, meaning that new variables and their
constraints need to be included in the constraint model. Constraint models that model this
inheritance reasoning are therefore dynamic or conditional (see section 24.3.4).
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Table 24.3: Compatibility of storage device and video format.

Storage device Video Format
hard-disk AVI
hard-disk MPEG2

DVD MPEG2
VCR analog

Digital Camera AVI
Analog camera analog

24.2.3 Configuration Constraints

If a catalog specifies unique values for all attributes, then functional requirements can sim-
ply be fulfilled by choosing a concrete type for each component. However, additional
choices are necessary in the general case in order to configure a component. Firstly, a
concrete component type may allow different possible values for technical attributes. Sec-
ondly, a component type may not have a fixed function, but permit a choice of alternative
functions. In both cases, the attributes of the components may have multiple possible
values even if the component type has been chosen. Not all the combinations of those
values are legal. Configuration constraints describe which combinations correspond to le-
gal product configurations. There are different kinds of configuration constraints, namely
compatibility constraints, requirement constraints and resource constraints.

A compatibility constraint specifies which value combinations are legal. It corresponds
to a standard constraint in CSPs and has a relation R and a scope. The relation can be
specified by a compatibility table which contains the valid value combinations or by an
incompatibility table which contains the invalid combinations. These tables can usually
be imported from the existing product model of an ERP system. However, the relation
can also be specified by a predicate such as equality, inequality, greater-than. The relation
is used to restrict the possible values of direct and indirect properties of a component
x of a type t. Hence, the scope is an n-ary tuple a1(x), . . . , an(x) of properties from
props(ports∗(x : t)). If these properties are all single-valued, then the constraint is satisfied
by a configuration of a component x of type t if the configuration satisfies

∃(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ R : (a1(x) = v1 ∧ . . . ∧ an(x) = vn) (24.4)

The configuration satisfies ai(x) = vi iff it assigns the value vi to the property ai of x.
Compatibility constraints may, in particular, be used to restrict combinations of the types
of subcomponents. For example, figure 24.3 shows a compatibility constraint between the
storage device type of the edit unit and the video file format of the edited movie.

A requirement constraint is also specified by a table and a scope of component prop-
erties. However, it expresses a requirement relation between two component properties.
A tuple (v1, v2) in the requirement table means that the value v1 of the first property re-
quires the value v2 for the second property. A requirement constraint for type t has a
requirement table R and a scope a1(x), a2(x) consisting of single-valued properties from
props(ports∗(x : t)). The constraint is satisfied by a configuration of a component x of
type t if the configuration satisfies

∀(v1, v2) ∈ R : (a1(x) = v1 ⇒ a2(x) = v2) (24.5)
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Table 24.4: Requirements for devices.

Functional unit Required Device
Film Unit Camera

Manual Edit Unit Video Recorder
Computer-based Edit Unit Computer

Manual Show Unit TV
Manual Show Unit DVD Player

Computer-based Show Unit Computer

Requirement constraints can be used to restrict combinations of the types of subcompo-
nents. Figure 24.4 shows a requirement constraint between types of the functional units of
the home movie studio and the types of its devices. For example, if the functional units
include a film unit and a manual show unit, then the devices must include a camera, a TV,
and a DVD player.

Compatibility constraints can also be applied to multi-valued properties. For example,
a computer component may contain a set of peripheries. This set will be subject to multi-
ple compatibility and requirement constraints. However, these constraints are not applied
to the components themselves, but to their types. For example, a scanner may require
a printer. Two additional difficulties are arising then. Firstly, it is necessary to specify
whether the constraint applies to all or to one value as the set of periphery types can con-
tain multiple elements. Secondly, the table entry itself can represent sets of types, namely
all the leaf types that specialize the functional or technical type originally listed in the ta-
ble. The equality tests ai(x) = vi are therefore replaced by intersection tests of the form
ai(x) ∩ Vi 6= ∅. This test is satisfied by a configuration of x if the configuration assigns at
least one element of the set Vi to the property ai of the component x. Hence, a compati-
bility constraint for type t has a compatibility table R and a scope a1(x), . . . , an(x) over
props(ports∗(x : t)). The constraint is satisfied by a configuration of a component x of
type t if the configuration satisfies

∃(V1, . . . Vn) ∈ R : (a1(x) ∩ V1 6= ∅ ∧ . . . ∧ an(x) ∩ Vn 6= ∅) (24.6)

A requirement constraint for type t has a requirement table R and a scope a1(x), a2(x)
over props(ports∗(x : t)). The constraint is satisfied by a configuration of a component x
of type t if the configuration satisfies

∀(V1, V2) ∈ R : (a1(x) ∩ V1 6= ∅)⇒ (a2(x) ∩ V2 6= ∅) (24.7)

Functional properties such as capacities can be seen as a resource that is provided by a
system. An example is the storage capacity of a PC that is obtained as the sum of storage
capacity of all its disks. The functional requirements usually state that a minimal amount
of such a resource should be provided. To meet those requirements, a sufficient number of
parts need to be created and configured. Not only can resources be provided by a system,
but they can also consumed by it. An example is the total power consumption of a PC,
which is the sum of the power consumption of the PC and of its parts. The functional
requirements usually state that the consumption of such a resource should not exceed a
maximal amount. It is also possible that intermediate components consume resources that
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need to be provided by other components. Following [31], resources thus express a bal-
ancing task between consumers and producers. Resource constraints [59] ensure that the
amount of a produced resource is greater than or equal to the amount of a consumed re-
source. A resource constraint is applied to all components of a given type t. The consumers
and the producers are both represented by subsets of ports∗(x : t). The produced resource
is expressed by a numerical attribute that must be defined for all producers. The consumed
resource is expressed by a numerical attribute that must be defined for all consumers. Since
both attributes can be different, the root component for the resource constraint can play the
role of a producer and consumer. Hence, a resource constraint for a component x of type t
is specified by a tuple (Producers, Consumers, produced, consumed). This constraint
is satisfied by a configuration if this configuration satisfies:

∑

p(x)∈P roducers

o∈p(x)

produced(o) ≥
∑

p(x)∈Consumers

o∈p(x)

consumed(o) (24.8)

This model covers also the case where an initial requirement for a minimal amount of a
resource (such as storage capacity) needs to be provided by a component. In this case, the
producers are the parts of the component (e.g. the storage devices) and the consumer is the
component itself, which has a specific consumed-attribute for formulating the requirement
(such as required-storage-capacity). Requirements that limit the amount of a consumed
resource (e.g. the price) can be formulated as well. In this case, the consumers are the
parts of the component and the producer is the component as well, which has a specific
produced-attribute corresponding to the maximal amount.

It is important to understand that resource constraints express a constraint between
the total amount of the resource (i.e. the result of the sum), the bounds of the produced or
consumed attributes defined in the catalog, and the number of components. In order to meet
minimal cardinalities of ports, new components may be generated during the configuration
process. This generation is limited to partonomic ports.

Resource constraints can involve other aggregation operators than the sum. Alterna-
tives are min, max, average. Resource constraints can also operate on sets and use a set-
union as aggregation operator and the super-set-operator as comparison operator. This is
needed to establish a domain for connection-ports. The connection-port (e.g. the storage
device of an edit-unit) is a consumed resource that is produced by the actual parts (such as
the disks of the computer, the DVD writer of the computer, or the camera).

The constraint knowledge for a component x of type t can be summarized as follows:

Definition 24.3 (Constraint knowledge). Each type t ∈ T̂ ∪ T has a set Compat(x : t)
of compatibility constraints, a set Requires(x : t) of requirement constraints, and a set
Resources(x : t) of resource constraints. These sets are possibly empty.

Component types have thus been enriched with three types of constraints, namely com-
patibility, requirement, and resource constraints. They are formulated on expressions that
are defined by the structural model. The compatibility and requirement constraints addi-
tionally refer to database-tables that can be imported from existing ERP-systems.
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24.3 Constraint Models for Configuration

A configuration problem is defined by functional requirements and by a configuration
model that describes the possible configurations according to the given configuration knowl-
edge. The configuration models in the literature differ quite substantially in the way
choices and constraints are represented, although they use the same product models at
their origins. It is indeed possible to build different constraint models for the given con-
figuration knowledge. It is even possible to use different constraint models for different
component types, meaning that the configuration model is a hybrid one.

We first define configuration problems in a general way. In particular, we explain when
a configuration model satisfies the given functional requirements.

Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that all components that need to be con-
figured are direct or indirect parts of a single root component, which represents the system
to be configured. This root component is an instance of a suitable component type, which
regroups all the principal components of the system and which contains suitable attributes
to describe the functional properties of the system. If such a type does not exist in the given
configuration knowledge, then it is straightforward to add such a type description.

Given the type t of the system to be configured, we define a functional space for t and
a configuration space. The functional space describes the set of complete combinations of
functions that can be achieved by an instance of t and the configuration space describes
the set of complete configurations for an instance of type t. Such a configuration needs to
describe the leaf type t∗ of the instance, the values of each attribute of t∗ (including those
inherited from supertypes), the number of elements in each partonomic port of t∗ (includ-
ing those inherited from supertypes), the configuration of each element of the partonomic
port, and the values of each connection port of t∗ (including those inherited from super-
types). Hence, a configuration, in its fully expanded form, is a tree of property-value-pairs.
Whereas the function space is finite and obtained as Cartesian product of the domains of the
functional attributes of the root component, the configuration space is infinite, but contains
finite elements.

The function and the configuration spaces usually are not described explicitly, but im-
plicitly by means of a suitable constraint language. Examples for constraint languages are
OPL, the CLP(X)-family, or the API’s of constraint libraries. All these languages can be
understood as fragments of first-order logic (cf. e.g. [25]) over a fixed structure. They
provide a set of predicate symbols, which have a fixed interpretation and which are used
to represent the relations of constraints. They also provide a set of function symbols,
which have a fixed interpretation and which are used to formulate constrained expressions.
Hence, a constraint language can be specified by a first-order language and a structure. For
the purpose of configuration, the language is enriched by function symbols representing
the ports and properties of components. The interpretation of these additional function
symbols can be freely chosen when determining a configuration.

A configuration problem for an instance x of type t is then specified by a set of func-
tional requirements F (x : t) and a configuration model K(x : t). The functional require-
ments are expressed as constraints on the direct functional properties of the root compo-
nent. The configuration model1 is expressed by constraints on arbitrary properties and

1The term ‘configuration model’ should not be confused with a logical model of the configuration constraints.
The logical model indeed corresponds to a configuration that satisfies those constraints.
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ports of the root component, including the functional and technical characteristics. The
constraints can contain universal quantifiers, logical connectives, numerical operations,
equalities, and comparisons. Compared to Solvers for classical CSPs, a configurator needs
to handle these kinds of constraints as well as optional variables, partonomic ports, and
variables and constraints with open domains.

A configuration problem has a solution iff the union of the functional requirements
and the configuration model is satisfiable, i.e. F (x : t) ∪ K(x : t) 6|= ⊥ [23]. As noted
in [28], it is important that the resulting configurations are functionally complete. This
means that the configuration S contains sufficient information to decide whether it satisfies
an arbitrary requirement or whether it does not satisfy it. S is functionally complete iff
either S |= F (x : t) or S 6|= F (x : t) holds for all requirements F (x : t). Functional
completeness is easy to achieve in a constraint-based approach. It is sufficient to include
the functional properties in the configuration. Or more formally: functional completeness
is straightforward if the function space is obtained as a projection of the configuration
space on the functional properties.

As the configuration model is expressed in first-order logic, it is not evident whether
a configuration problem is decidable. However, configuration problems satisfy the finite
model property meaning that the (part) universe of a configuration is finite. The solution
can thus be found by an enumeration of the universes. Secondly, the particular partonomic
structure and constraint structure used in this chapter allows a complete calculus for prov-
ing non-satisfiability of an infeasible configuration problem. The proof can thus be found
by enumerating all candidate proofs. The configuration problems considered in this chapter
are therefore decidable.

In its most general form, a configuration model must be able to describe configurations
in its fully extended form where all parts are clearly distinguished and exhaustively de-
scribed. However, it often is not necessary to distinguish all parts. For example, it may
be reasonable to assume that the wheels of a car have the same characteristics. It is then
sufficient to represent their number and their product type, which uniquely determines their
attribute values. In even simpler problems such as option selection, it is even sufficient to
characterize the set of options by a set of types. Hence, the representation of configurations
can be simplified and this simplification leads to simpler problems. Simplified configura-
tion problems are also obtained if the given configuration knowledge has a particular form.

In the next sections, we introduce several kinds of configuration problems. We distin-
guish static problems describing a configuration by a fixed set of properties and dynamic
problems that involve optional properties or even an unbounded number of properties.
Static problems include option selection, shopping lists, or the configuration of systems
with a fixed and deterministic structure (car configuration). Dynamic problems include sys-
tems with optional parts (computer configuration) and systems with an unbounded number
of parts (such as rack configuration or bin packing).

24.3.1 Boolean Models for Option Selection

A very simple configuration problem is obtained if the configured system consists of a set
of parts which are entirely characterized by their concrete types. An example is the selec-
tion of optional parts for the home movie studio such as a scanner, a printer, an external
hard disk. Each option is described by an option type, which has no particular attributes,
and each option type can be chosen once only. The options may be organized in a taxonomy
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and are subject to requirement and compatibility constraints. The functional properties of
the system are simply represented by boolean attributes that are linked with the option
types via requirement constraints.

Definition 24.4 (Option selection problem). The structural model of an option selection
problem consists of a type S corresponding to the configured system, a functional type F
regrouping all the functions and a functional typeO regrouping all the options. The type S
has a partonomic port that contains functions from F and a partonomic port that contains
the optionsO. The type F is the root of a function taxonomy and the typeO is the root of an
option taxonomy, which has concrete types as leaf types. None of the types has attributes.
There are requirement constraints between the types of the functions in the function-port
and the types of the options in the options-port. There are requirement and compatibility
constraints between the types of options in the options-port.

The configurations of an option selection problem can be described by a boolean con-
straint model. This model has the following boolean variables:

• A boolean variable fi for each type in the function taxonomy subtypes∗(F ). This
variable has the value 1 iff the configured system has a function of this type.

• A boolean variable tj for each type in the option taxonomy subtypes∗(O). This
variable has the value 1 iff the configured system has an option of this type.

An entry (f, t) in a requirement constraint between the types of the functions in the function-
port and the types of the options in the option ports is represented by an implication:

f ⇒ t (24.9)

The direct subtypes t1, . . . , tn of t in the options or function-taxonomy are modeled by a
disjunction:

t ≡ t1 ∨ . . . ∨ tn (24.10)

A compatibility constraint between the types of the options in the option port can be rep-
resented by a set of negative clauses supposing that the constraint has a negative table N
which contains the forbidden tuples:

¬t1 ∨ ¬t2 for all (t1, t2) ∈ N (24.11)

User requirements can be represented by constraints involving the boolean variables f for
the function. A boolean problem can be solved by a SAT-solver.

Option selection problems are interesting because they can appear as subproblems of
more complex problems. This means that the type S is not the root type of a partonomy,
but describes the parts of another type. In this case, the boolean variables need to be
skolemized since they depend on a component y. The result of the skolemization are terms
such as fi(y) and tj(y). An alternative is to use set variables [48] to describe the set of
types of all elements in a port. For example, a set variable t(y) could describe all the option
types that have been chosen.
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24.3.2 Cardinality Models for Shopping Lists

A more complex type of configuration problem is obtained if the functional requirements
specify how often a certain functionality should be provided. For example, the home movie
studio may require a certain storage capacity for videos and multiple hard disks are needed
to provide this capacity. We thus obtain a shopping list and it is necessary to choose the
number of instances of a product type. However, the instances need not be distinguished
for computing the amount of the consumed and the produced resources as long as these
resources have unique values for leaf types.

Definition 24.5 (Shopping list problem). The structural model of a shopping list problem
consists of a type S corresponding to the configured system (the shopping basket), a func-
tional type F regrouping all the functions, and a functional type I regrouping all the items.
The type S has a partonomic port that contains functions from F and a partonomic port
that contains the items from I . The type F is the root of a function taxonomy and the type I
is the root of an item taxonomy, which has concrete types as leaf types. The types can have
attributes, but the values of an attribute a need to be uniquely specified by the leaf types
t in the form of a value value(t, a). There are binary requirement constraints between a
type of a function in the functions-port and the type of an item in the items-port. There
are binary requirement and compatibility constraints between the types of the items in the
items-port. Furthermore, there are resource constraints between the function-port and the
items-port. The consumed resource is an attribute of F and the produced resource is an
attribute of I .

The configurations of a shopping-list problem can be described by a cardinality model.
This model has the following integer variables:

• A positive integer variable #fi for each type in the function taxonomy subtypes∗(F ).
This variable indicates how many times the configured system provides a function
of this type.

• A positive integer variable #tj for each type in the item taxonomy subtypes∗(I).
This variable indicates the number of items of this type in the configured system.

An entry (f, t) in a requirement constraint between the types in the function-port and the
types in the items-ports is represented by an implication:

(#f ≥ 1)⇒ (#t ≥ 1) (24.12)

The direct subtypes t1, . . . , tn of t in the item taxonomy or the function taxonomy are
modeled by a sum. This is possible since two different subtypes have no leaf type in
common:

#t = #t1 + . . .+ #tn (24.13)

A compatibility constraint between the types of the items in the item-port can be encoded
by negative clauses if it is specified by an incompatibility table N :

#t1 = 0 ∨#t2 = 0 for all (t1, t2) ∈ N (24.14)
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A resource constraint between a resource c that is consumed by the functions in the function
port and a resource p that is produced by the items in the item-port can be modeled by a
linear constraint:

∑

t∈leaves(F ) value(t, c) ·#t ≤∑t∈leaves(I) value(t, p) ·#t (24.15)

User requirements can be represented by constraints involving the integer variables #f for
functions. A shopping-list problem can be solved by an Integer Programming approach
similar to that in [62].

Shopping list problems can also appear as subproblems of more complex problems.
Similar to option selection problems, a single multi-valued variable can be introduced to
describe the number of types in a function port or the number of types in an item port. In
the case of shopping-lists, the multi-valued variable is a multi-set or bag variable.

24.3.3 CSP-Models for Customizing Flat Components

The configuration model needs to distinguish individual components if the attribute values
of the components are not fully determined by the concrete product type. In this case, ad-
ditional choices are needed to characterize the components and it is necessary to introduce
variables for the attributes. For example, the video edit facility requires the customization
of several technical components such as the computer, the editing software, the printer, and
the scanner. Each of those components has several attributes which are naturally encoded
by variables. Those variables are subject to constraints and we obtain a standard constraint
satisfaction problem for this flat configuration problem.

Definition 24.6 (Flat Customization Problem). The structural model of a flat customiza-
tion problem consists of a type S corresponding to the configured system, technical types
T1, . . . , Tn representing the principal components. The types need not be all different. The
type S has a partonomic port pi that contains exactly one instance of type Ti. The type Ti
is a technical type that has concrete types as subtypes. The types S and the types Ti have
multiple attributes containing functional and technical characteristics. The attributes can
have a boolean domain, an enumerated domain, or an interval of integer values. There
are arbitrary requirement and compatibility constraints between the direct and indirect at-
tributes of the configured system. There are resource constraints between direct attributes
of the configured systems and the attributes of the components.

The configurations of a flat customization problem can be described by a constraint
satisfaction problem. The model has the root component o0 of type S, the components oi
which are equal to the ports pi(o0), and the following variables:

• A variable aj(o0) for each attribute aj of the configured system o0.

• A variable aj(oi) for each attribute aj of the component oi.

• A type variable type(oi) for the type of the component oi. The domain of this
variable are the subtypes of Ti.

The catalog is translated into an element constraint for each attribute aj and each compo-
nent oi where i = 1, . . . , n. If subtype t of type Ti restricts the domain of attribute aj to
D(t, aj) then the element constraint is as follows:

∀t ∈ leaves(Ti) : type(oi) = t⇒ aj(oi) ∈ D(t, aj) (24.16)
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Compatibility constraints can be applied to arbitrary direct and indirect attributes of the
configured system, which are represented as variables aj1(oi1), aj2(oi2) where i1, i2 are in
{0, . . . , n}. Hence, the compatibility constraint is expressed as a standard constraint:

∃(v1, v2) ∈ R : (aj1(oi1) = v1 ∧ aj2(oi2) = v2) (24.17)

Requirement constraints are expressed similarly in their natural form:

∀(v1, v2) ∈ R : (aj1(oi1) = v1 ⇒ aj2(oi2) = v2) (24.18)

Finally, resource constraints can sum up a produced resource aj of multiple components
in P ⊆ ports∗(o0 : S) and a consumed resource aj′ of multiple components in C ⊆
ports∗(o0 : S). As the set ports∗(o0 : S) is equal to the set of components o0, o1, . . . , on,
the resource constraint is expressed in terms of a numerical constraint:

∑

oi∈P

aj(oi) ≥
∑

oi∈C

aj′(oi) (24.19)

The functional requirements for flat component properties can be expressed in terms of any
functional attribute, whether it is a direct attribute of the configured system or an attribute
of one of its components.

A flat customization problem can be solved by a constraint solver. If the constraint
graph is not dense, appropriate decomposition [13, 26] and clustering techniques can be
applied [14] to solve it efficiently.

24.3.4 Conditional CSPs for Taxonomic Reasoning

The same functionality can often be realized by components differing greatly in their tech-
nical characteristics. As described in section 24.2.2, technical types fulfilling the same
functionality are therefore organized in a taxonomy. Subtypes add further attributes, which
means that the set of attributes of a component depend on its precise type. We thus obtain
taxonomic customization problems. Formulating this problem as a standard CSP would
require including a variable for each possible attribute that can be inherited and ensuring
that its value is not meaningful in case it is not inherited. As an alternative, Mittal and
Falkenhainer [43] introduced dynamic CSPs with optional variables that are activated un-
der certain conditions. As the term dynamic CSP was later used for CSPs able to support
constraint addition and retraction, it was proposed to rename the approach into Condi-
tional CSPs [52]. As observed by Bowen and Bahler [7], it is also possible to directly use
first-order logic to model taxonomic customization problems. A further proposal is that of
composite CSPs [50], where the variable domains may contain sub-CSPs which are acti-
vated when this value is chosen. We model taxonomic customization as a Conditional CSP
model, since dedicated algorithms have been elaborated for this approach [52, 24].

Definition 24.7 (Taxonomic Customization Problem). The structural model of a taxo-
nomic customization problem consists of a type S corresponding to the configured system,
functional types T1, . . . , Tn representing the principal components. The types are not nec-
essarily different to each other. The type S has a partonomic port that contains exactly
one instance of Ti. The type Ti is the root of a taxonomy, which has concrete types as
leaf types. The types S, the types Ti, and the subtypes of the Ti’s have multiple attributes
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containing functional and technical characteristics. The attributes can have a boolean do-
main, an enumerated domain, or an interval of integer values. A constraint on a type t of
the taxonomies can involve any property of type t.

There are different possibilities to represent the type variables of the components. It is
not only necessary to model that components are instances of concrete product types, but
also that they are instances of functional or technical types, such as the technical DVD-type
in the following example: if the video edit device is a DVD, then it requires an MPEG2
format. A possibility is to represent type variables as hierarchical variables [38]. An
alternative is to use the same representation as for flat problems and to express an instance-
of-constraint by a constraint that is satisfied if the value of the type variable is an element
of the set of leaves of the type t. This approach has an efficient implementation [40] and is
conceptually simpler. For example, the element-constraint representing the catalogs need
not be extended to range over functional and technical types. The element-constraint from
section 24.3.3 is therefore valid for taxonomic customization problems.

Attributes are represented by variables, which can be optional. If type t has an attribute
aj and oi is an instance of a supertype of t then the variable aj(oi) is activated if oi is
an instance of t. The activation is denoted by active : aj(oi), which is a (non-optional!)
boolean variable attached to the attribute:

type(oi) ∈ leaves(t)⇔ active : aj(oi) (24.20)

The solution of a Conditional CSP just contains the variables for which the active-condition
is true. It is convenient to represent such a solution by a set of attribute-value pairs. Com-
patibility constraints for type t are only activated if the component is an instance of t:

∃(v1, . . . , vk) ∈ R :
(active : aj1(oi)⇒ aj1(oi) = v1)
∧ . . .
∧(active : ajk(oi)⇒ ajk(oi) = vk)

(24.21)

Requirement constraints can, however, activate variables:

∀(v1, v2) ∈ R :
(active : aj1(oi) ∧ aj1(oi) = v1)
⇒ (active : aj2(oi) ∧ aj2(oi) = v2)

(24.22)

The activation of attributes has also an impact on resource constraints. A resource of
type t is provided (or consumed) by a component only if this component is an instance of
t. Hence, a resource constraint can only take active resources into account. It may activate
produced resources and deactivate consumed resources:

∑

o∈P

active:aj(o)

aj(o) ≥
∑

o∈C

active:aj′ (o)

aj′(o) (24.23)

Although Conditional CSPs handle the inheritance of attributes, they require that all
optional variables and their constraints are created explicitly. The use of universally quan-
tified constraints avoids the creation of optional variables and their constraints if they are
not needed. If a component o is an instance of type t, then instances of the constraints of
t will be created. For this purpose, the quantified variable of the constraint will be sub-
stituted by the component o. It is important to note that a quantified constraint of type
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t will only be applied to instances of type t. To achieve this, a set variable instances(t)
is introduced to represent the instances of type t. It is linked to the type-variables via an
inverse-constraint:

∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n}∀t ∈ subtypes∗(Ti) : type(oi) ∈ leaves(t)⇔ oi ∈ instances(t) (24.24)

The type variable is needed for the catalog constraints, whereas the instance-set variable
is used to replace the active-variable. By definition, x ∈ instances(t) is equivalent to
active : aj(x) and we can reformulate a compatibility constraint as a universally quantified
constraint of type t:

∀x ∈ instances(t) : C(ai1(x), . . . , aik(x)) (24.25)

If o is an element of instances(t), the forall-constraint adds the variables ai1(o), . . . , aik(o)
and the constraint C(ai1(o), . . . , aik(o)) to the current CSP. Resource constraints can be
adapted by sums that range only over the instances of the types for which the resource is
defined.

24.3.5 Conditional CSPs for Simple Partonomic Reasoning

Configurable systems such as computers usually consist of a partonomic hierarchy that has
more than two levels. The first level corresponds to the system to be configured and the
second level contains the principal components of this system. These principal components
may themselves have subcomponents some of which may be optional and some of which
depend on the type of the principal component. Furthermore, the subcomponents may
be connected to each other. An example is a PC, which has a central unit, which has
a processor, which has an optional co-processor. Another example is car configuration
with options [43]. We thus obtain a partonomic customization problem which requires the
recursive configuration of possibly optional subcomponents and the choice of connections.
The problem can again be modeled by a Conditional CSP or by first-order logic.

Definition 24.8 (Simple Partonomic Customization Problem). The structural model of a
simple partonomic customization problem consists of a type S corresponding to the con-
figured system. S is the root of a partonomy with a taxonomy and a topology such that all
partonomic and connection ports contain at most one component. The types in the parton-
omy can have multiple attributes describing functional and technical characteristics. The
attributes can have a boolean domain, an enumerated domain, or an interval of integer
values. A constraint on a type t of the partonomy can involve any property of type t.

Special attention needs to be paid naming the properties of subcomponents. Indepen-
dent of the formalisms, the terms as introduced in section 24.2.2 appear to be the appropri-
ate way. We use the single-valued ports in ports∗(x : t) and the single-valued properties in
props(ports∗(x : t)) for this purpose.

Not only can a component have optional attributes, it can also have optional subcom-
ponents and optional connections, which become active if the component is an instance
of the corresponding type. However, there may also be subcomponents and connections
that are optional in the sense that the corresponding relation has a minimal cardinality of
0 and a maximal cardinality of 1. If the subcomponent or connected component does not
exist, then they are considered inactive as well. If a component is not active then none
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of its properties and of its ports are active. Therefore, only a subset of ports∗(x : t)
and props(ports∗(x : t)) are active in a solution. A solution consists of a set of value-
assignments to the active properties and to the active connections.

The activation of ports can be well addressed by a Conditional CSP or a first-order
approach if the properties and ports are modeled as follows:

1. The partonomic ports are treated as variables that are assigned to themselves.

2. The properties of partonomic ports are modeled by variables as before.

3. A connection-port p of a component o of type t is treated as a variable p(o). The
domain of p(o) contains the possible instances of the destination type t′ := type(t, p)
from the set of all parts parts∗(o0 : S) of the root type S. A constraint ensures that
the value of p(o) has the type t′:

∀o′ ∈ parts∗(o0 : S) : p(o) = o′ ⇒ type(o′) = t′ (24.26)

4. The properties and ports ξ(p(o)) of connection-ports are equal to the properties
and ports of the component that is assigned to this connection-port. An element-
constraint is needed to express this correspondence:

∀o′ ∈ parts∗(o0 : S) : p(o) = o′ ⇒ ξ(p(o)) = ξ(o′) (24.27)

Hence, single-valued partonomic ports can be handled in a straightforward way. Connec-
tion ports, however, are variables that require a special domain management.

24.3.6 Generative CSPs for Complex Partonomic Reasoning

The general case of a configuration problem is obtained when partonomic ports and con-
nection ports can contain an arbitrary number of components. Typical examples occur
in equipment configuration where given resource requirements (e.g. on storage capacity)
need to be covered by an unknown number of components. Conditional CSPs are no longer
appropriate to treat these unbounded configuration problems, since they require the precre-
ation of an infinite number of possible parts. Generative CSPs [60, 59, 17] have been
elaborated to handle these complex customization problems. The essence of the generative
approach can be described in terms of a first-order formulation.

Definition 24.9 (Complex Partonomic Customization Problem). The structural model of
a complex partonomic customization problem consists of a type S corresponding to the
configured system. S is the root of a partonomy with a taxonomy and a topology. The
partonomic and connection ports can contain an arbitrary number of components. The
types in the partonomy can have multiple attributes describing functional and technical
characteristics. The attributes can have a boolean domain, an enumerated domain, or
an interval of integer values. A constraint on a type t of the partonomy can involve any
property of type t.

The ports of complex partonomic customization are arbitrary elements of ports∗(x : t)
and the properties are arbitrary elements of props(ports∗(x : t)). Constraints can thus be
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formulated on the properties of multi-valued ports. In contrast to an optional port, a multi-
valued port is active even if it has no element. Hence, there is not need to dynamically
activate multi-valued ports. However, it is necessary to dynamically generate new compo-
nents to meet cardinality constraints on ports. It is sufficient to generate parts for direct
ports p(x) ∈ ports(x : t) of a component x. This is achieved by a generative constraint
that creates the parts when the lower bound of the cardinality is increased and that adds
them to the instance-set of t. This instance-set needs to be represented by a set variable
[48] with an open domain [40]:

∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .} : #p(o) ≥ i⇒ p(o, i) ∈ instances(t) (24.28)

If a configuration assigns the value k to the cardinality of a direct partonomic port p of a
component x, then the configuration will contain the parts p(x, 1), . . . , p(x, k), but not any
other part p(x, k′) with k′ > k. Since the partonomy is acyclic, each configuration can
only contain a finite number of parts.

The generative constraint thus generates components on a by-need-basis. It also im-
poses an important constraint on the port cardinality. If the configuration of the k-th part
fails, then it cannot belong to the instance-set meaning that the cardinality of the port is
strictly smaller than k. Hence, infinite chains for generating parts are broken as soon as
a part cannot be configured. However, infinite ascending chains could be obtained by a
search procedure that successively increases the lower bound for the cardinality #p(o) in
a search branch. It is nevertheless possible to impose an upper bound on the cardinality
based on the following argument. Since components are generated to meet requirement
and resource constraints, we determine how many components each such constraint may
generate for the port p(o) and use the sum of those upper bounds as an upper bound of
the cardinality. We can compute the upper bound for a resource constraint as soon as the
total resource consumption has been established. We suppose that the produced resource
of each component in the port is greater than a strictly positive lower bound. We can then
calculate the upper bound of the number of components by dividing the total amount of the
resource by this lower bound. It is important to note that this upper bound on the cardinality
imposes an additional constraint on the configuration space. It eliminates configurations
with a large number of parts that don’t have any function.

Ports of multi-valued partonomic ports can be modeled by recursive constraints. Let ξ
be a single-valued port of the destination type of the partonomic port p. The port ξ(p(x))
is then multi-valued. We introduce auxiliary set variables ξ(p(o), i) for the subset that is
contributed by the parts p(o, i+ 1), p(o, i+ 2), . . . , p(o, k), where k is the cardinality:

ξ(p(o)) := ξ(p(o), 0)

ξ(p(o), i) =

{

{ξ(p(o, i+ 1))} ∪ ξ(p(o), i+ 1) if #p(o) ≥ i+ 1
∅ otherwise

(24.29)

Multi-valued ports ξ are handled by a similar recursive constraint that directly uses the
port ξ(p(o, i+ 1)) of the i + 1st component in the union-operation instead of {ξ(p(o, i+
1))}. Properties of partonomic ports are calculated in a similar way except that they are
formulated on multi-set (or bag) variables instead of the set variables.

If r is a resource of the destination type of a partonomic port, then the resource of the
port can be modeled in a recursive way as well. Auxiliary variables r(p(o), i) denote the
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contribution of the parts p(o, i+ 1), p(o, i+ 2), . . . , p(o, k), where k is the cardinality:

r(p(o)) := r(p(o), 0)

r(p(o), i) =

{

r(p(o, i+ 1)) + r(p(o), i+ 1) if #p(o) ≥ i+ 1
∅ otherwise

(24.30)

A connection port of type t is modeled by an open set variable that is a subset of
instances(t). As the elements of connection ports are not ordered, specific union- and
sum-over-set-constraints have been introduced in the generative CSP-approaches [40]. The
sum-over-set constraint maintains a local consistency among the lower and upper bounds
on the port cardinality, the lower and upper bounds on the sum, the set of required ele-
ments in the set variable, and the lower and upper bounds of the resources provided by the
required elements.

24.3.7 Complex Cases

Complex configuration models can be obtained by combinations of the previously defined
models. In particular, components at the leaf level of the partonomy often do not need to
be distinguished, thus allowing the use of a boolean or cardinality model.

Complex problems are also obtained by more sophisticated representations of the func-
tional properties. Functions can be composed of sub-functions meaning that they are rep-
resented by a function partonomy. Functions are then assigned to components and sub-
functions need to be assigned to their subcomponents. The sub-functions fulfilled by the
subcomponents of a component need to be equal to the sub-functions of the function that
is fulfilled by the component. This homomorphism can be expressed by an equality of two
union-over-set-constraints. The refinement of function occurs, for example, in the con-
figuration of instrumentation-and-control systems [40] and electrical wiring systems [1].
Complex connection reasoning leads to similar problems if connections between principal
components are refined by connections between subcomponents.

24.4 Problem Solving for Configuration

Whereas Constraint Programming is used to find a solution or an optimal solution of a
CSP, configuration brings in new problem-solving tasks, such as the maintenance of global
consistency in interactive configuration, the computation of an explanation if a given set
of requirements cannot be satisfied, or the computation of a relaxation of those require-
ments. The automatic computation of configurations also has particularities. Solution
search should produce functionally well-justified configurations instead of an arbitrary
configuration. If optimal configurations are required, then the user preferences are rarely
specified in terms of a single criterion, but typically involve multiple criteria.

24.4.1 Interactive Configuration

Sales configurators are usually interactive as the functional requirements evolve during the
decision-making process. An interactive configurator shows the functional characteristics
of the configured system in the form of a web page or a GUI. Each functional attribute
is characterized by its possible values. The user can express bounds on these attributes,
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eliminate possible values, or choose a value. The configurator typically reacts to those user
inputs by propagating their logical effects. If a value is no longer possible for an attribute,
then the configurator can eliminate it. Interactive configuration has, for example, been
studied in [2] and in the CAWICOMS-project [3].

Definition 24.10 (Interactive configuration task). Given a configuration model K(x : t),
user requirement F (x : t), and a set of variables Y representing the functional character-
istics, the task consists in finding the set D(y) of legal values for each variable y ∈ Y . A
value v is legal for y iff there exists a configuration that satisfies K(x : t) ∪ F (x : t) and
that assigns v to y.

This task is solved by maintaining global consistency [19] for the functional require-
ments. A domain D(y) of a variable is globally consistent iff each value v in D(y) is
legal for y. An initial domain Dinit(y) taken from the configuration model K(x : t) can
be reduced to a maximally global consistent domain D∗(y) by inspecting each value v of
Dinit(y) and by checking whether F (x : t) ∪ K(x : t) ∪ {y = v} is consistent. If this
problem is inconsistent, then v will be removed from y’s domain. In the other case, the
value v for y is supported by a configuration of F (x : t) ∪K(x : t).

The exhaustive application of a procedure for maintaining global consistency requires
n · d consistency checks in the worst case, where n is the number of attributes and d is the
initial domain size. If a check has been positive and produced a solution, then this solution
will support a value for each functional attribute. Strategies for computing diversified
solutions can thus significantly reduce the number of checks. Furthermore, the procedure
need not be applied to exhaustion, but may compute a lower bound for D∗(y) that contains
only supported values and an upper bound that only excludes illegal values.

Local consistency methods such as arc consistency [37] can be used to compute the
upper bound. In certain cases, when the constraint network is acyclic, then arc consistency
coincides with global consistency [20], meaning that the task has a polynomial cost only.
For example, this condition is met if only catalog constraints are given.

Configuration problems that additionally contain compatibility constraints on variables
of the same catalog constraint are not acyclic and arc consistency does not remove all
illegal values. Preprocessing techniques can then be used to find all solutions of K(x :
t). Cluster techniques limit this preprocessing to the clusters of a cluster-tree [14, 46].
An alternative is to use decision diagrams to store the set of precomputed solutions in
a factorized way [2, 29]. However, it is also possible to use suitable strategies for the
consistency checks performed by the global consistency procedure. Cutset decomposition
[13] and learning of strategies (detection of critical variables [36]) are good candidates for
performance increases. Further speed-ups can be obtained by algorithms such as LazyAC
[53] or PrefAC [5].

It should also be noted that an interactive configurator solves many configuration prob-
lems that share the same configuration modelK(x : t) and that differ only in the functional
requirements. Preprocessing and learning techniques can therefore pay off significantly.

24.4.2 Explanations and Relaxations

The functional requirement F (x : t) is typically a conjunction of user requirements and
can alternatively be represented by a set of requirements, which will be supposed in this
sub-section. If F (x : t) ∪ K(x : t) has no solution, then the configuration problem is
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overconstrained and some requirements need to be relaxed. In this case, the requirements
no longer express hard constraints, but desiderata that are satisfied whenever possible.
There are two scenarios where such a situation can arise:

1. The user enters one requirement after the other and the interactive configurator re-
duces the domains of functional attributes after each entry. As the propagation might
not eliminate all illegal values, the propagation can reach a dead-end. To recover
from the failure, the user needs to find a minimal set of requirements for which prop-
agation is failing, to choose a culprit from this set, and to remove it. This procedure
is iterated until the set of the non-relaxed requirements is consistent.

2. The user enters multiple requirements at once, possibly augmented with a preference
order. This set of requirements may be inconsistent, meaning that the configurator
will compute a relaxation by removing some requirements. Removed requirements
are (globally) inconsistent with respect to the selected requirements. The user needs
to understand which requirements are causing the failure of a removed requirement.
This explanation will allow the user to change the preferences if the removal of a
requirement was not acceptable.

Hence, overconstrained problems lead to a relaxation and an explanation task.

Definition 24.11 (Relaxation task). Given a set of requirements F (x : t), find a maximal
relaxation, i.e. a subset that is consistent with respect to the configuration model K(x : t).
If additionally a strict partial order on F (x : t) is given, then find a preferred solution in
the sense of [8, 33]. It is obtained by choosing a complete ranking of the requirements and
by doing a lexicographic maximization based on this ranking.

Definition 24.12 (Explanation task). Given an overconstrained set of requirements F (x :
t), find a minimal conflict, i.e. subset that is inconsistent with respect to the configuration
model K(x : t). If additionally a strict partial order on F (x : t) is given, then find a
preferred conflict in the sense of [33]. It is obtained by choosing a complete ranking of the
requirements and by doing an anti-lexicographic minimization based on this ranking.

Relaxations are usually computed by adding one requirement after the other in the
chosen order and by testing the consistency of the current selection after each step. If a
solution has been found, then the requirement is kept. Otherwise, it is removed.

Conflicts have traditionally been computed by truth maintenance system (TMS) [15]
and several attempts have been made to integrate a TMS into a constraint solver [35, 57].
However, the computed explanations can be far from minimal, in particular if resource
constraints are involved (see [33] for an example).

A method for computing minimal and preferred conflicts is presented in [33]. The
algorithm called QuickXplain solves the explanation problem by successively removing
requirements and by checking the consistency of the remaining requirements. If the re-
maining requirements are inconsistent, the problem has been reduced in size. If not, then
some of the removed requirements do necessarily belong to the conflict. QuickXplain is
recursively dividing the explanation problem into subproblems of the same size. For ex-
ample, the initial set F (x : t) will be split into two subsets C1 and C2. It first seeks for
conflict elements in C2 while keeping C1 in the background (i.e, all constraints of C1 are
active, but they will not be removed while solving the second problem). The first step then
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consists in removing all elements of C2 and testing the consistency ofK(x : t)∪C1. If this
fails, the empty set is a minimal conflict of the second problem, meaning that the problem
has been reduced to C1. If the test succeeds, then at least one requirement in the second
problem is needed for the failure. If the second problem is a singleton, then its element is
added to the conflict. If the second problem has multiple elements, it is again split into two
parts and the procedure is applied recursively. When the second subproblem has been suc-
cessfully solved, its minimal conflict is added to the background and the first subproblem
is removed from the background. Then the first subproblem is solved. A minimal conflict
for the complete problem is then obtained by merging the minimal conflicts of the first and
second subproblems.

Evolutions of QuickXplain have been proposed to explain the values chosen in a solu-
tion [22] and to find the parts of an overconstrained problem that need to be repaired when
restoring the consistency [45].

24.4.3 Searching Solutions

Whereas interactive configurators mainly support propagation and explanation, the auto-
matic search of solutions if an important features of configurators in manufacturing. We
discuss the search of solutions for the most general form of configuration problem, which
corresponds to a generative CSP. A search procedure for a generative CSP does not only
need to choose a value for the different variables of the initial problem. It also needs to
take into account variables that are added by inheritance or by the generation of subcom-
ponents. These variables are added when the search procedure is making decisions about
a component type or about the cardinality of a partonomic port. It is important to note that
decisions about newly generated variables cannot precede the decisions that lead to their
generation. As a consequence, the sequence of search decisions that produces a solution
needs to respect this order. By doing this, the search configures a component by top-down
refinement.

The dynamic nature of complex configuration problems also contradicts some basic
postulates of constraint programming that state that it is better to eliminate inconsistent
choices a priori by a propagation procedure than doing this a posteriori by analyzing and
learning a conflict. Configurators need to make wrong decisions in order to discover that
they are wrong. For example, it is possible that a given computer type t is incompatible
with respect to the given requirements. However, it may be necessary to generate all the
variables and constraints that are inherited from this type in order to discover the incom-
patibility. This is only possible if the computer has been specialized to the type t. The
conflict between the type assignment and the functional requirements that is discovered in
this way provides useful information for the ongoing configuration process. Therefore, it
is recommended to keep those conflicts [47].

Another issue is obtained by search decisions that choose the number of parts or that
choose the functionality of the part. The search should avoid under-charged components
and over-fulfilled functions. An example of under-charged components is obtained if two
servers are provided for 10 users, although a single one is sufficient. Over-fulfilled func-
tions are obtained if there is a single demand for a printing capability, but two printers
are provided. Whereas over-fulfilled functions can be avoided by a suitable constraint
model, under-charged components cannot be avoided by constraints. If the search proce-
dure chooses the number of components before configuring them, it can easily end up with
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under-charged components. Furthermore, it can produce under-charged components if it
chooses more components than necessary or if it chooses less functionality than possible.

These problems can be avoided if configurations are produced by decision sequences
that respect certain properties. When a component is configured, then the following kinds
of decisions should be taken in the following order:

1. First, the values for the functional attributes of the root type of the component are
chosen. The functions of the component can be maximized by applying the follow-
ing preferences. The presence of a capability is preferred to its absence, meaning
that the value true is preferred to the value false for boolean attributes. For numeri-
cal capacities, higher values are preferred. The search procedure should then assign
the best value to each functional attribute. However, trade-off considerations be-
tween multiple functional attributes allow the procedure to abandon a best value for
an attribute a1(o) if this allows an improvement for a later attribute a2(o). The pro-
cedure can avoid a high penalization of a2(o) by auxiliary decisions a2(o) ≥ v that
are made before assigning a value to a1(o). As shown in [32], any Pareto-optimal
combination of the attribute values can be found in this way.

2. Once the functional characteristics are chosen, the type variable is specialized by
decisions of the form type ∈ leaves(t). Multiple specialization decisions can occur
for the same type variable. Inherited properties and ports can be configured as soon
as they are generated by such a decision. There is no predefined order among the
inherited properties and ports, meaning that technical attributes, cardinalities, and
connections can be configured in any order if not otherwise specified.

3. The values of the technical attributes are chosen by standard value assignments.
There are no predefined preferences between these values.

4. The cardinalities of partonomic ports are chosen by decisions of the form #p(o) ≤ k
and smaller values for the bound k are preferred. If such a decision fails, then its
negation #p(o) > k is added to the constraints. This generates a new subcomponent
p(o, k+ 1) that needs to be configured before the next cardinality decision #p(o) ≤
k + 1 is tried out. The component p(o, k + 1) is configured by applying the whole
configuration process recursively.

5. Connection ports are configured by membership decisions of the form o′ ∈ p(o).
There are no predefined preferences.

The task for searching a functionally well-justified solution can be expressed as follows:

Definition 24.13 (Solution search task). Find a configuration that satisfies the given func-
tional requirements and the given configuration model by a sequence of search decisions
that have the form discussed above and that respect the preferences between values and
variables as discussed above.

Preference programming [34] proposes a language for expressing decisions and prefer-
ences for configuration problems. In addition to the structural preferences, specific prefer-
ences among the attributes of a component can be expressed as well. Whereas preference
programming defines a strategy for producing a solution, other strategies may be needed
to recover from a failure. Blind strategies such as min-domain-first ignore the specific
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structure of a configuration problem and do not appear to be well-adapted for this case.
Strategies that move up the failure [36], cutset decomposition [13], or dependency-directed
backtracking [15] are better candidates. Learning methods may also be a good way in order
to identify critical variables for proving the infeasibility of a subproblem.

Difficult configuration problems can also profit from symmetry-breaking methods [21].
However, the most important issue is to avoid the introduction of symmetries by the con-
figuration model. The partonomic model presented in section 24.2.2 avoids symmetries
between parts. The elements of a partonomic port are ordered and the individual ele-
ments cannot be referenced inside constraints. They are indistinguishable before being
configured. A sequence of search decisions that is inconsistent for one part, will also be
inconsistent for the next part. Hence, the configuration of the k + 1-st part can start where
the configuration of the k-th part has stopped.

24.4.4 Satisfying User Preferences

An advanced issue in configuration is the satisfaction of user preferences. As the layman
user does not know the configuration model, she or he will often run into underconstrained
or overconstrained situations when specifying the requirements through the form of con-
straints. Underconstrained situations leave a large set of choices and there is a high risk that
users miss their favorite choice. Overconstrained situations are obtained if the users choose
their preferred value for each attribute. In the first case, users will not feel very confident
about the obtained configuration since they have not explored the limits. In the second
case, the users need to toggle through an inconsistent set of requirements and manage the
preferences on their own. The need for preference handling for configuration problems has
for example been expressed in [28].

Preference-based configurators offer a simple way to specify preferences in an intuitive
and qualitative way. CP-nets are a successful formalism for ordering the values of an at-
tribute dependent on the values of parent attributes [6]. Symbolic preference programming
permits the user to order the requirements and to specify an order for numerical or quali-
tative attributes [34]. Given such preferences on multiple attributes (also called criteria), a
multi-criteria optimization problem has to be solved. Although any Pareto-optimal solution
of this problem may be interesting, it is often more appropriate to guide the user through
the set of possible compromises by generating multiple extreme solutions (lexicographic-
optimal for different rankings) and balanced solutions [32]. This approach thus generates
a small set of preferred solutions of a good diversity. Diversity is ensured by changing the
importance of criteria. Diversity can also be enforced by global constraints [30].

Future work on preference-based configurators is needed to develop the full potential
of this feature. This includes work on algorithms, on the preference language, and on the
preference elicitation methods. Explanations of failure provide a good opportunity to ask
for preferences between the possible relaxations. Hence, explanations can play a key role
in making preference elicitation more interactive and more efficient.

24.5 Conclusion

This chapter has given an overview on constraint-based configuration while stressing the
particularities of configuration. Configuration is not a classical application of Constraint
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Programming. The constraint networks are not static, but evolve during problem solving.
As such, the formalism of constraint networks is not sufficient to specify a configuration
problem and it is necessary to go up to a higher modeling level, which describes the config-
uration knowledge independent of a problem-solving formalism. Configuration knowledge
covers product data as found in the databases of an ERP system, structural models that can
be formulated within UML or within a description logic, and the configuration constraints.
The structural model includes a description of the functional characteristics and of the
alternative ways to map them to a structure.

Depending on the characteristics of the configured system, this knowledge can be com-
piled into various kinds of constraint models including boolean models, cardinality models,
static and dynamic CSP models, and generative CSP models. The latter ones support dy-
namic activation or generation of variables and constraints and thus create new issues for
the search process. The search process has to take dynamically generated variables into
account and needs to respect the generation order. The search process is function-driven
and should make choices only when they contribute to given functional requirements.

Searching for solutions is not the only problem-solving task that occurs in configura-
tion. Interactive configurators often support a form of (strong) propagation and let the user
make the decisions. The user thus has the freedom to try out all of her or his preferred
choices with the risk of running into overconstrained problems. Explanation facilities then
allow the user to identify conflicting requirements, but still leave them the burden of choice.
An alternative is the emerging idea of a preference-based configurator where users enter
preferences among the possible values instead of making categoric choices. Preferences
are heavily used in recommender systems and the lessons learned in this area may be ben-
eficial for configuration. However, interactive configurators and their explanation facilities
can also lead to new possibilities for preference elicitation, meaning that there is a potential
for a cross-fertilization between both fields.
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Chapter 25

Constraint Applications in Networks

Helmut Simonis

In this chapter we discuss the use of Constraint Programming (CP) for network applica-
tions. Network problems arise in many different domains, we take a rather narrow view in
this presentation and concentrate on three areas:

• electrical networks

• water (oil) networks

• data networks

Some of the earliest examples for CLP(R) were for analysing analog circuits, whose behav-
ior can be described by Ohm’s law for the relation between resistance, voltage and current
and Kirchhoff’s laws which defines how connected circuits behave. This early analysis
later was extended to more complex, hybrid networks. One of the most interesting practi-
cal problems in this domain is the configuration of electrical power distribution networks
(section 25.1), which has been studied with different constraint techniques and for which
operational systems exist.

The work on CP models for electrical power distribution networks later led to the study
of water distribution networks (section 25.2), which have similar importance in the utilities
area. Water networks differ from electrical networks in a number of fundamental ways:

• Water can be stored in the network, reservoirs and water towers are key elements of
water distribution systems.

• Water quality can vary. Keeping track of relevant properties is important when mix-
ing water from different sources.

• Many water networks were built in the 19th century. Old pipes may be leaking,
losing up to 30 % of the water sent through them. The exact loss rate is typically
unknown.

B.V. 
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Networks for oil distribution have similar properties, but face additional challenges.
The bulk of constraint applications for networks [60] are in the context of data net-

works (section 25.3), covering either traditional, connection oriented networks or packet-
switched, routed networks like the Internet. We look at a number of different applications
in this domain:

• We start with a problem of application placement (section 25.3.1) for the Italian
Inter banking network, which was one of the first large scale CLP applications in the
network domain.

• In many networks, the task of path placement (section 25.3.2) is to define the route
on which a demand will be sent through the network. This is a fundamental net-
working problem, for which many competing CP methods have been proposed.

• One possible extension is the use of multiple paths (section 25.3.3) for demands,
where the secondary path is only active when the primary connection has failed.

• Another possible extension is to add a time dimension, where traffic demands have
given start and end times, and demands compete for network bandwidth if they over-
lap in time. This application is called Bandwidth on Demand (section 25.3.4).

• In the previous problems, the network structure and capacity was fixed. The problem
of Network Design (section 25.3.5) deals with defining connectivity and finding the
right link capacity to satisfy a projected set of demands.

• IP (Internet Protocol) networks usually do not use explicit routes for traffic demands.
Instead, packets are routed based on a distributed shortest path algorithm. Metric
optimization (section 25.3.6) deals with choosing metric weights to influence the
routing in the network and to optimize the network utilization.

• Many traditional algorithms assume a demand matrix of all communication needs
between network nodes. In IP networks this demand matrix is not readily avail-
able, Resilience Analysis (section 25.3.7) tries to predict network behavior in failure
scenarios without explicit knowledge of the demand structure.

• Secondary paths and routing algorithms provide some methods to maintain network
communications in case of element failure. The idea of Bandwidth Protection (sec-
tion 25.3.8) offers an alternative, purely local mechanism for improving network
resilience.

25.1 Electricity Networks

Electrical networks are controlled by the application of three fundamental relations, Ohm’s
law and the two Kirchhoff’s laws:

Ohm’s Law Ohm’s Law relates the three fundamental electrical quantities: voltage V ,
current I and resistance Ω, V = I ∗ Ω.

Kirchhoff’s Current Law The current flowing into a node or branching point is equal to
the sum of the currents leaving the node or branching point.
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Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law The sum of all the voltages around any closed path in a circuit
equals zero.

As an early example for CLP(R), it was shown in [35] (see also [36, 46]), that simple
electrical networks can be modeled using linear constraints over continuous domains. The
use of constraints allows a very flexible query structure, were given, partial information
about voltages, currents and resistance can be used to deduce the missing information.
The solver in CLP(R) was restricted to linear constraints only, so that most interesting
electrical and electronic circuits can not be modeled. By combining the finite domain and
the continuous solver in CHIP, the LOGICIM tool [32] extended the modeling capabilities
to hybrid circuits with state. It is perhaps surprising that after the development of non-linear
solvers in the nineties (see Chapter 16 “Continuous and Interval Constraints”) there has
not been a systematic study of the simulation of analog electronic systems with Constraint
Programming.

On the other hand there are application problems where the basic laws above are
enough to model quite complex electrical circuits. This is the case for electrical power
distribution networks, first studied for CLP in [18, 19]. Power distribution networks are
formed of high (medium) voltage transmission lines, which link power stations (the pro-
ducers) to transformer stations (the consumers), which convert the high voltage to lower
voltage for actual consumers. The transmission lines form a graph, of which only a sub-
graph is in active use at any one time. Lines can be enabled and disabled by switches,
which can be opened or closed as required. At any time point, the active transmission net-
work forms a forest, with trees rooted in the power stations and consumers at the leaves of
the network. Cycles in the network must be avoided, since they will result in malfunctions
and equipment damage. The configuration task for a power network consists in controlling
the transmission switches in such a way that

• there are no cycles

• all customers are reached

• the capacity of the power stations is not exceeded

• the currents limits of the transmission lines are not exceeded

• loss due to resistance in the transmission lines is minimized

If an element failure occurs in a network, then there is a reconfiguration task to restore
supply to all or at least to the most important customers as quickly as possible, while
minimizing the number of switch changes. Reaction times in seconds (or faster) is required
as a rule.

For maintenance or extension work it is necessary to isolate certain components in the
network, so that they are safe to work on. Given a set of such maintenance jobs, we have
a planning problem to define the best schedule of operations. This is typically further
constrained by release and due dates, resource and manpower limits and other scheduling
constraints.

The PlaNets system [18, 19] was developed by the University of Catalonia in Barcelona
(UCB) for the Spanish electricity company Enher to tackle these problems. It uses the
rational solver of CHIP [25] for the electrical network constraints, and the finite domain
solver for the temporal and scheduling aspects of the system.
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Recently, other constraints approaches for the reconfiguration problems have been at-
tempted. In [33], the use of a Boolean, BDD [12] based solver is advocated to allow fast
reaction times. The use of propositional calculus to represent open or closed switches is
natural, but in order to be able to use the Boolean solver also for the electrical constraints,
massive simplifications are required. For example, all consumers are assigned the same,
unit demand size, and Kirchoff’s current laws are represented with small integers. The
system currently is in experimental use at the Danish power company NESA.

25.2 Water (Oil) Networks

The team at UCB working on the PlaNets system cooperated with experts on water dis-
tribution systems to form the CLOCWISe consortium to study the use of constraint pro-
gramming for operational control of water systems [11]. Water distribution system share
many aspects with electrical power supply networks. The system forms a network with
supply stations (water wells), transmission lines (pipes) and distribution nodes. The flow
through nodes follow flow conservation (Kirchhoff’s current law), there are capacity limits
for wells and pipes, etc. The scheduling scenarios are similar as well, there are configu-
ration and reconfiguration tasks, and more complex planning scenarios. But there are also
significant differences:

• Water supply systems use storage facilities, reservoirs and water towers. Levels in
these storage nodes evolve over time, producer/consumer models [61] can be used
to describe these constraints.

• Pipes can be operated at different flow rates, with significant differences in the en-
ergy expended.

• Many pipes are old and therefore leaky, losing water at an unknown, but significant
rate. Therefore flow conservation is not preserved, the flow of water entering a pipe
is different from the flow leaving the pipe.

• Chemical properties of water from different sources vary, and may be further changed
by processing in the network. Mixing laws are quite complex and often non-linear.

The CLOCWISe system deals with these additional constraints using the rational solver
of CHIP and its finite domain solver, especially global constraints for scheduling. A qual-
ity estimator for water mixing scenarios uses the linear solver, dealing with non-linear
constraints by piece-wise linear approximation.

Pipeline transport for petro-chemical products is closely related. The FORWARD C
system of Technip [58] contains a module for pipeline transport between a tank farm at a
deep water harbor and the tank farm associated with the refinery. The transmission plan
can be seen as a sequencing operation in a schedule. Crude oil mixing plays an important
role, as it can be used to optimize the throughput of the refinery by mixing crudes with
different properties to more closely match the design specification of the refinery.

Studies to schedule more general oil distribution networks with Constraint Program-
ming were largely unsuccessful. There are many non-linear, continuous constraints, the
pipes can be used bi-directionally, requiring a detailed view of the contents of the pipe
at any given time. When sending two different products, one after the other, through the
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pipe, the products partially mix at the interface, requiring down-grading of the product, or
even producing scrap that needs to be reworked at a refinery. An exception was the pipeline
scheduling tool developed by PrologIA for AirLiquide, which was designed to handle parts
of their European pipeline system.

25.3 Data Networks

We now consider data network applications, which form the core of this chapter.

25.3.1 Application Placement

The system described in [16] was one of the first constraint applications dealing with net-
works. It was developed for the Italian Inter-banking network and deals with the placement
of applications on servers in the network.

The problem is to place a set of applications K on different servers in a network, so
that they can run over-night batch jobs with data transmitted by users on nodes in the
network. Each server j has limited CPU capacity, denoted cpu(j), while many nodes of
the network can not host any applications. Each user request states that a user on node i
needs dem(i, k) CPU units for application k. If we run application k on a server j, we
have to pay a cost lic(j, k), typically license fees. Transmitting data from user i to server
j creates a transport cost dist(i, j) per unit transported.

We introduce {0, 1} decision variables Aj,k to indicate if application k is running on
server j, and decision variables Ukij to indicate that the demand of user i for application k
is satisfied by server j. We can then express the model in this form

min
{Ajk,Uk

ij}

∑

k∈K

∑

j∈N

lic(j, k)Ajk +
∑

k∈K

∑

i∈N

∑

j∈N

dist(i, j)dem(i, k)Ukij (25.1)

st.

∀j ∈ N :
∑

k∈K

∑

i∈N

dem(i, k)Ukij ≤ cpu(j) (25.2)

∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ N :
∑

j∈N

Ukij = 1 (25.3)

∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈ N : Ukij =⇒ Ajk (25.4)

Ajk ∈ {0, 1}
Ukij ∈ {0, 1}

The objective function (25.1) is to minimize the total cost of the system which consists of
the license costs and the transportation cost over the network. Each server can handle only
jobs up the the limit of its CPU, this is controlled by equation (25.2). Equation (25.3) states
that each customer job must be handled by exactly one server. The last constraint (25.4)
states that if a customer application is assigned to a server, then the corresponding applica-
tion must be provided on the server.

Looking at the constraints we see that this model is an extended version of the ca-
pacitated warehouse location problem [48]. This is related to the (simpler) uncapacitated
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warehouse location problem described in [66], one of the first models developed with finite
domain constraint programming. Not surprisingly, the problem in [16] was also expressed
using the finite domain solver of CHIP [25]. It is doubtful whether for this problem the
approach is competitive with state of the art local search methods [47].

Note that the network view of this model is quite simplistic. We only have to pay a
transmission cost which depends on the choice of source and sink for each demand. We do
not consider if there is enough network capacity to transport the traffic over the network,
or which routes should be used. For the application placement model, network capacity
is infinite. We will see in the following section how a more detailed view of the network
could be used to add more constraints to the problem.

25.3.2 Path Placement

In many data networks we can decide which path is used for a demand, and a central control
algorithm is responsible for assigning paths to demands under the capacity constraints of
the network. There are three main alternative models for solving this problem, they are
called

link-based For each demand we have one decision variable per link which states if the
link is used for this demand or not.

path-based For every demand we have one decision variable per possible path between
source and destination. We can choose one path per demand.

node-based For every demand we have a decision variable for every node in the network.
If its value is 0, then the node is not used by the demand, if it is non-zero, then it
gives the successor node. The variables for each demand form a cycle in the graph.

We also present two variants of the path placement problem in this section.

• In the demand acceptance problem, we are given a set of demands and have to decide
which demands we can accept without exceeding the capacity limits of the network.
We are interested in finding a solution which maximizes the value of the accepted
demands.

• The traffic placement problem uses a fixed set of demands, which all have to be
placed. We search for a solution which minimizes the maximal utilization over all
network links.

The base-line comparison for these problems is the CSPF (Constrained Shortest Path
First) algorithm [24], which applies a simple greedy heuristic to place the demands in order
of decreasing demand size. For each demand we attempt to place it on the network using a
shortest path algorithm in a residual graph, where only edges with more than the required
bandwidth are considered. If the demand can be placed, it is accepted, and the free capacity
in the network is reduced by its demand size.

We now discuss the different models in more detail, using the following conventions.
The network consists of a set of nodes N and a set of directed edges E. The set OUT(n)
consists of all edges leaving node n, the set IN(n) of all edges leading to node n. The ca-
pacity of an edge is given by cap(e). The source of an edge is denoted as source(e), the
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sink as sink(e). For every demand in the set D, we have a source (orig(d)) and a des-
tination (dest(d)), a bandwidth requirement bw(d) and a value val(d) which indicates
the benefit of accepting demand d.

Link-based model

We start with the demand acceptance problem in a link-based model, where we use one
decision variable for every demand and link of the network. The {0, 1} variable Xde

denotes whether demand d is routed over edge e of the network. For every demand d we
also have one {0, 1} decision variable Zd which indicates if the demand is accepted or not.
The following model gives a MILP formulation.

max
{Zd,Xde}

∑

d∈D

val(d)Zd (25.5)

st.

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde =











−Zd n = dest(d)

Zd n = orig(d)

0 otherwise

(25.6)

∀e ∈ E :
∑

d∈D

bw(d)Xde ≤ cap(e) (25.7)

Zd ∈ {0, 1}
Xde ∈ {0, 1}

The path constraint (25.6) states that there is a single path for each accepted demand,
linking the Zd and Xde variables. Equation (25.7) states the capacity constraint, that for
each link the amount of traffic routed over it must be smaller than the link capacity. The
objective (25.5) is to maximize the value of the accepted demands.

We often also have quality of service constraints attached to the demands. For each
demand d we have a quality requirement req(d) which should not be exceeded in our
solution. The quality of the assigned path is calculated as the sum of constants del(e) for
all edges which are used by the path. A typical quality indicator is delay (also called
latency), which is calculated as the sum of the propagation delays of the links on the
selected path. This delay must be smaller than the latency requirement expressed for the
demand. The constraints take the form given in equation (25.8). If the required latency is
too small, then we may not be able to find any path which satisfies the demand.

∀d ∈ D :
∑

e∈E

del(e)Xde ≤ req(d) (25.8)

The traffic placement problem is expressed in a similar form. Here all demands must
be accepted, we therefore no longer need Zd variables. The only variables in the model are
{0, 1} variables Xde which indicate whether demand d is routed over edge e. We still have
the path constraint (equation 25.10) and an objective function (25.9) which is to minimize
the maximal relative utilization of any edge in the network. For this we divide the amount
of traffic routed over the edge by the capacity of the edge. A solution with a cost of less
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than 1 means that the traffic routed over all edges stays within the link capacity, if the cost
is greater than 1, then some links exceed their capacity.

min
{Xde}

max
e∈E

1

cap(e)

∑

d∈D

bw(d)Xde (25.9)

st.

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde =











−1 n = dest(d)

1 n = orig(d)

0 otherwise

(25.10)

Xde ∈ {0, 1}

In this model the capacity constraints (25.7) are folded into the objective function, they will
appear as linear constraints in a MILP representation. Unfortunately, there seems to be no
consensus about the objective function. There are at least two other versions proposed in
different papers. One is to minimise the overall network utilization

min
{Xde}

∑

e∈E

∑

d∈D

bw(d)Xde (25.11)

while imposing the capacity constraints (25.7). This objective function is closely related to
the formulation of the Integer Multi-Commodity Flow Problem [3]. The other alternative
is proposed in [51] as a compromise which is supposed to return better overall solutions.
It minimizes the average link utilization.

min
{Xde}

∑

e∈E

∑

d∈D

bw(d)

cap(e)
Xde (25.12)

Overall, demand acceptance and these versions of traffic placement are closely related,
but their objectives are different enough to make a direct comparison between results dif-
ficult. In later section, we will only describe the demand acceptance problem, the traffic
placement variant can be derived in a similar way.

We now discuss a number of proposed algorithms that use the link based model.

Lagrangian relaxation/CP hybrid - path decomposition A hybrid method for traffic
placement is proposed in [51, 52]. It combines Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) (see Chapter
15, “Operations Research Methods in Constraint Programming”) with constraint program-
ming. Both models are set up in parallel and exchange information during a depth-first
search. In the Lagrangian subproblem we dualize the capacity constraints (25.7) into the
cost function and keep the path constraints (25.6).

The constraint model uses finite domain {0, 1}Xde variables and finite domain versions
of the path constraints, strengthened by some redundant inequality constraints to remove
cycles. In a preprocessing step, some capacity constraints based on s-t cuts are added. The
LR model starts with an initial heuristic, possibly infeasible assignment obtained with a
CSPF variant.
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At each node of the search tree, a limited number of subgradient steps [3] are performed
in the LR model. This involves solving |D| shortest path problems with an LP solver. The
results are used to generate new constraints for the FD model, which, through propagation,
may lead to further assignments, which are then returned to the LR model. When the LR
model is stopped, the current Lagrangian solution is used to decide on the next branching
choice, assigning some undecided Xde variable. Nodes in the search can be pruned ei-
ther because the LR model becomes infeasible or because constraint propagation detects a
failure.

The results obtained in [51, 52] can not be directly compared with other methods,
since the model uses a different cost function (25.12). But [53, 21] describe experiments
with a modified version of this decomposition where the more commonly accepted cost
function (25.11) is used.

Lagrangian relaxation/CP hybrid - knapsack decomposition As an alternative La-
grangian Relaxation [53] proposes to relax the path constraints (25.6) while keeping the
capacity constraints (25.7). This means that at each subgradient step, we have to solve |E|
independent knapsack ILP problems.

Both [51] and [53] use cost-based filtering [29] from the reduced cost of theX variables
of the LP relaxation solved at each subgradient step to fix some values to either 0 or 1.
This idea is extended in [22, 23], which adds three more filtering rules. Comparative
experiments show that this produces stronger pruning, which improves the quality of the
solutions, reduces the number of nodes in the search tree significantly and can lead to
overall savings in computation time.

Probe backtracking Probe Backtracking Search (PBT) [27] is used in [43] to solve the
traffic placement problem with a link-based model. The idea behind PBT is to split the
constraints into two groups, considered ”easy” and “hard”. The hard constraints and the
optimization are handled by a branch&bound backtracking scheme. In each node, one of
the hard constraints is replaced by a disjunction of easy constraints, which form the basis of
the branching decisions. The system starts with a tentative assignment based on a heuristic.
In each node the current set of easy constraints is used to solve a subproblem called prober
which either detects infeasibility or returns a new tentative, partial assignment. Violations
of the hard constraints are resolved by branching on the introduction of additional simple
constraints.

For the traffic placement problem the prober finds a cycle-free path for one demand
which respects the delay constraint (25.8) and any imposed forbidden and required links.
The prober is implemented as an incremental ILP which adds no-good cuts until a valid so-
lution is returned. The search component checks for violations of the capacity constraints;
if there are none, a solution has been found. Otherwise, it heuristically selects a link with
a capacity violation and a demand routed over it, and calls the prober again, branching on
either forbidding or enforcing the selected link for the selected demand.

The probe backtracking scheme can be used with a variety of probing methods, [37]
considers the combination with local search, and [38] applies this combination to demand
acceptance. The local probe consists of a simulated annealing local search routine which
tries to find paths for a set of demands. One of the challenges for the implementation lies
in how to incorporate forced links into the neighborhood operator.
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Path-based model

The second type of formulation for the path placement problem is the path-based model. In
this model we consider for each demand the paths on which it can be routed. Assume that
there are path(d) possible paths for demand d. We introduce a {0, 1} decision variable
Yid for each possible path for each demand d. The constants heid indicate whether path i
for demand d is routed over edge e. The {0, 1} variables Zd again state whether demand d
is accepted or not.

max
{Zd,Yid}

∑

d∈D

val(d)Zd (25.13)

st.

∀d ∈ D :
∑

1≤i≤path(d)

Yid = Zd (25.14)

∀e ∈ E :
∑

d∈D

bw(d)
∑

1≤i≤path(d)

heidYid ≤ cap(e) (25.15)

Zd ∈ {0, 1}
Yid ∈ {0, 1}

The objective function (25.13) is the same as for the link based model (25.5). Equa-
tion (25.14) links the Zd and the Yid variables and states that at most one path may be
selected for each demand. Equation (25.15) is a modified capacity constraint, stating that
the bandwidth required for all selected paths routed over an edge must be smaller than the
edge capacity.

Column generation The direct implementation of a path based model will be difficult
due to the very large number of possible paths even in a small graph. This model therefore
is a natural candidate for techniques like column generation, where only a limited subset of
all possible paths are considered and the objective function can drive the search for finding
new paths which improve overall solution quality.

We will discuss this approach used for example in [14] in more detail in section 25.3.5.

Blocking islands A different, more CSP oriented view of a path-based model is given in
[30]. It considers the traffic placement problem without objective function, i.e. all demands
must be placed, but we only require a feasible solution. This can be modelled as a CSP
where each demand is a variable which ranges over all possible paths. The main idea of
this paper is that it is not necessary to describe the domains of the variables explicitly, it is
sufficient if we can check whether there still is a possible path for each demand at each step.
This corresponds to a forward-checking based constraint propagation, which can be used
inside a search routine that assigns paths to demands. Heuristics like dynamic variable and
value selection can also be applied, making this a nice example of an implied constraint
model.

Key to the implementation of this implied model is the concept of a blocking island.
For a given demand size d, we can partition the nodes in the network into equivalence
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classes, called d blocking islands. All nodes inside one blocking island can reach each
other with paths of at least size d. We know that a demand of size d can be satisfied if both
source and sink are in the same d island, and can not be satisfied if they are in different d
islands. The blocking islands for different capacity values form a tree, where the root is
one island connecting all nodes with capacity 0.

When a path is assigned to a demand, we can update the blocking island tree effectively,
and can check if there still is a path for every demand in the new tree. If not, the node in
the search tree can be pruned, and we backtrack to a previous choice. The experiments in
[30] showed that it can be worthwhile to replace chronological backtracking with a form
of conflict-driven backjumping.

The approach can be easily extended to handle the objective function for traffic place-
ment, but it is unclear how to adapt this technique to the demand acceptance problem.

Local search/CP hybrid Another hybrid solver for the demand acceptance problem is
described in [41, 42]. It combines local search with finite domain constraint programming
in a multi-step procedure, and also combines elements of a path based and a link based
model. It starts with a heuristic, CSPF based initial selection of paths to be chosen. In
a second step, it tries to add additional demands one by one, at each step calling a local
search based repair method to remove any capacity bottlenecks. This repair works by
replacing an existing path with a new one. As a third step it uses a hybrid branch&bound
routine combining finite domains with local search. The finite domain model initially only
consists of the acceptance variables Zd, the Xde variables are only lazily generated on
demand. The system finds necessary links for a demand, and imposes capacity constraints
on them. It also considers certain cut sets and createsXde variables for each of those links.
It then adds a constraint stating that their sum must be equal to the demand variable Zd as
well as the link capacity constraints over all demands on that link.

The local search routine identifies capacity violations and builds a neighborhood by se-
lecting demands currently routed through a violation, and choosing a new shortest path for
each demand, using the capacity violation as link metric. The neighborhood is evaluated
based on the improvement of the capacity violations, and a move selected using a random-
ized choice which allows some decrease in quality for some moves. A restart method was
incorporated to go back to a previous state if no improvement had been achieved within a
given number of steps.

A comparison of this method with a variant of [43] for demand acceptance showed that
both were complementary, each method was more successful on some problem instances,
while both clearly outperformed CSPF.

Node-based model

In the node-based model the decision variables define successor relations between network
nodes, defining paths through a network via the nodes that are traversed. This model is
due to [56], which describe this model in terms of a Bandwidth on Demand application
(see section 25.3.4). For each demand d and each node k in the network, we introduce an
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integer decision variable Skd with the following domain:

Skd ::











{sink(e)|e ∈ OUT(k)} k = orig(d)

orig(d) k = dest(d)

{0} ∪ {sink(e)|e ∈ OUT(k)} otherwise

(25.16)

For each demand the domain for a node contains all possible successors and the value 0,
which indicates that the node is not used to route the demand. We add a back-link from
the destination of the demand to the source, which does not correspond to an edge in the
graph. We now require that for every demand d the set

{< k, Skd > |Skd 6= 0} (25.17)

forms a cycle in the graph (augmented with the back link). In [56], this condition is ex-
pressed with the cycle constraint [7, 10] of CHIP. This constraint does not allow conditional
nodes, the model therefore needs dummy nodes and edges to connect all unused nodes in
a second cycle.

The capacity constraint for each node can be expressed with a cumulative constraint
[2], which uses two arguments, a set of tasks given by start, duration and resource use and
a resource profile, given as a set of tuples time point and resource limit.

cumulative({< Sid, 1,bw(d) > |d ∈ D},

{< l,m > |0 ≤ l ≤ n,m =











∞ l = 0

cap(e) ∃e ∈ Est.source(e) = i,sink(e) = j

0 otherwise

})

(25.18)

In this model we need |D| cycle constraints and |N| cumulative constraints to express the
conditions of the routing problem, we then have to define a search routine and a min max

[55] optimization routine to find the optimal solution. Additional conditions like quality of
service constraints can be handled by using extra arguments of the cycle constraints.

The cycle constraint probably is not the best choice for this application, the need for
dummy nodes and edges in the model destroys much of its propagation potential.

25.3.3 Multiple Paths

In the models of section 25.3.2 we have looked for a single path for each demand. This
path is used to transmit the traffic between the source and the destination of the demand.
What happens if one of the elements on the path fails? There are three possible scenarios:

• The transmission for the demand is interrupted until the element failure is repaired.
This may lead to an outage of several hours and is normally not acceptable.

• We dynamically search for a new path in the modified network and set up the path for
transmission. The outage will be much shorter, and is limited by the time required
to find a new path.
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• We have pre-computed an alternative path, which is link disjoint to the original path,
so that the element failure does not affect this additional, secondary path. We can
immediately switch to the alternative, minimizing the outage.

We will now look at the problem of finding multiple (primary and secondary) paths for
demands, where the primary path is used in normal operation, and the secondary is only
active when some link on the primary path has failed. We present a link-based, demand
acceptance model for this problem, which is an extension of the model in section 25.3.2. In
addition to the {0, 1} variables Zd for demand acceptance, and Xde for the primary path,
we need additional decision variables Wde, which indicate whether edge e is used for the
secondary path of demand d.

max
{Zd,Xde,Wde}

∑

d∈D

val(d)Zd (25.19)

st.

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde =











−Zd n = dest(d)

Zd n = orig(d)

0 otherwise
(25.20)

∀e ∈ E :
∑

d∈D

bw(d) ∗Xde ≤ cap(e) (25.21)

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Wde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Wde =











−Zd n = dest(d)

Zd n = orig(d)

0 otherwise
(25.22)

∀e ∈ E, ∀e′ ∈ E \ e :
∑

d∈D

bw(d) ∗ (Xde −Xde′ ∗Xde +Xde′ ∗Wde) ≤ cap(e)

(25.23)

∀d ∈ D, ∀e ∈ E : Xde +Wde ≤ 1 (25.24)

Zd ∈ {0, 1}
Xde ∈ {0, 1}
Wde ∈ {0, 1}

The model is quite similar to the model in section 25.3.2. The objective function (25.19) is
the same, and we also find the path constraint (25.20) and the capacity constraints (25.21)
for the primary path. To this we add a path constraint for the secondary path (equa-
tion 25.22) and the link-disjoint constraint (25.24) which states that primary and secondary
paths for a demand can not share a link. The only complicated, additional constraint is the
capacity constraint for the secondary paths (equation 25.23). This expresses the capacity
for link e in the case of failure of link e′. The traffic we have to consider is the sum of
all primary paths through link e, except for those that were also routed through link e′.
In addition we need to consider all secondary paths routed through e, where the primary
was routed through the failed link e′. We therefore need a capacity constraint for each link
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under each failure scenario. This dramatically increases the number of constraints that are
required.

The link disjoint constraint is only one way of keeping the primary and secondary paths
apart. We can also consider two stronger alternatives, the paths may be node disjoint or
SRLG disjoint.

For node disjoint primary and secondary paths we enforce that, except for the source
and destination nodes, the paths do not cross the same nodes. This protects the connection
even in case of a node failure. We can express this constraint by the equations

∀d ∈ D, n ∈ N \ {orig(d),dest(d)} :
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde +Wde ≤ 1 (25.25)

∀d ∈ D, n ∈ N \ {orig(d),dest(d)} :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde +Wde ≤ 1 (25.26)

Using either (25.25) or (25.26) together with the path constraint is enough to ensure the
condition.

The SRLG disjoint constraint is a generalization to arbitrary sets of links. A shared risk
link group (SRLG) is a set of links that we consider might fail together. This can happen
for example if several (physical) links are run through the same cable duct, or if multiple
logical (layer-3) connections are mapped to the same physical (layer-1) connections, for
example multiple carriers using the same sea-cable for a intercontinental connection. To
express this constraint, we assume we are given a set S of SRLG sets. For each SRLG
SRLG and each demand d , we express the constraint that primary and secondary path can
not share any links in the set.

∀d ∈ D, ∀SRLG ∈ S :
∑

e∈SRLG

Xde +Wde ≤ 1 (25.27)

The model above is the basis for the solver described in [68]. A linearization of the
non-linear constraints (25.23) adds a many new variables and linear constraints. To han-
dle this very large number of capacity constraints required for the failure cases the au-
thors suggested the following decomposition. Initially, the problem is set up without con-
straints (25.23) and solved with a MILP solver. For the optimal solution the secondary
path capacity constraints are checked and, if violated, added (linearized) to the constraint
set. The process iterates until no secondary path capacity constraints are violated, in which
case an optimal solution to the whole problem is found. This can be seen as a form of
Benders decomposition (see Chapter 15, “Operations Research Methods in Constraint Pro-
gramming”), where the secondary path capacity constraints form the sub problems, and all
other constraints form the master problem. The Benders cuts that are generated take the
form of the linearized capacity constraints. This approach allowed a significant speed-up
over a standard MILP formulation of the problem.

25.3.4 Bandwidth on Demand

So far, the traffic demands we encountered were all for a single snapshot in time, i.e. all
demands were simultaneous. We now consider the Bandwidth on Demand scenario where
each demand has a fixed start start(d) and end end(d) time, and demands only interact
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if they overlap in time. The problem is to accept demands so that at no time point the
capacity of the network is exceeded. Instead of looking at every time point between the
earliest start and the latest end of any demand, we can restrict ourselves to time points
when new demands are starting. The set of time points T to consider is then given by

T = {start(d)|d ∈ D} (25.28)

We can now formulate the demand acceptance problem for Bandwidth on Demand with
the following MILP, which uses the Zd and Xde {0, 1} decision variables already familiar
from section 25.3.2.

max
{Zd,Xde}

∑

d∈D

val(d)Zd (25.29)

st.

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde =











−Zd n = dest(d)

Zd n = orig(d)

0 otherwise
(25.30)

∀t ∈ T, ∀e ∈ E :
∑

d∈D
start(d)≤t
t<end(d)

bw(d)Xde ≤ cap(e) (25.31)

Zd ∈ {0, 1}
Xde ∈ {0, 1}

We find the objective function (25.29), the path constraint for each demand (25.30) and a
modified capacity constraint (equation 25.31). This capacity constraint is now quite similar
to the global cumulative constraint [2]. For every time point and every link, the sum of the
accepted traffic routed over the link may not exceed the link capacity.

There are many ways to extend the basic Bandwidth on Demand model. Simple mod-
ifications are changes of the link capacity over time or general topology changes at fixed
time points. We may also consider that demands may be moved from one path to another
during their life-time, in order to accommodate changes in the demand structure.

Another natural extension is some form of on-line algorithm, where new demands for
future time periods are added from time to time. Previous commitments must be respected,
i.e. demands that were accepted at an earlier time point can not be rejected later on. This
is easily handled by forcing some of the Zd variables to be 1.

A much more challenging extension is to relax the fixed start and end times. If demands
can be moved in time, we obtain a very difficult combination of the path placement and a
cumulative scheduling problem.

France Telecom The problem first described in [39], and then reconsidered in [44] is an
on-line version of the Bandwidth on demand problems for ATM networks. When a new
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demand is entered, we have to check if it can be accepted, possibly by rerouting previously
accepted demands. There is a time limit of one minute to decide on acceptance. But once
a demand has been accepted, it can not be rejected at a later point in time.

The model of [39] uses a constraint based conflict resolution mechanism which is called
when a demand can not be placed on top of the existing set of connections. It selects short
paths for the new demands and finds all existing connections which would be in conflict
when accepting the new demand on one of the routes. It then creates a constraint model
which tries to repair the solution by moving one of the existing connections to a new path.
The resulting capacity checks are quite complex, since they have to be performed for every
time point between the start and the end of the task considered. A specialized calendar data
structure is used to minimize the overhead.

The constraint model for the path constraint takes an unusual form in this model. It is
based on an assignment from a n-th hop variable to the links of the network. Therefore,
the length of each path must be bounded a priori, and a dummy value for “not used” must
be introduced.

The procedure is compared to the on-line CSPF algorithm, which does not consider
rerouting of existing connections, and achieves some improvement in the percentage of
accepted demands.

The approach in [44] uses the same basic problem formulation, but uses Valued CSP
(VCSP) (see Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”) as the conflict resolution mechanism. The
VCSP is solved by a combination of finite domain, local search and limited discrepancy
search [34].

Schlumberger dexa.net The Bandwidth on demand system for Schlumberger’s dexa.net
[64] decomposes the problem on a temporal basis. For each time point, a specialized solver
for the demand acceptance problem is run, its results form new constraints for the next time
point.

This technique is expanded in [17], which proposes three alternative models. In the
first one, all orders starting at the same time are processed together, with different events
being treated sequentially. In the second model, the overall planning horizon is split into
intervals, and all tasks starting in that interval are planned together. In the last model, a
Benders decomposition is used to link subproblems for each interval together in the master
problem. Tasks which extend over several intervals cause inter-dependency between the
sub problems, the generated Benders cuts guide the procedure to the optimal solution.
The first two methods are incomplete, the third one is complete. Experiments and the
comparison with a MILP formulation show that the temporal decomposition is much faster
than, but can not reach the quality of, the Benders decomposition, which in turn is similar
to the MILP solution in quality, while requiring significantly less computational effort.

Global constraint model As described in section 25.3.2, the approach of [56] uses a
node-based model. To handle the time dimension of the Bandwidth on Demand prob-
lem, the authors replace the cumulative constraints (25.18) with a four dimensional diffn
constraint [7].
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25.3.5 Network Design and Capacity Planning

The problems in sections 25.3.2 to 25.3.4 were all considering a fixed network structure.
The topology of the network and the link capacities were given, the variables were intro-
duced by demands and the overall utilization of the network. When planning to build a
network, a different question arises: How should I connect the nodes in my network, and
which capacity should I use for each link? A similar problem is considered in capacity
planning. Given the current network and set of projected demands, how should I extend
the network to cope with future demands. We now consider this problem, following the
problem specification in [40]. For every potential edge in the network, we have a set of
alt(e) possible design alternatives with bandwidth cap(i, e) and cost cost(i, e). One
of these alternatives might be not to use that link. This alternative may have non-zero cost
in the case of capacity planning, when the link already exists and we have to pay a de-
commissioning cost in order to remove it. In our model we have two types of variables, the
Xde {0, 1} variables which indicate whether a link is used by a demand, and Wie decision
variables which indicate if design alternative i for edge e is chosen.

min
{Xde,Wie}

∑

e∈E

∑

1≤i≤alt(e)

cost(i, e)Wie (25.32)

st.

∀d ∈ D, ∀n ∈ N :
∑

e∈OUT(n)

Xde −
∑

e∈IN(n)

Xde =











−1 n = dest(d)

1 n = orig(d)

0 otherwise

(25.33)

∀e ∈ E :
∑

d∈D

bw(d)Xde ≤
∑

1≤i≤alt(e)

cap(i, e)Wie (25.34)

∀e ∈ E :
∑

1≤i≤alt(e)

Wie = 1 (25.35)

Wie ∈ {0, 1}
Xde ∈ {0, 1}

The objective function (25.32) is to minimize the total cost of the design. Equa-
tion (25.33) states the usual path constraint for each demand. The design choice con-
straints (25.35) state that for each edge we have to choose one alternative (which might
be not to use the link). The capacity constraint (25.34) compares the traffic volume routed
over the link with the capacity provided by the chosen design alternative.

ROCOCO benchmarks Reference [40] provides an evaluation of five alternative solu-
tion methods for a set of benchmark problems from France Telecom, and also introduces
combinations of additional constraints for this problem to create a broader set of test cases.
It looks at a CP, a MILP and a column generation alternative in an attempt to improve
first results, and further develops the constraint model into a hybrid with local search and
parallel execution on multiple processors. An initial heuristic solution is created with CP,
a local search module then tries to improve the solution found, and finally a tree search is
started with the best current solution as an upper bound.
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The problem sizes range from very small (4-10 nodes) to medium size (15-25 nodes),
and a timeout of 10 minutes is imposed. For a design problem that is a very small ex-
ecution time, this might be explained by the large number of problem variations being
tested. Over the implemented variants, the CP+local search routine is the most effective,
but unfortunately details of the different models are quite sparse.

The model used by [14] is path based, using column generation in a branch and price
and cut framework. The paper describes various cutting planes, which strengthen the basic
branch and price framework, which alone is not competitive. But even with the cuts added,
the system does not find solutions within the timeout using the default search method. A
custom search routine based on limited discrepancy search [34] was used to find solutions,
results indicated that is was performing better than [40].

Design for multicast In [20, 21] a variant of the design problem is studied. Instead of
designing a network for point to point demands, the authors consider multi-cast traffic de-
mands. In multi-cast, a traffic source injects traffic to the network which must be delivered
to a number of subscribers. The traffic is routed over a tree rooted in the traffic source,
with consumers located on the leaf nodes. Multi-cast traffic on IP networks is becoming
more and more significant, as it is a much cheaper form of content distribution for applica-
tions like video-on-demand, broadcasting, or large scale software updates. The two papers
differ in the method used, [20] describes a hybrid of Lagrangian relaxation with constraint
programming, while [21] considers a hybrid of a branch-and-price column generation with
a finite domain constraint component.

SONET network design Although also a network design problem, the problem studied
in [63] bears little relation to the model shown above. [63] shows results for using Con-
straint Programming on a design problem of a SONET/SDH optical network. Instead of
point-to-point links, SONET networks use fiber rings to which a number of users can be
connected via hardware devices. The ring capacity can be filled with traffic between users
on the same ring. The objective is to choose the minimal number of rings and of hardware
interfaces to satisfy all communication demands.

25.3.6 IGP Metric Optimization

The problems considered in sections 25.3.2 to 25.3.4 were all about explicit traffic place-
ment, i.e. a central control algorithm computed single paths for demands which together
satisfied the global capacity constraints. In marked contrast stand networks that use rout-
ing and packet switching. Here each packet is forwarded locally not by following a fixed
connection between source and destination, but by local routing decisions which control
at each node where the packet is sent next. A distributed routing algorithm is used so
that each router makes its forwarding decisions only based on local knowledge, and con-
trol messages are sent between the nodes to inform them about the overall topology and
changes to the connectivity. The routing protocols are designed to converge to a con-
sistent routing after each change within a limited time period, the re-convergence time.
Routing inside the network is controlled by the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), routing
to destinations outside the current network is controlled by the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) [54]. There are many variants of IGP routing protocols (like RIP, OSPF [49], IS-
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IS, EIGRP) [45], which mainly differ in the way the distributed network nodes exchange
information and what global view of the network is maintained in each node.

From the outside, IGP routing in a steady state can be seen as an application of shortest
path finding. Each link in the network is assigned an edge weight, the routing metric, and
traffic through the network follows a shortest path between source and destination. By
changing the routing metric we can (indirectly) control which paths are chosen and how
much traffic can be placed on the network.

An important question is what happens if multiple shortest paths exist between two
nodes. Depending on the protocol and its configuration, the system may

• select one of the paths at random

• split traffic between multiple alternatives in a balanced way

• split traffic between multiple alternatives in arbitrary fashion

There typically is also a hardware-based limit on how many (typically 8 or 16) shortest
path alternatives can be handled in each node.

All this makes it very hard to predict where traffic will be placed when multiple shortest
paths exist. Some of the systems for IGP metric optimization therefore enforce a constraint
that only a single shortest path can exist between any two nodes in the network.

We now present an example of a path-based model for IGP metric optimization, which
enforces the single shortest path rule. The model uses positive integer (not {0, 1}) variables
We for the edge weights. We have {0, 1} variables Yid for each demand d and each of the
path(d) possible paths for the demand, which indicate whether this path is used. We
also introduce continuous variables Pid which describe the total weight of the path i for
demand d as the sum of the weights of the edges traversed. The {0, 1} constants heid
indicate whether path i for demand d traverses edge e.

min
{Yid,We}

max
e∈E

1

cap(e)

∑

d∈D

bw(d)
∑

1≤i≤path(d)

heidYid (25.36)

st.

∀d ∈ D :
∑

1≤i≤path(d)

Yid = 1 (25.37)

∀d ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ path(d) : Pid =
∑

e∈E

heidWe (25.38)

∀d ∈ D, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ path(d) : Pid = Pjd =⇒ Yid = Yjd = 0 (25.39)

∀d ∈ D, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ path(d) : Pid < Pjd =⇒ Yjd = 0 (25.40)

Yid ∈ {0, 1}
integer We ≥ 1

Pid ≥ 0

The objective function (25.36) is to minimize the maximal relative utilization of any link
in the network. Constraint (25.37) enforces that there is a single, selected shortest path.
The weight of each path is controlled by equation (25.38) as the sum of the weights of the
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traversed edges. Constraint (25.39) states that paths for one demand with the same weight
must have identical Yid values, which must be zero, as only one shortest path is allowed.
Equation (25.40) states that a path will not be selected if a shorter one exists. Note that
this is not intended as an effective model to generate weights, but serves as a declarative
problem specification. We now discuss a number of solution approaches to this problem:

Branch and price A complete method for the unique path weight setting problem is
given in [4]. It is based on a path-based model using column generation in a branch and
price framework using a hybrid with finite domain constraints. Paths for demands are
created lazily using the pricing information from the master problem as a guide.

Preliminary experimental results indicate that the hybrid outperforms more straightfor-
ward MILP models, but has difficulty scaling to larger problem instances. One problem is
the lack of a good initial solution which can be used as a starting point for the tree search.

Tabu search A combination of a tabu based local search and a MILP is presented in
[5]. It is based on the observation that if a weight setting with fractional values achieves
unique paths, then it can be easily converted into a weight setting using integer weights. So
a tabu-based local search is first used to derive fractional weight settings, with the MILP
converting the result into (small) integer weights. To come up with unique paths in the
local search, an ingenious weight assignment is used which assigns weights 2−i to the
edges with a different exponent i for each edge. Therefore each path in the network has
a unique weight, and the search consists in finding a permutation of the edge assignments
which minimizes the traffic load.

This algorithms scales well, although care must be taken not to cause rounding errors
in the shortest path calculations due to the extreme range of weight values. Experimental
results indicate that in the second part of the algorithm the weights can be re-assigned to
integer values ranging from 1 to 200.

Set constraint solver A more generic problem is solved in [28]. The set based (see
Chapter 17, “Beyond Finite Domains”) model presented in the paper allows to impose
limits on the splitting of flows in each router. This can be used to express the condition
mentioned above that the router hardware limits branching in a node to no more than m
alternatives.

The model is a combination of set-valued variables describing the paths, continuous
variables describing the flow volumes on each edge directed towards a node and integer
variables for the edge weights and distance values. It is a good example for the use of
different domain types within one model.

Experimental results show that feasible solutions which satisfy the branching limits are
obtained easily, but that their quality is not close to the lower bound.

25.3.7 Flow Analysis and Resilience Analysis

So far we have assumed that as part of our problem definition we have a well-defined set
of demands: We know who wants to use the network for connections between specific
points and how much bandwidth they require. For IP based networks this assumption is
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not valid. In an operational network there is no (simple) way of collecting data about end-
to-end traffic flows, we don’t know who is talking to whom and how much bandwidth they
use. The only information we can collect is the overall traffic on each edge on the network
traf(e) and the external traffic entering extin(i) and leaving extout(j) at each node of
the network. We can try to reconstruct a demand matrix from these measurements, this is
an active research area called traffic flow analysis.

A model for this problem is shown below. We use non-negative flow variables Fij to
denote the traffic flow from node i to node j in the network. The [0, 1] constants reij define
the routing in the network, they indicate what fraction of the flow between nodes i and j is
routed over edge e.

∀i, j ∈ N : min
{Fij}

/max
{Fij}

Fij (25.41)

st.

∀e ∈ E :
∑

i,j∈N

reijFij = traf(e) (25.42)

∀i ∈ N :
∑

j∈N

Fij = extin(i) (25.43)

∀j ∈ N :
∑

i∈N

Fij = extout(j) (25.44)

Fij ≥ 0

For every flow, we try to find a lower and an upper bound as the result of an optimiza-
tion run with the objective (25.41). We know that the sum of all flows routed over an
edge is equal to the observed traffic on the edge (25.42), and that the sum of all flows
starting (25.43) or ending (25.44) in a node must be equal to the observed external traffic.

The fundamental problem with this approach is that it is very under-constrained. We
have |N|2 flow variables Fij , but only |E| + 2|N| constraints. Results in [59] show that
the values for the flows can vary in a very wide interval, with no clear preference for
any particular value. It is therefore unclear how to use the results for answering further
questions about the network, for example how the traffic will change in case of an element
failure.

The idea behind resilience analysis is to avoid the generation of the intermediate de-
mand matrix, and to pose questions about the network behavior directly in the initial model.
For example, we may be interested in understanding the traffic in the network under an el-
ement failure and resulting re-routing. The routing in the normal network operation is
denoted with reij , the routing after the element failure is given by r̄eij . The model for re-
silience analysis below uses the flow variables Fij only internally, without trying to deduce
particular values.

∀e ∈ E : min
{Fij}

/max
{Fij}

∑

i,j∈N

r̄eijFij (25.45)
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st.

∀e ∈ E :
∑

i,j∈N

reijFij = traf(e) (25.46)

∀i ∈ N :
∑

j∈N

Fij = extin(i) (25.47)

∀j ∈ N :
∑

i∈N

Fij = extout(j) (25.48)

Fij ≥ 0

The objective function (25.45) now tries to find a value for each edge in the network under
the failure scenario, and finds bounds by running minimization and maximization opti-
mization queries. The constraints (25.46, 25.47 and 25.48) are the same as for the traffic
flow analysis.

Results in [59] indicate that the bounds on the link traffic in failure scenarios are much
tighter, and are close enough for most practical purposes.

In the discussion above, we have oversimplified the use of the actual traffic measure-
ments. The models above only work if a consistent snapshot of all values can be collected.
In practice, this poses significant problems. If the data are not collected for exactly the
same time periods, then inconsistencies may occur. There are further problems caused by
queues in the routers and bugs in implementing data collection facilities in devices of mul-
tiple vendors. The data collection process itself uses unreliable communications (UDP) so
that some measurements may be lost due to dropped packets. One approach to overcoming
these issues is the use of a separate error correction model, which tries to correct values
before feeding them into the models above. Another, shown in [71, 70, 72] deals with
the problem by integrating incomplete and inconsistent data into the constraint solving
process.

25.3.8 Bandwidth Protection

It is very important that a network functions not only when all its elements are working,
but that it continues to provide its services when some network elements fail. So far, we
have seen two methods of dealing with that issue. In section 25.3.3, we looked at the
provisioning of primary and secondary paths in the network, where the secondary path is
used when an element on the primary path fails. Depending on the constraint used, this will
protect against single link failures, node failures or SRLG failures. In section 25.3.7 we
have studied the problem of resilience analysis which considers a routed network without
an explicit traffic matrix. The resilience analysis provides bounds on the link utilization
in a failure event; if the upper bounds are below a given capacity limit, then the service is
guaranteed not to be affected after the re-convergence of the routing protocol.

In this section we discuss a different method for bandwidth protection, first described
in [69]. We consider node failures in a network, and try to provide local detours for the
traffic around each failed element.

To explain the basic idea, we look at the small example in figure 25.1 taken from [67].
In this network we consider the failure of node j, which is currently used to forward traffic
from node c to nodes e and f . A set of possible detours will be to use the paths c, k, l, e and
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Figure 25.1: Bandwidth Protection Problem

c, k, l, f . But how much capacity do we need to allocate on each link of these detours? We
don’t know the actual values for the flows between c and e or f , but we can come up with
bounds on these values from the bandwidth of the links cj, jf and je. The flow between
c and f must be less than 20, and the flow between c and e less than 10. But reserving
20 + 10 = 30 on the detour links ck and kl is wasteful, the combined value of the flows
must be below 20, since they both pass through link cj in the normal state of the network.
For the link lf we have to allocate 20, and for the link le 10 units of capacity. Indeed, for
every link on the detours we have to allocate the maximal amount that could flow through
this link, no matter how the flows through node j are allocated. This leads to the nested
optimization problem in (25.49).

min
{Xfe}

X

f∈F

X

e∈E

Xfe

st.
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:

∀f ∈ F :

8

>
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>

<

>

>
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>

:

∀n ∈ N \ {orig(f),dest(f)} :
X

e∈IN(n)

Xfe =
X

e∈OUT(n)

Xfe

n = orig(f) :
X

e∈OUT(n)

Xfe = 1

n = dest(f) :
X

e∈IN(n)

Xfe = 1

∀e ∈ E : cap(e) ≥

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

max
{Qfe}

X

f∈F

XfeQfe

st.

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

∀o ∈ orig(F) : ocap(o) ≥
X

f :orig(f)=o

Qfe

∀d ∈ dest(F) : dcap(o) ≥
X

f :dest(f)=d

Qfe

Xfe ∈ {0, 1}

quan(f) ≥ Qfe ≥ 0

(25.49)

We consider the set F of all local flows f through the failed element. For each of these
flows, we want to provide a single detour around the failure via a link based model from
the origin of the flow orig(f) to its destination dest(f). For this we introduce {0, 1}
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variables Xfe which state whether edge e is used in the detour for flow f . We also use
continuous variables Qfe to describe the flow volume for flow f that we need to consider
for edge e. These flow quantities are constrained by the capacity of the network around the
failed element. For every edge, we have to solve a maximization problem, which finds the
flow volume that could be forced through that link in the failure case. A feasible solution
consists in a choice of the Xfe variables which forms a path from source to destination
of flow f and which ensures that on each edge the required capacity is below the edge
capacity cap(e).

We have to solve this problem for every failure we want to consider, and then need
a mechanism which remembers and activates the detours when a failure occurs. The big
advantage of this approach is that it is independent of the traffic pattern at the time of
failure. Indeed, we don’t need any information about traffic flows, or even the routing
method used.

How can we actually solve this type of nested optimization problem? In [69], two
methods are proposed. The first is a transformation into a MILP, using the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker condition [50] and introducing a set of new variables. This method does not scale
well, and can not solve most of the data sets considered in [69].

The second alternative is to decompose the problem into an integer multi-commodity
flow problem [3] as the master problem and capacity optimization problems for each edge
as subproblems. The master problem generates tentative assignments for the detours,
which are checked by the capacity problems. If the capacity of the edge is exceeded,
then a cut is generated which is passed back to the master problem and which will change
the path assignment. When no capacity constraints are violated, then a solution is found
and the procedure stops. The simplest form of cut that can be generated is a no-good which
excludes the current solution, but more effective cuts are possible and are described in [69].

Experimental results in [69, 67] show that while the decomposition method works for
some large problem instances, it can be beaten by a different transformation of the embed-
ded optimization problem into MILP model. Scalability of the algorithms is still an issue,
as the number of flows to be considered increases with increased connectivity in the graph,
which also has an impact on the number of possible detours to be considered.

25.4 Conclusion

Before we try to summarize the results in this chapter, we want to mention some related
problems where constraint programming has been applied. The problem of frequency
assignment in radio networks [1] has been studied quite successfully with different soft
constraint methods, this is discussed in some detail in Chapter 9, “Soft Constraints”. Con-
straint programming has also been used for a study of the location of wireless base stations
[31]. An emerging domain with interesting challenges for constraint programming is the
area of ad-hoc networks [57].

In this chapter we have looked at applications for different network problems, con-
sidering electrical, water and especially data networks. The applications for data networks
cover a wide range of problems, from design, to risk analysis and operational control. Clas-
sical finite domain constraint programming currently seems to be rather limited for these
problems, this clearly is a field where hybrid systems are achieving much better results. As
an explanation we can see two main contributing factors: one is the important role of cost
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optimization, the other the large scale of the problems together with the fine granularity of
the decisions. LP relaxations and Lagrangian Relaxation (see Chapter 15, “Operations Re-
search Methods in Constraint Programming”) seem to provide a much better reasoning on
cost bounds than we achieve from individual finite domain or set constraints. At the same
time, we often find it easier to construct some feasible solutions and changing them with
a restricted neighborhood operator, rather than building very large domain representations
from the start.

Limiting factors for the use of hybrid systems are the complexity of designing and eval-
uating the schemes and the implementation effort required to build a working application.
A flexible constraint toolkit like ECLiPSe [15] can help to speed up development, but at
the moment building hybrid systems remains still very much a task for specialists.

Is there a way to encapsulate the structure of the problem in some global constraints
(see Chapter 6, “Global Constraints”), which hide the algorithmic complexity and pro-
vide more high-level abstractions for application developers? Global constraints for graph
based problems have been around for some time [7, 10, 9] and have been very useful for
rapid application development in other domains [10, 58, 62]. As we have seen in sec-
tion 25.3.2, they are probably not the right abstraction for the applications discussed here.
But there are a number of proposals for new global constraints [8, 13, 26] which may help
to solve some of these problems in a more declarative way. Much will depend on how well
these constraints will integrate cost reasoning, and which problem size can be handled
effectively.
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Chapter 26

Bioinformatics and Constraints

Rolf Backofen and David Gilbert

In this chapter we aim to introduce the topic of bioinformatics to an audience of com-
puter scientists, highlight an illustrative selection of those areas in bioinformatics to which
constraint techniques have been applied, and suggest where they may be applicable. Bioin-
formatics is an exciting and rapidly developing field, and we hope that we haven’t predicted
all the developments in the next few years – indeed we hope that readers of this chapter
will contribute to future applicatiions of constraints in bioinformatics!

One of the first issues that needs to be addressed is the what is meant by “bioinformat-
ics” – it is already almost a colloquial word in the scientific community, but its interpre-
tation varies widely. The word bioinformatics has two obvious components – “bio-” and
“informatics”; we deal with each of these in turn.

At present the widely accepted interpretation of the “bio” part is molecular biology,
i.e. the study of the structure and activity of macromolecules essential to life. However are
other areas within biology which can be considered to be within the remit of bioinformat-
ics, for example the study of evolution, and genetics.

Informatics is a word which has only recently entered the English language, following
the French, German and Russian traditions which broadly agree that its meaning coincides
with “computer science”. Thus one definition of informatics is “the science of systematic
processing of information, using modeling and abstraction of the concrete realization”.

Thus, when considering both parts of the word, we consider the proper meaning to be
solving problems arising from biology using methodology from computer science, applied
mathematics and statistics. We have decided to focus our contribution on work in bioinfor-
matics that involves either the design of a variant of an existing algorithm from the domain
of computer science, or the design of a new algorithm.

An alternative term, more or less coinciding with bioinformatics is computational bi-
ology, used more in North America than in Europe. Waterman[107] considers that there
are three interpretations, all of which are valid:

One, that it is a subset of biology proper and any required mathematics
and computer science can be made up on demand; two, that it is a subset of

B.V. 
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the mathematical sciences and that biology remains a remote but motivating
presence; three: that there are genuine interdisciplinary components, with the
original motivation from biology suggesting mathematical problems, which
suggest biological experiments.

A good overall introduction to Bioinformatics for computer scientists is [22]. Books
that concentrate more on the required mathematical/algorithmic basis of bioinformatics are
e.g. [107, 21, 59].

The amount and variety of biological data now available, together with techniques
developed so far have enabled research in Bioinformatics to move beyond the study of
individual biological components (genes, proteins etc) albeit in a genome-wide context to
attempt to study how individual parts cooperate in their operation [60]. Bioinformatics as
a scientific activity has now moved closer to the area of Systems Biology [65] which seeks
to integrate biological data as an attempt to understand how biological systems function.
By studying the relationships and interactions between various parts of a biological sys-
tem it is hoped that an understandable model of the whole system can be developed. For
example the determination that some interaction, and its strength, exists between two en-
tities is a first step to determining network structure and is a crucial step in the modelling
and analysis of networks such as gene regulation networks, metabolic pathways and sig-
nalling networks. The advent of the new high-throughput technologies (for example gene
expression arrays, mass spectrometry) has meant more challenges for computer scientists
in terms of the type and quantity of data available for analysis.

There are other fields which broadly apply principles from biology to derive novel
approaches in computer science, for example biocomputing, neural computing, genetic
algorithms, and evolutionary computing. These are not directly part of Bioinformatics,
other than being some of the techniques from computer science which can be applied to
biological data.

Since it is rare to find researchers who are both computer scientists and biologists, it
is generally the case that effective research in bioinformatics requires the joint effort from
scientists in both fields. An important corollary is that in order to achieve such cooperation
all parties must use a common language and be prepared to learn about issues from the
other side. In fact many researchers from the biological and physical sciences working in
bioinformatics have acquired significant computing skills, and may have greater specialist
knowledge in mathematics and statistics than do many computer scientists. An illustration
of this is the heavy use of Hidden Markov Models in bioinformatics, a topic about which
most computer scientists know very little. It is the computer scientist’s task to apply the
approach of problem abstraction together with efficient algorithm design to the problems
from the biological domain.

A challenge for computer scientists who are involved in research in bioinformatics is
to achieve results that make a contribution to computer science. Of course this is not the
main motivation for biologists; moreover there are some exciting projects in bioinformatics
which in the short to medium term are unlikely to contribute to computer science.

26.1 What Biologists Want from Bioinformatics

The great aim of research in bioinformatics is to understand the functioning of living or-
ganisms in order to “improve the quality of life”. This improvement will be achieved by
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many means including drug design, identification of genetic risk factors, gene therapy, ge-
netic modification of food crops and animals, etc. Some of these, especially the last, are
proving to be controversial.

26.2 The Central Dogma

The study of proteins, how they interact with each other, and how genes are regulated is
central to the understanding of the basic principles of the functioning of living organisms.

Proteins comprise approximately 60% of the dry mass of a living cell, and are linear
heteropolymers that are constructed from a chain or sequence of monomers called amino
acids, of which twenty different types are involved in the composition of proteins. It is
widely accepted that the function of proteins (and RNA) is determined by their structure,
and it is known that in the majority of cases structure is uniquely determined by the se-
quence of amino acids, or nucleotides in the case of RNA. The case of prions is one ex-
ample of exception to the latter rule where misfolding causes prion disease [56]. More
generally, protein folding can be assisted by molecular chaperones and folding catalysts
. Folding catalysts accelerate specific steps in folding, whereas the main function of the
molecular chaperones seems to be in preventing off-pathway reactions that lead to protein
aggregation and possibly misfoilding. [52]

The central dogma of information flow in biology essentially states that the sequence of
amino acids making up a protein and hence its structure (folded state) and thus its function,
is determined by a two-stage process. The first stage is transcription – the process of
copying DNA to RNA by an enzyme called RNA polymerase, and the second is that of
translation – where messenger RNA is decoded to produce polypeptide chains according
to the rules specified by the genetic code. This code enables the 20 amino-acids which
form proteins to be coded by triples (codons) of the 4 bases of RNA.

The central dogma states that once ‘information’ has passed into a protein it
cannot get out again. The transfer of information from nucleic acid to nucleic
acid, or from nucleic acid to protein, may be possible, but transfer from protein
to protein, or from protein to nucleic acid, is impossible. Information here
means the precise determination of sequence, either of bases in the nucleic
acid or of amino acid residues in the protein.

Francis Crick [25]

Although some proteins, for example transposases, can modify genetic material by
inserting DNA sequences, it is not the case that the amino-acid sequences of those proteins
is reverse-coded to make sequences of nucleotides.

Thus bioinformatics is concerned in a major way with the elicitation of DNA sequences
from genetic material, the annotation of delimited segments (e.g. with information about
their function), the control of gene expression (i.e. under what circumstances proteins are
transcribed from DNA), and the relationship between the amino acid sequence of proteins
and their structure. At present, the only physical methods to determine protein structure
are X-ray crystallography and NMR (nucleo-magnetic resonance), both of which are not
only very time-consuming, but cannot be applied to all classes of proteins. One of the holy
grails of bioinformatics is to develop computational methods to determine protein structure
from amino-acid sequence.
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26.3 A Classification of Problem Areas

The problem areas in Bioinformatics can be broadly divided into three classes:

Problems specifically related to the Central Dogma: This includes both those related
to a specific level of information (i.e., sequence, structure or function), and those that
encompass more than one level.

Problems related to data in general: With the exponential growth of knowledge in
(molecular) biology, there are rapidly growing problems such as storage, retrieval, and
analysis of the data. Hence there are issues of database design for biological resources,
representation and visualization of biological knowledge, and the application of data anal-
ysis methods such as data mining. A key underlying technique is that of abstraction of
the data; it is of course imperative that the operations over the abstract data preserve the
biological meaning of the operations on the original form of the data.

Simulation of biological processes: This means the prediction of dynamic behavior of
a biological system on the basis of its components. Examples include the simulation of
protein folding (molecular dynamics) or of metabolic pathways.

In the following we concentrate on the first class of problems, i.e. sequence, structure
and function, and select a subset of illustratory examples.

26.4 Sequence Related Problems

26.4.1 Physical Map

In this problem, one has a collection of short, known substrings of the DNA called probes
with the property that they occur exactly once in the DNA, and a set of fragments of the
DNA (called clones), which (ideally) cover a specific region of interest on the DNA. For
both the clones and the probes, the exact location on the DNA and the ordering of the
locations are unknown. The goal is to find the ordering of the probes and/or clones in the
DNA.

The first step is to check for every probe Pi and every clone Cj , whether Cj contains
the substring denoted by Pi. This is done by performing hybridization experiments. Hy-
bridization is the process of forming a (possibly imperfect) double helix out of two DNA
or RNA molecules. This can be used to determine which probes occurs in which clones.
The result is a matrix A = (aij), where aij is 1 if probe Pi is hybridizes with clone Cj ,
otherwise 0. Now if there were no errors in the hybridization experiments, then the order-
ing of the probes could be found be reordering the rows and columns of the matrix such
that the resulting matrix has the consecutive ones property. But since the experiments are
faulty, the problem of finding the ordering minimizing the errors is NP-complete (see e.g.,
[48, 20])

The ordering of the probes (denoted by a permutation π on the set of probe indices),
usually together with a good bound on the distance between to successive probes, consti-
tutes a physical map, which can be used for different purposes. One is to use this map
when sequencing the genome. The reason is that sequencing is done by splitting DNA into
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fragments, which are sequenced in the sequel. The remaining problem is to generate the
original DNA-sequence out of sequenced fragments. This is usually done by searching for
overlapping fragments. The problem is that DNA contains so-called repeats. This are long
fragments of DNA which are repeated several times on the DNA. Clearly, such repeats may
not be used for the process of generating the original DNA sequence out of overlapping
fragments. One way to check this is to use a physical map.

In practical applications, the major problem is the occurrence of errors in the hybridiza-
tion experiments. False positives are entries aij = 1 although probe Pi is not contained
in clone Cj . Vice versa, false negatives are entries aij = 0, where Pi is contained in
clone Cj . In [20], Christof et al. considered a variant of the problem that uses additional
information stemming from end-probes. These are probes where it is known that they are
stemming from the end of the clones (but we do not know which is the left or right end).
Let Pi and Pk be the end probes for Cr, and let Pj be another probe different from Pi and
Pk that hybridizes with Cr (i.e., ajr = 1). Then we know that in the correct ordering π, the
value πj must be between πi and πk (i.e., either πi < πj < πk is true, or πj < πj < πi),
which gives rise to additional betweenness constraints. They presented an integer linear
programming approach for the above described problem, where a maximum likelihood
model is used as an objective function to model the errors in the matrix A. The idea be-
hind the maximum likelihood model is to search for the corrected matrixB that maximizes
the likelihood P [A|B], given probabilities for producing false positive and false negative
entries in A.

26.4.2 Comparison and Alignment

Overview

The goal of this activity is to compare two sequences, and in addition to return an align-
ment, i.e. some information regarding those parts which are very similar. When comparing
the sequences, additional information e.g. stemming from known structures may be used.
In general, sequence alignment is fast, whereas alignment involving structure is slow due
to its high complexity.

One of the first fields in bioinformatics was DNA sequence alignment. The reason for
the interest in sequence alignment stems from the fact that there are many different pro-
teins which have common ancestors, and that these homologous (i.e., related by evolution)
proteins have a similar structure and function. In addition, homologous proteins often have
similar sequences. Using a reverse reasoning, sequence similarity is used to detect the
homology of protein structures.

Clearly, the quality of this approach depends on the similarity measure used, which is
determined by a model of evolution. The usual approaches use a model with substitution,
deletion or insertion of a single amino-acid (see e.g. [107] for an overview). In this case,
sequence alignment can be performed in polynomial time using a dynamic programming
approach. There are also new approaches which deal with more complex models of evolu-
tion such as [10], who considers in addition duplication of substrings (tandem repeats). A
more complex problem is that of multiple sequence alignment [63], which is known to be
NP-complete.

On the level of structure comparison, there are many different problems that have been
considered. Protein threading extends sequence alignment by incorporating structural in-
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formation. In this approach an alignment is made between two sequences, one with an
unknown structure and the other with a known structure, taking into account the known
structure [69]. Again, this problem has been shown to be NP-hard.

Another problem is to compare two different structures by superposing elements using
translation and rotation to minimize the atomic coordinate Root Mean Square Deviation
(RMSD) [34]. Structures can also be compared at a higher level of abstraction than atomic
coordinates by using a topological approach based on secondary structure elements [47]
(see Section 26.5.4; this can be performed over topology graphs by detecting maximal
cliques [66] or by pattern discovery and structural alignment [44]).

Pairwise sequence alignment

Pairwise sequence alignment is the problem of determining the similarity of two sequences.
An alignment of two sequences a, b ∈ Σ∗ consists of two sequences u, v of the same length
that are generated from a, b via the insertion of gaps. Alignments are evaluated according
to scoring functions, which evaluates the number of inserted gaps, and the similarity of dif-
ferent letters ui and vi at the same position in the alignment (called substitutions). Multiple
sequence alignment is the generalization of the problem to several sequences.

There are different possibilities for constraint-based formalizations of sequence align-
ment. We will start with a formalization that is commonly used in standard approaches to
sequence alignment. We will start with the formal definition of an alignment.

Definition 26.1 (Alignment and Alignment Distance). Let Σ be an alphabet with 6∈ Σ.
For every u ∈ (Σ ∪ { })∗ we define u|Σ to be the restriction of u to Σ (by deleting all
occurrences of in u). An alignment is a pair (a⋄, b⋄) with a⋄, b⋄ ∈ (Σ ∪ { })∗ such that
|a⋄| = |b⋄| and there is no position i such that a⋄i = = b⋄i . An alignment (a⋄, b⋄) is an
alignment of (a, b) with a, b ∈ Σ∗ if

1. a⋄|Σ = a, and

2. b⋄|Σ = b.

Given a cost function w, we define the cost of an alignment by

w(a⋄, b⋄) =

|a⋄|
∑

i=1

w(a⋄i , b
⋄
i ).

The alignment distance of a, b is

D(a, b) = min{w(a⋄, b⋄) | (a⋄, b⋄) alignment of (a, b)}.

The alignment (a⋄, b⋄) is optimal if D(a, b) = w(a⋄, b⋄).

Instead of using distance-based scoring function, one can also use a similarity mea-
surement for evaluating alignments. Then, one searches for an alignment that maximizes
the similarity between the two sequences. As [93] have shown, one can transform each
distance-based (global) scoring scheme into a similarity-based, without changing the op-
timal alignment. Hence, we will consider only the distance-based scoring scheme in the
following.
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The standard approach to solve the pairwise sequence alignment problem for two
sequences a, b is to use to define a dynamic programming matrix (Di,j), which stores
the cost of the best alignment between the prefixes a1 . . . ai and b1 . . . bj . I.e., Di,j =
D(a1 . . . ai, b1 . . . bj). This matrix can then be calculated using the following recursion
equation:

D0,0 = 0,

D0,j =

j
∑

k=1

w(−, bk),

Di,0 =
i
∑

k=1

w(ak,−),

∀i, j > 0 : Di,j = min







Di,j−1 + w(−, bj),
Di−1,j−1 + w(ai, bj),
Di−1,j + w(ai,−)







. (26.1)

Thus, the standard sequence alignment problem can be solved in quadratic time and
space. This changes if one considers different extensions of the original problem. One
extension is to consider parametric sequence alignment, where the cost parameter for dele-
tion δ = w(σ, ) and substitution µ = w(σ, σ′) are variable. The reason for considering
this parametric version is that it is hard to determine these parameter (especially the cost
for deletion). Hence, one is interested in checking whether a given alignment is the same
for a complete range of parameters. Yap [110] considered a constraint-based approach
for this problem, where he directly encodes the entries of the dynamic programming table
Di,j as variables, and the recursion equations as constraints. He considered then different
possibilities of pruning in the case that δ and µ are not known (i.e., are not ground).

Other variants extend sequence alignment by considering additional conditions that
stem from information on the secondary or ternary structure of the associated molecule.
By and large one can say that the difference to sequence alignment is that the scoring
function evaluates not single positions in the alignment, but pairs of positions that are
related (or close) in the structure. This is especially useful when comparing two RNA-
sequences, where it is known that the structure is more conserved than the sequence. Both
global [86, 23, 73, 57, 55] and local [5] versions of the RNA sequence/structure align-
ment have been considered. The multiple RNA sequence/structure alignment problem is
even harder than the multiple sequence alignment problem, since successful heuristic ap-
proaches like progressive alignment can only be applied either in special cases (like the
PMMulti system [55]), or via the combination of sequence/structure and sequence align-
ment (like the MARNA-system [92]).

There many are other problems that extend sequence alignment (or related problems)
using additional information. Examples are the alignment methods used for the detection
of alternative spliceforms of proteins [41, 49, 54, 39], or the design of similar protein
sequence whose mRNA form a specific RNA-structure [8]. Currently, most of these prob-
lems are solved via special dynamic programming approaches. A first approach to apply a
general technique for sequence alignment under additional constraints has been presented
in [109], where cluster tree elimination was used to efficiently solve pairwise sequence
alignment problems with additional constraints.
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Multiple sequence alignment

The problem of multiple sequence alignment is to align not only two different sequences,
but any number of sequence. This is required to detect biologically important motifs.
Formally, a multiple alignment for n sequences S1, . . . , Sn is given by a character matrix

A = (Aij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤K

over the alphabet Σ = Σ∪{ } with the property that Si can be obtained from Ai1 . . . AiK
by removing the gaps. In the general formalization, the jth column A1j , . . . , Anj of the
alignment is evaluated using an n-ary function w(A1j , . . . , Anj), and the distance D(A)
of an alignment A is given by

D(A) =
∑

1≤j≤K

w(A1j , . . . , Anj).

There is a special formalization of the scoring function that is used in most practical
applications, namely the sum-of-pairs score. The basic idea of this score is to evaluate an
alignment by the sum of all pairwise alignments, which was introduced by Carrillo and
Lipman [17]. Here, the distance of an alignment D(A) is given by given by

D(A) =
∑

i<i′

∑

1≤j≤K

wp(Aij , Ai′j),

where wp : Σ′ × Σ′ → R is a usual pairwise cost function. Of course, this is equivalent to

D(A) =
∑

1≤j≤K

∑

i<i′

wp(Aij , Ai′j),

and is hence a special case of the general multiple sequence alignment problem, where the
cost for a column is given by

w(a1, . . . , an) =
∑

i<i′

wp(Aij , Ai′j)

Kececioglu [64, 63] introduced a graph-based formalization of multiple sequence align-
ment with sum-of-pairs cost function, the complete maximum-weight trace (CMWT) for-
malization. An ILP (integer linear programming) solution for this problem was presented
in [84, 62]. In CMWT, the letters of the strings Si = si1 . . . sini

are considered to be the
set of vertices V = V1 ⊎ . . . ⊎ Vn1 of a complete n-partite graph G = (V,E) (i.e., G
satisfies that for every sij ∈ Vi and si′j′ ∈ Vi′ , we have e = (sij , si′j′) ∈ E if and only
if i 6= i′). G is called the complete alignment graph for the sequences S1, . . . , Sn. An
alignment graph G′ is a subgraph of the complete alignment graph. Alignment graphs can
be used to restrict the search for a multiple sequence alignment to a subset of all possible
alignments to reduce the search space. For example, let S1 be AACG and S2 be AGG. Then
the complete alignment graph for AACG and AGG is the 2-partite graph

.

1Where ⊎ is the disjoint union, and Vi is {si1, . . . , sini
}.
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With every edge e ∈ E, there is a positive weight w(e) associated. An alignment A
for the sequences S1, . . . , Sn realizes an edge e = (sij , si′j′) ∈ E of an alignment graph
G = (V,E) for the sequences S1, . . . , Sn if the jth character of Si and the j′th character
of Si′ are aligned in A. For example, consider the alignment

A A C G

A G G
.

Then this alignment realizes three edges, indicated by straight lines:

Given an alignment A, the set of all edges realized by A is called the trace of A. A set
T ⊂ E of edges is called a trace if it is the trace of some alignment A. Given the weight
function w, the weight of a trace T is

∑

e∈T w(e).

Definition 26.2 ((Complete) Maximum-Weight Trace). Let S1, . . . , Sn be sequences, let
G = (V,E) be the complete alignment graph for S1, . . . , Sn, and let w be a weight func-
tion. The complete maximum-weight trace problem is to find a trace T ⊂ E that has
maximal weight (under w). The maximum-weight trace problem is defined analogously
for an alignment graph G = (V,E) for S1, . . . , Sn.

A remaining problem is that not any subset of edges is a trace (i.e., not every subset
of E corresponds to a real alignment). Consider again the two sequences AACG and AGG,
and consider the following subset of edges indicated by straight lines:

.

By the definition of a realized edge, this set of edges would correspond to the alignment

A C A G

A G G
,

which is an alignment for the sequences ACAG and AGG instead of AACG and AGG. Hence,
this subset of edges is not a trace. The problem are the two crossing edges indicated in
grey above.

An ILP-formalization for the pairwise alignment characterizing traces was given in
[73]2, which is a follows. Let G = (V,E) be an alignment graph, and let e1, . . . , en be an
enumeration of all alignment edges in E. We say that ek is in conflict with el iff ek and el
are crossing edges, i.e., ek = (s1i, s2j), el = (s1i′ , s2j′) with neither i < i′ ∧ j < j′ nor
i′ < i∧ j′ < j. Then one introduces for every edge ei a boolean variable xi, where xj = 1

2In this work, structural condition where formulated in addition to the pure sequence alignment problem
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implies that ei is contained in the trace. Furthermore, let wi = w(ei). Then the constraint
problem is

maximize
∑

ei∈E

wi · xi

subject to the following constraints:

xi ∈ {0, 1} (26.2)

xk + xl ≤ 1 ∀ek, el ∈ E s.t. ek is in conflict with el (26.3)

For the multiple sequence alignment step, the condition of non-crossing edges is not
so simple. Whether a pair of edges is conflicting might depend on other edges contained
in the trace. Consider the following two set of edges for three sequences ABC, ABD and
ABCD:

A B C D

A B C

A B D

A C D

A B C

A B D

B

The the first represents for example the following valid alignment:

A B C

A B D

A B C D

.

The second one does not represent a valid alignment, but we cannot identify pairs of con-
flicting edges.

Hence, we have to extend the definition for the multiple case. For the pairwise case,
a trace is nothing else than a set of edges which are strictly ordered in both components.
I.e., a trace is an ordered set of edges e1 = (s1i1 , s2j1), . . . , em = (s1im , s2jm) with the
property that ∀1 ≤ k < m : ik < ik+1 ∧ jk < jk+1. The corresponding definition for the
multiple alignment case is as follows.

Given sequences S1, . . . , Sn with Si = si1 . . . sini
, one defines the extended alignment

graph G = (V,E,≺) for S1, . . . , Sn to be a triple such that (V,E) is an alignment graph
for S1, . . . , Sn, and ≺ is defined by

≺= {(sij , sij+1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j < ni}.

With ≺∗, we denote the transitive closure of ≺. Note that ≺∗ is a strict partial order of V .
Using the extended alignment graph, one can characterize traces. A connected compo-

nent of a graphG = (V,E) is a⊆-maximal set V ′ ⊆ V such that for all vertices v, v′ ∈ V ′

there is a path of edges inE connecting v and v′. For any two subsetsX,Y ⊆ V , we define

X ⊳ Y if and only if ∃v ∈ X ∃v′ ∈ Y : v ≺ v′.
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We define ⊳∗ to be the transitive closure of ⊳. For the sequences AACG and AGG the
extended complete alignment graph is

where we have indicated the edges for ≺ by arrows.

Theorem 26.3. Let S1, . . . , Sn be sequences, and let G = (V,E,≺) be the extended
alignment graph for S1, . . . , Sn. Then a subset T ⊆ E is a trace if and only if it does not
contain two edges sharing the same node, and ⊳∗ is a strict partial order on the connected
components of G′ = (V, T ).

The question is of course how to enforce the above stated condition in a constraint-
based or ILP formalization. For the pairwise case, this is achieved by excluding all con-
flicting edges with the constraint given in (26.3), thus forcing a strict partial order on the
edges. Following [62], then every pair of conflicting edges for the pairwise case corre-
sponds in the extended alignment graph to a mixed cycle. This is a cycle in the extended
alignment graph that uses at least one alignment edge and at least one edge from the ≺-
order. Such a mixed cycle is called critical if in every sequence, all the nodes used by
the cycle occur consecutively in the sequence. Then condition (26.3) is replaced in [62]
by excluding all critical mixed cycles, which then gives an ILP-formalization for multiple
alignment.

The main problem with the above formulation is that in general, one has to add ex-
ponentially many cycle constraints. For this reason, Prestwich et al. proposed in [83] an
alternative ILP model, which is transformed to linear pseudo-Boolean (PB, a generalization
of SAT which significantly improves expressiveness) form. The model is of polynomial
size, and therefore better suited to a generic SAT solver.

Pairwise alignment with conditions: example protein threading

The previous formalization is based on a graph based model of sequence alignment, where
one has Boolean variables for every possible alignment edge. The major drawback of this
approach is that it uses a huge number of variables. E.g., for pairwise sequence alignment,
this model requires quadratically many variables.

Another possible formalization for pairwise sequence alignment that requires less vari-
ables has one variable Xi for each position 1 ≤ i ≤ |S1| of the first sequence S1. The
domain of each variable is the set {1, . . . , |S2|} of positions in the second sequence. In
principle, Xi = j is interpreted as “position i of the first sequence is aligned with position
j of the second one”.

The next step is to encode gaps. An unaligned position j in the second sequence, which
correspond to a gap in the first one, are already encoded by the fact that there is no i with
Xi = j. In addition, one has to encode that a position i in the first sequence is aligned with
a gap in the second sequence. One possible way to encode this is by allowing Xi−1 = Xi,
which is then interpreted as position i is aligned with a gap. On the other hand, position i is
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matched (i.e., aligned with some position j in the second sequence) if and only if Xi = j
and Xi > Xi−1. Note that this kind of encoding was considered in [109].

In the following, we will consider a special instance of pairwise sequence alignment
with additional conditions using a formalization similar to the one described above, namely
protein threading. The additional conditions stem from information about the structure of
one sequence. For protein threading, we have a sequence s with known structure, and we
want to determine the structure of a sequence s′ that is homologous (i.e. related via evo-
lution) to s via an appropriate pairwise alignment. The idea is to use the known structure
of s to guide structure prediction for s′ by simultaneously aligning s′ with s and with the
known structure of s.

The basic approach for protein threading is to identify first parts of the structure of
s that are more likely to be conserved. This is called a core model for s, and consists
usually of secondary structure elements. The secondary structure of a sequence consist
of structural elements of high local order. There are two main elements considered for
protein threading, namely α-helices (a helical structure) and β-sheets (two or more strands
of the protein sequence that are regularly connected). It is assumed that the core models are
highly conserved in their length as well as in their interactions. The stretches between two
core elements are called loops, and the lengths of these loops can vary in the homologous
sequence s′. This is captured by the definition of a core model.

Definition 26.4 (Core Model). Let s be a sequence. A core model for s is a tuple (m, ~c,
~λ, ~lmin), where ~c = (c1, . . . , cm) is the sequence of lengths for the core elements in s, and
~λ = (λ0, . . . , λm) is the sequence of lengths for the loops between the core elements such
that

|s| = λ0 +
∑

1≤i≤m

(ci + λi).

The sequence ~lmin = (lmin
0 , . . . , lmin

m ), consists of the minimal length required to connect
the corresponding ends of the core elements (i.e., the minimal length of the loop regions)
with ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m : lmin

i ≤ λi.

Note that the value λ0 is the length of the initial loop (i.e., the N-terminal loop), while
λm is the length of the final loop (i.e., the C-terminal loop).

Given a core model (m,~c,~λ,~lmin) for s, we define the ith core region of s to be the set
of positions

Ci =

{

λ0 +
∑

1≤j<i

(cj + λj) + k

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 ≤ k ≤ ci
}

.

The jth position of the ith core is denoted by Ci,j . Figure 26.1 illustrates a core model
with 4 core regions, where the lengths of the core regions is given by the vector (4, 3, 4, 3).

In the following, we will define a threading of sequence s′ through the core model
for s to be a mapping of the core positions to consecutive positions of s′. Since we are
using consecutive regions, a threading is uniquely determined by the mapping of the first
position of every core region. Furthermore, this implies that there are no gaps allowed in
core regions. All gaps in the alignment must occur in the loop regions. In inserting and
deleting positions in the loop regions, one must obey the length restrictions imposed by
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Figure 26.1: Core model. It is supposed that the grey parts of the given structure are the
conserved regions. The define the core of the structure. This leads to the definition of 4
core elements.
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The relaxation is given by the fact that for the calculation of g2, for every i a different
threading ~u can be used. Thus, there is no dependencies anymore for the calculation of
the g2 terms (with the exceptions of the terms g2(i− 1, i, ti−1, ti)), which implies that the
bound can be calculated in polynomial time using dynamic programming.

26.4.3 Search and Pattern Discovery

In both sequences (DNA and RNA) and structure (RNA and protein), there are function-
ally significant regions that are repeated in different entities; these regions can be often
described by patterns. A need has arisen to be able to search through genome or protein
databases (which may be very large), and identify entries which match the pattern. Ob-
viously, this has a parallel in formal language theory, see for example Searls’ excellent
discussion in [87]. In reality, biological data is noisy, and in the case of string languages,
stochastic approaches have been developed using for example Hidden Markov Models [33]
and stochastic context-free grammars [71]. It is of interest to note here that although Dy-
namic Bayesian Networks [43] can represent Hidden Markov Models, the use of DBNs in
bioinformatics for sequence analysis remains an under-exploited area.

Although patterns can be constructed by hand, its preferable to use a mechanized (ma-
chine learning) approach, i.e., pattern discovery [15, 85]. Finding gene expression sites in
DNA may require context sensitive patterns.

One active research field is to design appropriate pattern languages and associated dis-
covery mechanisms which are able to express significant properties of structures as op-
posed to strings [47, 58].

Pattern discovery can also be performed over protein structures [45] and metabolic
pathways.

Sequence pattern matching

The basic biochemical properties of DNA and RNA permit some constraints to be exploited
in pattern matching over nucleotide sequences:

• The first property is that of the total ordering of the nucleotides in a sequence, by
convention from the 5′ to the 3′ end, which can be exploited in pattern matching
algorithms.

• The second property is the name associated with a nucleotide. A DNA nucleotide
consists of a base – adenine, cytosine guanine, or thymine — plus a molecule of
sugar and one of phosphoric acid; such nucleotides are often known by the initial
letter of the base that they contain, a, c, g or t. In the case of RNA, thymine is
replaced with uracil (u). Thus the names of nucleotides are drawn from a restricted
alphabet of size 4: a, c, g, t in the case of DNA, and a, c, g, u in the case of RNA,
and patterns can be defined with characters drawn from (a subset of) the alphabet.

• Thirdly, two nucleotides can interact due to the Watson-Crick base pairs: in the case
of DNA, a-t and c-g, with both pairs being of roughly equal strength. RNA pairs
are a-u, c-g, as well as the weaker g-u, and some other even weaker pairs. This
base paring can cause nucleotide sequences to adopt particular conformations due to
long-range interactions. This pairing can be exploited both in formal models of the
conformations, and also associated techniques to compute over these models.
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Sequential Patterns
Tandem repeat αα acg acg
Simple repeat αβα acg aaa acg
Multiple repeat αβαβ1α acg aa acg uu acg

Structural Patterns
Stem loop αβαrc acg aa cgu
Attenuator αβαrcβ1α acg aa cgu au acg
Palindrome, even ααr acg gca
Palindrome, odd αxαr acgagca
Pseudoknot α1βα2β1 α

rc
1 β2α

rc
2 acg aa ucu gc cgu aua aga

Table 26.1: Patterns in nucleotide sequences, from [35]

Protein sequences comprise amino-acids which have properties corresponding to the
first two above: firstly that they are totally ordered (in this case from the N terminus to the
C terminus), and secondly that there are 20 amino acids, i.e. the names are drawn from an
alphabet of 20 names (or corresponding letters).

Eidhammer et al. [35] have defined patterns in sequences as consisting of a logical
expression on components, where a component is a description of a string of symbols, and
a set of constraints. An input string S matches a pattern P if every component in P is
matched by some substring of S, such that all the constraints are satisfied and the logical
expression evaluates to True.

Sequential patterns can be defined using the following constraints:
(1) length of a substring to match a specific component;
(2) distance in the input string between substrings to match the different components

of a pattern;
(3) contents of a substring to match a component;
(4) positions on the input string where a particular component can match;
The patterns in the PROSITE data base [9] are examples of the sequential class; thus

[AC]-x(2,3)-D describes a pattern comprising three components, the first being an A or a
C, the second of length 2 or 3 and the last being a D.

Structural patterns have in addition at least one correlation constraint, between two
substrings matching different components, e.g. the substrings should be identical, or the
reverse of each other. Examples are repetitions or palindromes, and can correspond to
conformations that the sequence can adopt.

Example patterns in nucleotide sequences identified from the literature by Eidhammer
et al [35] are given in Table 26.1 below. Pattern components (strings) are indicated by
letters from the Greek alphabet: α, β, . . . (with or without indices) and x is a wildcard.
The reverse of a component α is indicated by αr, and αc is the complement of α. These
annotations can be combined: αrc is the reverse complement of α. Strings corresponding
to pattern components are underlined.

The CLP version of the Eidhammer et al. system is now no longer available for general
use. from the paper describing it. A related but more sophisticated, and faster approach
by Thebault e al. is described in [100]. They use a CSP approach, representing structured
RNA motifs which interact with other molecules. These motifs occur on more than one
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sequence and which are related together by possible hybridization. Together with pattern
matching algorithms, constraint satisfaction techniques have been implemented in a proto-
type software system called “MilPat” (http://carlit.toulouse.inra.fr/MilPaT/MilPat.pl) and
can be applied to search for tRNA and snoRNA genes on genomic sequences.

Another related approach using CSP is by Morgante et al [82]; the software system
SMaRTFinder can be downloaded from http://bioinf.dimi.uniud.it/software/smartfinder.
The algorithm locates structured models which are sequences of simple motifs and dis-
tance constraints. It combines standard pattern matching procedures with a constraint
satisfaction solver, and can search for partial matches. A significant feature of their ap-
proach is that the (potentially) exponentially many solutions are represented in compact
form as a graph. The time and space necessary to build the graph are linear in the number
of occurrences of the component patterns.

Staden’s program [97] is an early system which permits search for structural patterns in
sequences. A pattern comprises elements, called motifs. There are nine classes of motifs,
the simplest of which is just a string of characters. Two other classes include structures:
inverted repeat or stem-loop and (direct) repeat. Logical operators AND, OR and NOT
can be used to specify whether each motif must be present, is an alternative to another, or
must be absent. Constraints can be specified on the length of a motif, the distance between
two motifs and the contents of a motif; for the structure classes, constraints can be given
on an individual part of the structure, e.g. on the loop of a stem-loop. Percentage match
and scoring matrices can be used in searching. In Staden’s system there is no possibility to
define general correlations or relations between parts.

An example of a pattern which can be decribed in Staden’s language is

tata(〈(at OR cg),−5,−2〉 AND 〈tt(〈¬ga,−3, 3〉), 2, 6〉)
which describes a pattern whose ‘root’ motif is the string tata, with two further required
motifs. The first of these is between 5 and 2 bases upstream of the tata motif, and can be
either at or cg. The second is a tt motif located between 2 and 6 bases downstream of the
tatamotif, and there must not be a ga motif within 3 bases upstream or downstream of the
tt.

As can be seen, the language permits motifs to be overlaid on each other. Although this
may seem counter-intuitive when describing biochemical sequences, there are situations
when such overlays occur during processing of nucleotides, for example ’cassette genes’
[50].

Other languages and associated systems are: SCRUTINEER [90], RNAmot [40], RNAMo-
tif [75] (http://www.scripps.edu/mb/case/casegr-sh-3.5.html), OVERSEER [91], Palingol
[12], PatScan [32] (http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/compbio/PatScan/HTML/patscan.html),
and PALM [53]. However GENLANG (Searls [89, 88]) is the most general system which
has been implemented for searching for structural patterns in nucleotide sequences. It uses
an indexed language which has an expressive power between context-free and context-
sensitive languages. String variables are used to define structures and constraints on the
length and contents of the string variables can be specified.

Eidhammer et al. [35] have defined a constraint-based structure description language
for biosequences, and give an algorithm plus associated program to solve the structure
searching problem as a CSP as well as an implementation in the constraint logic program-
ming language clp(FD) [27]. The language is able to describe two-dimensional structure
of biosequences, such as tandem repeats, stem loops, palindromes and pseudo-knots.
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26.4.4 Phylogenetic Trees

If we have any set of species that are related, then the relationship between these species
(resp. entities) is called a phylogeny. When constructing a phylogenetic tree, the task is
to set up a tree to show how the different species have evolved from a common ancestor.
In addition, the trees generated are often labelled. The labels indicate the time when the
species evolved from a common ancestor, or any other measure of the distance between the
different species. Note that the construction phylogenetic trees is not necessarily applied to
species, but to any kind of entities where we can set up some sort of distance information
(e.g., phylogenetic trees can be constructed for languages). In this case the tree constructed
may not be rooted.

The problem of constructing phylogenetic trees can be formulated in different ways.
The first one is to have a finite set of species or entities S = {e1, . . . , en}, and a distance
matrix (dij)i,j∈[1..n] containing the pairwise distances between the entities. The problem
is to construct a tree, where the edge are labelled by distances and the nodes are labelled
entities (using new entities for the inner nodes). The tree is correct if for each two enti-
ties ej , ek from S, the distance in the tree (by summing up the edges distances along the
path connecting them) out of the ordinal set in the tree is djk. Trees can be constructed
from pairwise distances by variety of methods, including UPGMA (unweighted pair group
method using arithmetic averages) [96].

Another formulation of the phylogenetic tree construction problem is parsimony [38].
Here, one has a set S of sequences (DNA or protein), and a method for calculating costs
for relating any two sequences (not restricted to S). The task is then to find a tree, where
the leafs are labelled by elements of S and the inner nodes are labelled by other sequences.
Furthermore, the tree should have minimal costs according to the given method (i.e., the
sum of distances between any two sequences that are directly connected in the tree should
be minimal).

Since one, or in the case of parsimony several, optimal trees can be generated by tree
building algorithms, an approach such as the bootstrap method [37] is commonly used
to assess the significance of some phylogenetic feature and thus give some measure of
confidence for the tree.

Although the concept of ‘constraints’ is widely used in the phylogentic literature, for
example in the application to parsimony and maximum likelihood in terms of constraints
over edge parameters between substitution sites, [98], almost no work has been done by the
computational constraint community. However, related work certainly exists, for example
the work by Gent et al [42] on the application of constraint programming to supertrees.

26.5 Structure Related Problems

26.5.1 Structure Prediction

Here one is concerned about the relation between sequence and structure. The sequence
can either be from a protein, in which case the problem is sometimes referred as the protein
folding problem; a more simple variant is that of RNA folding.

Now for natural protein sequences, the protein folds into one stable structure (which is
believed to be a structure where the free energy has a global minima), which is completely
determined by its amino acids sequence. This native structure determines the function
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of a protein. Since it is very easy to determine the sequence of a protein, the structure
prediction problem consists of determining the structure from a given sequence. This is one
of the holy grail of bioinformatics, since protein structure prediction is a very important but
notoriously hard problem. It is subject of many ongoing attempts to solved this problem
by a variety of methods (see for example the CASP competitions [18] [99]) Note that
for artificial sequences, the sequence usually does not determine the structure (i.e., the
artificially designed protein will not fold to a stable structure in general).

Proteins have a high level of local organisation (called secondary structure), which con-
sist of α-helices, β-strands and turns). For that reason, there are approaches for predicting
secondary structure first, before the overall tertiary structure is determined, as well as ap-
proaches with try to predict tertiary structure directly. It is presently believed that protein
structure prediction cannot be done purely on the level of secondary structure alone.

A problem related to the protein folding problem is the inverse protein folding, which
consists of the following. Given a three-dimensional structure, generate a sequence that
will fold uniquely into the given structure. Naively, this can be solved using structure
prediction (generate a sequence, then predict the structure, and compare the result with
the given structure). Clearly, this problem is of interest for drug design, although inverse
protein folding is not used in drug design yet. The reason simply that the problem is
unsolved (see e.g. [51], where this problem is treatment for lattice proteins).

For RNA, secondary structure is usually related to base pair bonding, and structure
prediction is possible on this level (under some restrictions) taken into account thermody-
namical energies [113].

26.5.2 Structure-Prediction for Lattice Models of Proteins

Introduction

To tackle protein structure prediction and related problems simplified protein models have
been introduced. These simplified models have been successfully used by several groups
in the international contest on automated structure prediction. The most important class of
simplified models are the so-called lattice models. The simplifications commonly used in
this class of models are: 1.) monomers (or residues) are represented using a unified size 2.)
bond length is unified 3.) the positions of the monomers are restricted to lattice positions,
and 4.) a simplified energy function.

Apart from their use in structure prediction, they have became a major tool for investi-
gating general properties of protein folding. They constitute a genotype (protein sequence)
versus phenotype (protein conformation) mapping that can be dealt with using computa-
tional methods. Thus, they can be used to investigate evolutionary processes. An example
is [14], where so-called neutral networks have been investigated. The edges of the net-
work are pairs of sequences which differ only in one sequence positions, but have the same
minimal energy conformation. Thus, a neutral network represents all protein sequences
encoding the same protein conformation. The question is whether one can switch between
two different neutral networks using only a small number of amino-acid substitutions. If
this is the case, then this suggest a way evolution could have produced the diversity of
protein conformations found in nature.

The simplest model is the HP-model, which is an important representative of lattice
models. It has been introduced by Lau and Dill in [70]. In this model, the 20 letter al-
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Figure 26.2: Energy matrix and sample conformation for the HP-model

phabet of amino acids is reduced to a two letter alphabet, namely H and P. H represents
hydrophobic amino acids, whereas P represent polar or hydrophilic amino acids. In natural
proteins, the hydrophobic amino-acids tend to be in the middle of the protein (forming a
compact hydrophobic core), whereas the hydrophilic ones tend to be on the surface of the
protein, thus interacting with the surrounding water. This is modeled in the energy func-
tion for the HP-model, which is given by the matrix as shown in Figure 26.2(a). It simply
states that the energy contribution of a contact between two monomers is−1 if both are H-
monomers, and 0 otherwise. Two monomers form a contact in some specific conformation
if they are not connected via a bond, and the euclidian distance of the positions is 1. A con-
formation with minimal energy (also called optimal conformation) is just a conformation
with the maximal number of contacts between H-monomers. Just recently, the structure
prediction problem has been shown to be NP-complete even for the HP-model [11, 24].

A sample conformation for the sequence PHPHPPHHPH in the two-dimensional lattice
with energy −2 is shown in Figure 26.2(b). The white beads represent P, the black ones H
monomers. The two contacts are indicated via dashed lines.

So far, most of the existing approaches are heuristic methods like the hydrophobic zip-
per [28], the genetic algorithm by Unger and Moult [103], the chain growth algorithm
by Bornberg-Bauer [13], or monte-carlo approaches with simulating annealing like [7],
which is a monte-carlo method applicable for any regular lattice. There are only two ap-
proaches available that are able to prove optimality of the found conformations, namely the
constraint-hydrophobic core construction (CHCC) [112], and the constraint-based protein
folding method [4], which we will describe here in more detail. It is the first methods that
is applicable to two different lattices (the cubic lattice, and the face-centered-cubic lattice),
and to different energy functions (namely the HP-model and its extension HPNX, which
also encodes charged amino acids). Using this constraint-based approach, we were able to
find minimal energy conformations (and prove their optimality) for sequences up to length
300. In contrast, the CHCC method, which is not based on constraint programming, was
only applied to sequences up to length 86. In the following, we will handle only the cu-
bic lattice, albeit the face-centered-cubic lattice (FCC) is more suited for modeling protein
conformations, but is also more complex.

A simple constraint-based formalization

A sequence is an element in {H,P}∗. With si we denote the ith element of a sequence s.
We say that a monomer with number i in s is even (resp. odd) if i is even (resp. odd). A
conformation c of a sequence s is a function

c : [1..|s|]→ Zd
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(where d = 2 or d = 3 depending on whether we consider a 2-dimensional or a 3-
dimensional lattice) such that

1. ∀1 ≤ i < |s| : ||c(i)− c(i+ 1)|| = 1 (where || · || is the euclidian norm on Zd)

2. and ∀i 6= j : c(i) 6= c(j).

The first condition is imposed by the lattice constraint and implies that the distance vector
between two successive elements must be a unit-vector (or a negative unit-vector) in every
admissible conformation. The second condition is the constraint that the conformation
must be self-avoiding.

Given a conformation c of a sequence s, the number of contacts Contacts(c) in c is
defined as the number of pairs (i, j) with i+ 1 < j such that

si = H ∧ sj = H ∧ ||c(i)− c(j)|| = 1

(in other words, the number of pairs of H-monomers that have distance 1 in the conforma-
tion c, but are not successive in the sequence s). The energy of c is just −Contacts(c).
With ~ex, ~ey and ~ez we denote the unit vectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 1), respectively.
We say that two points ~p, ~p′ ∈ Z3 are neighbors if ‖~p− ~p′‖ = 1. This is equivalent to the
proposition that ~p = ~p′ ± ~e with ~e ∈ {~ex, ~ey, ~ez}.

This can now be directly encoded as a constraint problem. Our constraint problem
consists of finite domain variables. We use also Boolean constraint and reified constraints.
With reified constraints we mean a constraint x =: (φ), where φ is a finite domain con-
straint. x is a Boolean variable which is 1 if and only if φ holds. Technically, this can
be achieved via setting x to 1 if the constraint store entails φ, and to 0 if the constraint
store disentails φ. A constraint store entails a constraint φ if every valuation that makes the
constraint store valid also makes φ valid. We use also entailment constraints of the form
φ → ψ, which are interpreted as follows. If a constraint store entails φ, then ψ is added
to the constraint store. We have implemented the problem using the language Oz [94],
which supports finite domain variables, Boolean constraints, reified constraints, entailment
constraints and a programmable search module.

Now we can encode the space of all possible conformations for a given sequence as a
constraint problem as follows. We introduce for every monomer i new variables Xi, Yi and
Zi, which denote the x-, y-, and z-coordinate of c(i). Since we are using a cubic lattice,
we know that these coordinates are all integers. But we can even restrict the possible
values of these variables to the finite domain [1..2n].3 This is expressed by introducing the
constraints

Xi ∈ [1..(2 · length(s)] ∧ Yi ∈ [1..(2 · length(s)] ∧ Zi ∈ [1..(2 · length(s)]

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The self-avoidingness is just (Xi,Yi,Zi) 6= (Xj ,Yj ,Zj) for i 6= j.4

For expressing that the distance between two successive monomers is 1, we introduce
for every monomer i with 1 ≤ i < length(s) three variables Xdiffi, Ydiffi and Zdiffi.

3We even could have used [1..n]. But the domain [1..2n] is more flexible since we can assign an arbitrary
monomer the vector (n, n, n), and still have the possibility to represent all possible conformations.

4This cannot be directly encoded in Oz [94], but we reduce these constraints to difference constraints on
integers.
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The value range of these variables is [0..1]. Then we can express the unit-vector distance
constraint by

Xdiffi =: |Xi − Xi+1| Zdiffi =: |Zi − Zi+1|
Ydiffi =: |Yi − Yi+1| 1 =: Xdiffi + Ydiffi + Zdiffi.

The constraints described above span the space of all possible conformations. I.e.,
every valuation of Xi,Yi,Zi satisfying the constraints introduced above is an admissible
conformation for the sequence s, i.e. a self-avoiding walk of s. Given partial information
about Xi,Yi,Zi (expressed by additional constraints as introduced by the search algo-
rithm), we call a conformation c compatible with these constraints on Xi,Yi,Zi if c is
admissible and c satisfies the additional constraints.

The most simplest way to search for conformations with maximal number of contacts
would be to add constraints for counting the number of contacts. Then one can directly
enumerate the variables Xi, Yi and Zi. For HP-type models, we have to count contacts
which are always generated between two neighboring H-monomers. For this purpose, one
introduces a variable Contacti,j that is 1 if i and j have a contact in every conformation
which is compatible with the valuations of Xi,Yi,Zi, and 0 otherwise. Then

Xdiffi,j = |Xi − Xj | Zdiffi,j = |Zi − Zj |
Ydiffi,j = |Yi − Yj | Contacti,j ∈ {0, 1}

(Contacti,j = 1)↔ (Xdiffi + Ydiffi + Zdiffi = 1) (26.9)

where Xdiffi,j , Xdiffi,j and Zdiffi,j are new variables. The variable HHContacts counts
the number of contacts between H-monomers, and is defined by

HHContacts =
∑

i+1<j∧

s(i)=H∧s(j)=H

Contacti,j . (26.10)

Now we could start to apply constraint-based enumeration on Xi,Yi,Zi searching for a
conformation with maximal number of contacts.

The main problem using this approach alone is that it is very difficult to define good
bounds and to find a search heuristic for enumerating low-energy conformation first. Nev-
ertheless, this formulation is in part required for lattice models with an extended alpha-
bet like the HPNX-model [6], which models also electrostatic contacts in addition to hy-
drophobicity.

Dal Palù et al. [80] considered an extension of the above problem for a much more
sophisticated energy function. Since it is not possible to solve the problem optimally or
near-optimally in the case of extended energy functions, they integrated additional bio-
logical knowledge to achieve good predictions. Starting from a formulation of the pro-
tein folding problem for the face-centered cubic lattice similar to the one described in
Eq (26.9), they integrated secondary structure information in the prediction process. In
a later work, Dal Palù et al. [79] extended the simple formulation Eq (26.9) by introduc-
ing variable that have three-dimensional domains (called Box-domains) associated, and
described a constraint system and propagation techniques for this kind of variables. A
similar approach of using variables with three-dimensional domains was successfully used
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Figure 26.3: The overall approach

Finding all maximally compact hydrophobic cores is an optimization problem itself,
which was solved in [4] again in a two-level step. First, the distribution of H-monomers
to layers of the form X = i is calculated. Such a distribution is called a frame sequence,
and consists of the number of H-monomer in each layer, as well as the minimal rectangle
around these monomers. As we will see later, this information can be used to calculate an
upper bound on the number of contacts for a specific frame sequence, which allows one to

5If there is no conformation found for the maximally compact core, then sub-optimal cores have to be con-
sidered as well, which is not very often the case.
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discard many frame sequences. Then, for a given frame sequence, all possible maximally
compact hydrophobic cores having the corresponding frame sequence are generated. Thus,
we have the overall 3-level approach depicted in Figure 26.3.

a) layer contacts

interlayer contacts
x=2x=1

b)

Layer1 Layer2
a1 = 2 a2 = 2
b1 = 3 b2 = 2
n1 = 5 n2 = 4

Figure 26.4: a) Layer and Interlayer Contacts b) Corresponding Frame Sequence
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quadratic frame with a = ⌈√n⌉ and b = ⌈na ⌉ will have minimal surface, which used as a
bound when enumerating number sequences.

For the interlayer contacts in the cubic lattice, one simply observes that every monomer
in one layer can have at most one contact in the following layer. Thus, the maximal number
of interlayer contacts for two successive layers X = i and X = i+ 1 having ni and ni+1

monomers is min(ni, ni+1). Using this upper bounds for layer and interlayer contacts, one
can calculate the optimal frame sequence using a dynamic programming approach.

For the face-centered cubic lattice, the calculation of the bound is more complicated.
Albeit one can uses also a splitting of the core into successive layers and apply the same
bound for layer contacts, the bound for the interlayer contacts is more difficult. The reason
is that every H-monomer in one layer can have up to 4 contact in the successive layer. For
details the reader is referred to [2].

Construction of hydrophobic cores Once we have a frame sequence ak, bk, nk for k =
1 . . .m, one has to enumerate the possible hydrophobic cores for this frame sequence. The
first step is to fix the frame positions in each layer. That is, we have finite domain variables
syk and szk for the lower left corner of the frame in layer x = k. We can choose sy1 =
sz1 = 0 for the first frame. For the remaining frames, we have to enumerate in principle all
possible starting positions. But again, we can use bounds to discard combination of values
for syk, szk that may not result in a maximal compact hydrophobic core.

An example of such a bound is the following. A combination is unfavorable if a frame
does not completely overlap with the previous frame. Then only the part of the two frames
that do overlap can generate interlayer contacts. Hence, we can use the bounds on the in-
terlayer contacts described in the last section to calculate the number of interlayer contacts
for the overlapping sub-frames.

Once we have fixed the frames (via determining their lower left corners), we start be
enumerating the positions that are actually contained in the core. This can be done by
inserting for every position a Boolean variable c~p for every position ~p that is in one of the
fixed frames. Then

c~p = 1 iff ~p is in the core.

Clearly, we have




∑

~p is in Layer x = k

c~p



 = nk.

Since a frame is usually tightly filled, this constraint provides good propagation. Finally,
we have to encode contacts by using a Boolean variableContact~p,~p′ for each pair of neigh-
bors ~p, ~p′. Then

Contact~p,~p′ = 1⇔ (c~p = 1 ∧ c~p′ = 1).

Counting Contact~p,~p′ will gives us the total number of contacts for the core.
We can improve propagation by the following consideration. Usually, hydrophobic

cores do not have too many caveats. A caveat is a P-monomer which is part of the hy-
drophobic core and thus buried by H-monomers. This usually produces a non-optimal
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P−position

undet.

positions
H−position

frame bound.

P−positions via entailment

Figure 26.5: Example of the caveat-freeness constraint

core, but must be considered in the case that the optimal cores do not correspond to a valid
sequence conformation. If a frame does not contain any caveat, then we know that for any
line through the frame, the H-monomers must be consecutive on this line. Now suppose we
have two positions ~p and ~p′ in the same frame with the property that ~p is the left neighbor
of ~p′, c~p = 0 (P-position) and c~p = 1 (H-position). Then all positions to the left of ~p on
the line through ~p, ~p′ must be P-positions as well (see Figure 26.5). For a given pair of left
neighbors ~p = (k, s, t) and ~p′ = (k, s+1, t), this can be simply expressed by the following
entailment constraint:

c~p = 0 ∧ c~p′ = 1 =⇒
∧

~p′′ = (k, s, t)
in frame

with r < s

c~p′′ = 0

Of course, we have to introduce such a constraint for every pair of left, right or vertical
neighbors. For more details, the reader is referred to [1] and [108]. If caveats are allowed,
then one can enumerate them explicitly and add the constraint for the remaining positions.

26.5.3 Protein Docking and Ligand Binding

Protein docking attempts to find the most stable mode of association between two protein
molecules, starting from the atomic coordinates of the two isolated components. It can be
likened to a ‘lock and key’ mechanism , where both lock and key are plastic, and distort
according to mutual interactions. The protein-protein interfaces are closely packed, similar
to protein cores. The aim of any docking algorithm is to optimise the surface area and at-
tractive forces and to minimise the loss of energy due to interaction with the solvent. This
is a difficult area of research, but there are general rules. Optimisation must be performed
on many degrees of freedom, since this is an example of 6-D problem of rigid body move-
ment - 3 translations and 3 rotations, all of which must be searched. The approaches to
rigid surfaces are broadly

1. Given the information of a pair of proteins crystallised together, to reconstruct the
docking
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2. Given the individual proteins separately crystallised, to predict their docking. re-
quires trying all combinations of degrees of freedom note that ligand binding - small lig-
ands tend to bind in big pockets; ligands are more flexible than proteins

26.5.4 Structure Motif Matching

Protein structures can be described at various levels of detail, ranging from atomic coordi-
nates, through vector approximations to secondary structures elements (SSEs), to ‘topolog-
ical’ models. These latter abstractions typically consider a sequence of SSEs, i.e. helices
or strands, together with relationships like spatial adjacency within the fold and approxi-
mate orientation, neglecting details like lengths and structures of loops, and the lengths of
the secondary structure elements themselves. This level of abstraction can be useful to per-
mit very fast algorithms for structure motif matching, discovery and structure comparison.
Further, by neglecting many of the details which typically vary between related structures,
like lengths and structures of loops, and exact lengths, spatial positions and orientations of
SSEs, it has the potential to detect more distant structural relationships than could be found
by methods based on more geometrical descriptions. On the other hand, its disadvantages
are that there may be structures which, although related at the topological level, are very
different from a geometric point of view, and have no meaningful biological relationship.

A TOPS structure is a triple (E,H,C) where E = S1, . . . , Sk is a sequence of length
k of secondary structure elements (SSEs) and H and C are relations over the SSEs, called
respectively H-bonds and chiralities. In this description an H-bond constraint refers to
a ladder of individual hydrogen bonds between adjacent strands in a sheet. An SSE S
is a character from the alphabet {α, β} standing for helix and strand respectively. Since
each SSE in a TOPS structure is associated with a direction up or down we associate a
direction symbol, + or−, with each letter of this alphabet. Both H-bonds and chiralities are
symmetric relations (non-directed arcs in the graph). An H-bond constrains the types of the
two SSE’s involved to be strands, and each bond is associated with a relative direction δ ∈
{P,A}, indicating whether the bond is between parallel or anti-parallel strands. Chiralities
are associated with handedness χ ∈ {L,R} (left and right respectively), and only occur
between pairs of SSEs of the same type. We denote the H-bond relationship between two
SSEs Si and Sj by (Si, δ, Sj) and a chirality relationship by (Si, χ, Sj).

Definition 26.8 (TOPS structure). Given Σ = {α+, α−, β+, β−}, then
a TOPS structure D is defined by the triple (S,Hd, Cd), where
S = (S1, . . . , Sk), Si ∈ Σ
Hd = {(Si, δ, Sj)|Si, Sj ∈ {β+, β−}, δ = P ↔ Si = Sj , δ = A↔ Si 6= Sj}
Cd = {(Si, χ, Sj)|Si, Sj ∈ Σ, χ ∈ {R,L, }}

As an example, in Figure 26.6 we give a TOPS structure for the protein structure
“2bop” (Protein Databank code) both in a form with ‘2-D’ layout as well as in a linear
form form. The textual form of the TOPS description for 2bop is:

2bop = (E,H,C), where
E = (β+1

, α−2
, α−3

, β+4
, β+5

, β−6
, α+7

, β−8
)

H = {(β+1
, A, β−6

), (β+1
, A, β−8

), (β+4
, A, β−6

), (β+5
, A, β−6

)}
C = {(β+1

, R, β+4
), (β−6

, R, β−8
)}

A TOPS pattern, or motif , is similar to a TOPS structure, but is a generalisation which
can describe several structures conforming to some common topological characteristics.
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Figure 26.6: TOPS structure for 2bop. Circles represent α-helical secondary structure ele-
ments, triangles represent β-strand secondary structure elements, arrows represent loop re-
gions, heavy dotted lines represent hydrogen-bond relationships (‘A’ – anti-parallel), light
dotted lines represent chiralities (’R’ — right-handed)

This generalisation is achieved by permitting ‘gaps’, standing for the insertion of SSEs (and
any associated H-bond and chiralities), in the sequence of secondary structure elements;
indeed a structure is just a pattern where no inserts are permitted. A gap is described by
a pair (n,m) where n stands for the minimum and m for the maximum number of SSEs
which can be inserted at that position. The range of n and m is from zero to the largest
number of SSE’s in any TOPS structures (approximately 60).

In principle, just as for TOPS structures, each SSE in a TOPS pattern is associated with
a direction up or down (+ or − respectively) relative to the X-axis, and is a character from
the alphabet {α, β}.

However, since any TOPS description of pattern (or a structure) can be flipped about
the X-axis without loss of meaning, in order to facilitate pattern matching we associate a
direction variable, ⊕ or ⊖ with each SSE in a pattern P s.t. they satisfy the constraint

∀⊕,⊖ ∈ P : opp(⊕,⊖)↔ (⊕ = + ∧ ⊖ = −) ∨ (⊕ = − ∧⊖ = +)

Note that it is possible, but redundant if we are to perform pattern matching, to associate a
similar constraint with each SSE in a structure description.

Definition 26.9 (TOPS pattern). Given Σ = {α⊕, α⊖, β⊕, β⊖} then a TOPS pattern
P = (T,Hp, Cp), ∀⊕,⊖ ∈ P : opp(⊕,⊖), where T = (n0,m0) − V1 − (n1,m1) −
V2 − . . .− (nk−1,mk−1)− Vk − (nk,mk), Vj ∈ Σ, nj ≤ mj

Hp = {(Si, δ, Sj)|Si, Sj ∈ {β⊕, β⊖}, δ = P ↔ Si = Sj , δ = A↔ Si 6= Sj}
Cp = {(Si, χ, Sj)|χ ∈ {R,L, }, Si, Sj ∈ Σ}

For example a TOPS pattern which describes plaits (2bop is an instance of a plait) is
illustrated in Figure 26.7; arrows between SSEs in the sequence have been annotated with
pairs of integers standing for (ni,mj), in this case (0,N ).

Definition 26.10 (Size of a TOPS structure (resp pattern)). The size of a TOPS structure
D = (S,H,C) (resp. pattern) is |S|, the number of SSEs in the structure (pattern).

Gilbert et al [47] have defined a simple backtracking algorithm which is guaranteed to
find all the ways in which a TOPS pattern matches a TOPS structure; for each match it
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Figure 26.7: TOPS plait motif

returns the set of pairs of corresponding SSEs between the pattern and the structure, and
the set of corresponding insert sizes in the pattern.

Finite domain constraints over integers are used in the algorithm in order to prune the
search space. A correspondence is established between the SSE numbers in a structure size
j and the SSE numbers in a pattern size k Corr := (d1, d2, . . . , dk), where di (i ∈ 1 . . . k)
is a constraint variable representing the number of the SSE in the structure matching SSE i
in the pattern. In addition Ins := (I1, I2, . . . , Ik−1) is the sequence of insert sizes, where
Ii (i ∈ 1 . . . k−1) is a constraint variable representing the number of inserts between SSEs
i and i+ 1 in the pattern, The matching algorithm imposes constraints on the SSEs in the
pattern by setting up constraints for i ∈ 1..k, C1: 1 ≤ di ≤ j
C2: ni ≤ Ii ≤ mi,
C3: di + Ii + 1 = di+1

Constraint C1 gives the range of di (a pattern cannot have more SSEs than a matching
structure); C2 sets up a constraint variable for each insert in the pattern, and C3 ensures
that the insert sizes are respected in the matching.

The simple algorithm then proceeds by matching the H-bonds (respecting the paral-
lel/antiparallel labels), the chiralities (respecting the right/left-hand labels) and the SSEs
(respecting the type and orientation) between the pattern and the structure.

In fact, matching of TOPS motifs to TOPS structures is an instance of the subgraph
isomorphism problem which remains NP-complete for such vertex ordered graphs. There
are several non-polynomial algorithms for subgraph isomorphism problem, the most pop-
ular being by Ullmann [102] and McGregor [76]. Although these are not straightforwardly
adaptable to vertex ordered graphs, the vertex ordering seems to be the property that could
considerably improve the algorithm efficiency.

Viksna et al. [106] give a fast matching algorithm for TOPS structures, which is a
variant of a method based on constraint satisfaction [76]. The algorithm tries to match
edges in the increasing order of edge positions and backtracks if for some edge match can
not be found. Since the graphs are ordered, the positions in the target graph to which a given
edge may be mapped and which have to be checked can only increase. Two additional
ideas are used to make this process more efficient. Firstly, a number of additional labels
are assigned to vertices and edges; they comprise the numbers of incoming and outgoing
edges of all possible types for a given vertex, whilst for an edge they describes how many
“shorter” or “longer” other edges are connected to the endpoints of a given edge. describes
how many shorter or longer other edges are connected to the endpoints of a given edge
Secondly, if an edge e can not be mapped according to the existing mapping for previous
edges, then the next place where this edge can be mapped according to the labels is found,
and the minimal match positions of previous edges are advanced in order to be compatible
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with the minimal position of e. The full algorithm is given in [106].

26.5.5 Structure Motif Discovery

Pattern discovery for sequences is a well-established technique [15] which could be applied
to TOPS structures as follows. The first, “pattern driven” (PD) is based on enumerating
candidate patterns in a given solution space and picking out the ones with high fitness; the
second, “structure driven” (SD) comprises algorithms that try to find patterns by comparing
given diagrams and looking for local similarities between them. In SD an algorithm may be
based on constructing a local multiple alignment of given sequences and then extracting the
patterns from the alignment by combining the segments common to most of the sequences.

Essentially the difference between pattern discovery for sequences and TOPS structures
is that techniques for the former assume that the grammar of the former is regular whilst
that of the latter is context–sensitive. Thus in a naive version of a PD approach for TOPS
diagrams not only would we have to enumerate an exponentially large number of patterns
comprising not only all the possible combinations of the SSEs (and their orientations) in a
pattern of length k, but also all the possible H-bond and chirality connections over them.

Viksna et al [106] find maximal common subgraphs for a set of TOPS graphs by an
exhaustive search comprising repeated extension of an initial subgraph and checking for
subgraph isomorphisms in the target set of graphs. In doing so, they exploit the speed of
their specialised subgraph isomorphism algorithm for TOPS graphs. Starting with a simple
(one vertex) pattern graph, subgraph isomorphism is used to check against all graphs in a
given set and in the case of success attempt to extend the already matched pattern graph
in all possible ways. Some restrictions on the number of different types of edges and
vertices can be deduced from the given set of target graphs and are used by the algorithm.
Apart from that, the previous successful match may be used to deduce information about
extensions which are more likely to be successful in the next match. In general this does
not prune the search space but may help to discover large common subgraphs earlier. The
advantage of this approach is that the algorithm has time complexity that is linear with
respect to the number of graphs in the given input set.

Gilbert et al. [45] report an heuristic algorithm which discovers patterns of H-bonds
(and chiralities) based on the properties of sheets for TOPS diagrams; they also derive pat-
terns on the associated sequences of SSEs and insert sizes. Briefly, the algorithm attempts
to discover a new sheet by finding, common to all the target set of diagrams, a (fresh)
pair of strands, sharing an H-bond with a particular direction. Then it attempts to extend
the sheet by repeatedly inserting a fresh strand which is H-bonded to one of the existing
strands in the (current) sheet. The algorithm then finds all further H-bonds between all
the members of the current sheet. The entire process is repeated until no more sheets can
be discovered; any chirality arcs between the H-bonds in the pattern are then discovered
by a similar process. The numbers of inserts between each strand in the pattern are then
computed for all the patterns in the learning set, and the minimum and maximum size of
the gaps in the corresponding insert positions in the pattern are thus found, and combined
with the SSE sequence to give the T-pattern. The result is the least general common TOPS
pattern characterising the target set of protein descriptions.

Other methods that are known mostly correspond to the SD approach outlined above,
for example as described by Koch et al. [66]. These may be more efficient for sets con-
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taining a small number (basically just two) of graphs, but in general cannot be used to find
the exact answer to the problem for larger sets.

The goodness of a pattern can be stated in several ways, including the size of the pattern,
its discriminative performance against a set of positive and negative examples, and its
compression value. In [46] Gilbert et al describe how to compute the compression of a
TOPS pattern with respect to a set of graphs of structures using a general data compression
measure applied to the size of the pattern graph and the total size of the components of the
structures which are not included in the pattern. This value can be normalised to the range
1 (best) to 0 (worst).

Definition 26.11 (Raw compression). The raw compression of a pattern length k w.r.t. a
set of n structures of lengths l1, . . . , ln is

Σni=1li − (n− 1) ∗ k

Definition 26.12 (Normalised compression). The normalised compression of a pattern
length k w.r.t. a set of n structures of lengths l1, . . . , ln is

(n−1)∗k

Σn
i=1li−minn

i=1(li)

These definitions can be extended in a natural way to include complete structural defini-
tions (H-bonds and chiralities). When there are only two structures in the set, the compres-
sion measure can be used as a measure of structure comparison, as ultilised in the online
TOPS system reported by Torrance et al [101] which operates over the TOPS database
[77].

26.6 Function Related Problems

26.6.1 Metabolic Pathways

Living organisms function by a complex set of interactions at the molecular level which
occur in a highly organised manner. They involve metabolic reactions which transform
some compounds (substrates) into others (products). In general a reaction S → P can
be described by a transition S → S′ → P , transforming the set of substrates S into the
set of products P via a transition state S′ in which the substrate molecules are distorted
into some electronic conformation which more readily converts to the products. In order to
occur, S → P has a negative free energy, i.e. the free energy of S is greater than that of P ;
however S → S′ has a positive free energy change, termed the energy of activation. This
energy is a barrier preventing S → P occurring spontaneously, without which all reactions
would occur in an uncontrolled way. Most reactions are catalysed by special proteins
called enzymes which control the reaction by lowering the energy barrier (i.e. increasing
the rate of flow). They do this by binding substrates at combining sites within active sites,
positioning substrate molecules in the most favourable orientations for reactions to occur,
as well as distorting them in order to favour transition state formation. During this process
the enzyme may change shape in order to induce a fit with the substrate, rather than just
rely on a rigid ‘lock and key’ mechanism. In general, reactions can be chained together
into paths so that the products of one reaction become the substrates of another [36].
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26.6.2 Regulatory Networks

Metabolic reactions can be regulated in two ways. The first is by the direct activation or
inhibition of activity of enzymes by small molecules. This method is relatively fast in
action, since it directly affects the chain of reactions. Another method of regulation is that
of transcriptional regulation, in which the production of the enzyme itself is controlled by
a transcription factor (a protein which activates the capacity of a gene to produce another
protein). This method is relatively slow, since it indirectly affects the reaction path.

Reactions can be self-regulated using either the direct or transcriptional method, since
it is common that products of an immediate or eventual reaction act have a direct or tran-
scriptional effect on enzymes involved earlier in the chain of reactions. These regulatory
relationships can be quite complex in that products from one path can regulate enzymes
involved in another path.

26.6.3 Querying and Analysing Networks of Cellular Function

In [105] van Helden et al. give a data model for representing and analysing networks of
cellular function (metabolic and regulatory pathways). This has been extended by Deville
et al. [26] to the general case including signalling pathways. Often the information is
stored in a database, with the associated the database model permitting simple analysis to
be directly be performed on through a database query language which are often unsuitable
for algorithmic use. Specific algorithms with their own data structures are required for
more sophisticated analyses. Often graphs are used as representational data structures
– these can be compound, reaction, bipartite and hyper-graphs. Object-oriented models
can be seen as a generalization of bipartite graphs, where the nodes are typed, permiting
detailed descriptions, and the use of inheritance to structure data.

Current computational systems often path navigation routines in addition to simple
data retrieval. A simple query is to get all the reactions catalysed by a gene product More
complex queries require the application of specialised algorithms, often involving the use
of graph analysis. These are for example (adapted from [105])

• find all metabolic pathways that convert compound A into compound B in less than
X steps

• find all genes whose expression is directly or indirectly affected by a given com-
pound.

• find all compounds that can be synthesised from a given precursor in less than X
steps

• in the complete set of metabolic reactions, find all feedback loops including a given
compound, or, in a defined biochemical pathway, find all feedback loops.

Another type of complex queries involve sub-graph extraction. Here the user specifies a set
of seed nodes in the network the system is required to extract the portions of the network or
sub-graphs that interconnect each pair of seed nodes via the smallest number of individual
links. The user can specify the maximum number of individual links, or graph arcs, that
can be inserted between any two seed nodes. The resulting sub-graph can then be displayed
and analysed. Algorithms for sub graph extraction and maximal path enumeration used in
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this context have been described in van Helden et al [104]. Examples of major databases
and computational systems for storing and analysing biochemical pathway and network
data include KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) [61], BioCyc [68], and
Amaze [72].

In recent work Dooms et al have described an approach using constraint programming
to solve constrained path finding problems in metabolic networks [29] [30], and have ap-
plied it to discover pathways from a set of their reactions. [78]. This approach builds on
earlier work by the same authors [31] in which they defined a graph computation domain
for constraint programming in order to provide a high level modeling language with the
data and results are graphs.

26.7 Microarrays

DNA microarrays (“DNA chips”) are made by the deposition of DNA spots on a solid
support, often a coated glass surface. For an in-depth review, see e.g. [19]. Two main
procedures have been used to produce these: photolithography (e.g. by as developed and
marketed by Affymetrix Inc. [74], and mechanical gridding [16]. Photolithography is a
technique used in the computer microchip industry. There is, however, an inherent length
restriction with this in situ synthesis technology limiting the probes to about 25 nucleotides
in length. This is offset by the use of high-density arrays which allow the use of multiple
probes per gene. The arrayed probes can be oligonucleotides (photolithography and grid-
ding) or cDNAs (gridding).

Arrays of thousands of DNA sequences representing part of all of the genome of an
organism can be constructed. Such arrays can then be used to compare the relative abun-
dance of the transcriptional products of each of these gene sequences in two DNA or RNA
samples, for example from two different cell populations, or from one population exposed
to two different stimuli. In the spotting techniques the two samples are first labelled using
different fluorescent dyes and are then mixed and hybridized with the arrayed DNA spots.
After hybridization, fluorescence measurements are made for each DNA spot, and record-
ing the fluorescence for each dye separately. These measurements are used to determine
the ratio, and in turn the relative abundance, of the sequence of each specific gene in the
two mRNA or DNA samples. (Adapted from [16]).

The computational challenges can be broadly divided into two major categories:
(1) Normalisation and background correction of microarray data,
(2) Modelling and analysis of the networks that are represented by the sets of genes in the
samples.

We briefly overview the second challenge. Network or pathway reconstruction from
microarray data is based on observations of the expression of a set of genes under varying
conditions such as time-series, targeted mutation or exposure to different evnironmental
conditions (stress, starvation etc) [81]. These data are usually taken as steady-state. The
goal is to identify which genes control (the expression of) other genes, and the results if
these controls. The analysis often involves the clustering of genes by expression data and
the analysis of promoter elements within the same clusters. Machine learning techniques
are commonly used for reconstgruction of gene networks, for example Soinov et al [95]

A potential application of constraint programming in this area is proposed by Dooms
et al [78] is the explanation of DNA microarray experiments using a CSP able to solve
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pathway discovery problems. However, this area is ripe for the application of constraint
computation techniques, both in the processing of low-level (primary) data, as well as in
the analysis and interpretation of results, for example cross-referencing into biochemical
pathway data.
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partition, 626
soft constraints, 311
stretch, 100

hard, 283
Horn-disjunctive linear, 675, 676
implicational, 249
implied, 96, 301, 387–390, 399–401,

434, 456
inequality, 250
interval, 571–595
k-weighted, 286
knapsack, 176, 189, 883
language

first-order, 682–691
lexicographic, 343, 345, 348
linear, 67, 675, 684, 685, 766, 857
linear Horn, 251, 272
max-closed, 249, 259
meta, 513
minimum, 481
multi-sorted, 266
non-binary, 30
nonlinear, 573
not-first not-last, 779
optimization, 117, 189, 296, 400, 785–

789
Ord-Horn, 251, 672
order, 476
partially known, 726
path, 810, 881
piecewise linear, 545
possibilistic, 285
precedence graph, 782, 788–789
primitive, 413
private, 725
probabilistic, 286, 737, 738
quantified, 577

continuous, 590
redundant, see constraint, implied
regular, 179, 186
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reified, 386, 433, 456, 513
resource, 765–767, 778–785, 790
semiring-based, 287–289, 738
set constraint, 615

atmost1, 625
disjoint, 625
global set constraint, 624
graduated constraint, 617
inference, 617
partition, 626

soft constraint, 15, 181, 275, 281–322,
691, 751

all-different, 181, 191
combination, 290
modeling in constraint logic program-

ming, 430
projection, 290

solved form, 482
sum, 176
symmetry breaking constraint, 342
temporal, 665–692, 751, 766, 775, 782,

788, 790
tightness, 17–19, 274
timetable, 780
valued, 289–290, 738
weighted, 285–287

constraint database, 442, 682–691
constraint graph, 16, 23, 31, 109, 640, 858

acyclic, 215, 217, 230, 303, 864
cutset, 23, 110, 210, 231–235, 654, 864,

868
degree, 107
DFS tree, 239, 711
dual graph, 212, 391–392
induced, 302
induced width, 217, 302, 554
primal graph, 212
separator, 110, 221
tree width, 221, 304
width, 23, 109, 221

constraint handling rules, 436, 466, 473, 478
confluence, 478
operational equivalence, 480
semantics, 475, 478

constraint logic programming, 15, 409, 465,
468, 594, 607, 609

answer, 416

B-Prolog, 608
BNR-Prolog, 594
CLP(L), 609
CLP(R), 15, 412, 427, 482
CLP(Σ∗), 607
CLP(BNR), 594
CLP(FD), 414, 473, 483
conceptual model, 425
constraint domain, 413
constructive negation, 423
data structures, 428
derivation, 415

fair, 422
design model, 430
disjunction, 432
dynamic scheduling, 435
ECLiPSe, 413, 594, 608
finite failure, 416
hierarchical, 294
history, 411
immediate consequence function, 420
impact, 442
minimization complete, 424
modeling CSPs, 426
negation as failure, 422
optimization, 424, 429, 442
Prolog, 15
Prolog II, 15
Prolog III, 412
Prolog IV, 594
recursion, 427
search, 437
semantics, 413–420
state, 415
syntax, 414

constraint network, see constraint satisfac-
tion problem

constraint optimization problem, 16, 17, 21,
117, 155, 189, 400–401, 577, 709

constraint logic programming, 424, 429
distributed, 699–727
open, 702, 722
phase transition, 648
soft constraints, 296

constraint programming
concurrent, 443, 468

AKL, 466, 468
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ALPS, 465
Ask, 466
CIAO, 466
deadlock, 467
stability, 471
Tell, 466
unfold, 467

continuous, 571–595
distributed, 466, 470, 699–727
interval, 571–595

BARON, 594
Boost, 594
C-XSC, 594
Constraint Explorer, 594
Gaol, 594
Intlab, 594
Numerica, 594

logic, see constraint logic programming
open, see constraint satisfaction prob-

lem, open
programming paradigms, 443

functional programming, 443
imperative programming, 443
object oriented programming, 444
term rewriting, 443

systems, see individual entries (e.g., CHIP,
ILOG)

constraint propagation, 13–15, 17–22, 29–
77, 90–96, 98, 119, 169, 379, 838,
849, 865, 866

disjunctive, 75, 778, 780
event, 71, 501, 506
generalized, 437
list, 49, 76
recomputation, 516
redundant, 397
rule, 474

constraint propagator, 68, 76, 431, 497–499
checking, 497
correct, 497
entailed, 501
idempotent, 68, 500, 509
least fixpoint, 69
monotonic, 68
priority, 507
rewriting, 501
stability, 69

constraint relaxation, 739
convex hull, 536
dynamic programming, 550
Lagrangian, 547
linear programming, 530
of all-different constraint, 541
of circuit constraint, 542
of cumulative constraint, 543
of disjunction of nonlinear systems, 546
of element constraint, 540
of global constraints, 540
of piecewise linear constraint, 546

constraint retraction, 739
constraint satisfaction problem, 15–20, 31

branching, 749
conditional, 752
distributed, 699–727
dynamic, 739
interactive, 753
MAX-CSP, 156, 286
mixed, 736
open, 700, 702, 721, 753
overconstrained, 281, 691
random, see random problems
recurrent, 747
secure, 725
soft, 281–322
spatial, 691
stochastic, 738, 749
temporal, 665–692
uncertain, 736

constraint solver, 15, 70, 76, 169, 455, 480,
854, 858, 865

(in)complete, 418, 431, 434
black-box, 473
CLP scheme, 414
glass-box, 455, 473
incremental, 417, 430
programming, 473

constraint store, 475
continuation, 464
convex hull, 536
COP, see constraint optimization problem
copying, 515
CP(Graph), 609, 629
CP-net, 295
CSP, see constraint satisfaction problem
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cutting planes, 536
Chvátal-Gomory cuts, 538
comb inequalities, 543
Gomory cuts, 538
knapsack cuts, 539
lifting, 539
mixed integer rounding cuts, 538
separating cuts, 538

Datalog, 270
decision problem, 246, 262
decomposability, 668

global constraints, 74
Montanari’s decomposability, 53
temporal constraints, 670–673

demand acceptance problem, 880
depth-first search, see search, depth-first
description logic, 840, 841, 847
descriptive complexity, 270
design model, 409, 430
DisCSP, see constraint satisfaction problem,

distributed
disjunction

of linear systems, 536
of nonlinear systems, 546

distributed CSP, see constraint satisfaction
problem, distributed

domain
continuous, 571–595
enumeration, 484
finite, 483, 495–521
order-sorted, 631
set

data structures, 632
finite automata, 610
interval, 614, 615
lexicographic bounds, 621
multisets, 618
ROBDD, 623

domain consistency, see consistency, arc con-
sistency

domain filtering, 169, 458
based on dynamic programming, 551
based on Lagrangian duality, 550
based on linear programming duality,

532
constraint propagation, 29–77, 497

narrowing operators, 497
reduced-cost based, 195

dominance, 367
dual

encoding, 55, 296
Lagrangian, 547, 548
linear programming, 532

dynamic programming, 23, 85, 550
distributed, 715
nonserial, 553
state space relaxation, 552

energy reasoning, 780–782
entailment, 466, 501
equation solving, 482
equivalence-preserving inference rule, 308
evolutionary algorithm, 154, 809
expectation, 750
explanation, see nogood
expressive power, 252

FACILE, 608
fine-grained algorithm, 43
finite-size scaling, 642
first-order constraint language, 682–691
forward checking, see consistency, forward

checking
Fourier elimination, 685
frequency assignment, 317

GAC, see consistency, generalized arc con-
sistency

Gaussian elimination, 482
genetic algorithm, 809
global consistency, see consistency, global

consistency
global constraint, see constraint, global con-

straint
graph

bipartite, 171
coloring, 269
constraint, see constraint graph
dependency, 554
directed, 171
isomorphism, 364, 367
matching, 172
network flows, 172
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random, 657
residual, 173
series-parallel, 678
small-world, 651
strongly connected component, 171
undirected, 171

group theory, 331
right transversal, 335
axioms, 333
Cauchy form, 332
composition, 333
computational, 336
cosets, 335
cyclic form, 332
generators, 334
in constraint programming, 336
inverse, 333
orbit, 336
order, 334
stabilizer, 336
subgroup, 335

heavy-tailed distribution, 114–116, 651, 652
heuristic

branching, 642, 788–791
earliest, 440
meta-heuristic, 135, 808
min conflicts, 111, 140, 142, 145, 741,

747
promise, 111
smallest domain, 22, 106–109, 439, 462
symmetry breaking, 357
value, 87, 105–106, 110–112, 115, 116,

122, 460, 462
variable, 87, 106–110, 112, 115, 116,

120, 380, 388–389, 460, 462
hidden variable encoding, 75
homomorphism

of algebras, 257
of relational structures, 269

Horn clause, 248, 259
hybrid methods, 413, 527, 560, 791, 793,

794
computational performance, 528
continuous constraint solving, 587

ILOG

Dispatcher, 157
Solver, 157, 517, 594, 608

implied constraint, see constraint, implied
incompleteness, 155

essential, 140
indexical, 436, 512
indicator problem, 254
instantiation, 32

locally consistent instantiation, 32
integer linear programming, 534, 840, 857
integrated methods, 560
interval

algebra, 263–264, 615, 669, 678, 683,
685, 687

tractable subalgebras, 264
arithmetic, 577
constraint, see constraint, interval
constraint network, 668
evaluation algorithm, 578
extension, 578
inner approximation, 576
modal, 592
non-convex, 691
time, 665–692

interval analysis, 583
Gauss-Seidel method, 584
multivariate Newton method, 585
univariate Newton method, 583

k-consistency, see consistency, k-consistency
k-independence, 272
knife-edge, 639, 640

labeling, see branching strategy
Lagrangian

dual, 547, 548
of linear programming problem, 549

method, 152
relaxation, 547, 824, 882

Latin square, 649
learning, 21, 22, 838, 844, 864, 866, 868
linear equations, 248
linear polynomial equations, 482
linear programming, 175, 196, 482, 530, 786

basic solution, 530
basic variables, 531
continuous relaxation, 586
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duality, 532
incremental Simplex, 430
Lagrangian dual for, 549
mixed integer programming, 786, 792–

794
reduced cost, 531
sensitivity analysis, 532
simplex method, 176, 482, 531
variable fixing, 196

link disjoint, 887
local consistency, see consistency, local con-

sistency
local minima, 140, 142, 144, 148
local search, see search, local

markov decision problem, 749
MAX-CSP, see constraint satisfaction prob-

lem, MAX-CSP
MAX-SAT, see propositional satisfiability,

MAX-SAT
memetic algorithm, 809
MILP, see mixed integer linear programming
mini-bucket bounds, 313
mini-bucket elimination, 305
mini-cluster tree elimination, 305
minimal network, 54, 668, 681

temporal constraints, 670–673
mixed integer linear programming, 534
modeling, 13, 96, 138, 157, 340, 453, 840,

842–843, 853–863
CLP impact, 444
conceptual model, 409
design model, 409, 430
disjunctive, 536
dual model, 396
fixed charges, 535
language, 521
matrix, 348
mixed integer linear programming, 534
pattern, 402
problem representation, 379
viewpoint, 381–382, 393–398
with constraint logic programming, 425

morphing, 651
Mozart, 443, 466
multicommodity flow problem, 882

n-queens problem, 14, 21, 23, 177, 382, 383,
484

neighborhood, 138, 139
connected, 142
large, 155, 156

node disjoint, 888
nogood, 22, 33, 96, 390, 557, 706, 708, 714,

744
recording, 96–101

non-determinism
don’t care, 467
don’t-know, 466

NP-complete, 247

OCOP, see constraint optimization problem,
open

OCSP, see constraint satisfaction problem,
open

ontologies, 631
operations research, 14, 16, 527, 761, 762,

794
OPL, 157, 444, 517, 561
OptAPO, 715
optimization, see constraint optimization prob-

lem
Oz, 468, 515, 517, 608

parallelism, 477
partial constraint satisfaction, 293
path consistency, see consistency, path con-

sistency
path placement

link based, 881
node based, 885
path based, 884

permutation problem, 392–393, 396
phase transition, 639, 640, 649
planning, 558, 761–795

action, 772
constraint based, 761–763, 771, 775,

777, 778, 794, 795
graph, 772
operator, 772, 775

effect, 772
precondition, 772

polymorphism, 253
multi-sorted, 268
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polynomial class, see tractability
preference, 691, 843, 844, 863, 865, 867–

868
privacy, 725

loss, 726
Prolog, see constraint logic programming
propagation, see constraint propagation
propagator, see constraint propagator
propositional satisfiability, 16, 17, 86, 94,

95, 99–101, 109, 110, 120, 122,
137, 248, 480, 644, 680, 840, 842,
855

1 in k-SAT, 646
2+p-SAT, 646
2-satisfiability, 271
3-satisfiability, 271
Horn clause, 259
MAX-SAT, 156, 294, 296, 309, 648
not-all-equal satisfiability, 248, 647
one-in-three satisfiability, 249
random k-SAT, 644
solver, 680
XOR SAT, 647

quality of service, 881
quantified Boolean formula, 644, 647
quantifier elimination, 682–691
quasigroup, 648

random problems, 23, 118, 639, 640
randomization and restarts, 111–116, 639,

641, 651, 652, 656
reduced-cost, 176, 819

based filtering, 195
regret, 751, 818
relation, see constraint
relational clone, 251–253
relational structure, 263, 269

ω-categorical, 263
relaxation, see constraint relaxation
resilience analysis, 895
resource, 761, 775

alternative, 767
calendar, 768, 794
cumulative, 765, 780–782, 790
reservoir, 769, 783–785
state, 769

unary, 765, 778–779, 785, 790
resource allocation, 317
rules, 473

iteration, 34, 68
propagation, 474
reduction, 34, 68
simplification, 474

runtime distribution, 112–116

SALSA, 157, 456, 517
SAT, see propositional satisfiability
satisfiability, see propositional satisfiability
scenarios, 749
scene labeling, 15
Schaefer’s Dichotomy Theorem, 248
scheduling, 13, 14, 16, 17, 179, 198, 558,

731, 747, 761–795, 843
constraint based, 761–763, 780, 794,

795
elastic, 763, 766
job shop, 804
non-preemptive, 763, 764, 766, 777–

790
open shop, 804
preemptive, 763, 764, 766, 785, 792
uncertainty and, 751

Schreier Sims algorithm, 336
search, 13, 15, 17, 21, 169, 459, 471, 477,

481, 484, 838, 842, 843, 862, 863,
866–869

AND/OR, 315
asynchronous aggregation, 702, 713
asynchronous weak-commitment, 714
backtracking search, 20–23, 85–124

asynchronous, 703, 705
constraint logic programming, 430
copying, 431
distributed, 702
for temporal constraints, 678–680
trailing, 431

best-first, 116
bounded backtracking, 315
branch and bound, 21, 118, 297, 400,

534, 822
branch and cut, 534
branch and price, 554
branch and reduce, 575
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control flow, 462
controllers, 464
depth-first, 20–22, 86, 116, 455, 463
encapsulated, 470
iterative improvement, 139
label earliest, 440
large neighborhood, 821, 822
limited discrepancy, 116, 821
local search, 85, 135, 300, 441, 741,

742, 791–792
breakout method, 149
constrained, 155
distributed, 718
dynamic, 148, 156
EasyLocal++, 157
for temporal constraints, 678, 681
GENET, 149
GSAT, 141
guided, 150, 158
hill-climbing, 139
HotFrame, 157
iOpt, 157
iterated, 155
iterative improvement, 142
penalty-based methods, 148, 156
stochastic, 135, 138
systematic, 155
WalkSAT, 143

non-determinism, 460
probe backtracking, 883
programming in constraint logic pro-

gramming, 437
pseudotree, 315
russian doll, 299
strategies, 462, 516
systematic, 85, 297, 438
tabu, 144, 809
tree, 86, 87, 90, 102, 107, 116, 122,

459
variable neighborhood, 809

semidefinite programming, 530
semigroup, 259
sequence alignment, 910
set based languages
{log}, 611
CLP(Σ∗), 609
CLPS, 612

set constraint, see constraint, set constraint
set domain, see domain, set
set variable, see variable, set
setup

cost, 768, 770, 786–789, 791, 794
time, 768, 770, 786–789, 791, 794

simplex method, see linear programming
simulated annealing, 155
soft constraint, see constraint, soft constraint
solver, see constraint solver
state restoration, 514
subgradient optimization, 548
supersolutions, 747

weighted, 749
symmetry, 21, 23, 99, 379, 398–400

almost, 367
and implied constraints, 366
and inference, 366
and local search, 366
applications, 363
breaking, 399–400, 485, 868
definitions of, 337
detection, 364
in planning, 367
in SAT, 367
in theorem proving, 367

symmetry breaking methods, 633
all-different constraint, 346
combination, 362
constraints, 342
dynamic, 350
GAP-SBDD, 359
GAP-SBDS, 358
GE-Trees, 360
heuristics, 357
Lex-Leader constraints, 343, 345
matrix models, 348
reformulation, 340
SBDD, 354
SBDS, 351
STAB, 361
Subsets Lex Leader, 348

temporal
constraint, see constraint, temporal
information, 667, 691
point, 665–692
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reasoning, 665–692
thrashing, 17, 19
tightness, 274
time, see temporal
time windows, 813
tractability, 17, 23, 40

soft constraints, 311–313
temporal constraints, 672, 675, 677
tractable algebras, 256
tractable classes, 23, 672, 675, 677
tractable languages, 247
tractable operations, 255
tractable structure, 209–242

tractable algebras conjecture, 261
traffic flow analysis, 895
traffic placement problem, 880
trailing, 514
traveling salesperson problem, 180, 541, 542,

552, 803
comb inequalities, 543
connectivity, 815
with time windows, 533

tree, see search, tree and constraint graph,
tree

tree decomposition, 220, 303

unification, 505
unit propagation, 91, 94

valuation structure, 289
value ordering heuristic, see heuristic, value
valued constraint, see constraint, valued
variable, 13, 15, 16, 843, 849, 854–864, 867–

868
attributed, 436
auxiliary, 386–387
Boolean, 393, 402
domain, 496, 507–508
dual, 391–392
elimination, 302–303, 313, 384, 482,

682–691
graph, 201, 629
hidden, 391
input, 498
optimization, 296, 785
output, 498
relation, 628

search, 397
set, 200, 398, 608, 615, 855, 860, 862,

863
variable ordering heuristic, see heuristic, vari-

able
VCG mechanism, 724
vehicle routing problem, 801

with time windows, 802
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves tax, 724
visualization, 390, 402

ZDC, 157
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